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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Tuesday, May 25, 1948.

The Special Committee on Prices met at 11.00 a.m., the Chairman, Hon. 
Mr. Martin, presiding.

Members 'present: Messrs. Beaudoin, Fleming, Kuhl, Lesage, McGregor, 
Martin, Mayhew, Pinard, Thatcher, Winters.

Mr. Fabio Monet, K.C., Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.
Mr. Paul Boudrias, “Les Jardiniers Modèles”, Montreal, was called, sworn 

and examined. He filed,
Exhibit No. 115—Statements on fruit and vegetable operations prepared in 

answer to questionnaire. (Printed in this day’s Minutes of Evidence).
(English translation of evidence given in French by Mr. Boudrias and Mr. 

Vézina appears in Appendix to this day’s Evidence).
Mr. Armand Vézina, C.A., auditor for “Les Jardiniers Modèles”, Montreal, 

was called, sworn and examined with Mr. Boudrias.
During proceedings, Mr. Pinard took the Chair in the temporary absence 

of the Chairman.
Witnesses discharged.
Mr. Arthur Crclinstcn, President, Crelinsten Fruit Company, Montreal, was 

called, sworn and examined. He filed,
Exhibit No. 116‘—Statements on fruit and vegetable operations prepared in 

answer to questionnaire. (Printed in this day’s Minutes of Evidence).
At 1.00 p.m. witness retired and the Committee adjourned until 4.00 p.m. 

this day.

AFTERNOON SITTING
The Committee resumed at 4.00 p.m., the Chairman, Hon. Mr. Martin, 

presiding.
Members present: Messrs. Beaudoin, Fleming, Kuhl, Lesage, McGregor, 

Martin, Maybank, Pinard, Thatcher, Winters.
Mr. Fabio Monet, K.C., Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.
Mr. Crelinsten was recalled and further examined.
At 6.05 p.m. witness retired and the Committee adjourned until Wednesday, 

May 26, at 4.00 p.m.
R. ARSENAULT,

Clerk of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons,
May 25, 1948.

The Special Committee on Prices met this day at 11.00 a.m. The Chairman, 
Hon. Paul Martin presided.

The Chairman: The meeting will come to order. All right, Mr. Monet, 
will you proceed.

Mr. Monet: Mr. Chairman Mr. Boudrias is the next witness. He represents 
“Les Jardiniers Modèles” of Montreal. Mr. Boudrias informed me that he 
wishes to give his evidence in French.

The Chairman: May I remind the committee that it has been agreed 
there will be a steering committee meeting in my office at 3.30 this afternoon.

M. Paul Boudrias, président de la maison Les Jardiniers modèles, 
comparaît :

M. Monet:
D. M. Boudrias, voulez-vous nous donner votre prénom?—R. Paul.
D. Et quelle est votre occupation, monsieur Boudrias?—R. Jardinier et com

merçant.
D. Je comprends que vous faites affaires sous le nom: Les Jardiniers 

modèles?—R. C’est cela.
D. Dont le bureau-chef est situé à Montréal, 161 rue Saint-Paul est?— 

R. Oui, monsieur.
D. Voulez-vous dire aux membres du comité quelle fonction vous occupez 

dans cette organisation?—R. Je suis propriétaire, unique propriétaire; je fais 
un peu de tout ce qu’il y a à faire, je suis acheteur et vendeur et j’ai plusieurs 
employés avec moi.

D. C’est une maison qui fait des affaires en gros, vous faites le commerce 
du gros?—R. Oui, monsieur.

D. Dans les fruits et légumes?—R. Oui, monsieur.
D. Je comprends qu’en plus d’être président et propriétaire de la maison 

Les Jardiniers modèles vous êtes également un jardinier?—R. Oui, monsieur. 
On a à peu près 150 arpents en culture et il y a environ une cent cinquantaine 
de jardiniers dans les environs où je demeure et on travaille la main dans la 
main et je fais tout mon possible pour écouler leurs produits. La maison Les 
Jardiniers modèles sert aux fins propres de la terre de mes parents et des 
jardiniers alentour de moi.

D. Quand vous dites: On a une ferme, qu’est-ce que vous voulez dire?— 
R. Je me trompe, je veux dire que c’est moi, je veux dire que je suis propriétaire 
d’une ferme.

D. Vous êtes propriétaire d’une ferme sur laquelle vous faites du jardi
nage?—R. Oui, monsieur.

D. Et les produits des cultivateurs sur les fermes sont écoulés, si je com
prends bien, par l’entremise de la maison Les Jardiniers modèles?—R. Oui, 
monsieur.
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D. Vous dites, également, que vous avez un certain nombre de fermiers 
qui font la culture de légumes et dont vous êtes le principal acheteur?—R. Oui, 
monsieur.

D. Combien y a-t-il de fermiers qui sont avec vous ou, plutôt, qui 
alimentent votre commerce?—R. On peut dire de cinquante à cent.

D. Dois-je comprendre que la plus grande majorité de leurs produits sont 
écoulés par votre entremise?—R. De tous ces gens-là, au moins 60 p. 100 
de leurs produits qui sont classés première qualité la deuxième qualité sert 
aux marchés locaux et est écoulée sur les marchés locaux.

D. Dois-je comprendre que ces produits-là vous les achetez pour votre 
compte et pour les revendre à votre bénéfice ou bien si vous les vendez à com
mission?—R. On ne prend jamais de marchandise en consignation; cependant, 
cela peut arriver une ou deux fois par année, mais, 99 p. 100 du temps, elles 
sont achetées à prix fixe qui est fait avec les jardiniers. C’est notre propre 
marchandise et l’on peut prendre des pertes et des gains.

D. Est-ce que cela s’applique à toutes les marchandises appelées mar
chandises domestiques? Est-ce que toutes les marchandises que vous achetez 
des cultivateurs, à quelque endroit qu’ils soient, sont des marchandises que 
vous achetez et que vous revendez exclusivement pour votre bénéfice?—R. C’est 
cela.

D. De sorte que vous faites très peu ou aucunement de commerce à 
commission?—R. Pratiquement pas, peut-être 1 p. 100, comme j’ai dit tout 
à l’heure. x

D. Alors, il y en a 1 p. 100 que vous qualifiez de_ vente à commission?—• 
R. Oui, monsieur.

D. En plus de votre commerce des produits locaux, dois-je comprendre 
que vous faites de l’importation?-—R. Mon commerce est 75 p. 100 pour les 
produits locaux et 25 p. 100 pour de l’importation. Le but de notre affaire, et 
pour vous le faire bien comprendre, est que l’on s’occupe de l’importation pour 
maintenir notre personnel en vie en hiver puis pour améliorer notre distri
bution, parce que, pour nous autres, dans les environs de Montréal, la saison 
de production dure de six à sept mois. Ceci est pour donner de l’ouvrage aux 
hommes et pour leur permettre de bénéficier d’une bonne distribution. C’est 
pourquoi on s’occupe d’importation. Nous sommes jardiners et nous avons 
toujours été jardiniers de père en fils, nous sommes jardiniers cent pour cent. 
Comme je l’ai dit il y a un instant, c’est uniquement pour distribuer le 
jardinage de nos parents, de nos amis.

D. Maintenant, vous avez parlé tantôt de jardiniers locaux et vous avez 
dit que vous vendiez leurs produits. Voulez-vous dire aux membres du comité, 
en prenant comme base le 17 novembre de l’an dernier, si vous aviez à ce 
moment-là dans votre maison plus de marchandises en réserve que par les 
années antérieures?—R. D’abord, notre maison, nous ne sommes pas des spécu
lateurs. Je dis toujours “nous”...

D. Quand vous parlez de “nous”...?—R. Je parle des employés. Nous 
ne sommes pas des spéculateurs, nous ne l’avons jamais été. C’est la première 
raison. Nous sommes jeunes. Puis, cela ne fait que dix ans que nous sommes 
en affaire. Notre réserve ne peut pas être très grosse. De la spéculation, nous 
n’en avons jamais fait. Nous avons juste la marchandise que nous pouvons 
ecouler dans les dix ou quinze jours, et nous n’avons jamais eu de la marchandise 
pour plus que cela. Si nous faisons un chiffre d’affaires de 100 ou de $125,000 
par semaine, c’est que cela n’a jamais été fait avec plus de stock que nous 
avions à vendre pour dix jours.
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D. Pour parler de l'automne dernier, en particulier, à quelle période de 
l’année remisez-vous vos produits pour l’hiver? -R» Nous commençons à remiser 
nos produits à la fin de septembre ou au commencement d octobre.

D. Vous avez des entrepôts?-R. Oui, et les jardiniers ont un petit peu 
d’entrepôt. Seulement, quand l’embargo est arrivé 1 an passe, c était le petit 
nombre qui avait de la marchandise. Nous avions eu un très mauvais ete 
et la récolte avait été très petite,—bien petite avait etc a reco e.

M. Lesage: . ,
D. La récolte de tous les produits?—R. Oui, monsieur, ,en general. Je 

calcule que la récolte a été au moins de 60 à 65 p. 100 de moins que pour les 
cinq années précédentes.

Me Monet:
D. Ce que vous affirmez dans le moment, monsieur Boudrias, je comprcm s 

que vous l’affirmez non pas en parlant comme représentant es ac miers 
mais comme fermier vous-même?—R. Oui, monsieur.

D. Est-ce que ces affirmations que vous faites s appliquent non ^ule 
à vous mais aux jardiniers avec qui vous faites affaires ans 
en général?—R. Oui, monsieur. Pour tous les jardiniers de la region de 
Montréal.

M. Lesage:
D. Cela ne s’applique pas aux pommes de terre?-R; Dans la banlieue de 

Montréal, on ne produit pas beaucoup de pommes de erre. • n c cpent u
Nouveau-Brunswick pour cela. o r> r „ „xi„r; i„

D. Quels sont les produits alors, que vous mentionnez?-*. Le celeri, le
concombre, les tomates, la laitue, le chou, le navet, le chou-fleur, les épinards
et toutes ces choses-là, et la betterave. ..... of

D. Et la production de ces légumes-là avait ete mfeneure de 60 et
65 p. 100?—R, Oui, monsieur. La temperature ?ous a C
temps-là. Il y a eu moins de produits ou plutôt moins ^ , raison
‘‘average” de 60 d 65 p 100 dan, la banlieue de M«ntreab ^ ^

» P», que6*» MJ -

petit groupe. Seulement, c’est un .pourfcea1taf comprendre que la marchandise 
de 6, 7, 8 et 10 p. 100. Alors, la c’est facile a c0“Pr<Tr;^ Ce , t na_
a doublé et même triplé et cela pour bcaucoup p us QUS donné
la faute de l’embargo. C’est la faute de la Providence qu
de beau temps. Il n’y a pas eu de production.

i r-vinc ipvif.priiciit pour nous, s il \ ous M. Thatcher: Voulez-vous parler plus
plaît?—R. Avec plaisir.

Me Monet:
^ . ix • „ .x. ni1iq ou moms mauvaise, comme vousD. Est-ce que la récolté qui a ete plus ou mu nrix?_R C’est la

l’avez expliqué tantôt, a été un facteur dans la hausse P
grande cause. . . ^ue ^ récolte qui a été

D. Vous considérez que la hausse des p
plus ou moins mauvaise?—R. Oui, monsieur. romnrends mie

D Maintenant vous m’avez dit en quelques mots, si je comprends, que u. Maintenant,, du n novembre, dont vous venezceux qui avaient en mains, apres cette
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de parler, certains produits dont vous avez parlé en réponse à M. Lesage, 
ont bénéficié de la hausse occasionnée par la demande et l’offre?—R. C’était 
une hausse méritée, parce que, pendant plusieurs années, il n’y avait pas eu 
de prix raisonable et normal. Les cultivateurs en ont besoin une fois de 
temps en temps pour les encourager.

D. Vous ne parlez donc pas comme propriétaire de la maison Les Jardiniers 
Modèles, mais comme jardinier vous-même?—R. Je suis plus habitant que 
commerçant.

D. Ce que vous rapportez se rapporte plutôt aux jardiniers qu’aux fer
miers?—R. Oui, monsieur.

Le Président: Ils sont plus heureux aussi.

Me Monet:
D. Comme le dit le Président, ils sont plus heureux aussi?—R. C’est cela.
D. Vous donnez des renseignements très intéressants. Vous êtes dans 

une position assez heureuse, car vous êtes jardinier et commerçant. Mainte
nant, revenons au questionnaire qui vous a été soumis et auquel vous avez 
répondu.—R. Justement, dimanche dernier,—j’aime à vous rendre compte de 
tout ce qui se passe dans notre groupe de producteurs, nous sommes à peu près 
vingt-cinq à trente ensemble,—nous avons discuté ce qui se passait, et la 
manière dons nous écoulions nos produits dans le moment. Nos gens se pré
parent à produire deux, trois, quatre et six fois plus.

M. Lesage: C’est pour l’an dernier.—R. Même, rendu au mois d’août ou 
au mois de novembre, la marchandise... Automatiquement, par le fait que 
l’agriculteur est encouragé et qu’il vise à augmenter sa production trois ou 
quatre fois plus, automatiquement le coût de la vie baisse. Rendus au mois de 
septembre ou au mois de novembre, même, vous serez obligés de nous aider 
pour pouvoir trouver des marchés pour notre marchandise. Là, le jardinier 
est encouragé, il travaille à produire et, dans deux mois, vous allez pouvoir 
avoir de la marchandise tant que vous en voudrez. La semaine passée, vous 
achetiez des radis à 80c.; puis, la production a commencé et, maintenant, vous 
payez les radis, comme j’ai pu le constater à deux ou à trois heures ce matin, 40c. 
la douzaine et ils vont se vendre 5c. la douzaine bientôt. En plus, je ne serais 
pas surpris s’ils se vendaient à 30c. ou à 3 pour 10c.

M. Lesage:
D. C’est le prix d’avant-guerre cela?—R. Si vous encouragez l’agriculteur, 

il produira et automatiquement les prix baisseront.
D. Alors, vous croyez que le remède à l’inflation c’est la production?— 

R. Pour moi, c’est justement le remède, à mon point de vue. D’abord, il faut 
encourager les gens à retourner à la terre. On ne veut pas avoir un prix à tout 
casser mais on veut avoir un prix ordinaire. Puis, on veut que le consomma
teur, quand il paye, soit protégé et que le prix ne soit pas trop cher. On veut 
avoir un prix ordinaire. On veut avoir un prix qui permet à tous de vivre.

D. Vous voulez un juste retour?—R. Un juste milieu, et on l’a à peu 
près dans le moment, là. D’ici à cet automne, tout se normalisera et même 
■on va avoir un surplus de production.

Le président : Grâce au comité ! C’est encourageant.
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Me Monet:
D. Pour revenir, maintenant, à votre commerce, vous vendez a qui.— 

R. On a une succursale à Sherbrooke, une à Saint-Jean et une a am . CI^™ 
On travaille la main dans la main avec la maison Courchesne e arose, 
faisons nos achats ensemble. Nous avons quatre cents ou quatie cen \mg 
épiciers indépendants. Une grande partie des clients que nous avons son * 
institutions, catholiques comme protestantes, et un gros, gros c ion , , 
depuis le commencement, c’est la compagnie Atlantic & acl c> C|U1 ai 
pieds et de ses mains pour aider à la distribution des legumes ans a 
de Montréal. Ces gens-là, la minute que nous avons une surpro u > 
minute que nous leur disons, donnent un retour plus equita ) e, aussi eq 
que possible pour nos jardiniers. . .

D. Vous écoulez vos produits chez vos détaillants et vous ajoutez en p us 
de cela les magasins à chaînes?—R. Oui, monsieur. _ .

D. Maintenant, voulez-vous produire cet état comme exhibit 115.— • U1>
monsieur.

(L’exhibit 115 est produit). '
Mr. Monet: (In English) : The next exhibit will be filed as JNo. na.



LES JARDINIERS MODELES 
(1G1 St-Paul est, Montréal) 
Prix de vente moyen

État N° 2—Prix

Date
Oranges
Calif.

288

Pommes 
C.-B. 125-138 

McIntosh 
Fancy

Céleri
Ont.
N° 1

Céleri
Ont.
N° 2

Patates
Ile P.-Ed. 

Canada
N° 1

Tomates 
de l’Ont. 
de serre

Choux
locaux
verts

Choux
importés

verts

Carottes
locales

N° 1 
lavées

Carottes 
importées 
des E.-U. 

N° 1 
lavées

Oignons 
de l’Ont.

N° 1 
jaunes

le cageot la caisse le cageot le cageot la liv la liv. la liv. la liv. la liv. la liv. la liv.

$ c. $ c. $ c. S c. C. C. C. C. C. C. C.
1947

2 octobre....................... 5.33 3.64 3.15 2.65 .022 N.-B. .029 .024 .034
9 octobre....................... 5.09 3.38 3.15 2.65 .022 I.-P.E. .029 .024 .034

16 octobre....................... 5.33 3.38 3.15 2.65 .022 I.-P.E. .034 .024 .039
23 octobre....................... 5.33 3.38 3.16 2.67 .021 I.-P.E. .034 .024 .039
30 octobre....................... ' 5.33 3.38 3.16 2.67 .025 I.-P.E. .034 .024 .039

6 novembre.................. 5.10 3.38 3.64 3.40 .025 I.-P.E. .034 .026 .039
13 novembre.................. 5.35 3.38 3.40 3.40 .025 I.-P.E. .034 .027 .039
20 novembre.................. 6.30 3.38 4.85 3.88 .027 N.-B. .053 .035 .048
27 novembre.................. 7.00 3.38 5.33 4.85 .028 N-B. .074 .047 .058
4 décembre 6 31 3.38 4.85 4.85 .027 I.-P.E. N.D. .073 .043 .073

11 décembre................... 5.25 3.58 5.33 4.85 .027 N.-B. .242 .073 .043 .063
18 décembre .. 5.50 3.38 5.45 5.25 .028 Qué. .242 .073 .043 .063
24 décembre 3.34 3.38 5.45 5.25 .028 N.-B. .242 .076 .051 .065
31 décembre 5.50 3.38 7.00 5.50 .03 N.-B. .093 .041 .065

1948

8 janvier 5.57 3.38 7.75 6.75 .031 .106 .048 .063
15 janvier . 6.00 3.38 8.25 8.25 .032 .13 .048 .063
22 janvier.............. 5.82 3.39 8.25 8.73 .029 N.D. .048 .067
29 janvier 5.82 3.34 11.64 .028 .138 .048 .067
5 février 5.82 3.30 N.D. N.D. .029 .058 .048 .085

12 février 6.00 3.30 .029 .045 .077 .093
19 février 6 18 3.30 .029 .041 .078 .093
26 février 5.98 3.14 .028 .043 .082 .092
4 mars 5.47 3.64 .029 .058 .078 .085

11m ars 6.50 N.D. .029 .058 N.D. .077 .092
18 mars 6.60 .028 .047 .079 .087
25 mars 5.20 4.12 .029 .058 .094 .097

5.36 4.12 .031 .06 .088 .098
8 avril 5 14 N.D. .034 .071 .088 .126

15 avril 4.67 .033 .071 N.D. .12
9.9, avril 5.18 .035 .076 .12
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LES JARDINIERS MODÈLES État N” 3—Achats

(161 St-Paul est, Montréal)
Coût des achats les plus récents, rendus en entrepôt

Date

Oranges
Calif.

288

Pommes 
C.-B. 125-138 
McIntosh 

Fancy

Céleri
Ont.
N° 1

Céleri
Ont.
N° 2

Patates
Ile P.-E. 
Canada

N° 1

Tomates 
de l’Ont. 
de serre

Choux
locaux
verte

Choux
importés

verte

Carottes
locales

N° 1 
lavées

Carottes 
importées 
des E.-U. 

N° 1 
lavées

Oignons 
de l’Ont.

N° 1 
jaunes

le cageot la caisse le cageot le cageot la liv. la liv. la liv. la liv. la liv. la liv. la liv.
§ c. $ c. S c. $ c. C. c. C. c. C. C.

1947

2 octobre..................... 4.79 3.18 1.90 B 1.67 .019 N.-B. N.D. .026 N.D. 015 N.D.
9 octobre..................... 5.00 3.17 1.90 1.65 .019 I.P.-E. .023 .016 .028

16 octobre..................... 5.19 3.18 1.90 1.55 .021 .027 .018
23 octobre ................... 5.04 3.25 2.00 2.00 .021 . 023 .015
30 octobre..................... 4.93 3.30 2.75 2.10 .021 .023 .015

6 novembre................. 4.93 3.17 2.10 2.25 .021 .023 .02 .03
13 novembre................. 4.17 3.25 2.50 3.00 .021 .025 .022
20 novembre................ 4.15 3.25 T 4.50 T 4.00 026 N.-B. .03 .023
27 novembre................ 4.12 3.06 O 4.36 4.50 .031 N.-B. .05 .04

4 décembre................. 3.92 3.11 T 4.50 T 4.40 .031 I.P.-E. .06 .032 055
Il décembre................. 3.75 3.12 T 4.65 T 4.35 .025 N.-B. .20 .057 .033 .05518 décembre................. 4.68 3.12 O 4.81 4.75 N.D. .20 .06 .038
24 décembre................. 4.00 3.21 N.D. T 5.50 .025 I.P.-E. .075 .038
31 décembre................. 4.30 3.21 T 7.00 N.D. .030 I.P.-E. .087 .035

1948

8 janvier...................... 4.65 N.D. T 7.50 T 7.00 .029 .10 .038
15 janvier.................... 4.80 N.D. T 6.50 8.00 .03 N.D. N.D. .06122 janvier.................... 4.60 N.D. N.D. 7.00 .029 .13 .04
29 janvier.................... 5.00 N.D. 12.50 T 7.00 .028 .10 .0435 février..................... 4.60 N.D. 10.00 T .027 N.D. .048 .05
12 février..................... 4.00 .027 046 05
19 février..................... 5.50 .027 04 07
26 février..................... 5.13 .026 037 075

4 mars................ . 5.04 .027 033 09 .08211 mars........................ 4.49 .026 N.-B. 033 .07
18 mars........................ 4.55 .026 N.-B. 036 075 .07 T25 mars........................ 4.45 .028 N.-B. 037 651 avril........................ 4.70 3.50 .031 038 09
8 avril........................ 4.45 .31 058 085

15 avril........................ 4.25 N.D. .03 061 085
22 avril........................ 4.38 N.D. .33 .079 n!d. n."d. .10 T

PRIC
ES 
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LES JARDINIERS MODÈLES 

(Montréal)

État No. 4

—
1 sept. 

au 31 déc. 
1944

1945 1946 1947

$ c. $ c. $ c. $ c.

Ventes........................................................................... 327,782.02 1,855,737.23 2,843,609.36 3,771,654.62

Coût des ventes........................................................ 301,883.56 1,720,588.38 2,648,360.72 3,431,963.26

Profit brut.................................................................. 25,898.46 135,148.85 195.248.64 339,691.36
Autres revenus........................................................... 391.11 15,203.73 10,877.05

Revenu brut............................................................... 25,898.46 135,539.96 210,452.37 350,568.41

Salaires........................................................................ 14,121.63 52,468.96 80,843.93 128,518.07
Frais d’exploitation................................................. 17,014.42 76,780.44 118,903.91 221,429.04

31,136.05 129,249.40 199,747.84 349,947.11

Profit ou perte d’exploitation............................... *5,237.59 6,290.56 10,704.53 621.30

Intérêt payé................................................................ 355.01 3,240.40 5,320.75 7,933.24

Profit ou perte avant impôt.................................. *5,592.60 3,050.16 5,383.78 *7,311.94

Pourcentage du profit brut..................................... 7-9% 7-3% 6-9% 9%

* Perte.

Me Monet:
D. Je comprends, monsieur Boudrias, que vous avez pris connaissance, avec 

moi, du questionnaire qui a été soumis et auquel vous avez répondu et qui sera 
maintenant produit comme exhibit 115 et que vous acceptez comme repré
sentant bien les chiffres que vous avez soumis—R. C’est cela.

D. Et avec cet exhibit 115, que vous avez produit comme les autres témoins 
en ont produit, vous produisez un tableau comparatif, qui ne sera pas imprimé, 
et qui représenterait les chiffres mis en regard l’un de l’autre pour faciliter la 
compréhension de ce document. Je vous réfère par conséquent à l’état n° 4.

Mr. Monet {In English) : I wish now to refer to statement No. 4, but before 
doing so I would ask the witness why all the information requested for the 
monthly statement as from other witness has not been supplied; and, also why 
we did not get any figures as to his sales and operations before 1944.

Me Monet:
D. Monsieur Boudrias, je viens de dire aux membres du comité, en anglais, 

que je vous demanderais maintenant pourquoi vous n’avez pas donné, tel que 
demandé, les états mensuels pour les années 1947 et 1948 qui ont été demandés 
aux autres maisons et qui nous ont été fournis, afin de permettre aux membres 
du comité d’examiner vos opérations mensuelles de 1947 et 1948. Vous m’avez 
donné une explication que je vous prierais maintenant de donner aux membres 
f u comité?—-R. Monsieur Monet, depuis que notre maison existe, c’est une chose 
que nous n a\ons jamais faite mais que nous avons essayé de temps à autre
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de pratiquer mais que nous avons trouvé impossible. Il ne faut pas oublier 
que nous faisons le commerce de marchandises périssables. Des fois, la mar
chandise peut avoir une valeur de $50,000 quand le fermier vous la livre et puis, 
dans quinze jours après cette même marchandise ne peut valoir que $35,000. 
Alors, on a calculé que cela ne pouvait pas donner une idée juste et que c’était 
de l’ouvrage pour rien. Nous avons pensé que fermer les livres une fois par 
mois était de l’ouvrage inutile et que c’était préférable de le faire une fois 
par année.

D. De sorte qu’il ne vous est pas possible, pour cette raison-là, de donner
les détails demandés?—E. On a pensé que cela ne servait à rien de le faire de 
cette façon.

M. Lesage: . ?
D. Autrement dit, vous ne faites pas d’inventaire à la fin de c laque moi. 

—R. Non.

Me Monet: , _ .,
D. L’inventaire que vous pourriez faire à ce moment-là ne represen «a? 

pas véritablement l’état de vos opérations ou de vos marc îan nés

D. Je vois également dans l’état qui porte le n° 4, le statement No.■ ■ ; ■
M. Thatcher: Monsieur Monet, voulez-vous nous dire si c 

ont été préparés par des auditeurs?

M. Lesage: . , ,, • •
D. Ont-ils été vérifiés par un comptable lic“cie?"R4 ^t-V^ue^et état 
D. Pour les chiffres qui apparaissent sur J etât . monsieur. Cela a 

financier a été vérifié par un comptable licencie.
été vérifié.

Me Monet: ici?—R. Oui, monsieur.
D. Je comprends même que votre comptable

M. Lesage: v*
D. Qui est votre vérificateur?—R. AIM. Witness said in answer
Mr. Monet (In English) : You understood what the 

to your question, Mr. Thatcher?

M. Thatcher: , rmiwrnement?—R. Cer-
D. Est-ce que ces chiffres ont été donnes au >

tainement, . , „nnt les chiffres exacts des
D. Pour votre impôt?—R- Certainemen . 

opérations, 100 p. 100.

Me Monet: teî que demandé, vous
D. Ce que vous donnez dans le statement Q nnuèlles?—R. 100 p. 100. 

donnez un état ou un portrait de vos opera de vos opérations
D. Comme vous venez de le dire a M. ieur.

a été fourni au département de 11"np® ‘ 'ête5 ôas en état ou il ne vous est 
D. Mais quant à l’état mensuel, vous n etes p

pas possible de le donner?—R- Non.
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M. Thatcher:
D. Il est difficile de comprendre qu’avec un si grand volume d’affaire vous 

puissiez dire que vous avez subi des pertes d’argent l’an passé?—R. J’ai fait 
les détails et il est donné.

Mr. Monet (In English) : I will question the witness in detail on this 
statement I was referring to just now.

The Chairman : Mr. Thatcher’s statement was that he could not under
stand how with such a large volume the profit was so small.

Mr. Monet: I want to question the witness on that now.

Me Monet:
D. Prenons maintenant votre état n° 4, monsieur Boudrias. Voulez-vous 

dire à messieurs les membres du comité quel a été le chiffre total de vos ventes 
pour l’année 1944?—R. Pour l’année 1944, $327,782. Un instant, s’il vous plaît.

M. Lesage:
D. Pour quatre mois seulement?—R. Oui, monsieur. Pour quatre mois.

Me Monet:
D. Vous répondez à la question telle qu’elle vous a été posée et c’est pour 

une période de quatre mois?—R. Oui, monsieur.
D. Voulez-vous dire à messieurs les membres du comité pourquoi vous 

n’avez pas fourni les chiffres pour les années antérieures à 1944, tel que cela 
a été requis, tel que cela vous a été demandé.—R. Les chiffres pour les années 
antérieures?

D. Au 1er septembre 1944?—R. Mon organisation, quand j’ai commencé, 
moi, on ne s’occupait pas beaucoup de comptabilité, on travaillait jour et nuit, 
ma femme et moi, on avait une comptabilité juste, simple et ordinaire, puis, 
pour plus de détails, je peux vous référer à M. Vézina, notre auditeur; il peut 
vous mettre au courant de tout cela.

Me Monet: Monsieur le président, je demande à faire entendre M. Vézina. 
Il a des renseignements à nous donner et, en toute justice pour le comité et 
pour la maison Boudrias, il devrait témoigner immédiatement.

Mr. Monet (In English) : And the reason why there were no figures 
for 1944, was because there was no proper system of accounting in the business 
at and before that time; and I would like to have Mr. Vézina sworn so that 
he may be able to give us the reasons for that.

M. Armand Vézina, comptable licencié, 10 ouest, rue Saint-Jacques, 
Montréal, comparaît.

Me Monet:
D. Je comprends, monsieur Vézina, que vous avez vu à préparer des états, 

et particulièrement l’état n° 4, des affaires de la maison Les Jardiniers modèles, 
de Montréal?—R. Oui, monsieur.

I). Vous avez contribué à les préparer, sinon à les préparer vous-même, 
à la lumière des chiffres soumis par la maison Les Jardiniers modèles?—R. Oui, 
monsieur.

I). Voulez-vous, tout spécialement, pour le moment, Monsieur Vézina, 
diie aux membres du comité pourquoi cette maison n’est pas en mesure de 
donner ses opérations ou le résultat de ses opérations, comme elle a pu le faire
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depuis septembre 1944, pourquoi il ne a^demandTmï services
la pour les operations anterieures?—R. M..Boud tème de comptabilité
au mois d’août 1944 et, à ce moment-la, J ai cta -. , completcomplet. Auparavant, il n’y avait pas Je eyateme de ==7 ^^ "

■Il avait un livre do comptes à recevoir et de dftouis«, et lee entrees etarent
faites dans un cahier, bien simplement; c’étaient des en 1 ce - , , B n’v1“’il payait, il marquait cela. Cependant, cela n etart ^ ”™^ M"rôle5 
avait pas aucune balance de banque ou de caisse. I P îVvamen de ces 
Je ne pouvais pas savoir tout ce qu il avait dépensé. a 1 niusieurs choses, 
entrées dans les livres et il m’est arrivé de trouver des ac i ». „ iesquelles
et cependant j’ai trouvé plusieurs choses qu’il avait payees ni. s
je n’ai jamais trouvé de compte. , .=nlument

D. Alors, le système de comptabilité qu’il y ava.t avant 
incomplet, il n’y avait pas moyen de donner de réponse exacte en 
R- C’est axact.

M. Lesage:
D. C’était un simple journal?—R. C’est exact.

Me Monet: . T Tflr.D. Je comprends qu’à ce moment-là les opérations de £jCÜt .Non, 
diniers Modèles n’avaient pas l’ampleur qu’elles on aujo 
cela a été développé beaucoup depuis cette am?et\ M Boudrias, c’étaient

D. Et, comme le faisait remarquer tout a^lheu - ■ c»était un com-
plutôt des opérations qualifiées de familiales, c es -a famille?_R- Oui,
merce qu’il conduisait lui-même en se faisant aidei c

m0nDUEt, vous; en votre qualité de comptable, vous mois" dSûi

ments qu’il vous a été possible de recueillir jusqu<. deg résultats exacts,
1944 et il était impossible de reconstruire. • • •
non' „• (nrmoti0n des membres du comité,

Me Monet: Je dois ajouter, pour m < comme celui que vient de
Que l’on m’avait soumis certains chiffres et un e_ chiffres-là avec le comp- 
décrire M. Vézina, et qu’après avoir examine ou ceg chiffres ne pou-
table du comité, nous en sommes venusji a du eomité à cause de leur
valent être d’aucune utilité aux honorables ne ,)as jcs déposer au
inexactitude et, en conséquence, nous avons; < CCKt
comité parce qu’ils étaient absolument inuti es. benefit of members of

Mr. Monet {In English):! want to say ‘ +he accountant, submitted
the committee, that Mr. Boudrias and Mr. \ ‘2 +" .«w.pmher.r. Boudrias and Mr ^ ^ previous to September, 
to me certain figures as to the operation inadequate, as was ascertained
1944, but on account of their being maccura <. *. we came to the conclusion

an examination of Mr. Vezina and othei \\ in the record because they would 
that it was purely a waste of time to put t1 , t this company. That is
really not show the operating figures with respect^ 
why we have put in only the figures which have wen.*.

Mr. Mayhew: Will you explain that *102,WO' “ these figures. I was
Mr. Monet: I will question the witness o - other firms have done,

lust pointing out that the witness couldnot, as 1944.
give us figures for anv period previous to beptemner
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M. Lesage: Monsieur Monet, avant que vous ne questionniez le témoin, 
est-ce que le témoin pourrait nous dire si cela comprend les opérations du 
jardinage ou du commerce seulement.

Le Témoin: Cela comprend les deux, monsieur Lesage.

M. Lesage:
D. Cela comprend la ferme aussi?—R. Cela comprend la ferme.
D. Cela comprend les opérations de la ferme...—R. Cela comprend les 

opérations de la ferme et Les Jardiniers Modèles aussi, les deux sont ensemble, 
c’est compris ensemble, les deux, la terre,—c’est-à-dire la ferme,—et puis le 
magasin.

Me Monet:
D. C’est-à-dire que vous avez sur l’état n° 4 le total des achats faits pour 

toutes les marchandises achetées par vous ou par votre maison?—R. C’est cela.
D. Que ces marchandises-là proviennent de votre ferme ou d’autres cultiva

teurs ou d’autres fermiers à travers le pays, les chiffres qui sont sur l’état n° 4 
reflètent le total de vos opérations?—R. Oui.

M. Lesage:
D. C’est combiné, le coût d’achat et de production, alors?—R. C’est com

biné, les deux ensemble; et, pour répondre à la question de monsieur qui, tout à 
l’heure, trouvait cela pas mal singulier...

D. Je pense que vous êtes mieux d’attendre les questions de M. Monet, 
monsieur Vézina.

Me Monett: Oui. je voudrais vous poser quelques questions.
D. Vous avez dit, monsieur Vézina, que pour les quatre mois se terminant 

au 31 décembre 1944 vos ventes s’étaient totalisées à $327,782.02?—R. C’est cela.
D. Voulez-vous nous dire maintenant quel était le total de vos ventes 

pour 1947?
M. Boudrias: Pour l’année 1947?
D. Le comptable pourrait peut-être répondre si cela pouvait arranger les 

choses?
M. Vézina: $3,771,654.62.

Me Monet:
D. Cela, c’est le total des ventes de la maison Les Jardiniers Modèles?
M. Vézina: C’est cela.

Me Monet:
D. Voulez-vous nous dire quand votre année financière se termine?—R. Le 

31 décembre.
D. De sorte que les chiffres que vous venez de nous donner représentent 

les opérations des douze mois de 1947?—R. Oui, monsieur.
D. Maintenant, vous constatez, n’est-ce pas, qu’il y a, entre le total de 

vos ventes pour les années 1947 et 1946, une augmentation de plus de $900,000? 
—R. Oui, monsieur.
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D. Et que le total de vos ventes pour Vannée 1947 est pratiquement le

double de ce qu’il a été pour l’année 1945? R- m, “1;n"ie donner
D. Je vous réfère maintenant aux profits bruts^ avec i’année

le montant total des profits bruts pour 1 anne 
1946?—R. $339,691.36 en 1947 et, en 1946, $190,248.04.

D. Alors, vous aves là une augmentation, monsieur ^ , {.ce pas?
de quelques dollars, mais une augmentation d’environ $150,000,

—R. Oui, monsieur. . • cnVwtantielle
D. Alors, comment expliquer-vous ,une augmentaune 

dans les profits bruts alors que votre chiftie c a ai > profits bruts, vous 
augmentation que de $900,000?-R. Une augmentation des pi ont..
avez dit? Vous avez $339,691.36 ici... ,D. Vous avez dit que vous aviez une *=nt.t,on, ^t brui 

d’environ $900.000, alors que, dans les profits b™ ’ expliquer aux hono-
de $150,000 de plus en 1947 qu'en 1046; alors, po nai-aît considérable,
râbles membres du comité ce profit qui, à prem.ete vue, parait

M. Lesson: Encore une fois, si M. Vézina préfère repondre 
Me Monet; Oui, je crois que_ M. Vézina peut repondre, a moins q 

M- Boudrjas préfère répondre lui-même. , partie
M. Vézina: C’est une chose qui peut s’exphquer parce qu ^ éleyé dans 

des achats,—et c’est ce qui explique que e pou achats„ià est faite pour 
les profits bruts,—c’est qu’une bonne P*rtl® , nuis nous vendons ces chars 
d’autres. Nous achetons des chars pour d au 1 • , ,ang notre commerce,
à 1 p. 100 de profit seulement; alors, cola vanc p< •

M. Lesage. l fnift; nar lies J ai di-
D. Ces achats qui sont faits en commun son^soUeur

niers Modèles pour d’autres grossistes. ’ 0__p quî ils sont compris
D. Et ils sont compris au total dans less en es ee]a baisse un peu le 

au total dans les ventes et dans les acha s
profit brut. - • —i’nn vous demandeProfit brut. , , ne p0n vous demande

D. Maintenant, ces augmentations de prob ^ Hf>s
d’expliquer... —R. Il peut y en avoir moins 

années, cela varie.

que i un vw— — 
plus, cela depend des

Me Monet: • ioac et 1947?—
D. Pouvez-vous nous dire quelle serait la di 01 ir fait yanalyse

En 1947. c’est pas mal difficile à dire exactement sans

complet.

.1/. Lesage: complet, non.
D. Vous n’avez pas fait une ana va' - • - ^ ]e disait le président
Me Monet: C’est parce que, à piomièie 'U ■’ a]ors que le chiffre des 

’autre jour, il y a un profit brut augmente de_^50,üüü,
'entes montre une augmentation de •- ■ donner une explication

E». Alors, je voudrais savoir a^^iibstantiel? 
ce profit, qui, à première vue, paia 
13521—2
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M. Lesage:
D. Pensez-vous, monsieur Boudrias, que cette marge de profits considérable 

que vous avez faits en décembre puisse compter pour beaucoup dans cette 
augmentation de profits?

M. Boudrias : Non, les marges, ce n’est pas ça qui peut compter tellement, 
parce que, de la manière dont on a fait la distribution, on avait 50 p. 100; 
prenez les oranges ou les citrons, par exemple ...

Me Monet:
D. Mais vous nous avez dit tout à l’heure que, dans les profits domestiques, . 

vous aviez fait des profits plus substantiels. M. Lesage vous demande mainte
nant s’il est possible que l’augmentation de ce profit brut qui, à première vue, 
paraît considérable par rapport à l’augmentation de vos affaires, s’il est possible, 
dis-je, que cette augmentation aurait été causée par l’augmentation dans les 
prix de vente?

M. Boudrias : Cela a pu contribuer, oui.
D. Est-ce que cela a pu contribuer pour la majeure partie de ce profit 

brut?
M. Boudrias : Oui, pour une bonne partie.
M. Lesage : Parce que, en définitive, cette partie à 50 p. 100 n’a réellement 

commencé à s’appliquer qu’à partir du premier janvier, n’est-ce pas?

Me Monet:
D. Pour les produits importés?
M. Boudrias: Oui.
D. Quant aux produits locaux, vous nous avez dit tout à l’heure que vous 

aviez à ce moment-là une certaine quantité de ces produits et que vous en 
aviez bénéficié dans les autres?—R. La quantité qu’on avait, c’est certain que 
cela a contribué.

D. Vous l’avez même dit deux ou trois fois?—R. Oui.
Mr. Mayhew : That is an increase over 1946?
Mr. Monet : Yes.
Mr. Fleming: But there is no basis of comparison with the years previous?
Mr. Monet : That is the only reason I made that statement.
Mr. Mayhew : There is no basis prior to 1944. but from 1944 on. you have 

the figures?
Mr. Monet: Yes. I am going to question the witness on that.
Mr. Mayhew : I thought you were talking about this gross profit?
Mr. Monet : This is it.
Mr. Mayhew: Do you notice that vour gross profit has increased everv 

year by about $145.000?
Mr. Monet: That is what we are discussing now. He is explaining that 

increase.
Mr. May-hew: Well, his salaries and other expenses have increased by 

about $150,000?
Mr. Monet: That is right. I am coming to that, Mr. Mayhew. It is 

at first sight there is an increase in the gross profit of about $150,000, 
- 1946; and T was asking the witness to explain this in view of

l( art t In* t'ic increase in sales is nine hundred times and at first sight this
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increase appears quite large. On the ot^' } increased operating expenses 
which indicate that this increase was offset b> " one might expect, 
with the result that the gross profit is not so large as one mig 

Mr. Mayhew : It remains just about the san .
Mr. Monet: It is just about the same ^ ferme U a produit sur
M. Vézina: Autre chose aussi. Lan dernier, s étaient expédiées au

une beaucoup plus grande échelle et ces .marc^L !urah dû être inclus dans 
magasin et vendues, alors qu'en réalité le pnx cou f ce|a devient un
les dépenses de la ferme, ce qui n’a pas etc al ’ , de’ tempS Cn temps
calcul très difficile à faire parce que les hommes ^ ;iurait fallu prendre une 
au magasin et de temps en temps sur la tenue, a < - achats pour arriver
certaine partie, des salaires et appliquer cela corn 
au prix coûtant des produits qui viennent de a ci un.

Me Monet: , i„. chiffres qui
D. En d’autres termes, monsieur Vézina, je coinh1™ " ferme et les opéra- 

apparaissent sur l'état „• 4 comprennent les operation, de la feme
lions de la maison Les Jardiniers Modèles. ■ ul-

D. Ceci fait partie de l’un ou de 1 aube. • orinaraissent sur cet état 
D. Ainsi, les recettes autant que les dépensés 1 ‘ • peg Jardiniers

sont les recettes et les dépenses tant de la ferme que la manon
Modèles?—R. Exactement.

D. Le tout est combiné?—R. Oui. démarcation entre les
D. Et vous dites qu’il n’est pas possible de Bien, voyez-vous

fieux, tant pour les salaires, les produits e » uw. à la maison, alors...
les employés vont ou bien à la ferme ou bien i ? < chez Les Jardiniers

1). Vous avez combien d’employes qui traxaillent 
Modèles? , 7n hommes; entre 60 et 75

M. Boudbias: On doit avoir facilement 6.» a 
hommes, disons.

Me Monet: . - pentrepôt et à l’endroit
D. Ces employés-là, qui travaillent au magas , Modèles, je comprends 

où est le bureau, chez vous, à la maison Les dardmi^
qu’ils travaillent également à la terme. ... travailler à la ferme et un pout D. Est-ce qu’fs reçoivent un satae pour trava U satai,e?-R. C’est
leur travail au magasin ou bien s'ils ne reçoivent qu
le seul salaire qu’ils reçoivent. , salaires qu’ils ont pu^gagnei

D. Vous n’avez jamais calcule la proportm ^ in?__R. Non; voyez-vous,
Par leur travail sur la ferme et leur travail aun * ^ là.baS; alors, on va
dans le moment, on a beaucoup de mai ch.■ gur la ferme et, s’il ny a plus
prendre 10, 15, 20 hommes et on va les 1 ^
d’ouvrage, on va 1er

ferme*que ‘ira jardiniers Modète?-R Ou>. e vos opéraüonsî-R. Oui,
D. Tant pour les recettes que pour les depe.i. 

monsieur. ,, mf,]ne page aux “dépenses et frais
D. Maintenant, je vous réfère j, différence, entre les frais

d’exploitation", et je vous pne de ™ “ viiv,n ,150,000.-R, Ce* cela.
d’exploitation de 1946 et de 1947 est d
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D. En d’autres termes, vos frais d’exploitation pour l’année 1947 ont dépassé 
de $150,000 vos frais d’exploitation pour l’année 1946?—R. C’est cela.

D. En prenant en considération, si je peux me servir de cette expression, 
le profit brut que l’opt vient de discuter, voulez-vous donner aux honorables 
membres de ce comité une explication, une raison de cette hausse considérable 
de vos frais d’exploitation pour l’année 1947 en rapport avec l’année 1946?— 
R. La première des choses, on s’occupe une grande partie de la saison d’été 
d’expédier la marchandise des jardiniers et on est obligé de se procurer pour 
cela des contenants et ces mêmes contenants ont subi une grosse augmentation. 
Ensuite, il y a l’entretien de notre “flotte” de camions ; je calcule que, l’an passé, 
cela nous a coûté au moins 20 p. 100 de plus que les années précédentes pour 
l’entretien de nos camions.

D. Je comprends que vous avez ici les chiffres qui pourraient expliquer cela, 
les chiffres comparatifs; voulez-vous nous donner, pour les fins du dossier, les 
chiffres comparatifs?

M. Vézina: Il y a les salaires.

Me Monet:
D. Voulez-vous les donner en détail?
M. Lesage: Monsieur Vézina, à mesure que vous arrivez sur un item pouvez- 

vous nous donner une explication, parce que vous dites qu’il y a une augmentation 
dans les salaires, assez considérable, et cette augmentation de salaires ne me 
semble pas en rapport avec l’augmentation des affaires.

M. Vézina: Les salaires sont passés de $80,843.93 qu’ils étaient en 1946 à 
$128,518.07 en 1947. Alors, il y a donc eu de grosses augmentations de salaires 
en 1947 et puis, à part de cela, il y a l’emploi d’hommes pour la ferme, il y a au 
moins 20 à 25 hommes sur la ferme .

D. Est-ce qu’il y a eu une augmentation du coût de la main-d’œuvre?
M. Boudrias : Du coût de la main-d’œuvre?

Me Monet:
D. De 1947 sur 1946?—R. Oui, monsieur.
D. Combien payez-vous pour un homme sur la ferme?—R. Pour les 

hommes sur la ferme, c’est $45 par mois que l’on payait; on a des Polonais sur la 
ferme; c’était le prix fixé par le Gouvernement; et, à part cela, on a nos 
hommes, quand c’est tranquille au magasin, que l’on amène sur la ferme ; mais 
on payait $45 par mois, c’est le prix que le gouvernement fédéral nous ordonnait 
de payer et, cette année, on paye $70 par mois.

D.. C’est l’arrangement qu’il y avait?...
M. Boudrias : Et, à part cela, nos gens qui travaillaient comme chauffeurs 

sur nos camions, qui gagnaient $32 à $33 .par semaine; aujourd’hui, un homme 
avec une femme et quatre ou cinq enfants, il faut toujours lui donner une petite 
chance de vivre, il faut toujours lui donner $38 à $40 par semaine pour que les 
choses se balancent. Alors, les salaires ont monté de $5 ou $6, de $8 ou $9 et 
même $10 par semaine et, ensuite, les Polonais, cela a monté de $45 à $70.

M. Lesage:
D. Une augmentation d’environ 80 p. 100?—E. Oui. Mais, à part cela, sur 

la feime on a beaucoup de difficultés à trouver des gens; si on n’avait pas ces 
olonais-la on serait bien mal pris; et c’est pour cela que ça mérite d’être encou

rage, un mouvement comme cela.
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Me Monet: Ceci répond aux augmentations de salaires. .Maintenant, je 
désire référer, Monsieur Vézina, aux augmentations sui es iais 
qui paraissent un peu considérables; je voudrais que "vous nous

M. Vézina: Ensuite, les dépenses de camions qui étaient de $26,209 en
1946 ont monté en 1947 à $59,557. , . ? r» r>:„n

D. À quoi attribuez-vous une augmentation aussi «onsl^era. - • ^
la flotte a été presque doublée et son champ d’expédition c m< Ottawa
bien agrandi; on a expédié à Sherbrooke, Saint-Jean, Samt-Jerome, Ottawa,

Québec...
D. Vous avez combien de camions, maintenant?
M. Boudrtas: Tout près de quarante, je ne pourrais pas dire ^ juste.
D. Et vous dites que c’est ce qui explique le fort montant d a g

de $26,000 à $59,000?—R. Oui, monsieur. . • ei:fierD. Pouvez-vous nous signaler autre chose maintenant qui pourrait juti
ce fort montant d’augmentation?

M. Vézina: Oui; ensuite, l’emballage. reci est
D. Est-ce que ceci constitue un montant considerable. • >

passé de $13,649 à $36,987. , , .. , <wates"
D. Ce sont des contenants?—R. Oui, des contenants, c es oi <-s, s

des boîtes de bois, des “crates” de bois pour expédie1 a 1.'ial t)ia!1' " " i _ assu- 
D. Avez-vous d’autres augmentations substantielles. •, ^ ies

rances qui ont passé de $8,512 à $17,121. Il y a 1 a 011 ‘V Lotisses que 
camions, qui a augmenté beaucoup, ensuite I’assui’i!"^u^nter ses assurances, 
H. Boudrias a fait réévaluer; ces bâtisses 1 ont foie _ ■- » nassé et qui ont 
ensuite, il y a toutes les assurances qui ont été eance ees assurances,
été renouvelées à neuf; alors cela a aussi augmente le pnx^ _ doig dire 
Ensuite, il y a les téléphones et les télégrammes... appartiennent pas.
qu il y a le transport, c’est pour des camions lo - 1

Me Monet:Alors, en plus de la flotte de camions qui appartiennent à
à la maison Les Jardiniers Modèles, vous ai. ---- rm(. vous avez loues?

; à $26,442 en 1947.

M. Boudrias, 
vous avez encore desD. Alors, en plus ae m nuwv - —y.- Modèles 

qui appartiennent à la maison Les Jaidime que
dépenses enregistrées pour le transport pai c es ées à
R. Ou,, et qui étaient de 118,110 en 1946 et .
Ensuite, il y a les dépenses de la ferme, d110-- _r> p>e $4;854 qu ils étaient

D. Oui, on a parlé des salaires tout a 1 heure. ■ 
en 1946, ils ont monté en 1947 à $10,974.

M. Lesage: nommes?—R- Oui, cela comPr®nd
D. Et cela comprend la nourriture: t es l‘ développée en 194/; ensuite,

la nourriture des hommes et la ferme a ce Pardon, je vous ai donne les
d y a les téléphones et tous les télégramme. • • exactement les memes,
chiffres pour les dépenses de la ferme qm quj ont augmenté beaucoup,
c’était plutôt pour lus téléphona et les telepamm®^q 
ceux de la ferme c’est $4,854 qui a augmente a

Me Monet: , . „idffres comparatifs établissant
D. Alors vous vener ^^"Én^ite, les autres qui auraient pu varier, 

un excédent d environ $90,uw.
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ce sont les dépenses de finance qui ont été occasionnées et qui ont pas mal 
augmenté l'affaire.

D. Qu’est-ce que vous entendez par ça des dépenses de finance?—R. Bien, 
il y a les dépenses de finance, c’est...

il/. Lesage:
D. On les a ici?—R. Oui. Ensuite, on a à calculer les dépenses de finance, 

les mauvaises créances...
D. Est-ce qu’il y en a eu en 1947?—R. Oui, il y en a eu en 1947. Il y a 

eu des faillites d’au montant de $3.800 qu’il a dû supporter.
D. Est-ce que cela a recommencé, les faillites?—R. Oui.
D. Alors, ce sont les principales raisons que vous avez à donner pour jus

tifier cette augmentation-là?—R. Oui.

Me Monet:
D. Et, pour terminer l’étude de l’état n° 4, vous donnez comme profits 

bruts sur les ventes 9 p. 100?—R. Oui, en 1947.

M. Lesage:
D. En 1947?—R. Oui.
D. Non, comme perte.
Me Monet: Non, comme profits bruts sur les ventes: 9 p. 100?—R. Oui.
D. Et, quant aux profits ou pertes avant impôts, vous donnez une perte 

pour l’année 1947?—R. Oui, monsieur.
D. Toutefois, vous donnez comme étant de 9 p. 100 les profits bruts, quant 

à vos ventes, ce qui, apparemment, a été le profit le plus considérable fait 
par la maison Les Jardiniers Modèles depuis 1944?—R. Oui.

M. Lesage:
D. Avant de laisser l’état n° 4, monsieur Vézina, est-ce qu’il y avait de 

gros inventaires au 31 décembre 1946 et au 31 décembre 1947?—R. Au 31 dé
cembre 1946, l’inventaire était de $14,609 et au 31 décembre 1947, il était de 
$78,202.

D. Comment était évalué l’inventaire de $78,000?—R. Au prix coûtant 
sur le marché ou au prix du marché s’il était plus bas.

D. Mais, s’il venait de la ferme?—R. S’il venait dé la ferme, on l’évaluait 
au prix du marché, au prix qu’il le payait, lui.

D. Qu’il payait, lui, à ce moment-là ou bien qu’il avait payé?—R. Oui, 
qu’il payait à ce moment-là, au 31 décembre.

D. De fait, si cet inventaire-là avait été évalué sur le prix de vente, vous 
auriez terminé l’année avec un profit assez considérable?—R. Mais cela aurait 
été un profit irréel.

D. Mais ce chiffre de $78,000 est certainement considérable?—R. Non, 
c’est le prix du marché à ce moment-là.

D. Oui, je comprends, mais je cherche une explication de cette perte en 
1947.—R. C’est l’augmentation des dépenses.

D. Il va falloir changer de système?—R. Voyez-vous, dans les fruits et 
es légumes, les profits sont tellement variables, ils peuvent faire une grande 

peite une année et un gros profit une autre année...
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D. Parce que c’est 1, premil,, chose qui nous amine une perte aussi

considérable. • . xtA entendue la semaine
Me Monet: Oui, la maison Parent «t Goy^^q ^ montrait. tout de même 

dernière montrait des bénéfices très mimi »
des bénéfices. , u-dessus monsieur Boudrias?

D. Avez-vous quelque chose a di 1 autres ' notre distribution
M. Boudrias: Oui, monsieur. X oyez-xous, ^ ^ av0’ir) particulièrement

est bien grande et toute la marchandise que o q char d’oranges, de pam-
la marchandise très rare, par exemple si ç , clicnts à servir et. que 
plemousses ou de carottes, et que 1 on a ,1 wtribution nous coûte quatre
l’on a soin de la distribuer à ces clients-la Si l’on
fois, cinq fois, six fois et sept fois ce qu eî e P de montrer un profit de
avait pas voulu avoir soin du public, 1 , , t ^ prendre les chars
$100,000; on n’avait qu’à mettre notre personnel dehoret 1 ne paS
là, sur la rail, et à les vendre sans s'en ^ que ^ur aujourd'hui, spéc,a- 
s’occuper de rien ; mais il ne faut pas pemt
lement sur le côté de l'importation. ■ w iardiniers,

En plus de cela, je suis à monter organi^üon^^ ^ eel 
il ne s’en fait pas dans Quebec, il n , . intéressons à distribuer la
comme nous autres qui nous occupons e qui j a distribution dans
marchandise de nos jardiniers dans tout > an à pétendre le plus
la province de Québec n’est pas parfaite déjà e iqO avec moi ; ils
possible ; j’ai un groupe de jardiniers qui coopei ^ ou |iq en dessous ces 
ne me laissent pas faire une minute et si .1 aime > expédions beaucoup de 
gens-là ne me laisseront pas tomber parce que nous exp
marchandises pour ces gens-là. disent- J’ai 15 ou 20 mille

Par exemple, si ces gens-là arrivent et n”u* jeg vendre, on n’est pas 
“crates” de concombres et on n’a pas < e p ac , e ci10se pour nous autres? 
capable de s’en défaire; es-tu capable ck auc téléphone partout dans le
Alors, on prend le téléphone, on télégraphie ^ Cornwall (Ont.) et on
Canada, à Québec, à Toronto, à Ottawa, a Kings ^ de ce qUe ça
descend jusqu’à lTle-du-Prince-Edouaid. livrer cette marchandise-»,
coûte; tout ce qui nous intéresse, c’est de P nter cette organisation-là dans 
C’est pour cela que le travail pour reussn re d’affaires-là...
la province de Québec, on est leà seu s a Lesage, vous savez, nos guis

Bien des fois, cette marchandise-la, n , &ux stocks en consignation, cela 
de la province de Québec ne sont pas habita ^ affaire qui n a pas de
ne se fait pas, alors on ne leur fait pas _L > de marchandises, je peux
bon sens, on perd de l’argent; j ai ""«.-no et même $1,000; je peux vous 
vous en montrer, que j’ai perdu $0 a perdu, bien des fois...
montrer des chars de tomates au complet que 3 a P

M. Beaudoin: responsabilité de l’expédition?—
D. En d’autres termes, vous pre édition 100 p. 100 et, je ne devrais 

R. Oui, on prend la responsabilité de P ouver je vais vous parler dune 
peut-être pas faire cela, mais pour vou 1 P ie gouvernement provm-
organisation qu’il y a à Montréal, ^venti^ 
cial et qui retire de $9,000 a $ >
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Le président:
D. Par le gouvernement provincial?—R. Oui, par le gouvernement pro

vincial.

M. Lesage:
D. Par le gouvernement provincial du Québec?—R. Oui; qui retire $9,000 

à $10,000 par année et qui montre un déficit à chaque année, qui sont dans 
notre ligne et qui essaient de nous faire du tort, tandis que les jardiniers que 
je sers, moi, j’ai organisé la distribution dans tout le Canada personnellement 
et sans rien demander à personne.

M. Beaudoin:
D. Quel est le nom de cette organisation-là?—R. La Coopérative des jardi

niers-maraîchers du Québec.
D. La Coopérative des jardiniers-maraîchers du Québec?—R. Oui.
D. Et ils ont ,une organisation qui vient en concurrence avec vous?—R. Oui, 

une organisation qui vient en concurrence avec moi, et je suis obligé de lutter 
de la même manière qu’eux et, moi, il n’y a personne qui m’aide.

D. Vous ne recevez pas de subventions du gouvernement provincial?— 
R. Ah! non.

D. En avez-vous déjà demandé, une subvention, au gouvernement provin
cial?—R. Non, et je n’en demanderai pas; je ne demande qu’une seule chose, 
c’est que tout le monde soit sur le même plancher.

M. Lesage:
D. Monsieur Boudrias, en 1947, si j’ai bien compris, vous avez travaillé 

beaucoup à l’établissement d’un marché permanent pour les produits, spéciale
ment de votre ferme et de ceux de vos voisins?—R. Oui, monsieur.

D. Et, en conséquence, cela a augmenté votre coût d’opérations?—R. Oui, 
on est à la période de l’organisation, cela ne se fait pas dans la province de 
Québec et on veut copier sur vous autres, en Ontario.

D. Alors?—R. Alors, vous allez bien, on ne vous en veut pas, mais on ne 
veut pas se faire battre ; seulement, on est obligé de le faire avec notre argent, 
nous autres.

D. En 1947, vous dites que cela a été une mauvaise année de production 
et, pourtant, vous avez augmenté de $900,000?—R. Mais, on ne travaille pas 
en monde, par exemple.

D. Vous dites qu’il y a eu une diminution d’environ 65 p. 100 dans la 
production et, pourtant, vous, vous montrez une augmentation dans le chiffre de 
vos ventes de $900,000; est-ce que c’est parce que vous avez étendu vos 
marchés?—R. On a étendu nos marchés, on a été plus agressifs.

Me Monet:
D. Vous avez parlé d’une flotte de camions, de quarante camions?—R. Oui, 

monsieur.
D. En plus de cela, monsieur Boudrias, dans la nomenclature des frais 

d’exploitation, vous avez mentionné un montant considérable pour des camions 
loués pour transporter la marchandise. Vous transportez la marchandise un 
peu partout dans la province?—R. Oui, monsieur. A quatre ou cinq cents milles 
de Montréal ; on va même livrer à Toronto et on a essayé de toucher au marché 
à New-York et à Boston et dans les villes de la frontière, de l’autre côté.
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D. Revenons à votre état n° 2. questions sur le rapport n° 4?
Monsieur Lesage, vous n’avez pas d autres qu
M. Lesage: Non, monsieur Monet,

Me Monet:
D. Revenons au tableau n° 2. . £ngiish because it is
Mr. Monet (In English) : I am going , j10U]d like the members of the 

a change which has to be made in exhibi • important, 
committee to make these changes which

Mr. Thatcher: What page? 0f exhibit 115. On
Mr. Monet: Statement No. 2, it is column, you have a selling

March 11 and March 18, oranges, California, L C ^ fQr the game dates, 
price of $6.50 and $6.60. If you refer to stat ,ice y0U have there
March 11 and March 18. the most recen 1 ^ should read $5.71 for
is $4.49 for March 11 and $4.55 for March 18. Nov,
March 11 and $5.71 for March 18.

Mr. Fleming: On which sheet? instead of $4.49 and $4.55.
Mr. Monet: On statement No. 3, $5.7 anc ' 12 There is no change
There is another correction on page 2; statement 3 for the same

in the selling price of $6, but there is a e g «4.00 it should read $5.50.
date, February 12, in the purchase price, in _

Mr. Fleming: The same as for Februaiy • a mistake in
Mr. Monet: The same as February , >c-- 

the figures.

Me Monet: . noser quelques questions
D. Monsieur Boudrias, je veux maintena 1- , ^ rétat comparatif que

sur le prix des oranges. Si vous voulez icn. ie vous en ai donne un
le secrétariat a préparé, vous aurez p us < Boudrias, vous donnez comme 
tantôt, A la date du 27 novembre, monsieur _ monsieur.
prix de vente $7. C’est bien cela, c ft exac ■ • achatg les plus recents; ce

D. Et comme prix d’acquisition $4.12, po ^ pourcentage quant au prix 
qui donne une différence par boîte de $ • entendus ici anterieuieme ,
de vente de 41-1 p. 100. Des témoins qui on . de vente inferieur a ce
de Toronto, et d’une autre maison, ont mm des explications a messieur
prix-là pour la même date. Voulez-vous an„es se vendaient a ce prix 
les membres du comité et dire pourquoi c ^ des grosseurs que on a en
par votre maison à cette date-là? R- e ; , en „rande demande. La mai g
petite quantité dans un char d’oranges qui du cjiar vous arrivez avec un
paraît bien grosse mais si vous prenez en.
profit- tout différent. de faire, d’autres témoins ont

M. Lesage: Sur cette réponse que vous ve ^ donner Un état de ce char, 
donné la même réponse. Est-ce que x ou- ^ nortrait de l’état complet pour 

Me Monet : Nous l’avons ce matin, 
un char.

Me Monet: monsieur Boudrias, comme profit raison-
D. Qu’est-ce que vou?+c?nS^e convenablement, sur une caisse franges? 

nable, qui vous permettrait de vni • ment besoin, si on investit de ,3.700 
■—R. Sur une caisse d’oranges, on a c
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$3,900 sur un char d’oranges, il faudrait au moins, dans l’ensemble, l’année 
durant, on a besoin de 75c. à $1 la caisse, l’année durant.

D. Si je comprends bien les témoignages antérieurs, lorsqu’il s’agit pour 
vous de déterminer les bénéfices que vous devez faire pour faire un profit 
convenable, vous considérez l’achat du char en entier et non de boîte en boîte? 
—R. Non, monsieur.

M. Lesage:
D. A 75c. la caisse, cela fait combien au point de vue pourcentage?—R. Il 

y a 561 caisses dans un char, alors à 80c., cela fait $450.
D. Sur $3,700?—R. Oui, monsieur.
D. Avez-vous dit ce que c’était?—R. Sur $3,900, 13 • 5 p. 100.

Me Monet:
D. Vous avez ici ce matin, monsieur Boudrias, un état complet d’un char 

d’oranges que vous avez acheté déjà?—R. Ce char d’oranges-là a été acheté 
le 9 mars.

D. Alors, prenons le char qui a été acheté le 9 mars. Je comprends que, 
lorsque vous achetez un char d’oranges, vous ne pouvez pas acheter un char 
de 288 en entier?—R. Non, mais une fois de temps à autre.

D. Habituellement, je comprends que, dans un char d’oranges, il faut 
accepter un certain nombre de grosseurs d’oranges?—R. Oui, monsieur.

D. Pour le char dont vous parlez, pour lequel vous donnez quelques détails, 
combien de caisses y avait-il dans ce char-là?—R. 561 boîtes.

D. Voulez-vous énumérer le montant de boîtes qu’il y avait dans de char-là, 
avec les grosseurs d’oranges que les boîtes contenaient, et le prix en même 
temps?—R. 16 boîtes de 176 à $7.75.

M. Lesage:
D. Est-ce le coût d’achat ou de vente?—R. D’achat.
D. A $7.75?—R. Il y avait 40 boîtes de 200 à $7.75; 80 boîtes de 220 à 

$7.50; 150 boîtes de 252 à $7; 175 boîtes1 de 288 à $6.25; 100 boîtes de 344 à 
$5.50, et c’est tout, cela.

Me Monet:
D. Vous avez là 561 boîtes?—R. Oui, monsieur.
D. Vous avez toutes les grosseurs d’oranges dans ce char, des grosseurs 

différentes?—R. Oui, monsieur.
D. Et qui vous coûtait?—R. $3,727.75.
D. Maintenant, voulez-vous expliquer à messsieurs les membres du comité 

comment vous procédez lorsqu’il s’agit de vendre ces oranges-là, pour en 
déterminer le coût, en prenant soin d'ajouter un bénéfice proportionné aux 
chiffres que vous avez donnés tantôt?—R. Quand on a reçu ce char d’oranges- 
là, si vous prenez ces oranges-là, lorsqu’on les a vendues, on s’est aperçu que, 
certaines grosseurs, on a perdu 50c., 60c. et 75c. la caisse.

M. Lesage:
D. Pouvez-vous donner les détails de ces chiffres-là?—R. Oui. Je ne les 

ai pas en détail. Cette chose-là arrive à chaque char d’oranges qu’on achète. 
Des fois, il arrive que le public ne veut pas d’une certaine grosseur d’oranges. 
A certaines périodes de temps, ils ne veulent pas de grosses oranges du tout et 
ils veulent seulement des petites oranges. Cela marche toujours l’un contre 
l’autre. On ne peut pas arriver à faire un profit de 10 à 15 p. 100, cela est 
impossible, parce qu’il faut suivre la vente au public.
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Me Monet. j ^>7 7^ nu ll vous soit
D. Est-ce que cela peut arriver, sur e* vavez mentionné tantôt?—

impossible de faire un profit normal, U 1 . char-là, celui
R. Oui, monsieur. Et vous en avez la preuve la, si on
du 9 mars. . e pouvez pas prendre votre

D. En conséquence, lorsque, de fait vous ^ yous compensez sur 
bénéfice normal, vous vendez meme a i . monsjeUr. On estune autre grosseur en mettant le prix plus eleve.-K. u ,
obligé de le faire. . , rannort avec le chiffre dont

D. Pouvez-vous donner certains chi rte ûtent?__R. Je figure que ce
vous avez parlé, à $7.75, le chiffre du P11- «mAn- c’est le prix de vente
char d’oranges-là, en particulier, nous a rapp01 r& ’t avec, il nous en a
de ce char-là. Ce char-là, au lieu de ta 
mangé.

M. Lesage: T 0ee vmw dites, vous
D. Vous ne l’avez pas acheté à la fin de ^ j ’ écent est $4.49. 

ont coûté $6.25 la caisse. Le 11 mars, le coût d achat le piu
Me Monet: Vous avez une erreur la, c est • ne l’ai pas
M. Lesage: Ah! oui. Je l’ai corrige sur 1 état n J,

corrigé sur l’autre; c’est parfait.

Me Monet: . mot d’explication à
D. Et cela c’est la façon habituelle? Avez-vo ^ gseur 288 coûtait 

donner, là? Vous venez de dire que le chai c u (ju y mars, vous donnez
$6.25, alors que, dans l’état corrigé tantôt, et en $5 ?L Est.Ce que c’était
comme votre acquisition la plus récente ( P " j Attendez un peu,
le même char?-R. Cela ne devait pas etre le «***
oui, c’est le même char. Les 344, ici C0V 135 caisses de 288 à $6.25 et

D. C’est parce que vous avez donne a donné, en date du 11 mais, 
d’après les chiffres corrigés ce matin, to » aussi. Vous avez d autres
$5.71?—R. R y a d’autres chars qui fueUieur marché, 
chars dans d’autres périodes pour esquels c est Vous donnez, a la

D. ,1c vous deinandc s'il «W *• de *5.71, et vous venct
date du 11 mars, comme achat plus recen , ^ du 19 mars, un prix de
de donner, en décrivant le contenu d un c • ^ arrivé, que deux chais
$6.25 pour les 288?-R. H est possible que^cem ^ 
soient arrivés la même journée. C e- 1 n>y a pas de doute, c est

D. Le char que vous avez décrit an ’ -eur Vous avez le documen . 
char que vous acheté le 9 mars? R- 11 ’ , ja façon dont vous venez c e

D. Et vous expliquez de cette façonna, du 27 novembre en parti-
répondre, comment il se fait ou pourquoi, « sur une caisse d’oranges
culier, vous auriez un bénéfice de 41 1 1 nlmime, mais c est 1 ensemble
vendue à $7?-R. Cela est pour une quantité _
de nos profits pour cette journée. nnssible à ce moment-là, monsieui

D. Est-ce qu’il ne vous était pas P vous avez vendu et faire
Boudrias, de vendre à un prix- infeiieu monsieur, on aurait pu le faire,
tout de même un profit raisonnable. ^ roggeurs et de tous les chars qui ren- 
Mais en tenant compte de toutes nos seulement raisonnable,
traient notre profit, je pense, es -eur R0udrias, qu’à la même période

D. Comment expliqueriez-vous, inférieur à celui auquel vous
d’autres maisons auraient pu vendre a un P™
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vendiez ?—R. Cela est possible que nos compétiteurs pouvaient avoir des oranges 
à l’entrepôt depuis trois semaines ou un mois, ou au mois de décembre, alors 
qu’elles peuvent se garder facilement. Cela en plus d’expliquer que d’autres 
maisons peuvent avoir un prix meilleur marché.

D. Est-ce possible aussi que cela puisse être à cause du fait que, dans un 
char reçu, la variété aurait été plus grande, une plus grande variété d’oranges 
permettant de vendre à un prix inférieur?—R. Oui, monsieur, vous avez une 
bonne idée là, monsieur Monet, parce que le manifeste des chars...

D. Je vous le demande pour essayer d’expliquer le profit qui paraît consi
dérable à cette époque-là.

M. Lesage:
D. Avant de laisser ce point-là, j’examine l’état comparatif et je vois ici la 

maison Boyer & Cie et je remarque que quelquefois, par exemple le 27 novembre, 
Les Jardiniers Modèles ont vendu leurs oranges $7 et Parent & Gauthier $6. 
Cependant, à plusieurs autres dates. Les Jardiniers Modèles ont vendu à des 
prix inférieurs.

D. Il n’y a pas de prix fixe sur les marchés à Montréal?—R. Il y a un peu 
de compétition.

(M. Pinard occupe le fauteuil.)
D. Il n’y a pas de prix de marché pour vous autres?—R. Non, il n’y a pas 

de prix, il n’y en a pas d’établi. On cherche à servir la clientèle le plus facile
ment possible.

D. Dans les oranges, ce n’est pas le prix du marché qui détermine votre prix 
de vente, mais votre coût, plus une marge? C’est exact?—R. Oui, monsieur.

D. La loi de l’offre et de la demande n’agit que sur une période de temps, 
pour le prix immédiat, et vous le basez sur votre coût?—R. Pour ces choses-là, 
les oranges et toutes les marchandises qui sont sur une base de “quota”.

Le Président suppléant:
D. Vous fixez vos prix avec cette politique-là en force et en considérant la 

fluctuation du marché même?—R. Oui, monsieur. Vous avez une période, par 
exemple, où vous allez avoir sept à dix chars d’oranges qui vous arrivent en 
même temps. J’ai vu être obligé d’en vendre en bas du prix coûtant. Par 
exemple, il y a des grosseurs qui ne se vendent pas du tout et, la semaine d’après, 
cela change et ils achètent toutes ces grosseurs-là.

D. Alors, vos achats, dans ce temps-là, étaient dans le sens inverse? Quand 
c’était des petites qui étaient en demande, vous aviez des grosses? Quelle est 
l’explication de cette situation-là? Est-ce une coïncidence?—R. Oui, monsieur. 
C’est une coïncidence et on passe notre temps au téléphone pour éduquer le 
public. On leur dit: “Prenez donc cela”, mais on nous répond : “Non, ce sont les 
petites que l’on veut”.

D. Ça va d’après les caprices des consommatrices?—R. C’est la nature.

M. Lesage:
D. Cela dépend de la période de l’année?—R. Oui monsieur, et du temps ; 

cela dépend; des fois il y a plus d’argent. Quand elles prennent les petites, c’est 
qu’il y a^moins d’argent.

D. À ce temps-là, les gens achetaient les petites et ils payaient leurs impôts. 
\ous avez fixé le prix des oranges d’après le total du char que vous avez reçu?— 
R. Bien.
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D. Vous ajustez les prix des oranges, les 288p*\//7/7r e/de notre 
qu’un char aurait pu coûter ?-E. On trent compte de togro^ei
prix coûtant et de la demande. On ne peu pas 1 j 288 ou les 344, ou

D. C’est ce qui fait varier le prix des orange», comme
les 252?—R. Oui, monsieur. „ 0u; monsieur.D. C’est la raison de la différence des pnx.-R. Oui,

Me Monet: , . npmnnder. au sujet
D. Maintenant, monsieur Boudrias, je voudra^ ^ membres du comité 

de la livraison des pommes, d’expliquer a n -- ( Annies” le prix est de 
comment il se fait qu'à la date du 31 deeembr^ B ^Appl ^& parli, 
#3.21, et qu’il n’y a pas de prix d'acquisition îm J ^ d,achat pendant cette 
du 31 décembre? Dois-je comprendre qu - , été pratiquement nuis,
période-là?—R. De décembre, par exemple, les achats ont F
en décembre, janvier et février. prix?—R- C’est cela.

D. Il n’a pas dû y en avoir, parce qui n > Pnmité comment il se faitD. Pouvez-vous dire à messieurs les membres du ^ «on^ ^
que, du 8 janvier jusqu’au 1er avril, le Pux ' h d’acquisition n’a pas varie.’ 
maison a augmenté de $3.38 à $4.12, alors que I ^ décembre ou en janvier 
—R. Cesi pommes-là, pour les conserver on S leg, frais de l’entre-
et, si on les vend deux ou trois mois plu» ’ , QUi est de 5c. la boîte,
posage à payer, les frais pour aller les chère ier au » ’ jes laissez trente jours
et quand elles sont plusieurs mois à 1 entreposage, deux mois, et que
et une journée de plus dans l’autre mois, cela compte P 
vous voulez réclamer vos pommes en bonnes con

Le Président suppléant:
D. Le risque de la perte et les frais de 1 entlepr 

temps?—R. Oui, monsieur.

l’augmentent en même

D. C^stLc7qui explique la hausse du prix des pommes dont le prix coûtant

1 pas augmenté?—R. Oui, monsieur. le ix à vous a
Me Monet: Le prix coûtant n a pas augm ’ ,

gmenté?—R. C’est augmenté par les frai» J” V0U8 les a vendues,
D. C’est le prix que vous avez paye a l 1 / dont vous avez parlé,

i risques de la perte et tout ce que vous avez O 1 - faite?—R. Oui,
ist pour ces raisons-là que l’augmentation paiait <

onsieur, c’est cela.
Me Monet: 2 céleri d’Ontario n° 1?

D. Maintenant, voulez-vous tourner P ’donnez par votre état un
omme vous l’avez dit tantôt, monsieur Bouc -> profit établi pour l’année
■ofit de 9 p. 100, brut, quant aux ventes, «J c e« 1av d’octobre 1947,
>47? Pouvez-vous expliquer comment ,1 armi que, pou^ ^ 36.7 6 39.7Î
l’exception du 30 octobre, le profit sur le ce sidérable que celui-là?—R. Dans 
ourquoi vous faut-il prendre un a ûLc,inemcnt périssable, c’est une mar- 
1 céleri, une chose qui est considérée e - le ;ourj mais que l’on achète 
tiandise que l’on achète, je ne puis pas .. va arrjver une ou deux fois par 
uatre ou cinq jours avant la ^fiepôt, mais, la plupart du temps, on le 
nnée que l’on va mettre notre celen a 1 entiepor,
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laisse sur notre plancher et c’est une chose périssable. Mais, dans ce cas 
particulier-là, le marché a monté assez vite. Ce profit de 31 p. 100, je pense 
qu’on aurait pu facilement, si on avait voulu ambitionner, le monter à 40 et 
45 p. 100 dans ce temps-là. La marge de $3 la “crate”, le prix du marché courant 
pour tout le monde. Si on avait voulu prendre avantage du marché, on aurait 
pu le vendre à $5.

D. A cette date-là?—R. Oui, monsieur. La demande était tellement forte 
que l’on avait des distributeurs à l’année. Si l’on avait voulu faire monter cette 
marchandise de 50c. on aurait pu le faire, mais on n’aurait pas eu l’avantage de 
profiter de notre “quota”.

Le président suppléant:
D. Comment expliquez-vous la perte faite en 1948, en janvier, pour le céleri? 

Le 29 janvier vous avez payé $12.50 et vous l’avez vendu à $11.64?—R. C’était 
rendu tellement haut, là, qu’on n’avait pas le courage de demander ce prix-là. 
Je m’en rappelle.

D. Vous auriez pu l’obtenir?—R. On aurait pu charger $13, $14.
D. Vous avez préféré prendre une perte pour conserver l’estime de votre 

clientèle?—R. Oui, monsieur, il faut penser à notre clientèle. Nous ne sommes 
pas en affaires juste pour aujourd’hui.

D. Vous n’étiez pas obligés de -le faire?—R. Quand vous prenez une boîte 
de céleri pour la vendre $12, je calcule que c’est un peu trop ambitionner.

Me Monet:
D. Est-ce que vous aviez du céleri à l’entrepôt à ce moment-là?—R. Non, 

monsieur.
D. Comment expliquez-vous que, du 15 janvier 1948 au 29, il y a une hausse 

dans le prix de vos achats de $6. Le 15 janvier, lors de vos achats les plus 
récents, le prix est de $6.50 alors qu’à la date du 29 janvier il a été porté à $12.50, 
le prix que vous avez dû payer, si je comprends. Comment expliquez-vous une 
hausse aussi considérable que celle-là?—R. Le temps était avancé et l’on 
dépendait sur le céleri qui était dans les entrepôts frigorifiques dans l’Ontario. 
A Montréal, il n’v a pratiquement pas de céleri à l’entrepôt. Le céleri consommé 
en décembre, janvier et février était du céleri en conserve et 85 p. 100 de ce 
céleri-là était entreposé en Ontario.

D. C’était de là que vous deviez l’acheter?—R. On était obligé de l’acheter 
de ces gens-là, ils étaient maîtres sur ce point-là. On a acheté un char, deux 
ou trois fois.

D. Il ne vous restait pas de céleri à ce moment-là et vous deviez l’acheter? 
—R. Dans Québec, notre céleri local, rendu au 1er décembre, on n’en avait plus. 
Chez tous les jardiniers de Montréal, il n’y avait iras un pied de céleri de dis
ponible le 1er décembre à Montréal.

L président suppléant:
D. Tout le monde l’achetait en Ontario?—R. Oui, monsieur.

Me Monet:
D. Voulez-vous référer à la page 3, maintenant, le chou importé? Au 

26 février, il y a là une augmentation, monsieur Boudrias, dans le prix de vente 
de 4-3, à la date du 26 février, à 5-8, au 4 mars, alors que, pour la même 
période... —R. Du?

1). Le 26 février, le quatrième item du haut, 4-3; il y a là une augmentation 
a 5-8, du 26 février au 4 mars, alors que, pour la même période, dans les achats, 
1 ■ a ime diminution de 3• 7 à 3-3. Alors, voulez-vous expliquer à messieurs
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! . , , co fQ:t „inrs nue le prix d’acquisition avait
les membres du comité comment il »e lait, p n leg ci10UX, c’est un petit 
baissé, que le prix de vente avait augmente. • tres. Qn en manipule
peu explicable; les choux sont notre faiblesse, a 
beaucoup.

Lesoçe. , , l• automne au printemps. Ce qui
D. C’est votre force?—R. On en ac ie e < ^ tempS| aurait pu être bas.

aurait pu arriver, là, c’est que le marche loc , - ^ ^ leg achetait. Peut-etre
Nos jardiniers nous les offraient en gram e q ont été vendus plusieurs
que les choux que nous avons achetés dans ce e i demandes étaient faibles et
jours plus tard. Il n’y avait pas de demande, les cieman 
on l’a acheté.

Me Monet: , • nn+ dit que laD. Monsieur Bernd™, il y £“,1^ colmTLs bien d'autres 
base des prix, dans le commerce des fiuit- - romande. Vous avez ici une 
d’ailleurs, serait la loi générale de l’offre et « e 1 ^ eu contraire à ce qui
situation que je voudrais que vous expliquiez, qui - d’acouisition baisse;nous a été dit. puisque, du 26 février au 4 mare, le pnx « • S dt,ma„de 
est-ce que cela serait ,16 à ce qu'il y avait une offre l-to J' ^ 6Ur ,c
é ce moment-là? En d’autres termes, est-ce quü > avait pi -
marché?

M. Boudrias: Du 26 février...

3-7c.
■ce pas et le

Me Monet:!?• -.-au 4 mars,—le prix d’achat?—R. Je pense que c’était
D- Le prix d’acquisition, le 26 février, était de 3-7c. n’est-.. .tnars. une semaine plus tard, il était de 3-3c.; comment expliquez-vous cela?
'Y ‘ je ne me trompe pas, on touche au chou américain, n'ést-ce pas?

■ C est le chou importé, oui?—R. Le chou importé.,, D - . -i>_««.Ucîtinn baisse, le prix de vente monte; je
désir —rwUio être

-R. Si je ne me trompe pas, on ^ importé. m„nic- je
D. C’est le chou importé, oui?-R- Le °n ^ ^ de vente monte, je 
D. Ainsi, alors que le prix d acquisit iong parCe <iuc ceci semb 

désire que vous me donniez un peu d ex] ; e__R. Bien, ü y a un(- ,
l’inverse de ce qui nous a été explique on en achète beaucoup de
Vu arrive, comme je voU3 ^me'que ^notre marché î(,i\ pouvait
choux nous autres et je presume qi hé qUi était de 3 / ■ 1 ■
m achat au Texas, je présume «K E. vous savÇ, que s,
être là-bas, au Texas, à 4-3c., cela 1 U1K. dizaine de joui-, -, s
l’an achète un char et que le char uni' choux-là, qui ~,:l' ‘ ni,trc
l'on prenne mitre "cost", nous autres, peut-être affecte, notre
ct qui viennent dans une dizaine de J1’1 ’ „ , i m-i\
‘cost ’; cela change si vite. yente mentionné sur l'étatn ieurg jours

D. C’est-à-dire que le pux 'e marchandises achetée P - . ayait
d acquisition peuvent refleter sur c < aVOir de la mart!. ■ ^ix
antérieurement?—R. C’est cela: i-l pouvait > à cela; quan 1 h
été achetée à 4 6c., à 4 8c. et qm se trouvait ^ ^ obligé de piendie soin
chars de marchandises qui roulent, vo & cela..- ,
de tous et de chacun d’eux et. dans le maga- , s ies mêmes choux.

Le président suppléant: Autienun ? Été achetés au début eu
M. Lf.saob: Tout de même. ,1e murs, cela ne donne par

"mis de mars pour être vendus a la ü" du 
j explication désirée.
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Me Monet: Voyez-vous, vous avez ici une situation qui semble un peu 
anormale et qui ne concorde pas très bien avec ce qui a été dit jusqu’à main
tenant. Lorsque les honorables membres du comité analyseront ces rapports, 
ils se trouveront en présence de ces chiffres et voudront savoir ce qui en est, 
ce que cela veut dire.

M. Lesage:
D. Vous prenez un profit brut de 4-3c.?—R. Par contre, vous prenez des : 

choux d’un mois passé, des choux qui me coûtaient $2.75 à moi et qu’on a vendus 
à $2 et à $2.25...

D. Oui, à la fin d’avril, ça?—R. Oui, à la fin d’avril mais on perdait 75c., | 
80c., et même 90c.

Le 'président suppléant:
D. Il y a beaucoup plus de fluctuations dans la vente des choux que dans 1 

la vente des oranges, par exemple?—R. Oui.
D. Vous avez des profits de 43-1 en mars et, en février, vous avez des 

profits de 2-4?—R. Oui.

M. Lesage:
D. Même une perte de 2-2?—R. Oui.

Le président suppléant: ,
D. Et, en avril, vous avez une perte de 3-9?—R. Oui.
D. Tout cela me parait bien extraordinaire. Pourquoi c.es différences sont- 

elles si considérables?—R. Bien, voyez-vous, vous nous avez permis d’importer 
des choux au milieu de l’hiver; au milieu de l’hiver, nous n’avions pas de choux 
du tout pendant un certain temps, vous savez cela, et vous nous avez permis 
d’importer des choux. Alors, la première chose, c’était libre, on pouvait entrer 
de l’importation; mais, vu qu’on manquait pas mal de marchandises à ce 
moment-là, on en a acheté peut-être quatre ou cinq fois plus et, à un moment 
donné, il se peut que, pendant un bout de temps, on ait été encombré avec-

D. Est-ce la raison qui explique cette perte du mois d’avril?—R. Oui.

M. Lesage:
D. Considérez-vous qu’un profit brut de 43 p. KM) est normal sur les choux? 

Est-ce que ce n’est pas un peu élevé?—R. Bien, pour trafiquer dans les fruits et 
les légumes, c’est impossible de prendre une règle précise et de dire: prend 15 ou 
20 p. 100, parce que vous ne savez jamais comment vous allez en sortir; c’est 
impossible de dire: on va prendre un profit de 20, de 30 ou 35 p. 100, comme dans 
d’autres commerces, parce que Von a beaucoup de perte et on ne peut pas juger 
d’avance ce que sera cette perte.

D. Ce qui est important, c’est votre profit brut, sur l’ensemble d’une année? 
—R. Oui, c’est ça. Voyez-vous, on n’avait pas de choux du tout au mois de 
janvier; alors vous nous avez permis d’importer; c’était parfait; cela faisait de _ 
la nourriture à bon marché pour tout le monde. Maintenant, on va en récolter 
dans une semaine; alors vous imposez l’embargo; il n’y a rien de mieux que cela, 
cela travaille à 100 p. 100 pour nous autres.

D. Comme producteurs, vous voulez être protégés?—R. C’est parfait, ça- 
Vous n’avez qu’à faire comme vous avez fait pour les choux et l’on va nous 
donner des “tips”
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Me Monet: , ia même explication,D. Maintenant, si ion enquête dans les carotte c est
je présume, que vous donneriez pour le mois ^ w 1 Pho«eM. lJ*: Il n'y a rien dans les carottes, c'est la meme chose.

Me Monet: vmrrentaee qui pourrait
D. C’est la seule période où vous avez eu ml lication à donner

dépasser un peu la normale; est-ce que vous av choux?—R- Dans les
que celle que vous venez de donner en ce qui concerne
carottes, c’est la même chose. à témoin-là,

D. Alors, je n’ai pas d’autres questions a poseï
M. Lesage: Les oignons, il n’y a rien dans les mgn(^S" , jj y a moins 
Me Monet: Il n'y a rien dans les oignons, c'est le cas ou y

de majoration.

M. Lesage: l’état financier?
D. Qu’est-ce que c’est cela, 'autres rc\ en , ,, , Et pujs à partM. Vézina: Une partie des entrepôts .ont1™*^:autres. ^ P 

cela, il y a un gain important, c’est le princip

Le président suppléant: . j>a<5a,irance, je suppose?—
D. Les ristournes sur les pertes ta TEwSlX 

E. Non, c'est qu'il y a $9,000 de toe”
Mr. Monet: I have no more questions lor tions. This item here,
Mr. McGhbgor: I would like to ask two or three que 

other income; has that been explaine .
Mr. Lesage: No, it has not.
Mr. Monet: Pardon, me, I didn t get 1 ? ' ial statement.
Mr. McGregor : Other income, on i r tU)Use«
The Chairman: That is rentals from wa 
Mr. McGregor: Rentals from warehouses 
Mr. Lesage: Yes, $9,000 is warehouse rent, -

M- Lesage: .tQl pn 1944 et en 1947?
D. Quelle était la structure en capital en
M. Vézina: En 1947?

M. Lesage: r, . -o c’est parce que je ne 1 ai
D. Commencez en 1944, monsieur Vezim ■ pa$ le bilan, alors je 

pas ici. J’ai seulement les états d operations, ^J ^ maintenu aux alentours 
pourrais, simplement de mémoire, vous < 
de $50,000.

Me Monet:D. Il n’y a pas eu d’augmentation? R- ^°n-

(In English) „Mr. McGregor: These warehouses are rented.

13521—3
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Mr. Lesage: They rent space in the warehouses.
Mr. McGregor: And this other income is from the space in their warehouses 

which they rent?
Mr. Lesage: In their own warehouses, and it amounts to $9,000 of that

$10,000.

Mr. McGregor: What was their capital setup in 1944 and 1947?
Mr. Lesage: Around $60,000.
Mr. McGregor: In 1944?
Mr. Lesage: It is about the same, it has not increased at all.
Mr. McGregor: There has been no increase?
Mr. Lesage: No.
Mr. Monet : There has been no increase.
Mr. McGregor: The breakdown of that $221,000; has that been shown 

so that one can read it?
Mr. Monet: Yes, that has been shown.
Mr. McGregor : That has been broken down and it is all itemized?
Mr. Monet: Yes, and the $128,000 also—salaries, has been explained; and 

also the $150,000, increase in the cost of operating has been explained.
Mr. McGregor: And they have been put down in detail so that we can 

read them?
Mr. Monet : Yes.
Mr. Mayhew : Have you the number of people on salary?

Me Monet:
D. Combien avez-vous d’employés, en tout?
M. Boudrias : Cela varie.

Me Monet:
D. En moyenne, quel est le montant maximum d’employés que vous avez, 

le montant minimum, à différentes périodes de l’année?—R. Cela peut varier, 
avec toutes les succursales et les périodes de temps, de 90 à 125.

{In English)

Mr. Monet: He says that the total number of employees both for the farm 
and the wholesale store, and the employees work either in the one or the other, 
and some of the people work both on the farm and in the store, they run all 
the way from 125 to 90.

Mr. McGregor: From 90 to 125?
Mr. Monet: Yes.
Mr. Mayhew: So that is all salary, or is there other expense?
Mr. Monet : That is all salary.
Mr. Mayhew: All salary?
Mr. Monet: Yes.
Mr. Lesage: And he says, some are fed.

Me Monet:
D. Est-ce qu’ils sont tous à salaire?
M. Boudrias : Oui, ils sont tous à salaire.
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Me Monet:~~R P°!5r-leurs d®penses de v°yage, cela va dans les frais d’exploitation?
on rennnnt °b dep®?se? de voyage, cela va dans les frais d’exploitation; quand 

rencontre un client, n’importe quoi...

(In English)and wiipn"Yi?^.Er: He says that their salaries always include the gardeners, 
exnerw- , y are °, on t'le road selling and have other expenses those other

i enses are put under operating costs.-fi. Max hew . Is there any division between sections of the business?

Me Monet:Votr-Pf ouvez-\ ous nous dire, d’après la façon dont vous tenez vos livres et 
bénéfipa^°n üp, ltT’ si vous êtes en état d’établir si votre ferme rapporte des 
ProportT ■>U n°nnS^ y°tre maSasin en rapporte, ou vice versa, et dans quelle 
systèm °n . 8 a venir jusqu’à maintenant, parce qu’on a organisé notre
Places r" P°UI axidr.™ système de comptabilité complet pour les différentes 

lcn (lue dernièrement. Alors, je ne suis pas capable de diviser cela.

(In English)0rganiPinsa^ that not until they were organizing; they have been 
to niahn n lng? ,sin<r.e . .e beginning, and they have not been able up to now 

complete division as between the farm and the store, invested ; tuHrW: Ynd ^i® $150,000, does that include the capital employed, 
n the iarm as well as the warehouse and business?

Me Monet:tionné f ^ 5 lay hew désire savoir si le montant de $50.000 que vous avez men- 
\t 011^ ^ l’heure... Vous avez compris la question?

- • Boudrias: Oui, monsieur.
In English)

-B- Monet: He said, yes.else?11"' ^IcGreoor: Do they own the farm, the warehouse and everything

he st P ^IoNET: Yes- Ht started, as the witness described earlier in his evidence, 
haveH1’8 business with his wife and evervthing has been built up as they 

c gone along:they hI"a^CPREG0R: ^ow, in the four years they had a loss of $8,798, and 
that thpx a °SS of $31>141; that is after taking out their rentals in this here 
busine- ‘ ,g°l trorn the warehouse. In other words, on the operation of their 

SS alone they had a loss of $31.142 on sales of $8,750.000.

Me Monet:tot l P' McGreg°r a fait l’addition des chiffres de vos ventes et il dit que, sur 
4 a de vos^ ventes, se chiffrant à $8,700.000 en résumé, de par le tableau

fiUs duriez fait des pertes d’environ $30.000.
• -esage: ,Te ne vois pas cela, monsieur le président.

[In English)

le
nc

* cannot see that.everwi-' M°net: I understand that is. on the operation of the 

■ tiling else.
l352l—31

farms and
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Mr. McGregor: There are two losses. Your losses were $4,270; and 
then you take credit for the amount you received as rent^-$26,000—which leaves 
you a total loss of $21,000 on the business.

Mr. Lesage: And that is about $13,000 loss; but in two years they made 
a profit.

Mr. McGregor: That is a total loss of $4,670; then rentals from ware
houses amounted to $26,000, which is in the business.

Mr. Mayhew: Apparently we do not know what rental he was charging L 
himself for the warehouse space and what part that forms of this rent received. " 
It is all included in the operations of the business and that is the total loss 
to date.

Me Monet:
D. Donnez-leur donc l’explication, monsieur Vézina. Avez-vous un mot 

à dire là-dessus? C’est le temps de le dire.
M. Vézina: Le seul mot d’explication que je vois là-dessus, c’est que, 

depuis trois ou quatre ans, tout son effort tend à étendre son commerce; alors, 
il a beaucoup de frais d’exploitation. Je regarde l’an dernier, rien que les frais 
d’expédition s’élèveraient à...

Le président suppléant:
D. Mais les calculs de M. McGregor vous paraissent-ils exacts?—R. Oui, 

je crois que c’est pas mal correct.
D. La conclusion qu’il tire, est-ce qu’elle est exacte? Est-ce qu’il est 

exact, d’après vous, qu’il y ait eu une perte de $31,000?
M. Lesage: Non. pas $31,000, $4,000... Bien, si l’on tient compte des 

entreposages, mais on ne peut pas en tenir compte.

Le président suppléant:
D. Alors, sans en tenir compte, il y aurait eu une perte de $4,000?
M. Vézina: Oui.
M. Lesage: Oui, mais je crois qu’il faut toujours baser ça sur sa valeur 

d’augmentation de capital.
M. Boudrias: Maintenant, l’ouvrage que l’on fait et l’ouvrage que les 

maisons comme nous font, il y en a qui ont mangé des centaines de mille dollars 
et, nous autres, on essaie de faire cela tout seul.

M. Beaudoin:
D. Sans subvention du Gouvernement?—R. Oui, sans subvention du Gou- 

vernement; et on traite nos hommes et nos habitants le mieux que l’on peut, 
on cherche à leur donner tout l’argent possible pour leurs produits.

Me Monet:
D. En d’autres termes, vous essayez d’établir un autre marché?—R. Oui, 

on essaie d’établir un marché qui ne coûte rien ni au gouvernement provincial 
ni au gouvernement fédéral...

D. En vous contentant de profits raisonnables, même à perte dans certaines 
occasions, et vous espérez réussir à vous bâtir une affaire qui, un jour, pourra 
vous rapporter de l’argent?—R. Oui, et qui va bénéficier aussi à bien du monde, 
de 100 à 150 jardiniers, je peux aller les chercher n’importe quand; et, au jour'
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d’hui pour demain, si j’ai besoin de finance, j ai rien qu à ^
côté de mes habitants et je vous demande de me donner nenquimc J
dans une heure, ils m’auront donné une lettre de credit d $ > •
ne faut pas que je les aie maltraités, pour cela. Ce a me p distribue
heure pour avoir une lettre de crédit de $100,000; c’est
leurs marchandises et que je veux leur ouvrir des marches ^ JUvemement 
marchandises. Et nous autres, on ne demande pas d argent a g b 
Vous avez d’autres organisations ici, dans l’Ontario qui ^ Z
d’argent ; on vous a demandé des subventions de toutes - 13
demande tout le temps.

M. Beaudoin:
D. Le gouvernement fédéral n’a pas donné de subventions semblables à 

des organisations de la province de l’Ontario ; c’est le gouvernement provincial.
M. Boudrias: Pour des coopératives. Ce n’est pas mal, je ne les blâme 

Pas, mais...
M. Beaudoin : Ce n’est pas le gouvernement fédéral, c’est le gouvernement

Provincial de l’Ontario.
M. Boudrias : Oui, c’est le gouvernement provincial, pardon.
M- Lesage: Les octrois pour l’agriculture ne relèvent pas du pouvoir central. 
M- Martin : Vous devriez vous adresser à M. Duplessis.
Me Monet: Je n’ai pas d’autres questions à poser au témoin, 

la Boudrias: La manière dont vous avez travaillé l’affaire pour les choux, 
minute que vous venez à travailler comme cela dans les autres domaines, 

e? a 100 p. 100 l’affaire. On veut bien que le consommateur soit bien traité 
on ne demande qu’un peu de protection, on demande que tout soit fait avec 

satisfit, ^Ue *’°n nous donne un peu de protection comme cela et on sera

fél' Président Suppléant : Ceci termine votre témoignage et je tiens à vous 
l’éiVr C'1’’.aU nom des membres du comité, du zèle que vous avez déployé dans 
Co ïjCRtion de votre entreprise. Je constate, comme les autres membres du 
e£ .1 e’ oiue vous n’avez réalisé dans cette entreprise que des profits raisonnables 

•le vous souhaite plein succès.
M- Boudrias: Je vous remercie beaucoup, messieurs.
(See Appendix for English translation.)

CQ M'tliur Crelinsten, President and General Manager, 
pany, Montreal, called and sworn.

Crelinsten Fruit

By Mr. Monet: , -_e?_A. Arthur Crelinsten.
Q. Will you give us you, 6rst Awnue, Westmount^
Q Your private address. A. ■ .en Fruit Company. •'
Q. You are attached to the C Trudel

resident and the general manager. Fruit Company. A.
Q. What is the address of Crelinsten

venue, Montreal. _mnanV started its operations?^, vre
Q- Would you tell us when the P..

:en Fruit Company started in May,

the
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Q. Before I put any more questions, Mr. Chairman, I would like to file 
as Exhibit 116, the questionnaire which has been prepared by Mr. Crelinsten. 
I am now showing you a questionnaire wiiich you have answered and I take it 
that you accept this as being the information supplied by your company, is 
that right?—A. Yes sir.

Mr. Monet: This will be filed as Exhibit 116.
Exhibit 116: Reply to questionnaire filed by Crelinsten Fruit Company.

Exhibit 116
Statement 1—General Information

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION—FRUIT AND VEGETABLE INQUIRY

1. Name of company: Crelinsten Fruit Company.
2. Address of head office: 1665 Trudel Avenue, Room 80.
3. Date commenced business : 1940.
4. Names and addresses of parent, subsidiary and affiliated companies : 

Crelinsten Cartage, 1665 Trudel Avenue, Room 80; Plymouth Produce Com
pany Ltd., Grand Falls, N.B.; Produce Packaging Company, 500 Cote de Liesse 
Road; Crelinsten Realties Company, 1665 Trudel Avenue, Room 80; Peerless 
Fruit Company, 1709 Notre Dame Street West; Richmount Investment Com
pany, 1665 Trudel Avenue, Room 80.

5. Names and addresses of officers and directors or partners: Arthur Crelin
sten, President, 1665 Trudel Avenue, Room 80; Russel Crelinsten, Vice-President, 
1665 Trudel Avenue, Room 80; Charles Crelinsten, Secretary Treasurer, 1665 
Trudel Avenue, Room 80.

6. Location of branches, warehouses and other places of business (including 
those of subsidiary companies engaged in the fruit and vegetable trade) : Crelin
sten Cartage, 1665 Trudel Avenue, Room 80; Plymouth Produce Company Ltd., 
Grand Falls, N.B.; Produce Packaging Company, 1665 Trudel Avenue, Room 80; 
Peerless Fruit Company, 1709 Notre Dame Street West,



CRELINSTEN FRUIT COMPANY

(1665 Trudel Ave., Montreal) Statement 2—Prices

Average Seeling Price

Date

Oranges
Calif.

288

Apples 
B.C. 125-138 

McIntosh 
Fancy

Celery
Ont.
No. 1

Celery
Ont.
No. 2

Potatoes 
P.E.I. 

Canada 
No. 1

Tomatoes
Ont.

hot-house

Cabbage
local
green

Cabbage
imported

green

Carrots
local
No. 1 

washed

Carrots 
imported 

U.S. No. 1 
washed

Onions
Ont.
No. 1 

yellow

per crate per box per crate per crate per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb.

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts. cts. cts. cts. cts. cts. cts.
1947

October 2................. 4.82 3.45 1.08 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .028
October 9................ 4.83 N.A. .96 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .032
October lfi................ 5.17 3.36 1.83 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .032
October 23................ N.A. 3.29 1.16 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .032
October 30................ 5.34 3.25 2.51 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .031
November 6................ 4.75 3.18 2.55 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .03
November 13................ 4.82 N.A. 2.22 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
November 20................ 6.30 3.30 2.51 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .045
November 27................ 7.34 N.A. 4.57 N.A. N.A. N.A. .06 N.A. .043 N.A. .014
December 4................ N.A. 3.45 4.31 N.A. N.A. N.A. .06 N.A. .032 N.A. .054
December 11.................. 5.00 N.A. 4.56 N.A. N.A. N.A. .065 N.A. .02 N.A. .05
December 18................. 5.35 3.50 2.35 N.A. N.A. N.A. .085 N.A. .038 N.A. .04
December 24................ N.A. 3.25 1.00 N.A. N.A. N.A. .09 N.A. .022 N.A. .045
December 31................ N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .045 N.A. N.A.

1948

January 8................ 6.08 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .045 N.A. .051
January 15.............. 5.40 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .05 N.A. .054
January 22.............. N.A. 3.44 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .040 N.A. .036
January 29.............. 5.40 3.25 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .049 N.A. .065
Vphruary 5 5.87 3.25 N.A. N.A. N A. N A N X 053 045 N.A. 076
February 12............... N.A. 3.50 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. ! 036 .05 N.A. .082
February 19............... N.A. 3.65 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .028 N.A. N.A. 09
February 26............... 5.00 3.58 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 033 N.A. N.A. .087
M arch 4.............. 5.54 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .035 N.A. N.A. .084
M arch 11............... 5.54 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .048 N.A. N.A. .084
M arch 18.............. 5.08 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 047 N.A. .089 082
M arch 25.............. 5.51 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .054 N.A. .091 085

1.............. 5.67 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .058 N.A. .089 N.A.Anrîl
8.............. 5.64 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .064 N.A. .087 N.A.

April 15............... 5.00 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .075 N.A. .089 N.A.
April 22.............. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. .078 N.A. .089 N.A.
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CRELINSTEN FRUIT COMPANY Statement 3—Purchases

(1665 Trudel Ave., Montreal)
Laid-down Cost of Most Recent Purchases—In Cents per Pound

Date

Oranges
Calif.

288

Apples 
B.C. 125-138 

McIntosh 
Fancy

Celery
Ont.
No. 1

Celery
Ont.
No. 2

Potatoes 
P.E.I. 
Canada 
No. 1

Tomatoes
Ont.

hot-house

Cabbage
local
green

Cabbage
imported

green

Carrots
local
No. 1 

washed

Carrots 
imported 

No. 1 
washed

Onions
Ont.
No. 1 

yellow

per crate per box per crate per crate per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb.

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts. cts. cts. cts. cts. cts.
1947

October 2................. 4.33 3.16 1.85 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 2.4
October 9................. 4.77 N.A. 1.85 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 2.7
October 16................. 5.06 3.17 1.65 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 2.4
October 23................. N.A. 3.17 1.65 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 2.6
October 30................. 5.28 3.17 2.14 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 2.6
November 6................. 5.28 3.17 2.14 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 2.8
November 13................. 4.27 N.A. 2.14 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
November 20................. 4.19 3.17 2.14 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 2.7
November 27................. 4.37 N.A. 4.24 N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.0 N.A. 2.0 N.A. 2.6
December 4................. N.A. 3.06 3.37 N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.0 N.A. 2.0 N.A. 2.4
December 11................. 4.27 N.A. 4.33 N.A. N.A. N.A. 5.5 N.A. 3.0 N.A. 2.8
December 18................. 4.12 3.20 2.73 N.A. N.A. N.A. 7.0 N.A. 2.0 N.A. 2.5
December 24................. N.A. 3.20 2.73 N.A. N.A. N.A. 8.0 N.A. 2.0 N.A. 2.9
December 31................. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.3 N.A. N.A.

1948

January 8................. 4.18 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.3 N.A. 2.8
January 15................. 4.38 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.2 N.A. 2.8
January 22................. N.A. 3.20 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.5 N.A. 6.1
January 29................. 4.23 3.08 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.0 N.A. 6.1
February 5................. 4.13 3.20 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.8 4.5 N.A. 0.1
February 12................ N.A. 3.20 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.4 4.2 N.A. 6.1
February 19................ N.A. 3.20 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.5 N.A. N.A. 6.1
February 26................. 4.06 3.20 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.3 N.A. N.A. 8.5
March 4................. 4.61 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.5 N.A. N.A. 6.1
March 11................. 4.61 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.6 N.A. N.A. 8.6
March 18................. 4.60 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.3 N.A. 8.6 8.6
March 25................. 4.54 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.8 N.A. 9.0 7.5
April 1................. 4.80 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.6 N.A. 8.6 N.A.
April 8................. 4.80 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 5.3 N.A. 8.4 N.A.
April 15................. 4.15 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 7.0 N.A. 8.0 N.A.
April 22................. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 7.6 N.A. 8.6 N.A.
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CRELINSTEN FRUIT COMPANY 

Fiscal Year Ending January 31

- . 1 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948

S cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts
Sales.............................................................................. 142,383.85 560,736.75 1,819,903.90 2,930,947.21 3,539,696.86 4,232,790.45 3,746,613.01 3,988,007.03

Cost of sales............................................................... 137,077.61 537,375.15 1,751,875.95 2,833,002.76 3,441,700.50 4,096,819.74 3,617,682.92 3,812,295.43

Gross profit................................................................ 5,306.24 23,361.60 68,027.95 97,944.45 97,996.36 135,970.71 128,930.09 175,711.60

Commissions earned—Miscellanous Income
Gross revenue........................................................ 5,306.24 23,361.60 68,027.95 97,944.45 97,996.36 135,970.71 128,930.09 175,711.60

Executive or partners salaries..........................

Other salaries and wages.................................. 3,050.57

3,780.00

5,505.40

8,337.00

16,093.96

16,360.00

20,273.28

12,998.30

23,868.88

12,480.00

28,379.59

12,480.00

35,619.37

19,680.00

50,477.58
Other operating expenses....................................... 2,841.73 10,797.45 38,082.62 45,726.60 54,179,21 69,889.89 64,670.07 76,008.30
Total expenses........................................................... 5,892.30 20,082.85 62,513.58 82,359.88 91,046.39 110,749.42 112,769.44 146,165.88
Operating profit before income tax.................... *586.06 3,278.75 5,514.37 15,584.57 6,949.97 25,221.29 16,160.65 29,545.72
Investment Income—

Interest paid and profit and loss....................... 361.52 4,102.57 7,671.87 6,155.76 2,512.30 4,998.51 2,870.02 4,840.86Profit before taxes on income.......................... *947.58 *823.82 *2,157.50 9,428.81 4,437.67 20,222.78 13,290.63 24,704.86
Provincial tax on income.......................................

Net profit.............................................................. *947.58 *823.82 *2,157.50

3,771.31

5,657.50

1,775.07

2,662.60

8,089.11

12,133.67

5,203.38

8,087.25

10,208.99

14,495.87
Per cent gross profit to sales.......................... 3.76% 4.16% 3.73% 3.34% 2.77% 3.21% 3.44% 4.41%

* Signifies loss.
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CRELINSTEN FRUIT COMPANY
Monthly Sales and Profits—Statement 5

Month Sales Gross
profit

Per cent 
gross 
profit 

to Sales

Com
missions 

and miscel
laneous 
income

Operating
expenses

Operating
profit

$ cts. $ cts. % $ cts. $ cts. S cts.
1946

January 21—February 16.................................................................. 208,244.30
February 18—March 16.................................................................. 188,551.25
March 18—April 13.................................................................. 312,212.27
April 15—May 11................................................................. 341,392.74
May 13—June 8.................................................................. 350,667:23
June 10—July 6................................................................. 446,772.54
July 8—August 3................................................................. 465,042.89
August 5—August 31................................................................. 301,133.89
September 2—September 28................................................................. 235,536.31
September 30—October 26................................................................. 241,160.34
October 28—November 23................................................................. 213,563.36
November 25—December 21.................................................................. 229,594.31
December 23—January 18, 1947....................................................... 212,741.58

3,746,613.01 128,930.09 3-44 112,769.44 16,160.65
1947

January 18—February 15.................................................................. 245,234.68
February 17—March 15................................................................. 245,818.83
March 17—April 12................................................................. 293,862.21
April 14—May 10................................................................. 378,663.85
May 12—June 7................................................................. 463,276.88
June 9—July 5................................................................. 428,170.59
July 7—August 2................................................................. 382,984.85
August 4—August 30................................................................. 302,526.54
September 1—September 27................................................................. 269,394-52
September 29—October 25................................................................. 350,006.56
October 27-November 22................................................................. 244,979.81
November 24—December 20................................................................. 238,492.29
December 22—January 17................................................................. 144,595.42

3,988,007.03 175,711.60 4-41 146,165.88 29,545.72
1948

January 19—February 14................................................................. 207,311.79
February 16—March 13................................................................. 187,792 40
March 15—April 10................................................................. 278,218.46
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Mr. Monet: I will ask that this be distributed to members 
At the same time they will be supplied with a table 
easy comparison of figures, in the same way as the m 
by other witnesses.

Q. Now, Mr. Crelinsten, is there any parent company or subadmTieyo > our
company?—A. We have listed them on the form which we sent
given you a list of our affiliated companies. . ^ they are ailQ. They are all operated for the benefit of Crelmsten?-A. No, me>

separate corporations. ,Q. They are all separate corporations?—A. Yes, sir. rect sjr.Q. And they are all listed on this exhibit 116?-A. That is correct,

By the Acting Chairman:
Q- Are they all chartered companies ?-

By Hon. Mr. Martin:

-A. Yes, sir.

By Hon. Mr. Martin:01 ‘he'cStet Fmi&paly™1 °' ^ COmpany?-A' Yes- 1 lm president

By Mr. Monet:A. I °am.e *he presidents of the other affiliated companies?—

am the president of every one of them.Fruit Comnan ? a ° s^ares these companies owned by the Crelinsten

Q Th1® not?—A' No-Under separate chart° °pera*'e<^ as seParate companies?—A. Separate companies 

companies^ A^artin: Aou mean the companies in Montreal are all separate

The Witness: Yes, sir.r- Lesage: But they are all owned by your company? 

y he Witness: Yes, sir.

By Mr. Monet:Q An*! ef6 President of each and every one of them?—A. Yes, sir. 
as are sh Ud r °®cers °f the Crelinsten Fruit Company are the same officers 
hianaeer °XVnj *nr other companies which are listed here, and you are also the 
83,1116 officers President of each of those companies?—A. No. They are all the

inclul8» We can take it that the officers of the Crelinsten Fruit Company, 
—Â rp.S yourself as president, are the officers of the other affiliated companies?

• 1 hat is correct.the pn!l" Af ayhew: Is the statement attached a consolidated statement of all

companies?Atr. Monet: I do not think so, we just asked for Crelinsten Fruit Company. 
* r- Lesage: Have the companies been formed for some time?

°n Atav }Titness: The Crelinsten Fruit Company, as I said before, was formed 
I just h 1941 ; and then, subsequently, these companies were formed. May

Xjnave a copy of that, please?1 ' Fesage: When the corporate income tax was going up?
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The Witness: That was not the reason for it. If I might explain why we 
did that, I would be glad to do so if anybody is interested.

Mr. Monet: Do that, please.
The Witness: Our firm, Crelinsten & Sons, started in 1918, and we developed 

to a quite extensive business which included real estate, and then we had two 
semi-trailers operating between New York and Montreal. In 1937, we got 
into financial difficulties and we had to reorganize, and in the light of that 
experience I made up my mind that the Crelinsten Fruit Company, the company 
operating the produce business, would never handle anything other than liquid 
capital. I did not want to have any frozen assets to get us into the position in 
which we found ourselves in 1937, again. As I said, we had too much of our 
capital tied up in frozen assets bought for the purpose of the business. We then 
decided that our new organization would be made up of units each of which 
would operate within its own capital, and each of these companies was formed 
separately.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. And these companies, as I understand, all do the same kind of business, 

they are engaged in fruits and vegetables?—A. Well, if I can give one word more 
of explanation—

I wish you would. This is the proper time.—A. My advisers in this 
particular instance were our accountants, Messrs. Laurenz Belanger and 
associates.

Q. And all these companies were operating the same trade, fruits and 
vegetables?—A. No.

Q. You have listed them all on your statement?—A. Yes.
Q. Would you tell us which of the ones are operating in fruits and vege

tables?—A. The Plymouth Produce Company is operating in Grand Falls as a 
potato shipping company. It handles the carload potato business. The Produce 
Packaging Company, organized about a year ago, was organized for the purpose 
of developing a consumer package on tomatoes—a cellophane wrapper package 
—which has been in operation since we started the program, but now it cannot 
get tomatoes. The Peerless Fruit Company—

Mr. Mayhew : What about the Crelinsten Realties Company?
The Witness: You ask me about those engaged in the produce business. 

I will explain them all. The Crelinsten Realty Company was a company 
organized for the purpose of building the plant for the Produce Packaging 
Company which is located at 500 Cote de Liesse Road.

Mr. Mayhew : Was that holding company organized to handle the real 
estate end of your business?

The Witness: No, it is a separate company. I might go back to the first 
one then and tell you about the Crelinsten Cartage. It handles the cartage and 
supplies trucking and delivery service for our entire operations, and they handle 
the cartage for the Crelinsten Fruit Company and all other operations we have.

Mr. Mayhew: Does it do any outside business as well?
The Witness: No, Crelinsten Cartage handles cartage and deliveries from 

Crelinsten Fruit and the other companies.
Mr. Fleming: They do not do any outside business?
The Witness: No.
Mr. Fleming: You are not common carriers, in other words?
The Witness: They are not common carriers. They are contract carriers, 

we have a licence from the Quebec provincial authorities as contracting carriers 
for provincial operations.

Mr. Mayhew: Do they make a profit?
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The Witness: Yes, sir. ^ hi not" been operating sincehandles imported produce, and that compa y ted merchandise, spec al
November 17, because their business w as ent ?'!l_Klv perishable commodities 
items from New York City, Boston and Florida^ h g at present.
which are now excluded under the ba , - produce to Crelmsten

Mr. Lesage: When it was operating was it selling 1
Fruit? ... , ti,„ retail trade in the city

The Witness: No, this company was selling
Montreal and to the chain stores. . ?

Hon. Mr. Martin: It is not operating now at
The Witness: No, sir. November 17?
Mr. Mayhew: But they did make profits up unti
The Witness: Yes. f oration when the embargo
Mr. Fleming: You mean they went out of operation

was placed on? ld n0t get the merchandise
The Witness: They ceased operating. The)

as it was all imported merchandise. nuota to which you were
Mr. Mayhew: But you would still have the quota

entitled, would you not? . u„t unfortunately—
The Witness : Yes, they could get their quota , but,
Mr. Mayhew: Did you take over tun quo . ^ Agriculture has a
The Witness: No. Unfortunately the Depa t m three commodities

ruling in which they say that you are supposed^ for one commodity
in each truckload. In other words, > ou shipment out of New ’
and it has been extremely difficult to assemble a U wag very small because
so this company is not operating, and a ;ncluded such things as o g > 
demands were mostly for special items-they mem
grapefruit and highly perishable merchandise .tion?

Mr. Kuhl: Is that a dominion or proM
The Witness: That is dominion. VOUr knowledge?
Mr. Fleming: How long has it been m e ’n^g
The Witness: I should think shout , , the same time as the
Mr. Fleming: So it actually wen, into effect abo

ceiling?
The Witness: About the same time. regulation which says t ia
Mr. Kuhl: What is the exact nature of

you have to have three items in a loa< . which they put mt°
The Witness: In the amended regu‘ were allowed to m> ^at_gay a

the outbreak of the war—previous toi tha_ ^ QOt familiar with t™  ̂; the
and a rolling car—perhaps you gen at shipping P01^L s 0f produce
car of merchandise could not be dispos might start 2 ‘ ^ ]et us
growers in California in the Imperial jab^^en the cars got there mr ^ 
rolling to a certain central deln, ery gale for 150 of them a ed states and
say they would only find a market A. to points m the two or three
would start, rolling a certain distanLid buy a car of meych. a'law prohibiting 
Canada. Previous to the war we c started they put 0 we bad to
days away from Montreal. When i manv réfrigérâtoi - • ’ ' y to order
that continuing. They said it tied up too used to be able to ^
buy all our merchandise at shipping P d Well, that m great edge

25 hours after the car had beeni ^ ^ tmcking bin. _ t T^ew Yorktrucking industry, or the people n ^ would be able • -ce because
?ver the car lot dealers, because the trucks^ ^ hurt the direct pne 
lnto the Canadian markets and woi
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the market under those conditions fluctuated very greatly; so the Canadian 
Wholesale Fruit Association asked the Department of Agriculture to put through 
a law that in the intermediate market you were not allowed to bring in any 
truckloads unless you had, at first it was 5 commodities, and when the embargo 
came on they changed that to 3 commodities. Is that clear?

The Acting Chairman: We will adjourn until 4 o’clock.
Hon. Mr. Martin: There will be a meeting of the steering committee at

3.30.
The committee adjourned to meet again today at 4 p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION
The committee resumed at 4 p.m.
The Chairman: All right, Mr. Monet.

Arthur Crelinsten, President and General Manager, Crelinsten Fruit 
Company, recalled:

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Mr. Crelinsten, I think you had reached the last subsidiary company 

mentioned on statement 1, exhibit 116, the Richmount Investment Company. 
Would you tell the members of the committee what that company brought in? 
—A. The Peerless Fruit Company is located in a building in the heart of the 
produce district, and one of our competitors was trying to buy the building, so 
we organized the Richmount Investment Company and bought that building 
this last January.

Q. And what are its operations?—A. Just a realty company.
Q. Just a realty company?—A. That is right.
Q. I also notice on this statement No. 1 that you have a certain number of 

branches?—A. Certain what?
Q. A certain number of branches or warehouses, the Crelinsten Cartage 

Company. What is that?—A. I explained that was a. company which handles 
the trucking for all our operations.

Q. And the explanation you gave about the Plymouth Produce Company 
and the Produce Packaging Company and the Peerless Fruit Company refers 
to your branches or warehouses?—A. That is right.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Before you leave that page in paragraph No. 5 you have the names and 

addresses of officers and directors or partners. You do not all live in room 80? 
—A. No, that is our office; that is the office in the Produce Terminal Building at 
1665 Trudel.

Q. You do not live there?—A. No, we do not.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. I understand you have said that you are the president of all of these 

companies?—A. Yes.
Q. And the directors are the same for everv one of them?—A. That is 

correct.
. S.v^-r- Rllssel Crelinsten is the vice president; is he any relation of yours? 

—A. My brother. J
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Q. So it js vm ' Thehnsten?—A‘ ’s aIso my brother.
S<œ,retary treasurer and y.our two brothers as vice president and
a®hated are subsidiaries rcbnsten Fruit Company, and all the other companies 

subsidiaries of the Crelmsten Fruit Company?-A. That is correct.
By Mr. Lesage:

' Are y°u the only shareholders?—A. Yes. 

q Mr. Monet:
questions nmCre^ns^n., you have been asked to answer a certain number 

ls concerned a "Vl. clu?s*:ionnaire only as far as the Crelinsten Fruit Company 
q p,', A- That is right. v

^mpany. '"iv!!!!!! °,n m5f questions will deal only with the Crelinsten Fruit 
operations of +1 n°r g,1Ve î!e members of the committee the nature of the 
^ut-h?—^ -nr re insten Fruit Company? What does that company deal 
CaPacity of carfn.! i Crgfgu ‘ Seueral fruit and produce business in the

Q. Only t r dudlStnbutors and wholesale dealers.
Q. Just in Wf an!j vegetables, or any other produce?—A. That is all.
Q. IsunnnsnS fDd ^tables ?-A. That is right.

Vegetables?-! \ V] you deal b°th in domestic and imported fruits and 
q A- 1 hat IS correct.

domestic prodnn!?^ a ProPortion of your dealings as between imported and 
Produce comm-ien " + i tiaf5d on our turnover I would say imported fruits and 

Q. You 'T least 90 Pcr cent of our total business!
Q. Would K ™P°rtations?—A. That is right,
Mr MMdBAbe 90 Per cenfc?—A- That is right.
M,. v,r BAXK" Ti this case does importation mean from a foreign country? 

°NET ' That is what I was going to ask.
Q YVh Monet:

Tds fniifc and ^°U re^er to importation, it has been said here that sometimes in 
Province f0 A egetable business you use the word “importation” as from one 
0lle provinr-n !° her. Do you mean importation from foreign countries or from 

Q. g0 ,° another?—A. From foreign countries.
Produce. m„Q • onW about 10 per cent of your dealings would be with domestic 

Q. And onUlg Canadian produce?—A. Yes.
Q. ATow ' Pfr ccnt from foreign countries?—A. That is correct.

Produce," ov d to tbe domestic produce do you store any of the domestic
We nur !'V0U Pnrohase it outright and sell it as soon as you purchase it? 

Sickly a! lase Practically all of our merchandise and dispose of it just as 
i Q- Do v market will take it,

fhandise in ‘ °'! store anY domestic produce?—A. We might unload some iner
te it 0llt Yrd®r to save demurrage charges, or keep it in good condition, but 
„ Q. How i' as soon as we have a sale for it.
nnythine- n! ,g C0l'M that be?—A. I would say the most that we would have com,,, n °n hand ,i____  , Juung 0 i » uiai De:—a. l woum say rue musi mnu »»c vvuuiu mic
°nrmoditv u,.and would be anywhere from three or four days to possibly, on a 

• Q. Won! ic,,aPPles or pears or California grapes, three or four weeks.
18 correct. Q tlat be just for those fruits you have just mentioned?—A. That
qUantity )!fa,!nS with domestic produce you would not. carry in storage any large

v egetables or local fruits?—A. Practically none.

Nsinesg on ndor lf you would enlarge on that. I do not understand why in your 
1 w°nder if Rer cent of the produce would be imported on these particular items. 

the witness could give us an explanation why it is so high.

By Mr. Thatcher:
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Mr. Maybank: These items that are dealt with on statement 2?
Mr. Thatcher: Apples and celery and potatoes. You would think those 

things could be produced locally, and I wonder why such a large percentage 
would be imported.

The Witness : I agree with you, but I qualify it by stating that of our vol
ume, which is approximately $4,000,000, 10 per cent of that is domestic, which 
is $400,000. Now, our volume of sales of domestic vegetables consists of carrots, 
cabbage, celery, apples, and would not run over possibly $300,000 or $400,000. x

Q. Most of your business is like a specialty business, oranges?—A. No, not / 
specialty; I believe we handle the most complete line of fruits and vegetables of 
anybody in Montreal, but our source of supply the greatest part of the year is 
from the United States.

Q. And has to be, does it?—A. That is correct.
Q. You have no opportunity of buying most of it locally?—A. In certain 

seasons, you see.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Mr. Crelinsten, while we are on the subject, to follow up the question, 

out of the total of close to $4,000,000 for your last fiscal year why is it that you 
did not handle more domestic produce than you say you did? Most of the other 
companies that have appeared here have had larger dealings in domestic produce 
than you seem to have had. Would there be any special reason?—A. To start 
with, if you would not mind mé taking a few minutes to give you a clear picture 
on it, some of the houses you have investigated here were from Toronto, which 
is the heart of the celery district in so far as eastern Canada is concerned. In 
addition to that on account of the proximity to Toronto of the Niagara fruit belt, 
which is the fruit producing section in Canada for eastern Canada, they would 
get a greater proportion of that merchandise than we would. When you examined 
Mr. Boudrias this morning he is in the capacity of a grower. As to Parent, Goyer, 
while they do an extensive business, theirs is primarily an import and jobbing 
business, and I have stated that our business was general produce, carload dis
tributors and wholesale dealers. You have not got very much scope to distribute - 
Ontario small fruits because the shippers handle that themselves. We do not 
speculate on Canadian celery. For that reason that has been a very small deal 
of ours. To give you an illustration I had my office manager take off some figures 
for me, and on November 17 our stock on hand of Ontario celery was 39 boxes- 
Our stock on hand of domestic onions was 584 bags. Our stock on hand of 
Canadian carrots was none, and our stock on hand of domestic cabbage was none-

By Mr. Maybank:
Q. There is nothing unusual about that on November 17 from other times?-" 

A. That is correct, because we do not deal extensively in those commodities.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. In view of the restrictions I suppose your business will be more domestic 

than it was formerly, in percentage?—A. Well, our business since the restrictions 
were put in force has been cut down approximately 75 per cent.

Q. But the domestic proportion of your business will be greater?—A. Sure, ' 
because if we had $400,000 against $1,000,000 it would run about 40 per cent.

By the Chairman:
Q. Did you read the brief of the vegetable producers association?—A. No

sh1; you mean Mr. Robinson?
Q. Yes.—A. No.
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tossscis-ftitiae*» • "™
uucers association brief. u U11& Vpri his opinion. . have saidcould have that over night and be asked Robmson might

The Witness: Well. I have an idea of 
even without reading it.

ns n t ivill nut it this
By the Chairman: . have said?—A. el ; t cr can supply

Q. Do you agree with the year when the varieties of fresh fruits
way, there are certain periods o . Vironortion of certain
the Canadian market with a cei .1 everything that is
and vegetables. „es can he not produ , ‘,e not got the

Q. Apart from things like fufell vou why, because we 
necessary to health?—A. No; 1 '' " , ,i p Department of
climatic conditions here to do that. nutritiomsts oi t a qualified

Q. I may say you disagree W I ,lisagree. I am n
Health and Welfare?-A. I would not say
nutritionist. , • ,-, * *hem outTigl

By Mr. Monet: f ds do you Purc7 Àt is 99 per cent
Q. Now, in the domestic batidlmg of g»^ ^ j would say 

or do you sell them on a commissio , at -g correct.
Purchased outright. f tbe io per cent.—A. basis at all.

Q. That would be 99 percent of the ^ ^ a commission 
Q. So that we can take it you do not Qf your domestic

Tllat is correct. ,, tbe ff0ods that }’°ud;qnbute that produce.
Q. Now, to whom do you .^^whom do you distrm

Produce that you purchase outiigh • ? onerations, as I
A- You are confining yourself to Well, our % city 0 carload

. Q. Both of them, all your operatic ^ jobbers. In th ^ market from 
said before, are as carload distribu „otber to practi Vjnped States at 
distributors we sell at one time or - d and m th to that, »
Ontario right down to Prince Edward W^’cities. m additif ^ th city of 
xve sell to a great variety of the - q the genel ,aq or 500 retai
capacity as wholesale dealers we sell au to about 400 
Montreal, part of their supplies and we 
Plus about 40 or 50 truck jobbers.

,ours to sell a
By Mr. Maybank: „ roean one who c»e®J it in different

Q- Do the words “carload distil carload lot < ^ d lots. Carload
carload lot at a time, or one who buys a^ gells d ^ buying by the cailoa 
places?—A. A carload distributor A trjbutors is tha , bandling
'ords the business of carload lo • _ , car and withou^
nd selling by the carload b0*- business is to Se„ rany speaking- There

• . Q- In that case the nature of 1 ar loads, gc , ^ breaking it 1 • jany way to dispose of the same car mean without ^ ^ mean y ou ha ^
hen you say without handling I ; - disposing of & mucb work of

,s a considerable amount of handlmg and there • 9_A-
. *° negotiate your sale and where to plac ntents of the cai.

nature. , . „fiun2 of the com
T, Q- I mean there is not a physical sort of thin-.-
Tliat is right. ,, , tn negotiate and do all r
rp. Q-1 appreciate you would ha\ e 0 
1 hat is right.

13521—4

-A. Yes, sir.
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By Mr. Monet:
Q. Now I would like you to turn to statement 4 of Exhibit 116. Mr. Chair

man, I notice this does not bear the heading “Statement 4”. In here they set 
out statement 1, statement 2, and statement 3, but I just noticed that state
ment 4 has not been put there. Witness, I understand your fiscal year ends on 
January 31.—A. Yes.

Q. So that the figures we see on the last column under the year 1948, that 
would be actually 1947?—A. Yes.

Q. And including January, 1948?—A. That is correct.
Q. Would you give the members of the committee the volume in dollars of 

your sales for the year 1941?—A. $142,383.
Q. Then, of course, as you said this morning this includes only the operation 

of the Crelinsten Fruit Company?—A. That is correct. That is also from the 
15th of May. As I explained this morning, the Crelinsten Fruit Company was 
organized on the 15th of May.

Q. And all the figures are for the Crelinsten Fruit Company and have nothing 
to do with subsidiary companies?—A. That is correct.

Q. Will you give the total amount for 1948?—A. $3,988,007.
Q. By the comparison of those two figures you have just given one can see 

that the business of your company in sales has increased by something like 
seventy-five times in this period of seven years.

By Mr. Maybank:
Q. Hardly that. I understand that in 1941 the figure did not represent the 

whole year?—A. No, because we started business on May 15.
Q. Well, from May to January 31 is not twelve months?—A. No, it is half » 

year.
Q. We have left out of the first year the months of February, March and 

April, therefore the $142,383 would appear to be three-quarters of a year’s 
business?—A. Yes, sir.

Mr. McGregor: Why not take it for 1942?
Mr. Fleming: Would it not be fair to take it for the first complete year?

By Mr. Monet:
Q. In 1948 I see that your operating profits before income tax were 

$29,545.72?—A. That is correct. (1
Q. And I also notice under the heading of “Executive or partners’ salaries 

that there has been an increase of a little over $7,000 as between the years 
1947 and 1948. Now, would you tell the members of the committee how many 
executive or partners’ salaries were raised to account for this increase?—A. The 
increase in the executive salaries was only one, mine.

Q. Just your salary?—A. Yes.
Q. So in 1948 you did increase your salary at a little over $7,000?—A. I; 

wasn’t an increase, but was a bonus given on account of the year’s operation’
Q. Why did you feel like taking a bonus that year? I understood you f° 

say a few moments ago your operation was of lesser volume than the yefh 
before?—A. No, I said after November 17, due to the ban, the volume had 
dropped.

Q. How do you account for taking a raise of a little over $7.000?—A. The 
directors, who happened to be my brothers but nevertheless they are tb® 
directors, in their opinion they figured I was entitled to a bonus on the veai"3 
operation considering the small salary I have been drawing.

Q. And they voted to raise your salary by $7.000?—A. That is right.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Mas it raised in salary?—A. No, it was a bonus.
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Q. I asked you that because you seemed to him and said
question. He asked you about a raise in salary?—A. 1 corrected
that that was not a raise in salary but a bonus ago?—A. Yes.Q. And you are on the same salary that you were a >ear ag

By Mr. Monet: • „ „,ns mentioned
Q. Now, according to the questions in the ftuest^"nus?’_A. That is right, 

as a salary, but you corrected that and you sav i
By Mr. Maybank: . . u :e „ salary?—A. I

Q. I suppose from the point of view of income tax
have to declare it as a salary. be continuing.Mr. Fleming: The point is as to whether it would be con

By Mr. Maybank: , , f 1049?—A. I
Q. That is right. You may not get the $7,000 at the

do not expect to get it. I hope so.
By Mr. Monet: , wanes”. I see there

Q. Now, coming to the next item, ‘Thhex sa anc ‘ ^ The exact figures
is an increase of close to $15,000 between 194 < and 1^ ■ 23
I had my office manager put down is an increase > ^ correct?—A. That

Q. So that the figure given here on this statement is not
- - 1047 $35.6is correct;0 that the figure glven lieic -____sorrv^' t^°U have for other salaries and wages for 1947, $35,619.—A 

Q «nit8 °°king at something else. Which one do you refer to? between il, salaries and wages” right below, “Executive or partners salaries”, 
and en,n . and 1948 there is an increase of fifteen thousand, eight hundred 

hmg-—A. That is taken care of by the fact that there were increases

* ^—nntv-five.

1 am

m _A. We might
s,°methme—a , nsalary thivm^i ‘ ,lndl iB -—Q. How mgh°Ut our entire staff.1 Q. There J!!'' emPloyees have you got?—A. Twenty-five. 

aVe taken on ‘ S no mcrease of employees during the last year?

Q. Then -t «"idoyees. *0r a raise in +1 "oujd be either that you have a larger number of employees 
« Q. How 4 6 salary of former employees?—A. That is correct.*2,0oo. TVil] v hf,r °Perating expenses there is a difference of close to 

• Yes, J „ 1. you the members of the committee what accounts for this?,— 
ccountefi for •' fw" °®ce manager to give me the figures on that and it is 

p inprea.se in m,thls. manner: $5,195.84 is an increase in cartage; $1.971.52 is 
«ton bdephom, advertising and charitable donations; $1.964.81 is an increase in 
jvy3.76 js . dl; $1.353.69 is an increase in our stationery and printing; 
Rhe blatter 0fmJICaSe ™ PostaSe and excise, and $458.61 are accounted for in 
, TI|al]er dish,,. general expenses such as unemployment insurance, taxes and

The C 1 moments like that, which make up a total of $11,338.23. 
and thingg HkRy'XN' 1 am glacl that you referred to taxes as small disbursements

The Chairman: I am giacl tliai • would thc> •
things like that. , be pominom - ’ . oU could n
Mr. Fleming: These would ■«** Fleming, *8t -
The Chairman: I was. ^U1T tax’ ,. 0f income tax

making an observation on mco " . the sub)
Mr. Fleming : We are very a ;= <*ori

O r,vz Mr. Monet:
Q Xv1G operating profit for 1948 was $29,545.72?—A. That is correct

tax of iqnoU d 't also be correct to say that this operating profit befoie income
the h j945 0r rather for the last fiscal year, was the highest operating profit in 

^istory -4. „-------------v?_A By a very small margin because in 1946 we
t?A 01 1948, or rather for the iasu ^“a>cry

c history of the company?—A. .
made about $4,000 more.

13521—41
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Q. But still it is the highest?—A. That is correct.
Q. It is a little over $13,000 with regard to the previous year?—A. That 

is correct.
Q. Before leaving this statement I also see that your gross profits to sale is 

4-41 per cent?—A. That is correct.
Q. Which is also the largest gross profit to sales made by your company 

since its inception?—A. That is correct.
Q. Before turning to statement 5 would you tell the members of the com

mittee if you did receive any bonuses from all the other companies that you 
are president of?—A. No.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Before you leave that page I should like to ask one question. This page 

says that the gross profits to sales was 4-41 per cent. I would like to know the 
invested capital again of the business and relate the profits to the invested 
capital. Can you give me that?—A. I could, Mr. Thatcher, but I would like to 
ask you to not insist on that because I would very much dislike to have our 
competitors know too much about us. If you insist I have no alternative but 
to give you this.

By Mr. Maybank:
Q. This being a private company?—A. Yes. As a matter of fact, my own 

views, which might differ from yours, is that the question of capital investment 
in our business really is not a factor. The factor is the amount of volume that 
you do and the amount of credit that you can secure.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. I do not want to embarrass you. Other witnesses have answered that 

question. The only thing I would like to know is whether you made $29,545 on 
a small capital or on a large capital investment. I think that is- of some rele
vance?—A. Again, I say, Mr. Thatcher, I do not want to be at variance with you, 
but I really would appreciate your not asking me as to whether it is a small 
or large capital for the very reason that I have explained. Now, in our business I 
have seen firms who had a half-million dollars in that business and they wound 
up by losing $100,000. I have seen firms that do not have five cents. As a matter 
of fact, in 1941, when we started, I could have gotten from our connections in 
the United States without any difficulty a quarter of a million dollars with 
which to do business, so the amount of capital investment in the produce busi
ness I do not believe is material, and I would appreciate it if you would not insist 
on my divulging that.

Mr. Thatcher: I will not insist, but I would like it.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. The next highest year to 1948 in terms of per cent of gross profit to sales 

was 1942, 4-16 per cent?—A. That is right.
Q. Have you any comment on that at all, Mr. Crelinsten?—A. Well, I 

cannot remember that far back. I am very sorry.
Q. I just wondered if there is any particular comment on it?—A. No, I 

cannot remember that far back.
Mr. McGregor: Could you put on the record a complete breakdown of this 

one item here, other operating expenses?
Mr. Monet: The one for 1948, $76,000?
Mr. McGregor: Yes.
Mr. Monet: Do you want a breakdown for every year?
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Mr. McGregor: Say the last two years.

By Mr. Monet:
Q- Could you give that breakdown of other operating expenses?—A. I 

cannot give it now, I have not got it with me.
Q. Could you supply the members of the committee with the information?— 

A- I believe I could.
■nr, Q- Have it sent down to me for those last two years, 1947 and 1948.—A. 
vv ‘lat was it, exactly, you wanted?

Q. The two fiscal years ending January 31, 1947 and 1948, for other operat
es expenses—that is what you want, Mr. McGregor?

Mr. McGregor: Yes.
The Witness: It would be for 1946 and 1947 because our year ends—it is 

tne last two you want?
Mr. Monet : Yes.
The Witness: \ ou want a breakdown of other operating expenses.

I Mr. Maybank: Just on that point, we have had letters similar to that come
Jack at times. W hat has been the policy, has the information been read into 
the record?
end f ' Monet: Well, in the butter investigation there were a few read at the 

of the last session of the butter investigation. I read them into the record. 
Mr. Maybank: We have not asked for very many.

M a' ,Monet: This is the second one in this inquiry. We have requested 
r- McCallum of Winnipeg to send one.

Mr. Maybank: It would be read into the record when it comes back?
Mr. Monet: That is what I intend to do, so far as I am concerned.

By Mr. Monet: f t] „ COmmittee
Q. Would you turn to page 5 and explain to t ie men _gted as to monthly 

why you did not supply counsel with the mfon 1948?—A. Well, as
operations for 1946 and 1947 and the first three mont $370,000. Now,
you will notice, our approximate turnover per monin carloads of merchan- 
\n order to have that turnover we have fifty to seveniy timC) California,
dise rolling from various points in the united - j the month what the 
Texas and Florida. We cannot determine at the eim Maternent, by the
value of those will be. If we started to ta w 0 ^ anV thousands of dollars 

this merchandise came in our figures uug i H “ ^ jiave never taken suchbetter off or so many thousands of dollais \\oisc < vpncfit to us in judging om 
a statement off because we never found it ot an.
''Usiness. , r your system of account

ed So, it is impossible for you to do so ,ec^ d picture because if we took 
jug?—A. Well, you see, it would give you a disto t M ^ & varianee of 15,000, 
ln our rolling inventory at a certain figure,
-0.000 or 30,000 dollars in it.

By Mr. Thatcher:
h0w Q' Mr. Crelinsten, could vou estimate or could you make any guess as to 
and much of the profit you made came after the ban, between November 15 
laper, 16 end °f the year? One company which was before us suggested a very 
true6 f°rtion of their profits last year came in that period. Would the same be 
w-e °f your company?—A. No, Î can give you an idea. As a matter of fact, 
had"ore one of the rare companies that really suffered after the ban because we 

25 carloads of California grapes bought. Twelve of them were paid for.
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We had difficulty in getting them and we spent considerable money in getting 
them in. Those six cars we got in made us about $3,000 but the six cars we 
had to dispose of in the United States lost us about $10,000, plus the loss we 
took on the other 12 cars.

Our profit in the year 1947 was made on a few deals last March and 
April. The tomato market, the imported tomato market was very good. The 
Texas crop was late and the Florida crop was through. Cuba had a poor 
season on tomatoes. It was a continuous advancing market as we bought and it 
showed a nice profit.

Q. Are you telling the committee you did not make any undue profits in 
the latter part of November and December?—A. That is correct.

Mr. Maybank : They were one of the few companies who were hurt by it.
The Witness : It is easy to see.
Mr. Thatcher: I take your word for it.
The Witness : I mentioned we had 39 crates of celery. One firm testified 

they made $60,000 in celery. We could not make any money on celery. We 
had no carrots; we had no cabbage. Our business and our overhead were geared 
up to handling $350,000 a month in business and we were shut right off. We 
did not have the domestic stuff.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. When Mr. Robinson was here he was quite bitter, it seemed to me, about 

some wholesalers who refused to buy domestic produce. It seems to me to get 
back to that again, there might be some way by which companies such as yours 
could buy more on the domestic market. Would you not be subject to some 
of the criticism Mr. Robinson made?—A. Definitely not, and I will explain it to 
you. I will give you a picture of the Montreal market because I do not know 
Toronto. I never operated there. In Montreal, we have the Bonsecours market 
which is a farmers’ market. In Toronto, practice is for the growers to take 
their produce to the commission house. They sell it for the growers. The 
practice in Montreal is, with the exception of Mr. Paul Boudrias who does 
merchandising, all the other farmers go down to the Bonsecours market and sell 
direct to the retail stores. This eliminates our operation during the domestic 
season so far as Montreal is concerned.

Now, Mr. Robinson is talking about Ontario—
Q. That is a different situation?—A. That is a different situation. Another 

thing; firms like ours or any other firm do not import competitive commodities 
with the domestic market. I will tell you why. In all markets, the consumer 
will pay 5 to 10 cents a pound more for domestic tomatoes when they are avail
able than for the competitive American tomatoes. So, from a purely business 
point of view, to try to save our losses, we try to catch the proper time to dis
continue American imports.

Q. Have you any cold storage facilities at all?—A. Personally?
Q. Yes?—A. No.
Q. You would not be able to get storage facilities and store some of this 

celery, tomatoes and things bought locally?—A. You cannot store tomatoes. So far 
as celery is concerned, I have never yet seen where any domestic celery can be 
kept much longer than about the 1st of January and be kept in good condition. 
If there is some, it would not be a very large quantity. Ontario does produce 
terrifically good celery during its season but so does Montreal. Beyond January, 
we have always depended—I am talking about our firm—on imported celery. 
If we did have storage facilities, we still could not prolong the life of the Ontario 
celery.
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So far as carrots are concerned, we do not have to --toreproduce 
Boudrias told you this morning, all farmers m the PL(nlllc,1 • su£gcientlv large 
better carrots than the province of Ontario and produce t ; buy from a
quantities that we do not have to buy in advance. We can always ouy 
grower. There are really very few commodities. „ rpree pruits
. So far as British Columbia apples are concerned, the ^ he can gell 
have laid down a policy they will not supply any bo > r
immediately because they do not want us to store them, 
fresh nr»rO~- ^ ti — ,c„m " They want us to deliver-—^vciy oecause they do not want us to store t j ^ consumer in good
cSS'^Tt"1 S°Z o^ppSnity for storing, so far as Mont, .
" “«‘mat apples you sell woujd be to'îepènd on*imported
during the latter part of June and July.
apples because there are no domestic then.

By Mr. Monet: market Would what you
, Q You referred a minute ago to the ™“„ketsî-A. Those arehave said also be true of the Atwater and
retail markets. , ,

Q. The Bonsecours market is not .—A. JM). a very important
Q. The Atwater market is a retail market?-A. it

market. , . arp retail markets?—A. It is no
Q. The Atwater and St. Lawrence marketsi are ^ta^

very important. I am not going to quarrel wit y u d many people pur-
. Q. When you referred to Bonsecours market y why you could not

chase produce there. You seemed to give that as a
handle domestic produce?—A. 1 hat is rig 1 • , ^c produce purchased >
,, Q. What would be the percentage of the j di(f not say the consumer Montreal consumers on the Bonsecours m : , houses in Toronto i
bought it. I was pointing out that the who! that in Montreal the
domestic produce. Then, I was pointing out_ t retailerj f meant the man
retailer, I did not mean the housewife whe Bonsecours market and y
^.ho runs the retail store, the retailer goes _ commission or our sp
direct from the farmer, thereby eliminating *
Profit if we buy from him to try and resell. A Conservatively speaking,

Q. What would you set the percentage at -^-^ ^ island of Montrea
Per cent of the home growm vegetables g i n other
sold direct from the farmers to the retail • that as their out-le .

Q. On the Bonsecours market?-A. .^1 ^deliver it right from the a^ 
'vords, they might take an order from a buyer an ^ yQu mean the wholesale

Q. When you speak of the Bonsecou s _^ ÿo, the farmers m ' ^that are dealing on the Bonsecours niarke ■ - • h game in Quebec
Mr. Lesage: I think the set-up is exactlyMonet.

By Mr. Monet: retailers, taking that much business
Q. You say 90 per cent would be sold ^(mtvcal?_A I *t°hing for it. 

awa>’ from the wholesalers in the c We do not do . — We
are taking it away, we are not entitled to it. .g what I am explamn g
, Q. That is what I want to fine , entitled to it. d(> not perform any service. We are not enti

By Mr. Thatcher: n Mr. Robinson was here^hejug-
„ May I ask one more qupstu'1 . dealers who were several carded, Mr. Crelinsten. that some ot t and had to dear .
Soods primarily guessed badly in t 1
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loads of produce. Your company would not have been one of those?—A. Not 
only would our company not have been one of those, but if you will allow me 
the privilege I would like to point out to this board that there is very, very 
little if any American produce gone bad due to the receiver’s guess on the wrong 
date of domestic stuff coming in.

Q. Then you would say that Mr. Robinson was wrong in that allegation?—- 
A. I would say that his information wTas a little inaccurate.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Now, you say that you estimate your profits for the last four months to 

be lower than the corresponding four months of last year?—A. Well, I have not 
compared them for the last year. What I did say was that I did not attribute 
our profit in 1947, to the profit made in the last four months in the time of the 
restriction program, but I attribute that profit to the fact that we had an 
excellent tomato deal during the months of March, April and May, and in 
addition to that we had several other very profitable deals, and that profit after 
November was not abnormal as far as our company was concerned; if any, it 
would be either smaller or a little less.

Q. I see by the four last months that your volume in sales since December 20 
has been less than the corresponding four months last year?—A. I haven’t 
looked at that.

Q. Will you look at it?
Mr. Winters: It is not down anything like 75 per cent.
The Witness: Well, on November 17, we still had considerable merchandise 

going.
Mr. Winters: This gives your volume for March 13?
The Witness: That is right.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. So the volume has come down?—A. Yes.
Q. Would you be able to tell us if you can give an estimate as to your profits 

in percentage for these four months?—A. No, that would be very difficult.
Q. Would you be able to tell the committee why you estimate they will be 

higher than the corresponding months of last year in spite of the lesser volume? 
—A. No, I would not care to do that. It would only be a guess, and that would 
be a very dangerous guess for me to take.

Q. You say it is impossible to give it? All the other witnesses who have 
come here have shown a larger profit for the last four months and that is the 
reason why we asked to have the monthly statement. You stated you could 
not give a monthly statement, but every other witness who could not supply 
a monthly statement has agreed I think that they made a larger profit than the 
corresponding months of the preceding year. Can you answer my question now, 
whether you estimate that you will or will not make larger profits for the last 
four months as compared to last year?—A. I do not think we will make as much 
now that you have mentioned it. Yes, I recall quite well a year ago that we had 
a very, very successful deal which made us considerable money again on 
tomatoes, and I notice these past three months will not show as good a margin 
as the corresponding periods have.

Q. Would you be able to supply the members of the committee with those 
figures?—A. No. As I told you, it is because it is not based on figures, it is 
based on my recollection of certain deals.

Q. And you could not give it?—A. No.
Mr. McGregor : All the others with the exception of one gave us those 

figures.
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Mr. Monet: And that is on the record, and one of my questions to the 

w.itness—
Mr. Thatcher: I think they are probably up.
The Witness: Mr. Parent did not have them, and Mr. Boudrias didnt 

*}ave them, and the B.C. Growers were not able to give them to you. It all 
depends on the type of bookkeeping you set up to handle that.

Mr. McGregor: We have them all with the exception of Atlantic Fruit.
Mr. Monet : I think there were two or three who did not keep a monthly 

statement, and I think there was only one who did not give the monthly protit. 
The Witness : He gave a guess, and I have given you a guess.
Mr. Monet : What would be your guess?
The Witness: I would say it would not be as much as last year.

By Mr. Monet:
Q- If there were any difference would it be more, or less?—A. I would not 

care to venture on that.
Q- Would you care to make a guess on that?
Mr. Lesage: There would not be much difference between the two of them. 
Mr. Thatcher: And what difference there would be would be moie.
Mr. Lesage : It would show up to the end of the year anyway.

^ Mr. Monet: Would it show up to the end of the year, or at the end of the
month?

The Witness: No.
Mr. Thatcher : Is it not a fact that it would be more if there was a diffc rence. 
The Witness: I would not agree with that.
The Chairman: Why would it not show up at the end of the mont 1 •
The Witness: We do not take off monthly statements.

By Mr. Monet:
Q- Would you refer to your statement No. 2

By Mr. Winters: , -, ,, Qt

nr,, . - -ir,. Tvp nsten said that tneemho '*Ust before you leave that statement 5, Mi, ■ dropped by 75
Per cent "ti placfied 011 the importation of gods ai^ hw ^ to bear that out.
I womin • Jhese figures up to the end of April 10, d I can explain that.
Wh,n t ^ you w°uld draw that out a little more. A. that it dropped 75
Per rn lsa*d °ur business dropped, I did not mean ov » carloading require- Per ent, because, as I explained a little while previously, omcarloaa g

n a7 “y^here from 50 to 75 carloads of merchandu ^ ^ addiüon to
that ” hat you actually meant I think was Apn ■ : • *, , the restrictions 
OWbly w were a lilt],, optimistic and we did our quota very fast.
The ., Clintinue as drastically as they did and nlonth of May and for
the whT thing has happened now for the balance buy citrusfruitV10k; of thc month of June all that we have left .mour ^ ^ ,ooked
at tu hVCh includes «ranges, lemons and grap total v0]umc of oranges,
lemon ■ balanee ll was $3,000. That meam tha g w(?eks ig 6 cars against
our and grapefruit that we will handle for t - proxjmately cars per 
Week r^al handling of oranges alone of 13o cas» .*eks Now, that $3,000 
willo7,thaVs 10 ('ars per month-16 cars in about 6 »eek ’Weeks. Does
that0l? y all°w us to bring in 2 cars of oranges for each ot lat clarify it?
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Mr. Lesage: That does not answer the question completely because after 
all if you add the period at the end of 1946, with the corresponding period in 
1947, and then doing the same thing, dividing the volume of business for the last 
period in 1947, and the three first periods of 1948, then you are spreading—I am 
spreading the quota now, and it does not bear out what you have said.

The Witness: That is right, except this Mr. Lesage, do you see; our volume 
of business starting in the month—I will clarify it for you, I don’t want to create 
the impression that overnight our business dropped by 75 per cent—but during 
the year's operation—I will point out to you and clarify it—it will drop 75 per 
cent. WTe are the largest handlers of tomatoes in the city of Montreal and 
normally handle about $200,000 of tomatoes; and as I told you before, 90 per 
cent of our business is importations. Now, out of all the commodities that we 
have to handle in the imported merchandise we only have a 30 per cent quota on 
oranges, lemons and grapefruit. That means that our volume of cherries, straw
berries, asparagus, lettuce, tomatoes, cauliflower, spinach and beans—all imported 
stuff-—will be eliminated. So even if it does not show up for the first three 
months I can assure you that by the time the year is out, that in comparison with 
our preceding year that difference will show up.

Mr. Thatcher: Of course, you are only down ,17 per cent.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Now, in order to understand what you are saying, is it correct to say that 

it would be in May and June that the heaviest volume of your business would be 
down?—A. That is right. Our biggest sales of these commodities I mentioned 
are March, April, May and June.

Q. Yes. I can see that by your last year’s operations.—A. One of our big 
items is California grapes—whereas as a matter of fact during the month of June, 
July and August the commodities we handle, of that amount they would be about 
75 per cent of our tonnage—that is California deciduous, and cantaloupes and 
honey dews. AVell, all that is eliminated.

Q. So it would be correct to say that your business has not dropped 75 per 
cent yet, but you expect that for the 1948 calendar year it will be down by 75 
per cent as compared with 1947?—A. I think that would be the better way of 
putting it.

Q. That is an expectation but not a fact which is true now.—A. It is based 
on commodities which we have in sight.

Q. It is based on what you know now?—A. That is right.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Under this embargo is there any other fruit you can import, grapefruit, 

lemons or oranges; I mean, could you not go to some South American countries 
for instance to import some of these things, or Cuba? Are not there alternative 
sources?—A. The only thing you can import from there is lemons from Italy, 
and they insist on American currency which we can get.

Q. Then you will be able to get lemons?—A. From Italy, yes; and we cat* 
get oranges from brazil, but the difficulty with that is that we can’t get steamer 
facilities.

Q. How about grapefruit from Australia, won’t you be able to get it there? 
—A. We never have.

Q. Why?—A. We never have got there. I do not know if they produce 
them, and if they could I would not even venture to bring them in because the/ 
haven’t got refrigerator steamships and the voyage takes from 6 to 7 weeks.

Q. I was wondering if there were some alternative sources from which you 
could secure some of these commodities?—A. Very few, of which I know.

Mr. Fleming: I would like to hear your comment on that.
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's that it? HATtHER‘ ^ou ^iave not been able to find any alternative sources yet,
Mr" LeSAGE: Have y°u looked for them? You better ask him that. 

q _^y Mr. Thatcher:
looked forH?—^ a^erna^ve source °f supply yet, have you

Can get -and ,lemons-—A. I said that we can secure Italian lemons ; we
01>ly place I t-nmva ian lemons we want. In so far as oranges are concerned, the 
and there arp ° W - e ",e cai? Set these supplementary supplies is from Brazil 
®o far as granHVmi commg’ but the steamship service is very, very irregular. In 
offer but her nrio , 3re CüncernÇd, Jamaica did have a few boxes of grapefruit to 
Produce that, wc did t ° -'° lnuc 1 than the comparative price on American

Q Besaye:
It I may corrpp+ try ^orfcl? Africa?-—A. I do not believe there are any there. 
e°me here hrfm- *“° , African oranges and South African grapefruit have 
September ° t lc war during the months, if I recall correctly, of August or

(j By Mr. Thatcher:
them in nuam'i^611^ a/fer some of these alternative supplies and tried to get 
ln Canada? rr' , that not help to bring the price down for these things
fiUota?_À j would greatly enlarge the supply that is allowed under the
?°t want* to v "Tlder buying citrus ten days away speculative enough. I would 
foreign citru< tnture our company’s capital on bringing in huge quantities of

q YBy Mr- Lesage:
United State?6311 out'side of the United States?—A. I am sorry, outside of the

q Mr. Thatcher:
United «tot !hjnlc ^ is safe to risk spending large amounts of money in the 
sterling C0,,E! .0 bring it in, but you are afraid to risk it in say the British 
|etl day run f Ues? A. First of all you have got to remember we have got a
+ days to t ? California to the eastern seaboard. From California oranges take
> bring tj, ge. here- Let us assume Australia did have oranges and we wanted 
+ ^ Was avmimu or(^er get refrigerator space we would have to contract, 
;° gamble n +n e’ for. PossibIy 20,000 or 25,000 boxes. Then we would have
;° gamble °n * ?e condition for six weeks. In addition to that we would have
trifle a „n°nkltle stability of the market for six weeks. That would be too

q ^fc>amfc)Je.
say whetfip??^ many of the alternative sources are not feasible?—A. I would not 
1 Woulfj Kp1' the7 wcre feasible or not. I say as far as our company is concerned 

■ against that type of operation.

q Afr. Fleming:
s°Urces , ”El(l it be fair to say, Mr. Crelinsten, that some of these alternative 
,atld papers ■ # Promising enough to somebody sitting in Ottawa with books 
r,° risk his !n ■ ont of him, but to a man in business as you are, who is expected 
natives at flpoltal in importing them, they do not appear to be practical alter- 

aii.—a. I would not care to make that type of statement. I would
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say this, that our firm would not be prepared to buy them and take that risk. 
I do say this, that if the British possessions want to take advantage of the oppor
tunity created by our government as far as the market here is concerned they 
ought to have the initiative to send them here' on consignment and try to 
develop that market.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Did you ever ask them to do that? Did you ever suggest that? 

—A. Their policy is that they want to sell f.o.b. or on terms of a letter of credit.
Q. They will not sell on consignment?—A. Not as far as I am concerned.
Q. Did you ever ask them?—A. Yes, we have even offered to take half 

the risk.

By Mr. Winters:
Q. Did you say you are obliged to pay American dollars for Italian lemons? 

—A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you also say you could get all the American dollars you want for 

Italian lemons?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. Is that so, you can get American dollars for Italian lemons but not for 

United States lemons?—A. No, we can get United States dollars for American 
lemons under a quota.

Q. But you can get United States dollars for all the Italian lemons you want 
to bring in?—A. That is correct.

Q. That is a peculiar situation.
Mr. Fleming: It is quite anomalous.
Mr. Lesage: Are you sure about that?
Mr. Fleming: It is an anomalous situation.
The Witness: Mr. Lesage, I am very careful not to make a statement I am 

not positive of.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. You have brought in Italian lemons? You are speaking from experience? 

—A. That is correct.
Q. There was not any question raised about your obtaining an adequate 

supply of United States dollars for all the lemons you wanted to bring in from 
Italy?—A. That is correct.

Q. Dou you buy them direct from Italy or through the United States? 
—A. We buy them direct; if you buy them through the United States then if 
is charged up against your quota.

Mr. Thatcher: Maybe the parliamentary assistant to the Minister of 
National Revenue can tell us about that.

Mr. Winters: I just did some asking.
Mr. Fleming: That is not the first lemon we have run across in this problem’ 

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Now, Mr. Crelinsten, would you turn to statement 2? I am dealing with 

oranges, 288s, on page 1 of the comparison sheet which has been given to mem' 
bers of the committee. On November 27 I see that 288s had reached a price of 
$7.34 per crate?—A. That is right.

Q. And oranges, according to your last most recent purchase, have cost 
$4.37?—A. That is right.

Q. Giving a difference per crate of $2.97, or 40-5 per cent.—A. That 15 
right.
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Q. Would you have any ^f^bîît ü ^obtained
for ^ P"

tor 50 boxes. The over-a 1 profit “Appear from thl®' ?__A. No. 
d that way—vastly smaller than q{ ltbat car of orang -

Q. Would you have a breakdov crate of oranges
4 You would not?—A. No. fae normal profit onjc fit 1S on
Q. What would you figure; w oui V ^ say what the ^arketSi there are 

_n normal timeS?-AJ_ ; ”m! time, even in ^ of the

norS profit on a 
tiL„ nn the season ot
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Q. You would not:—a. . normai „nrmal prone «Q. What would you figure wou 1- b tQ say what the JarketS) there are 
n normal times?—À. I wou 1 n i:me even in depress ^be very few n
a crate of oranges because at any (k'mand, and b.ecaus k me what is the
certain sizes out of a car that are i ^ $2_50| but if you profit on
there the profits range as high as k j will say th the season of
normal profit on a carload of «ranges m depending on

oad of oranges is anywhere from
:>rmal profit on a carload oi $500, depends
«load of oranges is anywhere from fc$u t be lfc?_
M year x , iq tn 15 per cent; wour

Q. That would be approximately • be___A. Basing it
U,U QCCFrom the figures 1 have beto,^” "Vou ®# make $o00 on^ ^

5 5 Ü «* t0 b= higher 6»
“"Titos price 0, 17.34 0„

” z«.....-ro*to
1 really have not.

By Mr. Thatcher: ... t0 give an
Q. How do you account for the a upting? 1 sbou!pbey are paid for 
Mr. Lesage: Would you mind Italian lemon get to Italy,

explanation 1 have just secured a American do <■ • j am a finant
n American dollars you secure, m tbe impression

The Witness: 1 do not want to ^ rpbe basis of pa>
Xpert. ,i._ ,,-Uness at all. v ^ we import the

The basis of
icn- the witness »" +han we import vMr. I—: This bees no.sW ^. &%%?&**** *
nt IS American currency, and as ^ do not dive 
lance of payment is in our fat °UI 1
th'/T „ • -imnort- The..b«t!„

Mr. Fleming: If w(
t-llxj UvdlS 1 | lit? uim*

Mr. Fleming: If we keep on- than payments is in
Mr. I.bsage: We stop much ««*»» the bd«“ 

tyment on both sides is America theoretically welr lavour- , boosting our pure gjd presumably that
Mr. Fleming: If we keep on booY |merican dolla 

ct to a point where we would ow _ ^ _ with the co
duation may have to be faced s ‘bvsical impos?

„ Mr. Lesage: That is certainly »1 ■'
Europe for many years to conic.Europe for many years to tuu-v. ininUte ago

By Mr. Thatcher: tion asked by ^our^ost was going

Q- H I may get back to the .^Iber, how is 1 cents—you '1 anôthcr
to the price of oranges in - 0 eost dropl u put h 1? sellingwvn after controls were put on- om ^ following ^ have put the^sen^g 

dlmg price Up $1.48 one week and a ing down barg0 went o • p 
1;°4? In other words, while yo^J the fact** ^wcr you, ** ?OU 
rice away up. Did you take advant. r- then \ wil 
',0°k, 1 want to explain this to >(
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permit me. On this particular question you raised our whole operation, the 
whole operation of the Crelisten Fruit Company, is predicated on volume and 
on small profits, not from an altruistic point of view but from a sound business 
point of view, because we have to perform a distributing service at a certain 
maximum price. Beyond that we encourage direct buying and channelling away 
from our business. When you say that we took advantage I have tried to 
tell you before that does not give the picture. It is true that 288’s showed they 
cost a dime less, but in the same car of 561 boxes we might have had 50 boxes 
of 288’s that cost a dime less, which is a saving of $5, and the balance of the 
car, 511 boxes, might have contained other sizes on which the salesman of the 
California Fruit Growers Exchange might have raised their price 75 cents to 
$1 a box.

Q. Is it not true that might happen any week? What might happen on 
November 27 might happen in exactly the same way on November 13?—A. I 
am not disputing that. I am trying to convey to you that when you say, did we 
take advantage, I will answer you by saying it was in order to arrive at a 
reasonable profit that it was necessary to increase the price on the choice size 
and reduce the price on the undesirable sizes in the car.

Q. You said a minute ago you base your business on trying to take a small 
profit?—A. That is right.

Q. Then why did you suddenly take such a terrific profit on November 
20 and November 27 after the embargo went on? That is not a small profit?— 
A. I do not concede we did, because I am trying to tell you that if the 
car contained 561 boxes—if you want to mark that down I will show you how it 
works out—on 50 boxes we might have taken a profit of $2 a box or $2.94. 
Let us assume we took $3. That means we made $150 on 50 boxes, but on 511 
boxes, in order to get movement on undesirable sizes, we might have reduced it 
50 cents a box against the previous day, so that the average on the car, in spite 
of what appears to be an abnormal profit, actually might have been a lower 
profit than we got before.

Q. It might have been but it is not probable.—A. I would not say that.
Q. You will have your cars divided into various grades every week in 

pretty much the same way. What you have said would be true of any week? 
—A. That is right, yes, but if you will pardon me, suppose you take the week 
of July 5th. You asked me to submit to you a record of what we realized 
for 126 sized oranges, and in that particular time the demand was on 126 sized 
oranges because the stores, the icecream parlours and hotels wanted them- 
You have on the market twenty kinds of oranges, possibly 200 boxes of 
oranges of 126’s which is the desirable size and we make $3 a box. That does 
not give you an indication because at the same time we might be losing $1 
on a size that is not desirable.

Q. How do you arrive at your selling price?—A. There are three factors- 
The first one is the replacement value. In other words, if we have oranges 
that cost us $5 and the next day we have oranges costing us $3, we anticipate 
in normal times a weakening market. That is one factor that enters into the 
calculation of cost. The next thing is the supply available of the choice sizes.

Q. Supply and demand?—A. No, I am not using the standard term of 
supply and demand. I am saying that you might have, which I have seen, 
on the terminal floor as many as five thousand boxes of 216’s sized oranges, 
and we have to call in one of the chain stores and we take a loss of $1 a box 
to move them, and at the same time there is a shortage of 344’s or 288’s and 
you do not have a big enough supply of these. So, you'have to take intn 
consideration the replacement value and the available supplies of the choice 
sizes, and then you have to judge your demand on these particular sizes.
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Q. clVhMMüfing to do with it?-A Except by^replaKmeatjalae.^

take?' &&&£?£& v'fu «r ‘ "top— value comes in 
as the pulse ot the market. That is the only way I can explain that.

Q. IBv'anfto3’aniÏmy questions. On Novemba- 13 you 

«ranges at $4.82, then the market eame on and you sold tl firgt lacej
next week. Will you tell me how you arnVed at that Pricc- consideration, 
your replacement value was down instead of up.—A. That as

WQ.t, the1 supply available was shorter because the
A. Ko. I told you a few moments ago, none of us anticipated 
thing would be in force as long or as rigidly as it was ,

Q. Your supply had nothing to do with it?-A. No, you said the sip p y 
was shut-off.

Mr. Maybank: “Shorter”, he said. '
The Witness: No. As a matter of fact, the Canada Wholesale FrmtAssociation came out with the news item telling the pubhc not g P tQ

and that because of the lower price the quantity available would be simi 
l&st year . ,

, Q. Then, supply didn’t have anything to do with^-J normal times6 demand on that particular size. Here is what can hapi
forget November 17. In normal times miestion. I just

Q. I wish before you tell us all this that you ansv • can under-
want you to answer my question.—A. I want to dim . . general
stand it. a little clearer. You have in the city of Montieal lour
stores— c not tell us

. Q- I just want to know how you got at your pr • ^ your price, the
without going all around. You said that three lac sa;(] that replace-
Pnee jumped to $6.82 when the market came on. • - reasons are supplies,
m°nt didn’t have anything to do with it. The otnem helped you to
secondly, and demand, thirdly. Now, can you tell us 288’s on the
determine your price?-A. I just told you there were not eno g 
Market. ' _ ,t

Q. The supply then was cut down ? A. No. it ^ supplv in orangesQ. The supply was the same as the week before. - •
"as the same or more than the week before. _^ you will allow

Q. Then the supply couldn’t have affected 5 om November 17. twenty 
mp to clarify that. You had in the week pieuou.^ ^ after November 17. 
carload® of oranges in the city of Montrea . * the week after Novem-
twenty-five carloads, so you have more oranges
her 17, right? , qj, vou might have a shortage
, Q. Right.—A. But in those twenty-five carloads tot. nut

0 ^88 sized oranges. , , ei1ortage?—A. You don’t know
Q- Of course you might not have hau 1 a " not have been getting^at we had for 288’s before November 17. We m »

hls Price. . r th reasons you put your priceQ. Are you suggesting that that ls °«e 1 j wjp show you and illustration. 
,P?';A. That is definitely the oniy rea^n^ I wp pay S2 extra on the
J * have had California iceberg lettuce o 5 000 size.
4'°00 size, but when they arrived the demand w
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By the Acting Chairman:
Q. In other words, in this case there were less of 288 size in that shipment.—- 

A. Obviously.
Q. Are you sure?—A. That I cannot say.
Q. There is a question I want to ask you. On the very same date you were 

selling your own oranges at $7.35 and I see that in Montreal, Parent, Goyer 
were selling at $6. I assume that the shipments were the same as they were 
for you?—A. That is correct. Mr. Chairman, I do not want to appear imper
tinent—that is for the want of a better word—but I really don’t think it is 
fair to stick to November 17. If you will look at December 11, the selling 
price was $5, and on December 18, the price was $5.35, and on January 5, 
it was $5.40.

Mr. Maybank: May I make a suggestion. The witness in answering 
seems to be afraid that too much emphasis will be given to a certain date, 
and therefore he wants to switch to a different date. That is the way it looks 
to me, and I think that if he were to understand that the mere fact questions 
are being asked about a particular date it does not necessarily mean that that 
is the only date that we are concerned about. I think it would result in quicker 
answers and less need on his part to explain if this were done. It seems to me 
that the witness fears that by reason of a certain date chosen, that undue 
emphasis will be given to that date, but that is not so.

The Acting Chairman : Certainly not.
The Witness: I am sorry to correct you. That never entered into my 

mind. I don’t care whether you use November 27 or whatever date you wrish. 
I can explain to you that it was because our salesmen found out they could 
get that price. If we had $7.35 our salesmen found out they could get $7.35.

Mr. Maybank : I will give you the impression that has been in my mind. 
I say this, as you said a few moments ago, without the slightest intention of 
being impertinent. My impression is that you did not wish to answer anything 
at all until you found out what use was going to be made of it.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Would you let the witness repeat what he just said. The only explana

tion would be that his salesmen found out they could get that price on the 
market?—A. That is right.

Q. Well, then, there was only one factor in you setting your price on that 
date, and that was to get as much as you could on the market?—A. No. I said, 
Mr. Lesage, that obviously they could not get $7.35 if our neighbor in the 
terminal got, let us say, $6. Now, if the demand is on that size of orange we 
don’t tell our salesmen at all what price to get on the merchandise.

Q. You never tell them what price to get?—A. No, sir.
Q. So, they settle the price themselves?—A. The produce merchant, if you 

have to tell him what price to sell, you might as well throw him out.

By Mr. Maybank:
Q. How does it work ?—A. Let us assume that on Monday you were 

selling a certain commodity at $5 and movement was a little bit slow. You 
start at $5 and go down to $4.50. and then down to $4. Possibly if you could 
have in your mind the picture of the produce terminal it would be better. It 
is different than in Toronto. We have one building in which eighteen wholesale 
houses are located. Now, at seven o’clock in the morning the salesmen are 
allowed to get on the floor and check up available supplies. By eight o’clock 
in the morning the buyers are allowed to get on the floor to do their purchasing- 
Now, the previous day we will assume that 228 sized oranges were cleaned up- 
There were none available. They started in the morning with 1,000 and

r
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out at t/fif 1 j6 ,va ue They sold out. The next-door neighbour sold
tile sain-, ’ anf Î 16 mai*ket closed at six o’clock at $3. The following morning
judgment^ ,w,n on t*le d°or to check up available supplies and if in their 
"I am o - i eel there are not enough 288 sized oranges available they say, 
and <in r,°mg to *° S6*- $7” and they ask that but the fellow won’t buy it 

u they cut it to $6.50 and the fellow buys it.
market' cm iT™" ^ ^le explanation is clear. He gets as much as the

By Mr. Fleming:
0 vbecause tW suPfcste>d that it may not be fair to pick out one particular week 

including v,,, mif1 s°mewhat isolated, but let us take a period up to and 
balanee ?if 11 unJC1011 ^’<lur hst and then try to run through and deal with the 
best of all PCUo,‘ ti’om November 20 to April 15. Just looking at the spread, 
°f l-i npi. h( 1 centage terme; before the embargo, the spread is between a low 
low of q,4 n ' an‘ a high of 11*4 per cent; after the embargo it goes from a 
cents basis m CeT ,° a lugh of 40-5 per cent. If you put it on a dollar and 
a 1°W of fi ,!V'fat 01 Per('cnt’agc. before the embargo your spread varies from 
sPread varips m " Per crate to a high of 55 cents and after the embargo your 
?ot quite ni,. r°Tv a, oxv °t 48 cents per crate to a high of $2.97 per crate. Is it 
ls°latcd ifpmCai t ia i average mark-up—forgetting about any particular 
embargo tim, S7~f av.erage mark-up was considerably higher after the 
higher all ti , etore" Is rt npt a fact the rate of profit has been substantially 
those fiour(,. ay through since the embargo than it was before?—A. From 
Again, i w ’, a un& this particular period and particular size, I agree with you. 
t° make Cf11 ! it0, a y°u it is not unusual at any time during normal operations 
month or t\vo l)r°bts on a particular size of orange for a continuous period of a

transactingaS sPread it out so as not to draw a conclusion from a few
a«k this- ‘at is the reason I took the whole period. That leads me to
equally ' J ,,. i® a fair conclusion from this statement on page 1, is it not
dealers! — air . conclusion that after the embargo came in because the 
°f profit t're anticipating handling a smaller volume they moved up their rate 
y°lume?__.A compensate them for what they anticipated in the way of reduced 
i°°k at "th A' i’ 1 woul<l not say that. I will point that out to you. If you 
why did J aP1> - sheet’ you witi see we made no money on apples. You will say, 
d°ne is lix-"C increase our rate on apples. Anybody who tells you that can be 
control „ n,S ln a world of dreams. In a perishable business like ours, we cannot 01 mark-ups or markets.

Q if”^ ^T' d^cCrrcgo?-.-
bid not in'V’°U mean to say that between November 20 and February 12 you 

At, A, a iarger percentage of profit than vou did before that or after that?^r. MaY] percentage of profit 
ybank: That is not what he said, d'be Acting Cha

cond»Ir' ^Iaybank:
ndltion might be . ?

Mr- McGregor: On account of the different size of oranges m a cai. 
The Witness: Yes.

airman: He said he did not attribute that to the embargo. 
He agreed that he did do that but he said that such a 

found—

By Mr. McGregor: R was at that time. Febmary 19?
Q- The 288 is a popular size. - • -ce go umforn -

Did ib is a P°Pular S1ZC Wt Yiu!\-ciling on.Uld You sell any?—A. They put the celling 
13521—5
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Q. That is when you started to lose money?—A. No, they gave us a 
reasonable mark-up. Incidentally, I think it might be well to record at this stage 
that the Montreal fruit trade—

Mr. Lesage: What was that?
The Acting Chairman: Finish your statement.
The Witness : The Montreal fruit trade sent a brief to the Canadian 

Wholesale Fruit Association’s secretary somewhere around the beginning of the 
summer recommending that he approach the government with a view to 
putting on a maximum price in certain commodities.

Mr. Thatcher: Do you hear that, Mr. Fleming.
Mr. Fleming : We heard that before. The butter producers asked—
Mr. Thatcher: The fruit dealers themselves asked that.

By Mr. McGregor:
Q. They left you a margin of profit of what?—A. 17 per cent, I think.
Q. How did you arrive at the mark-up on these oranges which you gave 

away or practically gave away as souvenirs to make up for the ones on which 
you made $2.90? How did you arrive at the 17 per cent?—A. We did not. The 
government gave us that mark-up.

Q. Tha/t is all right, but no matter what size they were, you still had to sell 
at 17 per cent?—A. Oh well, here is what happened. When the government 
put the mark-up on oranges at 17 per cent, you see, the buyers took propor
tionate sizes the same as we did. Then, there was no more question of a choice 
size.

Mr. Maybank: That is to say, taste and desire were interfered with 
somewhat; would that be right?

The Witness: I would not want to make that statement.

By Mr. McGregor:
Q. In other words, you sold these oranges after the 19th of February at 

approximately 90 cents a case profit, but on the others you made as high 
as $2.30 profit?—A. Yes.

Q. Still, there is no particular reason why they were sold for that profit?— 
A. No, except this, Mr. McGregor; after February 19, every box of oranges in 
every car made 90 cents a box profit. I cannot tell you whether we averaged, 
previous to that, 90 cents a box. On the 288’s we made $2.50, but I cannot tell 
you that.

Q. It would be a strange thing if you were selling 288’s at $2.97 and taking 
a loss on the other?—A. No, because in the 288’s you have about 24 dozen to 
a crate which is 30 cents a dozen. The retailer can sell oranges at 39 cents, 
but, if he were to pay you for the 150 size $8, it works out to 50 cents a dozen- 
He is restricted in the trade that will pay him 59 cents or 69 cents a dozen 
for oranges. Naturally, therefore, the demand for that size is very much less. 
If your car contains too many, you have to reduce the price to move them.

■ . Q- There is only one way in which we can find out what happened in this 
period between November 12 and February 19 and that is to. ask the witness 
for a complete statement.

Mr. Monet : I was going to ask the witness for a complete breakdown of 
the contents of the cars which gave rise to this.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Mould you agree that in the week of November 20 to November 2? 

on this particular 288 orange, you did take a mark-up which was abnormal? 
A. No, I won’t agree to that because I have repeatedly stated it was not unusual 
tor us to make an equal mark-up in a particular size in a particular car.
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By Mr. Winters:
=f ®d,°br mean by “an equal mark-up”?—A. We have made a

cxcessive beea?i«J° mC 'r0m t*iese figures you have taken a mark-up which was 
ere sayino- tu", ranges were scarce at that time or because the newspapers

asi,»u LTth„It„rM a,,pear ,rom ",e fi8urra

BV Mr. Monet:

By Mr. Thatcher:

Plea: To clarifyxT age send a hrooii^at so,^leff W'H n°t be any misunderstanding, would you 
ovember 20 tn V ' °Wl °’o-t le. cars from which the oranges were sold from 

number of tLZ f!°ven?ber 27, giving the. price you paid for each size an,price you paid for each size and the 
A. "\\ e will give you a copy of the invoices.Q ^ ,boxes in each car?-

N- The different *rizes’CeS Tou sold the different grades of oranges?

M-vy said it to my address and I will see it is read into the record. 
ANK- . /ar 35 it has gone I suppose the fact of a rather hightnark-Up a ----- mi

^act of ft being hfjjfo^a^ti following upon the embargo or restriction, the 
The WitNess; Thai ' “ ™G is purely coincidental? 

is my honest opinion.

q -Mr. Fleming:

°ut to moment ago, Mr. Crelinsten, that an appeal had been
t , 6 the Ca bwu7A',N°, I did not say an appeal. I said around that

0 Public not t f "nolesale Fruit Association gave out a press release telling 
a ,nt quota vvon/l eo'merned about their supplies of citrus because the 50 per 
' they f,aj ,, ( allow the importation of practically the same amount of citrus 

Q i“ads the year previous. 1
v. h°m you R °t the press release, was it the experience of the retailers to 

ture 0f .( selling that they did, nevertheless, encounter something in the 
s.°t, but it p„nc, uymg on the part of the consuming public?—A. No, they did 

0rc to take t )e cxPlained in this way. If you go into a fruit store or a food 
have a 0i u,.mo s°me fruit in the evening or whenever you decide to do so, 

bv ■ es- ‘ Yi 101Ck buying pears or grapes or apples or several other com- 
ighminati ’u'n buying is not concentrated on one commodity. Obviously, 

availablo - fvf • ose other fruits, you have created a greater demand on what 
q,, Now th’af lat 'if °bvious and that is what happened.

* only von-' ,lbJfhat happened in celery, even though we did not handle celery. 
fl_°nth ()f X)Pp' ta, es> the only green vegetable that was available during theS spinaf('l°mKCr was celcry- Ordinarily, you have lettuce, y< 

tate a L- , b beans, neooers. ecornlants chicorv. If vou elimi
vou have cauli-

A panic?— 
rease the

10 a hio-h 1 PePPcrs, eggplants, chicory. If you eliminate that you
a Q. Buf v demand for the commodity that is available, 
dn M Would y°U do not think that it would reach the proportions of j 

bianff f0r .nL>vcr reach the point of panic. It would naturally incr 
The (j 'e restricted varieties of fruits and vegetables available.

Vailab]e ;taAIRMAN: Is it not a fact that you have the same supply of oranges 
The tv y°U ia<f before, as was said in that press release?

ITKESS: Tartly correct, sir.

Q. NolMyr; Monet:
tl?f Question’ 2 lave no further questions for you on oranges and I do not have 

C' c is anv asIc y°u about your supplies of celery, because I do not think
previous witnesses have already put on the

anv din- >uu aoour your 
l352i~_at ‘erence there from what
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record, but I would like to ask you a couple of questions on celery. I see that 
on October 9, you sold celery at t)6 cents, although you paid $1.85 for it. Would 
you just explain that?—A. That might have been the tail-end of a car we had 
left over, somewhat deteriorated in quality, and we would take a lesser amount 
for it.

By Mr. McGregor:
Q. You see, the most recent purchase on that same day, or even the week 

before you bought at the same price; and I see further down you have got sales ( 
here where you bought at $2.73, and sold at a loss of 173 per cent—that is 
somewhat exaggerated, don’t you think?—A. I am sorry, Mr. .McGregor, it is 
not exaggerated at all. It is the accurate figure. I will give you an instance. ' 
You bring in a car of celery in the month of December, or November, and you 
have left over some 50, 70 or 80 crates. • You sell the bulk of that car of celery; 
and then you have to clean out what is left. We may have sold the bulk of a 
car at a fair margin of profit and then we would have say 50 crates or so left 
on that car which we bought, let us say, on Monday at $1.85.

Q. You mean to say that you would sell 50 crates of celery left in a car 
purchased on Monday, that you would sell that left-over celery for an average 
loss of 173 per cent?—A. Yes, sure. That is nothing unusual. You only have 
35 crates, or maybe 50 crates, and we made on the balance of that car 50 cents 
to 75 cents a crate—we still have a profit.

Q. According to these reports everything you sold on December 24, you 
sold at $1 a crate and everything you sold on October 9, you sold at 96 cents 
a crate.—A. No, that was the average.

Mr. Maybank: You have shown there the average?
The Witness: That is what we were asked to give.
Mr. Monet: Yes, the average selling price.
The Witness: I do not say that every box of that is average.
Mr. McGregor: You must have sold some of it very cheap in view of the 

fact that your purchases are nowhere more than 2 weeks back.
Mr. Maybank: But just a moment. We are looking through all of these 

purchases of $3.32, and $4.33—there is nothing in here to show that these sales 
of Deceriiber 24, which averaged $1 were many in number. It does not meaDi 
does it, that you cleaned out at that price?

The Witness: Yes, because you will notice we didn’t have any celery 
on December 31.

Mr. Maybank: So you did clean out?
The Witness: Yes.
Mr. McGregor: But you did have it on October 16?
The Witness: No, October 9.

By Mr. Maybank:
Q. December 24, and then overnight you sold your celery which w**s 

purchased not further back than 4 weeks—would that be right?—A. I do n°* 
think it was 4 weeks, but it might have been.

Q. But it would not have been more than 4 weeks?—A. No, sir.
Q. Therefore whatever was sold on December 24, was purchased at 3.37 an® 

4.33 and sold at 2.73?—A. That is correct.
Q. Consequently in all cases there was a loss—2.37, 2.73 or 1.73—A. 011 

that particular clean-up, yes; but I do not know how many crates there were-
Q. No. I suppose—would it be right to say that at December 24, you had 

had a good sale of celery?—A. We didn’t have many.
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Q. You did not have many?—A. No. _
Mr. Winters: Does not the representation in your statement intimate 

that much?
The Acting Chairman: No.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. I have just one more question to ask you about cabbage, imported

§1'ggu?-—A. Yes, sir. ^
Q. On March 4, you were selling cabbage at 3-5? A. March 4
Q. Yes, which was the cost price; or, as far as the lowest purchases were

concerned it was the ceiling price?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. Two weeks later your cost price has gone down a little and you Had 

increased your selling price by 1 cent and 2-1 cents?—A. Yes, sn.
Q. Would you give us some explanation as to that. A. The onh expan 

ation I can give is that the market reacted and we were able to get that puce 
|°r it. Cabbage was on ceiling at that time and the ceiling was up to $3
the ceiling I believe was 6 cents a pound.

Q- But when you were buying at less you did not feel like charging a 
'We bit less to the consumer?—A. I tell you, Mr. Monet; it you loo v a 
February 12, cabbage goes to $4.40, not figuring the expense of handling, we 
s°hi that at 3-6. We have to have an opportunity of averaging up our sales in 
0rder to take care of overhead and not have to reorganize.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q- Your loss was bigger the next week, the week of lebruary 19, it_ ^as 

even greater?—A. Yes. The cabbage market was in a demoralized condition.
Mr. Monet: You have given us the reason. That is what I was asking 

You for.
The Witness: That is what I am telling you.

: Mr. Monet: Because when members of the committee look at ’ho'C igures
the light of the explanation you have made they may put a di cien co s 

hetion on the figures when they come to write their report.
The Witness: Yes. . .. ,

Co Winters: The witness says the cabbage market was in a < cmoia îzct 
tuition. Another witness got considerably more. .,

hn Witness: He might have had a certain telephone trade tia c
ip aMe to get more than we would get on the terminal. e i > 
hnr re,Mil distribution and ours is wholesale. That is why A Î
an lced that our gross percentage of sales is the lowest of Y 

beared before this committee.

By Mr. Monet: ...at °n April 8, 15 and 22, I see for your selling price that your scl mgpnc 
Se]]: at time was above ceiling. What explanation have you S

0 rakfCC?^A' Y°j ar° ref/rring *° what? ^ T think Mr. Monet 
—1*1 i. Cabbage, imported green, April 8, 15, and 22. A. > hut there was 

. a>8ht I correct that? We were not selling above the
sell jUstment made by the Wartime Prices and bra e everything

is " price, nu these prices that you sec un ----------- ......j°ard ari .. ccbing, before we sell we get the local Wartime Prices and Trade
Q \x7Llnistrator to O.K. price as being correct, filing „ len b asked you my question you told me you were selling at the 

0 my question was right; but you adjusted it?—A. That is right.
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Mr. Monet: That is the information I wanted. That is what I wanted 
you to say.

By Mr. McGregor:
Q. You were purchasing cabbage in April?—A. Yes.
Q. And the ceiling was o cents?—A. No, we adjusted that, Mr. McGregor.
Q. What were you selling it at then?—A. Originally it was 5 cents—no, it 

was 10—no, I am sorry, I think it was 6.
Mr. Monet: 5 to 5-75.
The Witness: No, it was 6 cents.
Mr. McGregor: What grounds did you have to give the AVartime Prices 

and Trade Board to raise the ceiling for you?
The AAtitness: There were times when we did not control the f.o.b. market. 

In other words, the Canadian purchases did not have a bearing on the f.o.b- 
market ; and, if for a certain period the market is up high, so you cannot import 
and sell under the ceiling, it resolves itself down to a question of whether the 
government or the W.P.T.B. allows a proportion of the retail markup in order 
to enable you to bring in cabbage for them.

The Chairman : Now, gentlemen, it is 6 o’clock.
Mr. Thatcher : I have just one general question.
Mr. McGregor : My question has not been answered very clearly ; what 

grounds does a man have to have to get a permit from the AVartime Prices and 
Trade Board to sell over the ceiling price?

The Chairman : I am in the hands of the committee. If you feel the witness 
should come back to answer further questions on other matters.

Mr. McGregor: Oh no.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. I wonder if the witness would just answer one question for me and 

I would be satisfied. Can you tell us what are the prospects of the next fe'v 
months, in your opinion. I mean, it is likely that these things will continue 
to go up, or are there prospects that we may see some levelling off. Have you 
any ideas on that?—A. My opinion is that the price of vegetables will go doWi1 
and should go down.

Q. That is domestic vegetables largely?—A. Yes.
Q. Yes?—A. But as far as citrus is concerned, oranges and grapefruit 

I think you will run into a decided shortage because all of our allowed quota® 
are mostly used up.

Q. They are likely to go up?—A. They won’t go up, but there will be 9 
shortage of supply.

Q. How about the domestic, will they go down with the season and thep 
go back up in the fall?—A. Oh, yes. In my opinion, you are going to find o*1 
green vegetables fantastic prices this fall.

Q. They are going to be a lot higher on domestic?—A. After the peak ,s 
over.

Q. There will be fantastic prices?—A. Because there will not be any greep 
supplies available.

The Acting Chairman : I am given the following explanation by Mr. Spencf' 
that when the laid-down cost does not enable the wholesaler to make a pro®1 
he can get an order from the board to sell at a higher price as long as the^ 
is no reflection on the consumer by the retailer after the sale is made. Thflt 
must have been the reason.

The AVitnbss: That is the split markup.
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By Mr. Monet:
Q. The wholesaler and the retailer both agree rather than do without it. 

A. Yes, but the retailer does not pay over 10 cents at any time.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. You are then expected to split your mark-up between the two? A. That 

right.

By Mr. McGregor:
Q. There is one question I want to ask about carrots. On December 12 

y°u bought carrots at 3 cents a pound and sold them at 2 with a loss ol 
50 Per cent. Is that right?

Mr. Monet: Local carrots, December 12.
The Witness: You will notice, Mr. McGregor, these are washed carrots.
do the washing ourselves, and in washing we grade them. We must have 

had some small ones and misshapen ones we sold and took a loss on.

By Mr. McGregor:
Q. You see the week before you paid 2 cents a pound for carrots and you 

s°ld at 3-2, and then that particular week you paid 3 cents a pound and you 
sold for 2 cents. The next day you paid 2 cents and you sold them for 3-8 
A' I am trying to explain that we buy carrots field ripe, and they cost us 
2 cents. Then we wash them and grade them. We do not show you here what 
°Ur processing cost is.

Q. We know all about that. We have gone into that before.—A. I am 
explaining to you the sale at 2 cents of carrots that cost us 3 cents.
». Q. It is strange that this one day, December 11th, is the only day up until 

Member 31st where that has happened. You sold at 3 cents on all other days 
^n'd paid 2 cents, but on the one particular day you paid 3 cents and sold them 
i°r 2 cents with a loss of 50 per cent. I was wondering if that was put in there to 
«cep your average down?—A. No. we would not do that. Why should we do that r

The Acting Chairman: The committee is adjourned until 4 o clock
tomorrow.

By Mr. Thatcher: it will be the last.
»7 Q. May I ask one very brief question, and i p - 1 think thatYou said a minute ago that prices might be fantastic in the 
Was your word.

Mr. Maybank: Your word. , wav—
Mr. Thatcher: No, it was the witness’ won . ^ j gaij for green
The Witness: I did not say for domestic v^T'- " .pi be at a reasonable 

vegetables. I think cabbage, carrots, beets and turnips wm 
level.

keep this down withoutQ. My point is this: Is there an> limitary way as to how this can be 
filings? Have you any suggestion in a J not getting the supplies
kcPt down?—A. Ceilings won’t keep them down j' The witness was not

Mr. Maybank: Was the question u y
8t°Pped in the middle, by any chance, was n that if there were no
. The A«m» Chairman : I think h<g
uPplies ceilings would not make the c al,nnlies of root vegetables to take

The Witness: As I said, there are a™LBand throughout the winter, but on 
care of the anticipated demand between now
green -vegetables, since they arc eliminated, if there arc any, they would have to
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come from hothouses, which is a much more expensive method of production and 
naturally these would be higher. So comparing them with the field stuff the 
price would be fantastic. Ceilings would not cure that situation because if you 
have not supplementary imports, the ceilings will not solve the problem.

Mr. Maybank: When the merchant says, “Yes, we have no bananas” the 
price is low.

The committee adjourned to meet again on Wednesday, May 26, at 4 o’clock.

v

APPENDIX
Translation of evidence given by Mr. Paul Boudrias and Mr. Armand Vezina

House of Commons, 
May 26, 1948.

(Text):
The Special Committee on Prices met this day at 11.00 a.m. The Chairman, 

Hon. Paul Martin presided.
The Chairman: The meeting will come to order. All right, Mr. Monet, 

will you proceed.
Mr. Monet: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Boudrias is the next witness. He represents 

Les Jardiniers Modèles of Montreal. Mr. Boudrias informed me that he wishes 
to give his evidence in French.

The Chairman : May I remind the committee that it has been agreed there 
will be a steering committee meeting in my office at 3.30 this afternoon.

(Translation) :

Mr. Paul Boudrias, President of the firm of Les Jardiniers Modèles, 
is called :

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Mr. Boudrias, what is your first name?—A. Paul.
Q. And what is your occupation, Mr. Boudrias?—A. I am a gardener and 

dealer.
Q. I understand that you carry on business under the name of Les Jar

diniers Modèles?—A. That is correct.
Q. And this firm’s head office is located in Montreal, at 161 St. Paul 

Street East?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. Would you tell the members of the committee what position you occupy 

in this organization?—A. I am the owner, the sole owner; that means I have 
a hand in every thing that has to be done. T buy and sell and I have several 
employees.

Q. This firm carries on a wholesale trade?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. In fruits and vegetables?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. I understand that apart from being the president and owner of the firm 

L&s Jardiniers Modèles, you are a gardener?—A. Yes, sir. We have some 
150 acres under cultivation and there are about one hundred and fifty gardeners 
in the neighbourhood where I live. We work together very closely and I do
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my utmost to find a market for their produce. The firm of Les Jardiniers 
Modèles serves as an outlet for the produce from my parents’ farm and the 
Produce grown bv gardeners round about.

Q. What do you mean when you say, “We have a farm”?-—A. I expressed 
myself incorrectly; I am referring to myself. I mean that I am the owner of 
a farm.

Q. You are the owner of a farm on which you do gardening?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. And if I understand correctly, the produce of the growers operating those 

farms is sold through the medium of Les Jardiniers Modèles?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. You also state you have a certain number of farmers who grow vegetables 

and that you are the principal buyer?—A. A es, sir.
Q. How many farmers operate with you, or rather, how many of them 

supply your trade?—A. I would say between fifty and one hundred.
Q. Am I correct in saying that the great bulk of their produce is sold 

through you?—A. I would say that at least 60 per cent of the produce grown 
hy all those people is graded first quality; second quality produce is-sold on 
the local markets.

Q. Must I understand that you purchase that produce on your own account 
0 resell for your own profit or do you sell it on a commission basis?—A. We 

never take goods on consignment; however, that might occur once or twice a 
Mm-, but 99 times out of a 100 the produce is purchased at a set price agreed 
Mth the gardeners. It is our produce and we can take a loss or a profit on it.

. Q- Does that apply to all goods called domestic goods? Is all the produce 
'Inch you buy from farmers, no matter where, produce which you buy and 
e$ell exclusively for your own profit?—A. That is correct.

,. Q. So that you do practically no business on a commission basis?—A. Prac- 
ically none, possibly one per cent, as I stated a moment ago. 

i , Q. Then, there is one per cent which you call trade on a commission basis?—A. Yes, sir.
Q- In addition to your trade in local produce, do you handle imported 

l0duce?—A. My trade is in the ratio of 75 per cent of local produce and 25 
cent of imports. The purpose of our business, and I want you to understand 

'pearly, is that we deal in imports in order to provide a livelihood for our 
yj during the winter and to improve our distribution, for in our case, in the 
‘ ontroal area, the production season lasts from six to seven months. This is 
diJfC t° give employment to the men and enable them to benefit by a good 

raution. That is why we handle imports. We are gardeners and we have 
d Ways been gardeners from father to son; we are one hundred per cent gar- 
thn°rs- As I stated a moment ago, that is solely for the purpose of marketing 

0 Produce of our relatives and friends.
Soj, M Now, you spoke a moment ago of local gardeners and you said you 
A (l their produce. Would you tell the members of the committee, taking 
ha\craber 17 of last year as a basis, whether your firm had more produce on 
Wt at time than in previous years?—A. In the first place, our firm, 

aro not speculators. I always say “we . . . .”
Hot, ^ you say “we”—A. I am speaking of the employees. We are
con Speculators and have never been. That is the first reason. We are a young 
lar Cern- We have been in business ten years only. Our reserve cannot be 
oif s°" We never engaged in speculation. We have just about the quantity 
n^ralnce we can market in a matter of ten or fifteen days, and we have 
$l25nnn^ a Sreater supply on hand. If we handle a turnover of $100,000 or 
Sreat^ weekly, we never handled such a turnover with a quantity of produce 

ror than what we could market in ten days, 
your ®pcaking of last fall in particular, at what time of the year do you store 
of s products for the winter?—A. We start to store our products at the end 

kePtember or the beginning of October.
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Q. You have storehouses?—A. Yes, and the growers have a little storage 
space. But when the embargo was imposed last year, only a few growers had 
produce in hand. We experienced a very bad summer and had very poor crops.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. For all types of produce?—A. Yes, sir, generally. I figure that the 

crop has been some 60 or 65 per cent smaller than it was for the five previous years.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. I take it, Mr. Boudrias, that you make your statements not as repre

sentative of Les Jardiniers modèles, but as a grower yourself?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. Your statements do apply not only to yourself but to growers whom you 

do business with generally?—A. Yes, sir. This concerns all growers in the 
Montreal area.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. That does not apply to potatoes?—A. Not many potatoes are grown in 

the Montreal suburbs. We depend on New Brunswick for our supply.
Q. What produce do you mean then?—A. Celery, cucumbers, tomatoes, 

lettuce, cabbages, turnips, cauliflowers, spinach, and so on; also beets.
Q. And the production of these vegetables had been smaller by some 

60 to 65 per cent?—A. Yes, sir. It is due to bad weather. There was less 
produce or rather less production, as shown by the average of 60 to 65 per 
cent in the Montreal suburbs. Of course, when the embargo was imposed, the 
little group who had vegetables on hand at the time benefited by that situation, 
there is no doubt about that. That group represents at most from 6 to 10 per 
cent of all our gardeners. So one can readily understand that vegetables have 
doubled and even trebled in value, and that for many more causes. That was 
not due to the embargo. That was the will of Providence who did not favour 
us with fair weather. There was no production.

Mr. Thatcher : Would you speak more slowly, please, so we may follow 
you?—A. With pleasure.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Would the crop, which you described a moment ago as more or less 

poor, have been a contributing factor to the rise in prices?—A. It is the main 
cause.

Q. You consider that the rise in prices is due to a more or less poor crop? 
—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Now, I understand you said that growers who, after that date of 
November 17 you just mentioned, had on hand certain produce referred to 
in your answer to Mr. Lesage’s question, had benefited by the rise due to supply 
and demand.—A. That wras a well deserved rise. For years we had been denied 
fair and even normal prices. From time to time, farmers need encouragement 
such as this.

Q. So you don’t express yourself as owner of Les Jardiniers modèles but 
as a grower?—A. I am more a farmer than a businessman.

Q. What you state applies more to gardeners than to farmers?—A. Yes, sir-
The Chairman : They are happier, too.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. As the Chairman is saying, they are happier?—A. That’s it.
Q. You are giving us very interesting information. You find yourself in 

the happy situation of being both grower and tradesman. Now, let us go back 
to the questionnaire submitted to you and which you have answered.—A. On
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that point—I like to tell you -hat ie going on in our POup <<*«**« 
comprised of about twenty-five to thirty of us ■ k • q people are 
situation and the way of disposing of our vegetables now. Uur pc »P 
getting ready to produce more, from two to six times m •

Q. That Is for last year.-A. Even in Aug^ IS^roducti^ this 

fanner is encouraged and aims to treble or quad P ,P Qr November, 
automatically entails a drop m the cost of livmg. T oresent time the 
we will even need help from you to find markets. ? veeetables will be 
gardener is encouraged to produce and in two months time g ‘ production 
Plentiful. Last week, radishes were selling for 80 cento, wjti tne P rning. 
coming in, they are worth 40 cents as I found out at 2 or 3 « clock thlS ! s*d 
Soon they will sell for 5 cents a dozen. More than that, I would not be surprise 
to see them reach a bottom of 30 cents or 3 for 10 cents.

Q. That is the pre-war price?-A. It you encourage the farmer, he will
produce and prices will come down automatically. . f inflation?—
4 Q. Therefore you think that production is ^correctivet for Ration
A. From my point of view, that is really the correctn e. exorbitant
must be encouraged to return to agriculture. No one wants to pay hg
Prices but. everyone will accept normal prices. Then the c _ . Wc
spends his money, wants to be protected and prices must not be 
want ordinary prices, prices that will enable all to ana "c a i • have

Q. You want a fair return?-A We want a haPPy ^ nom al and we 
it at the present time. By next fall everything will become no
will even have a production surplus. „„mivntnne-

The Chairman: Thanks to the committee! That is very enc g g-

By Mr. Monet: , . sep?—A. We have
Q. Coming back to your business, to whom < • Jerome. We work

,a branch at Sherbrooke, one at St. Johns and one • , purchases
>n co-operation with the firm of Courchesne and Larose ^®dmta^n°t,,.fiPve inde- 
collectively. We have four hundred or four hundred and^enty^^.^^ & 
Pendent grocers. Institutions, Catholic as well a- very beginning
!arge portion of our customers, and a very big custom t to help in the
» % Atlantic and Pacific Company, which does its ^™os^inute have 
distribution of vegetables in the Montreal su • a fajr price, as
°verproduction, the moment, we tell them, those p P
Suitable as they possibly can to our gardeners. , above you sell to

. . Q. You sell your products to the retailers and over and >
cllain stores?—A. Yes, sir. , , oe „vv,;bit 115?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Now, will you produce that statement
( Text) *

Mr. Monet: The next exhibit will be filed as No.

EXHIBIT 115
Statements on fruit and vegetable operations.



LES JARDINIERS MODÈLES 
(161 St. Paul St. East., Montreal) 

Average Selling Prices

Statement No. 2—Prices

Date
Oranges
Calif.

288

Apples 
B.C. 125-138 

McIntosh 
Fancy

Celery
Ont.
No. 1

Celery
Ont.
No. 2

Potatoes 
P.E.I. 

Canada 
No. 1

Tomatoes
Ont.

hot-house

Cabbage
local
green

per crate per box per crate per crate per lb. per lb. per lb.
$ cts. $ cts. S cts. S cts. cts. cts. cts.

1947

October 2............... 5.33 3.64 3.15 2.65 .022 N.B. .029
October 9............... 5.09 3.38 3.15 2.65 .022 P.E.I. .029
October 16............... 5.33 3.38 3.15 2.65 .022 P.E.I. .034
October 23............... 5.33 3.38 3.16 2.67 .021 P.E.I. .034
October 30............... 5.33 3.38 3.16 2.67 .025 P.E.I. .034
November 6............... 5.10 3.38 3.64 3.40 .025 P.E.I. .034
November 13............... 5.35 3.38 3.40 3.40 .025 P.E.I. .034
November 20............... -6.30 3.38 4.85 3.88 .027 P.E.I. .053
November 27............... 7.00 3'38 5.33 4.85 .028 N.B. .074
December 4............... 6.31 3.38 4.85 4.85 .027 P.E.I. N.A. .073
December 11............... 5.25 3.58 5.33 4.85 .027 N.B. .242 .073
December 18............... 5.50 3.38 5.45 5.25 .028 Que. .242 .073
December 24............... 3.34 3.38 5.45 5.25 .028 N.B. .242 .076
December 31............... 5.50 3.38 7.00 5.50 .03 N.B. .093

1948

January 8............... 5.57 3.38 7.75 6.75 .031 .106
January 15............... 6.00 3.38 8.25 8.25 .032 .13
January 22............... 5.82 3.39 8.25 8.73 .029 N.A.
Januarv 29............... 5.82 3.34 11.64 .028 .138
February 5............... 5.82 3.30 N.A. N.A. .029
February 12............... 6.00 3.30 .029
February 19............... 6.18 3.30 .029
February 26............... 5.98 3.14 .028
March 4............... 5.47 3.64 .029
March 11............... 6.50 N.A. .029
March 18............... 6.60 .028
March 25............... 5.20 4.12 .029

1.. 5.36 4.12 .031
April 8............... 5.14 N.A. .034
April 15............... 4.67 .033
April 22 . 5.18 .035

Cabbage
imported

green

Carrots
local
No. 1 

washed

Carrots 
imported 

No. 1 
washed

Onions 
Ont. 
No. 1 

yellow

per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb.

cts. cts. cts. cts.

.024 .034

.024 .034

.024 .039

.024 .039

.024 .039

.026 .039

.027 .039

.035 .048

.047 .058

.043 .073

.043 .063

.043 .063

.051 .065

.041 .065

.048 .063

.048 .063

.048 .067

.048 .067
.058 .048 .085
.045 .077 .093
.041 .078 .093
.043 .082 .092
.058 .078 .085
.058 N.A. .077 .092
.047 .079 .087
.0.58 .094 .097
.06 .088 .098
.071 .088 .126
.071 N.A. .12
.076 .12
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LES JARDINIERS MODÈLES 
(161 St. Paul St. East Montreal)

Laid Down Cost of Most Recent Purchases

Statbment No. 3—Purchases

Apples 
3.C. 125-138 
McIntosh 

Fancy

Celery
Ont.
No. 2

Celery
Ont.
No. 1

Potatoes 
P.E.I. 

Canada 
No. 1

Tomatoes
Ont.

Hot-house

Cabbage
local
green

Cabbage
imported

green

Carrots
local
No. 1 

washed

Carrots 
imported 

No. 1 
washed

Onions
Ont.
No. 1 

yellow

per box per ctare per crate per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb.

$ cts. $ cts. cts. cts. cts. cts. cts. cts.

3.18 1.90 B 1.67 .019 N.B. N.A. .026 N.A. .015 N.A.
3 17 1 90 1 65 019 PEI .023 .016 .028
3 18 1 90 1 55 021 .027 .018
3.25 2.00 2 00 021 .023 .015
3 30 2 75 2 10 021 .023 .015
3.17 2.10 2.25 021 .023 .02 .03
3 25 2 50 3 00 021 .025 .022
3.25 T 4.50 T 4.00 026 N.B. .03 .023
3 06 0 4.36 4 50 031 N.B. .05 .04
3 11 T 4 50 T 4 40 031 P E I .06 .032 .055
3.12 T 4.65 T 4.35 .025 N.B. .20 . 057 .033 .055
3 12 0 4.81 4.75 N A. .20 .06 .038
3 21 N.A. T 5.50 025 PEI .075 .038
3.21 T 7.00 N.A. .030 P.E.I. .087 .035

N.A. T 7.50 T 7.00 .029
*

.10 .038
N. A. T 0.50 8.00 .03 N.A. N.A. .061
N.A. N.A. 7.00 .029 .13 .04
N.A. 12.50 T 7.00 . 028 .10 .043
N.A. 10.00 T .027 N.A. .048 .05

.027 .046 .05

.027 04 .07 084

.026 .037 .075 .069

.027 .033 .09 .082

.026 N.B. .033 .07

.026 N.B. 036 .075 .07 T

.028 N.B. 037 .65
3.50 .031 .038 .09

.31 .058 .085
N.A. .03 .061 .085 .09 10 T
N.A. .33 .079 N.A. N.A. .10 T

Name and Address

1947
S cts.

October 2............... 4.79
October 9............... 5.00
October 16............... 5.19
October 23............... 5.04
October 30............... 4.93
November 6............... 4.93
November 13............... 4.17
November 20............... 4.15
November 27............... 4.12
December 4............... 3.92
December 11............... 3.75
December 18............... 4.68
December 24............... 4.00
December 31............... 4.30

Oranges
Calif.

288

per crate

1948

January 8............... 4.65
January 15............... 4.80
January 22............... 4.60
January 29............... 5.00
February 5............... 4.60
February 12............... 4.00
February 19............... 5.50
February 26............... 5.13
March 4............. 5.04
March 11............... 4.49
March 18............... 4.55
March 25............... 4.45

1 4.70
April 8............... 4.45
April 15............... 4.25
April 22............. 4.38

PRIC
ES 
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Statement No. 4

LES JARDINIERS MODÈLES

Montreal

— '
Sept. 1 to 
Dec. 31, 

1944
1945 1946 1947

$ cts.

327,782.02
301,883.56

$ cts.

1,855,737.23
1,720,588.38

S cts.

2,843,609.36
2,648,360.72

$ cts.

3,771,654.62
3,431,963.26Cost of sales...............................................................

Gross profit................................................................ 25,898.46 135,148.85
391.11

195,248.64
15,203.73

339,691.36
10,877.05Other income.............................................................

Gross revenue........................................................ 25,898.46 135,539.96 210,452.37 350,568.41

Salaries...................................................................... 14,121.63
17,014.42

52,468.96
76,780.44

80,843.93
118,903.91

128,518.07
221,429.04Other expenses........................................................

Operating profit or loss........................................

31,136.05 129,249.40 199,747.84 349,947.11

*5,237.59
355.01

6,290.56
3,240.40

10,704.53
5,320.75

621.30
7,933.24Interest paid............................................................

Profit or loss before taxes..................................... *5,592.60 3,050.16 5,383.78 *7,311.94

Per cent gross profit to sales................................ 7-9% 7-3% 6-9% 9%

* Loss.

(Translation) :

By Mr. Monet:
Q. I understand, Mr. Boudrias, that you have read with me the question

naire that was submitted, which you have completed and which will now be 
filed as exhibit 115, and you accept it as reproducing correctly the figures that 
you submitted?—A. That is correct.

Q. And with exhibit 115, which you have produced in the same way as 
previous witnesses have already done, you produce a comparative schedule, 
which will not be printed, giving the figures opposite each other in order to 
facilitate an understanding of this document. Therefore I refer you to state
ment No. 4.

(Text) :
Mr. Monet: I wish now to refer to statement No. 4, but before doing so 

I would ask the witness why all the information requested for the monthly 
statement as from other witness has not been supplied ; and, also why we did 
not get any figures as to his sales and operations before 1944.

(Translation) :
By Mr. Monet:

Q. Mr. Boudrias, I have just explained in English to the members of the 
committee that I would now ask you why you have not given, as requested, 
the monthly statements for the years 1947 and 1948, which were asked of the 
other firms and obtained from them, so as to enable the members of the com
mittee to examine your monthly operations in 1947 and 1948. You gave me 
an explanation which I would like you to give now to the members of the 
committee?—A. Mr. Monet, from the very inception of our firm we have never 
done that; we have tried from time to time to draw up such statements, but 
we found it impossible. One must realize that we sell perishable goods. At 
times the goods may be valued at $50,000 when the farmer delivers them and
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then, fifteen days later, the same goods may have dropped in value to $35,000.
We have thus figured that such statement would not give a true picture, that
ll: would be useless work. We thought that closing the books once a month was
unnecessary work and that it would be preferable to do it once a yeai.

Q. For that reason it is not possible for you to give us the particulars t ia
*e requested from you?—A. We thought it would serve no purpose to do it 
that way.

Mr. Lesage: In other words, you make no inventory at the end of each
month?—A. No.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. The inventory you could make for that period would not give a ti ue 

P'cture of your operations or of your goods on hand?—A. 1 hat is right.
Q- I also notice in Statement No. 4—

, Mr. Thatcher : Mr. Monet, will you tell us if those figures were prépaie 
auditors?

By Mr. Lesage:
Q- Were they audited by a chartered accountant?—A. He is here.

A. x- . re *6 figures in Statement 4 audited by a charted accountant?— 
0s’ Slr, they have been audited.

By Mr. Monet:
Q- Do I understand that your accountant is here?—A. Yes, sir.

By Mr. Lesage:
M Who is your accountant?—A. Messrs. Devarenne and Vezina.

(Text) :
QUe<H^r' Monet: You understood what the witness said in answer to your 
H e*ti°n, Mr. Thatcher?

(Translation) :

By Mr. Thatcher: A Certainly.
Q- Were those figures given to the Go\ nn'?' n / tbe exact figures of the 
Q. For your taxes?—A. That is right. The} aie 

Orations, 100 per cent.

By Mr. Monet: is a statement or a
Q. What you show in statement No. 4. a> 1CT,

Picture of your yearly operations?-^. 100 per cent t q{ yQur operations was 
s Q- As you just told Mr. Thatcher, this - . _

Mo the income tax department?—A. meôt vou are not in a positnu
0 . Q- But with regard to the monthly ' - '

is not possible for you to give it.

By Mr. Thatcher: , iarp;e volume of business
y0 (j- It is difficult to understand that wiUar ^ haye broken it down, and 
tlfi* ?an say that you lost money last yeai. 

s 18 given.

(Text): . ' ■ detaii on this statement I was
refe Mr- Monet: I will question the " i n

rinS to just now.
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The Chairman : Mr. Thatcher’s statement was that he could not under
stand how with such a large volume the profit was so small.

Mr. Monet: I want to question the witness on that now.
(Translation) :
By Mr. Monet:

Q. Let us take now your statement No. 4, Mr. Boudrias. Would you tell 
the members of the committee what was the total figure of your sales for 1944?— 
A. For the year 1944, $327,782. One moment please.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. For four months only?—A. Yes, sir. For four months.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. You are answering the question as it was put to you, and it is for a four 

month period?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. Would you tell the members of the committee why you did not provide 

the figures for the years prior to 1944, as requested, as you were asked to?—A- 
The figures for the previous years?

Q. To September 1, 1944?—A. My organization, when I started, was not 
much concerned with bookkeeping ; we were working night and day, my wife 
and I, and we had a fair, simple and ordinary accounting system, and for 
further details I might refer you to Mr. Vézina, our auditor; he can acquaint 
you with all that.

Mr. Monet : Mr. Chairman, I ask that Mr. Vézina should be heard. He 
has some information to give us, and in all fairness to the committee and to 
the Boudrias firm he should give evidence immediately.

(Text):
Mr. Monet: And the reason why there were no figures for 1944, was 

because there was no proper system of accounting in the business at and before 
that time; and I would like to have Mr. Vézina sworn so that he may be able 
to give us the reasons for that.

(Translation):
Mr. Armand Vézina, chartered accountant, 10 St. James St. West» 

Montreal, called :

By Mr. Monet:
Q. I understand, Mr. Vézina, that you had something to do with preparing 

statements, and particularly statement No. 4, for the firm Les Jardiniers Modèles 
of Montreal?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. You contributed to their preparation, if you did not prepare thctfj 
yourself, in the light of the figures submitted by the firm Les Jardiniers Modèles- 
—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Would you, more particularly at the moment, Mr. Vézina, tell the 
members of the committee why this firm is not in a position to give a statement 
of its operations or the result of its operations, as it has been able to do since A 
1944, why it was impossible for that firm to get those figures for the previous 
operations?—A. Mr. Boudrias sought my services in August 1944, and at that 
time I established a complete accounting system. There was no complet® 
accounting system before. He had a book for accounts receivable and expenses» 
and the entries were made in a copybook, very simply ; they were single entries- 
As he paid he marked that down. However, that was not complete. There wa® 
no bank or cash balance. There was not any control. I could not know
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the expenditures he had made. I ej^fe^hitho“ antThowwer *1 many
happened to find some invoices, a lot of things, account
things that he had paid for, but for which I never found any account.

Q. Then the previous accounting system IUs true,
were no means of giving an accurate answer on that basn.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. It was a mere journal?—A. That is right.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. I understand at that time the operations of the firm Les Jardiniers 

Modèles were not as developed as they are to-day ?—A. No, they have been 
much extended during the year.

Q. And Mr. Boudrias said a moment ago they were chiefly what you call 
family operations, that is he conducted his business himself with the help of his 
family?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. And you,’ as an accountant, are giving the information you were able to 
secure until the period of August 1944, and it was impossible to reconstruct 
A. To get accurate results, no.

Mr. Monet : I must add for the information of members of the committee 
that some figures and a statement similar to that described by Mr. V ezina were 
submitted to me and that, after auditing all of them with the committee s 
accountant, we reached the conclusion that such figures would definitely be of 
n° use to the honourable members of the committee because they were inaccur
ate and, consequently, we decided not to table them in view of the fact that they 
Were absolutely useless.

Mr. Monet: I want to say this for the benefit of me
committee, that Mr. Boudrias and Mr Vezina, the accountant, 3*^1 ^ ^ 
certain figures as to the operation of this firm pre\iom wag ascertained by an 
°n account of their being inaccurate and inadéquat , m the conclusion that 
examination of Mr. Vezina and other witnesses, ve because they would
n was purely a waste of time to put them in the ecord bexause t y ,g 
ccally not show the operating figures with respect tc. this comp y 
why we have put in only the figures which have been audited.

Mr. Mayhew: Will you explain that $102,000 mcrease.^ ^ j wa§
Mr. Monet: I will question the witness on eac ^ firmg have done, just pointing out that the witness could not, a» •
us figures for any period previous to September of

(Translation): witness, could he tell us
Mr. Lesage: Mr. Monet, before you que^ io ^ business end. 

f gardening operations are included, or if it is
The Witness: Both are included, Mr. Lesage.

By Mr. Lesage: . . ,,
Q. Farming is there also? A. FarmmK ' Farming operations are included, 

„ Q. Farming operations are included • both are included together,
so are Les Jardiniers Modèles, both of them,the farm—and then the store.

By Mr. Monet:
refç Q- That is to say in statement No. 4 you have the total purchases with 
c0rreecntce to all commodities bought by yourself or your firm?—A. That is

1352l—6
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Q. Whether those commodities come from your farm or from other farmers 
or growers throughout the country, the figures in statement No. 4 show the 
total of your operations?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. They are combined then, the purchase and production costs?—A. They 

are grouped together; and, in order to answer the gentleman’s question who, a 
moment ago, found that rather singular—

Q. I think you had better wait for Mr. Monet’s questions, Mr. Vezina.
Mr. Monet: Yes, I should like to ask you a few questions.
Q. Mr. Vezina, you said that for the four months ending December 31, 

1944, your sales reached a total of $327,782.02?—A. Right.
Q. Would you tell us now what was the total of your sales for 1947?
Mr. Boudrias : For the year 1947?
Q. The accountant might answer if that can help at all?
Mr. Vezina: $3,771,654.62.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. That is the total of the sales of the firm “Les Jardiniers Modèles?
Mr. Vezina: That is it.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Would you tell us when your fiscal year ends?—A. December 31.
Q. So that the figures that you just gave us represent the operations for 

the twelve months of 1947?—Yes, sir.
Q. Now, you note, do you not, as between the totals of the sales for the years 

1947 and 1946, an increase of over $900,000?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. And that the total of your sales for 1947 is practically double what H 

was in 1945?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. I now refer you to the gross profits. Would you give us the total amount 

of gross profits for the year 1947 by comparison with the year 1946?—A’ 
$339,691.36 in 1947 and $195,248.64 in 1946.

Q. Then you have an increase there, Mr. Vezina, I am not speaking of 9 
few dollars, but of an increase of approximately $150,000?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Then, how do you account for a substantial increase in your gross profit8 
when your turnover after only shows $900,000?—A. Did you say, an increase 
of the gross profits? Here you have $339,691.36—

Q. You said that you had an increase of approximately $900,000 from 1946 
to 1947, when you show in gross profits the sum of $150,000 more in 1947 thaï1 
in 1946; hence, could you explain to the members of the committee this profit 
which seems considerable at first sight.

Mr. Lesage: Once more, if Mr. Vézina prefers to answer—
Mr. Monet: Yes, I believe that Mr. Vezina can answer, unless Mr. Boudria8 

prefers to answer himself.
Mr. Vézina: That can be explained because a good part of the purchases^ 

and that is what accounts for the fact that the percentage is higher in gros8 
profits—is made by others. We buy carloads for others and we sell those car 
load lots at a profit of 1 per cent only; the percentage varies considerably lV 
our line of business.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Les Jardiniers Modèles often buy in common for other wholesale 

merchants?—A. Yes, sir.
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. Q. And that is included in the total of, the ^Le^hlrkasthe effect of 
m the total sales and in the purchases also,
decreasing the gross profit slightly. asking you to explain

Q. Now, these increases of gross profits tn the different years; they
- —A. They may be smaller or larger according to the diner 
vary.

By Mr. Monet:
Y ^ °uld you tell us what the difference between 1946 and 1947 would be? - 

pnWi 47, ^ *s rat^er hard to say exactly without having made a complete
breakdown.

By Mr. Lesage:
]\lr jyj ^ n0t.make a breakdown?—A. No, not a complete one. 

first siehtNEfL\ '6 want Biat. because, as the Chairman said the other day, 
lncrease of $900 qoo"—'C Ye^ *ncreasec* by $150,000, and the sales show an

1 atber substantial?6 " °U exP^a™ t° us this profit which, at first sight, seems 

q Mr. Lesage:^°u made inTfpl'^^0.’ Boudrias, that this greater margin of profits which 
Mr go , cm cou*d contribute a great deal to this increase in profits?
way the^di^-u ? ^ no* 50 much the margins that count really, because 

0r lemons-_ 11 ,Utlon 18 made, we had 50 per cent; take for instance oranges

Q HBy Mr. Monet:Profits on ,Z°U bjhl us a few moments ago that you had made more substantial 
tae mcreasp0mf Î5 Pro(lucts. Mr. Lesage asks you now if it is possible that 
Nation to H° • 3 8ross profit which, at first sight, seems considerable in
w°uld bav , lc lncrease of your business, if it is possible that this increase 

Mr p )Cen caused by the increase of the selling price?
Q C °LDRIAS: Yes, that might have contributed.
Mr p* account for the greater part of this gross profit?

Mr j0UDRIAS: Yes, a good part of it.really beein'fAGu: Because- in final analysis, this part at 50 per cent did not 

0 be applied before January 1st?

Q.pfjy Monet:
Mr Re lmP°rted products?
Q aBoudrias: Yes.a Certain n/ef’arc^s l°cal products, you told us a while ago that you had then 

A- There lmtl of these products and that you made a profit on the others?— 
Q. y no doubt that the quantity we had was a contributing factor.

even said so two or three times?—A. Yes.

(Text):
Mr ^AYiiew : That is an increase over 1946?

Mr F,°NBr: Yes.Al y ING: But there is no basis of comparison with the years previous? 
• Monet: That is the only reason I made that statement.
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Mr. Mayhew: There is no basis prior to 1944, but from 1944 on, you have 
the figures?

Mr. Monet: Yes. I am going to question the witness on that.
Mr. Mayhew : I thought you were talking about this gross profit?
Mr. Monet: This is it.
Mr. Mayhew: Do you notice that your gross profit has increased every 

year by about $145,000?
Mr. Monet : That is what we are discussing now. He is explaining that 

increase.
Mr. Mayhew : Well, his salaries and other expenses have increased by 

about $150,000?
Mr. Monet: That is right. I am coming to that, Mr. Mayhew. It is 

because at first sight there is an increase in the gross profit of about $150,000, 
with regard to 1946; and I was asking the witness to# explain this in view of the 
fact that the increase in sales is nine hundred times and at first sight this increase 
appears quite large. On the other hand, I am coming now to figures which 
indicate that this increase was offset by increased operating expenses with 
the result that the gross profit is not so large as one might expect.

Mr. Mayhew : It remains just about the same.
Mr. Monet: It is just about the same.

(Translation) :
Mr. Vezina: There is something else. Last year, on the farm, he produced 

on a much greater scale and these products were sent to the store and soldi 
while, in fact, the cost price should have been included in the expenses of the 
farm, but this was not done, and it is a very difficult computation for me to 
make because the men worked now and then at the store and on the farm, 
while a certain portion of the salaries should have been charged to purchases 
in order to find the cost price of the farm products.

By Mr Monet:
Q. In other words, Mr. Vezina, I understand that the figures in statement 

No. 4 include the farm operations and those of the enterprise Les Jardiniers 
Modèles?—A. Yes.

Q. These figures belong to one or the other?—A. Yes.
Q. Therefore, the returns as well as the expenses in this statement 

those of the farm as well as of Les Jardiniers Modèles?—A. Exactly.
Q. Everything is combined?—A. Yes.
Q. And you say it is impossible to draw7 a line of demarcation between 

the two, as far as salaries, products and sales are concerned?—A. Well, y°ti 
see, the men wmrk on the fram or at the store, then—

Q. How many men work at Les Jardiniers Modèles?
Mr. Boudrias: At least 65 to 70 men; let us say between 60 and 75 men’

By Mr. Monet:
Q. I understand that those men wrho wmrk at the store, at the warehous® 

and at the place where the office is situated, at your home, at the store 
Les Jardiniers Modèles, also work on the farm?—A. Yes.

Q. Do they receive a salary for working on the farm and another one f°r 
working at the store or do they get only one salary?—A. That is the ovM 
salary they get. ,

Q. You never computed the proportion of salaries they could have earn6® 
by their work on the farm and their work at the store?—A. No; you see, at th® 
moment we have a lot of merchandise to handle there; we will therefore send 1®' 
15 or 20 men on the farm and, if there is more work, we will send them to ti1® 
store.
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derations of the 4 18 *erefoJeT a consolidated statement of all your 
Q. On L »/ as we as °{ Les Jardiniers Modéles?-A. Yes, sir

A. Yes, sir. 1 as wel1 as on the expenses of all your operations?—

a$k you Tnou!\\ZZ°nÂis samc, Pa8e the “operating expenses”, and I 
and those for iqu7 at l dlfference between the operating expenses for 1946 

Q £ ™r, 1947 are about $150,000.-A. Exactly.
$150,000 thoseeforW1946?—ArR°igtating 6XpenseS for 1947 have exceeded by

Profit which d\v n^i 'nt° .coas^eration, if I may use this expression, the gross 
committee nn \ave just mentioned, would you give the members of this 
Operating f.rwo, (;Xp lD’ a reason for this considerable increase in vour 

summer seLnn comparison with 1946?-A. First, a major part of
!lave to secure ■ evotf( to, ^le shipment of the gardeners’ produce, and we 
^crease jn t,]1P ainP.rs,/or that purpose and there has been a considerable 
tae truck “flont’’- tC *• tLose containers. Then, there is the maintenance of
more than in vonL es ,ma4e that last year this cost us at least 20 per cent 

q J la years previous. 1
LSures - for trp’|and Jou have here figures which could explain that, comparative 

, or the record, would you give us the comparative figures?
kzina: There are the salaries.

By Mr. Monet:
Mr^°Uld y°U give a breakdown?

explanation'siVGE' ^4| • Aezina, as you get to an item, would you give us an 
Acreage in ’« eause you say there is quite an increase in the salaries and this 
°* business? aries does not seem in keeping with the increase in the volume

l947- TWZINA: The “1^8 varied from $80,843.93 in 1946 to $128,518.07 in 
there is h^VVerc therefore considerable increases in salary in 1947 and then,
m 25 m0„CS1Ces,’ 4ae employment of men on the farm, there are at least 20 

men on the farm.
M ,a> there been an increase in labour costs? 

oi drias: In labour costs?
By Mr. Monet:

. Q' I? 1947 as compared with 1946?—A. Yes, sir.
mi’in, wc , n 1eCh do you PaY a man on the farm?—A. For the men on the 
hxed bv t,Paid $45 a month ; we have Poles working for us, that was the price 
jPtich ^ Te Government; and, besides, we have our own men, when there is not 
that is y . the store we bring them to the farm. But we paid $45 a month, 
Pay $7n „ Price which was set by the Dominion Government and, this year, we 

q I _month.
Air r>a* Was Lhe arrangement?

aM $33 Lovdrias: Besides that we had our truck drivers earning between $32 
m five ehiuWee^" Nowadays one has to pay a man who has a wife and four 
to give ] rcn ®38 to $40 a week to enable him to balance his budget. One has 
.PCrhaps cq1 a chance to live. Consequently wages went up $5 or $6 a week, 
Crease/? or $9 or even $10 a week, and in the case of the Poles wages 

Gd fr°m $45 to $70.

By Ur. Lesage:
aPart f J la(; would be an 80 per cent increase approximately?—A. les. Then 
Ration xi , ? *s very difficult to secure farm workers. Without the Poles the—won Xv , -J is very difficult to secure ........ ......

Pr°mot d very bad and that is the reason w 
l352i_7

?hy such a movement should
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Mr. Monet: That explains wage increases. Now, Mr. Vezina, I wish to 
refer you to the increase in operating costs which seems rather high. Would 
you give us an explanation for that?

Mr. Vezina: Then the truck expenses amounting to $26,209 in 1946 increased 
to $59,557 in 1947.

Q. What would you say was the reason for such a large increase?—A. Well, 
the fleet was nearly doubled and the area covered for the delivery of goods 
widely extended. We made deliveries to Sherbrooke, St. Johns, Que., St. Jerome, 
Ottawa and Quebec city.

Q. How many trucks have you now?
Mr. Boudrias : Nearly forty, I believe. I could not say exactly.
Q. And that is, you say, the explanation for that large increase from 

$26,000 to $’59,000?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. Can you tell us now what other factor could; account for such a high 

increase?
Mr. Vezina: Yes, packing.
Q. Does that represent a large amount?—A. Yes. It increased from $13,648 

to $36,987.
Q. Are they containers?—A. Yes, containers, boxes, crates, wooden boxes 

for packing goods.
Q. Have you any other substantial increases?—A. Insurance premiums have 

gone up from $8,512 to $17,121. The insurance on our trucks went up consider
ably and then Mr. Boudrias had our buildings revalued and the insurance there 
also had to be raised. Some insurance policies had been cancelled previously 
and were finally renewed. Altogether this brought up the cost of our insurance. 
And then there are telephone bills and telegrams. No, I am sorry, I should 
rather mention here cartage, that is for trucks that we hire and which do not 
belong to him.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. So then, beside the fleet of trucks belonging to Mr. Boudrias, or rather 

to the firm of Les Jardiniers Modèles, you have expenses attributed to cartage 
for hired trucks?—A. Yes. And those expenses amounting to $18,110 in 1946 
increased to $26,442 in 1947. Then there are also farm expenses, the matter of 
wages.

Q. Yes, we mentioned wages a moment ago.—A. From $4,854 in 1946, they 
rose to $10,974 in 1947.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Does that include the board for those men?—A. Yes, it does include the 

board. Then the farm was considerably developed in 1947. Telegrams and 
telephone bills must also be accounted for. I am sorry, I have given you figures 
for the farm expenses which are not exactly that. It was rather for telegrams 
and telephone calls which have gone up considerably. For the farm, the figures 
are $4,854 and they have increased to $10,974.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Now you have just given us comparative figures showing a surplus oi 

about $90,000.—A. Then, the other figures may have varied. There might als<j 
have been a slight variation in financial expenses which considerably increased 
the amount.

Q. What do you mean by “financial expenses”?—A. Well, there are financial 
expenses, it is . . ,
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By Mr. Lesage: account financial
Q. Have we got that here?-A. Then we have to take into accou

expenses, bad debts ... ,T x, cnmp DC0Die went bankrupt
Q. Were there any in 1947Î-A. Yes, there were. Some people

and we lost $3 800
l irethbe“k;„TS for that mceasef-A. Yes.

Q. of statement No. * yon indicate a gross profit o, 9
Per cent—on sales?

By Mr. Lesage: 
Q. In 1947?—A. Yes.
Q- No, this is a loss. „ ,
Mr. Monet : No. 9 ner cent indicates the gross profit p ere en ageMr. Monet : No. 9 ner cent indicates the gross

. , ofrirP tax deductions, jvu - -Q. Now, with regard to profit or loss, before t .
a kss for the year 1947?—A. Acs, sn. sales amountec

Q. However, you state that f^^Jtmade by the 6-m of L» 
Per cent, and that apparently was the large 
Jardiniers Modèles since 1944? A. ies.

By Mr. Lesage: • a were there large in1'ent( _
Q. Before leaving statement No 4, Mr V ^ At December 31, 19 Q2 

December 31, 1946 and at December 31 194 • 1947_ it stood at $7 ,
Century anmunted to $14,609, and at Decembeued?__A M cost price

Q. How was the inventory of $ ■ the farm,
market or at the market price if it was.^Wf®rrm?^A. If it .f T

Q. But if the produce came from hc paid f°rlt^, mid?—A. Yes,
We valued it at the market price, at the por which he had P

Q. Which he himself paid, at that ’ the basis of
Whu‘h he paid at that moment on Decemb been valued °n ofit?-
,, Q. As a matter of fact, if the wW™* » with a fairly large P
^selling price, you would have ente . ble amount?—A- But that would have been an unrea P "represents as
A JQ- But this figure of $78,000 ce ^ time. . b-s ioss in 1947.A' No, that represents the market Pnce explanation for th

. Q- Yes, I understand, but I am sec n 1 on fruits and
~~A- That is due to increased expenses. ^ You see’i ^ heavv loss one
Vp Q- The system will have to be can result in a

getables are so variable; this kind heavy loss.
ar and a large profit another year ■ ■ ‘ counter such a representatives

Q- Because this is the first time we enco whose repris rpr_
„ Mr. Monet: Yes, the firm of they showed « P»
S*® heard last week showed very small prow ,
^less.

Ionet: Yes, the firm of Tarent they showed
, — last week showed very small profits, y
less. t ,, r Mr. Boudnasf

Q- Have you anything to say abou ’ -g very widesprea , * 
Mr. 'Yes, sir. Our distribution „r„duce, for

flnnzN -

and all the 
if„ Mr. Boudrias: YesTsir.

eustomers to serve and make a six and se.^ needs, it wouic
Ustomers, distribution costs us ’ meet the

COstns ... If we had not wanted to
13521 --7i
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been easy to show a profit of $100,000. We merely had to dismiss our staff and 
sell those carloads as they stood on the tracks, take a profit and not bother 
about anything; but one cannot merely think of to-day, especially in the matter 
of imports. Apart from that, I am setting up an organization to serve the 
gardeners. There is no such organization in Quebec, an organization patterned 
on that of our firm which aims at and is interested in distributing the produce 
of our gardeners throughout- Canada. Distribution in the Province of Quebec 
is not yet perfect and we are seeking to expand it as much as possible. I have a 
group of gardeners who co-operate with me to the fullest extent. They stand 
by me all the time and if I happen to show a debit balance of $7, $8 or $10, 
those people do not leave me to my fate because we ship a lot of produce for 
them.

For instance, there are people coming to us saying: We have no market 
for between 15,000 and 20,000 crates of cucumbers, we cannot get rid of them; 
could you do something about it for us? We telephone or telegraph throughout 
Canada, to Quebec City, Toronto, Ottawa, Kingston, Cornwall, Ont.; even way 
down to Prince Edward Island. Costs are no object; our sole concern is to be 
in a position to deliver that produce. We are the only ones in the Province 
of Quebec building such an organization, doing that kind of business . . .

As you are no doubt aware, Mr. Lesage, people in the Province of Quebec 
are not used to receive goods shipped on consignment, it is just not being done, 
so we do not quote them a price, there is no sense in it, we lose money. I know 
of -cars, I could show you, on which we suffered a loss of $600, $700 and even 
$1,000. I could show you whole carlots of tomatoes which were a total loss to me, 
many times .

By Mr. Beaudoin:
Q. In other words, you assume full responsibility for the shipment?—A. Yes. 

we assume full responsibility; perhaps we should not, but in substantiation of 
my evidence let me tell you a Montreal organization is receiving a grant of 
between $9,000 and $10,000 a year from the Provincial government.

By the Chairman:
Q. From the Provincial Government?—A. Yes, from the Provincial 

Government.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. From the Quebec Provincial Government?—A. Yes; they get between 

$9,000 and $10,000 a year and still they show a deficit year after year; they are 
competitors trying to make things difficult for us, whereas in the case of gardeners 
I serve, the distribution, all over Canada, was organized by myself alone with
out seeking any contribution from anybody.

By Mr. Beaudoin:
Q. How is the organization called?—A. The Coopérative des jardiniers- 

maraîchers du Québec.
Q. The Coopérative des jardiniers-maraîchers du Québec?—A. Yes.

_ Q. That organization is a competitor of yours?—A. Yes, they are com
petitors of mine, and I have to fight my battles along the same lines, with the 
difference that nobody helps me.

Q. You receive no grants from the Provincial Government?—A. Oh, no.
Q. Did you ever seek a grant from the Provincial Government—a subsidy • 

A. No, and I will not seek any; all I want is that everybody should be on the 
same footing.
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By Mr. Lesage: • have Eiven much
Q. Mr. Boudrias, in 1947, if I understoo > oa ^ ’for farm produce, par-

your time to the establishment of a regular mkr farms?—A. Yes, sir.Ocularly for those of your own and your neig . e(j?_A. Yes, we are at
Q. Your operating costs have thereby ee ^ Quebec; we want tofile organization stage, it is not done in the

follow the lead of Ontario. , n tari0 we have no quarrel
Q. So?—A. So, all is well with the people o ^he difference is that

with them, but we shall not let them get the best oi us.
we are compelled to do it with our own money. vour sales increased

Q. In 1947, you claim the yield was low;n. ^ •by $900,000?—A. You are right, but we work I ke de . ^ yet you show
Q. You state that production fell off by abiu extended your

an increase of $900,000 in your -sales; is it because you
-A. We have extended our markets

Markets?:
we were more aggressive.

Q. Y
By Mr. Monet:

Q Ar°rURWn.a fleet of some forty trucks?—A. Y 
rs>Ki„ ' oudrias, in the list of vour oneraf imr ens

es, sir.
Slderable amm ?r!as’ in the list of your operating costs you have shown a con- 
?Vei'ywhero ; n ur trucks hired to deliver your produce. You deliver almost 
jr°m Monhv \ lc Province?—A. Yes, sir. Four and five hundred miles away
Boston - - i I-on anH „+i" ( v,en as t&r as Toronto and wre have tried to enter the New York, 

Q. T .? °tJ[ler border cities’ markets on the other side.
6 8° back to your statement no. 2.

W. 4? esa®e’ are there any other questions you want to ask on statement

Mr. Lesage : No sir.

By Mr. Monet:
et us go back to statement No. 2.

^ (Text):

rn'+fb has ' * fm. S°ing to state this in English because it is a change 
ttee to niak C,!nade exhibit 115. I should like the members of the com- 

Mr T ° these rbunges which are very important.
Mr’ MUTCHer: What page?

p^1rch 11 and' xr Statement No. 2, it is the first page of exhibit 115. On 
A-r°e °f $6 5n „ 18> oranges, California, first column, you have a selling
f0 a^ch n an , ‘ uo $6-60. If you refer to statement No. 3 for the same dates, 
in iMarch n , rch the most recent purchase price you have there is $4.49
M $5.71 fn; $4-55 for March 18. Now, it should read $5.71 for March 11 

^ ior March 18.

,4 Mr' LLEMBG: 0n " W* «heel?
55. ' <>NKT: On statement No. 3, $5.71 and $5.71 instead of $4.49 and

^II
pjbe selh^.'r pother correction on page 2; February 12. There is no change 

)rUary in’ )ri?f $6; but there is a change on statement 3 for the same date, 
Mr p ’ m the Purchase price. Instead of $4.00 it should read $5.50.

fj Mr yjLEMIXG: "Bbe same as for February 19?
gUreS- 1 °xet: The same as February 19, yes. There was a mistake in the
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(Translation) :

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Mr. Boudrias, I now want to ask you a few questions on the price of 

oranges. If you follow the comparative statement prepared by the secretariat, 
it will be easier for you; I gave you a copy a minute ago. As of November 27, 
Mr. Boudrias, you give as selling price $7. That is right, is it not?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. And as purchase price $4.12, for latest purchases ; the spread being $2.88 
per crate, or a percentage of 4M with reference to the selling price. Witnesses 
from Toronto and another firm have already come forward to state a selling 
price below the said price for a similar date. Kindly explain this to the members 
of committee and say why your firm sold oranges for such a price at the date 
specified?—A. This is due to sizes which come in small quantities in a carload 
lot of oranges that are in great demand. The margin seems very high, but if 
you consider the whole shipment, you find yourself with an entirely different 
profit.

By Mr. Lesage:
As to the answer you have just given, other witnesses answered the same 

way. Can you give a breakdown of this shipment?
Mr. Monet: We had it this morning, a complete breakdown of a shipment-

By Mr. Monet:
Q. What, Mr. Boudrias, do you consider a reasonable profit on a crate of 

oranges to enable you to make a decent living?—A. On a crate of oranges, 
supposing from $3,700 to $3,900 are invested in a shipment of oranges, the 
margin on the whole, and the whole year through, has to be 75 cents to $1 a 
crate.

Q. According to the witnesses heard, when the time comes for you to 
determine the margins you must have to make a reasonable profit, I understand 
that you consider the purchase of the whole carload, and not the purchase on 9 
crate basis?—A. No, sir.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. And 75 cents per crate yields you how much on a percentage basis?^" 

A. There are 561 crates to a car; at 80 cents, this makes $450.
Q. On $3,700?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you say what it was?—A. On $3,900, 13-5 per cent.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. This morning you have here, Mr. Boudrias, a complete breakdown for 9 

shipment of oranges you already bought?—A. The said carlot was purchased of 
March 9.

Q. Let us therefore take the carlot purchased on March 9. Naturally’ 
when you buy a shipment of oranges, you cannot buy the whole 288-car?^ 
A. No, but once in a while.

Q. Usually, I think, for every shipment of oranges, you must accept varir>uS 
sizes?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. How many crates were there in the car you mention and about whir'1 
you are giving details?—A. 561 crates.

Q. Please state the number of crates in the above shipment, together wit'1 
the sizes of the oranges in the crates, and the price at the time?—A. Sixtee” 
crates of size 176 at $7.75.
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By Mr. Lesage:

Q S7 7^^t\1C Purchase or the selling price?—A. The purchase price.
150 252-crates « i «T ruT oot° 20°-crates at $7.75; 80 220-crates at $7.50; that is all 1 $700; 175 288-crates at $6.25; 100 344-crates at $5.50. and

By Mr. Monet:
Q.' Ymfu y°U kave 561 crates?—A. Yes, sir.
Q An.) fiaxe f. sizes of oranges in this car, all different sizes?—A. Yes, sir.
O Ynw ° -,ThlCh y0U Paid?~A. $3,727.75. 

y°u do in ordpv t y^.kind,y exPlain to the members of the committee what 
a margin 0 s<;! these oranges, to ascertain the cost, with a view to adding
oad of orancrZ °ft the figures,you have just given?—A. When we got this car 
that xve lost 50 'fin „y°)U-arC tanking of these, when we sold them, we

A. When we got this car
nn j -,r ------ vmvoc, «Heu we sold them, we noted

u and 75 cents per crate on certain sizes.
By Mr. Lesage:

^he saine^hm!^ ,|)rea^ down these figures?—A. I have no breakdown with me. 
w tiling happens every time we hnv a car *

, r same thmo- i,/eaK ( (,wn these figures?—A. I have no breakdown with me. 
while, there ; k . ' ppens every time we buy a car load of oranges. Once in a 
Certain nerirvi= f‘'.insumer resistance against a particular size of oranges. At 
small-siZe ones’ v/ ^anfc .no large:size oranges at all, and they only go for 
?\ake a lo to Nc ' other times, it is just the opposite. You definitely cannot 
VVjth the sale to> the^ubT pr°^’ ^*s impossible, because you must fall in line

q ^By Mr. Monet:
Pr°fit, as vniik°SS)k^G on $7.75 oranges you just could not make a normal 
mt to io0X- a mmote ago?—A. Yes, sir. And the proof is there, you have

Q. Cnni that shlPment of March 9.
SeH at a ' /Pmntly, when in fact you cannot take your normal profit, you even 
gra;de?-_A v . ■you mahe up the difference by raising the price on another
», Q. Can ,CS’ S1f> we are compelled to do that.
*7.75, the p y,ou syare figures related to the figure you have mentioned, that is 
L5 $6.60■ that pnce;—A. I figure that this particular car of oranges brought 
armging o-nP i W?s seHing price of the oranges in that carload. Instead of 

returns, that car cost us plenty.

q Mr. Lesage:
as you sa?,U <kd n°t buy that shipment of oranges at the end of March. The 288, 
was $44g ’ cost y°u $6.25 per crate. On March 11, the latest purchase price

Jvjr y^ONET: There is a mistake there, it should be $5.71. 
other. ThEfAGE: 0h! yes. I made the correction in statement 3 but not on the 

oat is correct.

q Mr. Monet:
haVe lust ■t,hat is the usual practice? Have you any comment on that? You 
Statemenf- • that in the car of March 9, grade 288 cost $6.25 whereas in the 
(>Urchase ^ revised you give a price of $5.71 with reference to your latest 
'"ait, Vos • vXas it the same car?—A. It could not have been the same car.

Q Ts. ]t is the same car. The 344 size indicated here cost $5.50. 
A>rdjnne reason is that you have shown 135 crates of 288 at $6.25 and,, 
march yt to.the figures corrected this morning, you have shown $5.71 on 
C°st of Other cars have come in too. You also have other cars the;

wmch is lower.
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Q. I am asking you whether it is the same carlot or not. You show on 
March 11 a cost of $5.71 as a more recent purchase price, and you have just 
given, in describing the content of a car, a cost of $6.25 for the 288 on 
March 19?—A. It is possible that it happened this way, that two cars arrived 
the same day. It might be that.

Q. There is no doubt that the car lot you described a moment ago is the 
one you bought on March 9?—A. Yes, sir. You have the document.

Q. And you explain it that way, by the answer you have just given, how 
or why, on the particular date of November 27, you would have made a profit | 
of 41T per cent on a crate of oranges sold at $7?—A. That applies to a very 
small quantity, but it is our aggregate profit for that day.

Q. At that time, Mr. Boudrias, could you not have sold at a lower price 
than the ope you sold at, and still make a reasonable profit?—A. Yes, sir, we 
could have done so, but considering all the grades and all the cars that came in I 
think our profit was only reasonable.

Q. How do you account for the fact, Mr. Boudrias, that other firms during 
the same period were able to sell at a price lower than yours?—A. It is possible 
that our competitors kept oranges in store for three weeks or a month, or in 
December, at a time when they could be kept in good condition. Futhermore, 
other firms might have secured a lower quotation.

Q. Is it possible also that a car may contain a greater variety of oranges, so 
that the price would be less?—A. Yes, sir, you have it there, Mr. Monet, because 
the shipping bill of a car—

Q. I am asking you that question in order to try to account for the profit 
that seems considerable for that period.

Mr. Lesage: Before dropping that point, I am perusing the comparative 
statement and I notice the firm of Boyer and Company ; I see that sometimes, 
on November 27 for instance, Les Jardiniers Modèles sold their oranges at $?> 
whereas Parent & Gauthier sold theirs at $6. However on several other dates, 
Les Jardiniers Modèles sold at lower prices.

Q. There is no fixed price on the Montreal markets?—A. There is a. 
little competition.

( Mr. Pinard takes the Chair.)
Q. There is no market price for you people?—A. No, there is no price, none 

is established. We try to serve our customers as best we can.
Q. As far as oranges are concerned, it is your cost plus a margin, and not 

the market price, that determines your selling price? Is that right?—A. Yes, sir-
Q. The laws of supply and demand apply only for a period of time, for the 

immediate price, and you base it on your cost?—A. As far as these things are 
concerned, oranges and all the goods, they are on a quota basis.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. You set your prices according to that policy and having in mind the 

market fluctuations?—A. Yes, sir. There will be a period, for instance, where 
you will have from seven to ten cars of oranges coming in at the same tin16'
I have been in the position where I had to sell below cost. Certain grades, f°J 
instance, do not sell at all and, the following week, the trend has changed 
customers buy all those grades.

Q. Then your purchases, when that happened, were for the wrong kind 
When the small ones were in demand, you had the bjg ones? How do y°u 
account for that? Is it a coincidence?—A. Yes, sir. That is a coincidence- 
and we spend our time on the telephone educating the people. We tell the®1 

why not take these”, but they answer us “no, we want the small ones”.
Q. That is in keeping with the whims of the consumers?—A. That is hum*111 

nature.
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By Mr. Lesage:
that de^nds°n ^J0 per.iod of the year?—A. Yes, sir, and on the time; 
Slna]] one* +)’, ometlnie® there is more money available. When they take the 

n means there is less money.
You set the m-i.time’ peoP^e bought the small ones and paid their taxes.

Q. Yon q y G n t° **1e carIoad lot you received?—A. Well.
111 relation j,ust, tbe prices of oranges, the 288 size oranges, for instance,
account the 10 tota Pnpe a carload might have cost?—A. We take into 

Q. That cos* Piac® an(l the demand. We cannot do otherwise.
*«8 Q- That __

or the 344 or the 252?—A. Tes, sir
la acc°unts for the difference in the prices?—A. Yes, sir.

• i *------- ucuianu. vtc uamiuv uu uwiciwiisc.
aa W m., causes the price of oranges to varv, as in the case of the 
44 or the. 252 ?_ A & " ’

Q By Monet:
delivery of^a’nnfn ?°UC!r\as.’ * should like to ask you, with reference to the 
that the nrirn nV, exP ai!? to the members of the committee how it happens 
onwards them •. aPP|es 18 $3.21 on December 31 and that from December 31 
stand that n<) Purchase price recorded before April 1? Am I to under-
°nwards in r-,„,J>UI,eias^s took place during that period?—A. From December 
whatever. Ctm )er’ January and February, there were virtually no purchases

*s correct.11C mUSt ^ave been none, for there is no mention of price?—A. That

January gnf^<)V the members of the committee how it came about that from 
,38 to $4 in " a'-, : the price of apples sold by your firm increased from
aPples in ri v,lle the purchase price did not vary?—A. If we receive those 
!Te have to L-l'm or January and if we sell them two or three months later, 
.here are flu„<Cp them m sound condition. You have to pay storage charges, 

and wlu> T6 *° them out of the cellar which amount to 5 cents per 
thirty_0ne ,nT t‘ie apples are left several months in storage, if you leave them 
c°Unts for + "’5 and one day longer going into the following month, that 
c°ridition "0 months, and you want to take out your apples in sound

q the Acting Chairman:
e nsk °t loss and storage costs increase at the same time?—A. Yes, sir.

Q T) 'J ^r' AcsaPc •"
not inm- acco,unts tor the rise in the price of apples the cost price of which 
Mr m ease?~A- Yes, sir.

"-A. The °NET: Tlle C()st price did not increase, but the price to you increased?
, Q. ThafCC mcreased by reason of the added costs.
110 risks of i18 tlle Price which you paid to the person who sold them to you, 
why the nr' °SS and aI1 that you explained and spoke of, those are the reasons 

lcc seems to have been increased?—A. Yes, sir, that is it.

Q ^r'
tn°ftlent"a°'V’ AWi11 you turn to page 2, Ontario No. 1 celery. As you stated a 
^ton ‘if- ytr. Boudrias, you showed in your statement a gross profit of 9 per 
,, nv it han ®’ an<! that is the profit established for the year 1947. Can you explain 
yie profit Pens that for the month of October, with the exception of October 30, 
/hist y0u '1,1 celery reached a figure varying from 36-7 to 39-7 per cent? Why 
J °dity rT,ake such a large profit?—A. Celery is an extremely perishable com- 

•V it four Cannot sa>' it is a commodity we buy from day to day, but we do 
1 or five days before distribution. Once or twice a year we place our
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celery in storage, but we generally leave in on our floors and it is a perishable 
product. But in that particular case, the price rose quite rapidly. Had we 
wanted to take advantage of the situation, we could easily have jumped that 
profit of 31 per cent to 40 and even to 45 per cent at that time. The margin 
was $3 a crate, the market price for everybody. Had we wanted to take 
advantage of the market we could have sold it for $5.

Q. On that date?—A. Yes, sir. The demand was so great that we had 
distributors the year round. If we had wanted to increase the price of that 
product by 50 cents, we could have done so, but we would not have had the 
advantage of availing ourselves of our quota.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. How do you account for the loss incurred on celery in January, 1948? 

On January 29 you bought celery at $12.50 and sold it for $11.64—A. The price 
had risen so high that we did not have the nerve to ask that price. I remember 
that occasion.

Q. You could have got that price?—A. We could have charged $13, $14.
Q. You preferred taking a loss in order to retain the esteem of your 

customers?—A. Yes, sir, we must keep our customers in mind. We are not 
in business merely for one day.

Q. You were not obliged to do so?—A. When you buy a crate of celery and 
turn around and sell it for $12, I figure that is going a little too far.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Did you have celery in the warehouse at that time?—A. No, sir.
Q. How do you account for the $6 increase in the price of your purchases 

from January 15 to January 29, 1948. On January 15, when you made your 
most recent purchases, the price was $6.50 while on the 29th, you had to pay 
$12.50, if I understand correctly. How do you account for such a considerable 
increase?—A. It was getting late in the season and we had to rely on the celery 
in the cold storage plants in Ontario. There is practically no celery in storage 
in Montreal. 'The celery consumed in December, January and February was 
canned celery and 85 per cent of it had been stored in Ontario.

Q. You had to buy it there?—A. We had to buy it from those people, they 
were the bosses on that score. We bought a carload two or three times.

Q. You did not have any celery left at that time and you had to buy it?— 
A. By December 1st we did not have any celery left in Quebec. Not a gardener 
in Montreal had a head of celery available by December 1st.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Everybody was buying it in Ontario?—A. Yes, sir.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Would you turn to page 3 now, as regards imported cabbage? M1"- 

Boudrias, on February 26, there is an increase of 4-3 in the selling price and 
of 5-8 on March 4, while, for the same period-------A. From?

Q. On February 26, the fourth item from the top, 4-3, there is an increase 
5'8 from February 26 to March 4, while in the same period there is a decreas6 
varying from 3-7 to 3-3 in the purchases. Would you, then, explain to the 
members of the committee how it is that, while the purchase price decreased, 
the selling price increased?—A. It is somewhat understandable for cabbages; 
is our weakness, we handle a great quantity.
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By Mr. Lesage: ..
Q. That is where you make your money?-A. We buy some from fa 1 until 

spring. What could have happened there, is that the local mair ,md
been low at that time. Our gardeners were offering them mg 9 eriod
we purchased them. It may be that the cabbages we bought during 1 
were sold a few days later. There was no demand, there was but a 
demand and we bought them.

By Mr. Monet: , , • 0f prices in the
Q. Several witnesses told us, Mr. Boudnas^th t th^ ,g ^ general law

fruit and vegetable trade, as in many wbich I would like you to
°f supply and demand. You have here a s , were told, since, from
explain, which is somewhat different from does that mean that the
February 26 to March 4, the purchasing P™cfflo, there more
supply exceeded the demand at that time? In other worm, 
cabbages on the market?

Mr. Boudrias : From February 26

By Mr. Monet: .
Q. To March 4—the purchase price?-A. I think? itjas ^ ^ and on

. Q. The purchase price, on February 26 was d for that?—A. If I^arch 4, a week later, it was 3-3 cents, how ^ cabbages, aren’t we? 
understand correctly we are talking about A

Q. Yes, imported cabbages. A. Impoi e , selling price increases ;
T Q. Therefore, as the purchase price decreases ^ geemg contrary to1 would like you to explain that to me a little, be.cause as I told you a
what we have been told to date.-A. Well, one thing happen ^ j
while ago, we buy a lot of cabbages and w no _ could have been at 4:3 
Oppose that the market which was at 3-7 cents ,{ we buy a carload
cents in Texas; that could have happened A ou kno QUr cost ourselves,
and if it arrives in about ten days, we have to n^r arriye in about ten
Therefore, those cabbages which are in Te*asp an c
days may affect our cost; there is such a sfdepn,C Maternent No. 3 and the 

Q. That is to say that the price meatl™^ht several days previously ?- 
Purchase price may reflect on certain goods bought, se g cents and 4-8
A- That is correct; there could have been Prodjpet^Ucgarloads on the way you 
cents which were in that carload; when you have ten and, in the store,
know, you have to take care of each and every one oi

at~~ , , tnPse are not the same cabbages.
The Acting Chairman : In other words, t - ht early in March

. Mr. Lesage: Even so, if the cabbages have e^ thfi desired explanation. 
or sak at the end of the month, this does no anomalous situation, it
. Mr. Monet: You see, you have here a When the horndues not tie in very well with what has been sai w-u gee the figures and 
f embers of this committee analyse these returns, 
they will want to know what they are all about.

By Mr Lesage: cents?-—A- On the other hand, take
jtS cost me $2.75 and have been sold at

,0,T Yefii the end of Aprilt-A. Yes, at the end of April, but we were 

75, 80, even 90 cents.
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By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Is the sale of cabbages subject to more variations than the sale of, say, 

oranges?—A. Yes.
Q. You show profits of 43-1 for March while in February you have made 

profits of 2-4?—A. Yes.
By Mr. Lesage:

Q. There is even a loss of 2-2.—A. Yes.
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. And you have incurred a loss of 3-9 in April?—A. Yes.
Q. That seems to me quite extraordinary. Why is there so much difference? 

—A. Well, you see, we were permitted to import cabbages in mid-winter. At 
the time we had been without cabbages for a while, as you know, and we were 
permitted to import. There being no restrictions, we could get imports, but as 
we were short of produce we may perhaps have bought four or five times more 
than was needed, so that there may have been a glut for a while.

Q. Is that the reason for the loss shown in April?—A. Yes.
By Mr. Lesage:

Q. Do you consider that a gross profit of 43 per cent on cabbages is normal? 
—A. Well, in the fruit and vegetable, business, you cannot establish rigid rules 
and say: we will take 15 or 20 per cent, because you never know how things 
will work out. You cannot say as in other businesses: we will take a profit of 
20, 30 or 35 per cent, because of the enormous waste which cannot be foreseen.

Q. The main thing is your gross profit over the whole year?—A. Yes. 
exactly. You see, as there was no cabbage at all in January, we were permitted 
to import. So far so good. That was a supply of cheap food for everybody- 
Now, some will be harvested in a week and the embargo is imposed again- 
Nothing could be better, this works out 100 per cent in our favour.

Q. You want to be protected as producers?—A. The set-up is perfect. 1* 
you do as you have done as far as cabbage is concerned, you will get tips.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Now, if we inquire into carrots, I presume you will give the sai«c 

explanation for October?
Mr. Lesage : There is nothing on carrots, it is the same.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. That is the only period where you show a percentage which might perhaps 

be slightly above normal. On this point, will your explanation be the same 
as the one you gave about cabbages?—A. Carrots are in the same situation-

Q. Then, I have no other question to ask of this witness.
Mr. Lesage : Onions, there is nothing on onions.
Mr. Monet : There is nothing on onions. Their mark-up is the smallest 

of all.
By Mr. Lesage:

Q. What is that, “other income”, in the financial statement?
Mr. Vezina: Part of the warehouses are rented to others. And, besides that- 

there is an important gain, it is the principal amount, there is—
By the Acting Chairman:

Q. The patronage dividends on the losses of the insurance companies, | 
suppose?—A. No, there is an amount of $9,000 of warehouse rentals out ot 
that $10,000.
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( Text) * .

Mr. Monet: I have no more questions for this xutncst, item
, Mr. McGregor : I would like to ask two or three questions, here, other income; has that been explained.'

Mr. Lesage : No, it has not.
Mr. Monet: Pardon me, I didn’t get that.
Mr. McGregor: Other income, on the financial s <
The Chairman: That is rentals from warehouses.
Mr. McGregor: Rentals from warehouses?
Mr. Lesage: Yes, $9,000 is warehouse rentals.

(Translation) :
By Mr. Lesage: 1QA7?

Q. What was the capital setup in 1944 and m 19 •
Mr. Vezina: In 1947?

By Mr. Lesage: . T havp not got it here.
I Q- Start with 1944, Mr. Vezina.—A. R- i> ' fca^ot the balance-sheet; then, 
,°nly have the statements on operations. I < ..round $50,000.

slrnPly from memory, I could tell you it has remained around ,

By Mr. Monet:
Q. There has been no increase ? A. No.

(Text) ’
Mr. McGregor: These warehouses are rented?
Mr. Lesage: They rent space in the warehouses. warehouses

, Mr. McGregor: And this other income is from the space
Whlch they rent? , . amoun,ts to $9,000 of that

Mr. Lesage: In their own warehouses, and it
*10>000. . iq44 and 1947?

Mr. McGregor: What was their capital setup m
Mr. Lesage: Around $60,000.
Mr. McGregor: In 1944? increased at all.
Mr. Lesage: It is about the same, it has no
Mr. McGregor: There has been no increase.
Mr. Lesage: No.
Mr. Monet: There has been no increase. hat bcen shown so

McGregor: The breakdown of that «221.000 dt °ne can read it?
Mr. Monet: Yes, that has been shown. y. is all itemized?
Mr. McGregor: That has been broken do"' has been explained; and 

t Mr. Monet: Yes, and the $128,000 also' s h^’been explained^ 
the $150,000 increase in the cost of 1 I , •
Mr ~

th

al
Mr a r ,uw increase in the cost of operating has been explaii 

Ca<t theiu?C^REG0R: ^nd they have been put down in detail so

Mr. ^°NET: Yes.
aihe\v: Have you the number of people on salary?

Mr. (^'anslation) :
Mr. p 0NET: What is the total number of your employees? 

°x drias: The number varies.

that we can
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By Mr. Monet:
Q. What is t'he average maximum number of employees that you have, 

and the minimum number, at different periods of the year?—A. That may vary, 
with all the branches and the periods of time, from 90 to 125.

(Text):
Mr. Monet: He says that the total number of employees both for the 

farm and the wholesale store, and the employees work either in the one or the 
other, and some of the people work both on the farm and in the store, the) 
run all the way from 125 to 90.

Mr. McGregor: From 90 to 125?
Mr. Monet: Yes.
Mr. Mayhew : So that is all salary, or is there other expense?
Mr. Monet: That is all salary.
Mr. Mayhew: All salary?
Mr. Monet: Yes.
Mr. Lesage: And he says, some are fed.

(Translation) :
Mr. Monet: Are they all on salary?
Mr. Boudrias: Yes, they are all on salary.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. And, for their travelling expenses, that goes into the operating costs?-^ 

A. Yes, travelling expenses go into the operating expenses ; when we meet 9 
customer or anything . . .

(Text) :
Mr. Monet : He says that their salaries always include the gardener5’ 

and when they are out on the road selling and have other expenses those othcr 
expenses are put under operating costs.

Mr. Mayhew: Is there any division between sections of the business?

By Mr. Monet:
(Translation) :

Q. Can you tell us, according to your accounting system and the w'ay )'°u 
operate, if you are in a position to establish if your farm brings in profits 0 
if your store does, or vice versa, and in what ratio?—A. Not so far becaU\ 
our system has been organized to have a complete accounting system for t*1 
different places, only recently. Then, I cannot break that down.

(Text):
Mr. Monet: He said that not until they were organizing; they have bee® 

organizing things since the beginning, and they have not been able up to n°v 
to make a complete division as between the farm and the store.

Mr. Mayhew: And this $150,000, does that include the capital employ6®1 
invested in the farm as well as the warehouse and business?

(Translation) : ^
Mr. Monet: Mr. Mayhew wants to know if the amount of $50,000 ^ 

you mentioned a while ago . . . You understood the question?
Mr. Boudrias: Yes, sir.

(Text):
Mr. Monet: He said, yes.
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Mr iyrC<^REG<>R: Do tlley own the farm, the warehouse and everything else?
hQ started ftru^k ^es' ^ started, as the witness described earlier in his evidence, 
have gone aloneUSin6SS W1^ w^fe and everything has been built up as they

had a 1oss !^«qi<:??i ^10w’ ?n the four years they had a loss of $8,798, and they 
8°t from thp^1’1 u ’ tiat Mter tahing out their rentals in this here that they 
alone thev k i" arehouse. In other words, on the operation of their business 

y had a loss of $31,142 on sales of $8,750,000.

^ (Translation) :®ays that nn^^' ytr. McGregor has added up the figures of your sales, and he 
to statement at*6 ,ota your sales amounting to $8,700,000 in short, according 

Mr T N0‘ 4’ you had a lQss of about $30,000.
■ ^sage: I do not see that, Mr. Chairman.

Mr \ ext):
• Lesage: I cannot see that.

I'hing e]Se 4oxm ■ * understand that is on the operation of the farms and every-

y°u take^H-3>EGfR: * here are two losses. Your losses were $4,270; and then 
y°u a total i ' U I0» the amount you received as rent—$26.000—which leaves 

Mr t °SS 0 ®21>000 on the business.^r°fit. ESAGE- ^nd that is about $13,000 loss; but in two years they made a

aftl°Unted * hat is a total loss of $4,670; then rentals from warehouses
Mr. m *26>000i which is in the business, dttiself f0r fpHEW: Apparently we do not know what rental he was charging 

u is all inni uS yv'®rehouse space and what part that forms of this rent received, 
uate. ucled in the operations of the business and that is the total loss to

(Translation):

Q Mr. Monet:S&y about h 6t9iVT them the explanation, Mr. Vezina. Have you anything to

Mr V *a M *s t’me for you to do so.TkUr years Tu\A: The only explanation I can find for that is that for three or 
„ heref0 au ms efforts were directed towards the improvement of the business. 
°Sts alonp !S °Perafing expenses are very high. If I look at last year, delivery 

e w°Md amount to—

beli,

In

O Me Acting Chairman: ,9 » Yp« T
ipv^. ii 0 y°u consider Mr. McGregor’s figures as being coneo .
eve theyyour ;:;ul ^ardl!, the'conclusion he has come to. would you say he is nght? 

.°Wn opinion do you believe there was a loss amounting to $31,000.
— • p fnVpMr.accn:,:v Lesage: Not $31,000 but $4.000. 

of; but one cannot do that.
Well if one takes storage into

’tier

f $4000?„ fly the Acting Chairman: have been a loss o
Then apart from storage there w of his

Yes. „ m„3t consider that on theMr- Lesage: Yes, but I believe we mu-
ea$ed capital value
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Mr. Boudrias : Now in that business of ours, in that kind of business lots 
of people have lost hundreds of thousands of dollars, but we try to get along 
alone.

By Mr. Beaudoin:
Q. Without any grant from the government?—A. Yes, without any govern

ment grant. We treat our people and our farmers as well as we can, we strive 
to pay them as much money as we can for their products.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. In other words you try to establish another kind of market?—A. Yes, 

we are trying to establish a market that would not cost anything to the Pro
vincial Government and to the Dominion Government either.

Q. You try to do so by contenting yourselves with reasonable profits, 
by standing losses whenever they occur. You hope to be in a position that waY 
to build up a trade which eventually will become profitable?—A. Yes, and ® 
trade by which many people will benefit. Perhaps 100 to 150 gardeners will 
derive benefit from it. I could go to them any time, and to-day or to-morroW 
if I need funds, I only have to turn to the farmers around about, I ask you 
give me but one hour and within that time limit, they will have given me a credit 
note for $100,000. Now then, I suppose if I had not treated them right, that 
tVould be impossible. It would take me just one hour for that. The reason 15 
I distribute their products and I can find markets for them to sell their goods- 
In other words, we are not asking the government for money. Here in Ontan0 
there are other organizations which cost you an awful lot of money. You have 
been asked for all kinds of grants and you are being asked for grants all ti,e 
time.

By Mr. Beaudoin:
Q. The Dominion Government did not give any grants to organizations >n 

the Province of Ontario. The provincial government did.
Mr. Boudrias : It would be quite all right as far as cooperatives are co®' 

cerned. I would not blame them but ...
Mr. Beaudoin : It is not the Dominion Government. It is the province 

government.
Mr. Boudrias : Yes, it is the provincial government. I am sorry.
Mr. Lesage: Agricultural grants do not come under the jurisdiction of 

central government.
Mr. Martin: You should ask Mr. Duplessis!
Mr. Monet: I have no other question.
Mr. Boudrias : The way cabbages were dealt with ... as soon as 3"!^ 

decide to act the same way about other products, that will be completely 
factory. We all want the consumer to be fairly treated while for ourselves ' 
want also a certain measure of protection. We would like to see everyb*11^ 
treated with justice. We will be quite satisfied as long as we get a cert*1’ 
measure of protection.

The Acting Chairman : That will be all. I wish to congratulate you oi>
behalf of the members of the Committee on the energy and industry you hC 
displayed in building up your business. I note, as the other members of | * 
committee have noted, that you have only taken reasonable profits in o1 
undertaking and I wish you the fullest success.

Mr. Boudrias: I thank you very much, gentlemen.
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ORDER OF REFERENCE

Wednesday, 26th May, 1948.

Ordered,—That the name of Mr. Zaplitny be substituted for that of Mr- 
Irvine on the said Committee.

Attest.

ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE 
Clerk of the House.



MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Wednesday, May 26, 1948.

The Special Committee on Prices met at 4.00 p.m.
Members present: Messrs. Beaudry, Beaudoin, Fleming, Kulil, Lesage, 

McGregor, Mayhew, Pinard, Thatcher, Winters, Zaplitny.

On motion of Mr. Lesage, Mr. Mayhew took the Chair in the absence of 
the Chairman and Vice-Chairman.

t ^r- T liomas R. Gregory, Vice-President, Atlantic Commission Company 
c’> Boston, Mass., U.S.A., was called, sworn and examined. He filed,

in r Exhibit A o. 117—Statements on fruit and vegetable operations prepared 
answer to questionnaire. (Printed in this day’s Minutes of Evidence).

Tr ^ie course °t Mr Gregory’s examination, Mr. Henry P. Wehman,
Wieasi,lrer’ Atlantic Commission Company Inc., Montclair, New Jersey, U.S.A., 

as also called, sworn and examined.
itnesses discharged.

q ( ^r- George W. Bird, Purchasing Agent, The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea 
Ltd., Toronto, was called, sworn and examined. He filed,

bv No. 118—Statements on fruit and vegetable operations submitted
- 1 he Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Companv, Limited. (Printed in this day’s 
lnutes of Evidence).

W; ,^xhibit No. 119—Explanatory letter dated May 21, 1948, from T. Haldane 
Cof i’ Tlie ,Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. Ltd., to Fabio Monet, K.C.,

nse*. (Printed in this day’s Minutes of Evidence).
Exhibit No. 120—Statement showing examples of var g>-> P 

v6r a two-week period in similar localities. (Printed m this y
Evidence).

(]„, At 6.20 p.m. witness discharged and the Committee adjourned until Thurs- 
ay’ May 27, at 11.00 a.m.

R. ARSENAULT, 
Clerk of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons,
May 26, 1948.

Pl /be Special Committee on Prices met this day at 4.00 p.m. The Acting 

‘‘airman, Mr. R Mayhew, presided.
The Acting Chairman: All right, Mr. Monet, 

that 1 *V^0XET • Mr. Chairman, I wish to say to the members of the committee 
I gt fitness that I am calling will give evidence as to retail prices, and as 
calledC( lr? my .opening address in this investigation one witness only will be 
Toron/0 glve evidence as to retail price spreads on fruits and vegetables for the 
and P ° cnd Montreal markets. The witness summoned is the Great Atlantic 
of Tea Company Limited. While discussing with the representative
Montr ?omPany retail price spreads on fruits and vegetables in Toronto and 
Con'*1. / was mentioned to me that there was the Atlantic Commission 
C0mLn>: incorporated through which the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea 
Purepucchased or obtained a very large amount, if not all, of their 
Cotnnlpf08 -n Tuits and vegetables. In order for the committee to have a 
of y c picture of this operation I also have summoned the Canadian agent 
I wish y-^antic Commission Company Incorporated, and he is the first witness 
is At,, J-V examine now. The witness who is the representative of this company 

Gregory.

Commission t orn-

-A. Thomas

Thorn,, Rolaml Gregory, Vi.e-Pre.idenh 
Puny, called and sworn.

By Mr. Monet: . us your full namc
n , Q- Mr. Gregory, would you pleas b B ton Massachusetts.
Ïfc private addre^-AAd. Company^.

» ti&n SSSS&tii.S
Q- And you are here this afte committee if th ny?—A. It 18 an

0 Q. Would you tell the members ol the »< Amc,ica„ compa».
°uipany Incorporated is a Canat . i,,iciness in Canada.American incorporation. t _ is licensed to do busine.

» rS- And I understand that comi ‘ . mittee if the stateA' That is right. , n tVlP members of the committee, and
Q- Now, would you please tell the members the Canadian
t jou have submitted to counsel tor' relates only

which you will be questioned this air ^ genfc to your
orations of the company?—A. uestionnaire that ^ be filed as

Q- I am now showing you * given which
^Pany, and to which answers have bee
'Xlub't 117. . . bv Atlantic Commission Com

Exhibit No. 117: Answers to questionnai 
pany Incorporated.

lent
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STATEMENT 1 

General Information

Preliminary Information—Fruit and Vegetable Inquiry
1. Name of Company: Atlantic Commission Company, Inc.
2. Address of head office: 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
3. Date commenced business: February 9, 1925.
4. Names and addresses of parent subsidiary and affiliated companies: 

Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 
17, N.Y.

5. Names and addresses of officers and directors or partners: David T. 
Bofinger, President, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17; Harvey A. Baum, Vice- 
President, 37 Wall St., New York 5, N.Y.; Ralph W. Burger, Secretary, 420 
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.; Henry P. Wehman, Treasurer, 37 Wall St., 
New York 5, N.Y.

6. Location of branches, warehouses and other places of business (including 
those of subsidiary companies engaged in the fruit and vegetable trade) : 
Atlantic Commission Company, Inc., 135 Laughton Street, Toronto, Ont; 
Atlantic Commission Company, Inc., 3715 Workman Street, Montreal, Que.

7. Sales during last complete fiscal year:
(a) Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.

Ltd............................................... .. .$2,979,074.73 91-0%

(b) Other affiliated companies ....... — —

(c) Other wholesalers ................ ..... 294,866.81 9-0

(d) Other retailers ...................... .... — —

(e) Total Sales .......................... .... 3,273,941.54 100-0%



ATLANTIC COMMISSION CO. INC. 
(135 Laughton Avenue, Toronto, Ontario) 

Average Selling Price

Statement 2—Prices

Date

Oranges
Calif.

288

Apples 
B.C. 125-138 

delicious 
“C”

Celery
Ont.

No. 1

Celery
Ont.
No. 2

Potatoes 
P.E.I. 

Canada 
No. 1

Tomatoes
Ont.

hot-house

Cabbage
local
green

Cabbage
imported

green

Carrots
local
No. 1 

washed

Carrots 
imported 
U.S. No. 1 

washed

Onions 
Ont. 

No. 1 
yellow

per crate per box per crate per crate per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb.

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts. cts. cts. cts. cts. cts. cts. cts.
1947

October 2................. N.A. N.A. .90 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 2.6 N.A. 2.0
October 9................. N.A. N.A. .85 N.A. 2.3 N.A. 3.9 N.A. 2.5 N.A; 2.8
October 16................. N.A. N.A. .90 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 2.5 N.A. N.A.
October 23................. N.A. N.A. 1.05 N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.4 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
October 30................. N.A. N.A. 1.02 N.A. N.A. 18.0 3.4 N.A. 2.6 N.A. 2.8
November 6................. N.A. N.A. 1.02 N.A. 2.5 N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.1 N.A. 2.6
November 13................. N.A. N.A. 1.02 N.A. 2.8 N.A. 2.3 N.A. 2.7 N.A. 2.3
November 20................. N.A. N.A. 1.30 N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.3 N.A. 3.6 N.A. N.A.
November 27................. N.A. N.A. 1.65 N.A. 3.0 N.A. 4.1 N.A. 3.6 N.A. N.A.
December 4................. N.A. N.A. 1.66 • N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.1 N.A. 3.6 N.A. N.A.
December 11................. 5.00 N.A. 1.65 N.A. 3.1 N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.6 N.A. N.A.
December 18................ N.A. N.A. 1.90 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.6
December 24................. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
December 31................. N.A. N.A. 2.05 N.A. N.A. N.A. 8.1 N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.6

1948

January 8................ N.A. N.A. 2.55 N.A. N.A. N.A. 11.1 N.A. 5.1 N.A. 5.1
January 15................ 6.50 N.A. 2.80 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 5.1 N.A. N.A.
January 22................ 5.85 N.A. 2.80 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 5.1 N.A. 5.2
January 29................ N.A. N.A. 3.05 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 5.8 N.A. 6.6
February 5................ N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.3 5.9 N.A. 6.8
February 12................. 5.85 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.5 7.1 N.A. 7.5
February 19................. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 7.6 N.A. N.A.
February 26................. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.2 N.A. N.A. N.A.
March 4................ N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.3 7.0 N.A. 6.7
March 11................ N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.7 N.A. N.A. 7.8
March 18................ N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.3 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 8.6
March 25................ N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.2 N.A. N.A. 5.0 N.A. N.A. 8.6
April 1................ N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.2 N.A. N.A. 5.7 N.A. N.A. 9.1
April 8................ 5.10 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 6.0 N.A. N.A. 10.6
April 15................. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.5 N.A. N.A. 7.2 N.A. 8.8 N.A.
April 22................. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 3.5 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

(Per dozen processed).
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Statement 3—Purchases
ATLANTIC COMMISSION CO. LTD.
(135 Laughton Avenue, Toronto, Ontario)

Laid-down Cost of Most Recent Purchases—In Cents per Pound

Date

Oranges
Calif.

288

Apples 
B.C. 125-138 

Delicious 
“C”

Celery
Ont.
No. 1

Celery
Ont.
No. 2

Potatoes 
P.E.I. 

Canada 
No. 1

Tomatoes
Ont.

hot-house

Cabbage
local
green

Cabbage
imported

green

Carrots
local
No. 1 

washed

Carrots 
imported 

No. 1 
washed

Onions
Ont.
No. 1 

yellow

per crate per box per crate per crate per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb.

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts. cts. cts. cts. cts. cts. cts.

1947

Onfnhpr 9 .85 2.1 2.5 2.5 2.5
Ocf/ihpr 9 .85 2.2 3.8 2.5 2.7
Ootolipr 1R .90 2.2 17.5 2.7 2.4 2.7
Octnhpr 93 1.00 2.3 17.5 3.3 2.5 2.7
Dotnhpr 30 5.15 1.00 2.2 17.5 3.3 2.5 2.7
NfivpmVipr A 1.00 2.4 20.0 2.2 3.0 2.5
Nmmmhpr 13 4.20 1.00 2.7 2.2 2.6 2.2
MovpmhpT1 90 4 40 1.30 2.8 4.2 3.5 4.5iiUVClUIJCl oU. .........................
MVvxrom Hat- 97 4.40 1.60 . . .#.............. 3.0 4.0 3.5 4.0Xl V VClliUCX id 1 . .........................
I loonrri nA7‘ 4 2.95 1.60 4.0 3.5AW Will UCi ^r......... .
T JaooTYI nop 1 1 4 85 1.60 3.0 4.0 4.5L'cLclu Uci 11.........................
TIoaatti llAl* 153 4.16 1.85 3.1 5.5 4.5 4.5L/Cl/tlUUCl AO. .........
TIoaaiti ViAr 94 3.1 6.0 4.5
F)pppmhpr 31 2.00 8.0 4.5 4.5

1948
Tonnortr Q 4 10 2.50 3.3 11.1 5.0 5.0JdllUaiy O............................

0 50 2.75 3.4 5.0 5.5January 15................
Tannonr 99 5.75 2.75 3.2 12.5 5.0 5.0January au............................
TomiorAr 9Q 3.00 3.1 10.8 5.7 6.5
Ttohriiomr . ^ 3.1 4.8 5.9 6.7
"r'oliniQrxr 19 5.75 3.1 3.7 7.0 7.0r eui uaiy va.............................
ItAnni q |F|r IQ 3.2 3.4 7.5

T** ûKniQPxr 9A 3.2 2.9 8.0
\Toron 4 3.2 3.3 7.0 6.5

3.2 3.3 7.7
IVTqpaIi 1Q 3.2 5.5 7.7 8.5

95 3.2 4.5 7.7 8.5
3.2 5.5 8.5 9.0

1 4 95 3.2 6.0 10.5
\ 4.29 3.4 7.2 8.5A.ptll lO ..............

Nx>xx\ 9.9............................ -V-...........\................. ............................
\ 3.3 V' (••••'........... \ N.A. ................... 8.5 L...................
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ATLANTIC COMMISSION COMPANY, INC. 

Fiscal Year End—February 28th

Statement No. 4—Annual Sales and Profits

1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947

Sales.............................................................................
Cost of sales...............................................................

Gross profit.....................................

Commissions earned...................................

$

778,670.29
748,683.50

$

1,105,823.70
1,047,554.55

$

1,742,487.50
1,667,565.12

$

1,997,711.19
1,933,523.56

$

1,941,575.02
1,870,069.61

$

1,849,889.10
1,790,272.74

$

2,594,898.09
2,514,497.64

$

2,646,262.29 
2,576,370.16

$

3,273,941.54
3,167,864.31

29,986.69 58,269.15 74,922.38 64,187.63 71,505.41 59,616.36 80,400.45 69,886.13 106,077.23

M iscellaneous income

Gross revenue.................................

*Executive or partners’ salaries..............................
**Other salaries and wages (include commission

to salesmen).......................................................
Other operating expenses................................

Total expenses................................

Operating profit before taxes on income.......
Tn vest ment, income

29,986.79 58,269.15 74,922.38 64,187.63 71,505.41 59,616.36 80,300.45 69,886.13 106,077.23

1,363.87

10,498.35
7,742.75

2,255.18

13,216.10
8,368.66

3,348.40

16,314.09
10,833.13

6,136.91

18,865.83
6,213.70

6,394.70

19,455.14
6,285.00

8,148.66

20,766.18
7,893.11

11,120.00

22,531.42
10,709.95

11,232.63

25,950.29
13,150.53

14,452.11

32.109.87 
20,,580.24

19,604.97 23,839.94 30,495.62 31,216.44 32,134.84 36,807.95 44,361.47 50,333.45 67,142.22

10,381.82 34,429.21 44,426.76 32,971.19 39,370.57 22,808.41 36,039.08 19,552.68 38,935.01

Interest paid ...................................................

Profit before taxes on income........................
Provision for taxes on income...............................

Net profit.................................................................

Per cent gross profit to sales...........................

10,381.82
1,710.83

34,429.21
23,967.99

44,426.76
31,663.45

32,971.19
23,363.41

39,370.57
33,710.56

22,808.41
16,237.48

36,039.08
27,766.25

19,552.68
7,501.45

38,935.01
15,394.68

8,670.99 10,461.22 12,763.31 9,607.78 5,660.01 6,570.93 8,272.83 12,051.23 23,540.33

3-85% 5-26% 4-30% 3-21% 3-68% 3-22% 3-10% 2-64% 3-24%

* Includes executive salaries and headquarters N. Y.O. office expense distributed on a per car basis. 
** New England divisional salaries.
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Statement 5—Quarterly Sales and Profits
ATLANTIC COMMISSION COMPANY, INC.

Fiscal Year Sales Gross profit
Per cent 

gross profit 
to sales

Commissions
and

mise, income
Operating
expenses

Operating
profit*

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

1946—March
April
May

June

hist quarter............................................................... 721,458.31 18,946.35 2-62 11,189.04 7,757.31

July
August

2nd quarter.............................................................. 634,415.23 17,162.58 2-71 11,377.65 5,784.93

September
October f3rd quarter............................................................... 563,018.17 12,524.76 2-23 12,460.96 63.80
November

December
January kth quarter............................................................... 595,057.47 17,758.13 2-98 12,789.12 4,969.01
February

United States funds........................................................................ 2,513,949.18 66,391.82 2-64 47,816.77 18,575.05

Canadian funds................................................................................. 2,646,262.29 69,886.13 2-64 50,333.45 19,552.68

1947—March
April
May

list quarter............................................................... 734,757.58 20,130.44 2-74 12,328.03 7,802.41

June
July
August

[2nd quarter.............................................................. 720,288.58 22,960.64 319 16,110.47 6,850.17

September
October 3rd quarter............................................................... 749,435.11 24,713.63 3-30 16,086.72 8,626.91
November

December
January
February

>4tb quarter............................................................... 684,772.15 25,808.45 3-77 14,727.79 11,080.66

United States funds.................................................................... 2,889,253.42 93,613.16 3-24 59,253.01 34,360.15

3,273,941.54 106,077.23 3-24 67,142.22 38,935.01

* 'BeX.oYfe ^tovxbxotx. Iot Vax.es on xxLQome.
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By Mr. Monet:
the cnin^ o ta!cc £ *hat y°u take this as representing the statement given by

o wny?~A- Absolutely-
of thP’ hile this statement is being distributed would you tell the members 
ComnAm.m-r tee what, relationship there is between the Atlantic Commission 
limited”’ ATnP01"*^ anc* *be .Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company 
Nantir f he Atlantic Commission Company is a subsidiary of the Great 
Atlanta a, „ac!bc Tea Company, and we are a buying agent for the Great 
for yep Pacific lea Company on all of their fresh fruits and vegetables
whether +? 0r' ‘V in Ganada but in the United States as well. I do not know 
answer ,„'eie ls anything else I can add to that. If there is I will be glad to 

0 v y questl0ns that you have.
Comnànv?U fyJ0U 0Perate as agent for the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea 

O T t i VVe are a subsidiary of the A. & P. Tea Company.
Atlantic aifri y°u Purchase fruits and vegetables and then resell them to the 
"~A. XVell ' acifac, Tea Company, or do you act purely on a commission basis? 
°rganizAtiÀ l10'w<v avc “eld offices all over the country, and we have our own 
bring +u0+n " u, buys from these different growers and producers, and we 
and it . nieichandise into the different markets throughout the country, 
also gei] n u™ sold to the A. & P. Tea Company at the going market. We 
sale busines^1116 Percenta8e °f our merchandise to other fellows in the whole-

°n a cn,rhen ^ °,u use the word ‘‘agent” you do not mean by that that you act 
basis for basis.—A. We handle some merchandise on a commission
wbolesalor’ rVent growers—not in Canada because in Canada we only have a 

q a{er s licence here.
y°Ur onprol'ia^ there will not be any misunderstanding we will speak only of 
"e own w°T m Canada.—A. In Canada; everything brought into Canada 
that nim-oi C ,.ave a dealer’s licence under which, in the event we do not sell 
t° am- ,,lanc'lse t° the A. & P. Tea Company, we can sell that merchandise 

§ utiler one here.
tor thp a I mean by a commission basis is that you do not sell or buy goods 

• * P. Tea Company on a commission basis?—A. No, not at all, here.

By Mr. Lesage:
Xon g °u are a profit making organization? You are seeking a profit? 
]t may kenot a non-profit subsidiary?—A. We take a profit or loss, whichever

0 t,°u sel1 at the market price?—A. Yes.
0 ft -1S y°ur aim?—A. Yes.

>n the United States and in Canada?—A. As well as here.

By Mr. Monet: . . rnmnanv has separate offices
fr Q- I understand that the Atlantic Commissio_ Yes.tr0la the Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, a

Q- And separate officers?—A. Yes. nolicy on decisions as to pnci
U Q- And am I also to take it that as to the P°nbe\ween the two companies 
ai5 feen the two companies there is no conn correct; we leave that ent^el> Unfar as marketing is concerned?—A. That offices and who are more
fL-v °Ur managers who are running the (h e a the price at which we 
w ^bar with the markets on these terminals m deem

11 bill that merchandise to the tea company- between y0Ur operations and
tfip S' That would be for your operation-’ must I understand there is no
UtidPreat Atlantic and Pacific Tea 9°^ nroduce sold either by you or by 
t&tanding as to the marketing of the pioctuc

~~A. That is right.
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Q. So your operations are entirely independent? Would that be correct?
—A. Absolutely.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. You are handling only fruits and vegetables?—A. That is all.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Now, would you tell the members of the committee what percentage J 

of your total business would be sold to the Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company?
_A. Ninety-one per cent of our business in Canada is with the A. & P. Tea
Company.

Q. That appears on statement No. 1 of Exhibit No. 117, and the other 
9 per cent is sold to other wholesalers?—A. Other wholesalers.

Q. Would you tell the members of the committee where you get your 
supplies. Where do you purchase the different fruits and vegetables that are 
handled by your company and sold either to the Great Atlantic and Pacific 
Tea Company or any other wholesaler?—A. I will tell you, it has always 
been our policy here as well as any other place in which we operate, to 
support 100 per cent the local growers for the merchandise which they grow, 
to the best of our ability. We at one time brought in quite a lot of mer
chandise from the United States, but even during that period we still supported 
everything which was locally grown and we secured it from the people whom we 
thought were growing and packing the best merchandise for our outlets through 
our stores.

Q. Is a large proportion of your business in imported goods?—A. Prior 
to this it was, at different seasons. At different seasons probably, like any other 
wholesaler, we had to bring this merchandise in to take care of the A. & P- 
Tea Company’s requirements. At the present time, as you probably know, 
practically all the business which we are doing, except citrus, is done here with 
the local grower.

Q. Now, Mr. Gregory, I want to take you to your statement No. 4 of 
Exhibit 117. I understand your fiscal year ends on February 28; is that correct”
—A. That is right.

Q. Now, would you tell the members of the committee if sales and profit3 
shown for the year 1947 are actually those for the 12 months ended on Feb'
ruary 28, 1948------ A. That is right; that is from March 1 to February 28, which
is—

Q. Which is listed------ A. As a year for our company’s operations.
Q. As listed in the last column for 1947?—A. Yes.
Q. And the same applies for all other years?—A. All other years are 

comparative.
Q. And the figures we have for the year 1947 are from the 1st of March, 

1947, to February 28, 1948?—A. That is right.
Q. Would you tell the members of the committee what is the total amounj 

of your sales for the last fiscal year as it appears?—A. For last year we sow 
$3,273.941.54.

Q. And the gross profit for the year 1947 was 3-24, gross profit to sales?"'
A. That is right.

Q. I would like you to explain to the members of the committee the reason 
for the difference on other operating expenses as between 1946 and 1947 frOI5 
813,150 to $20.580? What would be the cause of that difference?—A. Well, 1 

think practically all of it, in my opinion, would be salaries of our organization;
Q. You have salaries under the previous heading ; the previous heading }s 

ior salaries, other salaries and wages.—A. Other operating expenses—what 1 
that, $20,580—- 8
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Q. As against $13,150; if you cannot explain that and someone else can 
Jle can be sworn.—A. In my opinion I think that is due to the fact that we 
handled considerably more turnips, we shipped more turnips out of Canadian 
territory this year than we did in previous years, and it has cost us considerably 
^lore money in handling that additional volume. I think during that period w e 
dipped some 600 carloads of turnips out of Canada to our American offices, 
which was considerably greater than in previous years.

By Mr. Lesage:
tj . ^ How would that be charged to the Canadian branch if it was sent to the 

teed States?—A. It is the cost of handling that operation, 
j . Q- It should be charged to the United States company, to the company 
ç ln£ business in the United States and not to the branch doing business in 

anada.—A. We in turn give our Canadian office a profit. I think some of the 
0II you see there we gave them for handling or buying these turnips. In 

cr words, there is a profit as well as an expense there.
x- It is included in the amount of sales?—A. This is expense.

. Q- The volume of turnips you have mentioned is included in the amount of 
‘ e* you gave us?—A. No, that is entirely separate. Our treasurer has given 

me a note—
tte'ofh ^ here *s **1C Pr<)^ *f it is not there?—A. The profit is in this $38.000

A Xv^i ^°’ n°i that is the result of the subtraction. It cannot be there.— 
te'ea - ’ ^ has be there. Mr. XVehman has given me a note here. He is the

^urer of our company and is probably a little more familiar with this.
Air. Monet: Then we will have him sworn.

atl, ^enry P. Wehman, Treasurer, Atlantic Commission Company, called
<l sworn.

Monet: XX7hat is your name?
Wehman: Henry P. Wehman.
Monet: Your address?
Wehman: Montclair, New Jersey.
Monet: What number?
Wehman: 22 Yale Terrace. for the members
Monet: I would ask you to speak as loudly as you can 

“-committee. Can you answer the question . ipg you can answer
W, Air. Lesage: If Mr. Gregory was not right abou

■ Monet’s first question. 1 —~
Air. XXY.km• Well this

Air 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mi

nt Al,- 
of the

Mr. L
Nonet’s first question. , ■ „:0i tflYes whichAr: Wehman: Well, this $20,000 expenses ’»cludes pi( - l t 

-----  ----- , ...Vnn rnpflll that the income• "ehman: Well, this $2U,UUU expenses muu—~ r.()us years, were not assessed. You recall that the income taxes
Mv \',Ksage: That is one of the things we know.

---------  « -'.ri/voooril

Previ
Mr. L we luiuw.

The^r- Wehman: The income tax was assessed by the dominion m 1946 
haveVs about $3.000 odd in that $20,000 that is provincial taxe:s; i\e- did not 
°dd Jv0r the previous year. So you have a difference there of about $3,000 
done 11( 1 additional expense in conducting the volume ot nbini ll ,l

t>Unh!r- Lesage: That is the cost to you of the provincial autonomy of Mr. 
1 leSSls.

£]arifvr' Teeming: Now, now. I --------
L&na;V tatcment No 4 Am I to understand this s

ddlate operations?

should like to ask a couple of questions to 
tatement reflects only the

M] • Gregory: That is right.
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Mr. Fleming: On what basis do you break down the operations of the 
company as between Canadian and American operations in order to be able 
to completely segregate your Canadian figures as you have done here?

Mr. Gregory: I should like Mr. Wehman to answer that.
Mr. Wehman: Approximately half the tonnage we brought into Canada 

from the United States and the other half came from the provinces. The 
expenses of obtaining that merchandise, the cost of obtaining it is assessed 
against all operations whether Canadian or American on a volume basis- 
Because the Canadian operation only took half of its supply from the United 
States, it is only assessed half of the cost.

Mr. Fleming: You are speaking in terms of volume measured in dollars-
Mr. Wehman: In costs.
Mr. Fleming: Measured in dollars?
Mr. Wehman: It would work out approximately the same.
Mr. Fleming: Would you just clarify that. You say, “approximately • 

You are speaking about volume but what kind of volume? Are you referring 
to physical volume or dollar volume?

Mr. Wehman: For the purposes of the distribution of field expenses, 
we call them, that is the expense of obtaining supplies, we use tonnage volui°e' 
In other words, if the Canadian offices obtain 2,000 cars and the total operatic11 
obtains 100,000 cars, the Canadian offices absorb the expenses in proportion 1 
their tonnage, not dollar volume. If we were to assess it on a dollar volume bas’: 
it would result in an assessment against Canada which would be excessive, ,n 
my opinion.

Mr. Fleming: How long has this formula been in effect?
Mr. Wehman: At least 15 years. ' .
Mr. Fleming: Has it been approved by our Department of Nation*1 

Revenue here for tax purposes?
Mr. Wehman: Yes, it has.
Mr. Winters: I wonder if the witness would go further with that state 

ment in which he said if it were assessed on a dollar volume basis it would 
excessive against Canada? 1 ,

Mr. Wehman: If you consider the exchange of Canadian dollars ag^111^ 
American dollars, you would increase the charge by 10 or 12 per cent. 1 a 
speaking not of the current exchange rate, but of last year’s. . ^

Mr. Fleming: This column headed 1947 represents the twelve-month perl° 
ending February 28, 1948?

Mr. Wehman: Yes. ?
Mr. Monet: Then, what you have just said applies to all the other yeaI" 
Mr. Wehman: Yes. ^
Mr. Monet: That has always been the policy of the company to li®* 

that way?
Mr. Wehman: That is right. ^
Mr. Monet: Now, would you make some comment on the operating P’ 

before taxes on income as between the year 1946 which would end on February % 
1947, of $19,552 and the fiscal year of 1947 of $38,935. Would you expiai0 
substantial increase in your operating profit? ^

Mr. Gregory: Well, I told you I think it has been primarily due t° . $ 
fact our business has been substantially greater during that period than b
been in previous years. You may note that our gross profit rate is still 
close to previous years but that our volume has jumped from $2,646,00° 
$3,373,000. We have been making a return of 20-64 against 3-24.
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b&si ? r' ^0NET: When y°u say volume, you mean your sales on a dollar volume 

Mr. Gregory: That is right.
th j i ' Monet: Would that be the only thing to account for that increase, that 

e dollar volume was more substantial than in 1946?
Mr. Gregory: I think that is about the story, as I see it. 

of *44 PlNARD: If You look at 1941 you will see you have an operating profit 
^44,000 and the volume is very much lower, 

it h k Gregory: I do not know what entered into that. As I told you before 
at +fS .n tlie Policy of our company to bill this merchandise to our company 
gu 16 Soing market. If the market was favourable during that period we were 
Profit *oresee something in which we could make a good profit and we took that

M, pm»: In other words, it » not on,y the volume you 
Mr. Gregory: 

company operates.
Mr. Fleming: You 

wholesale market?
Mr. Gregory :

It is pretty much whatever your markets are, the way our 

say, “the going market”. You mean the prevailing 

That is right.Mr UREG0RY: J nat is rignt.a?Ce of the"^v]UN,f'’’ fi0W.d0 arriye at that? Are you simply taking cogniz- 
Dlay of ordin p™.es Pai(i t° other organizations? How is there a free
ai)d the G root 7+,ma;ket forces as between the Atlantic Commission Company 

Air p * Atlantlc and P^fic Tea Company?
!?0,’ning - e have a man here who goes down to the market every
[heir rcnuimm f ^ °nlui SUlPPlyinS the Tea Company with about 50 per cent of 
}Usiness u. exxi/ Phe other 50 per cent is bought from people in a similar 
r^owledo-n , ,, 'c w,. ascertain what the markets are every day. From our
have to nqv f ,1C Oua“ty of merchandise we have and what we know we would 
t^mpaov 01 similar merchandise, that is the price at which we bill the Tea

Th aUnfair to ^HMRMAN: I should like to have order, please. I think it is
18 important m “ness if there are other conversations going on in the room. It 
1 r°ry i | t iaf fhe press and the other members of the committee get the

Mr do n°f liave fo ask for order again.
-ton in tu^rr1^0' When did you commence your operations in Canada? You 

Air ÎT United States in 1925?d|at was Egory: We started here when the Tea Company opened. I think 
Mr \ bout 1927 or 1928.

nU‘te low jf>XKT: I see, Air. Gregory, for the year 1946, the operating costs are 
first one y°U eomPare them with any of the other fiscal years except for the 

. Mr p939' Would you give an explanation of this low figure in 1946?
]s pretty Egory: Well, as I say our profits are very, very hard to explain.

--i-i------------ ;n i.his business. If our man makesIt is to,1; Gregory: Well, as I say our pronis arc 
a feJ. 011y much the mistakes we may make in this business. , • •
°ti son?118*'51^68 h® can quite easily lose a few thousand i o ■ ■ the right

50lUe ttrnn--------,..i. u- J__ tr.4- ™aVn nnv nrofit. If he is in on the right
he°r>es

°Pe:

rl nniliH'S J-l HCl au 5Vill6stakes he can quite easily lose a tew thou»» jf he r in „„ the right 
wrong markets, he does not make, an P ^ it is true every place we 
makes a profit. It is not only tm® verv nice profit this year and 

hevr*' We may have an office which makes a . conditions, market
Wyear a very poor one. It is som^e in our operations, 

fiions, as to what profits we may make m .........„„ ran
Mr. W

-rate.

Wn

W G may meuve m uw* -x—
Mr r INTTERS: Where is the accounting done for your Canadian operations? 
have 9R^P0.Ry: We have an office in Toronto and we have one in Montreal, 

divisional office. The final check-up is in Boston.
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Mr. Winters : Your invoices would not go through to Boston?
Mr. Gregory: No.
Mr. Winters: What do you do, just send in monthly balances?
Mr. Gregory: We get a statement from our offices here each week as _t° 

the cars they handle and the profits they made on each car. That merchandise 
is invoiced to the Tea Company from these particular offices and the fin»1 
auditing of these transactions is done in Boston.

Mr. Winters: Then, do you comment as to whether their operating margin j 
is satisfactory or whether the price should be up?

Mr. Gregory: No, we leave that entirely to the men who are running l-)lU 
offices here. We give them some supervision; that is my job, to see that the)' 
do not over-bill the Tea Company or do not under-bill them too much, either 
We supervise the accounting as well as the buying and selling of that mercha»' 
dise. To a great extent, however, we leave it pretty much to the men we have 
running these offices here in Canada.

Mr. Winters: Is there close co-operation between the Montreal an^ 
Toronto branches? Does one buy for the other?

Mr. Gregory : We have Mr. Shear here whom I have in charge of both 
offices. He oversees the two offices. We have to buy this merchandise pretty 
much at what they will sell it to us for. If they won’t sell it to us in Toronpjj 
at a certain price, there is nothing much we can do but buy it. If they V}} 
not sell it any cheaper in Montreal, we have to buy. There may be qu]tc 
a differential in those two markets every day. We have no control.

Mr. Fleming: I was interested in hearing you say a minute ago that tl>‘
A & P buys about half. of its purchases from other sources than yours. Docs 
that apply to fruits as well as vegetables?

Mr. Gregory : That is all fruits and vegetables.
Mr. Fleming: In aggregate volume?
Mr. Gregory: Yes.
Mr. Monet: When you refer to 50 per cent, you mean in so far as fi’u’ts 

and vegetables are concerned you supplied them with about 50 per cent?
Mr. Gregory: We supply them with about 50 per cent of the fruits ^ 

vegetables from the Atlantic Commission Company, 50 per cent of everyth11^ 
they sell. The other 50 per cent is bought locally from fellows in similar busine5=’

Air. Fleming : Your prices compare with those?
Mr. Gregory : Yes, we have to follow along with those prices we have

pay.
Mr. Monet: Referring to statement 5, I have just one question to ay 

Will you please tell the members of the committee what is the significance * 
the conversion you made at the bottom of the page, the conversion from IJ- 
funds to Canadian funds? Could you give an explanation of that?

Mr. Gregory : That is just the difference in the exchange rate betWeCl 
Canadian funds and U.S. funds. _ I

Mr. AVinters: .Do you not deal through the official banks at the officl‘<1 
rate of exchange?

Unit614
Mr. Gregory: I should like Mr. AA’ehman to answer that.
Air. AArEHMAN : Any funds transferred between Canada and the 

States are exchanged through the banks at the official rate. ./
Mr. Winters: The Foreign Exchange Control Board is behind that operati0 ^
Air. AVehman : Yes, for taxation purposes our income statement 

balance sheet is adjusted on the basis of the free rate. Of course, as a for
an“
eiêfi
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corporation here, any business done in Can»** l^eonverfthat to Canadian 
dollar basis at Boston. Then, for tax purposes,
fonds on the basis of the free rate. or XJ.S. tax purposes.

Mr. Fleming: Is that for Canadian tax purposes or
Mr. Wehman: Canadian tax purposes mind saying that
Mr. Fleming: I do not quite follow that. ^e las{ year and a half, that 

again because we are accustomed to thinking, f ith the United States
Canadian dollar has been maintained at pam>dollar? . , . , v„n(,pS we make are at

,, Mr. Wehman: At the close of a Pen0V are reflected in Canadianthe official rate. Those costs of exchange or discount^ are converted at
dollars at those rates, but any assets at the en it js converted back fo
tree rates, which is the most conservative rate ‘ s back to Canadian
Canadian purposes at the same rate we discou £ e and expenses on t e 
Jo lars. So that in effect you have adjudged you during the period at the 
balance sheet on the basis of the actual tran ■- those assets at the c - 
rate that you pay plus any adjustments neiiss-. that is reasonable.
0 the period, on the most conservative discount basis t. convcrt an asset
°ther words, the free rate is the only basis that you 
such as this . 9

Mr. Thatcher: It is purely a matter of bookkeeping ^ Canadian
. Mr. Wehman- Yes. Our sales in Canada aie Eposes on the American dohar basis. We convert them back for American tax gnjj* dollar basis for 

dollar basis, and then we reconvert them back to the ua
anadian tax purposes. . , reconversion for the Canadian

Mr. Thatcher: In that conversion
tax Purposes, do you arrive at the same figure. q{ u .g on the American
d „ Mr. Wehman: Yes. When you get to exP^2e it is the right basis, dollar basis and we use the American rate _ income tax branch of the
n Mr. Thatcher: This has been approved by
department of National Revenue? r • the free rate we are
1 Mr. Wehman: Yes. As a matter offacj 'Jould by the official rate, 
leasing the figure to a greater extent than

Mr. Winters: Who has the advantage m t-ia • gg we are converting
A Mr. Wehman: We lose by using we used the officia r ■Alnencan dollars at a higher discount basis than 1 American figures for
C . Mr. Winters: You convert your Canadian figures 

O’ted States taxation?
Mr. Wehman: Yes, we have to do that you to the statements

2 . Mr. Monet: Now, Mr. Gregory, 1 have been P^ecagJ that

seerp? 3' and to the points of °°®g[ ^an, that in almost ^ Consistently b ,!ar^- I wish to point out, Mr. 1 ent and in view to prices.
i** here the margin is less than <Decific questions to <. * v d business 
Z margin, I do not think I have.any spe<nnc 1q f r hujtodo f
on TT ’1 should like to ask the witness why R fitted here so iujV 
Wlu!lUC \ a low margin when evidence - ■ those submittec lon„

^alers indicating higher margins 1 our company for a b d
timAlr' Gregory: Well, it has been thc^po ^Q&gibly could 1R fl'^ong period, 
buq to keep these margins as low - organization i0ng profit
anSSs: That has been drummed into d\ave takenwap Sh preferred, 
onatnnf ^ particular period whenje^ to do so. We much ]

°t of merchandise, we felt that i
1 ^8o I—2
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even though we were very very short on many of these items, to go out and 
pass that on to the consumer at a reasonable price, and on to the Tea Company 
at a reasonable price.

Mr. Monet: Would that be the main reason, Mr. Gregory, that at all times 
you are assured you have a buyer who buys most of the produce that is 
handled by you?

Mr. Gregory: That is right. We never figure that we should take advantage 
of any situation of this nature, and we figured that while there were long profits 
there that we could take and that were legitimate and we would be within our 
rights to take them, we felt it was still better to pass these profits on to the 
consumer. That has been the policy of our company for many years.

The Acting Chairman : Have you been criticized by your opposition fof 
that policy?

Mr. Gregory: No, I could not say we have. I think our main competition 
has followed right along pretty much with us.

Mr. Winters: When you say it was better to pass these profits on, from 
whose point of view would that be?

Mr. Gregory: I did not get that?
Mr. Winters: When you say it is better to charge only a reasonabl6 

mark-up, who were you thinking of?
Mr. Gregory: The consumer.
Mr. Winters: Just the consumer?
Mr. Gregory: Yes.
Mr. Winters: Do you not think it would be better for you in the long-ru® 

to follow that policy?
Mr. Gregory: That is the policy we followed for many years.
Mr. Winters: You say you were only thinking of the consumer. 

you think it was also better for you too?
Mr. Gregory : Absolutely.
Mr. Winters: And by benefiting the consumer you benefit yourselves
Mr. Gregory: Yes. After all, we have plenty of competition and we hav® 

to be competitive, and we are all still fighting to get a little business if xV 
can get it.

Mr. Fleming: When you say business is competitive, are you thinking ^ 
terms of competition in general or the people with whom you are competing 
the Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company business?

Mr. Gregory : We are thinking of the consumers generally.
Mr. Fleming: Excuse me. You said you had competitors. Now, I 

asking you about these competitors. Are you thinking about the people in p1 
same kind of business in general, or the particular firms who are competir,° 
with you for the Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company business? _

Mr. Gregory: Oh, no. We do not consider that we have anybody compe*1?” 
with us for the Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company business because we are a sU 
sidiary of the Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, and as long as we can supP*^ 
them with their merchandise and secure it for them, we do not worry ab° 
the other fellows taking that business away from us.

Mr. Fleming: 
petitive business.

Mr. Gregory : 
business.

Mr. Fleming: _ ___  „„ ........ „„„„ _________
about the attitude of your competitors. I guess your

I am trying to understand what you mean by the c01'1

nVI am talking about the retail end of the ,Tea Coinp1'1

ant to know what you meant when you were 
our competitors. I guess your association is a ,l
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different from the people in the wholesale produce business because you are 
doing 91 per ceni, 0f your business in an assured market which controls your 
c°inpany.

Mr. Gregory: That is right.
Mr. Fleming: Whereas all the other people are doing business on a basis 

"'here they are scrambling for business wherever they can get it.
. Mr. Gregory: Maybe this will answer it. I do not think we ever in this 
justness, when it was competitive, were able to make 17 per cent on oranges, 
that never happened in the business except occasionally when there was a 
portage or something happened. Now, if I could bring oranges in now I could 
'ave the wholesalers or retailers tearing down the doors to get them at the 
7 Per cent market. We think that is too much.

Mr. Thatcher: In answer to Mr. Fleming, did you say you just sell to 
1G Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company?

Mr. Gregory : 91 per cent.
. Mr. Thatcher: That would mean that if you make less profit now tfie 
Mlantic & Pacific Tea Company are going to make more?
2 Mr. Gregory: No, you have a railing. The Tea Company can only take a 

0 Per cent mark-up over what we bill them.
Mr. Thatcher: On everything?

On oranges.^r- Gregory: __

in à d^ord v° q11?!'• ,But °? vegetables and things of that kind, the fact that 
A°re the At G,-,/; V'-n '^derate profit last year the less you would make the 

Air r 1 & Pacific fea Company would make? 
l0r years inEtuRY: necessarily, because the Tea Company also has been
.aark-up |( mcrehandismg of that merchandise and they only put a fair 
n turn are °n .W ia,t the merchandise costs. If we put it to them lower they 

Mr t y g0mg to make a smaller mark-up. 
you takn^CHER:„^0U said that on oranges there was a ceiling, and naturally 

greater profit? Snia Pr°ht the Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company will take a

p! your l'?0,08' : d he Atlantic <k Pacific profit on oranges is 25 per cent set 
them < Uiment here, and they can only take 25 per cent over what we 

*en the con We ‘ ecMe to take 7 per cent on these oranges instead of 17 per cent, 
Air t SUmers are S°mg to get these oranges at 10 per cent less.

r0 could t'd-U ‘fHrR: ^T°w’ the statement you made a few moments ago, if 
T^Panies t)6 + hterally, your company would certainly be different from some 
a le only tL-afc have come up here, and I think you should be complimented. 
Mother Co lng t am wondering about is the fact that you are a subsidiary of 
s altruistip11,any and you are only selling to them, so maybe you are not being 

i Mr (’ RS ^ W0ldd appear on the surface?
trying f0rR,?G0Ç^: I do not know any other way to put it. Many times in our 
\v)°ught it 10 Tea Company in the old days we would buy merchandise if we 
t) « Were pC°U ■ ke sold, and when that merchandise would come in, our men 
\vi° ^ea n 'xperienced produce men would decide what was a fair price to bill 
\v ther it; I1any, for that merchandise. That is the price we bill them for 
v.buy +l„1S a Pfofit or a loss. From the price which we bill them and the price

• - Tv-t Cnmnsnv sits down and decidesw’e bUv\u 16 a Profit or a loss. From the price muu *.WhatU> the merchandise at the terminal, the Tea Company sits down and decides 
CottWni fair retail price on that merchandise. That is the basis on which our 

°» work together.
he A"----- - - y0U really more than a purchasing agent forth0 Atu Acting Chairman: Are ^w. 

,380;^ & Pacific Tea Company?
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Mr. Gregory : No, that is all we are. We work close to the sales depart
ment and make recommendations. We say to them, “Here, we can buy a lot 
of potatoes. How about running a potato sale? We will give you a price next 
week on 25 or 50 cars of potatoes. Why do we not do this or that?” All our 
activities are only suggestions to the Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company.

Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Monet, there is nothing abnormal about these figures. 
Is there some special reason for calling this witness?

Mr. Monet: I stated that the main reason was exactly what you referred 
to a minute ago. The next witness is a representative of the Atlantic & Pacific 
Tea Company, and I did not want any misunderstanding. Is it not a fact, Mr- 
Gregory, that the main reason for your low mark-up is that at all times your 
company is assured of a market for at least 90 or 91 per cent of all its operations-

Mr. Gregory: That is right.
Mr. Monet: And that by taking a small mark-up you are always sure that 

you will, even at that, do a very large and substantial business?
Mr. Gregory: Yes.
Mr. Fleming: And it follows from that that you are not taking the risk 

that a normal wholesale produce merchant does?
Mr. Gregory: Well, we think this: we take some risk but we have al) 

outlet. We have an assured outlet for that merchandise when it comes in.
Mr. Fleming: Then, you can, I think, answer my question. By reason 

that fact, in your business operations you do not take the risks that are normally 
taken by wholesale produce merchants?

Mr. Gregory: I think we have some advantage. I think any person that 
can put 90 per cent of their purchases through a regular place has an advantage

Mr. Beaudoin: What do you do with the other 10 per cent?
Mr. Gregory: It is sold too.
Mr. Fleming: You have the same mark-up on that 9 per cent of mcr' 

chandise?
Mr. Gregory: If it is not satisfactory we may take a loss on it. That bus1' 

ness might be very unprofitable because it is generally merchandise wluc 
arrives with something wrong with it.

Mr. Fleming: Would it be fair to say that generally the 9 per cent tha| 
you sell to persons other than the A & P is merchandise rejected by the A & *

Mr. Gregory: No sir, I would not say that with respect to more than 1 °r jj 
per cent of it. We often times may go out to buy what we consider we can A 
and we may be wrong in that we went out and bought more merchandise th* 
the tea company could use. If that is the case we dispose of it to any who1 
saler.

Mr. Fleming: That is the outlet that you referred to, only where you ha' 
too much of a particular commodity?

Mr. Gregory: We have fellows who ask us to go out and buy someth111 
for them. We bring it in and we sell it to them at a fair mark-up.

Mr. Pinard: Just general service?
Mr. Gregory: Yes. .
Mr. Beaudoin: On those goods that are not damaged you mav take a 

mark-up? ^
Mr. Gregory: Some may be low, some may be better, of that 9 per fC 

Some may be unsatisfactory and some of it may be just as good as any othe^
Mr. Beaudoin: With respect to the satisfactory merchandise, what mark' 

do you take; is it higher than what you give the A & P?
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Woul(j „',i R^G?RV ^ c^> n.°- ^ hat would be on the merchandise the wholesaler 
We will V US j )uy ior b™. would say, go out and buy me some berries, 
the avf r* ““ 16 assures that he will take that when it comes in. We take all 

juage broker or wholesaler’s mark-up, which may be $30 to $40 on a car.
market6) XcTING Chairman : But the A & P Company would not be in the same 

Ju\mg, they would not be buying against you in the market at all? 
Mr. Gregory: No.

^CTING Chairman : They confine their purchases to your company?
the StaVe GRoG°f: e *juy everything the tea company uses here as well as in 
market LS’ , ether Jt is in cars from distant points or whether it is on the local 

wc buy for the tea company.
Vegetabi eJHA^C™R ; Can you express any opinion as to future prospects for 
Production anC hmtj are we likely to have a large scale output during the 
into a nn CaSi°n w™ Prices going up again later on; or, are we likelv to get 

Mr n from now on where prices will be coming down? 
going t0 REG0R1 • C ell, in my opinion, I think the growers here in Canada are 
realized in years'6 money ^or *he merchandise this year than they have ever

Mr pHArcHEE: ^ ou mean the prices are going up; is that what you mean? 
tile season REG0R> • ^ hey are not going up higher than they are now, but when 
be~~tomat CI)U1C,S, a onf an<i there is lettuce, celery, spinach—whatever it may
demand t ,)et7~w ien they come into season here there is going to be a terrific 

uu ior the merchandise.
Thatcher: Yes.

there is" JtREGGR1 Because we have gone along for a long period without it and 
Motley f,iTÀ 11 be a terrific demand and the grower is going to realize more 

Mr T US merCRanc^se than in previous seasons, 
greater demand ?IER" ^ie Prices are likely to go higher because of the

tTars Gregory : They are going to be higher than they have been in previous 
^ n my opinion.
M^ (PlNARD: But J°wer than they are now? 

any now Gregory: They will be lower than they arc now because you don’t have

of

now.
X*r- Thatcher: I suppose they would go up again in the fall, would they.

mXlr; Gregory: Unquestionably they will go up in the fall. After all, scarcity 
crchandise will make prices go up.

r‘ Thatcher: Unless, of course, you have controls.
Mr. Lesage: We will attend to that.

last Flemin«: But I think it is fair. Mr. Gregory might comme»*ran tha 
quesnddendum by Mr. Thatcher to his previous question beca^ we 
point yesterday on another question. I think Mr. Grego < PI Thatcher 
Mds the Question, and he has just said prices might go up;, and Mr. Thatcher

’ you do not think controls would be desirable, 
on Gregory; Well now, that is very, very true. If there are contra s pu 

e then you can control it.
jTr- Fleming: What has that got to do with supply?

r' Gregory: If you control them.
ITr- Fleming: Yes, if you put ceilings on your prices. 

r’ Tesage : And on distribution also.
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Mr. Gregory : I tell you just how I feel about this up here. I think in a 
way,,I think the Canadian farmers up here for many years—I have been coming 
up here over 15 years—I think they have gotten very, very little money for a 
lot of their merchandise. It really was pitiful the price that many, many farmers 
go up here for their merchandise.

Mr. Pinard: And they are still getting it.
Mr. Gregory: I think the farmers in Canada are entitled to some control- 

Back in the United States they would not want me to say this; but I think the j 
Canadian farmers up here are entitled to some sort of control to get a little 
more money for their merchandise than in the past. Now, I believe this; y°u 
take their turnips, parsnips, onions, cabbage and so on, it may be that if they 
were assured such control as you have on today are going to continue they wih 
store this merchandise, they will keep it longer, they will supply the consumer 
longer, and they will get a better price for it. I would like—

Mr. Fleming: There is a confusion here. We are talking about ceiling8, 
I think you are interpreting controls as applied to our import controls. We were 
talking about ceilings.

Mr. Gregory : I would say controls being what would enable the farmer t° 
get more for the stuff he grows, to get a fair price, a fair profit for the grower- 
I am sure that if there is anything put on it will be put on at a fair profit, and 
probably a lot better profit than he has ever got before.

Mr. Thatcher: As Mr. Robinson of the fruit growers pointed out, they 
wanted some sort of controls that they could be assured a market.

Mr. Kuhl: That would not reduce the price to the consumer. I think it16 
only fair to point that out.

Mr. Winters: Mr. Thatcher wants us to limit the price paid to the farm6 
for his produce.

The Acting Chairman: I do not think we can say that. Just a minu 8 
now. After all, the witness is here to give evidence and facts. He is not her 
to give his opinion on controls in Canada or the United States. We are hei

— - ..... g£ly,

til»*to get the facts about prices. We appreciate very much what he has to sa)
but I do not think we can let this thing go on as a prolonged debate, because 
is not what we are here for.

Mr. Winters: The Committee is being used as a sounding board 
propaganda.

The Acting Chairman : I cannot allow it to be used for that.
Mr. Kuhl: If you allow one you should allow all.
The Acting Chairman: I do not know anyone who is going to make a statc 

ment like that until he has made it. ,
Mr. Kuhl: But the witness doesn’t have to answer, you do not have to 

him answer.
The Acting Chairman : That is why I am interposing now.
Mr. Fleming: In fairness to the witness I think you or Mr. Monet, if )'?e 

wish, should ask him how he interprets the word “control”, because when 
said what he did I think he was not talking about a ceiling price he was talk1 
about our import control system. Would you ask him that? His answer is j, 
the record now, talking in terms of controls. I think he was talking a*)0 
something we do not understand as controls.

The Acting Chairman : Just a minute. I do not think anyone should 
to get from the witness an answer that suits his particular trend of think1 D

Some Hon. Members: Hear, hear. g
The Acting Chairman : He is here to give us facts, and that is what "'e ‘lI 

interested in. I think we may be going too far.
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Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Chairman, you should not stop discussion because the 
witness does not give the evidence you want to hear from him.

The Acting Chairman : I am not trying to stop discussion.
Mr. Gordon Henderson: Mr. Chairman, if I may, as counsel for the people 

aPpearing before you now, I would like to suggest that opinion evidence such as 
*as started but not concluded be struck off in the record in its entirett so that 
there will be no false impression created from the opinion evidence given.
, Mr. Thatcher: I do not think you have any right to suggest that. That 
las not been done here.

Mr. Lesage: This gentleman is acting as counsel, and he has a right to say 
what he has said.

Mr. Henderson: I should have pointed out that I represent the Atlantic 
commission Company. My purpose in making the suggestion I did was so that 
*-he record would not be confusing. If I am correct as to the terms of your 
reference they do not include an inquiry relating to the opinions of witnesses 
mt rather purely to fact finding. That being so, I would suggest that the 
opinion evidence given should be struck off in its entirety.

Mr. Zaplitny: Mr. Chairman, on a point of order, may I pass this com- 
oient. The witness has been giving opinions right from the first question on. 

We are going to strike out all opinion evidence, what will be left in the record.
Mr. Henderson: I mean only from the point where we ran into the talk 

elating to this particular subject matter.
Mr. Thatcher: If you leave one part of it in you will have to leave it all in, 

0r You will have to strike it all out.
,, The Acting Chairman: Ï think we will have to leave that for the chairman 
•'Mr. Martin) to say whether it should be struck out or not. Personally, I think 

should be; but that has to be left to counsel to say whether it should be or not.
Mr. McGregor: I would just like to say one word. As I understand it, the 

Purpose of this committee is to find out the why of the present high cost 01 
•uits and vegetables.

The Acting Chairman: Correct.
Mr. McGregor: That is what it is for.
The Acting Chairman: Yes. should try to
Mr. McGregor: There may be some reasons for it an 

hn(i out what those reasons are.
The Acting Chairman: Correct. following along the

v Mr. McGregor: I am going to ask the witness ®' qYhat t)ie vegetable growers Vs of the statement made here a few moments ago, tha 
n this country have not been able to get a fair e . —

Mr. Gregory: 1 want to „.y-dont g6t me wrong, if y™
Mr. McGregor: Let me finish that, if y°u on
Mr. Gregory: All right. pt„hles have been coming

in r *VIr- McGregor: For the reason that for year came in from the
TjJ|;Om the United States, but some of the v eg a us cabbage— -
Vted States—we will take tomatoes for an exampie-or
°Ur years ago the farmers grew in fact of"order- is the honourable

top Mr. Beaudoin: Mr. Chairman, on a pmntjf order,
mber putting a question or making a • ‘ it Everybody else

, Mr. McGregor: A little bit of both. You have done
S A°*ne Xt’ and 1 am d°ing fn • I is a fair statement for you to make.

If l^r' Baudoin: I do not think to fche chair to say whether the
. raisc the point or order I think 1
mt of order is well taken or not.
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Mrv McGregor: You can raise what you like. Just take, for instance, 
cabbage—

The Acting Chairman : Just a minute, please.
Mr. McGregor: Let’s say cabbage was grown by the farmer and put 

away by the ton as it used to be years ago and kept right through until spring- 
That sort of thing has been falling off from time to time until finally the grower, 
the Canadian grower, only grows what cabbage he is sure he is going to dispose 
of and we will say before Christmas or around that time; the same thing with 
celery and everything else. That change has come about for the simple reason 
that the fresh stuff comes in from the United States. Now that this import 
ban has been put on these men can’t go out and bring it in. Isn’t that the reason 
for the high prices at the present time?

Mr. Lesage : On a point of order, Mr. Chairman. I object to your question 
and it is my right to object to the question. The witness is not a Canadian 
citizen.

Mr. McGregor: What has that got to do with it?
Mr. Lesage: He is not a Canadian citizen and I suggest is not conversant 

with the whole of the economy of Canada and I do not believe, and I submit 
it respectfully, that he is a witness who is in a position to answer such a question 
with the full knowledge of the facts.

The Acting Chairman : I would ask the witness to confine his answers 
to questions that are definite questions, not to opinions.

Mr. Lesage: Mr. McGregor is asking for an opinion.
The Acting Chairman: Yes, I know. I anT asking the witness to confin6 

his answers to statements of fact and not to express opinions.
Mr. Thatcher: On a point of order, Mr. Chairman; are you saying that 

this committee cannot ask for opinions? Aren’t these experts we are getting her6 
largely to find out why prices are higher? Surely, it would not be fair if w'e 
cannot ask these witnesses their opinions.

The Acting Chairman : Mr. Thatcher, I must say again that we have a 
prepared statement in front of us about which we are supposed to ask our 
questions and with regard to which this witness is here to give explanatory facts- 
He has the answers down here in black and white. It was by arrangement 
that these men have come here with their statement, and they are able to expiai® 
anything that is in the statement, so that we will not read into it things tha 
are really not in it. I think the witness has done that; I think the witness ha® 
served his purpose before this committee, but for him to comment on the economy 
of Canada is not—

Mr. Lesage : I think it is improper.
The Acting Chairman : I do not think it is proper, and I do not think that 

members should insist on asking those questions but I cannot prevent them fro1® 
asking them because I do not know what they are until I hear them, and all j 
can do is say to the witness, “I want you to confine your answers to facts, D()t 
to opinions.” I cannot prevent your asking questions.

Mr. Thatcher: Respectfully—
Mr. Lesage : It is a ruling and it is not debatable.
Mr. Fleming: May I make one "observation in the hope of clarifying ti1® 

situation? It is one thing for the witness to say, “I am hot familiar wit ’ 
conditions and I am not therefore in a position to answer a question that involvC® 
an assertion of opinion”, but I hope you are not making a ruling that no witm5 
can be asked questions that involve the assertion of opinions. Naturally su61
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°Pinion " ÿ°uW no* as^e(^ unless the witness is in a position to express an 
of Qu i- *or mstance, when Mr. Towers comes here tomorrow I fancy a lot
on hi< be as^ccl °1 Mr. Towers will involve the assertion of opinions

1 ait as a man in a very high position.
vJ1 -Thatcher: Of course, he will have the right answers, probably, 

this « il T leming: Objection has been taken by Mr. Lesage on the ground that 
ness is not in a position to offer valid opinions on Canadian affairs, 

n Lesage : 1 hat is the ground of my objection, 
is as fa,! * timing: If the chairman will confine his ruling to that I think that 
can evr-r 'C fecds 8°-, I do not think we want a general ruling that no one 
is qi,o];c )e asked a question which involves the arrestion of an opinion, if he 

qualified to give it.
Thatcher: The committee might as well fold up.

from tWFfEMING: ^ 011 WT| remember we had a great deal of opinion evidence 
^ laiiman of the "Wartime Priées AnH ‘TVqHp Rnoni \ ]q£ of that was

thn V>M1 Tvintniiuer we naa a great aeal <
opinion Pi?vflrman °,f the Wartime Prices and ;Trade Board.

2^ idence and very valuable evidence.
°Pinions V'SAGE- a matter of fact, my objection was on the ground that 
apply f * 1011 1 1 . 0° asked for from this witness but I did not mean that to 

;^r° every witness.
Position ^ HAI ™IAX ' f take i* Mr. Towers is in an entirely different
relatinp- tn t/1” 111:111 ' . 115 man comes here and gives us a schedule of figures
tiffs commitf 11 °Peiatmii of his individual business. Mr. Towers comes before 
opinions; +i , u ls 1 16 Governor of the Bank of Canada, and he must have 
f do not 11 1 ,U<’, ‘ 0° very valuable to this committee in its final report, but 
^atempnt !in \ , at wou*d apply in this case or in the case of many of the 

Mr A iave ^een made before this committee, 
testions Gregor: lour ruling is that we cannot ask the witness any

Th a 6SS th<?y are based on these documents? 
f ask the " < nxG Chairman : I say you can ask him any question you like, but 
I think- , v uness to only give you an answer on those things he knows are facts. 

2^. lat is what he is here for.
Mr t^C<^REGOE: 'Then I think he can probably answer my question, 

and it l T^sage: No, it is a question of opinion, and I have objected to it, 
^has been ruled it is out of order.

Jffrn if ^ ?TING Chairman: I think the witness’ counsel will be able to advise 
tf you i,0 ‘as any doubts himself as to whether or not he should answer it. 

jJ^have nothing further—
Mr ?dc^REG0R: I should like to have an answer to my question.
M*" aESAGE: ft has been ruled out of order.
Mr y C^REG0R: ff has not been ruled, out.

Was ^ Pesage: I do not know the meaning of the ruling of the chairman if 
jJ not ruled out.
Mr ?APlitny: To continue the point of order—
» /• Pesage: It is not a point of order.

it

mtterem ^ARlitny: I am raising a point of order. I think we are arguing two 
!*ave , P'mgs here. Either the ruling is that the members of the committee 
have thp • f right to ask questions calling for expression of opinion or they 
^itpes ri8ht, either one or the other. I do not think it is possible to instruct 
That is S how to answer. The witness has the privilege of refusing to answer. 
can one of the privileges they all have, but I do not think this committee 

the witness, “You may answer this and not answer that.” Otherwisew 1L11CS5, i uu um y anewci i
16 use of asking questions at all?
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The Acting Chairman : I have given my ruling that the witness should 
answer questions that he knows are facts. This is a fact finding committee.

Mr. McGregor: I will ask him one question and he can say whether of 
not he knows it is a fact. Is it a fact the reason for the high prices is because 
Canadian goods are not here in this country to be sold?

Mr. Lesage: I object to the question because it is a question of opinion; 
it is not a question of fact.

Mr. McGregor: It is not a question of opinion. It is a question of fact- 
This man is doing a million dollars worth of business. He knows whether the 
goods are in the country or not.

Mr. Lesage : Why are prices high? That is exactly the question that vue 
have to decide here in this committee.

Mr. McGregor : It is not opinion at all. This man is buying a milli°® 
dollars worth of goods. He knows whether or not he can buy them. It is not 
a question of opinion.

Mr. Lesage: It is a question of opinion why prices are high.
Mr. McGregor: It is a question of fact whether the goods are here f°r 

him to buy or not.
Mr. Lesage: I will ask counsel to give us advice as to whether it is 9 

question that calls for an opinion.
Mr. McGregor : It has been asked of every other witness.
Mr. Lesage: We will ask counsel’s advice. It has been asked of other 

people who were deemed to have a lot of knowledge about the Canadia9 
economy, Canadian affairs, Canadian policies and Canadian laws.

Mr. McGregor: We certainly understand by some of the prices they kno^ 
something about the Canadian economy. We know that.

The Acting Chairman : You asked him if he did not think that thc 
reason for the high prices here was because United States goods were banned- 
I say that is not a matter of fact as to what he thinks. Does he know that 
is the case? If he is prepared to make a categorical statement that is a fact’ 
then he is at liberty to answer, but you asked him, “do you think it is so”?

Mr. Lesage: Even so it cannot be a fact; it is a question of opinion.
Mr. Pinard: It would be drawing a conclusion from a fact,
Mr. Lesage: It would be drawing a conclusion from a fact, and th® 

drawing of a conclusion from a fact is an expression of an opinion. I woU‘9 
suggest again that we ask the advice of counsel, who has had a lot of expcriei1^ 
in courts. He knows what is a question of opinion and a question of fact, a9 
he would say no doubt in answer to my question that Mr. McGregor’s questi0 
calls for an opinion.

Mr. Fleming: May I make a suggestion, Mr. Chairman, that you as 9° 
impartial individual in this little dispute that has been going on in the cQj9' 
mittee ask Mr. Gregory if, by reason of his experience or knowledge of Canady 
conditions, he is in a position to comment on the rise in prices in Canada? Th9 
will lay the ground.

Mr. Lesage: If he says “yes” I want to cross-examine him on Canad’9” 
law and economy.

Mr. Fleming: We will cross that bridge when we come to it. I think ^9 
will clear the air in the light of what you said, Mr. Chairman, a few minutes ' 
... Mr- Pinard: The witness is here to testify. He might be an expert on th®"’. 
thinks. He might be. We do not know. He is not a resident of Cana9 ’ 
îe comes here about twice a year, I am told, but even if he is an expert hc
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that y,- Cu° tes.tlfy as an expert. He is here to testify on a statement of figures 
it ua ,c iavf in our hands. That is all that he is here to do, and just because 

eon done by other witnesses does not mean he can do it.
that l I^LfMING: Let him say if he is in a position to answer a question of 
nat kind. He can do that in a moment.

, r' Lesage: It will be asking for his own opinion about his knowledge. 
C '' Fleming : That is all right; it will clear the thing up in a minute.
- fr. Lesage: It will not.

^tum'! .Mting Ç hairman : I do not think anything that is of an opinionative 
Used-—. T l ,clanf7 any situation here today. I think the committee has been 
as far n-f u ^ *s because °f the chairman you have this thing has gone 

‘ s n has. I want to stop it now, and I think we should go on.
has boon ^inters: I do not think it is attributable to the chairman that there 
turn, it a greater tendency to insert propaganda into this committee at every 
own net- ■ 18 f ( .P.‘orahle situation, but it has been a growing situation. My 
think tli*50/* °I)iniGn> n°t based on law, is that the question is not so bad. I 
he want° ,"ltness should be given a chance in the first place to say whether 
juclrro h, ° answpr apd in the second place if he does answer it we can 

M an's"er 111 the light of what we know about the witness.
to be hrm*,na PiREr °R: ?.d° n°t think it is fair in the first place for this company 
the wav 1 )C*0rc 1:115 committee. There is really a glaring difference between 
here 0>Lr ^operate Pn,t the way any of the rest of the firms which have been 
think it -K11, businesses, and if we cannot ask that question then I do not 

a tan thing to bring them before the committee 
■ r- Winters: Proceed.

Af! ^EAUDOIN: ^ hat do you want to question the witness on, Mr. Monet? 
t'eason ^-h ^°ltET ' J have no more questions. I stated in the beginning that the 
agent ?, t Ie witness was called was because his company is the purchasing 
My “ F. They sell 91 per cent of their merchandise to the A. & P.
fro^ thi<matK,n was ^hp A. & P. buy 50 per cent of their fruits and vegetables 
I Wanted .comPany• I did not want to leave anything unturned, and that is why 
agentI1 ace before the members of the committee their own and their main 

A_s operations. That was the only reason why they were brought here.
I do* not° • i discussion that is going on I do not want to give any opinion. 
c°mmitt, Wls 1 to Slve any opinion although it is clear that members of the 
Win be tf are *lere draw the conclusions and not any witness. I think that 
With tb . • work the members of the committee when we are all through 
their r,,« lnvcstigation, to draw- their conclusions, to make a report. It will be 
Uiatter T°,nsibility. I think any question can be asked of the witness on a 
can dn° ‘act‘ ^ 1S a tact finding committee, but I do not think any witness 

^ w conclusions from the facts he puts on record. That is my view.
question ^LEMing: I do not subscribe to that as baldly put as that. It is a 
the Con ° whether you have got an expert witness who is in a position to assist 
C|Uesti0nniiltt,ee Wlth conclusions based on sound experience. That is the whole 
Mr p„n here, and I think we can clear it up in a moment if we might ask

h on
Gregory ’how familiar he is with conditions m Ca what is going un

,p, Mr. Gregory: I think I am pretty "e11 S prices, demand and supply 
,] e- I may say this, that when you < ,v qiem I should like one othei ^termine prices' That is what is determining out’that I had said that the 

ty thoroughly understood. Someone broughtout faril*r here is not treated right. I do not want 
Mr. Monet: That is what you said.
Mr. Gregory: No.
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Mr. Monet: That is what you said. That is on record; that is in the 
evidence.

Mr. Gregory: I did not say that at all. I said this, and I want it under
stood just this way, that the farmers here in Canada for a long time got 3 
very poor price for a lot of merchandise which they grew.

Mr. Beaudoin: And the same in the United States?
Mr. Gregory: That does not say it is very unfair. They may have got all 

that- their market may afford, but I say their prices were very low. I do not 
want anybody to misunderstand me, that they were poorly treated or unfairly 
treated. They may have been treated as well as it was possible under the 
market conditions.

Mr. Beaudoin: The same conditions applied in the United States, did 
they not?

Mr. Gregory: It could.
Mr. Beaudoin: The fanners were not very well treated for a long time?
Mr. Gregory: It could.
The Acting Chairman: I think we had better not get into that with the 

witness before us now. They arc purchasing agents; that is their function and 
they are here as purchasing agents. We will hear the other company which 
does the merchandising just as soon as we are finished with this witness. I would 
suggest to you that we let this witness go and call the next witness.

Mr. Monet: All right.
Mr. McGregor: It is not fair to have the witness state whether or not 

the embargo raised the price of these goods?
Mr. Lesage: Definitely not; it has been ruled out.
The Acting Chairman : I do not think that is out of order. I think we 

all admit it did. It has been answered before.
Mr. Lesage: I, for one, am of the opinion it did not. There is no relation

ship of cause and effect. It is a question of opinion. Even you, Mr. Chairman 
and I differ, which shows it is a matter of opinion. You say it was a cause and 
I say it was an occasion. There is a great deal of difference between a cause 
and an occasion.

Mr. Fleming: I have another question or two I wanted to put to Mr- 
Gregory, if you do not mind, Mr. Chairman.

May I direct your attention to the statement which is the sheet on top 
marked, “comparison of selling prices.’’ I noticed down at the bottom of the 
page, for instance, in the right hand column under the heading, “cabbage' 
imported, green” that on February 5 you showed a loss of 45-5; February 1* 
a loss of 5-7 per cent but by February 26, you have come to a profit of 9-4 Per 
cent. Is it at all unusual, in your experience, to have such marked fluctuations 
from week to week as we see there?

Mr. Gregory: No.
Mr. Fleming: We spent some time with another witness yesterday ovfr 

indications there had been marked fluctuations from week to week. You say, 111 
your experience, that is not at all unusual?

Mr. Gregory: Not unusual at all in any line of our business, to make ® 
real profit or have a real loss. It depends entirely on the market conditio05 
as to the profit we may get.

Mr. Fleming: Then, looking at the statement which is marked statenae’^ 
No. 3, we see this substantial rise in the price of celery commencing betwee 
November 13 and November 20. On November 13 it was selling at $1 a erfl" 
and by January 29, which, I suppose, was the end of your supply, it was up L 
$3. Cabbage, local, green, was selling at 2-2 cents per pound on November 1
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aRd it rose sharply from that point to sell as high as 12-5 cents per pound in 
January. Similarly, with carrots, local, selling on November 13 at 2-6 cents 
a pound and rising to as high as 13 cents per pound in February. Onions, Ontario

1, selling on November 13 at 2-2 cents per pound and rising steadily from 
that point to 10-5 cents per pound.

Mr. Gregory : That is strictly a market condition. As I stated before, in 
?ny of this merchandise we handle we bill the Tea Company exactly what we 
tlave to pay for that other 50 per cent with which we do not supply them.

Mr. Fleming: This Canadian grown produce would normally be competing 
at this time of the year with American produce imported, would it not:

Mr. Gregory : I think that is right.

foil

fr

Mr. Fleming: And 
‘owing November 17? that particular form of competition was removed

'o Gregory : Well, we bought whatever was available, whether it came 
if if1 ^mcr’ca or wherever it came from. Wherever it came from, we bought it 

"as available and used it in our stores.
sunnm1'' Fleming: Very simply, there is no great secret about it, the available 

1 Ply was reduced after November 17?
goin^. Gregory : That may be true. It may be responsible for the market

g up. Generally speaking, the market advances if there is a shortage.
M>'- Fleming: Is that what has happened here since November 17?

stn * *' ■ Gregory: I do not know. I could not tell you whether that is the 
COr> or not.

on *^r- McGregor : I should like to compare what this company sold goods at 
carr , ceJtain date, with what another company sold those goods at. Take 
at r' 5’ '"T instance. On October 2, this company sold at 2-6 and the other sold 
g.Q • Gn October 9 this company sold at 2-5 and the other company sold at

Mr. Winters: What was the other compan> . Ainnireal. On October 
Mr McGregor- The Parent, Goyer Compam ° - t 5.7 On Novem- »■ tl*'comp,™d at 2 Ü and the ether sold at 4-0 On

vr 6- tills company sold at 3-1 and the t M„ntreal company » ■> 3. Mn-ember 13, this company sold at 2 7 and company at 4-2. tm
» November 20. this company sold at 3’ an,, 0ther company got * 'f> cvn >- Member 27. this company sold at 3-6 while the other 

The same thing is true all the way down the Une. „
Mr. Pinard: Is that a question, Mr. McUreg . 1 ^ not think there is

, Mr. McGregor: No, I do not think it is a question.
any question about it. . , consideration the difference
• The Acting Chairman: You have to take: into the other company
n uperations. This company has only one c
las to adjust its prices to meet competition. goods at those price»,
* Mr. McGtnAa: In spite of the fact tins »“Sanies''show in then state- 
z made a larger profit than some of the otner11(‘nG. . wp0lesale level ?

Mr. Zaplitny: Are those sets of figures 
Mr. McGregor: Yes.

. , Great Atlantic and Pacific Tear George W Bird, Purchasing Agent,""«Pany, Limited. Toronto, called and »norn.

By Mr. Monet: nlcase?—A. George W. Bird.
Q- Would you give your full nanu,
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Q. Your address?—A. Seven Grenadier Garden, Toronto.
Q. You are here representing the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company, 

Limited, are you not?—A. That is right,
Q. In what capacity are you engaged by the Great Atlantic and Pacific 

Tea Company, Limited?—A. I am in charge of purchasing.
Q. Would you look, Mr. Bird, at the questionnaire which has been sub

mitted to your company and answered by your company, also the supplementary 
information which has been given to counsel since your arrival in Ottawa aa 
well as the explanatory letter to certain statements made on the questionnaire? 
Then, would you tell the members of the committee whether you accept this as 
being the information submitted by your company?—A. You are talking 
about the—

Q. The questionnaire, the supplementary information given yesterday m 
the letter signed by your company, and so on? You accept these as copies of 
those documents?—A. Yes.

Mr. Monet: I should like to file as Exhibit 118, a copy of the question
naire submitted by the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company, Limited.

Exhibit No. 118: Copy of questionnaire received from the Great Atlantic 
and Pacific Tea Company, Limited.

Exhibit 118
STATEMENT 1—General Information 

HOUSE OF COMMONS 
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON PRICES 

Preliminary Information—Fruit and Vegetable Inquiry
1. Name of Company : The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, Limited.
2. Address of Head Office: 135 Laughton Avenue, Toronto 9, Ontario.
3. Date Commenced Business : June 10, 1927.
4. Names and Addresses of Parent, Subsidiary Parent Company, and 

Affiliated Companies : The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, 420 Lexing
ton Avenue, New York City, N.Y., U.S.A. Subsidiary of Parent Company— 
Atlantic Commission Company, Incorporated, 37 Wall Street, New York City» 
N.Y., U.S.A.

5. Names and Addresses of Officers and Directors or Partners : President, 
George L. Hartford, New York, N.Y., LT.S.A.; Vice-Presidents: John A. Hartford) 
New York., N.Y., U.S.A.; J. J. Byrnes, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.; Treasurer and 
Secretary: R. W. Burger, New York City, N.Y., U.S.A. ; Director: L. W. Beebe, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. (Note)—All Officers arc Directors.

6. Location of Branches, Warehouses and Other Places of Business (Includ
ing those of subsidiary companies engaged in the fruit and vegetable trade)

Warehouse and Offices—135 Laughton Ave., Toronto 9, Ont.
Warehouse—3715 Workman St., Montreal, Que.
Branch of Subsidiary of Parent Company—Atlantic Commission Coni' 

pany, 135 Laughton Avenue. Toronto, Ont.; Atlantic CommissioU 
Company, 3715 Workman St., Montreal, Que.

Branch Stores—Toronto Unit (see attached list) ; Montreal Unit (=ee 
attached list).

Toronto Unit
Branch Stores:

Barrie
Belleville
Bowmanville
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Toronto Unit 

Branch Stores

196 Ottawa St.

Bracebridge 
Brampton 
Burlington 
Chatham 
Cobourg 
Dundas 
Dunnville 
Fort Erie 
Goderich 
Guelph
Hamilton, 564 Concession St 
Hamilton, 11 York St.
Huntsville
Kingston
Kirkland Lake
Kitchener
Leamington
Lindsay
Listowel
London, 332 Dundas St.; 125 King St. 
London, 742 Richmond St.
Napance 
New Liskeard 
New Toronto 
Niagara Falls 
North Bay 
Orangeville 
Oshawa 
Owen Sound 
Parry Sound 
Paris 
Peterboro 
Port Hope 
Rouyn
St. Catharines 
St. Thomas 
Sarnia
Sault Ste. Marie
Simcoe
Stratford
Strathroy
Sudbury
Tillsonburg
Timmins
Toronto, 2295 Bloor 

2948 Bloor.
2119 Danforth.
1161 Dundas W.
2906 Dundas W.
1519 Dupont.
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Toronto Unit 

Branch Stores

Toronto, 418 Eglinton W.
1603 Eglinton W.
1278 Gerrard St.
1042 Queen St. E.
1460 Queen St. W.
2216 Queen St. W.
1094 St. Clair Ave. W.

779 Yonge St.
2049 Yonge St.
2574 Yonge St.
3142 Yonge St.

Trenton
Waterloo
Welland
Weston
Whitby
Windsor, 1580 Ottawa St,

819 Ouellette St.
Woodstock

Montreal Unit 

Branch Stores

Arnprior
Cornwall
Cowansville
Deep River
Drummondville
Farnham
Granby
Hawkesbury
Hull
Lachine
Lachute
Lennoxville
Longueuil
Magog
Montreal, 6234 Monk Blvd.

5677 Monkland.
2448 Notre Dame St.
3558 Park Ave.
5405 Queen Mary Rd.
4690 St. Catherine.
3730 St. Denis St.
5155 Sherbrooke St.
5722 Sherbrooke St, 

Ottawa, 385 Bank St.
754 Bank St.
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Ottawa, 231 Elgin St.
352 Richmond Rd.
225 Rideau St.

1111 Wellington St. 
Outremont 
Pembroke 
Perth
Quebec City, 223 St. John St.

561 St. John St.
Renfrew
Richmond
Rock Island
Ste. Anne de Bellevue
St. Johns
St. Lambert
Shawinigan Falls, 128 Fifth St.

143 St. Marc St.
Sherbrooke 
Thetford Mines 
Three Rivers 
Verdun
Ville St. Pierre

138oi_3



THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO. LIMITED 
(Toronto Stores)

Statement 2—Toronto

Oranges
Calif. 288

Apples
B.C. 125—138
Delicious “C”

Celery
Ont. No. 1

Potatoes
P.E.I.

Canada No. 1

Date Retail
Selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

Retail
Selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

per doz. per doz. per doz. per lb. per lb. per lb. per bunch per bunch per bunch per lb. per lb. per lb.

1947
October 3......................................... N.A. .091

.091

.091
■ Hi 
.111
■ 111 
• Hi 
.121

.075 21.1 .033 .023 30.3
October 10......................................... N.A. .071 25.3 .031 .024 22.6
October 17......................................... N.A. .075 21.1 .031 .024 22.6
October 24......................................... N.A. .088 23.4 .031 .024 22.6
October 31......................................... .271 .229 16.7 .088 23.4 .031 .023 25.8
November 7......................................... N.A. .085 26.1 .031 .026 16.1
November 14......................................... .29 .198 31.7 .088 23.4 .032 .029 7.3
November 21......................................... .33 .229 30.6 .108 13.6 .032 .029 7.3
November 28.............. !........................ .33 .25 24.2 .191 .138 27.4 .040 .032 20.0
Dpppmhpr /> .33

.29
.229
.308

30.6
28.3

.19 .138 27.4 N.A.
December 12......................................... .19 .138 27.4 .035 .032 8.6
December 19......................................... N.A. iNot Avanaoie. .19 .158 16.8 .035 .031 11.4
December 2-26..................................... .29 .218 24.8 .19 .179 5.8 .035 .033 5.7

1948
.29
.33
.33

.240

.219

.229

17.2 .25 .171 31.6 N.A.
33.6 .29- .213 26.5 N.A.

January 16........................................ 30.6 .31 .233 24.8 .038 .038
January 23......................................... N.A. .33 .233 29.4 .038 .033 13.2
January 30......................................... N.A. .35 .254 27.4 .038 .033 13.2
February 6....................................... N.A. .038 .033 13.2
February 13......................................... .31 .244 21.3 .038 .033 13.2
February 20......................................... N.A. .038 .032 15.8
February 27 ..................................... N.A. .038 .034 10.5
March 5......................................... N.A.
March 12........................................ .038 .034 10.5
March 19......................................... N.A. .038 .033 s 13.2
March 26......................................... .27 .299 15.2 .038 .033 13.2
April 2......................................... .30 .231 23.0 .038 .033 13.2
April 9......................................... .038 .033 13.2
April 16......................................... .038 .035 7.9
April ....................................... ........... N.A. .040 .036 10.0
Apt A ^.......................................

...........
A................ A................ A N.A. \ \ N.A.

,
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THE GREAT ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC TEA CO. LIMITED—TORONTO STORES Statement 2—Toronto—Continued

Date

/ Tomatoes
/ Ont.
1 Hot-house

/ Cabbage
local 
green

Cabbage
Imported

green

Carrots
Local

No. 1 Washed

Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb.

1947
.06 .041 31.7 • 04§ .027 37.7
.06 .043 28.3 • 04| .027 37.7

.044 .026 40.0
.29 .18 37.9 .00 .038 36.7 • 04| .027 37.7
.29 .18 37.9 .041 .027 37.7
.29 .18 37.9 .041 .032 26.1
.35 .23 34.3 .041 .030 35.7

.07 .047 32.9 Not available .041 .038 18.6

.08 .045 43.7 .061 .038 40.0

.08 .045 43.7 .061 .043 32.9

.08 .055 31.3 .071 .048 36.0

.09 .061 32.2 .061 .048 24.2

.10 .072 28.0 .061 .047 25.8

1948
N.A. .15 .088 41.3 .061 .049" 22.6
N.A. .19 .121 36.3 » .071 .053 29.3
N.A. N.A. .071 .053 30.9
N.A. .15 .139 7.3 .071 .058 24.3
N.A. .15 .120 20.0 .081 .064 23.2
N.A. .07 .05 28.6 .09 .064 28.9
N.A. .05 .04 20.0 .091 .081 16.2
N.A. .05 .034 32.0 .095 .086 11.0
N.A. • 04| .033 26.7 .111 .088 26.0
N.A. .05 .034 32.0 .10 .073 27.0
N.A. .05 .039 22.0
N.A. .06 .051 15.0
N.A. .07 .052 25.7
N.A. .08 .051 36.2
N.A. Not available .09 .061 32.2 Not available
N.A. .09 .077 14.4
N.A. .09 .082 10.0

.................................... N.A. .09 .073 18.9

October 3.
October 10
October 17.
October 24.
October 31.
November 7.
November 14.
November 21.
November 28.
December 5.
December 12.
December 19.
December 26.

January 2.
January 9.
January 16
January 23.
January 30.
February 6.
February 13.
February 20.
February 27.
March 5.
March 12.
March 19.
March 26.
April 2.
April 9.
April 16.
April 23.
April 30.
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Statement 2—Toronto—Continued
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO. LIMITED—TORONTO STORES

Date

Carrots
Imported U.S.
No. 1 washed

Onions
Ont. No. 1

Yellow
Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb.

1947
October 3.................................... ,03| .0292 22.1
October 10.................................... .04* .0292 32.6
October 17.................................... .04* .0292 32.8
October 24.................................... .04* .0292 32.6
October 31.................................... .04* .0292 37.4
November 7.................................... .032 .0271 15.3
November 14.................................... .032 .024 25-0
November 21.................................... .04* .0479 2.6 I
November 28.................................... .06* .0479 24.4
December 5.. .06*
December 12.................................... .06* .048 24.2
December 19.................................... .06* .048 24.2
December 26.................................... .06* .0479 24.4

1948 Not available

January 2.................................... .06* .049 22.6
January 9.................................... .07* .057 24.0
January 16.................................... .07* .054 28.0
January 23.................................... .07* .054 28.0
January 30.................................... .08* .073 12.4
February 6.................................... .09 .077 14.4
February 13.................................... .09* .080 17.2

• 09|
February 27.................................... .09* .072 25.5
March 5.................................... .09* .073 24.5
March 12.................................... .09* .082 15.2
March 19.................................... .09* .085 10.5 .09* .092 4.8
March 26.................................... .10 .085 15.0 .11 .086 21.8
April 2.................................... .10 .096 4.0 .11 .097 11.8

.10 .13* .1074 20.4
April 16.................................... .09* .092 3.16 .14* .1207 16.7
April 23.................................... .10 .092 8.00 0

As to accuracy of these three schedules see explanatory 
letter.
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Statement 3—MontrealTHE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO. LIMITED 
Montreal Stores

Date

Oranges 
Calif. 288

Retail
selling
price

per doz.

Cost

per doz.

Gross
margin

per doz.

Apples
Delicious “C

Retail
selling
price

per lb.

Celery 
Ont. No. 1

Cost Gross
margin

Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

per lb. per lb. per bunch per bunch per bunch per lb. per lb. per lb.

.144 .121 16.5 N.A.

.144 .121 16.5 N.A.

.19 .121 36.1 .0313 .023 26.5

.19 .121 36.1 N.A.

.144 .121 16.5 N.A.

.144 .121 16.5 N.A.

.144 .121 16.5 N.A.

.19 .162 14.7 N.A.

.23 .187 18.7 N.A.

.23 .187 18.7 N.A.

.23 .187 18.7 .0286 .028 2.6
Not .23 .187 18.7 N.A.

Available .23 .187 18.7 N.A.

.23 .187 18.7 N.A.

.29 .25 13.5 .0399 .033 17.3

.39 .292 25.1 N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. .0399 .029 27.3
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. ' N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. .0399 .034 14.8
N.A. N.A.

N.A.

Potatoes 
Canada No. 1

1947
October 3.
October 10.
October 17.
October 24.
October 31.
November 7.
November 14.
November 21.
November 28.
December 5.
December 12.
December 19.
December 26.

January 2.
January 9.
January 16.
January 23.
January 30.
February 6.
February 13.
February 20.
February 27.
March 5,
March 12.
March 19.
March 26.
April 2.
April 9.
April 16.
April 23.
April 30.

1948

.29

.25

.29

.204

.233
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

.277

.302

.271
N.A.

.229

.198

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

.219
N.A.
N.A.

.225

.225

24.4
13.7

4.5
22.6
30.5

26.1
36.1

24.5

8.6
22.4
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Statement 3—Montreal—Continued
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO. LIMITED—MONTREAL STORES

Date

Tomatoes
Ont.

Hot-House

Cabbage
Local

Green

Cabbage
Imported

Green

Carrots
Local

No. 1 Washed

Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb.

1947

.031 .025 28.6 N.A. N.A.
N.A. .025 .023 8.0
N.A. .031 .024 28.0
N.A. .031 .023 31.0
N.A. .031 .023 31.0
N.A. .031 .023 31.0
N.A. .04 .027 32.5

.06 .041 31.6 N.A. .05 .045 10.0
■091 .070 26.3 N.A. .08 .05 37.5
.09* .070 26.3 N.A. .061 .045 30.7
.091 .070 26.3 N.A. .061 .047 27.7
.09^ .070 26.3 N.A. .061 .047 27.7

* .12" .093 22.5 N.A. .061 .047 27.7

1948
Frot availab .12 .105 12.5 N.A. .061 .048 26.2

.141 .125 13.8 N.A. .061 .05 23.1

.17 .177 3.9 L N.A. .071 .049 36.1

.19 .159 16.3 N.A. .071 .048 37.4

.19 .167 12.1 N.A. .071 .05 34.8
N.A. .06 .047 21.7 071 .05 34.8
N.A. .06 .044 26.7 .091 .067 30.7
N.A. .041 .039 13.3 .101 .079 24.8
N.A. .041 .037 17.8 .101 .112 6.3 L
N.A. .041 .035 22.2 • 111 .089 22.6
N.A. .06 .046 23.3 .10 .076 24.0
N.A. .07 .048 31.4 N.A.
N.A. .07 .053 24.3 N.A.
N.A. .07 .064 8.6 N.A.
N.A. N.A. N.A.
N.A. .08 .08 N.A.
N.A. .08 .092 13.0L N.A.

1..................................... N.A. .08 .084 4.8L N.A.
—

October 3.
October 10.
October 17.
October 24.
October 31.
November 7.
November 14.
November 21.
November 28.
December 5.
December 12.
December 19.
December 26.

January 2.
January 9.
January 16.
January 23.
January 30.
February 6.
February 13.
February 20.
February 27.
March 5.
March 12.
March 19.
March 26.
April 2.
April 9.
April 16.
April 23.
April 30
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Statement 3—Montreal—Continued
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO LIMITED—MONTREAL STORES

Carrots
Imported O'. S. No. Washed

Onions
Ont. No. 1 Yellow

Date
Retail 1 
selling 
price

Cost Gross
margin

Retail
selling
price

Cost Gross
margin

per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb.

October
1947

3....................................... .039 .033 15.4
October 10....................................... .039 .033 15.4
October 17....................................... .039 .035 10.3
October 24....................................... .039
October 31.............. .039
November 7....................................... .039
November 14...................................... .039
November 21...................................... .07 .033 52.9
November 28...................................... .085

.075

.085

.075

.075

.085

.085

.085

.085

.095

.095

.091
• 115 
.115 
.115 
.115
• 115

.060 29.4
December 5........................
December 12...................................... .053 37.6
December 19...................................... .061 18.7
December 26...................................... .054 28.0

January
January
January
January
January
February
February
February
February
March

1948
2...................................... .067 21.2
9...................................... .067 21.2

16...................................... .066 22.4
23...................................... .076 10.6
30...................................... .080 15.8
6...................................... .076 20.0

13...................................... .091 8.5
20....................................... .098 14.8
27...
5...................................... .096 16.5

March 12... .087 24.3
March 19....................................... .10 .078 22.0 .076 33.9
March 26..................................... .10 .088 12.0 .115 .093 19.1
April
April
April
April
April

2..................................... .095
,09|
.10

.099 4.0L .115 .094 18.3
9 .115

.145
.109 5.2

16..................................... .090 10.0 .122 15.9
23 . .10 .092 8.0 .145
30 .10 .125

As to accuracy of these three 
schedules see explanatory letter.

L—Loss.
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w
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Statement 4—Annual Sales and Profits

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY LIMITED 

Annual Sales and Gross Profit 

Fruits and Vegetables

Fiscal Year ended Feb. 28/48

Toronto Stores Montreal Stores Total

Sales Gross
profit

Per cent 
G.P. 

to sales
Sales Gross

profit
Per cent 

G.P. 
to sales

Sales Gross
profit

Per cent 
G.P. 

to sales

1939........................................................................................ 856,511 134,444 15-70 503,654 85,133 16-90 1,360,195 219,577 16-14

1940........................................................................................ 1,573,972 233,247 14-82 752,530 120,523 16-02 2,326,502 353,770 15-21

1941........................................................................................ 1,739,316 229,764 13-21 757,191 104,795- 13-84 2,496,507 334,559 13-40

1942........................................................................................ 2,500,620 263,570 10-54 1,251,930 149,280 11-92 3,752,550 412,850 11-00

1943........................................................................................ 2,549,320 301,150 11-81 1,401,000 189,530 13-53 3,950,320 490,680 12-42

1944........................................................................................ 2,551,600 307,790 12-06 1,383,460 199,020 14-39 3,935,060 506,810 12-88

1945........................................................................................ 2,760,650 360,110 13-04 1,561,180 229,470 14-76 4,321,830 589,580 13-64

1946........................................................................................ 3,955,870 579,420 14-65 2,010,080 292,310 14-54 5,965,950 871,730 14-61

1947........................................................................................ 5,111,660 742,130 14-52 2,453,540 361,910 14-75 7,565,200 1,104,040 14-59

1948 8,646,060 1,229,118 15-03
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Statement 5—Monthly Sales and Profits
THE GREAT ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC TEA COMPANY LIMITED 

Monthly Sales and Gross Profit 
Fruits and Vegetables

January.... 
February...
March........
April..........
May...........
June..........
July..........
August......
September.
October
November
December.

Date

1946

Toronto Stores

Sales Profit
Per cent 

G.P. 
to Sales

Montreal Stores

Sales Gross
Profit

298,459 
330,317 
551,903 
424,975 
409,552 
551,520 
401,032 
322,129 
447,242 
338,250 
331,277 
567,951

43,898
49,401
82,891
63,431
59,049
79,191
62,501
41,506
68,188
48,001
39,694
88,458

14-7 147,229 21,937
150 146,137 19,475
15-0 216,981 32,310
14-9 184,123 24,787
14-4 196,046 26,546
14-4 234,115 35,442
15-6 200,689 35,839
12-9 185,227 25,770
15-2 242,488 35,995
14-2 170,736 24,487
12-0 167,560 21,136
15-6 248,526 40,628

Per cent 
G.P. 

to Sales

14-9
13- 3
14- 9 
13-5 
13-5 
151 
17-9
13- 9
14- 8 
14-3 
12-6 
16-3

445,688
476,454
768,884
609,098
605,598
785,635
601,721
507,356
689,730
508,986
498,837
816,477

Total

Gross
Profit

Per cent
G.P. 

to Sales

65,835 
68,876 

115,201 
88,218 
85,595 

114,633 
98,340 
67,276 

104,183 
72,488 
60,830 

129,086

14-8
14-5
150
14-5
14-1
14- 6 
16-3
13- 3
15- 1
14- 2 
12-2
15- 8

1947

January......
February...
March........
April........
May.........
June..........
July..........
August......
September. 
October.... 
November 
December.

290,443 42,106 14-5
475,372 67,101 14-1
516,437 77,113 14-9
446,329 75,925 170
515,239 61,752 12-0
646,060 105,843 16-4
480,443 81,973 17-1
414,861 60,601 14-6
541,526 87,805 16-2
408,686 56,463 13-8
441,812 70,500 160

161,565 23,767 14-7
245,470 35,188 14-3
275,565 45,117 16-3
196,207 31,646 16-1
210,285 30,843 14-7
280,611 45,327 16-2
233,523 35,173 15-1
223,705 35,282 15-8
277,114 45,098 16-3
203,574 25,242 12-4
214,992 34,621 16-1

452,008
720,842
792,002
642,536
725,524
926,671
713,966
638,566
818,640
612,260
656,804
895,163

65,873
102,289
122,230
107,571
92,595

151,170
117,146
95,883

132,903
81,705

105,121
127,808

14-6
14- 2
15- 4
16- 7 
12-8 
16-3 
16-4
15- 0
16- 2
13- 3 
16-0
14- 3

1948

January... 
February. 
March.... 
April.......

571,985
651,952
691,763
695,858

82,624 
82,392 

100,992 
85,303

14-4
12-6
14-6
12-2
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By Mr. Monet:
Q. Where is the head office of the company, Mr. Bird?—A. 135 Laughton 

Avenue, Toronto.
Mr. Monet: Mr. Chairman, I do not want to neglect anything in con

nection with this firm, but I should have liked to finish this investigation tonight, 
if it is possible, because Mr. Towers is to come here tomorrow.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Now, Mr. Bird, would you give the members of the committee the 

relationship of your company to The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company 
of New York?—A. We are a wholly owned subsidiary.

Q. And would you tell the members of the committee how many stores 
you operate in Canada?—A. We operate 74 stores out of Toronto and 47 out ot 
Montreal ; that is, the Toronto and Montreal warehouses.

Q. I understand you have divided your operations—I mean, your stores are 
divided into two units, one of which you call the Toronto unit and the other 
one the Montreal unit?—A. That is right.

Q. The Toronto unit, I understand, has stores in Toronto and also 
other cities and towns in the province of Ontario?—A. That is right.

Q. How many stores comprise the Toronto unit?—A. 74.
Q. Those are all listed on exhibit 118, pages 2 and 3?—A. Yes.
Mr. Monet: Mr. Chairman, I repeat that I am going to question the witness 

very quickly because I think we should finish this investigation this afternooP 
if possible.

The Acting Chairman : I think the committee will let you proceed with your 
questions.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. I also notice that on exhibit 118 you have listed all the stores comprising 

the Montreal unit?—A. That is right.
Q. There are 47 stores?—A. That is right.
Q. We already have, in evidence, that one of your main purchasing age»;" 

would be the Atlantic Commission Company, is that correct?—A. That 1B 
correct.

Q. We have been told you would purchase about 50 per cent of your frud 
and vegetables from that Atlantic Commission Company?—A. That is relative» 
correct. It varies, of course, at different seasons of the year, but over a year s 
operation that would be approximately correct.

Q. Would you tell the members of the committee whether your company. » 
entirely free to buy on the open market if it can get a better price than the prlC 
you can get from the Atlantic Commission?—A. Well, I think I can say 4hlS’ 
that the Atlantic Commission Company would be willing to sell us at the prop®^ 
market price. In other words, if we could buy merchandise at a lower price t*1 
Atlantic Commission Company would be prepared to meet that issue. ^

Q. But I mean you are entirely independent as to your purchase?—A. Tha 
is quite correct.

Q. If you want to get some of your fruits and vegetables from any oth® 
operator or wholesaler or jobber, the Atlantic & Pacific Company Limited 15 
entirely free to do that?—A. Yes, we do that.

By Mr. Pinard:
Q. Did I understand you to say that you do not buy from anybody e\st 

but the Atlantic commission would have to meet the price? Is that what 3r°
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said?—A. No, I did not say that. As a matter of fact, on many spot purchases 
the Atlantic Commission Company, who are our purchasing agents, buys from 
other wholesalers. In other words, they buy the merchandise for us. In addition 
to that we buy a great deal of merchandise in the individual stores dnect trom 
the farmer, in the producing areas particularly.

By Mr. Monet:
yie Q- That was my question, Mr. Bird. Would you describe to the members of 
am Ct°mm^ttee your purchase field? Where do you purchase your produce? I 
ab ,a*i^ng only °f fruits and vegetables of course. I understand you buy 
nth11. ^ Per cent from the Atlantic Commission Company. Now, as to the 

»» per cent of your fresh fruits and vegetables, where do you get those 
prQ ,S' A. I would say that a great deal of that is bought direct from the 

Ucer, and also in the far away northern points, from the wholesale dealers.
exli'ly ^ ow, for the members of the committee, I want to refer to this 
stat ^ ft is an explanatory letter. Members of the committee will see that 

ornent® 2 and 3 are substantially answered on page 2 of this exhibit. I 
QiajClsf'and, Mr. Bird, that many of your purchases in fruits and vegetables are 

o from the growers direct?—A. That is correct, 
itii ' ■ And also from wholesalers and jobbers other than the Atlantic com- 

10n company?—A. That is correct.
by .S' And also that many of your fruits and vegetable purchases are made 

>°ur local branch manager?—A. That is correct.
Winters: Is this going to be read into the record?

f had^- Monet: I wish that it would because it will save a lot of questions that 
me f anne(f ask the witness. It is because of that reason that he sent 
mittG1C etter’ wMch I think would be very useful to the members of the com-

thatT,16 Acting Chairman: Is it agreeable to the members of the committee 
his exhibit be read into the record?

hoinuT rf'HATCHER; Tes. I think it should be read into the record at this 
because there are some remarks on page 2 that look very important.

Aff. Monet: Do you wish that it be read now? 
fr- Thatcher: Take it as read into the record at this point.

Air. Winters: I think it should be actually read, Mr. Chairman, 
to Monet: Would you read this letter then, Mr. Bird, that was addressed

Mr. Beaudoin: Is he going to read what refers to statements 2 and 3.
. Mr. Monet: The first page covers statements 1, 4, and 5. Answeisare 

th to a few questions that were to be asked of this witness, lou will notice tat on exhibit 118 there are some figures that are not given, and an explanation 

l tV° 'be asked why they were not given, and this^xplanation is given here. 
Bird nk it would be more complete if it were read into the record now. Mr. 

> would you read the whole letter.
The Acting Chairman: This is virtually a question and answer document, 

tb. Mr. Monet- Yes This will answer the questions I had planned to ask
ne Witness. ’
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The Witness: The letter reads as follows:

Exhibit 119
May 21, 1948

Fabio Monet, Esq., K.C.,
Counsel, Special Committee on Prices,
Room 400, Elgin Building,
OTTAWA. Re—The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, Limited.

Dear Sir:—Clients have prepared an explanatory memorandum to suppl6' 
ment the questionnaire recently forwarded to you. It is as follows:—

STATEMENT NUMBER 1.
Store Addresses

Covers our Toronto unit, 74 stores, and Montreal unit, 47 stores- 
These comprise the stores for which the information is analyzed on 
statements numbers 4 and 5.
STATEMENT NUMBER 4.

It will be noticed that the figures broken down between the Toronto 
stores and the Montreal stores are not available for the entire fisc»* 
year ending in 1948 due to an internal change of procedure, where figures 
were consolidated for all of Canada. Therefore, we have shown for that 
fiscal year, sales gross profit and percentage gross profit for all stores 
in the total column only.
STATEMENT NUMBER 5.

The same explanation holds for the availability of the figures broke» 
down between Toronto stores and Montreal stores for the months °* 
December, 1947 and January, February, March and April, 1948. 
additional column has been inserted to the left of this statement indication 
the number of weeks covered by the figures.
STATEMENTS NUMBERS 2 and 3.

We wish to point out that all figures on these two statements shouj 
be considered as an indication only, and are not necessarily accur»*' 
due to the peculiar ramifications of the fresh fruit and vegetable busineSS] 
Purchases are made from many wholesalers, from the Atlantic Co»0' 
mission Company, and from farmers locally in practically all of °u 
branch stores. These local purchases by the stores are handled on 
cash basis at the store. To give you a true picture of the retails 1 
effect on those commodities, the cost and the gross margin, would » 
practically an impossibility. Lists of retail prices are issued from ?u 
office to our stores weekly covering most lines which are available dur1»^ 
the current week, but supplements to these are issued from time to ti»0 
during the week and sometimes alterations in retails are made by tcl 
phone to our stores. As a general practice, our billing system to the

th«stores covers the retails, which are announced by circular lists to 1 
stores, but these are subject to alteration from day to day, depending 0 
daily market conditions, etc. These telephone alterations, as a rule, ».s 
handled in our billings from the office to the stores, but as well as to 
our produce department head and manager in each store, as well as t^ 
store supervisors, have the right at any time to reduce prices of any P*? 
fruits and vegetables in keeping with the condition of the merchant*1 ^ 
the necessity of disposing of highly perishable items, competitive c° 
ditions and so on.
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In many cases local cash purchases 'by the stores are sold at prices 
computed by the local manager in the various stores, in some cases 
by means of a specific percentage markup, and in some cases by advice 
from our office as well as advice from the manager’s supervisor. Head 
office does not keep a permanent record of such changes.

Because of the above it is not possible for us to give you true and 
accurate costs, retail prices and gross profits on the items referred to 
in this questionnaire. The figures on statements numbers 2 and 3 cannot 
be vouched for as to accuracy.

It is quite possible for stores in the same town and even within a few 
blocks in the larger cities to sell the same kind of merchandise at different 
retails, thus producing gross profit rates from week to week which are 
extremely variable.

Yours very truly,
T. HALDANE WICKETT.

tjj , Mr. Monet: Q. Now, would you, Mr. Bird, taking the last paragraph 
this f°U have just read, would you refer to exhibit 120—we will now deal with 
mitt Paragraph of exhibit 119—and explain to the members of the com
ptée ^le brst page on exhibit 120 where you give examples of varying gross 

ts over a two-week period in similar localities.

Exhibit 120
EXAMPLES OF VARYING GROSS PROFITS OVER

A TWO-WEEK PERIOD IN SIMILAR LOCALITIES
Two Weeks Ending 

April 24, 1948
46Qn SUe"n Mary Road- Montreal................................. ' ,0978

St. Catherine Street, Montreal street, Hamilton....................; ; ; ;;;;;;;; ; ; " • • . S

loi' oerrard street> Toront° •••••".' ■ • • • ' • •: : : : : : : : : . S
332 D^.nT1 treet’ TOr(>nt0................................................ -1312
?42 r>- ndaS Street, London ............................................ -1347
5677 A^hni°nd Street, London ......................................... -1218
3550 Oakland Avenue, Montreal ................................. -1211

urk Avenue, Montreal ........................................... -0708



OVER-ALL GROSS PROFIT
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

Toronto Unit Montreal Unit

Date
All

shipments
gross

profits

Net
credits

Gross
profit
after
credit

Warehouse 
express and 

cartage

Net
gross
profit

Date
AU

shipments
gross

profits

Net
credits

Gross
profit
after

credits

Warehouse 
express and 

cartage

Net
gross

profit

1947 1947

October 4... .2355 .0367 .1988 .0435 .1553 October 4... .2208 .0569 .1639 .0350 .1289
October 11... .2225 .0432 .1793 .0436 . 1357 October 11.... .2269 .0737 .1532 .0318 .1214
October 18.. . .2186 .0378 .1808 .0430 .1378 October 18.... .2013 .0502 .1511 .0409 .1102
October 25... .2279 .0518 .1761 .0406 .1355 October 25.... .1840 .0265 .1575 .0353 .1222
November 1. .. .2364 .0418 .1946 .0508 .1438 November 1.... .2087 .0395 .1692 .0292 .1400
November 8.. . .2474 .0379 .2095 .0491 .1604 November 8.... .2304 . 0047L. .2351 .0368 .1988
November 15... .2512 .0404 .2108 .0426 .1682 November 15.... .2246 .0358 .1888 .0258 .1630
November 22... .2448 .0129 .2319 .0381 .1938 November 22.... .1989 .0317 .1672 .0309 .1363
November 29... .2442 .0618 .1824 .0337 .1487 November 29.... .2177 .0326 .1851 .0293 .1558
December 6... .1846 .0266 .1580 .0306 .1274 December 6.... .2268 .0282 .1986 .0208 .1778
December 13... .2044 .0130 .1914 .0338 .1576 December 13.... .2097 .0742 . 1355 .0310 .1045
December 20. .. .2191 .0223 .1968 .0294 .1674 December 20.... .2196 .0433 .1764 .0309 .1455
December 27... .2250 .0771 .1479 .0414 .1065 December 27.... .2166 .0240 .1926 .0288 .1638

TORONTO AND MONTREAL UNITS COMBINED

1948 1948

January 3... .1970 .0412 .1558 .0415 .1143 March 6.............. .2221 .0332 .1889 .0370 .1519
January 10.... .2233 .0497 .1736 .0390 .1346 March 13.............. .2197 .0135 .2062 .0377 .1685
January 17. .. . .2129 .0392 .1737 .0382 .1355 March 20.............. .2125 .0339 . 1786 .0384 .1402
January 24... .2005 .0118 .1887 .0353 .1534 March 27.............. .2384 .0333 .2051 .0382 .1669
January 31.... .2257 .0376 .1881 .0366 .1515 April 3.............. .2028 .0346 .1682 .0385 .1297
February 7.... .2192 .0501 .1691 .0393 .1298 April 10.............. .2079 .0421 .1658 .0364 .1294
February 14.... .2148 .0373 .1775 .0378 . 1397 April 17.............. .1974 .0359 .1615 .0385 .1230
February 21.... .2191 .0238 .1953 .0409 .1544 April 24.............. .1829 .0437 .1392 .0362 .1030
February 28.... .2157 .0420 .1737 .0439 .1298 May 1.............. .1928 .0375 .1553 .0349 .1204

"L—"Loss.
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Hamilton TINEfs: *n tbls Particular exhibit we have tried to show in Montreal, 
market and Toronto, two stores operating in the same type of
the sami- C • i°" , e gf,oss profits between these two stores can vary when having 
out on °riSinat retail prices. In other words, the merchandise would be billed 
for instar,6 Stîne basis’ *3U* the net result after the operation is finished shows,
another cfCe 1, one store in Montreal has a finished gross of -0978 and that 

uc«er store has -0672.
like this^'011^ the members of the committee how a situation
ending; A nS- ‘ ^at is, of course, for the same period, the two weeks
the firgt Î1 1948. A. It could be caused by several things, Mr. Monet. In 
store miJtif6;? f iere 38 ^le physical setup. In other words, the manager in one 
might, han , more comPetent than a manager in another store, or one store 
than the . ° a Pei"ishable merchandise and take a heavier shrinkage 
Manager Ü .K,r, st°!'e- Both of those managers order their own merchandise. A 
^eek ]lc i ^ } m , e a mistake and order too much, and before the end of the 
°ut rathe tn t,axe a substantial reduction in order to get this merchandise 

Q Y than throw U away.
exPlain tn°H Sa^ that both managers order their own merchandise. Would you 
as to yoiiv 10 members of the committee the procedure followed by your company 
Point whorn'ti31 st°res from the minute the goods enter your warehouse to the 
°t the mm aff so ^ t° the consumer? Would you explain to the members 
phandisp th^1 °e -,a^ Proce(iure?—A. The manager has the list of the mer- 
la(lgment nt ,.1S available and the price at which it can be sold according to our 
js a normal • • Particular time. The manager in turn orders what he thinks
him the f n 1G9uireihent at the price we have given him, and in turn we ship 
„ Q. Wmg, raorning the merchandise that he has ordered. 
fr°m the “ 0U aave aiso stated that the managers can also buy merchandise
the nrnri, g.rowers or other wholesale dealers?—A. That is true, particularly in 

J^oducing areas.
J?- And they do?—A. Yes.

^°Uld e;nr!d -r<,).u sa7 according to the supply and the orders they give. This 
c°nld ho ^ ain the difference in the same locality as to the gross profit?—A. That 

‘be one of the factors.
that effo ,f0fild there be any other factors?—A. I think I listed all the factors 
resPonsihi f ■ 8r°ss profit. I do not think any one particular factor could be 

Q. If6 iany one these particular figures, 
seems to iy°U oob at the last item on this list, Mr. Bird, you will see that there 
store on p f large difference between the store on Monkland Avenue and the 

Q D <ub Avenue?—A. There is a difference of 5 per cent, 
f ^tle a;b°CS ™afc appear to you as being more than usual?—A. That is possibly 
too heavi]n°rmal and there must be some particular reason for it, such as ordering 

q y °n a perishable item. That would be a reason for that. 
e*tiiblt l ond a situation like the one you have described on the first page of this 
fl§tit, but+i!S normal ?n the operation of alj the stores in the list?—A. That is 

q . Jde proportion does vary.
*d as a part of this particular fruit and vegetable statement—you 

Woulcj Say btiat there was any difference I don’t suppose?—A. I doubt if

, Q x°me 38 peculiar to this trade?—A. That is it.
Have ijgj. t will bring you to your statement No. 4, of exhibit 118. You 
be kj0n|. ' there to the left of the page the Toronto stores, then ih the centre, 
3eu y0,, al stores, and to the right the total. Now, would you please tell us 
^r0llto , er to the Toronto stores if you refer to the stores in the city of 

°nJy or to the whole unit?—A. That is the complete unit.
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Q. And the same tiling applies to the Montreal stores?—A. That is correct.
Q. Then you have the total for both?—A. That is right.
Q. I wish to point out to you, Mr. Bird, and I would like to get an explana

tion ; the gross profit to sales in the Toronto stores is less than in the Montreal 
stores in 1946—the gross profit to sales from 1939 to 1946—then, for the 1946-4? 
period there is quite a stabilization. Would you comment on that and give us 
the reason for that particular situation?—A. I can see that is true from the 
figures but I don’t have the answer as to why it is true. It is possible that iu 
dealing with a commodity like fresh fruits and vegetables which fluctuate 
from 1-5 to 2 per cent, that is not abnormal in a large operation like ours-"

Mr. Pinard: Would it be because most of the vegetables are sent fro10 
Ontario to Montreal?

The Witness: No, I would not say that. I do not think that is the reason- 
I cannot give you a reason. I do not know.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. It seems to be quite consistent and there must be a reason for ft 

because in 1946-47, you will notice it kind of levelled out.—A. I would say fro#1 
the company’s standpoint the desire would have been to have a gross profit on 
both units relatively the same. I do not think there is any reason from ti}e 
standpoint of merchandising as to why the gross profit would be lower & 
Toronto than it would be in Montreal.

Mr. Fleming: Is this a reflection on the price in any case? Did you get 3 
little lower price for your produce in Toronto over this period of 9 years because 
competition is keener in Toronto?

The Witness: I do not think I can say that to you, Mr. Fleming. } 
think competition is equally as keen in Montreal. I honestly don’t think that is 
the reason. I do not think we have any reason to explain why the profits are 
a little different in Toronto than they are in Montreal, other than as I saiw 
it would be an attempt to try to work out relatively equal business.. The faC 
that one year happened to be a little lower than the other is just one of those 
things that take place and you can’t do anything about them.

Mr. Monet : Now, if you look at the total gross profit, it dropped frQl^ 
16-4 in 1939, to 11 in 1942; since 1942, it has increased each year over th 
previous year with the exception of a very small decline in 1947. Could y0'; 
give the committee a reason for the reduction in gross profit in the earhe 
years and the increase in the more recent years?

The Witness: I am sorry I cannot give you any reason for the reduction 
in the earlier years. The only reason I can see is that there might possilw 
have been an increase in the past few years due to the slight change in , j 
accounting procedure where a few dried fruit items which were formerly hand‘e 
in the grocery department were switched over to the fresh fruits and vegetabl6®'

Mr. Fleming : Do these figures include other commodities than freS^ 
fruits and vegetables?

The Witness: This is all fruits and vegetables, including dried fruits.
Mr. Fleming: Dried fruits are in here?
The Witness: Yes.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. That would be since 1946?—A. I think that is for 1946-47.
Q. Before that it is fresh fruits and vegetables?—A. That is right.
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Q. And that would account to a certain extent for this increase in. fruits 
and vegetables, this switch-over of dried fruits?—A. I would think that 
Would be the reason. I am trying to give an answer, and 1 think that is the 
mason. That is my opinion. Ï think that is it.

Q. You know that as a fact?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, we did have an answer in a letter you have read to a tew ot the 

questions which I had to ask, one of them was as to why you did not gn e 
~he same information for Toronto and Montreal stores for the year 1» . 
*nu have already answered that in a letter which has been read into ic 
evidence.—A. That is a consolidation of the system. .

Q. Now I will refer you to statement 5, to the extreme right-hand column 
®.n the statement. I might tell the members "of the committee that the letter 
'hut has been read, exhibit 119, an explanation was given as to why the figures 
0r the Toronto and Montreal stores are not given in detail for January, rer- 

niary, March and April. I wish to point out to you, Mr. Bird, that the gross 
Profits during the past five months have been consistently less than in the same 
uionth of the preceding year, and in April of 1948, arc only 12-2 per cent as 
compared with the figure of 16-7 per cent for the previous year. Would you be 
f-hle to account for that?—A. The only way 1 can possibly account for'it-is 
. hat there seems to have been a decline in volume. I would imagine that that 
18 the reason. , ,

Q. Would you say also that there would be an increase of the numbei o 
erail stores and more competition than before?—A. That is possible.

Q- Is it possible that on account of competition this would show a smallei 
|r°ss profit to sales?—A. Yes. I think my first answer would be the correct one. 

‘fink that is the reason for the decline. ,
., Q- Decline in volume; you gave that as the main reason? A. I would sa>
lat> yes.

Q- Would you have any other comment to make on these particular figures ? 
• No, other than that the January, February, March and April period is a

substantialréduit; Un availability of supplies was no doubt the cause of 
on of volume. That is the only reason of which I know.

"I' * 011 would say that this decrease is due mostly to a decrease in volume?
• 1 would say so.

fcjk j^fore we deal with statements 2 and 3, this is a comparison in the prices 
Prove t v° ex'P*a‘n to members of the committee exhibit 120, which I think should 
nient • ,most useful> and I have a few questions to ask you on this state- 
t0 thp 1 118 ls supplementary to information that vou gave yesterday with regard 
aPpenr°yer'a*l Rross W’ofit. Now, Mr. Bird, does the amount of -2355 which 
ship,.' 8 *° 'he left of this document—take as an example October 4, 1947—-all 
initiaiCnts durinS that week and that date the stores in the Toronto unit had an 
sent / markuP of -2355?—A. That is based on the price which the stores are

O °t ^le ^iead °®ce the first part of the week.
That is the initial markup?—A. Yes, the bill-up price, in other words, 

item . initial markup what do you mean?—A. Well, take the finished goods 
buy at 'he warehouse the Atlantic Commission Company, for instance, is a 
been s ?rfUS’ tllcy fiKurc out their charges and send us the retail price which has 
That Dei tlle Pm'tieular shipment of fruit or vegetables on a particular date. 

s the over-all gross profit.
the an ^ ould it be a fair statement then to put it this way, that this would be 
Pi>e °Unt which the store would realize if it was not necessary to make any 
'"'A r,(‘,luction and there was no spoilage, and no warehouse or cartage expense? 

'at is correct.
Tl* ^ INTERS: That is the markup. 

l38olp Witness: That is the markup, on your wholesale price.
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Mr. Winters : And 2355 is -2355 per cent?
The Witness : Yes.
Mr. Fleming: All the figures here are the gross markup, are they all on a 

percentage basis?
The Witness: That is right, they are all percentages.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Next, Mr. Bird, is classified under price. We understand from that that 

this amount always from October 4, -0367—this amount represents the amount 
of the initial gross profit which would not be allowed because of price reduction 
and spoilage?—A. That is correct.

Q. That is the policy of your company I understand?—A. That is right- 
This is merchandise they have been forced to reduce the price on, or which has 
been thrown away because it is unsuitable.

Q. How do you account for that amount; I mean, first, what is the policy 
of the company ; is there an understanding between the local manager and the 
head office, or how does it work ; how do you arrive at that amount?—A. The 
stores have a form on which they take credits, the reductions for that particular 
week in which we show the operations here; in other words, if they throw away 
$2 of spinach they take a credit for $2, and we in turn allow that against their 
shipping gross profit.

Q. And they account to head office for that?—A. That is right.
Q. Is that a daily account or a weekly account?—A. Weekly.
Q. Now, the next column is the gross profit actually realized but before 

deducting any expense for handling the merchandise; is that correct?—A. That 
is right.

Q. What is included in the next column, warehouse expenses and cartage, 
that is for warehouse expense?—A. That is right, the refrigerators, handling the 
merchandise, selecting, wrapping—which we do.

Q. That is for the local stores?—A. That is correct.
Q. And then the final column which is headed “Gross profit”, I understand 

that represents the amount available to you for store wages, salaries, rent, 
supplies, and so on?—A. That is the final gross profit which the company realize5 
on the fresh fruit and vegetable operation.

Q. So you have listed there in the first column the markup you feel should 
be set by the head office to the local stores to give you at the end a net gros5 
profit of so much ; is that correct?—A. That is right.

Q. How do you set your markup, the net gross profit; in other words, ^ 
arrive at a net gross profit such as is mentioned here, how would you proceed- 
How do you decide on the markup in the first place, that the things you ship 
the stores should be so much instead of so much?—A. On fresh fruits and vegc' 
tables that is a rather difficult question to answer, but roughly speaking, the 
company feels 15 per cent on a finished basis is a reasonable markup on fresl1 
fruits and vegetables. Accordingly based on the experience we have, and the 
Atlantic Commission Company has, in handling and distributing fresh fruits 
try to set retails which will let us out, we will say, at the end of the period afÇr 
net credits and warehouse expenses and cartage have been taken with roughu 
speaking 15 per cent gross profit.

Q. You start from what should be your final mark-up and you proceed 
build up the original mark-up that is charged against the local store?—A. Ye5^

\ ^ Y 120 is the explanation of the evidence you have just give11'
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Q. The evidence you have just given is the explanation of exhibit 120. Now, 
I have a few questions on the different kinds of produce. AN e have asked for a 
comparison of prices, like all the other questions asked from other witnesses. 
If it is the desire of the members of the committee to proceed I am ready to do so.

The Acting Chairman: It is 6 o’clock—whatever the committee wishes 
ln the matter.

Mr. Monet: I must say that there are really quite a few questions although 
except for one or two items it does not seem to be a very large mark-up.

Mr. Fleming: What about the witnesses themselves? After all they have 
been here for a couple of days.

The Witness: 1 should like very much to get back. My assistant is leading 
town for the weekend, and I have not had a chance to spend any time with him. 

it is at all possible I would certainly be very happy to finish.
Mr. Fleming: I think the committee will be agreeable to sit for five or ten 

hiinutes.
Mr. Beaudoin : Why not ask only those questions pertaining to the two 

’tems you have in mind?
Mr. Monet: There would be just a few questions on oranges and loca

cabbage.
, The Acting Chairman : Is the orange situation similar to what we have 
been having?

. Mr. Monet: It is at the retail level and, of course, it cannot be compared 
"’th the wholesale, but there are one or two explanations I should like these 
gentlemen to give.

By Mr. Monet: ont 2 the
, Q. Mr. Bird, referring to statement 2, yo^ liaYe 'Maternent 2, page 1?— Toronto stores ; you refer to the Toronto -toies

Q. And on statement 3 you refer to the .^wSfare'listed- oifstatcment 2 
t Q- I will now deal with the Toronto Pnc®i , haVe been mentioned1 notice on October 31 California oranges, 28S s, whict & dozen?—A. Yes. 
(inite often before this committee, were selling at ‘2C 33 CCnts on Dec-

Q. On October 31, and they jumped from 27V cent-
ember 5—A. Yes, sir. , .ip,i the price to you had not
• Q. Although from the figures you have supplied .n{c‘.mation 0f the mem-
jncreased. Before you answer I wish to state from that of the otiiei
bers 0f the committee that this comparison is dinere ^ comparison on

’’nesses because the A. & P. Tea Company ’ a comparison as they du
fle same sheet, so that the secretariat did not pre ■, company.
for the other Witnesses. It was already prepared by

The Acting Chairman : The form is di erjf j the same way. Would 
Mr. Monet: The form is different, but it is theie 

y°n answer that question?
The Witness: What is the question'.

By Mr. Monet: on October 31 were selling
Q. Why oranges that were selling a p,ige price does not seem to mi 1

• 33 cents on December 5 when the 1 ■ 'sll0Ujd pke to qualify any answers 
,ncreased? —A. In the first place it I “ y’ferrin„ to the original letter 111 which

aiake on the individual commodities b> . procedure to get figures which 
arVtated it is very difficult with our accounting I answer as to why prices 
are actually accurate. Roughly, I can guc >
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advanced. The market was very excited and advancing. In the second place, 
the prices referred to show one particular day’s operation only. There is one 
size of orange only shown. We probably had four or five sizes at the same time- 
It is quite possible some of the other sizes did not advance in comparison with 
the 288’s. The main reason for the advance was, of course, the embargo being 
placed and the market being very excited and advancing.

. Q. Now, what would you consider to be a normal mark-u.p on 288 size 
oranges, for instance?—A. That is a pretty difficult question to answer. There 
are so many things that enter into the setting of a retail price on oranges. I'1 
other words, we have to have our retail price bear a relationship to the whole
sale market and replacement cost. Thus, the particular figures for the 
days which are requested and which show 31 and 30-6 per cent gross, may have 
constituted a very small shipment to the stores. In other words, our over-all 
gross on oranges might have been considerably lower than that. I would 
venture to say that probably it was.

As to what is a fair mark-up on 288 oranges, I do not know that I would be 
prepared to answer that question. I really do not know. It all depends on the 
competitive situation and whether the market happened to be long or whether 
we were trying to run a sale on a desirable size. There are so many thing5 
which influence the question it is very difficult to answer it properly.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. You sell at the market, like anybody else?—A. We have to be compel' 

tive. We naturally try to offer the consumer some attractive values occasionally’ 
I hope.

Q. But the forces which determine your prices are not different from thosc 
which determine anybody else’s?—A. No, that is right.

Q. You follow the market?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Pinard:
Q. Why do you say the embargo partly caused this advance in prices? 

spoke of the excitement of the markets?-—A. I said that because I believe th 
embargo went into effect on the 17th of November. On looking at the fig11'6. 
I notice there is a steady and fairly substantial increase in prices up to the at 
of December.

Q. I noticed that increase, but that does not give us the cause. Was 1 
due only to the excitement and the embargo or was the supply shorter? Did y°l 
have less oranges?—A. I should like to qualify this. I hesitate to give any m°r 
opinions.

Q. It is not necessary to give an opinion as to whether there were enoug 
oranges at that time?-—A. Front the statement, I cannot answer the questJ® 
because I do not know on that particular date whether we had an over-supP ;c 
of 288’s. I would assume, from the general situation as I know it, that " 
would be short of supplies because we have been continually short of 0 
normal requarements since the 17th of November. g

Q. Oh, yes, since that time, but during that very period? The first incrvfh 
was due mostly to excitement over the embargo, I suppose?—A. I think tfl 
is true because I notice the market settled down after that and became 
normal. ,c

Q- With the same requirements and supplies as you now have, prices l'3' 
steadily decreased ever since, if I understand these figures?—A. With one exed 
tion that is true. . g

Q- The prices have steadily decreased and you have still the same supPW 
as you did, so that is why I say it must have been the excitement of the mar
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a,nd not the embargo itself?—A. I do not say the embargo was responsible foi 
,,le increased prices, but I think tho — **—- iL- 
the market. the embargo was the cause of excitement on

By Mr. Fleming:
Da * There. was something approaching a panic condition for a time on the 
d'u °f the consumers on the goods that were embargoed?—A. I would say the 

mands were increased due to the fact that shortages of supply were anticipated.

By Mr. Zaplitny:
market”* *° ash the witness how he would define “excited the
the H0 . , *iat does that mean in ordinary language?—A. I would say that
in a lna. . for citrus fruits exceeded the supply and consequently, as is usual 

°ndition of that kind, the prices were increased.

By Mr. Pinard:
SuPdH- °t same üne °f questioning, you say that demand exceeded the 
excee ^ nofc on the contrary, that people" thought the demand would
exceed Î16 suPPly?—A. I think the physical condition was that the demand did 
I w , J1 e supply. What was responsible for the demand exceeding the supply 
partie i no^ know, but I think the reason for the increase in prices at that 

ular time was the increased demand at the time.

By Mr. Winters:
arrivai Chairman, what I would like to get at is that the price itself is not 
effecta )y a Process of costs and overhead and so on, but rather by the 
factor -Cn<dss the demand.—A. I believe that I stated that replacement was a 
tliis i,'/.1,1-1 etermining what the retail prices arc on various commodities, but in 
l,U8mJsr-U ar * tem > which is only one small portion of the fruits and vegetable 
shipper*. lnf ordcr to get a reasonable picture you would have to take the entire 
Diarkot * oranges, for instance, over a period of time, because on a declining

w p XT" - 1 1 1 /*

°hsiderably 
^r- Beaudoin

^ „ _______________ |,*vvui v- j vm vv UU1U

oranges, for instance, over a period of time, . , ,
would be forced to reduce prices and our gross profits "on < •«

less.
Mr. Monet, are you through with the witness?

By Mr. Monet: to local cabbage,
Q- 1 am through with respect to oranges. \\ oui fmm 7 to 8 cents on

Î 'Bird, and tell the committee why the price ..,ucti0n in cost. Would 
Von , ca,bbages on November 28 in spite of ^sligM ^ ^ Q8 is as related 
to rV,ave some explanation to give as to this: - ■ • dle quantity is that &inv°i4° and 43.7, I do not know. I do not kno the year that the local
t'ahi V°d’ but I do know that in this particula P & verv heavy trim and a 
lot t8cs are Parting to get washed up and the • afid \he weight differs a g, °f dead discoloured leaves. We buy it by u when this merchandise
s' deaL and this may be the cause for this Actually, ^ ^ ^ weight

in the store, I assume from Poking at 1 than it was for the week 
pr„ ?t°re received was probably considéra ■ on it.

eVl°u®ly, and consequently the return would g lc bpr 36| ]947 to January 2, 
194sQ, Then there is another large jump from J■■ wag not very much, just a
1® fr°m 10 to 15 cents, and the increase in h markct, lhat is the
onÏ? 0ver a cent?-A. 1 think that is entirely due

^explanation I could give. jve?—A. Yes, I believe that
Wonf 'That is the only explanation you can give

1 be a normal condition..
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Q. And the same would apply to the imported cabbage where we notice * 
difference from 7 cents to 8 cents on April 2, when the cost was actually reduce1 
by a fraction?—A. That is right.

Q. On imported cabbage on April 2?—A. That is correct.
Q. Then it rose from 7 cents to 8 cents and there was a very slight decrea^ 

though in the purchase cost.—A. I think that is also due to an advance in the 
market.

Q. That is not very much.
Mr. Beaudoin : I move we adjourn.
Mr. Pinard: Does that complete our inquiry into fruits and vegetable5■
Mr. Monet: That is the last witness I have to call on the fruit and vegetable 

investigation.
Mr. Pinard: I think we should compliment counsel for the way he ha- 

conducted this inquiry and for having completed his schedule right on time.
Some Hon. Members: Hear, hear.
The committee adjourned to meet again tomorrow, May 27, 1948, at 11 a-”1'
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Thursday, May 27, 1948.

The Special Committee on Prices met at 11.00 a.m., Mr. Mayhew, presiding.
MaJ!a7nb^rs Vresent- Messrs. Beaudoin, Fleming, Harkness, Kuhl, McGregor, 

yhew. Pmard, Thatcher, Winters, Zaplitny.

Tlyde, K.C., and Mr. Fabio Monet, K.C., Counsel to the Com- 
’ln attendance.

E- Millard, President and General Manager, Mr. R. E. Swan, General. 
Manatr(l°r<9 peef-veal-lamb operations, and Mr. N. E. Tandon, Provision 
e3catoincd °Wl^ Canadian Company Limited, Toronto, were recalled and further

Witnesses discharged.

®tatistip’ T- Lafleur, Head of Cold Storage Statistics, Dominion Bureau of 
s, was recalled and further examined.

'mess discharged.
^°pies r0fG;T. Towers, C.M.G., Governor, Bank of Canada, was called. He filed 
Control n *ie Eank of Canada Annual Report and of the Foreign Exchange 
VVas examine"! ^nnua^ Report for the year 1947, made a general statement and

this day* ^ P'm- witness retired and the Committee adjourned until 4.00 p.m.

AFTERNOON SITTING

hiding °mmittee resumed at 4.00 p.m., the Chairman, Hon. Mr. Martin,
ig.

IVtartinC,MerSLPresen<: Mcisri- Beaudoin, Fleming, Harkness, Kuhl, McGregor, 
’ aybank, Pinard, Thatcher, Winters, Zaplitny.

Vy. !YXp TT .^‘ttee 7.A Dyde, K.C., and Mr. Fabio Monet, K.C., Counsel to the Com-
n attendance.

Mr. rpn
^ wers was recalled and further examined.

2R6'00 _P'm- witness retired and the Committee adjourned until Friday,
at 11.00 a.m.

R. ARSENAULT, 
Clerk of the Committee
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons,

May 27, 1948.

on Pl^ces met this dav at 11.00 a.m. The Acting 
man> Mr. Mayhew, presided.

Please come ‘ tu ^ |IIAIRMAN : 1 see a Quorum, gentlemen, so will the meeting

?°QiipitteP)n A!,r- Chairman, Mr. Towers is prepared to come before the 
.Xvever r a?1 come on a telephone message. By arrangment with him,

Mth regard' ,IOU l lke to clear up two small items which have been left over 
o0tilPanv i • °. m<rat: 1 ',1C first of these is the statement of Swift Canadian 
Canadian’• w .the committee asked in order to bring the Swift
liking houl™Pany S rclurn *nt° a comParable form with that of the other

Çlttee the "mnc,liatcly following Mr. Millard, I wanted to put before the corn- 
then, we oia&e figures for meat at the first of May which are now available, 

can proceed with Mr. Towers immediately after that.

1 9,ly’ ^mitod^Toroniof recalled;' GeneraI ManaSer> Swift Canadian Com-

br- Q- Mr v " Dyde:
the^p, Certain sunnuüto 3re alrc.a(l-v sworn. The committee asked you to 
If ,.c°nimittee L-„ tntai^ schedules to give the information requested by 
if ?,°u have anv 1 ,.®° °Xcr these schedules, gentlemen, schedule by schedule.

Would nfu 1[estions to ask on any of the schedules, I should be obliged 
n, Thc fiw as,k them as we go along if nossihle
fifths XT^cdule; Mr- Millard, is a detailed profit and loss statement by 

wear- ti1Q/< m )er t° March for both the 1947 fiscal year and the 1948
hav This maw ,ls -Trect- is h not?first0 d°ne on nr ■ g0 *nt.° the recorcl at this point, Mr. Chairman, as we 

Schedulp? AV1mls oceasions. I am correct in that statement about the 
ie‘ a. That is correct.

\
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Supplementary Schedule No. I
SWIFT CANADIAN CO. LIMITED

Profit or Loss before Bond Interest, Income Tax and Inventory Reserves

— Beef Pork Veal Lamb
Other
meat

products
Total
meats

Meat
by

products

Total 
meat and 
meat by
products

Profit or 
loss all 
depts. 
before 

taxes on 
income and 
inventory 
reserves

Net profit 
or loss 

from all 
operations

$ $ $ $ $ s $ $ $ $
1947 Fiscal Year

November 1946....................................... *64,001 58,295 *4,115 *9,734 226,781 . 207,226 72,952 280,178 650,234 389,234
December 1946....................................... *120,608 35,107 *5,355 *17,119 78,103 *29,872 25,223 *4,649 153,652 93,102
January 1947....................................... *223,305 91,954 *5,320 *23,887 129,836 *30,722 104,363 73,641 151,914 138,935
February 1947....................................... *295,183 160,652 *13,042 *14,598 118,017 *44,154 82,946 38,792 280,340 182,221
March 1947....................................... *110,165 121,804 *11,783 *18,235 66,466 48,087 32,235 80,322 165,832 107,791

Total (5 months)................ *813,262 467,812 *39,615 *83,573 619,203 150,565 317,719 468,284 1,401,972 911,283

1948 Fiscal Year

November 1947....................................... 285,310 349,472 70,850 49,025 148,822 903,479 87,806 991,285 1,560,622 983,191
December 1947....................................... 103,854 198,436 18,117 152 *11,916 308,643 27,781 336,424 730,768 455,727
January 1948....................................... *95,578 162,502 21,083 *2,393 46,842 132,456 128,879 261,335 581,665 351,051
February 1948....................................... *265,998 39,859 18,967 *11,787 26,357 *192,602 *70,197 *262,799 *127,599 *77,197
March 1948....................................... *154,643 67,927 *214 5,119 40,102 *41,709 108,667 66,958 63,953 38,692

Total (5 months)................ *127,055 818,196 128,803 40,116 250,207 1,110,267 282,936 1,393,203 2,809,409 1,751,464
*** ***

*** The profit or loss figures are before provision for inventory reserve for the five months ending April 3, 1948, in the amount of $750,000.00 as recorded in the books 
of the Company, which in the opinion of the Company officials constitutes a proper provision.

* Means loss.
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Supplementary Schedule No. /-A
SWIFT CANADIAN CO. LIMITED 

Sales to Trade

(1000 lbs. and 1000 t’s)

Beef Pork Veal Lamb Other meat 
products

Meat
by-products

Total meat 
and meat 

by-products
Total 

all sales

000 lbs. 1000 $’s 1000 lbs. 1000 $’s 1000 lbs. 1000 *’s 1000 lbs. 1000 $’s 1000 lbs. 1000 $’s 1000 lbs. 1000 $’s 1000 lbs. 1000 $’s 1000 lbs. 1000 $’s

1947 fiscal year

November 1946........ 17,949 3,780 8,623 2,282 1,240 292 1,789 423 7,415 1,578 4,227 533 41,243 8,888 60,188 11,933

December 1946........ 12,741 2,697 6,384 1,704 749 155 1,043 239 4,725 1,039 3,402 513 29,044 6,347 44,001 8,956

January 1947........ 9,301 1,951 7,596 2,014 370 77 799 190 4,000 1,095 2,717 387 24,783 5,714 37,098 7,768

February 1947........ 10,510 2,315 8,351 2,379 389 79 1,271 302 5,432 1,367 3,778 567 29,731 7,009 44,942 9,959

March 1947........
►

Total (5 months).

8,025 1,859 8,125 2,277 471 97 929 239 3,768 1,035 2,007 338 23,325 5,845 34,954 7,980

58,526 12,602 39,079 10,656 3,219 700 5,831 1,393 25,340 6,114 16,131 2,338 148,126 33,803 221,183 46,596

1948 fiscal year

November 1947........ 15,635 3,454 13,557 4,286 1,126 264 1,293 340 5,349 1,738 3,889 855 40,849 10,937 65,218 15,792

December 1947........ 12,589 2,778 10,462 3,309 550 135 859 215 3,310 808 1,879 458 29,649 7,703 44,634 11,773

January 1948........ 11,030 2,748 7,247 2,549 619 169 828 225 4,185 1,240 4,723 1,105 28,632 8,036 41,968 10,835

February 1948........ 13,638 3,420 11,209 4,106 829 241 1,085 329 3,756 1,073 4,311 978 34,828 10,147 51,469 13,748

March 1948.... 8,846 2,306 10,024 3,698 715 186 717 199 2,627 785 2,624 441 25,453 7,615 38,144 10,260

Total (5 months) 61,738 14,706 52,499 17,948 3,739 995 4,782 1,308 19,227 5,644 17,426 3,837 159,411 44,438 241,433 62,408
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Supplementary Schedule No. S
SWIFT CANADIAN CO. LIMITED

Profit or Loss Before Bond Intf.rest, Income Tax and Inventory Reserves

Fiscal year ending Beef Pork Veal Lamb
Other
meat

product
Total
meat

Meat
by-products

Total 
meat and 

meat
by-products

$ $ $ s $ $ $ $

1936................................................................................. *356,701 92,886 *11,240 *33,989 445,781 136,737 413,080 549,817

1937................................................................................. *470,267 368,882 *16,983 *72,075 427,882 237,439 232,786 470,225

1938................................................................................. *537,176 *106,595 *53,279 *89,680 516,213 *270,517 135,898 *134,619

1939................................................................................. *316,022 *361,102 *22,883 *65,755 570,905 *194,857 316,727 121,870

1940................................................................................. *681,666 516,645 *28,020 *82,053 493,498 218,404 175,331 393,735

1941................................................................................. *425,910 215,044 *20,986 *68,405 1,067,330 767,073 379,199 1,146,272

1942................................................................................. *569,420 262,566 *76,590 *44,542 1,321,294 893,308 427,882 1,321,190

1943................................................................................. *742,654 363,364 *57,187 *142,279 1,385,303 860,547 393,025 1,199,572

1944................................................................................. *75,172 327,962 60,204 *37,904 707,359 982,449 561,900 1,544,349

1945................................................................................. *94,588 218,415 115,706 43,192 930,241 1,212,966 472,912 1,685,878

1940................................................................................. *1,235,549 28,336 *119,419 *73,697 1,248,842 *151,487 382,359 230,872

1947................................................................................. *2,239,500 774,430 *172,726 *190,268 672,788 *1,155,276 795,766 *359,510

1948 (5 months)......................................................... *127,055 818,196 128,803 40,116 250,207 1,110,267 282,936 1,393,203

Total..................................................... *7,871,680 3,519,029 *274,600 *817,339 10,037,643 4,593,053 4,969,801 9,562,854

* Means loss.
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SWIFT CANADIAN CO. LIMITED 

Condemnations
(Fiscal years 1939 to 1947 and 18 weeks 1948 fiscal year) 

CATTLE

Fiscal year ending
Amount

condemna
tion

insurance
deducted

Salvage
value

condemned 
and rejected 

carcasses 
and parts

Carcasses
condemned Value

parts
condemned

Net
condemna

tion
resultsNumber

head
Cost
value

$ $ $ $ $ $

1939

1940
50,039 2,184 1,945 56,932 38,542 * 43,251

1941
50,597 3,309 1,701 53,451 31,280 * 30,825

1942
64,617 5,671 1,870 68,756 36,938 * 35,406

1943
67,920 9,066 1,789 82,198 45,771 * 50,983

1944 87,229 8,988 1,743 100,434 47,955 * 52,172

1945.
105,747 10,139 1,936 102,624 48,972 * 35,710

1946 131,389 20,865 2,540 139,325 69,526 * 56,597

I947 102,087 33,587 2,610 137,685 104,258 *106,269

1948 69,457 24,224 1,962 122,884 72,070 *101,273

^^^Total................
39,273 19,632 1,410 84,655 33,536 * 59,286

768,355 137,665 19,506 948,944 528,848 *571,772

SWIFT CANADIAN CO. LIMITED 
(Fiscal Years 1939 to 1947 and 18 Weeks 1948 Fiscal Year)

HOGS

I’i1 ‘seal -

*939.
1940

194)

1S42

1943

1944 

*945 
I940 

I947 

1943

nding

Amount
condemna

tion
insurance
deducted

Salvage
value

condemned
and

rejected 
carcasses 
and parts

Carcasses condemned
Value
parts

condemned

Net
condemna

tion
resultsNumber

head
Cost
value

$ $ $ $ $

47,579 10,020 1,083 17,799 48,143 *8,343

75,451 17,921 1,512 23,543 80,333 *10,504

113,229 27,278 1,895 32,193 109,417 *1,103

149,611 63,539 2,099 48,277 168,195 *3,322

194,055 92,436 2,810 73,879 223,955 *11,343

238,615 117,164 4,590 113,440 275,855 *33,516

156,627 86,886 3,853 87,014 176,861 *20,362

105,738 61,197 2,320 56,939 121,051 *11,055

98,585 52,350 2,242 61,577 96,612 *7,254

73,563 40,271 1,274 40,001 70,823 3,010

1,253,053 569,062 23,678 554,662 1,371,245 *103,792
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TANKAGE MARKET 

Loose Basis—Unground

(Per unit of protein per ton)

Week ending Meat scraps 
dry rendered

Tankage 
wet rendered

September 15, 1947........
September 20..................
September 27..................
October 4..................
October 11..................
October 18..................
October 25..................
November 1..................
November 8..................
November 15..................
November 22..................
November 29..................
December 6..................
December 13..................
December 20..................
December 27..................
January 3, 1948........
January 10..................
January 17..................
January 24..................
January 31..................
February 7..................
February 14..................
February 21..................
February 28..................
March 6..................
March 13..................
March 20..................
March 27..................
April 3...................
April 10..................
April 17..................
April 24..................

0.85 (ceiling) 
1.2,5-1.50
1.50- 1.60
1.50- 1.75
1.60-1.85
1.60-1.85
1.80-2.00
1.80-2.00 
2.00-2.25 
1.75-2.00
1.50- 1.65
1.50- 1.65
1.50- 1.60
1.50-1.60
1.50-1.60
1.50-1.60
1.55-1.65
1.55-1.65
1.55-1.65
1.55-1.65
1.55-1.65
1.50-1.60
1.50-1.60
1.50-1.60
1.50-1.60 
1.45-1.50
1.30-1.40
1.15-1.20
1.15-1.20
1.10- 1.15
1.10- 1.20
1.10-1.20
1.15-1.20

0.83 (ceiling) 
1.25-1.50
1.50- 1.60
1.50- 1.75
1.60-1.85
1.60-1.85
1.80-2.00
1.80-2.00
1.80-2.00 
1.65-1.75
1.35-1.50
1.35- 1.50
1.35- 1.45
1.35-1.45
1.35-1.45
1.35-1.45 
1.3.5-1.45
1.35-1.45
1.35-1.45
1.35-1.45
1.35-1.45
1.30-1.40
1.30-1.40
1.30-1.40
1.30-1.40 
1.20-1.30
1.10-1.20 
1.00-1.10 
1.00-1.10 
1.00-1.10 
1.00-1.10 
1.00-1.10 
1.0,5-1.10

t
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SWIFT CANADIAN CO. LIMITED
Statement “A”

Red Brand Beef—Winnipeg

Week ending

Member 1 
8. 

15. 
22.

^6cember 6
13.
20.
27.

1947

1948

Live prices Winnipeg 
livestock market review

Swift 
average 
cost all 

red brand 
beef

carcasses
Winnipeg

Choice 
steers 

up to 1050
Choice
heifers

Good 
steers 

up to 1050

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

14.34 12.46 12.92 25.70
14.65 12.75 13.50 23.72
14.25 12.07 12.85 24.24

11 S1 19 42 22.73
12 25 13 on 23.24

14.75 13.08 13.50 24.70
14.75 13.25 13.48 24.05
15.07 13.43 14.06 24.68
15.34 13.58 14.25 25.26

15.75 14.50 14.63 27.66
16.69 15.24 15.25 27.43
16.25 14.75 14.75 27.95
16.10 14.49 14.61 28.20
15.80 14.42 14.53 27.28
15.78 14.50 14.55 26.96
15.25 14.25 14.15 28.13
14.62 14.46 14.41 27.50
16.00 14.94 15.00 27.18
16.00 15.00 15.00 27.68
16.22 15.24 15.00 28.29
16.35 15.35 15.75 28.80
16.27 15.25 15.46 28.92
16.46 15.41 15.73 28.46
16.50 15.50 15.75 29.08
16.92 16.06 15.98 29.41
17.70 16.88 16.69 30.46

Swift 
average 

selling price 
all red 

brand beef 
carcasses 
Winnipeg

$ cts.

26.52
26.00
25.77
24.09
24.20
24.50
25.00
25.00

26.00
25.30
25.00

26.80
26.30
25.50
25.50
25.50
25.50
25.50

26.35
27,14
27.50 
27.28
27.51
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SWIFT CANADIAN CO. LIMITED 

Commercial Beef—Winnipeg

Week ending

1947

Average 
cost all 

commercial 
beef

carcasses
Winnipeg

$ cts.

Average 
selling price 
commercial

beef
carcasses
Winnipeg

$ cts.

November 1 
8 

15 
22 
20

December 6 
13 
20 
27

18.65
19.57
19.67
17.76
17.96
19.71
19.52
20.00
20.78

21.75
21.62
21.63
19.57
19.80
19.59
19.68
20.01
21.12

1948

January 3..............................................
10..............................................
17..............................................
24..............................................
31..............................................

February 7..............................................
14..............................................
21..............................................
28..............................................

March 6..............................................
13..............................................
20..............................................
27...............................................

April 3..............................................
10..............................................
17..............................................
24.................................................

23.48
23.12
24.31
24.30
23.15 
24.23 
24.34 
24.20 
24.62 
24.98 
25.59 
25.88 
25.57 
25.57
26.16 
26.70
27.30

21.38
23.93
24.08
23.45
22.51
22.84
23.16 
23.32 
22.88 
23.71
24.16 
24.90 
26.06 
25.53 
25.69 
26.20 
27.02

SWIFT CANADIAN CO. LIMITED

Beef and Pork Inventory Quantities 
(Pounds—000’s omitted)

1. Frozen Beef
(a) Stored for the Meat Board..........
(b) Stored on contract for customers
(c) Other.................................................

2. Other Beef.................................................

3. Total Beef..................................................

4. Freezer Pork
(a) Meat Board......................................
(b) Other.................................................

5. Other Pork
(a) Meat Board.......................
(b) Other................................

6. Total Pork...................................

7. Lard (refined lard)..,........................

April 1

1947

44
96

207

1,621

1,968

1,763
3,352

895
4,260

10,270

100

1948

457
309

3,188

3,841

7,795

4,072
10,285

2,039
7,833

24,229

508

May 1

1947

67
86

113

1,992

2,258

2,338
3,060

1,169
5,342

11,909

166

1948

4,234
9,738

1,076
7,016

22,064

565
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lo*s' ^ Ï notice, and I call attention to the fact that February, 1948, shows a 
and FuMtl0n throughout with the exception of pork, veal and other meat products 
bon /atf’ou bave got back to a profit position in March of 1948. I draw atten- 
on it " ^r" Millard simply to explain the schedule. I have no questions

Schedu]le p) TING Chairman : Has any member of the committee a question on

By Mr. Fleming:
reston>fl^aS "^r" Millard any observations to make on the fact the company was 
Februa • ? f Pro^ position in March after being in a loss position in 
invent ' ' 'T~,. I am n°t sure about the loss in February. I think we had an 

()°ry declme on hides.
and beef? ni1lt anything to do with the prices at which you are selling pork
is the r<)n 'Jee^’ our costs were higher than our selling prices and that

me reason for the loss.

By Mr. Dyde: , Millard’s material
Q. Then, gentlemen, schedule la, the second page > * , . months again,

-hows the details of sales to the trade of meat and ^ ‘ mion, Mr.'Millard to only 
and in the same months as schedule 1. ca y o have, “total all sa'^s’
onc thing there. At the right hand side of the page y ^ dg were 65,218
and I note one thing; in November, 1947, >oui > - - Qcd substantially higher
la thousands of pounds and, while that is high, It ,s a comparison
than the corresponding month of the year befu , ^ that November is a
between 65,218 and 60,188. That indicates at least to ^ November, 1947
■)eavy selling month ordinarily?—A. That is right. for the products and
;; right after our strike and I suppose everyone was hungry
hat boosted sales to some extent. . min figure is also a higi

Q. In any event, even with that, your November, 194b b

Q- I have no other questions on that page, gentlemen. u]e la? jf
The Acting Chairman : Has anyone am que ti 

n°i, we will continue with schedule 2.

By Mr. Dyde: bond interest, income
t Q. Schedule 2 is the profit and loss statement beloi ^ ^ ig4? inclusive 

and inventory reserves for the fiscal yeWlth a five-month period of 1948 added. lumn, “total meat and meat
l Now Mr. Millard, I note that in the right han 1^ ‘)ne of those years is 1947.^'Products” you show a loss in only two yea £ largely attributable

loss seems to be, and you will correct me if I am
beef?—a. That is right. , reference to the fact that beet

. Q. Have you any remark to make with■ A_ Well, of course, in 1947
'institutes such an extremely heavy loss in The dve prices rose, of cour» , 
e Were under ceilings. We took quite a l price. .
nd we were under ceilings and that was our sel J did you not during the 

Q. You got an adjustment upwards of the ceily ar 1947?—A. I think there were some.q ü in beef?—A. That is right
Q- That did not compensate you, 11 fairly generous m 1947.

A 3 Your pork profit, on the other hand, 
that is right.
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Q. You were under ceilings in pork as well?—A. That is right.
Q. There is no other explanation you can give the committee with regard 

to the beef figure?—A. No, I think that is the answer. Mr. Swan, have y°u 
anything to say about that?

Mr. Swan: No. ;
Mr. Dyde: I have no further questions, gentlemen.
The Acting Chairman: Has anyone else any questions?

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. The next two schedules, although they are not marked as schedules, are 

figures for the company’s condemnations. I am right, am I not, Mr. Millard, 
in saying that the first page is entirely devoted to cattle and the second of the 
two pages is entirely devoted to hogs?—A. That is right.

Q. Now, you show the net condemnation result in cattle as a loss. May 
I ask if your rates on condemnation insurance are the same as those of the other 
packing houses?—A. I am quite sure they are.

Q. Your officers know what your rates are?—A. Yes, 20 cents per hundred 
on steers, heifers and bulls, and 50 cents per hundred on cows.

Q. And on hogs?—A. A half of one per cent.
Q. I have no questions, gentlemen, with reference to the condemnation 

statement.

By Mr. Harkness:
Q. I do not quite understand this statement. You have the amount of 

condemnation insurance deducted, $50,000 and some odd. Does that mean the 
amount you collected?—A. Yes, at the time of payment for the cattle.

Q. I beg your pardon?—A. At the time we paid for the cattle.
Q. Then, you got a salvage value of $2,000 and some odd. You have y°u!. 

cost value of $5,000 and some odd, and the value of the parts condemn^ 
$38,000. Then, you have a total loss of $43,000. I do not see how they wd 
balance.—A. Well, the condemnation insurance we deduct, plus the salvage 
value of the condemned and rejected carcasses and parts, forms a total, they a’e 
added together. In other words, we credit the insurance account with what " ^ 
get out of the product condemned as some salvage. Then, the carcasses c°n 
demned and the various parts condemned are debits against that and the ne 
condemnation result is the difference between the two.

Q. In other words, you add the cost value plus the value of the parts con 
demned and subtract from that the condemnation insurance and salvage?
That is right. ,e

Q. Well, does that mean you have counted something twice? You have ti 
cattle you took and then you have the value of the parts condemned?—A. ^0| 
there is no duplication.

By Mr. Dyde: j

condemned. j.
Q. So, we add the $56,932 to the $38,542 and take away the total of the nlS 

two columns?—A. That is right.

By Mr. Harkness:
Q. The point I was getting at is that I was thinking the cost of these cat 

would be what you lost. I do not see why the value of the parts condemned

Q. Perhaps you might tell us what figures you add and what figures Y 
subtract on that line?—A. The first two columns are the credits. The $56,93^ 
what we lost on carcasses condemned. The $38,542 is what we lost on P9

1
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added.—A. The parts are separated from the carcass; the ^he cmcass
casings and head are not included in the carcass. The caica^ - .1
as hangs on the rail. . , , , „qH1p un+ it is the cost

Q. In other words, the $56,000 is not the cost of tv - converting the
the carcass, including the labour cost and everything 

animal into a carcass?—A. That is right.

By the Acting Chairman: into the pen,
. . Q- In other words, the animal is not condcmnc v i when the inspector 
It is condemned when it is slaughtered and on the rail.-A. nen 
Aspects it, yes.

By Mr. Dyde:
menth , ^fW’ * Pass on to the sheets market “Tankage Market”. I think some 
plied it t ^he committee asked for that particularly, and Mr. Millard has sup- 

p ' t have no questions concerning it.
might make one thing clear, “W.E.” stands for week-ending, I 

. 0 w ' Yes’that is right,
itig nvf o *lcn y°u talk about the tankage market, you are talking about the sell- 

P0 e ~"A- That is what it is sold for, yes.
Was J'j h? these quotations down the pages are quotations of what this material 

*oJd for?—A. During those weeks.
M Yes.—A. Yes.

By Mr. Fleming:
\r Q- You reached your high in returns from this source in the week cm i
1X°yember 8 "

’ 'nf 

Q
^r- Dyde: Yes, probably a little more.

Vair "•‘ovl o. Your returns today are very substantially below the rate then pre- 
la8- You have dropped about 40 per cent?—A. Yes.

I guess more than 40 per cent.

'Pea:Ptim ^ITNESS " -i understand the tankage market has advanced a little in the

By Mr. Fleming:
You mean since April 24?—A. The last week or so, yes. 

q By Mr. Dyde:
fining Showing page—in fact the following two pages are pages con-
aVerage pnJP‘ figures of the cost of the cattle, with a column headed, “Swift 

. Q. jn Y "h Red Brand beef carcasses”?—A. -That is right. 
r'ght?_« vie unal column on the page, “Swift average selling price”, is that

0 a " *es-

ï*°ef” 0n (.cording to that table, I am referring to the one headed “Red Brand 
*27.51 ?___Apnl 24> y°ur average cost was $30.46 and your average selling price 
i Q.' tA; Tllat is right.
°Ss for , re any explanation of the fact that you are selling, apparently, at a 

^ much of the period?
b die tv‘hWA fT ' there is no explanation of the value, except that it would 

them. G °* cahtle, and live prices are high and we can’t get our full costs out

h^ge? ' h^UE: Does the same remark apply to commercial beef just on the next

r‘ ®WAN: Not to such an extent.
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Mr. Dyde : You are still selling commercial beef at a price below what it h05 
cost you?

Mr. Swan : Yes.
Mr. Dyde: And that is the lower grade of beef?
Mr. Swan: Yes.
Mr. Dyde: So it is not the grade of beef perhaps that governs this, but the 

fact that you are having to sell at less than it is costing you?
Mr. Swan : In the case of red brand beef the selling price that we quote her6 

is two weeks behind the cost. The practice out there is, this beef is aged tw° 
weeks before it is delivered to the customer, sometimes three weeks; so the selhm 
prices are taken in the weeks when the beef is actually delivered to the custoi»el 
and they must be related to the costs to bring us back. In commercial beef tha 
is not the practice.

Mr. Dyde : Just before you go on to commercial beef let me take one figur(j 
you mentioned that I understand ; let us take the figure of your selling price o . 
April 24, 1948, which is 27-51.

Mr. SwrAN : That is right.
Mr. Dyde : We will relate that to the average cost in say April 10, of 29-08-
Mr. Swan : That is right, not 100 per cent.
Mr. Dyde : I said “say” to indicate it should be some period back there th0* 

we should relate?
Mr. Swan : That is right.
Mr. Dyde: Then when we look at the statefhent for commercial beef P01' 

say that does not apply, and does that mean that the figure of your selling Prl‘y 
for April 24, of 27.02 should be referred to the cost of 27.30 in the same wee»

Mr. Swan: That is right.

By Mr. Fleming: .
Q. I notice, Mr. Millard, the trend is practically the same on both 

brand and the commercial. If you look at these two don’t you find that on 
red brand your selling price is a little above your cost price on the red brand . 
to the end of December and then beginning in January consistently from ^ 
point forward your average cost is higher than your average selling price? . , 
the commercial the same is true with just two slight exceptions; your sejU ® 
price is slightly above your average cost up to the end of December and ' 
beginning in January your selling price falls behind your average-cost com 
tently with the exception of two weeks January 10 and March 27; so the tren 
the same in both cases and in the same period with scarcely any exceptions- j 
answer to a question by Mr. Dyde you gave us a reason that in the case 
brand your costs for this ran consistently above your selling price and you 
you could not get your cost out of it. Would .you elaborate on that and exp 
what you mean by that, please?—A. Well, when we go out to sell our bee* (
have to take the market and the market price for that beef is just not 1 
enough to give us qur cost back. ply

Q. Well, is it fair to say, to put it this way; here we find the law of sUD^ 
and demand working in such a way that the processor is not getting hlS' 
out of the product he is selling?—A. That is right.

By Mr. Thatcher: jule
Q. The price of beef from November 1 to April 3, according to your sC 1 cgjjt 

has gone steadily up and is still going up. It has gone up about 25 Pel
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to bp in°v a?^j^ea ,a® a Processor> is it likely to continue to go higher as appears 
cattle in July " t US —A- I think it will go higher until we get the grass

0 w-d itj might come down then?—A. I think so.
an evn-io-j. ^ down in the winter and probably go back up?—A. I have 

xpert here who can answer that for you.
July L^,an Î ^ cl1 ink your values will gradually move upward until the 1st of 
normal trend0 ^ieiK W1^ he downward probably to December. That is the

_ F' Thatcher : That would be a seasonal downward?
1 Swan : That is right.
Jjr' Thatcher: But the long term trend would likely be upward?
^r' Swan : I cannot answer that for you.

^at the" ^ne other question arising out of the evidence; the fact is
Is gettintr if ile ^, °i_ supply and demand is working,in this case the consumer 
heef a(- a j0^ enefit ot the fact that you are operating at the present time on

r- Swan: That is right.

By Mr. Dyde:
a!1’- ^TiHard lfSt pa§e °1'1 ^ie schedule, Mr. Chairman, is a schedule which 
in Mil]ara paicd with reference to his inventories; and in that connection, 

948, ag .’1 that you have prepared comparative figures for April 1, 
Q. T sT ■ " anf ^or May of 1948 as against 1947?—A. That is right.

!>P to 2 in.-, non * , May 1, column that for frozen beef it has gone from 113.000 
has or,’ o as between 1947 and 1948; and you will also see that other beef 
?arked in 10111 -992,000 to 3,811,000. Have vou any explanation for the
dld not May T.1948 over May 1, 1947?—A. Well, May 1, 1947, we just

Were ,vm,< • 16 quantity °f beef. We were on ceilings, as I said before, and 
Q If 0re m a S(1ueezei costs were high and we could not afford to store it,

1 am i‘nf 'ls Pllrcly a matter in your opinion of ceilings?—A. Yes. By the way, 
Q D red that that is heef under “C”.

j^ef thig .? * understand then, Mr. Millard, that you are selling actually more 
to do So?1_°a? *,lan y°u did last year because it is much more profitable for you 

q I - ■ W ell, we have a chance of getting our money out of it.
|°r it?_Me Zou holding beef now in order that you may get a higher price 
|rade. (w't, °' We are putting this beef out as fast as it can move into the 
0 the 7(1 ’ .iat' heef 2,305 is broken down carcass beef, and the movement up 

Material - k 18 1)168.000 pounds. The balance is boneless cuts and sausage 
°Ut int() ’ hut we could move that probably next month, that probably will move 

Q j, 1(> trade very rapidly to take care of the deficiency period.
> ,,u y°u have about twenty times more beef now than you did a year
heef u Iat Particular category and that would naturally hold the price of
SUrPhis Wouldn’t it tend to?—A. No, because we put it in during a period of 

Q, m]
q y e Period of high prices?—A. Yes, if you like. It was surplus beef.

•T Nr0' <>u were holding it until you could get a higher price, is that it?— 
Period’a '? Were holding it for distribution to our trade during the deficiency 

We have been moving it out, it dropped to 3,188,000 pounds. 
lt; f°r a ciXpUSe me> Mr. Millard, I do not like to interject; but if you are holding 

Iss^j'heiency period why did you continue to hold twenty times more than
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you held last year over the same period? You say you are holding it for 3 
deficiency period.—A. Last year ‘beef moved right into the trade. We did not 
store it.

Q. Well, then, why did you have to store it this year? I was just wondering 
why you held twenty times more beef this year to carry you over into a deficiency 
period than you found it necessary to hold last year?—A. Well, it is being 
absorbed into the trade.

Q. It could be absorbed and consequently put prices down a little if y°u 
put it on the market?—A. If anyone wants frozen beef tomorrow we will gladly
sell it to them.

Q. You will?—A. Yes, but as long as there is fresh beef available the}' 
won’t buy frozen. Now, in the next two weeks when the run of fresh shorten5 
up this beef will likely move out. As a matter of fact, between the 1st and l5t» 
of May we have moved a lot of that beef out.

Q. Could you say, Mr. Millard, what amount of supply would be repre
sented by that 3,811,000 pounds of other beef in comparison to your norm3 
sales? How long would that last on the market if it went on to the market 
today, what period would it supply?—A. That other beef, of course, is fresh and 
cured, beef in cure—that is barrelled pork (?). You see, out of the 3,811.0°u 
there is 2,317,000 pounds of fresh beef and beef in barrels.

Mr. Dyde: How long would you say that would last?
Mr. Swan : That 3,800,000 represents on our hands May 1, and that wou^ 

last not more than three days in the next week. That is beef held at our plan 3 
and held for all our salesmen. It is current stock.

The Acting Chairman: It would be spread over how many sales organic 
tions?

Mr. Swan: All our sales units, 25 sales units, plus or minus.
Mr. Dyde: I have no further questions.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. I have one other question, Mr. Chairman ; I 

Mr. Millard was here before. I would like if possible to relate the profit8 ,e 
last year to the invested capital of the company ; that is, the surplus plus * , 
capital that you have invested in it.—A. You I think, Mr. Thatcher, wan 
to know what additional money had been put into the business since it 
established, other than from the profits of the business itself. i

Q. No. Apparently I did not make myself clear. That is not what I want® j 
If I asked for that I am sorry. What I wanted was your total invested caplt e 
as of today including surplus account. I mean, I want to know what percent3^, 
you made on your money last year. I know the amount you made, a few c® f

"V rti l non 4 o V n if In’- nic?4 1 rxl.' ni(r IlD \

asked for this I think wlW*|

a pound, or fractions of cents a pound. You can take it by just looking up 
balance sheet.—A. I haven’t got the balance sheet with me.

The Acting Chairman : You wanted to know the capital employed? ,
Mr. Thatcher: Yes, the percentage of profit as compared to the 

capital employed ; that, of course, does not include bank loans or things of 
kind, but your capital account and surplus account added together.

Mr. Tandon : You want that for our last fiscal year?
Mr. Thatcher: Yes, 1947.
Mr. Tandon : I do not think we have prepared that figure but perhap® 

can arrive at it.
Mr. Thatcher: Have you the balance sheet?
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^ Mr. Landon : Yes. Are you asking about the capital employed in this, or

Mr. Thatcher: The capital invested plus your surplus invested in other 
Words, your capital account plus your surplus.

Mr. Tandon : Our capital account is $12,000,000; earned surplus is $6,581,- 
a total of $18,581,000, and that is up to the end of October, 1947.

Mr. Thatcher: Excuse me; that is $12,000,000, that is money which has 
Actually been put into the company by the shareholders, is it?
,, Mr. Tandon : By the shareholders and by the earnings of the company over 
“e years since its inception.

Mr. Thatcher: Would not the company have any surplus account?
Mr. Tandon : No, not entirely.
Mr. Thatcher: I do not know what your accounting procedure is but usually 

hen you have a surplus earnings you put it into surplus.
Mr. Tandon: We authorized a stock dividend of $7,000,000 in 1940.
Mr. Thatcher: I see. Then your net profit—I just forget what it was.
Mr. Tandon : Net profit for 1947?
Mr. Thatcher: That is before taxes.
Mr. Tandon: And you want to eliminate that $750,000 of inventory reserve? 
Mr. Thatcher: Yes.

, Mr. Tandon: $1,180,000; that would be before taxes and before inventory
reserve.
figu ^/>r‘ Thatcher: Then your real profits—that includes the inventory reserve

Mr. Tandon: No.
Mr. Thatcher: It does not include that? before taxes.
Mr. Tandon : No, that is before inventai > rescne.. 180 000?
Mr. Thatcher: So your actual profits last year then were $U80,00 
Mr. Tandon : Yes. ?
Mr. Thatcher: Without your inventory reserves • ^ that, Mr.

rp Mr. Tandon: Inventory reserve has been cl 
hatcher; that is before. ?

Mr. Thatcher: That is included in the $1,180,0
Mr. Tandon : That is right.
Mr. Thatcher: Thank you, this is all 1 pmnloved capital you made

aK Mr. Fleming: That would mean that on >'°Jr rofUs taxes and so on?
°ut 6 per cent before taxes, income taxes,

Mr. Tandon: About that, yes. the other packers.
Mr. Thatcher: That is more reason a > a puestion when you were

W > Dyde: Now, I think Mr. Winters asked yo ^ ,ocal production per- 
S before about the sales to the mantime provmce.g?

nt‘Me. Would you please tell us what that g rpentage of our total
sal0 The Witness: Mr. Winters wanted to kn iz^tion down there. TheaÏ5s m.maritimes was supplied by our local g 

Xer is 37 per cent.
l3803- -2»
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Mr. Winters: In other words, you imported to the maritimes?
The Witness: That is right.
Mr. Fleming: Do you mind my going back to the other question for 9 

moment? What would be your income figure after taxes, what would be the 
balance left to the profit and loss account?

Mr. Tandon : $737,000.
Mr. Fleming: And that works out to about 2-5 per cent return on your 

employed capital?
Mr. Tandon : Yes, The return on capital investment has not been a high 

percentage even in former years.
Mr. Thatcher: You broke even anyway.
Mr. Tandon : Slightly better than even.
Mr. Fleming: I do not think anyone could object to your making 2-5 Per

cent.
Mr. Tandon : No.
The Acting Chairman : I want to thank you, Mr. Millard, and your 

associates for coming here and giving us the evidence you have. It has beeu 
most helpful indeed.

The Witness: Thank you.
(Witnesses retired).

£
R. P. Lafleur, Head of Cold Storage Statistics, Dominion Bureau 0 

Statistics, recalled :

The Acting Chairman: Order, please. We want to get through as quichW 
as we can. Mr. Towers is on his way up and I know you want to give him 9 
much time as possible.

By Mr. Dyde:
Mr. Tafleur, you have already been sworn. On page 2567, of the evidenc® 

you gave the committee some figures with regard to the storage figures on be 
and at that time you were not able to give the May 1, figures. You have «° . 
I think been able to compile the figures for the 1st of May, 1948, and you 9 
now able to produce those figures?—A. That is correct.

Mr. Dyde: This table which is now before the committee is the figures ^ 
May 1, 1947 and May 1, 1948, preliminary, April 1, 1948 revised. This doc1 
ment will go into the record at this point.
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COLD STORAGE STOCKS AT MAY 1, 1948—CANADA 
With Comparative Holdings for last year and last month

Commodity

Pork
Fresh (Not frozen)........................
rresh (Frozen).............................
Hams: (a) 20/down.....................
t, (b) 20/up..........................
aacks: (a) Export Rib...............

(b) Boneless Skinless ..
(c) Heavy Rough Rib.

Hollies: (a) 16/down....................
s, (b) 16/up.......
“boulders (a) Export.

(b) Domestic.Boston Butts.
Hicnies....
.Tenderloins''.!"""""..........
Share Ribs.............................
Taney Meats.................................
Carcasses and Cuts:

(a) Sows, L. Clear. Mids..
Unclass'fi^f3’ ^***3’ and Cumbs.

Cur;SD *w> in Cure..........................
Hams: (a) 20/down........................

Backs: (a) Domestic.....................
u (b) Export..........................
|hoilders6/dOWn..............................
Butts.. ...........................................
Bionics
(hi fir/a) Dry Salt Meats..........
Bar 11**1" Cumbs. and F. Ends.
Barrelled....
u “classified.............""""..............

6SSfc;
Total..............

Beep

Bresh: (a) Bone in..

Frn, ™) Boneless, frozen: (a) Bone in..
Cured „ <B) Boneless. 
Bann ??d In Cure... *ancy Meats..

6es&;:.....
Total.

vEaL
res*1: (a) Bone in., 

(b) Boneless.frozen: (a) Bone in..
Fan=y MeatsBo.neleSS'

68S&:
M

Total...
1$)Nj£n“ Lamb

(b) p ®sh............
i,V frozenI a“=y Meats'.:;:

tjg***.

'hated'. '. !

Total.

May 1, 
1947

lb.

6,637,074
29,559,206
3,657,291

418,745
1,259

1,759,299
28,829

133,423
3,121,334

48,450
3,028

156,557
1,573,337
1,609,344

35,685
87,330

1,824,228

205,234
9,544,105
5,351,728

20,365,670
3,293,213

570,806
652,970
604,072

2,353,537
133,416
701,560
675,913
268,435

8,319,141
1,043,970
1,748,637

56,561,959

5,131,759
344,630

2,174,641
5,838,499
1,319,645
1,560,368

16,369,542

1,035,913
40,751

1,370,155
583,819
127,305

3,157,943

103,977 
1,979,436 

KM, 292

2,187,705

May 1, 1948 
preliminary

lb.

4,376,996
56,057,906
5,695,127
1,417,771

172,827
1,309,399

59,087
466,967

4,448,313
707,255
33.524

1,438,087
1,909,002
1,902,359

211,262
153,056

3,155,588

382,811
25,757,544
6,837,927

19,556,773 
4,207,088 

541,976 
694,986 
314,636 

3,367,122 
16R 799 
794,042 
971,035 
569,360 

5,380,881 
1,483,267 
1,070,581

79,991,675
2,890,000

82,881,675

7,532,308 
714,935 

6,498,178 
7,557,145 

987,525 
3,317,978

26,608,069
1,550,000

28,158,069

830,871
101,702

1,827,979
1,057,471

158,453

3,976,476
130,000

4,106,476

212,673
3,807,825

260,774

4,281,272
390,000

4,671,272

April 1, 1948 
revised

lb.

6,247,554
57,676,741
6,814,369
1,042,188

110,724
1,715,209

64,390
809,554

4,661,959
599,322
32,471

1,279,397
2,031,087
2,137,152

256,485
181,035

3,406,456

582,312
24,883,144
7,069,487

23,014,823 
3,629,294 

629,833 
740,920 
509,207 

3,821,656 
198,165 
881,766 
818,499 
750,064 

7,805,633 
1,876,050 
1,353,736

86,939,118

9,184,960
941,390

10,042,169
10,366,904
1,174,288
4,180,836

35,890,547

1,042,661 
61,692 

942,674 
724,346 
130,195

2,901,568

345,431
5,609,687

206,934

6,162,052
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STOCKS OF MEATS

As reported at the first of May, in each year 1930 to 1948 by 
cold storage warehouses, packing companies and wholesale butchers

(thousands omitted)

Mutton 
and lamb

Fresh,
frozen,
cured

Fresh, 
frozen, 
cured

Fresh,
and

frozen

Fresh,
and

frozen

34,4881930.
1931.
1932.
1933.
1934.
1935.
1936.
1937.
1938.
1939.
1940. 
1941
1942.
1943.
1944.
1945.
1946.
1947. 
19481

12,823
24,959
41,476
39,009
32,033
37,708 13,966
37,863 15,438
57,946 13,907
44,358 15,383
36,477 12,822

2,85068,579 22,964
67,602 14,988
61,619 15,288
•54,942 17,673

100,251 31,074
64,283 21,684 4.432
58,397 14,378
56,562 16,370
82,882 28,158

1 Subject to revision.
Agricultural Division 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics

Mr. Dyde: I have no questions with regard to that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fleming: Just a moment, we should have an opportunity to digeS* 

this material. I wonder if Mr. Dyde would mind just running over it for us? 
Mr. Dyde: Perhaps I might ask one or two questions with regard to i*1

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Mr. Lafleur, I notice and let us pay attention to the first column, May 

1948, and the commodity that you mention first is pork; and you divided that 
into fresh frozen pork and into pork which is cured and in cure; and the total 
pork is the figure about two-thirds of the way down the page which is 80,228,465- 
Do you find that figure? Apparently Mr. Lafleur has a little different document 
than the one which has been distributed to the committee, but perhaps we can 
use it nevertheless.

Q. Mr. Lafleur, would you from the document which you have in y°.^r 
hand which apparently is the document which has certain revised figures on 
could you give us the total pork in storage May 1, 1948.—A. 82,881,675 pound”-

Q. 82,881,675 pounds?—A. Yes.
Mr. Fleming: I presume the revised figures in thex report Mr. Lafleur 

before him will be put in the record; as a matter of fact, I would suggest tba 
it be put in the record in place of the one we have before us.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. These are preliminary, and you have the final figures? 

figures will appear in the June 1 report.
^51;, Fleming: May I suggest that instead of our putting this sheet 

record that we take the one Mr. Lafleur has?

A. The révisé 

on

J
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. The Acting Chairman: That is what we have been discussing. I think 
lat is a good suggestion.

(Statement appearing in this record is the corrected statement.)
Mr. Dyde: I think we should do that. In the meantime we may at least 

sk him to give the figures of totals so that we will know if there is anything 
lat is remarkable we have to look for, but certainly I think we should put on 
I®. record the revised statement which Mr. Lafleur has in front of him, and 
llch I apparently did not receive, whether it was his or my fault.

By Mr. Dyde:
. Q. Total beef, according to the revised statement, is what, Mr. Lafleur?—
A- 28,158,069.

Q- And that is a slight increase over the amount on the statement which 
4 iilave in front of us which is 27,000,000 odd pounds. Total veal is what?—A. 
4’lQ6-476 pounds.

Q- And the total mutton and lamb?—A. 4,671,272 pounds.
. Q- Now, it is agreed Mr. Lafleur will supply the committee with sufficient 

th^les °* the revised statement so that it can be placed in the record rather than 
e one that has just been distributed.—A. That is correct.

Q- You will be able to do that?—A. That is right.
a„i The Acting Chairman : Has any member of the committee anything to 

-K the witness?

By Mr. Winters:
are 9' Mould the witness have any comment as to whether or not these stocks 
10 v running unusually high or whether they are average?—A. Well, they are 

°r than last month.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q- But they are away up on last year?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Fleming:
^.j,| Q- Have you got the figures for previous years so as to give a comparison 

‘earlier years?—A. Mr. Dyde had a statement.
M I do not think it is enough to compare it with 1947. 

m, Mr. Dyde: We have a statement of the cold storage holdings of meat 
fr ady on the record which included the years 1926, 1929, 1933, 1937, and 
FOm there to 1947.

Mr. Fleming: Was that the same period of the year, May 1.
Mr. Dyde : No, it was not.

hv Mr. Fleming: There is the trouble; you get these great fluctuations month 
ttionth, and I do not see that the figures would help us to make a comparison 
Css we had the same figures for the same date in these previous years.
Mr. Winters: For that reason the witness’ comments might be helpful.

By Mr. Dyde:
as toQ, Have you got anything at all to help you in answering that question 
I hav *°W this compares with previous years at the same date, May 1?—A. No, 

0 not got any record here, but the information is available at the office. 
l948 '°uld it be possible for you to show us a statement including May 1,
Years May. T 1947, and May 1 of how many years previous, three or four 

q Previous to that?—A. Yes, we could. I can get that this afternoon.
M 1 think that would be a sufficient length of time to go back, would it not?
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Mr. Harkness: I think probably a year or two before the war, 1937 °r 
1938.

Mr. Dyde: Can you give us 1937 and 1938?
Mr. Harkness: 1937, 1938, 1939 and 1940.
Mr. Fleming: He might as well start at 1937 and go right through on 

May 1 each year.
The Witness: Yes.
Mr. Dyde : From 1937 to the present year.
The Witness: Would you want a breakdown of that or do you just want 

total beef, total pork, total mutton and lamb?
Mr. Harkness : The total would be enough.
The Acting Chairman : I think we would want to know how much was 

storage for the meat board.
The Witness : We have no record of that.
The Acting Chairman : We can get that?
The Witness: From the meat board.
The Acting Chairman: Are there any further questions? Thank you, Mr' 

Lafleur.
Mr. Dyde: Mr. Chairman, there is one other statement which was sent in 

me by Canada Packers. It is in connection with the condemnation insurance 
account of Canada Packers. I told Mr. McLean and his officers that they did 
not need to appear again to put this statement in. I suggest that you allow me 
to put this statement in by reading it into the record at this point. It is a rather 
short statement, if that is agreeable.

Mr. Fleming: Agreed.
Mr. Dyde: The condemnation insurance account of Canada Packers show5 

cattle and hogs separately and gives figures of surplus or deficit per head as we 
as surplus or deficit after crediting deductions. I can summarize the report w 
saying that there is over the years from 1943 to 1947 a continuous deficit 0 
cattle which totals for the years over $1,000,000. On the other hand there ig 1 
surplus on hogs totalling over the years 1945, 1946 and 1947, $13,000.

Mr. Pinard: Surplus each year?
Mr. Dyde: No, a total surplus of $13,000 odd. It is a brief table which 

think might well be put on the record at this point.
The Acting Chairman: Is that agreed? (agreed).

CANADA PACKERS LIMITED

CONDEMNATION INSURANCE ACCOUNTS 
Cattle

Fiscal Year Total Number
Surplus or Deficit 
after Crediting

Surplus or 
Deficit per

Ending March Slaughtered Deductions Head
1943 ................ 306,235 $127,855 D $ .418 D
1944 ................ 399,271 172,249 D .431 D
1945 ................ 559,850 193,844 D .346 D
1946 ................ 630,560 319,535 D .507 D
1947 ................ 486,354 261,888 D .538 D
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Hogs
Calendar

Year

1940 ... " {WHI $10,543.80 $ .0081947 ...................... {’“1,581 4,906.54 * ^4
...................... U89’574 2,272.54 D D

$13,237.80

. The Acting Chairman : Mr. Towers is here. We will ask him to come
i°rward.

Graham Towers, Governor, Bank of Canada, called

Mr. Dyde: You have been kind enough to bring copies of the annual report 
. t|le Bank of Canada and the Foreign Exchange Control Board. I think we 
‘ght distribute those so that the members will have them available.

The Acting Chairman : As soon as these statements are distributed so that 
of t! mcm'3er has a copy before him, I am going to ask Mr. Towers, the Governor 
aft ?ank °t Canada, if he will make a statement to the committee. Then 
y er his statement whatever questions counsel wants to ask will be asked, and 
]wen it will be open to members of the committee to ask further questions of 
s r' Towers. I think that procedure is satisfactory. Have all members been 
nient ed ^ie statements and has the press been supplied with these state-

Mr. Dyde: We can get some additional copies sent over.
The Acting Chairman : Mr. Towers, will you proceed with your statement? 

q . The Witness: Mr. Chairman, it would have been possible to have produced 
an’l i a lengthy document on the subject of money and banking and monetary 
bm ■ )anMng theories, and1 the possible effects on price levels of monetapr policy, 
the seemed to me rightly or wrongly that was not quite the type of thing which 
°p committee would wish to hear. Therefore I thought it best to make my 
0q remarks as brief as possible with the thought that subsequently points 
aUcl *ch the committee showed interest could be brought out by questioning, 
hç any material which the committee wishes to have provided will, of course, 

Provided if it is possible to do so.
r}n M this stage I propose to confine myself to a rather genreal statement refer- 
tyW j. the increase which has taken place in the supply of money and the reason 

v monetary expansion took place.
f0r | he increase in money supply which has taken place since 1939 is accounted 
fin T’ the increase due to government war expenditure. War expenditure was

eed in part by taxation and in part -by borrowing from the public. But these
s°urces of funds, as is well known, did not cover the total financial require- 

\v,/hs of the government. Assuming that the level of government expenditure 
tv, ^ 'hetated by the necessity of winning the war, the residual financing required 

h° be obtained through the banking system even although this involved a 
bantial increase in money supply. , ,. „ .

hioi ^ lc question can be raised of course as to whether taxation was sufficiently 
;^h duri— * ’ ■’ ----------------to
comnVeand loan its savings to the government, were sufficiently intensive and 

ensive. I believe, however, that quite a number of people, both in 
fiel(|‘lda and other countries, hold the view that Canada’s performance in the 
^asn taxation and public borrowing during the war was as good as could 
hav'n,aMy be expected. However, this is a matter in which the committee will 

us own views.

'lng the war years and whether the efforts made to encourage the public
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The expansion in money supply due to the war-time situation which I have 
described did not come to an end immediately with the cessation of hostilities- 
For some months following the end of tire war, government war expenditures 
(including under this heading demobilization expenses, gratuities, etc.,) remained 
at a high level and therefore the money supply continued to increase in that 
period. However, the peak was reached in October 1946 and there has been no 
further addition to money supply since that date.

As I mentioned in the annual report of the Bank of Canada for last year, 
during 1947 the government was in a position to make a substantial retirement 
of outstanding debt. This resulted in a very considerable decline in bank» 
holdings of government securities and would, in itself, have 'been accompanied 
by a reduction in bank deposits of a corresponding amount. However, the 
increase which took place in banks’ loans and security holdings, other than 
those of the government, approximately offset the reduction in banks’ holdings <n 
government securities. The figure of money supply, therefore, declined only very 
slightly during 1947.

The increase in Canada’s money supply, as compared with the pre-"‘aj; 
situation, has been somewhat less than the increase in a similar figure for alm°s 
any other country. For example, to take two of the countries with whose 
statistics it is customary to compare Canadian figures, between December l93y 
and December 1947 Canadian money supply rose 188 per cent, United Kingdom 
202 per cent and United States 214 per cent.

No doubt the Committee will expect me to express some opinion as to the 
effect which monetary expansion in Canada may have had on the level of price5. 
That is not something which one can do with any claim to accuracy. The 
level of prices is the result of many factors and it simply is not possible to isolate 
their separate importance. In his evidence before this Committee some time ag° 
Mr. Taylor, Chairman of the Prices Board, mentioned various non-monetaO 
influences which have had a considerable bearing in the determination 0 
Canadian, prices. This is particularly true in the case of consumer goods wlnc 
are'SO heavily influenced as a group by import and export prices. In the case 0 
capital goods, it is probable, as indicated in the Bank of Canada annual rep°r^ 
for last year, that the tremendous rate of capital development did have an up""'®*, 
influence on costs and prices in that field. The war-time developments to whlC 
I have already referred had left ample financial resources available to finance tjf 
capital program. The problem has been to gauge when plans under conteinPfe 
tion were tending to outrun manpower and material resources and then to jua» 
the limits within which action in the field of money and credit could be take 
which would help to moderate the pressure without being so drastic as to cau- 
unemployment. . „

to requ.11"
restrict^

As long as government war financing needs were large enough to rcqTf 
assistance from the banking system it was not feasible to take restnc 
monetary action. The first improvement in this situation became possible j1 
government came into possession of a considerable cash balance followi»- j, 
ninth victory loan campaign in November, 1945. While war expenditure (inC-eI.gl 
ing demobilization expense, gratuities, etc.), ran at a high level for se'jPg 
months more, there was no more general public borrowing or bank finn 
required. jCfr

Discussions with the chartered banks were started in January, 1946, " ^ 
ended in what is commonly called the savings agreement. This agic° ^ 
limited the banks holdings of government market securities (as distinct ^ 
special banking issues such as treasury bills and deposit certificates) vl^sr 
more than 90 per cent of their peronal savings deposits with the banks in L^otlt 
dian dollars. Since the largest banks government bond holdings were at or ® jy 
the 90 per cent figure at that time, the result was to guard fairly effec 
against any major further addition to money supply due to banks contn"1
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government bonds in the market. Another feature of the savings agree- 
0£ nt was an undertaking on the part of the banks not to exceed an agreed rate 
11 - earoings on their investment portfolio of government bonds. One result of 
exn ar,ran8.ement was that if banks wished to sell government bonds in order to 
°n th ^le^r ^oans or their holdings of non-government securities, they had to sell 
sold ^ avera8e a fairly long term bond giving a remunerative yield ; if the banks 
inv f °rt term low yield bonds exclusively, the yield on the remainder of their 
whij kCnt Portfolio would go over the agreed limit. The increase in earnings 
h,c !'“anks might stand to obtain by having loans instead of government bonds 

tous somewhat reduced.
an , er’ government’s budget position improved to the point where there was 
of r Xera,H cash surplus and debt retirement became possible. This had the effect 
of Educing the amount of money in public hands. At the same time the transfer 
cash C * ^unc^s f° Bank of Canada made it possible to effect some reduction in the 
thr0v rfserve ratio of the chartered banks. During the latter war years and 
By 1;t1 1946 the cash reserve ratio of the banks averaged about 11£ per cent. 
chart1- ,947 the cash reserve ratio was down to about 10£ per cent and the 
znaiV! • kanks on balance had become net sellers of government bonds in the 

et m contrast to the substantial purchases made in previous years, 
in hi,Vanuary and February of this year as the Minister of Finance mentioned 
the rat C*get sPeech market forces were permitted to bring about an increase in 
the intC of in.tere?t on government.bonds. In the case of the longest dated issues 
annm Cfe™s<t *n yield was from about 2-6 per cent to just under 3 per cent per 
Whin1., Bids increase in yield represented a decline in price of about 4£ points. 
Uiajnr 1 „Was not anticipated that this change in interest rates would have any 
the rioeffect on.the rate of new capital investment it was felt it was a step in 

gnt direction under existing circumstances, 
of thj1 Jlls budget speech the Minister of Finance also referred to the unlikelihood 
c^it^neral public becoming a net buyer of government bonds under existing 
a nct Tns> at any reasonable level of interest rates. If the general public is not 
Minist U^6r (d government bonds—and I agree with the view expressed by the 
is usu.Cn m dmt regard—it is not feasible for the Bank of Canada to carry what 
deserii, f caHed “open market” policy beyond the stage which I have already 
Xv°ul(l>('1 ' further reduction in the cash reserve position of the chartered banks 
ba^ks lnvolve the central bank selling government bonds. If the chartered 
P°tenf'W,er1e in a tight cash position they would not be buyers so that the only 
i°Hed 8 buyers would be the general public who—as has already been men- 

rrx, are most unlikely to be net buyers in practice under present conditions, 
of a'rc is one point I should like to mention in connection with the activities 
have e°ntral bank and that is the extent to which we maintain touch with and 
thin» l)nsultations with the commercial banks; that has been a constant, periodic 
the v v_er since the Bank of Canada started. Last year, about the. middle of 
charter^ or slightly later, we did take occasion to express the view to the 
We ]v V. hanks that a conservative attitude in regard to loans was desirable. 
iuterest mind that the banks would want in their own interests and in the 
rather 01 l-heir clients, to scrutinize the position of inventories and receivables 
'I'he u ' arefully and try to insure that excessive inventories were not built up. 

tl1;itnks'.T am sure, had that in mind even before the specific talks we had 
I*., suhject on various occasions in 1947. 

ltlVestm r 0n’ in February, 1948, having in mind not only the scale of capital 
Set jn ncnts during 1947 but also some indication which it was then possible to 
lltder re?ard to intentions for 1948, we did express the view to the banks that 
hdatiVo°|Xlsting conditions, when the rate of capital investment is pressing on 
panCe s.carce supplies of manpower and materials, it was undesirable to 
1 beljevcaPltal expenditures through the expansion of bank credit. There again, 

the views which we expressed coincided with and carried the judgment
inking system.
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By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Mr. Towers, in connection with the remarks which you have just made» 

I think it would he helpful to the members of the committee if they were supply 
with two tables which appear in the appendix to the budget and which I under- 
stand are the latest revised figures with regard to national income and expend1- 
ture and gross national expenditure. I think you have had an opportunity 0 
examining these tables and I think, also, that they bring up to date—may I Pjy 
it that way—they bring up to date some information which is contained in th 
annual report of the bank. Have you had an opportunity of looking at tho= 
tables which I have prepared?—A. Yes, I have looked at them, although I ha' 
not compared the slight changes in the figures in detail.

Q. They are, so far as you know, the latest figures that are available on tho= 
items, are they not?—A. Yes, they are.

Mr. Dyde: Mr. Chairman, I think it would be useful to the members of ti1® 
committee to have copies of these in the form in which I have mimeograph6' 
them. I would ask to have these distributed.

The Acting Chairman : Just for the information of the members of ^'e 
committee?

Mr. Dyde: I think they would be useful in the record because they P°,n 
up some of the remarks which Mr. Towers has just made.

The Acting Chairman : You would like to have them in the record at t*113 
point? Is that agreed?

Agreed.

TABLES OF NATIONAL INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 

Table 1—National Income and Gross National Product

— 1939 1944 1946

(Millions of Dollars)

1. Salaries, wages and supplementary labour income.. 2,565 4,869 5,195
2. Military pay and allowances..................................... 32 1,068 340
3. Investment income..................................................... 776 1,755 1,950
4. Net income of agriculture and other unincorporated

business....................................................................... 901 1,904 2,065

5. National Income (1 +2+3+4).................................. 4,274 9,596 9,550
6. Indirect taxes less subsidies....................................... 726 1,123 1,261
7. Depreciation allowances and similar business costs. 582 881 839
8. Residual error of estimate......................................... -1 +220 -37

9. Gross National Product at Market Prices
(5+6+7+81................................................................ 5,581 11,820 11,613
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Table 2—Gross National Expenditure

l' h®rsonal expenditure on consumer goods and 
2 J^rvices......................................................................

overnment expenditure on goods and services 
excluding mutual aid, UNRRA and military 
relief..................3. r/k) mutual aid, ÙNRRA and military relief.......

z^x88 home investment—
/?< Plant, equipment and housing.........................

4. Trlnl inventories.............................. .............. ■
•Port of goods and services (excluding mutual aid, t .etc.).

' ■ ÿports,..............
tes>dual

^ Gri
3+4+5+6)

Sou:

tjoports of goods and services. 
e3u"''l error of estimate.. ..

'JRosg National Expenditure at Market Pricesi 
G+2+3+44-S4-K1

1939 1944 1946

Appendix

Prelimin
ary 1947

(Millions of Dollars)

3,828 6,253 7,712 8,736

749 4,127 1,732 1,454
960 97 38

554 756 1,321 2,042
329 -83 387 780

1,449 3,566 3,197 3,581
-1,328 -3,539 -2,871 -3,599

-220 +38 + 133

5,581 11,820 11,613 13,165

Debates* 18*May ^94+/’ 1948~49, p- 5 (reproduced as an appendix to House of Commons

By Mr. Dyde:
lasted to 'tiT°"CrS,L^n co™ecti°n with the two tables which I have just dis- 
Xl hich is nerim memi,ers M the committee, I wanted to call attention to a point 

hich you i1Q,, j sm?ü 0I?e and yet it helps, I think, to explain the remarks 
fîÿs nation.,/ ma 1 notice in the table which, on this sheet, is called table 2, 
" ^cOoo onn‘> expenditure, that in the year 1946, inventories are shown at 

D x?T;~:A\As having increased that much.the > NoQ
year.

f°r l9471;h"Ln„crease during the year. And the increase in the preliminary figure 
appears y^(),000,000. I think that affects in a very small way a table which
111 the bank’s annual report because I see in 1946, invested

-trt0ries a-------* * ’ « • -

the

-p . . . O x. UiUU

1 think it is a total, is it not?—A. No, that is the increase during

es> the figure of -5. Probably, that figure might now be revised to -4.^Yes.
iv, t&bles^ov ’S -on^ Point to which I wished to call attention with regard to 
: ent and’(., 5 • , s; also in the same table 2, where we have gross home invest-

bf a figure h /S , ant’ equipment and housing and (b) is inventory, I find there 
a sena]In,.1 bot 1 01 these items, 1947, which compares with previous increases 
jj cr amount.

Vv/ld put11!/3:/- aSk ^ y.011 care to tell the committee particularly—no, perhaps I 
1 dh ref„„, ., this way, if you do not mind. The remarks you have just maderef(,r . . _______

$ee is 2 ruoCe to caPital investment were directed, I think, at that figure which 
^estjupL T exPressed in millions of dollars. Tn other words, it was that capital............... 11* in 0 hich you were refer

ent to which you were referring or thatmc^^ -t wasb when you made your remarks, was it no . - • ,jie policy of the Bank of
Cap Si' ^°uld you say or are you able to say v) , to gay whether or not it
has dTa.has had any effect as impossible to determine, even if
canit ! }magine, even later on, it will be 9 on f0r that was. One knows
of v a. ^vestment declines in 1948, wlm , expansion have postponed it
beZari°us cases where people who have planne th‘e extent that the financing
of tl/se of high costs or for some other rea&o . hag been> that may result in 
th/ * CaPital investment is not just as easy a.

1 °stponement of certain projects.
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Q. I refer also to that item of inventories which is shown there and I ain 
sometimes informed, Mr. Towers, that the accumulation of inventory is a° 
important factor—it is put this way at times, at least—an important factor lD 
sustaining a high level of demand. Is that a fair way of expressing it?—A.
I think it is. It is, obviously, on the basis of the figures, not as important as th® 
investment in housing and equipment, but it is certainly a factor. .

Q. Is that figure also increasing at the present time or could you say?-"j" 
I cannot say because, subject to correction by Mr. Scott, our figures in Canada 
on inventories are not collected as frequently as they are in the United States- 
Mr. Scott, could you tell me the date of the latest figures? ,

This is a field in which the collection of statistics in Canada has improve 
but I could not, I think, give any recent figures which would be illuminative. .

Q. Have you any general comment to make on this apparent accumulât1011 
of inventory—

By Mr. Winters:
Q. To what sort of inventories are we referring? Is it raw material on ban 

in industry, or what are we talking about?—A. All kind's of raw materials; g°° 3 
in process ; semi-finished goods in the stores, everything. J

Q. How does one arrive at a minus figure for inventories, then?—A. A ye-^, 
in which they went down because public demand was greater than the flo'v 0 
stuff coming in, and inventories actually went down—

Q. I do not quite see how you get a minus position. Does that mean 
decrease or is there actually a deficiency? What does a minus position indicat ^ 
—A. It would be, perhaps, best illustrated by a case of an individual compaj1" 
which had commenced the year 1944 with inventories worth a million dollars- ^ 
sales exceeded its own production or purchases and it ended that year with invel 
tories of $900,000. . g

Q. It is a decrease in inventory rather than a minus holding?—A. It ls 
decrease in inventory.

Mr. Winters : I am sorry for the interruption, Mr. Dyde.

By Mr. Dyde: ^
Q. It is quite all right. I do not know whether you had finished what 1 

spoken about, Mr. Towers, perhaps you had. It was a question as to the e» 
of that accumulation on inventory, especially with reference to prices. Have J g 
any comment to make on that?—A. It is a question of the hen and the eggi 1 
certain extent. The building up of inventories to accompany a larger turn0 . e 
creates a demand for goods, just as much as if they had been bought by jy 
ultimate consumer. Active consumer buying in a market which is not ten10 ^ 
well supplied puts up prices and, in turn, increases the value of a given volume 
inventory. While very substantial increases have taken place, they have 0f 
so during a time when there has been a great increase in the volume and valu ^ 
business turnover. So far as I knowr, the ratio of inventories to sales’ turn 
figures has not shown any appreciable increase.

On the basis of present sales there probably is not a serious, 
problem of excessive inventories. I have not seen any indication, 
there may be the odd exception, that the building up of inventories 
speculative or hoarding basis. I think too many people still have in their m1 , 
a recollection of earlier years when losses on inventories wrere extremely sCl ^ 
Of course, it still remains true that, while the ratio of inventories to sales 1 Q{
not be excessive now, if sales drop somewhat then we would at once hea ^
excessive inventory positions. The business man faces a difficult Pr° flot
He has to have supplies to match his current sales. At this time, they m g*.
excessive, but the moment sales drop he will find himself in something oi

geneIi
alth°uga
is °?
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By Mr. Harkness:
Q. If I may interrupt for a moment, would not this accumulation of 

Inventories have the effect of a brake on prices to some extent? A. Not while 
*t was taking place, although once the inventory position becomes fully satis
factory in relation to sales, then it would have the effect you mentioned. \\ line 
the inventory is being built up it would tend to put an upward pressuie on
Prices.

Q. Now that the inventory is there, though, and a very considerably 
increased inventory, the effect from now on should be to push prices down. 

_ we are at the stage, and I think that probably is true in various nies, w here inventories are really all that is required, it would have a calming in u-
Ï fm ------x :1ence °n prices, certainly.

By Mr. Thatcher:
demami^! c°„r^e’ ^lere are many lines where that is not true as yet and the 
is true n- far greater than the supply. Is that not time?—A. I think that 
Weight^ t 18 !'°h possible to have an over-all view in which each factor is 
or three accordmg to its importance. One hears of cases where six months ago 
as ]0... months ago the demand exceeded supplies and inventories were regarded 
these d’iff !e!° 116 situation has completly clianged. Gradually, the number of 
ca$es crent Penis will increase. It is on the way now, I believe, but in certain 

’ dS you say, a shortage still persists.

By Mr. Dyde:
Ways in*™-!'- J°leTSri ^?u 'iave already mentioned one or two or a number of 
I should . ! I f 1C “anb oi Canada has acted to affect the price level or, perhaps 
acti0n tlip'n. i USf Xour fibrase, to moderate the pressure. Is there any other 
Poty outli. ,ank °t Çanada has taken in that connection than those you have 

10< • A. No, I think I have outlined the fields which we covered.
8Pecificrfl’iP'I,i[ ' Now, gentlemen, I want to ask Mr. Towers some questions not 
§lad]y n } related to the document which is here before you and I would quite 
’P’nu'te if P°ne t'1°se questions because they are not really on the point at the 

> » anyone wishes to pursue the discussion.
and conr.i^nEMIIlG: * wou*^ suggest Mr. Dyde might follow up his examination 
ask an i ,jI(lc it because I do not mind saying I have a number of questions to 

'ey will not be confined to the memorandum Mr. Towers has read.

By Mr. Dyde:
is , There is one other question I wish to bring before the committee and it 
give (,°nnection with Canada’s foreign exchange position. W ou Id you care to 
foreit, le eommittee your view on the effect of price levels of changes in our 
think exchange position? I am putting that question rather generally, but I 
h'oyp, Pei"haps we might relate it to, say, pre-November, 1947 and post- 
Shesti i’ 1947?—A. I think, perhaps, Mr. Chairman, I might answer that 
of b °n by going a little farther back, perhaps—I was going to say to the end 
The f War—but perhaps early in 1946 when re-conversion had really begun. 
reSer ,act that, at that time,'Canada held very substantial foreign exchange 
credit Was helpful in this sense. To the extent we were selling abroad on 
been,! an,l needed to use up our reserves to pay for all the imports which our 

'V,anted to make, the existence of the reserves and the use of them 
Then!.' far more to come into the country in the form of goods than would 
the jn'l8e bave been possible. This helped re-conversion and it helped to make 
Were erease in price less than they would otherwise have been. Imports
§ood«C?min8 in and prices were going up but, at least, people were able to find 

% to buy.
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There came a time, and here we come to November, 1947, when it was 
felt the decline in reserves had to be arrested, otherwise wre would be in an 
extremely serious fix. Now, it is not possible to express a view in definite terms 
as to the price results of the steps which had to be taken in November, last- 
To the extent supplies which cannot come from the United States are obtain- 
able elsewhere, presumably no significant increase in price is likely to result- 
But, there may be cases where shortages of things which cannot be imported 
will have an upward influence on prices.

By Mr. Harkness:
Q. You mean cannot be imported because of a lack------ A. Because of a lack

of U.S. dollars, yes. It will be recalled that, so far as possible, the things which 
are affected in that way are the less essential; not confined admittedly to luxury 
goods, but not the basic essentials, at least.

By Mr. McGregor:
Q. What about fruits and vegetables?—A. I think I would have to lea' 

it to a nutrition expert to decide the exact category in which they fall.

By Mr. Winters:
Q. Mr. Towers, would the result on prices of available goods coming fr°113 

foreign countries through importation as a result of those loans, not be offset to 
some extent by our increased exports, also part of the same program?—A. I alB 
not quite sure I understand that question.

Q- We are importing goods from other countries and that is made possi'>le
by these loans to other countries------ A. Rather, it is the other way around. Tl'e
loan has made the export possible.

Q. I see that. Has the availability of goods now tended to keep pr*ce 
down below what they would otherwise have been? Did you not say that-"' 
A. I was speaking of the period up to November, 1947, a period for about fiftc^. 
months prior to that. We had been using up the reserves very rapidly. It " ^ 
unfortunate, from one point of view, but it did mean we were able to get ve^-g 
considerable quantities of supplies which we could not have afforded if theSfl 
reserves had not been there. The delivery of these supplies into the Canady 
market did help to keep prices from going as high as they would have 
otherwise. tvhkhQ. On the other hand, we have been engaged in a program of export w .

Welt- 1would appear, to some extent, to offset that. Would that be true?—A. 
return for our exports or the use of our reserves, we get goods back. I win l^s 
it another way. In 1947, as a whole, our over-all current account surplus ^ 
negligible which means that for everything we sold we got something back. * 0f 
therefore, the price effect of one is counteracted by the other. The us 
reserves arises from the fact that for some of our exports we did not get p»u '

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. I have just one question to ask with respect to page 4. I wonder j*

Mr. Towers would enlarge on his statement there: “If the general pu^l 
not a net buyer of government bonds—and I agree with the view exprès»1 

the minister in that regard—it is not feasible for the Bank of Canada to 
what is usually called ‘open market’ policy beyond the stage which I ,9/ 
already described.” I wonder if you would enlarge on the reasons f°r, ,efore 
A. If it is desired to reduce the amount of cash held by the banks and. ther 
to force them into a position of contradiction, one way of doing it is t0

1,
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central bank to sell government bonds to the public,
individuals. The public will pay for those bonds sortbe?ed LnkTpav ùs 
accounts in the chartered banks; which mean» that the <•
ihe cash and thereby reduce their cash and have to pull • general

Q. I understand.—A. On the other hand if one does .general
Public on balance desiring to buy bonds that means o

Q, But my point was, how do you know the general inl,)lu.t^U(;^y.to„^ay 
^nds at. the present time?—A. Of course, we do not know about ^
transactions but statistics of the overall position arc compih
time.

Q. Well then, has the Bank of Canada any feasible way at the present time 
lcre they can curtail credit to the commercial banks to an extent.' A. By 

Pccific action rather than consultation, you mean?
, Q- Yes. You said that you advised the banks to be conservative and not to 

til. 6 i°ans t° companies for capital increases, did you not?—A. Yes. 1 hat is 
whe consultation and co-operation method. You are raising the question as to 

ether there are some other means.
the- ^es-—A. Speaking of Bank of Canada action alone. I do not think that 
tyi .rc. 18 any way which is practical. In order to finance the expansion in loans 
sen / ^las alreadY taken place the banks have done some selling of government 
exp ntito. If banks find it impossible to sell government securities at anything 
pJWvery low prices probably they would be forced not to expand any mmc. 
chfl 1 j^ t° contract. But in that process one would have a situation approaching 
ex‘°s aiu* high interest rates which would not only, I believe, preclude banking 
Pr ansion but would interfere in a major way with a capital development 
hearik10' °*;bcr words, a hammer could be used to hit a situation on the 

but I am afraid the patient would be knocked out for a long time, 
ablo n ^ou think it would not be advisable?—A. No, because while it is desir- 
it ; . ^ there should be some tapering off of the capital program so long as 
maj() outrunning manpower and materials—tapering off is all very well, but a 

l)' reduction would bring unemployment, 
at i) ^cs> I can see that. What I am wondering is if the commercial banks 
Po.s-'n Present time are not contributing to inflation by letting out créai
an ri, V ni°re loosely than it should be let out for the national good. In your 
i ‘mal J • ........ .c «moi nniiimn m charteredlanff statement on 

f ti Çanadian loa
page 5, you say:

C 16L OUt lor me uauunu* 0—
.. , I ^ _____ (I ‘the. increase of $461 million in chartered

If that • ilna<han loans during 1947 was the largest annual increase on record. 
Yon s 18 the case apparently the banks have not been taking the advice that 
qualify ?i°u ?ave them a few months ago. Would that be true?—A. No. I will 
latter ; ,, *n two wavs; in our talks last year—and they took place in the 
fully i..aU of the year—we referred to the desirability of scrutinizing very care- 
irivcnt ‘i’18 af?ainst inventories and receivables, to try to avoid a situation where 
hut S()",,vs or receivables were excessively high. I believe that is being done, 
larger v °,nS as volume of turnover and prices are increasing there must be a 
held .ai 11 uoie of inventories and there must be financing of that. In the other 
ago 7't which we expressed quite strong views some three or four months 
of éff !at is the field of bank lending for capital expenditure, there is some chance 
acc- ctlVe action. While the banks must provide the financing on current

count r “VV1U1‘" ‘Tn7he case of capital expenditures it is’SStSnadatto usd,turn., sources „ money 
‘"Wy shnnü be used! and that is generally what is bemg done.

it J''« Acme Chaikman: I don't want to 
Sceni8 to me that we should allow Mr. Dyde to finish his examinai m:

Mr- Thatcher• I thought he said that he was through with that point. 
l3803-_3
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Mr. Dyde: I don’t want in any way to interfere with the members of the 
committee in asking questions. I have in fact only one very minor question 
to ask to finish my examination for the moment; and if I might be allowed to 
put that then I will leave the field open, and it will not take more than five 
minutes or less to put that question.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Mr. Towers, what I wanted to be sure about was understanding o»e 

item on page 4 of your statement. It is quite a small matter and yet I am not 
certain that I understand the expression. You say: “further reduction in the 
cash reserve position of the chartered banks would involve the central bank 
selling government bonds.” Am I right in saying this ; that you might start 
that by simply saying, the effect of further reduction would be to bring about 
a further reduction in the cash reserve position—that is correct?—A. Yes, sir-

Mr. Dyde: I wanted to make sure that I understood that myself. Thank 
you. That is all I wish to ask Mr. Towers about that.

Mr. Thatcher: Would you just let me finish that one question I was in 
the middle of? Is that all right, Mr. Chairman?

The Acting Chairman: All right, go ahead.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. I was trying to find out the position of the commercial banks in extending 

credit and to what extent they are increasing or decreasing the inflationary 
condition of the present time. I take it that the minister of finance at various 
times has said it is government policy not to make government investments at 
the present time so it would not increase the inflationary trend; therefore, j 
presume or think that is desirable. But last year private capital investrnen 
increased very, very materially ; but I would take it from your report that a 
good deal of this capital expense was financed by the chartered banks. 
would it not be reasonable to suppose that the banks are taking as largo 
proportion as they can while the going is good to make increased loans and they 
are perhaps loaning money too rapidly and thereby increasing inflation at th 
present time, at a time when national economy, when the good of the nat-iop 
economy should have the banks decreasing their loaning?—A. I do not thin 
I would put it that way. In each case there is the individual applicant v'j1^ 
comes to the chartered bank and presents his financial requirements to cove 
a certain program of capital development. If the individual bank thinks t*1^ 
individual application is sound and that it is a good development, likely to succee^ 
and therefore reasonably credit-worthy, in the ordinary course of events it WL
______ ____ • r .1 i l ’ 1 _ J_____________i. U-------1, ’ 11 _ onsay yes; or if that bank does not say yes, some other bank will do so. d)however it is indicated that under existing conditions (and it has been indicate1 
that type of financing is rather undesirable and it would be better for th 
applicant to go to the investment market for his requirements, then the bau^ 
would have a consideration in their minds which transcends the attractive!15 
of the individual loan ; and I think that is the situation right now.

Mr. Kuhl: Might I interject a question there? Would you agree that 83 
a general principle, Mr. Towers, credit expansion is safe up to the pointr—

The Acting Chairman: I think we will have to have it more orderly- 
think once we have started along a certain line of questioning we should contiou 
with it until it is completed.

Mr. Kuhl: I thought my questioning was right along the lines of 
questions that had been asked by Mr. Thatcher.
at Tn° ^CTING Chairman : I think it would be better if we were to 
Mr. Thatcher to continue his questions, and then I think Mr. Fleming has bcc 
waiting for some time to get the floor.
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By Mr. Thatcher:
ag Q- I do not know this, but I would like your comment on it. Do you think 
^i a reasonable supposition that the commercial banks increasing credit at this 
; 'e are affecting prices at all?—A. In recent times there has not been an 
Crease in credit

Q- You mean since the first of the war?—A. Well— 
of wv"'' ~,ast year it increased very materially, did it not?—A. That is right, 
a munf \ a 8Ubstantial part was for financing inventories and receivables and 

Messer amount related to the financing of capital development, 
you A .“ring the war years how did you control capital expenditures? Did 

1 ’ ' hrnnork the Bank of Canada direct? How did you control theseeapit / tluough the juann. ui v^cumua uuiajui «_v _but a,,exPcnditures then?—A. It was not controlled through monetary action 
ather through the allocation of supplies.

Credit t think that is all. It does seem to me that the banks are extending 
at a time when they should be contracting it.

I Kuhl: Would Mr. Towers care to express an opinion on the point
e raised, the expansion of credit?

just, Fleming: Mr. Chairman, I have one question to ask. If Mr. ICuhl has 
quests,6 (|Ues^i°n 1 have no objection to it, but if he is going to ask a number of 
Mr. Ku]']^ en ^ think I will have to object. Have you just one question,

JVjp Tra toatte^^ffo^ ^P^ds on his answer. The point I wanted to ask was,
■ °a wifi not JL (l ii 1CY 18 it not true that generally speaking credit expan- 

reached. " a ou^ undesirable results until the poini of full employment

p^e place if Üiîv" '^*laic a Question there as to whether credit expansion can 
v.,,nt before v™, 'lness on ^'e downgrade, because you have to have an appli- 

nether crpdp Can m. e ,a loan. Now, on the general monetary question as to 
h/’ n°, it i <xPansi°n is undesirable during a period of deflation; I would 

^'ber of thino-s uni esirable, but whether it took place would depend on a

q By Mr. Kuhl:
? "'iUingnel- j°j a.*oan issue made on the assumption that there is first of all 

P by wilij,, ani desire on the part of people to produce, and that is followed 
fM- Credit ^ness or ability on the part of the consumer to buy the product?

G Prosp0c* xPansion is predicated on the willingness of people to borrow and 
h Q- Tint ° 10S.e PeoP?e being able to repay the loans in due course.
pffi0(?Ucts?-V\ Is Pred mated upon the assumption of the saleability of the 
^cienev nfYi J arHy on the saleability of the product and partly on the 

q j 1 the borrower.jP°Pient v'8| ,on? morc Question on that point ; would you consider that at the 
ave ! Jad a condition of full employment; that is, outside of what you 
r<! How ii’fle: 1 would say apart from the pockets of unemployment we

about at a level of full employment.

By Mr. Fleming:
Nation>^°^ce *n the memorandum which you read this morning the word 

®ay as t and the word “inflationary” did not appear anywhere. What do you 
^•A. j whether or not we have a condition of inflation in Canada today? 
Qistinçt] Unk the answer to that is that the purchasing power of the dollar is 

l3g - less than it was in 1939; to that extent there is inflation.
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Q. Well, that does not meet my question quite directly. If, in a year or two—- 
—A. You see, it is a question of scarcity. By using those words I might be giving 
you a false picture.

Q. Well then, let us say a condition of scarcity, using your own distinction 
rather than inflation; would the scarcity conditions with which we are faced in 
Canada today indicate inflation?—A. I would sooner get away from using that 
word “inflation”, not from any great tenderness on the subject but because it is 
so often misinterpreted. If the price level had been 100 and it goes to 102, y°u 
might say that that is inflation. On the other hand, I think so many people have 
thought of it as a very extreme situation such as took place after the last war in 
certain countries. Today in a gre.at many countries throughout the world 
currency is worth from £ to %ooo of what it used to be. I would sooner stick to 
the fact of our case which is that the purchasing power in goods and services oi 
our dollar is less than it was in 1939 by the amount which is indicated by the 
price index.

Q. And that is approximately what today?—A. I think according to the 
index it is about 151. ,

Q. And we can assume that our dollar is worth about 65 cents in terms oi 
1939?—A. That is right. .

Q. Can you give what in your opinion is a statement of the factors which 
have brought about this condition ; and in the light of your answer I will refi’a'n 
from calling it inflation, I will call it a condition of marked depreciation of th® 
Canadian dollar in terms of purchasing power.—A. It got underway during the 
war, as you know, as it always has done according to history in wars, where 99 
effort is being made to devote a very large proportion of production to 
purposes thereby reducing the proportion available for the civilian economy- 
The total money receipts of civilians of course are maintained not only at wh9 
they were at the beginning of the war, but higher. Full employment and high6 
wages increase income; the goods for people to buy in many cases actually 9 g 
less than they were before the w-ar. In the case of a country like Canada durm» 
the war there was more available in goods and services for the civilian pub,1^ 
to buy but not anything like as much as they would have liked to buy, having j 
mind the great increase in the national income. That situation natura J 
promotes an increase in prices; in spite of any practicable level of taxation ^ 
practicable volume of savings by the public. Those two things do not sufhf ' 
so at a certain stage, which in Canada was reached in October of 1941, P1"1.^ 
ceilings are put in. That control reduces the increases in prices, or perhaps 
some cases prevents them, but it has the effect of merely postponing the ultimo 
reaction. A certain time after the war is over there is the hope that product- 
for civilian requirements will increase to a point where supplies are avail9 
without an increase in prices. But having in mind the general increase in 
cost structure whch takes place during war, the hope which I have just mention.^ 
turns out to be, of course, not fully realizable. In some countries the increase 
prices has been only fairly severe ; in others post-wrar inflation ran away ^ ^ 
the whole show. In Canada we have been exposed to all these influence? 
only in respect to our domestic situation but also by reason of what has 
pened in other countries; and we are therefore paying a certain post-war Penfi]Cr 
for the war. In our case the penalty is not as great as in most of the 0 
countries in the world, but none the less painful. rCe

Q. In a review of those factors you have indicated it is apparent that sc9 ^ 
supply of goods is one factor which has brought about this depreciation

q rl i a n rlnllar’o rviirnli a cm rr nmaror V.nn rlirl nnf 1lS6
IS <

35 per cent of the Canadian dollar’s purchasing power. You did not us ]6 
expression “volume”, I know, but I take it that you will not take a serious ,^0 
with me on that.—A. Volume of money, both the money which came 
people’s hands during the war and which they set aside, and may no" 
spending, and also a great volume of current income.
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tl 1 ■ Volume of money, we will take it, is one of the factors that entered into 
le high prices and had its effect on the purchasing power of the dollar?—A. Yes, 

ttlat is it.
Q- Just in passing, may I ask your view on one or two points relating to 

questions which you were asked this morning. I will just run over them quickly. 
°me of our crops last year were a little disappointing. I suppose that is a factor 
a creating the scarcity of today particularly at a time when similar conditions 
re affecting certain countries outside of Canada as well.—A. Yes, it is; not only 
epause of somewhat disappointing crop levels in Canada, but also because they 
01 ncided with unfortunate crop losses in other parts of the world.

Q- Yes; to the extent that demand continues here and supply is down, that 
“i°fi ■*3e a fact°r *n prices, would it not? I have to avoid the use of this word 

^nation” in view of what you said earlier. That would be a factor in creating 
th>s condition '

home?—A.
!n Canada.

Q- I am saying that in my question, that these are goods which are not pro-

at i condrti°n of depreciation in the purchasing power of the Canadian dollar
That would depend on whether the goods were really required

duced exclusively for export but they are goods for which there is a demand in
To the extent that they are in demand I take it that is a factor inCanada.

gating the scarcity and would have the tendency of raising the price' level for 
Ir^sc particular goods in Canada if Canadian purchasers compete with purchasers 

111 abroad?—A. If there is competition, yes. 
for • * think it is clear from what you said earlier this morning—take E.R.P.,

a ,ilns^ance; is it not reasonable to* suppose that E.R.P. will create further 
that*8 f°r S°ods produced in Canada, and to the extent that these are goods 
E R pre wanted by the Canadian consumer we can expect a tendency through 
j^'o. . • °f pushing up the Canadian price structure?—A. I do not see that E.R.P. 
'V;u°ln£! to créât further markets for Canadian goods; rather I might put it this 

c>, it would prevent our present markets from disappearing.
. - C- Well, put it on that basis; is it likely to have the effect of raising prices? 
nia i- °t t)ecaPse °f additional pressure ; but it may prevent, as I say, our 
aDn -S ^rom disappearing-—I think perhaps that is a strong word, largely dis- 
tiajearing. If they do largely disappear then we perhaps would have a substan- 

^rplus of certain goods resulting in a substantial decrease in prices. If that 
,‘laPpened to affect a few things we could use ourselves to advantage theh-sijW * .

*0 ‘ought not- be so serious, but if it happened on a broader scale, of course, we 
have serious trouble at home.

atly Yes, it might create a condition of scarcity. However, we will not spend 
fesnni°re t*me on that at the moment. To the extent that E.R.P. operates with 
that '? t-) 8°°ds which are in demand by the Canadian consumer your hope is 

h J'dll not have the effect of raising the level of prices to the Canadian con- 
a (jJ’j.hvit it is clear that it will have the effect of preventing, so far as it operates, 
t° as lnc PI-ices?—A. Well that again of course depends on supply. We have

all along that these are short supplies which are in short supply on the 
a<han market.

Cai) \ 1 have assumed that, that these are goods in short supply and the 
g00(,lUhan consumer will be competing with the consumer abroad.—A. Those 

* may exist but I cannot point to them at the moment.
I was about to point that out; but without going into any detail as to the 

bs I take it that we do not know as yet all he commodiies that are
Cnn * wa

be embraced within E.R.P.?—A. Of course, there is this about it, there 
H0t le question of choice there. Our total sales abroad at the present time are 
ip !?0re than is necessary to pay for our imports ; so, if we get more at home— 
itp(i lcr words if we reduce our exports, we have also got to reduce our imports, 
y0u ,a Eduction of imports would have a bearing on the price situation such as 

rave mentioned.
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Q. I was coming to the point of the affect on imports of E.R.P. and its rela
tionship to our level of imports, but just before leaving that I just wanted to 
eliminate this E.R.P. question with this observation; if you agree with it, without- 
going into detail as to particular commodities because we do not know yet f°r 
how many commodities it is going to operate; but the extent that it operates in 
the field of the commodities that are in demand by the Canadian consumer and 
are in limited supply it is not likely going to bring about any decrease in prices; 
and that, of course, would depend on the commodities which are involved.—A- 
That is true, under the circumstances you mentioned; but it does one thing, as I 
said before, these purchases enable us to import more goods which would have a 
tendency to keep prices down.

Q. These things I am talking about are not going to have an affect o® 
imports. Where imports are supplying a market that is short of goods then the 
effect, in general, is deflationary, is it not, or is to check increases in price?—A. To 
prevent that runaway price which may be due to scarcity.

Q. I think it is clear from your annual report of 1947 as Governor of t|‘e 
Bank of Canada, that the high level of imports into this country from the 
United States until the 17th of November, last, did have the effect of checking 
the rapid rise in prices which would otherwise have gone up faster?—A. I think 
that is the case, yes.

Q. And that the import controls, of which I think we can all express on 
regret at the necessity, the effect of those import controls so' long as the! 
continue is likely, by reason of having the Canadian market lacking in g0(k\ 
that otherwise would have been supplied from abroad, the effect is likely \ 
produce an upward movement in prices?—A. It could have that tendency, yesV

Q. It is not likely to under the conditions we face today?—A. I think 
would sooner that question was answered by Mr. Taylor because he would ha^g 
a much better knowledge of where the vulnerable sectors are and what could D 
done about them. . Ÿ

Q. Do you think he is better informed on the question of supply and scal'd 1 
in connection with particular lines of goods?—A. My answer would be theore 
cal whereas, I think, his would be more practical.

Q. I am quite content you should put your answer in general terms, 
Towers, that the effect of the controls which check imports that are want 
by the Canadian consumer is, in general, to promote an increase in price? ' j 
It certainly makes us vulnerable but Mr. Taylor could answer better than 
the degree of vulnerability and what could be done about it.

The Acting Chairman : Would you be content to having the adjonrn 
ment now?

Mr. Fleming: Yes, I have quite a number of questions still to ask.
The Acting Chairman : Just before you go, we will be meeting in v°^\ 

277, that is the Railway Committee room, this afternoon. I think you 
be more comfortable there. There will be more room for the people.

Mr. Thatcher: Will Mr. Towers be here tomorrow, too?
Mr. Fleming: I think it was understood we were sitting tomorrow 

Mr. Towers would be available if we needed him tomorrow morning.

The committee adjourned to meet again at 4.00 p.m.

and
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AFTERNOON SESSION

May 27, 1948.

The committee resumed at 4.00 p.m. The Chairman, Hon. Paul Martin, 
lr‘ the chair.

Graham Towers, Governor, Bank of Canada, recalled :

The Chairman : The meeting will come to order, please.

By Mr. Fleming:
, Q. May I continue. Mr. Towers this morning expressed some unwillingness 
j? use the expression, “inflation”. I note, however, on examining your report of 
inft “ank I°r 1947, on page 13 you have used the expression, “anti-inflationary 

nuences”, about the middle of the page, and on page 15, the last line, you 
l3aVc used the expression, “counter inflationary influences”. I am not trying to 
su i nny ahout it, but I take it you cannot have any objection, then, to using 
e c 1 expressions as “anti-inationary influences” or “counter inflationary influ
ai Ces in our questions and answers—A. Quite. I fact, I won’t shy away from 
the word “inflation”.

Q- Is there anything you wish to add to what you said this morning?—A. 
so°’ Was îust a question of phraseology rather than anything else. Inflation 
v '’’ten implies in people’s minds a very extreme runaway situation which 
y u see in other countries.

Q- Of course, I did not have anything as extreme as that in mind this 
orning when I asked if we had inflation in Canada.—A. Exactly ; the change 
price level indicates that exists to some degree.

Q- You said this morning, as I recall it, that the quantity of money, money 
ht t y’ one °f the factors bearing directly on the price level. It is one of the

ctors that directly influences the level of prices?—A. Yes. 
th A ®°i money supply, taken by itself could, therefore, be regarded as one of 
suîw inflationary factors?—A. It could be. There are times, of course, when 
an expansion has taken place in money supply without that having

n°ticeaMe effect on the volume of business, still less on prices. In such a 
,n the increase in money supply is sometimes accompanied by a reduction 

rnc speed of turn-over.
Q- I suppose it depends on the extent and the circumstances—

.. Hie Chairman: Just a minute, Mr. Fleming, Mr. Towers did not finish 
s answer.

The Witness: Yes, I had.

By Mr. Fleming:
in It depends on the circumstances and extent, I suppose, but we could say, 
iflflat‘l€ra^’ an exPansi°n in money supply is going to have that tendency, an 

auonary tendency?—A. If other circumstances favour it, yes.
■^-A T 1 said, that factor taken by itself, and other factors being equal?

Cl ra*se* that possibility you mentioned. 
is An expansion in the quantity of money is likely to have that effect; that 

ne tendency, is it not?—A. Yes.
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Q. Who controls or who determines the money supply in Canada?—A. 1 
shall try to answer that question extemporaneously, although in order to dot 
the i’s and cross the t’s, it might be better if I put it in written form.

First of all, the supply is influenced by the demand for loans from the 
banking system. If those loans for which application is made are considered 
good and sound, they will be made by the banks and this,, other things being 
equal, would tend to increase the money supply.

Now, in 1947, there was a very substantial increase in loans, but it was 
the case, during that year, the government had a substantial surplus of cash 
receipts over expenditures. I am speaking now of something which is not 
exactly the same as a budgetary surplus. It is cash receipts as compared with 
cash disbursements on all accounts. The government, during that year, was able 
to redeem a substantial amount of bonds held by the banking system and thus 
keep the supply of money during 1947 on an even keel. What the situation 
will be during 1948, I am not yet sure. It is still the case that the volume ot 
money, as at the present time in May, is, I believe, no higher than it was at the 
end of 1947.

Q. Excuse me, Mr. Towers, you are giving me, I think, an account of the 
factors which enter into the—A. I will come to that other point.

Q. I was asking you rather who determined the money supply. You have 
mentioned the banks ; you have mentioned the government. Would you add 
to that?—A. And the borrowers.

Q. What about the Bank of Canada?—A. Now, coming to the Bank of 
Canada, I would hark back to what I was saying this morning. Let us suppoge 
there had been no government surplus available for redemption of securities 
which had been in the hands of the bank in 1947. What could the Bank 
Canada have done then to keep the money supply down? Theoretically, wC 
could have sold bonds to the public reducing bank cash and, if we refused to buy 
any bonds, make it impossible for the banks to increase their loans. That, 
of course, would have produced a chaotic situation in the security market as 
the banks strove to accommodate their customers but were unable to do so. ItlS 
an extreme case which I am suggesting there because it would have meant an 
upset in the business world which would have been quite unjustifiable.

However, it does follow, I think, from what I have said, except at the cost 
of producing a chaotic situation, the Bank of Canada cannot absolutely contre 
the supply of money under existing conditions.

Q. You say it cannot absolutely control, but it is one of the bodies tha 
participates in the determination of the money supply of Canada, is it not 
—A. It can try to influence that, but I would say that, without the assistance 
of the government’s surplus in 1947, our influence would have been very snaa* ■

Q. You have mentioned four factors now in reply to my question about wh° 
determines money supply in Canada. You have mentioned the government, t'1 
banks, the borrowers and the Bank of Canada. Now, so far as the borrower 
arc concerned, I suppose they are a factor to the extent to which the banks alfi 
willing to lend to them?—A. That is right. ,

Q. Now, the Bank of Canada, you have indicated has a limited contre ■ 
Would that be a fair way of putting it?—A. Limited control. .,

Q. Of the credits the banks will extend?—A. That is right. Putting ask e 
the question of co-operation and agreement on a certain general policy, °ll 
control is limited under existing conditions if delicate weapons are to be us‘>l ’ 
and drastic action avoided. .

Q. That is control on the part of the Bank of Canada?—A. Yes, except 0 
the basis of very drastic action.

Q. And the bank has not seen fit, under the circumstances, to apply vCj- 
drastic measures?—A. No. We believe that action as drastic as that would ) 
a form ot burning down the house in order to cook the pig.
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h Q- ^ uu spoke about government surplus in 1947; and apart from that the 
ank of Canada would have little opportunity, apart from these drastic mea- 
rc's. of directly influencing the operations of the banks with respect to money 

supply?__A yes.
Q- Now, to what extent is government policy, itself, a factor in the money 

PPly? I am speaking now with relation to the Bank of Canada and also with 
Aspect to direct action?—A. Perhaps I should say that a very important factor, 

1 h respect to the government during 1947, was the repayment of loans to the 
oreign Exchange Control Board and a certain using up of cash which the 
’’^rnmcnt had at the beginning of the fiscal year. The so-called budget 

^,'U'lus was largely offset by loans to other countries. Now, the loss of exchange 
^ Ucn produced that great accrual of Canadian dollar cash to the government 
th‘lSMheaven knows—not a matter of deliberate policy; but it happened; and 

lU happening coincided with a very considerable need for reduction of govern-
eQt debt.

By Mr. Thatcher:
y„u What loans did we have for the fiscal year to foreign countries which 
f()[ j,Ust mentioned?—A. I cannot remember the amount for the fiscal year, but 
by u‘ calendar year the total of loans, that is, the utilization of credits authorized 
l,i(4nwent Some ^me a8°> P*us relief, was something not far from

000 (So ■ *10se were loans which were approved two sessions ago?—A. $560,- 
tor.’i U ln loans in the calendar year, plus $40,000,000 for relief, making a 

lai llf $600,000,000.
Chairman: They were higher 

he \\ it ness: Yes, they were.
a year previous.

Q.
By the Chairman:

Over a billion.—A. Let us say $900 million, something like that.

Q.
By Mr. Thatcher: »

There won’t be many of those this coming year?—A. I believe not.

By Mr. Fleming:
that p." *lave this: that the quantity of money has a direct influence upon— 
supply '■ !e lnoney supply has a direct influence on the price level; and the money 
Bank' | fls determined other than by government, banks, borrowers, and the 
Willin(1"! Canada, and the borrowers only to the extent which the banks are 
Seem pv° ^eacl them. Is that right?—À. If you will forgive me, this may 
Policyquibbling with words; but I would say that the government fiscal 
Si-- to Start from the other end—that the demand for borrowed funds by 
^ahk of’raCti0n the banks in granting credits; government fiscal policy; the 

“D , anada—all have a bearing on the eventual result. 
a senspVt| rm^e<^”’ I think, was the word you used. I am sure it is correct in 
^Can ' ’ Ult it seems to imply too great an exactitude, if you know what I

%atioM»Ps you are reading into my word “Determined” conscious deter- 
" 1 was not suggesting that it was always conscious.

By Afr. Thatcher:
i®0luetimes unconscious?—A. If I 

16 situation. I dare sav
might add one more thing:
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The foreign exchange position of the board, too, last year. Exchange 
reserves were going down greatly, so money was drawn in from the puh^ 
to government. Now, if the reserves were going up, the opposite tendency would 
be there.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. That was a matter of decision on the part of one of those bodies y°u 

mentioned?—A. The drawing in? , j
Q. Yes.—A. No. That was very definitely a decision on the part of ‘a 

general public, because they required the U.S. dollars. ..
Q. Perhaps we are not thinking of quite the same thing?—A. As the pub 1 

buys the United States dollars, they pay over Canadian, and that, of couisC’
comes to government. . „

Q. We come back to the government action eventually in that situid'u^ 
Now, about the elements in money supply, I noticed by the report of the b;l , 
of Canada, pages 34 and 35, you treat as elements of money supply, currency 0 . 
side of borrowings in notes and coin; then bank deposits, and under charte 
banks, you indicate demand deposits, then active, you call them active no 1 
deposits. . ‘ ive

And then again you include Bank of Canada, other deposits, and you av 
then at your money supply. Are those the factors which you consider enter 11 
the money supply?—A. Yes, I believe they are; and that is approximately 
basis on which the same calculations are made in major countries.

Q. You did make a change in your basis of calculation of money suppv\ 
your 1947 report as compared with the previous year?—A. Yes. We had P 
lished it somewhat earlier, and then included it in the 1947 report. ,rSt

Q. Would you just explain?—A. I am sorry, I am wrong. It was 
published in the 1947 report.

Q. I think you say so definitely in the 1947 report?—A. Yes. ,u
Q. And you also make it quite clear there, I think that, by that time, ) ^ 

had included as part of the money supply of Canada, the savings déposé.c6 
banks. Is not that correct? These are excluded; you called them inactive 
deposits in the year 1947 report?—A. Yes. $e

Q. On the basis ofecalculation, your total money supply in Canada, 3^ 
end of 1947, is $3,000,944,000 as against $3,000,996,000 at the end of l^4
A. Yes. jy

Q. On the new basis, you have shown a decrease in Canadian money sal 
of $52,000,000?—A. Yes. ‘ ,led

Q. But if you followed the old basis of calculation by including the s°'c cr»l 
inactive notice deposits of the chartered banks, which I presume are in §CI1j)f,J, 
savings deposits on which interest is calculated quarterly, you would have 1 p, 
in 1946, an additional $2,856,000,000. But in 1947 you would have had an 3 sc 
tional $3,143,000,(XX) of money supply? Is that correct?—A. Not an inC 
during the year, but a total amount.

Q. A total amount, you said?—A. Yes, that is right.
Q. If you had followed the old basis of calculation, you would have ' w-jtb 

substantial increase in the money supply at the end of 1947 as compaW 
the end of 1946, instead of a decrease?—A. That is right.

Q. The increase would have run something like $250,000,000?—A.
Q. Now, in your statement this morning, in speaking about money b

you referred to------ A Would you excuse me? jo *
Q. Probably we had better get that figure exactly. If Mr. Scott w) ‘0„c 

little arithmetic to help us there.—A. Yes. Mr. Scott was pointing out that t j<, 
turned to the conception of liquid assets as distinct from money supplyi ^ V> 
other liquid assets, and include government bonds as well, that you worm 
a grand total of $13,454,000,000, as at the end of 1946; or, including
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supply, $17,450,000,000. The same calculation for 1947 was $17,265,000,000. 
Now, I am simply trying to work this out on the basis of your 1946 report. I have 
£°t the calculation now. I think it works out to $235,000,000 of increase in money 
supply at the end of 1947 over the year 1946, on the basis of which this table has 
een set up in your annual report, previous to 1947 year. So we have that clear? 

" Y. Incidentally, we did not have the information, to publish a table, in its 
Present form until comparatively recently.
, Q- Well, I do not want to labour the point, Mr. Towers. I do not want to 

e at cross-purposes with you on this; but the point I want to. bring out now— 
and I think it is established—is this: that, had you continued to set up this 
L ajement of money supply in your 1947 report on the same basis as your 1946, 
?nd earlier annual reports, you would have shown not a decrease in money supply 
,ut an increase, an increase which I work out at $235,000,000?—A. If we had 
°ne that, we should also have taken into account public holdings of government 
°nds, because if inactive savings deposits are considered as part of money 

^ PPly, there is just as good a reason for considering government bonds in that 
7, F® category ; so that, either we must look at the total in its present form, Ithink, or in an earlier form, plus government bonds in the hands of the public to

ak:® the thing in any way comparable.
I . I hat earlier form was not satisfactory 
„_r*y, because we did not have better in:
^asons is that war pressure made it very difficult to keep on with the improve 

nt of the statistical work which we started before the war.
Poi + t The only point is—1 am not criticizing your basis at all—but the only 
w I I would bring out is this: that whereas the statement in its 1947 fonn 
of Seem to in(Iicate that there was a reduction in money supply at the end 
set 47> as compared to the end of 1946, of $52,000,000, if you had continued to 
in XlP Your statement on the basis previously in effect you would have shown an 
Conlease in that year of $235,000,000.—A. I think, to make the two things 
ah lparable, it is necessary that the statement coming out in its earlier form 

0 should take into consideration government bonds in the hands of the public.

By Mr. Maybank:
If you haçi shown an increase in money supply by following the old 

?°v of presentation, you would not have been presenting the truth, would 
was" ti °U woui(I have been presenting a statement that some person might think 
the ^ 16 money supply, but which you concluded should not be taken to show 
is risupply, the inactive deposits and the bonds and so forth?—A. That 
pla(ght. We felt, too, that to show—to keep the accurate reflection of what took 
of e--~that we should exclude the inactive savings deposits and, at the same time, 
savi UrSe’we must have, in the background of our minds, the fact that the inactive 
c0ton£.s deposits or government bonds, or certain other things of that kind, can 
coin° picture of money supply if the people choose that they should

But of course, in other countries—take for example in the United 
Slich 0ln wilere the post office and the trustee savings bank are the repository of 
Ajw a.Jarge proportion of the small savings of the people, or in the case of 
Ho ua where so much of that type of deposit is in the national bank; they 
sUnnr°re (iream of including those deposits in their calculations of money 
°Urgpile^ i'imu they would of flying to the moon; so. we have been trying to get

I do not apologize for it, particu- 
e did not have better information until recently. One of the

so last es statistically on that same basis for some time, and we were able to do
year.

r ^<)u are familiar with the basis on which the Dominion Bureau of 
0Cs make up its figures on money supply in Canada?—A. Pardon?

Stati j;. You are familiar with the basis on which the Dominion Bureau of 
are f‘cs make up its figures on the money supply of Canada?—A. I believe they 

°t Publishing one at the moment.
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Q. Well, I have one here entitled “Cash and money supply” February 
1948 issue of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, and on page 5, they give the 
money supply, and they give it for five months in 1947, and also for January of 
1948. These are the figures: 1947, January, $7,545-4 million; February, $7,555-3 
million; October, $7,618-6 million; November, $7,554-5 million• December, 
$7,660-1 million ; and January, 1948, $7,479 8 million.

The Chairman: Is that last year?
Mr. Fleming: That is 1947 and 1948—January.
The Witness: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Scott here is more familiar with these 

D.B.S. figures than I am. I would ask him to comment on that.
Mr. Scott: I think the figures that you have been quoting, Mr. Fleming- 

are put together by the Bureau of Statistics for the purpose of calculating th® 
average rate of turnover of money. Some cheques are drawn on savings account 
and for that reason they have put in there all the savings accounts and divin® 
and got the average rate of turnover. The other publication, the regular month j 
Canadian statistical review, I believe now does not actually give the mon®, 
supply figure. I believe the issue which has come out this year is too soon afte 
publication of the banks’ annual report for them to take into consideration 
question of the savings backlog. I think it was under consideration.

Mr. Thatcher: Before you proceed, Mr. Fleming, I don’t just follow th® 
point you are getting at.

Mr. Fleming: It is a question of whether the money supply in Canada ha- 
been increased within the past year, or decreased.

Mr. Thatcher: Oh, that is what you are getting at.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Now-, under present conditions, Mr. Towers, who determines the quantify 

of money in circulation?—A. That is the notes in circulation, in the hands 0 
the public? Notes and coin. , c

Q. Notes and coin.—A. That is purely determined by the demands of 1 
public.

Q. Determined by whom?—A. By the public themselves. fe
Q. I know, but who makes the decision as to the quantity of bills that a 

to be issued?—A. If Joe Smith wants to hold $100 in his pocket instead of * ’ 
circulation goes up $50.

Mr. Maybank: And there is a big supply of paper, they can always Pr°XLy 
the various Bill Smiths and Joe Smiths with all the money they decide t*1 
want?

The Witness: That is right. It is waiting in our vaults.

By Mr. Fleming: -g
Q. So it is the Bank of Canada which issues the notes in response to 1 e 

combination of Joe Smiths?—A. Yes. That is right. Mind you, of course, -^e 
Smith has to have some money in order to provide himself with the notes- 
may have a deposit in the bank of $500, and at the same time $50 cash }n ys 
pocket. He may decide to bring his deposit down to $450 and his cash 111 
pocket up to $100. 0te

Q. And you say in your report on page 23, that the Bank of Canada r 
issue in December of 1947, was $1,211,350,386, up $25,148,705 from the V 
before. Have you got that?—A. Yes, T have that.

Q. Now, to what extent is the Bank of Canada—
The Chairman : What is your point there, Mr. Fleming? t jD
Mr. Fleming: I simply want to make a note of the fact that ,n°nt ^,-cc 

circulation being one of the elements in the money supply in 1947, that so 
actually showed an increase of some $25,000,000.
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By Mr. Fleming:
p0j- To what extent is the Bank of Canada concerning itself in matters of 
exte°y with the price level in Canada, Mr. Towers?—A. I would say that the 
Cat | to which we are was covered in my remarks this morning, which indi- 
c&Dit 1&S tbe remarks in the annual report, the feeling that the pressure for 
CoL j development was somewhat higher than our manpower and materials 
desir* ki e’ and that under those circumstances some tapering off would be 
the *e’ to the extent that slightly higher interest rates contributed to that, to 
pUr tx °nt that a lack of great ease in getting bank accommodation for that 
it woS? c°ntributes to a tapering off, that would be desirable at this time; but 
win d be impossible at this stage to say the extent to which these things 

Actually produce the results that I mentioned.
pp,.|)T ^ou have indicated, I think, some things the bank did. What was the 
brin„ d °* doing these things in reference to the level of prices? Was it to 
in thes, °iUt 3 reduction in the level of prices?—A. If there is some tapering off 
in flamands and if other things are equal then upward pressure on prices 

held would presumably be reduced. 
q " hat is your objective?—A. Pardon?

°bjectîi I am ashmg about your objective in the basis that you took?—A. The 
o was to reduce the pressure. 

çT On the price level?—A. Yes.
level ? înd in that way did you seek to bring about a reduction in the price 

A. I don’t know.
j!r: Towenslï have arrested the increase? What I am getting at,
obi Ull as possible—in y ^ranh with you so your answer can be
motive to brintr .<l xln^ K‘ measures to which you have referred was your 
ov rate of incrpfet, )0U 311 ar/<;st]pnF Ihe increase in prices so as to slow down 
jr-all reduction in ?i " Waa ]t to hold prices at that level ; or, to bring about an 
in loo far T .1 -1 ]h^Price !eYel >—A. I think to classify it as an objective is 
hn 1 le whole 1 , , l °Pnil°ns can vary, but that an arresting of the rise
h„ Warded , !e. rcSar(led as a good thing. Some fall in prices might
evnlness recession F°°d thing provided it did not stem from a really serious 
rh],>6cted q : k ’’.but if I seem to be not veiy precise in regard to what may be 
w„.re are nn,,,uC,lse.y„because th'-s is an area where there are no rigid controls.(.‘r9 are n<w ,-n1SC'^ ••'cv<,usc lll!B 1S an area wnere mere are no ngm uunuuio. 

°lsions of ln ,ences but what eventually happens depends on the
_ ,llIKries q 11 10ns °* Canadians as well as on the influences of outside 

0,1 Id genei"'u • ian USe delicate weapons to try gently to produce a result that 
n UiiliiQ / be rc8arded as desirable, but what happens after that depends 

Q. it °f PeoPle.
’^e to ge^. i definition of that result that you were seeking that I should 

n Q. The °m f011’ measurcd in terms of the price level?—A. The result?
--t d’at you were aiming at in the measures you took.—A.

Were

on

tier wh . umL yuu were aiming ai
Q. p,1 a. we thought would be desirable.

> seekp ^ whatever wav vnu like Vmi
_____0___ .ruuiv-i K/y^ uvou auit. . .

whatever way you like. You used the expression the result you 
do tn!°01î*nS to attain.—A. Well, we believe it would be because, m an v m o 
itiann,’ tllUelr in the way of capital development in 1947, competition for scarce 
desirnKTer and materials exerted an upward influence on prices. lie most 
shorn,] C thing would be that the effective demand for capital de\ clopment 
have /‘partly equal manpower and materials available in which case you non i 
>n th(, ,i Hty. How one reaches that exact level, having in nnnd that it depends

can
‘ me 1 . f • iilnv one readies mat exact level, navmg m mmu mai it uep

try i decisions of tens of thousands of people, I do not know. All one 
0 'u *s cxcrt certain influences in that direction and sec v hat happens. 

eXauiin ' °uld this be a fair way to put it, and I do not want to protract this 
^ort*> aiion. ^ou were conscious of there being certain inflationai\ 1 actors at 

A. Yes.
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Q. You conceived the means that you have referred to to be a counter- 
inflationary or anti-inflationary measure which you took with a view to counter
acting these inflationary measures that you mentioned yourself—A. Yes.

Q. Now, in general I suppose our problem is resolved in terms of the old 
law of supply and demand. I am speaking of our price level now.—A. Yes.

Q. There are some other factors, but broadly speaking it is the old laW 
of supply and demand?—A. Yes. _

Q. What regard did you have for the supply of goods—I am speaking now 
both of consumer goods and capital goods—in reaching the decision that tb 
bank did reach to take what we have referred to as counter-inflationary measure 
within recent months?—A. Regard in what sense, in regard to stimulating 
production of consumption goods? , ,

Q. You have indicated some of the factors you took into account, the kma 
of factors that moved the bank to take counter-inflationary measures. I,9?1 
asking to what extent you have regard for the quantity of goods of all kinfB 
available to meet consumer demand?—A. Well, the bank cannot in itscl 
stimulate production.

Q. I suppose we can start with this, that we are going to beat this problem 
of the high and rising level of prices which reflects a scarcity of goods 1 
relation to consumer demand only in the last analysis by increased production- 
are we not?—A. Yes.

Q. And I assume that the bank in deciding on the counter-inflationa'-, 
measures that it should take would have regard, or would certainly see tha 
it was clothed with information as to production?—A. Yes.

Q. I was wondering what that information was, or your view of productif 
that you had when you decided on these counter-inflationary measures’''' 
A. We have the same information really as anyone else, what is published m 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics and the other sources. Perhaps I sh°u 
say this, that the capital development which is going on will in due co»n 
increase production. That which has gone on since the end of the war is alrea -j 
coming into operation in various sectors. It will continue to do so, which w. 
increase production in the way you have in mind, so that we in the ba 
certainly were not anxious to see capital development reduced to any grea 
extent than would help to relieve some of the inflationary pressure.

By Mr. Maybank:
Q. Would you at this point detail some of those capital expenditures 

are beginning to bring their results in the production of consumption g^° 3 
Are you able to do that at this moment?—A. I cannot; it would reqWre 
tremendous list of industries where that had been taking place. Of con 
included in the capital development program are housing, public utility devd1 ^ 
ments of provinces, re-equipment of railroads, a thousand and one tiling 
that kind. ay

Q. Would vou be able to give later some answer to that question by * ^ 
of a memorandum?—A. I think that capital development is classified by ^ 
Department of Reconstruction under various headings of manufacturing, 
utilities, and so forth. I do not know that that would be very illumina 
for the committee because you had in mind specific industries. . 0f

Q. I wondered whether you could give a memorandum in amplification e 
the statement that some of these capital expenditures will, first of all, inof 
production and. in fact, to some extent are doing so already. T WOIY;]ity 
particularly with reference to the last part of that if there was any T)?sS1o1er® 
of it beins amplified.—A. I should like to have a look at the possibilities 
and see what I can bring. , aI)d

Q-. That is why I suggested you could take a look at the possibilities 
then give a memorandum of that sort.—A. I will.
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By Mr. Thatcher:
of ti^'rDicl 1 understand you to say it is not desirable from the point of view 
i8 desi b^k?°f ^anada a* the minute to discourage some of this-------A. That it

strojS'. ! hat it is not—A. It would be desirable if the pressure was not so 
lowcrg’ ln °^ier wordsj if the program of capital development was somewhat

Point^ }n .v*ew °i this very high level would it not be wise from a national 
to (j: view for the Bank of Canada, by whatever method possible, to try
o1ir1,iScourage some of that for a year or so?—A. That was what was in our 
Was ? ln suggesting to the chartered banks that under existing conditions it 
The ^^visable to finance capital development by expansion of bank credit. 
*ann°tal volume of capital development, of course, will be determined by 
at evj"l'er anr! materials. If that volume of manpower and materials is sufficient 
do u. s”ng Prices to do two billions of capital development, but people try to 
cost billions they will still onlv get two billions wrorth done although it will 

hem three billions.
deveio ®Xact*y- In your brief you say that the tremendous rate of capital 
iitg Qj. Pment did liavfe an upward influence on costs and prices. You are speak- 
the ^ year. Instead of just giving advice to the chartered banks why did 
Way v °I Canada not do something about this? Is there not some tangible 
take Ji°e ?0UM withdraw cash from circulation, or go in the open market and 
runn;n'r 1’11Ie steps to curtail some of that?—A. I do not believe there is without 
for can't l r’s^ that instead of having a fairly modest reduction in the plans 

Pital development you have a very serious one. 
so fa,. , b>ut certainly the figures would indicate that any steps you have taken 
"-A. T)lave n°f been very successful in getting the banks to curtail their credit? 

lere really has not been a chance to see the results from that yet.

I

A \

By the Chairman:
To\v^. kerning, before you go on may I ask a question? A moment ago, 

rather CrS’ you said to Mr. Fleming, that generally speaking—I do not know 
fsctor in ' °-' 6a,id generally speaking—supply and demand was the influencing 

q j Price levels at the moment?—A. Yes. 
aPd aot that rather a blanket statement in the face of existing controls 
case ^ v mfluence™ +, ,  uwnocs, and particularly the world situation.—A. h es. It is aof lat one should have excepted any control situation, from the operation 

and and supply but the area of controls of that kind is pretty sma . 
and rt ?! V'hat effect would have been the things we are discussing here, butter 
—A? j^tals’ for instance? To what extent would they be really serious I actors. 

nta'ls would be a serious factor.
*■ Fleming: About this problem of supply— 

aient yr Winters: Are you going further with this matter of capital develop-
Mr P, eming’
J • Fleming: Yes.

r' Winters: I would like to ask a question on that matter.

By Mr. Fleming: started with the information
>PlU iWant t0 lcad t0 that' Mr'fTSistic? In measuring tbe volume o 
Prod by the Dominion Bureau of Statl; • to take to meet the problem "f Sim, and the measures you are prop , J h movement m price lea d 
A y and demand, are you taking account c’ tion do not seem to take
inCa°of these statistics regarding the volume 1 Pr A I do not think that 

acc°unt the steadily falling value of the a
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aspect of the thing enters into or affects the decisions we have taken but othc 
matters do. Certainly, in the monetary field, there is no obstacle to increas 
in production. In other words no one who has a legitimate need for ere® 
finds any difficulty in getting it for current productive purposes. I am speak™ 
now of a factory which is completed or a business which is in existence, k" 
capital development end has a peculiar significance in the general domestic pPjy 
situation. It has the same significance that war expenditures had during 
war. War expenditures were for things to be shot away. They could not ^ 
used by the civilian population. The people who made those tilings were 
using them and they were creating nothing which would mop up the purchasing 
power because the shells were designed for the other side of the ocean. Simi'ai'v’ 
with capital development, those who are working on the factory are receiving 
income but the factory is not producing anything. . j

Q. Is it the policy of the bank that capital development at the present tin1 
should be discouraged because of its inflationary effect?—A. Discouraged, l) ^ 
not by drastic action. There is very naturally a preoccupation at the pr®sen, 
time with rising price levels and some of the problems of high employm6,11’ 
but perhaps these are not as serious as the preoccupations which existed dun 
the 1930’s and right up to the time of the war. In anxiety to avoid furt 
increases in prices—an anxiety which I fully share—I think one should be v®;r 
careful not to take such drastic action that we will be crying out of the otnc 
side of our face.

Q. You are thinking of possible unemployment?—A. I am. . i
Q. How long has it been the policy or view of the bank that cap'^ 

production should be discouraged because of its inflationary effect?—A. It 'vl® 
be desirable that there should be some over-all tapering off. That started 
become a concern in the latter part of 1947. Hindsight is always a good tin® 
Perhaps it should have been a concern before that but if we look back at , 
time from the finish of the war it may help. What was the great concern } 
as the war finished? It wasi that the tremendous transfer of workers froiu'' 
jobs to peacetime jobs and of the men and women in the forces to_ c*vl,‘ed 
employment should be accomplished. Having in mind the numbers in'® g 
that looked like a rather terrific problem. I think perhaps the transition e 
been accomplished more successfully up to this point than anyone would j 
dared to hope in May or in August of 1945. I think through 1946 
pressures arising from capital development as distinct from external pi®81' g[1t 
and higher prices were not serious. The big jump in capital develop® 
expenditures took place in 1947. It is only when a thing like that is under 
that one can obtain the figures. ter

Q. Since the latter part of 1947 then the Bank of Canada, has, a 
of policy, not approved of capital expenditures or any encouragement to .rj 
end? Is that a correct statement?—A. Our feeling towards the end of ^ j,, 
was that the thing was going somewhat too fast, and that was reflect® ^ 
conversations which we had with the banks at that time although it was ^ 
until February of this year that we strongly expressed the view that 1 
financing of capital expenditures was not desirable.

The Chairm an : Were you not concerned last winter with the possih1 t 
of the lessening of Canadian credits to other countries there would be a 
danger the expansion would not be proceeded with sufficient despatch • , 
you not point out that to the Banking and Commerce committee last w®

The Witness: I do not recall having done so although I may have- 1 ~ 
the case certainly,up to last autumn the prospects for E.R.P. were still Sl\je\l 
what uncertain. If, and this is one of the “iffy” remarks President R°0^:0lc 
used to talk about, if E.R.P. had not gone through then I hesitate to 
what the present situation would be. Certainly we would not be talking a 
higher prices.
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By Mr. Winters:
. Q- May I interject a question there in connection with this matter and ask 
,■ Towers if he does not feel that at that time in order to curtail the program 

0 capital development the banks might have framed a national policy \\ nch 
ai'°se out of conditions which were substantialy prevalent only in Ontario and 
'duebec?—A. I find it very hard to answer that question.
T Q- It might appear that way but take for example the maritime pi mi
i llrirlcvM-x •> - rinces.understood you to make the statement that anyone who wanted capital 
ê ly get it from the banks. It seems, from what experience I have had and 
experiences which have been related to me, that condition does not obtain in the 
^ritime provinces ?-A. I should have said that the question ofcreditnsk enters 
*to the picture materially. It was because there were sufficient credA - 

Werc good that there was a substantial amount of capital development m 1^7 
fn Q- Which would seem to me to indicate that the matter of allotting capital 
t?r caPital development amounts to a pyramiding set of ('ircu n'] ^ n| , in 
if,re is development it is easier to get capital for further de\elopmfiirt, but m 
Undeveloped areas it is more difficult to get the capital to develop the area, and 
Rational program does not seem to be flexible enough to compensate —A. in 
expressing this view to the banks which I mentioned on various occasion^ 
excepted the prospective small borrower who even under conditions in the paa 

not have expected to get his requirements by means of an issue m tie general market. We made an exception in that case. That is only a paitia 
8Wer because there is a larger one as well which you may have m mint • 

tha Jam inclined to think that so far as the banks are concerned, if they believe 
, t the prospective borrower has a reasonable chance of success .u ,v
°e going to utter heresy—they would lean over backwards to say yes in me 

aritime provinops xi
Prn Q- Perhaps ,t does not appear that way. It seems to me they .mesurei the 
tll(;tect of a reasonable success by the history in the field. uu 1 E j0(j?

has not been good, they say the prospect of success would not be good.
■ That would have a bearing, no doubt. , -, „ilWavs

se-errS'i ^ seems to me that is the way they judge prospects, an ^ p0
t] Ir>ed to the people in the maritimes,—I speak for the maritime ..* ■> same in the west,-that these policies are framed according to condition, in 

tltario and Quebec
^r- Thatcher: Wc feel similarly in the west, Mr. Vi intern.

devp^r- Winters: My own feeling is that it is right, that capital for mdustria 
l0Pmcnt is pretty hard to get in the maritime provinces.
^r- Thatcher: And in the prairies.

By Fïctïixtiç *

ClanSi X°U Sai(1 a moment ago that about the middle of thouclvt they^ should 
disc' a '^finitely advised the chartered banks that >*> differentlyiat r^° capital development?-A. I should like to put it a little dffitrently, 

Without wanting to quibble— ,
Hot tlyC,(' HAIRMAN: That is the second time you have uTsv'| tl|'lt p J^S®'of PrL5\nk he said, “discourage capital development . It is a question 

Per tapering off. . . , J ,
hicnfr Witness: We expressed the view that the financing of capitale et t oji-
th0,t hy the nvn».:™ ir V.-1------^ -.........
thXl41 expansion of bank credit was undesirable. I believe the banks 
Y^t'wm^at the views which we expressed had substance. îsow, whethci <n not 
1 do 1 re,hice the volume of attempted capital development I do not know. 

,,onuw that, to the extent that view is shared and put into effect, it does mean
*d8()3._4
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that the fair-sized or larger organizations requiring funds would have to obtain 
them from the source which was a normal one up until a few years ago, that is 
from the general mass of investors in Canada.

Q. That was the view of the bank in the middle of February last. Your pur' 
pose was to ask the banks, in turn, to discourage the use of bank credit for capital 
expansion?—A. That is right, so that it could be financed to a greater extent from 
the savings of the people rather than through the expansion of credit.

By Mr. Harkness:
Q. On that very point, it is not the function of the chartered banks to finance 

capital expenditures which are long-term financing operations and which normally 
do not come within the credit facilities extended by the chartered banks?—A- 
That is true. Up to 1945, the amount of that type of business which the chartered 
banks had undertaken was very small. They may have bought short-term indu- 
trial bonds on the market, yes. The thing of which I am thinking is the purchase 
direct from the borrower of a serial bond issue for industrial development.

Then, in 1944, the Industrial Development Bank Act was passed. It is from 
that time that the change in chartered bank policy dates, although some of them 
have said that they regarded it as a sort of transitional thing. Having in 
the reconversion from war, they thought it would be desirable that, within certain 
reasonable limits, they participate in reconversion without having in mind the 
carrying on of this policy indefinitely or for very large amounts.

Q. If these chartered banks keep a liquid position, they cannot really finance 
to a very great extent these longterm undertakings, can they?—A. That is rigid-

Q. It necessarily limits the amount of credit they can advance for capd9 
expenditures?—A. It does. My impression is that, even before the conversatimj 
we had in February, there were those who were feeling they had done abou 
enough.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. You have indicated the view you expressed to the chartered banks ^ 

the middle of February of this year. You expressed a similar view to t 
government?—A. Yes. .,

Q. Because it was just around that time, I think it was actua 
February 15, that the Minister of Reconstruction announced the provision ^ 
special rates on depreciation to companies for income tax purposes w 
embarked on a reconversion program in which it was estimated they w°u,f 
invest $1,400,000,000. In order to obtain the benefit of these special rates ^ 
depreciation, they were to make the investment before March 31, 1949?—A- * ^ 
not remember the exact timing or the extent of the thing or just what the rea» 
was. It was an extension, was it not, of an earlier arrangement? . -

Q. It was issued as a new basis of depreciation for the purpose of encourag ® 
4,000 Canadian companies to invest $1,400,000,000 before March 31, 1949, 1,1 
reconversion program?

The Chairman: That is February 15 of this year.
Mr. Fleming: Yes.
The Chairman : Did it not have something to do with trying to rl°J 

exports? ‘ " ^
The Witness: I cannot remember, Mr. Chairman. In any event, soB^i^t 

else would be much better qualified to answer any questions relating t° 
than I am. ,jng

Ihe Chairman : It must be tied in with the government’s policy of 
to meet the dollar shortage' situation.

tc
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By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Well, the witness, I take it, cannot help us on that?—.f - 1 Jav® * n° 10“ 

f just an extension of a post-war arrangement and that it did not relate 
fresh enterprises but rather to the finishing up of ones already und y. 

however, please do not take that as gospel because I am not sure. 
is Q- In any event, it would appear, I say this for your comment that this 
s the very thing you were, as a bank, urging should not be done and trying 

P event the chartered banks from doing?—A. That would not be the case.
The Chairman : There is no basis for that kind of observation.
The Witness: I may be wrong in thinking it did not relate to nw 

^Prises which started after that date. But if I am right, then, it has not got 

del
- " 1UVU O uvex UVV* Mil IVl v 1 1 V_ L M VIXV . MV 11 Mill v------ , - U

°uect you mentioned. I have a notion it related to people who had been
had rTi Setting ahead, who got their certificate from the department but 
exPcnd ^een able to finish up by the zero hour and that the tail end of their 

dures was, therefore, covered. I think that is the case.
Air. -j1' Fleming: That is something into which you may wish to look, 
as because certainly the statement did not say so. You indicated

other measure—
e Chairman: Have you got the statement there?

°Ver i '' Teeming: I have not got it here in a form which I should like to pass
you.

yj G CHairman: I think it did the very opposite thing to what you have said. 
ijj1' hatcher: I have that book here. 

e Chairman: Let me see it.

By Mr. Fleming:
bank te LU “Seated one of the other counter-inflationary measures which the 
SecurU;111* had to do with the change in the rates of interest on government
, 1 ~ O --------- ----- --

°f Canam v reason of the withdrawal of market support for the Dominion 
Q jyd. bonds?—A. Oh, there was no withdrawal from the market.

H apport? 1 Say a withdrawal from the market? I meant to say a withdrawal 
otc Bank'T"\- There was a little confusion there because for quite some years 
!tUr bids , Canada had been giving the banks and dealers, every morning 
■ rted ya t °^ers on ah dominion government and guaranteed bonds. We 
’P Very ’ 1 think, as long ago as 1938, because at that time we were not 
c °Ser. °s. bouch with the market. We thought it would make our touch 
p traug y. ' annary, when this other move took place, we felt that our volume 
i v°fy mor y°ns was increased to a point where the giving of bids and offers 
^.Prices n jn^was not necessary. The two things coincided, that is the drop
*bing .and the change in our practice, but the change in practice is not the
f Tow» - had the 
for / .arc 
thatCaPital

tU."*'511 nad the real bearing on market levels. rnr
anba[ds the cnd of 1947, partly because of domestic requir' reag

‘>at P .al development and other things, and partly jor p"y , " the United 
JingdLthe fall in the bond market in the United States and ri the imted 

tlle volume of offerings became distinctly heavy. At that point, and? volume of offerings became distinctly heavy.
"emptio:
hich such purchases would

^tor, itUjnind that government purchases for redemption ^are an important
Jç Piade Was fnlf desirable to reduce the price at wl

Q. ii
c n°w, in your statement—

1Y Q. Mr- Thatcher:
f l(l y0, °uld you clarify that—excuse me. - . - . ,

say, then, you did not take that step in order to increase interest 
i * You mean, ceasing our d$ily quotations?l38o;

I have not got that quite clear.
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Q. Yes.—A. No, that was just a question of technique; they could h®v 
been ceased, and yet the prices being paid on debt redemption could ha' 
remained the same. j

Q. Does that agree with what the minister said in his budget speech. 
think he said that the Bank of Canada took that, subject to increased intere 
rates?—A. Not that particular subject, no. .That was market technique.

Q. It says that the Bank of Canada permitted market forces to bri J 
about some increase in the yield of government securities, and this increa® 
the interest rates at that time?—A. That is perfectly true. , -j.

Q. How do you reconcile the two statements?—A. Perhaps it is a ^ 
confusing; but, as I say, the bank had been accustomed to publish quotation6 
not to publish them but to give them to the dealers and the banks— 
morning; we took advantage of the other change that was taking place, 
change in the interest rate, to cease that practice ; and instead we now ope,a 
as follows: we ask the bank or dealer which wants to buy or sell bonds jr°^e 
us to make us a firm bid or offer which we accept or reject; but we ha 
not got every day an outstanding list of prices in the hands of the trade- ^ 

Q. But the net result has been to raise the interest rates?—A. No, it "Yj 
the decision in another field which did that, because we could have opera 
on the new method but accepted offerings at the old price.

Q. It is a coincidence that the interest rate went up the next day?—A- 
Here is the real case: we had been wanting to make that change in pra® ’
but we thought that it might somewhat disturb the market if we did
However, the market was going to be disturbed anyway, so we took 
opportunity to change.

tb»*

eferredBy Mr. Fleming:
Q. At the bottom of page 3 of your statement this morning you rei 

to that part of the budget speech, and you said: . nce
In January and February of this year as the Minister of F’^jpg 

mentioned in his budget speech, market forces were permitted to 
about an increase in the rate of interest on government bonds.

A. ï es. ip.
Q. It was permitted by whom?—A. Permitted by the Bank of Fan 
Q. Now, that permission took what form? What is the thing that 

the thing, on the part of the Bank of Canada, which led to the rise in th® jps 
of interest on government bonds?—A. As I mentioned before, the cash s 'jpg, 
of the government, the over-all cash surplus that I referred to this in° , jo 
has been used for debt reduction. Some of it, as the minister pointed °tured- 
his budget speech, was used to redeem bonds held by the banks as they n’^rO' 
Another part was used for purchasing the longer term issues, and the n ^ » 
ment buying in that form, has had quite an important influence; it has ^efS 
very definite influence at times, when the general public, corporations and 
were net sellers.

Therefore, the price which the government is willing to pay for those 
which it buys is an important factor. -ng P

Q. You were supporting the market?—A. The government was uS, 1(,gob 
funds to redeem debt ; and the price it was willing to pay for that ret 
was an important factor. . eS.

Q. The important factor in supporting the market?—A. Yes, at tl!1 jpebj 
Q. Yes. Then there was conscious action on the part of the 8°vefvpe 0 

and the Bank of Canada in January and February to withdraw that M 
support?—A. No, I would not say it was a withdrawal of support ; it 
case at that time, that the net selling on the part of the public increase > 
having in mind the volume of offerings, and also having in mind that tn
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it 0nomip reason against a modest increase in the interest rate at this time, 
pav fs considered wise to reduce the price which the government was willing to 

y I°r those redemptions.a c J*/ '^nci that led to the fall in the market price of government bonds with 
bef(irse9Uent rise in the interest yield?—A. That is right. And, as I mentioned 
as wJjjwas a time when psychological factors were entering into the situation 

as a real desire to get cash from the sale of bonds. 
grea^' * hat was conceded to be a counter-inflationary measure?—A. Not of 
that :,n?agnitude, as the minister indicated in his speech; but, to the extent 

has any influence, that influence is certainly in the right direction.
rXj the direction of counter-inflation? 

appar Chairman: I think we had a reference made a little while ago to an 
of (Y e’d inconsistency between the points of view expressed by the governor 
8trUeti0n ^anac*a today and the statement of the Minister of Recon-

tyhicv*r' Thatcher has kindly handed to me the white paper of the department, 
autlm -Is dated November 1, and is published by the department under the 

rity of Mr. Howe.Special depreciation provisions became effective November 10, 1944, 
and were first limited to projects commenced on or after that date but 
completed before December 31, 1946. The period was extended first 

j. March 31, 1948, and later to March 31, 1949, with the proviso that 
a 1 applications for special depreciation had to be filed with the Depart
ment of Reconstruction and Supply before March 31, 1947. Since the 
special depreciation provision was designed only as a transitional measure 
0 aid in the conversion, modernization and expansion of industry, its 

Purpose appeared to be accomplished as the reconversion period gave 
'ay to a period of long-term adjustment of Canadian industry to changing 
omestic and foreign markets. With regard to investment projects 
"Uimcnced before November 10, 1944, or completed after March 31, 1949, 
?e special depreciation privilege was extended to such expenditures on 

P ant and equipment as were made within the period, with ordinary rates 
£ depreciation chargeable to expenditures made outside the period. 
^Pccial depreciation was also approved for installation costs of plant 

n,‘ equipment built or acquired prior to November 10, 1944, even though 
le 'Uiilding or acquisition costs of the asset itself were not eligible.

Basically, special depreciation provisions were designed not only to 
m f°Uraëe a particular type of investment but also to influence in some 

°asure the timing of these expenditures. The provision was not a 
ensure of control but rather an instrument of persuasion and guidance, 

ah Su,ch\ds effects were limited, for business enterprises that wished to go 
if without making use of special depreciation privileges could do so 
be could obtain supplies. Those businesses desirous of obtaining the 
tim' S this provision were subject to some guidance in terms of 

lung by tying approvals to a suggested date of commencement of the
,nvestment project. 

q Mr. Fleming:
haatv not think that you and I want to argue about it; but this announce- 

i?vestmPnt he e^ect of extending the time until March 31, 1949, for the capital 
1 is So at Program.—A. I do not think it did so for new ones; but there again, 

Q. u-"Ye rise who would have to answer, 
k Tllc, p ’ We will get that from another source.

hroccerl ^AIRman : There was a time limit placed so that the project would 
^lojTn et Wit*‘ at hhe moment that it would contribute to a higher level of
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or toBy Mr. Harkness:
Q. Is there any distinction as to whether it was for new projects - 

increase facilities for already existing plants? I cannot see there was ,
distinction, as far as the funds going into capital expenditure are concen { 
—A. I also included expansion of existing plants when I said “new”; 1 1T* 
pieces of construction which had not yet started, whether they were new P1M 
or additions to existing ones. :0gs

Q. That is, it was not provided for public projects; it included extern
and so forth?

The Chairman : Oh, yes, but the element of timing was there. . ts
Mr. Thatcher: Are you saying that you can only have these Pr0^jt? 
if they were started before March 31, 1947, without a special pernnow

Can you not start one at the present time?
The Chairman: With regard to this application for depreciation haveMr. Fleming : In order to qualify for the double depreciation, y°u "gpi 

to have your investment made before March 31, 1949; and the announce^^ 
at that time had the effect of informing the public that March 31, 1949,^ 
your deadline. Therefore, if you wanted to get the benefit of your do 
depreciation, you had to proceed forthwith with your reconversion.

Mr. Thatcher: It had to be started by March 31, 1947.
Mr. Fleming : No. The investment had to be made before March 31, 1 

in order to get the benefit of the double depreciation. y
The Witness : I had the notion that it had to be started by 1947, but 110 

be wrong. ue
Mr. Fleming : March 31, 1949, is the date by which your claim to do 

depreciation must be made, by reason of your investment prior to that datf 
I shall hurry along, because I have not been making very rapid hea 

here. r wer9i
You will recall the statement that was made last October, Mr. -10 ugt 

as to how far the Canadian cost-of-living index was likely to go. The Noy®' ^,aS 
statement, at that time, October 10, was that while it was then 139 • 4, 11 
likely to go to 145 and to settle there, to stabilize. jpg.

We now know that it has gone to 151 and it does not seem to be stopP^t 
Has the Bank of Canada an interest in this continued rise beyond r, 
expectation of October last, or has it measures in contemplation of a c°u 
inflationary nature? . ^vj-

The Witness : We have a deep interest, both as an institution and as intt ry 
. , ■ " • 1 r " ■ ’ mon®.duals; but I cannot think of any measures that we can take, from a ap

point of view, to arrest it, other than the type of thing in the capital dev 
ment field which we have attempted. . 0f

Mr. Fleming: We come down to this, then, that so far as the 
Canada is concerned, we might not look to the bank to apply any 
restraining force on this upward movement of price levels, or any other c°^.r9iH' 
inflationary measure except this discouragement of capital investment pT0°
Is that a fair way of putting it? j|y

The Witness: I think that is a fair statement, unless one visualiz®5 f g»?
drastic action, which I do not visualize. And I would not, for a moment,

tho^l

influence which can be exerted makes only a very modest contribution 
the final result.

I
'.jceS'

that the capital development program is all-determining in the matter of P „„nd
Prices in other countries, wage rates, the size of crops—there are a yiL"^teS> 
things which enter into it—the Bank of Canada cannot determine wag® cr0ps 
it cannot say what prices are in the United States or in England, or what , gf 
are going to be. So, if I appear to be lacking in a solution for the high c^ gPy 
living it is because I am speaking from the monetary point of view, whcr^;ir(js
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Mr. Fleming: I was only asking what the Bank of Canady co»M do to
exert a counter-inflationary measure, and I thi ‘ than to discourage
that, apart from drastic action, you cannot do any t hing
this capital investment. nnsition where it is drawing
. The Witness: Other than trying to put it in a P°s , '
funds from the savings of the public rather than 101

By The Chairman:
Mr. 'j\, V"1 Pyt the external factor first and, I take it, you would agree with Won]H '' °r,, the Prices Board that that possibly is the major factor?—A. I 

Uld say that it certainly is.

By Mr. Fleming:
are led statement, Mr. Towers, may come as a surprise to some people who 
Canarfn n°*j through any statement of yours—to expect that the Bank of 
atld boll " "" 'l ah*e t° exert pressure with a view to levelling out the humps 
to print °h’S economic activity in business conditions. You have taken care 
rePort n, 10 preamble of the Bank of Canada Act at the beginning of your 
aPpealpr/l * woud iust like to read it.—A. It filled me with horror but it 

1 aied to my colleagues.
Q- May I read it:

r T h créas it is desirable to establish a central bank in Canada to 
tlin" +• crc(hf' and currency in the best interests of the economic life of 
m nation, to control and protect the external value of the national 
] ’’V unit and to mitigate by its influence fluctuations in the general 
Dnee'm P.r®(!ucti°ni trade, prices and employment, so far as may be 

■ 1 e within the scope of monetary action, and generally to promote 
economic and financial welfare of the dominion: Therefore, His 

< jestv, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and House of 
commons of Canada, enacts as follows:, . .

Can firing ?*" ''dlat the preamble says, as things stand now, the only hope you 
Masures US 1 afc Bank °f Canada will be able to exert counter-inflationary 
1,1 tend iu YT'1 be—apart from what you call drastic action, which you do not 
T~A. j,j !, ake would be the discouragement of capital investment programs. 
Mr fpnj 1 would be repeating myself. We would try to divert the demand 
rePresent °r caP*tal purposes to the general investment market, which funds 

Q A ^?nera* Public savings rather than the expansion of bank loans.
°an monnd *jhat comes down to demanding that the chartered banks do not 

tae case , !°r PurP°ses of capital investment.—A. Yes, except perhaps- in 
°r iu som > VGr^ smalHsh concerns, or to finish up something already underway, 
Pot ]jVe c very unusual circumstances. But of course the central bank does 
tde. count h°Pv’ in a vacuilm- There are many other things going on within 
Policy 0f which affect the general situation and price levels. The fiscal 
lnl and 0f '6 government comes into the picture. The exchange policy comes 
Put 0jj ’ 1)1 course, so do such direct controls as it may be found necessary to

Policy*9 that point, those are all matters in the realm of government 
dCuUm -pi bey are, yes; but, as I say the central bank is not living in a 
deihselvps ■ ^amous preamble of ours uses words which taken by 

fPasider;in Pl,,d.ure an institution apart which by itself can accomplish very 
hc sc0nn e, "'ings, although of course it is limited by those words “within

The n° monetary action”.
Sairman : It has no more value than any preamble.
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By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Then, has the bank in the course of its studies of this problem reached 

any conclusion as to how far the price level is going to go?—A. No.
Q. You are not in a position to comment on that?—A. No, we are free of 

any prophesy in that respect, and I propose to remain in that condition.
Q. This morning you made the observation that when controls were apphc<j 

in 1941, that was postponing the trouble. Would you mind enlarging on that j, 
observation, please?—A. That is the way it necessarily turned out; and that, 
of course, could have been predicted at the time by anyone who foresaw that 
the war would last until 1945; but it was postponing it I believe to the great 
benefit of the public and of the war effort. To the extent that a runaway 
situation was averted during those years, I am sure that our war effort w-16 
much more effective than it could otherwise have been ; nor did the action 
at that time mean that our people are worse off than they would have been 
if price ceilings had not been put on. That is obvious as one can see by looking 
at other countries of the world. If during those war years, our prices had 
gone up 30 or 40 or 50 per cent that would not have meant that we would have 
avoided further substantial increases after the end of the war. What I meant 
by saying postponing, was that price control did hold things so stable that wc 
could not hope in a post war period to maintain that degree of perfection- 
There had to be some catching up with higher costs. And, of course, there 
often had to be a reflection of higher prices in other countries. In the last 
annual report of the bank I have expressed this view (this will be found °n 
page 20, of the report) :

Short of substantially appreciating its exchange rate and increasing 
its taxation, no country could have insulated itself completely from y!e 
world-wide rise in prices. Theoretically it plight be contended that tl'1® 
could be done by means of direct controls, but these would have to 15 
very much more rigorous and complete than those of wartime, to 
the least.

Q. And that is the next thing I was going to ask you. I was going to a® 
you if you would comment on that observation in your report, particularly 1,1 
last sentence.—A. The last sentence?

Q. Yes.—A. Well— t
Q. Questions have been asked in this committee from time to time a.')(nV 

the restoration of controls as a means of pushing down the high level of prie?®' 
—A. The controls which I have mentioned here would not be the ones wh>Ç 
might be directed to a particular situation or a particular commodity but woU^ 
be the over-all system such as existed during the war. It is difficult enoUS 
during wartime when the civilian economy takes second place and when t'ui 
is a patriotic support of what is being done. In war time too other counts 
were maintaining controls which were very helpful for us—particularly those ^ 
the United States.—But to maintain price control alive so to speak with0 
any controls in the United States and in a much more complicated civ’11^ 
economy where all our workers are engaged on civilian enterprise would p_^bC,, 
infinite difficulties, and a control which is trying to contend with great din'0, , 
ties is by definition one which has to be more rigid, and rigorous and go furt 
than one which is operating under more favourable circumstances. ^

Q. Does that add up to this: If there were an attempt made to reduce , 
level of prices by resort to controls would they have to be a very din01.1 j 
type of control, very much more drastic, than those we had in wartime? 
would think so, yes.

Q. Would you need to have an over-all control?—A. Yes. If you 
start off that way it would very soon become that.
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Q. You could not apply it to just some commodities?—A. I hesitate to say 
y°u could not apply it to yoyos without going beyond that ; if you -see what 
f mean.

Q- I mean that is an extreme case?—A. Yes.
- Q. We are speaking now of action to reduce the general price level. A. Then 
* think it would have to be an over-all affair.

Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Chairman, might I interject?
, The Chairman: It is not a question of interjection. I think Mr. Fleming 

as about exhausted his questions.
Mr. Fleming: I would like to thank members of the committee ior their

•orbearance.
*• The Chairman: I think you put in a very useful series of questions.

By Mr. Thatcher:
day^ on this matter of controls, Mr. Towers, I understand that several 
advL a^°’ or sevei’M weeks ago, in the United States the President’s economic 
HavSOlT committee recommended that price controls be reimposed down there. 
°r J C|T*UU that information?—A. I think I have a newspaper clipping here,

g, M t have it here if you have not. I was wondering now if in the United 
the p ^ is not likely that with their $14 billion rearmament program and with 
the, u!°Pean Recovery Program, is it not likely that for the rest of the year 

10 'V>11 be a much greater inflationary tendency in that country? 
tyj|. The Chairman: My goodness, Mr. Thatcher, haven’t we enough difficulty 

"nit going out of our way to bring that in?
the v*Thatcher: Just a minute now, if that economic advisory committee in 
rc;m "ited States is predicting that; if, in the United States they are going to 
the Â°Se controls, or if they happen to put controls on, would not that change 

"nation in Canada? Would you not need a like situation in Canada?
I The Wiai^ ■' Jtness: In the hopes that I will not be reported in the United States— 
chanee "f6*!1 •won!t be because it would be of no interest to them—I think the 
future _ n°n’ reimposing those controls in the United States in the foreseeable

h Mr.
is zero.

ayp » ’ Thatcher: Well, that may be, but, the economv advisory committee
Recommended it.

soujeti'0 Witness: This is the time of year, shall I say, when proposals are 
^nes made rather casually for the sake of public consumption. 
rp.1' Thatcher: Because there is an election there? 
w e Chairman: I do not think you should ask that.

’• Thatcher: All right, Mr. Chairman; I will refrain from that.

By Mr Thatcher: ..

todav In your evidence this morning, Mr. Towers, you stated that Cancans
corS are not buyers of bonds, did you not?-A. I said that the public as a whole, 

mations and individuals, had been net sellers.
M Net sellers?—A. Yes, not on a large scale. __ • nn?

you °Md you tell the committee how you arrive a ia periodicallyhop definite statistics’—\ We have. We only bring them up to date periodically
7causc thpx, • , • Wnrh When we ook at the amount oftlleY require a fair amount of woik. "Iieu , , , , ,, - H
ban£lon government bonds outstanding, at the amount held by fbe chartered
the? fnd bv the Bank of Canada or by government account we then say that
calo,oa ^nce is held bv the public. The annual report on page 37, has these 

mations.
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Q. Then would it be fair to say Canadians today are being forced to 
liquidate their bonds in order to meet the higher cost of living?—A. It is con
ceivable that some individuals are doing that. I would not take the fig"1"68 
as a whole to show any important move in that direction. The amount of bond9 
held outside the banking system and the government went down, according.t0 
our estimates, $420,000,000 in 1947. On the other hand inactive notice deposit’9' 
the true savings, went up nearly $300,000,000. So that the reduction of those 
two things combined, public holdings of government bonds and savings, ^aS 
down $130,000,000.

Q. It would seem on the surface— A. If I may add one thing more, the 
tables of national income and gross national product do show, of course, continue" 
substantial savings by the public, but those savings can take various for»18,’ 
saving accounts instead of government bonds. There is some movement , 
that type. Moreover, some of that selling is undoubtedly selling of bonds by 
corporations which had bought them during the war to finance their post-war 
capital development.Q. There is one other point that you mentioned this morning that I would 
like to1 have clarified if you can. It has to do with the credit which is put 
by the commercial banks. It is indicated in your statement that last y6" 
they increased by $461,000,000 their loans for capital additions and improvements- 
I still cannot get it in my mind why the Bank of Canada cannot lessen tb" 
in some way?—A. The increase of $461,000,000 that you mentioned—that is.1" 
the Canadian loans would have been almost entirely to finance inventor*haveand receivables. The financing of capital development would in the mam . 
taken place through the purchase of serial bond issues and would appear g 
the balance sheet under the heading of “other securities” rather than 
The increase in that item, excluding provincial and municipal, in 1947, 
$147,000,000 mentioned at the top of page 6. . ^

Q. Yes, that may be; but it is government policy not to have governing 
investment in that field. Therefore why would it not be sensible that we sn° 
not have private investment in that field?—A. Stop it entirely? _ ^

Q. Not completely, but you yourself have said today it is your pohcy 
taper it off.—A. It would be desirable to taper off a bit.

Q. But you have stated you are not taking any effective action |° ^ 
that. I think you said you consulted with them and advised them t 
conservative?—A. No. . er

Q. I thought the function of a central bank— A. No, we did go lub0p- 
than that in February in respect to these purchases of bonds for capital dev ^ 
ment. We thought it was undesirable that should be done.-by expansion j$
credit. That was in February. There is not time yet to see what the W 
in that field will be. I would expect one might have a better indication m 
course of two or three months but not yet. gj

Q. In other words, as far as the bank is concerned you are just Pr"P jy.ee 
to let it drift along and find its own level?—A. Not quite ; I do know that 9 jy 
that discussion in February that I have heard personally from at least tw 
prospective borrowers of some size who have said that they had found tba ^ey 
banks were not entertaining applications of this kind in the way in which 
had before. jo

Q. In the war years just how did you funnel investments?—A. Did n 
a thing about it so far as the Bank of Canada was concerned. It wa^ 
necessary. The controls exercised by the Department of Munitions and -~'h,uld 
meant that people who wanted to expand factories for non-war purposes 
have a pretty difficult time doing so.

Q. Is there any similar department working today under this import"6 
embargo? Maybe the chairman can point that out.
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The Chairman: There is, not to the same extent, but there is in the very 
fact export permits are required and import permits. There is a form of control 
that is levied.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. I wonder, Mr. Towers, if you think it would help this problem of inflation 

“ consumer credit was curtailed? That is consumers buying on time, measures 
°f that kind. Would that be any help or would that be not significant enough 
to worry about?—A. I believe the Dominion Bureau of Statistics is struggling 
t° be able to produce figures as to what goes on in that field, but they have not 
Sot them yet, so I cannot talk in quantitative terms.

The Chairman: You mean small consumer credit?
Mr. Thatcher: Yes.
The Witness: Instalment finance. Incidentally, if anything were done in 

that field, it is a provincial matter. I do not believe the dominion government 
w°uld have authority. I say that as a layman and subject to correction.

The Chairman: Only in so-far as interest charges are concerned.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. There is one other point I was not clear on from your report and your 

atenient this morning. When our reserve of American dollars got very low 
think we got down to $500,000,000 or somewhere around there—we had to 

make a loan of $300,000,000 in the United States. What was the reason 
r that?—A. Insurance.w Q. How do you mean insurance?—A. The $500,000,000 was very low. There 

(1 as.a program being put in operation which it was hoped would arrest the 
dine, and even with luck later on enable some modest re-establishment of 
serves. However, these things are, and still can be, subject to disappoint- 

v cnts. For example, if which, God forbid, we should have a crop failure this 
" ar I do not know what our picture would look like in the twelve months com- 
sh September. Therefore it was considered extremely desirable that we 
th°U not be so near the bottom of the barrel as $500,000,000 represents, and 

0re should be the insurance of having this extra credit available in case of need. 
Q- Now that we are back up to $600,000,000 will we still have to borrow 

Wo ^ie loan, or will we perhaps be able to avoid borrowing?-—A. That
sPo l *>e a matter of government policy. I should think, without being able to 
fura< for the government, that every one would want to see this thing a little
rnakir along to appraise better how we are going to get along before finally
n -lng up his mind as to whether or not the whole amount should be borrowed. Sr°Ps, as you know, are a very important factor. A big wheat crop^ assuming 
t was readily saleable, would have quite a bearing on our situation. ( omerstly 

Poor one would have a bearing in the other direction. , . , .
,i Q- Have you any suggestion to this committee how pnf ‘ "
°Wn 'by voluntary methods?—A. No, sir.

The Chairman: Why did you say by voluntary methods.
u, -Mr. Thatcher: I presume they can be brought down by controls but I was 
"°nderi- •* -ln£ if there was any voluntary way.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Wit-r , Tou would suggest we will have to wait until production catches up 
sUch demand?—A. Yes, I would. I think there are various ameliorating things 
iwas the ones we have been talking about earlier in the field of capital develop- 
is ^ which can make their contribution, but the essence of the thing certainly 

0 etching up of production.
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Q. Do you believe that very high taxation is a good way to meet inflation? 
I do not wish to embarrass you with that question. I do not know that it is a 
fair question. I listened to the Minister of Finance go into the subject the other 
night, but I just did not follow his reasoning. If you can clarify it I would like 
to have you do so, but I am not trying to embarrass you.—A. I think I would 
like not to speak to the point of very high taxation but rather of 'budget surplus- 
I think there is no question a budget surplus is an anti-inflationary factor. I* 
instead of a surplus—I will not take actual figures—of $300,000,000 in a year the 
surplus was zero, then it does mean that someone has just that much more to 
spend. If they try to spend all that, other things being equal, they will Pu'i 
prices up against themselves, and will be no better off. So far as price increases 
are concerned they may find that prices go up to certain levels but do not g° 
back, in which case they have not only not secured the additional goods which 
they hoped to secure but they also reduced perhaps permanently the value oj 
such savings as they have. Mr. Fleming said some of that extra money would 
be saved and set aside and would not enter into the market to put up prices 
but having in mind that we live, fortunately, in a nation of human beings, I ^ 
inclined to think that unless those funds were reaching the hands of pcop*c 
who were pretty well off, most of it would be spent and the results would be 
the disappointing ones which I have suggested.

Q. There is one final question which I have to ask of Mr. Towers. 
you think today in Canada the fact that chartered banks are lending more than 
they have ever lent before is having an inflationary tendency or do you think 
they arc exercising caution? In other words are they making loans which ar(j 
increasing this inflationary spiral?—A. I think they are exercising caution anL 
if I might turn again to the increase of $461,000,000 loans I would say tba 
would be almost entirely for the financing of current requirements of business-

Mr. Harkness: Inventories?
The Witness : Inventories and receivables. I just do not know how bus' 

ness would carry on if it could not get that financing. Let us say not every °n^ 
of these loans is perfect, and there may be some where the manufacturer or mer 
chandiser is carrying too much inventory. I do not believe those cases a 9 
numerous but if the merchandiser cannot get that financing what does he (1^ 
He has got to reduce the volume of his business. He then reduces the an'0'- 
of goods coming to the public and perhaps that has an inflationary effect rate 
than the reverse. It is true that during the time of accumulation of inventor1 
there is a certain inflationary effect because the goods have not reached ^ 
public, but I do not know of any way to avoid that. The merchandisers ha 
got to be able to buy in proportion to the volume of business which is be' 
done by the public. , .

Mr. Thatcher: You do not think they are accentuating this boom 
lending too much? .p

The Witness: No, I do not. I certainly do not think that is the case^ 
the loans for current purposes. I do not think it was the case to any notieea t 
extent in the loans for capital development, but I would be glad to see ^ 
particular type of loan or purchase of securities by banks tapered off to a x 
modest amount. ,

Mr. Kuhl: I have heard the statement made in the House a few time» 
there is a certain amount of unemployment here and there in the country- ^
long as there is a certain amount of idle labour it can be hardly possible 
there is an over-expansion of credit. . 3

The Witness: If it is a pocket of idle labour and elsewhere there 
shortage of labour compared with the demand I think the situation is dine
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p ay J jugt add one thing more? It is the ease that during the 1939 to 1945 
'10(1 there was no inerease in bank loans. Much of the production was for 
r.effort and that was being financed by the government, and in this reeon- 

in rsV'n period when the civilian supplies are really coming forward it was 
editable that a substantial amount of bank financing would be required.

By Mr. Zaplitny:
Q. Mr. Chairman, if we refer to the first page of the statement made this 

C)r )^ninK> there is mention there of money supply. I would like to ask a question 
'n ronnection with that matter and to begin with, is it the policy of the 

ani Canada to make a deliberate attempt at any given time to relate the 
Co 0l'nt or volume of money to the actual production of goods in services in the 
kin l a*. ^hat time?—A. I think one has to have a starting point for that
tip thing. Our starting point was 1934 to 1935 to be exact. Those were
suT)Cfj l,t unemployment. We had, year by year to 1939, increased the money 
and ^ ^ indirect or deliberate action. It was a case of lowering interest rates 
^ making it easy to float security issues or to borrow. It opened the door, 
and Ci^nn<ff make people go through the door. It created a favourable atmosphere 
War 1 Was mos* which could be done. From 1939 to the end of the heavy 
Pos •?1fPen(hture period as I explained in my initial remarks, assuming the best 
to*}'11 ° was done in taxation and inducing people to save, then the balance had 
han * ’Mtaiucd by increasing the money supply, although no one desired that to 

Pen. It was a residual element in the war financing. 
t0 l i.n other words, Mr. Chairman, there is no conscious or deliberate attempt 
actuC<fB 'n balance at all times the volume of money supplied in relation to the 
Uo V*! goods and services that are produced in a material sense?—A. There is 
designthumb. If there is certain, unemployment and business is slack it is 
Ml] a>C that borrowing facilities should be made easy in the hopes that someone 
the >USC them. If on the other hand, and assuming there is not a war going on, 
take +e *s- getting too fast and furious then such steps as are practical may be 

u to discourage—but again without any rule of thumb, 
time * v ^ n(ff a fact in times of what is called a boom such as the present 
Mon When, as a matter of fact, there is not the necessity for increasing the 
tha(°^ suPPly, that is exactly the time when it is most easy to do so because 
Vent 18 ^h® time in which we sometimes say there will be more risk capital or 
deSr/V eaPital in fields of production? On the other hand at a time like that 
the r, ^ a ^ew minutes ago, during a depression, it was not possible to expand 
not, ■ °C(^sary money supply even though it was desirable because people were 
WeapnP lncd to take risks due to the fact the depression existed. There is a 
subi 88 *here it seems to me and I wonder what Mr. Towers’ views on the 
to ;!yCt are?. I wonder if the Bank of Canada with its present powers is able 
timP er,t an influence on the money supplv when it is needed rather than at a 
swin Wllen il is not needed?—A. It is obvious that in a boom the pendulum does 
8Win» V0 tar in the direction of credit expansion whereas in a depression it 
an,} ■ t°° iar the other way. In a depression one cannot force people to borrow 
asicj(n! a h°om time one can exercise somewhat of a dampening influence but 

rom drastic action you cannot cut them all off. 
do]], . , i'h® two tables filed this morning it showed the national income in 
but JS as C()mpared with the income in 1939. I have not got the actual figures 
repr^ÿiy it was 260 per cent. Now in your opinion, Mr. Towers, does that 
bero.w1^ *he actual increase in production of goods and services to a comparable 

Matte?—A. You are comparing the year 1938-39 with 1947? 
doubi ' Yes-~A. During that time the gross national expenditure is more than 
in,} “ e~~from $5 billion odd to $13 billion. One would have to make a price 
Phy j ^Iculation but it represents obviously a very substantial increase in 

Cal volume, although not two and a half times.
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Q. Would it be fair then to assume that the difference between the actual 
increase in production of goods and services as compared with the increase in 
money supply would be the extent to which we have inflation at the present time? 
I am speaking relatively as compared with 1939? The difference between the 
increase in money supply and the actual increase in production of goods and 
services would indicate the degree to which there has been inflation, as compared 
with 1939?—A. No, you cannot tie the two things together in a mathematical 
way because there was a pretty substantial increase in the money supply between 
1935 and 1939 and prices did not go up. What people do with the money they 
have is extremely important. In other words, is it lying idle or is it turning 
over fast?

Mr. Fleming: Will you permit me to indicate the tables giving the figures 
on the increase? Would you like to have them now?

The Chairman : We will have them tomorrow morning.
Mr. Fleming : I would only take one moment. The annual report, Mr- 

Towers, at pages 34 and 35 gives the increase in money supply. In 1938 it was 
$1.088,000,000 and in 1947 $3,944,000,000. It quadrupled in those ten years- 
The volume of production for Canada, according to the Dominion Bureau ol 
Statistics, taking 1938 as 100, in 1947 was 168-2.

Mr. Zaplitny: Yes, but then production is also given in dollars. It does 
not answer my question because what I am interested in is the difference in 
the actual production of goods and sendees which can be used and the increase 
in money supply which does not necessarily represent goods and services. B 
there is a degree of inflation, there will be a difference.

The Chairman : You can pursue that tomorrow.
Mr. Maybank : This document to which Mr. Fleming has referred a fe'v 

times, it might be well if copies could be obtained and distributed to the members 
of the committee.

The Chairman: What is that?
Mr. Maybank: It is one issued by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics! 

a survey of production in Canada, 1940 to 1945. I have no doubt we coun 
get copies and distribute them to the members of the committee tomorrow 
Then, if any person were referring to it in questioning, the other members o 
the committee would have a copy. Mr. Dyde, could you look after that?

Mr. Dyde: Yes.
The committee adjourned to meet again on Friday, May 28, 1948, 

11.00 a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Friday, May 28, 1948.

he Special Committee on Prices met at 11.00 a.m., the Chairman, Hon. 
r- Martin, presiding.

Mayba^v^vt Visent: Messrs. Fleming, Harkness, Kuhl, McGregor, Martin, 
ank’ Mayhew, Thatcher, Winters, Zaplitny.

^ ■ H. A. Dyde, K.C. Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.

Either exàrnhic(i°WerS’ Governor, Bank of Canada, was recalled and

Witness retired.
^r- Fleming moved:

That this Committee, having sat for three and one-half months 
and having completed its investigation into the prices of bread, butter, 
|neat and fresh fruits and vegetables, as well as having considered 

)1_oadly the question of the causes of the rise in the cost of living, do 
now report to the House of Commons on its investigations to date anti 
ns findings thereon, while continuing its further investigations.

*eferrfV Maybank having moved in amendment thereto that the motion be 
Unanin' , Committee sitting in Executive Session, the amendment carried 
îheet i °r, ’ Mr. Fleming having agreed to same provided the Committee 

n Executive Session immediately.
t° rc^?,1,6 Committee adjourned at 12.30 p.m. to go into Executive Session and 

116 in public sitting on Tuesday, June 1, at 11.00 a.m.

R. ARSENAULT, 
Clerk of the Committee,





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
i \ _ House of Commons,
1 May 28, 1948.

jj Tne Special Committee on Prices met this day at 11.00 a.m. The Chairman, 
n" ^^1 Martin, presided.

The Chairman: The meeting will come to order.

C rah am Towers, Governor, Bank of Canada, recalled:
floor^^e Chairman : Mr. Zaplitny is not here and Mr. Harkness will have the

By Mr. Harkness: . .
.Q- I read your report over rather carefully, Mr. Powers, from

A Vie\V of  ___ ~ 3 ...K "U « A 4-^x nfitr nViAiit tv VI POO Tt. SPPTYIS TO IDC bl)«V

Ù )

^0Rr most an'* ubat y°u had to say about prices. It seems to me that
pearly dpn®ngf ,cant sentence is the one on page 13—“prices during 1948 will
II Western r',,. ° an ™p°rtant extent on grain crop prospects and harvests
; esterdav t], ' ^ arnc ™e chief exporting countries.” You also mentioned
i° take from +i crops. A\ ould it be fair to take from that, or is it correct
a?sicallv rlnnn T sta!fmenh |he view that the level of prices essentially and 
,lnds?—a v'p s °.n the relative scarcity or otherwise of food products of all
°th directl-T ° e,n^lr?.U hut certainly food has a major influence on price level, 

Q nectiv and indirectly.III cojinectiÜ^ c?rrect to say that is perhaps the basic determining factor 
n • Q Tl t ,Wlth prices?—A. It is a major factor.k lces eninr- ,h®inS the case would you say there is practically no chance of 
flere in r.g c*own throughout the world as a whole, and of course particularly 
Scarcity „f"fa j where of course we are most interested, as long as the world 

Mr t °0<^ contMues?—A. I think that is probably the case.
The vHATCHER: Unless controls come back? 

t Tho n ITNESS: Unless prices are forced down by controls.
. atti refer?AlRMAN: • Have you seen some of the recent figures, Mr. Towers?
] ich havririg to price figures in the last week. Some very important items 
°Wn; f‘ .c been investigated here are going down. The price of butter is 

vege+oL, an.ce- The consumption of 10 cent bread is up; the price of fruits 
ave it S1,h !es Is down considerably. That evidence is amazing and we will 

Mr f lstantiated here later but I am giving you the trend.
The pLEMlNG: U is only the effect of the seasonal trend.
Mr p Hairman : And the effect of the work of this committee.
]yjr leming: You had better give the producer some credit, 

two Co ARrness: I would take it that we are not so much dealing with one 
The ’nni°dities but with the general picture.

Chairman: Yes.

Q Mr. Harkness:ail^t do at being so it is probably correct to say that nothing this committee 
ter the ] notbing your bank might do along that line, is going to materially 

Jevel of prices as long as the food scarcity throughout the world

or
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continues?—A. I can only reply for the bank and as we cannot influence food 
scarcities and that does have an influence on price level, I wmuld say yoU 
would be correct from that point of view.

Q. Would it be correct to say that in the event of the world’s food scarcity 
being overcome we are likely to have a sharp recession in prices?—A. Ned 
necessarily, no. There can very well be a decline in the extraordinary high 
prices which have prevailed in various parts of the world on foodstuffs. There 
was, as we know, a decline in the United States somewhere about February- 
That decline made some of their prices less excessive without at the same 
time bringing them to a point where the grower was definitely harmed, j 
should think declines like that bring things into better balance but do not 
necessarily mean general recessions in business.

Q. Would you say the fact that prices in Canada are generally below prices 
in the United States is due to the agricultural policies followed in this country 
which have kept down the prices of food products? Is that the essential reason 
why our prices here are lower than prices in the United States?—A. It seem» 
to me that question would require an answer of a length which the committee 
would not wish me to give at this moment.

Mr. Thatcher: Oh, yes.
The Witness: I should think the answer should be given by wray of 9 

written memorandum.
Mr. Bareness : We are dealing here with prices—

» The Chairman: I was not going to interrupt but I do not think this is the 
type of question that should be put to an official in the public service of the 
country. The implication could be, if the basic assumptions are correct, tha 
you are asking the witness to comment on government policy.

Mr. Bareness: I do not think that is the case. We are trying to get at 
the reasons for the increased food prices and all other prices as a matter 
fact, and we are trying to find out how they may be brought down if th9 
is possible. The line of questioning I am following is as to whether prices 9’ 
essentially or basically tied to prices of food products and that seems to be 
situation.

Mr. Maybane: I would like to interpose this sentence. Before Pur6?-pjj 
the question you would have to be certain of two points and on one ofI think we would get an affirmative answer. The first point is that we woul 
have to show an intimate familiarity with the American scene and laws bef°r, 
attempting to make a comparison of the effect of one country’s laws contrasty, 
with the effect of another country and its laws. I would consider that urn1 
that point were settled Mr. Towers should not make a comparison or contra51 
between the policies of two countries.

Mr. Fleming: That is not the point.
The Chairman : Let us not spend too much time here. We want to 6e 

useful information from Mr. Towers and Mr. Barkness is getting along 
nicely subject to this little deviation. I know he will handle his questions 11 
a manner best suited to the interests of the committee as a whole.

By Mr. Harkness: . 7
Q. You said you could give an answer but that it might be rather leplpv^g 

—A. I added probably that it should be a written answer because as d 
been observed it is a very complicated matter. YeS-

Q. Are there any relatively brief comments you could make?—;A- 1 
The fact remains that prices are lower in many items. When the fall in £-ceg 
prices occurred in the United States a few months ago, the United States P* n 
having been distinctly higher than our prices here, our prices did not go 1 
so that further falls in prices could take place elsewhere without Cana 
prices going down.
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, Q. What that amounts to is what we might call the general world level 
°f Prices for food eventually is going to be reached here and in all other 
countries?—A. I would think so. , , ,

Q. We can take the basic position that there is not very much can be don 
ln the matter of price levels except to temporarily hold them down in one 
country or to hold them up in another as the case might be. A. res.
... Q- I think that is all that I will ask on that matter. There is one other 
„hln'K about which there was a great deal of discussion yesterday, in jour 
FePort on page 6 you say “it is clear that the present rate of capital development 
18 .straining Canada’s manpower and material resources, and is pus lung up 
Prices”. You say much the same thing on page 17 of the report This is the 
fatter of controlling, as far as can be done, the issue of credit by the banka 
a?d that is the only thing, as far as I can see in your report, which deals 
erectly with prices.’ There are several other things which deal indirectly with 
hnces. You said in .discussing it yesterday that the only thing the bank couk. 
y0’apart from taking drastic action, was to restrict the chartered banks trom 
raking loans for capital development. What was the drastic action which you 
ad in mind?

The Chairman : Do you not think we have gone sufficiently fully into that
Gestion?
tau v*r- Harkness: Perhaps so, but I was not here yesterday for the first 
ialf hour.

The Chairman : It was gone into very fully several times.
1 I Mr. Harkness: All I wanted to get was the drastic action about which 

k'ard yesterday. I wondered what that action was.
'Til Jit v ddle. Chairman : I am sure that when you read the evidence you will find 

CD* interesting. Are you through Mr. Harkness?
~dr- Harkness : Yes.

Wki," *r- Winters: I would like to pursue this matter of capital development 
■ lun nar^-;—i; „‘uu partipnlo~ ~ ™ l'u‘=uc whs mauTBr ui vauuai uev
; 8t like to rjm. aspect to an nrea like the maritime provinces and I would 
, Sert yest , _ e °P a Htt-le further a point which I had an opportunity to 

fipVie^°Pn>ent. in n 1 *1; T^niing s questioning. At this particular time industrial 
J d niean< fn,. , ntano aad Quekec is such that it has been deemed wise to 
n,? °d here pcrmg it off and those means as I see them, and as were

whiclr^" or credit and secondly our austerity
Peopig1^ "inch in some instances puts a tax on goods in order to discourage 
to the / ini knying- Also you referred once or twice yesterday, Mr. Towers, 
full en act that although there was a general level of high employment or 
Utletnni fIoyment as it may have been referred to, yet there are pockets of 
k°sition The maritime provinces are pretty well in that unfortunate
'vhere ti lav ing pockets of unemployment, and we find ourselves in the position 
fhe ,le barrel of industrial employment is full in Ontario and Quebec but 
Proving8 ^een turned off and the barrel is only partially full in the maritime

Mr.
Mr

Thatcher: And in the west.
I do not know about the west.lr- Winters: ----- --------------- ----- , . , ... ,,

c°Unti-1C Chairman : There are certain parts of the west which aie u c >c 
y as a whole and which have never been so prosperous.

Adr- Fleming: We will have to get the chairman put into the witness x>x.

6
the Q. it y Mr. Winters:

? result Stem® that although Ontario and Quebec suffer some hardships as 
et*J°y ^ °f this program as do the maritime provinces, Ontario and Quebec 

0 offsetting benefits of full employment. We in the maritimes suffer
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the hardships and restrictions with the attendant higher prices, but we do no 
have the offsetting benefit of full employment that goes with the situation 
in Ontario and Quebec. The people in the maritimes feel they are bcino 
discriminated against in this matter of higher prices. I would like to ask tn® 
question which they are asking, and it is this,^ Mr. Towers. When do you thin 
this so-called austerity program may be relaxed or dispensed with?

Mr. Maybank: Is that the Ontario program?
Mr. Winters: The national program.
Mr. Maybank: I thought you said Ontario program.
Mr. Winters: I used the expression “austerity program”.
Mr. Thatcher: Are you referring to the imports and exports from the Unite® 

States?

By Mr. Winters:
Q. Yes, I am referring to the embargoes and also the high excise dutie® 

on other goods to discourage purchase of them and to encourage industn ^ 
development here.—A. Speaking strictly on the import restrictions fro® 
foreign exchange point of view I do not think anyone can make a prediction >. 
to the length of time that measures of that kind will foe necessapr. As t1 
Minister of Finance has stated on various occasions recently, the drain has be 
arrested and the minister has given figures to indicate that we are more or 1® 
on an even keel but it is too early to say whether that is a prelude to furth „ 
improvement or whether the thing turns the other way. Our crops in this gr0",1I|g 
season will have an important bearing on the matter. Having in mind the sta 
of some of our major customers and continuing shortage of foreign exchange,^ 
spite of E.R.P., it would be a very brave man who would predict our for®1^ 
exchange situation next year. I would not like to say it would be worse a 
I would be -frightened to say it would be better. There are too many unkno' 
factors which exist and I would not make a prediction.

Q. When you say we are on an even keel I do not think you mean w ,g 
respect to the United States because there are certain triangular develops® -n 
and other developments?—A. No, we are continuing to find a heavy defi®1 ,c 
United States dollars in our dealings with that country but our earnings in tr 
elsewhere have placed us for the time being on an even keel over-all. , aS

Q. Over-all, yes; and is there any indication that the trend which .j 
brought us to that even keel will continue?—A. At the moment it is hopef11 ’ 
crops are good. jg

Q. And should it continue, if you care to go that far, should it continu 
it possible to say that we might expect some relaxation in this restri® 
program?—A. No, I could not say that.

The Chairman : Is that all? e
Mr. Winters: That is all I have on that but I would like to ask one j? g( 

question which has been bothering me. Up to a short time ago—not a short W ^ 
but relatively a short time ago in years—I used to believe that the am(?lll\0ld 
currency issued was tied into some basis. It used to be gold. I used to b® 
that the amount of notes in circulation was held at a fixed ratio to 
holdings and negotiable securities, but we seem to have gotten away from l^aS 
and yesterday the witness said that the amount of notes in circulation ^ 
dependent on “Joe Smith’s” requirements. I wonder if the witness would exp ^ 
to me, if the committee already knows it, what our issue of money is tied to ^ 
what is the backing of our monetary issue?—A. The backing of our m°n® u6 
issue nowadays in essence is the credit of the country, so to speak. If the 
is definitely excessive in relation to the business of the country then prices 
go up. In other words, I am not contending for a minute that the total amou
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il oney in circulation, both deposits and notes, has no bearing on prive level, 
cause one only needs to look at various countries where enormous increases 

j Ve taken place to see that if you go far enough you make your money worth- 
gQSs' N°w, a war is usually a producer of inflation of that type. If a country is 
e nattered by war that the situation gets out of control—China is a startling 
w an?Ple at the present time. By reason of taxation and public savings during the 
a r m Canada the penalty which we are paying for the war is moderate, and the 
ha ^ money which it was necessary to create is less than it otherwise would 

c ve been; so, we are suffering to some extent, but not as much as most other
countries.
ex i the measuring stick of the real value of our money now the open 
ra^?ange rate compared to the American dollar?—A. You mean, the unofficial

Un ^es-—A. No, that has no bearing on the matter at all because the
in pCial exchange rate simply represents the rate at which two Americans deal 
n^dian dollars between each other—that is, dollars which cannot be used to 

y for Canadian exports.
A That would be one line by which it would be judged, I should think.— 
f0l, . °> it really has no bearing whatever. These are capital dollars for which 
thG^n exchange cannot be obtained, and the rate varies in accordance with 

Way people feel when they get up in the morning, 
an ] S’ Ts i* customary for a businessman with headquarters in New York, say, 
doll c °!nS 'business in Canada, to translate his business balances in terms of 
in vrS *n Canada into terms of his own currency for purposes of his balance sheet 
y0 ^7°ric ’ that is, the open market value of the dollar?—A. No. I think 
Co aave in mind the case of a subsidiary company here and its published 
0{ji f.°hdated balance sheet; I should think that balance sheet would contain the 

la* rate because the subsidiaries remit all their earnings at the official rate. 
v^() Yes. We had a case here, the last witness just before you, Mr. Towers, 
Con conducted an operation in Canada and the United States, and he was 
and e/tin§ back and forth in terms of the open rate of exchange to the Canadian 
doin * . erican dollar.—A. I must read the evidence in that respect. If he was 
actir^ ^ on foe unofficial market it might have related to certain capital trans- 

^s! perhaps loans from the parent company.
No, it was his ordinary balance sheet operation and the committee were 
about it. It was the A & P—

HhggMr- ^Fleming: No, not the A & P but its subsidiary, the Atlantic Com-

sidia'
Company. 

b\ Winters: _ 
ry of the A & P.

That is right, the Atlantic Commission Company, a sub-

By Mr. Maybank:
of Q- Just following up the last question there with reference to the amount im°ney in circulation, would you be able to give comparable figures for other 
Cï ries to those you gave for Canada as to the volume, either now or by 

^orandum later.—A. You mean both deposits and note issues I take it. 
det 9- Yes, note issues—I thought you said notice, h es, just what you mve 

with reference to Canada to show the same story.-A. I have the figures 
Canada, the United States and the United Kingdom. W ould that be 

lent? Oh yes, I also have Australia.
on he Chairman: You have the figures available related to other countries 
abi:\e same basis as you have them for Canada? Mr. Maybank wanted to be- 

V° relate money supply to production in the same way. 
he Witness: I haven’t got them here but I can get hoget hold of them.
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Mr. Maybank: I do not want them necessarily at the moment. 
The Witness: Yes.

By Mr. Maybank:
Q. I wonder if I could have a memorandum of that sort filed at the same 

time with respect to several countries, and if you could give any figure to indicate 
the physical volume of production in the same way. That would have a bearing 
of interest to us. Could you give us that?—A. I think so, for various countries-

Q. Once you get some idea of the ratio between the money increase in the 
country and the production increase in the country you can see to what extent 
we have a large issue in regard to the production in relation to a large issue and 
production in another country.—A. Yes.

Q. If you can give us a memorandum on that I believe it would be helpful 
—A. Right.

Mr. Fleming: I was going to ask Mr. Towers to get some information °n 
that point. Was Mr. Thatcher’s question along that line?

Mr. Thatcher: I wanted to go into this exchange feature.
Mr. Fleming: Do you mind my putting it in now so that Mr. Towers 

have the information before him?
The Chairman: All right, proceed.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Does the bank keep any separate figures of production in Canada. °r 

does it rely entirely on the D.B.S. figures?—A. It relies entirely on D-b-5' 
figures. _ ,

Q. Then so far as our own production is concerned we would be Jus 
getting the D.B.S. figures?—A. That is right.

Q. Now, coming back to the statement which you read yesterday, I alj° 
thinking now particularly of the paragraph beginning at the bottom of page ’ 
and extending over on to page 2 ; may I read it?

The increase in Canada’s money supply as compared with the pre'"a 
situation, has been somewhat less than the increase in a similar figure 
almost any other country. For example, to take two of the count11 
with whose statistics it_is customary to compare Canadian figures, beW Cgg
December, 1939 and December, 1947 Canadian money supply rose 
per cent, United Kingdom 202 per cent and United States 214 per cent-

ofNow, in arriving at these percentages have you applied the new basis ^ 

calculating money supplies which appears in the 1947 report the first B® j 
—A. Yes, and it is the same basis as is used in the United States and the tTnl 
Kingdom. _ he

Q. In other words, these are on practically the same basis and it 15 
basis which appeared in your 1947 report?—A. Yes. . js

Q. In wanted to be quite clear on that because when we talk about . 

percentage increase there seems to be some fluctuation about it. In saying 1 gr 
the increase is 188 per cent in Canada between December of 1939 and Decen1 
of 1947, what you are saying in effect is that the money supply in Canada ^ 
December of 1*497 is 188 per cent of the money supply of December of 
—A. Yes.

Q. So that is an increase of 188 per cent?—A. That is right.
Q. And the same think would apply as to the United Kingdom and 

United States? . g
The Chairman: We have that now clearly established. Let us save B
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you a 1 " Timing: Just a moment, Mr. Chairman, it certainly is not clear when 
first ti)C ta k!ng a*3?ut this percentage increase. I read it the other way the 
been -,110 arK that *s why I want to clear that up. I know the members have 

n Xei’Y patient about it.
should^t n HAmMAN : They have been very patient, but I do not think you 

Mr 'time rePea^n8’ repeating and repeating, 
of thfur; ,LEMING: If y°u want to start wasting some time by making remarks 

‘ > Pe you certainly are going the right way about doing it.
!e Chairman: Any further questions? 
r. Fleming: I have not finished on that point.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q- Has the Bank of Canada any view as to what ought to be the ratio 

in the bank’s view?—A.

1)01 — ~ v/ a vanaua ttliy VJLtfYY <1

Gen money supply and production?—A. No.
3et I$ there any relationship between dollars 

'een money supply and prices, yes; definitely.
9Unni i®° we niay sa>r there is no relationship between production and money 
la.,L y—A. Except this, that if production was being seriously hampered by 
an,, 0 °vedit facilities then there would be a relationship. If the money supply 
pro ,ars.to be inadequate and if credit facilities are lacking for production, then 
6ionUctl0n can be effected; in which case central bank action to increase the 
iticr,?? suPP*y would be indicated. But it is impossible to say that a 10 per cent 
r ase in money supply would produce a given percentage increase m

miction.
a raj9' There is no relationship or ratio in this, or anything else?—A. It is not 
If -1? relationship. If credit is inadequate then production is obviously affected, 

adequate then production mayr go up or it may not, but at least you 
u it does not it is not due to inadequate credit supply.

a§k v ^ *lcn F°u are preparing the statement Mr. Maybank requested may I 
havo tUi *° this, Mr. Towers, as to the figure you have given, the periods you 
lovirin a ,n> that commenced in December in 1939, in respect to Canada, and iol- 
incr,.." .e outbreak of the war in September there would be a considerable 
you „-Se m money supply. May I ask when you are giving those other hguies 
1, fQoy 6 Us figures on the money supply as at the outbreak of the war, Septemboi 

- and relate that increase to that date rather than December, 1939—A. Yes. 
8up> I think it would give us a more adequate picture of the increase in money 
Au'/ '-tA. Yes. I am not sure we can get comparable figures; that is to say
ones 1939, for the other countries. However, we could put in the Canadian 

at least.
9" ^ you can get it for the others I think it would be interesting to ha\e it. 

May, ‘
vhew: Are you referring to production only^or Maybank had asked for «.tor- Fleming: I am speaking of money supPD•• ^ production, and I was 

6u,!0me further information as to both money wpPg™ j t 31, the last day 
of gesting those figures be related to Septem >< ’ • ^ memorandum.

Peace, rather than December, 1939. as was done m the
tor- Mayhew: Production would not be the "10 _ ^ ^ money supply.
tor. Fleming: My question at the moment n • b 1 business that

U Mr. Mayhew: For the national turnover would it not »
ln the production field? . fnrmfltion on those two subject^11’' Teeming: I am quite prepared that the 1 be t in separately. In 

vie^ namely money supply and national producti ^ rej?crvation about any
c0n «J what Mr. Towers has said he will that in calculating theAction between the two. I am simply saying
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percentage of increase of money supply we ought to 'begin with September 1, 1939 
rather than December, 1939, in view of the fact in Canada there was a substan
tial increase in money supply between September 1 and December 31, 1939.

The Chairman: Are there any other questions?

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. I wonder if Mr. Towers would enlarge a little on the question Mr. Winters 

asked him a moment ago regarding export import embargos. I wonder if he could 
tell the committee what success the embargo has had to the moment. Is " 
definitely stopping the runaway of American dollars? Are we making progress - 
Are we gaining a little?—A. Are we making progress as compared with last ye91 
when our exchange reserve was going down extremely rapidly. Progress comes 
an various directions. Imports, particularly from the United States, are distinctly 
less than they were a year ago. The reduction is not equal to the reduction in 
imports due to the banning of certain importations and the placing of a quota on 
others because the volume or value, certainly the value, of other types of import9- 
tions has increased. Even so there is a reduction in imports. There is an increase 
in exports to the United States, and the combination of those two things has put 
us for the time being on an even keel over all, not with the United States of course.

Q. You say for the time being, but our adverse balance with the Unite9 
States taken by itself is still very bad, is it?—A. It is still very substantial as Is 
the normal case when times are good in Canada.

Q. What I am wondering is this. Before the war, as I understand it, there 
was a three-way triangle between Great Britain, Canada and the United States 
as far as sales and purchases went. Because of the war Great Britain is almost 
out of that triangle. Is it not possible in the future we are going to have a 1°" 
more direct dealings between Canada and the United States than we had before- 
If that is the case is there not a danger we must face these controls more per' 
manently unless the Americans will reduce their tariff to let us sell them more- 
—A. That really requires a prediction as to how the United Kingdom alU 
western Europe will get along over the course of the next ten years. To assume- 
however, that we have a balance in trade with the United States, that is, th9 
our exports equal our imports, or that we have a balance with the Unhe 
Kingdom, would mean very major changes in the Canadian economy. I thinv 
it would be defeatist to assume we would have to go that far. In other words- 
I think it is a fairer assumption that the United Kingdom, for example, W1 
sufficiently recover so that she can afford to import more from Canada th® 
she exports to us, and will have the means from her trade with other country 
to pay us United States dollars for her deficit, thereby enabling us to pay y 
our deficit with United States dollars, but perhaps not on the present sc»G 
So that it seems to me, although one is getting into the field of pure specula^0 
here, that to write off our former pattern of trade with the United King99 
and western Europe entirely is wrong, that we may find, however, that n 
impossible for them over the years to pay for as large deficits as have bjT 
occurring in recent times, and that therefore we do need to depend someth 
less on that area of the world which implies we need to depend more on 1 
United States. .

Q. Is it not a fact, from the present economy of the world as it looks tod:v 
that we are definitely going to have to get the United States to give us.m0 
concessions so that we can sell more to the American market? We are sinnP 
buying far more from them than we are selling at the minute.—A. Pardon ■ j

Q. Is that not the main reason for our American dollar shortage?-^' 
did not hear the reason.

Q. Because we are selling them so much less than we are buying *11’' 
them.—A. Yes, that is right.
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The Chairman : It has always been the case.
The Witness: It is the traditional pattern.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. That has been the pattern ever since Confederation?—A. That pattern 

toay need to be changed somewhat.
Q. It would almost look as though it may have to be changed, from the
things look at the moment?—A. I would not like to say any more than 

t have because it gets very definitely into the field of policies of two governments 
and their tariff relations.

Q- I did not mean it to get that far.
The Chairman: Is that all?

By Mr. Harkness:
0£ Q- I have one other question. What would be the effect on prices in Canada

a general depreciation of curi .................. ~
would say the effect in Canada would be very

^ a general depreciation of currencies in European countries, including Great 
sni;am?—a. At the moment I

. Q. I would think that it would perhaps have considerable effect as far as 
^cultural products and so on arc concerned.—A. A ou are speaking 

nited Kingdom and western Europe? .
. Q- Yes. I am thinking now particularly, for example, of the present price 

of rye, the cash price as compared to futures, and as you probably know—
The Chairman: You are talking of the grain? 

w Mr. Harkness: I am talking of the grain. Of course, I would not be 
tcrested in the bottled rye.

By Mr. Harkness: , ,
anl % The cash price is now $4.77; July futures arc $3 and some od'l c », 
thp t le October futures are $2 odd. I understand the chie > ' pound

uncertainty over the depreciation of European currencies, that if the pm ^depreciated to the price you can buy it for in the banks here, as far js 
b,klkngup a few pounds is concerned, $2.50 or $2.60, then 1C P , ± half

f °btained for rve would be around what futures are for 1 ° „ ’ , » t^er 
;[rwhat the cash "price is. I was wondering if that would not affect all other 
gTicuhurai pr0(jucts?—A. I cannot understand how the price! for > * •
theretUally affccted by fear of devaluation. I think there must be some catch

but / b course, there is the prospect of a better crop which affects the matter, 
futUr Understand the main reason for that terrific disparity between October 
these „PriCes and the cash price is to a large extent because of the fear that
theiv C0Untnes, which constitute the market for the grain, will have depreciated 
that currencies considerably?—A. I cannot, follow the reasoning there, li 
tioii tbe thought it seems to me it is wrong. Take, for exainple, the dévalua
is p 0 the French franc which took place not very long ago. So far as ( anada 
Certa ace.rried the effect is practically unnoticcable. It may be the case that 
beCa.ln imports which we desire from France now become practicable to make 
devai ° Fl’ench prices have been out of line. To the extent that a country’s 
dev»,Uatlon simply reflects the higher price level which has developed then their 
the dtlon simply puts them back in the market on a competitive basis. If 
dr()D eva,uabion goes greatly beyond that then, of course, it does involve a 
etice u prices at which they can sell abroad, but judging from post-war experi- 
teUh)o • S6ems unlikely that the practice of excessive devaluation, striving for a 

lary competitive advantage in foreign trade, will be followed.
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By the Chairman:
Q. And following that practice in Canada undoubtedly would have a® 

inflationary effect in Canada?—A. Oh, yes—we were speaking for a moment of 
the United Kingdom. ,

Q. I am just reversing it because thus far there has been no mention oI 
devaluation and the effect that devaluing the Canadian dollar would have on 
the price level. I am suggesting to you, because your answer suggested tin» 
question in my mind, that a policy of devaluation in Canada would have on 
inflationary effect?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Harkness:
Q. Similarly it seems to me if it were done in other countries it would ten1 

to reduce prices here if we did not devalue our money at the same time?-'-4; 
As I say, it depends on whether devaluation in the other countries goes beyon 
the point which would make their prices roughly comparable to ours.

Q. Let us say that the pound went down to the level at which you ca 
purchase it from the banks here, which I think is about $2.50 or $2.60.-y-' 
Yes. Of course, that relates only to a few pounds which you can take m 
England as a traveller.

Q. We will say if the pound was devalued to that point so that all exchang 
was made at that rate instead of $4.02, would that not automatically push doW 
prices of the goods we sell to England in this country?—A. It would put d°", 
the prices at which we import goods. United Kingdom devaluation to su<\ 
a figure would not in itself change the price at which we sell, obviously n° 
while things are in short supply. If there were that devaluation which 8° j 
away beyond any devaluatiofi arising from the difference in price levels, 
which I would regard as completely out of court, so to speak, but taking d ^ 
a theoretical assumption, and if various other countries around the wor 
who are our competitors in food products also devalued to the same extent tn 
I dare say it would have that effect if shortages were not persisting at that tj1” g

Q. The point is as far as these agricultural products are concerned to ^ 
is a great disparity between price levels. Is that not the case?—A. As betwe 
various countries? ,ue

and 11Q. Yes, particularly as between this country and Great Britain
United Kingdom and the

European countries.—A. Prices are higher in the 
European countries, are they not?

Q. Yes, much higher.—A. Due to certain domestic policies. ,)P
Q. For example, on wheat they have paid up to $5.50 a bushel, and 

price here for wheat is less than half that.—A. I am not sure whether yoU ^,r 
referring to the price which is paid for domestic crops in those countries oi 
their importations? j

Q. I mean for their importations.—A. There have been times, I understaj^g 
when moderate amounts of some of those grains have been dealt with on 
basis of brigandage.

Q. It still seems to me that if they devalue their currency they will P ^ 
ably try to pay the same prices, essentially keep the level of prices in then" 
country the same for their food products by various controls, and that is a ;r 
matically going to push down, because of the fact we get fewer dollars for 
currency, the prices of food we have to sell them.—A. It is a very difficult ~ .fg 
ject to explore because it is all so hypothetical, is it not? What are the P j0 
levels at the time they do it? Will they do it at all? How much will . y^.jll 
it? Will there be shortages or surpluses at the time? How many countries 
do it, and so on and so forth. It is a bit of a picture puzzle. ^ f0ir

Q. I brought it up because I thought as far as prices in Canada are j 
~:~L" J1 1 ‘ ’"-1 1 ------------------ '-------------J~l—cerned it might, in the not too distant future, be a determining factor

do not like to speculate, but I think it will be the distant rather than the ne1
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den ^ ever happens at all. It is true that during the 1930’s, when the 
exn^r10n was ?n and f°°d supplies were in surplus in many of the major 
of^tmg countries, that the United Kingdom did benefit greatly on the terms 
durrac*e. It was one of the things which enabled her recovery to take place 
doumg the thirties. She was getting very cheap food. While her exports were 

», she was getting a relatively decent price for them. The pendulum has 
cult^S m other direction and one of the United Kingdom’s very great diffi- 
sit »? 18 that her imports are very expensive. She hopes that the extreme 
the p1C-n t'hiçh has developed will be somewhat remedied. I think the view in 
the Unitec* Kingdom is that it is quite unlikely she can get the special benefits, 
ex; ,so[t of unexpected benefit of particularly favourable terms of trade which 
Cou »d m the thirties. She rather expects that the great raw material exporting
rie,, i n»s w°uld make a desperate effort to prevent a situation like that from eve|oping again.
Parr f Would you agree that, perhaps, there is a constant temptation on the 
pUr ot these European countries to depreciate their currency for that very 
cheanSe’ f*° get clieaP fo°d again?—A. Their depreciation does not give them 

per 'ood. It has to be depreciation on the part of the exporting countries.
By the Chairman:

It helps them in their exports?—A. It helps them in their exports.

By Mr. Harkness:
Q- It helps them get their food in at a cheaper rate?—A. No, not in itself ;

the exporting country accompanies that devaluation, it may help them.
I he Chairman : Are there any other questions?

By Mr. Fleming:
the r have several questions, Mr. Chairman. I understand they have, in 
adv- n'tcd States, a national advisory council on currency?—A. A national 

swy councü on general financial matters. 
adviv **ave we any counterpart of that in Canada—A. No. The national 
Sect-pf-11^ Council in the United States consists of the Secretary of State; 
cha; ary °f the Treasury ; Secretary of Commerce ; head of the Ex-Im Bank; 
adde’nfn ,°I the Federal Reserve Board and I think Mr. Hoffman has been
dep to it. It is really to co-ordinate various financial measures as between

artments of the government. thought that appears on
Q- In your evidence yesterday you ‘ r tpe page. In the last

Page 2 0f 'our memorandum, down at the bottom of the PS
entence at the bottom of the page, you seem to put « ^ contemplation

The problem has been to gauge ,whe» J? TresourCes and then to were tending to outrun manpower and matena and credit could
judge the limits within which action in the “e‘Q re without being so
be taken which would help to moderate the pressure
drastic as to cause unemployment.I takepo^it, all the way through this post-war period of the last three years, the 

ap.J » ity of unemployment arising has been an important ac 01 111 >1 l.mij 
Z TC]} to this question of money supply?-A. Before the reconversion period 
itid). )aving in mind the tremendous shift which had to take place fiom \\ ai 
shifty and the services, there was a fear, I think, during the course of that 
of tWlere might be some degree of unemployment. I think the actual results 
Wo T Peri<»d were better than anyone might have expected before it took place.

a'o not been pessimistic since then with regard to employment.
Woui | ’ I was thinking about the course you are steering in your policy that there 
P'arfif, )c Ihe desire to avoid unemployment which would be, in a sense, a 

station of a deflationary condition?—A. ^ es.
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Q. That deflation you sought to avoid, that was one of the things which 
helped guide your policy in the postwar period?—A. We did not seek to avoid it 
by increasing the money supply which was already very large.

Q. How did you seek to avoid it, then?—A. What we were seeking to avoid 
was action so drastic with respefct to decreasing money supply it might make 
the pendulum swing over in the wrong direction.

Q. So, in permitting the money supply to continue in the large volume h 
had reached, the fear of unemployment with that kind of deflation was one 
of the factors which influenced you?—A. There was, as you know, no decrease 
in money supply in 1947, but everything possible was done to avoid having 
increases. I do not think I can add anything to that.

Q. I was simply trying to draw some connection between that fact, the 
fact you had not taken action to reduce the money supply so far which, giving 
rise to deflation, would result in unemployment; I was trying to draw connectio11 
between the two?—A. I will put it this way. We took every action possible in 
conjunction with the government’s surplus position to keep money supply fr°m 
going up. Had it been possible to bring it down somewhat without resorting 
to drastic action, we would have done so. What we tried to avoid was really 
drastic action which would tend to bring capital development to a standstill- 

The Chairman: We have gone into this three times already. I just want 
to point that out. I do not mind questions, but I do not think it is fair t-0 

the members of the committee to keep repeating.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. I asked Mr. Towers a question a minute or two ago and he phrase 

the answer so ambiguously I am not sure whether he said yes or no. I shorn1 
like to ask the question and to have him answer yes or no. I should like 
know, so far as our dollar position is concerned, is there any danger, from t-n 
way it looks now, of the austerity program becoming more severe? Is the 
that danger, yes or no?—A. I do not think that is a question which should 
answered by yes or no.

The Chairman : Nobody else does, nor does Mr. Thatcher. ^
The Witness: Is Marshall aid going to continue for the second year. j 

do not know. What will our crops be like? I do not know. How can 
answer yes or no?

The Chairman: He has to be sure there is a good government in office, t0°'
The Witness: There are so many things which none of us yet know. 

cannot be certain. Next year our position might be better or, if luck is again- 
us it might be worse. If it is worse, then my answer to your question is ye~'

By Mr. Thatcher: J
Q. It might have to become more severe?—A. If unfortunate develop!*10'^ 

increase the strain on our exchange reserve, but I hope it will be the other " •
I think, with decent crops, there is some reason to have that hope.

By Mr. McGregor:
Q. That depends on the Marshall plan?—A. A great deal.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. You said yesterday in reply to a question you did not think t1 ^ 

was anything that could be done voluntarily. I do not want to take ,e 
answer out of its context, Mr. Towers, but Î wonder if the Canadian 
cannot do a great deal in meeting this problem of the high level of prices " ' a 
is before us all, as consumers. I am wondering whether we could not < ‘
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great deal ourselves by such things as these; first, trying to achieve greater 
Productivity of capital and labour, all of us, for greater production, second, by 
Refraining from purchasing things we can do without and, thirdly, ienaming 

hoarding goods that are in short supply ?—A. Certainly, all those things 
w°uld be helpful. ,
, Q. I just wanted to put that alongside the statement made yesterday 
because, in saying there was not anything that could be done voluntarily, 1 
"'anted to be quite sure that answer could not be read to the exclusion o ie 
answer you have just now given?—A. No, I am glad you brought that up.

The Chairman : Are there any more questions?
Vr Mr. Harkness: In connection with a question I asked some time ago, 
y.r- Towers said he would prefer to give a written reply. I wonder n I cou < 

him if he would give that written reply to the committee because I think 
1 w°uld be useful to us.
^ The Witness: I think I was rather rash in saying that because it was not 
T field. You were referring to the whole field of agricultural prices in Canada 

as compared with other countries, were you not?

By Mr. Harkness:
al Not so much compared with other countries ; the question was more 
incrg Hle line of the effect that the level of agricultural prices has in maintaining, 
in „asmg or decreasing the price level?—A. On that, I should say, the people 
kiithorif °m™0n ®ureau wb° compile the cost of living index are the proper

be Chairman: Do you want them recalled?
it w^r- Harkness : No, I thought Mr. Towers said he could give a reply, but 

^bl be rather long and he would prefer to put it in written form.
Staten '° ^HAIRMAN: Mr. Marshall has covered that already in his initial 

cut. If you do not feci he has, he can always be recalled.
r- Harkness : It is not so much a matter of the cost of living index— 

agric ?e Chairman : You mean the economic effect of a general level of 
He ;U *ural prices? Is he not really putting an economic question to you? 
havgS n<T asking for agricultural information, but the effect agricultural prices 

°n the wholé price structure.
integral' PARKNESS: It is really a general economic question, I would say, 

°d with monetary policy, procedure and so forth.
Tbe Witness: Well, the effect they have on the cost of living index is

affects
effeoflllng ^le Dominion Bureau could tell you. Then, I had in mind, as the

°n bhe cost of living index is quite significant, the cost of living, in turn,
factor tt,agc rates and a great i 
and ’. lrectly and indirectly,

many other forms of costs. Food is an important
anl •> mrectiy and indirectly, in the whole price level and in the I?1 Price structure. You could not measure that statistically. In «Her ^vord 
W>d Prices in general came down 20 per cent, you carmo ad^ e
it-afc ^ect that has on the whole cost and price structure, although one assumes

s significant. ,. ,
Al>'- Harkness: I still think your written reply would be valuable to us. . 

Çk Tbe Witness: I thought the query related to agricultuie ^

as compared with other countries and a description of *c reasons for i ^ Tffcrences as may exist. That would be a very complicated affair and that 
tL Hy 1 said, if there is any answer at all, it would need to be written. I think
hough, there would be others who would be better qualified to do it than myself.

!3903-_2
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By Mr. Fleming:
Q. When you said yesterday if we were to resort to controls as a means o 

checking the level of prices it would have to be over-all controls, did you mean t 
country would have to control wages and salaries, too?—A. Yes.

Mr. Thatcher: That is obvious.
Mr. Fleming: It has not always been obvious.
The Chairman: I think we covered it yesterday.
Mr. Fleming: Nobody asked the specific question.

By Mr. Harkness:
Q. Whom would you say could better answer this question than yourself?

A. The agricultural experts.
Q. Are there any to whom you could refer us?-—A. The chairman, I am 811 ’ 

could answer that. . .
The Chairman : I suppose there is Mr. White, Dr. Barton and Mr. Gardm 

people such as those. I suppose Mr. Gardiner, definitely.
Mr. Harkness : Of course, I proposed that some time ago, Mr. ChairMan' 

but it did not seem to get general support.
Mr. Fleming: Would he be a willing witness now?
The Chairman: Are there any other questions?

By Mr. Zaplitny:
Q. I should like to follow up the questions I started yesterday. It seernS 6d 

me we established yesterday there was a condition of inflation now as comp8 
with 1939, relatively speaking, at least?—A. Yes. ^

Q. Would it be correct to say that inflation, in itself, is not necessa 
harmful provided no one takes advantage of that condition to raise price®
A. Inflation does imply higher prices, does it not? eJ.e

Q. In your answer yesterday, if I remember correctly, you said there " 
factors which entered into inflationary prices other than the money suppv '

^es' . . -MccS
Q. In other words money supply in «itself does not create inflation m V 

but it creates a condition where it makes it possible to inflate prices?—A. ■L^ar, 
really thinking of the situation as it is today and as it has arisen from the 
It does remain true that if one goes far enough in the creation of money onc 
cause inflation.

Mr. Thatcher: You mean like social credit?
The Witness: No, but money creation—
Mr. Kuhl: There is no inflation in social credit.

By Mr. Zaplitny: ic9]
Q. What I am trying to get at is this. Perhaps the question is hyp°^ie r;0d 

but I think it is important that we hear the answer. Admittedly we had a P ^ 
of deflation during the'depression years. A certain amount of inflation 8> , g 
as money supply is concerned might be beneficial for a time until it reaJLatis 
point where it exceeded the actual production of goods and services?—A. * f0r 
really the situation where by the creation of a substantial amount of to
an unspecified purpose one can produce an inflationary situation. Accord1 ^ ^ 
a certain doctrine the remedy for that is to tax the money away and re' ^tio8 
the previous position. Assuming that we are in a somewhat inflationary siW ^ 
now how do we cure the situation? Do we tax it away? I think I must JuS
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s^ow how painful it would be to try and recover the lost ground
hands.
ttrL ^ ------- I--------------- h vuiu KJ\s W VM J C4IJU.V* iVCU » V_.X UJ.JLV 1UÛ V ^lUUllU

’ n °nce through money creation you had an inflationary situation on your

Q. Mr. Chairman, it appears to me• *at tryingtopoint out is the
and we are trying to find our way out of it. ', . , we are striving, namely to 
Unction of this committee and the objet s something about the inflation
remedy the price situation rather than o 1 deflation may be a levelling
as inflation. Inflation as compared with a period trine which has been
Process.—A. I do not want to touch too closely on a a but l understand 
discussed in Canada on many occasions in 1 ‘ doctrine is taxation. If
Je remedy for an inflationary threat according to tM inflationary situation
^he payment of the dividend or whatever it 18 e leading to the thought
hen we tax it away. I was just wondering if you were

that taxation should be higher now? . to is this. The committee
. 'Q. No, not at all, but what I am trying to ead up j Ration rather
5 concerned, I think I am stating it correctly, wit P goods and services,
,'an the volume of money supply as comparu thing we are tryingbecause inflation itself being a relative term is not 
CO Solve ’ll
Sqj^. • - vij w cvive nit; price sivuuiion which is cue secunu. step,
a r °ne having taken advantage of the inflationary period to put prices beyond 
kfr ^°nuhle level. That brings me to my next question. Would you say, 
to d ow€rs, that so far as the Bank of Canada is concerned it is not in a position 
coat? ,anything about the price situation as such and it is not in a position to 
We f0u Prices?—A. In the meeting yesterday I indicated the extent to which

___  being a relative term is not the thing we are trying
We are trying to solve the price situation which is the second step,

O* f Q V On nriirn -i-1 - — -O - J----------- ----------* 1 J ~ “ ‘ 1

ÜS&we were able to go. I think that may be a modest contribution towards 
could-/ aud * did indicate that other actions are possible. For example one 
subsp j. ® extremely drastic action which would reduce the money supply 
is vers la ®ne ,c°uid theoretically appreciate our dollar 25 per cent, that 
discouru*5 î*1e American dollar, and put the American dollar at 25 per cent 
Would i .hough we have not got the resources to do that. Those measures 
dis0r, )ring down prices in Canada but I fear that they would produce 
diseaseniZa^on and unemployment and the remedy would be worse than the

Catiad *n your opinion then there is no desirable way by which the Bank of 
We v.0 d can affect the price situation at the present time?—A. Not beyond what 

'ave done.
in wlii 0ldd it be correct to assume that in your opinion the only direct way 
for 1 Prices may be affected is by a system of price control, leaving aside 

in 'n1-0 being the desirability of such a system, but it is the only direct 
^ ^hich it can be done?—A a.nd fViaf nf pmirsp is theoretical too,

for

bh>sen&s
T j”"“ lv can be done?—A. Yes, and that of course is mcuicusm uuu, 

M been1 m not think any nation in peacetime or over a long period of years 
n yah’e to operate a system of price control. 

bartirri(; °U say ifc is theoretical but of course we know it has been done in 
Jackgr a?d to that extent it is not theoretical because we have had that 
ridjlj /Und experience. Would you say the only area of doubt is whether it 
he d°ne succesfully in peacetime?—A. I would say also that it could not 
^erg a over a very long period of years. Supposing, and God forbid, there 

a aîteen-year war I do not think there would be a successful price control, 
stain, S ^ Possible in your opinion to withdraw from the field of price control

O'-S T* Q i.L  11 i n i t il ikn J. , -, , i. .. J  
in

CaSa ther than a11 at once? A. I would say that was what was done

jVe jn ^°uld it be correct to assume that if that is what was done and is being 
riegj) i ,anada today, it could also be done ordinarily in peacetime?—A. You 

q ,p'lnS had an over-all system of price control?
as *at you should taper off the price control situation in much the same 

y°u have talked about tapering off the capital development situation?
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—A. I would like to answer that question at length. When price control wa 
started in Canada there was a certain amount of debate, or shall I say considera
tion, as to whether it could be a selective system which means controlling som 
things and leaving out others. It was felt that selective system was not practice 
and it had to be, broadly speaking, an over-all system. The Americans did n° 
put in price control when we did because they were not at war. The majori y 
of opinion down there amongst their officials and advisers had been in favou 
of the selective system but when they saw how the system in Canada 
working, and how difficult the selective system was, they felt that our systc 
was the right one. When you start price control it must be over-all and i”” 
include wages and salaries but on the way out it can be a selective retreat ■> 
you assume that the retreat will not take too long, because the selective systc 
will not last long.

Q. I have one more question which I think will be my final one. Tlus
question is not pointed in any particular direction but I want to get this very 
clear. From the evidence that has been given by Mr. Towers would it ”e 
correct to assume that regardless of whether it is desirable or not, a systc”? 
ol direct price control is the only way of controlling prices in the long r””'r 
I hat is, the policy followed by the Bank of Canada has not produced a”^ 
appreciable results to date?—A. I would not say that. I would say that ha” 
monetary and fiscal policy not worked well during and since the war 
would have had a far higher price level.

Q. There is something missing then because I think the whole tone of 
evidence is to the effect that the advice given by the Bank of Canada to the
chartered banks has not yet had any results? In other words, the results are 
appreciable enough to be seen at the present time?—A. We were speaking ab° , 
getting prices down from the levels at which they rest today. Consumer g°° 
prices and all price levels are affected very much by price levels in other con 
tries. The capital development program probably has given our prices in certa . 
areas a bit of an upward push through striving to do more than manpower ” . 
material could manage. Therefore it is suggested that what has been 
in a monetary sense was perhaps a moderate contribution towards stabil ^ 
If one wants to look at the other side of the medal and inquire whether by rc.a^er 
of a monetary or fiscal policy of another kind we might have had a far hig r 
price level, I would give an unequivocal answer—yes. That is still true. In 0 _-ng 
words, if the committee was thinking of the reverse of what it is actually trT g 
to do today, and if the command had been to get prices higher, then under exis 
conditions the task could certainly be accomplished with considerable ease. t 

Q. Outside of its monetary field the Bank of Canada has made no atte”,

not

to influence the price situation in Canada?—A. Outside of the monetary 
Q. Yes?—A. Well, that is our field.

field?

By Mr. Kuhl: ^
Q. May I ask a question right along that line. Is there any harm in a re? 

level of prices provided that level prevails throughout the whole price strUC ^uy 
If the price of primary products, secondary products, and all prices are ge”® ;p 
in line is there any harm?—A. If everything is in balance then the harm '^gs 
the fact that compared with the starting point of lower prices people’s sa 
have been materially cut. The value of their savings has been reduced. u0p 

Q. Therefore a possible remedy may lie in the field of either redistrh ^ 
of existing income or raising the income of people in the lower brack 
A. When you suggest things were in balance that assumes that incomes 
gone up appropriately. That is what the balance would mean, but it does oUr 
that past savings in the form of insurance, bank deposits and so on,_whj_ jegs 
people have accumulated against old age, would represent distinct y 
purchasing power than those savings did represent before.
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Would h ai^inf W1*b the premise that prices and incomes are in line there 
rednp ,C no a n a,n^age *n applying price controls? The controls would have to 
in annlv'nCeS • wa^ along the line and therefore there would be no benefit 
the (]i, ln^. Pnce controls as far as levelling off prices are concerned?—A. I think 
price nnUfSS1?^ °n .piace control is a bit theoretical, particularly if you assume 
1941 wan t ° 18 t° bring prices down a lot. What was done in October of
Was vr>r,S t0 Prevent prices from going up and the number of prices brought down

towards^ an attempt was ma.de to bring prices down it would have to be directed 
A. Yo« ( onsumer goods, primary products, secondary products and so on?— 

s> and wages and everything else.
better n ffCS’ S0- therefore the suggestion, generally speaking, would not be any 
Prices dn CV ?nce controls than before?—A. Assuming price controls did bring 
restored W° i reasGn °t controls on wages and everything else, then one has 
thing vrnf0rneT- k, e value of people’s savings but incidentally, the type of 

0 p, ™^ntion has never been done at any time in any country in the world, 
that jj’oj. 1 uermore, is it not also true that price controls or regimentation of 
increase !t ? m* Peacetime has a tendency to reduce production rather than to 
husinp I : Al * would think so because you are trying to run everyone’s 

«ess by remote control.
the idea ^eming: uiany people associate price ceilings as we had them with
instead nf°K ■ °W 3U* had the price ceiling structure been maintained
1° the e\n^ withdrawn from many commodities when it was, having regard 
tot havp i a'u Pressures against price structure and prices, would those ceilings 

dve had to be substantially increased?
/he Witness: Undoubtedly.

e Chairman : Mr. Thatcher agrees with that. 
r- Maybank: Yes, he agrees with it.

q By Mr. Zaplitny:
]La ^°t of m'isf■ ml1 r,rCS1 ‘'u? which follow out of the discussion. I think there 
k ®t in the wmr ; P |^n about what is involved in the term “price control”, at 
» vRk Prices nr fk ,n ^ was talking about it. It is not a matter of rolling
e’hg to confml 1 ,-Se in®, cei*mgs. What I was trying to point is that it was 
kvCh other- <ir. i l)1Ices’ vhich means bringing them into proper relationship with 
0:...direct énntl i TaS . m8 whether he thought the only way of doing it was 
j figs on ti ° ° 'Prlc,6Sj not necessarily rolling them back in toto or placing 
oa tiPg about -mu • ?ei lnS by itself does not mean anything. What we are 
** do that ls bnngmg about proper relationship ; and, is the only way you 
0^a,1d it. nf Jng direct action?—A. You are speaking there, as I under-j-j- /. \ ------------O v vAv/n :-----rx.. jl UU aie O'pvairvj-ng, K***v*xy*

vels? price relationships, the one to the other, more than on the question
ton d|j y bat is right.- A. I do not think either fiscal policy or direct controls 

j I think that these price relationships, one thing to another and so
q Established in the market place and by demand and supply. 

ltt]e hu well> Mr. Chairman, I am sure Mr. Towers will revise his opinion a 
statutP\' He will recall the large volume of legislation we now have on our 
af the»,1?0^8 dealing with price relationships; the Wheat Board and so on. All 
«ed ,n , torms of regulation have to do with the setting of prices- which are not 
\beadv ? tbe ]aw of supply and demand. In other words, there has- been action

telhe,
fie.

JPs.
ati0

iiUikJ CAIV VAXJll______ «KP*, ueumuu. d bring about price relation-' taken to an extent by legislation to Y bringing prices into proper
That is my understanding of price _ , ’rolling them back, does not 

nships, which does not necessarily mwo ve some cases it might be
CPB arily involve keeping them from going but at all times
essary to let them rise, in other cases to bring

’toss.
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try to have them in proper relationship—A. If you did that in the case of a 
few things by law, parliament which is sovereign, says just what the price of 3 
thing should be; and if other countries or other people do not agree with that— 
for instance, in places where our law does not run—the Treasury would make 
up the difference. It would be a rather impossible situation if the law was to 
try to do that in respect to all commodities, wouldn’t it?

By Mr. Harkness:
Q. Is not what you are doing in that case setting a price by legislation or 

executive order for the advantage of one group as against another, or to the 
disadvantage of another group instead of letting your natural law of supply 
and demand set the price in the market? In that case you are putting 3l] 
artificial price on which is to the advantage of a particular scheme of control 
and to the disadvantage of another scheme.—A. Well, if it is done in that way 
it is on the basis that a majority of the people in a country wish to see that 
take place.

Q. It might be that people who have to have a political majority migh* 
wish to have it take place, but the basic factor would still remain unchanged 
that you are setting a price which is to the advantage of some people and to 
the disadvantage of others.—A. As a citizen if I see a law passed I respect 
without questioning it too much.

Mr. Maybank: Would it not really mean this, that granting this term of 
socialist superiority there would not be a disadvantage for some and a" 
advantage for others. You grant the socialist superiority, governmentally 33, 
morally, and then it could not possibly be of advantage to one and of dis»3' 
vantage to another. That would be a contradiction of terms, would it not.

Mr. Harkness: Well, we have a situation right now, have we not, wher® 
the price of wheat and cattle and pigs and so forth is held at a certain level JuS 
to give an advantage to the general consumer, and certainly it is a disadvant 
to the farmer.

Mr. Maybank: Yes, that is the case today.
Mr. Harkness: That is the case ; there is no question about it. v
Mr. Zaplitny: That does not bring in the exact point I had in mind. To 

we have legislation with respect to certain commodities to fix a certain PîlceoCe 
a target ; or, a certain series of targets. If that is proper and desirable mfl 
field then in order to keep the relationship of prices right one could hardly 1 .. 
leave the other fields to be determined by the so-called law of supply and dema p 
which, incidentally, is more artificial than prices set by legislation, as has 
proven in this committee.

Mr. Maybank: Is that evidence?
Mr. Winters: I do not agree with that at all.
Mr. Maybank: The witness should be sworn.
The Chairman: He is entitled to make his comment on the evidence.
The Witness: Well, I know there are conflicting views on this point. ^p\e 

are some who would argue that two drinks of rye are all right but few P 
would argue that a dozen were.

Mr. Harkness: We are getting on to a different kind of rye now.
The Witness: Yes. ^ \s
Mr. Zaplitny: One question on which I think we can agree is that^H^g 

possible and desirable to legislate prices on certain commodities; and, tha 
so, it is equally possible and equally desirable to do it on other things. ^

The Witness: No, that is what I do not believe; hence, my ana, 
rye; because it would then mean you were trying to determine the exact
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set-!-16 reward for each individual in the country, what the charges for his 
Vlces would be and what would be the charges for the things he buys.

Mi'. Kuhl: Would that not imply the need for creating a superman?
Mr. Maybank: Or a polit bureau. This is unanimity of evidence.
The Chairman : Are there any other questions? 

thr Fleming: There is a matter I would like to bring up, if you are 
nucNt' w*th Mr. Towers. I will be very brief about it. I raised the same 
the J10n a month a8° and my motion was rejected; but I would like to bring 

^ame matter to the attention of the committee at this time.
proC(, | Chairman: Mr. Fleming, I suggest to you that that is a question of

Ml. Fleming: It is not. a matter of procedure, Mr. Chairman, 
and lhe Chairman: You agreed at the last meeting of the steering committee, 
Hiatt33 a mem^er °f the steering committee, that that is the place to bring this 
I ,j(J Cr UP for discussion. I think we were all agreed among ourselves as to that, 
is ;nn‘!t know what you have in mind, but I think the proper place to bring it up 

the steering committee.
tnatt*VTr' Fleming: May I make my motion, Mr. Chairman? We discussed the 

m the open committee the last time it was raised.
fed in *6 ^ Hairman: I can do no more than suggest what the practice is. If you 

spite of that you wish to do it, I have no power to stop you.
hiotio * Maybank: Mr. Chairman, on a point of order, I submit that the 
cr,» would not be receivable until it has been submitted to the steering 

ntee for consideration.
c Chairman : The motion has not even been heard yet. 
n Maybank: It goes without that.

date^ 1 Fleming: I want the committee to report now on what it has done to

this (P'C Chairman: If that is the case then I suggest to you as a member of 
to j. °lnmittee and also as a member of the steering committee, that the place 
y0u bT that ’S *n ^ie Peering committee. While I have no power to compel 

0 do that, I certainly ask you to observe that rule. •
tDej- j. 1 ‘ Fleming: Mr. Chairman, you will recall that the steering committee 
ftiattp,01 one PurPose the other day. I touched on the question there but the 
tiioitJ fWas n°t disposed of finally. I stated my point but there was not oppor- 
to or further discussion of it. If the committee choose to refer the motion 
ha,ve ^ Peering committee, that is the committee’s responsibility. I think we 
to ref,°. liave the question settled one way or the other. If the committee wish 
W°u,(i(;..t to the steering committee then that is up to the committee, but I

to

ie to put my motion, if I may:
would move: one-half months, and

That this committee, having sat for three a ^ and
having completed its investigation into> pr ■■ considered broadly the 
frcsh fruits and vegetables, as well as hav * ^ do now rep0rt to 
question of the causes of the rise m the c , , -t flndinKS
the House of Commons on its investigations to date, and its findings 
thereon, while continuing its further investigations.

Mr \/r.
I would move in amendment that the motion he îefened 

’lng committee, or to an executive session of the main committee.
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Mr. McGregor: I will second that motion. As far as the steering con}' 
mittee is concerned, I do not think it has any control over this committee. Tin» 
is the real committee, and I do not think the steering committee has any contre 
over this committee; therefore, I would second this motion.

Mr. Maybank: May I change my amendment to an executive session 0 
this committee.

The Chairman: Do you agree to that? The amendment to the motion 
which Mr. Fleming brings to our attention, is that Mr. Fleming’s motion be 
referred to an executive session of the committee.

Mr. Fleming: May I ask before you put that amendment if we may havC 
an executive session now?

The Chairman: We can call it right away.
Mr. Fleming: Then I am quite agreeable to that.
The Chairman : All right. I take it that it is agreed we will have ^ 

executive session forthwith. (Agreed). There will now be an executive sessi( 
of the committee.

The committee adjourned.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Tuesday, June 1, 1948.

j. The Special Committee on Prices met at 11.00 a.m., the Vice-Chairman, 
r- Maybank, presiding.

p- Members present: Messrs. Beaudry, Fleming, Harkness, Lesage, Maybank, 
^«d, Thatcher, Winters, Zaplitny.

H. A. Dyde, K.C., and Mr. Fabio Monet, K.C., Counsel to the Com- 
tee> in attendance.

Qjj Pn ^ie occasi°n of the opening of the Committee’s inquiry into Textiles, the 
talc1IInan suggested, and the Committee agreed, that this afternoon’s sitting 
Af,(° the form of an Executive Session in order to confer with Counsel and 

, °untants, and to discuss other matters which the Committee may feel advisee to deal with.

Quel^r' ^taurice Samson, C.A., of Chartré, Samson, Beauvais, Gauthier & Cie., 
ïtep ec> was called, sworn and examined. He read into the record a general 

■ t° the Committee on the scope of the inquires made to date by Account- 
■" 111 the textile industry.

apfj ^r- E. H. Knight, C.A., of Knight & Trudel, Quebec, was called, sworn 
of j,cxaniined. He read into the record introductory Report “A” on the scope 

mquiry. He filed,
i^du-tibit No. 121—Copy of questionnaires sent to companies in the textile 
th-'u, V’T by Knight & Trudel, Chartered Accountants. (See Appendix “A” to 

my s Proceedings).
^iryf-it No. 122—Copy of letters and questionnaires sent to a number of 

n?e®. b1 the textile industry, by Counsel to the Committee. (See Appendix 
0 this day’s Proceedings).

Nation' ' ^n*®ht also read into the record Accountants’ Report “B”, being infor- 
yarn Q ’’burned by companies primarily engaged in the manufacture of cotton 

<«id cloth.

Motion of Mr. Thatcher,
Were esoWed,—That the companies from whom no answers to the questionnaire 

eceived, be requested by wire to submit such answers.
*U E00 p.m. witnesses retired and the Committee adjourned to meet again 
Native Session 

’ 4.00 p.m.
Jiiv,-3cîcutive Session at 4.00 p.m. this day, and in public session on Wednesday,

R. ARSENAULT, 
Clerk of 'the Committee.

l398u
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons,
June 1, 1948.

Oli r^^le Special Committee on Prices met this day at 11.00 a.m. The Vice- 
mrman, Mr. R. Maybank, presided.

The Vice-Chairman : I see a quorum, gen tlemen, 
the pentl.emen> you know there is a great deal of information to be laid before 
the ?0nlmittee which has been collected in part by the secretariat and it will form 
f0r f?asis of most of the questioning and the idea has occurred to me that in order 
sub' lG c°mmi'ttee to be more fully informed about the material which will be the 
Mtb 1 ma^er examination and thus to have the information then probably 
exe1 re^erence to thé course to be taken, a special session with the secretariat, an 
costive session, would be in the interests of us all. I have talked it over with 
*d Sel and Mr. Wilson and they seem to be in the same view, that it would 
\ve ,nce matters more quickly if we were to do that. My suggestion is not that 
Vho °, i® at morning’s session because we have a great many people here 
buii/ We ca^ed here for this morning just to ask them to walk away from the 
I bayln? Wopld not be very good, and it is not necessary for the purpose which 
sesgi e m mind, but rather the afternoon session may be turned into an executive 
Up a?a und also there might at the same time be a couple of other matters come 
if y t‘*e executive session, such as always does. What I am actually proposing, 
exgp !.. a^nk these views are sound, is that we turn the afternoon session into an 

mive session. What do you think of that?
Some Hon. Members: Agreed, 

he Vice-Chairman: Is there general agreement on that?
°me Hon. Members: Agreed.

MU t l*' Tice-Chairman : Then it is understood that our meeting at 4 o’clock 
ake the form of an executive session.

in q. ^ * hatcher: I was wondering, Mr. Chairman, if there is any significance 
Mr. iw a°t that both Mr. Monet and Mr. Dyde are here. Does that mean that 

^ onet is not going to be looking after anything else except textiles?
1 1 ■ Dyde: That is its significance.

this vr, le Vice-Chairman: I thought it was because they had worked together on 
matter.

Thatcher: Did they work together on textiles throughout? 
r- Dyde: Not completely so.

W Monet: Mr. Dyde looked after certain sections of it and I will be look- 
*ter other sections.

^hpenv-' Thatcher: I was just wondering what the significance of their both 
together might ibe.

ViU tar.c ^ ice-Chairman : I am suggesting that you do not follow it now but that 
le Wit C V UP this afternoon at the executive session and that we now go on with 

Mxj Jesses whom we have here. In that way we will save quite a little time, 
you will just hold that question until this afternoon. 

rp,r' Thatcher: All right.
le Vice-Chairman: Now, Mr. Dyde, are you prepared to proceed?

3391
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Mr. Dyde: Mr. Chairman, as you will recall, there was discussion as to the 
plan that we were to follow some time ago, and the examination into this par" 
ticular field follows a somewhat different procedure from those that have taken 
place previously. It is for that among other reasons that I feel an executive 
session would be useful. The services of Mr. Maurice Samson, a chartered 
accountant, were retained, and he was requested to conduct an examination >n 
accordance with instructions which were given to him by this committee through 
its chairman. As Mr. Samson will tell us shortly, he with his associates, Mr. y- 
H. Knight, of Messrs. Knight and Trudel, chartered accountants, has been in 
direct charge of the work; and I propose generally at this moment to say that the 
procedure will follow this plan, approximately: You will hear evidence this morn
ing from Mr. Samson and then from Mr. Knight, the chartered accountants; and 
this evidence will take the form of a series of reports. The evidence and the 
reports will be divided, and subject to what may be considered wise, this division 
is between the three main heads of the textile industry; namely, cotton, in the 
first place, artificial silk and nylon in the second place, and wool in the third 
place. My recommendation, which will be repeated this afternoon if necessary- 
is that we proceed as far as possible on the basis of commodity by commodity 111 
accordance with our previous practice and that we tackle the primary cotton 
industry first and then following Mr. Knight’s evidence I would propose to have 
certain material put before the committee in the way of statistical data; and to 
have certain witnesses of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board and of the 
Commodity Stabilization Corporation to come and give the committee certain 
information; and then, at the same time the committee will be in a position t0 
invite witnesses from the industry itself. In the meantime, that will unfold itseiI 
for this morning, Mr. Chairman, and I suggest that we can spend our time use
fully this morning in hearing the report by Mr. Samson and getting started °n 
Mr. Knight’s report. I would like to distribute Mr. Samson’s report before asku1» 
him to read it.

The Vice-Chairman: Now, Mr. Dyde, have the press been supplied 
anything?

Mr. Dyde: No.
The Vice-Chairman: Are there a sufficient number of these copies for tllÊ 

various papers?
Mr. Dyde: Yes, there are, Mr. Chairman.

Maurice Samson, C.A., Chart ré, Samson, Beauvais, Gauthier & 
Quebec, called and sworn :

By Mr. Dyde: ^
Q. Mr. Samson, would you give the committee your address, please- 

134 Park Avenue, Quebec City.
Q. That is your private address?—A. Yes.
Q. Your profession is?—A. Chartered accountant. in
Q. You have prepared a report for the committee which you are n°,c^ef 

a position to read, are you not, Mr. Samson?—A. I am ready to read the 
being the introduction to the report. It reads as follows:

Quebec, May 22, 1948-
House of Commons,
Special Committee on Prices,
Ottawa, Ontario. ^ .y-

Gentlemen :—On March 30, 1948, I received a letter from y°ur 
mittee authorizing me to act on your behalf as follows: . be

(1) To receive, summarize and report on questionnaire^^ jo 
sent out by the Committee and completed by companies enga=- 
the manufacture of textile products.
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(2) To examine the books and records of the following com
panies, namely:
Dominion Textile Company Limited 
Canadian Cottons Limited 
The Wabasso Cotton Company Limited 
Courtaulds (Canada) Limited 
Canadian Celanese Limited 
Brack Mills Limited 
Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited 
Ayers Limited
Baton Manufacturing Company Limited 
Canadian Industries Limited—Nylon Division

(3) To examine the books and records of such other companies 
engaged in the manufacture of textile products as counsel for the 
committee may direct.

(4) To report to the committee on your examination of each 
company’s questionnaire and records.
Due to the extensive field to be covered and the importance of sub

mitting the final report on time, I considered it expedient to associate 
myself with Mr. E. H. Knight, C.A., for the purpose of this enquiry. Mr. 
Knight has been in charge of the investigation and will submit the report 
covering the enquiry over his signature ; he will be pleased to furnish any 
information or explanations that you may require.

Immediately on receipt of your letter we, in collaboration with your 
committee’s counsel and accountant, prepared a preliminary questionnaire 
which was sent to manufacturers of cotton yarn and cloth, woollen cloth 
and artificial silk and nylon. A more detailed special preliminary ques
tionnaire was also prepared and sent to the ten companies mentioned in 
paragraph 2 of your letter. Two additional companies, namely:

The Montreal Cottons Limited and
Drummondville Cotton Company Limited,

subsidiaries of Dominion Textile Company Limited, were added by 
counsel under paragraph 3 of your instructions, as a consolidation with 
the parent company was not considered feasible.

The questionnaires required each company to submit figures on 
an annual basis for the 12 consecutive years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive, 
and on a monthly basis for the 27 consecutive months from January 1, 
1946 to March 31, 1948.

. _ Each of the 12 specially named companies referred to above was 
visited in accordance with your instructions and replies to the special 
Preliminary questionnaire were compared in each case with the company’s 
records.

Annual figures were verified by reference to the annual statements 
^gned by the shareholders’ auditors. In those instances where annual 
ngures were not detailed in these audited statements, they were compared 
efiher with the companies’ accounting records or internal reports.

We satisfied ourselves as to the accuracy of the interim returns filed 
by the reporting companies.

We investigated the method used to compute the finished goods inven
tories in terms of quantities and the figures reported were reconciled for 
a number of periods, with the inventory records of each company.

We studied the methods and tested the figures used by each company 
111 establishing the unit cost prices reported in the special preliminary 
Questionnaire.
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A letter signed by the chief executive officer and the chief accounting 
officer certifying the accuracy of the figures submitted was obtained from 
each company.

In summarizing the information returned by the reporting companies* 
five separate submissions have been prepared. These will be submitted 
under the following titles:
Report “A”:—Introductory report on the scope of the enquiry.
Report “B”:—Report of information returned by companies primarily 

engaged in the manufacture of cotton yarn and cloth.
Report “C”:—Report of information returned by companies primarily 

engaged in the manufacture of woollen cloth.
Report “D”:—Report of information returned by companies primarily 

engaged in the manufacture of artificial silk and nylon.
Report “E”:—Summary report of information returned by company 

primarily engaged in the manufacture of cotton yarn and clot n 
woollen cloth and artificial silk and nylon.

Respectfully submitted,
MAURICE SAMSON,

Chartered Accountant.

Mr. Thatcher: There is just one question I would like to ask before ^ _ 
Samson goes on; maybe Mr. Dyde would answer it. How were these company 
picked out as the ones to be brought before the committee as representative 
this field?

Mr. Dyde: That will be referred to in the report by Mr. Knight.
Mr. Thatcher : I see.
The Vice-Chairman: I imagine there would not be any questions at t 

stage; of course, he will be here—
Mr. Dyde: He will be available, and Mr. Knight as well. -g
The Vice-Chairman: Mr. Knight will deal with this factual material id 

matter. Mr. Knight is sworn also?
Mr. Dyde: I will now call Mr. Knight.

- . lie*1
E. Harry Knight, C.A., 17 Peter Avenue, Pointe Claire, Quebec, ca

and sworn.

By Mr. Dyde: I
11 yoü

Q. While copies of this report are being distributed, Mr. Knight, woU (p(jjnt 
give the committee, please, your home address?—A. 17 Peter Avenue, P 
Claire, Quebec.

Q. Your occupation is chartered accountant?—A. Yes. ^
The Vice-Chairman: Gentlemen, this introductory report which is in /the 

of you as you will see is something which can be quite easily printed, aI1„.i1icb 
same thing applies with reference to report “B”, which is the one to follow , 9 
gives special information and guidance. I understand from Mr. Knight 
similar remark could be made respecting reports “C”, “D” and “E”. So djj^gb 
decide now that these several reports will be printed in the record as t 
read in their entirety at the time they are brought before us. Is that agree

Some Hon. Members : Agreed.
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By Mr. Dyde:
re^Q- Mr. Knight, would you proceed to read your report?—A. Yes, sir. It

Report “A”
Special Committee on Prices,
House of Commons,
Ottawa, Canada.

Gentlemen :—This report deals with the scope of the present enquiry 
into the primary textile industry of Canada.

In order to obtain the information required, two forms of question
naires were prepared, one, known as the “Special Preliminary Question
naire”, filed as Exhibit 1, 'being sent to the ten large companies specially 
mentioned in paragraph 2 of your letter and also to the two other 
companies which were added by Counsel.

able ^>YDE: Excuse me, Mr. Knight. At that point, Mr. Chairman, we are 
ne to Produce the actual blank questionnaire. I had felt that it was not 
8eiv s>ary to have this reproduced in numerous copies because the reports them- 
l'ke°f ln'^ca^e completely what the questionnaire was. Now I think I would 
Worn e_r to produce the blank questionnaire so that as a matter of record it 
°nt H ")e ™ the proceedings in case anybody did want to check back and find 

Pe exact form of the questionnaire. Would that be satisfactory? 
as Q, he t ice-Chairman: I think we can take care of that if we will put it in

an exhibit.
Dyde: That will be Exhibit 121.

arinn^ ^?.e VrcE-CnAiRMAN ; That will be printed in our proceedings of today as an 
pPendiX to this report.

^lr. Dyde: Proceed, Mr. Knight, please.
Que Ju' V itness: A more restricted questionnaire, known as the “Preliminary 
indu |1.l)nna're”, filed as Exhibit 2, was prepared and sent to 141 companies, 
c°tta'ln^ *he twelve special companies referred to above. Exhibits 1 and 2 

ln copies of the correspondence that went with the questionnaires. 
^'*hibit'i2*YDE: you are now able to produce your Exhibit 2, which becomes

The Vice-Chairman : That will be printed as an appendix in the same way.
listerPi,6 ^ itness : The Preliminary Questionnaire was first sent to Companies 
HeDo ,by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics in their 1945 Census of Industry 
arfifi1- ,as being manufacturers of cotton yarn and cloth, woollen cloth and 

Clal silk and nylon.
These companies numbered ............................ :...................  136
Add: Other companies circularized by request of Counsel. 5

141
Heed^?1' Eyde: Excuse me, Exhibit 3 is in the report here so that it does not 

0 be identified as an exhibit.
discussion off the record)

PaninJ'i. Thatcher: There is one point on which I am not clear. 1 hese com- 
Cojjj * listed at the back whom you circularized; will they appear before the 

rjtoe at all? Will they be asked to appear? 
tippi; d. Dyde: I would again like to postpone consideration of that until the 

this afternoon.
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The Vice-Chairman: That procedure has not 'been definitely settled, as to 
just who might be called. There are several things concerned in that that ha 
to be decided, and decided by us ; and it was partly in my mind when I suggest® 
the executive session this afternoon; I say, partly in my mind then. These pom 
are things we will have to settle.

Mr. Dyde: Yes, Mr. Knight.
The Witness:
Deduct: Companies excused by Counsel for reasons detailed

on Exhibit 3..................................................................................... 22

119
Deduct: Companies which have failed to report or which had not 

reported fully by May 7, 1948....................................................  21

Total number of companies included in the statistical data of the 
reports................................................................................................ 98

Names and addresses of the companies circularized, divided into groups, 9 
indicated in the foregoing summary, are submitted as Exhibit 3, and m 
incorporated at the end of this report.

Mr. Dyde: Excuse me, Mr. Knight, if I might break in again. If members 
of the committee will look at the last page of this report you will find the nam = 
of the companies which have failed to report or which have not reported in m 
by May 7. Now, Mr. Knight, I think since this report was actually written 
you some of these companies on that list on the last page have in fact report® ’ 
and I think we should now stop and make sure that these are marked on o 
copies so that we know that there are companies which have reported althoUs „ 
their reports <came in after May 7. Would you indicate please the names 
the companies which have reported since you wrote your report?

The Witness : Yes, sir. Canadian Silk Textiles Registered, J. G. Field & 
Limited, Grand Valley Textiles, Huntingdon Woollen Mills Limited, J. 
and Sons Limited, L. & L. Textiles Limited and Seneca Weavers Limited. ^ 

The Vice-Chairman: And there is a matter there which normally I w<|-'ng 
suggest be left over for this afternoon, but this afternoon is not a public me® 
and some notice of this may well have to go out to the public if this qu®s ^ 
is raised. The question in my mind is as to why these companies did not rep 
and did they have a sufficient reason for not reporting ; and whether they m1^ 
be specially and immediately summoned to come here and state why they h ^ 
not reported. If there is anything in the nature of contempt on the _pal 
any of these companies then it should be dealt with by this committee imlT1 ^ 
ately. Again, I do not know whether there is sufficient excuse for them ^ 
having complied with the request ; but, if there is not, then it seems to m® .pg 
"committee should take some action against them. At any rate, i am on®g6 
that to you for consideration now in public meeting in the hope that e 
views will get publicity the more quickly and perhaps be seen by 
organizations. ^

Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Chairman, who would pay their expenses if they ® 
down here under those circumstances; would the committee pay them or v 
they pay them themselves? ^-g

The Vice-Chairman: We perhaps should consider that in the meeting 
afternoon. ve

j gjV'5
Mr. Thatcher: I suggest that we summons them immediately am » 

them three days to get their replies in. ,-g(],
Mr. Winters: And have them state the reasons why they have not comP
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s

The Vice-Chairman : There may be sufficient reasons to excuse the delay, 
0n the other hand, there may not.

Mr. Thatcher: In any event, they should have notified the committee.
Mr. Winters: They should have all been in by now.
The Vice-Chairman: Again, as I said, there may be good reasons for the 

report replies not having been sent in, and there may not.
Mr. Zaplitny: Could we have the date on which they were notified thc> 

^ere t0 report, the date on which the questionnaire was sent to them, was 
d all done at the same time or were they staggered?

Mr. Dyde: We can check on that, although the letters must have been 
airly close together.

Mr. Pinard: Was there just one letter sent?
.Mr. Dyde: No. When the letter first went out a date was given at which 

rePhes were to be in. I have been able to check up the date at which the letter 
^cnt out and it was April 1, the day following the day on which the committee 
histructed counsel to proceed; and then, on a later date, which I have not betoie 
rne at the moment; it later was found that the material was not returned and 
«mother letter was sent asking them to send the information at once, the fn-t 
ctter that went out, that is the letter of April 1, asked for the information ay 
{lc 15th of April, and it was some time shortly after that that the SJC™Q 
ctter was dispatched asking them for replies; and so far as I know, and Mr. 
Tpight has checked with me on this just now, there has been no response Irom 

c fourteen companies on the back page.
Mr. Thatcher: I would move, seconded by Mr. Zaplitny, that we send a 

,Vlre or telegram immediately to these companies asking them either to let us 
;i.ave the information within say three days or reasons why they cannot give it.

three days is not satisfactory you could change that, but I think immedia e 
acti°n should be taken.

The Vice-Chairman: Mr. Thatcher, may I just make this suggestion to 
f?u; it would be a slight variation; that your motion respecting the telegram go 
Vlthout actually preparing the wording of it. The reason I have in mind there 
Tr that is that it might be if you sat down to draft a wire you would not do i 

Precisely those words, you might do it a little differently, you wou_< °hatever way you thought would be most effective. What would you thin v o 
t,lnPiy saying that these firms be immediately telegraphed on this ponv am _ 
a e chairman do this during the noon adjournment, and that thc cJiairi , , 
aV(Vlc.e of a couple of members for the wording of it rather than the actual , . 

°Ming appearing in your motion.
■Mr. Thatcher: All right, I will change my motion.

Sent?The Vice"Chairman: Which is simply that a wire of demand be immediately

■Mr. Thatcher: Right.
W ^he Vice-Chairman: Then, if you leave it to the chairman I would ask taut 

' Winters and yourself advise with me on the form of the wire.
Vn1 Mr. Zaplitny: Apart from that, have we any information as to what 
of of business is done by these companies? It might have occurred to some 
f0r ,\Psc People that they consider themselves so small that t ic> v.i , ic < an^\nr- 

that reason. That might not be a good ground but at may be a reason, 
a t ,hhe Vice-Chairman: That is possible, yes. But all the motion a vs n> m 
h0tale8ram, which I have called a telegram of demand, should go during the noon 
bv £ anh I think that the three of us will work out the wording that will be felt 

m°*t of the committee, in fact by all of the committee, to be satisfactory.
Mr. Thatcher: There is one other word maybe; I would like
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The Vice-Chairman: Just a moment now. That is the motion, gentlemen; 
that a telegram be sent. Is there any further comment?

Carried.
Mr. Thatcher: There is one very simple question—
The Vice-Chairman: Wait just a moment, please.
Mr. Lesage: Mr. Chairman, just a point with regard to the telegram. I do 

not know just what the phraseology of it will be but I was going to suggest that 
you incorporate in it a clear statement that failure to comply would be construed 
as contempt.

The Vice-Chairman: You will be agreeable to the committee considering 
that at 1 o’clock? We will bear in mind what you say.

Mr. Lesage : I thought that might be important.
The Vice-Chairman: What were you going to say, Mr. Thatcher?
Mr. Thatcher: There is just one more question on this list of companies 

that you have here on the first page of the list. Can you tell me—I think it 18 
the cotton group, the last on the page—Woods Manufacturing Company Limited) 
Montreal ; is that the same company which has a plant here in Hull?

Mr. Dyde: I do not know. I will find out.
The Vice-Chairman: Proceed now, Mr. Knight.
Mr. Dyde: Mr. Knight, we are now at the top of page 2, and your 

paragraph indicates that questionnaires have been returned by twelve special 
companies, and you suggest in that paragraph that they are filed as follows.

The Special Preliminary Questionnaires returned by the twelve special com
panies and correspondence related thereto are filed as follows:

Exhibit 4:—Ayers Limited
Exhibit 5:—Brack Mills Limited
Exhibit 6:—Canadian Celanese Limited
Exhibit 7:—Canadian Cottons Limited
Exhibit 8:—Canadian Industries Limited—Nylon Division
Exhibit 9:—Courtaulds (Canada) Limited
Exhibit 10:—Dominion Textile Company Limited
Exhibit 11:—Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited
Exhibit 12:—Drammondville Cotton Company Limited
Exhibit 13:—Paton Manufacturing Company Limited
Exhibit 14:—The Montreal Cottons Limited
Exhibit 15:—The Wabasso Cotton Company Limited1

The Preliminary Questionnaires returned and related correspondence 
be filed as follows:

Exhibit 16:—Preliminary Questionnaires filed by 22 companies m 
Cotton Group.

Exhibit 17:—Preliminary Questionnaires field by 54 companies m 
Wool Group.

Exhibit 18:—Preliminary Questionnaires filed by 22 companies m 
Artificial Silk and Nylon Group.

Exhibit 19:—Preliminary Questionnaires returned by companies xV 
were either late in filing or which filed incomplete returns.

wiM

the

the
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Chairman, I am breaking in to Mr. Knight’s reading of this report, and I 
!^y say with his concurrence, to make a remark or two at this point; and, again 
\ -, may a matter which you will wish to discuss and it may be a matter 

. ch you will wish to discuss this afternoon. I had planned to deal with the 
Primary cotton industry first and my recommendation really is that these reports 

“leh have been sent in by the companies should not be produced at this 
foment; and my reasons for making that suggestion and recommendation are 

if these are produced at this moment, it is quite a mass of material and it 
j °uld put us off consideration of Mr. Knight’s analysis of that material ; so that 
. suggest for clarity and for ease in procedure that we do not put these reports 
thf9^ moment but that we permit Mr. Knight to proceed with his analysis of 
j e !naterial, following which of course the officers of these companies will come 
tlir"ard, and just as we have done in the past, their material will be available 
faM reason for that suggestion is for the purpose of attempting to make a 

rJy complicated study so much easier for us.
The Vice-Chairman: Shall we follow that procedure, gentlemen?
Some Hon. Members: Agreed.

a J- Th. Dyde: Then I have some remarks to make with regard to the paragraph 
T w i b)wer down on the page in connection with the preliminary questionnaires. 
Piit+°, !^e hiast to postpone that matter because I can see that the com
all ti!' finally agree that if the vast mass of material was obtained from 
tlv , smaller companies would be far too great for the committee to go 
don-N v^ew the work that our chartered accountant, the witness, has
1Ti0» °n ^iem I am going to make the same suggestion, at any rate for the 
th6;ent’ that we do not produce them until we have^had generally a look over 
lo;e reports of Mr. Knight’s. I think perhaps that we should go on to the 

ef. Part of page 2, continue with the paragraph beginning, “the preliminary
actionnaire—”
aHn Preliminary Questionnaire called for information to be supplied on an 
ca]iUa.basis and again on a monthly basis. Schedule “B’’ of the Questionnaire 

ec* in part for the following: 
t—Sales of cotton yarns and fabrics:

Sales of woollen products:
• Sales of rayon and nylon yarns and fabrics:
•"Sales of other products:

Total Sales: 
y—Operating Income:

-Net Profit, after proision for taxes on income:
tllr Pr°m this information the returns have been divided and reported on under 

groups, namely: cotton, wool, and artificial silk and nylon, 
showi ~ comparative summary has been prepared^for the purpose of

g the proportion of the primary textile industry of Canada represented 
-v,n, . * reporting companies. For this purpose, the number of these reporting
latçL nics *las been compared by groups with the number of firms listed in the 

rePorts of Dominion Bureau of Statistics:
Number of firms

Listed by 
Dominion

Vvlt<>n q,, 
a °o] nVroup ...

...... :::::::::::::
-j, Silk and Nylon Group

lal f„
r the Industry ................

Bureau of Companies
Percentage ofStatistics returning

(1945) Questionnaire coverage
23 22 96%
68 54 79%
28 22 79%

119 98 82%
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The figures shown above as reported by Dominion Bureau of Statistics do 
not correspond with the number of firms listed in their 1945 Census of Industry 
reports. Fifty-five names were deducted from these lists for the following 
reasons :

(a) Subsidiary companies and mills listed individually by Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics were reported to us in consolidated form on the 
parent company’s returns.

(b) Some firms were listed by Dominion Bureau of Statistics in 
more than one location under each group and in more than one of the three 
groups from which the mailing list for the questionnaires was prepared.

(c) Some companies were excused by Counsel on the grounds that 
they are not, or have ceased to be, engaged in the field covered by this 
enquiry.

live names were added covering companies which were circularized by 
request of Counsel.It has been impossible to compare the coverage from the point of view of 
sales volume, as the basis for summarizing the figures reported on the question- 
naires differed from that used by Dominion Bureau of Statistics.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. May I interject there just to ask you to explain why?—A. In the retm 

of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, for example covering wool, companies a 
listed as manufacturers of woollen cloth and manufacturers of wool >'al 
separately, and consequently the sales figures reported to the Dominion Bure ^ 
have been consolidated under those two headings. Now, we investigated the 
that were listed as manufacturers of woollen cloth only, and when these co ^ 
panics replied they gave us their total production is so far as it affected 
woollen industry with the result that we had a little yarn and all the clo 
and we were not therefore able to compare the dollar value of the sales repo1" we 
to us with either the cloth or the yarn. If we compared it with the cloth 
had 115 per cent of the Dominion Bureau figure; which is obviously wrong- 
is for that reason, sir, that I have made that remark.

Q. Now, Mr. Knight, would you continue with page 4, of your repot 
A. Yes. 1 / cU„

As soon as the special preliminary questionnaires had been issued, the exe 
tives of the special companies were invited to attend group meetings called f°r . $ 
main purpose of discussing uniformity of presentation of the informa , 
required. Mr. J. R. M. Wilson, F.C.A., your committee’s accountant, atten ^ 
these meetings and assisted in supplving information requested in connection 
the enquiry. , as

As the work progressed, it became evident that technical problems sllcalli- 
costing and the fixing of selling prices, price controls and subsidies, lacked ^ 
formity even within each group of the industry. Consequently, prior to the n Q 
ization of the attached reports, after consultation with counsel, it was decide j 
invite representatives of the special companies to attend group meetings c' joJl 
for the purpose of discussing these problems and gathering further inform® 
that might clarify the interpretation of the factual data collected and subm 
in the attached reports. r pre-

I have obtained all the explanations that I have requested. I am n0fii 0rts 
pared to submit my report on the cotton group. This will be followed by '. jus- 
on the wool group and the artificial silk and nylon group. Statistics on the 1 ^
try as a whole will be submitted in the final report, which will sum up the sep 
reports on each of the groups.

Respectfully submitted,
E. H. KNIGHT,

Chartered Accountant.
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Names and addresses of the companies in the “cotton
GROUP” WHICH HAVE REPLIED TO THE PRELIMINARY 

QUESTIONNAIRE

Acadian Bobinet Co. Limited, Room 813, Sun Life Building, Montreal. 
Avalon Fabrics Limited, 500 Ontario St., Stratford, Ontario.
Burrows Textiles, 47 Neeve Street, Guelph, Ontario.
Caldwell Linen Mills, Limited, Iroquois, Ontario.
Canadian Cottons Limited, 760 Victoria Square, Montreal (1).
Cornwall and York Cotton Mills Company Limited, Saint John, N.B. 
Cosmos Imperial Mills Limited, Sherman Avenue North, Hamilton, Ontario. 
Curl Bros. Textiles (Canada), 393 Sorauren Ave., Toronto (3), Ontario. 
Dominion Fabrics Limited, Forest St. East, Dunnville, Ontario. 

Mont™™011 Rubber Company Limited—Textile Division, 550 Papineau Ave.,

Dominion Textile Company Limited, 710 Victoria Square, Montreal (1). 
q j Drummondvile Cotton Company Limited, 7,10 Victoria Square, Montreal

Firestone Textiles Limited, Hamilton, Ontario.
Glendale Spinning Mills Limited, Glendale Ave., North Hamilton, Ontario. 
Goodyear Cotton Co. of Canada Limited, St. Hyacinthe, Quebec.

0nt Bowdrell & Alexander of Canada Limited, 276 Davenport Road, Toronto (5),

Stauffer-Dobbie Limited, Galt, Ontario.
Esmond Mills Limited, St. Charles St., Granby, Quebec.

D'e Hamilton Cotton Co. Limited, 304 Mary St., Hamilton, Ontario.
Die Montreal Cottons Limited, 710 Victoria Square, Montreal.

Qtiebe 6 ^a'3asso Cotton Company Limited, 768 St. Maurice St., Three Rivers,
M oods Manufacturing Company Limited, 2660 Mullins Street, Montreal.

Names and addresses of the companies in the “wool

GROUP” WHICH HAVE REPLIED TO THE PRELIMINARY 
QUESTIONNAIRE

Artex Woollens Limited, 330 Adelaide St. West, Toronto, Ontario.
Ayers Limited, Lachute Mills (Argenteuil) Quebec.
Drrymore Cloth Company Limited, 1179 King St. West, Toronto, Ontario. 
r.en Miller Woollen Mills, R.R. No. 4, Goderich, Ontario.

randon Woollen Mills Co. Limited, Brandon, Manitoba. 
ri0 lie Woollen Mills Limited, Appleton, Ontario.
Dlins & Aikman of Canada Limited, Famham, Quebec.
ontinental Woollen Mills Limited, 680 King St. West, Toronto (1), Ontario.
°pp Woollen Mills Limited, Port Elgin, N.B.

> °niinion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited, Peterborough, Ontario.
Cl)a , <)wns Coulter & Co. (Canada) Limited, c/o Eastern Trust Company, 

iottetown, P.E.I.
p uPont Textiles, Limited, 533 College St., Toronto, Ontario.

awcett & Grant Limited, Huntingdon, Quebec. 
ri°°- Pattinson & Co. Limited, Eagle Street, Preston, Ontario. 
q?°- Sheard & Co. Limited, Coaticook, Quebec, 
jj. & Textiles Limited, 66 Fraser Avenue, Toronto, Ontario. 
jjDlrl Brothers Limited, Kingston, Ontario.
j Leach & Company Limited, 231 Front St. East, Toronto, Ontario, 
ri A- Humphrey & Son Limited, Box 307, Moncton, N.B.

°tnvood Mills, Limited, Arnprior, Ontario.
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF THE COMPANIES IN THE “WOOL 
GROUP” WHICH HAVE REPLIED TO THE PRELIMINARY 

QUESTIONNAIRE—Concluded

La Filature du Saguenay, Ltée, 10 Ave. Savard, Chicoutimi, Quebec.
La France Textiles, Limited, Woodstock, Ontario.
Leach Textiles Ltd., Huntingdon, Quebec.
Lester & Burton Limited, 251 Soraurçn Ave., Toronto, Ontario.
Meaford Woollens Ltd., 201 Weston Rd., S., Toronto, Ontario.
Methot & Frère Limitée, Cap Saint-Ignace, Co., Montmagny, Quebec.
M. J. O’Brien Limited, 900 Victoria Building, 140 Wellington Street, Ottaw > 

Ontario.
Montrose Worsted Mills Inc., 440 Ontario St. W., Montreal.
Oxford Woollen Mills Limited, Oxford, Nova Scotia. ,.n
Baton Manufacturing Company Limited, 710 Victoria Square, Montreal (to 
Renfrew Textiles Limited, Stewart Street, Renfrew, Ontario.
Rosamond Woollen Company Limited, Almonte, Ontario. ,
St. Andrews Woollen Mills Limited, 660 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal’ 
St. George Woollen Mills Ltd., St. Georges de Beauce, Quebec.
St. Johns Textile Mills Ltd., 145 Cousins St., St. Johns, Quebec.
Slingsby Quebec Limited, 268 Grand River Ave., Brantford, Ontario. 
Tayside Textiles Limited, Perth, Ontario.
Textile Weavers Limited, Grand’Mcre, Quebec.
The Bird Woollen Mill Company Limited, Bracebridge, Ontario.
The Brock Woollen Co. of Simcoe, Limited, Simcoe, Ontario. ,n
The Campbellford Cloth Company Limited, 1179 King St. West, Toron 

Ontario. ,
The Canada Hair Cloth Co. Limited, 198 St. Paul St., St. Catharines, On • 
The Circle-Bar Knitting Co. Ltd., Kincardine, Ontario. . , v-
The Horn Bros. Woollen Co. Limited, 95 William St. North, Lind* 

Ontario. r;0.
The Midland Woollen Mills Limited, 104 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Onta 
The Paris Wincey Mills Co. Ltd., Paris, Ontario. nt-
The Slingsby Manufacturing Co. Limited, 268 Grand River Avenue, Bi 

ford, Ontario. . „
The Strathroy Woollen Mills Limited, P.O. Box 190, Strathroy, Ontario- 
Thoburn Woollen Mills, Almonte, Ontario.
Warwick Woollen Mills Limited, Warwick, Quebec.
Watchorn & Co. Ltd., Merriokville, Ontario.
West Coast Woollen Mills Ltd., 520 Clark Drive, Vancouver, B'.C. 
Western Canada Weaving Mills Ltd., 78, E, 2nd Ave., Vancouver, B J • 
Wm. Looser <fc Co. Ltd., 64 Wellington St., West, Toronto, Ontario.

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF THE COMPANIES IN THE “ARTlFlp1^ 

SILK AND NYLON GROUP” WHICH HAVE REPLIED TO THE 
PRELIMINARY QUESTIONNAIRE

Acton Vale Silk Mills Limited, Acton Vale, Quebec. „ mid'
Associated Textiles of Canada Limited, Room 800, University Tower 

ing, Montreal.
British American Silk Mills Ltd., 1449 St. Alexander St., Montreal.
Brack Mills Limited, 460 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal. .
Canadian Celanese Limited, 1401 McGill College Avenue, Montreal-
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x, Canadian Industries Limited—Nylon Division, 1135 Bearer Hall Hill, 
Montreal.

Coaticook Textiles Ltd., 4060 St. Lawrence Blvd., Montreal.
Courtaulds (Canada) Limited, Cornwall, Ontario.
Dionne Spinning Mills Co., St. George West, Beauce Co., Quebec.
Dominion Silk Mills Limited, 2 Mark Street, Toronto, Ontario.
Dominion Spinners Limited, 130 Grégoire St., St. Johns, Quebec.
Fine Silk Limited, 10 St. James St. East, Montreal (1).
Grout’s Ltd., Welland Ave., St. Catharines, Ontario.
D B. Martin Company Limited, 445 St. James Street, St. Johns, Quo lec. 
Laurentian Silk Mills Limited, 1449 St, Alexander St,, Montreal.
Bouis Roessel & Co. Limited, 1449 St. Alexander St., Montreal.
M. E. Binz Co. Ltd., Montmagny, Quebec.
Rowlands & Co. Limited, Galt, Ontario.
Riverside Silk Mills Limited, Galt, Ontario.
Queries Boell Ltée, 76A Richelieu, St-Jean, Quebec, 
mutton Silk Mills Ltd., Sutton, Quebec. 
verney Mills of Canada Ltd., Granby, Quebec.

s *MES AND addresses of other companies circularized 
BY REQUEST OF COUNSEL

p.^er? Limited, Lachute Mills, Argenteuil, P.Q. 
j pinion Yarns Ltd., Welland, Ontario.
U '■ Field & Son Ltd.. Tavistock, Ontario, 

nnwood Mills Ltd., Arnprior, Ontario.
lngsby Quebec Ltd., 268 Grand River Ave., Brantford, Ontario. 

0XlpANlES EXCUSED BY COUNSEL FOR REASONS INDICATED

AcHie Gl Reasons
°ve Works Ltd., Joliette, P.Q. Joliette Mill represents 8 per cent of

sales volume, all used by Acme.Aï °f Abercorn Ltd., 1651 Sher-
St’ Montreal, P.Q................... Hand weavers

Wj Corticelli Ltd., P.O. Box 9,
W^eal, p q .................... Do not make cotton or rayon yarns

(x?,lan Homespun Reg’d., 1174 St.One St. W„ Montreal, P.Q... ..Hand weavers 
lan Weavercraft Co., 282 Ontario

West., Montreal, P.Q................Hand weavers
Boirier Reg’d., 428 Victoria

6 U ” weavers
en

We. Qj T"“ iicg u., t«3 v luuuim
>iftion Sambert’ p Q........................Hand

IpBeet \r iread Mills, 52 Nazareth
Y°ntrea'' P Q..........................Do not make cotton or rayon yarns

LFns Ltd., Welland, Ontario.Not an operating company 
'il$t p Shton Woollen Mills, Ltd.,

E Bq °ughton Station, Beauce Co.,
? .............................................. Mill destroyed by fire

(»tte 146 St. Thomas Street,
tr 11 pi ............................................Out of business

%^ath .n Woollen Mills Ltd., 
vM W-’ Mtierta.................................. Out of businessVî tn,'' Cavers, 816 Esquimalt Road, 

is a> BC ... Hand weavers—2 ................................
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Johnson Woollen Mills Ltd., Waterville,
P.Q..........................................................Hand weavers

Le Métier, 17 Blvd. Desaulniers, St.
Lambert, P.Q........................................ Hand weavers

Little Shop Inc., Pointe au Pic, P.Q.... Hand weavers
J. R. Moodie Co. Ltd., Hamilton, _ a n0t ]

Ontario ................................................ Cotton Spining Department figureS r
available

N. Poisson, 580 Victoria Street, St.
Lambert, P.Q........................................Hand weavers

Squier Studio, Cedar, B.C.................... Hand weavers
Superspun Yarn Co. Ltd., Joliette, P.Q.Mill closed in 1947 
Talbot & Talbot, 952 Queen Street,

West, Toronto, Ontario..................... Weavers of cotton laundry nets
Thurso Woollen Mill, Thurso, P.Q.........Mill closed in 1947
Truro Woollen Mills Ltd., Truro, N.S.Not manufacturing

rfO
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF COMPANIES WHICH HAVE FAILED g 
REPORT OR WHICH HAD NOT REPORTED FULLY BY MAY 7,

Arnprior Mill Stock, Co., Murwash street, Arnprior, Ontario.
Aux Tissages Français Ltée., 7260 St. Urbain St., Montreal, P.Q.
Canadian Silk Textiles Reg’d., St. Hyacinthe, P.Q.
Consolidated Textiles Ltd., St. Hyacinthe, P.Q.
Cookshire Woollen Mill, Cookshire, P.Q.
Duplex Textiles Ltd., St. Hyacinthe, P.Q.
Duval & Raymond, Prineeville, P.Q.
Fairfield & Sons Ltd., 797 Notre Dame Ave., Winnipeg, Man.
J. G. Field & Son Ltd., Tavistock, Ontario.
Grand Valley Textiles, 180 Beverley Street, Galt, Ontario.
Huntingdon Woollen Mills Ltd., Huntingdon, P.Q.
Iberville Drapery Mills, Ltd., 61, 4th Ave., Iberville, P.Q.
La Filature de 1’Isle-Verte, Isle-Verte, P.Q.
Lewis, J. & Sons Ltd., Stewiacke, N.S.
L. & L. Textiles Ltd., Magog, P.Q.
Maritime Textiles Ltd., 47 Inglis Street, Truro, N.S.
Paquin, M. Napoléon, St. Gabriel de Brandon, P.Q.
Seneca Weavers Ltd., 135 Main Street, Brampton, Ontario.
Shefford Woollen Mills, Ltd., Granby, P.Q.
Spider Looms Ltd., 3618 Kingsway, Vancouver, B.C.
Trenholmville Woollen Mills, Trenholm, P.Q. ^
Mr. Dyde: Now, before closing this report, Mr. Chairman, there ^ge tl'jj£ 

pages at the back, the names of compaines who have replied and v pt1, ,
^ -f- il H t.' *- 1.have been excused ; and I think that in view of the discussion that,8— - ------ ----  — — -- — -------- , „ re^Lfl'

a few minutes ago we should, even at the expense of a few minuter. 
list so that we will know exactly the names of those that have fallen 
group. It would not take long and I think it would be worth it- , p}’1 

Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Chairman, I do not like to disagree with Qf 
but it seems to me that we are wasting fifteen minutes or so'in the readin£ji9t 6 
names. We can all read them for ourselves. I would like to m°ve i 
be taken as read and appear in the record. reC°’

The Vice-Chairman : They have already been included in 
They have been taken as read. Is that satisfactory?

Mr. Thatcher: Yes.
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The Vice-Chairman: Are there any comments in respect to any of these 
m€s? What number is that, Mr. Knight; you gave it before?

The Witness: Twenty-two.

ft y the Vice-Chairman:
ttiai Are y°u able to say, off-hand, whether those twenty-two represent the 
thor°9 ComPanies ifi the industry? Are there any of the big ones that are not 

c- A. I believe, sir, only one of the cotton group has not replied, 
pi- Which one?—A. All of those listed in the Dominion Bureau’s returns.

Hi >■ Which company is that? If you do not have it available, you can 
uon it a little later?—A. Yes, sir.

inoi • -^c Vice-Chairman: Mr. Thatcher, Mr. Dyde has been able to make 
C0Vnes since that time you asked your question and the Woods Manufacturing 
i„ ^Pany which is mentioned here is the same one and has an operation, also,

l5r- Thatcher: It is the same?
he Vice-Chairman: It is the same. Turning the page, gentlemen— 

ago *yrr' i)yDE: We can give the answer to the question you asked a moment 
’ *lr- Chairman.

ft y the Vice-Chairman:
is thn tV*’*10 one company which did not reply in the cotton group, which one 

q "ZpA. It is the Grand Valley Textile ; they reported late, 
to b . rhey have a return in now?—A. Yes, sir; but they were late, too late 

incorporated in the returns. .
<iUestiorio'e they a large company?—A. I would have to refer to their

off-hao^^aps the question is not important enough, if you cannot answer it

listedrc there any comments in respect to these woollen companies which ai e 
s having replied to the P.Q., the preliminary questionnaire?

CottlPan: ^'Hat.cher: Did I understand Mr. Dyde to say that those are just the 
. ’es which actually make woollen yarn?
Th ^>YDE: Woollen cloth.

call fa'c 1ce-Chairman: All of these companies are what we laymen ought 
ati Flc companies. The examination is a fabric examination, rather than

article examination, a clothing article.

G the Vice-Chairman: ,
"'0°lleiis’aS *here any considerable number left out, Mr. King it, rum 1C 

' ~~A. Yes, I believe there is.
The yESAGE: Fourteen.
M Vice-Chairman : Fourteen.

,.YDE: Yes, some of whom may have reported since.
"h‘ch wy Ice'Chairman: You are referring to that last P^0111 information? 

lvlr dealt a short time ago? Is that where you are getting > our intorn at o .
-'Esage: The information is on page 3.

By tiiQ Vicp-Chmrmnr) *

those in the wool group, whatever ones have not reported come to

y
So?^A y are dealing with and it is to them it is proposed the telegiam should 

-- ‘ ïes, sir.l398l
~2i
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Mr. Dyde: Some are also in the excused list, Mr. Chairman.
The Vice-Chairman: Yes, some might be in the excused list. What i® 

the significance on the next page, of what are called other companies? .Thes 
have not fallen into either of the categories we have so far dealt with in tm 
recent talk. Any comment to be made on that, Mr. Dyde?

Mr. Dyde: Those were the companies which were, in fact, omitted f1"0111 
the original list and which we find it desirable to have included for one reas° 
or another. I am not sure that the same reason holds for each of the compam6S- 
It may have been an oversight and, in fact, in one case it was.

The Vice-Chairman: This is a second thought list?
Mr. Dyde: That is right.
The Vice-Chairman: Is there any comment to make upon these compam66 

which counsel excused for the reasons indicated? Would you run down tn 
list? jj

Mr. Dyde: I think, Mr. Chairman, the remarks and reasons which have be 
placed at the head of the column are of sufficient length to indicate why they ve 
excused. h6

The Vice-Chairman: There are three there opposite which I notice 
remark, “hand weavers.” I take it that is intended to indicate to us they 
just very small organizations and an inquiry into their operations would 
give any typical information, anyway. It that the idea?

Mr. Dyde: That is right, sir.
The Vice-Chairman: There are quite a number of hand weavers.
Mr. Dyde: You will notice some of them are out of business.
The Vice-Chairman: Yes, one of them burned down. Then we come 

the last page with which we have already dealt. All right, Mr. Dyde.
Mr. Dyde: Would you mind distributing copies of report “B”, please.

ior*(At this point Mr. Pinard assumed the chair).
The Acting Chairman: We will proceed with the reading of this reP'

“B”. Idr-
Mr. Dyde: Possibly I might help the members a little on this before ^ 

Knight starts to read. The first part of the report is a narrative and ret6 s 
schedules. If you look at the first page of the report, you will see refer6 ^ 
to schedules Bl, B2, B3 and so on, which are actually in this bound volum 
will be necessary for you, I think, to have your marker in the page where be 
schedule actually appears at the time Mr. Knight is reading because we vvPfl]e. 
looking at the summary or the narrative by Mr. Knight and, at the same j 
we may wish to look at the actual schedule. I believe that will become apPa 
as we go forward. Will you proceed, Mr. Knight, please?

The Witness: Yes, sir.

REPORT “B”
Special Committee on Prices,
House of Commons,
Ottawa, Canada.

Gentlemen:—This report covers the Cotton Group of the Primary Te*'
be
(til6

,ea

Industry of Canada. Except where otherwise stated, this report p£lIiieS 
prepared from information derived from questionnaires submitted by 6 
whose main business is the manufacture of cotton yarns and fabrics. ,ie3uleS’ 

Attached to this report and forming part thereof are the following ^^0p 
Schedule Bl:—Summary of Annual Sales and Operating Income 

Group), for the twelve years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive.
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Schedule B2:—Annual Sales and Operating Income (Cotton Group), for 
the twelve years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive.

Schedule B3:—Analysis of operations by Periods indicated, on a Sales 
Dollar Basis, for the five special companies individually (Cotton 
Group).

Schedule B4:—Sales by Months (Cotton Group), for the 27 months from 
January 1946 to March 1948, inclusive.

Schedule B5:—Analysis of Operations by Quarters of Years, on a Sales 
Dollar Basis, for the five special companies individually (Cotton 
Group).

Schedule B6:—Finished Goods inventories expressed in Terms of Quantities, 
for the periods indicated (Cotton Group).

Schedule B7:—Unit Selling Prices and Components of Cost of articles 
reported by the five special companies (Cotton Group), as at the 
dates indicated.

Schedule B8:—Capital Employed and Earnings of the five special com
panies (Cotton Group) from 1936 to 1947 inclusive.

Piw Mles& schedules are submitted in the same sequence as the information
ained in this report.

that^r" ^YDE: May I interject a remark, Mr. Chairman? My thought was 
reporf'Van>>'OUlcl g0 throu§h this fairly rapidly to get a complete picture of 
have “ ’ as soon as we could. Then, we will come back to questions after we 

gone through the report, if that is agreeable.
he Acting Chairman: That is agreed.

The Witness:

Schedule B1

opérât'1*5 ?chedule shows total sales, operating income and the percentage of 
all r tln6.income to sales for the twelve years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive, for 

Porting companies in the cotton group.
inCo. 18ure8 shown as “operating income” throughout this report represent net 

e before deducting:
(a)
(b)
(c) 
id)

taxes on income
interest on borrowed money and other financial charges 
inventory reserves
depreciation set up in the companies’ books in excess of the amounts 
allowed by income tax authorities and . f . ,
excludes investment income and profits or losses on disposal of invest
ments and fixed assets.

cott,Average annual sales, for the twelve year period of all companies in the 
group, amount to $88,273,000.00, the corresponding operating income of 

,00TOOO.OO being 11-2 per cent of the sales figure. 
dir(>PUrinS the twelve years under review the cotton industry passed through 

e S1gnificant periods. These may be grouped as follows:
1- Pre-war years—1936 to 1939 inclusive
2. Pre-subsidy years—1940 to 1943 inclusive
3. Subsidy years—1944 to 1947 inclusive

Stabi,;Was informed that cotton subsidy agreements between Cmnmodities Prices 
Va cation Corporation Limited and the cotton companies became effective at 
<:olt ^s dates early in 1943. The purpose of these agreements was to enable the 
Prices to import raw cotton at increasing prices, while maintaining selling 

s at ceilings fixed by the Wartime Prices and Trade Board. Each company
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was, however, prevented from collecting that portion of the subsidy allowance 
which would cause earnings to exceed 116-f per cent of standard profits as deter
mined by the income tax authorities in each case. ,

With the exception of Dominion Textile Company Limited which terminated 
their cotton subsidy agreement March 31, 1947, the raw cotton subsidy agree
ments were discontinued with, the lifting of price controls on September 15, 194‘' 

In addition to the subsidy on raw cotton, Commodities Prices Stabilization 
Corporation Limited allowed a subsidy on imports of grey cloth. During to 
period in which the raw cotton subsidy was in effect, this subsidy on grey clot 
was subject to the profit earning restrictions of the raw cotton agreements. I hav 
not attempted to examine the individual subsidy agreements. ,,

Four of the largest companies in the cotton group representing approximate > 
80 per cent of sales and operating income, terminate their fiscal period in to 
.first quarter of each year. As the individual subsidy agreements of We, 
companies became effective at the beginning of their 1943-1944 fiscal peri° > 
the first annual figures of these four companies to include raw cotton subsidi ' 
were reported under 1944. For this reason, the year 1944 has been shown 
the first year in the subsidy period.

The following table sums up the information shown in detail on schedule v *
Percent??®0

Total Operating
-, . , sales income*
Period (Thousands of dollars)

Pre-war years—1936 to 1939 .................... ............ $ 218,609 S 18 886
Pre-subsidy years—1940 to 1943.......................... 407,272 64 200
Subsidy years—1944 to 1947 ................................ 433,396 35-jl96

operating
income*

sales

--------- . $ 1,059,277 $ 118,282 11-2$
*As defined above.
The figures above show that, following the introduction of the raw c° . g 

subsidy and its profit limitations, the percentage of operating income to s 
fell from the 15-8 per cent average for the period 1940-1943, to 8-1 per cen 
the ensuing subsidy years.

These percentages are further analysed on Schedule B2.

By Mr. Dyde: ^ u
Q. Now, Mr. Knight, may I interrupt there for a moment? Woulu -^e 

turn to schedule B1 and just, in your own words, briefly point out to ^ 
committee how they should read schedule Bl. You have already summed ’ ^
for them but just turn to that schedule and let us see exactly the way yoU 
that? 0f

The Acting Chairman: Is that not just a breakdown of the figurt 
which we just had an explanation on page 2? jt

Mr. Dyde: Yes, that is what I was asking Mr. Knight to explain to 
is simply the detail of the table which has already been provided on page 3 jj 0u 
report. If that is clear, perhaps we need spend no more time on it. Wi 
proceed, Mr. Knight?

The Witness: Yes, sir.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Before we start schedule B2, may I ask a question?
The Acting Chairman: Well—
Mr. Thatcher: I thought you said we were to ask questions as we 

along?
The Acting Chairman : No, after the brief has been read. n0w-
Mr. Thatcher : I might forget it by that time. I should like to ask 1

1
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tjj ^r- Lesage: It was agreed we would go through the report first and 
beé1 Come i)ack to the questions. I do not see why we should change our minds 

Use Mr. Thatcher has a poor memory.
Schodul ^HATCHER: * thought you were going to ask questions after each

rear! bbe Acting Chairman : It would be much better procedure if the brief were 
ad completely.

nlatt^Ir- Thatcher : I had a very simple question to ask and I should like the 
cr clarified. However, if you object—

ha(] he Acting Chairman : It is not a question of objecting. We thought we 
Agreed on that procedure. It is simply a matter of procedure.

I <j0" *' ■ Thatcher: I do not know why you are so touchy on these little things. 
n°t like the attitude on some of these things.

By Mr. Dyde:
T A ill you proceed, Mr. Knight, please?

Schedule B2
broken sc‘hedule shows the sales and operating income reported on Schedule Bl, 

down by classifications as follows: 
a> 5 Special Companies, being,

-Dominion Textile Company Limited and its subsidiaries: 
Drummondville Cotton Company Limited 
The Montreal Cottons Limited 

Canadian Cottons Limited 
(b) i 16 AAbasso Cotton Company Limited

14 other companies, detailed by name and location on Exhibit 3, being, 
Those companies which reported their main business as being the 

(c| o manufacture of cotton yarns and fabrics
subsidiaries of tire and rubber manufacturers, being,

1' mestone Textiles Limited, which sells its output to Firestone Tire & 
Rubber Company of Canada Limited ;

Coodycar Cotton Co. of Canada Limited, which sells its output to The 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada Limited ;

^ Dominion Rubber Company Limited, Textile Division
rWiew » erage annual sales and operating income for the twelve years under 
a®ove c[ . the percentage of this operating income to sales for each of the 

ssifications compares as follows:
Percentage

Average Average of Operating
Annual Annual Oper- Income* to

Sales ating Income* Sales

,5 sn . (Thousand of Dollars)L nP^ial r3 Companies ............................................ $ 66,248 $ 8,308 12-6%
^'WjVompanies ................................................ 15J90 1,406 8-9%

Carers °!. Rubber. 6,235 143 2-3%

$ 88,273 $ 9,857 11-2% ,
'p1).As <lefine<1 under Schedule Bl.

Uec'al contable. in<Rcates that the average annual operating income of the 5 
* °ther mPanies was 12-6 per cent of sales compared with 8-9 per cent for the 

porting companies.
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The average percentage of operating income of the three tire and rub 
company subsidiaries, shown as 2-3 per cent has, according to corresponde!! 
received, been dependent on the prices paid by the parent companies which u 
over 90 per cent of the production reported.

The operating income and the percentage of this income to sales has , 
analyzed by periods between 5 special and the 14 other reporting companies a 
is now shown on the following table:

5 Special 
Operating 
income*

Period

Pre-war years—1936 to 1939... $ 15,412 
Pre-subsidy years—1940 to 1943 56,297
Subsidy years—1944 to 1947... 27,986

--------  $ 99,695
-*As defined under Schedule Bl.

Companies 14 Other Companies
Percentage Operating Percent»? 

of opératif 
income* ^ 

sales
of operating income*
income* to 

sales
(Thousands of dollars)
9-3% $ 3,092 7- 6% 

10-2%
8- 3%18.0% 7,499

8-8% 6,282

12-6% $ 16,873 8-9%

With the introduction of the raw cotton subsidy and its profit limitât10^ 
the operating income of the 5 special companies fell from 18-0% to 8-8% c°' 
pared with a fall of, from 10-2% to 8-3% for the 14 other companies.

Schedule B3
(nrThis schedule shows the components of cost and operating income toi ,£r 

of the five special companies on a sales dollar basis for the twelve years u
review- , tv,-elve

The following table has been prepared from these figures and shows the i 
year average for the five companies.

Raw Materials—Cotton .....................................
Raw Materials—Other ................... .............
Labour ...................................................................
Overhead ...............................................................
Operating income (as defined on Schedule Bl)

29-6 cents
15- 9 cents 
25-6 cents
16- 3 cents 
12-6 cents

Sales Dollar .......................................................................8 1.00
This twelve year average of the components of the sales dollars *iaaj]oV-s 

divided by periods previously established in this report, and appears as
Subsidy, 

Pef 1947■to iy;„ts
Raw Materials—Cotton ........................................ 30-7 cents
Raw Materials—Other .......................................... 14-5 cents
Labour
Overhead ................................................................. 19-0 cents
Operating income (as defined on Schedule Bl)

Sales Dollar

Pre-war Pre-subsidy
period 1936 period 1940

to 1939 to 1943
30-7 cents 27-2 cents
14-5 cents 15-6 cents
26-5 cents 23-9 cents
19-0 cents 15-3 cents
9-3 cents 18-0 cents

$1.00 $1.00

fis 'H 

:î SS» 
8-8 ^°‘S

tbe
The average operating income of 18 cents in the dollar earned durl 

pre-subsidy period was reduced to an average of 8-8 cents during the c 
years, due mainly to profit limitations imposed by the raw cotton subsidy
ments.

The operating income content of the sales dollar has been compa 
following table to the corresponding share of labour and overhead :

red in

Operating income ...........................................................- - - - -
Labour and overhead combined ......................................... 45-5
Percentage of operating income to labour and overhead

Pre-War Pre-Subsidy
Period Period
1936-39 1940-43

Per cent Per cent
9-3 18-0

45-5 39-2
20-0 46-0

Subs.idJ

nf
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As selling prices have increased in each of the succeeding periods which have 
been compared above on sales dollar basis, due consideration must be given to 
the decreasing quantity of goods represented by the sales dollar.

Figures shown on Schedue B3 vary from one company to another for reasons 
Peculiar to each company.

Schedule B4
This schedule shows sales by months for the 27 month period from January 

t946 to March 1948 inclusive for all companies reporting in the cotton group, 
■the figures reported have been shown under the three classifications already 
established, namely :

1. —5 Special companies
2. —14 Other companies
3. —3 Subsidiaries of tire and rubber manufacturers.

While each of the five special companies has reported sales and operating 
lncotne on an interim basis, only one of the fourteen other companies was able to 
supply monthly details of operating income. However, as all companies in the 
c°tton group reported sales on an interim basis, schedule B4 has been prepared 
0 show the monthly trend of these sales.

In summarizing interim returns, figures reported by companies whose 
Recounting periods did not coincide with the calender month have been pro-rated 
0 a calender month basis to obtain uniformity for purposes of comparison.

The effect of the lack of uniformity in financial periods of the reporting 
0rnPanies is best evidenced by the following comparison:

SoKn !u!e 5*—Annual sales reported under 1947 for all companies 
<lule B4—Total sales for the twelve months ended December 

1947 (after being pro-rated)

14 Other companies ......................................................
3 Subsidiaries of tire and rubber manufacturers.

(Thousands 
of Dollars) 
$ 116.083

$ 102,252 
24.191 
12,942

139,385

T One of the reporting companies included in the f°^™“0nths ended March Textile Company Limtied—reported sales foi the leg {or the 12 months
1-1947 at approximately 36 million dollars,iw. dollars This increase in sales 

fided 31st March, 1948 are reported at 52 mi bon dol:la,e rep0rted on a monthly 
s therefore reflected on Schedule B4 where the ^ , . reported under thebasis, but is not included on schedule Bl, because the sales are 1

year in which the company’s fiscal period ends, effective September 15,
la decontrol of prices in the cotton group va» h sales for the seven1947 and the following table has been prepared to sho* urn . ,
month- - ” ■
Previ ls following decontrol compared with the corresponding period a year

ions:

five
TLUrteenC10ath companies. ■ •
J hree s, i°rler companies

f^tureraiaiie
Totals f

or the three classifications.

ries of tire and rubber

Total Sales 
Sept. 1946 

to Mar. 1947 
$45,103 

11.456

(Thousands of Dollars) 
Total Sales 

Monthly Sept. 1947
Average to Mar. 1948 
$ 6,443 $64,681

1.636 16,472

Monthly- 
Average 

$ 9,240 
2,353

5,759 823 8,575 1,225

$62.318 $ 8.902 $89,728 $12,818

suk The average monthly sales for each classification of companies has shown a 
tyu^antial increase during the seven month period ended March 1948, compared 

n corresponding period ended March 1947. As sales were not reported by
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quantities, it has not been possible to determine whether the increase in the 
dollar volume of sales indicated above was due to increases in selling prices or 
increases in the quantity of merchandise sold.

Schedule B5
This schedule shows the components of cost and operating income for each 

of the five special companies on a sales dollar basis by quarters of years cover
ing the 27 months under review.

As discussed under the heading of Schedule B3, the figures shown on 
Schedule B5 vary from one company to another for reasons peculiar to each 
firm. In comparing the figures of one period with another, consideration must 
also be given to the decreasing quantity of goods represented by the sales dollar.

The operating income of Dominion Textile Company Limited, for the last 
quarter of 1947, and the first quarter of 1948, js shown at less than 1 per cent of 
sales for each of these periods, compared with a 9-5 per cent average for the 27 
months reported. The company states on its Preliminary Questionnaire that 
the operating income for this period was substantially reduced by imports of 
grey cloth at high cost without benefit of subsidy, and also by a retroactive 
wage adjustment.

Neither sales nor operating income are reported by The Montreal Cottons 
Limited for the third quarter of 1946. The explanation given by the company 
on their preliminary questionnaire was to the effect that a 100 day strike took 
place at that time. Due to this strike a certain volume of sales and continuing 
expenses have been carried over and reported under the last quarter of 1946.

The following table shows the variation between the components of the 
consumers sales dollar, during each quarter year period from January 1946, t° 
March 1948.

All
Raw-

Materials
1946

1st quarter .......... ........ $ 0.443
2nd quarter.......... ........ 0.468
3rd quarter............ ........ 0.372
4 th quarter............

1947
........ 0.407

1st quarter............ ........ $ 0.496
2nd quarter............ ........ 0.513
3rd quarter............ ........ 0.503
4th quarter............

1948
........ 0.514

1st quarter............ ........ $ 0.522

Labour Overhead
Operating
Income*

$ 0.288 $ 0.175 $ 0.094
0.278 0.166 0.088
0.323 0.195 0.110
0.305 0.181 0.107

$ 0.265 $ 0.164 $ 0.075
0.229 0.135 0.123
0.226 0.151 0.120
0.284 0.170 0.032

$ 0.252 $ 0.165 $ 0.061

Sales
Doll»r
« 1.00 $ 1.00 

l.oo 
1.00

« 1.00 
¥ 1.00 

1.00 
1.00

S 1.0°

(*) as defined

Figures in this table have been compiled from those shown on Schedule
Schedule B6

This schedule shows finished goods inventories expressed in terms of Quan 
titles as reported by the 5 special companies grouped by periods as follows:

Finished Goods Inventories, expressed in terms of quantities, as at the 
end of each fiscal period reported under 1939.

Average Annual Finished Goods Inventories, expressed in terms of Qua 
titles, maintained during the pre-subsidy period 1940-1943. ^

Average Annual Finished Goods Inventories, expressed in terms 0 
quantities, maintained during the subsidy period 1944-47.

Finished Goods Inventories, expressed in terms of quantities at 
end of latest interim accounting period terminating in 1948.

/

1

(l

.
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These figures have been summarized below for these four periods in thous- 
and of pounds and in thousands of yards separately, due to the fact that some 
?* the companies reported their finished goods inventories in pounds and others 
111 yards.

In thousands In thousands 
of pounds of yards

1939 .......................................................................................... 12.989 22,390
1940-1943    7,537 10,569
1944-1947 ................................................................................ 6.498 4.480
1948 .......................................................................................... 9.602- 3,060

i This table indicates that on the average, stocks of finished goods reported 
. y the 5 special companies in 1948, were not in excess of the average year end 
IjYent°ries maintained throughout the twelve year period, and were consider- 

ty less than the finished goods inventories reported in 1939. 
r Inventories of finished goods expressed in terms of quantités have been 
^Ported by the 5 special companies at the end of each interim accounting period 

k°ni January 1946 to March 1948 inclusive. These figures have been averaged 
y quarter year periods and shown for each company on the attached schedule, 
summary of these figures appears below:

In .thousands In thousands 
of pounds of yards

1946-
First quairter ................................................................ 4.402 3,416
Second quarter .............................................................. 5,517 3,387
Third quarter ................................................................ 3.309 3.413

, Last quarter .................................. ................................ 3,229 3,617
1947-

First quarter .................................................................. 3.936 3,527
Second quarter .............................................................. 6.442 4.097
Third quarter ................................................................ 6.620 3,106
Last quarter .................................................................. 7.451 3,256

1948-
First quarter ................................................................. 7,703 3,060

Qu- the five companies together, inventories of finished goods in terms of
^ties do not appear to have materially fluctuated from one period to

Schedule B7

artieT^S scIle(Iule shows the unit selling prices and the components of cost of 
She,.; e,s Producing a significant sales volume as reported by each of the 5 

al companies.
nit selling prices and costs have been shown under the following dates: 

as at January 1, 1942 
as at September 15, 1947 
as at April 1, 1948.

Ugyain reP°rIIng the components of cost, the companies have followed their 
Use^j Methods of costing for purposes of determining selling prices and have 
I ePlacement prices of raw materials and current labour and overhead rates.
c°8ts ,ln‘<irmed that this system of costing is general in the industry and that, 
the **8 maintained on a process basis, figures were not available to reflect 

°I manufacture of the various articles reported on schedule B7. 
the c°mpanies have, in addition to giving a technical description of each of 

^tos reported supplied samples of the material itself in each case. 
been 1)ydE: Excuse me, Mr. Knight. Mr. Chairman, the companies have 
I co-operative and supplied these samples. They are available and

would be interesting for the members of the committee to have 
Hile ^|mPles distributed to them. Perhaps we could have them distributed 

Th F ^n’Sbt goes on reading.
u-'1.1 Vice-Chairman: That is a good idea. Spread them around while 
^night continues.
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The increase in prices over the past six years are shown on the following 
table, which indicates selling prices of the items reported, as at the dates 
indicated:

Dominion Textile Company Limited:
Unbleached Bed Sheeting, per yard ............
Dyed Drill, per yard .................... ......................
Printed Percale (Domestic Manufactured),

per yard .......................................................
White Flanelette, per yard ............................

Drummondville Cotton Company Limited:
Cotton Tire Cord, per pound ..........................
Rayon Tire Cord Fabric, per pound..................
Belt Duck, per pound ......................................
Fishing Twine, per pound....................................

The Montreal Cottons Limited:
White Broadcloth, Sanforized Shrunk, per

per yard to wholesalers ............................
Dyed Pocketing—Light Shades—(Direct), not

Mercerized, per yard......................................
Dyed Plain, Vicuna No. 13, Class 3 Colours

(Direct), per yard ......................................
Dyed Satine (Dominion) Class A Colours

(Direct), per yard ....................................
Canadian Cottons Limited:

Denim, per yard ...............................................
Work Shirting, per yard ..................................
Ticking, per yard .................................................
Cotton Blanket, per pair......................................

The Wabasso Cotton Company Limited:
“Beresford” Printed Percale, per yard..........
Unbleached Factory Cotton, per yard ..........
White Broadcloth, per yard ..........................

Jan. 1
1942

Sept. 15 
1947

Apr. 1 
1948

$0.2700
0.2800

$0.49875
0.4475

$0.6125
0.4975

0.1400
0.1075

0.2175
0.1850

0.2600
0.2300

$0.30644
Not Made 

0.3400 
0.3465

$0.5856
0.79828
0.5675
0.68475

$0.6840
0.80528
0.6500
0.6847»

$0.165 $0.27375 $0.370

0.165 0.2725 0.3375

0.1825 0.270 0.330

0.120 0.185 0.230

$0.1850
0.1750
0.2075
1.9250

$0.3075
0.2675
0.3300
2.8500

$0.3775
0.3200
0.4050 
3.0500

$0.1225
0.0975
0.150

$0.19125
0.16375
0.2825

$0.2475
0.235
0.340

ichIt would appear from these figures that selling prices have risen for ca1 
commodity in each succeeding period.

Schedule B8
ofThis schedule shows capital employed compared with earnings for each ^ 

the twelve years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive and for each of the five spt>c 
companies individually. There are two sets of figures namely,

(a) Capital compared with Earnings as shown on the Special Prelim»11 
Questionnaire, and g5

(t>) Capital compared with Earnings after adjusting inventory reserve» 
explained below.

The following is a definition of the terms used on Schedule B8.
Capital Employed includes:

Common Stock
Preferred Stock
Capital and Earned Surplus
Surplus created by the Refundable Portion of Excess Profits Tax. 
Reserves for Contingencies and other free reserves ;

Net Profit after Taxes includes: _ . ^
Net Profit shown at the foot of Statement 1 of the Special Prelim111 

Questionnaire
Percentage of Profit to Capital represents: - gd

The ratio of Net Profit after Taxes to Capital Employed as »e 
above.
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Included as a separate item on the Special Preliminary Questionnaire, for 
ach of the five special companies, is the amount charged or in some instances 
^edited as an inventory reserve, before determining Net Profit after Taxes, as 

defined above.
The second set of figures on schedule B8 shows Capital Employed compared 

uh Earnings after adding back or crediting the aforementioned inventory 
Serves to both Capital Employed as defined above and Net Profit after Taxes, 

h ii following table shows in comparative form the twelve year averages of 
°th sets of figures:

dominion Textile Company Limited ......................................... " %£
Urummondville Cotton Company Limited .................................. '
the Montreal Cottons Limited ...................................................... a.nS
Canadian Cottons Limited ......................................................... ? oS
the Wabasso Cotton Company Limited .................................. 0-0/0

Average for the five companies for the twelve year period ....

The foregoing figures have been analysed on an annual basis for each of the 
„.v'e sPecial companies and are shown in comparative form on schedule tss
attached.
f The following table has been prepared from these figures to show the average 
or the five companies for the periods indicated:

Percentage of net Profit
Capital Employed

Before After
adjusting adjusting
Inventory Inventory
Reserves Reserves

6-5% 7-0%
7-8% 9-1%
6-2% 6-4%
6-0% 5-5%
8-3% 8-5%

6-6% 6-9%

'"«on Textile Company Limited:
“efore adjusting inventory reserves .....................
'Viter adjusting inventory reserves ..................... i-o/o

Un&llf°OTdViU'e Cotton Company Limited:

n Aft°re inventory reserves .................. 9-7%
er adjusting inventory reserves “c Mo

C«

14 >”,reat Cottons Limited:
eiore adjusting inventory reserves .................... *j-7%
Her adjusting inventory reserves ....................... o-5%»odinBefor * °yons Limited:

Afte,.6 jlhusting inventory reserves 
‘lujusting inventory reserves ..

‘ h e
Sotlou Company Limited:

After „j. lU6.ting inventory reserves ..................... „ „
fixerage> a<Uusting inventory reserves ....................... 5-1%

Bef0rp r ffle five companies:
After ap“ting inventory reserves 

«'•justing inventory reserves .
Thof Net eppercentages shown in this table reflect the variation between the ratio 

teserv Y°fit to Capital Employed both before and after adjusting inventory 
or each of the three basic periods used throughout this report.

Pre-War Pre-Subsidy
Period Period
1936/39 1940/43

4-8% 6-4%
4-5% 9-2%

9-7% 8-4%
9-2% 12-0%

5-7% 7-2%
5-5% 8-3%

2-6% 8-5%
1-8% 9-1%

3-6% 12-0%
5-1% 13-6%

4-7% 7-6%
4-4% 9-6%

Subsidy
Period
1944-47
8-1%
7-2%

60%
7-0%

5-6%
5-5%

6-6%
5-2%

9-8%
6- 9%

7- 4% 
6-5%

SUMMARY

inf°rmafeXeCUtive °f each °f the fivî S^eC+hat I^ave'requtred. ^The^chedules
attao a i<)n and extended all the assistance that I ha | . j , jjeen pre-pareC>fd to this report and comparative tables included therein have oeen p 

4 ,r°fh the questionnaires submitted. wjsh toObtain be pleased to furnish any further informa hi 1 •

Respectfully submitted,
E. H. KNIGHT,

Chartered Accountant.
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Schedule Bl

TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Summary of Annual Sales and Operating Income (Cotton Group) 
for the twelve years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive 

(Thousands of Dollars)

Total for the individual financial years ended in
the following calendar years :

Pre-war period
1936 ..............................................................
1937 ..............................................................
1938 ..............................................................
1939 ..............................................................

.... $

Total
sales
52,013
59,477
55.108
52,011

Operating
income*

$ 4,509
5.764 
3,940 
4,673

% 218,609 $ 18,886

Pre-subsidy period
1940 ..............................................................
1941 ..............................................................
1942 ..............................................................
1943 ..............................................................

.... $ 76,335
95,178

117.961
117.798

% 11,172
16,244
19,964
16,820

$ 407,272 $ 64,200

Subsidy period
1944 ..............................................................
1945 ..............................................................
1946 ..............................................................
1947 ..............................................................

.... $ 109,916
107,035
100,382
116.063

$ 8,283
8.478
8,794
9.641

% 433.396 % 35,196

Totals for -the twelve years .......................... ___ S 1.059.277 $ 118,282

9,857Averages per year for the twelve years .... .... $ 88,273 $

Percentage 
of operating
income* to 

sales
8- 7%
9- 7%
7- 2% 
9-0%

8- 6%

14-8%
17-1%
16-9%
14- 3-%

15- 8%

7-5%
7- 9%
8- 8% 
8-3%

8-1%

11-2%

* Operating income represents profits from operations before deducting taxes on .fl
interest on borrowed money and other financial charges, inventory reserves and depreciating 
excess of the amounts allowed by income 'tax authorities, and does not include investment in 
and profits or losses on disposals of investments and fixed assets.
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TEXTILE ENQ UIR Y Sched ule B2
annual Sales and Operating Income (Cotton Group) fob the Twelve Years from 1936 to 1947 Inclusive

(Thousands of dollars)

5 special companies 14 other companies 3 subsidiaries of tire manufacturers

— Total
sales

Operating
income*

Percentage 
of operating 
income* to 

sales

Total
sales

Operating
income*

Percentage 
of operating 
income* to 

sales

Total
sales

Operating
income*

Percentage 
of operating 
income* to 

sales

$ $ % $ $ % $ $ %
Totals for the individual financial 

years ended in the follmoing 
calendar years.

Pre-war period—
1936........................................... 39,564 3,699 9-3 9,787 698 71 2,662 112 4-2
1937........................................... 45,016 4,976 111 10,876 679 6-2 3,585 109 30
1938........................................... 43,241 3,265 7-6 9,121 619 6-8 2,746 56 20
1939........................................... 37,854 3,472 9-2 10,818 1,096 10-1 3,339 105 31

165,675 15,412 9-3 40,602 3,092 7-6 12,332 382 31

Pre-subsidy period—
1940........................................... 56,025 9,096 16-2 15,738 1,993 12-7 4,572 83 1-8
1941........................................... 70,508 13,942 19-8 19,233 2,237 11-6 5,437 65 1-2
1942........................................... 92,240 18,007 19-5 19,961 1,814 91 5,760 143 2-5
1943........................................... 93,262 15,252 16-4 18,698 1,455 7-8 5,838 113 1-9

312,035 56,297 180 73,630 7,499 10-2 21,607 404 1-9

Subsidy period—
7-71944........................................... 84,036 6,827 8-1 17,394 1,336 8,486 120 14

1945........................................... 79,780 6,909 8-7 16,695 1,431 8-6 10,560 138 1-3
1946........................................... 74,026 7,024 9-5 17,257 1,504 8-7 9,099 266 2-9
1947........................................... 79,424 7,226 91 23,900 2,011 8-4 12,739 404 3-2

317,266 27,986 8-8 75,246 6,282 8-3 40,884 928 2-3

Total for the Twelve Years 794,976 99,695 189,478 16,873 74,823 1,714

Average per Year for the
Twelve Years....................... 66,248 8,308 12-6 15,790 1,406 8-9 6,235 143 2-3

* Operating Income represents profits from operations before deducting taxes on income, interest on borrowed money and other financial charges, inventory reserves 
and depreciation in excess of the amounts allowed by income tax authorities, and does not include investment income and profits or losses on disposals of investments 
and fixed assets.

PRIC
ES 
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Schedule B3

TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Analysis of Operations by Periods Indicated, on a Sales Dollar Basis, for the 
Five Special Companies Individually (Cotton Group)

—
Pre-war

period
1936-1939

Pre-subsidy
period

1940-1943

Subsidy
period

1944-1947

Average 
for the

12 years

DOMINION TEXTILE COMPANY 
LIMITED

Raw materials—Cotton.................................... 31.6 27.1 33.2 30.6
Raw materials—Other..................................... 12.4 14.8 17.0 15.2
Labour................................................................ 26.4 22.9 24.7 24.3
Overhead............................................................ 18.8 14.7 15.9 16.0
Operating income*............................................. 10.8 20.5 9.2 13.9

Sales dollar..................... $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00

DRUMMONDVILLE COTTON 
COMPANY LIMITED

Raw materials—Cotton.................................... 47.0 46.0 40.3 43.2
Raw materials—Other..................................... 1.2 3.1 19.8 12.1
Labour................................................................ 15.9 20.5 22.6 21.1
Overhead............................................................ 20.1 16.6 11.7 14.3
Operating income*............................................. 15.8 13.2 5.6 9.3__

Sales dollar..................... $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00____

MONTREAL COTTONS LIMITED
Raw materials—Cotton.................................... 21.1 17.7 22.9 20.3
Raw materials—Other..................................... 22.0 25.2 17.6 21.7
Labour................................................................. 28.6 27.6 33.2 29.9
Overhead............................................................ 19.2 16.6 17.7 17.6
Operating income*............................................. 9.1 12.9 8.6 10.5___

Sales dollar..................... $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 _____

CANADIAN COTTONS LIMITED
Raw materials—Cotton.................................... 26.9 21.7 23.7 23.8
Raw materials—Other...................................... 18.7 19.2 20.2 19.4
Labour................................................................. 29.0 27.2 33.1 29.8
Overhead............................................................ 19.6 14.5 14.4 15.7
Operating income*............................................. 5.8 17.4 8.6 1L3_____

Sales dollar..................... $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00__

WABASSO COTTONS LIMITED
Raw materials—Cotton.................................... 37.2 35.5 36.2 36.2
Raw materials—Other...................................... 12.1 9.1 7.3 9.4
Labour................................................................. 24.5 20.8 25.2 23.2
Overhead............................................................ 18.5 16.2 20.1 18.0
Operating income*............................................. 7.7 18.4 11.2 13^2____

Sales dollar..................... $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00

(*) Operating income represents profits from operations before deducting taxes on income, intercs ■ g 
borrowed money and other financial charges, inventory reserves and depreciation in excess of the anio 
allowed by income tax authorities, and does not include investment income and profits or losses 
disposals of investments and fixed assets. / ‘
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Schedule B4
TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Sales by Months (Cotton Group) 
for the 27 Months from January, 1946 to March, 1948 Inclusive

(Thousands of dollars)

Soles (Pro-rated where je\ 
quircd) to the /oil 
calendar months.*

January.........................

February......................

March........................
April........... *.................

May...........................
June...............................

July...............................

August......................
September....................

October.........................

November................
December.....................

Annual totals

Monthly average by class- 
ucations, for the 
month period.........

5 special companies 14 other comp

1946 1947 1948 1946 1947

$ $ $ $ S

6,454 7,307 11,473 1,535 1,707

6,354 7,334 9,559 1,361 1,859

5,875 6,652 8,408 1,628 2,260

7,867 11,278 1,532 2,105

7,481 9,710 1,496 2,202

5,062 8,316 1,374 2,029

4,438 7,983 1,340 1,856

4,851 8,431 1,447 1,738

5,626 8,568 1,383 1,995

6,353 10,189 1,534 2,253

5,916 8,325 1,369 2,171

5,886 8,159 1,344 2,016

72,193 102,252 29,440 17,343 24,191

7,551 1,836

3 subsidiaries of tire 
manufacturers

1948 1946 1947 1948

$ t $ $

2,709 775 945 1,334

2,570 815 998 1,187

2,758 971 989 1,329

772 1,072

861 1,209

695 1,008

684 1,001

718

673

995

986

554

844

1,342

1,277

756 1,120

8,037 9,118 12,942 3,850

960

!398l_
3



TEXTILE ENQUIRY Schedule B5
Analysis or Operations by Quarters of Years, on a Sales Dollar Basis, for the Five Special Companies Individually (Cotton Group)

1946 1947 1948

— 1st
quarter

2nd
quarter

3rd
quarter

4th
quarter

1st
quarter

2nd
quarter

3rd
quarter

4th
quarter

1st
quarter

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts. S cts.
DOMINION TEXTILE COMPANY LIMITED

Raw materials—Cotton..................................................................................... 0.300 0.378 0.233 0.294 0.327 0.335 0.298 0.342 0.325
Raw materials—Other........................................................................................ 0.141 0.100 0.089 0.129 0.180 0.194 0.218 0.202 0.264
Labour....................................................................................................................... 0.207 0.263 0.321 0.277 0.222 0.186 0.193 0.279 0.230
Overhead..................................................................................................... •........... 0.189 0.177 0.223 0.195 0.174 0.119 0.133 0.170 0.172
Operating income*................................................................................................ 0.103 0.082 0.134 0.105 0.097 0.166 0.158 0.007 0.009

Sales dollar............................................................. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

DRUMMONDVILLE COTTON COMPANY LIMITED
Raw materials—Cotton..................................................................................... 0.236 0.315 0.375 0.341 0.430 0.382 0.437 0.325 0.357
Raw materials—Other........................................................................................ 0.285 0.278 0.126 0.135 0.171 0.224 0.264 0.275 0.288
Labour....................................................................................................................... 0.275 0.257 0.352 0.280 0.214 0.194 0.203 0.250 0.224
Overhead................................................................................................................. 0.137 0.098 0.144 0.140 9.107 0.087 0.099 0.103 0.098
Operating income*................................................................................................ 0.067 0.052 0.003 0.104 0.078 0.113 (0.003) 0.047 0.033

Sales dollar............................................................ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

THE MONTREAL COTTONS LIMITED
Raw materials—Cotton...................................................................................... 0.229 0.236 0.125 0.242 0.303 0.276 0.284 0.259
Raw materials—Other........................................................................................ 0.213 0.148 Strike 0.175 0.227 0.159 0.150 0.137 0.150
Labour....................................................................................................................... 0.312 0.333 0.379 0.305 0.317 0.328 0.309 0.288
Overhead.................................................................................................................. 0.164 0.186 period 0.197 0.157 0.155 0.174 0.181 0.137
Operating income*................................................................................................ 0.082 0.097 0.123 0.069 0.066 0.072 0.089 0.166

Sales dollar............................................................. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CANADIAN COTTONS LIMITED
Raw materials—Cotton..................................................................................... 0.264 0.226 0.212 0.224 0.254 0.318 0.275 0.295 0.249
Raw materials—Other....................................................................................... 0.168 0.193 0.181 0.206 0.219 0.133 0.125 0.158 0.144
Labour....................................................................................................................... 0.338 0.320 0.333 0.337 0.379 0.312 0.283 0.324 0.302
Overhead................................................................................................................. 0.146 0.143 0.148 0.141 0.151 0.205 0.196 0.207 0.199
Operating income*................................................................................................ 0.084 0.118 0.126 0.092 (0.003) 0.031 0.121 0.016 0.106

Sales dollar........................................................ ... 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

THE WABASSO COTTON COMPANY LIMITED
Raw materials—Cotton..................................................................................... 0.317 0.375 0.325 0.342 0.311 0.418 0.425 0.437 0.433
Pvaw materials—Other....................................................................................... 0.072 0.069 0.076 0.074 0.079 0.062 0.060 0.048 0.062
Labour................................................................................................................... 0.279 0.246 0.280 0.274 0.264 0.263 0.220 0.242 0.232
Overhead.............................................................................................................. \ 0.214 0.205 0.209 0.187 0.223 0.143 0.197 0.172 1 0.179
Operating, income*............................................................................................. A 0.118 0.105 0.110 \ 0.123 0.123 \ 0.114 0.098 0.101 1 0.094

vastes doXVar....................................................... A l.oo \ 1.00 \ 1.00 \ 1.00 \ 1.00 \ 1.00 1.00 1.00 \ 1.00

* O'pexaXXxvg.Xxvc.OTixe. TexyresenXÆ, 'çyroÇvVs, Itotcx ox>eraAXorvs"betore «letXvveXÀng, Xauxee on income, 'mteïest on \>ottcrwed money and otixer ivnaneiat eb.auTg.es, inventory reserves 
axv\ deyfEeex&.\\on xtx o\ kXxe n.xxxo\xx\X,y, vaXXoxn- Y>v Sneome tens. a.\x\XvorxtXes, and àoea not, mdude xxvv estxxxent, income and \yrobtn or Xosses on tïxs\>osa\ ot xnv estmenta'xxx«X NS.'jxiO. 'x-e.yfcXra.
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Schedule B6

TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Finished Goods Inventories (Cotton Group), 
Expressed in Terms of Quantities for the Periods Indicated

The
Montreal
Cottons
Limited

Canadian
Cottons
Limited

The
Wabasso
Cottons

Company
Limited

Drummond-
ville

Cotton
Company
Limited

Dominion
Textile

Company
Limited

(Thousands (Thousands (Thousands (Thousands (Thousands
of yards) of pounds) of yards) of pounds) of pounds)

6,259 6,084 16,131 448 6,457

2,578 2,505 7,982 518 4,514

774 1,177 3,706 1,158 4,163

536 2,035 2,524 1,978 5,593

971 1,127 2,445 1,527 1,748
795 1,009 2,592 1,596 2,912
668 953 2,745 1,280 1,067
674 1,013 2,943 1,009 1,207

512 1,234 3,015 1,289 1,413
547 1,530 3,460 1,536 3,376
830 1,598 2,276 1,867 3,155
789 1,787 2,467 2,013 3,651

536 1,860 2,524 1,902 3,941

Term ®00(is Inventories expressed in 
Pani(,, , Quantities, reported by Com- 
ISSg ,0,e end °f each fiscal period from 
for coLl9J>7 inclusive, grouped as follows 

m par alive purposes:
^ at 1939............

^^^3^ Pre"sut>sidy period 

J^V°l of4 subsidy period

p ^Ported by Companies in 1948

1er Inventories averaged by quar-
year periods:

1946
I®* quarter. 
o"? quarter 
4^ quarter.

111 quarter
1947

'st quarter, 
quarter 
quarter. 

tn quarter.
1948

lst quarter
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TEXTILE ENQUIRY
Schedule B7— $

Unit Selling Prices and Components of Cost, of Articles Reported by the Five Special Companies
(Cotton Group) as at Dates Indicated

DOMINION TEXTILE COMPANY LIMITED

Unbleached bed sheeting—
Components of selling price:

Materials...............................................................................
Labour..................................................................................
Overhead.............................................................................
Profit or (Loss)..................................................................

Selling price per yard...............................

Dyed drill—
Components of selling price:

Materials..............................................
Labour..................................................
Overhead.............................................
Profit or (Loss) ..............................

Selling price per yard

Printed percale (Domestic manufactured)— 
Components of selling price:

Materials..................................................
Labour.......................................................
Overhead..................................................
Profit or (Loss)......................................

Selling price per yard...

White flanelette—
Components of selling price:

Materials..............................................
Labour..................................................
Overhead.............................................
Profit or (Loss)..................................

Selling price per yard

DRUMMONDVILLE COTTON COMPANY LIMITED

Cotton tire cord—
Components of selling price:

Materials...................................................................................
Labour.......................................................................................
Overhead..................................................................................
Profit or (Loss)......................................................................

Selling price per pound.................................

Rayon Tire Fabric—
Components of selling price:

Materials.................................................
Labour....................................................
Overhead................................................
Profit or (Loss).....................................

Selling price per pound

As at 
January 1, 

1942

As at
September 15, 

1947

$ cts

0.1248
0.0573
0.0569
0.0310

0.2700

0.1344 
0.0527 
0.0737 
0.0192

0.2800

0.0539
0.0397
0.0487
(0.0023)

0.1400

0.0460
0.0315
0.0373

(0.0073)

0.1075

0.18420
0.06100
0.05410
0.00714

$ cts.

0.29820 
0.09810 
0.08090 
0.02155

0.49875

0.2845
0.0851
0.1135

(0.0356)

0.4475

0.0987
0.0636
0.0802
(0.0250)

0.2175

0.1047
0.0490
0.0561

(0.0248)

0.1850

0.4125
0.0912
0.1072

(0.0253)

. 0.30644 0.5856

Not $0.72820
Manu- 0.01960

fac- 0.02900
tured 0-02148

$0.79828

As at 
April 1. 

1948

$ cts.

0.3366
0.1080
0.0817
0.0862

0.6125

0.3081
0.0875
0.U42
(0.0123)

0.4975

Note.—The figures of Profit or (Loss) represent the difference between the selling Pr>ce 
ponents of cost reported.

an1id &
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Schedule B7—Continued
TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Blîrr Selling Prices and Components or Cost, of Articles Reported by the Five Special Companies

(Cotton Group) as at Dates Indicated

DrUMMONDVILLE COTTON COMPANY LTD-Con 

BeltDuck-
omponents of selling price:

Materials........................................................................
Labour.......................................................................................
Overhead.......................................................................
Profit or (Loss)......................................................................

Pishi,
Selling price per pound,

P8 Twine—
Com“Ponents of selling price:

Materials.........................
Labour.........................
Cverhead........................
Profit or (Loss)................

Selling price per pound.

White TJH,E MONTREAL COTTONS LIMITED 
0adcloth, Sanforized Shrunk—

TaSs0fSel!in8PriCe;

Labour...............
Overhead.
1 r°fit or (Loss)............................ I ' 11". 11 * " I "IIIII

L Selling price per yard to wholesalers...
Com'n^ting—Light Shades (Direct), Not Mercerized—
Xn4tis0fsellingp,:ice;

Labour.
Overhead
Profit or (Loss)..................................................................

p. Selling price per yard.......................
uyed pi .

P-omnl'l’ 'icuna Mo. 13, Class 3 Colours (Direct)-
Ceertls°f.SeUingprice:
Labour ....................... . MMM
0vcrhead.Profit or (Loss)...................... .............

Selling price per yard.
Jycd ga,.

^orpnnlf ^pominion)—Class A Colours (Direct) 
^terials°f SeUing price:

Labour. ..............................................................
Overhead.'.'.:;:;::: ; ;;;;;;;

°fit or (Loss)..........................................................

Selling price per yard.
°nfip CANADIAN COTTONS LIMITED

T^eriaV SelUng price:

Labour " "
pierhead 
lrofltor (Loss)

Selling price per yard.

As at 
January 1, 

1942

$ cts

$0.1740
0.0587
0-0448
0.0625

$0.3400

$0-1740
0.0925
0.0821

(0.0021)

$0.3465

$0.0551
0.0735
0.0749

(0.0385)

$0.1650

$0.0645
0.0552
0.0613

(0.0160)

$0.1650

$0.0594
0-0584
0.0647
0.0000

$0.1825

$0.0301 
. 0-0483 

0.0548 
(0.0132)

$0.1200

$0.0898
0.0529
0.0425
(0.0002)

$0.1850

As at
September 15, 

1947

$ cts.

$0.4093
0-0624
0.0675
0.0283

0.5675

$0.40930
0.07310
0.13590
0.06645

$0.68475

$0.12410
0.11000
0.09210

(0.05245)

$0.27375

$0.1465
0.0828
0.0760

(0.0328)

.2725

$0.1325
0.0877
0.0797

(0.0299)

$0.2700

$0.0642
0.0726
0.0671

(0.0189)

$0.1850

$0.1615
0.0976
0.0590
(0.0106)

5.3075

As at 
April 1, 

1948

$ cts.

$0.4756
0.0731
0.0675
0.0338

0.6500

$0.47560
0.08560
0.13590
(0.01235

$0.68475

$0.1490
0.1286
0.0943

(0.0019)

$0.3700

$0.1631
0.0966
0.0776
0.0002

$0.3375

$0.1488
0.1022
0.0812

(0.0022)

$0.3300

$0.0778
0.0847
0.0684

(0.0009)

$0.2300

$0.1960
0.1022
0.0691
0.0096

$0.3775

C°St ^Ported figures of Profit or (Loss) represent the difference between the selling price and components
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TEXTILE ENQUIRY
Schedule B7— Concluded

Unit Selling Prices and Components or Cost, of Articles Reported by the Five Special CompaNI*8
(Cotton Group) as at Dates Indicated

CANADIAN COTTO FLLIMITED—Con.

Work Shirting—
Components of selling price:

Materials....................................................................
Labour........................................................................
Overhead...................................................................
Profit or (Loss)........................................................

Selling price per yard.....................

Ticking—
Components of selling price:

Materials..............................................
Labour..................................................
Overhead.............................................
Profit or (Loss)..................................

Selling price per yard

Cotton Blanket—
Components of selling price:

Materials..............................................
Labour..................................................
Overhead.............................................
Profit or (Loss)..................................

Selling price per pair.

THE WABASSO COTTON COMPANY LIMITED 
“Beresford” Printed Percale—

Components of selling price:
Materials..........................................................................
Labour..............................................................................
Overhead.........................................................................
Profit or (Loss)..............................................................

Selling price per yard...........................

Unbleached Factory Cotton- 
Components of selling price:

Materials..............................................
Labour..................................................
Overhead.............................................
Profit or (Loss)..........'.......................

Selling price per yard

White Broadcloth—
Components of selling price:

Materials..............................................
Labour...................................................
Overhead..............................................
Profit or (Loss)..................................

Selling price per yard

As at 
January 1, 

1942

$ cts

$0.0627
0.0489
0.0370
0.0264

$0.1750

$0.0843
0.0565
0.0415
0.0252

$0.2075

$0.6052
0.6480
0.3845
0.2873

$1.9250

$0.07215
0.02140
0.03681

(0.00786)

$0.12250

$0.05128
0.01852
0.02752
0.00018

$0.09750

$0.07047
0.03178
0.05235

(0.00460)

$0.15000

As at
September 15, 

1947

$ cts.

$0.1137
0.0812
0.0539
0.0187

$0.2675

$0.1529
0.1044
0.0586
0.0141

$0.3300

$0.9429 
1.1547 
0.5020 
0.2504

$2.8500

$0.11485
0.04806
0.07713

(0.04879)

$0.19125

$0.09955
0.04029
0.06017

(0.03626)

$0.16375

$0.12910
0.06470
0.10935

(0.02065)

$0.28250

As at 
April 1. 

1948

$ cts.

$0.1453 
0.0865 
0.0611 
0.0271

$0,186}
0.1094
0,0692
0.0403

$1.0502 
1.2100 
0 5483 
0.2415

*0.121*0 
0.04984 
0.07506 
0.1

$0-44103

02168

•$:iS
8:51

Note: The figures of Profit or (Loss) represent the difference between the selling price and < 
of cost reported.
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Schedule B8
TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Capital Employed and Earnings of the Five Special Companies (Cotton Group) 
From 1936 to 1947 Inclusive

(Thousands of dollars)

Reported on 
questionnaires

Per-
Capital Net profit centage

employed after taxes of profit 
to capital

$ $ %

25,911 1,043 4-0
25,858 1,432 5-5
25,776 1,442 5-6
25,289 999 4-0
25,033 1,741 7-0
25,481 1,934 7-6
25,369 1,374 5-4
25,949 1,517 5-8
26,322 2,009 7-6
26,665 2,788 10-5
26,800 2,120 7-9
26,820 1,729 6-4

25,939 1,677 6-5

2,376 324 13-6
2,493 290 11-6
2,487 166 6-7
2,491 176 71
2,757 381 13-8
2,977 336 11-3
2,997 134 4-5
3,054 143 4-7
3,109 169 5-4
3,326 376 11-3
3,369 202 60
4,353 101 2-3

2,982 233 7-8

6,728 349 5-2
6,768 309 4-6
6,780 282 4-2
6,896 617 8-9
6,841 275 40
7,019 608 8-7
7,487 848 11-3
7,496 340 4-5
7,465 399 5-3
7,359 403 5-5
7,348 407 5-5
7,418 434 5-9

7,134 439 6-2

Dominion textile company

LIMITED 
1936
937
938
939
940 

}94l 
j942
943
944 

1945

1947

Av,6raee for 1936 to 1947.

p^I?ndville COTTON 
COMPANY LIMITED

936.
937. "
938. '
939 '

1940
1941
1942. '
1943. '
1944. '
946.'

1946 '
1947 ■

Av,era*efor 1936 to 1947.'.

11 Montreal COTTONS 

1936 LIMITED
1937'
938.
939.

}94o.

1942

Si1947.

Av,6taee for
!936 to 1947.

After adjustment of 
inventory reserves

Capital
employed

Net profit 
after taxes

28,352 
28,775 
28,407 
27,951 
28,152 
29,222 
31,041 
33,181 
34,089 
33,751 
34,208 
35,174

31,025

2,528
2,674
2,644
2,639
2,958
3,287
3,487
3,830
4,002
4,149
4,334
5,537

3,506

7,471
7,468
7,463
7,572
7,919
8,208
8,770
8,893
8,854
8,790
8,890
9,123

8,285

1,024
1,908
1,156
1,030
2,198
2,555
3,305
3,077
2,544
2,107
2,497
2,675

2,173

336
320 
142 
167 
434 
445 
314 
429 
286 
306 
344
321

320

493
266
266
610
677
719
941
454
391
445
518
596

531

Per
centage 
of profit 
to capital

%

3- 6 
6-6
4- 1 
3-7
7- 8
8- 7 

10-6
9- 3 
7-5 
6-2 
7-3 
7-6

7-0

13- 3 
120
5- 4
6- 3

14- 7 
13-5
9-0

11-2
7- 1 
7-4 
7-9 
5-8

91

6-6
3-6
3-6
8-1
8-5
8-8

10-7
51
4.4
51
5- 8
6- 5

6-4
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Schedule B8—Continuel
TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Capital Employed and Earnings of the Five Special Companies (Cotton Group)
From 1936 to 1947 Inclusive

(Thousands ol dollars)

Reported on 
questionnaires

After adjustment of 
inventory reserves

Capital
employed

Net profit 
after taxes

Per
centage 
of profit 
to capital

Capital
employed

Net profit 
after taxes

Per
centage 
of pron 
to capit8

$ $ % $ $ %

CANADIAN COTTONS LIMITED

1936..................................................................... 8,223 144 1-8 10,363 340 3- 3 
2-6 
0-4 
0-9 
9-6
8- 7
9- 3 
8-8 
5-1
4- 9
5- 4
5-4

1937..................................................................... 8,200 335 4-1 10,275 270
1938..................................................................... 8,172 277 3-4 10,007 37
1939..................................................................... 7,917 84 M 9,758 90
1940..................................................................... 8,546 882 10-3 10,516 1,001
1941..................................................................... 8,848 778 8-8 11,000 960
1942..................................................................... 8,695 644 7-4 11,246 1,043
1943.................'.................................................. 9,201 696 7-6 12,123 1,068
1944..................................................................... 10,130 670 6-6 13,052 670
1945..................................................................... 10,305 643 6-2 13,227 643
1946..................................................................... 11,253 759 6-7 14,175 759
1947..................................................................... 11,775 790 6-7 14,697 790

Average for 1936 to 1947.............................. 9,272 558 60 11,703 640 5-5

THE WABASSO COTTON 
COMPANY LIMITED

1936..................................................................... 5,278 120 2-3 5,628 155 2-8
6-0
3-5
9-2

1937..................................................................... 5,478 255 4-7 5,928 355
1938..................................................................... 5,574 188 3-4 6,049 213
1939..................................................................... 3,471 158 4-6 4,171 383 15-7

14- 0
15- 
9-9

1940..................................................................... 3,940 645 16-4 4,740 745
1941..................................................................... 4,286 487 11-4 5,217 756
1942..................................................................... 4,810 729 15-2 5,850 887
1943..................................................................... 4,913 289 5-9 6,343 630 7-7
1944..................................................................... 5,137 506 9-9 6,567 506 7*1
1945..................................................................... 4,262 555 13-0 5,527 390 6-1
1946..................................................................... 4,354 341 7-8 5,619 341 6-7
1947..................................................................... 4,479 386 8-6 5,744 386

8-5
Average for 1936 to 1947............................... 4,665 388 8-3 5,615 479

if V'rCMr. Dyde: Now, Mr. Chairman, it is very near adjournment time ; 1 -;1[ 
might perhaps have any general questions, I do not like to embark on spe 
questions at this moment.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. On page 9, of this report, in the figures at the bottom of the page un 

1947; the eontrols came off September 15, did you not say?
Mr. Dyde: Yes, generally speaking.
Mr. Thatcher: Which will be the inventory figure of 1947? Would ^ 

be the third quarter or the fourth quarter? Look at this $6,620,000 or yl6 
September 30. Would that be the date then? I just do not understate 
dates of the quarters.

• .

The Witness: That is the average inventory reported to us during 
quarter period.
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By Mr. Fleming:
Q. With regard to the figures on the increase on the date the 10th and 

nth, the increase in sales price, I imagine that depends on a variation in 
quality. I do not suppose the witness could give us any comparison of quality 
0r that period?—A. No sir. .
. Q. Will there be any evidence later on, Mr. Dyde; to give these figures 

Significance?
Mr. Dyde: I had not thought it would be possible to do that except by 

takJ r.nTLPanies themselves. However, if a better way appears we will certainly

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. I was wondering if that had been covered in the questionnaire in the 

§eneral answers?—A. No sir.
Mr. Zaplitny: May we take it to mean—
The Vice-Chairman: Just before you continue, Mr. Zaplitny, Mr. V ilson 

.eiuinds us that in the questionnaire there were specifications which will give
11 Part information dealing with the point raised by Mr. Fleming.
hon ^r- Fleming : I presume there is a short answer to it and I thought we 

tter have it.
the ^le Vice-Chairman : As you might say, it is in the picture all right, in 
he questionnaire and that sort of thing ; and it may very well be it will 
p°isp)] ent as it is to get that evidence from the industry to make a comparison

CaseMr- Zaplitny: I was going to ask where the term “subsidy period” in all 
we s 18 used is a parallel period to when price ceilings were in effect; whether 
are f^n ^ake it to be understood that the subsidy period and price ceiling period 

ue same in all cases?
fie J 1G Vice-Chairman: We better make sure of that. It strike me it is

e same.
itia,. ^le Witness : I think there is a slight variation in dates, I believe—that 

ay come out.
The Vice-Chairman: I think it is only slight, isn’t it?

he Witness: Yes, I haven’t got the full details.
Mr. Zaplitny : But as a general proposition it can be taken that the 
-control period and the subsidy period are the same in all cases?

MG C1 tt \ TT3 vr A Nr • Venir mipcfinn ic rpallv t.n make SUfO of

Me,
the te^ Vice-Chairman:

d .Mr 
Period?' Zap

Your question is really to make sure of fixing 

litny: That is right. You know what we mean by the subsidy

^he Witness: Yes, you might take that. . j h
Fleming: There are some interesting samples coming^ tw samples

are Se Vice-Chairman: I have been asked t° say.,xy Cueh things as lingerie, 
or complete, that if any of you wish to carry away saPr°ns or anything like that, they could well be supplied.

^Ir- Fleming: May I ask another question, Mr. Chairman.
he Vice-Chairman: Yes

q By Mr. Fleming:
la§t (->n page 9, the figures of average inventory indicate that in the two 
hioUs 111'ds there has been an increase in the average ini entorv measured in 
lhat of pounds and the increase measured in thousands of yards; does 
MrryTTcate a change in the nature of the inventory carried? Are they 

& Meavrier goods now on inventory, more than formerly. A. jso.
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Q. What is the explanation of that apparent diversion or trend?—A. The 
explanation can be seen on schedule B-6, from which these figures have been 
taken. On page 9, of the report you have the total of the figures shown on 
schedule B-6. ,

Q. I do not think that quite answers my question, Mr. Knight. Table B-o> 
gives the total figures of page 9, but they both indicate that in the last two 
periods ; that is to say 1944 to 1947, in the one case and 1948 in the other i 
and the inventory measured in thousands of pounds has increased but measured 
in thousands of yards it has decreased. What is the explanation of that; 
they not carrying an inventory of heavier goods?—A. No. Some of the com' 
panics at that particular period had more pounds on hand and others had lesS 
yards on hand.

Q. Do the two columns apply to different companies?—A. Yes, they do.
Q. You mentioned earlier in your brief that some of the companies set the} 

figures up on a pound basis while others set them up on a yard basis. Now, 
would appear that the figures here do not apply to the same companies in ^ 
cases?—A. If you look at schedule B-6, you will see at the top of the pa8eZ 
Montreal Cottons Limited, and underneath that is the statement, thousands o 
yards. In other words, Montreal Cottons Limited reported their finished goods i 
thousand of yards. Running across the page you see that Wabasso Cotton 
Company, Limited also reported their inventories in thousands of yards. AToWj 
these two companies together at that particular period reported less yards o 
finished goods inventories than for the previous periods reported, whereas tn 
other three companies, Canadian Cottons Limited, Drummondville C-otto 
company, Limited and Dominion Textile Company, Limited all reported } 
thousands of pounds as having greater inventories on hand at that time than 1 
the previous quarters shown on page 9.

Q. Then the two apply to entirely different companies?—A. Yes.
The Vice-Chairman: May I interject now? Are you through for the m°me^ 

Mr. Fleming? We have reached the time for adjournment and there are a coni’ 
of matters pressing for a decision arising out of the morning meeting, and 1 
afternoon we will have an executive meeting.

We will adjourn now until 4 o’clock.
The committee adjourned to meet in executive session at 4 p.m.

Appendix “A”

KNIGHT & TRUDEL 
Chartered Accountants 

132 St. James Street, Montreal
April 3, 1948-

Dear Sirs:—We refer to the letter of April 1 which was sent to 3^$ 
by Counsel for the House of Commons Special Committee on Prices- ^ ^ 
same letter was written to a large number of textile manufacture 6 
Canada. . jj>

In the case of your company, the Committee requires inform»110 ■ jgd 
addition to the above. Accordingly, we now enclose a more Çc ‘ 
questionnaire and would ask you to complete the information^,
............................................................ and return it to us in dup1 ^
together with a covering letter signed by the chief executive
the chief accounting officer of the company, certifying the accuracy 0
information.
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In order to clarify any questions that may arise as to the compilation 
and submission of this more detailed questionnaire, it has been suggested 
that a meeting be held of the Accounts Executives by groups, as indicated 
at the office of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of the Province of 
Quebec, Suite 430, Canada Cement Building, Montreal. The time allotted 
for the meeting of the Accounts Executives of your group will be from
..................... p.m. to ........................ p.m., Wednesday, April 7, 1948. It
would be greatly appreciated if you would advise immediately if you 
intend to send a representative to this meeting.

WOULD YOU PLEASE CONFIRM IMMEDIATELY BY 
TELEPHONE OR WIRE.

Yours very truly,
®®K/jq,—

(signed) Knight & Trudel

Sent to: Ayers Limited
Bruck Mills Limited
Canadian Celanese Limited
Canadian Cottons Limited
Canadian Industries Limited—Nylon Division
Courtaulds (Canada) Limited
Dominion Textile Company, Limited
Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited
Dirummondville Cotton Company, Limited
Baton Manufacturing Company, Limited
The Montreal Cottons Limited
The Wabasso Cotton Company, Limited

Textile Enquiry
Special Preliminary Questionnaire 

NOTES
^mtes for guidance in the preparation of Statements 1 and 2.

Apply rebate on renegotiation of war contracts to sales of the year
2 ^PPÜcable.

Subsidies received and receivable should be shown in reduction of the 
c°st of the applicable raw material in the period to which the subsidy

3 applied.
Include in the Profit and Loss Statement under the appropriate fiscal

4 '.Car> subsequent years’ surplus adjustments.
Apply variation in opening and closing inventories on a pro-rata basis to 
Raw Material, Labour and the various components of overhead where 
applicable. Prepare statements reconciling these adjusted figures of

5 *{aw Material, Labour and overhead with the company’s records.
low cash discounts as deductions from sales or purchases, as the case 

g 'Uay be.
JVstuffs,- chemicals, starches and materials chiefly incorporated in the 

7 'nished product should be shown as “Raw Materials, Other”.
^‘ditional depreciation to include that depreciation set up in the com
pany’s books in excess of the amount allowed by the income tax
authorities.



Name of Company:
Name of Parent Company: 

(if any)
Date of fiscal year end:

Statement No. 1—Page 1
TEXTILE ENQUIRY 

(Special preliminary questionnaire)
Comparative Statement op Profit and Lobs, by Years 

(Omit cents)
1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941

Sales—Domestic 
Export

S % $ % $ % $ % $ % * %

Total.................................................................... S $ $ $ $ S

Miscellaneous operating income.......................................... $ $ $ % $

Less: Cost of sales and expenses.................................................................................

Raw Materials:
Principal raw material used (specify)..............
Other..........................................................................

Labour Costs:
Factory wages..........................................................
Office salaries...........................................................
Selling salaries..........................................................
Executive salaries....................................................

Depreciation.....................................................................
Rent....................................................................................
Advertising.......................................................................
Other expenses: Manufacturing...................................

Selling.................................................
Office...................................................

Total costs and expenses................................................. $
Operating Income before inventory reserves and taxes 

on income.................................................................  Î

$

$

$ $

$ S

Subsidies—
Gross subsidies received and receivable............... $
Less: Subsidies refunded.......................................

"Net subsidies retained and applied in reduction of 
costs......................................................................................................

s $ $ $ $

$ $ $ $%
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Statement No. 1—Page 2

TEXTILE ENQUIRY 

(Special preliminary questionnaire) 
Comparative Statement of Profit and Loss, by Years

1936

(Omit cents)
1937 1938 1939 1940 1941

Operating income before inventory reserves and taxes 
on income.................................................................. $ $ $ $ $ $

Add: Other income:
Dividends from subsidiary companies...................
Investment and other non-operating income.........

$ $ $ $ $ $

Less: Other charges:
Interest on bank loans.............................................
Interest on bonds and debentures...........................
Other financial and non-operating charges.............
Additional depreciation..........................................

Net income before provision for inventory reserves and 
taxes on income.......................................................  S $ $ $ $ $

Provision for:
Inventory reserves..................................................
Taxes on income......................................................

Net Profit.................................................................................. $ $ $ $ $ $

PRIC
ES 
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TEXTILE ENQUIRY 
(Special preliminary questionnaire)

Statement No. 1—Page 3

Compabative Statement of Profit and Loss, by Years

1942

(Omit cents)

1943 1944 1945 1946 1947

Sales—Domestic................................................................ S %
Export.....................................................................

$ % $ % $ % $ % $ %

Total............................................................... $ $ s $ $ $

Miscellaneous operating income....................................... $ $ $ $ $ $

Less: Cost of sales and expenses........................................
Raw Materials:

Principal raw material used (specify)..............
Other.....................................................................

Labour costs:
Factory wages.........................................................

Office salaries.......................................................
Selling salaries......................................................
Executive salaries................................................

Depreciation................................................................
Rent..............................................................................
Advertising..................................................................
Other Expenses: Manufacturing...............................

Selling.............................................
Office..............................................

Total costs and expenses................................................... S $ $ $ $ $

Operating Income before inventory reserves and taxes 
on income..................................................................... S $ s s s s

Subsidies
Gross subsidies received and receivable................ S
Less: Subsidies refunded.........................................

S $ $ s $

"Net Subsidies retained and applied in reduction of
costs............................................................................  S $ % % % %

"Net Subsidies retained and applied in reduction ot 
costs........................................................................................ % % $

3432 
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Statement No. 1—Page 4

TEXTILE ENQUIRY 

(Special preliminary questionnaire)

Comparative Statement of Profit and Loss, by Years 

(Omit cents)

1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947

Operating income before inventory reserves and taxes
on income.......................................................................... $ $ S $ $ $

Add: Other income:
Dividends from subsidiary companies.....................
Investment and other non-operating income...........

$$$$$$

Less: Other charges:
Interest on bank loans....................................
Interest on bonds and debentures...............
Other financial and non-operating charges 
Additional depreciation.................................

Net income before provision for inventory reserves and
taxes on income............................................................... $ $ $

Provision for: •
Inventory reserves.........................................................
Taxes on income.............................................................

$ $ $

G)
-fw
W

Net Profit

PRICES



Name of Company: TEXTILE ENQUIRY Statement No. 2—Page 1

Name of Parent Company: 
(if any)

Date of fiscal year end:

(Special preliminary questionnaire)

Comparative Statement of Profit and Loss, by Months 
(Omit cents)

1946

Jan. Feb. March April May June

Sales—Domestic................................................................ S % $ % $ % $ % $ % $ %
Export.....................................................................

Total..............................................................  $$$$$$

Miscellaneous operating income....................................... $ $ $ $ $ §

Less : Cost of sales and expenses:
Raw Malerials:

Principal raw material used (specify) 
Other......................................................

Labour costs:
Factory wages.......................................
Office salaries........................................
Selling salaries.....................................
Executive salaries...............................

Depreciation................................................
Rent.................. i.........................................
Advertising.................................................
Other expenses: Manufacturing..............

Selling............................
Office.............................

Total costs and expenses.................................................. $ $ $ $

Operating Income before inventory reserves and
taxes on income........................ .*.............................. $ $ * •

Subsidies:
Gross subsidies received and receivable............  $ $ $ *
Less: Subsidies refunded

subsidies retained and applied in reduction of 
costs............................................................................................... % % % % % $

3434 
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Statement No. 2—Page 2l
TEXTILE ENQUIRY 

(Special preliminary questionnaire)

Comparative Statenmet of Profit and Loss, by Months 

(Omit cents)

1946

January February March April May June
Operating Income before inventory reserves and taxes 

on income.......................................................................... $ $ $ $ $ $
Add: Other Income:

Dividends from subsidiary Companies...................
Investment and other non-operating income...........

$
Less: Other Charges:

Interest on bank loans...................................................
Interest on bonds and debentures..............................
Other financial and non-operating charges...............
Additional depreciation.........................

$ $ $ $ %

Net Income before provision for inventory reserves and _
taxes on income............................................................. % $ $ % $ %

Provision for:
Inventory reserves 
Taxes on income.

$ $ *Net Profit

PRICE
S



Statement No. 2—Page 3
TEXTILE ENQUIRY 

(Special preliminary questionnaire)

Comparative Statement of Profit and Loss, by Months 

(Omit cents)
1946

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Sales—Domestic 
Export....

$ % $ % $ % $ % $ % $

Total.............................................................. $$$$$$

Miscellaneous operating income....................................... $ $ $ $ $ $

Less: Cost of sales and expenses 
Raw materials:

Principal raw material used (specify)..............
Other.....................................................................

Labour costs:
Factory wages.....................................................
Office salaries......................................................
Selling salaries.....................................................
Executive salaries...............................................

Depreciation................................................................
Rent.............................................................................
Advertising.................................................................
Other expenses: Manufacturing................................

Selling.............................................
Office...............................................

Total costs and expenses..................................................  $ $ $ Î $

Operating income before inventory reserves and taxes
on income.................................................................... % $ $ $ *

Subsidies'.
Gross subsidies received and receivable................ $ $ $ -
Less: Subsidies retunded............................................... %

$

$

$

* % » « $ »"blet, subsidies retained and applied in reduction o!

3436 
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Statement No. 2—Page 4

TEXTILE ENQUIRY ,
(Special Preliminary Questionnaire)

Comparative Statement of Profit and Loss, hy Months 

(Omit cents)

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Operating Income before inventory reserves and taxes 

on income................................................................. $ $ t t $ $

Add: Other Income:
Dividends from subsidiary Companies.................
Investment and other non-operating income.........

$ $ t % s
Less: Other charges:

Interest on bank loans............................................
Interest on bonds and debentures.............:...........
Other financial and non-operating charges.............
Additional depreciation..........................................

Net Income before provision for inventory reserves and
taxes on income....................................................... $ $ $ $ $ $

Provision for:
Inventory reserves..................................................
Taxes on income......................................................

Net Profit............................................................................. $ $ $ $ $ $

PRICES 
3437



Statement No. 2—Page 5
TEXTILE ENQUIRY 

(Special preliminary questionnaire)
Comparative Statement of Profit and Loss, by Months 

(Omit cents)
1947

Jan. Feb. March April May June

Sales—Domestic................................................................ % % $ % $ % $ % $ % $ %
Export.....................................................................

Total..............................................................  $ S $ $ $ ?

Miscellaneous operating income....................................... $$$$$$

Less: Cost of sales and expenses 
Raw materials:

Principal raw material used (specify) 
Other..................................................

Labour costs:
Factory wages....................................
Office salaries.....................................
Selling salaries...................................
Executive salaries..............................

Depreciation.............................................
Rent...........................................................
Advertising...............................................
Other expenses: Manufacturing...............

Selling............................
Office..............................

Total costs and expenses................................................. $ $ $ $
Operating income before inventory reserves and taxes

on income................................................................. $ $ $ $
Subsidies:

Gross subsidies received and receivable............... % % % 5 S
Less; Subsidies relunded.......................................

% % « % » %
Yüei, subsidies retained sud appYxed iu reduction oi

3438 
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TEXTILE ENQUIRY 

(Special Preliminary Questionnaire)

Comparative Statement of Profit and Loss, by Months 

(Omit cents)

1947

Statement No. 2—Page 6

Jan. Feb. March April May June

Operating Income before inventory reserves and taxes
on income.......................................................................... $

Add: Other Income:
Dividends from subsidiary Companies....................
Investment and other non-onerating income...........

$

Less: Other charges:
Interest on bank loans...................................................
Interest on bonds and debentures..............................
Other financial and non-operating charges...............
Additional depreciation................................................

Net Income before provision for inventory reserves and
taxes on income............................................................... $ ,

Provision for:.
Inventory reserves.........................................................
Taxes on income..............................................................

Net Profit.............................................................................. $

PRIC
ES 

3439



TEXTILE ENQUIRY 
(Special preliminary questionnaire)

Statement No. 2—Page 7

Comparative Statement of Profit and Loss, by Months 
(Omit cents

1947

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Sales— Domestic 
Export....

$ % 8 % $ % % % $ % * %

Total.............................................................. $$$$$$

Miscellaneous operating income..................................... $ $ $ $ $

Less: Cost of sales and expenses..........................................
Raw Materials:

Principal raw material used (specify)..............
Other.....................................................................

Labour costs:
Factory wages.....................................................
Office salaries.......................................................
Selling salaries....................................................
Executive salaries................................................

Depreciation...............................................................
Rent..............................................................................
Advertising..................................................................
Other Expenses: Manufacturing...............................

Selling............................................
Office.............................................

Total costs and expenses s $ s s s s

Operating Income before inventory reserves and taxes 
on income..................................................................... $ $ $ $ $ $

Subsidies
Gross subsidies received and receivable................. $ S $
Less: Subsidies refunded..........................................

"Net Subsidies retained and applied in reduction of
costs............................................................................. % % %

S $

$

3440 
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TEXTILE ENQUIRY 
(Special preliminary questionnaire) 

Comparative Statement of Profit and Loss, by Months 

(Omit cents)
Statement No. 2—Page 8

1947

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Operating Income before inventory reserves and taxes
on income.................................. .................................. $ $ $ $ $ $

Add: Other Income:
Dividends from subsidiary Companies..................
Investment and other non-operating income..........

$$$$$!

Less: Other charges:
Interest on bank loans...............................................
Interest on bonds and debentures............................
Other financial and non-operating charges..............
Additional depreciation............................................

Net Income before provision for inventory reserves
and taxes on income.................................................. $ $ $

Provision for:
Inventory reserves.....................................................
Taxes on income.........................................................

Net Profit.................................................................................. $ $ $

$

$

PRIC
ES 
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Statement No. 2—Page 9
TEXTILE ENQUIRY 

(Special Preliminary Questionnaire)
Comparative Statement of Profit and Loss, by Months 

(Omit cents)

1948

Jan. Feb. March

Sales—Domestic................................................................ % % $ % $ %
Export.....................................................................

Total.............................................................. $ $ $
Miscellaneous operating income........................

Less: Cost of sales and espenses..........................
Raw Materials:

Principal raw material used (specify) 
Other.....................................................

Labour costs:
Factory wages.........................
Office salaries.......................................
Selling salaries.....................................
Executive salaries...............................

Depreciation................................................
Rent.............................................................
Advertising.................................................
Other Expenses: Manufacturing..............

Selling............................
Office.............................

Total cost and expenses $ $ $

Operating Income before inventory reserves and taxes 
on income....................................................................  $

Subsidies
Gross subsidies received and receivable................. $ $
Less: Subsidies refunded..........................................

Net subsidies retained and applied in reduction otcosts....................................... H % *

3442 
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TEXTILE ENQUIRY
Statement No. 2—Page 10

(Special Preliminary Questionnaire)
Comparative Statement op Profit and Loss, by Months

(Omit cents)
1948

Jan. Feb. March

Operating Income before inventory reserves and taxes
on income................................................................. $ $ $

Add: Other Income:
Dividends from subsidiary Companies.................
Investment and other non-operating income.........

S $ $

Less: Other charges:
Interest on bank loans.............................................
Interest on bonds and debentures..........................
Other financial and non-operating charges.............
Additional depreciation..........................................

Net Income before provision for inventory reserves
and taxes on income................................................ $ $

Provision for:
Inventory reserves..................................................
Taxes on income......................................................

$ $ $Net Profit

PRIC
ES 
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Name of Company: Statement No. 3—Page 1
TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Name of Parent Company:
(if any) (Special Preliminary Questionnaire)

Date of fiscal year end: Comparative Balance Sheets

1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941

Assets—
(Details)..................................................................  $ $
(Indicate basis of valuation of various categories 

of assets)............................................................
$ $ $ $

% $ $ $ $ $
—------- --- - —------------ -— -------- ---  ------------------ t*1

Liabilities and Capital—
(Details).................................................................. S $
(Differentiate between Habilites to third parties 

and free reserves, capital and surplus).............

Q

$ $ $ $ ^
O
o
Ü

$ $ $ $ $ $ ^

>-3

3444 
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Statement No. 3—Page 2
TEXTILE ENQ UIR Y 

(Special preliminary questionnaire)
Comparative Balance Sheets

1942 1943 1944 1945 1940 1947

Assets—
(Details)..................................................................... $$$$$$
(Indicate basis of valuation of various categories 

of assets)

$ $ $ $ t

Liabilities and Capital—
(Details).....................................................................  $ $ $ $ $ $
(Differentiate between liabilities to third parties 

and free reserves, capital and surplus)

$$$$$$

Statement No. 4—Page 1
Name of Company:

Name of Parent Company (if any):

Date of Fiscal Year End:

TEXTILE ENQUIRY 
(Special preliminary questionnaire)

Analysis of Surplus Accounts

1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941

Balance of Surplus Account at beginning of fiscal year. $ $ $ $ $ $
Additions (Details)..................................................

$$$$$$

Deductions (Details)................................................

Balance of Surplus Account at end of fiscal year..........  $ $ 8 $ $ $

Note.—The annual net profit shown should agree with Statement No. 1.

PRIC
ES
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Statement No. 4—Page 2

TEXTILE ENQUIRY 
(Special preliminary questionnaire)

Analysis of Surplus Accounts

1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947

Balance of Surplus Account at beginning of fiscal year $$$$$$ 

Additions (Details)...........................................................

$ $ $ $ $ $

Deductions (Details

Balance of Surplus Account at end of fiscal year..........  $ S $ $ S

Note: The annual net profit shown should agree with Statement No. 1.

3446 
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PRICES 3447

Name of Company:

Name of Parent Company :

(if any)
^ate of fiscal 

year end:

SPECIAL PRELIMINARY QUESTIONNAIRE—INVENTORIES
BY QUANTITIES

Show in pounds, yards or some similar basis, the total quantities of finished 
goods on hand at the end of each fiscal year for the following periods.

1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947

and bv months as follows:
1946—January 

February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December

^47—January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December

1948 January 
February 
March
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Statement No. 6—Page *

TEXTILE ENQUIRY 

(Special Preliminary Questionnaire)

Comparative Selling Prices 

Dominion Woollens & Worsteds Ltd.

For each of the following articles manufactured by your Company,

Yarndyed Worsted 
Piecedyed Worsted 
Tweed 
Overcoating

choose the type producing the greatest sales volume and show on the dated indicated:

As at As at As at
Jan. 1, Sept. 15, April 1.

1942 1947 1948__ _

Yarndyed Worsted

Style reference number, description and full specifications

Unit Selling Price $

Cost thereof, as per Company’s records:
Material............................................................... $
Labour.................................................................
Overhead............................................................

and Annual volume of Sales in Dollars and Quantities 

for the fiscal year 1942.. %

for the fiscal year 1947.. $

$

As at 
Jan. 1, 

1942

Piecedyed Worsted

Style reference number, description and full specifications

As at 
Sept. 15, 

1947

As a* 
April *' 

1948

Unit Selling Price.....................................................  $

Cost thereof, as per Company's records:
Material............................................................... $
Labour.................................................................
Overhead............................................................

and Annual volume of Sales in Dollars and Quantities 

for the fiscal year 1942.. $

$

for the fiscal year 1947.. $



PRICES 3449

Statement No. 6—Page 2

TEXTILE ENQUIRY 

(Special preliminary questionnaire)

Comparative Selling Prices 
Dominion Woollens & Worsteds Ltd.—

T^EEd—

tyle reP-rence number, description and full specifi
cations:

Unit Selling Price...............................

As at 
Jan. 1, 

1942

$

As at As at
Sept. 15, April 1

1947 1948

$ $

last thereof, as per Company's records:

Material..........................................
Labour............................................
Overhead..................................

$ $

and Annual Volume of Sales in Dollars and Quantities

for the fiscal year 1942..................$

for the fiscal year 1947..................$

0
*X'kriNG~

reference number, 
cations: description and full specifi-

As at 
Jan. 1, 

1942

As at As at
Sept. 15, April 1,

1947 1948

Unit Selling Price...........................

ereof, as per Company's records: 
Material.
labour. ..........................................
Uvcrhead........................................

$

$

$ $

$ $

and Annual \ olume of Sales in Dollars and Quantities

lor the fiscal year 1942.................. *

for the fiscal year 1947..................$
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APPENDIX “B”

House of Commons

CANADA

Room 400, Elgin Bldg.,
Ottawa, April 1, 1948.

Dear Sirs,—By its terms of reference the House of Commons Special 

Committee on Prices is appointed to examine and report as to:
(a) the causes of the recent rise in the cost of living;
(b) prices which have been raised above levels justified by increased costs,
(c) rises in prices due to the acquiring, accumulating or withholding fr0*0 

sale by persons, firms or corporations of any goods beyond amount5 
reasonably required for the ordinary purposes of their businesses.

The Committee has decided to examine Textiles and it is expected that 
public hearings will take place at Ottawa at a date to be determined. If officers ° 
your company are invited to give evidence you will be notified later as to t 
time at which they should come to Ottawa. ^

For the purposes of its examination the Committee has appointed ^ ■ ■ 
Maurice Samson, C.A., as accountant to receive, summarize and report on dl'e" 
tionnaires, and to examine the books and records of companies in the industV 
Mr. Samson has advised us that Mr. Harry Knight, C.A., will be associated w1 
him in this work and in direct charge of the examination. .

In this connection we are now enclosing two copies of a questionna^ 
requesting certain information from your company. Please return one copy 
the questionnaire duly completed to Mr. Harry Knight, c/o Knight & Trudel, 1 
St. James St. W., Montreal, not later than 15th April, 1948.

If you have any questions in connection with the supplying of this infor111^ 
tion, would you please communicate directly with Mr. Knight at the ab° 
address, or he may be reached by telephone at Montreal, (Harbour 3239) -

Yours very truly,
(signed) H. A. DYDE,

Counsel
FABIO MONET 

Counsel
Special Committee on Prices

/AG
Sent to: 136 companies listed by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics in then j 

Census of Industry Reports as being manufacturers of cotton yarI1 
cloth, woollen cloth and artificial silk and nylon.

for

Room 400, Elgin Bldg.,
Ottawa, April 1, 19^'

Dear Sirs,—A letter and questionnaire similar to the enclosed is bciniV 0f 
warded to all manufacturers of woollen cloths as listed in the 1945 1)ed
Industry Report. Your name is included in this list but we have been im° 
that your manufacturing activities are restricted to hand-weaving.



PRICES 3451

_ If this is the case would you please write to Mr. Harry Knight, C.A., cy o 
Knight & Trudel, 132 St. James Street, West, Montreal, advising him as to the 
nature of your operations and stating the total sales volume during your last isca 
year, if you are engaged only in hand-weaving, it will not be necessary for you 
1° complete the attached questionnaire unless you hear further from Mr. mg i .

Yours very truly,

H. A. DYDE, 
Counsel

Special Committee on Prices

W/MES.
Sent to: The Spider Looms, Ltd.

The Squier Studio 
Island Weavers 
Canadian Weave Craft Co. 
Little Shop Inc.
Canadian Homespun Regd.

Room 400, Elgin Bldg.,

Ottawa, April 1, 1948.

Kcar Sirs,—A letter and questionnaire similar to the enclosed is being for- 
Ind to all manufacturers of woollen cloths as listed in the 1945 Census of 
tha+US^ Report. Your name is included in this list but we have been informée! 
arm- y°Ur activities are restricted to rabbit fanning and the manufacture of 
ngOra WnnlWUOI.

Knight !*\e ?2“would you P'ease write to Mr. Harry Knight, C.A., c/o 
ature0f v, !( C ’ . "ame? Street, West, Montreal, advising him as to the

at)y furtlior. !r operations, in which event it will not be necessary for you to supply 

If I, information at this time.^0u Pleasp'n ' 01 ’ ,you are a^so engaged in the manufacture of woollen cloths, would 
omplete and return the attached questionnaire.

W/'ME;S.
6nt to: The Angoras of Abercorn

Yours very truly,
H. A. DYDE,

Counsel
Special Committee on Prices

Room 400, Elgin Bldg.,
Ottawa, April 1, 1948.

War£'a,r Sirs: A letter and questionnaire similar to the enclosed is being for- 
nc*Ustr\ lt>aii manufacturers of woollen cloths as listed m ic .that1? ReP°rt. Your name is included in this list but we have been informed 

of 16^ VGry sma11 Percentage of your activities are related to the manufacture
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If this is the case, would you please write to Mr. Harry Knight, C.A., c/° 
Knight & Trudel, 132 St. James Street, West, Montreal, advising him as to the 
extent of your operations and if you can show that less than 10 per cent of y0^1’ 
total business is related to the manufacture of textile products, it will not be 
necessary for you to supply any further information at this time. . ,

If, however, the manufacture of woollen fabrics constitutes a substantia 
portion of your total business, would you please complete and return the attache 
questionnaire.

W/MES.

Yours very truly,
H. A. DYDE,

Counsel, Special Committee on Price**.

Sent to: Acme Glove Works Ltd.
Room 400, Elgin Bldg.,

Ottawa, April 1, 1948.
Dear Sirs: A letter and questionnaire similar to the enclosed is being 

warded to all manufacturers of rayon and nylon yarns and fabrics as listed in 1 
1945 Census of Industry Report. Your name is included in this list but we ha 
been informed that it has been so included in error and that your manufactuii = 
activities are restricted to the making of cotton thread. ,Q

If this is the case would you please write to Mr. Harry Knight, C.A., C 
Knight & Trudel, 132 St. James Street, West, Montreal, advising him as to ^ 
nature of your operations, in which event it will not be necessary for y°u 
supply any further information at this time. or

If, however, you are also engaged in the manufacture of cotton, rayon 
nylon yarn or fabrics, would you please complete the attached questionnaire.

Yours very truly,
H. A. DYDE,

W/MES. Counsel, Special Committee on PriceS'

Sent to: Dominion Thread Mills.
Room 400, Elgin Bldg.,

Ottawa, April 1, 1948-

Dear Sirs: A letter and questionnaire similar to the enclosed is 
forwarded to all manufacturers of cotton yarns and fabrics as listed in the p 
Census of Industry Report. Your name is included in this list but we have ^ ^ 
informed that your manufacturing activities are restricted to the making 
laundry nets. _ QJo

If this is the case would you please write to Mr. Harry Knight, C.A-> 
Knight & Trudel, 132 St. James Street, West, Montreal, advising him as ^ 
nature of your operations, in which event it will not be necessary for y° 
supply any further information at this time. 0r

If, however, you are also engaged in the manufacture of cotton yar 
fabrics, would you please complete and return the attached questionnaire.

Yours very truly,

W/MES H- Al DYDE<Counsel, Special Committee on Price

Sent to: Messrs. Talbot & Talbot.
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Chambre 400, Edifice Elgin,
Ottawa, Ont.
Le 2 avril 1948.

^her Monsieur,acjr Nne _lettre et un questionnaire, semblable au questionnaire inclus, sont 
ind°SSe-S a tous ^es manufacturiers de tissus de laine énumérés dans le rapport 
foi^^rid de 1945. Votre nom est inclus dans ce rapport. Nous sommes toute- 

mformés que vos activités se limiteraient au tissage à la main, 
de r v°s activités se limitent au tissage à la main il ne vous sera pas nécessaire 
Il x,ClnP^r le questionnaire inclus à moins qu’il ne vous soit demandé plus tard. 
s0jn')uf faudra cependant décrire à M. Harry Knight, comptable licencié, aux 
opérât' et Trudel, 132, rue St-Jacques ouest, Montréal, la nature de vos
de ,lons en ayant le soin d’indiquer le volume total de vos ventes au cours 

°tre dernière année fiscale.

ce. Le Métier
Monsieur N. Poisson 
Melle Carmen Poirier

Votre bien dévoué,
F AB 10 MONET, 

Avocat. Comité Spécial des Prix.

L°o ms
Sicile varmen roirier , rri,p S'aider

(Note: The above is a French translation of proceeding lettei
Mo Tri xLtd.) Schedule “A”

Textile Enquiry 
Preliminary Questionnaire

DaS6 rf comPanv:
La ° °* lncorPoration:

-. Heari'n®r which incorporated:
5 pi/ Office address:
6. \^one number:
L Name*°ffC!1-ief executive officer:n' Nature !,f( 1IÜC(°rs an(I other officers and positions held :
?■ Date nf fl pr?ducts manufactured and sold:
10. A>ahl fiscal year end:et of ownersi|ipSU*)S^’ary comPanics engaged in the textile industry and

^ >ach t^e attached schedules as to sales and profits of the company
e this crm su ^îdiaries engaged in the textile industry.

ecco ' If con” I>Iease notc:-to su)1( at°d figures for sales and profits are shown it will not be
Pet j Income f!mt mi°rmation separately for the parent and each subsidiary.

nc°nie hnf ron? operations shown on the attached schedule should be the

\ 1.5® deductingne .v ucuuv. _money,
(u) provision for taxes on mcom , ^ on other bor
b) bond interest, bank interest and mtcre- amount

(e) inventory reserves, _ v’s books in excess
(d) depreciation set up in the com, \ --^cs 

allowed by the income tax autlwiuc^Pnd<tsl‘°Uld e-;u-u Dy tne income iax authoritiesV and fl/.„ !ude mvestment income and profit or loss on disposal of invest-

KyNoTE; nTX,ed assets.Ct- C.A '!/ questionnaire must be completed and returned to Mr. Harry 
chief °re the vvnmght and Trudel, 152 St. James St, W., Montreal, Que., on 
the apeXccutive °«/ APrd> 1948, together with a covering letter signed by the 

CUracv nf°LLCe.r and the chief accounting officer of the company certifying 

y °f the information.
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Schedule ■B”
TEXTILE ENQUIRY 

Preliminary Questionnaire 
Schedule of Annual Sales and Profits

Name of Company: 
Address:

Sales of 
cotton 
yarns 
and 

fabrics

Sales of 
woollen 
products

Sales of 
rayon and 

nylon 
yarns and 

fabrics

Sales of 
other 

products

Total

Sales

Operating 
Income (as 
defined in 
attached 

Schedule A)

$ $ S $ $ $

Fiscal 
Year 

ended in

Net Profit 
after pro
vision io> 
taxes on
income

1936.
1937.
1938.
1939.
1940.
1941.
1942.
1943.
1944.
1945.
1946.
1947.

Schedule

TEXTILE ENQUIRY 
Preliminary Questionnaire

Schedule of Monthly Sales and Operating Income
Name of Company: 
Address:

Month of
Operating Inf?'"6 

Total Sales (as denned ,n, j) 
Schedule A attac^

1946—January
February...
March........
April..........
May...........
June............
July............
August.......
September. 
October.... 
November. 
December..

Total............................................................................................................... $

1947—January........................................................................................  $
February......................................................................................
March...........................................................................................
April.............................................................................................
May..............................................................................................
June...............................................................................................
July...............................................................................................
August.........................«................................. ..............................
September...................................................................................
October........................................................................................
November...................................................................................
December...................................................................................

Total............................................................................................................... S

1948—January......................................................................................... ®
February......................................................................................
March...........................................................................................

Total............................................................................................................... $

If March figures will not be available by April 15, 1948, do not delay returning this ques' 
that date but submit the March figures separately as soon as possible.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Wednesday, June 2, 1948.
T*!) n^Ue to ae ,vP®cjal Committee on Prices called for 4 p.m. met at 4.30 p.m. only,

. a UlVision npirirr 4-L „ TT---- mi ^ r i ■>

Th

to a divieiTr! CUIUIUUl',t'e,0n rrices called for 4 p.m. met at 4.30 p.m. only, 
°sided. " 1 1 x-mg called in the House. The Vice-Chairman, Mr. Maybank.

etcher, WhittTs'^Za' )litnCSSrS" ®caudr^’’ Fleming, Lesage, Maybank, Merritt,
Mr. ft A J>’ 3P 1 ny '
j^r K.C., Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.

Æd to ant.!'", TV6d ,that rePresentatives of at least two labour unions be 
^■tiotis in at . <‘,®F1e the committee, to give their viewpoint on prices and 
^ 1 the textile industry.
been dealt ^a.’r,m?'n riJled the motion out of order on the ground that this 
TVr „ ‘ Ult 1 m aa executive session of the committee on June 1.

JJ jj rr . .

' iVnight, Chartered Accountant, was recalled and further examined.
^Sence of8tnP/°Ceedi?«s> Mr. Fleming occupied the chair in the temporary 

^ the vice-chairman.

Utle 3, at Yl'1.}dness fctired and the committee adjourned until Thursday,

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.

“®«-u





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons,

June 2, 1948.

CU-^16 Special Committee on Prices met this day at 4.00 p.m. The Vice- 
«airman, Mr. R. Maybank, presided.

Hiatt *16 Vicb;Chairman : Gentlemen, will you come to order please. The first 
havc°y ,?f business is that I should put upon the record the telegram which you 

a J seen- There is no need to read it but it has been sent out to those11. _ n l+V»micr]-i^ need 'to reaa il u uu 1 u new — _
I do nnfUl iaUltin® nrms- ine answers perhaps ought to go on the record although 

snrmnoo vnn want, t.hpm road at the moment. There has been a number
- seen. l nere is nu

r ' eral defaulting firms. The 1 > not 
C repli,
Ration
°f;;r suppose you want them read at the moment, meu ^ ~........ati b les which also ought to go on the record and be attended to. As an illus-

’ — ’ ^ B-----u onnttipr px-nlains thatOnn W w ^ bW/ülU Cl 11U. k/v aoi/wv.------------there ha- 1 answer reQuests that forms be sent in French, another explains that 
Hn$\verec| ^'cn some misunderstanding, and there are some firms which have not 
^alR. T 3 ' think I can safely leave this matter in the hands of counsel. 
f>omd not sUPPose there is no particular reason why the demanding telegram 
Mr. on the record. My reason for bringing this to your attention,

Mr lÿ. S 0 discover whether there are any firms continuing to be in default.
Tl10 y tNTERS: Were any forms sent in French?

[)|’°Oounci„!; E'( 'HAIRMAN ; Yes, one firm with a decidedly French name, and my 
^ench h„?n+u1S n°h very 8°°d, Aux Tissages Français Limited received forms 

*.at you 1 lcy coml>lained and insist that English forms be supplied. I think
llnds iIN, ?w® i]rom Quebec will have to get your people to make up their

M what they want.
The yEALDaY: ^ e will know that in about a month and a half. 

ïce-Chaieman: The demanding telegram is as follows :
O* Special Committee on Prices of the House of Commons of 
ins v a las received evidence from its auditors that information respect- 
and tlUl )Uslness bas been requested of you by the committee’s counsel 
Prcsun 8 r °U *lave tailed to supply same stop The committee upon the 
irum0fr!t<?n ^ia*; sucb evidence is correct now requires that you explain 
tion a n h! i l)y telcSram why you have thus failed to supply the informa- 
bc sm tllat y°u indicate whether and how soon such information will 

PPued by you and further that you proceed to supply same.
RALPH MAYBANK, 

Vice-Chairman of Committee.
TheV^e-Ykairman: I think there are only two French-speaking members 

!;h(- moment but the English-speaking members will pass Çensuie upo 
Perhans wn slinnlH nlsn include French counsel. Will you check and let

Preset }Tce-C hairman : 
thctn -“viuoau wu-u uiav juugiioi* ------------ G

5 havo a wp should also include French counsel 
Mr ‘ tontinuing report in the morning, Mr. Dyde 
x, • 13yde: Yes. Mr. Chairman.Mr
bum* Before you proceed, Mr. tt-n*. «*£$SSSIVII ail e 1

ÿ err “«“-e " :hiclSi"^vesSS
to Personal 1 'l)rcsentatives of labour unions, vu™... —I thjXf their .«j Y an,‘ t° the chair and others, that they would like to appear 

in vie\vGf v,the Pr'ce question in connection with the textile matters. 
0 the fact that we are hearing anywhere from five to twenty

3455
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more companies we should decide at this time to bring one or two labour 
organizations. It has been suggested that the Catholic Syndicate and the C.C-L- 
would be good unions to call. I do not know which unions would best qualify 
for appearance but I think that we should give them some time to prepare their 
briefs. The companies which are appearing have had some weeks notice and 
therefore I think that we should decide to call these union witnesses and gh'e 
them an opportunity to present their side or else now we should decide not to 
call them. If we decide to allow them to come we can give them proper notice- 
I would move, seconded by Mr. Zaplitny, that this committee subpoena two 
members from two unions.

Mr. Lesage: Who is going to decide which ones they will be?
Mr. Thatcher: I would leave that to counsel. I am sure that no memb6'" 

of the committee would like to deny the right of those unions to give informal1® 
on the price question. I think they could give us information which would 
valuable and I think in fairness we ought to give them an opportunity to ma 
their presentation. I would make that motion.

The Vice-Chairman : I am afraid that I will have to rule that out of ord®r 
Mr. Thatcher: On what grounds? ^
The Vice-Chairman : On the ground that it was discussed yesterday 9 

you and Mr. Lesage were to constitute a committee of two—
Mr. Thatcher: With a reservation—
The Vice-Chairman : I will come to the reservation in a moment. ^ 

and Mr. Lesage were appointed a committee of two to watch the evidence 9^e 
see whether you could conclude that there would be any value in calling 
labour representatives.

Mr. Thatcher: I concluded that there would be—
The Vice-Chairman: Just a moment. You expressed the reservation 

that time that you would still be free to bring the matter up at this meetm^y 
case there could not be an agreement after consideration of the matte ^ ^ 
yourself and Mr. Lesage, particularly if the matter was not satisfacto . r 
yourself. You are free to bring in a motion but not at the present time>.^e 
until there has been something in the way of an observation by that c°lT11® 
of two which was appointed yesterday. I think it is clear that as far as 
is concerned the motion is out of order and I so rule.

Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Chairman, on what grounds do you rule that? ^ 
The Vice-Chairman : I have just stated the grounds. The matter 

discussed yesterday—
Mr. Thatcher: In secret session. gjo9
The Vice-Chairman: There was nothing of the nature of a secret s 

about it.
Mr. Thatcher: I have been asked by the group to which I belong

that motion.
The Vice-Chairman: You have made the motion and it has been 

of order.
ruled nU*

Mr. Thatcher: I appeal your ruling.
Mr. Lesage : There is no appeal.
Mr. Thatcher: My goodness, Mr. Chairman—
The Vice-Chairman : I do not know whether there is an appeal bu 

is no use arguing after the fact. ’ ?
Mr. Thatcher: Are you ruling a time when I can make the m°tlorWjj t>6 

The Vice-Chairman: I am not ruling that any specific time 
appropriate.
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)

'ini Thatcher: You mean to say that after it is too late to let these 
§>ve*1S i°w ab°ut appearing you will allow me to make the motion. You have 

n the companies weeks to prepare but you do not want to give the unions 
nance to prepare their briefs.
The \ ice-Chairman : I realize you are saying that for a particular reason. 
rfr- Thatcher: You may realize what you like.

1'ght f ^ ice*Chairman : In any event the motion is clearly out of order in the 
tunit ° t'lle arrangement made yesterday wherein you yourself had an oppor- 

y of saying something on the matter but you did not say it.
cay v 1 ’ Thatcher: Are there any minutes of our meeting yesterday ? How 

.ou rule me out of order if there are no minutes?
oUt _,10 } ice-Chairman: I am taking the responsibility of ruling the motion 

of order and have done so.
of ^VQr- Lesage: Mr. Thatcher has not called a meeting of the subcommittee 

^r- Thatcher: How could I?
that r 1 ' Lesage : Mr. Thatcher was so busy preparing a little speech in French 

could not talk to me.
c Vice-Chairman : Let us get on with the meeting. 

rpj1, Thatcher: You have ruled very arbitrarily.
^en in-u]), ice"L1hairman: There is no use arguing about a ruling after it has

V' Zaputny: May I raise a point of order?
0 Vice-Chairman : Yes, will you state it?

^rtain]v Zaplitny: The motion may or may not be out of order but it is 
else\vher °Ut °! orc*er tu impute motives to members, either in this meeting or 
?0laeonn°: ^ 1® worsc still for the chairman of this committee to say that 
left hn..18 making a statement for a particular reason—the gentleman on my 

lng supplied the reason.
C } ice-Chairman : Any imputation of motives by the chair is with- 

a§rced ■», ny imputation of motives by anyone else is withdrawn. Is thati Les»ec? ' '

The ,‘.ESAGK • Definitely.
Jyjjf _ice-Chairman : All right, we will go on with the meeting.

1 and V?E- Our procedure today will be to start at the beginning of Report 
^hic^ K i n^ht is here to answer questions. I suggest that we start at page 

0 °ver il “caded schedule Bl and while I may have some questions we might 
Schcrh,iC, SCacdule and I will ask certain questions and try to cover it schedule 

1 Of course that will not prevent us going back to an earlier schedule■> We tv, " course that will not prevent us going back to an earlier schedule 
rep0r^ a- have left. My purpose is really to make sure that we understand

arry Knight, C.A., 17 Peter Avenue, Pte. Claire, Quebec, recalled:

it : Q. Dyde:
: *8 fk: Rnio-hf 4L.

o
hr,
he:

°ttw>
her.

■ Knight, the first question I have is with respect to schedule B4 and 
1 ov, ,note hi the second paragraph you have used the phrase ^ operating
. an(l Dnf. -i. --------^ , nr. «T ' -not “net profit’’?1 “would you explain your rcas 

ofH” hPp lncome” has been used as the measure o g , . jj cog^sVain^janse “operating income” is the difference ^tween sales and cxnense 
g to those sales, with the exception of income tax and financial expense.
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“Operating income” is not the “net profit” available to the shareholders' 
“Operating income” may be more or may be less than net profit to the comp»n< 
available to the shareholders, as “operating income” may be increased, or reduce^ 
by other income and other charges which have no direct relation to the manU 
facture of textile products. ,

Q. The sense in which you have used that phrase is invariable through0 
report B?—A. It is invariable. „

Q. So that on every schedule where we find the words “operating incoffi® 
they are to be taken as being defined in accordance with this paragraph on pa^ 
2 of your report?—A. That is so.

Q. I come to the next paragraph after that starting with the words “aver&n 
annual sales” and it is not a question which I have at this point, Mr. Knight, b
1 think perhaps it would be useful for the members of the committee to l°oK 
the actual schedule. The figures as quoted in that paragraph are apparent at j 
bottom of schedule Bl. The figures are there and are explained in the act1’ 
schedule itself. Then there is one other remark which I would like to make 
the benefit of the committee, Mr. Chairman. The last three paragraphs on P:1°_
2 are paragraphs dealing with the cotton subsidy and I want to inform the 0301,, 
bers that Mr. Knight’s remarks in this case are largely explanatory and that
lowing Mr. Knight’s evidence I have arranged that an officer of the Comm011 ;ye “

acdir8, earn1

e»r

ranged
Prices Stablization Corporation should appear before the committee to glX 
further explanation with regard to the working of the cotton subsidy. Then tu ^ 
in-g to page 3, I think, Mr. Knight, it might be useful if on this page we wcie ^ 
make a note somewhere opposite the page (for our own benefit), of the ends' 
the fiscal years of the five important cotton companies. I think I am acc" 
but you can check with me. Dominion Textile’s fiscal year ends March 31 in 
year, is not that correct?—A. That is correct.

Q. March 31 of each year. Drummondville Cotton Company fiscal > 
ends March 31 also?—A. That is correct. . <. is

Q. Montreal Cotton Company fiscal year ends December 31?—A. 1° 
correct.

Q. Canadian Cottons Company fiscal year ends on March 31 of each ye 
A. That is correct. ., 30?

Q. Wabasso Company fiscal year ends on the Saturday nearest to Ap1"1 
—A. That is correct.

Q. I think I have no other questions with regard to schedule Bl. ^
Mr. Zaplitny: Mr. Chairman, as a matter-of information, may I a?k ^[n 

It seems to me in replying to the first question about operating inconic^er 
Knight said “operating income” may be increased or may be reduced by ^ ^ 
income. We can understand how it might be increased but not how it c°11 
reduced. ^

The Vice-Chairman: He said it might be increased or reduced by ,?9pd 
income and in the next sentence he included the words “and other expen^'®^ 
he might have added the word “respectively” but he did not do so.. He ^^d 
open to us to think it out and I was for a moment in the same confusion 0 
as you are now.

Mr. Zaplitny: The record will show it.
will c°The Vice-Chairman: Yes, you will find it on the record and we " 

tinue, Mr. Dyde.

By Mr. Dyde:
ill aO 10

Q. If there are no other questions with regard to that schedule we 
schedule B2 which starts on page 3 and I would turn to page 4. I H|U glilr
you were reading this yesterday, Mr. Knight, you referred, with respect to
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agraph (b), to exhibit B3. I may be wrong but I think you read it as exhibit 
,. j ' " ant to make quite sure that we are referring to exhibit 3 which, as I 

icKstand it, consists of the last pages of your report A?—A. That is correct. 
s ' *ien in the total which appears on page 4 I would like to have you check 
\vl' !] which I have worked out so that we may, if.we wish, have a table
P U(. 1 excludes the three subsidiaries of the tire and rubber manufacturers. Under 
,,.i • ;ea(hng “average annual sales” I have made a table of the first two figures 
T l arV$66,248,00°- and *15,790,000, and my total is S82.038.000. for that.

iie average annual operating income column the total of those two items 
18 *9,714,000?—A. Yes.
•pi, .9" -^n(l the percentage of operating income to sales is 11-8 per cent?—A. 
r«at is correct.
thar^ ^ *ie (,n^r reason that I did that is that I note further down on the page 
y0, <n cr 90. Pei' cent of the production of the three subsidiaries, according to 
g0 1 leP°rt, is disposed of to the parent companies and that the amount which 
8 s °utrt0 the public directly is very small?—A. That is correct.

I have no further questions at the moment. 
becn*^1' Fleming : hy were these five special companies selected? Was it 

use they were the largest producers in the field or what was the reason?
Selecüon ^ 1CE"t hairman : I imagine Mr. Knight was not responsible for the

The Witness: No. 9
The Vice-Chairman: What is the answer, Mr. 11 llson.
Mr. Wilson: Three companies were selected because they^ ie<s nf one

Producers and the other two were selected because they were -M »
°1 the three.

Mr. Thatcher:
C0lnpanics,

•was only
Mr. Dvde, on this B2 schedule with the five special 

may we conclude that the operating income of the five companies 
pr -:-j half, during the subsidy period, of what it was in the four years
Uiaf ^ie subsidy period? In other words while subsidies were on they 
a$27.000,000 but in the four years preceding the subsidy period they made 
*d6,000,000? B

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr,
Mr

2'“- I ask if you are referring to the actual total?
1 hatcher: Schedule B2—
IUdl. \ou are referring to the actual schedule, are you not?
1 hatcher: Yes.
Dvde: Not the narrative covering it? 

le Vice-Chairman: What page is that?
Tj ■ Dy»e: At the back, B2.

it Sr ( f AIRMAN: * wonder if you would deal with that when we come 
Parrathv ’ ' aatf,her.' 11 ould you hold your question? It does not refer to the 

XliU over which Mr. Dvde is going.
•j’j1' Thatcher: I thought he was going to try and relate the two. 

a$ked. H'e-Chairman: I suppose there is no objection to having the question
j

atld, No, I have no objection to the question being asked at this time
|Ur° that ma ,er tact> we might find it advantageous, Mr. Chairman, to make 
°0kino-1....'\e lave knowledge of the schedules at the same time that we are 

116 narrative. I think the question might be directed to Mr. Knight?
’■ 1 hatcher: Did you understand the question, Mr. Knight? 

^Wss: Yes.
Thatcher: What is the reason?
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The Witness: It appears to be on account of the profit limitations of the 
subsidy agreements.

The Vice-Chairman: Have you finished?
The Witness : Yes.
Mr. Thatcher : Would it be fair to assume with the subsidies and ceilings 

removed that these companies are liable once again to start making profits 
which are about double what they made while the subsidy was in effect?

The Witness: That is a matter of opinion, Mr. Thatcher, and I just have 
facts and figures before me.

By Mr. Zaplitny:
Q. As a matter of clarification is the term “limitation of profits” synony

mous with the term “price ceiling”?—A. No.
Q. Would you give the distinction between the two?—A. Those subsidy 

agreements were quite complicated and as I said in the report I did not study 
them but I believe counsel intends to bring witnesses to explain this to you- 
I imagine the significance will be explained.

Mr. Dyde: If there is nothing else on this schedule I would like to turn 
to schedule B3. I am not particular whether you look at the table or at the 
narrative. The question I will ask covers both and I see, Mr. Knight, that there 
is an item which is referred to in the second part of your narrative on page o, 
which is referred to throughout on schedule B3, namely the item of overhead- 
I am referring now to page 5 of your narrative and I note, for instance, that 
you have prepared a table which shows the twelve year average for the five 
companies and you show raw materials—cotton, 29-6 cents under the dolla1 
sales, and then after naming raw materials—other, and labour, you have a° 
item there of overhead of 16-3 cents?

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Would you please inform the committee what items are included 1 

overhead?—A. Yes. Generally speaking in overhead is included dépréciât'011’ 
supplies and manufacturing expense, selling salaries, office salaries, sell'11» 
expense, office expense, -all commodities, advertising, rent. ,

Q. When the returns were made by the companies from which you ask6 
the material, I assume I am right, I assume that they were detailed?—A- Tl'a 
is right.

Q. And when you were making up your totals you have siitiply taK -3 
these items and are they all in under the heading of overhead?—A. That 
right. _ . -fb

Q. On page 6, of your narrative, Mr. Knight, and still dealing 
schedule B-3, I notice in the last sentence of your narrative on schedule '
you say: Figures shown on schedule B-3, vary from one company to anoth 
for reasons peculiar to each company. Could you elaborate that for the cO'U 
mittee, please?—A. Well, the overhead of one company might vary with j 
overhead of another company. One company might rent a building, anot ' 
company might own it and not have to pay rent. And the policies of na-aj1

ilOT’AUO T'OriofintlS hdfactoring might vary. I have not detailed all the numerous variations froiHcould occur, if I had I imagine it would be a long list; but it did vary 
one company to another because no company is identically the same e't 
as to location or machinery or capital structure. ., fiS

Q. Do we have to take account of any external situation such as sti' 
or things of that kind, in connection with any of these companies?—A. I
that would have to be taken into account over these periods when 
contingency arose.
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Q. In the periods you have taken are there such situations as that, or 
have you come across them?—A. Yes, on this special preliminary question- 
naire returned by the Dominion Textile Company Limited it stated that the 
°I>erating income for the last quarter of 1947, and the first quarter of 1948, 
was due to the importation of gray cloth at higher cost without benefit of 
subsidy; and they also refer to a retroactive wage adjustment. Montreal 
buttons in the third quarter of 1946, noted a strike at that time.

Mr. Dyde: I have nothing else, gentlemen, with regard to schedule B-3.

By Mr. Beaudry:
all 0fVMl- we have a breakdown cither for each company or over-

10 percentage of each item of overhead as against 100 per cent?
*r- J)yde: What was that, Mr. Beaudry?

M*- Beaudry. Of each item of overhead against 100 per cent?
*• Dyde. No, I do not think we have, have we, Mr. Knight? 

jve Witness: We haven’t had that prepared, 
but I rniü^fAjL|DRY" ^ verF difficult to secure? I would not require it now 

M • r ’ 13^ 18 W*W 1 w°uld like to know whether it is feasible to obtain it. 
and if v ^DE" ^ 1 easible to obtain. I would like to know for what period,

M you want Jt for all the five companies or not ? 
die in,iU]^;Ai[|,,ii]y 'f hat would haY'e to develop I think with the progress of

Dy"de: I see.
f Would ®EAyuRY- I do not think I would be in a position to tell you now if 

u‘d want it from all of them.
^ r- Fleming assumed the chair).
Mr° ^CTING Chairman: If you care to raise that later then, Mr. Beaudry, 

he uaudry: I wanted to have some information as to whether it could
^ 11 it became necessary.

Acting Chairman: You are not asking for it now?

the

^r- Beaudry-: No.
Dp,!? Thatcher: On page 6, I notice labour and overhead are combined,

—«n„mnr’c dollar, and 1 rnotice that- i'“&^ mpr’s dollar, and I ,„ -«tentage which labour forms in the cor,s i ■ have labour and
ov u1*18 <U,.ppod from what it was before the war• 1 >,"’«'head combined. Would that apply to labour > Mr. Thatcher, 1
thi Mr. Beaudry: You have that in the

nk'> where you have labour quoted on pagi ■ ■ • fc the game as it
Mr. Thatcher: Then, for the most part it is just 

was, uit went down a little in between.
Tlie Witnesss That is only reported on P BOme indication of

t th«han they were? Just what is the general pic™ n. ,g that relevant?
Mr. Beaxjdry: On a point of order, - ’' or may not have know

led The Acting Chairman: Well, or qualified to comment
on °f that; or he may or may not be m P

fact fv,r', Thatcher: Schedule B-3, gives 
at it is there I must submit would

labour all the way 
make it relevant.

through, and the
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Mr. Winters: Schedule B-7 sets it out in detail. That might give you the 
answer to your question.

The Acting-Chairman : Were you asking about specific rates or a propo
sition of the sales dollar represented by labour costs?

Mr. Thatcher: No, I wanted to be a little more specific.
Mr. Winters : I think the answer will be found in schedule B-7.
Mr. Lesage: Yes, I think the answer is in B-7.
Mr. Thatcher: No, that is not the information I wanted. I wonder if 

I could get an answer from the witness, if you don’t mind.
Mr. Lesage: It is just a question of whether we should go into that.
Mr. Thatcher: It is material, whether you say so or not.
The Acting Chairman : Mr. Lesage has taken exception to your question' 

Would you please put your question again?
Mr. Thatcher: On schedule B-3, Dominion Textile Company Limited, "e 

have an item there which shows the proportion—with respect to this particular 
company and it shows the proportion of the consumer’s dollar as being 26 
in pre-war days and 24-7 now, that is during the period 1944 to 1947. ^c 
now, is that tendency continuing?

The Acting Chairman : You mean in 1948?
Mr. Thatcher: Yes.
Mr. Winters : On a point of order, Mr. Chairman; if we are going to th13 

I think Mr. Knight should explain very carefully just what these figures represen^
The Acting Chairman: Well, Mr. Knight, have you any figures for 19^’ 

The question relates to the 1948 period as to whether the trend continued in a 
1948. hlave you any figures on 1948, or have you just figures up to and includin° 
the last quarter of 1947?

The Witness: No, sir. We have figures on 1948, and you will see tile figur ” 
on schedulee B-5, gives you the first quarter of 1948.

Mr. Thatcher: Well then, in the first quarter of 1948, labour is going do" 
even lower.

Mr. Winters: That is not lower, that is the proportion.
Mr. Thatcher:, That 23-06 is in proportion. Can you give us the sallie 

detail as to specific dollars and cents in wages for the same period?
Mr. Winters: Why don’t you look at B-7. ^
Mr. Lesage : I think if Mr. Thatcher will turn over to schedule B-7, i11" 

for a moment he will find his anwser there.
Mr. Thatcher: I would be very glad to have you point that out to me-
Mr. Lesage: You will find it just about line 5.
Mr. Thatcher: I do not know what the government members are so to" 

about.
Mr. Beaudry : We are not here as government members, Mr. Thatcher, 

arc here as members of the committee the same as you are.
Mr. Thatcher: Then, let me get a little information.
The Acting Chairman: Has anyone else any questions to ask in the m 

time, while Mr. Knight is looking that up?
Mr. Winters : I have a question in connection with overhead which Ï 

like to ask Mr. Knight ; are operating items such as plant maintenance, rna 
maintenance and so on included in overhead?

The Witness : The answer is yes.
The Acting Chairman: Are there any other questions?

we

neat1'
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Mr. Thatcher: Maybe I am a little off the bit or something, but I cannot 

j e how schedule B-7, gives the information I want. I would like to know 
w°m Mr. Knight, he can tell me whichever item it is, I want to know what 

agcs are paid in these Quebec mills. The new wage scales do not answer my 
t nn : Where can I get this information if this 

Wl11 ask it later. is not the right place to ask it,

not

Mr. Beavdry : In the Industrial Relations Committee.
Mr. Thatcher: No.
The Acting Chairman : Order. Have you such information?
Mr. Lesage : There is a minimum wage law in Quebec.
"C. 1 hatcher: You always pay minimum wages.

he Acting Chairman: This witness has not got the information so let us 
waste any more time on it.

so'metr' Thatcher: Just a moment, Mr. Chairman; these things would have 
ordf,,. lIng to do with setting the price so if we haven’t got it would I be out of 

to suggest that we get it?
ti0n ■ le Acting Chairman: Yes, I think so. This witness is giving us informa- 
atid I ‘ 3 Particular field. Witnesses from the company will be here next week 

would suggest that they will then be able to answer your question, 
to dÛ ^.Thatcher: Then would you mind explaining to me why if it has nothing 

rp, 1 1 wage figures should appear in this document?
^Htu ^ Acting Chairman: You have been asking about the details of mini- 
°ut . Mr. Knight has been taking figures and from them has worked

Particular statement.
°btain(! i ,YDE: There are statistics for the various industries which can be 

1 'rough the Dominion Bureau of Statistics.
^ e Acting Chairman: Just continue Mr. Dyde, please.
At!. "aplitny: We are referring to schedule B-3, now?
Mr ^YDE: Tes.

later *' ^aplitny: I had a matter I wanted to ask about but I will wait until

J1!0 Acitng Chairman: We have just finished schedule B-3, and we are 

2 tuiX,, S'n on schedule R-4 nn r »«•*>»"“ We havp rpnphed
ab
the miYnut‘Sm on schedule B-4, on page 6, of the narrative, 
the end ! of Page 6, of the narrative, Mr. Zaplitny, and that brings us up to

^ Of T-* r.

We have reached

you

AIr : schedule B-3.
The aCt TX'1i am sorry, I will wait until we reach schedule B-7.

NG Chairman: All rigth, Mr. Dyde.

Q. Mr'7 Kn\Dyde:
I have no questions at the moment on schedule B-4. until 

re§ard ^<>u Wool Para8raPh which is at the foot of page 7; and I would be 
the • to report' an?Phfy the remarks that you make in that paragraph with 
CoHn ^aificanp,. 0 sa^es> and I would like to understand as well as possible 
artié]'are tile vo] V0Ul statement there?—A. Well, it would be very difficult to 
^ight Com (,,'jU,nc (T production in a company that is making a number of 
Ctist,v f>hanf?o r ' ^Par to the next when possibly the process of manufacturing

?e f°r thot ... ..... ... A— Aie» hace, ary f0 ,V1 tllat. art]clc or any one of t . a t complete
rW'ountihrr v c°mpames that are making a number onm 1 , dn is iorln,S by interim periods of the volume of the articles sold as sucb, ana 

Mv W86 masons that I made these remarks.
Scbedule n ?E: 1 haveBT' other questions, Mr. Chairman, with regard to
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By Mr. Zaplitny:
Q. Did I understand you to say that the companies concerned did not keep 

a record of the volume of articles sold?—A. That is not applicable to every 
company. There are some who do, but when you have a company which has a 
multiplicity of lines, they would probably keep a record of the volume of sale® 
on each line by the process of taking their production records, going into the 
plant and adjusting their turnover to closing inventories. But there are some 
of these companies who haven’t got the elaborate accounting system that w?y 
enable them to do that. Some of them have. So, in order to show those figurf->s 
you would have to have it from every last reporting company in order to be ame 
to make your comparison.

Q. In order to arrive at the selling cost you would necessarily have to ha ye 
a volume of goods and the total cost in order to arrive at the unit cost, worn 
you not? I mean you would have to have the number of articles involved an 
the total cost of producing those articles before you could arrive at the co» 
of producing any one article?—A. We have not done that with respect to a 
of these.

The Acting Chairman: Are there any more questions with regard t0 
schedule B-4? Then w*e will turn to page 8, schedule B-5.

Mr. Dyde: I have no questions at all, Mr. Chairman, on schedule B-o
The Acting Chairman : Are there any questions on schedule B-5 on page 

Then we will turn to page 9, schedule B-6.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. On schedule B-6, Mr. Knight, page 9 of the narrative, I would like y 

to turn to that schedule please for a moment and just make sure that in look1 ” 
at the schedule we have a complete understanding of what this schedule ty 
us. I notice in the right-hand column at the right-hand side of the page ' ^ 
have the expression “finished goods inventories (cotton group), expressed ^ 
terms of quantities for the prices indicated.” Now then, under that you hj 
first 1,939,000—and I am assuming that that means as at the end of the u- 
year 1939?—A. That is right. ,olIr

Q. Now for the years 1940 to 1943, you have taken an average of the 
years involved, it is not at any one point?—A. No, it is the average oj 
inventories at the end of the fiscal year terminating in each of those four ye‘ 
That is averaging the four figures.

Q. Yes, and the same remark applied to your next in line; you h»ve
-A. \e=,
Now. 8*

indicated the average for the subsidy period, 1944 to 1947 ; is that it? 
that is right.

Q. Then in the next group is the report by companies for 1948. 
what date of the year would that be?

(Mr. Maybank resumed the chair.) .
The Witness : Starting with the first one, the figure of 536,000 yards'“rck 

figure reported at the end of the first quarter which would be the 31st of - 
by Montreal Cottons. iate5

Q. Would you go across that page 6, and can you give us the sa”\y>5'oOH 
for the other companies?—A. Yes. Canadian Cottons—31st of March—2,1» 
yards.

Q. As at the 31st of March?—A. As at the 31st of March. e9rs
Q. Well then, the figures across that page are at the end of the fiscal . 

of the companies involved ; is that right?—A. No.
Q. No?—A. No. . . , -A. It
Q. All right; in Wabasso Cotton Company, the last reporting datei Y 

was the 31st of January. There you have 2,524,000 pounds, which was a 
31st of January.
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A r)vn 1 hen J t-1îf .amoiint of 1,974.000 under Drummondville Cottons.—
• uiummondvdle is at the 31st of March, of March ^om™on textile Company Limited?—A. That also is the 31st

and q', ’ wou/d you drop down to the last row of figures on this same page
corrp<ner^i Sj6.m 1948> first quarter, there are figures which in some cases 
over ,a, in other cases do not with the figures that we have just gone
is th'p ? 0I1treai Cottons Limited, there is 536,000 pounds in each case. That 
of 1940 ,l a reported by companies in 1948, and also it shows the first quarter 
LimitpH t - n’ there is a difference under the heading “Canadian Cottons 
the fi,. / 1 18 a difference reported by companies in 1948, and the figure for
Cotton- garter of 1948; what is the explanation of that?—A. Well, Montreal 
interim' °n ■ reported at the end of their first quarter. They did not have an 
the ,a“°nTy, porting of these inventories, so the figure is not in that case 

, and the next figure over is the average figure, 
avernirp r°U rclcr, me the exact figures you are talking about when you say 
is the ^Ure’ Please-—A. The figure 1,800,000 pounds for Canadian Cottons 

average of three figures; January 31, February 29, and March 31.

By the Vice-Chairman:
That k ' *'at *,860,000 pounds a monthly figure or the quarterly figure?—A. V e average for the quarter, sir.

q" t 'oh ii'ere is a monthly figure?—A. All three are month-end figures. 
Q t ngure resulting from a division by three?—A. That is it, sir. 

lrvventon- h\e’ a, > what is the 2.035 reported in 1948?—A. That is the actual 
Q 01they. had on hand at the 31st of March, deified In !Î 18 °,nc die figures then which entered into the addition which 

o> three became the average of 1,860?—A. That is correct. 
year, ^ ee; f/ “îat at the end of February, and at the end of January last 
arrive at ti° ' lem would be a figure very much lower than 2,035 in order to 

O V 6 avera§e which itself is lower than 2,035?—A. Of necessity. 
x' I0s, all right.

q Mr. Dyde:Textile rv""’ i move to the right-hand column, there we have under Dominion 
! le first n,înp,any Limited, reported by companies in 1948, 5,593,000; and, for 
' arue renviri- , l948, which is again an average figure, 3.941,000; now, the
v°uld it n. 'î, w.hich the chairman just made would apply in that case also,
h Q- And •—A" Yes, it would.bc‘l°\v 55qdm order to arrive at that average there were figures considerably 

Q. ° f,or one or two months?—A. That is right.
Mr T ' ' 1S *ia* a resuit of increasing production or a drop in sales?

Tile ^IIATCHer: Or hoarding.Mr n i fness: Well, sales declined—production, I have not investigated.

Mr plDE: Til right, but rather than— c °ut hoa]v|'%rLXG' before you leave that, you heard Mr. Thatcher’s inquiry 
surent mwi’' *t seemed to me I heard that. Does the witness want to 
n °v.dd tell . aaA; 4 think if the witness’ investigation extended that far he 
anies list,e([IS|' Mave you any evidence of hoarding on the part of these -com-

Tfie \y 1
as Mr. ThTNE-: I did not find such evidence.Te SWficant^TCHEiR: T°w, just a moment. There is one thing that strikes me 
(x*Lle Conn °n * “s sheet as far as inventories are concerned. The Dominion 

dog; j8 ,[aay> I believe, also owns the Drummondville Cotton and Montreal 
n°t correct, they are subsidiaries?
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The Witness: That is right, yes.
Mr. Thatcher : In the first quarter of the year in each case the inventories 

are very considerably less than their standard—I mean, it goes up. For instance, 
Montreal Cottons was 512, as compared to 830, in the third quarter. Drummond 
went from 9 to 1867; that is 100 per cent; and Dominion Textiles went from 
1413 to 3135 total, and that would be about 221 per cent I suppose. Now, I arB 
just wondering whether the fact that price ceilings came off on September 15-" 
is there any evidence that the company were storing up merchandise until the 
ceilings came off in order to take advantage of higher prices, or would that be 
out of your realm of investigation. Certainly it is significant, because Wabasso 
Cottons in the same period show a drop in their entire inventories ; and Cana- 
dian Cotton went up a little, but all Dominion Textiles show their inventories 
increasing very considerably. It may be there is a reason for that; if there i®> 
I wonder if you could give us any suggestion as to what it is? Would 1 
indicate that there is a decline in the volume of sales of merchandise; or, would 
the evidence show that they might have been holding it until ceilings came on 
to get a higher price?

The Witness : I did not have any evidence of their holding it back until 
the ceilings came off to get a higher price.

The Vice-Chairman: Did production increase? Was it because of produc- 
tion increasing for that year, 1947?

Mr. Fleming: Are you speaking now of the one company?
Mr. Thatcher: No, of the three companies.
The Vice-Chairman: I happened at the moment I asked that question t0 

be looking at Dominion Textiles—Wabasso—Drummondville—it might be tn 
same.

Mr. Thatcher: Ordinarily we would expect high inventories to send pr^.e* 
down a little but the price is still going up, yet the inventories are considérât ) 
larger. There must be an answer somewhere.

The Witness: I think if you look on page 7, Mr. Thatcher, you will see^

rt.
By Mr. Thatcher:

Q. Are you referring to schedule B-7 or page 7?—A. Page 7, of my rep0. 
There is à table on that page which shows the total sales of the five special 
panics for the seven months following decontrol of prices as being 64,681, 
as compared with the previous year where the sales were 45.

Q. That is after decontrol?—A. Yes. , a
Q. Would it not emphasize the point I was making—that they had 

bit of merchandise on hand which they did not sell until the ceilings came on ' ^ 
A. Not in the case of the Dominion Textile Company, their inventory aS 
December 27, 1947, was 3,260,000 pounds. tj,e

Q. Which was more than double what they had in the first quarter 11 
year, and I am just wondering why the inventories have gone up so much 
prices are going up?

By Mr, Dyde: bt.
Q. I think it would be fair for me to ask you this question, Mr. b-1 jjnd 

Would you look at schedule B6 and the average for the pre-subsidy P01^0^ the 
compare it with the average for the subsidy period, and do we not hu ^ 
average for the pre-subsidy period is quite a little higher in most cases tn 
the subsidy period?—A. That is true.

Q. It is not uniformly higher, but in most cases it is higher?—A- * 1"
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By Mr. Fleming:
m 9- May I ask a question on page 7 with reference to the allusion which 

been made? We see the increase in the total value of sales for the 
Se en months following the removal of subsidies as compared with the same 
reflen months of the previous year, but what proportion of that increase is 
^ jeted by increase in prices and what proportion is increased volume?—

• 1 have not worked that out, Mr. Fleming.
'lus^ taMng it on the dollar basis it might not have the significance 

fitn.tC'iC by Mr. Thatcher a moment ago?—A. We have not got that information 
bhred out.

The X Ice-Chairman: You have that information?
The Witness: No.
?fr- Thatcher: This is in thousands of pounds, 

wit» bf‘ \ ice-Chairman: That is something to which the attention of the later 
ehtiM$CS sbould be directed. As an accountant Mr. Knight will be almost 
witi, V dealing with dollars and cents but other witnesses will be able to deal 

Ch me volume.
itifero^1 Fleming: I do not want any inferences drawn unless they are proper 
pr0p n„ces- It appears that we cannot draw inferences until we know what 
itw rtion of the dollar increase represents price and what proportion represents 

sed volume of goods.
be Vice-Chairman: That is clearly true.

By Mr. Dyde: 
Jy Will you turn totiarT ,VU1 you turn to schedule B7, Mr. Knight, and refer to page 10 of the 

live. In the first sentence of wmi usp the ohrase “components
/IT. ixnigllt, auu icici wf -- -

c yi vue insu ecu venu v vi your narrative you use the phrase “components
rod,. • ' T"ou show unit selling prices and the components of cost of articles 

, |!|S a significant sales volume—would you elaborate on that particular
-, Qkti- “ ..<x . rr. » . • ■ e----
abi

, - __ ____8   H___ îe—would you eiaoorme uu _»«.» r-- —
'bon*3 Components of cost”?—A. The components of cost consist of materials, 
)ta] r’ overhead, and the difference represents all the other items between t ie 
m ,Sc*bng price and those figures. For example if you take the selling pnet 
i cSdVct.your labour, material, and overhead, then the difference is represented 
f instances by operating income and in other instances b> xaua 10ns

figure.hra=i' ,X0U are referring to the schedule and you are speaking of or using the 
eca®! Profit or loss”. Perhaps you had better define that a little more clearl} 
iron", at this stage I think we have been talking about opeia ing incon ^ 
1 deh,;i°U^—A. We requested the companies to give us the componen s o <v 
eceivo*) ,^nd the selling price of certain of their more important lines. ...
rice ,! f’bose figures they were summarized on this schedule. epu us g 
bis ternv '1 and we detailed the materials, labour, and overhead, aldel^ 
lu)4n^laology “profit or loss” in brackets, and made a ^0^ ^ the schedu c 
tiling^ the figures of profit or loss representing the diffeicm tl ^
in SnWice and the component cost. On page 10 0 >\ourf thcfirnsual
Qethod- the components of cost, the companies ha\ c > ge^
^Placem ° cos.ting for purposes of determining selling P11 5 , , rates.

wns infCnt Ptices of raw materials and current labour . an<j ^at
;°st bein»rm®d that this system of costing is general in " regect
°st of toaiutained on a process basis, figures were no * ,Q. ^!nufacture of the various articles reported on schedule B7

‘ti'o ask ,len yesterday, when the committee met, I thin 1 

1 some questions with regard to an actual item. 
rnup>1' Tueming: I was particularly interested in the

M,. ' '°me questions with regard to an actutu »■>*■U<o^INe: I was particularly interested in the fourth item under the
1422s 0 X1 e Cotton Company Limited, fishing twine.
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By Mr. Dyde:
Q. I will have to leave Mr. Fleming to ask the particular questions with 

respect to that item as my questions are not to be directed towards it. I under
stand, Mr. Knight, that when the questionnaire went out there was a request 
made that when replies were made by the companies they should furnish 

specifications of the various articles so that we would have some idea of their 
being comparative when wre came to discuss prices. Now did the companies 
furnish the specifications?—A. Yes, the companies did, but I think I might have 
misled Mr. Fleming yesterday on that. They did furnish the specifications and 
I had a list prepared of the various specifications that were furnished for each 
of the items detailed on page 10 and 11 of my report. I have 50 copies o 
this list.

Mr. Dyde: I think under the circumstances we should submit the list as a 
supplement to schedule B7, the specifications as supplied by the companies t°_ 
the various items which are set out in this schedule and, although it is rathe1 
lengthy, I think it would be well to have it read into the evidence at this p°in '

Supplement to Schedule B7 of Report “B”
SPECIFICATIONS AS SUPPLIED BY THE REPORTING COMPANIES 

OF THE VARIOUS ARTICLES ON SCHEDULE B7
Dominion Textile Company Limited

Unbleached Bed Sheeting 
Style S.49—73." Width 
Construction: Warp ends per inch—56 

Picks per inch—56 
Warp yarns—26.50 
Weft Yarn—16.25 
Yards per pound—1.39 
Weave—1 x 1

Dyed Drill
NN.33 (MD99—31F) Sanforized Blue 

34" Width
Warp ends per inch—95 
Picks per inch—40 
Warp Yarn—12.00 
Weft Yarn—10.00 
Yards per pound—1-96 
Weave—3 x 1

Printed Percale ( Domestic Manufactured) 
Style M.S. 248—Glenwood 

Warp end per inch—60 
Picks per inch—60 
Warp Yarn—32.00 
Weft Yarn—34.00 
Yards per pound 5-42 
Weave—1 x 1

White Flannelette
Style MF 51 Angola—White Flannelette 

Warp ends per inch—42 
Picks per inch—50 
Warp Yarn—28.00 
Weft Yarn—15.00 
Yards per pound 4-11 
Weave—1 x 1

This fabric is sold by the yard over 
counter for use in the home and in instituti 
It readily bleaches white. This is one ot 
Dominion Textile’s seven qualities of sheet» f-

This fabric is used in the shoe trade, an 0f 
manufacturers of overall, pants, and all. til ork- 
utility and work garments used by the n(?e 
man and farmer. It is also sold in a ,, a? 
of colours for use in sports garments, su^jte 
summer slacks; also for children’s shorts, 
and coloured.

This is the popular priced printed dress 7 the 
line comprising a very large percentage nil 
total sales by Dominion Textile UO> ^,,4 
Limited to manufacturers of womens ,,s. 
children’s dresses, smocks, housecoats. a1’ j^ts. 
It is also used in novelties such as oven gjfi 
dolls’ clothing, cotton comforters, and 
otlier articles.

• <1A popular priced white flannelette us and 
children’s sleeping wear, women’s pyjain y, (he 
night-gowns, baby napkins ; also sold ove 
counter by the yard for home sewing.

id5

Drummondville Cotton Company Limited
Cotton Tire Cord

Style 996—Cotton Tire Cord on Cones 
Cord Construction—

12 Single Yam 
4 Ply 
2 Cable

Rayon Tire Cord Fabric .
Style RX 944 Ravon Tire Cord Fabric 

—66" Width 
Cord Construction—

1166 denier filament 
2 ply 
2 cable

Warp ends per inch—20.66

End Use: Used by Rubber Companies 
manufacture of tires for passenger cars.

End Use: Used by Rubber Companies 
manufacture of tires for trucks.

in the

in the
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Supplement to Schedule B7 of Report k“B'’—Con.
Belt Duck

Style 6732—50" Width 32 oz. Soft
End Use: Used by Rubber Companies in the

manufacturé of industrial conveyor belts.
Belt Duck

Warp ends per inch—23.00 
Picks per inch—13.00 
Warp Yarn—6-75/7 
Weft Yarn—6-75/6 

Fiat; Weave—1 x 1fall ng Twine
° ^Indium Seine Twine

Twine Construction: 10 single yam 
5 Ply 
3 CableWh.it.» i, The Montreal Cottons Limited

tf, Y'oadoloth. Sanforized Shrunk 
'W Tl—Grev Width 38" 

hods—115Picks 62 Weave—Plain
Counts—Warp—32K 
Selvedge—2/60c 

Dy^, p Weft—32K
Yn°i«et'ns—Light Shades (Direct) Not Mercerized 

’ Grey Width—391" 
finds—49 
Picks—48
t cunts—Warp—16K 
Selvedge—2/32K 

Dyed p, VV eft—12K
Vp i,1" Vicui>a No. 13. Class 3 Colours (Direct)

* i? Grey Width 40" 
finds—48 
Picks—46
Counts—Warp—20K 
SeH-edge—2/40K 

Di'ed sa Weft—12K
V» (Dominion)—Class A Colour (Direct)

“Grey Width—28?" 
finds—70 
ticks—76

■ <>u nts—W a rp—40K 
^elvedge—2/60c
Weft—32K

End Use: Used principally by commercial 
fishermen for repairing and making up nets.

Yards per pound—3-49

Yards per pound 2-74 

Weave—Plain

Yards per pound 3-04 

Weave—Plain

Yards per pound 6-50 

Weave—1 x 4 Satine

D ^ Canadian vvnvjo,HI?* w’°rk girnnen'lyarn-dyed work clothing fabrics, for which the major end use is
detail8 °n standard o’ -in . ias °veralls, coveralls, work pants and jackets. Heaviest volume 

p? are— yd- unsanforized quality, our Style 144, of which the construction

pPushed Width—OB"
pfhished Weight o on a ,, Finished picks per inch—43

•k Shi ‘n,ahed ends per lb- Warp Yarn Count—8.45s
100 ng mch—67 Weft Yarn Count—12.00s

clo&^irts. d'hrr?t^n’ yarn-dj-ed work clothing fabric, for which the major end use is 
Cent Jp: smocks c— i6 other varied uses for work shirting material such as children’s 
detail J total vollmi» S’tt gg?ee “ning, etc., but work shirts would represent at least 75 per pR are— • heaviest volume range is our Style C36 Covert, of which construction

pjnjshld S.'dth—36" i r,i,ke uer inch—46

Canadian Cottons, Limited

w,°rk

Finished Picks _perinch-46Finisiiea 14rWarp Yarn G°unt l4s 
W^ft “Varn Count lt>sh. FÎÜÎS Wi<?th-36""king finished, en|s^~^ ' 1° yd|- Per lb.100 ds P*r mch—53 wen, x»______

fabh1* is aW^tf0]^11’ Varn-dyed fabric for which the major end use is mattresses. A small 
etc "Land for ,!"e<l tor pillow covering. There are no other recognized end uses for this 

ai’iest. vm most Part the mattresses made are types used by institutions, hospitals, 
Ws— volume range is our Style ACB for which the construction details are as

pinished Finished picks per inch—54
(top Tf mished Pri f’Rht—2-25 yds. per lb. Warp Yam Count—14s

lO0ket ° P6r mch—79 Weft Yarn Count—12s
homZ?01:6 co.rreetC^tton' yarn-dyed borders, whipped epds. Yapped cotton sheeting might be 
S'lalit( lnRtitutinri« imei_for (bis item, although used lx>th as bed sheets and blankets in 
Jiinitei abeetine i lu™ber camps, etc. There is no other major end use. although similar 

, Our hea,” R,0,<1 by the yard for varied uses. The volume sold by the yard is 
p.nstruction ,i volume range is Kingcot bordered size 70 x 90, whipped, for which

details are as fol’ ------ 01

th^^l
ïoifows

finish6'] WeiRbt (lbs. per pair)—3-69 
l4228 ” h6d 6nds Par inch—39

Finished picks per inch—31 
Warp Yam Count—22s 
Weft Yam Count—4.85s
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Supplement to Schedule B7 of Report “B”—Con.
The Wabasso Cotton Company Limited

“Beresfonl” Printed Percale
36" Finished 60 ends per inch 34s Weft 5-92 yds. per lb.
48 picks per inch 30s Warp Grey Count—Mill Style No. 2078

This cloth is sold in volume to manufacturers 
of women’s and children’s dresses and aprons, 
to the wholesale drygoods trade, departmental 
stores and to the retail trade.
Unbleached Factory Cotton

Style No. GC-2 Grey Cotton 
36" 64 ends per inch 
52 picks per inch 30s Warp 
19s Weft 4-06 yds. per lb.
Mill Style No. 1625U

This cloth is sold in volume to the clothing 
trade for use as pocketing, to manufacturers of 
oiled clothing, to the wholesale drygoods trade, 
departmental stores and to the retail trade.
White Broadcloth 

Broadcloth
36" 118 ends per inch
60 picks per inch 32s Warp 
34s Wefit 3-47 yds. per lb.
Grey Count—Mill Style No. B277 

This cloth is sold in volume to the shirt, dress, 
children’s wear and uniform trades, to the whole
sale drygoods trade, departmental stores and to 
the retail trade.

^Ir- Fleming: Mr. Dyde, in order to perhaps save some time, the point her? 
J take it is the comparability of the figures with these three columns, in the lté'1 
oi the specifications? Has there been any change in the specifications at the*6 
various dates or are the specifications uniform at the three dates in all cases?

Mr. Dyde: The request was made in such a way that the specifications tha| 
came back to us were to be uniform specifications but on the other hand I thu1 
there are-, in certain cases, some alterations and I am going to have to pursue tha_ 
matter further, even with the additional material. Mr. Knight has got solfl 
information on the point which he can give us now.

1 he Witness : We did not Observe, on the returns from the five companlcV’ 
any change in the specifications of the material that has been reported here f''ul 
one period to another.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. You have not noticed any change?—A. No. . jp
Q. May we assume the quality is uniform for the three dates given?-" ' jg 

view’ of the fact that there has been no notification to the contrary the ansW 
yes, because they were asked to indicate that fact. 0f

Q. As of what date are these specifications effective?—A. As of the date 
the report ; it is a supplement to the report.

Q. 1948?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Dyde: a t0
Q. Mr. Knight, also in that connection, have you made any inquiries 

whether those prices as set out in schedule B7 have been subject to any altera j
either up or down since your report was made?—A. I have made inquiries a 
will be pleased to reply as follows: gjed

Q. Would you give your reply in such a way that those who are inteW 
may make notes?—A. None of the prices of the Dominion Textile ComParl^yjtl) 
of the 1st of April, 1948, had been changed as evidenced by this schedule- ^ 
respect to the Drummondville Cotton Company Limited, fishing twine has 
from -68475 to -70950. t,,ere

Q. Have you got the date?—A. May 3, 1948. The other items sh°'vn _.upe- 
remain the same. The figures for the Montreal Cottons Limited remain the »
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The

By Mr. Fleming:
O tkL SaiVi6 af °J ThTat date?—A. As of the 1st of April, 1948. 

asking the«n ' ’5 1$t ° ^une?—A. Yes, this is June 2, but I sent out the letter
O n LqUestlons on the 21st of May.n 1 ay 21st? A. Acs. If you wish, I will read you the letter.

2f yuur return> you have set forth, as of January 1, 1942, 
Product° and April 1, 1948, the selling price of the following

Tljçj-j j jlaxc ^s^°d ^e products and of course they vary with each firm.
of pJ?,ou!d y°u.P^eas<: advise me by return mail of the date and amount 
arv i in?nSn/e >m selling price for each of these commodities from Janu- 
ary !942, to the date of this letter. 

prom . Yours very truly,
^abasgrf /\uPeS’received the information which I have given you now. 

i cents at \r°n i ?in^Aany limited "Beresford” printed percale has changed to 
s'own. ^ * ay Apart from that there are no other changes in the prices

in six vontT(fHEiH: ^)oef ^'is table indicate the prices on those items have gone 
lx years ag0‘T to two and a half or three times from the level at which they were

The WITNESS; j have not made that calculation, 
hdceg dowi^after^li *>erbaPs *bat tariff concession of a few days ago may bring

^ thig There are a couple of questions which I would like to interject

a, * 'nt> « it is convenient.
Mr- Dvde; Yes.

q r^y Mr- Fleming:lltlderstan j0-s< Çon'j column gives the prices as of September 15, 1947, which I 
of Q- Doe* h K> date on which the subsidies were removed?—A. Yes. 
ti Subsidi0s, miS ,gure represent the figure of the free market after the removal 

lat question1 on, ie last day when the subsidies were in effect?—A. May I take 
h Q. Then Un<^er adyisement and give you a reply at a later date?
Y, lrative nr,/ a?.you £lve us a little more information on the last sentence of the 

l0lesale Lu- lng. tllc table on page 10 regarding selling prices? Are those

v„ The Vicnr pnces?—A- Not necessarijy.Ur point th i ,AIRMAN: Selling prices of the manufacturing companies? Is

coat they are uniform?

t 'Vllal- docs the expression “selling price" me™? forttelobberTnYthe

'or «h= different

'ïh0.lteLÏ"ei,„„7_*. I think we invariably took the
j ^ AAi fume niavauuvo w v ~ —

«'«ÀjF’KŒu^here^-A. I think - —to
aUswev j Urer s price to make a uniform presentation, bu 

Ti ,11 check back into my papers.°f thal tJ^E-CHAiRMAN: I think it would be well to make sure of the meaning

Columnrs Tlemïxq: It goes to the question of the comparability of the three 
n(l also to any comparison of the three companies.
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The Witness: I will supply that information.
Mr. Dyde : Mr. Knight, would you turn to schedule B8.
Mr. Zaplitny: Before we leave B7 on page 10 of the table showing the 

actual selling price, I notice that it starts on January 1, 1942. If we look 
page 12 and B8 we find a note regarding percentage of net profit to capita 
employed as calculated for the three companies for the periods 1936-39, 1940-43. 
and 1944-47. For the purpose of comparison I wonder if the actual prices lire 
available from 1936 to 1939, and so on? Have you figures further back thaD 
1942?

The Witness : Not on unit prices. Those are the only three dates on which 
we obtained details of the unit prices.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Would you go to schedule B8, please, Mr. Knight, and refer to th® 

schedule rather than to the narrative. I would be glad if you would explain 
the committee exactly what you did here. Just as an example, let us take t1 
Dominion Textile Company and follow the figures across the page opposite m 
year 1936. The first column is “capital employed”?—A. Yes.

Q. Your second column is “net profit after taxes” and the third column ^ 
“percentage of profit to capital”. Those three columns are headed by the state
ment “reported on questionnaires”?—A. Yes. ^

Q. At the top of the next three columns you have “after adjustment- 
inventory reserves”. Are we to understand that the companies reported t1 
figures which you show under “reported on questionnaires” and that then W 
entered into a calculation of some kind to give the last three columns on 1 
page, and if so would you say what you did?—A. We asked the companies , 
tell us what their inventory reserves were fçr each year and those were repo1 g 
on a special preliminary questionnaire. When they were additions to the reset 
we added them back to the capital employed and also to the net profit. ^ 
they were deductions from the inventory reserves we deducted them from 
capital employed and from the net profit. 11(j

Q. Now would you, as I suggested a moment ago, look at schedule B8 
just follow that exercise across the page for this sample I have taken, n»m 
1936? I refer to the first row of figures on the page.—A. Yes.

Q. Would you show exactly how you arrived at those various figures, " 
you got them, and how you arrived at them?—A. Capital employed, $25,91 • ^ 
consists of capital stock of $20,316,000 surplus of $5,328,000 and reserve \ 
contingencies of $267,000 making a total of $25,911,000. The net profit repm j 
after taxes was $1,043,000. The inventory reserve at that time was $2,441,000 
that was at the beginning of 1936.

Mr. Winters: It must have been at the end of 1936. j
The Witness: There was $19,000 reduction in the inventory reserves 

year.

By Mr. Fleming: • .

Q. The date would be the end of the fiscal year, in the case of the D°m^_A. 
Textile Company it would be March 31? You are dealing with the year cm • enj 
Yes, I think we are, but I just wish to check on that. The figure is at tn 
of the year, yes. ,

Q.The end of the fiscal year, which is March 31?—A. That is correc ■

By Mr. Dyde: ^

Q. And then you worked out a percentage of profit to capital and y°u 
down 4 per cent?—A. That is correct.
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CaPitai * t lc? ™ y°ur next row of columns you have a different figure for 
the invp/+ °^ed and would you just say what you did there?—A. We added 
have dpfi 017 rcs<rrve a* the end of the year to the capital employed, which I 
place dn nerli,and we added the adjustment of the reserve which had taken 

the year; in this case it was a deduction of $19,000. 
the previ 10 net profit after taxes, which is a different figure from that shown in 
ahjusted ?USfiSie*; c columns is arrived at in what manner?—A. By taking the 
eniPloved ”■ f atlLe^. deducting $19,000 and taking it as a percentage of capital 
reserves alter a,'ding back to capital employed the accumulated inventory

By Mr. Winters:
t°°k nlajj1-U the $19,000?—A. It is a reduction of inventory reserves which 

q ^ m the year.
against^ e7 n°t. charge that against the inventory reserve instead

that We i1 , , ht is for the purpose of making this percentage here 
ducted that from the net profit.

By Mr. Fleming:
hich to Ooi„„i rif sound accounting practice which is the proper basis upon 

* after the J e x 10 Perc.entage of profit? Is it calculated on the figure before 
v Und accountilUS menf. 01 mventory reserves?—A. I would say according to 

Ur inventors ® P1 actice you would calculate your net profit after adjusting
Q \ n y reserves-
Q.‘ g(ter hhe adjustment?—A. Yes.

0n ,lar f |ie better figure for us to follow is the one in the right hand 
anj factice ;K iU ? , I misunderstood your question. Sound account-
u d Cornpa ... °.;a~? the net profit after taxes as reported by the company 

x'e gone l f1 ™e capital employed, that is after all charges and credits 
in Q- Let gh f°r rescrves and ®ther items.
j c°ttie tax Us, ah this way ? When these companies were assessed for 
AS?rves whi u rP°Ses which basis was applied?—A. There were certain inventory 
s(, .hut othp '•VVCVC *-a^en in accordance with section 61 (b) of the Income Tax 
Cal io® wool i 1®vrentory reserves not having been taken in accordance with that 

cPlated C )e ^jnsted, added to the net profit, and then the income tax

k The ^ATCHer: Is that section still in effect or was it taken out?
' Section 6lTnEfS: ^ is a section of the Excess Profits Tax Act, I am sorry. It 

Mr L 11)1 of the Excess Profits Tax Act.
Mr -,®SAge- There is no excess profits tax any more.

ah’ c°nimbfIINQ: 1 am 
isT the -tee to follow

i] . p is nu excess promts xax any muie.
11S Pr"'‘iiniLtf1MraG: 1 am not quite clear yet as to which is the better guide for

-u if anything turns on it? Later on, if anything is said
the bett r.°?d profit and percentage of profit of these companies, which 

0 ei basis for us to proceed upon? Is it column 3 or is it the last
Mr Tesage: After all, inventory reserves are not piofit.
Tk' ^Lrming: Let Mr. Knight answer. - , +

night- MrVl^E'CHAIRMAN: Would you care to turn that over in .
The wKnight?
TkÜ t.ITNess: I would very much.

^ ice-Chairman : Then perhaps this is a gooc spo
The toeeting adjourned to meet Thursday Jurfe 3, 1948, at 11.00 a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Thursday, June 3, 1948.

Mr Tlle SpeeiM Committee on Prices met at 11.00 a.m., the Vice-Chairmau, 
• Maybank, presiding.

Pin_'^em^ers Visent: Messrs. Beaudry, Fleming, Harkness, Maybank, Merritt, 
rt>, Thatcher, Winters, Zaplitny.
^r' H. A. Dyde, K.C., Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.

Were"1'116 ^ ice-Chairman submitted a list of the companies from whom replies 
returnreCeivcd to tlie tel(?gram forwarded on June 1 requesting that they file 

s m answer to Accountants’ questionnaire.
\^r ^ H. knight, C.A.-, was recalled and further examined.

'tness stood aside.
^ice-oitllls staSe Mr. Fleming took the Chair in the temporary absence of the 

Chairman.
^°n jj1' H. Glass, Vice-President, Commodity Prices Stabilization Corpora- 

^mited, was called, sworn and examined.
1 Itness retired.

S. Griffin. Secretary, Wartime Prices and Trade Board, was 
J8w°m and examined.

Ittless retired.
1)ohiininJ?r, ^ ' Hughes, Chief Clerk. Import Section, External Trade Branch,

_ lun Hlirnoi, Ox- ±: i • - -
\v

r> _ iiiijjui t oecuon, r^xternai
Ieau Statistics, was called, sworn and examined.‘tness retired.

^°!hiaion^, d' Kashley, Assistant Chief, Manufacturing Statistics Branch, 
ureau of Statistics, was called, sworn and examined.

**t J Qq

P m. witness retired and the Committee adjourned until 4.00 p.m.

The afternoon sitting

idiiig "dttee resumed at 4.00 p.m., the Vice-Chairman, Mr. Maybank,

^Kuernbers
C ler> Wint >cse%t; Messrs. Beaudrv, Harkness, Maybank, Merritt, Pinard, 

%Mr. H ntors» Zaplitny.
PC' attcnP^6’ K.C., and Mr. Fabio Monet, K.C., Counsel to the Com-

Co Mt 0 ndance-

llaiW kimif/'0rdf.)nj. President and Managing Director, Dominion Textile

U33r

JmV aon' President and Managing Director, Dominion textile 
mted and Drummondville Cotton Company Limited, and President,
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Montreal Cottons Limited, Montreal ; Mr. N. E. Kendrick, Comptroller, Dopy 
inion Textile Company Limited, and Mr. L. P. Webster, Secretary and Execute 
Assistant, Dominion Textile Company Limited and Drummondville Cotton 
Company Limited, were called, sworn, and Mr. Gordon was examined.

The following documents were produced by Mr. Gordon and supplied t0 
members of the Committee, viz:

1. Answers to special preliminary questionnaire, by Dominion Text1
Company Limited.

2. Answers to special preliminary questionnaire, by The Montreal Cotte
Limited.

3. Answers to special preliminary questionnaire, by Drummondville Cot
Company Limited. ,

4. Financial Statements, 31st March, 1947, Drummondville Cotton Co. ^
5. Dominion Textile Company Limited Annual Report for the year en

31st March, 1947.
6. The Montreal Cotton Limited Report to Shareholders for the year en

December 31, 1947.
During proceedings, Mr. Beaudry occupied the Chair in the temp°r9r^ 

absence of the Vice-Chairman.
At 6.00 p.m. witnesses retired and the Committee adjourned until Tuesd9^ 

June 8, at 11.00 a.m.
R. ARSENAULT, 

Clerk of the Committee.



MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons,
June 3, 1948

Chajr'Gon Prices met this day at 11.00 a.m. The V:Airman u n T ee 011 rnees met tins day at li.UU a.m. The Vice- man, Mr. R. Maybank, presided.

E ïï Knight, 11 Cedar Avenue, Pointe Claire, Quebec, recalled:
Th
Be^ ICE"^hairman: Come to order, gentlemen.

rcPort ret/W Pr‘iceed with our further examination of Mr. Knight I should 
Sa'tisfactoi-v • *" • e reP^es to telegrams. There have 'been replies which are
ailofher p ln, ■ ?ir. natufe from a number of companies, eight I think it is, and 
atld that is ti" UC 1 15 satistactory in a way—it states they are out of business 
finest 1G, 1'eason they have sent nothing in; another one reports that the 
,gam beinp C\ , )cen !'eceived, and so that has been taken care of by the request" 
«vacates ^ent’ an°t‘ier one that the forms had been mislaid and they requested 

Is morn in a ! 1 'ey have been sent. Of the three others, one of them replied 
v, r«rneiy £ a, ..fy are sen(ting in some information 'but they are an

small ma , u ’ * understand; then two others have not replied but they are 
o]asoilally ni!10ns,’ anc* **• *s suggested that in all probability they are closed 
ASs that th >, 11GSe • *rce have mentioned would almost certainly be in the 
Ve6 at that 'sccretariat would have excused anyway if their situation had been 

kCc°Untant or.p what is known now had been known then. Counsel and
J'Said that Vf/0 0W™S UP m all of these cases and I should think that it could 

e matte,. ,aS/har as we have gone replies are satisfactory and we can safely leave 
SuCe‘ved with t lands of counsel and accountant now. A list of the telegrams 
jjSgest that1 t S lort n.ote as to what is said in the telegrams is here, and I would 

8t"eeable? 1 1 place ifc with the reporter to appear in the record. Is that

Ue Hon. Members: Agreed.

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON PRICES
not hlficf rVto telegvams sent on 1st June, 1948 to textile manufacturers who had
fie.,, etUrns-*ePUes

received tBwith
'' dtate report mailed or 'being mailed ur B.C.

Anderson Spider Looms Limited, Xancoi 
Arnprior Mill Stock Co., Arnpnoi, qq<.
Aux Tisages Français Ltee. Arnprm.^^^ pQ 
Consolidated Textiles Ltd., St. n „
Duplex Textiles Ltd., St. Hy^mthe, ^
Fairfield and Sons Ltd., Winnipeg, Ma •
Iberville Draper)- Mills Ltd., Ibc ’le_Verte, P-Q- 
La Filature de l’lsle Verte Enrg.
Maritime Textiles Ltd., Truro, JN.&-
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Out of business
Nap. Paquin, St. Gabriel de Brandon, P.Q.

2. State request not received
Duval & Raymond, Princeville, P.Q.

3. State forms mislaid and request duplicate.
Shefford Woollens Ltd., Granby, P.Q.

No reply to telegram
Cookshire Woollen Mill, Cookshire, Que. 
Trenholmville Woollen Mills, Trenholm, P.Q. 
The Vice-Chairman : All right, Mr. Dyde.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Mr. Knight, there were one or two questions which were asked yesterday 

on which information was to be obtained and supplied, and I think you n° 
have that?—A. Yes. .

Q. A question yesterday referred to page 10 of your report under the he» 
ing “schedule B-7”, and with reference to the date, September 15, 1947, whic 
appears above the column of prices. You were asked yesterday whether th 
figure represented the figure after the removal of subsidies or on the last d • 
that subsidies were in force. Will you now tell the committee what that prl/_ 
column represents?—A. That price column represents the prices approved ^ 
the Wartime Prices and Trade Board as they were immediately before rem° 
of controls. e

Q. Then further with regard to the same table of prices the question ar ^
yesterday as to what those prices were and you said then that you thought ‘ 
you had invariably taken the manufacturer’s price to make a uniform represen ^ 
tion. Have you anything further to add to that?—A. The prices shown 
pages 10 and 11, of my report are in all but one case the only price rep"

orted

from the companies and may be presumed to be the price to all purchase^
However, Montreal Cottons Limited have also reported their price on
woven fabric or broadcloth to shirt manufacturers. We have only repor 
prices to the wholesalers in schedule B-7.

ted tlie

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. What are the other prices in the case of that company; what arc 

other prices—you say those prices you have used are the ones quoted to 
wholesalers?—A. That is right.

Q. What are the other prices?—A. The other prices were those d11 
to shirt manufacturers.

the
the

oted

Mr. Dyde : Do you want the actual prices?
Mr. Fleming: I want to make clear as to whether or not the shirt 'n;Vere 

facturers were buying from the wholesalers. Do you know whether the.
doing that, or were they buying direct? ,,„al

* .
The Witness: I presume they were buying direct from the r

Cottons Limited in this instance, as per their report to us, do you see.

By the Vice-Chairman: ())eS»
Q. And they have two classes or more of purchasers of whom w 11 

were one?—A. That is correct, sir. . -holes»^1"'
Q. And that which you have set down here is the price to the wn 

A. That is correct, sir.

1er8
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oUi And that price is the proper one to be compared with any other of the 
sin prices given by the other reporting companies ; is that right?—A. I con-

aer that, sir; yes.w Q- So you have then what you believe is the comparable prices from the 
°ntreal Cottons Limited?—A. Yes, sir.thatX*16 Vice-Chairman: All right. I do not think there will be any doubt of 

but ’ Fleming. Mr. Knight would have that in mind when he was reporting, 
Co 1 there should be any doubt as to the Montreal Cottons or any other 
havPany in this report we have not secured that which is comparable they will 

e an opportunity of setting us right on that point now, won’t they ? 
itself 'iu Dyde: 1 would like to turn now to schedule B-8, the actual schedule 
day ’ JNlr- Knight, to deal with the last question which was raised in our yester- 
qaesti'( vtlng- and I propose not to refer to the question in full again, but it was a 
account >y Mr Fleming in which he asked whether in accordance with sound 
rather tîf8 practice it was better for us to look at one of these special columns 

than the other. Would you have now the answer to that question, please? 
l°ok at‘VVleNESS: My Personal opinion on that is that it would be advisable to 
other n 10 arst three columns as being the basis for comparative purposes. The 
of invent"00 columns were added to enable the committee to see the signficance 
you Car,<iry reserves. The figures have been shown on a comparable basis and if 
Panie.s ° .,f rcder 4o them you can readily see the signficance for each of the com- 
figure tliore *we*ve years and also the average of the twelve years in one

Hy Mr. Thatcher:
tract th^n'* *n orcler to get the inventory reserves of the company do you sub- 
*"• - e one column from the other, is that it?—A. Yes, you would subtractlnber ] cohimn f1X-m tbe other, is that it?—A. Yes, you would subtract 
\v Q- That mpan". Vf'1 Vfca ed ‘capital employed” from number 4 column.

11 d be $35 ivYnno !C ^minion Textile Company inventory reserve in 1947
Q. Whfeh If,(??’KletSo$26’820-000-A- That is right.
The y ° , d bc $8,354,000?
Mr t!°E‘Chairman: Is that the first line for the year?
The vTCrER: N°’ that would be for 1947-5,I74,000? LHAIRMAN: You get that by subtracting $26,820,000 from 

We FlemCHER: Yes'thy If take it^/lriV duSt ’n interest of accuracy and uniformity in future, are 
lastbercentagc of 111 y°ur opinion the proper figure for reference in relation to 

fplunin? pr°ot to capital is that in the third column and not that in the

The WiTy" E8S" ^ es> Mr. Fleming, I sav that is my personal opinion.

u tj. ^r' tt>yde:Serstand"!!? y?u migbt still explain, Mr. Knight, so that the committee will 
y for - xl- *---- 1 no-7 w0 wont over those figures yester-

full

' l!unb y°u might still explain, Mr. Knight, so tnai ii ^ eg yester-
l<nR0ltip,leîely’ the figtire for 1937- V e understand the process that is 

uiloweri ?36 and I want to make sure that « un - Dominion Textile 
VT Lct * 1937 under the he,, mg of Domm^ ^

Miat V(y and follow the figure across the page so coiumn for
1937 pr0Ccdure is?—A. Yes, sir. The first figure "toe

Q I '’’858,000 of capital employed. In the next 10 
Selve , Just a -------- - to vou bv t

5art
‘JSSiTS* to'you by the companies them-

£ That figure is compiled from figures supplied to us bythe companies 
o’ according to the explanation that we have given m the wrAt 
that the committee would understand how we had compiled the figure.
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Q. All right.—A. The next figure is the net profit after tax as reported by 
the company. The third column is the percentage of the one to the other, 
the fourth column I have the figure of $28,775.000. That figure represents 
inventory reserve added to the $25,858,000 which, in this instance, is $2,917,000- 
In other words the inventory reserve that I noted yesterday was $2.441.00" 
at the end of 1936 and it is now $2,917.000 at the end of 1937 which is a diffcr' 
ence of—

The Vice-Chairman : Do you—
The Witness: That is a difference—I am sorry, you were going to ask me 

something?

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. I was on the point of saying then that it would appear that the invented 

reserve increased from 1936 to 1937?—A. Yes, sir, that is correct. , .
Q. All right, go ahead, please?—A. That increase to which you rc 

amounted to $476,000 in that year. . js
Q. Yes?—A. And that figure was added to the capital employed whicn 

in column 1, being $25,858,000. ^
Q. Yes?—A. And it was also added to the net profit reported after ta- . 

of $1.432,000 and that is how you get the $28,775,000 and the $1,908,000 a 
adjustment, and the resulting percentage is shown as 6-6 per cent. . _ ]V

Q. You have treated the assignment of a certain sum of money to in' ^ 
tory reserve as a profit and have so recorded it because, while they decided 
put that money into the reserve they could have used it to buy lollip°Ps ^ 
anything else? It is money which they could have used?—A. That is c°rr^0t 

Q. Having treated it as profit you say, since they have it and since it ls.- 
distributed, it is capital that is being used and it will be treated as opei'il r 
capital or at any rate as capital?—A. It is capital.

Q. That is the way it is treated?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Are these inventory reserves, reserves which are more or less book 

ing entries, or are they reserves which the government allows when the co'I „0 
tion tax is being computed?—A. They are bookkeeping entries in that the. 
through the books. j\0H

Q. Yes, I realize that. For instance each year does the government 
the whole amount for the purpose of corporation tax? I remember that v 
we had Canada Packers here they indicated that they were allowed half 
figure only, but the company for its own purposes put the whole amount tn . 
its books?—A. I think the best answer will be when the executives of the ^)e 
panies come forward. They will be familiar with the assessments made 
tax department in each of the years and they will be able to give the ninun<jer 
In certain instances those amounts are allowed. As I explained yesterday , 3s 
section 61 (b) of the Excess Profits Tax Act certain figures were taken, ^et 
these inventory reserves are a matter of company policy and are decide 
careful consideration by the executive it is very difficult for me to tell > 
answer because I was not present at the time the decision was taken.

By the Vice-Chairman: of
Q. The fact is there is some inventory reserve allowed for the P111 ^ Ye»' 

computation of income tax? There is some inventory reserve allowed .-77 'coih' 
Q. That may be, in any given case, the inventory reserve which 1 

pany sets up for itself or it may not be the same figure?—A. Yes. ^ fjiiiw 
Q. In the case of Canada Packers the total figure was $750,006 

and for example they were allowed—
Mr. Thatcher: $500,000.
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The Vice-Chairman: I do not remember thJ ^sidered to be good
but they said that for their own purposes and what they ^ 
business they set aside $750,000. That is the way the story went.

Mr. Thatcher: That is right. I do not know w\^r ^ Qn
give the answer to this question but Dü^"l°n “^^Ust about one-third 
schedule B show inventory reserve as $8,354,000 hlc ■ needed? 
of the capital employed. Why would such large reserves be needed

The Witness: I would prefer the company to ans^r t^zS'industry and 
as you may well imagine the cotton industiy is a .1 
as a result it has special problems.

Mr. Thatcher: That is fine. at schedule B8 that the
. Mr. Fleming: I think we may say from looking at sc That
tendency over the past twelve years has been to mcrese-t and on Whieh they 
ls> no doubt a matter of policy on the part of the compam 
are best qualified to give the answer.

By Mr. 
have

mav clarify' this
Dyde:

n . Q- I have a further question Mr. Knight_ so that we ,
Position. The 1947 figure is a cumulative figure is it s •
lq. Q- You have taken the history of these figures and >> f', jumn_
L947 we have accumulated a figure for capital emploved, m the fom 
V! emulative as far as the inventory reserve is concerned?-^ I J.U say 
'at figUre in the fourth column represents capital employ ed, co P cxigt_ 

in n-ner which we explaiined in our report, to which has c ‘ • > 
inventory reserves at the end of any one of those given per -•

By Mr. Pinard: • tnat ciuum» «.- V
Q. Have you added the net profits gVe inventory reserve in the 
ddition to the inventory resen ts. - • reverse

«V,u„ has been added to the “t ProM^ ^ ,he „et profit 
, H- In each case :—A. ic-, s true.

Q- Yes, of course.

By the Vice-Chairman: inventory reserve
SQ Q. Just on this point, in the> net profitaftci-? some mvent reflected
?°me extent already be reflected? Is that cm^^ then it would
ïas been allowed before making the ta^tand the question,-- reserve? 
therc would it not?—A. I do not quite understa ^ &UoW 80me mv •

Wo have „id that the taa office p° ^ ^ a„e, taxes!-
A VQ- And the net profit here is shovn m into consider-

al ci Does not that itself reflect some In urald'liavc

n deducted from the net profit before 
O. All •

1 additi
that cumulative figure,

Q- All
Mr.

right, thanksvna,mx=. T concerned I have finished

Î? 60 on with another w,tn® that Mr.ca„
rUu Knight. You will understand, M • .i turns out to be 
sk i hs throughout the succeeding day », k him to return m «*■ «mv time.
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The Vice-Chairman: Yes, with respect to this report or any of the 
succeeding reports with which we may be dealing.

Mr. Dyde: Yes, and as far as I am concerned I would be ready to go on 
with another witness at this stage unless someone wishes to keep Mr. Knight 
on the stand longer.

The Vice-Chairman: I think we may have Mr. Knight stand down now- 
Who will be the next witness?

Mr. Dyde: It will be Mr. Glass. I would like to call Mr. Glass and I would 
like to have the memorandum which he has prepared distributed to the member» 
of the committee.

The Vice-Chairman: While Mr. Glass is reading the brief perhaps 
Mr. Fleming would take the chair. I understand, Mr. Fleming, that you got 
along all right with the boys yesterday and they have requested, by petition, 
that you be used as our chairman.

Mr. Fleming: I think it is just a means of silencing me.
The Vice-Chairman: I do not know whether that is true.

(Mr. Fleming took the chair.)

Mr. George Herbert Glass, Vice-President, Commodity Prices Stab 
ilization Corporation, Ltd., called and sworn:

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Would you please give the committee your full name?—A. Georg6 

Herbert Glass.
Q. What is your address?—A. 29 Imperial Avenue.
Q. Ottawa?—A. Ottawa.
Q. What is your post or office?—A. I am vice-president of the Commod1 

Prices Stabilization Corporation. . ^
Q. I have asked you to prepare and bring with you a memorandum w 1 

you are now prepared to read?—A. That is right.
Q. Would you please do so?—A. Mr. Chairman:

STATEMENT BY COMMODITY PRICES STABILIZATION 
CORPORATION LIMITED RESPECTING RAW COTTON 

SUBSIDIES PRESENTED TO THE PRICES 
COMMITTEE

1 £0'

In connection with this Committee’s enquiry I have been asa6 . eS 
present a statement concerning the operation of the Commodity * 
Stabilization Corporation Ltd., in so far as cotton, particularly 
cotton, is concerned. . ^

Before dealing with the raw cotton subsidy it might be helpm 
review briefly the general operations of C.P.S.C. Ltd. In spite 0 y 
overall price ceiling which came into effect on December 1, 1941, 111 
producers and manufacturers faced rising costs. Some of the eau» ■ 

higher costs were higher prices in the country of export, higher shiPç^j 
costs and. in some instances, higher operating costs due to re 
production.
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ho first method of dealing .with these increased costs was to have 
wot ucers and distributors share the increased costs, in other words, their 

jiargms were reduced. The second method was to reduce costs by 
nop i cation and standardization of production, but in many cases 

■ 1Csc tx'° methods proved insufficient to take care of the full increase 
cost anc*’ "'here continued supply of the commodity was considered 

( essar_\, subsidies were paid, duties were remitted or modified, or 
m vn • 168 W6re Purchased in bulk by Crown companies.
, ^ u*c *he real beneficiary of any subsidy was the consumer, for the 
,.e ° POnvenience, economy and ease of administration, the general 

fe'w'^t faS pay suhsidies at the level of trade at which there were the 
es h ms. This level was usually the importing or primary processing 

th m.anu^a)c*ur™g level. The maximum subsidy payable was defined in 
laH S s*a*ement <>f import policy as the amount by which the
si ./°"n cos* °f the goods imported exceeded the laid-down cost of 
oth * ar ®00<*S entere(f for consumption during the basic period, or at such 
to tl ,tlmC’ -)r execeded such other cost as was appropriate having regard 
min-i *C ,naximum selling price. It was further provided that subsidies 

8 U be Paid under either of two methods:—
1. The individual import basis 

^ ^ 'f he industry or commodity formula basis.
return' aPPrec^ated that a basic formula which provides adequate 
anot]”S 01 <)ne. manufacturer may allow greater than normal profits to 
found'1 ,<lPera^n8 under different conditions. Furthermore, a subsidy 
eondif' °n norma^ operations may result in large profits should
tjnn. 'T adow better than normal operations, or losses should confii
ons allow only sub-normal operations.

Stahir°nSeqUentIy’ a number of industries agreed w-ith Commodity Prices
Drnfit lza*lon Corporation Ltd., on a scheme of subsidy limitation or 
1 r°nt control.
culaSnerally sPeakinS> profit control provided that all subsidies cal- 
taxa}, on tlle basic formula, to the extent that they contributed to profits 
eitl •1 af *be rad<? °f fPO per cent, under the Excess Profits Tax Act. 
alreadvW°U-d n0t be paid or w°uld be refunded to the Corporation if

Control•' b)I ,mda for the limitation of subsidies, usually called “Profit- 
but i ° . a number of minor variations to fit different industries,
ti0n ,i P.nnciPle provided that subsidies paid to any person or corpora- 
Corn0Ur!?g any *vear ""ere refundable to Commodity Prices Stabilization 
exceeM^0”' ,Ltd,> to tlie extent that the recipients’ net taxable income 
Excès p 11per cent °f its standard profits as determined under the 
the rofits Tax Act. The 116f was the point at which under the Act 
1942, t r Cent ratc °f tax became effective, (subsequent to June 30, 
appro ■ lle ^option of this formula made it much simpler to arrive at 
ti„ns >Pnate rates of subsidy in an industry where there were wide varia
te ke’n rates of profit between firms, where the full subsidy w^as required 
the otT marginal firms in business but little or no subsidy required at 
war e ^T-end of the scale; or where the prospects of an industry under 

^mentions were extremely difficult to predict. 
subj(.,,|)p ications for subsidy were submitted to the corporation and 

t( to a careful check. They were then forwarded to the appro-
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priate administrators for further examination of the amount of subsid) 
claimed, especially in respect to how much of the increased cost a tra 
might reasonably be expected to absorb.

Dealing with subsidies on imported goods, the principles in accordance 
with which subsidies were payable were set forth in a series of state^ 
ments of import policy. Subsidy payable was limited to the excess ^ 
actual laid-down costs over the laid-down cost appropriate to ceil1’” 
prices. It was further limited to the extent that the increase in iaU 
down costs could reasonably be expected to be absorbed by the trade.

Subsidies on domestic products were payable only on such goods 
civilian consumption in Canada as the Wartime Prices and Trade Bo®r 
specified. The formula in each case was designed to provide such aSsls 
ance as was considered necessary to maintain an adequate supply 0 
product at ceiling prices. j

The subsidy limitation scheme was applied in both import aI 
domestic subsidies where considered necessary and practicable.

Turning now to the subsidy in the cotton field, the basic subsidy 11 
was the import subsidy on raw cotton, which was administered °n 
formula basis.

There were pecularities 
formula treatment desirable

in the cotton situation which made the
anHad raw cotton been subsidized 011 

individual import basis, on account of the wide variety of grades, 8 
and end uses, it would have been impossible to fix a single apPr°PrI t0 
basic price for subsidy purposes. It would have been necessary rg 
compute appropriate base prices for each end use, which could not ^ 
been done at time of importation. Consequently, the Standard 
Cotton Agreement was drawn up and all the primary processors jer 
under this agreement ; spinners, knitters and converters operated u 
substantially the same agreement with changes to suit their conditi

The Standard Raw Cotton Agreement provided that with respe 3 
cotton products invoiced at ceiling prices, the corporation would P ^e 
subsidy on the raw cotton going into production thereof, at the din 
between the actual laid-in cost of such raw cotton and a schedule o ^ 
basic prices. These basic prices represented raw cotton costs apim’lgd 
to February 1941 fabric prices, which generally speaking S°' . l5 
consumer prices of the finished products in the basic period, Septei' vg 
to October 11, 1941. The subsidy limitation scheme outlined ^ ;p 
restricting profits to 116f per cent of standard profits was incorp°r
the Raw Cotton Agreement.

irkeSWhen the overall price ceiling was imposed in 1941 the P ” ..^gt1 
cotton fabrics had advanced more or less in line with the rising A111 ^,eVe 
raw cotton quotations, while the retail prices of finished cotton g°^ 9jie<i
generally related to the lower prices of primary textiles 
some months earlier. The board was therefore faced with the a

which P^Ljve
lterna 

atu the
of either allowing a general increase in the prices of cotton textile® ^9,5

The latter course ilillgretail levels or of reducing the prices of fabrics. ____
chosen and the fabric ceilings were “rolled back” to the level P,e^ p9\" 
in February 1941. While this action did not involve the immediacies
ment of subsidies on raw cotton, it was recognized that, a.s .in,% InaB(C ’ 
purchased at a lower level were used up and replaced in a rising 
subsidies would become necessarv.
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During November and December of eaTsupp^
corporation and the Wartime Prices and 11 most advantageous prices 
of raw cotton were accumulated by the tiae e < fact that profits
and because of these large low-cost inyen ones - the limitation of
were generally such as to preclude subsidy - - required until the
subsidies clause, no substantial subsidy payments were rep
year 1944. (See Schedule 1 attached.)

t _ *v>«t the subsidies paid on raw. , Looking at that schedule, now, you can sec _ -q 1 to December 31,
lorn11 and cotton linters, under tariff item 520, n - 1 1Q44 it increased tonr ^mounted to only $174,000; m 1943, $91/ Ij00’ q00 000 and in 1946 to

Really $9,000,000. In 1945, it amounted to ^ 0(K)(KX)M3.000,000. but in 1947, it dropped to something undei $b,wo,

By Mr- Thatcher:
'“Heto!,!'3* ,was the reason for that drop, Mr. Glass, do you know?—A. We will 

By S' ,ater on, Mr. Thatcher.
lISed up an , tlme- that is, the year 1944, the low cost inventories had been 
c°ntracts. m profits were further affected by the reduction in war

, r the Raw Cotton Agree- The schedule of fixed prices forming part q{ United States
ment covered the majority of the gia< _ countries. To indicate 
cotton as well as cotton from several other ^ 15/16 middling,
changes in these fixed prices, I wl11 u' ^tan(iard cotton quotations 
which is the staple and grade on w nc , ges was U-4 cen s j\
based. The original fixed price for subsidy pP^ ^ 1Q46, this price was 
pound for United States cotton. Effec i February 1, ^47, j
increased to 15-4 cents per pomuh Eft üve june 2, 1947, it 
increased to 24-4 cents per pound ana
increased to 27-2 cents per pound. the United States had

Earlv in 1946 the price of raw cotton mt ^ 0n the I t of 
to nearlv double our basic price of H ringPthe Canadian pnc 
March, 1946, the first step was taken to bring costs when the
for cotton goods more in line with a< d This a(J.vanCe ■ of
fixed prices were increased by 4 cen s eage jn the ceiling 1 
cost of raw cotton involved a gcn(r seeondary manufae u - 
cotton yarns and fabrics. In most casesthes^ ^ increased cost to th^ 
cotton yarns and fabrics were permitted tum controllcd down 
ceiling prices These price increases w
retail level by the use of specified mark-up & gharp increase m raw

Soon after this increase in the x ^ and in October, ’ bv 
cotton prices in the United States 0(1 nucipated saving m ■ 4be
reached 40 cents per pound. Thus the antic p ^ out and in fact 
the increase in the fixed prices was c° ared with 1945. 
cost of subsidies increased in 1946 as high of c ‘ ■

While the price of cotton decreased Ue the fixed price
Pound in October, 1946. it was sti aI scemed little Pr0SP ’ The 
0 15-4 cents at the first of 1947. and ^reasonably near future. ^ 
of the market falling to this leve m cçnt? and with these -g to 
Tinted States support price was °ver wa5 raised 9 cents,
^nd, the base price for subsidy purposes ^ ^ in the case of
24-4 cents per pound effective February ,
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previous increase, general increases in the whole ceiling price structure 
for cotton products were necessitated.

On June 2, 1947, the fixed price of raw cotton was raised again b> 
2-8 cents per pound to 27-2 cents. Raw cotton prices in the United State» 
had commenced to rise, reaching 36 cents in May and, moreover, tn 
United States export subsidy which had the effect of holding costs 
Canadian buyers below the market level had been reduced from 2 to i ce 
per pound on May 13, 1947.

At this time, that is June, 1947, an adjustment in the base PrlC<j 
for raw cotton was combined with a revision of the domestic price struc^ 
ture. The basic period price structure for cotton fabrics had contain 
certain anomalies which had persisted under price control and ot 1 
anomalies had developed in the course of subsequent adjustments wm ' 
being based primarily on the increased cost of the cotton content, j1 
tended to discriminate against the finer fabrics in which costs other t 
the raw material are a more important factor than in the cheaper Qua 1 • 
fabrics.

The Standard Cotton Agreements were terminated by the Coi"p° 
tion as at September 15, 1947, at which time cotton products were co 
pletelv decontrolled.

SchedUL® 1

SUBSIDIES PAID OX RAW COTTON AND COTTON LINTERS 
TARIFF ITEM 520

Paid by Years Cumu'a ^
April 1 to Dec. 31, 1942 .................................................... $ 174,786.29 $
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1943 ...................................................... 917,681.92 L0-q$ 6»
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1944 ...................................................... 8,857.330.47 9.949,0
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1945 ......................................................... 12.742.425.-05 22 0 457.63
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1946 ........................................................ 13,487,233.90 36,17949 »3
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1947 ........................................................ 5.826,312.30 42,0057 •

■ o’ by

Mr. Dyde: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Glass is now available for questioning j 
the committee. Before doing so, it occurs to me it might be appropriate^^ 
provide the committee with a table showing the United States raw c(^i- 
prices. I have not called a witness for this purpose. The primary textile 1 ^ 
tute was kind enough to refer me to trade papers in which I could find *lC r, 
cotton prices in the United States. I have extracted the raw cotton prices c 
ing the years from 1940 to 1947 inclusive and for the first four months » eJ 
from those trade papers. These prices appear in a document which is ure
as being quotations compiled by the United States department of Agric1^ ^ 
I think it might be useful for the committee to have those prices. It a 
type of table we have occasionally put in before without specifically ca 
witness because I think the table is self-evident. tf'e

Added to that is, of course, the difficulty of calling somebody fr0 
United States Department of Agriculture. ^

The Acting Chairman : The institute to which you referred is the Cana 
Institute?

Mr. Dyde: Yes, Mr. Chairman. .^-7
The Acting Chairman: Has anyone any objection to this tabic g0,n°

It will go into the record at this point.

i
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RAW COTTON PRICES

Tlie f ]] United States

Sp0t ,nifcldlfniCl!-t"r® a”dS repro'duJSl ^ q.u<)totious comPi,ed by V.S. Depart-
iQdn 8 15/16-™ch cotton at ten marL-Zt publ'eatlon|; thf quotations being the average for
1940 ten m»rket centres m Southern USA

fc" ’
f ay '
'{«ne •••July • • •

‘August' ' ■
ÿSS»

Ax crage 

I94l

>»**“** 
fc1 : •

July ••••

1943
January .. .... 2<f>.5v

1946
January .................
February ...............

........... 10'-8c hebruarv 90.7n........... 10-6c- March . .... 21-2c
lo April ......... .... 21-2cin * May . . .... 21•lc Mqy

. . ’ 1 A June .. . ... 21 • 1 c
•. ' ~ July .... .... 20•9c July. • • . . 9•9c August . . .... 20-4c. . * « September 90 • 4u September .............

Ortohpi’........... 9* 4c October ... 20•3c• • n IC November . ... 19-7c
_____ December . ... 19-7c December ...............

............. 10-2c Average .. ... 20.6c Average .............

24- 7c
25- 8c
26- 8c
27- 7c 
27-4c 
29-2c 
33 • 4c
35- 5c
36- 9c 
36-Ir

Average

ID49

M= u»rv ' I'arch ' •A nr, |
fa.v{une ■■■■•■■ 
:;u:v
o l,£n W " * * • •
S5pV:
feS!»-::

............... 10-lc 1944
January .. .... 20-0c

1947
5].0,.

............. 10-6c February ., .... 20 • Sr- February .... .... 33.3c
3$. 2cMarch . .... 21 •]<•. . ^ April .... .... 21-0cMav ... .... 21-Oc

............. 15-6c June . .
July . .. .... 21-5c

. . . . 1 • ftv
June ...............
T u ] v

.... 37-2c
37* 5c• - i- }L August . .. ... 21•4c 54 • 3r*.. 2' 1C September . .. . .. 21 • 4c.

yA.uf'UMi. .......
51 .ftp

October ... 21-Oc
UH: pi/trlliuei . . . .

51.7c
November 9 1.4n November.........

llzir-mviTiKAi*
... 33-6e

35.8c■ • • 17 • 3c December .. ... 21-5c
........... 13-9c Average . ... 21-2c Average ... . ... 34-4c

Ay''^age

Mv
thenT!le Ac

19-Oc
19- 2c 
I0-6e
20- 2c 
20- Oc
19-0c 
19- 4c
18-(>o 
18 • 8c
18- 9c 
10 -3c
19- 7c

19-3c

1945
January .......... 21-7c
February .............. 21 -6c
Atarch .................... 2I-8c
Ai>nl ...................... 22-lc
-Vi a y .................. 99. de
•June ................ ;;;
July ........................ 22-6c
August ................ .. 22-4c
September ............ 22- 5c
October .................. 9.3- lc
November ............ 24-Oc
December ............ 24-5c

1948
January ............... 35-15c
February ............. 32"76c
March ................... 34-19c
April ..................... 37-22c

The [HATcheR: I sti
till

Average ............. 22- 6o

standee .:** ACTINr r ....... do not under;
x r1Cro will h„ HAirman: Mr. Dyde has a few more questions, I think, and
•iy[p &n-----  ‘• Th

Bi

atcher:
opportunity for questions by the committee. 

All right.

you jJ' ^hde theDyrfe; •
(hc rrJe dealt wif/ 'ff llSt is ,)eing distributed, I note that in your memorandum 
1‘riUcin) c°tton 6 .sul)sidy on raw cotton. Is there any difference between
^st t)L° there lc ,,Sh • ’n principle, and the subsidy on grey cloth ?- -A. No, intu °uere js n , pnnci 
0Stabli<TbSame- Th 1 r ny diffei’ence. The manner in which it was handled was 
JJotton S-d a schcHi fference’ in fact, was that whereas on the raw cotton we 
Uififej. ’ the casu r on fixed prices for the various grades and staples of raw 

1 types of „„ gre7 cloth, we established a schedule of fixed prices for the
grey cloth.
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Q. Now, on this list which I think you have not seen, Mr. Glass, this hgt 
of raw cotton prices which has just been distributed to the committee, I notice 
that the quotations are for spot middling, 15-16 inch cotton. Would you say 
to the committee whether that is the normal way of quoting cotton? There are 
other types of cotton, I understand, but the one that is used for the basic 
quotations is the 15-16 inch?—A. That is my understanding.

Mr. Dyde: I have no further questions.
The Acting Chairman : I do not appreciate the significance of this reference 

to grey cloth. Was it referred to here? ^
Mr. Dyde: No, we will be referring to it in one or two cases later an 

I thought I would have it on the record.
The Acting Chairman : You have a question, Mr. Thatcher?
Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Beaudry cleared it up for me. ,
The Acting Chairman : Are there any other questions to be asked 0 

Mr. Glass?
Very well ; thank you, Mr. Glass.
Mr. Dyde: I should like to call Mr. Griffin, Mr. Chairman.

4I
I

A. G. S. Griffin, Secretary, The Wartime Prices and Trade B°ar^’ 

called and sworn :

By Mr. Dyde: ^
Q. Mr. Griffin, would give the committee your full name?—A. Antn 

George Stock Griffin.
Q. Your address?—A. 140 Howick Place, Rockeliffe, Ottawa. , aVe
Q. Mr. Griffin, I understand that while, at the present moment you g 

changed your department, you were, on May 31, 1948, secretary of the War 
Prices and Trade Board. That is correct, is it not?—/ That is correct.

Q. Is it in that capacity you have prepared memorandum f°r 
committee?—A. That is correct.

Q. Would you please proceed to read your memorandum?—A. . ±e
Mr. Chairman, I understand the committee has decided to investit^ 

the textile industry by examining separately and in the following 1 
the primary divisions of cotton, rayon, and wool before turning ^ vVith 
garment and other secondary trades. I shall therefore deal no" ^ 
yarns and fabrics of cotton and try to give you a picture of our P^icb 
of trade in that field so that you may have a background against 
your examination of prices will perhaps be facilitated. r per

Canada’s primary cotton industry produces about ninety-nve 
cent of the cotton yarns which it requires for weaving into fabrics- ^ 
five per cent by volume in which we are deficient represents-, h° ^0jiy 
an importance out of all proportion to the size; we are almost 
dependent on outside sources for the finer qualities of yarns used 
manufacture of such essential products as knitted hosiery, unde 
and thread. . cotto°

Our domestic primary industry has never produced sufficient joP. 
fabrics either by types or by volume to take care of home cons-un l ^g) 
Production has varied between seventy-two per cent of supply 0i
and just under fifty per cent f 1947). I have submitted an <)U is
domestic production and imports to which I draw your attention- 
designated table 1. ()llr

Would you just look at that table? You will see that, during the "a ' 
cotton industry increased in production.
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The Wjtv,G ( ”AIRMAN: Do y°u want us to look at this table 1 now? 
rrNB8S: Just have it beside you, I think.

q *VMr.Dyde:

and- interrun/'vfr’ y°jU maY direct y°ur attention to table 1 for a 
assLto understand what tabled8 of./our rfPort" We might look at table 1 
left8) you in reading v, „ 1 6 1 says’ lf y°u do not mind. I do this merely to
first land column rh mem°randum. I notice you have taken, in the
that ^Uarter of lqas1 'r^li ^rom ^35 forward and you have ended with the

if all of the nnt/n 'i le,next column, you show domestic production and
228 % And thelZZ , W0Ven?~A- Cotton broad woven fabrics, 
is on ae top ■ ' /,e Pnoduction is shown in millions of pounds, so that the

correct lgUre m that column, is 228,000.000 pounds, is it not?-A. That 
a Then '^ r!lati again1 L°!n nCur C<l^UI1in> y°u show imports from the United Kingdom 

' ft Aud iïïnort fm h,TS ? Pounds?—A. Yes.
the & ^ is easv tn r?m * ie United States in millions of pounds?—A. Yes. 
Whjjp P°rts from runs one’s eye down those two columns, that
®niali rle imports u +i Jf'pgdom have fallen off to a very small figure, 
in augure to a vm™ the United States have risen from a comparatively 

0 ^morandum ( ons’derable figure?—A. Yes, that is brought out later 
4., -then
j qS'^ n<X* C(dumn is exports, still of cotton broad woven fabric?—

exP°rts? ast c°iumn is the net between domestic production plus imports

firof Q- Ju.st 1,1 e A'Ctmcj Chairman:

to!?!1 dy years’’i.1 \°nm/1 ^.a* table. Is that a table of the disappearance 
. q di at the end? A" iat *s tbe total supply. You are referring now to
ihosg1® the total In!* ]co*u’nn which is headed, “apparent supply”.—A. Yes, 
x O Ttlrs- 'P y of cotton broad woven fabrics available to users in
JXq J-t jg *

*s ihe amnZCSSarjIy ^le disappearance of cotton from the market?—A. 
You w^ available to uscre.

^Ucreased it< fe? ^?a* during the war our cotton industry notably 
d milli0n ‘ ')I<)duction. The average for the years 1935-39 was about 

i fjched. Th ln ^942 the record figure of 369 million yards was 
,-dUstry Wa e ,easons for this increase were several and varied. The 
I’sturbaucc* f °Perating long military runs involving the minimum of 
: ted indivifl,0 Pr°duction schedules; the atmosphere of war had stimu- 
n, eased ' an lc , ort to a high degree; hours per week had greatly 
pj^cominp- t) Ilnal]y the government had contributed as it could towards 
dned’ Prochipr special handicaps of wartime operation. When the war 
0= slightlv n sllPPed off sharply and now looks as if it is settling 
th9nadian fJu above the pre-war level. Table No. 2 will show you that 
i °u8h as °ri.c manufacture covers a very wide range of cotton uses 

r V°lume‘ e^usly mentioned there has always been a deficiency both 
yuggegt ^ and types.

. Dyde- just look at table 2, which I think is self-explanatory.
aMcslGt,^iTNEss. "nk y°u might as well explain it to us.

, hat are Dr,tlle. left-hand column you will see it shows the type of 
-2 auced in Canadian mills. The next column is the various

U33r
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descriptions of the type of end products which are made up from these fabrics- 
Then the subsequent columns show the figures for the years 1943 to 19»'’ 
inclusive, the actual yardage production of each individual type for eati1 
year concerned.

The Vice-Chairman: And is grey cotton the same as grey cloth?
The Witness: Yes. . ,

Prior to the second war, the bulk of our imports came from the Unite 
Kingdom, the United States supplying only certain of the coarser 
which we have taken from them traditionally for many years ; before tn 
war these consisted mainly of canvas, bag cloths and tire cord fabric.

In 1943, in the interests of conservation of shipping space, Cana 
agreed reluctantly to adopt a plan worked out as a part of overall V, 
strategy whereby, although the many types of cotton yarns for win 
we are dependent upon the United Kingdom would continue to be Pr?j 
vided, the responsibility for supplying fabric import requirements won 
temporarily be transferred to the United States. . j

For the remainder of the war and for some time thereafter the Uni 
States continued to supply us. Our representatives met theirs each 9uiUfar 
to negotiate, fabric by fabric, for our requirements. These included, ins° 
as imports are concerned, many of the types of cloth we had previpn ^ 
obtained almost exclusively from Great Britain such as medium shirt'"?^ 
surgical gauze, flannelettes and dress and household prints. MeanW. 
fabric imports from the United Kingdom tapered off almost to noth1 ’ 
only highly essential specialty fabrics continued to be sent to us. Ta 
No. 3 illustrates what took place.

Table No. 3 is really a digest of table No. 1. It shows perhaps a little & ^ 
accurately what took place in the way of a shifting of import emphasis 
the United States to the United Kingdom.

(Mr. Maybank resumes the chair.)
The system of wartime allocations to Canada by the United States Ç s 

to an end at the close of 1946 and at that time there was some UI)ea5leI1ts 
whether, through ordinary commercial channels, Canada’s import require'1 ,ry 
would continue to be met from the United States. The British cotton in( lg),ut 
had suffered greatly during the war; fully one third of the mills had been uj. 
down and there was a very real possibility that Canada would be 
between U.S. reluctance to supply a customer with no traditional position > flp(l 
market, one whose permanence as a customer was at least questionably ^ 
the physical inability of Britain to resume the pre-war relationship. fC cfiit-? 
figures in table No. 3 show what happened. Proximity of the market, 
in the execution of business, natural commercial affinities and an import ^ f0,jr 
policy designed to maintain prices at a level quite well below world PrlcCf;0n 0 
bined to bring about in a period of acute world shortage the importa 
an unprecedented yardage from the United States. ublic

Early in 1947, the Wartime Prices and Trade Board, recognizing tha 
expenditure on cotton fabric import subsidies was beginning to outrun 1 us
as a price stabilizing medium and that the long awaited correction 
prices had showed no signs of setting in, made an overall reduction of ujne<: 
and authorized a commensurate increase in domestic prices. This, co 
with the final termination of price control in September, 1947, and of the^ 
subsidy plan later in the autumn, had the effect of moderating the flo" .°0rt£a 
into Canada as the year came to an end, but the yardage of 276 milli<m. “ ggiff 
from the United States during 1947 still represents by far the heavie- 
in any calendar year on record. ^

The position at present is that the exchange conservation measures 
in November last have restricted sharply the flow of fabrics from t1
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to estimate, under existing restrictions, we would import about 80
?eeds dollars ? a|' ® rom there in 1948. Meanwhile, the United Kindom, which 
‘r°tti 8 miiUr,aS , as we need fabrics, is trying hard to boost its exports to us 
?bPply thofin.mlIi S 111 *° million in 1948. Based on 1947 standards of
P’gher1 . eave :i substantial gap. But the combined effect of much 
d°Qiand. vr ^)nces an< no hnport subsidies has unquestionably mitigated the 
^suited in-n°r:i0;:cr' can reasonably be assumed that the heavy 1947 figure 
ï^huilt. « ; ai . u,m depleted wartime inventories which have now been largely 
, ngdom mhlion yards from the United States, that the United
ast year’s ,,/occ lts-,targe1’ °f 80 million and that domestic production equals 
Ver the lqqr on3 mi lon’ f*ie total of 430 million would be about 25 per cent 

i. That Âr!.-' ï, average but about 22 per cent under last year’s figure.
.lst°ry 0f ' .iamnan) concludes this brief outline of the position and recent 
n?11:iParativp _l?,llnai'y cotton industry. I have submitted as table No. 4 some 
; warning. vlc<;s o:I fabrics both domestic and imported. May I utter a word 
■ Porters m,, If , 8 table. These prices have been obtained from reliable 
^ the xvar r°+ " ,m serve.d in the Prices Board textile administrations dur- 
e he widp r)- Ut cao 1 quotation shown is only one importer’s experience; there 
içj8' Purfherr ll<r i ePan.cies when comparing with the experiences of other import- 
izi!n^cal clot! lüre’ 18 virtually impossible accurately to compare ostensibly 
thp’/°r examnl ^ ° T1., JP different countries. There are differences in finish- 
Zn ,a°t that, i j 1 , differentiate costs and therefore prices irrespective of 
oui1 °rt, witlnlle+u an,^ Parn e°unts, widths and weights may be all the same.

y to convoi 11 ‘e a‘)0Ve quite serious limitations, table No. 4 is intended 
of ^y on] y an ImPrcssi°n.
lo^y know]p?mm^n* °n Pr*ces *° draw attention to the fact that, to the best 

6r fhan thn 16 priccs °f Canadian made cotton fabrics are generally 
>( m the 1 nited States and substantially lower than British prices.

1AbLE ! __
APPARENT SUPPLY OF COTTON BROADWOVEN FABRICS 1935—1948 

(Unit-millions of yards)

‘ *

M3.
%"

Carter.
3r,] garter. 

,St quarter

Domestic
production

Imports 
from U.K.

Imports 
from U.S. Exports Total

228 60 12 1 299
245 74 16 1 334
266 76 21 1 362
236 64 26 1 325
279 76 45 3 397

251 70 24 1 344
260 72 31 1 362

327 29 94 10 440
366 44 110 17 503
369 39 178 18 568

318 27 195 11 529
296 10 225 7 524
277 8 196 h 470
268 5 213 13 473

265 8 276 *16 533

73 2 82 2 155
72 2 73 6 141

t59
t61

i
3

62
59

3
5

119
118

t67 4 130 3 98

-, ""•Ui nf i,°n basis ?,/vr Prc fabrics—approximately 2-6 million. 
^SS^^arch^baleopenmgs.



TABLE 2.—DOMESTIC PRODUCTION OF COTTON FABRICS AND WOVEN GOODS

(Unit-millions of yards)

Type of fabric Use 1943 1944 1945 1946 *1947

Bag cloths............................................
Blankets...............................................
Decorative fabrics..............................
Drills and twills..................................
Ducks...................................................
Fine yarn fabrics.................................
Flannels and flanelettes.....................
Gray cotton.........................................
Print cloths..........................................
Sheeting, pillow cotton and ticking..
Towelling.............................................
Work clothing fabrics........................
Sundry (includes yarn dyed fabrics)

Agricultural, etc. bags

Draperies, etc.........................................................
Work clothing, children’s wear...........................
Industrial...............................................................
Shirts, dresses, household prints........................
Diapers, children’s wear, pyjamas, interlinings
Industrial, tobacco and cheese cloth.................
Dresses, shirts, percales.......................................
Mattresses...............................................................

Overalls, etc.........................
Dresses, women’s suits, etc,

Total (yards)

32
8

10
39
26

6
29
38
67
20
16
19
8

318

40
8

11
25
22

4
31
35
61
11
18
21

9

296

37
8

11
25
20

4
29
32
55

9
18
19
10

277

37
8

10
21
18

3
27
31
57
10
17
19
10

268

31
8

14
22
18
3

30
30
52
10
19
18
10

265

Narrow fabrics 
Tire fabrics

Braids, ribbons, tapes, (yds.) 
“ “ (lbs.).

90 77
18 13

84 84
12 14

90
17

* Last quarter estimated.

May 31, 1948.
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TABLE 3.—COTTON BROADWOVEN FABRIC IMPORTS

average

ay3U948.

(Millions of yards)

From U.K. From U.S

64 26
76 45

70 24

29 94

27 195
10 225
8 196

5 213
8 276

D



TABLE 4—COMPARATIVE PRICES OF COTTON FABRICS

(Prices are in cents per yard laid down in Canada, prior to tariff changes, May 19, 1948) 
(Weights are shown thus: e.g. 4:00 yard which means 4 yards to the lb.)

Type Canadian

1. Mattress Coverings
Damask, low grade 56' both panel and all over designs.......
Damask, heavy woven, 56' both panel and all over designs
Ticking, woven, yarn dyed 56' approx. 4.00 yd.....................
Ticking, woven, medium grade, yarn dyed 56" 3.00 yd......
Sheeting, printed 5.50 yd...........................................................

United States

.89
1.20

.59

.65

.23*

United Kingdom

.90
1.25

.63

.72

.29

■95
1.55

.75

.94

.35

2. Work Shirtings 
Chambray.. blue, sanforized 36' 3.50 yd. 

blue, sanforized 36' 2.90 yd.
.33 36' 3.60 yd.
.37* 36' 2.90

.42

.49*

Covert sanforized 36' 2.98 yd. .36 36" 2.90 yd. .50

Doeskin, napped, piece dyed, not sanforized 36" 3.20 yd. 
36" 2.66 yd.

.35 36" 3.00 yd. .51Î-64*

. 39* (price varies with colour)

Flannel, plaid, napped, not sanforized 36" 3.90 yd. 
36" 3.35 yd.

.32

.34*
36" 3.89 yd. .47

Denim 28/29" 8 oz. sanforized blue 
Drill................................................. 28/30" 8 oz. sanforized 29 blue

.43

.49* 30" 8 oz.
.48
.49

.53

.56

3. Shirtings
Lower grade

80 x 80 sanforized, printed 
68 x 64 sanforized, printed 

136 x 60 combed, white....

Higher grade
100 x 60 printed..................

Higher grade.........................
124 x 76 singles.............................
144x76 2 ply, white...............
144 x 76 2 ply, coloured.........
144 x 76 singles, white.........
144 x76 Singles, coloured. . 
Y2& -x. c.o'cixXbçA., "nnNxyXæ; . . .

(price varies with colour) .35*-.36*
.33*
.40*

.35*

.401

.44 
.36-.37 

.55

.47*

.52Î-56*

.72—.78 

.60—.66

.80—1.20
1.09

1.231—1.32*
.90

1.06
.72

3494 
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4. Duck 29" 8 oz.

5. Bag cloths—
36’ 4S x 44 (used for sugar and export flour)........
4.00 yd. 48 x 44 (used for 98 lb. domestic dour) 
Osnaburgs 3.50 yd. (dour mill middlings)...........

6. Bed sheeting 81".............................................................

7. Dress goods, children’s wear—
Gingham, average quality.........................................
Cambric, average quality..........................................
Chambray, average quality 4.04 yd.......................

4.04 yd........................................................................
Poplins and gabardines................................................
Broadcloth 36" 64 x 60..................................................

80 x 60..................................................

Broadcloth 80 x 80.............................................................
100 x 60..........................................................

Sateens (linings) 54'...........................................................

Kasha (linings) 4.00 yd....................................................

Corduroy—fine...................................................................
coarse..............................................................

Flannelette, white, 30”....................................................
4.75 yd.......................................................................

napped, plaid flannel..................................................
napped, flannel pee. dyed, 3.00 yd.........................

2.78 yd. 
36’

3.84 yd. 

3.90 yd.

.33 .364 ,

.28} 2.85 yd.
.21} 37’
.181 .22}-

.29 
• 22| 

-.23*

1.00 1.02 1.21

.40

.30

.33

.34*

'.26 
.25 i

.44

.40

.40

.42f
1.65

.35*

.33

.58

.45

.50

i .85

.35

.29
.45
.50

.55

.44 .65 .85

.26 .44

1.15
.99

1.40
1.15

.26
.23
.32
.35*

".28*
4.40 yd. 

3.89 yd.

.33

.47*

.64

PRIC
ES
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By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Now, would you look at table 4, and go over that with us explaining what 

it is?—A. Yes. Table No. 4, provides the comparable prices of Canadian fabric8 
in so far as possible. The table has been standardized to show7 a fair comparison 
within the limits I have described in my memorandum. The prices are given 
in cents per yard laid dowm in Canada; that is prior to the tariff change8 
announced by the minister in his budget address ; but the weights are showrn a_ 
a figure of yards per pound. I show in column 1 there in the units—the typ68 
are given in the left-hand column, and the Canadian, United States and Unite 
Kingdom prices are shown in the following three columns.

Q. Can you pick out and give us an example of this yards per pound- 
—A. Yes, I can. Example No. 1, you will see, in the third example down'" 
ticking, woven, yarn dyed ; 56 inches approximately, $4 a yard. That 56 inch®8 
indicates the width, and the approximate yardage per pound there is 4 yards t 
the pound. Then you will see following across the Canadian price for^ t*’a 
quality has been given to me as 69 cents a yard laid down ; the United State 
price as 63 cents a yard laid down and the United Kingdom price as 75 cents 
yard laid down.

Mr. Thatcher: I winder if the w'itness could say what part the tariff pla- 
in say the American price; would you know that off hand?

The Witness: It varies, of course. I am not an authority on tariffs.
Mr. Thatcher: Could you give us just a round figure? ,
The Witness: Yes, I would say the American tariff, purely as a r°un 

figure, is about 17|- per cent plus 3 cents per pound.
The Vice-Chairman: You mean the Canadian tariff against the Uni 

States?
The Witness: That is it.

ited

ct-By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. What is it now? Has it been completely taken off?—A. That is corre 
Q. So that the British price will be lower?—A. Yes, but there has been j* 

a scaling, a necessary scaling down of tariffs against the United States ; tha ^ 
assuming the tariff against Great Britain was 17^ per cent and that the ta^g 
against the United States was 17-^ per cent plus the 3 cents a pound, then 
United States tariff now becomes 3 cents per pound. ^

Q. I see; well then, temporarily these American prices will be lowd •
A. That is correct. ^

The Vice-Chairman: You.are describing there the operation of the m 
favoured nation clause?

The Witness: That is right.

dowvn inBy Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Do you know if that would have any effect in bringing prices 

Canada?—A. It is too soon to say.
Q. It is too soon to say yet?—A. I think it is.
Q. But probably it would?—A. We hope it will.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. You were with the Wartime Prices and Trade Board for some cons’ 

able time, weren’t you?—A. Yes, two years roughly. .ailin$
Q. As such you had occasion to be closely in contact with both Prc' u0n8 

prices and supply conditions "in the cotton textile industry?—A. The n|na M 
of the secretary of the Prices Board has been largely to look after supp’’6"'
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Under tI,P’ .1 U' ^rices P°ard had a prices division which looked after all matters, 
the secret ','1:111‘nan course, all matters which had to do with prices, whereas 
this renr»-t V 0t • , tioard concerned himself more with supply. That is why 

Q PW, 18 mainly on the supply position.
Questions 1q ai.e. .interested in this committee under our terms of reference in two 
to havç ’ n( 1 you can help us out on either of them I am sure we will be glad 

,SuPplie« 'tl asSlstance. One is prices and the other is possible hoarding of 
knowledge f •vou. UP until the time you left the Board on May 31, any 
textile in„i " an>' hoarding or undue accumulation of supplies in the cotton 

0 ^uustry?—A. No, I had not.
Th ien> on the question of prices—

Pr°vinCo w" HAIRMAN: That would be rather more particularly out of your 
Tlie' Ay>U ' !t n°^ ' ^ou say y°u were more interested in supply than prices? 

tj’at is in !TXEf: ^ ?s; wc werc more interested in facilitating supply, 
fiSe atteiit'1 Vl /° ununtain the price ceilings, and in doing that one has to pay 
held whip), 10n 0 khe volume of supply obviously, and it was that particular

a ’natter XK hairman: I was just thinking in that connection that it will be
r°ni thP m Pnrt'cular interest to your department if there were any withholdings c market?

Witness: Yes.
The ^-Chairman: Would that be right? 

itness. A es, that would be correct.

q Mr. Fleming:
+I ndicated that you have not any evidence of anytijne ôf ;,uu 

of the f ■. W ~~ uuu auy eviuence oi any attempt at any 
nri. w‘c accumulation or hoarding of supplies?—A. Certainly no prnnary textiles .,

y°ur hat is what we are discussing here now. On the subject of prices,ug 
have °wledge does not qualify you to answer fully I am sure >
Trad/°u f°und ' "lrad

qualify you to answer fully I am sure you 
• -<4e P ‘u?uu in the period you were connected with the Wartime Prices an 111 the f X?rd down to May 31 of this year any attempt of unduly high prices 
Say that7vn te3jtiles industry?—A. No,"I have not. On the other hand, I would 
,a.s cloSeiv ie Piimary cotton industry had gone a long way towards presen ing
the tinipy ,a? Possible the relationship with the ceiling price which obtained at 

0PTof decontrol. . *
to Dp!?- saying that I take it that you are speaking with particular reference 

V 2°d Slnce September 15, 1947?—A. That is correct. 
fi°VGr«mo.,,tUTCHER: lu the passing of this new tariff, that is once w ere , 
flrst time «-1S taking a right step in keeping prices down; and 

’at. t - lnGe I have been on this committee that I have sait . B
n Plpnco/-) i~ -

in

— o “vvt/ .since I have been on tl
' am pleased to notice that.

eanX T’oe-Chairman: I think CaPffal letters. that should probably be printed in the report

T . Q. m Mr:Dyde:
7 it rw.f; .kiciffin, you have said that you . - ,• regard to

1 applies frr, 6 ^or you to give the committee any m orm ^ ^ u f,aveS their We United Kingdom? I mean, I happen to know that you na^e
IChX> there aL E? thq hlT'ÏVeT Mr Chairman; the United

hlft- On/°ftton fabrics. They have taken certain steps to bring anout 
x*e of J

are closely connected with supply.

°f them was some time ago that a certain proportion of all exports
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from the United Kingdom would have to be sent to hard currency countries, 
and as it happens Canada is the only hard currency country Britain has at the 
moment on that quota. The Argentine, for example, which formerly had been a 
good market for British cottons has restricted the imports of cotton from the 
United Kingdom. The United States, as you know, has a very large domestic 
industry of its own as well as a very high tariff schedule, have never taken very 
much from Great Britain except for fine goods of very fine quality fabric, 
therefore, Canada provides the best potential market at the moment.

Q. Would you venture to say whether the proposed program is within the 
possibility of the United Kingdom; is it likely that they are going to be able 
to live up to their suggested program, or can you say anything about that 
A. Yes. When I was there last March I was fairly optimistic, but the one factor 
which may interfere* is the current United Kingdom price, which as you will see 
on table 4, is still much out of line with our domestic price here and considerably 
higher than the United States price.

Q. With the reduction of the tariff rate a person like myself would say tha 
those United Kingdom prices will go down by the amount by which the tariff lS 
reduced; but are there other factors which have to be considered before on 
can just jump to that conclusion?—A. Yes, I think there are. One is the very 
heavy increase in Egyptian cotton.

Q. What effect does that have?—A. That increases the cost of production 
in Great Britain and presumably therefore an increase in the price to Canadian 
producers. ,

Q. Do you know of any other factors?—A. Well, there is of course the fa® 
that there is no system of control of export prices in Great Britain and there J 
nothing to stop the exporter in Great Britain from simply adding to his PrlCj. 
the decrease which would otherwise have taken place through a reduction 0 
our tariff.

Q. But you say it is too soon for us to be able to assess the action 
United Kingdom producer?—A. My feeling is that the reduction of tariffs if 
to be more a stabilizing factor than actually a medium for a reduction of 
but those factors which I have mentioned will possibly stave off a rise in PrlCL° 
and may very well stabilize the price level as it stands now.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. On page 2, you make the statement: “When the war ended, productif 

slipped off sharply and now looks as if it is settling down slightly above 
pre-war level.” I wonder if you would clarify that a bit, would you express ^ 
reason for that?—A. I think perhaps it can best be explained by a reversa 
the reasons given in the preceding paragraph, the reasons for the increase, j 
will notice there where the industry was operating along military lines, .j, 
that ceased when the war ended; and the general atmosphere of the war w 
also came to an end. I think perhaps the most important factor was 
reduction in the hours per week. jjj

Q. Was there much of an increase in point of fact during the wa 
Canada?—A. I would think it would be better for me to leave that f01 
industry to say. thoSe

Mr. Dyde: You would not like to say there was a reversal of all 
factors, because one of the factors was that the government contributed to 
the overcoming of special handicaps.

The Witness: The government has retired to the sidelines as you kn°"
Mr. Dyde: I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman. _,0u
The Vice-Chairman: Any other questions, gentlemen? If not; than 

Mr. Griffin.

of tiie 
; goinS 
price ;
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o Ml-. Dyde: 
statistics.

I would like to call Mr. Hughes of the Dominion Bureau of

Trad^der^k^i,Ua“ ^u»^les’ Chief Clerk, Import Section, External 
rant *’ Dominion Bureau of Statistics, called and sworn :

By Mr. Dyde:
Hughes^<ndd “°U ^ve ^ie committee your full name?—A. Frederick William

0 IT address?—A. 20 Middleton Drive.
Clerk 'T»m Î 'o’1 ÇaPacity with the Dominion Bureau of Statistics?—A. Chief 

§ r fort Section, External Trade Branch.
Understan ?aV6 asked you, Mr. Hughes, to bring with you a table which is I 
c°nSUlm ' luoduced by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics covering imports for 
Perhaps e., .Df° , Products. Before asking you to look at this table I might 
iag with 01 |ae benefit of members of the committee that while we are deal- 
textile nrn i ‘T 1 j * la* \t w°uld be useful to have this table which covers all 
than cotimV" n" fIK ^,°,u see therefore as you look at it that it covers more 
table. T ut would you please explain, Mr. Hughes, the significance of this 
Phrase “j,r R,ou,‘ y°u tell us what it is; for instance, I see at the top the 
atld from 11!" t-8.'”’ consumption, from all countries, from the United Kingdom
S°ld)_enn.f P mtcd States, years ended December 31, 1947 and 1947 (excluding
^hich is In,,! nU/ ' cf , 'at does that mean?—A. That is excluding gold bullion 
* Q Wpibî aftf,r by the Bank of Canada.
table of xvl.i .1 11 n w°rds of the heading; imports for consumption is a long 
Sroup to, , 1 , ^e Pave only one page; is that not correct?—A. These are the 

Mr])- f tHe fibre and textile section only.
YDE‘ t think that should be taken into the record at this point.



No. 35—Imports for consumption, from all countries, fom the United Kingdom and from the United States, years ended December 31, 1946 and 1947 (excluding gold)

Item
From all countries From United Kingdom From United States

1946 1947 1946 1947 1946 1947

$ $ $ $ $ $
Fibres, Textiles and Textile Products

Cotton—
Raw and unmanufactured.......................................................................................... 44,657,276 60,815,782 3,365 9,809 37,593,554 45,821,125
Yarn, thread and cordage......................................................................................... 9,197,478 16,608,358 5,456,632 6,265,641 3,726,522 10,294,766
Piece goods (fabrics)................................................................................................... 54,163,285 82,573,765 1,948,250 4,002,465 51,892,222 77,590,922
Lace and embrodieries............................................................................................... 2,204,692 3,132,447 740,797 1,608,484 1,279,370 972,093
Clothing and wearing apparel.................................................................................. 1,421,884 6,509,695 1,144,708 1,855,919 197,528 4,371,246
Cotton manufactures, n.o.p....................................................................................... 7,513,051 10,253,630 918,711 2,028,790 6,082,446 7,213,940

Flax, hemp and jute—
Raw and unmanufactured......................................................................................... 1,287,479 1,484,783 431 1,009 293,872 320,814
Yarn, thread and twine.............................................................................................. 1,470,671 1,517,608 790,033 964,740 304,750 260,895
Piece goods (fabrics)................................................................................................... 14,473,654 25,853,936 2,283,200 3,148,904 632,466 1,099,854
Clothing and wearing apparel.................................................................................. 34,586 62,955 14,297 15,613 13,083 38,520
Manufactures of flax, hemp and jute, n.o.p......................................................... 5,875,396 8,953,337 3,751,880 5,094,739 1,541,696 2,220,971

Silk—
Raw and unmanufactured............ 190,828

50,314
344,506
66,299

190,826
48,923

344,506
42,081Yarn, twist and thread.............................................................................................. 1,391 2,925

Piece goods (fabrics)................................................................................................... 3,393,770 5,470,140 267,068 303,964 2,731,497 4,451,305
Clothing and wearing apparel.................................................................................. 381,795 1,510,381 149,036 204,727 164,937 1,152,255
Silk manufactures, n.o.p............................................................................................. 24,527 29,766 17,200 16,613 3,748 7,708

Wool—
Raw and unmanufactured......................................................................................... 29,824,538 30,069,562 5,742,739 8,599,713 1,273,061 3,968,407
Yarns and warps........................................................................................................... 6,109,192 7,826,942 5,367,322 5,566,481 692,326 1,927,639
Piece goods (fabrics)................................................................................................... 20,114,640 29,663,026 17,733,388 21,381,614 2,060,849 7,310,954
Carpets and rugs........................................................................................................... 4,551,153 9,032,717 1,954,998 4,902,061 328,152 423,615
Clothing and wearing apparel.................................................................................. 2,956,780 6,365,492 1,886,928 4,460,308 895,153 1,477,989
Wool manufactures, n.o.p........................................................................................... 1,011,861 1,505,244 589,370 1,009,988 385,791 417,421

Artificial silk (rayon)—
328,202Unmanufactured artificial silk................................................................................ 2,975,080 4,269,142 2,133,239 2,323,953 528,730

Yarn, twist and thread.............................................................................................. 6,544,745 7,759,970 4,066,418 3,913,254 2,392,589 3,541,816
Piece goods (fabrics).................................................................................................. 9,832,671 16,144,868 2,915,169 4,433,546 0,498,216 10,767,143
Clothing and wearing apparel.................................................................................. 1,774,779 5,296,808 325,616 615,630 1,371,246 4,443,310
Artificial silk manufactures, n.o.p......................................................................... 975,919 1,021,746 91,644 247,649 645,325 674,351

Hair cloth and filter press cloth.................................................................................... 26,472 13,558 26,242 12,464 230 1,094
Kapok, manila fibre, sisal, istle and tampico fibres; and other vegetable

fibres; not coloured nor further manufactured than dried, cleaned, cut tcA \
1,934,3$siae, ground and sifted............................................................................................. A 8,805.609 \ 12,188 , 582 11,203 863,277
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Binder twine................................................................................................................
Grasses and vegetable fibres and manufactures of, n.o.p..................................

Mixed textile products—
Rags and waste...............................................................  ...........................
Cordage, rope, twine, threads, fish nets and nettings, and fish lines,

n.o.p...................................................................................................................
Oilcloths and other coated or impregnated cloth.........................................
Lace and embroideries, n.o.p..............................................................................
Hats, caps, bonnets and berets...........................................................................
Clothing and wearing apparel, n.o.p..................................................................
Hat braids, hat sweats, etc., for hats and caps.............................................
Hoods and shapes...................................................................................................
Other mixed textile products..............................................................................

Recapitulation, Fibres, Textiles and Textile Products........................

170 i 
711, 912

6,037,194 7,053,807

1,135698,572

430,900

1,957,742 
4,273,519 
1,437,719 

530,074 
2,967,727 
1,339,484 

403,384 
2,617,478

264,120,526

2,826,744 
9,327,842 
1,676,024 

753,655 
4,966,296 
1,083,648 

400,690 
5,456,495

390,589,069

1,680,028
749,638
523,599
175,712

1,010,222
11,446
6,294

82,944

64,992,050

11,501

68,125

2,135,785 
2,201,913 

925,514 
266,794 

2,455,304 
3,990 
5,630 

159,047

91,235,809

170 
227,556

5,097,480

270,433 
3,519,153 

480,964 
323,417 

1,889,495 
1,086,401 

171,500 
2,466,429

140,165,403

152
177,799

6,688,793

562,210
7,070,268

261,057
415,023

2,376,534
741,414
199,505

5,113,723

217,025,780
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By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Yes, but the table covering imports for consumption covers a great many 

pages in your whole report of which you have extracted one page?—A. Yes.
Q. So that the unit imports for consumption is a heading which appears also 

on a number of other pages of the report?—A. That is right.
Q. But you have here given us all the fibres, textiles and textile products 

on this page?—A. That is right.
Q. Then, you have given under the first column the totals from all coun

tries for 1946 and 1947, with the two columns in dollars?—A. That is right.
Q. Will you explain what that amount of dollars represent? Is that amount 

the laid down cost in Canada?—A. These dollars represent the figures on 
customs import entries. The Department of National Revenue lays down the 
value of goods entering this country shall not be less than the firm market value 
of the goods at the time and place of shipment, but not less than the invoiced 
value; that is, the value of the goods can be shown higher but not lower than the 
invoiced value.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. That is to prevent dumping?—A. Well, if the price of the goods g°e® 

up from the time a man orders his goods and before they are shipped, the price a 
the time of shipment is taken instead of the price the man actually pays for th 
goods.

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. Does that mean that these prices are the prices in the country fr°l3 

which the goods were shipped, or does it mean the prices are the laid do" 
costs in Canada?—A. Well, it means both.

Q. Well, the one figure cannot mean both, can it?—A. In some cases, 
man may pay a dollar for goods. When he gets them shipped to him 
are still worth only the dollar and the dollar is charged as the value for du jr 
However, if he orders goods and gets delivery, say three months later, and 
value of the goods at that time amounts to a dollar and a half, for du 
purposes, the dollar and a half is used. , r

Q. But that is a change in the price of the goods some time between or 
and receipt. Still, in both of those cases this question is proper; is it n ' 
does the price represent the cost to the man here in Canada or does it rep ^ 
sent the cost of the goods in the country from which they arc exported?"^ 
the man orders a dollar’s worth of goods and there is no change in the maI „e 
value at the time he gets the goods, he pays one dollar. If there is a 
in the market value of the goods, he still pays a dollar all right, but "'c 1 
down the actual price of the goods at the time and place of shipment; , 
the increased value iis shown in our figures, despite the fact the importer 
self only pays a dollar. ^g?

Q. Then, you are endeavouring to arrive at the actual value of the g°°
—A. The current value of the goods.

Q. You get your figures from the customs department?—A. We take 
off the customs import entry. eS?

Q. Do you take the price of the goods as valued for duty PUI’P°
—A. Yes. tariff

Q. And, in looking at these figures, then, we are to realize that the 
is not in these figures?—A. The tariff? . ]<o,

Q. The customs that the man has to pay, that figure is not in this? 
the customs duty is not in those figures. fiÿ^e

Q. So that, in looking at the first figure—I happen to be looking at ^ ”0t- 
of 44,000,000—we should understand that represents raw and manufactur
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reasm]‘nf1 c°-SJij ^lc Person who uses it in Canada considerably more by 
e tariff impost?—A. Yes, there is a duty to be added to that.

Hot su,f .^r' Chairman, in that connection I asked Mr. Hughes—I am
It is ,a ,. , lmPortance of it—to bring forward a table of the import duties. 
Put it nn o iong . and I have not got many copies of it but I still could 

!lon the record if you so wished.
If it hairman : It is just one sheet. It is not too big for printing.M, any value’ and il might be- sis
years?* ^ LEMING: ^as there been any change in the duties within the last two

just a tahl\ICf o HA,IRMAN : N°i hut this is worked out in dollars. This is not 
°f money C jf 16 duties charged, taking them by percentages; this is the amount 
thpsQ thinfr- ]WC]are estimating the cost to a person who is going to use some of 

1 be .fa i I,1 yi*h on the imports for consumption table, these amounts
Q^Sp

Wm,uVU1^ ueait with on the imports iui_____ - . .
y0u added to the figures that are there. It is in dollars, not in percentages,see.

MrtPate1-inj;jfL®MING: I was just wondering about the relevancy. Has it any great
duty for our purposes?

inures fy f ice-Chairman : It may not have great value, but it does show the 
ah°ut the fLf °f f ffould,,have 1° take into consideration if he wrere thinkingab T-hP on f-, f ~ vt-' vcArv^ uilu wueiueim-ivu n uc vvcic uauixuug
Use. ' sts °t these things that have been brought into the country for our

Mr T)U MING,' ^ ed> ^ suppose there is no harm in putting it on the record. 
i°c°rd. nfDL\ Ciere is no harm, I think, Mr. Chairman, in putting it on the 

"°rd, it ""Plains and adds a little to this table and, for the purposes of the
It mjfLPerhaps a useful document.
Mr C * g0 into the record at this point.

Fleming: Agreed.



TRADE OF CANADA

Duty collected on fibres and textiles for the years ended December 31st, 1946 and 1947

Articles imported
All countries United Kingdom United States

1946

$

1947

$

1946

$

1947

$

1946

$

1947

$

Cotton—
Raw and unmanufactured.............
Yarn, thread and cordage.............
Piece goods (fabrics).......................
Lace and embroideries...................
Clothing and wearing apparel.... 
Other cotton manufactures, n.o.p,

56,807
775,491

11,410,053
289,440
89,836

1,882,408

73,892
1,933,805

15,731,075
261,578

1,883,990
2,365,019

189
555 ........................

2,307 5,878
837 1,512

56,807
772,519

11,337,690
250,047
63,562

1,723,495

73,892 
1,923,843 

15,513,137 
150,533 

1,793,675 
2,064,158

Flax, kemp and jute—
Raw and unmanufactured............................................
Yarn, thread and twine................................................
Piece goods (fabrics)......................................................
Clothing and wearing apparel.....................................
Other manufactures of flax, kemp and jute, n.o.p.

72
113,200
212,057

6,115
519,860

110 
87,366 

417,162 
14,198 

943,569

6,988
31,423

8,024

14,458
82,163

55,180

72
46,858

172,020
3,925

379,084

111
39,136

294,535
11,556

563,979

Silk-
Raw and unmanufactured.......
Yam, twist and thread............
Piece goods (fabrics).................
Clothing and wearing apparel. 
Other silk manufactures, n.o.p,

15
7,012

620,617
95,351

7,189

157
9,655

1,107,058
453,023

8,967

194
28,335
25,913
4,255

439
14,429
49,377
4,115

15
6,818

505,911
44,897

1,568

157
7,599

948,597
357,043

3,108

Wool-
Raw and unmanufactured........................
Yams and warps..........................................
Piece goods (fabrics).................................
Carpets and rugs.........................................
Clothing and wearing apparel.................
Other wool and manufactures of, n.o.p,

25,316 
741,248 

3,949,663 
1,116,263 

752,147 
316,540

69,450
1,106,857
7,002,326
2,018,238
1,557,798

409,526

539,790 
2,934,347 

309,376 
392,299 
107,260

550,336 
3,419,694 

747,946 
877,110 
186,636

6,330 
190,667 
909,629 
161,390 
310,891 
194,936

23,839 
474,126 

3,224,244 
204,877 
568,704 
202,604

Artificial silk—
Unmanufactured artificial silk....................
Yam, twist and thread..................................
Piece goods (fabrics)...........................................
Clothing and wearing apparel........................
Other artificial silk manufactures, n.o.p.

66,223 
709,801 

2,963,335 
473,929 
378,932 \

148,154
1,093,704
5,200,640
1,663,887

360,548

1,096

v ""l
1,018

41
208

42,303
682,754

2,810,926
448,497
292,304

24,617
1,002,234
4,847,347
1,581,068

320,935
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TRADE OF CANADA

Duty collected on fibres and textiles for the years ended December 31st, 1946 and 1947

CO

Articles imported
All countries United Kingdom United States

1946 1947 1946 1947 1946 1947

Hair cloth and filter press cloth.....................................................................................
Kapok : manila fibre, sisal, istle and tampico fibres; and other 

vegetable fibres; not coloured nor further manufactured than 
dried, cleaned, cut to size, ground and sifted............................................

$

2,387

i

1,391

$

2,323

$

1,091

$

63

$

300

Binder twine...........................................................................................................................
Grasses and vegetable fibres and mfrs, of, no.p.......................................................
Mixed textile products—

Rags ans waste..............................................................................................................

55,742

42,918
15,248

1,080,939
263,890
132,445
780,051

51,226

32,495
39,749

2,109,120
215,707
187,510

1,163,390

iè 442

10
24,748 

130,403 
6,737 

30,550 
326,676

11,598

38,784
9,322

1,048,160
134,420
103,429
627,627

11,884

30,519
14,970

1,962,488
73,030

134,662
795,338

Cordage, rope, twine, threads, fish nets and lines, n.o.p...............................
Oilcloths and other coated cloth............................................................................
Lace and embroideries, n.o.p...................................................................................
Hats, caps, bonnets and berets...............................................................................
Clothing and wearing apparel, n.o.p......................................................................
Hat braids, hat sweats, etc., for hats and caps................................................

5,926
31,409

2,924
20,026

132,201

Hoods and shapes.........................................................................................................
Other mixed textile products...................................................................................

Total fibres and textiles............................................................................

Recapitulation :
Cotton..............................................................................................................................

66,158
389,440

78,796
487,388

708
4,190

633
6,186

36,732
348,613

46,100 
407,641

30,408,138 50,288,524 4,592,722 6,538,205 23,774,663 39,696,586

14,504,035 
851,304 
730,184 

6,901,177 
4,592,220 
2,829,218

22,249,359
1,462,405
1,578,860

12,164,195
8,466,933
4,366,772

3,699
46,435
58,697

4,283,072
1,096

199,723

7,579 
151,801 
68,360 

5,781,722 
1,267 

527,476

14,204,120
601,959
559,209

1,773,843
4,276,784
2,358,748

21,519,238
909,317

1,316,504
4,698,394
7,776,201
3,476,932

Flax, hemp and jute...................................................................................................
Silk....................................................................................
Wool...................................................................................................................
Artificial silk........................................................................................
All other fibres and textiles....................................................................................
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Mr. Dyde: I have no further questions, Mr. Hughes, but you might Pel\ 
haps pause for a moment in case the members of the committee have question 
with regard to the last table.

Mr. Fleming: There is one small matter. I noticed on the sheet showing 
the duty collected which is just being distributed we have, at the bottons, 
recapitulation of the figures by the various classes of textiles. In the Prin|fe 
sheet which was filed by Mr. Hughes, we have not got that recapitulation by j h 
individual textiles. It might be helpful to us if that could be prepared and add6 

to Mr. Hughes list.
The Witness: Yes, we could do that.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. It would not be very difficult?—A. No, it is just the totals of these 

individual groups, here.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Will you prepare that, Mr. Hughes?—A. I will see that those are Pre' 

pared and forwarded.
Mr. Fleming: They could go on the record later without any furd'er 

evidence.
. The Vice-Chairman: That is all, gentlemen. Thank you, Mr. Hughes. ^ 
I should like to suggest to the committee that the next witness be s . 

and, if there are any documents to be distributed they might be distrm 
before we adjourn. Then, perhaps we could adjourn. Oh, I said that, gentlen t 
believing it would be Mr. Blair Gordon. However, we have another 
witness.

Bur6»11

Frederick J. Rashley, Assistant Chief, Manufacturing Stat,s 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, called and sworn:

tic0’

full name?—A. Frederick Job11

-A. Assistant chief, manufacturing stab3

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Would you give the committee your 

Rashley.
Your address?—A. Ill Hopewell.
Q. What is your occupation?

Bureau of Statistics. r
Q. I have asked you to bring, for the information of the committee, c po

tables. You have prepared certain tables? Which one are you wishing t9ble 
duce first, Mr. Rashley?—A. Well, I think we have made a composite 
covering part of it, have we not? or

Q. Yes. Are you not also producing a table out of the statistical re' 
do you think the one table will be sufficient?—A. One table.

tics»
rta'n

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. That is the big, typewritten table?-

By Mr. Dyde:

-A. Yes.

-A-
yeS'

Q. So, the big typewritten table is the one you are now producing ^ ^ j0t
Mr. Dyde: I think, Mr. Chairman, it might go into the record at 
The Vice-Chairman : Yes.

this P°



COTTON INDUSTR1ES0)

Inventory Index—Cotton Yarn and Cloth Industry 

Production 1938-1948

Raw cotton

—

Cotton

production
woven
cotton

production

Gross value of 
production

Index of physical 
volume of production(*)

of

ments
Cotton 

yarn and

industry

All
cotton
textile

industries

Cotton 
yarn and

industry

All
cotton
textile

industries
Imports Bale Openings

Pounds Number (2) Pounds (3) ’000 pounds ’000 yards s $

134,760,525 282,322 141,157,483 118,050 218,556 57,055,615 67,205,182 89.3 90.7

159,532,357 340,900 171,674,285 140,982 263,695 70,385,460 81,229,698 112.4 111.7

216,626,942 455,165 254,101,509 192,987 309,288 103,389,868 115,559,067 137.0 132.1

257,298,237 491,410 240,050,323 210,282 351,047 128,421,012 146,120,232 155.9 152.8

276,410,568 496,102 240,768,980 210,929 334,349 141,899,520 164,448,498 156.8 156.0

143,017,950 425,107 211,841,023 183,495 277,340 126,879,874 149,919,820 132.8 134.3

171,617,178 375,835 187,497,692 166,465 263,902 116,707,311 140,059,844 126.4 128.4

189,534,652 362,740 181,185,914 162,048 245,300 114,682,802 139,430,423 120.8 123.5

176,734,699 360,198 180,017,799 160,512 237,000 109,828,450 140,822,004 100

190,197,565 363,262 179,887,478 168,216 254,283 150 4

23,935,484 30,944 15,172,987 [ 188.6

9,599,622 31,847 15,602,242 44,812 67,458 ] 164.6

16,277,962 33,57f 16,362,310

Year

1938.. .

1939.. .

1940.. .

1941.. .

1942.. .

1943.. .

1944..

1945..

1946..

1947.. 

1948.

February. 

March....

Inventory

Total material

100

136.5 

147.8

140.5

100

116.6

136.8

128.0

Goods in 
process

100

149.9

156.3

128.2

Finished
products

100

211.7

186.8 

235.3

0) Comprised of five Industries—1. Cotton Yam and Cloth. 2. Cotton Thread. 3. Cotton and Wool Waste. 4. Cotton Batting and Wadding. 5. Miscellaneous Cotton Goods.
(2) Bales of 500 pounds gross weight.
(3) Invoice weights.
(♦) 1935-1939=100.

Oicn
O
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By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Would you look at that table and explain to us what it is?—A. ™e ’ 

the import figures, of course, need no explanation. So far as the second côlutf 
is concerned, under the heading, “Raw Cotton”, this represents the bale open111® 
in the mills.

itBy the Vice-Chairman:
Q. Your voice is hardly loud enough.—A. I am sorry, I just cannot naake 

loud enough. . ve
Q. Pretend your boy is down at the bottom of the garden and you will1 p 

to make him hear.—A. I will try again. On this large table, the first c0 l(lUr 
covers the imports of raw cotton. This, of course, is simply taken fro»1 
import statistics section. • je5

Now, the second and third columns represent the openings of cotton f 
in the mills. In themselves, they give you a good indication of the activ1 > ü 
the mills. As a matter of fact, if you know the number of bales opened) 
actually know what is going on in the cotton industry. So, that is an 
factor.

By Mr. Dyde:
iings 1Q. Before you leave that, I notice the No. 2 footnote under bale oped11 

the foot of the page shows that the bales are of 500 pounds gross weight- y 
Then, would you go on, Mr. Rashley?—A. Yes. The next column is s c0ifl 

the pounds. The first column shows the number of bales opened and the jt 
column is the pounds. The chief interest in the bale openings figure is

sta»'4-tells you the activity.
I think the cotton yarn production figures are quite clear as they 

I do not see what comment I could make on them.
Q. This is the cotton yarn production in Canada?—A. That is right-
Q. And they are expressed in thousands of pounds?—A. Yes. o*d

come to cotton fabric production, that is the next column. This covers a .^vw 
woven cotton fabrics. It does not include the narrow fabrics. It does not ^ <t 
what could be called cotton goods; that is, anything which is manufactm yo^ 
complete state such as a blanket. It covers the manufacture of fabric " ' griU’ 
would normally think of as such. The information is secured from fjgureS 
themselves and some minor adjustments have been made which bring t1 ^ t>c 
in line with what the industry, itself, uses. I do not think there woul
any argument over those particular figures.

Q. The next column is gross value of production.
Id

Perhaps yo£
explain how the value is arrived at, valued where and at what point.^l)f_, 
the gross value of production is the value at the factory. Howm ^ gr0^ 
considering these columns, we have to bear in mind that this is a folll,,|6 
value of the production of broad woven cotton fabrics. Your previom » 
gave you the production of fabric, but when we come to the gross va i J 
dealing with the gross value of all products produced by these weaver- 
the gross value of the cotton yarn and cloth industry. It is the su ,
the factory. . v9luf *

I might add to that that all firms do not always understand selhm^ ^ 
the factory to mean the same thing, but they will understand then ^ that pi 
pretation from year to year. So, it might not be quite accurate to+HJjpi evauun Hum year vu year. ou, it imgiit nut ue quite aivuiMw .
1939 there was exactly $53,055,000 gross value. It might be slight 
less if all firms were reporting on the same basis. Nevertheless, the yew 
reporting remains the same and, therefore, the change from year 
accurate.

ï$
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q the Vice-Chairman:

,Up, by listing1 .SUP!A°?e’ rep,°.rt their gross value and that might be made 
ri? Price» i i “!,er 0 ^mgs which were sold at what might be called whole- 
ifferent nri™ an2^ ier ainoun't which is sold at some different price. They have 

. +?bal ani0 , s' However, they would simply all be added up and report the 
) lat does not !i m°neA 1 ’ey got?—A. That is roughly what it amounts to, but 

Q. vnf f [ iange the value of the figures from year to year.
§r°ss value , e1 co™parative purposes, no?—A. The next column simply gives the 

. Vntil thItPn>dUCtl0n in a11 c°tton textile industries, 
ih i try. H 1 poinï’, "e had been dealing with the cotton yarn and cloth 

ehide the ?'eVfr’ there are certain related operations which do not, of course,
:certain 'secondary textiles which are manufactured cloth and so on. There 

nstry a. i “,ai/ operations which do not belong in the cotton yarn and cloth 
le headin-r 10^ are reported and included in this gross value given under 

ng of cotton textile industries.

q Mr. Dyde:
tl',e Include,A?V »’vc us an example, Mr. Rashley, of some of the things that

° hphistrip-'ii US co umn which are not included in the previous?—A. One of
jM Q. But v, ,lere’ to malie it very simple, is cotton thread.
iv Autries coin A a9re ?otJn the secondary field at all in the all cotton textiles
Cali °ut of tb nU1; d hat would be rather hard to define. You are pretty

ed the sen, sJ)lnners and weavers, but you are not up into what is normally Q n, econaary.
acfUtlle of °n to the next series of columns?—A. The index of physical
teo|°upt a ni]AUc these indexes were prepared every year by taking into 
its i’A^c of tlXf ° * actors which will indicate the volume. I do not think the 
»- lf- It is e;_a, lndex could be explained. It consists of a small volume in.. ,T - —«-umu ue explained, it consists of a small vAmiable t s!mfhy an attempt to value the employment, materials used --- j 
9 Pc figUr actors and convert those into a volume figure as differing romand any

0tj ^ Q. ^Ir' Pina-rd:
rA ^946 J * n'h 8'ive a figure for 1946 in that table?—A. We could not give 

194ft h It f, ’ . ; foil6’ too?A decreased
the dec lmagine’If

since
yes,

a <i yon ui-vrease in gross value fairly closely
oi ' clot], ’’ ^'l down the column headed,!aan»n_ v Von «.in

1942. Do you think there was a decrease in 
there would be a slight decrease. It has been

1 you XX7 ‘ | ] . *"* UOO v la. i VI v V/i ----------- ; - -- ^v

* 116 rirvA d° not ri • L n°tlce the change in values and you will find the index
gross value of production, cotton yarn

^pbfoxi^000 Valuel' A’'’ "hdc^y trom that. For example, in 1944, you have 
* 1 ^o-40 was the index. The next year shows a drop ofr,W'°ximnVivaluc ar*u 1^o-»u was ------- -A a little ie y *6,000.000 and the index dropped.

W°Uld less than $15,000.1—
S0lne drop

fit

In 1946, you have a drop 
000, so I think you would be quite safe in saying there 

in the volume.
r, ~*y Mr. Dyde: , ic which is headed,

‘Invent^ben, would you move to the next part of J,0111^ yoU please tell us 
,vbat thn? mdex, cotton yarn and cloth indus D- 
" fi consists of and what is the 

which it ,----  ’ -A. That is a set*i “giires „ r-Tts °t and what is the meaning of ‘ have a number of Vvu,hes whi l1C1 *t is very hard to value at pre^e . figures; that is. we
M nt to kn ( ‘ are devoted chiefly to the nationa "\Ve also want to knowh*t are ,PW what income is available from all sources. ^ e a . . 

c the cha—-
rges against that iincome. One of those charges is inventory.
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Therefore, in the fall of 1946, we commenced this index and it has no roots 1 
the past. We do not know how it relates to past years and we do not k»? 
what it represents in terms of volume. It is a dollar value report and conta»1 
all price changes. What this index really means is that there is an increase 
dollar value charged against national income represented by inventory.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. When prices have gone up, it would not necessarily mean that inventorie= 

have gone up?—A. Not volume, no. The charge against national inconre 
greater and that is the meaning of this index. Perhaps it should not have » 
put in this table. , o

Q. You would not have the same figures in poundage or something of t 
kind?—A. No, I do not know if you want an opinion on the meaning of it- 

Q. Yes.—A. I do not believe it shows any abnormal condition; at the
a. fol'inrf inhn onommi rrorwara 1 pnnHifinnc irrvprv+nrxr if. is nnf. A.hflOrn^^ !

eld5
The

time taking into account general conditions of inventory it is not abnor»»- 
Q. When you look at the first column under the heading “volume of ftl 

ments” I do not think I understand what you mean by volume of ship»1' 
exactly. What does that mean?—A. That is the phraseology of statistics 
exact meaning is not easily understood. This is textiles, as you know.

Q. You try it and see if we can’t understand you.
The Vice-Chairman : So far there is no argument.
The Witness: No, but perhaps we are only scratching the surface so ^ 

you know. Well, we take each important firm in this industry. It happe»5 “y 
91 per cent of the firms that report to us each month the various inve» 
figures in dollar values, and who report their shipments; by which we »WS 
goods leaving their plants. Now, contained in this 91 per cent will be P‘])Cy 
which do not manufacture any products for the consumer, but nevertheless ^ 
have their shipments; and these are the reductions of inventories shown by s 
plants. If we were to eliminate their shipments you would have no expl»11*3 
as to where these plants’ inventories are diverted ; so the reason f ia .0u; 
convert these to an index is so that the total dollar value would be before . 
but when we convert it to an index it immediately becomes usable and it r 
sents the dollar value increase in shipments; that is, the movement of goods.

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. We have a certain amount of goods say at the commencement 0 

year; we manufacture a certain amount during the year ; and, at the entL^af, is 
year all of it has either been shipped or you still have it on hand?—-A- * 
right. , is

Q. And this is the part that is not inventoried, what has been shipP 
inventoried out?—A. That is right; but I was just pointing out that c°n .r^ 
in these shipments are interplant shipments and consequently some c v@ry 
A. No, not an error, but if you were using dollar value it would »c 
inflationary, you would get the idea that the actual movement of go0i 3-nde2 
much higher than it really is; but when you spread it under an index the 
is accurate. eftr-

Q. You mean accurate for purposes of comparison year by ■>
—A. Month by month.

Q. Or period by period?—A. That is right. 0seS
Q. You are stressing the word “accuracy” in that remark, but for Pu ^0rd 

of comparison that is the concept you wanted us to get from y°ur^0 fhe 
“accuracy”, isn’t it?—A. Yes. I was just trying to avoid questions as 
dollar value because it would have no meaning.
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1

ttieant. ° ^ice-Chairman: I think you have succeeded in showing us what you

^îr" Thatcher: It is one o’clock, Mr. Chairman.
Vice"Chairmax: Thank you, Mr. Rashley.

^derstaî^ln^iw 8° D0W industry. Mr. Fleming has said it was his
*hat (Li S hat we would be taking that up next week. He had the idea 
defini^ rpn nS ;he understanding yesterday. I do not personally have any 
''yith thG °, (C'on °I that. I had thought we would go on this afternoon 
mat Mr j/i" witness from the industry. I think you have a contrary view to 

Mr p emmg" What is your opinion on it?
J'ould stai-^! Mt' G" Ï thought we had already decided the other day that we 
0 take tho h i UCS ; witnesses from the industry and that we were going 
tiade a ijftin ? ance of *ius week to clear up these other witnesses. We have

The y better tlme than We exPected-
e3£Pecte<j to I(I>(' HAIRMAN: Yes, we have made better time than we had 

M'at I had^oxpCG(was the impression I may have given. That is

^HATCHER-' Are there other witnesses here?
rJs afternoor|E t\v’ f^hough * am not certain that they are prepared to go on 
to&y *3e mv fn„H. Un, the,y were expecting to go on on Tuesday ; and again, that 
fmr’0 °n this \ n ’ a'hough I think there is a witness who might be prepared 

y- ‘ crnoon but I have not had a chance to discuss that with him
IVjj* 'p

on_ UTCHEE. there are not many meetings left. I think we should
IVfj* "Try T
Mr p NTERS" ^e committee is prepared. Let’s have them this afternoon. 

3 the Wi!j'HXG,; Could we leave it this way; could Mr. Dyde communicate 
a^ould gQ onsswW s^. ^ is ready to go on this afternoon. If he is readyeink go on xxritn i~- “ „lcouJ' 10 go on tnis anernoon. ±i ne is reau> 

°f the committee S a^ernoon and if not probably you could inform

^tness^is!rnoaN x ^ ed ^en, ^ us leave it this way, that if Mr. Dyde 
agrep’Q[\G finds tn+k dy Proceed we will resume at 4 o’clock; if, on the other 

J fie? IC contrary I will see that everybody gets word. Is that
^opie Jr
T]1g °n‘ Members: Agreed.

ttce adjourned to meet again at 4 o’clock this day.

AFTERNOON SESSION June 3, 1948-

,lckpm. The Vice-Chairman, Mr. R-
T^e committee resumed at 4 oilod 1 . . . jjtr Dyde.

ybank, presided. tlemen- All rig1 > -r)ominion
The WCHmMMT. I see a quoraje> l!=” ^ rcpre^”°„t Montreal

T)yde: Mr. Chairman, I should hk en vail Webster andSîe Company Limited, and these gen^ Gorclon, M
F,y^ns. and Drummondville them all sworn.

ndnck; and I should like to have them
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George Blair Gordon, President and Managing Director, Domini®*1 
Textile Company Limited and Drummondville Cotton Company Limit®®’ 
and President of Montreal Cottons Limited, 4725 Kingston road, Montr®3 » 
called and sworn :

By Mr. Dyde: ?
Q. Mr. Gordon, would you give the committee your full name, plea-e 

—A. George Blair Gordon.
Q. And your address?—A. 4725 Kingston road, Montreal. . -
Q. And your office in Dominion Textiles?—A. I am president and manag1 

director. -ne
Q. And you hold office in both Montreal Cottons and Drummond 

Cottons?—A. Yes. I hold the same offices exactly in the Drummondville compan ’ 
and I am president of Montreal Cottons.

Norman Edward Kendrick, Comptroller, Dominion Textile Comp 
Limited, called and sworn :

ail?

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Your address?—A. 782 Upper Lansdowne avenue. . -ie(J.
Q. And your office?—A. Comptroller of Dominion Textile Company L»nl

P. Webster, 988 Moncrieff Road, Secretary and Executive V^pafl? 
Dominion Textile Company Limited and Drummondville Cotton Co» 
Limited, called Imd sworn :

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. And, your full name, Mr. Webster?—A. Lindsay P. Webster.
Q. Your address?—A. 988 Moncrieff Road. . , of
Q. And- your occupation?—A. I am secretary and executive assis 

Dominion Textile Company and Drummondville Cottons.
Mr. Dyde : Thank you. Now, Mr. Gordon, certain returns have 'been 

by these three companies in answer to the questionnaire, and also you ha f0ljr 
duced for the purposes of the committee the annual reports of these thre 
panics I think?

Mr. Gordon: Yes. f t!
Mr. Dyde : Now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to distribute a c°P^ary f°l 

annual reports and it is necessary—not perhaps quite now, but it is nece5'.eStioIK 
the committee to reach a conclussion with regard to the answers to the q j Jo 
naire. I am in a position to give the members of the committee a copy- . ie3 $ 
not know whether you wish to decide now as to whether these will be rep ^9y 1 
full; but at any rate the copies are available. You will recall the othi 
felt that it was possible that for the purposes of the record we might g ^ vVj;l' 
with the report of the chartered accountants and it might be that you e po'' 
to postpone a definite decision as to the printing of these documents tha f ^c? 
being distributed until you have had an opportunity of deciding whe 
may be used or useful.

The Vice-Chairman: You are distributing them now? 
Mr. Dyde: I am distributing them now.
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Mr° jTICE-<' HAIRMAK : they may be used in questioning?

Su,nablv i^That !s "hft I thought, they may -be used in questioning, and pre- 
an appendix o/othenv^"1 tben *iave to decide if they will be printed either as 

The Vice-Chairman: Yes.

that the rnp.fk’ * bcy are Pretty large documents and that is why I am suggesting 
The vZbnS may not ?ri9h to make a decision at this minute.

"’hi just tak-Vti HAIRMjN: t should think that will be all right. Gentlemen, we 
fluently dôfiri, -fl111] afld make such use as we wish of them and should we subse- 
et us have them 'ilea*™6 *° bave them printed that could be done. Will you 

right, MrDyde.
!U°re readih-1’! " ^!' Gordon, if I direct questions to you which you think might 
ln order fnr C ans"ered by either Mr. Webster or Mr. Kendrick it will be quite

Mr n y °ne of the three of you to answer.
^r. Gordon: Yes.

Wa$ given Gordon, I want to refer for a moment to some evidence that_ tills mnrninn- T XL Î i

fr,

lO 1A1U 1U1 <X illUJTVLn this morning and I think you were present, 
r. Gordon : A es, I was in the room.

’oin vIr/,^YDE: ^dth respect to production. We have so far received information
off ; ‘«lions sonrpoe +v. V" i-y^uvuiun. we nave so iar received iniormauon 
gx.trom ifs wartimn i •C1( ec,t that the domestic production of cotton has fallen 
tiQn °hed to which Ug !" Griffin this morning gave us a memorandum
a i °t broad, woven f., i !'aS a table, table 1, showing a high in domestic produc
tion-" °t 265 000 (too ■ s£.me 369,000,000 yards in 1942, and that falls to
Wo„f^ard trend V- 1 figures for 1948, seem to indicate that the
rei). seem to ennfi,- U?E carried into 1948. Also the evidence of Mr. Rashley 
eh.ilnd you that \r,.nn^ downward trend in production. Then I would like to
pr„ °t the war ^ i f™n sai(l that production had slipped off shortly at the 

level ’ ‘ r ... iaTtllt,.I?°'v ^°°hs as if it is settling down slightly above the 
Pror) to the thrpn „ °UJd • e, you to give the committee the information with 

Uction. 1 'upanies that are to be represented by you with reference to
Mr.

del!!1,6 oompanGs V xu- n?a^e a short statement which would apply to all three 
Con/ 0(i figures 1 ,llnk’ anc* then perhaps I would have to go into more 
in ,q‘> that the nLn ! scPa,rate company. The first thing I would say is, of 
of ]qT2'43; nrnhoti °i Production in the textile industry was reached I think 
irito^v And ri, y a ■ * Lie summer of 1942 or perhaps the early winter 
itidu !Xistencc nnen,,you,wl11 remember, of course, that more plants were coming 
ethni it wa« L +l sides and we were rated unfortunately as a non-essential 
Pli/v 0yees to ' h , °ng a^er that before we began to feel the pinches of losing 
tlnJpfi a part A industries. Of course, there were various factors which 
And h as the n d There was a wage situation. There was the fact that 
Com tlat Was m,°,„-ty, of Jfling from a textile mill into a new aircraft plant.

„ npanv j ” "ye = -----  - ....... “ r‘‘‘fnflUv in Dominion Textile~ our peak. Then we ran to a peak act • l think our fiscal‘ar Limited of about 85,000,000 pounds product* n t0 about 81
>1 a"h ch ended Mardi 31, 1942. The next year wc sUppea,. ^ me but
Jt is a ^Ust giving these from memory ; I haven t g‘ e down to perhaps
'2 or ~j)r°Xlmately correct—I think the next year jevej 0f 65. That

A0tPpar«i anfl Lie last year or two we have been a < - k jn 1937, which
'appen r, with the pre-war level of about a Pea ^ average per year
> ProK 1°, have 53 weeks in it, of 48,000,000 pounds. 1 J*a -./ j havcto speakaby ar°und 40,000.000 pounds production m doth and are
•<** Pounds because you see we are producing yam a d that is

g yarn to knitters and braiders and a great number of trades,
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why we have to show everything in pounds. Now, speaking in terms of cotton, 
that is expressed in terms of price per pound of cotton goods in -the form ot 
fabric; but, unfortunately, you cannot talk of yarn in terms of yards, because 
it would be miles of yarn and so on. So that will explain our method of expressing 
our production figures. Well, at our peak, that is when we had our highest run, 
that probably would be around 60 million, or a little higher. But to do that 
we have had to do several things. We have had to try to build up second 
shifts during the war years and we were able to get it under way to some extent- 
We ran a day shift and we ran a night shift, and we also had special pcrmission 
to keep the work going all night; not in large numbers, but there were some 
women in it at certain mills during the war who worked right through; that if» 
they worked perhaps from 6 o’clock at night until 6 o’clock in the morning wnn 
a one-hour break, of course, in the middle of the night. We were running 
a 48-hour week at regular rates of pay but we averaged probably abou 
52% on the day shift and probably close to 60 hours on the night shift wit 
overtime; and that gives a total of 112 to 115 hours a week—somewhere in tb* 
neighbourhood. Well then, after the war we cut down to a 40-hour week wi 
the idea of running a double-shift system. There are some places, particulars; 
down in the States, where they run three shifts because they are allowed eign 
hours straight. We cannot do that, because under the laws of the proving 
of Quebec we can’t work straight through; we have to give them a half-1'01-1 
break in the shift, so we couldn’t run a straight system of three eight-hour shn 
—you can’t get three eight-hours shifts in a 24-hour day if you are going 1 
have a break in it, if you have to take out half an hour -from each shift. 3o W 
ran two shifts, or tried to run two shifts. Women are allowed to work in b°_ 
shifts, and the standard hours are 40—overtime after 40. That is the change 
made. We hoped thereby to build up our labour force and get this secofl 
shift in operation and thereby bring our production back again from what 
is at the present time, roughly 50 per cent of pre-war. That figure is bor 
out by our bale openings. We open at the present time from 2,302 to 2,^ 
or 2,600 bales of cotton per week as against a pre-war figure of from 1,7W 
1,800 bales, and that confirms our corresponding increased production, 
answer your question, our claim is that we are gradually getting our product! 
back up. There is one point in connection with the figures given to the co 
mittee this morning to which I would like to direct attention and that is " . s 
respect to yarns. Mr. Griffin was talking to you this morning about 
but he did not cover the yarn field, and I would say we are turning out j10 
20 million pounds of yarn a year, whereas we were only turning out Pr° q)at 
12 to 14 before the war. But yarn production is steadily increasing and t ^ 
is the chief factor in our increased production. You see, there is a terrific dem 
for yarn and we have to try to supply it as best we can. So that the resm
our company anyway, speaking particularly of Dominion Textiles, is that ^gg 
production has slipped from a war peak, due to, I would say, chiefly beca.^ 
we cannot get the labour with which to man this second 40-hour shift 0 ^ 
up to capacity. We are running actually about 60 man hours a week, w, eS 
is equivalent to one 40-hour shift and 20 hours on the second shift. That <- 
not mean that the staff are working 20 hours on a shift. That is where wc 
today. . w»s

Mr. Dyde: Now, with reference to bale openings, I think your reference 
only applicable to Dominion Textiles, wasn’t it?

Mr. Gordon: Yes; of course, I stated those figures out of my head. j 
Mr. Dyde: Can you give us comparable figures for Montreal Cotton» 1 

Drummondville?
Mr. Gordon: I happen to know the Drummondville ones fairly accura 

Drummondville is the exception to the rule. Drummondville is if aay t is 
getting greater production today than it had at any time during the war. t
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1 * j T»r*+ nul anv strain on the variousPurely because it has added yarns, which does n > P ,• "ng mueh further. In
Price factors; and they could carry on thfL™n m irjo 000 of rayon yarns 
addition to that we have anywhere from about 70,000 - are both m full
going through every week, through both companies (,;)0 U) 700 bales of 
Production, In Montreal Cottons they are opening at ]east as high as
cotton a week; and if my memory serves me rightly th
about any period during the war. eaid in Dominion
_ Mr. Dyde: And compared with pre-war; becam mparable figures?Utiles that you gave the figure for pre-war; could *'„f‘ctioIl was below any-

. Mr. Gordon: Yes, at Drummondville our pre-var p 400 to 450 balesthing we are touching at the present. We were running ^
of cotton a week at Drummondville before the war. ^ Montreal
n Mr. Dyde : Can you give the same information "1
Cottons?

jags for y hoon . A es, I can. I cannot be too exact but I know the bale open- 
bales a wppI-1 ’^ bottons at the present time are running from 500 to 600 
ln, a partipnio . u ,ating ^ accordance with the number of bales laid down 
'vjlcQ we ir-,,,.,,1 .u e . During Jhe war I would say the peak we were up to, 
o0 to 800 ll-1,„nmTmng a great deal of number 1 drill for the government, was 

"hat below tiJ '' n°t be sure of the pre-war figures, but we were some-
Mr D h pr'Sen figUPe’ around 350 or 400 bales a week.
0Pemngfknd°hp^waVe ft!Sx figures given to us by Mr. Rashley as to the 

n bale ODeninn- r bold us that was a fairly good guide because the figures
Mr. c °r Canada bave you got your copy ?
Mr D°Rr>°N ^ ^aV e most of the information and I will look.
Rashle^s you ,can look at my copy and then find your own. In

ClPs to be tiin ' a i we see bhe total bale openings are 496,000 in 1942 which me peak year.
^|r- Gordon: Yes.

aWhole ‘ dn 194/: We are down to 363,262. Now taking the industry as 
v ^ you nro nSef?1S °e a doboibo decrease but what you have now told me is y°u are well . °idmg Tour own> n°b as against the peak of 1942, but certainly 

elJ UP from the pre-war position.-Vlr P Jr~ ~ ” M,A
or Mr- C^That iS CXactly the case with us, yes.

e ac9uisitinn °fUld, r?-y °^, that be accounted for by the expansion of plants 
e® for pre war a. t10nal plants in view of the fact that you have given us

19 Go °Penings?
sPm ii^e have^mo^)0’ ^ie 0ldy additional spindles we installed were 13,000 in 
capn -?s bo a liinit j so™e changes and switched things around, replacing old 
Th! Clby as a whr l, Texbent, but there is no real increase in the company’s 
loop,0 has been r, ■ , ’acb there has been a slight reduction of the capacity.
apfj R whieh (n]-„< 1 am l°°mage replacement, the installation of slightly bigger 

e9uipipen,1 more space than the older units, but the modern machinery 
I Th Uns a hbble faster.

UnderstandAyQ^E,R: ^r’ ^Mde, I wonder if Mr. Gordon would clarify that. Do 
Mr. qQr “ 0 say that your capacity is limited by the shortage of labour?
Mr. ^ ’ °N- d hat is what I said a while ago. 

djçj Mr. Q0fi CHER‘ ht is not limited by plant capacity?
Ul"ing the wô *N°’ we have enough plant capacity and you can see what we 

Mr. ar-
cHer. But you cannot get the labour?
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Mr. Gordon : We cannot build up our second shifts. We cannot get people 
to work on the second shifts. As you quite well realize people today are none 
too prone to work unless they have to, and these second shifts are very difficult 
to build up to strength.

Mr. Thatcher: Is it skilled labour?
Mr. Gordon: It is unskilled when they are taken in but we train them. ^°u 

can classify some as skilled and some as semi-skilled.
Mr. Thatcher: Would you say there is a market for labour in y°uj 

particular industry? If the people wanted jobs they could go down there and 
get them?

Mr. Gordon: Yes.
Mr. Dyde: I would like to be as exact as I could on the question of p}an* 

capacity. Are you saynig that as far as the plants of Dominion Textile5’ 
Montreal Cottons and Drummondville Cotton are concerned, you have plan 
capacity for production equal to the peak production of 1942?

Mr. Gordon: Yes, and I would say that at Drummondville we are using 1 
now. We have pretty full shifts at Drummondville. That is the one mill whe* 
we have built up the shifts. The same thing would apply in other mills» 10 
instance Magog and Montmorency are better, but in Montreal we have a 
difficult time in getting second shifts. We have the equipment there wait111- 
to be run.

Mr. Dyde: The difficulty in getting second shifts is a difficulty in gettinr 
man and woman power.

Mr. Gordon: Yes, difficulty in getting both sexes.
The Vice-Chairman: Probably I should interject there. How does J0^, 

wage level compare with other industries into which this man and woman P°'v 
might go?

Mr. Gordon: Well, sir, I think we are matching up, skill for skill- 
wages in that respect are up to the market level. In our mill, for instance,^ 
have the job of loom fixer—a job for a man who keeps the weaving roach111 ' 
in proper condition—which job would correspond roughly to that of a gaI 
mechanic. He is not a highly skilled man but he is able to use tools an .g 
adjust things. He knows his trade up to a point. That man today is 8et 
about 95 cents an hour.

The Vice-Chairman: In your work?
Mr. Gordon: In our work, yes. The girls in our plants— ^er
The Vice-Chairman: How does that wage compare with wages f°r 0 

types of work requiring skill of about the same degree? pt
Mr. Gordon: Of course I cannot speak with great knowledge as to * ^ 

is being paid throughout the country but I would think on the average 11 ^
who fixes your car, when you take it in, is not an expert. He is simply a ^ $1 
who can make an adjustment and he is probably getting between 90 cents a 
an hour.

s? WhereMr. Thatcher: Would you enlarge on that?
The Vice-Chairman: What about the average now in your busines 

would you place that man and woman respectively?
Mr. Gordon: The average over-all in the millhands, both sexes, is 111 

just about 75 cents an hour at the present time.
Mr. Thatcher: That is for both men and women?
Mr. Gordon: Yes.
The Vice-Chairman: The usual number of hours is 40?
Mr. Gordon : Yes, if they do not work on Saturday morning.
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The V. Mr. GolCrrrii If.!hey WOrk 0n Saturday morning then it is 44 hours? 
Paid for 7^ hourg' ‘ c ualiy they °nly work 5 hours on Saturday but they are

Pr°Position?CE Chairman: they work on Saturday it is a time and a half

rpj' ' Gobdon: That is right.°r of 40 hours? HAIBMAN: Do they usually get an over-all wage of 47j hours

tTlle staff^eems^n bad much luck running on Saturday morning.
0 ? toills we do not. o-pt Qmafle- cn<Mgb money in the week and while we do open 
^ft. » t anything like full shifts for either the first or the second

T]) T
Mr Cnp1" ^HAIRMAN: Y hat percentage of absenteeism do you encounter?

The vT^: W°Uld Say as high as 50 per cent.
Mr p CE~Ghaikman: As high as that? 
rpj • Gordon : Yes.

^°Ur- WhatC»boiit X"" r 0U sa7 that the wage is an average of 75 cents an Mr. qor oxv hgure that is in there that results in the average?
jje . happened to mention the loom fixer who is in the 90 cent

gber Paid ho In qh; owar<js the top of the cotton mill range. We have much
a ^ The W 8 Wh° are in the machine shop.Xerage? haibman. Are they taken into account in arriving at the 75 cent

Mr. GqR vThe eS’ numbers in that range are very limited.
Mr. Gordon-1 yRMAN" tbe^ are taken into account?

ti ff ]Vlr- GoR CrHA>MAN: There are not many?1 erence actually ^°’ * do n°t think in the total that it would make 1 cent

^0lUan jn 7CR Chairman : What would you say as to the low man and the low 

Mr q 1 75 cent average?Mr TuRD0N" ^be i°w wage today I think is 55 cents?
Mr. Go HER: That is for girls?Mr. rp„iDOX' It would be for either sex if they are doing a job. 

a]] yIr- GorTCHER: "k^'at i® the lowest wage?Dili °0Vered bv°fi1 ^ e$’ but they can be brought in—of course these things are 
40 °ns and th t le.union agreements. I think we have an agreement with two 
y 0r 45 cents6 u a Provision that so-called learners can be brought in at 
to J^imum Jn«h0Ur but they have to be stepped up until they are getting 

ther i0L 01 55 cents an hour, from which level they go on and progress

Jhe v,”a"d rate, in the millof jve higher «• Hairman •' You remarked that there was not a large number 
the ac 75 cents 3gCS but those higher wages do have something to do with fixing 

^erage? average. Is there a large number at the low figure which fixes

theV° fe* X,°.’ there is a sprinkling at each end and then they range from 
^u]k of t),plS’ , ich includes weavers, and those figures would apply to 
Mr. Tu\-. emPf°yees. Perhaps it would be from 60 to 90 cents. 

ei)CeR+uley bpZn,1 l,i]H ' 'Iust to clarify my mind, did you say, Mr. Gordon, that 
the minima, .ey receive 40 to" 45 cents but after they have a little experi-

Um 18 55 cents?
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Mr. Gordon : If you get an untrained hand who is going to progress to some 
skilled type of work that is so. Of course we could bring in a trucker and l'e 
would have to be paid at the full rate right way because he could learn to do 
trucking in an hour.

Mr. Thatcher: The 40 cents an hour would be the starting wage f°r 
unskilled labour?

Mr. Gordon : No, the unskilled labour figure is 55 cents but if you are 
bringing a girl, we will say of eighteen years of age who wants to be a spinner-' 
that is her ambition—she would know nothing about it when she comes in an 
she must be taught. We have to take her in that way and she is then tied to 
trained hand for this twelve-week or sixteen-week learning period. That is whe 
she draws those wages. She produces nothing as far as we are concerned.

The Vice-Chairman : When you talk of the wages of 40 and 50 cents y°u 
are talking about people who might be called apprentices?

Mr. Gordon : Yes, under the old system.
The Vice-Chairman : The apprenticeship would be twelve weeks?
Mr. Gordon : It depends on the job, but from 12 to 16 weeks.
The Vice-Chairman: That is a fair figure.
Mr. Gordon : Yes, and wages are stepped up each four weeks as they 

begin to have some skill and be of some use. They must be tied to 
experienced hand or put in a little school to learn the job.

Mr. Thatcher: Have those rates gone up in the last year, in proportion 
the cost of living?

Mr. Gordon : Are you speaking of wages as a whole?
Mr. Thatcher: Yes, your whole wage structure? Has it gone higher?
Mr. Gordon : Yes, oh yes, it has gone up. Each renewal of our contra 

has been at higher wages.
Mr. Thatcher: A little higher?
Mr. Gordon : Yes.
The Vice-Chairman : Would that be reflected in your wage unit costs? 

there anything in your production figures regarding unit costs and the 'v 
going into unit costs which is determinable?

Mr. Gordon : Yes.

Is

The Vice-Chairman: Is that shown? ^
Mr. Gordon : Yes, it shows in the unit costs on Mr. Knight’s schedule 
Mr. Thatcher: Do you know how those wages compare, Mr. Goi 

with wages in similar plants in other provinces, or are there other pr°vl 
involved? Are all the plants in Quebec, or are the main ones in Quebec?

Mr. Gordon : No.
Mr. Thatcher: How does your wage scale compare to that say of Onta 
Mr. Gordon : The official figures which we see are always a bit behind- 
Mr. Thatcher: Your wages are behind?
Mr. Gordon : No, the figures we see which come out of Ottawa and 

Department of Labour are always the best part of a year late or even two y t 
late as to timing. They show, over a considerable period of years and at W 
up to the end of 1946, that our wages in the province of Quebec, job i°’ ‘q]go 
compared with the Ontario mills arc slightly higher, and slightly ldghei 
than wages in the maritimes.

Mr. Thatcher: My impression was always that Quebec had low 
Mr. Gordon : Some people have cultivated that impression, Mr.
Mr. Thatcher: Yes.

er wageS? 
Thatch61-’
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h

The V
Amines Tou made a remark about absenteeism on Saturday
lsna, altliniiiri1 1CU , y> and you said you experienced about 50 per cent absentee- 

enough you do keep the mill open?
'pjle Gordon • I should have limited that to the Montreal mills.

Realise * understood that you meant the Montreal mills
mo bad." 13 already said your experience in the other two places was not

The G0RD0N: That is right.
i° the oitLkr^ HAIRMAN; T hat would you say is the absenteeism with respect 

Mr five days of the week?
^8 labour" fnr°X " îi do no* think our experience is particularly bad but with a 

T]le V 'L- an< 3 there are always reasons why they are out.
Ztle W'heren^n HAIRMAN:, ^ hen >'ou say it is not bad that has no meaning to 

Mr r 50 Per cent has a meaning.
lhey talk ir)RDOX.' • * fra not an exPert on this absenteeism ratio. I know that 
iu°te a week-l - 'r1111 ter!}ls with respect to absenteeism but I would not like to 

V mue I do not know what it would be in technical terms.
have

—ngure. i rto not
: Re Vice-Chairman: You

, , — . i ou do not know the percentage of loss which youTyj mat respect as a rule?
day an'i Gordon : No, what happens is that if the weaver stays out on a certain 
"'e havo 1 "e do n°t know—or even if we do know that she is going to stay out— 

Th -n 3Vtdld t“ne replacing her.
1 ice-Chairman: On that particular dav of absence?

Thr- Gordon: Yes.
iRdireoHIC? "GhAIRMAN: ‘^nd *hat absence affects other people immediately, 

Mr ,-V '
day ,'°rdon: If it were prolonged it would. It might not affect them for 
>r a eeause we can keep the allied processes going but if the absenteeism
^ VVCOK it. ti-aiiIJ T----------  ^

or

°be
}s fo 
to.

%

a week it wuuiu '°ms and be without y
The'*

. ^ jiiui/cooco gumg uuu U vue auocuiccioui
would have an effect. A weaver mav be running a block of
hnnf—vav yarn.

1ffIrE'GHAiEMAN : Do you have the experience of requiring to let some- 
11 becausp ----------i - ..............-

cenf n-ih i *“.......— ----------- Thejr will not come in
’ 1 r 1 means that a 70 cent job is bringing in $1.05 on

____ ______
ise another person has not, as they say show n Gordon : Yes, that happens. . ,,,™t„mis nor

that 1 !' 1hatcher: I do not want you to think I am bemg pres^P could 
ston ,am asking the question facetiously, but is it not pos wages?

at Saturday morning absenteeism by paying sligi . there is a
hrnit / Gordon: Well, you see we are paying time and^a ia ^ -----
lor a 0 the premium that vou can put on such work.
S»C,T™ * i*'........... " '

IVr, ®ormng. , there are many
^^ourp' ^Hatcher: Do you find where your plants au running into much 
^r°uble tl eav*nS and going to the United States, oi an .
^at^Ir' Gordon : We do not know that many of our P^P^316 print works, 
atM whp, 0wevcr, with respect to the Magog mill int mills will try
S6 We have highly skilled printers, the United States P 
M ‘ 3Way one or two of our good printers. , > ie?

Thatcher: They offer them wages which are say the United
St*CMn0»D0s: Our printers are getting 11.50 an hour alreadj, 

miiis will off-Offpp <td , . SCtUUg 4P1.UV el
i $2 an hour just to get them.
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Mr. Dyde: You spoke a few moments ago about being classed as a non' 
essential industry. There are one or two small points in that connection whic 
I wish to clear up and I refer to Mr. Griffin’s memorandum this morning. ’ 
Griffin told us one of the reasons for that increased production during the "'a 
was the long military runs. Now did you produce a great deal of material 0 
war purposes?

Mr. Gordon: Yes, we did. We had very big contracts running 'ntt’ 
millions of yards of certain fabrics for war purposes—drills for shirts, unifnr 
for the army, and cotton fabrics.

Mr. Dyde : And if you were a non-essential industry, you would not have a 
claim on the labour market. In other words, you would have no right to with*1 ^ 
anyone from military service. Therefore, your type of labour would not be 
the higher class, perhaps, during the war? . ,>

Mr. Gordon : Well', to get the thing in the right perspective, we started r1? 
in at the beginning of the war. We were ready. We had the equipment. | ^ 
was no trouble for us in making war goods. We did not have to reconvert 
plant. It was just a matter of making the right things and not very different ' u]. 
some of our peace-time goods. By 1942 and 1943, we had completed most o j 
big war orders. Actually, they did not need our stuff as badly afterwards 
that, I presume, was one of the reasons they put us in the non-essential c 
From the straight war angle, they were not so desperate for our goods. ^

Mr. Dy'de : I am thinking also of the efficiency of your labour force,.too, ^ 
I am rather suggesting to you that it should now be easier to obtain efficient 
than it was during war-time, if you were a non-essential industry at that e 
You should now find a greater number of efficient employees available than 
were during the peak production years during the war. I am suggesting tn 
you, is that correct?

Mr. Gordon : Yes, I think that is a fair assumption. Of course, the ^’c'ven 
week today still puts a cut in the production, in the total possible output, 
with the better type of labour.

(At this point Mr. Beaudry assumed the chair). uy
Mr. Dy'de : Then, we come down to the fact we have the plant cap , it 

capable of turning out as much as you turned out during the peak years a 
comes down to labour conditions at the present time. Therefore, if we are t° 
for any reason for lack of production, it is there, is it, in your opinion? QUr 

Mr. Gordon : Yes, I think I could answer it best this way, Mr. Dy(^eCOpd 
operating men figure if we could get the help we need to run the mills on a =■ 
shift, our present day production could be increased by 20 per cent, which w9r 
put us back to over 70,000,000 pounds a year. That would still be short o 
production, as you can see, although the difference between that figure a’ 0f 
war peak is probably represented by the difference in the runs and the . 
goods we were making then because we did get heavy poundage on war g°(l jo 

Mr. Dy'de: Would you be able to give us any light on the question 
whether your company or any one of these three companies, whether
difficult to obtain weavers than spinners or the other way about, or is 
about equal? vouMr. Gordon : Well, in the case of spinners, they are all females, so ^ 
limited to that sex. In the case of weavers, you have males and femalCsj 
just a tradition, habit or custom of the industry. On the other hand, ' ^ 

much more training to make a weaver than a spinner. I do not knoj' . ^o1'6 
answer your question really completely except to say probably it is a W

It ” 
t»kcS to

difficult to get weavers than spinners.
The Acting Chairman: Do you employ them in roughly the same 

tions or vastly different proportions?

prop1or
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^Ust about the°ssml '\v!!. vc,. *° think ^about that for a minute,

V>

fn'v.auout the " vvv auuui- uiac ior a minute, sir. I would say
§lve a general"-in-1 rinost cases. It depends on the technical aspects. But,- 

Mr. Dydf- tv V '\mdd say about equal; that is spinners and weavers.
Reduction and intrndne/’ti^0^0?’ 1 am going to turn away from the matter of 

tunifnt throughout Al,- I.the next part of the discussion. I think you have been 
» of see"$0ht«LrtV-als0’ yo« have had an oppor- 
ttlenîe °PP°rtunitv of JLi-; B 1 should like to give you, if you care to have 

ts which havp in. ‘ in£ suc 1 remarks as you wish with regard to any state- 
j, Mr. Goar . t < n ™a.de concerning your three companies. 
ju>s prepared that opportunity, Mr. Dyde. I have not any set

g0 through them ^ WG Wen^ a^onS I made certain notes and perhaps I will

Hi' ^r- Goro * *’at 'he quite satisfactory.
l947n^erstandîmr' that struck me was that, perhaps, there was some

^at the tunco/dccont 1 commtttee as to what happened on September 15,

da/na’n signifipnnt "/'! g0 hack to the beginning. You will remember there were 
cejjj® show up in M^'rrmeintioned by Mr. Griffin, I think this morning. These 
Hiem^ control rn l’ ,night’s report when price changes were made under the 
adi„£.>s made eir.l0S<i nia^e^w.'ere March 1, 1946, when the first upward adjust- 
W^nt was n Ui . V ’ t ebruary 1, 1947, when a further very sharp upward 

r^lace. 1 la< e’ dune 2, 1947, and September 15, 1947, when decontrol

were al?'!!* adjustments, the March 1, 1946; February 1, 1947 and June 
Miat "j.as not su„nan f?r5; Piace increases. They happened over night. The 
ihg :k’°f course' J.. as<?( t0 ‘iave any warning that prices were, going to go up.

n°k shipment ' t0 Preyent hoarding and such practices as that; that is hold- 
ayaOur priCe nentTS Unhl aftcr the prices went un 

yaM. aJ0,? ,0n January 31, letthe 0' ; Anythin»- anua,y 31, let us say, on a certain fabric made was 22 cents 
took / Crs change i lat wa® a°t shipped on that day went up to the new price. All 
Mietlace on pci . °VCr ^lg ‘t- That was on March 1, 1946 and the same thingon pehv V s at was on March 1, 1946 and the same thing

trol took’11'?" b 1947, and on June 2, 1947. On September 15, 1947,Wy*1 decontroftVOILUary 1> 19' - -Hi........... , H ___
to n, '.ay, or by n!.\' h'ace, the textile industry undertook voluntarily, I think you 
°ti JhJhain jn ,.k- ai)|ement anyway with the Wartime Prices and Trade Board 

o 2, rip-m A1.ct these control prices, the prices that came actually into effect 
"" —J— on their books. So, what really happened

;<ter à riei1f ,, control priefheQ ^Pteinber i ,lrough on all orders
MfClo>*~ 1 lO Wo o 4-Un4- ~ i

Mr
Op i ^ffluor ^ Ti u,iUIW ° Liicu uuuivs. ou, wii2it i uany nayyc\ucu

°rs began t ) " aS ( iat notbing happened at all, for a while. Then gradually 
, r- ThAt ° rua out and these orders were re-booked at non-ceiling prices.

hut j Gorixix E t Y°Ur three €0mPa.nies did that?
. ^how +u * ! *le industry did it. I am speaking for the three companies, 
Mr. T thc industry did it 

r. p,,.„ U lIER: ThatMrary Gotu^,"^^' 1 ha* was entirely different from what some companies did. 
»hies Tf do not know about that. It was not different for the prim- 

11 the es Which „ fo]lowed that out. Of course, to complete the story, those 
k Cott°n reQu-ereiUnder subsidy at that time continued to get the subsidy 
kr- 'TtiATcir 1101 *° comPlete those price ceiling orders. 

f ER‘ ^Tould that have taken a month or so?
three months to run

pfl, ci0n ^onuON;'" ,vvuia un at have taken a month
h» efor ding on b°?e orders might have taken two or tnree muuwis w run 
>e 0 re. you had Where thev happened to fit into the production schedule, 

of : °r two a,sta8gered situation, where you were all over the place. We
Mr.

l4336

• ' vvv0 n m vv,66wcu siLuauon, wnere you weic an vuv ^
^ce ceilinJder® today—perhaps fifteen or twenty orders today—tag 
d'ÎIATcHn„!' ers that have never been shipped yet.Cher, v ncvci uct-ii »ii*rr“ ^

' Y°u are filling all those orders at the old prices?
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Mr. Gordon: We filled them all at the old prices as we went along, right 
through the second half of September and October. We did not bring out new 
prices, actually, until the end of October because we did not need them. We had 
plenty of business at the old control prices. I thought that was a point that was 
not clear, Mr. Dyde.

Mr. Thatcher: No, very definitely.
Mr. Gordon: I thought somebody had made a deduction there was soffl6 

holding back of inventory around September 15. However, there was n° 
point in doing that.

Mr. Thatcher: It would look like that from schedule B-6, but if that 13 
what you did—

Mr. Gordon: We can go and get those figures in greater detail. In fac^ 
Mr. Knight has the figures. Those are average figures. On our books, °u 
inventory figures show on March and February, 1947 that our inventory waS,ar 
a low point. The reason was we shipped goods as hard as we could in orde 
to curry favour with our customers.

Mr. Thatcher: Your inventory in 1947 jumped about 221 per cent between 
the first of the year and the time controls went off. According to these figul j 
it was 1,413 in thousands of pounds, that is, at the first of the year 
3,151,000—

The Acting Chairman: To what table are you referring?
Mr. Thatcher: To schedule B-6 in Mr. Knight’s report.
Mr. Gordon: Yes, I will just turn to that. I know the schedule you me3’1,' 

Mr. Thatcher. I have the figures making that up. If you just tell me the 0 
in which you arc interested.

Mr. Thatcher: On the surface, when you first look at it, you might woe 
why Dominion Textiles built up their inventories as the year proceeded. *0 e 
ever, you are stating now, are you, that your company definitely did not 1 
a policy of building up the inventory waiting for ceilings to come off?

Mr. Gordon: No, I wrould say, first of all, it would have been a 
long wait because they did not actually come off on September 15. ^

Mr. Thatcher: They came off, but you did not take advantage of that

terril-

Mr. Gordon: We had undertaken not to.
Mr. Thatcher: You had undertaken to the government not to?

Before decontrol weMr. Gordon: Yes, and so had everybody else, 
them that undertaking.

Mr. Thatcher: You would not take advantage of it on any goods-- 
Mr. Gordon: —that had already been ordered. ^ ^A
Mr. Thatcher: Then, your company, Mr. Gordon, you would n°t 

any material amount in inventory appreciation when controls came oft ■
Mr. Gordon: No, we did not because I suppose—you can secr"s]fippc(j 

shipped—those figures are quite small in relation to our shipments. ^ c ~.a 0jil 1 
probably a million or a million and a quarter pounds a week. There 
about three weeks shipments there at the peak period.

Mr. Thatcher: That is satisfactory, then.
Mr. Gordon: Actually, you can see, compared to pre-war they aI® 

small inventories and that is because of the high demand. yge3
Mr. Zaplitny: I wanted to ask a question in connection with a ®^eCj tl’6 

by Mr. Gordon in connection with the first two price increases. He
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miroiu thplandat°[y Pr^ce increases”. That would mean, of course, permission 
to d0 SQC Prices board to raise prices rather than an order from the prices board

When ;LCoRT ^ it was a little more than permissive in this sense, sir; 
& had fro/) ' vr' rî *losc P™6 changes you will remember from the explanation vrou 
) the sam,.11• ' ' <’*ass this morning, the price of raw cotton to us was changed at 

changc Une tt went up a corresponding amount. So, if a company did not 
varged / ,Pnces and continued to ship at the old prices, it was going to be 
higher nr//1 Cot.t.on S°ing into those goods under the new subsidy plan at the 
®cale of es'.. 1 ,ne jump was 9 cents a pound in the price of raw cotton and the 
it Was was such you could not afford to keep the old prices in effect.

j\,jr y a ory because your subsidy just disappeared if you did not.
lïlar‘datorvA/>LIfTN-Y: ^ia,h *s to say from the practical point of view it was 
c°ncerned“ 3Ut> ln a iegal sense it was permissive so far as the board was

1

Mr- Gordon : Well, actually, i 
ac order was mandatorv V*ntthe

yon
if you want to get into the technical end of 

as mandatory, but you could cancel those orders the next day
4-^ --------- 1 __ i

|t,
if
Illandatory C(i and rePiace them at the old price. The order, itself, was

r^Se brio a APUTN v ' hn other words, the prices board ordered the industry to 
Mr ? UP t0 a certain ceiling.

■ jordon : That is right, sir.
was different from what they did with meat, butter

that particular point? Do you wish to

"M thirn„TaîTCB™: Which 
01 ‘hat kind.

Mr j'°RD0N : 1 do not know about that.
011 to an : Now> have we covered

Mr. g hei' P°int) Mr' Gordon?
er thinJ^RD0N ; I do not want to go all over the place. There were a couple of 

v °h y ’ Perhaps.
la°sSe 0f?’,there was quite a lot of discussion, I think the first day, on the 
I>a>.fSeven n, eVn the seven months ending March 31, 1947, as compared to the 

, nit vahi 8 cnc^ng March 31, 1948. There was some question as to what 
tt)0 )ast seven GS an(? what part volume had played in creating the increase in 
theatbs’ Périr h mont l?' We have checked up and we find in the second seven 
bgtih t sev/'n "G sh’PPcd $10,000,000 more in value of goods than we did in 
ret *'es on gi : months. To account for the $10,000,000 we looked into our 
1, ]q?ber tiu,JMnents, prices and so on. We came across this fact. You will 
In t,47' Th(K® -werc Price increases, very substantial price increases on February 
Mar/,0 first ^ mcreases took effect, of course, the same day, almost over night, 
brie, ’ Where en ,months’ period there were two months there, February and 
had 5 Then g,0ods M
cha ^een - wllen were shipped at the higher prices, the mand y £

n « you come to the second seven months pernx e\ _ ,• ai °ther price increases, no other changes at all and 1(M e . . . .
’ mere wn»iu- t • ’. \\rn II --------- ------ 7 v-z vuvx n-v ------— - •• ~ x, v*aVa

*acre n° other pi, the June change and the final decontrol but, even if there had 
fi>r r,a?e Whip), , ,ge> you would have had seven months in that period at that 

Place in February, ................... ...........bit of"t|fqtPi^neJ.n February, 1947, and that, in itself, will account 
4? p of yle 110,000,000. In our case, we figure it accounts for around

T]H -ley^
>U^^al,:/Urse. on top of that there was the June 2 increase which was 
/fight, -f tor som°ne" 1 bave not really had time to work that out but that 
J this 1 SuPPoso L) 1Uore °t the $10,000,000. Then, there was decontrol which 

,iV ear, an A lave been said to become effective around the 1st of January

ten. That is the mandatory price increase on February 1,

l43364j’ °n the
average. We continued to ship some goods at the old prices
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and some at the new. However, that would have an effect on the last th? 
months of the period. So, you can break down that $10,000,000 increase in 0 
case into about three sections. e

There was one other factor, in our case, and that is that we brought m°^ 
goods in from the United States in the grey form and finished them and 
them in the second period than we did in the first. That is our explanation 
the difference in that particular period, Mr. Chairman.

Were you going to address specific questions to me about the construction 
fabrics? ,

Mr. Dyde: Well, I was. Would you like to deal with that next? Is *ia 
what you wished to cover?

Mr. Gordon : I made a note of it.
Mr. Dyde:. A question has occurred as to whether these were ,unl !lat 

specifications and uniform articles, when we compare these different prices t
- - 1 ---------- -, --1 1--1 - T-> n TV T- T7--_ ; _A_ x>_ __________ x T__ _xl  _________J „ aVP. JUare shown on schedule B7 in Mr. Knight’s report. In other words, are ,any>

but that is something we have very little control over, and basically i)]ade
fabrics we make them exactly the same year in and year out. They al 
to standards, and our customers would soon know if we did not. . tj0p,

The Vice-Chairman: How far back in the process is that annual va 
back as far as the crop?

Mr. Gordon : Yes, it is in the crop.
The Vice-Chairman: It goes back to the—
Mr. Gordon : Raw cotton.

:1)
The Vice-Chairman: Back to the raw cotton?
Mr. Gordon : In the field, yes.
Mr. Dyde: Do the same remarks apply to the other commodity j e'1 

are listed there under the heading of Dominion Textile Company L,n 
schedule B-7?

Mr. Gordon : Yes. e]ettf:
Mr. Dyde: I am referring to dyed drill, printed percale, while a
Mr. Gordon: Yes. Of course, in those cases where you run i'?î° oU 

goods such as dyed drill or printed percale, you may introduce n ^iQge 
variations in dyestuffs and finishing compounds, and so on; but ^ut t*' ' 
standard goods made by us in the same way. You could vary them, 
are standard goods.

talking about the same thing under the heading “Dominion Textile Confit ^
Limited, unbleached bed sheeting on June 1, 1942; September 15, 1»4/ 
April 1, 1948”? jled

Mr. Gordon : Yes. You have seen the samples. You have had the de ,‘ntej 
specifications which may not mean very much to you, not being acqual 
with the technical end of the cotton business. Those specifications arc xVc 
standard specifications for that fabric. We follow those just as closely a 
can in making the goods right through.

(At this point Mr. Maybank resumed the chair). ^
Mr. Gordon : The first one is that 73-inch bed sheeting, unbleached, 56 

in the warp and 50 in the weft. The machinery is set to make that that way, ‘ ^ 
it really cannot make anything else unless we deliberately chang6 
and we do not.

Mr. Dyde: So that it is proper for us to say on April 1, 1948, the <],e 
article exactly is being sold as was being sold at January 1, 1942, unde 
heading of unbleached bed sheeting? ,|0p,

Mr. Gordon : Yes. Of course, anybody could tell you, and I might111 go 
perhaps, that cotton varies from "one year to another a bit on the avera»aJ,eh 
that one year the crop is a little whiter than another year, a little c ^ege
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^‘ttiteci? 'hl " ^0ldd you So on to the Drummondville Cotton Company

n C°Urse’, Cotton tire cord has to conform rigidlytn 18 an enoïl”! ftkst,cd ever>'daM There are lots of it tested every day. 
\ t*irayon cord p,mJU)J to ,dudd a tire cord- The same thing applies

) fijne has to be nl h'!?. aS]° break f.° certain specifications, and fishing 
hpUres, but the fi Lrm CTy ^.Sld specifications, not perhaps from the angle of 

18 n«t getting it 18 the best Jud§e of what he wants and he knows if

•7on-an°ther ni-ion iniT CaSG °^dsh>ng twine we were informed today there has 
"°0. \y J,, lease on the 3rd of May from its former price of -68475 to 

• Mr. q0 ; I U cxPJain to the committee the reason for that increase?
Tv° hne with rhô CJ’ tJla* was actually to bring the price of that fishing twine 
thoUnin:i0ndvillp XVp nL ° rtW cotton that was going into it. It so happens at 
a, .niarket tn ■ - eT° any resei've of cottons bought at lower prices than 
is t it was <pii;,ln °* Tse goods, and as you can see even at the date of 
Sn P just about ti l8 3 f °SS ah°ut 1% cents a pound. Therefore we put 
of h UP> of coiii-w o perhaPs a shade more, from -6847 to -7095. Cotton has 

lat Particul ir à f,VC]n .sin°e April 1. That was a move to bring the price 
Co Mr Dyl art,lcIe mt0 hne with its real cost.

^Pany jn v‘ ' tbc kkummondville Cotton Company Limited the only 
Mr n >our Sroup that manufactures fishing twine? 
vT Gordon: Yes.

diff!!!a,ke sure^'haV'thô pa.S;dn& on to Montreal Cottons Limited, I would like 
get ,Ufc with whin, it pr,lc.es are comparative there also, and it may be more 

9 ®tandard ti,,,,. foadcJ°th, or would it be, or am I correct in saving we 
M . Mr. GoR tbere from 1942 through to 1948?
32 °ne if T'* -lid is also standard. I have not got a note here exactly 
tlJarp, 32 VVpft. .if Pr°bably 128 by 68. It is white broadcloth 115 by 62,
I W, ft trade n ro a.n absolutely standard white broadcloth made for 

>uhi sav qô ar , , known by every shirt manufacturer in Canada,
If, - A*r. DV a standard cloth. It is standard quality.
I H|fht, that'thô,.^"°U w*h recall also that we were informed, I think by Mr.
that you d.... (;/as sliding scale of selling prices for that particular article.

there explain that, Mr. Gordon, if you would, please. It means
fj . Air, qq ' 1 erent price to different purchasers, does it not?
Certa-y> Was^.iô' vr think what Mr. Knight was referring to, if I judged him 
Pfio,,’1,11 Price t‘ , wntreal Cottons apparently showed they were selling at a 
to I think u uClr, .wholesale trade. When you use the term “wholesale 

6 VvholP<n,“ fhoukl be understood, or when we use it, that it is the price 
ty 'Pile Vic,. • rade’ n°t the wholesale trade price.

° of buvcv-( ^t,1RM,AN: Yes- that is understood. It is your price to a certain 
We Air. q 1 thlnk that is understood.
the^t up The reason we specify it is in the case of the wholesale trade
°vcr Packs» ,?• somewhat differently; that is, when they leave the mill 
thev ,9 inches , - , Wlth a board in the centre. They arc doubled, folded goods, 
'hoiipv Ve labels deMand doi,bled, folded, rolled up on this centre board. Then 
SoOfL • When t,.°n ,.lcm an(l there are papers and so on. That all costs a little 

i"'6 deand cut tke s UP *° a shirt manufacturer who is simply going to take the 
let n 1 Rot both eni -UP and they are not going to be put on shelves and displayed 
Sb -80 at that WQlth any of that at all. We simply ship them in a bolt and 
the rolling b,° there is a little difference representing what we call the 
therp lrt man„f * putting up cost of shipping to the wholesaler as against 

9re any f, ,fv'urer- That is the general explanation. I do not know if 
uther particulars on the shirting prices you want.
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Mr. Dyde : That was the point that was in my mind. I think you haV 
covered it in that way. In your own notes have you still something you wish 
refer to?

Mr. Gordon: May I refer to them for a moment?
Mr. Dyde: Certainly. ^
Mr. Gordon: There was one minor point. There was a schedule submit6 

this morning on our cotton prices at various dates.
Mr. Dyde: Yes.
Mr. Gordon: Perhaps it should be pointed out those are the prices in T0 

United States and not laid down in Canada so there would have to be added 
those prices a certain amount of freight, exchange, if there is any. ^

Mr. Dyde: You will notice the heading of that schedule is stated to be 
ten market centres in the southern United States. , ^

Mr. Gordon : I want to make the point we do not lay it down at the dill a 
that same figure. It would be somewhat higher.

Mr. Dyde: Perhaps since you have raised that point would you take cot 
Wjhere we have a price here of 36 cents in May, 1947, on that particular sc^ ,eiy 
you refer to, and if it is 36 cents on our schedule can you tell us approxim8 ^ 
what its cost laid down to you is, or if there is any other figure you can vv 
from more easily I would be glad to have it.

Mr. Gordon: That is the spot price, as you see, on your 15/16-inch ct,t.()|)- 
Tliat same description of cotton, as we call it, middling 15/16-inch, could P1^ 
ably be laid down at our mill at about 1 cent over that for freight. That 
bring it to 37 cents plus \ of 1 per cent exchange we have to pay for Aifler 
dollars.

Mr. Dyde: It would cost you a little over 37 cents?
Mr. Gordon: Yes.
Mr. Dyde: Laid in at Montreal? . jg.
Mr. Gordon: Yes; that is Montreal, Sherbrooke, any other Quebec P01 
Mr. Dyde: At one of your plants?
Mr. Gordon: Yes. tcs
Mr. Dyde: In looking at that list of raw cotton prices in the United 

would it be fair for us to add slightly over 1 cent to any of those prices to 
what the price is laid down at your plant?

Mr. Gordon : Only for that one basic description of cotton. ^0p?
Mr. Dyde: And it is correct, is it not, this is the usual quotation for c°

I mean it is usual to quote 15/16-inch middlings, is it not?
Mr. Gordon: Yes, that is standard for us.
Mr. Dyde: There are a number of other grades; is that what you call 
Mr. Gordon: We call them descriptions. . , 9pd
Mr. Dyde: There are a number of other descriptions both super1 °r 

inferior, shall I say, to 15/16-inch middlings?
Mr. Gordon: Yes.
Mr. Dyde: But when we look at the newspaper and it talks about 

cotton prices we are looking at prices that are being quoted for l5/ 
middlings, are we not?

Mr. Gordon: Yes. What you are looking at in most cases is futu'e Qtl t!>6 
quotations as traded in that day on the cotton exchange in New Yor > 
futures exchange. foyt

Mr. Dyde: But there is also a quotation I see quite often where at 
of the futures quotations it shows spot cotton as well?

i

f ^
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Mr rp°RD0N ' Y es- bP°t cannot be used for hedging.
Mr T)HAT< nER' ^ " onder if Mr. Gordon would care to comment on page B-8. 
Mr m'DE- you mind if I interject one question first, Mr. Thatcher?
M rHATCHER: Surely.

figures o/u™ } am returning to an earlier discussion we had. Have you any 
c°Uimittpp ' 0U Rvailable any records from which you can readily inform the 

Mr n ' U,U a‘Jsentceism on week days? Have you anything?
c, ORuo.x. T es, the personnel people have.^eek. ,u«oun. ïes, the personnel people have. I could have it up here next

Mr nlDF f ka* C0UM be done if we requested it.
*ur- Gordon: Yes.
Mr' n VDE: 1 have not ^Quested it yet,
The v°RD°r ^ ° ^iave standard forms that keep track of that, 

intending trfmau'AI,RUMAN: yir- Dyde, I was going to ask about that, and I was 
!)n° further 1° * t request, so let us consider it is requested. Then I had 
bemg cal]^, question. It in a way relates to labour "

? ttlled a non-es-- 1 ’ -„ .. , . v -------- ™ You made a remark about
Mr n ' “ non-essential industry at a certain time?
^•Gordon: Yes.

later time^undf(,',nAiR+IANv 1 am. under the impression that the government at a 
Mr rUndert00k t0 change it back again about 17 months later?
The y °N: YeS’ 1 think so-

°htaining empires ?MAN’ gave you a very high rating with respect to

The Vi ^ 6S’ vvc WGre ëiven quite a good rating when it was corrected.
r°CaPture vnnr JiAIRMAN : Seventeen months later in order to try to help you to 

e your position; is that right?
T], ,0RD0N : Quite true.
Mj. pKL f IIAIRMAN: f hat would be some time in 1942?

' CjORDON “ '

^cWation 'CE'Chairman: 1942

Mr would it not?

to

I think that was over into 1944, almost.
would be about the time of the non-essentiality

1 The v°KD0N: Some timc during 1942, I think. 
lave said 'c^'Chmrmàn: And about 17 months later you were rated, as we 

Mr n COnsiderably higher?
The yj)liD0X " ^es> that is the case, yes. 

recaPturv K ( HAIRMAN : From that time on then you have been endeavouring 
Mr p ^ 011 r Position with respect to personnel. Is that a correct statement? 

ar)ythin„/°RD0N; Tes, up to a point; I do not think those ratings count for 
i The y ay\bUt UP to a certain point.
n the 0nf ,Ice'Ghairman: When the controls came off labour then you were out 

as catch can market after that?
^ordon : Yes, but that was the case up to that time. It helped a little. 
^Would you turn, Mr. Gordon, to schedule B-8.

think Mr. Thatcher wanted to ask a questionop

„ catch 
Mr.
Mr.
The Ar. _   ™ 1

that Ce-Chairman : I
Mr Tha

dcatcher: On B-8.
ue, Y?u heard some discussion this morning with reference to this

CoT the effn i might Perhaps open this part of the discussion by asking you 
n^Pany W*,0" Prices is by the method adopted by the Dominion Textile 

' m,ted with reference to inventory reserves? What effect has that
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one way or the other on the price that the consumer pays for the products of 
Dominion Textile Company Limited?

Mr. Gordon : I cannot see where there is any connection whatever between 
the inventory reserve and our prices.

Mr. Dyde: Would you explain why? I will tell you why I ask the question. 
Perhaps you understand why I am asking the question.

Mr. Gordon : Would you like to complete it?
Mr. Dyde : I am looking at it in this way, that to a person looking at tins 

statement and a person reading it it might appear that the accumulation of such 
a considerable inventory reserve, shall I call it, might result in the consume! 
having to pay more money. You say that is not so, and I would be glad 1 
you would explain why it is not so.

Mr. Gordon : Well, I do not know why you thing it should be so, but I xVl, 
try to start at the beginning. Our prices are set by current factors, the price ° 
our cotton from time to time, the cost of labour, overhead, in which inventor 
reserves have no place whatever, depreciation, bond interest and various charge®' 
and profit, and that determines the selling price. Where the inventory reserve 
arises is when you come to the end of the year after you have made your sale 
during the year and are closing your books, and you value your inventory- 
Under our system which is practically the so-called last in, first out systeIj? 
“lifo”, as the accounts term it, if you are in a rising market you automatical y 
undervalue what is left on hand at the end of the year, and the more the mark® 
rises the more you undervalue that particular quantity. Then you start 0 
another year, but that undervaluation has no relation to price. You start ^ 
again on the first day of your following year and sell your goods at the 
cotton, labour, and so on. It has no effect one way or the other. It is 
a book reserve. It is simply stating your inventory is worth so mu- . 
perhaps than the absolute cost on that day, or the cost accumulated °v 
a period.

Mr. Dyde : What is the primary purpose of building up an invent0 
reserve? , j

Mr. Gordon: It is for the purpose of meeting a situation such as hapPen® 
before my time in the mills in 1920 when in the summer of 1920, I believe it w ^ 
raw cotton broke from around 40 or 44 cents a pound and came down ^ 
low as 15 cents, and subsequently some years later went all the way d°wn^e 
5 cents, but anyway at that time we had to rewrite the balance of orders f°’ 
greater part of our customers. They could not take delivery of the goods at 
price at which they had booked those orders because the market had gone. 
had to meet new prices, new conditions, and we had to rewrite those °r 
We had to write it right out of our books. . ?

The Vice-Chairman: Your raw cotton went down very low on the mar
Mr. Gordon : Yes.
The Vice-Chairman: That had an immediate effect on the fabric?

marit.7 
simP- 

less

Mr. Gordon : Yes, oh, yes.
The Vice-Chairman: The effect is quick?
Mr. Gordon : The effect is very quick. ;c
The Vice-Chairman: And since there is that quick effect upon the -ce 

persons who had ordered could not pay or could not be expected to pay 
at which they had ordered, and you had an inventory reserve to meet a ^oll 
tion, a condition such as that. You may either have had it at the time. 0 gUCfo 
may not. I do not know. Anyway, it was made to take care of a situatm 
as that?
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rpj' ' ('ORDON ; It represents at the present time, by having this inventory— 
into a/L *C?,C HAIRMAN : The inventory reserve then is not so much taking 
c°nsideml h K‘ raw Pr°duct which you have on hand, is it? If you have any

‘ ) e amount of the raw product on hand, any considerable amount—
for futni-p ,(?R.D0N wc i,ave let us say $10,000,000 worth of orders on our books 

Th v C n enes we mus* liave $10,000,000 worth of cotton or the equivalent, 
kind? 1 11 L"t HAIRMAN•’ I mean, that would take care of a situation of that

Rnd the rtS°RDOX " ^ es: kf we were committed for that at the old selling price 
The V°P U con31derable. You cannot have it both ways, 

in the HAIRiIAN ; T ou do not protect yourselves with respect to a fall
*n°dities?1 V<t pnce - future selling, such as is done with some other com-

i?r- Gordon: Oh, yes.
j\,l|epICE"Chairman: You do that too?The t?RDON" 4n iki® respect, that your orders are supposed to be your hedge. 
Mr ice"Chairman: Oh, I see, the orders are your hedge, 

the } bcy are a hedge on the sale of cotton you would not have.
Mr t ^ UP y°U Would be out of luck, l 1eight’s fiimvTCHER: Gordon, according to this schedule B-8, and Mr.

688 $26 son v,0U1 mventories reserves at the moment would be $35,174,000 
Mr c ’ dlflt wouhl be $8,354,000—would that be correct?
Mr ,,,'URDox • t hat is the extent of our actual inventory as carried.
Mr IIATCHER: That is your inventory reserve?Wkat it ',,^s Knight figures it; or, we carry that inventory at

v Mr T G there’ or lower of cost or market.;halue of S)Hqs,C^: ^nd in Jr°ur balance sheet you carry your inventory at a 
RVentorv ’’îrtj > 11 you add those two together would that mean that your

Mr c W be $14’338’000?
Mr r ORdon • y es. -lust let me look at that a minute longer.

Carry y0,,r I?atcher: Tour inventory reserve is $8,354,000 plus the figure you 
Mr r' ln entory at; less the reserve in vour balance sheet, $5,984,000?

Gordon: Yes.rGcrve ',;;»atPher: Docs that mean that you are carrying an inventory 
Mr n ‘ ls Pcr cent of your total inventory.

~ Mr. r URDox- ^ es, that is what it means.
; ean - Hatcher: Isn’t that a nrettv terrific figure to be carrying r? I

heavily with 

reserve position does not

WouId vouHnft i 1S?1 lnai. a P‘eu,v .............. _0* 0ry reserve • depreciating your profit position very, very
aft Mr. p ® in that manner?

6Ci y°Ur pixSt n-^0’ the extcnt of that inventory
ablvMr. Tir[ ht picture-y^’°rse each1??’ \°ur Pr°dt and loss statement naturally shows up considér
ée • Gord > .' Car )y fhe fact that you have such a terriffic serve there. 

P°rVe, an (Til ,^Uj ncd ^rom year to year. We don’t change that figure for 
Mr. ? lat does not affect the profit and loss statement.
pff- GonnrxIU R Pld’ eacb year as it goes along—

%,»• s # y*ner n„ ..siderahiv i ym,r Pr°fit- and loss statement as you go along would 
055 nmfif fhnn it would have if you had not set it up, this 60

cent i v piunu vna
jyjr depreciation?

■ Gordon : That is right.
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The Vice-Chairman: Just a second, before you pass that. While it is true 
that the figure is 60 per cent it is not the result of one year—

Mr. Thatcher: No, no.
The Vice-Chairman: I am trying to get the effect that would have in rel»'

when it would apPe*P

the

tion to prices, don’t you see; because if it were a year wnen iu wuum -r» ,g 
that you have set aside a great deal of money and you must have sold the g°° 
at a very high price. Don’t you see what I mean?

Mr. Gordon: Yes, I see what you mean, Mr. Chairman.
The Vice-Chairman : But this did not result from one year’s opérât-100' 

this 60 per cent ; but it is an accumulation of several years.
Mr. Gordon : In this case it goes back 12 years, as you can see from 

schedule. ^
The Vice-Chairman: Yes. So that it does affect theoretically at any 1 

some each year, but nothing like the 60 per cent that has been mentioned. ^ 
Mr. Gordon : You see, we have been faced with this rise in the raW,J°|ftrt 

from 10 to nearly 40. What goes up is bound to come down, and if it should * i 
down the other way we feel that that reserve is not out of line. We have at Y 
20,000.000 pounds of raw cotton alone usually committed for; not in our ha 
but committed for. Sometimes more than that. -y,

The Vice-Chairman: Where does the raw cotton market stand no"’ 
relation to other years before this period? Is it unprecedentedly high now.

Mr. Gordon : With the exception of ,1920, yes. In September of 1® 7,5, 
reached a high of 30-9; and there was a time during 1947, when it reached
inJuly- • , pnSioD

The Vice-Chairman : Which really means that you have some apprem jt. 
of a very considerable market drop some day, and you want to be ready 1 

That is the story that was told by an inventory reserve?
Mr. Gordon : Yes sir.
The Vice-Chairman: It is an apprehension?
Mr. Gordon : It is an almost sure thing that sooner or later it will come 
The Vice-Chairman : On the principle of whatever goes up also comes 
Mr. Gordon: It always has in the past. ^ f tbe
Mr. Thatcher: If you are going to do that you will be able to dispose 

inventory you have been carrying and you are going to— ,ujch
Mr. Gordon : We don’t do it. We don’t do anything. It is the market 

does it. We carry our inventory at a base price. We don’t understate it >l‘t0 )5 
year. Let us say that raw cotton is worth 10 cents a pound and it goes ll! yoti 
cents a pound you have a difference of 5 cents a pound. If it goes to 20 cen, ’r’uW 
have 10 çents a pound. We are not changing our base, it is just the ma>/< ft it 
ning away from the base created by undervaluation, but it is automata * 
works to correct itself. It is a matter of mere chance, if I may put it t'1 

That is the principle of the thing.

the P:,ric6

vW»5

Mr. Thatcher: I have one other question.
The Vice-Chairman: Just one other thing on that point. What is 

of raw cotton at the moment?
Mr. Gordon: At the moment? I do not know the spot price is, but < 

selling at 37. I would say it was 37^ cents, the price this morning. , ceQ&
The Vice-Chairman: And if it is 40 cents next year that would be 

higher?
Mr. Gordon : Yes.
The Vice-Chairman: Your inventory reserves will need to be up aU 

ally 2£ more cents?
tou19,tr

I

I
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aUtoirnti^,CnE)OX: ^ y°ur cotton has cost us 40 cents, then the undervaluation will 
rp‘ ( ‘l - mcrease due to our base price method of calculating. 

lc k e-( hairman: These inventory reserves will automatically rise?

rpj' ' ^’ordox : \ es, but it will come down the same way. thercaftn ■ HAIRMAN: Ves, on the next change. If your cotton costs you less 
2^ tlien on the next statement your inventory reserve will be lower? 

Market ri * ,0RP0X • ^ e.s> and this could be wiped out completely by the cotton 
finished' ‘°PPing, and it applies not only to raw cotton but to good processed and

earn'the n 'r™? ' ^ *ien y°u sa>" “automatically”, Mr. Chairman, they must

have tu, ^ ice-Chaibman: I do not think that was a good word to use. It would 

c the same effect however.
_ Cordon: Our system works that way.
M16 Vice-Chairman: Yes.
Mr i'0RD°N ' ^ i® a common system.earn that |.('X'1KRS: ^ ci068 not automatically go up or down by itself, you must

have earnl']01'1’ HAIRMAX• Ves, but it is all based on the presumption that you 
yarned enough money.
Tim v°MX)N: ^°’ cannings have nothing to do with it.

^ce-Chairman: Do they not?P'otiey inV(?|RD<jN ' pannings do not affect it one way or the other. There is no 
inst a Wa 'cd and you cannot put your finger on it and say it is there. It is 

A* ‘ 0 valuing the raw cotton content of your inventory.. ol valuing the raw cotton comem, ox ^’""^entory reserve? _ 
Mr. Winters: It is actually invent on ia ^ a certain unit price

, . Mr. Gordon: The poundage is there and we • understatement o w 
[filch,amounts to a certain value. That value 

really costs to be put there. f ur inventory 1
Mr. Winters: This is actually the book va - it might go later.

, . Mr. Thatcher: No, no. That is the value to
1 18 not the value at today’s price. but it is a calcula
f Mr. Gordon : It is not the cost nor ^,om now. .
f what might be the market value six montl been discussing it.

Mr. Winters: It is not inventory reserve as
Mr. Thatcher: It is. saVs no.
Mr. Winters: I thought it was but the wit j ^
Mr. Gordon : It is not in the sense o a i assets at a figmc w i

les Thatcher: You are valuing yonrlRX 
than the figure at which you bough
Mr- Gordon: That is right. it may go down, and is v

no, Mr- (Thatcher: On the belief that at som amount when co ■
in a ^act the government does not allow >ou tion tax for the >caI •

R lnventory reserve and the payment of coil - the tax has been F ■
Gordon: No, this is not the reserve on ^ ^ we will say 100 

e that you start out with a certain amount ^ put in another 10^ 
ie ^ line with the “last in first out 1fi w

Mr. Gc 
>8inc

. puu ------------
; V x*ll« witn tne "last in nrst euv -------- - - , • , vnn nut m. If you

art you use arc assumed to be the 1m ^ keep buying more
11 -HX) halos ii — „ J. 1 A -ion f C
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the price may go to 30 cents or 40 cents a pound, but you keep on assuming 
the last ones put in are the first one taken out and you still have the original 100 
bales at 10 cents a pound. You are charging the bales out all the time.

Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Gordon, when you started your evidence you suggested 
you were the president of these three various companies. Does each of these 
companies manufacture the same products?

Mr. Gordon : Each one of them makes a lot of different products within 
its own range but their ranges of products—

Mr. Thatcher: Are similar.
Mr. Gordon : No, they are quite dissimilar, but you cannot say that 

Drummondville has very little in common with Dominion Textiles. Dominion 
Textiles would not make what Drummondville or Montreal makes. We can 
interchange the cotton but not the products. Drummondville for instance has 
the tire duck, the belt duck and the air-break duck and so on which are no 
made in any textile mill.

Mr. Thatcher: Where you have similar products made by the three com' 
panies what is the price policy? Do you maintain the same prices for the thre 
companies?

Mr. Gordon : I do not know of any case where we have the same thing ma 
in two companies of the three.

Mr. Thatcher: What I was getting at is whether you have compétitif 
sales organizations or do the three companies meet together and decide what ti 
price will be?

Mr. Gordon : Drummondville has its own sales organization for handle 
the tire manufacturers and the fishing net trade across the country. Domin' 
Textiles are selling agents for Montreal Cottons so the same men will be self 
Montreal Cottons one day and Dominion Textiles the next.

Mr. Thatcher: On the surface it might look, since you have the thre® 
major companies out of five in Canada, that if your organization chose to ho - 

it could set the price at a certain level and competition might not be 
prevalent as it otherwise wrould be? It might look like that, and you worn 
at least a very strong factor in setting the price of textiles?

Mr. Gordon : We have recently, as far as imports are concerned.
Mr. Thatcher: Did you say you have had? , ,i V
Mr. Gordon : We have recently, as far as imports are concerned. ^ 

may have noticed what happened to the tariff, and that was that the rC^ey 
sentatives of the United Kingdom said they could not meet our prices— 
were too low—so I guess we were setting the price level to that extent.

Mr. Thatcher: Yes, compared to Britain and the United States, but 
the domestic field what percentage of the textile business do you control.

Mr. Gordon : We have slightly over 50 per cent of all the spindk^ge 
Canada but I have not worked the figure out in dollars. I have not seen. ^ 
complete figures before but I would say we have between 50 and 60 PeI 
of the business in Canada. ,

Mr. Thatcher: You think you are selling cheaper than Britain w __ 0p, 
the tariff, or with the tariff? You were selling cheaper while the tariff 
but do you think you can still undersell them even though the tariff is g°n

Mr. Gordon : The tariff was only on for four or five months.
Mr. Thatcher: It wras on before the war?
Mr. Gordon : Yes.
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the British1^ you not?1 ™ade 3 statement that you could probably undersell

Price polirv^^n'; \°’ 1 did not saY that. What I said was I thought our low 
reduction ‘ 'c decontrol perhaps brought on our own heads this tariff

%ures th^mnVnimr J*iat js not just what you said. I think you said the 
*he British n; i ® showed that you were selling or could sell cheaper than 

Mr. g 7 y°U UOt Say thafc a minute ago?
^lere. T nerh^nV jOU asbed me to what extent our prices set the market

Mr rpH ‘ P" ’ pressed- a little bit and said the prices, apparently—
0 not obiecM, n/iR" i7 ef-’ ,you digressed. I assume from your digression vou 

Su8gest? ' 1C 'itish tariff having come off if you are as efficient as you

what, thev^-ir,?]le .British prices in the home market are very different 
v,/lr own market 5Ais • m. this market. They are making money in 

they could r at * prices, so we are a little apprehensive as to 
ey have sneniai 1 • 1G> were i-° bring prices closer to the home market price. 

The V 7 , pntes for exPort,
Mr Gnu! ( HAIRMAN •' Have they higher prices for export?
Mr" That°N' YeS’ considerably higher.
eonsiderahl^'jfn+J "-ou^d assume from your remarks that the British factor 

8 Mr. GoiZ -. x nant ln the Canadian prices? 
ind’ beMre the war U,’i7 7”™ they have to meet us. We supplied, as you can 

as a whoT’ nw 7?^'. Cent of thc market. I am speaking for the 
Cp a whole had va c C ncd thinking of our particular company. The industry, 
a l7lf they con]/?QP€r ?!nt °t the market and would have supplied 100 per 
». of short tirv, * U d° b tamed the business. Before the war we were running 
ev> Of conr A t tmtore the war, we could have supplied every yard of 

Cry differpn, i.l ’, cannot maintain we had the right equipment to make th Mr- Th kmd °f thlnS that came in.
Prnu the thret‘mmnnniUSt i°nei more point. Near the beginning, did you say 

. ts, or do t>ifn+iS W11C1 y°u own have a uniform price policy on similar
Rations?

Cordon ;

is

Of.. '*yis, Or dn tl ,1 J ““ ,v"11 “avc a, U1U1U1 m piivci pvuvj vjxi onmiai

feanizaA— 10 'three companies compete as between their three sales

'hs—wêïf"n' *bey compete in the sense, Mr. Thatcher, that Montreal 
m *l- cummondville is in a place by itself. It does not enter into

”y not at —, .
you can see from your samples, they

p M 
thet0
arn'aUse itei!,1‘8fîne a? tbe others, or practically not at all, or Montreal Cottons

110 Rood f kmg these tire cords. As ' -----------
0r Mr. Tii/ 'r anything but tires, 
or +vything HBRi Do you have a central organization or do you have meetings 

1,1 e tw0 Co, SUch Products as the three companies do make which are similar 
th The yif_ “Pâmes Ï Do they have the same prices or competitive prices? 

at simila^f;, hairman: I had understood that the witness said there was not 
Mr g us get that clear first. Is there a field of competition?

p7f he crmnv.fv'Vell, when you come to the ordinary fabrics, any two fabrics 
laPs, a ltlvp- Montreal Cottons may make a denim and we make, 
The Vrc W Spots Prjnted on it,
Mr. q 1 Chairman: And there is competition there, of course? 
he othe0rRDON: They are different- things You would never mistake onef«rtrr

j» Tu
Petit- s°nu- 1 was wondering if you could tell me whether you would

tl0Ti betwr C i8, whlch would be similar and whether there would be com- 
Len the companies?
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Mr. Merritt : Let us find out first if there are similar articles?
Mr. Gordon: I think, to answer Mr. Thatcher’s question, there are certain 

cloths that are close enough in Dominion Textile and Montreal Cottons, 
there is an element of competition. A man could buy a high class pique fro® 
Montreal Cottons at a certain price or he could buy a lower class one fr°® 
the Dominion Textiles. For technical reasons we confine certain classes 0 
textiles to Dominion Textile and certain classes to Montreal Cottons.

Mr. Thatcher: Would you say you would have the same competiti°n 
between these companies as you would have if they were separately owned ?

Mr. Gordon: No, I do not think there would be the same competition. I 
not know what the other people would do.

Mr. Thatcher: It would be much less?
Mr. Gordon: I do not know whether it would be less or greater becau-6 

I do not know what the other company would do. ..
The Vice-Chairman : As between the two, the one company manufacturé1^ 

the denim, in fixing the price of it, in so far as it can fix the price itself, '' 
take into consideration the position of the sister company in relation to t 
same fabric?

Mr. Gordon: I should have made it clear when I used the denim illustin. 
tion that I went right outside our own group, by accident.

The Vice-Chairman: We are only using it as an example anyway. ^ *lC'^ 
the one company has an article, the price of which will have an influence up 
an article of the sister company,-the position of both companies will be tak 
into consideration in any policy, price policy or anything else, will it not : ^ 

Mr. Gordon: Yes, but what actually happens, of course, in setting W 
Montreal Cottons prices they have to set the prices in relation to their c 
of manufacture and Dominion Textile has to do the same thing. .

The Vice-Chairman: Now, there is a difference in grade and other tm 
entering into those costs. There is a difference in grades and other ttu 
enters into these costs. It is not a question really of determining that t 
is going to be a certain margin. You arrive at a certain price making a cei 
cloth at Valleyfield, and that is the price. ,thing

I was not thinking so much of the point of a definite margin or any 
like that, but surely two sister organizations would consider the position 
of the other in any policy? g

Mr. Gordon: Yes, I would say that is quite right, that if Vallcyfm^ 
making one cloth and Dominion Textile was making a somewhat similar ^ 
we would not deliberately underprice the Valleyfield cloth so as to sell 
of that and less of Valleyfield. There would be no sense to it. , ^

Mr. Thatcher: Would it not be a reasonable conclusion from that ' n;es 
the Canadian textile picture the fact that you own three of the comp 
might limit competition quite a bit?

Mr. Gordon: There has always been a lot from outside in the past- ^
Mr. Thatcher: But from the figures domestic production is by j^,iriff- 

greatest, and you are protected in normal times by a pretty substantial 1 
Mr. Gordon: You know the way that works perfectly well in a br,sljj0^ 

There does not have to be very much in the market to affect the price. ert^ 
do wc know wrhen a customer comes to us and says that he can buy c g^er 
goods in England or the United States at a lower price than we offer ^ j-eyo'Ÿ 
he can or not? As long as some goods are coming in he may be the lucky 0ds 
who is getting them. We do not know. It only takes a certain amount o 
coming in to affect the whole price level.

Mr. Thatcher: Admitted.
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The v°RD°n' way i* works in practice, I think.
]Vjr ^I(E"Chairman: Is there anything else?
the dnmAR?; )u* * understand you to say that your prices here are higher 

Mr c tlC PriC6S ln Great Britain?
^ices Were°h!^0N'+i^0’ \ ^ n°t saY that. I said that Great Britain’s domestic 

Mr p Cr ian their export prices, the prices they are selling at.
reM BritairpfD ' ^ ou^ T011 know if your prices are higher than the prices in

Mr ORnoN■ Than their domestic prices?
Binard; Yes.

The y°RD0N ' ^ esi our prices are higher than their domestic prices.
Mr qICE~ hairman: Gentlemen—did I interrupt you?

llJ'Ug. iVe kEnD°N- 1 was trying to complete the answer. I do not know on every- 
a at We are VerT we^ that the English mills are turning out standard yarns 

P°Und below aa<^ seping them, perhaps in some cases, as much as 12 pence 
Mr. pIK 110 Pnce we have to charge for those yarns here.
Mr. n ARD‘ B)o y°u know if their export price is the same for all countries?

], The Vicv°n " ^ cou^ n°t tell you; I do not know.
T]Ve We mie-ht /?fIaMAN: Gentlemen, ordinarily having proceeded as far as we 
y esda,y an “ink of concluding with Mr. Gordon, but he has to be here on 
an ' Gordon' q ’ S-°, ^ might be just as well in closing tonight not to dismiss 

^ Edition-)f a n|rness- We will be seeing you on Tuesday, whether there be 
Mr. n " questions or not which we cannot think of at the moment.

\\ , ^Ir. Gy D°Xrr ^ " 'll be here if you want me.
a°asso in ‘ J hen, Mr. Chairman, we will follow with Canadian Cottons and 

u mat order.
c°nnnittee adjourned.
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minutes of proceedings

Tm
Mr. J\j^ , Committe 

ayt)ank. presiding.

Tuesday, June 8, 1948.

e on Prices met at 11.00 a.m., the Vice-Chairman,

^t('firegor, e^r 7\' eSe!lt : Messrs. Beaudry, Beaud 
aybank, Mayhew, Merritt,

Mr. H \ ]
•p(,j 'X ' 1 ’ ^ C-> Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.

received j/1,!',111,/ <>0^shire ^ oollen Mills and Trenhulmville Woollen 
■yj 11 -x to the ^ ice-Chairman’s telegram of June 1, were tabled.

ï4fl.. a~iVL- Cordon. President iu----- L._ ^ [ljnion Textile Co.,

Montreal Cottons

oin, Fleming, Kuhl, Lesage, 
, Pinard, Winters, Zaplitny.

t(| " f*nfl Drum ! !! nreS3dent and Managing Director, Dominion 
■’Montreal ..... 1M ' Çotton Co., Ltd , and President, Monti 

s lecalled and further examined.
of dle ^ ice-ChnCyU^nfi> ^r" Mayhew took the Chair in the temporary absence 

^ nairinan.
'B’1 M*'- Gor

Pf-Q.^’^niitted iV’ h^ '1.ainP^Cs materials listed on Schedule B7 of Report 
stings and Accountant, Mr. Knight (see page 3468 of Minutes oflyS Ciyif] Jp • / L> -’ii. \btC pciCJC O^fOo UJ lViLriuL

Exhibit V " V' en,cet ’ ^ie said samples being identified as follows: 
Exhibit \ ° U3~l nbh'ached bed sheeting. Style S 49.
Exhibit y"’ Dyed drill, NN. 33 (MD 99-31F).
Exhibit N'0 /'J>. Printed percale, Style M.S. 248.

),* N°~ /f'White flannelette, Style M.F. 51, Angola.

123-
p Aro. 12A-

bH Ko. m-
ï°- m~ 1.............................

m, i y o 1 , ■ y j
■M,bit A- ' 'Cotton tire cord, Style 990.

Exhiba Y° 128 Rayon cord, Style 944.
^xhibif 7,29~Belt duck, Style 6732.
Ë*hibit x°' 730~-Seine twine 15 Medium.
É*hibit Xo 1'11 M’hite broadcloth, JC41.
^ibit Ar° 132 Dyed pocketing, A 010. 
wy —Dyed plain Vicuna No. 13.

M itn(N. ,. 7° v—Dyed satine (Dominion) VS5. 
r Af 88 dl«eharged.
Qe g ç,
ar,ri ex-1 Mariap.(,!.'X'J ' esident and Managing Director, and 

lnined.h ’ ana(han Cottons Limited, Montreal,
hreljM.1’- F()x

dues'llllr(<*'- 7()r uiembers of the Committee, copies of answers to 
'Minual R °nnaire and copies of Canadian Cottons Limited tlurty- 

p tl) At j2 ( Poit for the year ended March 31. 1947.
tllls tiay.11'111- witnesses retired and the Committee adjourned until 4.00

Mr. J. Irving Roy, 
were called, sworn

'B, U 3537
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AFTERNOON SITTING

The Committee resumed at 4.00 p.m., Mr. Winters presiding in the te 
porary absence of the Vice-Chairman.

Members ■present : Messrs. Beaudoin, Fleming, Ivuhl, Lesage, McGreg0 ’ 
Mayhank, Merritt, Pinard, Winters, Zaplitnv.

Mr. H. A. Dyde, K.C., Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.
Mr. Fox and Mr. Roy were recalled and further examined. Mr. Fox ^ 

samples of materials listed in Schedule B7 of the Auditor’s Report "B 
page 3469 of Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence) which were idem1 
as follows :

Exhibit No- 135—Denim, Style 144.
Exhibit No. 136—Work shirting, Style C36, Patt. 3. 6, 31, 34 and 3 th
Exhibit No. 137—Ticking, Style ACB.
Exhibit No. 138—Cotton blanket material.
Witnesses discharged.

At this stage, the Vice-Chairman, Mr. Mayhank, took the Chair-
Mr. W. J. Whitehead, Managing Director, The Wabasso Cotton C0,1'|’lCed 

Limited, Three Rivers, P.Q., was called, sworn and examined. He pW^y 
for members of the Committee, copies of answers to special 
questionnaire, and copies of The Wabasso Cotton Co., Limited - 
Report, 1947. He filed,

Exhibit No. 139—Printed percale, Style No. 2078.
Exhibit No. 1^0—Unbleached factory cotton, Style GC-2.
Exhibit No. 141—Broadcloth, Style B277. I

j m1'1
At 5.30 p.m. witness discharged and the Committee adjourm 

Wednesday, June 9, at 4.00 p.m.
R. ARSENAULT, ,ee.

Clerk of the doin'»'



MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons,

.June 8. 1948.

Ql The Special Committee on Prices met this da> at 11.00 
lrman, Mr. Maybank, presided.
The Vice-Chairman: Order, gentlemen.

C0V(,rM,r' Dyde: Mr. Chairman, at the close of the J^meetîngYhave
asked\it0nCertain extent’the question of production J® of comparing
then, ^!r.-Cordon to let us have some exact figures, for the ]1 hv y\v Rashley.
Tlie fi'Vj the total Canadian production figures as prod • * Je opcningS 
foi' which I asked Mr. Gordon to cover was that concerning tolejpe
the a 1 Uec companies represented by him for the >eais 19 fioures for the
same8nUres j()r 1»48 given in months. 1 also asked for the sun««fig»

1 ^nods and years with respect to cotton vain and cot

TextiuCnrge Blair Gordon, President and Managing Jed.
and p* Ç°mpany Limited and Drummondville Cotton 1 . ,’i Montreal, ^alle(î?i<1ent of Montreal Cottons Limited, 4725 Kingston Road, Montre

^V Mr. Dyde: ,Gordon, arc you able to produce the figures winch I requeste you 
() j1 77^- Tes, I have them here for the three compan jja've a ]0t of

copie^'_^ think we had better read them into the record un -■ .
> o - * There arc not enough to go around. . . T Y*:iP Company
;irihtedÎ!ïdy°u s^.rt with the bale openings f“frtotaTlvüe-- opened each year 

^artin,, ' \A[ Yes- These figures are on a basis of total . t w;th March 31, 
I937 t" n the case of the Dominion Textile Company

DOMINION TEXTILE COMPANY LIMITED

Statement of Raw Cotton Used Equivalent
Pounds 500 lb. bales

Year «19 <175 058 102.185*
-?r enfled 31st March. 1937 .............................................. ««Ml
“ „ 31st March, 1938 .............................................. 41 f, 15.795 83,032
“ „ 31st March, 1939 ..............................................  60 032.082 12<>-^o
“ „ 31st March. 1940 ..............................................  77 834.134 12'2*-
“ March, 1941 ..............................................  87.777.359 175,555

“ , 31st March, 1943 ............................................... 71 164.020 l42'2®8
“ « Mat March, 1944 ............................................... 64 704.247 129'4*8
“ « 31st March. 1945 ............................................... «4 409.545 128.819
“ « 31st March, 1940 ............................................... 61.189.116 i2o'ora
" « Mst March. 1947 ...............................................  -jg 178.909 118.358

Portn; u 31®t March. 1948 ................................................ ‘., 9-0789 4.560
- Sht e,,ded 10th April, 1948 .................................... 2 493.643 4,987
“ , 24th April. 1948 ..................................... 2A92.680 f.98o
“ „ 8th May. 1948 .......................................... 2 429.114 U858

‘53 w , 22nd May, 1948 ......................................
reeks’ fi .

Sur,es in the year. Adjusted to 52 weeks.

1
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Q. Can you let me have copies of that statement?—A. Yes, here are t" 
copies. 1 do not know whether you would like an interpretation of those fig111 
at this point.

Q. I would be glad to have whatever comment you would like to makc-'^ 
A. The figures show that in the pre-war period our average weekly consunip*1® 
ran from 1,661 bales per week to 2,044 bales per week. During the war years * 
average ran from 2,401 bales per week as high as 3,511 bales per week. Since 1 g 
war the figure has ranged from 2,367 bales a week to 2,494 bales per week. Tl’°® 
figures more or less correspond with the figures which I mentioned the other day-

Q. Yes?—A. That completes the figures for Dominion Textile GonipaD 
Limited with respect to bale openings.

Q. Would you go on now with one of the other companies?—A. Yes. I *,a' 
here the figures for the Drummondville Cotton Company Limited.

DRUMMONDVILLE COTTON COMPANY LIMITED 

Statement of Raw Cotton Used
Equivalent

Pounds 500 lb. bales
Year ended 31st March, 1937 ........................ ................ 7,117,067 13.965*

« « 31st March, 1938 ........................ ................ 6.158.912 12.318
“ « 31st March, 1939 ........................ ................ 5,196.630 10,393
« « 31st March, 1940 ........................ ................ 9,418,556 18.837
“ « 31st March, 1941 ........................ ................ 15,073,770 30.148

31st March, 1942 ........................ ................ 15.962,137 31.924
“ “ 31st March, 1943 ........................ ................ 17,706.102 34.744*
« « 31st March, 1944 ........................ ................ 17.508.533 35,017
“ “ 31st March. 1945 ........................ ................ 15.116,412 30.233
“ “ 31st March, 1946 ........................ ................ 16,160,635 32.321
“ “ 31st March. 1947 ........................ ................ 16,321,624 32.643
« « 31st March, 1948 ........................ ................ 14,256,032 28.512

Fortnight ended 10th April, 1948 ................ ................ 572,299 1.145
“ “ 24th April. 1948 ................ ................ 607,491 1.215
“ “ 8th May, 1948 .................... ................ 634.606 1.269

“ 22nd May, 1948 .................. ................ 536.472 1,073

*53 weeks’ figures in the year. Adjusted to 52 weeks.

Those figures show that in the pre-war period the company opened frolli 
bales to 279 bales per week. During the pre-war period we ranged froI11])âve 
bales per week to as high as 700 bales per week and since the war "c 
averaged from 570 bales per week to 653 bales per week. ,)eee

Q. Montreal Cottons Limited will be next?—A.Yes. I would point ou| gj. 
figures are on a calendar year basis as the company year end is at Decem 3

Name of Company: THE MONTREAL COTTONS LIMITED 
Date of fiscal year end: December 31

BALES OF COTTON OPENED
Year Bales
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947

16,755
19,100
26,664
26,766
26,025
24,061
24,278
22,797
18,956
23,959
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)

1948 JUEES °F C0TT0N OPEXEn-C0«c.

Week ended
January 3 BaIes °Pened
January 10 .................................................................................... 272
January 17 .................................................................................... 308
January 24 ..........................................................................,.... 499
January 31 
February 7
^ebrUary 14
February 21
February 28
March 6 
March 13 
March 20 
March 27 
April 3 
April 10 
April 17 
April 24 
May i 
May 8 
May 15 
May 22 
May 29 
•'une 5

:Aure

542 
. 494
. 572

573 
567 
850 
313 
587 
630 
760 
339 
612 
606 
583 
577 
557 
466 
605 
570 
541The... . .

tho^3 W('< k,y Periods fn
t>a]0! fibres showY '*s ^ bales per week. Just to complete the story 
ffojv, fer Week nrim- fU,, ' ontreal C ottons Limited opened from 335 to 382 

n°2 bales to un i° Î K War’ t() 585 bales per week during the war, and *0» i are 1 « S Per weck the war
I)y<j Ve 0a similar O ,^uleJ1 "ith respect to bale openings, and now can 
tile p,' have th .Y-"0* Wlt 1 resPect to cotton yarn production?—A. Yes, Mr. 

i ’"'Plete Vfli-n Y !gm.cs fierc- We were not too sure whether you wanted

om January 3, 1948 to June 5, 1948 total

it cle.
eal]
to
ho

ar
to ntSLales Of

yarn » j . M v wwc uuu too sure wneuiei you wanted
when I vv, '0<, uctlon or the sales of yarn. I should perhaps have made

oth > UI yarn wl sJ|<'a^InS on Thursday that I was referring to what we 
0°th ,er ^bitters «• Y.'" ' lueans the yarn we sell outside of our own company 
°Ur ()Jays—that iseav e.rs’ braiders, and those who use yarn. I have the figures 

0V11 Production " , resPect to total production. some of which goes into 
fiUctilthe poin! iano lSOmC 0f M'hich we have sold.
Hic] )(-eau.se 1 ,la< _been raised I would have asked for the total yarn pro- 
)oiiiin-'Vi11 show ».i '* wouJd have been more useful?—A. I have figures 

011 Textdc ra y°U want- The first 
,e Company Limited.

statement is with respect to the

dominion textile company LIMITED

O'ar ended
Statement of Total Yarn Production

31st
31st
31st

March,
March,
March,

1937
1938
1939
1940

Pounds
49.697.198
42.281,533
40.296.683
58.179,35433$ March, Mi.......................

,31st Ar 1slh 1941 ...................................................................... 73.923.836

3if* Ar rc,h- 1942 ....................................................................... 84.332,601
31st Ar ,h’ J944 ....................................................................... 70.753,478
31st Ar rci> 1945 ................ .............................. 64,174,46531 si lîar°.L 1946 ... ........... «3 «an •>«■)
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Q. Then, if we take them in the same order we will have Drummond" 
Cotton Company Limited next?—A. Yes. The figures for Dominion Tux 
Company Limited show that pre-war production ranged from 40,000,OW 
49,000,000; war production ranged from 74,000.000 to 85,000,000; and post-'"', 
production ranged from 59.000,000 to 64.000,000—those are in round figur^ 
With respect to the Drummondville Cotton Company Limited total van1 l1 
duction the figures are as follows :

DRUMMONDVILLE COTTON COMPANY LIMITED
Statement of Total Yarn Production

Year ended 31st March, 1937 ...
“ 31st March, 1938 ...

“ “ 31st March, 1939 ...
“ “ 31st March, 1940 .. .
" “ 31st March, 1941 . ..
“ “ 31st March. 1942 ...
“ “ 31st March, 1943 ...
“ “ 31st March, 1944 ...
“ “ 31st Mardi. 1945 ...
“ “ 31st March, 1946 ...
“ “ 31st March, 1947 ...

“ 31st March, 1948 .. .
Fortnight ended 10th April. 1948 

“ 24th April. 1948 
“ “ 8th May. 1948

“ 22nd May, 1948

’o unde
287235
433252
680,455
442.076
650.301
894.964
568.676
476.682
492.784
550.610
257.553

5.379

l

(Mr. Mayhew took the chair.)
The Witness: I should point out that in each case the figures

the total yarn spun at the mill whether it went into fabric or whether 11 ^ 
sold as yarn. The figures indicate that in pre-war years production, m pre-war years proctucuu- - 0eO
fi oui 4,o00,000 to 6,000,000 pounds r yeurj during the war production 1 il v^ 
ii om 13,500,000 to 16,500,000 pounds ; since the war production ranged j 
13,500,000 to 15.500.000 pounds per year and those figures compare some"' 
with the figures which I gave the other day.

Then we come to Montreal Cottons.
Q. Have you a copy of it?—A. No, I am afraid I have not a copy, 

pencil figures.
Q. Read it in, please.—A.

1 ll8ve

Calendar Year
nrod<

Total pounds of yarn .^ite 
by Montreal Cottons

1938 ........................................................................ 9 232.375
1939 .............................. ............................................ 11 590.122
1940 ...................................................................... 15 360.802
1941 ................................................ ................................. 16,079,736
1942 ..................................................................................
1943 ..................................................................................

.......... 14,610.095
13,063,653

1944 ..................................................................................
1945 ..................................................................................
1946 ..................................................................................

13.406.618 
l‘> 997.038 

.......... 1(1.382.691
1947 .................................................... ..............................
Five weeks ended January 31, 1948 ........................
Four weeks ended February 28. 1948 ....................
Four weeks ended March 27, 1948 ............................
Five weeks ended May 1, 1948 ................................

.......... 13,826,357
1.24L123
1,143,09/
1.991.230
1.423.095

That would show production in Montreal Cottons ranged from 
to 11£ million pounds in the pre-war years, ranged from 13,000,000 to 
during the war years, and ranged from 10,300,000 up to 14,000,000

91 "if/

war.
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I Q. Y( i?_A. Yes, I might need it. but■ 0l! can spare this pencil copy, can you ' 
cnivi1 ^lve T to vou afterwards. That completes the yarn figures for the three 
ornPanies.

^ ill you go on with the woven fabric figures, please?—A.

DOMINION TEXTILE COMPANY LIMITED 

Statement of Broad Woven Cotton Fabric Production
Har Ell<led 31st March, 1937 . ..

« “ 31st March, 1938 ... .
« ‘‘ 31st March. 1939 ....
„ “ 31st March, 1940 . ...
i, " 31st March, 1941 ....
« 31st March. 1942 . .. .
« ‘ 31st March, L943 . ...
« “ 31st March. 1944 . . . .
i, “ 31st March. 1945
« '■ 31st March. 1940 ....
« ? 31st March. 1947

31st March, 1948 .... 
ortnight Ended 10th April. 1948 

,. “ 24th April. 1948
„ “ 6th May, 1948

22nd Mar. 1948

129,285.812
114.418.400
107.530,955
145.536.369
163.192.708
200.720.320
1.87.172.804
152.954.511
1402204,808
134.670.642
129.411.164
120.406.855

5,002,859
4.777,674
4.523.968
5.416.941

§8§F£tTiat U °- and
‘«ishedJ—en fabr 

Q. Y

fi

in the pre-war period we produced from 107,000.000 to 
a year; during the war it ranged from 140.000,000 to 

since the war from 120.000,000 up to 134,000,000 yards a year. 
’ ’ ‘ off our own looms. Before the war we imported and 

whether vou want that?
please.—A.

r , ........... -1C u
do not know

Îl6 year iQÔnP easc—A- Before the war, in addition to our own production, in 
Tat i , we imported 412.204 yards for finishing purposes. I do not know
ln 36,45-t nLthc exact vears. This is the highest. In the year 1944 we brought 
rnce the n p?unds- That is the highest importation during the war years and 
pTj)0Sese ^ >n the year 1947 we brought in 35,290,000 pounds for finishing 

Thon ’at was to supplement our own production.
:°Uon Oonave a statement of cotton fabric production of the Drummondville 
T'on an, !Pany Limited. This, of course, includes woven tire cord but not 

nf ti!n0t t,Ire cord that goes out in the form of combs. A certain amount 
c°rd from Drummondville is shinned to the rubber companies in

This is a com-
kf°kaged fn^0ld from Drummondville is shipped to the 

Nation , r wound un. and t.liev nrocess it from that t<tion (lf°7‘ wound up, and they process it from that form. 
11 c cord and duck for the most part.

DRUMMONDVILLE COTTON COMPANY LIMITED

Statement of Cotton Fabric Production
rear Ended

F,0rtnight

3rd April, 1947 ........
1st April. 1938 . .. .
1st April. 19S9 ........

31et March, 1946 ........
39th March. 1941 ........
28th March. 1942 ....
3rd April, 1943 ........
1st April. 1944 ..........

diet March, 1945 ........
March. 1946 ........

3"th March, 1947 . . . . 
37 th March, 1948 ........

ended 16th April. 1948 . 
„ 24th April, 1948
„ 8th May, 1948 . 

22nd May, 1948 .

Yards
3,778.692
2.766.625
2.365,869
4,153,699
5,059,534
6.573.282
5.861.649
5.645,564
4.984.409
5.524.126
6.019.652
5,602,541

237,984
256.776
247,212
250,848
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That indicates that in the prewar years our production ranged from -'l 
million yards up to 3-7 million yards ; during the war from 4-1 million yards t° 
6-5 million yards, and since the war from 5-5 million yards up to 6 million yanl= 
per year of woven fabric at Drummondville.

Name of Company: THE MONTREAL COTTONS LIMITED 

Date of fiscal year end: December 31

SALES YARN PRODUCED 1
Cotton Mixtures Total

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.
1938 ............................. 2,101,501 4,362 2.105,863
1939 ............................ 2,341.746 61.484 2,403,230
1940 ............................. $,109,099 146.543 3,255,642
1941............................. 4,790,935 153,549 1,944,484
1942 ............................ 1,159,049 85,037 1 244,686
1943 ............................. 879,474 123,582 1,003,056
1944 ............................. 1,260,972 201,226 1,462,198
1945 ............................. 1,537,684 117,635 1,655,319
1946 ............................. 1,233,922 224,324 1,458.246
1947 ............................. 1,720,283 224,954 1.945.237
5 weeks Jan. 31, 1948 190,764 15,847 206,611
4 weeks Feb. 28, 1948 153,595 19,081 172,676
4 weeks Mar. 27, 1948 141,965 24 053 166,018
5 weeks May 1, 1948 167,806 25,203 193,009

That shows that in the pre-war years we produced from 30

PRODUCED 
Yards 

31,127,518 
36,215.795 
42,405.543 
43.235,936 
40.896.627 
37.996.265 
37,515.530 
35.223,228 
28,823,697 
36.924,281 
3.422,750 
3,359,455 
3.121,658 
3,817,149

)0,000 yards $
to 37,000,000 yards; during the war from 43.000.000 up to 52,000,000 yards, 
since the war from 30.000,000 yards up to 39,000,000 yards a year. . ,)t

Q. I am not sure about that 52,000,000 yards. It does not seem to be r1^ 
—A. It does not seem to be right. Let me see where I got that. I put those d 
before coming over here this morning. n)

Q. It seems to me your highest year was 43.000,000 in 1941.—A. Tes, f 
sorry you want woven production. I had included in that 52,000,000 some g . 
we had on commission finishing, so that the top figure there in the war V ^)6 
should be 43,235,936 yards. That completes the cloth production figures f°J 
three companies. ir

Q. Thank you, .Mr. Gordon. There was another matter on which the ^ 
bers of the committee asked you to produce certain information, and that " 
connection with absenteeism in the plants. The question was asked, and 1 ^je 
you said you could produce some information for the committee. Are v°u ^u]. 
to do that?—A. Yes, I am; I have some figures here that I think will be lI~uglit 
In response to the chairman’s question on Thursday I mentioned that I t‘|, 
on Saturdays our absenteeism ran as high as 50 per cent. We have checked 
carefully, and we cannot get a figure as high as that. The highest we can 
is 39 per cent on a Saturday shift.

wee^By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Over how long a period?—A. That would be a particularly bad 

That is not an average
Q. That is a peak?—A. That is a particular Saturday.
Q. Have you any figures as to averages?—A. I have figures that give a 

or broader picture than that.

By Mr. Winters:
Q. What plant was that high figure in?—A. I think I can tell you that 

was at our Mount Royal branch in July of last year on a Saturday

Tliih'

ftern0ofl>
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"'or8toneofHCwd t on Saturday afternoon, which I suppose would be the 
Week, and tr,, K ot- „ ie chairman also asked on Thursday for figures during the 

sc aie hgures that are averages over considerable periods.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q Xv t1 tabular form?—A. Yes, it is.fifink he cnnVi I *n‘ a*3^c t° h?nd to the reporter a copy of the table?—A. Yes, I 

" int() (■);«■ !ave one\ This is the average absenteeism. We have divided the 
/file we ei,ent Portions for the sake of showing different effects. On this 
a^t shift wliir.)1* °i the week, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, the

c 1 "tar*s a* ~ and quits at 3.30 in the afternoon.



General Manufacturing Manager,
Mr. F. H. Daniels.

AVERAGE ABSENTEEISM

June 7, 1948.

Middle of week
Tuesday-W ednesday-T hursday Saturday Saturday Monday

Mill
First shift Second shift First shift Second shift First shift

Average
1948

Average
summer

1947
Average

1948
Average
summer

1947
Average

1948
Average
summer

1947
Average

1948
Average
summer

1947
Average

1948
Average
summer

1947

% % % % % % % % % %

Iiochelaga......................................... 5-;

n
31

8 81 12 9 15 19 21 8 11

St. Armes........................................... 3 5 6 2 5 0 8 2 4

Merchants......................................... 5 4 7 51 10 12 20 51 8

Mt. Royal......................................... 5*
4£

8 61 71 9 15 161 21 7 10

Montmorencv 5 55 41 5 5 5-5 0

Magog Cotton Mill. . 2 5 3 5 8 15 8 5

Sherbrooke ...................................... 2 £ 4 3 7 19 10 5 10

Note.—Absenteeism, Saturday, second shift, has noticeably increased over the average percentages shown above, representing the past 5 months. For example, 
absenteeism at Hochelaga on Saturday, second shift, May 29, shows 25%, Merchants 14% and Mt. Royal 23%.

Lowest absenteeism shows on Fridays (pay days).
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PRICES nths is a little higher
v ns WP Eet into the summer montas holiday out

, ÏOU can see that as we get reasons to take
for one reason and another. 1 here a 
of the mill.

By Mr. Beaudoin: , the main reasons ;
Q. When you say for one reason or another, *1 ‘ off and g0 for a drive, 

-A. To go fishing, to see a baseball game 01 take 

,)r whatever it may be.

By Mr. Fleming 
Q. Or to go to a political picnic 

as compared with the winter months.

You

1 am ap
. nf the summer months 

peaking of tne

^ toy Mr. Beaudoin:
Pai(i if they ÿtav’l'nt301121^^ imposed by your firm?—A. Well, they do not get 

A- It doek k' " 1111 'htforence to your firm whether these people go fishing?

»r _ Q. lVhat ,] C.a difference to us.
I dderanei'<,U '*° to correct the situation? It seems to me there is 
by J?P°8e in nior ■ 'VI,U1‘ llar, : A. Well, there is not a great deal you can do. 
tL, lc same in,!f 1!1a.rv times if it was pronounced or repeated absenteeism 

S,,rt "f thin» . 1G WHuld be wa™cd that he could not keep on doing

tn'ng, and lie would lose his job.

Q y^"/ Pinard:
C too h’wn'y tb;d now?—A. You cannot so much nowadays. We want

î],nQ' DoesthTJ r rann,,t replace them.
se figures „PP .V to all jilants?—A. Yes, it ajijvlics pretty well all through.

a,e fairly indicative figures.

Q Xy!/ Afr- totyde:
tliai)(','i°ds did hï,11 JUst define for us “the summer of 1947”] how many weeks 
I hav Would 1,, r Hlclude?—A. I do not know exactly. My impression is 

r!'n’t got tin.',y, '!uly and August probably; roughly that period, but
iiiC( 7: Womd it !I<I'".1S down here. I just put down on this table the summary. 
f*vou l to be ■ k !a-r t-° say t,iat these months are the months when the 

'able , ai)scnt is likely most pronounced, when the weather was most

,"■«]>' C ", "n?--C Y«. «hat £ right.' '."It c"".:-Tl:R,s; ip,0 these figures of yours include people who stay away
+ri ' J- ”o well as people who are in the higher

hr■ackets
Winters: Do these figures >«■ .• 
saying anything to anybody as ne - •• such as foremen and supervisors. shift for one reason
" itness: Yes, it includes everybody out on like a iuncial <>i

/tf them are out becau.
““...... .. „ ' .. everybody °lto things0r The Witness: Yes, it out becam

.. an°ther. Quite a few of reason.* We(iding or for some particular rea employee?

the lower-braV "e ^ was just By Mr. Beaudoin: c\y to way. 11 . the lower
a ^ Arc these percentages apPjg1 ’ it expresse ntage al on that.

JA 1 .don’t know. 1 havent ^en^ the lugheM^ to give > and. female

W1555, r" bÙ« T&« ‘”e 8gure5'
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By Mr. Dyde: ' 'Â
Q. Does it include people who are absent through illness?—A. Yes. 

is a simple example at Merchants: 645 hands; 36 do not show up; of who 
12 were absent without reason that is explained here ; ^ of the 36 without reaso j 
Then here is another mill, 444 hands with 23 absent and 14 out of 23 ha 
excuses.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. Would 5 per cent absent affect the average production of a mill-'^ 

A. That would depend on just what hands that happened to be. If they 
key production hands performing such operations as weavers, or spinners, ^ 
would. It would depend on the type of employee involved—yes, it might afle 
production. On the other hand if they were truckers, or other people '' 
probably could be spared for a day or two, it would not affect product1 
materially. ^

Q. Then the average production would not be affected by that?—A- - 
It would depend on what job they were doing.

By Mr. Dyde: . {
Q. Then, have we got a complete explanation as far as we can get *lA 

the dropping off in production? I do not want to misquote you, but I t*1 
that on Thursday you indicated to the committee that the main reason 
the fact that your production is not up as high as it had been was the laC)
conditions?—A. Yes. therQ. Is there any other comment you wanted to make; is there any 0 ()f
reason that you feel now should be mentioned with regard to your drop ^ 
production?—A. At Thursday’s meeting I mentioned that we were tryiB& „ 
step up the shift time to a basis of 40-hour week per shift ; and the main Çea j3
far Hip rlrnn in nrnrliinHrvn sirvpp thp war vpats is flip slvnrfpr wppk. A**4for the drop in production since the war years is the shorter week. r ‘^nd 
an important consideration. I have had a table prepared to illustrate that ■■
I am going to give you some figures from that table, if you think it woU 
helpful. The table is as follows:

DOMINION TEXTILE COMPANY LIMITED
Schedule showing average number of employees working per week and the average nun'1

hours each employee worked per week

her of

Calendar year
Average 

number of 
employees per 

week
(52 weeks)

Average 
number of 

employees per 
week

(51 weeks) 
allowing for 

holiday week

Average 
number of 

employees pt 
week

(52 weeks)

1939 ............................................ 6,953 4.3-6
1940 ............................................ 8.634 47-4
1941 ............................................ 9.132 48-8
1942 ............................................ 9.474 49-0
1943 ............................................ 8.556 47-2
1944 ............................................ 7.655 7.655 46-9
1945 ............................................ 7.298 7.298 45-4
1946 ............................................ 6.912 7.047 45-4
1947 ............................................ 7.146 7.283 43-6

nuinhe' ,r
employe1* 

"•eeKfes) 
(51 'ïef{or

«ll0"v“l1day one no» wees

47’»
4g.3
45-*
43-l>

for tha
kthink that probably would give you the picture of that. That is T.‘ #e 

ominion Textile Company Limited. That, of course, shows that ..kio? 
liave built up the number of hands to the pre-war level we are not- 'v(l
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at

îiderably ,tiia? wc were during the war and we are down
8"' shifts. 1 u age hours per week during the war where we had

in faet,a> " tlien?~A. 48 to ,50-hour shifts, and as high as 60 hours 

q d/r. I leming:
havin^asi»g tlto number°“ffor a. moment? I take it that you are calculating 
have !3en various <ten< ,emi.>,oyed personnel all the time?—A. Yes. We 
ive k a recruiting ()ffiCPP" t) do that- Mr. Fleming. We have advertised. We 
for axe these hie- w.-avin ,®.™ain trouble is, in the city of Montreal where 
°Ur u datively betfPr n,.ff r ,r!ld not perhaps explain fully the reason
m0ren 8ger yarn mill< 1,1 M ductlon with yarn than with cloth. TJiat is because 
MonEi Sherbrooke and Mao- t0 3 °Utside (lf th(> "tv of Montreal-Mont- 
exaninfa we have trin/i ? a&<!8' t°r instance. They are definitely better. In 
"'e J e, at Merchant* uZZI Pa,rd to build up this second shift; but, as an 
a'"ailàiie exporter! onh- where we expected 645 hands on the first shift

qV; °nIy 166 on the second shift, because that was all we had

wjd them out. nZfwf^i on the per man per hour productivity?—A. We 
' Urhie x, n you give ti, il6™. w!.th me. We have our pounds per man hour. 
reaso8 le war it Wpn, „,V of that, the trend, if there is one?—A. Well,

here were technical reasons as well as human

tv

son. ~ "ai ]t went un 
n. Q. r
, hep (I,, appreciate that__a aa-
?re st.iu6,War I think- U i * ' *Ve g(,t more production under certain conditions. 
More *, better than n>-,> *,ave 89n,e °ff a bit on per pound per man hour. We 

Q \v'nS to answer '" ’̂' ^.though, i would like to look at the figures 
you "ell, like en definitely.
hej'i0(i ould say thaZ'W'tî18 P°S^ wa.r hgurcs with wartime figures, I suppose
dle War9 * enal)led v t • mechanical factors are present in the post war

n >r~A. _4ro „t;,yu to merease your per man per hour productivity during 
X- Yp* fro still present? 11

>ou
hep

heav^' Yes'-Z^Z^lU present?
lier t0‘ 8°°ds. Yon xS111*6'.no’ During the Avar years we Avere running on 
Cb|tli xvl"cave cloth fi‘.!x<' W1*h a weaver; of course, it is no more difficult for 
°tï h ' ‘‘’eh runs tw, , ,mns three yards to the pound than it is to weaA-et the h1 nine two ,, ns three yards to the pound than it is to weave 

rioix vier eooj ' aX,, t° the pound, and she thereby gets more poundage 
bhrnbrY '' through . )cjrc that technical aspect to it. And that wouldp ............. aspect

(,rv department. So vou will sec that for the same
ss™, >gh.

1 oth UI man l * k..x. v v yyxxx A____  ____
[h&ditb "°rds, thaM* -V<rU Pan make greater production on the heavier goods; 
°"*er And tl 3 , ctor affecting the volume of production under certain
o0,> i ,‘an they aro™’ °f course, the piece rates during the war rated really 

■i*' to 1- Particularly earlier in the war; ami there was a little
b°fitids Ve1, °n Avh,fe,> production up than there is today, where they can earn 

Induced )>),!V6r tllcy are wanting to take home, with less yards or 
'cause of the higher piece rate. That is an important factor.

> % ot? rVr' ZaPlifny:i‘at0s y Uj(j f '
j3ng bighe,deoritand, Mr- Gordon to sav that the rate being loAver—wi 

nature ’ strang0]v , 110 War there was less incentive to produce?—A. Y(
vith

Yes
H °u]< 

;Pean?a 1,3

angelV p e War there was less incentive to producef A. res, 
• enough. That seems to be the way it works—that is human

■Niy tlie same thing AA'ould apply to profits?—A. How do
KVe,. °uld you

fii’ofit? 1 say that higher profit is less incentn-e to production than
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—A. Well, it would depend on what your object
as much money as you could you would keep on going full blast, there wo»- ,*

res111

Mr. Fleming: Where they were operating under a ceiling that would B0 
apply. "

The Witness : I am speaking of the rate per hour in the case of wages'" 
the rate per hour in its relation to the rate per pound or per yard and its after 
on production ; and I do not quite get the analogy to the profit picture.

By Mr. Zaplitny:
Q. Let us take the profit per unit or yard of production ; would h 

correct to say that if there were higher profits per yard of production or P ^ 
pound—whichever way you want to take it—in the industry, would they *ia j., 
less incentive to produce than if they had a lower profit per yard or per P°lUVe

r object was. If you wanted to »ia'
would be

no let-up. If you did not care whether you made any profit or not the 
might be different. ____

Q. But you are using two different yardsticks there at the same *?nlCy)e 
A. No. Your profit incentive is different, I suppose. What happens W ^ 
case of the employee, of course, is that many of them arc content with a ('er.i‘0J 
earning level and they do not think it is worthwhile to get beyond that. A & 
many of them could make a lot more if they wanted to.

Q. And would you say that the same principle would apply to the *ni 
as a whole?—A. I do not see that it holds good in the case of the industry. ' ^ 
I said about the employees being satisfied with a certain level of wages apP jg_ 
to a good many of them ; but (if course it does not apply to all indivi|lu‘ ^ 
There is a certain proportion of them who react that way. 1 suppose n> 
industry there might be certain companies react in that way tw>. jngs

Q. You would not say though as a general rule that the lower your ea>n e 
the greater the incentive for production, and that higher earnings disco1 
production?—A. As a general rule. gay

Q. Yes. Well, from your own experience in the industry, would y011 
that that was so?—A. Well, it depends on taxation, that comes into it t°0.

Mr. Fleming : Hear, hear. sol»6'The Witness: There arc so many factors. I do not want to go into ^ 
thing which does not relate directly to the subject we are discussing- go 
worker knows the effect of the income tax just as well as anybody e*'co. 
does the industry. Of course, there is no excess profits tax now. Durin” 0,il 
war years there was an excess profits tax. but I don’t think it held do* 
production, judging by the figures.

By Mr. Fleming: i ()lltrted .,Q. Perhaps this question got a little farther afield than we start'^ oI1e 
to make it. I just wanted to be quite clear that. I understood your answd 
or two particular questions. You were speaking about rates for P^^ien61!
Now, I gathered the impression that the questions from that point on bro ^d 
out into pay rates in general. Was your answer intended to be on o'1 
a basis as that?—A. No. I was talking about production, and the e 
it of certain piece work rates. .j-ec^.’

Q. And the point of your answer then was, if I understood it ycSi 
that the effect of certain piece work rates was to discourage incentive.- 
that is right. Mr. Fleming, on that point. . , rc^r\

Q. Would you just enlarge a little bit out of your experience yr,t \p> 
to the effect on production and on productivity of the personal 
with deductions at source?—A. There is no doubt that the worker i' ‘ g b>,(; 
by income tax. He knows perfectly well where it begins to really taK ^ 
out of his pay envelope. Of course, that varies naturally with the ra

d
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it ],rried with children mdlv.ldual circumstances of the worker; whether lie is 
to 38 at Present an effort & S/ng ,C man or a sinSle woman. I would say that
of nc°nie tax- and in n, ceita“d>r ?n the piece rate worker who is susceptible
thii'°*urs they’put in "t,™6 extent lfc has an effect also—well, on the number 
tli.n t lat a man knows hi -Some .cases Jt 18 very bad-^it may be a case like 
apnr and he L ,LC s- ea™ing enough per hour for his particular purposes 

les Particulflrlxr , i g0!ag.to be concerned in earning any more; and that 
(Mr Ayr •> xv|iere it is

• M aybank is piece work, 
resumed the chair)

q ^ Mr. Winters:
You not°inr-L!3Qe r*'C et)ect if you were to give them an increase in pay? 

an Ty How and thnr,. '?e Produc.tlon in that way? They are earning so much 
hut ;Pr,ease in nav C€^tam amount of tax on it. Suppose you gave them
awa, -has sonie' niv.i / I.10t tliat make some change?—A. I don’t know why, 

c - from him. prV i1°.oglca effect ; particularly the amount which is taken 
th0j tj- Yes, (ains "hat he figures he wants and then he quits,
is tri,not wantins- inL ,t!'C P^hological factor there with these people, in 
is no/" There is cert-,;!? anymore than a certain amount of money.—A. That 
cla$Sc Peculiar to our faS, they don,t want to Set any higher. That
P*ay k People• Xvr,n i , -v' ''ben wage rates go up—there are certaina certb living af L US ttake the ease of a girl of perhaps 20, 21 or she 
°Ver a/i1 Point tocher In-f’ " ,° turns over practically all her earnings above 
t° (lip c °r $15 or ' 1111 ^ ■ ,sbe does not care very much how much she earns 
die n. ,;amily so *" a "?ek, whatever it happens to take. She gives the rest 

, e® $30 or ■ ■ Perhaps she does not care very much whether
Hot uh- Fleming T C 18 that asPect t0 it-

^therein the" n.,n<,CnJ'VC Present in the case of a family which would 
le Witness- v^ 01 emP^()yees without that type of responsibility.

-» ,,A-L-NESS’ V v a
saniDl r- Dyde- at s0me are working simply to help their families. 
futurpClS °f the va,.!n,1CIiai™an- the companies were kind enough to produce 
^entjc^a-niination im’ Pr°ducts and I think that for the purpose of possible 
ÿeetihr ' 1 Would in-° /he secondly field that we ought to have the samples 
, hcrc f Produced nientify, Mr. Gordon, the sample of unbleached bed
nave 8 a slight m-'i , 0™lni°n Textiles—and you may have to help me. 
JjPbleapi?Se, exhibitor) * ’ C!n. !n how to exhibit these samples. I would like to 
r,e3ctiltJled bed sh-w" ldentified ; and the first I have here is a sample of 
I e arï ' kfr. Ch-i.-mng-; style §49—73 inch width, produced by Dominion 

js reforred fn ; a?/ ln order to clarify this matter, the exhibits which I will 
U<)lPinin n,)loaehed hLi suPPlement to schedule B7 of report “B”. The first 

n n Textile n d slleebng, style S.49, width 73 inches, manufactured by 
XlPiuT 12t.t Pany and U wil1 be exhibit No. 123.

■ Th ^^ufactuJonŸ30^601 .Bcd Sheeting, Style S.49, Width 73 inches, 
Pg th0°. ) ice-qMii] 1 hy Dominion Textile Company Limited.

tiVcat!P ldentifiea|m!!MAX: 1 do not know whether there is any way of shorten- 
ki M. Process but I do not think it will take very long m any

Ue, 3]' PvnE. rp,
.... Bv ’nch width6 item is dyed drill, NN 33 (MD 99-31F) sanforized 
W‘dthXlIiBlT The exhibit number is-h

Mr
Tl

124- 124.

He y 
6~-2

LEMlN

Tlyed Drill, NN33 (MD 99-31F) sanforized blue 31 inch

"IcE'Ch
G: Are a11 the items labelled? 
wirman: Yes.
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Mr. Mayhew : I was going to ask what you were trying to get at? A 
these samples of each year’s production with respect to the quality of t 
goods made?

The Vice-Chairman: Yes, and there has been a statement on anoth®r 
document giving a general description. Mr. Dyde has already examined 
validity of such a description continuing throughout the years. ,

Mr. Mayhew: These will be samples selected by the companies themseb’65' 
The Vice-Chairman: Yes, of those aticles described in the supplement 

which we have just referred.
Mr. Mayhew : On what dates were the samples taken? ^
The Vice-Chairman: That has been covered. It has been underst^ 

that there will be some variation which indeed goes all the way back to
crop.

Mr. Mayhew : There would be a variation even in a day’s production- 
The Witness: Yes, there would be technically a slight variation. ^ 
The Vice-Chairman: On the other hand this is the sort of thing that c 

serve as a sample when making a sale by a sample?
The Witness : That is right, Mr. Chairman.
The Vice-Chairman: We examined that situation to find out 

extent the samples could be treated as satisfactory comparative 
throughout the years, and of course it is understood that there would 
variation as you have said, but the sample is still of value for compal a 
purposes.

to what 
arti<2

be soi

Mr. Fleming: Was there any matter of trend in quality involved?

The Witness: No, the variation which I mentioned on Thursday 
simply splitting hairs as to the. colour of cotton one .year, and as to s ° 
differences that would not even be apparent in the finished goods- ^7

The Vice-Chairman: The description in the supplement to schedule 
of report “B” is quite lengthy. s

The Witness : Cloths arc built to specifications. The cloth is ',u^ 
certain way with so many ends one way and so many the other way an ye$r 
yarns must run true to gauge just as does a wire. That situation is true - 
in and year out, basically.

Mr. Fleming: The figures on page 10 of report “B” are completed ^7, 
parable figures under the three dates, January 1, 1942, September 
and April 1, 1948?

The Witness: Yes. ^gy'
The Vice-Chairman: Coming back to what was perhaps in M1'- Cgiff' 

hew’s mind, these items have been mentioned many times and it is the 
as we have samples, to make certain that the articles about which " ^eU]9r 
been speaking may be identified by a proper process, so that when I)a'fgnnl,t 
reference is made in our examination of the trade to those articles there ^ ^gd- 
be any misunderstanding as to what was meant when a certain term "3! ^eI-e 

Mr. Mayhew: Yes, but I cannot see how it could work out because^ 
would be quite a variation. You might use the same number of yarns 
thickness or the gauge of the yarn would vary.

The Witness: It does not vary if we do our job well. #
Mr. Mayhew: Yes, I know that, but I also know what 

you can get.
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, , -tviP m S 248-Glen wood, as
Mr. Dyde: The next item is printed percale, !7„rticle will be exhibit 125. 

Produced by the Dominion Textile Companies. 248_Glenw0od, produced by 
Exhibit 125—Printed Percale, Style M.b. - 

Dominion Textile Company.dominion lexme euiup,. ^ An„0ia. That will be
The next item is white flannelette, style ■ •

exhibit 126.
Exhibit 126—White Flannelette, Style MF 51-Angola. Drum

1Y The next item, Mr. Gordon, is cotton tire cord produced b> 
ondvflle Cotton Company. ’ ,, a cone an<

ls not

Company. eold 0n a cone and
The Witness: Yes, that is the form it takes when 

woven.

By Mr. Dyde: it wiU be exhibit 12V.
D- That is style 990, as described on schedule B-7 an ^ Dmnnnondville 
Exhibit 127—Cotton Tire Cord, Style 990 produc

Cotton Company. Cotton Company,
Rayon tire cord fabric, produced by the Drummon idth. That will

;Scn>d as stvle R X. 944. ravon tire cord fabric, 60 inch 
exhibit 128.

will be exhibit 127.

de

Exhibit 128—Ravon Tire Cord Fabric, Style R.Y. 
i i , v* .. f mrmanv.but 128—Kavon lire vora r aum, ^ -

produced by Drummondville Cotton Company ^ ____
the fBy the way why is that called rayon tire cord fa )nc - *mogt sbppery and

0rm °f a piece of fabric but tire cord in the a 11 d ^ is just a series 
e ti , i__ n.. threads anu ^ J nffs

944, 60 Inch T idth,

A. It should be in

elu: n the labnc is ^ .g -ugt a series
ofTe Sort of'thing. It has hardly any weft threads an interlacings
andT cords lying parallel. It is 60 inches m width with

would be a clumsy thing to handle. ^ . cord fabric?
A. yj' ^ his is really rayon tire cord rather than iaj. ^ 4be fabric. The
rubbeUr exdibit is the cord itself which realh ci • just putting
i, oer on-------: , , ,, rj. „..i. Tbev can use it tn»i

for identification?-

rubho v-*uioii is me cora usen v.
the Cn LCOmpanies take the weft out" They can

,( * UP in their own preem. .,
A. Yf;'. ^ the best form in which we can exhi n

rh’A, think that is a quite practical form. , produced by the
t>ruiUm^he next item I see on the schedule is a jg’used for com ev ei 
t,:|pn'r‘-«>dvm, Cotton Company Limited?-*- Yes, that

1

L

wuuon company j.
c\ • rVith 32 ounces soft.

Yes ^ *s indicated as being style 6732, 50 inches m

wdl be exhibit 129. .,,i 32 ounces soft, produced
Exhibit 129-Belt duck, style 6732, 50 inches width, 32
Yh >y Drummondville Cotton Company. ^ Drummondville Cotton 

Rem is fishing twine, manufactura > cXhibit 130. I?y>ited, 15 medium seine twine, which manufactured by
HJit 130-Fishing twine, 15 medium seine 

drummondville Cotton Company. circulated around the
That was one item which was not cm.

_\p‘ ^ice-Chairman: Did you not get a sample of

The >rLEMlNG: No, I did not. , e what stock I have.
i44l0 oIce-Chairman; I will look in the draw 11
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Mr. Dyde: Mr. Gordon, we come next to the Montreal Cottons Limited :111^ 
the samples produced by that firm. The first I have is white broadcloth, san 
forized shrunk, JC 41-Grey, width 38 inches and it will be exhibit 131- 

Exhibit 131—White broadcloth, sanforized shrunk, JC 
38 inches, manufactured by Montreal Cottons Limited.

The next item is dyed pocketing, light shades, VO-lO-grey, width 39i incheS’ 
That will be exhibit 132.

41-Grey, width

Exhibit 132—Dyed pocketing, light shades, VO-lO-Grey, width 39i inch0*” 
manufactured by Montreal Cottons Limited.

The next item is dyed plain, Vicuna, number 13, class 3, colours.
The Witness : The word “colours” refers to the fact that there are tin 

classes of light shades.
Mr. Dyde: The dyed plain Vicuna will be exhibit 133. j
Exhibit 133—Dyed plain Vicuna, number 13, class 3, colours, manufach'16 

by Montreal Cottons Limited. ^
The last article produced by Montreal Cottons is dyed satine, VS 5, 9 

that will be exhibit 134.
Exhibit 134—Dyed satine, VS 5.
The Vice-Chairman: The other samples are not yours? 
The Witness: No, they are produced by other companies.

Q.
By Mr. Dyde: ^

Now, Mr. Gordon, there is one other matter which we were 80111,”v’s 
clear up and I think I am right in saying that in the report of last Thursd‘^gr 
meeting you felt there was one paragraph in which, for some reason, the 
is muddled. I am referring to an answer you made to the vice-cha»! flgg[ 
There was a discussion as to “hedging” and the vice-chairman said: “Oh,, jjj- 
the orders are your hedge”, Then your answer to that question is not ingfl,er 
gible as it appears on the record and I think you would like to give an ai 
this morning which we would understand?—A. Yes, but I do not kn°"^ \ 
intelligible this will be. What I was trying to say on Thursday, and " ^nt. 
thought I was saying was to this effect. The orders are a hedge up to a 1 jge 
If you are over-bought on cotton you must use the future’s market to ^gJ1t 
the excess but you cannot hedge against an order because if the marks 
up you would be out of luck.

Q. You have with you this morning wage figures which I believe y° 
able to give the committee?—A. Yes. yeS’

Q. Would you please produce those and read them into the record? j0ye^ 
On Thursday I was asked the wage figures for different groups of emP 
and I could only give an over-all figure, namely 75 cents an hour. The^^. 0f 
figures are as follows: males, 21 years and over, constituting 48-44 pci" ve&P 
the working force, the average wage is 86-33 cents an hour ; females 1 -vv,9ge 
and over, constituting 32-30 per cent of the working force, the averag ^ pie 

hour is 67-73 cents ; males under 21, constituting 13-62 per cen ^ 1& 
force, the average wage is 65-53 cents an hour; females l111' flic 

constituting 4-09 per cent of the working force, 62-46 cents an hou • 
weighted average over all groups is 75-18 cents an hour.

per 
working

By Mr. Fleming: ()f thc
Q. Is that the highest average you have ever had in the hist°i> ^ jt15 

companies? Are you at your peak now?—A. Y*es, that is the highest, 9 
the current wage rates.

Q. They are the highest in your history?—A. Yes.
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Q ^le ^ lce~C hamnan :
Unioÿ ,Ul What trade unions if any, do you deal?—A. We have two different

Jfc toakjng0you|.,XVai^veprr?ngAtoTau companies or one of the companies, 
Sn^nion Textile had better break it up by companies The
Uni °utside of Montra?" rf* S Wlth two different unions in the case of the 
itist !t°d is with the CAHmi' Jur contract with' the Drummondville Company 
aïïanCe there are Lolls or tTndlC,ateS’ the Loca] concerned in each case-for 
Afilj^fnnunondviUe in +1° 3e p!a?ts at Magog, Montmorency, Sherbrooke, 
oS-have a contract w f. * ?Tf Montr'cal the Dominion Textile Company 
Vitiation is affiliated A/1/, Lnited Textile Workers of America, which 

O have Tnlttr3Jh? A,F. of L. group. Montreal Cottons at 
been a / hose

cinly certifiori = iTu., —T""?"0uuus wlcn whom you

VP a i , • Vi ±J- IVlUIIUCdil VULVU
varinn ‘ * xut 1 > United Textile Workers of America. 

suCL ;iu‘y certified a Afl/3an-Zatl0ns xvith whom you have contracts have 
the/ 5e<îuirement iinWn,.‘nfa™ng ,aSents under the law have they? Is there any

ey^re all under then ° because I presume it is Quebec law?—A. 
9- DœstMîS* Lab0U1’ Relations Act. Yes,

ap-e,,/' iJoes the n,,»k , ^«uoui relations Act.
ageri,S'r~-A. Yes, it doA iw?*™6 -ma^c Provision for certification of bargaining 

s Jn every ’case ^ hairman. Those are the duly certified bargaining

Q I"''1 ^r' Mewing:
x* Are al] of y ?

is a G»ves ?_à' * T fl!* “A' covored by agreements with certified bargaining
>11 unit and l d^» Anne’s rai11 in Montreal is not covered. It 
Q' 11 is the onlv lnotS the-V have ever been organized.

which has not been organized?—A. Yet.
F y Mr. Beaudoin:

I hav^nVi U!P!°/;ees vvould there be at that mill?—A. I think 1 can 
W ,g pr°bablv , - Ie exact figure at Ste. Anne's but one shift would be

'v°UldtY the total u- tu employees and there are two shifts running there, 
i} Q /y^uuller. °U d be somewhere around 250 because the second shift

?,t'i§hLnUr St.' Ann// Ann?’s- .vou mean Ste. Anne de Bellevue?—A. No. I 
i'he n/, y started a • ti in the city of Montreal. It is an old mill,

Pe- 1 6 10 Ste. Anne Manufacturing Company and we have kept

n -r y - tell vn Row 
h,J ^op. -

Q. l>)V.f/r' Winters:
A.. v- ^ ffiogo fj

Riant S’ Re figurée'6!8 .,0n waSe rates include all hourly rated employees?
q include all hourly rated employees and all employees of the

9re eT. tes, fiut ,
Oit ?t include foremen and gang bosses?—A. No, foreman1 charge K>0W'y and Pieceworkers. 
t! ' LE-Sage8 a ds or gang bosses?—A. No. 

in§ praeWlTNEss. i'i tliere leading hands included?
CtlCa% as" l-il,ou,eeare Ieading hands working in the print works—work-

H’°rh?u JUst to Vl 'C~( ha}rman■"
We]]8 with the n!?ngUifh’ -vou would describe a leading hand as one who is 

« Q v doinK rZ ,er® but who has a certain supervisory or directing capacity 
Nffh °w yon >k himself?—A. Yes, it is another term for a straw boss. 

of the twn >10ned two different unions. What is the proportion of the 
ot them? You mentioned the Catholic Syndicates and the
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A.F. of L. You have contracts at one place with one organization and at 
another place with the other organization?—A. The Catholic Syndicate 
Montmorency has 2,000 hands; the Magog Cotton Mill and the Magog 
Works have about 2,100 hands; the Sherbrooke Cotton Mill has about 
hands; Drummondville at the present time has I think about 1,800 or lfl*! 
hands, but I do not know just what that total would amount to. The Unite 
Textile Workers of America in the Montreal mills have at Hochelaga some »U 
hands on the two shifts; Mount Royal has about 700 hands; Merchant’s haX® 
about 850, and the Montreal Cottons Limited at Valley field have about 2,d|U' 
I have left out the Ste. Anne’s mill because I am not sure whether they are unde 
that contract.

Q. It looks like the Catholic Syndicates have the largest number of repre" 
sentatives?—A. Yes.

Q. The figures would indicate that.
Mr. Lesage: I have added the figures and there are 7,200 in the Cathoh® 

Syndicates, and around 5,000 for the other union.
The Witness: Yes, that would be about right I would imagine.

rat®
By Mr. McGregor:

Q. With respect to the Ste. Anne plant can you tell us how the wage ■- « 
compares for those 250 workers as compared with other places and wage rat ,g 
—A. Yes, I do not know how the average would work out, but we pay the sa 
rate for the same job in all the mills. re

Q. Whether the workers belong to a union or not?—A. Yes. The rates 
standard. A worker on a particular job in the Ste. Anne’s mill, a spinner o 
card tender, or any specific job, is paid the same as the worker on the sa 
job in Hochelaga which is about a quarter of a mile away. v6

Q. The point I wanted to make is that in the light of the fact you ua 
said there is no union -at Ste. Anne’s—

The Vice-Chairman: He has not said that specifically. He is not c®r ‘ 
whether they have a contract.

The Witness: I have been told by my associates that there is no cont'3 
Mr. McGregor: The point I am making is whether you pay the 

rate whether you have a union in the shop or not?
The Witness: Yes, and we did that before we had the union. It ha* 

the company practice right along. n,e
The Vice-Chairman: Each person will draw a different conclusion fr(,,n 

fact which you have just stated.

saiu®

be®n

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. The rates you have given, Mr. Gordon, are the basic rates °r egSed 

home pay rates?—A. The figures I gave you, sir, are the earnings exp 
in totals.

Q. That is the take-home pay?—A. The take-home pay, by the hou^
Q. Including piece work?—A. The average earnings for these groups 

hour, including the effect of overtime where there is any.

By Mr. Zaplitny: ^
Q. Do you mean by take-home pay, after taxes are deducted?-" 

we did not take off the tax. That is what they earn before deductions. apV 
The Vice-Chairman: They did not endeavour to make a dis 

between basic pay and that which was earned, I think, Mr. Zaplitny- 
Mr. Zaplitny: Yes.
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ail 'V/ ' ^'leming: Then we 

V, never gets home.
should not call these earnings take-home pay at

- . UUIIlt*.

Tho V'APLITN1 " ~''0’ no* ^e take-home pay.The V * "L>u’
'Vas recorded1 in “AIRMAN; In the schedule rates, do you see; the amount that 
Vas the distinnf C cheque. It takes into account some overtime. That 

IV/jr y ^ 10n’ anc‘ that is what the witness meant by take-home pay.
The yAPLInN1 " ^bat wou^ be the gross earnings, 

consideration^ tr,^AI-RMAv’: * mcan> it the representations of Mr. Winters get 
t home- hut "n * J8 "hat would be in his pay envelope. He would not take 

pay on the kQ 'cort lng to Mr. Gordon’s definition that would be the take-home 
Mr z °n Whlch they figure it.

9Verage over^nN1." ^r", Chairman, I was going to ask Mr. Gordon if the 
Mr pT‘ wa®e rate given is 75-18 cents per hour—if I heard correctly— 
The T,™- ^ ‘iat the weighted average.
Mr z ITNESS: 75118 cents exactly.

wv figure in "Yin ^ " -YiW<iIilder it Mr. Gordon could tell us if he has a compara- 
lch could hn n6 XVlt 1 j a* tor the textile industry in the United States, one 

• The ^ /le compared with these rates.
lllagine sucY'YYY‘ ^ co,uj(| be procured. I haven’t got it, Mr. Zaplitny. I 

.The V 1 a figure could be obtained.
You e.^> we would not, of course, ask Mr. Gordon to

ggest-mg he get it, but if he had it would he give it to you?

h I

Mr

Mr. 2x suggesting he get it, but if he hac
The w UTNY: 1 was only asking if he had it. 
Mr ,W l.NBS: „N°. I haven't go, it.

obiIJectir
am sorry, 

the witness may answer, if there is no

Mr. Zapi " * *v-
^ay, Mr^Gbai/ "°ulfl like to ask one or two questions of a general nature, 

IVj,0 2xpE ^HAIBMAN •" Yes.

staYYeaI CottYnYV- ^ connection with these three companies; including 
' they ari, / „Jlmited and the Drummondville Cotton Company; I under

bill Vice p ' ' °"ned subsidiaries of Dominion Textiles.
find the an HAIRMAN: I think that has been covered, Mr. Zaplitny; you 
Mr 7 * answer to that in the record
The Vice!p Y: That may be' 1

on ' hairman : Of course 
0 The '
Y°ttons :

ar,agingS (jj°p Montreal Cottons
r■ Zap t0r and 80 on-

WitneYJ.'' Ï! ‘S n0t a subsidiary?
A, " stock " 18 a subsidiary, in that we

ah Mr. zAp
b° thYaVe beeYYY ' N°w, Mr. Chainnan, I have another question which may 

nv,net earninoir,Wrr51d‘ there any objection in my asking it? It relates 
the yICE hS °f these companies.

am V ZapLit ,HAIRMAN1 think that has been covered quite fully.
6°ing i()XX '. J:f, t remember correctly, it has not been answered yet. I 

-v r\,e VicE-c<|Ulbb 6 ab°Ut 1 °uly wanted to get this on the record.
h°Ught DerHhAlRMAN: t was not even suggesting that you were quibbling, 

>U1]V u; in wi aPs the questions on that point were asked when you were not 
Slav CoveredW case T ~i ‘ - ■ - " — -•* 1~J u----------

Mr
con, ^he 

Supon

lo^MrvYJ10 /b'uimnondville Cotton is wholly owned. Montreal 
is a separate company, has its own president,

have the control of the

b

I was going to say that I thought it had been pretty 
may be wrong about that. It has been covered, but it 

en fully covered. You are at liberty to ask.
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By Mr. Zaplitny:
Q. I think my question can be answered in one word. Is there any c011? 

petition in sale or price amongst these companies?—A. The Drummond vi 
Cotton Company is out of the picture because it makes technical products, 
has nothing to do with the other two mills, so you get no competition the _ 
As between Dominion Textiles and Montreal Cottons; the products, again, 
not identical. Montreal Cottons are on a finer quality of product. I wcnl,aS 
say that where the Montreal Cottons are nearly in the same general picture 
Dominion Textiles would be in cloth for shirting, but the Montreal Cot-t 
price is set independently of the Textile price. We do not try to throw 
business one way or the other. j

Q. Then I take it there is no attempt made at competition there?^- ' 
think it is competition; each is trying to get the best sale they can for their 0^ 
particular product, and the best price they can. I do not know what > 
call that. . . j)

Q. Your previous answer would indicate that there is no compel 
because of the different fields in which they operate.—A. Well, a man 
choice, the buyer makes his choice as between quality produced by the ^ 
mill and that produced by the other. It depends on which he considers t« g 
the best value for his particular purposes. Everything is competitive. 1, ^ 
particular class the Montreal Cotton price—say that J.C. 41 broadcloth, ^ 
may be affected by certain things and Dominion Textiles products by (,t .-0p 

Q. Mr. Chairman, would you permit me to ask questions in conne® 
with the net profits of these three companies as compared over the years- ^ 

The Vice-Chairman: There is no objection at the moment. If P f it 
on to another point that has been pretty well covered you won’t i11,111 
being pointed out?

Mr. Zaplitny: Not at all.

By Mr. Zaplitny: j])(.5e
Q. The figures I wish to refer to arc the summaries of net profit of ■ j« 

three companies for 1936 as compared with 1941, and for 1947 and 1948- \
not made up in any statement given to us. This is my own computatm 
would just merely like to point this out, that in 1936, the net profit 0 ^y 
three companies appears to have been about $1,716,000—and I am 9pd 
own figures—in 1941, it appeared to be $2,877,000; in 1947, $2,265,000, ^ 
in 1948, for what period we have, at the rate of $3,508,000. Now, that x ^ 
indicate that there was a rise in profits from 1936 to 1941, then a drop 
1941 to 1947, and then again a rise in 1947 and 1948. Would Mr. Gordo 
to comment on the reason for that rise, the fall and the rise again?—A- * 
know—this is what the three companies earned, you say? ?

Q. Yes, a summary of the profits made.—A. Taken from what soin® js
think tin-Q. They are taken from the statements given to us. 

in report B.
I

or in
I he Vice-Chairman: Is that a factual statement, Mr Zaplitny. y accord with the record? That would be something that would have to . 

settled in our minds first, I believe, before witness comment* on it. Ign 1
right?

Mr. Zaplitny : If there is any error at all it is a very slight error in 
matics only.

The Vice-Chairman: Just in arithmetic only.

10»tW

,10®”Mr. Zaplitny : The figures have been taken from their own stat®^
The Vice-Chairman: I am not disputing, or stopping you at ’f0ri'cct'

point out that the witness would have to satisfy himself as to the 
ness of your factual statement before he made any comment upon it-
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Bs 1 *}e Witness: I see what Mr. Zaplitny has done. He ha'..^^after taxes
for atul taken the figures reported on the questionnaire as ive at ti,ese
totalycar and added them up for these particular >ea' f hat is what you have done, is it not? fi„ures in
theoJek Zaplitny: Yes> for PurP°scs o{ comparison my There Bwas rise
in l crLv es are not particularly important. That is the , , ■rL9a36t0 1941 ; that is true ; and a drop from 1941 to ^ andtoere n

as,«m and in 1947-48, also. What is the reason for that trenc .
1 ^o-uvp on this schedule.

^ le B8 se
93qVcs are runagain'n1,9/1’ t!iat is truei ana a _...Tlie tt*r- ni 947-48, a*50- What is the reason iu. .. Mr, j) 1 XL>A", ‘947, was the last figure on this schedule.

Ul M947' 11 ^ *'Cre are y°ur 1948 figures from? Schedule
g?,^er that \t! '' fl y°u will refer for exemple to Montreal Cottons, the
to i°ner the stnt5'Ven. 1” us separately for Montreal Cottons, and if you will 
fiB.,:947; and . ‘ment No. 1 on page 2, you will find figures there from 1936
for if5 UP to ir™',c™tinuing on, you will find on statement No. 2, page 2, 

IB rtirQ„ or,,',1,'/. ’ !948. You will see them in the separate statements
’names. I have summarized them for these particular years.

' ~'lV that 1948 figure to see if it is comparable
- n lu vtk.nt No. 1 on page z, continuing on, you will find on sia.~—,1 . ’ 1948. \ou will see them in the separatej(j 1'he WitxI Ss vj^ * *iave summarized them for these particular years.

1 **le others S ' e then check that 1948 figure to see if it is comparable

The Witx^HAIRMAN: Yes-
Zapt', ';'' ' ^ ou^d you mind giving your individual figures?

The W,tx For 1948?TNESS: Yps, that is the last one.

Hi0n Q- F,'!r ZaPlitny :

die Cotton'soor $2,810,891; Montreal Cotton, $41,336; Drum-
ate pnarter end inf m 3 ,7 * dose are taken from the last column which shows 
c°UrsP rreet, and arc^ 31, 1948.—A. Yes. Well, assuming that those figures
dinnj J Ta-s not. to be so far as we have checked them ; 1936, of
e°hihin ,m.to our war j ■y good year in the business. 1941—we were

. 0 °n is prohnKi Production and that $2,877,000 for the three companies

A- Thi .P^do,, Z>]1 at 115- on standard profits.
n after t.)Y' 1 . 84 that point; would that be before or after taxes?—

. raxes, isn’t it?
""«lid be 70 per cent of the pre-war average.

nrofit before price ceilings
went on,

q1s J,' after taxes, isnx a>O That would be 70 per «u.0r abo,Æuld that 1941 figure not be the profit bennv ,
0 vthat time?—A. March of 1941? .

continue your% SS,« DOmim” Teri‘,eS Lre vou are un,or P»
” v. Q verv large figure. lacr m 0f course, v°l 

• - fViere. Actuauy,ubg.dy Mrnade-

i uuiu mat 
that time?

(.) VTy , . OI 11/*94? wv e,U then, would you continue your ex^-~ he s’tat^h m the case of Dominion Textiles woulment you used? „ There you are un o ,
flings aesr~A- That would be a very large gme^ Actually. of m^orogram

much «

"1 that w

e Main. .There you are under price 
1-'«llv, of course, you 

' ’ - •«•oerair„..e case oi o»"....
you used? verv large b&r

‘ That would be a ;ubsidies Y
11 n2 limitation ou y „,,mnanie-

• > » men n
statementn v.

I IlVv -n tu no. file we were under subsidies we wo..1 if we got the subsidies that we were entitled ....UP to let us say 130 per cent, but we could not in any
I mark; so it had no relation to price, the price that we
drawn all the available subsidy that we could have got
heiency on the overcharge on cotton—that might haie 

’ -n hut that is what we were held to under
-- no effect on price?" ~ Maternent showi --«nlf

fi? earidngsPbeef tne,,cai....-,,sÇe hira- T K °re the war, because it wuu.- Wr, ,s 11S2 caa exPlain this. While we were under 
calU d havnJ ,Pr<)fits, and if we got the subsidies that
com ,g0 bevr,r,n°nght us UP to 'et us say 130 per cen 
*- d havè <>„f, 4 Vs 415-J mark; so it had no relation 

ike /ned and drawn i —Uohle subsn■a$e g0T’'- wuugm uo ^ .f°Uld havJ<mA dds 115f mark ; so it nau **- ]DS1U sh make uneafrned, and drawn all the avadab " on c0f
J f°r the deficiency on the ov’erc d ^ ;« what we «- .e$e limited digger profit than we had, but 0 effect on P , shown.. Q. Y f 'T' no I make that clear, there was no the statement ^ ^

es- Tf T mav now, Mr. Chairman, relate ^ of textlles. For exai P

■--C oimws the per yard pne

t we wv- -ce? 
$eC! f maternee dencienv^or profit than we had, buu ....4 to I make that clear, there was 

—Mr. Chairman, relate 
• vard pmay now s the per Fa'Liuw,

which showreport B,
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the first item is unbleached bed sheeting—unfortunately we have not the 
figure in order to compare it with those that we have. We had to take first th® 
1942 selling price per yard, 27 cents; and on September 15, 1947 it is 49-8 cent*» 
almost 50 cents ; and then we come to the 1948 figure where it is 61 cents; which’ 
if you will follow it down on the other piece goods you will find it continued 
pretty much the same price, almost double 1942; and then 1948, it is appreciably 
higher than 1947. Could we not conclude from that that ceilings and subsidies ha 
the effect of holding down both the price on cotton goods and the profit.—A. Th® 
first price, that is January 1, 1942, is the control price under the ceiling. So wa= 
the price on December 13, 1947. The big rise there between those dates 
while we were under price ceilings and is accounted for by the actual increase j 
the subsidies which followed the rise in the price of raw cotton from 11-4 up * 
27-2 per pound. That was all explained the other day, I think. And then, tij 
subsequent increase from September 15, 1947, to the current price of 61 cen = 
is the final jump from the subsidized price on raw cotton up to the market as 
of that date. ___

Q. It also, coincides with the period when controls were first removed--^ 
A. Oh yes, controls were off at the time these prices were arrived at. That 
the price we had to buy at.

The Vice-Chairman : Is that all?
Mr. Zaplitny: That is all, thank you. .
The Vice-Chairman: I guess that concludes for you, Mr. Gordon. ThaI

you.
The Witness: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dyde: I should like to call the officers of Canadian Cottons, Mr. Cha1^ 

man. We could at least get them sworn and perhaps proceed a certain distal 
with them.

(Discussion continued off the record.)
The Vice-Chairman: Gentlemen, it is approaching one o’clock, 

witnesses are identified and possibly a paper produced which can be 
graphed afterwards, that would be about as far as we will go, I fancy, 
is agreable all around, we will do that.

Tf th®se
mu»60;If tliat

Edward Carey Fox, President and General Manager, Canadian Co110' 
Limited, called and sworn :

By Mr. Dyde: ard
Q. Would you give the committee your full name, please?—A. k 

Carey Fox.
Q. And your address?—A. 119 Glen Road, Toronto.
Q. What is your position with this company?—A. President and g 

manager.
Q. Of what?—A. Canadian Cottons.

James Irvine Roy, General Manager, Canadian Cottons Limited? c3 
and sworn :

lie'1

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Mr. Roy, would you give the committee your full name, 

A. James Irvine Roy.
Q. Your address?—A. 5552 Snowden Avenue, Montreal.
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Q_ Your occupation?—A. General Manager, Canadian Cottons.
- r- Dyde: Now, Mr. Fox, I asked you to produce certain figures and I think

’ ■ -— T ™"'nnw vnu haveY°U are T"». mi ■ t - — P-___  .........D_those fim... . ■ 11 . ir’ Wltb regard to production. I do not suppose you have 
Mr r 5 ln mime°graphed copies sufficient for the committee?

Mr D°X: ’ 1 haW not- sir'n°w. J * am going to suggest, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Fox supply those
c°ver that !fVe ,ticm mhneographed by this afternoon and we will be able to

Tho v ' ' lcu ar Part our field much more rapidly.
Mr dICE"ChAIRMAN: A11 right.tbese gentlemE" ^ ®b°Md like to deal with that matter first, in the examination of 

t)°0n as p0SsihC,n- u far as I am concerned, I should like to get at that work as 
le members f 0VVever’ ^ there are any questions of a general nature which 

The Vi p the committee desire to ask, I will just stand down.
ce-Chairman : I think it would be best if we had those papers pro

duced

ha
Mr Dvi)C a<b°urned until this afternoon.made. pvjV * w°Md also like to distribute the reports which' this company
The Vj - p&^S cou^ he done before we adjourn.. Mr. j)CE" HAIRMAN: Just wait for the distribution of the reports, gentlemen.

Smeographo/r/^ -you able to give those figures so that I could have them 
fa^adian CoHr )y /his afternoon? I want the tables showing bale openings of 

Jric Productif118 v" riie years since 1938; cotton yarn production and all woven
Mr. Fox: ycsAre you able to Produce those figures?

Mr f DE" you Ie* me have a copy so I could get them reproduced?

Mr. j/f: Yes’ sir.DR. Give me first, if you will, the record of bale openings.
:-i~ Den

Statist
tr. Fox-'t^’U- me ^1S^’ ^ you wül> the recoro ui u«.v v,r. „ ics. latby calendar years, as we put them into the Department of

;Ir'-DYDE- Tl
Mr. Fqx- Ç JCn’ your next schedule would be for cotton yarn production?
Mr. Dyde- v °n yam Production, year by year and for each month.

*°taf^r' Fox- F i°W’ ^ie scbedule for fabric production?yarn a n lc Production and yarn which is, of course, included in the

absent .Dyde: T
_ eeism, and iAw^^d you to bring certain information with regard to 
Mr. Fox- t iat 18 m tabular form I would also have it reproduced ?
File Vice ( -f ‘inl< * W0UM Prefer to talk to it, if I may, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. TW ?AIRMAN- That is all right.1 ’ ’—u:-n w»n wish to put before the com-

the

■Chairman : That is all right.
^ittee? Dyde: Is there any other table which you "ish ti

Mr rr . . ,, ro one which would help
commué In respect of production, I think the * ^r_ Dyde, a state-
' as ftee to have a better perspective. I subi Cpntember 30, 1942, being

' of,each of these dates. March 31, 1942 and Sep es; the number of 
intervals, showing the number of Pal< r uave taken two years 

-u-t ■ ■ an(l the total mill production in poum ■ c u„„rc w
total*'

\ “-‘et
’ Çu^tw_ïQi

t£C? SS thé total nfilfproductïon in pounds. 1 nafvLyrT worked" and 'Mal mm show the trend of employment; the number of hours worked 
111 ~~'J- ' xi-x hp useful. ,, , M™ ouow tne trend oi empio.vmenu, -----

Mr rx‘ Production. I think that might be usetub
reProduce^ ^E: ?Could you let me have a copy ° ia

Mr- Fox S0?

I could have that

Mr- D
Yes, sir.

Yt>E: Is there anything else, Mr. Fox?
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Mr. Fox: Not by way of anything you would want mimeographed. You 
may want to ask me about the construction of cloths, something like that.

The Vice-Chairman : Gentlemen, we have the material which will be PlC' 
pared for this afternoon. We can adjourn now, until this afternoon.

The committee adjourned to resume again at 4.00 p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION
The Committee resumed at 4.00 p.m.
(Mr. Winters took the chair).
The Acting-Chairman : In the absence of the chairman, and the vlC° 

chairman, we will start the meeting.

Edward Carey Fox, President and General Manager, Canadian Cott°,v' 
Limited, recalled :

By Mr. Dyde: t0
Q. Mr. Chairman, while the documents are being distributed I would e 

ask Mr. Fox to identify the samples which his company has produced. t 
first sample is denim, which I notice you speak of as being style 144?—-A. 
is right, sir. p7

Q. That is the denim which is mentioned in the supplement to schedule 
and this sample will be produced as exhibit 135.

Exhibit 135—Denim, Style 144. , f
Then, Mr. Fox, there is a work-shirting, spoken of as style C-36 un 

notice the only difference is in the colour, is it not?—A. Yes. juCe
Q. That is also mentioned in the supplement to schedule B7 and I Pr0 

that as exhibit 136.
Exhibit 136—Work-Shirting, Style C-36. -je-
Then there is a ticking, style ACB and also referred to in the same sui 

ment, which I now produce as exhibit 137.
Exhibit 137—Ticking, Style ACB. -, and
There is next a sample of cotton blanketing, which will be exhibit m» 

which is also mentioned in the supplement to schedule B7.
Exhibit 138—Sample of Cotton Blanketing. vj,jch
Now, Mr. Fox, would you be good enough to turn to the documents ' .^s 

you produced today and the first document was a statement of bale ope ^ 
from 1938 to 1947 inclusive, with the months of January, February, Ma^r' sjr. 
April of 1948 also included. Those figures cover calendar years?—A. Ye-’

5/^/48
CANADIAN COTTONS. LIMITED 

Bale Openings
(Bales of POO lbs. gross weight)

Calendar Year Bales Opened
1938 ................................................. ................................ 35,006
1939 ................................................. ................................. 35,088
1940 ................................................. ................................ 52,522
1941 ................................................. ................................. 47,173
1942 ................................................. ................................ 50,022
1943 ................................................. ................................. 44,123
1944 ................................................. ................................. 39.516
1945 ................................................. ................................. 36.511
1946 ................................................. ................................. 40.684
1947 ................................................. ................................. 42,676
1948

J anil ary ................................. ................................. 4,060
February ................................. ................................. 3,831
Mar oli ...................... .............. ................................. 4.364
April ....................................... ................................ 4.377

16,632
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Vp 91 I'hose figures indicate the number of bales opened in each calendai 
^tatistT^* ^10se are the exact figures as submitted to the Depar men o

“On ^le second document which I have before me is a |t(^™ent Jiea^e,^ 
îh!n!dlan Cottons Limited, production, piece goods in yard (°°0s omitteoj 
atir] figures are for the same calendar years and for the same mon is 

Yy s*10w the number of yards produced by Canadian Cot ons

Calendar Year
1938 ...
1939

CANADIAN COTTONS, LIMITED 
PRODUCTION

Piece Goods in Yards (000’s omitted)
Yards
37.874
37,053

loan ..................................................................................53,316i J4U ...................................................................................... . n 00o
1942 ..................................:::::::: 54:23${qî$ .................................................................................. ......... 48,414
iJ43 ............................................................................ . - onn

49:22a

1944
1945
1946
1947
1948

45.900
45.390
45.440
47,777

5.064£a"uary ............................................................................ 4,379
feary ........................................................ 4.304
March
April

Sales Yarn in Pounds (000's omitted)
Calendar Year

1938 . .......................
1939 .........................................................................
1940 ................ ........................................
1941 . " .........................
1942 ...............
1943 .... ............... .........................
1944 . . ............................... .......................
1945 . ....................
1946 ... ........................................... ...........................
1947 . " ’ ' .......................
1948

January .............................................
February .............................................
March .............................................

Q. Q , April ..................................................
’ wi+i e *ower half of the page you have 

Q. \t_! the 000’s omitted?—A. Yes, sir.

5,683

Pounds
2.658
2.912
5.004
4.983
4.377
3,175
2.538
1.852
2.832
2,851

307 
266 
294 
359

5/6/48

shownh°unds

^ternej^0)'’ the third document is one headed , 
yeafs anr, ltlc‘udes the yearly production in thousands o 

or the same months?—A. That is right sir.

the sales of yarn in

Spinning production and this
pounds for the same

June 7, 1948.

CANADIAN COTTONS, LIMITED 

Spinning Production

Year
1938

Yearly Production 
( 1000’s of Pounds) 

16.9501939 .......................... 16.6421940 ...................... 25.0341941 ...................... 23.5861942 . .................... 25.5611943 .. ...................... 22,4571944 .................... 20.9001945 ............... 19.9511496 . ...................... 21.7391947 .................... 22.678

C£ >£ 00

|3
S P >

1 2.337
2,041
2,009

AI>ril 2.588

Weekly Average 
(50 Weeks) 

(lOOO'sof Pounds) 
339 
333
501
472
511
449
418
399
435
452

467
508
501
517
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Q. The fourth document which you produced is headed “Canadian Cotton5 
Limited employment situation”.

CANADIAN COTTONS, LIMITED
Employment Situation

I'llO
The following figures give in the second column the number of hourly paid employees ^ 

received wages; the third column the number of hours worked for the week at the 
indicated in the first column; the four till column the total mill production in pounds t°r 
same week.

Total 
Mill

Production
570,738 
476,364 
472,448 
440,561 
475.576 
438,601 
417.025 
408,429 
435,848 
434.287 
407.787 
423,473 
533.699

Here again, Mr. Fox, as we found with previous companies at which 
looked, there is a falling off in production since the peak attained during , 
war. Then production does not seem to have by any means reached the P'° ^ 
tion level of 1938-39 on the downward trend, so to speak, yet you arc bel<>" .(,„ 
peak of war years. What is the explanation of the falling off in produ _ 

in connection with your comapny?—A. Really, Mr. y ^

Number of Number of
Employees Hours

Paid Worked
March 31, 1942 .................... 3.370 162,000
September 30. 1942 ............ 3,190 156,000
March 31, 1943 ...................... 3,080 152.000
September 30, 1943 .............. 2,980 139,000
March 31. 1944 .................... 3.060 144.000
September 30, 1944 (low) . . 2,850 135,000
March 24, 1945 .................. 2,930 134,000
September 30. 1945 ............ 2.950 136,000
March 31, 1946 .................... 3,190 145.000
September 30. 1946 ............ 3,175 125,000
March 31, 1947 .................... 3,560 148,000
September 30, 1947 ............ 3.575 119.000
March 20, 1948 .................... 4,020 169,000

since the war peak ___________ ___ __ |_. ...____ , w„,
man, it is a shortage of labour. I think everyone expected that after t.n^ g)
there would be a bigger supply of labour for the ordinary peace indns
but the backlog of needs was so great that we simply were not able to ge
labour to meet the situation in which we found ourselves at the end “ p0t
war. We were short of the more expert help at that time and we just cou ie 
build up our staffs with the rank and file of people. We had to train P 
for their,specific jobs and you will see that we have been picking up Intel - ^ 

Q. Before going on with that, I am going to refer to the fourth docu g
' foll°w.ll(,namely the employment situation and I notice that you say “the - 

figures give in the second column the number of hourly paid employ665^ 9t 
received wages; the third column the number of hours worked for the "’e juc' 
the dates indicated in the first column; the fourth column the total mill P', 
tion in pounds for the same week.” Now I look at that quickly and I “n 2j)0^ 
the number of employees is quite high in 1946 and 1947. In fact, throw» |l6f 
1947 the number is higher than it was in 1942. There is not shown a ^ 
figure in the number of hours worked—in fact that figure has dropp ept 
the number of employees has increased. Would you look at that (‘(,c u 1)6 
and give us your comments on the labour situation?—A. I thought it w( ^ F 
of benefit to the committee to give a quick perspective by taking two " erjo^ 
each year, the end of the fiscal year and at the end of the six months 1 
The figures represent a full week’s production. At the start we ha- p 
people and we were working a 50-hour week at that time and ( '' jiW

wasAwoul.nent i gP it

to

September 1944. Between September 1944 and March 24, 1945 there w&s^ T ^
tion in the number of hours worked per week. If I may divert for a mor
just point out that we did not take the week ending March 31, 1945 ,c^revioll: 
contained Easter which throws the production out and so we took the 1 t1’
week. Between September 1944 and March 1945 we dropped from o0 ^r»llî 
48 hours per week and therefore to get the same unit output you would 1

56
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ab°ut 2,0P more People to do the same work.
I UÆlt nnrl A I . 1 «-I i . •> . _

a
have to
^Ptember^fi KUfiUt jUïr1“0!'c people to do the same work. Again, between 
At the timp f 1 af d, Alarch 31, 1947 we dropped from a 48 to a 44 hour week, 
faille take.] " ,(>t 1 0 ,ose drops the rate was increased. The employees received 
have one 1<inU ^)a-? JUt they worked less hours. We would therefore have to 
r°H. -phat °)X emP‘°yee for every eleven which we previously had on the pay- 
diere lVpV a><1, explains the situation until you come to March 28, 1948, and 

Q. I),, U r' ,an increase in employment.
A- Yog sir 'oo P *s now casier to get help than it has been in the past?— 

Q.’ Ym, oth th! excePtion of the city of Hamilton. 
are not. 10 not getting all the help there that you could use?—A. No, we

easier—but'V "1"'° i‘T°U arc?—A. It is-much easier—you asked me if it was 
lrill<t take i - 'll>u d explain that you cannot take all the help available but you 
lllatchinLr ;r * P,0PortionateIy. We cannot take all unskilled labour without 

Q. W, P Wlth the skilled labour.
4s run twoa‘,a-f?7T sb^ts £n those plants?—A. We have a 44-hour week and 
° hours anA'I takes two weeks to complete a cycle. One shift works

s eek the firsf ‘.P ^her shift for the same week works 40 hours. In the second
'^°°nd shift i m L wucb in the previous week worked 48 hours, works on the
lifted durin "i sec,?nd week for 40 hours. The original second shift which 
tv/ it Works fo Ve week becomes the first shift in the second week 
, a?°n f0r , hours. 1 he average for the two weeks is 44 hours. The
e , d 3.3o r> m ,ia! Ies. £n the Ontario laws. One shift works on Saturdays
tli N °ne freo kant ' ‘en it does not work the next Saturday at all. Everyone 

°SG Peonle qd m' ay 0U*: two and then, with respect to the second shift,
Or Q- Wh ■ ( 'l ' C ^°t their evenings off every other week, 
hir ri° law '.'v 'i°)U say y°u are required to follow that procedure under the 
o*t Of t]ic , "u(h you amplify the statement a little? What is the require- 

1 then aw-—A. We cannot work women past 11.30; we must let themien. 
Thelv°Ul(] Y, Acting-Chairman : I notice there are two plants in New i 

1 same thing apply there?
DaSonhe WiTvrcr.. ur. ’ ■

The
’Es.s. \\ c work them just the same there, but not for the same

XG Chairman: Not for the same reason.

Q. Mr- Kyde:

. finding any difficulty in getting help for the plant in Newr c .v cuii-uitj m geuuiig 1 • j.y.p game situationSwff—A. Y"es, we are finding some difficulty. Thci ( help all
% tim* ere vve are short of expert help. We are seeking to trai
at tl^ A’ ° you able to give us any idea of the number ofJ.iaGP:L|nK? Would it be 

AiSsihle fSen*' time are not trained and who are still um < vv0Uld have to ask
' '' BovX ^ou t0 give those «gores approximately. ^ intelligently.

M 1 ’ 1 answer that. I could not answer the quo. at. We are
^uSt'£Dtlvl°iY: 1 do not think I could give you.the answer pretty hard to
% at % changing over and new people coming in. It vouia

ny one time.

Q. Mr. Dyde: . 1942?_A. No, sir.
hut Cj' YoÜr.plant capacity, Mr. Fox, has not change ^siM^ ^ we have

^ 1,1 som bave the same capacity for production.
0 new machinery, but it is all replacemen .
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Q. Would 1942 constitute in your opinion your peak capacity as vfj 
your peak production?—A. Yes; you will notice our actual peak was in 19* 1 

Q. Yes.—A. The industry as a whole was in 1942; ours was in 1940- ^
Q. In 1940 you were running pretty well at full capacity, were yoU- 

Yes, sir. yes,
Q. That would be your limit with the present plant, would it?—A- 

about our limit.
Q. I have no further questions on that aspect of the matter.

I

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. May I ask the witness the same question I asked Mr. Gord°n?^y 

morning, if there is any trend in the productivity, manpower productivity- ^ 
There is practically none. According to our records it is the same. That 
hooked up with absenteeism. We did not study it scientifically at first. 
never a problem prior to the war. It was only then the situation became je
but our absenteeism runs slightly over 6 per cent. That is covered by P w],o
who are away sick, people who are away with some excuse, and Pe°P 
are away inexcusably. It is only within the last few months we have 
to break that down. Of those who work—and this is true since l?41^u|9r 
are about an hour and a half per person on the average short of their 1 = 0i
hours. That is to say, you have got a 44-hour week, and of the num
people paid each week they average about 42 V hours. It varies up an‘ , ceHl 
from time to time. There is an hour and a half. The remaining 6 P pot
is made up of those people who are away the whole week, and there! 
on the payroll.

By Mr. Lesage: ,e
Q. I notice on this form entitled “Employment situation” that f°r. t»l 

period ended March 31, 1942, for a total of 162,000 hours worked the
mill production was 570,000 odd?—A. Yes. , igg.O^

Q. And that for the period ended March 20, 1948, for a total of 
hours worked the production was much lower?—A. Yes.

Q. For a higher number of hours?—A. And smaller productivity- -ngiP| 
Q. Yes.—A. I think the explanation for that is this, that at the hcvtje5 

of the war we were able to make in our Ontario mill very large 9u.^naS =®*eS 
sales yarn, could not carry it on to the fabric stage, and we sold >t 
yarn. You get a figure under those conditions that is higher.

Q. That is the only reason?—A. Yes. . a vÇ^
Q. It would not be the efficiency of workers?—A. I think that 1^vorldI’-'! 

subtle difference, the efficiency of the work. The efficiency of our 
people is about the same as it was.

Q. About the same now as it was?—A. Yes. say it j
Q. Was there a time when they were less efficient, because y°u ^ 9dl1 

about the same now as it was?—A. Well, we used to say so, but 0. 
records do not show that. t \

Q. As a matter of fact, you have 650 more employees than y( w6ek - 
1942 and yet your production is much lower?—A. It is on that °n w.eeJc 
have taken out those two weeks every six months, and on that oih ^ pk- # 
quite true. Whether it would be true over the rest of the time I do <g 

Q. Of course, you can explain it by the fact that the worki ^ t 
fewer number of hours, a smaller number of hours per week now J
did in 1942?—A. Oh, yes. . _ . cO&tiï

Q. That would be one of the reasons for the increase in y(; ry 11rould add veuconsequently in the price, would 
because the take-home pay-

it not?—A. Oh, it wc
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X PriCe?

élises
Q- The

mcrease in

A. Yes, it would add whatever 
is wiiatever increases in wages you have

* ages and the reduction of hours worked certainly are
iea. c in price? A. Oh yes, without any doubt. 

ZVJhe Acting Chairman:

and e^on was then-itnL«f mveunt?ry reserve which we spoke about when 
the îltal employed net n B_8_1> y°u show y°ur inventory reserve

1 Win c?°?mittee how vmi u aJter taxcs’ and 80 on- w oul(i y°u explain 
tittle Ï joined the handle that matter of inventory reserve?—A. Yes,
W„cS»e »as a 1940 of the board. Up (o that
iifo e .that Mr ‘ pr,- 1 ° 8ctting aside inventory reserves very much on the 
Write tkC^e> that is ifli./>n described except that we did not operate on the 
bn*;,. meir ' '
th
'asis :r.1T inventorskrst out> in respect of our inventory, but they did 
' 18 of jm,_entory down to certain levels. We were still working on thelr°Ueh /vVentory first jn c ° / —- . - ----- ----  --------o -....... -

1 if this report' au nVlrst out, and that is the way we have kept it all 
•et», ( then I WrN C ’ ^ came in I took all these reserves and booked them 
’ «1,776 reserve" You wil1 see the difference in 1947

lventnr-,r t/-1' $44,697,000 is $2.922.000. We wrote that right off

an

1 Ou» • -7-
q. 7h-entory-. u ^ vurv Tt P ' , ,wu « 3Ns.yzz.uuu. vv e wrote tn

B°tt)ir,- he system vm,'-p°n °"r K)oks there are then it is deducted, 
ta^es al0n Textile?-! \ A, ovv.ls somewhat different from the system followed by 

QCl> ah paid on it ia 18 r^§ht. We follow one lum]) sum, but I may say 
tat'.-' t w
°°tton y°or onerotT "°Up* ÇxPlain to the committee very briefly just what the 
a n nun . -operations are m the v„„. »......... ..> ,1 X_„ ■. .. ......................... jour onprai;^ t 1 iu uie committee very nncnv just wnat tne 
a§itt»htniH which arc b1?, the New Brunswick plants?—A. One is a pure
fhly r am mill un imri u I?SVi e outside of Fredericton, and the other one was 

,(1 stpg6r- Then ir j! , 16 tlmc ^le ladies decided they would not wear gingham 
hiigijVnggle jn tj1(i orv^ T1116.a struggle to keep it open. They had a very very
°beu °t have had a S’ * .might say. I think probably had Ï been in charge I 
aHd 4, n,d then we heo- mUC 1 c”ura8e as my predecessor had. Anyway it was kept 

O °> mixtures /ym? ^Perimenting in rayon and rayon and cotton, and rayon 
,, n' >Y°U saved nnr 2t aa8.developed along these lines. 
a°se ni 0 you ton 1C maritime plant then?—A. I did not; my predecessor did. 

hlan( pjants?. ■ ...
4ire‘h=y

lVcek

_a any figures Oil the production and number of employees in 
uie are about 700 in each one, between 700 and 800 in each

. Q Pf per cent ' edi ma e and temale?—A. Oh, yes. Our proportion for last 
!eiha]e . °uld y male, and 42 per cent female on the broad percentages.

0 ’ m,a cros« =n" t-V hat aga-in?—A. Fifty-eight per cent male, and 42 per cent 
r°P°rt id lere i< on< tmn..°i' our employment last week.
^ twn-sh°Ws4hp 8tnkmg P°int here, that on the front page of your annual 
aP arr.„ 111 New Rd c°mPanies listed, and four of the companies are in Ontario 
Vny h 8ement litUn+fVIck> and the head office is in Montreal. Why do you have 
h °titrp ,d its offi that?—A. It starts back before 1892 when the original com- 
°uy. m thospN3 111 Montreal. In the wholesale trade everybody came to 
n°t a*., y cn„d not to Toronto, and they still do not come to Toronto to

bÜv^mal^i/^office

; ativ 'ey Como0/^5’ n0L to Toronto, and they still do not come to loronto to 
Ti Plants in nWL to Montrea]. Cornwall is fairly near Montreal. We have 

8aes§ Acti.x-,. pUekec at all, just in Ontario and in the maritimes.
Ial is all -t?AIRMan: Are there any further questions of this witness?
^ ■ r hank you very much.

-May1/'; PleminQ:

r,'0tl Pi-p ,lat do vn °ne fiocstion? Speaking of the cotton textile industry as a 
Xa] tVails.—A vSay xvhether it is or is not an industry in which keen competi- 

_ 'Pies o,. N ery keen competition prevails. Are you going to talk about

I

1-14, ue$ Or at, y Keen competition prevails. 
8 3 1 'normal times such as the war?
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Q. Conditions in general.—A. I could take over half an hour about that- 
That is not what you want.

Q. I am thinking of conditions particularly at the present time, within the 
last couple of years, and more particularly since ceilings and controls came ofL-'j 
A. There has been no competition during the war because every country that ha 
a spindle and a loom had to work it as hard as they could. Since the ceiling cai»L 
off there has not been time enough. There is a world shortage in textile good^ 
First of all there was enormous destruction of machinery in Europe, and that ha- 
to be replaced. Then there is an enormous backlog of demand. People are shcr • 
It would not be fair for me to say that there is acute competition today. I do n°_ 
think there is, but there is competition developing. We fix our price based up0* 
cost, and then we look at our customers, and we have to sell to a satisfit^ 
customer, not to a dissatisfied customer, because we have to go back. Then 
look at the competition we have. Mr. Gordon stressed, and I can certainly 00 
firm it in our business, that people can go to alternative choices in textiles. Ta 
all these working clothes. They have three or four or five different kinds of w°r 
ing clothes. They can take a choice of one made by one firm or another made } 
another fiirm. Take your flannelettes and tweeds and things like that. We a 
all out for the business. I hope to see the day when Canada can supply its o 
textile needs. No civilized country can get along without the textile indus 
and if we had not had the textile industry during the war to help us out as 111 
as we did it would have been too bad for Canada. We would have gone a*'01 
with a loin cloth.

—(Mr. Maybank, Vice-Chairman, resumed the chair).
The Vice-Chairman: Are there any further questions?

to th?
By Mr. Zaplitny:

Q. On statement No. 1, page 1, there are comparative figures as t0 h? 
increase in wages under costs of sales and expenses.—A. What statement is t 

Q. Statement No. 1 on page 1.—A. There are no wages in my state»
UndGrl- ..

The Vice-Chairman: The witness is saying there are no wages on hi= s 
ment No. 1. To which statement are you referring?

Mr. Zaplitny: It is under the special preliminary questionnaire.
Mr. Lesage: Statement No. 1.
The Witness: Right, page 1. 0f
Mr. Zaplitny: Yes, and in the middle of the page there is a heading, cfi03ure;- 

sales and expenses, on the left hand side. Then there are comparative hr> tli 
Just take two years. For example, it is headed “Labour” and then unde*1 
that is “Factory wages”.

The Witness: I have it.

Oh i*0.By Mr. Zaplitny:
Q. Does factory wages refer to the word “labour” up above that?—A- 

I presume the auditors can explain that. Factory wages is the labour.
Q. Is that the same thing?
The Vice-Chairman: It has been left blank, has it not?
Mr. Zaplitny : That is what I am trying to find out.
The Vice-Chairman: Opposite the word “labour” you have figures. a»^ ^ is 

underneath it you have the words “factory wages”, and opposite ^het ^)en 
blank. I wonder if the whole expression is “Labour, factory wages’, 01 ^ic*1 
the figures which arc exactly opposite the word “labour” arc the fig11103 
apply to that phrase. Is that correct, the whole phrase is in there?
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is what you were getting at?

to follow up the next division is made

The Witness: That is right.

e Vice-Chairman: That 
' r- Zaplitnv; Yes■ Tk t

0 ^ ÏCE-Ch.AIR
, °™ce salaries.

tioh6 ?a§e 3430 » jt bo explained, Mr. Zaplitny, if you happen to
offir.na’re reads “tqi Printed proceedings where you will find that the ques- 

e claries spllin >,)U1i ’. lch is a sort of heading, and then factory wages, 
h sa anes and executive salaries are underneath that.

Q. The Zaplitny:
sala5gUre $3797000 l,^ant j°cas^ that opposite labour for 1942 there appears 
Pe Sf we have’7C&«*’*“*' in 1948 * is $5.744,000. Under" office 
aOe increase would ^ 1942, of $35,83!, and for 1948, of $90.492. The 

es as .,, aPPear to be very much more in the case of office

Un(ler‘I^^ce-Chairman: And then

di;Screr as comnarod „.;u l11; LU uc ver> muen more in tne case oi omce 
PiUch"lJancy?—a. i , ! act°ry wages. Is there any explanation for that
Peonl as WaSes hut , U^C to sa-v °®ce salaries have not gone up nearly as 

n to service out h, -haVe got a larScr office staff. It takes a lot more 
sala> That l0]1,d business now than we had then.^ sm. Ts,a ia- — staff rather than higher officeis Q. Is th
tfla^% 'Z^se Sfrom $49 (MWo f$L^notivf saIaries further down where th,ere
1,1 the*10 ^4^)000 is^nxv^ to $68,000?—A. You notice before I answer that
< of executivT If ihthe pre™«* ones'

Q. You " ^'Chairman:
9- I u.. are hplding your own?-

It is entirely an increase
my PredTcesso/got in 1930^ Satisfaction 1 may say 1 get the same

«ay y- Iv' that 10 not kno —'A- noming my own.
ears Hn..y°u are geffinn- Wlat you might very well turn that around and

toi
C

A. Holding my
s an-“ are getting tl ‘,^U might very wen turn mat arounu anu
Ti,te° didn’t Vm, g 16 same pay as your predecessor got over a hundred 

ViCE-Cmf y was 1830?-A. Yes.
i .ian. Are there any other questions?

^ Per p overrode tn *rcr?,ase in tile cost of labour of practically 50 per 
Q on'01 higher t Slmilar Production?—A. Our labour rates are over

,s the ,°° Per ce 7 LesaSe-
P of take-hn,!!fher?—'A' Yes- You see, what you have to bear in mind 
aada /‘i there is t ! P-ay or ^ewer hours increases the rate, and then on 

0 Mr l0Tn year V 6 lncrea?e in the general industrial pattern throughout 
ey We/LBMiNG. y, year which we must follow or we wont get anybody. 

ie? ■. Do you mean 200 per cent higher, or 200 per cent of what
N> t0Wl^Ess. t ,

^ The x°ne- " Ways gct mixed UP on that, Mr. Fleming; the increase 
tiler. Dcb.ç-,

Xfr p IBMan: Oh, it is two to one? That would be 100 per cent
°th The \v*Exiing: wa , .
ti) ,0lx WITnEss- $7soVS the average rate of Pay?

n and 6 arc 0rl • 18 our weighted rate. We pay the same rates as the
WC jUs#°yganized into 

l6-3j mst have the

is

one union, all our employees are in the one 
one negotiation each year.
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The Vice-Chairman : Mr. Fox, this morning I was getting inform8 1 , 
from Dominion Textiles as to the union set-up. You were here and you he 
my question to them, did you not? i

The Witness : Yes. We just have the one union. We have six plants 8 
we have the same union in all of the plants, and we just have to meet o 
a year for labour negotiations which includes all our employees.

The Vice-Chairman: What union is that? „ JS
The Witness: That is the Textiles Workers Union of America—G A- ' i 
The Vice-Chairman: That is the third union which has been intriX11 

There were two this morning and this is the third.
The Witness: That is the official name.
The Vice-Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Fox.

(Witness retired)
Mr. Dyde: I would like to call Mr. Whitehead.

William James Whitehead, Managing Director, Wahasso 
Company Limited, Three Rivers, P.Q., called and sworn:

Cot‘°"

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Mr. Whitehead, would you give the committee your full 

A. William James Whitehead.
Q. Your address?—A. Three Rivers, P.Q.
Q. Your occupation?—A. I am managing director.
Q. Of?—A. The Wabasso Cotton Company Limited

nam6'?/

1947-Q. You have supplied for the committe copies of the annual report of
and also answers to the special preliminary questionnaire ; and then 1 ttW11
you to bring some further figures which you have done with reference to ^id1 
production ; and, Mr. Chairman, we are moving at a speed at the momem 
has prevented my getting these mimeographed, but I think I have a good 
of copies here and we could perhaps get along with the ones that Mr. ” 1 n;ngs 
has himself prepared. The first statement is one showing the bale ing= 
for the period from 1938 to the present time; and I think these bale 
that you have shown are for the calendar year in each case?—A. Yes,

Q. The statement is as follows:
The Wabasso Cotton Company Limited 

Three Rivers, Que.
HOUSE OF COMMONS 

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON PRICES 
TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Opening 
Bid68 

39,2 27 
:!8,49S 4;).46o 
47.910
11:11?
2i9.9',229.5U 
29.0S5 
25.0 9'
o.l 00
1.899
2.080
2.07}
2.001

1938 Calendar Year.
1939 “ “ .
194(1 “ “ .
1941 “ “

1942 “ “ .
1943 “ “

1944 “ 11 .
1945 “ ‘‘ .
1946 “ 11 .
1947 “ U
1948 •Tan. (5 weeks)

Feb. (4 weeks)
Mar. (i weeks)
Apr. (5 weeks)
May (4 weeks)

at the rate
7th June, 1948

1
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sir' °Penings are materially down from pre-war, are
aPepare00 ^Jhe^ther production tab! an,,exfIanati.on of,that Perhaps we 

f table J1P: , ^he next table uhj!i t,s that >’ou have been kind enough 
% headed, «doth p oduc In f îf? pr,epared for the committee is 
The w (yai'ds) for the aame Period. It reads as

n a ba^o f;

Limited

SPRrTA?°r^E 0F COM)IOXS
1 Lx°MMITTEE ox PRICES 

TEXTILE exquiry

1938 (Xi , Cloth Production
1939 ale"dar Year (Yards)
lg40 „ “ .. ............................................................... 55,526.112,941 „ “ . . ........................................................... 50.42S.659
1942 ,, “ ... ........................................................... 59.095.340
,1943 ... “ ..   56.3S4.032
1944 „ “   4S.215.952
,1945 „ «      38,376.525
,1946 „ “ .   33.603.463
1947 “     31.52S.2I2
1948 J„, , “ ... ............................................................ 30M9.680

Peb Weeks) .......   26.953.258
Mar u Weeks). ............................................................. 2.569:271
Apr' eg We<?ks)..   2.199,550
MaV L weeks).. ........................................................... 2.168.987

af weeks)... ............................................................ 2.793.539
is ThCn ^ ' 948 ........... ............... ....... .................... 20.883.873

î’he "S: ( ad’ * am looking at the table on yarn production, which
al)asS(l ».

^^T-P^Limited

SPFf rA?°ySE 0F COMMONS
' IAL COMMITTEE ON PRICES 

TEXTILE EXQUIRY
Caler. 1 Yarn Production939 a‘endar Year. (lbs.)

,1940 „ «   3.163.066
,1941 „ “   3.766.470
,1942 „ «     4.307.131
,1943 „ <■    4.811.91!)
,1944 „ «    4.317,001
,1945 „ « ................................ . . 3.666.649
,1946 „ .. ........................... ;......... ; 3.042,129
1947 „ « ............. ............ . 3.739,191
lacs t « ........................... . . "';......... 3.668.817

i'eb r® Weeks)........... ....... ............................................. 3,06!,034Mar (A Week® ................................................................. 280,527

faj|AWj J ' 1948 °f............................................................. 2.781,02°

a9?8 to ja.ie Produpt:explain to the committee, please, the reasons for that 
WitM. In’ We built ‘!m , )y Wabasso Cotton Company Limited?—A. From 
°f « , the 0n t94l, Ip t° our maximum peak working 24 liours a day 6 days
^or/^tiveV^g up ()fH led the top efficiency that we had ever reached, 

tririor] vice we ] a'6 war industries near us and without the protection
of tinu, jfU ■ dropped all the men on our third shift within a very 

’ n P'st became a period of time until we had to close

Q g
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down that third shift, which accounted for a drop of about one-third in oUi 
production. Gradually during the war there was a falling off with the opening 
up of a bomb factory over at Canada Iron, and the girls also left us, W1 ' 
the result that we gradually went from a peak of 1941, and there has beeg 
a steady falling off of the number of employees on our .payroll. At the cl°» 
of the war in December of 1946, we were having so much trouble running u 
shift on Saturday afternoon—we swing the shift then—that we found it w 
necessary or advisable to close up the Saturday afternoon shift which cau= 
a further drop of 8 hours per week. .

The Vice-Chairman: Closing off the shift in the afternoon; how does t*1 
effect an 8 hour loss?

The Witness: That was from 3 to 11.
The Vice-Chairman: Oh, I see, that stops in the morning and goes 

to 11 o’clock. ^ j
The Witness: We have also lost a considerable number of days "l'i 

During the war, at the peak, before the war, we calculated on 308 days P 
year ; today we are working 268 days a year ; which is translated into a . 
of approximately 3,000 mill working hours per year. Efficiencies have c'r°f)Ly 
from a peak of 92 per cent to somewhere between 70 and 80, where t 
fluctuate at the present time. t

Mr. Dyde: I think you might elaborate on that as to what you mean by 
Mr. Lesage : What is that?
The Witness : That is the workers’ efficiency.

By Mr. Dyde: . '
Q. How do you arrive at that?—A. By the rate the pick production v® er 
Q. Do the number of picks produced vary—when you spoke about 9^ 

cent, what does that mean?—A. That is the possible.
Q. That is the maximum possible?—A. Yes. . $e
Q. That was the highest you ever attained?—A. Well, the possible» 

highest we ever got was I think 94 per cent.
Mr. Winters : That is with continuous operation of the machines?
The Witness : That is with continuous operation on an automatic 1° 

figuring on losses due to breakdowns or webb changes.
Mr. Winters: To what would you attribute that drop in efficiency?
The Witness: Inexperience.

By the Vice-Chairman: let V"
Q. Would you translate that into terms of units of production; -,^0 

say unit production per worker, or per anything?—A. It could be tra« 
into pounds per machine. e9liy

Q. You have not done that?—A. We don’t do it, but it does not 
mean anything because of technological changes in the plant which 
up your man hour efficiency, which may improve your efficiency. ,uCtiofl

Q. But some of the technological changes may even improve pr° 
at a time when human efficiency might be going down ?—A. That is rl£Vaug?s

Q. Has there been any increase in efficiency due to technological nt in 
over the past few years?—A. Yes, we have had considerable improve 
the pounds per unit per machine, due to machinery and operation cha o

Q. But expressing your efficiency in the manner that you have d° ^etl)e, 
it,- as such and such a percentage ; that obviates any need to consider jgjjcJ 
there is a technological change or not, because that indicates a relative c #1 
reached in your production operations?—A. That indicates the ac-tu® ^ 
production, or the actual production of the machinery during the worki g
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any adimJm - ,a<',t that the machinery is bettered—there is no need to make 
A. No, g.^ IK,n in the figures in the sort of index that you have given us?—

q ^By Mr. Lesage:
^°nr rates "* 7 e ma'n causes of this, drop in efficiency the fact that
fre equal to if w frc/owt’r than others in the industry?—A. Our rates of pay 
,v^ toateh un v - i1 ef than those in the Three Rivers area. For male labour 
,.Jpur agreement m ^ not a tittle higher than with the trades collective 
aigher than «n SA ' ° do n°t eclual the paper mill wasre which is considerably 
' Q- And if /101' Wage Paid in Three Rivers.
lnhustry jn Three ^iver ™dus*r^ m Three Rivers?—A. That is the main

^e?—^ Arî'l r°U compare with Dominion Textiles? Are your rates the 
Pparently voJ \mg t0 , e eyidence which Mr. Gordon has given we are 

Q. 75 ce 7?°lose t0 their rates.
t„K Weighte<7fl7z7' 1 7’ wei§hted average is 71. But in taking into account 
„, ‘en into accrmnf pverage hourly wages of the men also had to be
la s- They have i ' °minion Textiles is a considerably larger company than 

number of +ugEr machine shops and other departments, and a considerably 
' m our niant 1 v11 Pers°nnel are paid higher wages as compared to those 

Q. Bu^. ' 0;u see> we have only a small machine shop.
sl..,Q. You "dnnîaTen t g0t anything on labour with you?—A. We don’t have—

’ ed Workers i ltUC any figures; you could not give us the average for 
’ ' I am afrQ: inTyj aPa, t from the skilled labour like in your machine shop?

t Mr- Wi d 1 do not understand-
WorkersEPS ^ ddn^ Hr. Lesage wants to know what are the rates for 

0tl- aPart from machine shop personnel such as machinists, and

Sh°P manWlTNEss: A

Atj
Th

Pie,

.I !;ESAG£: He does? 
Witness: Yes.

1Q- D

machine fixer gets as good a wage as does a machine

-He- Winters:

h

Ce w°rk. ‘ ' ^un 0 a Piece work system also?—A. As far as possible it is

‘nited? hase rates comparable to those of Dominion Textile Company
mtesQ' Yes?_7ie hourly rates?

Jr ' The start' CS’ * think they are comparable to the Dominion Textile 
n ^he start mg rate for boys and girls of 16 on shift work is 43| cents an 

hiffiit ®° the fn *7 7^ ^°r b°ys and girls on day work is 37} cents an hour. 
govered Would k ° ^ lat the earnings are not quite as high as Dominion Textile 

^filent rern attributable to the lesser efficiency?—A. Not necessarily. The 
eitieg estahlfi,ZeS territorial differences.
ave " vvhcreas UUshlng the basic rates?—A. Yes, we have 11 mills outside of 

ages. ' lley have mills inside the cities and that effects the hourly rate 
Mr. t

;he tVTT ‘ lou are not in the same zone as Montreal or Quebec? 
we are in none 2.**-= The LL rates are lower than in Montreal and Quebec.
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By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. Are we to understand these rates which we have been hearing have sort1 

legislative basis?—A. No, they have no legislative basis except that normally 1 _ 
the smaller towns in the country the cost of living or the cost to live is not a- 
high as it is in the city localities. . s

Q. What is the significance of saying that the government recogn12^ 
different rates?—A. In the ordinances, in their collective agreements, and in [] 
building trade agreements, they have a different schedule of rates for the cu1 - 
as compared with the country areas. _ g

Q. By reason of that being the case the rates are not out of line but it d0 “ 
affect you?—A. Yes, it affects our average rate when compared with the ra 
paid by somebody else. . j

Mr. Lesage: You have collective bargaining agreements with the Cath° 
Syndicates? _ .

The Witness: We have a collective bargaining agreement under negotia 
at Shawinigan but at Three Rivers they are at present asking for certifie11 11

By the Vice-Chairman: theQ. Has there been any certification of a union?—A. At Shawinigan 
Catholic Syndicate has been certified but at Three Rivers it has not 
certified. . . ollt

Q. You have been without any certified bargaining agent?—A. "11 
any certified bargaining agent.

Mr. Pinard: Is the Catholic Syndicat the union in Three Rivers ab°' 
The Witness: Yes.

By Mr. Dyde: j to
Q. Mr. Whitehead, has your plant at the present time a capacity e1u 

that of 1941?—A. It is larger. fi,ere
Q. So that you are even farther away from your capacity than y°u 

then?—A. Yes sir. . u yd1*
Q. Would you care to forecast the future? Is there any way in vvhic v'ol]r 

can judge whether you are going to reach capacity or going to impi-01® 
production rate?—A. We have a rather strange situation in Three Rivers. j0g 
the war years there was quite an influx of secondary manufacturers emij^- 
female labour, without the equivalent increase in the heavy industries, "

In addition "reresult that female labour is very scarce in our area, in addition wc 
at this period we are suffering somewhat from the depression years of 
and the effect of the birth rate during those years. The over-all total of V “g it 
available—especially the younger people leaving school—is not as big11 
might possibly be at a future time. ;s rt°

Q. Is there any movement away from Three Rivers?—A. No, thei c 
movement away from Three Rivers.

Mr. Lesage : They have a new bridge. flirt,ee
The Vice-Chairman : There used to be a story to the effect that 

Rivers was the best place to get triple births. ,0juCe
Mr. Dyde: While we are on that subject I think you might a Is0 ^.eeisrt1, 

another document which you have prepared on the question of ab’^geistf1' 
This is a statement in which you have set forth certain figures on absd

con<rBy Mr. Lesage:
Q. Mr. Dyde, could I ask Mr. Whitehead whether there is any y 
ement in force in Three Rivers between the Catholic Syndicate a 

A. Not at the present time; they are awaiting certification-
agreement
company?



PRICES• Ye$ *iave asked for certification from the provincial authorities?—

Q- R°J°U °PP0Se that application?—A. We are going to oppose it,'ersonal " 1 1Cre anY special reason for your opposition?—A. It is slightly

1 do not want to be out of order, but as a matter of fact most of 
Q. T|!°yees.ln. your mill are members of the Catholic Syndicate?—A. Yes.

e majority of them?—A. They claim a majority.
"here of any union?—A. No.

■ employees in your mm ~0^^ev'daim‘a majority.
V- The majority of them?—A. they cia 
Q- Are the others members of any union.Q- They are not?—A. No. mp?—A. Yes.
Q- That is the only union which you hate for personal reasons.Q- And you are opposing certification - ■ ^orkers are not much ~

, Q- Perhaps that is one of the reasons wh -s because of the k
lou,"!,"!1.1' “ gomg,down^reitoPjons ^ „ot being «Sected .

1 relations which - ’

.1?—A. Yes, iorand why pœ‘7' “ 3 why the workers are not mum _r relations ,,.i.-nrv 18 Suing down. Perhaps it is because of the kind of 
Articular jnp;ri C ! y.°u. have?—A. The relations are not being affected by

? ^at is no tï’VÎ 1S more a matter of principle.

^r- PiE.% 1 vhat 1 was told?
fy,i delation?1 R 1 SVPP°se vve could safely leave that issue to the Quebec

the Vicp.pT Doard/i.\g''H|XIAN■' 1 bcg your Pardon?
T, Relation* rcould safely leave that issue to the Quebec

aSo,h£ Vice-Cha.p‘ " . t tbarc anything that affects price? iVli °r of pvndu^tj hhe question tended to indicate a possible

nji E>«tly.I0”'Ugh PerhapsAnd therefore I think it is probably germane 

s a little far away.

hiatt^- Ther/^g ^esa^-

ratent t0f helonm.jt ?er<tain dissatisfaction among your employees over this 
lety mr.^!,which , die Catholic Syndicate?—A. The dissatisfaction to the 

Q rphs. ' iave been informed has only come about during the last

r eftw ah is whaf t u

ig Haciency L , 1 have heard and it is during the last few months that 
Verv‘ra)). 0en going down ?—A. T* u,,f our efficiency has been

uoiv m the previous yeai 1 "" occurrence

1 ^ Q

,» T“'-1cuUy . b,h have Heard and it is during the la»- - lie i n verv r b,e,en Suing down?—A. Yes, but our efficiency has • vJast few nin!îi , ln the Previous years and it is not just an occurrence
cè f r$- The ... 1 ;.f> hut there has been a drop in the production in the last 

<v ahUary condition about which you have been informed has only existed

" • "-,9 -A. Yes-- -»uUaryhe conditlon aooui «■!»*■— .^es> since January—just the last few months?-

Q /j?/ Mr. Dyde:hiteheadw°uld now like to refer to this statement
absenteeism, yl1'

THREE rivers division

Absenteeism xr,«nt 

Number

• 2s l948
v fi' 194S 
y jo’ }94«
l 29’, \141 
etato îor8,the week

jsumuv.
absent

7-5
shift

8
8
9
6
7
3

"M ales

%
2-1 2-l>
2-4 
1-5 
1-9 

• 7
2’°. , 

Help Bequired

Number
' absent

7-3
shift

16
15
20
20
15
46

%.3-43- 2
4- 3
4- 3 
3-2 
9-9
5- 9

Number
absent

3-tl
shift15

16 
14 
20 
26

2

3-4
3-7
3- 3
4- 6 
6-0

■ 4 
4-4

83
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SHAWINIGAN DIVISION 
Absenteeism

Number Number
absent absent

7-3 3-11
shift % shift

May 24, 1948 ..................................... 9 4-9 10
May 25, 1948 .................................... 8 4-4 18
May 26, 1948 .................................... 8 4-4 11
May 27, 1948 .................................... 8 4-4 13
May 28, 1948 .................................... 9 4-9 17
May 29. 1948 .................................... 19 10-4 15
Average for 'the week ..................... 6-4

»•*

>U

Males
Females

Help Required
0

32
jd?"

The dates at the left hand side of the page refer to what particular period 
A. The report refers to a typical week.

Q. Oh yes, I beg your pardon, I see that they are all figures for the 
week. You have chosen that week starting with May 24 as a typical week 
respect to absenteeism?—A. Yes, sir. * ^ is

Q. Have you checked it with other weeks or are you able to say that 
a typical week?—A. It is absenteeism that exists practically every week 0 
year. The variation from week to week is very small.

Mr. Lesage : Is the absenteeism higher this year than it was last year- 
The Witness: It is about the same.

sted ^

„ ,yF
that thermal

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. In saying this is a typical week I infer from your answer 

not any examination of the books to help you decide whether it was a g ■1 y0u 
week, apart from your own recollection as to the situation which ina . yoPs 
decide this was a typical week?—A. No, I keep a close watch on the var .jej# 
from week to week. It is running approximately the same from my cXP

d>dQ. It is your own recollection?—A. Yes, but the figures show it. IJ 
Q. Yes, you say so because of your recollection of the figures, but > yotl 

not at that time go back to find out whether this was a typical week? l5
saw it, with the knowledge you have, you recognized it as a typical « 
that the way this is to be understood?—A. Yes, sir. . (j fr1”’1

Q. So its correctness is dependent upon your own knowledge acqu11 ^ ye?'
a rather close watch on that situationday to day because you keep

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. Why was that week chosen and how was it chosen?—A. It just hapP 

to be the last week, Mr. Chairman. S-Q it
Q. Would that be about the time the questionnaire went out?—A- * ’ 

was the last week we had on the record at the mill.
Q. At the time you were making this up? It is only a few days old n f0r 

A. It was obtained for my information primarily, before Mr. Dyde ask 
the information. ^ for

Q. Yes, and so when the information was asked for you just read1 
the last figures that were available?—A. Yes. lUds6

Mr. Dyde: You will understand, Mr. Chairman, that I request 
figures following our adjournment last Thursday.

By Mr. Dyde: ired^
Q. On the bottom of the page I notice you have a note “help ie‘‘ 1,1 

males 0, females 32,”—what does that mean?—A. At Shawinigan "c 
men to fill up the shift but we needed 32 girls at the week-end.



PRICESS*4jhat *s at the end of that particular week?—A. That was actually last

Week?? ^ ?s’ Tan.d do you happen to know how that compares with other recent 
' ’ f'>r Shawinigan at the present time than it was

number

hat is at me. -;ks?—^ 'h? you happen to know how that compares wa., _°Ur or fivn ‘h sjlghtly higher for Shawinigan at the present time than

Q. weeks ago.
'’I 'Uales rerm-at A^iree Rivers you have a similar note and I see the 

s° at thp } Cf, 83 and the number of females is 208. I suppose that was

,. Q. of that week?—A. Yes. sir.
silgher than tJiat compare with previous weeks?—A. That is slightly

nee the 1st of YI0US weeks. We have had a tremendous number of girls leaving 
une to get married and we have no one to replace them.

The ,marriage nBy the Vice-Chairman: junes-the marriage
Q. How does that compare with otne 

lne end of May and June is always d™™ r?_.\. Yes.
Q- That is your experience yeai . . nlovment of
Mr. Fleming: It is a seasonal trend ^ seasonal unemi .

11. The Vice-Chairman : I suppose t ia 
ls Particular kind, would it? 'Throe Rivers

By Mr. Winters: . , breakdown of the tQ 5 shift
, Q- Would Mr. Whitehead explain to ,xnd the 3 to H
;Weeism and the shifts—7 to 5 7 to 3,, ana day shift, and 
£tains the day workers, the 7 to 3 workers wnrkers?-A. For

Sures are for the evening shift. Genres are for day ' d the 3 to U
dav Q- 1 do not quite get that. 7 ta. 5 ^ The 7 to 3 and 
fortes only. They work days all the ....... ^ on the 7 to 5

-A. Not

day uo not quuc i^v-----shifts '* -ers only. They work days all the umo.
shift?' That would account for the lower rate of ab-cn 

Yes.By the Vice-Chairman: , pmDloyees?
Ueces?arure ^hey senior employees? Are they the olde •rV >. but they are day workers. . nreferred shift the1
h le?' Il is their luck to be on that shift and as it is tl ^ day WOrk is the 

Prefer,. a,bsenteeism?—A. They are the preferred hour., 
o work but those are converting operations.

vnurrv By Mr. Fleming: -uie f0r the decline in 5 1
it lack of labour that has been respond 

n Mainly altogether. ^ ^ tlan yo-
-■ , tlan you have been able to

too*lce?-ÜÀhtVe l11"1 a markct for m0™ B<"‘ ' ,, haTe been the

r„Fh,VLn“ble to increase!>ld h5ct,on Prices?—A. Up to the present m i d sUCCeeded in g 
,h' a-y effect o„Pou, prices, unless «> ^ ^

1— i C

<<x«iy - ____ ____!Y0hld hn?Ct ,on Prices?—A. Up to the hau' »»kelbee" “V effect on our prices, unless « o[ the

n'Hrket^ °ther words your supply is still fai '. Q.ÇA- Far behind , . ,m and even expanded pro

Uction Wm u°uld have to wait until you caug i XT^
Uld nnt rpsuit in decreased price.

-ai udimvA. pm ne.*--
■■ ould have to wait until > o —^ No.

Would not result in decreased 1
f , vour cost?-A. Yes. 

icndently h°m y°”By Mr. Lesage:
N- You sell at the market nripp. indepc
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Q. What would happen if you could reduce cost by higher production- 
Would you not reduce your prices?—A. We would reduce our prices.

Mr. Winters : That is not consistent. ,
Mr. Lesage : No, it is not consistent. You answered Mr. Fleming say1 = 

there was such a demand it would not have any influence on prices but 11 
you are telling me that if you could reduce your cost by increased production 

The Witness: You asked a different question. . ,
Mr. Fleming: Yes, you have added something there, Mr. Lesage. I t"1 j 

we are at cross-purposes with the witness. I was asking about supply a 
demand and the effect on prices and then you came along and dealt with 
cost of production.

Mr. Winters: The witness told you his prices were set by demand but n 
he tells Mr. Lesage that they are set on the basis of cost ^

Mr. Lesage: Are the prices based on cost or on the law of supply a 
demand?

The Witness : On cost.
Mr. Lesage: That is what I wanted.

By Mr. Dyde: ^
Q. Before leaving the table on absenteeism, Mr. Whitehead, I notice, r 

the absenteeism is generally higher at Shawinigan than it is at Three RlX at 
The percentage rates seem to be throughout a bit higher at Shawinigan tha ;5 
Three Rivers. Is there any reason for that that you can give us?—A. The 
no particular reason. There -arc as many reasons as there are absentees. 0l) 

Q. I wanted to know whether you thought there was any over-all re jjer 
why the rate should be higher at Shawinigan?—A. The mill is slightly slïu 
so the percentage would naturally be higher.

The Vice-Chairman: Would that be correct?
The Witness: More absentees in a small mill will bring the percent3"6 UP'

By Mr. Dyde: ber?
Q. But you have reduced it to a percentage and the percentage is £ tbe 

—A. There is slightly more absenteeism in Shawinigan Falls, especially 1 
afternoon. c0ul^

Q. Yes, I understand that and that is why I asked you whether yoU 
give us any over-all reason but perhaps you cannot?—A. It is general. M

Q. Then may I identify, with you, the samples that were produced 
Wabasso Cotton Company Limited. The first sample is a “Bèresford 1^1- 
percale. 36 inches in width. Would you identify this piece of 111 
“Bcresford” printed percale, as being the sample described in the supt 
to schedule B7?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. I will produce it as exhibit number 139.
Exhibit 139—“Bcresford” Printed Percale, style No. 2078. , tbe
The next item is unbleached factory cotton which has been describe 

supplement as style No. GC-2?—A. Yes.
Q. I produce that as exhibit 140.
Exhibit 140—Unbleached Factory Cotton, Style GC-2.
Exhibit 141—Broadcloth, Style B227.
I have no further questions. ,e y0a:
The Vice-Chairman: If there are no further questions we will re 

Mr. Whitehead. As there are no further witnesses for today, the niee 
adjourn until the usual time tomorrow.

The meeting adjourned to meet tomorrow, June 9, 1948 at 4.00 P-in'
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Wednesday, June 9, 1948.

Mr Hle Special Committee on Prices met at 4.00 p.m., the \ice-Chaiiman, 
aybank, presiding.

Mavfle^l^ers Present: Messrs. Beaudoin, Fleming, Kuhl, Lesage, McGieBor, 
n^> McCubbin, Pinard, Winters, Zaplitny.
' ■f'abio Monet, K.C., Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.

Wag 'tip Ï?' Knight, of Knight, Trudel & Company, Chartered Accountant^ 
Report anr-i further examined. He read into the record cc
eHgaKer| . being report of information returned by companies l 

ln the manufacture of artificial silk and nylon.
of th^V'lng Pr°ceedings Mr. Winters took the Chair in the temporary absence

v ice-Chairman.
j° Bo intL’t? P-m. witness retired- and the Committee adjourned its public 
^etcrminr. Mecptive Session, and to meet again in public session a 

a curing the said Executive Session.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, 

June 9, 1948.
Tl]

Illan) Mr. Committee on Prices met this day at 4.00 p.m. The Vice-Chair-

tiotl was

- ^^uiuiutCC Ull X 1
R. Maybank, presided.

?"he Vice-Chairman: All right, Mr. Monet.
Mr A/r—• Mon: 

given
et: Mr. Chairman, the plan to be followed in the textile investiga- 
" É ' ' ‘ hich is reported onparm Z|lven in a statement made at the commencement w- tg by theR-339,2 of the evidence. At that time it was stated that the rep^ ^ ^

betw(,Jed;, acc°untant would be divided and that tlu , cotton in the first 
Place - n *hl’ee main heads of the textile industry, _ >’ thg third place.

; artificial silk and nylon in the second place and we turn to
artifiP;]e, Pftmary cotton industry having now been de > w;n give his
report ! nk and nylon. Mr. Knight, the chartered |n0Ught before the
c°tnmin° ?Wlng which I propose to have certain mi witnessesfrom £Ce 111 the way of statistical data. I then propose to call some
say/^f^hke Mr'Knight’s report “D” to be distributed1

1 should VLlairman’tliat reP°rt “C” will be dealt with la ’ gmbers 0f the com
mittee Tu-6 now to have report “D” distributed to returns made byc°mpamThlS.ls a report based on information contained . ^ an(j nylon. I
Onder^t ;.CS,i P^lmarily engaged in the manufacture of ai i , by glancingat pa£otaMr- Chairman" it has already been decided as will be seen byg

if 3394 of the evidence, that these reports will be printed mine ^ ^ 
and Mp, Vice-Chairman: “D” should be printed in the record

W; hlox'ET • “r” ■tiopg . to read hte . 18 n°t Med. Now, Mr. Chairman, before I invite Mr.
0 ask him 1 eP°rt to which reference has been made. I have a few ques-

concerning report “A”.

«• Knight
^ ’ fepnll 1recalled1.lg,lt’ °f Knight and Trudel, Chartered Accountants, Quebec,

B

vv the», .... Might, on the last ”{ S'! the D""*1'0?Ï*S?5S m Mro:

o' vrissa6es fyâ.'fSâ
here were four listed. nkase*?—A' vBl l V>uPlcX 1 _

m Would you give the names,1 The th"1 ther since that

sss -sstj ^*m,a,rc
Those companies have now answeied

3581
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Q. Would you give the members of the committee your comments with regard 
to the information given by those four companies?—A. Well, taking the first 
company, Aux Tissages Français Limited1, we received their return and their sales 
volume is not very significant in comparison with the figures with which we win 
be dealing.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Who signed the letter?—A. The letter was signed by Mr. Steinberg and 

Mr. Rosen.
Q. Thank you.—A. Unfortunately, I think there is a typographical error-" 

By Mr. Pinard:
Q. In the name of the company?
The Vice-Chairman: These gentlemen from Quebec, Mr. Knight, are slight^ 

sensitive over the ribbing they were getting because people with good Frenc 
names insisted they would not speak French. I think they are struggling to gc 
out from under that.

Mr. Monet: I must say a questionnaire in French was sent to Aux TissageS 
Français and we were told it should have been in English.

The Vice-Chairman: That is what they replied. Now, Mr. Lesage and ^ 
Pinard would like to make out that the Jewish people are not quite as versati 
as they are generally credited with being.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Would you continue, Mr. Knight?—A. I believe a typographical exX°l 

occurred in the return of Aux Tissages Français. I have sent them a telegra 
asking them for an explanation of the figure. I mention that merely for 1 
record. _ _ ,

Q. You have sent that telegram since receiving the information requested 
the telegram sent last week?—A. Yes, that is right. ^ .,eS

Q. What about the other three companies?—A. Well, Consolidated Text* 
Limited report that Duplex Textiles Limited are a 100 per cent wholly own sl* . 
sidiary and consequently in making the report they have consolidated the fign^ 
that accounts, therefore, for three out of the four. The fourth company, I^erVur 
Drapery Mills Limited have sent in their return. That is my report on the 
companies.

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. Is t'he production of that last mentioned company significant in the e?j, 

all picture?—A. I would not consider, if these figures had been incorporate' ^ 
our report, any of the information which has been submitted would have o 
materially changed.

By Mr. Monet: ^
Q. Now, Mr. Knight, referring to your report “D", I understand this reP?eS 

a condensation of the figures which you have obtained from the coinpayeg.
-A.through the questionaire which was sent and answered ; is that correct?—"- 

Q. I wish, Mr. Knight, when you read this report you would explain 
members of the committee whenever you think it necessary to do so, the rela , ed 
ship between the tables which you have prepared and the schedules a,, very 
to your report. For the 'benefit of the members of the committee, I wouli 
humbly suggest that they be ready to refer to the schedules attached n 3s 
report which will be found immediately after page 14 and which are h®
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^hedules Dl, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, and D8. As requested, Mr. Knight, 
f°Ui y°u make any comments you wish to make as you go along in the reading 

me report. 'Would you proceed?

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q- The report is somewhat larger than the “B” report?—A. Slightly, sir, yes.

REPORT “D”
Special Committee on Prices,
House of Commons,
OTTAWA, Canada.

Gentlemen,—This report deals with the Artificial Silk and Nylon 
Group of the Primary Textile Industry of Canada. Except where other
wise stated, this report has been prepared from information derived from 
questionnaires submitted by companies whose main business is the manu
facture of artificial silk and nylon yarns and fabrics.

Attached to this report and forming part thereof are the following
schedules:
Schedule Dl:—Summary of Annual Sales and Operating Income (Artifi

cial Silk and Nylon Group), for the twelve years from 1936 to 1947 
inclusive.

Schedule D2:—Annual Sales and Operating Income of Two Producers of 
iarn (Artificial Silk and Nylon Group) for the twelve years from 
1936 to 1947 inclusive.

‘ ( ledule D3:—Annual Sales and Operating Income of One Producer of 
qarn and Manufacturer of Fabrics (Artificial Silk and Nylon Group) 
for the twelve years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive, 

cnedule D4:—Annual Sales and Operating Income of Nineteen Manu
facturers of Fabrics (Artificial Silk and Nylon Group) for the twelve 
years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive.

"~c edule Do:—Quarterly Sales and Components of Cost reported by Four 
special Companies (Artificial Silk and Nylon Group) for the twenty- 

Scl S6Ven months from January 1946 to March 1948. 
c ledule D6:—Finished Goods Inventories Expressed in Terms of Quanti- 

S , tiesi (Artificial Silk and Nylon Group) for the periods indicated, 
’edule D7:—Unit Selling Prices and Components of Cost of Articles 

Reported by the Four Special Companies (Artificial Silk and Nylon 
Sc] Ul_0UP) as at the dates indicated.

’edule D8:—Capital Employed and Earnings of the Four Special Com- 
Pl *)anies (Artificial Silk and Nylon Group) from 1936 to 1947 inclusive. 

'( schedules are submitted in the same sequence as the information 
C()ntained in this report.

Schedule Dl
of ^schedule shows total sales, operating income and the percentage 
inclusif in(= ’nc°me to sales for the twelve years from 1936 to 1947 
ÎV ° or reporting companies in the artificial silk and Nylon group.
net iif,8 s^0Wn as “Operating Income” throughout this report, represent 

^ ome before deducting:
^xes on income
mterest on borrowed money and other financial charges
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of the

being

(c) inventory reserves
(d) depreciation set up in the companies’ books in excess 

amounts allowed by income tax authorities
and ^

excludes investment income and profits or losses on disposal o 
investments and fixed assets.

Schedule D1 shows that the average annual sales for the twelve 3 ej^ 
period, of all companies in the artificial silk and nylon group, amounted 
$41,063,000, the corresponding operating income of $6,580,000,
16-0 per cent of the sales figure.

Incidentally, on schedule B1 you will observe the last figure in the & 
column under the heading of “total sales”, $41,063,000, and that is the 50 n 
from which this quotation in my report has been taken. That figure has 
arrived at by taking the average for the twelve years shown above that hS e 
and the total for the twelve years is $492,759,000. The operating income n0 
has been extracted in the same manner. ^

This schedule also reflects the steady growth, that has taken 
during the twelve years under review, of this 'branch of the industry. fl5 
sales of all reporting companies amounted to $23,015,000 in 1"^ ’ 
compared with $72,989,000 in 1947.

Mr. Lesage: May I ask at this point whether the growth was genera 
each company? Did each company have about the same percentage of gr°

The Witness: The question of the growth of the industry is quite a 
plicated one. There are many factors— * ^ ^

Mr. Monet: If you do not mind, Mr. Lesage, we might let Mr- 
read his report and I will tell you that one of the very first questions which 1 
to ask of Mr. Knight is exactly that which you are asking him now.

Mr. Lesage : I will be glad to wait. ^er
Mr. Monet: If I forget to ask, then you can certainly bring the nia 

to Mr. Knight’s attention.
The Witness : ^ flic

Periodical groupings of annual sales and operating income 
22 reporting companies are not shown on Schedule Dl. It was t ujliff 
that special conditions surrounding some of the companies would jgr 
the value of any comparison drawn up on such a basis. Therefore,jn .gjgd 
to obtain informative and comparable data, the 4 special compam6' 
below, along with 18 other companies, have been grouped in the f° 
manner:
(a) Producers of yarn only, being

Courtaulds (Canada) Limited 
Canadian Industries Limited—Nylon Division 

(£>) A producer of yarn and manufacturer of fabrics, being 
Canadian Celanese Limited 

(c) Manufacturers of fabrics, being p0rteL
Bruck Mills Limited, and 18 other companies, which ^ ^yjoi1 
their main business as being the manufacture of rayon an 
fabrics. The names and location of these companies aie 
on the lists submitted with Report “A”. .jpg

Schedules D2, D3 and D4 have been prepared for the purpose^ flic
the break-down of sales and operating income by years, for ea 
three groups mentioned above.

d
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The following table summarizes the totals shown on these three 
schedules:

If you will refer to schedule D2 you will see that in the first column tie 
I°tal sales for the twelve year period of Courtaulds (Canada) Limited amount 
to $83,046,000 which figure is reflected on this table, as well as operating income 

the percentage in the same way. By taking each year of the schedules P2> D3 on the next page, and D4 on the following page, and by taking the total for the twelve years we arrive at the same figure which you have on 
schedule Dl, thereby giving you a breakdown of schedule D in accoidance with
the headi " ' "in this report.

Total Operating

Percentage
of

Operating
Income*

Sales Income* to Sales

Companies reported under 
Schedule D2:

Courtaulds (Canada) Limited...

(Thousands of Dollars)

$ 83,046 $10,471 12.6%
Canadian Industries Limited . . 26.902 5.058 18.8
Companies reported under 

Schedule D3:
Canadian Celanese Limited .... 133,116 39,728 29.8
Companies reported under 

Schedule D4:
Bruck Mills Limited ................... 54,133 5,069 9.4
18 other companies ..................... 195,562 18,630 9.5

Total shown on Schedule Dl ... 1492,759 $78,956

Average for the twelve years $ 41,063 $ 6,580 16.0%

* As defined above.

Schedule D2
This schedule shows annual sales, operating income and thej1_r0(jucepS

°f operating income to sales from 1936 to 1941 inclusi 
°f yarn, namely,

Courtaulds (Canada) Limited and 
Canadian Industries Limited—Nylon Division.

The two above-mentioned companies ha^J’^f^Their operations 
account of the similarity of circumstances surround g Limited com-
from the time the Nylon Division of Canadian Industrie» Limited
fenced manufacture in June, 1942, to the end o 16 *

, . „ „ oprtflin information nled byThe following is a brief summary j ,■ ninarv Questionnaires:
Ihese companies along with their Special Canadian industries
(a) Both Courtaulds (Canada) Limite , manufacturers in

Limited—Nylon Division are respectively the sole man
Canada of the type of product they P10< n<T ’ ;ndustrv, they do not <h) Unlike other companies in this branch of the industry, y

(cl ™anu]acture fabrics; purposes the entire output) Canadian Industries Limited sold f n Cl ient 0f manufacture in 
of their Nylon Division, from the commcnceme

t June 1942 until August 1945. Dominion Government,
1 comparison, during 1943. at the request ^heir produc-

Courtaulds (Canada, Limited convert^ a1.J £th«p
!v= facilities to the manufacture of te»ac,C. v„„, w,rc utilised 

this high tenacity viscose yarn and otl P 
in large quantities for war purposes,
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(d) Courtaulds (Canada) Limited received certain subsidies during ti,c 
period under review, while the Nylon Division of Canadian Indus
tries Limited operated without benefit of subsidy. However, as tn 
subsidies received by Courtaulds (Canada) Limited did not excee 
3 per cent of the company’s sales, this factor is not considered 
materially affect comparison between the two companies.

(e) As it appears that a large part of the production of Courtaul
(Canada) Limited from 1943 to the cessation of hostilities was D 
war purposes, the effect of price ceilings on their domestic sales wou 
have been proportionately minimized during this period. ,

Price ceilings did not affect the selling prices of the Nylon Division 0 
Canadian Industries Limited during this period, as the entire outpu 
was sold to the government.

(/) With the cessation of hostilities both companies undertook prog: 
of plant expansion in anticipation of post-war demand.
Waking the foregoing factors into consideration, the twelve yea 

period under review has been divided as follows:
Pre War Years—1936 to 1939 inclusive.
War Years—1940 to 1945 inclusive.
Post-War Years—1946 and 1947.

The Vice-Chairman: Would you just let me interrupt you there? Th°se 
are calendar years which you have set out?

The Witness: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The Vice-Chairman : Do the companies have calendar years or did y° 

have to make some adjustment?
The Witness : There was no adjustment necessary between the two 

panics because they were both on a calendar year basis.
corf'

The table detailed on the following page shows the average 
operating income and percentage of operating income to sales for c gj 
of the three above-mentioned periods along with the components ^ 
cost on a Sales Dollar basis. The first part of the table relates.^ 
Courtaulds (Canada) Limited, the second part to Canadian Indus 
Limited—Nylon Division.

Pre-War War Poet-War
Years 1936 Years 1940 Years

to 1939 to 1945 and 194/
(Thousands of Dollars)

Part I

$9,362
$1,450

15.5%

20.71
29.40
34.40 
15.50

Courtaulds (Canada) Limited
Average Annual Sales .............. $4,620 $7,640
Average Operating Income* .. $ 241 $1,101
Percentage of Operating

Income* to Sales ............. 5.2% 14.4%
Components of Cost

Raw Materials ................. 24.4(f 21.3ft
Labour ............................... 33.3ÿ 28.1ft
Overhead ........................... 37.1ft 36.2ft
Operating Income* ............ 5.2 ft 14.4ft

Sales Dollar ....................... $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 

You willThen we come to Canadian Industries Limited, nylon division. - a0J--
lierc in the pre-war years, 1936 to 1939, that the nylon division of p-” 
Industries Limited was not in operation. That is reflected on schec 
which shows the nylon division coming into operation in the year 1942.
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By the Vice-Chairman:
ltl Q- And they immediately sold everything they did produce to the govem- 

nt for war purposes?—A. Yes, sir.
hy *'«• Has your investigation shown this is actually an organization started 
ti]r|1('ason °f the war and induced by government action to get started at that 
ylee,’ or do you know whether it was under way anyway?—A. I think perhaps 
tin i llstory °f the firm in that connection would be more clearly given by the 

witness.
All right.

A
Part II

Canadian Industries Limited—

Nylon Division
Not

Average Annual Sales ................... in $3,120 $7,211
Average Operating Income* .......... Operation 211 2,107
Percentage of Operating Income* to Sales.. 6.8% 29.2%
Components of Cost

Raw Materials .................................................. 48.40 30.30
Labour ............................................................... 17.70 15.20
Overhead ........................................................... 27.1ft 25.3 0
Operating Income* ........................................... 6.80 29.20

Sales Dollar ...................................... $1.00 $1.00
* As defined under Schedule Dl.

Courtaulds (Canada) Limited

t ,] figures shown for Courtaulds (Canada) Limited in the above 
an i’ averages f°r the periods indicated, reflect the trend of sales

d operating income from one period to another.
Sal ®c*lec^u^e D-2 gives the details of these averages on an annual basis.

es and operating income show a substantial increase in 1940 and 1941 
r mPared with the 1939 figures. In the post-war period, the sales of 1947 

<*ed a peak of $11,199,000 with operating income of $2,382,000, 
Pmsenting 21-3 per cent of the sales figure, 

tiv 9OInPonents of cost on a Sales Dollar basis are shown in compara- 
and 0rm on the above table. Overall reductions in the material, labour 
incr °Verhead content of the sales dollar have been offset by successive 

eases in that part of the sales dollar represented by operating income.
Q

nadian Industries Limited
°n yddbs company states that in order to place all costs on war contracts 
saleg Uni^orm basis, there has been included in sales and in the cost of 
arrarî & va^ue l°r that quantity of nylon flakes received under lend-lease 
the a8G,nents as “free issue” materials. This enables a comparison between 

^nual figures reported under the war period.
Pylon 'Gi P°s*"war period reflects the average components of cost of the 

sales dollar, of which 29-2 cents is represented by operating income.
consid°Weyer ™ comparing the two periods shown on the above table, 
big cjer?*,lon must be given to the fact that the military prices prevail- 
rnerc;n/ln? *be war period were considerably lower than the com- 

Prices of the years 1946 and 1947.

Schedule D3
cenJ> schedule shows annual sales, operating income and the per- 
193r i operating income to sales for Canadian Celanese Limited from 6 to 1947 inclusive.
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Canadian Celanese Limited is both a producer of yarn and a nlhely 
facturer of fabrics but, as the company is not able to report separ ^.g 
on these two types of operations, it has not been possible to group 
Company with either yarn producers or manufacturers of fabrics.

During the twelve years under review, this company may be c°n'
sidered to have passed through three significant periods, namely:

Pre-War Years ..................................... 1936 to 1939 inclusive
Pre-Price Control Years ..................... 1940 to 1941
Price,Control Years ............................. 1942 to 1947 inclusive-
Price ceilings on the Company’s products were imposed Nove^, 

17, 1941, and continued in force until September 15, 1947. As the 
pany ends its fiscal period on December 31 in each year, the Price Co 
period has been shown as 1942 to 1947 inclusive. . ^

The following table shows the average total sales, operating inf[0pg 
and percentage of operating income to sales for each of these periods, 
with the components of cost on a Sales Dollar basis:

If you will turn to schedule D-3 you will observe the first four ^ ”)CCd 
in the first column represent the pre-war period. Those figures have 
averaged for those four years and give a total of $8,071,000. Likewise °Pe’vj1icli 
income has been averaged, and these two averaged figures are those 
appear in the table on page 7. Similarly following down schedule D-3 >° 
observe the same figures averaged for the periods indicated. For exanip qqO, 
last period covers six years, and the average for those six years is $13,3 ^ fiie 
which appears in the last column in the table on page 7. I will now re
table.

Pre-price 
Pre-war control
period period

1936 to 1939 1940 to 1941
(thousands of dollars)

Average total sales........................................ $8,071 $9,643 *
Average operating income* ......................... $1,846 $2,981 32-4 f
Percentage of operating income* to sales... 22-9% - 30-9%
Components of cost:

Raw materials ........................................ 21-3c 18-4c K
2»’1 -abour ...................................................... 31-5c 28-0c

Overhead .................................................. 24-3c 22-7c
Operating income* ................................ 22-9o 30'-9c

SALES DOLLAR ........................... $1.00 $1.00

priÇ®, )
coip

1942 to1*

*As defined under Schedule Dl.

The average ratio of operating income to
tM

sales reported
pre-war period is shown in this table as being 22-9 per cent ce»vpiC-VVdl jJGllUU lO OIJIUW11 IH Ullic> UtlUlC UCillg A4 V jJCJ. j.

with an average of 30-9 per cent for 1940 and 1941 and with 32-4 1 
during the six years of price ceilings. _ ^ w'ip

In comparing the components of cost in each of these periu* >• 
be noted that the successive reduction of raw materials and _°veI 
a share of the sales dollar, has been offset by the increase in °1 
income. eri °,

As selling prices have increased in each of the succeeding yM' 
which have been compared above on a sales dollar basis, due c ^ 
tion must be given to the decreasing quantity of goods represen c 
sales dollar.
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Schedule D4

This schedule shows annual sales, operating income and the percent- 
age of operating income to sales for Bruck Mills Limited and 18 other 
companies, from 1936 to 1947 inclusive.

These companies have reported their main business as being the 
Processing of yarn and the manufacture of fabrics, which includes throw- 
lng, weaving and dyeing.

As these companies were in the main subject to price controls 
imposed by the Wartime Prices and Trade Board between November 
1941 and September 1947, the twelve years under review have been 
divided into the following periods:

Pre-War Years ......................... 1936 to 1939 inclusive
Pre-War Control Years............. 1940 to 1941 inclusive
Price Control Years ................. 1942 to 1947 inclusive
The average annual sales, operating income and percentage of oper

ating income to sales is summarized in comparative form on the follow- 
lng tables:

On, Ce again, if we turn to schedule B4 you will observe that the twelve 
first lave been broken up into periods as indicated, the first four figures in the 
i'Qu Se° .mn being averaged at a figure of $1,613,000. That is the figure that 
^earg e ln this table; and a relative operating income averaged for the first four 
^eigu0* $63,000 is shown also on the table, and the 3-9 per cent being the 

ed_ average of operating income to total sales for these four years. I will 
ead the table.

Pre-war 
period 

1936 to 1939
^r’<ck Mills Limited:

Average animal gales .............................. $1,613
Average operating income* .................. 63
■Percentage of operating income* to sales 3-9%

s °iher companies:
Average annual sales ............................... $9,598
Average operating income* .................. 368
percentage of operating income* to sales 3-8% 
As defined under Schedule Dl.

Pre-price Price
control control
period period

1940 to 1941 1942 to 1947
(thousands of dollar»)

$3,866 $6,658
37,1 679

9-6% 10-2%

$14,168 $21,472
1.010 2,523
7-1% 11-8%

fj 4he foregoing table reflects the similarity of trends of the average 
th ^6S ^or eac^ the three periods between Bruck Mills Limited and 

other reporting companies.
{v tn the case of Bruck Mills Limited, information was requested as to 
ha components of cost. These have been computed on a Sales Dollar 

kSls and are now summarized as follows:
Pre-war

Pre-price
control

Price
control

period period period
1936 to 1939 1940 to 1941 1942 to 1947ïfa* ..................................................

.......... 47-9c 51-8c 55- 4c
n u°Ur

,,8 income (as defined on 
lule Dl)

........ 27-lc 18-7c 17-4c
.......... 21-lc 19-9c 17-Oc

Sche-
.......... 3-9c 9*6c 10-2c

sales dollar................ .......... $1.00 $1.00 $1.00
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Schedule D5

This schedule shows sales and the related components of cost 
Sales Dollar basis, for the four special companies of the Artificial ® 
and Nylon Group, computed by quarters of years, for the 27 mon 
under review. . „ ;s

The upward trend of sales reported by these four companies’ 
reflected on the following table, the related operating income being m 
preted in percentage form for each quarter:

If }rou will turn to schedule D5 you will observe the last line in the first co u 
of figures will give you the total sales for the first quarter for the compa 
in question.

Percentage 
Total sales of operating
by quarters income

of years to sales
(thousands of dollars)

1946
1st quarter ............................................................. $ 8.949 24-7/c
2nd quarter ........................................................... 8,764) 23-3%
3rd quarter ........................................................... 8.452 16'9%
4th quarter ........................................................... 8,800 18--/o

1947
1st quarter ............................................................. 10.602 23-2%
2nd quarter ........................................................... 11,939 27-2%
3rd quarter ............................................................ 11,100 23-6/«
4th quarter ........................................................... 12.417 25-2/c

1948
1st quarter ............................................................. 13.856 26-6%
*As defined under Schedule Dl.

Mr. Lesage: Mr. Knight, may I ask a question at this point?
The Witness: Certainly. ^
Mr. Lesage: Could you tell*me about these increases in the last rj0d 

quarters of 1947 and the first quarter of 1948? I observe that during that P 
the operating income has never been below 36 per cent of sales. ^

The Witness: In studying the schedule Dô you will observe that the °P®j]ar, 
ing income of Canadian Celanese Limited is shown at -317 of the sales 1 
which is 31-7 per cent; and the next quarter is 28-5 per cent; and your a 
across the page for each quarter is shown. ep

Mr. Lesage: But since the second quarter of 1947, they have nevei 
below 30-9 per cent?

The Witness: It would appear so from the figures, yes.
Mr. Monet: And that is the operating income as defined in this brief- ^

Mr. Lesage: Yes. There are some deductions you have to make t 
arrive at the net profit, but just the same it is o\rer 30 per cent.

Mr. Monet: That is right.
Mr. Fleming: And that means 30 cents out of the sales dollar.
Mr. Lesage: Yes.
The Witness: . (p

Figures reported by companies whose interim accounting Pell°rtef^ 
not coincide with the calendar month have been pro-rated on a Q 
basis to enable uniformity for purposes of comparison. ipcfplt

Of the 18 other companies, 13 were unable to supply operating! 
results on a monthly basis. The figures reported by the other n t9b‘c’' 
panics however, showed trends similar to those reflected on the abo
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The components of cost computed on a sales dollar basis are shown 
on Schedule D5 for each of the four special companies. The amount of 
each of these components varies from one company to another, due in part 
to the difference in the manufacturing operations of each company, which 
has been outlined earlier in this report.

Schedule D6

This schedule shows finished goods inventories expressed in terms of 
quantities, as reported by the four special companies, grouped under two 
headings as follows:

Producers of Yam:
Courtaulds (Canada) Limited
Canadian Industries Limited—Nylon Division

and
Manufacturers of Fabrics:

Canadian Celanese Limited 
Bruck Mills Limited

The quantities reported in pounds by the producers of yarn, and in 
yards by the manufacturers of fabrics, appear in Schedule D6 grouped 
by periods established earlier in this report.

The following table summarizes these inventory figures:
Producers of Manufacturers 

yarn of fabrics
(in thousands (in thousands 

of pounds) of yards)
1939 ............................................................................................. 616 1936

Average for the pre-controi period, 1940-1941 .............. 1-48 '
Average for the war period, 1940-1945 ............................ s,:i8
Average for the control period, 1942-1047 .. ■ ...............

IqAverage for the post-war period. 1946 and 1947 ..........

This table indicates that on the average, stocks of finished goods 
^ported by the four special companies for March 1948 were not in excess 

the average year and inventories maintained throughout the twelve 
„ ear Period, and were considerably less than the finished goods inventories 
^Ported in 1939.
bu> ^nvent°ries of finished goods expressed in terms of quantities have 
apCn reported by the four special companies at the end of each interim 
fi Cc>Unting period from January 1946 to March 1948 inclusive. These 
0(y res have been averaged by quarter year periods and shown for each 
b(.'inpany on tke attached schedule. A summary of these figures appears

Producers of Manufacturers
yarn of fabrics

(in thousands (in thousands
of pounds) of yards)

723 990
855 1.247
558 1.433
427 1.367

873 1.092
810 1.180
626 1.291
523 1.545

472 994
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While the inventories reported in March 1948 appear lower than at 
any other periods, no wide fluctuations appear to have occurred in the com
bined inventory figures shown in the above table.

Schedule D7
This schedule shows the unit selling prices and the components of cost 

of articles producing a significant sales volume as reported by each of the 
four special companies.

Lnit selling prices and costs have been shown under the following 
dates :

As at January 1, 1942 
As at September 15, 1947 
As at April 1, 1948.

Courtaulds (Canada) Limited state that the breakdown of costs 
between materials, labour and overhead were not available for 1947 and 
1948, and consequently total costs only have been reported. The selling 
prices and total costs per pound reported by this company represent aver
ages of 3 months operations.

As the nylon plant of Canadian Industries Limited did not start to 
operate until the middle of 1942, no costs or selling prices were available 
as at January 1, 1942.

The companies have, in addition to giving a technical description 0 
each of the items reported, supplied samples of the material itself in eacn 
case.

By Mr. Monet: j
Q. Now, would you stop for a moment at that point? Mr. Chairman^ 

think, as in the investigation concerning cotton and as stated by Mr. Knl^g 
samples have been given to us. I believe they could be distributed now to 
members of the committee. They are identified by numbers?—-A. Yes.

Q. All right, Mr. Knight, I think you could proceed now.—A. f
The table detailed on the following page indicates the selling prices 

the items reported :
You will observe that a sheet of paper, in fact, two sheets of paper have 

added to this report since it was printed. The reason for that is that it wa‘";:0lJ- 
the information which had been supplied on the special supplementary queS. t0 
naires by the companies, but not incorporated in this report should be put Jj ge 
show the committee more clearly the exact position in connection with 
prices. It is for that reason these two sheets have been included. (ipr

I think it would be better if I read the supplement to page 12, report
first.

Courtaulds (Canada) Limited
The selling prices shown on page 12 represent the average selling Pr 

based on the following periods :
January 1, 1942—October to December 1941 inclusive 
September 15, 1947—July to September 1947 inclusive 
April 1, 1948—December 1947 to February 1948 inclusive

ices

By Mr. Monet: y0u
Q. Excuse me a moment; may I ask you a question to make this c^eal|'g48./' 

have given three dates, January 1, 1942, September 15, 1947; April L 
A. Yes.
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Q. You now say that under the heading January 1, 1942, the price seen there 
ls the average price for the period from October to December 1941, inclusive ; is 
that correct?—A. That is correct.

Q. The same applies to the other two dates?—A. That is correct, in so far 
as it applies to Courtaulds (Canada) Limited.

By Mr. Zaplitny:
* Q- On September 19, 1947, that is the average price for what period?— 

• July, August and September, the three months.
Q- These are quarterly periods?—A. That is right.

By Mr. Monet:
,, Q- That is, on this statement you have July to September, 1947, inclusive, 
hat is for the date September 15, 1947?—A. Yes.

By reporting selling prices in this manner comparison may be made 
with the relative components of cost shown on Schedule D7 which have 
been compiled as averages for the same periods indicated above. Averag
ing costs on a three months basis is considered to be the minimum period 
for reasonable comparison of denier costs and selling prices.

The selling prices shown for viscose rayon yarn on cones and in skeins 
represent the average selling prices of all deniers sold by this company, 
based on the same average three month period as indicated above.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Pardon me but would you define what deniers is or would you rather have 

ask a representative of the Courtaulds Company?—A. I would rather have 
y°u ask a representative of the company.
, Q. I think a representative of these companies is likely to be called at a later 
7te and that could be defined at that time. I am informed it is purely a measure 
0f Weight.

(At this point Mr. Mavbank resumed the chair).
a_ The Witness: The actual selling prices prevailing on the three specified dates 

1("‘ shown in the table printed below.

Courtaulds (Canada) Limited:
Selling Prices of Best Quality Prevailing

At At At
Jan. 1/42 Sept. 15/47 Apr. 1/48

cents cents cents
}00/40 Bright Cake Cones................... ........... 77 90 95
iTO/40 Mattesco Cake Cones............... ............ 79 92* 97

Bright Cake Cones...................
Oiw Mattesco Cake Cones................

fright Cake Cones...................
J°°/44 Bright Cake Cones...................

.............. r>4 74* 79*

............. tie 77 81*
76............. ti3* 74

............ 57* titiè 68*

By Mr. Monet:
as hen you say, “the actual selling prices”, do you mean the selling price 
at —A. No, the selling price the customer would be called upon to pay
(he pJriAnd the prices you gave just prior to these were the average prices for 

i, °ti you have just discussed?—A. So it could be more readily comparedWith r*f> , v ^ uc*vc juoi1 valoir mown. . kjkj au uuuiu aaava v

j Q rpS’ they have been compared with the same periods 
^42, xVag°^lake this very clear, the price of bright cake cc

cents?—A. Yes.
cones at January 1,
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By Mr. Zaplitny:
Q. Just to be clear about September 15, 1947, for the same item, the 9° 

cents would include the two weeks from September 15 to October 1 in the 
price?—A. Right.

Canadian Celahese Limited
The selling prices shown on page 12 for lingerie taffeta, dress crep® 

and lining represents the selling prices prevailing on the three dates m 
cat-ed, less an allowance of 2 per cent for cash discount which is taken - 
over 90 per cent of the customers of this firm.

Components of cost for lingerie taffeta, dress crepe and lining sh0!^. 
on Schedule D7 represent the average cost based on the following perm ■ 

January 1, 1942—October and November 1941 
September 15, 1947—July and August 1947 
April 1, 1948—January to March 1948 inclusive.

Components of cost of 150 Denier Yarn differ from the above aver‘vu 
for the first period only, in that, instead of October and November ly
the average covers November

Courtaulds (Canada) Limited:

100 Denier, 40F, B.V. Rayon..

1941 to January

Jan. 1 
1942

.......... $ 0.76130

1942 inclusive.

Sept. 15
1947

$ 0.89080

A?S‘

« 0 895»®

A 7(18^

100 Denier, 40F, D.V. Rayon.. .......... 0.78377 0.91765
150 Denier, 36F, B.V. Rayon.. .......... 0.63930 0.74555
150 Denier, 40F. D.V. Rayon.. .......... 0.65112 0.76410
200 Denier, 27F. B.V. Rayon.. .......... 0.62873 0.73858 V 19'
300 Denier, 44F. B.V. Rayon.. .......... 0.56723 0.66433
Viscose Rayon Yarn on C.C.. . .......... 0.70886 0.82348
Viscose Rayon Yarn on 8........ .......... 0.61808 0.68966

Canadian Industries Limited— 
Nylon Division:

30 Denier, as specified.............. .......... Not $ 4.09 $ g 47
40 Denier, as specified.............. .......... Made 3.47 ’A
70 Denier, as specified.............. 3.17

Canadian Celanese Limited:
150 Denier, as specified............ .......... $ 0.8600 $ 0.8900 '2:5
Lingerie Taffeta ........................ .......... 0.4521 0.5643
Dress Crepe ................................ .......... 0.5259 0.6870
Lining ............................................ .......... 0.4423 0.5152

Bruch Mills Limited: g5
Dress Crepe (Domestic)...................... $0.70 $ 0.86 $ ,'g5
Dress Satin ............................................ Not Made 1.25 , j5
Bengaline ................................................ 0.725 0.845

This table shows that, with the exception of the Nylon Div's'0^, J, 
Canadian Industries Limited, which was not in operation on JaIlU^ ^9 
1942, selling prices at September 15,1947 and April 1,1948 were high6 ^3 
those prevailing on January 1, 1942. The fluctuation in selling P jeS 
between September 15, 1947 and April 1, 1948 varies between comP 
and between commodities.

Schedule D8 ,

- forThis schedule shows capital employed compared with earning? 1 foO,; 
of the twelve years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive and for each of 
special companies individually.
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The following is a definition of the terms used on Schedule D8: 
Capital Employed includes:

Common Stock 
Preferred Stock 
Capital and Earned Surplus
Surplus created by the Refundable Portion of Excess Profits Tax 
Reserve for Contingencies

Net Profit after Taxes includes:
Net Profit shown at the foot of Statement 1 of the Special Pre

liminary Questionnaire

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q- Could I just ask about that refundable portion? You are treating that 

__^ln as capital although at the moment it is in the hands of the government? 
Yes, sir.

y Q- It is considered as having a use in the production of wealth even though 
le company has not got it within its fingers?—A. Yes, sir. It is treated as 

acc°unts receivable.
Q- It is a good debt owing? I see, all right.
The Witness:

Percentage of Profit to Capital represents: The ratio of Net Profit after 
Taxes, to Capital Employed as defined above.

As inventory reserves represented less than one per cent of the 
figures reported, no separate calculation has been submitted of the per
centage of profit to capital on the basis of figures adjusted by these 
reserves.

The following table shows the average percentage of profit to capital 
lor each of the four special companies and the total average for all four 
together for the twelve years under review :

in y ‘ * you would care to turn to Schedule B8 you will observe that expressed 
each°filSan^s dollars there has been shown the capital employed at the end of 
ada) }s.cal period covering the twelve years under review for Courtaulds (Can- 

a ■ ed, Canadian Industries Limited, Canadian Celanese Limited, and 
T0r ' -'tills Limited. Further, these figures on this schedule have been averaged. 
etOolnXample> Courtaulds (Canada) Limited show that the average capital 
l552over the period is $12,275,000; the average net profit after taxes was 
The’it ’ and the percentage of net profit to capital averaged 4-5 per cent. 
Lijjm c,rQs were treated similarly for Canadian Industries, Canadian Celanese 

ec and Brack Mills Limited.
limit!1/ YLwet: Pardon me, Mr. Knight, in the case of Canadian Industries 
years the average is for the years 1942 to 1947 and not for the period of twelve

for The WRlv -Ttness: That is correct, Mr. Monet. That figure would be an average 
lx years.

^42^a Fleming: The average has not been weighted there because the year
as not a complete year? 
le Vice-Chairman : No, ii■ ^vl-vhairman: ixo, it started in June.

of the v Witness : Actually we divided by six. We took the capital at the end 
ear at the end of 1942, and at the end of 1943, and so on.
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Mr. Fleming: You did not weigh it at the end of that year? 
The Witness : No.
The Vice-Chairman : I thought you took it for six months?
The Witness: No, we did not weigh the average in that instance.
Mr. Lesage: It was taken from the annual statement?
The Witness: It was taken from the statement submitted to us on tl'e 

special preliminary questionnaire.
Mr. Monet : All right, proceed please, Mr. Knight.
The Witness:

Percents^ ot 
net profit to 

capital 
employed

Courtaulds (Canada) Limited .................................................... 4-5%
Canadian Industries Limited—Nylon division ........................ 8-1%
Canadian Celanese Limited ........................................................... 11-1%
Bruck Mills Limited ....................................................   6-0%
Average for the four companies for the 12 year period..........  8-1%

The foregoing figures have been analysed on an annual basis for each of *1 
four special companies and are shown on Schedule D8. j

The following table shows the percentage of profit to capital by groups 
companies on an average basis by periods previously established for each of d'e
groups :

Pre-war
period

1936-1939
Producers of yarn:

Courtaulds (Canada) Limited ............ 2-5%
Canadian Industries Limited—Nylon

division .................................................. nil
Average for both companies ................ 2-5%

War
period

1940M945

Poat-"?r
19'

5-1%
5.4%

16.07»
2-3% g.$%
4-5%

Pre-war 
period 

1936 to 1939

Pre-price 
control 
period 

1940 to 1941

Price.
contw

1912 to V*
A producer of yarn and manufacturer of 

fabrics:
Canadian Celanese Limited* .................. 10-0% 10-7%

ll.Sfh

A

in

manufacturer of fabrics:
Bruck Mills Limited* ............................ 1-0% 8-4%
*No average has been computed for these two companies as each is considered 

a line of business different from the other.

7.2%
to b*

Summary
The executive of each of the four special companies have supplied aHj[es 

information and extended all the assistance that I have required. The sche 
attached to this report and tables included therein have been prepared fi'orn 
questionnaires submitted. , y0u

I shall be pleased to furnish any further information or explanations tha 
may require.

Respectfully submitted.
E. H. KNIGHT,

Chartered Accountant■
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Schedule D1
SüMMARY OF ANNUAL SALES AND OPERATING INCOME (ARTIFICIAL SILK AND 

NYLON GROUP) FOR THE TWELVE YEARS FROM 1936 TO 1947 INCLUSIVE

(Thousands of Dollars)

olal Jor the individual Financial Years ended in the following 
yy Calendar Years:
1937:..........................................................
1938 ..............................................................................
1939 .............................................................................
1940. .............................................................................
1941. ............................................................................
1942 ...........................................................................
1943................... ...........................................................
1944 ............................................................................
1945 ..............................................................................
1946 .............................................................................
1947.;;/ ..........................................

^ ALs 1' or The Twelve Years.......................................

_ ,:'GEa Per Year For The Twelve Years..........

Total
Sales

Operating
Income*

Percentage of 
Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

$ $ %

23,015 2,547 111
24,657 2,717 110
22,153 1,558 70
25,783 3,249 12-6
30,815 4,665 151
40,502 7,933 19-6
43,555 8,018 18-6
46,358 7,153 15-4
50,496 7,294 14-4
52,266 8,433 16-1
60,170 10,583 17-6
72,989 14,716 20-2

492,759 78,956

41,063 6,580 16-0

°!' borr(f^rating Income represents profits from operations before deducting taxes on income, interest 
?7?'Ved h 1 money and other financial charges, inventory reserves and depreciation in excess of the amounts 

inv/ /y lncome tax authorities, and does not include investment income and profits or losses on disposal■p^i. ~ -wuio ta.VttUUlUUUi

ments and fixed assets.

3
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Schedule D3

ANNUAL SALES AND OPERATING INCOME OF TWO PRODUCERS OF YARN 
(ARTIFICIAL SILK AND NYLON GROUP) FOR THE 

TWELVE YEARS FROM 1936 TO 1947 INCLUSIVE

(Thousands of Dollars)

Totals for the Individual 
Financial Years ended in 
the following Calendar 
Years:

Pre-War Period—
1936 .................................
1937 .................................
1938 .................................
1939 .................................

Average for the Pre-War 
Period...........................

War Period—
1940 .................................
1941 .................................
1942 .................................
1943 .................................
1944 .................................
1945 .................................

Average for the War Period

Post-War Period—
1946 .................................
1947 .................................

Average for the Post-War 
Period...........................

Total Sales and Operating] 
Income* Reported ..

Courtaulds (Canada) Limited

Total
Sales

4,783
5,126
3,843
4,729

4,620

6,831 
9,134 
7,242 
6,063 
7,777 
8,794

7,640

7,525
11,199

9,362

83,046

Operating
Income*

560
488

(261)
176

241

1,591
2,284
1,118

216
592
806

1,101

519
2,382

1,450

10,471

Percentage
of

Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

%

11-7
9-5

(261)
3-7

5-2

23-3 
25 0 
15-4

14-4

6-9
21-3

15-5

12-6

Canadian Industries Limited 
(Nylon Division)

Percent1
of

Total
Sales

925
4,421
4,405
2,729

3,120

6,278
8,144

7,211

26,902

Operating
Income*

i
312
175
351

211

2,163
2,050

2,107

5,058

Operating 
Income 
to Sale»

%

0-8
7-14.0

l2.9

6'8

(*) Operating Income représentes profits from operations before deducting taxes on |nc0I^egS ol" 
on borrowed money and other financial charges, inventory reserves and depreciation in exc ”r 
amounts allowed by income tax authorities, and does not include investment income and protit- 
on disposal of investments and fixed assets.

s
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Schedule D3

annual SALES AND OPERATING INCOME OF ONE PRODUCER OF YARN AND
manufacturer of fabrics (artificial silk and nylon group)

FOR THE TWELVE YEARS FROM 1936 TO 1947 INCLUSIVE 

(Thousands of Dollars)

lak the Individual Financial Years ended in the following\ 
Calendar Years:

Pre-War Period—
1936.. .
1937.. .. ' ' - ' .................
1938.. . .................................... ................
1939.. . ................................. ........

Average for the Pre-War Period.

Pre-Price Control Period—
1940 .........................................
1941 ........................................

Aver,We for the Pre-Price Control Period.

rice-Control Period-
1942
1943
1944 
1945.
1946
1947 .....................

Averagefor the Price Control Period.

ALEs And Operating Income* Reported .

Canadian Celanese Limited

Total
Sales

Operating
Income*

Percentage 
of Operating 

Income* 
to Sales

$ $ %

7,628 1,665 21-8
8,074 1,749 21-7
7,771 1,558 200
8,809 2,411 27-4

8,071 1,846 22‘9

8,045 2,163 26-9
11,240 3,798 33-8

9,643 2,981 30-9

12,110 4,384 36-2
12,261 4,309 35-1
12,795 4,060 31-7
12,932 4,070 31-5
13,923 3,827 27-5
17,522 5,734 32-7

13,592 4,397 32-4

133,116 39,728 29-8

all^rrov, aj'InK Income represents profits from operations before deducting taxes on income, interest 
of ?"'ed bv ■ money and other financial charges, inventory reserves and depreciation in excess of the amounts 

llvestr,, lnc°me tax authorities, and does not include investment income and profits or losses on disposals 
tnen*s and fixed assets.
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Schedule v

ANNUAL SALES AND OPERATING INCOME OF NINETEEN MANUFACTURERS °F 

FABRICS (ARTIFICIAL SILK AND NYLON GROUP) FOR THE TWELVE 
YEARS FROM 1936 TO 1947 INCLUSIVE

(Thousands of Dollars)

Bruck Mills Limited 18 Other Compan

— Total
Sales

Operating
Income*

Percentage
of

Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

Total
Sales

Operating
Income*

Totals for the Individual

$ % % $ $

Financial Years ended in 
the following Calendar 
Years:

Pre-War Period—
1936..................................... 1,609 42 2-6 8,995 280
1937..................................... 1,476 63 4-3 9,981 417
1938..................................... 1,459 52 3-6 9,080 209
1939..................................... 1,908 96 50 10,337 566

Average for the Pre-War
Period................................. 1,613 63 3-9 9,598 368

Pre-Price Control Period-
1940..................................... 2,823 184 6-5 13,116 727
1941..................................... 4,909 558 11-4 15,219 1,293

Average for the Pre-Price
Control Period.................. 3,866 371 9-6 14,168 1,010

Price Control Period—
1942..................................... 5,857 560 9-6 17,415 2,039
1943..................................... 5,977 378 6-3 17,636 1.938
1944..................................... 6,130 514 8-4 19,389 1,953
1945..................................... 6,090 699 11-5 21,721 2,507
1946..................................... 7,134 860 12-1 25,310 3,214
1947..................................... 8,761 1,063 121 27,363 3,487

Average for the Price Con-
2,523trol Period......................... 6,658 679 10-2 21,472

Total Salesand Operating
Income* Reported .... 54,133 5,069 9-4 195,562 18,630

Income 
to S»le^

3- 1
4- 2
2-3
5- 5

3.8

5*5
s-5

7-1

it

ifi

(*) Operating Income represents profits from operations before deducting taxes on m°°”leg3 
on borrowed money and other financial charges, inventory reserves and depreciation in e\ profits 
amounts allowed by income tax authorities, and does not include investment income an 
losses on disposal of investments and fixed assets.



QUA R IE RI Y SAIES AND COMPONENTS OF COST REPORTED BY FOUR SPECIAL COMPANIES (ARTIFICIAL SILK AND NYLON GROUP) 
FOR THE 27 MONTHS FROM JANUAR Y 1940 TO MARCH 1948—(Sales in Thousands of Dollars)

1946 / 1947 I 1948

/ 1st Quarter 12nd Quarterl3rd Quarto • J4th Quarter 1st Quartei 2nd Quarterj 3rd Quartei 4th Quarter 1st Quarter

COURTAULDS (CANADA) LIMITED I / * $ s $ $ $ $ $ ?
Sales........................................................................... / 2,252 2,323 1,650 1,302 2,182 3,180 2,506 3,330 3,058
Analysis of components of cost:

Materials............................................................. 1 0.211 0.216 0.173 0.194 0.220 0.207 0.205 0.206 0.211
Labour................................................................. 0.284 0.289 0.379 0.429 0.272 0.241 0.292 0.278 0.289
Overhead............................................................ 0.344 0.332 0.451 0.544 0.329 0.274 0.319 0.322 0.313
Operating Income*.......................................... 0.161 0.163 (0.003) (0.167) 0.179 0.278 0.184 0.194 . 0.187

Sales Dollar....................................................... 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Canadian Industries Limited:
Sales.............................................................................. 1,443 1,380 1,646 1,810 2,095 1,752 2,191 2,017 2,231

Analysis of components of cost:
Materials............................................................. 0.284 0.282 0.258 0.275 0.323 0.330 0.341 0.310 0.292
Labour................................................................. 0.182 0.155 0.146 0.145 0.135 0.150. 0.146 0.1.58 0.154
Overhead............................................................ 0.217 0.217 0.261 0.206 0.247 0.274 • 0.304 0.274 0.265
Operating Income*.......................................... 0.317 0.346 0.335 0.374 0.295 0.246 0.209 0.258 0.289

Sales Dollar....................................................... 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Canadian Celanese Limited:
Sales............................................................................. 3,505 3,409 3,248 3,762 4,323 4,523 4,177 4,500 5,916

Anaylsis of components of cost:
Materials............................................................. 0.164 0.182 0.177 0.174 0.173 0.152 0.150 0.141 0.137
La hour................................................................. 0.320 0.330 0.367 0.344 0.337 0.334 0.323 0.314 0.340
Overhead............................................................ 0.199 0.203 0.223 0.220 0.203 0.176 0.180 0.208 0.194
Operating Income*........................................ 0.317 0.285 0.233 0.262 0.287 0.338 0.347 0.337 0.329

Sales Dollar....................................................... 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Bruck Mills Limited:
Sales............................................................................. .1,749 1,648 1,908 1,926 2,002 2,484 2,226 2,480 2,651

Analysis of components of cost:
Materials............................................................. 0.480 0.486 0.614 0.565 0.535 0.521 0.506 0.419 0.381
Labour................................................................. 0.170 0.184 0.182 0.189 0.184 0.151 0.183 0.205 0.214
Overhead............................................................ 0.189 0.203 0.137 0.165 0.176 0.164 0.200 0.205 0.207
Operating Income*.......................................... 0.161 0.127 0.067 0.081 0.105 0.164 0.111 0.171 0.198

Sales Dollar....................................................... 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Total Sales For The Four Special Companies. . 8,949 8,760 8,452 8,800 10,602 11,939 11,100 | 12,417 13,850
* Operating Income represents profits from operations before deducting taxes on income, interest on borrowed money and other financial charges, inventory reserves 

and depreciation in excess of the amounts allowed by income tax authorities, and does not include investment income and profits or losses on disposal of investments 
and fixed assets.
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Schedule DO
FINISHED GOODS INVENTORIES EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF QUANTITIES (ARTIFICIAL SILK AND NYLON GROUP)

FOR THE PERIODS INDICATED

—

Producers of Yarn

—

Manufacturers of Fabrics

Courtaulds
(Canada)
Limited

Canadian
Industries
Limited
Nylon

Division

Canadian
Celanese
Limited

Brack
Mills

Limited

(Thousands 
of Pounds)

(Thousands 
of Pounds)

(Thousands 
of Yards)

(Thousands 
of Yards)

Finished Goods Inventories expressed in Terms of
Quantities, reported by Companies at the end of 1
each fiscal period from 1939 to 1947 inclusive,
grouped as follows for comparative purposes:

As at 1939................................................................... 616 As at 1939.................................................................. 1,707 229

Average for the War Period (1940-1945)................... 753 85 Average for the Pre-Control Period (1940-1941 ). ■ ■ 1,294 193

Average for the Post-War Period (1946-1947)......... 352 101 Average for the Control Period ( 1942-1947 }............. 1,254 209

Reported by companies in 1948.................................. 424 72 Reported by companies in 1948................................. 740 81

Finished Goods Inventories averaged by quarter year
periods:

1946— 1946—
1st quarter................................................................. 604 119 1st quarter......................................................... 933 57
2nd quarter . . 719 136 2nd quarter........................................................ 1,162 85
3rd quarter 440 118 3rd quarter......................................................... 1,310 123
4t,h quarter. 304 123 4th quarter......................................................... 1,367 Not reported

1947— 1947—
1 fit quarter................................................................. 732 141 1st quarter......................................................... 926 166
2nd quarter 570 240 2nd quarter........................................................ 992 188
3rd quarter................................................................ 503 123 3rd quarter......................................................... 1,262 29
4th. quarter................................................................ i 448 75 4th quarter........................................................ 1,545 Not reported

,1948— 1948—
1st charter.............................................................. A 401 \ \ 1st quarter.......................................................

^ 913

\

-
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Schedule D7
lNlT SELLING PRICES AND COMPONENTS OF COST OF ARTICLES REPORTED BY 

THE FOUR SPECIAL COMPANIES (ARTIFICIAL SILK AND NYLON 
GROUP) AS AT THE DATES INDICATED

°uRtaulds (Canada) Limited:

Denier 40 Filaments, Bright Viscose Rayon Yarn on 
„ Cake Cones 

°”iponenfs of selling price:
total cost.................................................................................
Operating Income or (Loss)...............................................

100 D,
Selling price per pound.

Co-

enier, 40 Filaments, Dull Viscose Rayon Yarn on Cake 
'-ones

'Mponents of selling price:
lotal cost.......................................................................
Operating Income or (Loss).....................................

Do d,
Selling price per pound.

etier 36 Filaments, Bright Viscose Rayon Yarn on 
Cri ' ake Cones

*oponents of selling price:
Aotal cost

150 Q,

Operating Income or (Loss)..............

Selling price per pound.
ei>ier, 40 Failments, Dull Viscose Rayon Yarn on Cake 

r. Cones
0,r< Parents of selling price:

Cotai cost.......................................................................
Operating Income or (Loss).....................................

200 Selling price per pound.
enier 27 Filaments, Bright Viscose Rayon Yarn on 

C0M>ake Cones
Portents of selling price:
A°tal cost........................................................................... ..

Perating Income or (Loss)...............................................

D,
Selling price per pound.............................

np'i ** Filaments, Bright Viscose Rayon Yarn 
Cor>,„„ Cones

'p nents of selling price:
qOwI cost........................................................................

Perating Income or (Loss)...........................................

Selling price per pound..

[ Post

As at 
January 1, 

1942

As at
September 15, 

1947

As at 
April 1,

1948

$ $ $

0.56894
0.19236

0.75607
0.13473

0.72335
0.17221

0.76130 0.89080 0.89556

0.58478
0.19899

0.76956
0.14809

0.74154
0.17653

0.78377 0.91765 0.91807

0.49874
0.14056

0.64835
0.09720

0.64607
0.09861

0.63930 0.74555 0.74468

0.51630
0.13482

0.70210
0.06200

0.70130
0.06372

0.65112 0.76410 0.76502

0.49944
0.12929

0.61267
0.12591

0.57707
0.13093

0.62873 0.73858 0.70800

0.43999
0.12724

0.57524
0.08909

0.56723
0.07468

0.56723 0.66433 0.64191

Ote- q
t reporp2^ratm8 Income or (Loss) represents the difference between the selling price and components
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Schedule D7—(D

UNIT SELLING PRICES AND COMPONENTS OF COST OF ARTICLES REPORTED 
THE FOUR SPECIAL COMPANIES (ARTIFICIAL SILK AND NYLON 

GROUP) AS AT THE DATES INDICATED

As at
January 1, 

1942

As at
September 15, 

1947

As at 
April 1, 

1948

Vicose Rayon Yarn on Cake Cones— 
Components of selling price:

Total cost...................................
Operating Income or (Loss)..

Selling price per pound.

Vicose Rayon Yarn on Skeins—
Components of selling price:

Total cost..............................................
Operating Income or (Loss)..............

Selling price per pound.

Canadian Industries Limited:

30 Denier Yarns—
Com jMnents of selling price:

Materials.....................................................
Labour.........................................................
Overhead.....................................................
Operating Income or (Loss)...................

Selling price per pound.

40 Denier Yarns—
Components of selling price:

Materials................................................
Labour....................................................
Overhead...............................................
Operating Income or (Loss)..............

Selling price per pound.

70 Denier Yarns—
Components of selling price:

Materials................................................
Labour....................................................
Overhead...............................................
Operating Income or (Loss)............

Selling price per pound.

Canadian Celanese Limited:

Lingerie Taffeta—
Components of selling price:

Materials....................................................
Labour........................................................
Overhead...................................................
Operating Income or (Loss).................

Selling price per yard.

0.54187
0.16699

0.70886

0.55200
0.06608

0.61808

Not
in

Operation

Not
in

Operation

Not
in

Operation

0.0583
0.1296
0.0857
0.1785

0.4521

0.70664
0.11684

0.82348

0.77588
(0.08622)

0.68966

1.16
0.64
1.04
1.25

4.09

1.16
0.50
0.80
1.01

3.47

1.16
0.50
0.80
0.71

3.17

0.0556 
0.2265 
0.1169 
0.1653

0.5643

$

0.6901» 
0.12521

0.75868.
(0 05344)^

O.70524__

1.0
0.6»

0.8'
1.5»

1.01
0.50
0.7»
1.1'

1 01 
0.56
0.7
0.88

0 0592 
0.2391 
0 1166 
n 739

Note: Operating Income or (Loss) represents the difference between the selling price and comP0” 
of cost reported.
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Schedule D7-(2)

ress Crepe—
-omponents of selling price:

Materials....................................
Labour........................................
Overhead...................................
Operating Income or (Loss).

Li,
Selling price per yard.

fling—
omJoonents of selling price:

Materials..............................................
Labour...................................................
Overhead.............................................
Operating Income or (Loss)..........

Selling price per yard.
50 Co11'01' Yarn-

se®ng price:
Labour..............................................
Overhead.............................................
Operating Income or (Loss)..........

^ Selling price per pound
CK Mills Limited:

S,C«p*_
rnJlonents of selling price:

Materials..................................
Labour..................................
Overhead............................................. " "

Perating Income or (Loss)..............

Selling price per yard...

Co;
-Satin—
'"Material^ Se,tinffPnCe'

Labour '............
gyerhead

Pflfating Income or (Loss)...........

lj,,_ Selling price per yard.
^ifle-

^aterial°^ Price:

îjaboui'1 s.............
overhead.

rating Income or (Loss)..........

Selling price per yard.

As at As at As at
Januarv 1, September 15, April 1,

1942 1947 1948

$ $ $

0.0756 0.0728 0.0779
0.1526 0.2674 0.2846
0.1053 0.1445 0.1490
1.1924 0.2023 0.2000

0.5259 0.6870 0.7115

0.0733 0.0691 0.0723
0.1098 0.1740 0.1906
0.0824 0.0987 0.1059
0.1768 0.1734 0.1710

0.4423 0.5152 0.5398

0.1843 0.1606 0.1551
0.1396 0.1819 0.1802
0.1571 0.1635 0.1676
0.3790 0.3840 0.3871

0.8600 0.8900 0.8900

0.3795 0.4696 0.5086
0.0506 0.0714 0.0799
0.1013 0.1412 0.1451
0.1686 0.1778 0.2164

0.7000 0.8600 0.9500

0.4408 0.4484
Not 0.1063 0.1424

manufactured 0.1683 0.1803
0.5346 0.4789

1.2500 1.2500

0.3003 0.4311 0.5842
0.0907 0.0836 0.0948
0.0715 0.1297 0.1615
0.2625 0.2006 0.3095

0.7250 0.8450 1.1500

rePortecfrat^ng *ncome or (Loss) represents the difference between the selling price and components
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Schedule D8

CAPITAL EMPLOYED AND EARNINGS OF THE FOUR SPECIAL COMPANIES 
(ARTIFICIAL SILK AND NYLON GROUP)

FROM 1936 TO 1947 INCLUSIVE

(Thousands of Dollars)

COURTAULDS (CANADA) LIMITED
1936 ...............................................
1937 ...............................................
1938 ...............................................
1939 ............................................
1940 ...............................................
1941 ...............................................
1942 ...............................................
1943 ..............................................
1944 ...............................................
1945 ..............................................
1946 ...............................................
1947 ...............................................

Average for 1936 to 1947..........

Canadian Industries Limited
1942 ...............................................
1943 ...............................................
1944 ...............................................
1945 ...............................................
1946 ...............................................
1947 ...............................................

Average for 1948 to 1947..........

Canadian Celanese Limited
1936 ...............................................
1937 ...............................................
1938 ...............................................
1939 ...............................................
1940 ...............................................
1941 ...............................................
1942 ...............................................
1943 ...............................................
1944 ...............................................
1945 ...............................................
1946 ...............................................
1947 ...............................................

Average for 19S6 to 1947..........

Bruck Mills Limited
1936 ...............................................
1937 ...............................................
1938 ...............................................
1939 ...............................................
1940 ...............................................
1941 ...............................................
1942 ...............................................
1943 ...............................................
1944 ...............................................
1945 ...............................................
1946 ...............................................
1947 ...............................................

Average for 1938 to 1947..........

Capital
Employed

Net Profit 
after Taxes

$ $

8,349 502
8,642 478

10,238 (199)
10,411 169
10,511 600
10,591 1,080
10,385 694
10,477 231
15,641 485
16,157 657
17,063 489
18,837 1,434

12,275 552

4,487 4
5,114 176
3,972 101
4,906 148
6,080 1,047
6,560 1,056

5,186 422

14,075 1,416
14,110 1,268
14,305 1,209
14,608 1,844
14,657 1,360
15,226 1,850
15,752 1,861
16,139 1,703
16,469 1,653
16,705 1,647
15,772 1,959
19,546 3,025

15,614 1,733

1,275 2
1,268 18
1,270 1
1,300 31
1,361 63
1,528 179
1,647 148
1,725 96
1,823 33
3,580 88
3,666 310
4,090 510

2,044 123

Percentage
of Net Profit 

to Capita1

%

6-0
5*5

(1-9)
1-6
5-

10-2
6- 7 
2-2
3- 1 
4’i 2-9
7- 6

4- 5

o-i
3*
2- 5
3- 0 

17-2 
16-1

8-1

io-g.O
8-5 

12'6 9.3
12 \ 
lH 
10-9 
io-g9.9
M
15-5

111

o-j
l'f
0'1
H
f6J

'g.O
5.6
i-5
2.5
H

j2-5
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By Mr. Monet:
Q. Mr. Knight—
The Vice-Chairman : Just one moment. Before very long I am going to 

ash the committee to go into executive session for a few minutes. It is probably 
a httle early now. I do not think it is any more than the half hour. I think 

iteen minutes would be long enough.
Mr. Lesage: It is always a little longer than we expect.

an Tice-Chairman: There is just this, that if we were to adjourn now 
, y questions could be prepared, or we could carry on for fifteen minutes and then adjourn.

Mr. Fleming : Perhaps Mr. Monet could indicate to us how long his ques
ts will last.
j Mr. Monet: My questions will not be very long. I just have a few because 

eel the report is quit complete.
Mr. Fleming: Why not take Mr. Monet’s questions now?
Mr. Monet: I have a very few questions to ask.

e . Vice-Chairman: He will not finish in fifteen minutes. He would not be 
uished in that length of time.

aUsJ^r" ^ONET: I do not think so. My questions will be short, but a few 
fibbers to some of my questions will be quite long. It may be more than 

teen minutes.
The Vice-Chairman : It is just a question of where to break.
.Mr. Fleming: Let us split it and 
ix. ^
The Vice-Chairman: All right.

to sj^r' Teeming: Let us split it and go into executive session at twenty minutes

By Mr. Monet:
Par»?' ^r- Knight, turning to page 1 of your report you say in the first

"'graph:
. This report deals with the artificial silk and nylon group of the 

Primary textile industry of Canada.
ProbahP are artificial silk and nylon grouped together?—A. Well, I think 
ray0n y one of the reasons would be that the consumer looks upon nylon and 
to pAr4.as being more closely related one to the other than perhaps the relation
thecottonrePort°r W00*’ and it seemed to be the logical place to incorporate it in

By the Vice-Chairman. , A \ WOuld have to refer,
yIr Q; Under D.B.S. reports are these held togetl 

• Chairman—
M It does not matter.

By Iff, Monet. . ,, oncxxjpt tomorrow?
Ca Q- Would you verify that tonight and be able to give 

you do it right away?
Th ~^-Chairman : I -was thinking it was probably the accepted method 

*ca,ly by now.
e Witness : I think so, yes.
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By Mr. Monet:
Q. While they are looking for that, and in order to save time, you also say 

here that some companies are manufacturers of nylon fabrics. What companies! 
if any, are manufacturers of nylon fabrics?—A. Well, I think the companies that 
would be manufacturers of nylon fabrics would be found among the 18 other 
reporting companies. I did not investigate any of those companies but I think 
probably the trade witnesses can give you pretty full details on the names oi 
the companies that manufacture nylon fabrics.

Q. Then, turning to page 2, I understand you have already explained the 
meaning of operating income, but at this stage I should like you to put this very 
clearly in the record. I should like you to repeat your definition again in.50 
far as it applies to artificial silk and nylon in your report D.—A. Operating 
income has been used as a measure of earnings instead of net profit, as operating 
income is the difference between sales and all costs pertaining to those sales 
with the exception of income tax and financial expense. Operating income is not 
the net profit available to the shareholders. Operating income may be more oi 
may be less than the net profit of the company available to shareholders.

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. How could it be less, only if you had income say from investments 0 

something not connected with this commodity which is under inquiry? Is th 
not right?—A. Yes. Operating income could be less than net profit of the coin 
pany if a large revenue was derived from a subsidiary company which would 
added to that operating income, and in which case the operating income won > 
of course, be less than the net profit.

Q. But that is the only way?—A. That is one instance. There are prob'
ably other instances. There must be many other instances where a company
would have miscellaneous revenue which it did not derive from the 
the commodity itself.

sales

By Mr. Zaplitny :
Q. May I ask if income from investments would be included in opd 

income?—A. No.
The Vice-Chairman : That is noted on page 2.

ratiflU’

By Mr. Fleviing: ,0
Q. Before we leave that point I think we should apply that statement r 

these companies. In any case in these companies is the operating income grC‘ 
than the net income or less than the net income? j,

The Vice-Chairman : Not in these cases under review. There is no sU 
instance, is there >e

The Witness: I would have to look that up. I never thought of that an&
I do not think it is.

By the Vice-Chairman: ^
Q. Do you not show here a percentage of operating income year W J 0$ 

and in every case there is a percentage?—A. It is very easy to compare. I r5l 
will take schedules D2, D3 and D4 there you have the operating income by y 
and if you will compare that for the four companies that are shown on gr 
three schedules with the net profit on schedule D8 I think that will ans 
your question.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. I was wondering what was the reason for introducing this P°^\n tb6 

that the net income might be greater than the operating income if in faC
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W1?et income?—V \V«nni-eS !,he °Perating income in each case is greater than 
xtile industry I haw !a * preParatl°n of the three reports on the basic

th mary’ report E which hf Ï USe a uniform yardstick so that in the final 
V*LC0Innnttee you will k l,been PrePared aad I believe will be submitted to 

dstick. ’ Je a de to compare one with the other on a uniform

q yhj the Vi™-Chairman:
or!iCr ^nancia^chan/J ■<U n0I" °Perating income interest on borrowed money and 
an that we mav * 6 ,me an example of those other financial charges in0t^r financial change 2t more dearly.—A. Interest on bonds would be

on'i°Wed moneV—a" 'i^ no* comprehended by the expression interest on 
• ank loans ' intcrvi^ ' °r,ms a Par* of the general scheme. You have interest 

brnc 1 has of npcp <..;+ ?n bonds, interest on notes, and loans of that nature 
?hown at the f ’5en deducted from operating income before the net

e^oiined. 00 0 Pa§e 1 on the special preliminary questionnaire, was
'Honey •°ther 
Phrad ls the'CS “hte,.........  „u

1° W,,uld k «=»,
derfidtde C>8 is void le l.rrivi"ê Hi- net profit after taxes. The figure on 
scuffed from Vnm. P,niu after taxes. Your taxes on income have been 

■'le E)g ' operating income before arriving at that figure on

i0tley is the in!i!l,i|l. charges will not account for very much. Interest on 
ase, “Jntereef ^11 ase ln that B. It is pretty well comprehended by the

Oer-o?? fhere would hpTI°I^°ney” \s ifc not?-A. Yes. In other financial
on income, for example, which would go m against

q Me. Monet:
A. r(h. I dief Jot tlî;üi^led giving your definition ?—A. I had not finished. 
blotY.Wi|l repeat the i v.+you were finished. Would you finish your definition?— 
as may be i„... Paragraph of my definition. Operating income may be 
chari°ra^ng income 18n \le P°t profit of a company available to shareholders, 

Afs which have ma,y he increased or reduced by other income and other 
1'hp f'he Vice-n ( n° ( lrect relation to the manufacture of textile products. 
Viu '^niittee ^aMA^:- This would be a good point to stop, Mr. Fleming. 

a 18 the nosoihiiu a,VJourned but will continue its deliberations in camera. 
Afr. Fléau - / ' T iat the adjournment will be until tomorrow afternoon.

Hot ]?ile Vice-0-,°' ^a^er than 11 o’clock in the morning.
>?‘°w of auv t'!RMAX: ^ es’ or later than 11 o’clock in the morning. I do

X ÎF MoZ ?J ” 7” let you know, 
hfiow. " f °an take it

aS e~ChaiRmaN:
upon myself when I know to let these gentle-

interested persons can be notified, but that is about 
n The " va“ So. F

f° be notified° ac^ourned to meet again tomorrow, June 10, 1948, at an

as We can go.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Thursday, June 10, 1948.

u The Special Committee on Prices met at 4.00 p.m., the Chairman, Hon. Mr. 
lartln, presiding.

embers present: Messrs. Fleming, Harkness, Kuhl, McGregor, Martin, 
yhank, Mayhew, Merritt, Pinard, Winters, Zaplitny.

Fabio Monet, K.C., Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.
Was ^r" H. Knight, of Knight, Trudel & Company, Chartered Accountants, 

recalled and further examined.
Witness retired.

wag j S. G. Dixon, President, Courtaulds (Canada) Limited, Cornwall, Ont., 
ccpif^d, sworn and examined. He produced, for members of the Committee, 

s answers to special preliminary questionnaire by his company.
e5carn'R ^le course of Mr. Dixon’s evidence, Mr. Knight was recalled and briefly 

lned, after which Mr. Dixon’s examination continued.
Jun^6™ P m- witness retired and the Committee adjourned until Tuesday, 

°> at 11,30 a.m.
R. ARSENAULT, 

Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons,

June 10, 1948.

tt The Special Committee on Prices met this day at 4.00 p.m. The Chairman, 
°n- Paul Martin, presided.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, will you come to order?

j, J - H. Knight, Kniglit anil Trudel, Chartered Accountants, Quebec, P.Q., 
Called :

By Mr. Monet:
°Per ■ Yesterday> ^e adjournment, you had just given the definition of 
^ income in so far as it applies to artificial silk and nylon referred to in 
y0ürt T>. Turning again to your report on page 2, in the middle of the page 
^ate that this schedule also reflects—referring to schedule D—the steady 
bra ' that has taken place during the twelve years under review, of this 

( t ^ie hnlustry. How do you account for this growth, Mr. Knight? 
of u t here are of course many factors contributing to the growth of this branch 
clllr- 0 mdustry. Among those factors we find new firms entering the field 
Sc}le(A the twelve year period under review. For example, if we look at 
haVe 11 e T>2, we see Canadian Industries nylon division starting in 1942. I also 
Tber a lgt here of seven of the eighteen firms that started during this period, 
anotl? 18 one firm that started in 1937, for example ; another firm started in 1940; 
in ]c^,r firm started in 1941; a fourth firm started in 1942, a fifth firm started 
is 0ri y a sixth firm started in 1945; and a seventh firm started in 1946. That 
soioe fa<fi°r contributing to the growth of this branch of the industry. Again, 
If yQ ° the larger firms have expanded their plant facilities during the period. 
(Ca to schedule D8 you will see, for example, that in 1938 Courtaulds

a l Limited increased their capital employed by approximately $2,000,000 
'U ?am in 1944 they did the same. Likewise we find Canadian Celanese

employed increased in 1946 from $15,000,000 to approximately^•*•9 Oaa __
and so on. Those increases in plant facilities have had a natural

?°Urse <:y ,t° increase the size and the importance of the industry. There^is of
^crpù»a third factor, the increase in the selling price over the period. These

7 - - hsx c xi_____ ______ : „ _..x

the 1X1 sale price, as you know, are shown on page 12 for three periods out-------- -- JVXXW, tAO J VVt IVHU rr , ia-^vz waavz .

'2 years. That is a general statement. ., .
to And those in your opinion, would be the three main factors contri »u mg 

^ steady Growth?__A. Yes.
th6 Mr. Lesage asked yesterday whether you would be m a position, from 
t e exainination ?ou have made to say whether the growth was approximately 

for earcimpany you ha/e investigated? If an
T> hist say so?—A. I am unable to give an answer, Mi Monet 

t)ar I- Mow again Mr Knight on page 2 of your report in the middle of the 
agraPh you sa; “it was thought that special conditions surrounding some

3613
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of the companies would nullify the value of any comparison drawn up on such 
a basis”—referring to the basis mentioned before. Are those conditions set ou 
on page 4?—A. Yes, those would be the conditions.

Q. On page 4 you have them listed from (a) to (/) inclusive?—A. In s, 
far as they affect the producers of yarn, as compared with manufacturers 0 
fabrics. j

Q. Now, Mr. Knight, I am going to ask you to turn to page 3 of your reP?-g 
where we see a table which you read yesterday, referring to schedule D. If? g 
-table, Mr. Knight, shows does it not, that Canadian Celanese Limited has t1 
largest sale over the period covered by your investigations?—A. Yes. i

Q. And it also shows that the four large companies listed there and reft'1 * 
to in your report have total sales of $297,197,000 out of $492,759,000?—A- 
adding up the first four figures in column 1 that is the total one gets. j

Q. And the difference of course would be the total sales in thousands 
dollars for the eighteen other companies reporting in answer to the questi° 
naire?—A. Yes. ^

Q. I notice, Mr. Knight, on page 3 of your report that Canadian Celan 
Limited show 29-8 per cent operating income to sales. The percentage 
considerably higher than any of the other percentages shown on the table an 
in fact more than three times the average percentage of operating income to sa 
reported by the eighteen other companies. Now, Mr. Chairman, while 
representatives of the companies will be called later to explain such a. 
operating income to sales, I would like to know from Mr. Knight if there is 
accounting significance in such a large variation in percentages as between ^ 
company and another? If there is such a significance I would like you to 
the members of the committee what it is?—A. I do not think one can Pr0^„y 
compare the percentage of operating income to sales shown by the one comp „ 
with that shown by another unless their operations and financial structure 
identical. As I have mentioned in this report the operations of these var ^ 
companies are not identical and for this reason alone it would be impr°Pe* e 
compare the operating income as a percentage of sales of say Canada Cela ^ 
Limited, which I am informed has four operations, to the operating inco® 
any other company. I will take an example. If you suppose there are j 
processes in an industry and to carry out each process requires equal cftJ ry 
investment, and in order to obtain a fair return on that capital it is nt'c.c''^o 
for the manufacturer to earn say 10 per cent on sales, then if you have tn ^ 
processes carried out by one company it will be necessary for that comp*1 
earn an operating income of 20 per cent to sales in order to obtain the 5 ^ 
return on its capital. So you see the more processes which are per forme ^s. 
one company the higher will be its operating income as a percentage to s tiS 
If you wish to make a comparison of the relative profit-ability of the va ^ 
companies, this might be more properly done from schedule D8 where tn ^ 
profit after taxes, that is the amount available to shareholders, is comp 9 
with capital employed. The ratio of operating income to sales is I helm 
useful one for this committee, provided that the comparison is made 1° ge 
same company between one accounting period and another. The table °n 
3 is given as a guide to the committee so that when one compares the °Pc|1‘|ariy 
income of each of those companies during recent years, and more pm’tm 0 
during the recent quarterly periods, one would have some idea as to w“a 
company has earned relatively to sales over a period of years. f0,ir

Q. Now you say, Mr. Knight, that you were informed this particular 
pany, the Canadian Celanese Limited, had more than one operation? Is 1 pXecV' 
to say that they have four operations?—A. I inquired into that from the 0u 
five and the operations are so highly technical that I would prefer, sir, tn 
would ask the executive to explain.
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Q- Yes, but is it a fact that Canadian Celanese Limited has more than one 
deration?—A. Yes.
. Q- And it is a fair statement to say that they have four operations?—

• I think that is a fair statement to make.
Q- As to the particular explanation for each of those operations you are 

°t competent to answer?
Mr. Winters: What does that mean? Does it mean that the company has 

°Ur different processes?
Mr. Monet: Yes, they would manufacture yarn, they manufacture fabric 

MMiat would be the others, Mr. Knight, without going into detail? Would you 
st give the four processes?

The Witness : The first is the chemical process—
Mr- Fleming: I can see we are going into some trouble.

By Mr. Monet:
w M I just wanted the witness to say there were four operations but you 

u d prefer, Mr. Knight, to leave that to the company?—A. Yes.
“q Q- Now, I would refer you to page 6 of your statement and the heading 
]e d,n^dian Industries Limited.” I see a note “nylon flakes received under 
,}j' 'iease arrangements as free issue materials.” Do you mean they are Cana- 
Ijj j War contracts or United Kingdom war contracts?—A. This refers to 

M Kingdom war contracts.
na M I'hat is information you have received from the oflicers of the com- 

^ ' A. That is correct.
iaa(lNow again on page 6 I would ask you, with respect to the comments 
t0 v, °r Courtaulds, and with respect to Canadian Industries on pages 5 and 6r 

c Cr to schedule D2 of your report?
O". Winters: Before you leave the lend-lease arrangement might I ask 

he flakes were received from?

By Mr. Monet;
Q- Can you answer that?—A. I am afraid not. 

bc y I was going to say, Mr. Winters, that the president of the company will 
Gd as a witness later and he will give you the information.

With er' Fleming: May I clear up one thing. When we were going over report B 
bef0 y • Knight, Mr. Dyde paused at the end of each division of the narrative- 
then °f 16 began the narrative on a new schedule and there was an opportunity 
quest:()r questioning. I do not wish to interrupt but there are a couple of 

l0us which I would like to ask before we leave the subject matter of D2. 
I thinu'. -Monet : As a matter of fact I would rather have that done because 
the s ^ makes for more orderly proceedings, and I will refer to the figures on 

Taules afterwards.
r- Fleming: I will wait until Mr. Monet is finished.

By Mr. Monet:
°Pera|- deferring to schedule D2 I point out to you the average percentage of 
f^rior/11! ironie to sales for Courtaulds (Canada) Limited over the twelve year 

q °t 1936 to 1947 inclusive is 12-6 per cent?—A. Yes, sir.
Tiartej. f^ now referring to schedule D5 I point out to you that for the first 
m Tw • year 1948 the operating income to sales is 18-7 per cent?— 

lf5 correct.
to get jl, Monet: I am referring to D2, and D5, Mr. Chairman, because I want 

the first quarter of 1948.
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Mr. Fleming: You are referring to the last column of D5?
Mr. Monet: Yes, which I think should be brought in at this stage? 
Mr. Fleming: Yes.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. We are dealing with D2 and it covers the first quarter of 1948. Coici^ 

back to D2, Mr. Knight, comparing the year 1947 to the year 1946 I point out . 
you that the operating income to sales was 21-3 per cent for Courtaulds (Cana) 1 
Limited in 1947 as against 6-9 per cent for 1946? Can you, from the investi? 
tion which you have made, tell the members of the committee the reasons 
such an increase?—A. There are several reasons. One reason is that Courtau ^ 
(Canada) Limited were granted an increase in their selling price on the 1st 
February, 1947. Another reason is that 1946—if you will turn to schedule V' , 
showed operating losses in the third and fourth quarters which of course resU’ 
in a low percentage for the twelve months, as reflected in D2.

v?-By Mr. Pinard:
Q. Can you tell us again when that increase was granted to the companl • 

A. Yes, on the 17th of February, 1947. re?
Q. Does that appear on page 12 in the selling prices that are listed the 

Is it reflected in one of the figures that appears there?—A. It would aPPea.ere 
this way. The selling prices which increased on the 17th of February, 1947, v ^ 
those prevailing on the 15th of September, 1947, and they are included i° 
figure of 90 cents, 92^ cents, and so forth. . ^jy

Q. I asked that because the increase seems not to be as high as to juSoJlS 
an increase in the percentage of operating income. Is that one of the v6 
why the operating income is higher?—A. There are two reasons that I ^ge 
noticed. One reason is the increase in the selling price and the other is an mcl 
in the volume of sales reported. You will see that on D5.

Q. And on D2?—A. Yes, and on D2.

By Mr. Monet: jng
Q. Are there any other reasons for the increase?—A. Not from an accoun 

point of view. 0j0t
Q. Looking again at schedule D2 for Canadian Industries Limited 1 P )6

out to you the average percentage of operating income to sales for the 
period under consideration is 18-8 per cent?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. And again referring you to schedule D5 of your report I point out 
for the first quarter of the year 1948 operating income to sales is 28-9 per cen 
A. Yes, sir. j;9d

Q. Comparing the year 1947 to the year 1946 on schedule D2, for Can ^
Industries Limited, I point out to you that the operating income in this 
25-2 per cent in 1947 as against 34-5 per cent in 1946. Can you, Mr. 
from the investigation which you have made, tell the members of the c0.ninnlain 
the reasons which would account for such a decrease?—A. One of the 
reasons is that the selling price was reduced by the company.

By Mr. Pinard:
Q. But the sales increased, though, 

volume would have increased; yes, it did.
the total sales increased?

Tiw

By Mr. Monet: .Q. Did you say one of the reasons was that the selling price increased?'" 
No, the selling price was reduced.

Q. Are there any other reasons?
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By Mr. Fleming:
Q- Was reduced by the company?—A. By the company.

By Mr. Monet:
in < V' *^re ^ere any other reasons that would explain this decrease in percentage 
An',1 °s °Perating income?—A. There is another reason that I know of. In 
cha"Jls^’ 1947, the Canadian Industries Limited, Nylon Division, began to pur- 
an nyl°n salt solution for the first time, according to their financial statement, 
and ) Polymer flake that they had been previously using ceased to be purchased 
exclui | ^ovember the company was purchasing the nylon salt solution

s0 f Could you tell the members of this committee what difference that made 
nr as the company was concerned and so far as the operating income to sales 

Unit Poncci’ned? What was the effect of this change?—A. I should like to take 
question under advisement, Mr. Monet.

N- I am just asking you whether you can say what the effect was.

By Mr. Fleming:
the that something within Mr. Knight’s knowledge or would you be getting 
exr>i '.'"urination from the company anyway?—A. It would be more clearly 

mod by the experts.
and t! . °-U "?ulcl onb’ have to go and get the information from the company 
retuJ0!1 g've it to us second hand, is that right?—A. I would have to study their 

Very carefully to see the effect. I could not do that at the time.
^SsteyCHAIRMAN

With J'i ^1°NET: You just say whether or not you can answer. I am finished 
tieotiZ* ‘edulc D2. Are there any questions to be asked by the members in con- 

10,1 with schedule D2?

By Mr. Fleming:
ICnjgm *. here are a couple of points with which I should like to deal briefly. Mr. 
W - 111 listing the factors of gross in production and total earnings of the 
*-here t C shown on page 3, you mentioned three factors. Now, Mr. Knight is 
°ti the ,0t. a, fourth factor namely, that they are actually bringing new products 
*hy aris"arket?—A. That is quite possible, Mr. Fleming. As I said when I gave 
^'Ipo^'1-' ^ gave three among many factors that I knew of from an accounting

IAN : We could ask them and you could be called back later if

i ■ iw not really available for 1 think it is clear from your report that nynce the war there hash' he development of civilian uses during the war, «n products. It is really 

a n0,(1Ulte a growth in the production of n. d is it not? A. A e?,
VW V series of uses so far as the public is concernea,

eening. tlic relative showings of
the $ffThcn you were asked some W.,ef «^.^"bLn’asked to draw any com- 
p hfferent companies. I do not think we h. 0f your study of tin
ES?» hetweeivthem, but 1 should like to askIt struck me they are 

rcaliv 1Cb these companies, can they b , jnesses are not precise „ 
Sattief!nukmg Buite different products and the ^ we have been very care
to sLhel(k are they?—A. No, and it is foi that rta

ti" Tked" figures separately in our repoi .
U iR, a.hy conclar- ^ correct, then to lump their figures in together and try to 

K. luitn j. . usion based on over-all averages because of the fact their products 
are they not?—A. Yes; on the other hand we felt it would

est to the committee to have an over-all view of this branch of the
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industry. I think we have, in our report, pointed out to the committee clearly 
the danger of trying to take these figures in bulk form. I think I have mentioned 
that on page 2 of my report.

Q. You mentioned the decreases made in the sales price of their products by 
Canadian Industries Limited. Do you know what the ceilings were on their 
products? Were they not under controls?—A. They were under control.- . - 

Q. Up to September 15, 1947?—A. That is correct ; that is the information 
I have obtained from the executive of the company.

Q. And were the ceilings uniform throughout the period until September D, 
1947?—A. That is some information I did not ask the company. ,

Q. I suppose we could get that from the Wartime Prices and Trade Board 
anyway?—A. Yes, Mr. Fleming.

Q. Do you know how many decreases there were?—A. Yes, M. Fleming) 
there were two decreases from the time when the price was first set for domestic 
sales. I make it clear there were two decreases which the company made itself- 
I mean it was not a decrease—you were referring to The Wartime' Prices and 
Trade Borad, and it was not a decrease requested by The Wartime PriceS 
and Trade Board. ,

Q. These were voluntary reductions in the sales prices of products mad1 
by the company?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Now, we will refer to schedule D3, Mr. Knight, and proceeding in 

same way I would ask you now to turn to schedule D3 which deals with tb 
Canadian Celanese Limited. I point out to you that the average percent^ 
of operating income to sales for Canadian Celanese Limited for the peri0 
referred to is 29-8?—A. Yes, Mr. Monet. r

Q. And referring again to schedule D5, for the first quarter of the yejj 
1948, the operating income to sales is 32-9 for the Canadian Celanese Limb6 ’ 
is that correct?—A. Yes, Mr. Monet.

Q. Now, I want you to compare, as we did with the other two company 
the year 1947 and 1946 on schedule D3. I wish to point out to you that t*^ 
operating income to sales was 32-7 per cent in 1947 as against 27-5 per ccn 
in the year 1946. From the investigations you have made can you make 
comment or give any reasons for such an increase?—A. The Canadian Celade".j 
Limited have reported two price increases during 1947; one on the first of AP-f 
and one on the first of September. Apart from these price increases and th 
effect on operating income I am sure there are probably other factors frofi1 
operational standpoint but I have not explored them.

By The Chairman: ^
Q. What does that mean, now? What does that statement mean?—^"v6, 

means, sir, that in companies of this nature you are constantly having impr^ure 
ments in processes which might tend to reduce your costs of manufac^ 
which would automatically increase your operating income. You would a ^ 
benefit, perhaps, from additional machinery of a modern type which ;« 
increase your production and which would also account for that, so that 1 
not just a price increase alone that could be the reason.

By Mr. Pinard: M 5?Q. In this case, there was a decrease in raw materials, too; that Jt 
a reason for an increase in the operating income, is that not correct?-^ gl)C)i 
might be correct. This table shows that the proportion of raw material ia g jp 
and such a quarter was such and such a per cent of the sales dollar, T
the previous quarter raw material was a different per cent of the sales do
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Q. And the two price increases that were granted, were they granted under 
''tilings by the government?—A. That is correct, sir.

Mr. Monet: I have no more questions on schedule D3. Are there any 
Questions by the members of the committee?

The Chairman : I do not suppose this witness knows the reason those two 
Acreages were permitted by The Wartime Prices and Trade Board?

The Witness: No.
The Chairman : We will get that, will we Mr. Monet?
Mr. Monet: Yes.
Mr. Fleming: The Wartime Prices and Trade Board will be following this 

Wltness?
Mr. Monet: Not this afternoon, but they will be here.

By Mr. Monet:
a Q- Schedule D4, Mr. Knight; I point out to you that on schedule D4 the 

'erage percentage of operating income to sales for Brack Mills Limited, for 
e Period covered is 9-4 per cent?—A. Yes. 

e Q- And referring again to your schedule D5. I point out to you that for the 
Quarter of the year 1948 operating income for Brack Mills Limited was 

° Per cent; that is correct?—A. Yes, Mr. Monet.
Lj .Q- If you compare the year 1947 to 1946 on schedule D4 for Brack Mills 

it is to be noticed is it not, that operating income to sales has been the 
G I°r the years 1947 and 1946?—A. Yes, Mr. Monet.

0j Q- And the same remark would apply to the percentage of operating income 
in 16 18 other companies referred to on D4 for the percentage of operating 

°IGe to sales for the years 1947 and 1946?—A. Yes, Mr. Monet.
“th w^ow, on page 7 of your report in the last line, there is a word used, 

r°wing”. Could you tell the members of the committee what that means? 
•Well, I believe it is the twisting of yarns but I have not explored that.
M I suppose we could get that from the people in the trade?

Chairman: What is the significance of that, Mr. Monet? 
ifcfo^. Monet: I merely wanted to have an explanation for my own

By Mr. Monet:
N°w, Mr. Knight, on page 9, would you tell the members of the 

is hj,rL tee why the percentage of operating income to sales shown on page 9 
T)] f ner in 1946 and 1947 than the average of 17-6 and 20-2 shown on schedule 
of 20.9 e same years? On schedule D1 for the year 1947 there is an average 
sho^s‘2 anrl for the year 1946 an average of 17-6, while the average on page 9 
shoWn an amount substantially larger than the average on Dl?—A. The figures 

the table on page 9 are for the four special reporting companies, 
Comp .the figures shown on schedule Dl are the consolidation of those four 

q111®8 with the 18 other reporting companies, Mr. Monet.
K°w turning to. page 10 of your report.

By Mr. Fleming:
pcricen,^118* kef°re you go to that page, that is all subject to the reservation 
*1 not tvF ffi® difficulty of bulking them together, really, for any purpose, is 
"'Offid’Knight?—À. Yes, Mr. Fleming, it depends for what purpose you 
Certain If*0 figures. If you were looking for certain information then a 

et °f figures would be applicable.
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■Q. Talking about the artificial silk and nylon group, I suppose, we had 
better not over-emphasize the group idea because they are all in very indl' 
vidualistic lines of industry?—A. Yes.

Q.
By the Chairman:

I do not understand that question and answer.H ... ...... —Having in mind °ur
purposes, what is the significance of it?—A. Well, schedule Dl shows the sales 
over the years and the percentage of operating income that has been earned 
by this branch of the primary textiles industry. There is the cotton branch and 
the wool branch. The artificial silk and nylon branch are probably more closely 
related and the companies shown in this group are probablv more closely related 
one to the other as a branch of the primary textile industry than they would 
be say, to cotton or to wool.

Hence, as we are covering the field of primary textiles we have put the»1
together under this heading but we have taken care to report to you that some
of these companies perform one operation in that they spin yarn- others spm 

’ ’ - ’ • ’ " ■ .1 J . _.„oves
theyarn and also weave fabrics and then again there is another group that weav 

the fabrics. In order to get the picture before you, we have given you * 
main schedule to show you the relative importance of this group compared with' 
shall we say, cotton and wool. Then, we have taken pains to break it down a»» 
show you the various components as we. from an accounting standpoint, have 
seen it.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. On page 2 of your report, the bottom of the page, under the head»1^ 

A, B and C, you have divided these companies and you have designated t» ^ 
as being producers of yarn only or producers of yarn and manufacturers 
manufacturers of fabrics, as you have just stated?—A. Yes, Mr. Monet. t 

Q. Turning now to page 10, of your report, Mr. Knight; I understand t 
this section of your report deals with inventories only?—A. Yes. ^,e

Q. Did you in the examinations you have made of all the returns 
questionnaire submitted to these companies find any evidence of hoarding-'''
I did not find any evidence of hoarding in the artificial silk and nylon £r° 0f 
and I think this is perhaps best exemplified by the figures shown at the f°° 
page 10. wjl!

Q. Would you like to make any comment on those figures?—A. As y°u ;r 
see, the producers of yarn have reported in the first quarter of 1948, 1 {0 
average month-end inventories were 472,000 pounds. If you would ca|"cwer 
compare those figures with those preceding it you will see that they arc e
than the other figures ; and likewise turning to the last column, those who
reported their finished goods inventories in yards, show a figure of 99 pVer 
yards; and this again was considerably less than the average maintained ^ 
those two years. The situation as indicated over a longer period is sho" 
schedule D6, which gives you a comparison. . uCb

Q. But I notice in the last quarter of 1947 manufacture of fabrics is n^])9t
larger for the fourth quarter than it was for the third; is that correct?— ,er9ge 
is correct. This figure I might say, of course, is still less than the »v _,9r 
inventories maintained at these companies in 1939, which was the Pre 
period. There, as you will see at the top of the table on page 10, the »v 
inventories of these reporting companies showed 1,936,000 yards. ?/A-

Q. And that is all the companies to which this questionnaire was sen - 0f 
No, it is only the 4 special reporting companies we requested to give det , 
their inventories. These totals were called for by years for the 12 years, » 
months for the 27 months. cn n°

Q. And you are satisfied from your examination that there has b 
hoarding?—A. That is right.
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j . Q- Now, I would like to refer you to page 12, of your report, but before 
. °ln8 so I have one question to ask: My question relates to schedule D5, and 
0 a point which I would like to have you clear up for us. I wish to point out to 

that for the overhead for the last quarter for the year 1946 for Courtauld’s 
Canada) Limited was 55-4. Is that correct?—A. Yes.

Q- This seems to be considerably higher than for any other of the previous 
r ai'ters, and as compared to any quarters for the year 1947, and also for the 

quarter of 1948. Would you have any comment to make with regard to
Limited ?-

first
th‘S station—this applies only to Courtauld’s (Canada) Limited?—A. Well, 

is 55 • 4 represents the percentage of sales, and if you will observe the first line 
■ u will see that the sales in the third and fourth quarters were considerablyleg; than in any of the other quarters reported, including 1948. In any business, 
0'f 8 customary for overhead to continue if you have decreases in sales which are 
j va temporary nature. I have enquired from the executive of the company and 
of ,?s informed that during these two quarters they were unable to procure one 
had lr k&sic raw materials as the supplier who was providing this raw material 
av ..a strike at that time; and, consequently, not having sufficient raw material 
ovp1) I0 Pr°duction was not able to continue at the normal rate ; sales fell and 
at ead> which as I have explained, for temporary periods generally remains 

ue same figure, is reflected in a higher percentage at that time, 
pi- Now, you have no other comment to make on this question?—A. No. 

the • Page 12, of your report—this is the part of your report wdiich gives 
l947Un't selling price on three specific dates—January 1, 1942, September 15, 

> and April 1, 1948—is that correct?—A. Yes.
'i- I notice that these prices vary from one date to another. Have you°bt.

ch 'a,ned information
prices vary 

as to the date of these changes and the amount of the
Cf??-—A. Yes, I wrote a letter to the chief executive officer of each of the

the
companies on the 21st of May, 1948. I will read this form letter to you.r\ v.

e yi- *es.—A. This is addressed to each of the four companies: Dear Sir—on 
§epfpC :'^dule that is in your return you have set forth as of January 1, 1942, 
■"-the tu 15) 1947 and April 1, 1948, the selling price of the following products 

0 Vlave listed the products of that firm—would you please—-
Pardon me; those are the products to which you referred in your report?

Yes.
f ^ave you one of them?—A. Yes—would you please advise me by return 

Corpn° the date and amount of each change in selling price for each of these 
Q° Ttre? Yom January 1, 1942 to the date of this letter.
0 was dated?—A. The 21st of May.

tfie8e ‘ yould you summarize for each company the date and the amount of 
vdustyriCe phanges?—A. Yes. The first one I have in my files is Canadian 
fiave u 1Ps Limited, and they show the selling price for the 30 denier yarns which 
Price w°en roported, and the 40 denier yarns and the 70 denier yarns—there the 
9rices f.8 s^own as having been established at $5.20 by the rayon administrator. 
PLtobrJ61'6 established in March of 1945 which were in effect up to the 1st of 
LHq x.,i’ ^9^5, and from the 1st of October, 1945, to the 15th of December, 
7-24- n it was $3.55; the 10th of December, 1946 to the 2nd of June. 1947,
(llfferént1P, 3r.d of June to date, $3.17. That is more or less a yardstick for the 
1. 0 rp niers reported by that company.
touted °xTw^at company are you referring now?—A. Canadian Industries 
nf^Uarv i lon Li’visiou- Courtauld’s (Canada) Limited: on the 1st of 
9 e Pripl,’ , 49> the prices were decreased bv 2 cents a pound; that is to say, 
4 cents 0 wllich you see is at the 1st of January, 1942; that was decreased by 

q a Pound.
Won+l!?Wing January 1, 1942?—A. That is correct. Following February 1, 

116 Varioi down> and on the 1st of February, 1947, prices were increased for 
18 commodities reported, the prices varying from 10-5 cents a pound
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to 15 cents a pound. Then on the 1st of January, 1948, there seems to have been 
a sort of revision of prices in that there were four decreases on reel skeins which 
averaged about 3 to 4 cents a pound and an increase on two of the dates o 
1 cent for one and half a cent a pound on the others. These prices have been 
amended both up and down in amounts equivalent to those that I have stated-/ 
then on the 1st of April, 1948, an increase of 5 cents was promulgated by m 
company and that price has remained in effect since that date to the date 0 
my letter wdthout change. ,

Q. When you say 5 cents a pound, do you mean 5 cents a pound on each 0 
the commodities listed in your report or on some of them?-—A. No. I n108,, 
5 cents a pound on each of the commodities listed in my report. That 5 cen a 
a pound is included in the figure which you see there on page 11. .

Q. It is included in the additions you have made to your report?—A. Th 
is right. The 95 cents includes—

Q. The 5-cent increase?—A. Yes.
Q. 100/40 Mattesco, the 97 cents includes also the 5 cent adjustment-"' 

A. Yes.
Q. And so on for all the articles mentioned there?—A. Yes.
Q. Are you in a position to say, following the information you have 

that the prices mentioned in your report as of April 1, 1948, for the 
commodities there mentioned are the actual prices?—A. Those are t 
which were prevailing on the date I wrote my letter, the 21st of May. g

Q. Have you got any other prices to give the members of the comm1 
for the other companies?—A. Canadian Celanese reported that following l^n 
prices shown on the 1st of January, 1942, for lingerie taffeta they had « 
increase on the 1st of April. This increase was from 46 cents a yard to 9 
cents a yard on the lingerie taffeta. io47?

Q. You said on the 1st of April—what year?—A. The 1st of April, 1 e
Q. Correct.—A. On the same dates- similar increases apply to dress f -n 

and to lining. Then on the 1st of April, 1948, there was a further increase 
price from the 1st of September price.

Q. The 1st of Septmeber, 1947?—A. Yes. .
Q. And you say there was an increase from the April 1, 1948, Price '

gathered' 
different 

he PrlceS

A. Yes. _ ^ jjgut
Q. Can you give us the amount of the increase?—A. Yes, it îs 3 

5 per cent. (rC,-je
Q. And dress crepe is the one you referred to?—A. It applied to bn° 

taffeta, dress crepe and linings. ^ore
Q. Was the increase in the same proportion for each one of them?—A- ' ts, 

or less. On dress crepe actually the price rose from 70 cents to 721/4 ,0^y
which is a little bit less than 5 per cent; but on all the others it was apP 
mately 5 per cent. . , you

Q. And that is the information you got in reply te a letter to whicn
have just referred?—A. Yes. -A- jsfo-

Q. Are you aware of any increases having been made since then?—'^"Ojlls 
Q. What about the last four companies?—A. Brack Mills—Bruck ^ 0p

have shown variations in price over the period. Their dress crepe whichsir urees crepv jp
the 1st of January, 1942, was shown at 70 cents, was reduced to 6&Ms of 
September of 1942. The next price change was an increase on the - (,nts- 
February, 1947. A further increase on the 21st of June, 1947, to 86 
An increase on the 15th of November, 1947, to 95 cents ; and it has reff> gr; 
at that price until the date of my letter. I say until the date of my 
I mean, this is the price which was prevailing at the date of my letter, ^y, 

Q. Are you aware of any increases since then?—A. I am not aware ^ jp 
Their dress crepe, shown in January of 1942 at 7214 cents, was rcf U< \gi&> 
September of 1942 to 65 cents ; was increased on the 13th of February,
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66 cents and on the 28th of January, 1947, it was increased to 69 cents; on 
1947 February- 1947, it was increased again to 79-5 cents ; and on June 31, 
t, ,1’ it was increased to 84-5 cents; on the 1st of April, 1948, it was increased

pi .Mr. Monet: That is all the questions I have to ask Mr. Knight, Mr.
^"airman.
ref Mr- Mayhew: The figures on page 12, in the last column to which you 

tarred seem to be different than the ones 1 have before me. Have they been
Greeted?

The Witness: Yes..
a, Mr. Monet: If you will allow me, that was explained yesterday to a supple- 
0f fi Page 12, which you have there. The prices which you have on the left 
Me!.0 Pa^e are correct. The prices listed on page 12, on April 1, were the 
is tl' ? ■ t were for the period ending March 31; so that the price at April 1 

le (>ne you see on the addition, the supplement which has been entered there. 
Mr. Mayhew: I noticed they did not check with the statement.

By Mr. Zaplitny:
8tat M Referring to page 6, the second paragraph of that page, the following 
cogent was made: “Over-all reductions in the material, labour, and overhead 
of .1 °f the sales dollar have been offset by successive increases in that part 
clu ■ v Saies dollar represented by operating income.” Can we draw the con- 
tic^ "n$ Rom that statement that in most cases where the actual cost of produc
tif (,n product went down, due to lower cost of labour, overhead, and 
fc(jUp that the advantage was absorbed by operating income rather than by 
Sales (‘! Pr*ee of the finished product?—A. Actually the components of cost on a 
aaj P°Uar basis are percentages of the final figures reflected by the returns, 
PerCee,a T where you have in one period a percentage of overhead to sales that 

'age ,n'ght be higher in the next period and, as a percentage to sales, it 
or j.p(, n,,t be a percentage to the same sales. The sales might have increased 
°f tllcU,CtM and the operating income might have increased or reduced. The share 
ConSllt Ootjsumer sales dollar is reflected and the share of operating income in the 

Q11 riS ^°bar at a specific date is reflected by these figures, 
b a s| 11 page 7, in the second paragraph below the table on that page there 

Yp/tement made which is similar to the one which I have just quoted ?-1 es.
a9(l There again it is stated “that the successive reduction of raw materials 
(Teraq' .a<4 as a share of the sales dollar has been offset by the increase in 
Parana ", income.”—A. I think you must read along with that the following 
lag per-P 1 which states “As selling prices have increased in each of the suceed- 
sderati(°l :S "bich have been compared above on a sales dollar basis, due con
ges musfc be given to the decreasing quantity of goods represented by the 
Hat h°bar.“ -That, tied in with the preceding paragraph, gives a clear view of
«^?:'H«tSYe™keLP,o"5-al. evidence1 in the process of «ring this 
hr,,,]'"‘ras to show that an attempt was made to lower prices of j!eJ 
V? m lino or at the same time that the cost of production went doun, or

lUe Ira- 1■ i ' v'* civ me aauic time uu

H tvhc,;end“ncy to absorb that difference into operating income? I mean to 
1 tin. 10r the sale price of the finished product was a reflection in each case 

lr's . (T production of the product or was there a tendency to absorb that 
cl u- that' fmto °Pcrating income instead?—A. I think that probably you could 
Ja'cqlt j I0IP the figures submitted. To make a general statement would be 

f>1'>od if you take any one specific period and study the figures of that
Cl)"ld more easily perhaps discuss it.
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Q- It would not be the same in the case of every company?—A. No. 
Q. It would vary from company to company?—A. Definitely.

By Mr. Pinard:
Q. In this case you are dealing with Canadian Celanese Limited onlyy" 

with respect to the two paragraphs which Mr. Zaplitny quoted?—A. Yes, in 
that instance we are dealing with Canadian Celanese Limited. .,

Q. Would you add anything to what you said previously, that you c°u, 
not draw a conclusion because there might be numerous companies?—A. I tin® 
perhaps in the discussion with Mr. Zaplitny I was off on another tangeD ' 
Perhaps you would repeat the question?

Mr. Zaplitny: You mean the last question which I asked?—A. ^cS|
pleaSe- . . . „nV

Q. The last question was whether there would be a variation from conip" _
to company in the tendency to absorb the advantage of lower cost of product11’
into operating income rather than to reflect it in lower selling prices. Y
answer was that it would vary.—A. I think the tendency would be to vary >r0
company to company.

V

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Those companies might be operating under quite different conditj0!1®’ 

having regard to the fact that their production is different?—A. More cspecia 
in artificial silk and nylon.

Q. Yes, because those arc relatively new industries?—A. Yes, I think w° . - 
say that when we see the new companies which have come into production dm 
the period. ..^

Mr. Zaplitny: On page 8 there is a table at the bottom of the page 
three headings, “pre-war period 1936-39’’, “pre-price control period * , 'iH)ur 
“price control period 1942-47”, and there appears to be a reduction in the m 
figure and the overhead.

The Chairman: And an increase in the price?

By Mr. Zaplitny: re
Q. Yes, and also an increase in the operating income. I wonder d ^ 

could be some explanations given as to why, in view of the reduction in the c 
ponent costs of labour, and overhead being lower, the price was not reduced - ^ 9 
a result the operating income was much higher.—A. I imagine that would 
matter of company policy.

Q. Perhaps. You would not be in a position to explain that? 0f
Mr. Pinard: All these explanations should be given by the officClS 

each company?
The Witness: Yes. 9H
The Chairman : If there are no further questions, Mr. Monet, will y°u 

the next witness?
Mr. Monet: Before Mr. Dixon is sworn, I would like to distribute a 

of the questionnaire. There is no annual report of the company.
Mr. Pinard: Did you say there is no annual report?
Mr. Monet: It is a private company.
The Chairman : At this time I would like to point out to the commit 

the two remaining companies which had not answered the original que~n° , jre, 
have sent wires to us. In the case of the Cookshire Woollen Mills, t 00 " flic 
Quebec, they say they will send their complete report within ten .^^'..pio1’ 
Trenholmville Woollen Mills of Richmond, Quebec have advised the infoi>
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ÿquired will be supplied in about ten days with a letter explaining their delay, 
'he wires are both dated June 3. All companies have now acknowledged the 
Sec°nd request made by the committee.
• Mr. Monet: Mr. Chairman, I was just saying that the questionnaire which 
ls being distributed is the questionnaire sent to Courtaulds and all other com
panies referred to in Mr. Knight’s report A. In the cotton group it was 
'"entioned this questionnaire would be distributed to the members of the com
mittee for reference but it was not necessary to print it as it "as puielv a 
’'•'Petition of the report.

ah,i Mr. Shirley G. Dixon, President, Courtaulds (Canada) Limited, called 
1 sworn :

By Mr. Monet:
(n„ What is your occupation, Mr. Dixon?—A. President of Courtaulds 

an,ada) Limited.
And your address?—A. 3236 Westmcunt Boulevard, Montreal, Quebec. 

Waii ^he head office of Courtaulds (Canada) Limited is where?—A. Corn- 
Ontario.

Mr. Pinard: Is that the head office for Canada? 
be Witness: It is a Canadian company.

By Mr. Monet:
bcar(V, Mr. Dixon, I understand that you have been here and that you have 

report by Mr. Knight on the manufacturing of artificial silk and nylon
(|)C<u M wbich certain information was supplied by your company? 

ÎQi^t Have you any comments to make on the report submitteiyou any
':oln, —A. It seems to me the report i 

P?ny is concerned.

—A. Yes. 
eport submitted by Mr. 

very completely fair in so far as my
/X V i Ullt Clllt-U.

Mi t , A* far as the report is concerned you have no comments to make?—A. 
’1 do n -• inot think so.

. By Mr. Pinard: 
sU\tC],; ^ an I at this stage ask the witness whether he would comment on the
^ich >n* which appears at page 6 of the report in the second paragraph, in 
'%] n ls said that “the over-all reductions in the material, labour, and over- 

Pa.i‘t .0j.lnjcnt of the sales dollar have been offset by successive increases in that 
!^i‘e |() ; be sales dollar represented by operating income?” Would the witness 

tc * us why there was no reflection to the consumer of those reductions 
a 'His., 'uaterial and labour?—A. Mr. Pinard, I think you are working under 
1 Q ^prehension.

(O ! am just reading the comment-?—A. I know, but the explanation has 
t at up)en- The cost at all times was increasing. There is no question but 
Me Sj 0Vlr cost was increasing and the material costs were increasing. At no 

’c up pfi 1942 have costs been on the down grade ; they have always been on

11 ^ if I refer to tin
V §• The

Cc^asi
yJ'itig l>Ul' cost of labour, and your cost of raw materials were both increasing 

1 see Period?—A. Yes, at all times. If you will look at exhibit D7 you
mean. At the top of the first page—

deov “u,percentage was decreasing?

illcomment— —A. Those are percentages in

A. The percentage of the sales dollar
^ Q. Y(a_sing but the cost of making a pound of rayon was not decreasing.

See what i 
2
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Mr. Monet: Pardon me, may I interrupt? I think it is important at th 
stage to have identified certain samples. These samples have been submit ^ 
to counsel but sufficient are not available for distribution to the members, 
wish these, if not to be filed as exhibits, to be at least identified so that when ' 
refer to the articles listed in this report we will know what we are talking abo 
Would you identify these articles and then answer Mr. Pinard’s question- 

The Witness: It will take just a moment. There arc six bobbins wit1 
couple of ounces of material on each bobbin. t0

Mr. Pinard: I would like to get some general comment with respect 
my question?

The Witness: If you will let me do one thing at a time I will do be 

By Mr. Monet:
Q. You may answer Mr. Pinard, I just interrupted because I wanted to

have these articles identified. They may be referred to later in your evidc0^Q 
—A. If you will look at schedule D7 and take the first item, 100 demer ,,v 
filaments, bright viscose rayon yarn on cake cones, you will see that at '^anl^rgt 
1. 1942, it cost us 56 cents to produce it. That figure is given in the ^ j 
column; on September 15, 1947, it cost us 75 cents to produce it; as at Aln 
1948 it cost us 72 cents to produce it.

Q. A little decrease there?—A. A little decrease there. no*1
Q. Could you give us a breakdown of this to show by what pv°P<l|.).0lii 

labour increased or decreased?—A. It is very easy to put it this way that j. 
1936 to 1948 our labour costs, our labour rates have increased by 132 P£!,. ps 
I think I could give you the total wage bill in a minute. The wage hi 
risen from $1,675.000 in 1936 to $3,526,000 during 1947. . ,

Q. How can you reconcile those comments you have made wn ‘ 
statement made by the accountant which I read on page 6 of the 1 y^jal, 
I cannot understand why it is stated there was an over-all reduction in [)0t 
labour and overhead during the period of time from 1939 to 1947? > t|,ei'f
understand how you can reconcile those reductions which are mentioned ^ie,f 
with what you have just stated. In other words, according to yoU\ raW 
seems to have been a steady increase in labour and a steady increase 11 
material, in all component parts of cost?—A. That is right. , reflSc

Q. While it is stated here there was a decrease?—A. There was a 1 ^ f0st 
in the percentage of the sales dollar which is a totally different thing fr01

By Mr. Winters:
IdQ. The only way you could reconcile what is stated on page 6 wou poj 

there had been a disproportionate increase in operating income which ^4/ 
borne out by schedule D7?—A. Bear this in mind that between 1946 an^e ^ 
there was an increase of something over 3,000.000 pounds of yarn II1.a 
sold; that affects your sales dollar very vitally. I think you are not 
something which is comparable.

By Mr. Fleming: l-in$'j!
Q. Are not the questions and answers at cross purposes? One is ?P(‘r(4fit'v, 

terms of an absolute increase and the other is speaking in terms of a gfw 
increase in percentages?—A. This is an increase in the percentage of 
dollar which does not very vitally concern the company.

By Mr. Pinard: n fr°^
Q. This would have been prepared from some figures which were ta^(je d1' 

the company's reports?—A. There is no doubt of that. Mr. Knight 1 
up from our own figures.
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Q- inch you stated are correct?—A. Oh, yes. 
a Q- Then, the percentage is based on the figures you supplied to the 
ltl '’Uutant. If those figurés are true, there should have been a reduction in the 
are lTla^ labour and overhead, but you have stated there was not.—A. No, you 
con ^ ian»‘nS your proportions, Mr. Pinard. It is the sales dollar, but it does not 

eern the cost of making a pound of yarn.
hav The Chairman: What we really want to know is whether the selling prices

gone up more than costs ; that is what we are after.
By Mr. Pinard:

,Q- Exactly, but the witness answers it might be due to volume the percentage 
eX|)! (‘°U'n. I do not understand that at all and I cannot accept it as an 
thei.ai]at*on °f what the accountant says at page 6. Somewhere in these figures 
and . *° be something to prove there has 'been a decrease in material, labour

overhead?—A. That is proven by schedule D7. 
exCe. f d° not think so. You just stated that schedule D7 showed an increase, 
c<mt H . fbe last period when there is a slight decrease?—A. As I say, the 

Q*y is proven by schedule D7.
* es, I would feel that the contrary appears to be the case. It says here :

Over-all reductions in the material, labour and overhead content of 
the sales dollar have been offset by successive increases in that part of the 

jn >a*es dollar represented by operating income.
tint n,C? Wor<fs, it has been successive and constant. It is for that reason I do 
Would '"T-stand how, in the face of that statement made by the accountant you 

it ■ * say there was no decrease in labour, material and overhead. I do not
iticreoc!8 n°f true.—A. I say I differ from that. I say there was a very seriousrease.

By Mr. Winters:
fu what?—A. In the cost of labour and in the cost of material. 

q By Mr. Zaplitny:
tiotiap, that is not a proportionate increase?—A. Not necessarily propor- 

t am saying there was an actual increase for which we had to write a 
^ ‘ the end of the month.

lllpant V Tinard: I wonder if Mr. Knight could, at this stage, tell us what heant by 
The that because the witness lias referred to schedule D5?

*1
U" ^Hairman : I think it is of importance.
^ 1 Pt V Anrx . txr l 1 I • 1

th
h’rxARn: We need some explanation because I do not understand that.

e starV 0XET: Perhaps the witness could reconcile the wording on page 6 with 
a\htee y'°ut he has just made and make it clear to the members of the com- 
vifh jj. "u have heard the statement read from page 6, and you say you agree
a" C^UpaniXARD: is an important statement because it is made concerning

hl: It is a matter of interpreting this statement.
Q ^Br. Monet:

t/hi the y°u reconcile the statement on page 6 with which you have agreed, 
d() that atement you have just made?—A. No, I have not the figures here 

The p
it , *Iairman: I think it is up to Mr. Knight to explain it.
1 n0vvo * Ioxet: Shall we recall Mr. Knight? Do you wish him to explain

The pjj
'k-U-y,, 1virman: He could intervene to explain it now.
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E. H. Knight, of Knight & Trudel, Chartered Accountants, Quebec» 
P.Q., recalled.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Could you explain what you meant by this statement made on pagÇ J 

Mr. Knight? Could you explain what you meant by this statement commencing 
“Over-all reductions in the material, labour and overhead content—” and so o 
to the end of the paragraph?—A. If you will turn to page 5, you will see 
the average for the pre-war years reflects operating income as 5-2 per cent ‘ 
the sales dollar and the average for the war years, 1940 to 1945, is 14-4 per C5L 
of the sales dollar. In the post-war period of 1946 and 1947, the average is 
per cent of the sales dollar. Hence, the remark on page 6.

By Mr. Pinard:
Q. In other words, what you meant in your report, if I understand correc ^ 

is that there appears to be on the books of the company a reduction for hmc 
from 33-3, for instance, in the pre-war years to 28-1 in the war years and

the Pje; 
•atn^a little increase to 29-4, and that this reduction which appears from 

war years and the war years has been offset by an increase in the operayy" 
income ; is that correct?—A. I want to make it very clear. It could quite ea 
have happened that a man on the payroll of this company in 1936 had a 1 
rate of, let us say, 75 cents per hour and that pay rate was constant during ^ 
1936 to the 1939 period. Now, that same man might, in the war years, lyu^r 
1943, have received $1 per hour, but because the selling price went up 
than his pay went up, so far as this company was concerned, the relation 0 
dollar of pay to the sales went down. 5e

Mr. Winters: That is what we said, there was a disproportionate i°c 
in the operating income.

Shirley G. Dixon, President, Courtaulds (Canada) Limited,

By Mr. Zaplitny:
Q. May I just ask a question, Mr. Chairman? Would it be correct_ 

other things being equal, an increase in the operating income means an m 
in the net profit of the company?

Mr. Pinard: Not necessarily.
The Witness: Other things being equal.

y,

sc

By Mr. Zaplitny: ^
Q. Other things being equal, an increase in the operating income 

increase in the net profit of the company?—A. Yes. As I-see it, operating ^IU' 
is simply the residue, what is left after you paid your taxes. It has been r*1 
defined in Mr. Knight’s report, but it is not the operating income on 11 vO1*1 
dollar that is going to determine what you are going to be able to Pa- 
shareholders. ^

The Chairman : Is there any figure which shows us what the over-1 
profit or net profit of the company is and the cost of operation?

Mr. Monet: Yes, they arc all there, Mr. Chairman.

By Mr. Monet: it \ f'jj
Q. Looking at schedule D-8, you will sec the net profit. It is uP°ï-)ii-4 "-"r 

going to question the witness now. Mr. Dixon, I note from schedule J 
to start on schedule D2 so I can make it very clear—your operating m 
1947 was 21 -3 of sales; is that correct?—A. That is right.
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C Q- And on schedule D8 I note that the return on capital for your company 
01 the same year, 1947, was 7-6; is that correct?—A. That is right.

Q. Would you tell the members of the committee first, what deduction must 
e made from the operating income which, I understand, is quite different from 

in'! net Profit) will you say what deduction must be made from the operating 
.^onie before arriving at a net profit after taxes?—A. Well, the main deduction 

. H'st a little over 40 per cent for His Majesty in income taxes. Right away, 
a takes 8 per cent from that 21 figure.

Q- From the operating income?—A. That is right. 
ar Q- Is there any otiier deduction that must be made?—A. Well, the others 
id!] n°*: *-00 serious. In our case, in the case of Courtaulds, we had a eonsider- 
a c a,nount of money invested in government bonds awaiting the building of 
com? faetory and those bonds have not paid us anything like the income we 
tin*! jlave earned if we had been able to manufacture with that money. So 
hv re an adjustment there, and I think the difference is explained in just the 

0 things.

Mr. Winters:
lab ^"he only operating expense not included in operating income is your 

materials and overhead ; isn’t that right? All the other deductibles are 
v,.„,Ufled in operating income. That is the way it is defined here?—A. What did
i0ü jay? What is that?
lab,, ’ ^ say the only expense not included in operating lnwnie as defined here is 
oveil!U' materials and overhead?—A. No, no; those are all included in operating 
does1Ca( . handling expenses and so on are included. The net operating income 
loss' n''t delude financial expenses, income tax and revenues on investments, and 

q profit on sales investments.
(low F AH' the way through this statement the sales dollar has been broken 
thgj. . Under four headings; material, labour, overhead and operating income ; 
ftiate !>r,0> the only item of expenses not included in operating income are labour. 

s and overhead?—A. Oh. yes; but your real financial problems are not 
that way. '

finajJ- , ^now, but there is nothing else in here according to this.—-A. Well, the 
lal item is not included.

in t]Hy Ao. What I mean is this ; the normal rank and file of business people 
npera,.Country take labour, material and certain markups, which includes other 

,exPenses. Now, the only operating expense you have included in 
QlnS income is overhead.—A. I know that.

°vorhp. ! 1 r’J the other expenses are still to come out of operating income, except 
> , <;h Fhat is the way the statement shows it. 

nient 2 ^toNET: The definition of operating income will be found on state-

ip1!' pixard: That is what Mr. Winters said, there is another item.
Pperntf ^VTNEss: The figures shown under operating income there just read : 
lnConleng jnpome before inventory reserves and taxes on income. Add : other 
nperafij, dividends from subsidiary companies, investment and other non-

income—
a ^'J Mr. Winters:

'ave ; A'1 right, what are the other major items of operating income which you 
’Aplain jUd°d other than material, labour and overhead?—A. I have just 
1)11 capjj.' ^ at there is only income tax and this question of what we earned 

Q A1. ^ which was directly employed in the business.
Air v arC ta^'ng about the same thing then.—A. Yes.

' inters : I was just trving to relate it back to this same statement.
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The Chairman: It seems to me, Mr. Monet, if we could concentrate for t*ie 
time being on the profit after taxes figure for 1947 and use that as a basis l01 
your examination, you see we might be able to get this picture clear.

Mr. Monet: I know, Mr. Chairman ; but the way the report has been ma<le> 
and I think it should have been made as it was, they are showing the percentage’ 
of operating income that appears from their charges; and that is what I n!1^ 
dealing with now—that I think it is far from being as large an operating ineon^ 
as the company might have wanted ; but so that there might be no misundcr 
standing I want the witness to explain what becomes of the difference betv?ee 
operating income and net profit which goes to the shareholders. That was t1 
basis of the questions I was directing to the witness, Mr. Chairman, I t*1111 
we should have that explanation.

By Mr. Monet: t
Q. Now, Mr. Dixon, would it be proper to say that following the ^ 

answer you gave as to the deductions from operating income that have to 
made that the shareholders in this particular year of 1947, speaking of y°\ 
company only, that you obtain a return of 7-6 per cent, which was the 11 
profit to capital it was necessary for your company to establish a selling FT. 
for your product that produced an operating revenue of 21-3 per cent?—A- * ^ 

Q. What would you consider a fair rate of return on capital invested >n ^ 
industry like yours?—A. Well, we cannot keep modem unless we can earn 
per cent ; and that is based on paying 6 per cent to our shareholders and keep1 C 
4 per cent to provide against obsolescence, which the government does 11 
allow us to provide for.

The Chairman: You said to keep the business—what?
The Witness: To keep the business modern. ^
The Chairman: Oh, I see, to keep the business modern, and you 0 

earned 10 per cent in one period, 1941?
The Witness: That is right, and we have not kept our business model11 •

By Mr. Monet: r
Q. What do you mean by keeping the business modern?—A. Providing j| 

taking out machines as they wear out. You see, we are still spinning in Cor11''^ 
with the same type of machine that we used 25 years ago. At the present 1 . ^ 
there are machines available, if you have the money to pay for them, " 1 
make a distinctly better yarn and probably a little better type. . ^g

Q. You say you turn your machines in------- A. I say we were
with the same type of machine that we were spinning with in 1925, but 1 
have been certain minor improvements made.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Is not a fact, Mr. Dixon, that in recent years there have been ^ 

and rapid technological changes resulting in improvements in product101 f, 
products?—A. Definitely. .

Q. And resulting in very rapid obsolescence of machinery?—A. 0,n,.ciniS 
pany is faced today with $10,000,000 that we should spend on reP ' 
machinery. We are not in a position to spend it at the moment.

By Mr. Pinard: ;n
Q. When you talk about a 10 per cent return, what do you tfl 

account so far as wages are concerned? What is your comment (|^ay 
—A. We pay the highest wages in the industry. Our average wage 
$1.05 an hour, men and women.

to
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By Mr. F
, Q- Speaking of obsolescence, and repair and maintenance of equipment, 
|i°es the country allow you to take accounts in income tax and excess profits 
,ax of obsolescence?—A. They do not allow us anything for obsolescence. They 
a °w io per cent depreciation on machinery and 2-£ per cent on buildings. But 
Nothing for obsolescence.

By The Chairman:
Q- Assuming what you say about keeping the property modern ; assuming 

lat to be the case, and I have no doubt that when you say it is, it is—but I 
J *t want to invite your attention to this; having in mind that this is an 

normal period with an inflationary tendency there is an obligation on the part 
• e very one to see if we cannot get that down ; and the significant figure to me 
*** so much your percentage of net profit on capital—that is significant in 

47. The significant figure is the figure of net profit after taxes, which in that 
j 'is the highest in the whole history of your company since 1936.—A. That 
" S1gnificant in one respect, Mr. Chainnan ; but in another, not at all.

Q- In what respect is it not? Remember what my question was. I said, 
a ,er a long term I can understand the importance of net profit to capital, over 
a],(°n§ term; but having in mind the character of the period right today, that we 
tli i'n an inflationary period when it is a necessity for everyone to get down to 
lowest possible level ; is not the significant figure your net profit after taxes in 
itl whieh was the largest since 1936?—A. If I might be allowed to say that 
\Ve | we produced 15,679,000 pounds of yarn, which was 1,600,000 more than 
Pul i'ad ever produced in our history before. Now then, I am very glad of a 
i’os>1C !learing to pay tribute to our labour. Our labour was at least half 
yea <>nSible ^ur doing this. They have co-operated splendidly in the last two 

's- We have paid for it in dollars and they have paid us in production. 
tW(| lave been able to make certain mechanical improvements. But it is these 
for fi ln§s) at least as much as the increase in price, which have been responsible 
Tie *'a(‘i that we are beginning to earn a modest return in 1947 of 7-6 per cent.

‘ ls still not an adequate return, in my opinion. 
di0\v*' Well, it is higher than any other period but one.—A. I know, but it just

Ton what we have been up against for these 25 years.
fluct -■ *to you not think 7 per cent is a good return?—A. Not in a business that 
basi„ • 8 as ours fluctuates. After all, the Bell Telephone Company on a utilityS lg guaranteed 8 per cent.

tty Mr. Monet:
diouu '* *10n Mr. Dixon, taking the answer you gave a few minutes ago, that you 
cent. n |nake at least 10 per cent; I take it then that in order to get this 10 per 
the 2] °o Pr°Ht you would have to have an operating income much higher than 

o per cent you have shown for 1947?—A. Yes. 
realis'dAnd what do you figure then would have to be the operating income 
Per Cejl 4he 10 per cent you have referred to?—A. I suppose about another 6 

u on operating would do it,—6 or 7 per cent. I haven’t worked it out. 
cent, t] Afnd ^ y°u were able to get your earnings up to a net profit of 10 per 
Io t]^e would be returned to the shareholders?—A. Yes,‘it would be returned 

Q s.lareWders. It would not all be paid out to them.
Tl per |u saying that you would have to have an operating profit of around 

('tnW—A. Yes—around 27 per cent.
' Winters: You mean operating income, dq you not?

Monet: Operating income, yes.
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By Mr. Mayhew:
Q. What is your sales relationship to capital employed ; in other words, ho" 

often do you turn your capital over?—A. In the case of a business like ours t''8 ' 
takes about a year and a half to turn our capital over. Last year it drop!’1'1 
from the peak year, 1947, but we still had something over $11,00.0,000 ; and " 
employed pretty nearly $19,000,000 to do it. That is one of the reasons why " 
feel we have to get a higher return.

Mr. Mayhew: I think the committee have been dealing with some ot!'el 
types of business where they turn their capital over seven or eight times a yca1'

Mr. Monet: Referring to schedule D-5, the first quarter of the current y('al’ 
1948—

The Chairman : Are we finished with D-8?
Mr. Monet: I have a question to ask there for the first quarter. It has (l 

do with the increase in price as of April 1.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. You have an operating income of 18-7 per cent for the first quartet 

1948?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, this is a larger operating income than for the majority of the 

years, and larger than the average operating income you have earned, is it not ■
A. That depends on how far back you average it. Mr. Monet. If you com],illt.j.c 
to 1946, it certainly is very much larger. In 1946, we had a caustic soda sW^, 
in this country, and you will notice that our sales dropped in the second dllil1 ^ 
from 2.323,000 to 1,650,000 in the third quarter ; and then they were at 1,302» 
in the fourth quarter, and we had an operating loss. jte

Q. But it would still be larger average operating income to sales for 
a "few years back, would it not? If you refer to statement D-2, at least 
1941 ?—A. Yes, that is right. . ^,e

(j. Then would you give us an explanation of this operating income h"
first quarter of 1948, as to why it was larger than it has been for a few 
back; and, particularly, why it was felt necessary to raise the price on Aprl‘ W 
A. We first decided to increase it on the 1st of April. We decided on tjia^ 
February of 1948. At that time we were faced definitely with about $1 
of an increase in cost. We raised the price by 5 cents on textile yarn o |() 
which takes care of about 9‘, billion, which were produced from $450,0 e 
$475.000. We arc still short in 1948 by a million dollars. I could give y°u F 
of the principal items from memory. On the 1st of February of this yea^ 0f 
put in the cost-of-living bonus which is costing us $450,000. That is a PaI 
that. Raw materials are up in bulk about $300,000 for the year. Sinfe^)er 
increase was decided on our freight rates have been increased adding an1’ e 
$40,000 to $50.000 to our bills. That does not add up to $1,437.000, but 
just given you a few of the principal items. . tlic

Q. But, Mr. Dixon, if you refer to statement D2, I see there that v ; 
year 1947 the average operating income to sales since 1941, inclusiy^ ■n‘> 
lower than the operating income for your company for the first quarter ot 
—A. Right. . ; jj0iin

Q. But yet for the reasons you have given you felt that the prmp ■ {.o
be increased on April 1 of this year?—A. Oh, yes. I think they will n 
be increased ggain mvsclf, unless something happens quickly.

Mr. Winters : What do you mean by that? pM
The Witness: I mean, unless this general rise stops quickly we wl 

to increase our prices on our yarn.
Mr. Winters: What particular rises have you in mind?

'

nl^
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VH ^ ‘le Witness : Well, this cost increase. I am faced on Monday morning 
ith an increase 0f 20 cents an hour across the board for labour. I am not 

■Vlng that I am giving it.
g Chairman: I suggest to you that in view of this what we call significant 
to rV ne^ Pr(’fiT after taxation you would want to give great consideration 

doing- that at the present time, would you not?
The Witness: I would like the committee to rise before I did so.
The Chairman: That shows, of course, the value of this committee. 

w- | 1 think we have to adjourn now. 1 have just been consulting informally 
of tl Sevcr£T °f the members of the committee about our next meeting. Some 
to ] members are not here and I want to consult them. Will it be agreeable 
to tr; r*le ('aT*ng of any executive session for either tomorrow or Monday 
Hie 16 TTiair, depending upon what arrangements he has been able to make to 

0 the convenience of a sufficient number of members of the committee.
8,°me Hon. Members: Agreed.
The Chairman: I have consulted Mr."Fleming and several others. Shall

™ MmdiVî1"1' ""av r That you will expect an executive session either tomorrow

by ^.r-. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, you had better warn those who are standing 
Siting their turn to be called as to when they may expect to be called, 

win 1 *le Chairman: That will be Tuesday morning next at 11.30 o’clock. There 
e an executive session before that.

Tl1948 ,le c'ommittee adjourned, to meet again on Tuesday morning next, June 15. 
' at 11.30 a.m.
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ORDER OF REFERENCE
Friday, 11th June, 1948- 

Ordered,—That the name of Mr. Irvine be substituted for that 
Mr. Zaplitny on the said committee.

Attest.

ARTHUR BEAUCHESNE,
Clerk of the House-



MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Tuesday, June 15, 1948.

. The Special Committee on Prices met at 11.30 a.m., the Chairman, Hon. 
Martin, presiding.

» Members present: Messrs. Beaudry, Beaudoin, Fleming, Harkness, Ixuhl, 
Lesage, McGregor, Martin, Maybank, McCubbin, Pinard, Thatcher, Winters.

^r- Fabio Monet, K.C., Counsel to the committee, in attendance.

^r- S. G. Dixon, Pr 
Recalled and further 
Witness discharged.

^r- S. G. Dixon, President, Courtaulds (Canada) Limited, Cornwall, Ont., 
recalled and further examined.

tio vr" P- H. Glass, Vice-President, Commodity Prices Stabilization Corpora- 
Lhnited, was recalled and further examined.
Witness retired.

repQU*1’" *4l- G- S. Griffin, Secretary, Wartime Prices and Trade Board, was 
’ -1 and further examined.
i?,^ring proceedings the Vice-Chairman, Mr. Maybank, took the Chair. 
Witness retired.

PresV?r' H. G. Smith, First Vice-President, and Mr. R. W. Sharwood, Vice- 
SWorlrleQt an<l Treasurer, Canadian Industries Limited, Montreal, were called, 
qnGJ) and examined. Mr. Smith produced copies of answers to preliminary 

1Qnnaire and of the Canadian Industries Ltd. Annual Report, 1947.
^ F00 p.m. witnesses retired and the committee adjourned until 4.00 p.m.

AFTERNOON SITTING

ThPresj(jir|‘ committee resumed at 4.00 p.m., the Chairman, Hon. Mr. Martin,

Mar^er>(Ter.s present: Messrs. Beaudry, Beaudoin, Fleming, Irvine, Lesage, 
^ ’ Maybank, McCubbin, Merritt, Pinard, Thatcher, Winters.

r" Fabio Monet, K.C., Counsel to the committee, in attendance.
Mor!’rief submitted by “La Ligue Patronale des Boulangers Indépendants” 

C°IUtïiittr!'e^’ uuber date of June 14, was laid over for consideration by the
ee lri its executive session to be held on June 16.

r ^ and Mr. SI^ed- Mr. Smith filed,
b'nith and Mr. Sharwood were recalled and Mr. Smith was further

t>ri, FxCes q^Iibit No. 142—Chart showing comparison of domestic and foreign selling

VeAt6-°o
uylon.
- P m. witnesses retired and the committee adjourned until Wednesday, 

’ M: 4.00 p.m.
R. ARSENAULT,

Clerk of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons, 
June 15, 1948.

tt The Special Committee on Prices met this day at 11.30 a.m. The Chairman, 
°n- Paul Martin, presided.

The Chairman : Order, gentlemen.
l I am going to ask the members of the committee to be here on time. We 

Xe a lot of work to do. Will you proceed, Mr. Monet?
Mr. Monet: I will recall Mr. Dixon.

fecalt^j" '*dl*|4ey G. Dixon, President, Courtaulds (Canada) Limited,

q By Mr. Monet:
that y Thursday at the adjournment, you told the members of the committee 
in Sr; Wouid probably be necessary to increase your selling prices still further. 
Limit ^ ^he fact that the net profit after taxation of Courtaulds (Canada) 
c°ttiin Was $1)434,000 in 1947 as against $489,000 in 1946. Would you care to 
be n < n! further on that statement, and particularly as to why such action may 
t°gei,Cessary at a time like this?—A. Mr. Chairman, I think what I said hangs 
tti'ake ti reasonably well. We earned, in 1947, 7-6 per cent on our capital. I did 
iHar,e statement to the committee that I felt we could not carry on per- 
Poi^f • y and keep modern with earnings of under 10 per cent. At a different 
adcJiti m nV evidence I said the company was faced in 1948 with $1,437,000 
that éina* co®f and that the 5 cent increase provided approximately $450,000 of 
of *’437,000—which leaves us approximately $1,000,000 short on the basis
Per c ’ and which would reduce our earnings to capital considerably below 7 • 6 

I think that will answer your question.
""A. r y°u foresee any other increases in your operation for the current year? 

Ucre'ases in our own production?
I hopg ^cs-~yA. Not for the current year. We will bring in a very big increase 
^hich Karly *n 1949. We have gone ahead and constructed a staple fibre plant 
^°Ut o'>.ear^y m January 1949 should be producing staple fibre at the rate of 
P°sitw ’990,000 pounds a year and which we hope will change our profit

Q -v^?nsiderably.
®3tCePt f en we look at schedule D8 for the period covering the years 1936-47, 

.’900oon ^le year 1941 where your net profit after taxes was a little over 
^ith a’n^9’ We see that there is a big increase for the year 1947 as compared
'"' any of thrprevrous"years?-^A.Vhat is generally speaking correct.

Jv. . In spite of that you feel vour orice will have to be increased still further 
the course of this1 present^ear?—A. Yes, we will increase our prices oh antly because I am afraid we are pricing ourselves right out of competition, 

Ctthe figures there s nothing else for it. I do not know whether the com- SV0Uld Le interested but this arises perhaps not dire®& blp
question. The price of rayon yarn for three countries Canada the 1007 States, and England between 1939 and 1948 is significant. I will take 

Pniti^r yarn and the Canadian prices have increased 28-5 per cent; the 
States prices have increased 33-3 per cent; the English prices have

as*d 116 - 6 per cent.
3637
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By the Chairman:
Q. What was the last figure?—A. 116-6 per cent.
Q. That is in the United Kingdom?—A. Yes. With respect to 150 dellie3 

yarn, the Canadian prices have increased 30-5 per cent; the United States Pr,cCa 
have increased 41-5 per cent; English prices have increased 127 per cent.

Mr. Monet : Those are all the questions I have to ask of the witness.
The Chairman : Are there any other questions?

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Mr. Chairman, I do not know whether the witness has covered Ca 

ground—I was not here on Friday—but if he has not done so, I wonder whet ^ 
the witness would say what effect he thinks if any there will be because 
the taking off of the British tariff? What effect if any will that action have 
this type of industry?—A. My feeling, and it is nothing more than a feeling’^ 
that there will be no effect because supplies are not keeping up with the dem;a^ 
The minute the production situation turns the other way we may find it sen(>^ 

Q. With British prices having gone so much higher do you think y°u ^ 
still compete quite easily?—A. Yes, for the time being, but I am not saying 
will happen when rayon becomes a surplus. It is a long way from being a ' ^ 
plus now. There is just one other .matter and that is wages. I do not k 
whether the committee is interested but I will only take a minute. a]

Q. Yes, go ahead.—A. These are not round figures, they are the aC 
figures for average wage rates both male and female. -ef,

Q. Are those in your brief anywhere?—A. No, I did not submit any j1 
Mr. Thatcher. What you are reading from was prepared by Mr. Knight- 
1936 we paid an average wage per hour of 37-9 cents ; in 1939 we paid 4 
cents; in May of this year, 1948, we were paying $1.053 cents per hour.

Q. Your average wage is $1.05?—A. Yes sir. .
Q. What would be your beginner’s wage at the present time, for gilds- 

45 cents an hour. . . „ js
Q. Until they arc trained?—A. Until they are trained, and the train”1'? 

a matter of not less than three months and as much as five months. rpljey
Q. Then they advance?—A. Yes, they advance to 65 cents an hour. ^ 0u 

will have a couple of small jumps in between but I am afraid I cannot g,ve
the exact detail on that. coU-IdQ. Have you found that your capacity is less than it could be if y°V ,T ofl 
get more labour? Has labour a restraining effect?—A. No, we are all r1^ jjpg 
labour, particularly male labour. We find a great deal of difficulty in persu- 
our female labour to earn more than a fixed amount per week. Our female 
is not interested in incentives. At the present time we are working on a sc qu1- 
which, praise God, will work, but that has been the story for three years. g 9 
Saturday morning shifts are very hard to fill and anything that appr°aC jierc 
surplus over $25 to $27 a week is not of interest. That is the only plaC® 
labour is a difficulty. T

Q. Has your company made any use of immigrant labour?—A. .pill"- 
may have the odd one but you could not say at all that we used immigrant 1 ^

Mr. MacGregor: You say the employees are not interested in anyth”1» 
a certain wage level. Is that because of income tax?

The Witness: I think that has a great deal to do with it.
The Chairman : Are there any other questions?

By Mr. Thatcher: verf
Q. I am sorry that I have not been able to go through the evident (^jch 

carefully but has anything been done with respect to the wage increase to 
you suggested might have to be made?—A. No, the union asked me yestc 
postpone that matter. Perhaps they want to hear more about this.
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ÿf0 Q- A ou have not made any decision as to what you are going to do?—A.
> and that decision will not be made for a couple of weeks.

Prie ? ^at one °f the main reasons why you suggest you may have to raise 
'-aril"TA" ^ *s easily enough put into figures. If we grant the union’s request 
$793 non t° call it a request rather than a demand—we just have to find 

WO more. That is the figure which the 20 cents an hour will cost us.
$1 aoi' y°u do not grant an increase could you maintain prices?—A. No. The 
’nch j’hhO does not include any estimate for an increase in wages but it did 
kçt de au estimate for the cost of living -bonus which we have been paying since

^3.rv fl.Tlrl YX * Vi 1 n lv ici nnnr nAr-tin rr n© A O S* fl/Y/T tt/iay»

-A
aarY and which is now costing us $425,000 a year.

Jt is not primarily wages which will result in having to raise your prices?- — «vv pimwiuj VI U500 *v mon Will 1VOU1V ill navm5 IV lMioo jvi Jiv-vu 1

year u couree, if we have to pay anything like $790,000 additional wages this 
will have to put the price of yarn up about 3 cents. 

g0jn., ' ^ei’haps I am covering ground that has been covered but what is it that is 
Pcrlf l° ^orce the price higher?—A. The other day I gave figures-, which while 

Ps not accurate, would total up to an answer, 
it yQj I do not want it in detail but could you state the reason generally? Is 
VliaM cost °t raw materials?—A. Yes. Here is what I said the other day, Mr. 
tittle ,er; “We decided on that—the increase—in February of 1948”. “At that 
raiSe(]Vc Were faced definitely with about $1,437,000 of an increase in cost. We 
9,50a the price by 5 cents on textile yarn only, which takes care of about 
in IQ40 which would produce from $450,000 to $475,000. We are still short 
year °-r, a $1,000,000” Raw materials in bulk are up about $300,000 for the 
§45onnn e cost °1 living bonus is running about $425,000—on Monday I said 
ISOfljJ. hut $425,000 is the right figure. There is an increase of $40,000 to

i y0u ln freight bills, and insurance, compensation, and other things all add up 
ngUre v •w.aSes go up. The cost of living bonus puts the compensation insurance 
LCc°Unt ■ 6r -and fhe whole thing totals $1,437,000, but that does not take into 
have w tfny increase in wages effective July 1, 1948. The agreement which we 

q d 1 the union runs out on the 1st of July.
^ I wonder if you would refer for a moment to page 3633.

any y- Maybank: May I just interrupt there, Mr. Thatcher. Has there been 
tttion of the name of the union which is involved here?

Chairman: No.
r *' Maybank: Would you just put that on the record, please?

^tteripa ^ITNESS : Yes, I would be glad to do that. It is the Textile Workers of 
ca’ C.I.O., C.C.L., Local 779.

BV Mr. Thatcher:
KS- Ont,>y Page 3633 of the evidence you made this statement: “I am faced on

atti nottri0r®inS with an increase of 20 cents an hour across the board for labour. 
^ saying that I am giving it.

jjgUre Chairman: I suggest to you that in view of this what we call significant 
u°ttig ^ act Profit after taxation you would want to give great consideration to 

I'h Prescnf time, would you not?
th My ^tness: I would like the committee to rise before I did so”, 
j (lc,(,'Vlesti°n is why would you like the committee to rise before you make 
L erred il0n on wages?—A. That is a reporter’s mistake. What the chairman 
tl rt)y reni Was my statement that we were going to have to increase prices, 
y at rçfgPty I said that I would like the committee to rise -before I did so and 
VC ^ecisif Prices and not wages. This committee has nothing to do with 
tJri >Qlln,tls which the company takes about wages and these negotiations.

1 U1U atrroo ™:ti, TIJ- rvu„:-----„~9 ---------- ~r —1-;pirPJ" agree with me, Mr. Chairman? 
0n Thursday?

That was the sense of what
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The Chairman : Frankly I was thinking of something equally as importa» 
about which I was going to ask you. I took from your answer that you had a 
holy respect for this kind of a committee.

The Witness: Of course, sir.

By Mr. Maybank:
Q. Did that mean that if the committee were not sitting and looking i»^ 

this matter at the present time that you would jump your prices and that you a ? 
only waiting until this committee -shall adjourn in order to jump your prices• 
—A. No.

Q. Is that what it meant?—A. Not'quite that, Mr. Maybank, no.
Q. I would like to be as direct as possible?—A. I may have to increa- 

those prices whether the committee sits or whether it does not sit.
Q. Then the words “I would like the committee to rise before I 

did mean something? What exactly did that sentence mean?—A. I
did ss 0

uiu m___. _____  *,«*■*, . AJL. _ SUpP^L.

if you get down to it that a price increase coming along now—actually this fir“ 
price increase was made while the committee was sitting—resulted in me spend1 . 
a good deal of time in Ottawa and I do not want another price increase a 
to have to spend a lot more time here.

Q. My question was what exactly is the meaning of the words “I ^Uye 
like the committee to rise before I did so”? That is my precise question. Y nrgr 
your answrer did not specifically state the meaning of those words you did a»s 
in such a way as' is causing me to infer that you are only waiting f°r 
committee’s adjournment to jump prices. I do not know whether you wo 
think that is a" fair interpretation of the phrase or the sentence which I P j 
ticularly quoted? Would you think that is a fair interpretation?—A. ^°’ 
do not think so. ted

Q. Then would you follow through to give the exact meaning of that Qaü .,e 
sentence, “I would like the committee to rise before I did so”? Now, I 1 $ 
placed an interpretation upon that only for the purpose of clarifying thinSr 9 
my own mind but I have placed an interpretation on it which you say is a ^er 
fair interpretation. Will you give an interpretation?—A. I do not know. 
all one interprets something that is difficult or ambiguous. I do not think 
is anything ambiguous about that statement. I would sooner have the 1 ^ 
rise occur after this committee had finished its work than during its work 1 
that is all.

Q. Why?
Mr. Thatcher: Are you ashamed of the price rise?
The Witness: Not a bit ashamed. Do not let anyone misunderstand^jy,ndno. i

I am not ashamed of our price situation and I am making apologies to

By Mr. Maybank: ^
Q. Please bear in mind, in answering me, that the word “ashanie( 

introduced by my colleague, Mr. Thatcher?—A. I know. , t tip
Q. Let us get down to a more calm type of question and answer t y0ii 

until that time had been proceeding. You used the word “sooner”, antfay a 
said “I would sooner have it occur after the committee rose”. You »e >1» 
preference in your timing, but why?—A. I know very well the ans"CJ th*5 
Maybank, but I am not sure that I want to have it on the records 1 
committee, and that is not for my sake.

Mr. Thatcher : Do not be hesitant, Mr. Dixon.

By Mr. Maybank: a
Q. Just a moment, please. I am not approaching this examination 

view to, shall we, say angering you------ A. No, I am not a bit angry.
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Q. And I am suggesting to Mr. Thatcher that interjections of a kind might 
cause an emotion which I am not aiming at at all. Now you say, sir, I know 
the answer very well but I am not sure that I would like to have it on the 
record—” but there is not any reason that this committee knows of why a 
truthful answer should not go on the record—

The Chairman : I do not think the word "truthful ’ is very fair.

By Mr. Maybank:
Q- Oh, I do not mean it that way?—A. No.

, Q. I do not mean to connect the word “truthful” with the word “veracity” 
ut my meaning with respect to “truthful” is that we have no reason for 
esiring to blot out any information. There is no reason that we know of 

j hy the whole story should not be heard.—A. My feeling is not information, 
dunk you are completely entitled to ask me for information.

Q- I see what you mean. You feel that questions which go to elicit facts 
fr.e rather more appropriate than mere inquiries into thought processes of your 
*Und?-A. That is it.
,, Q- I see what you mean. I think there might very well be something in 
hat. You would put it this way, then, that “I would sooner wait until the com
ptée has risen before there should be a price increase.” That is a matter of 
u161"6 opinion and you are saying that you do not desire to disclose.the exact 
casons which make you come to that conclusion. It would be opinionative 
cadence. If you do not like to disclose—A. I would be very glad to tell you 

aiterwards, Mr. Maybank.
Q. If you do not like to disclose your reason for the timing I do not think 

011 need answer.
y The Chairman : I take this from Mr. Dixon’s remark. I remember during 
j 'e. bread inquiry this same point arose as the result of questioning by Mr. 
t^Vlne and Mr. Lesage. One of the witnesses in the bread inquiry expressed 
,,ç^ same view as Mr. Dixon has with regard to what he believed to be the

by
graining effect of a parliamentary committee such as this. I take it from 
bv ^Xon’s remark he is making the same kind of observation as has been made 
my several other witnesses. This shows there is value to this kind of parlia- 
j Cn|ary body. It is hard to put your finger on, but it has a restraining effect. 

aXe it that is what you meant, Mr. Dixon?
The Witness: Yes, sir, it has had a restraining effect.
^r. Maybank: Well, I shall not press the point.

By Mr. Thatcher:
I Q- That is a very encouraging statement, but there is one point upon which 
sjj.y n°t clear. If you think the rise is not justified while the committee is 
■ihstifi” ^ow do you justify it afterwards?—A. I think the rise is completely 
*hake-t Wlli*e the committee is sitting, but I do not think it is good business to

c0tQ- 1 cannot reconcile your statement. Why is it good business after the 
ittee is sitting if it is not at the present time? 
j11'- Maybank: What you are doing is trying to cause us to sit all summer, 

he Witness : That would be a tragedy. 
r- Maybank: It would indeed.

By Mr. Th'atcher:
A. ^re you afraid some political group would make political capital of it?— 
Clitics Canno^ me into politics that way, Mr. Thatcher. I had my day in
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The Chairman : You might be surprised if Mr. Dixon were a supporter 
of yours.

Mr. Thatcher: I would, yes. You stated a moment ago the union asked 
you to hold off your decision ; did I understand you to mean in connection with the 
wage increase?

The Witness : Not the decision, the negotiations have not opened. ''They 
were to have opened yesterday but the union asked for a postponement of them- 
I believe Sam Baron who is head of these Textile Workers of America is in Ne'v 
York and that is the reason.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. This price committee did not have anything to do with it?—A. No.
The Chairman : Next witness.
Mr. Monet : Mr. Glass, please.
The Chairman : Thank you, Mr. Dixon.

G. H. Glass, Vice President, Commodity Prices Stabilization Corpora
tion Limited, recalled:

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Mr. Glass, you are already sworn. You have given evidence in con

nection with this part of the investigation dealing with cottons. As was requi
ted of you in connection with the cotton investigation, I have asked you to prep»16 
a memorandum in connection with this part of the investigation. You hav 
prepared that memorandum, have you not?—A. Yes.

Q. Would you please read it, Mr. Glass?—A. When outlining for the coff^ 
mittee the operations of Commodity Prices Stabilization Corporation Limit6 
with respect to cotton, I summarized the general operations of the corporate 
and mentioned that subsidies on imported goods were payable in accorda^6 
with the principles and conditions set forth in a series of statements of imp°r

eligible for import subsidy frompolicy.
Artificial silk fibres and yarns were 

December 1, 1941, to February 17, 1947. .
As in the case of cotton, and for the same basic reasons, these importatio 

were subsidized on a commodity formula basis.
The rayon administration of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board rcc0lje 

mended basic costs for various types of yarn and acetate and viscose stup 
fibres. These basic costs reflected the costs of materials upon which cem^ 
selling prices were predicated, increased to result in a squeeze which van 
with the particular commodity.

The limitation on subsidies arrangement, referred to in my previous, reum 
with respect to cotton, was also made applicable to the artificial silk indus 
with respect to import subsidies paid on the various yarns and fibres. a

Because of shortages which developed early in 1944, and changes in n0l^jg 
sources and nature of supplies due to war conditions, in some instances ■ 
corporation was authorized to bulk purchase these materials and distribute t 
under the direction of the rayon administration. art

Q. Those are the only comments you have to make on this particular 1 
of the investigation?—A. That is right.

Q. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman : Are there any other questions? Next witness.
Mr. Monet: Mr. Griffin, please.
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A. G. 
^called :

S. Griffin, Secretary, The Wartime Prices and Trade Board

for

i>

By Mr. Monet:
Q- Mr. Griffin, you are already sworn?
The Chairman : That is right .

By Mr. Monet:
g Q- Mr. Griffin, you have already stated that on May 31, 1948 you were 

rotary of The Wartime Prices and Trade Board, is that correct?—A. Yes. 
j*- I understand it is in that capacity you have prepared a memorandum 

fhe committee?—A. Yes. 
j-v Q- Before asking you to read the memorandum, I should like to request 

Copies be distributed to members of the committee.
^ JPle Chairman : Gentlemen, I am sorry, but I have to go to a cabinet 
int° ^ am going to ask Mr. Maybank to take the chair. It was my 
afto- °n caü an executive session of the committee at three o’clock this 

raT00r>. We will be meeting at four, as well, in open session, 
o’cl i W’ somc members of the committee have told me they thought three 
talk’ Woui(i be a difficult hour for them. Mr. Maybank and Î have just been 
lik(-]ln| ab°ut meeting tonight. I have this difficulty, that my estimates will 

^ be reached tonight. Would ten o’clock tomorrow morning be satisfactory?
* b'- Thatcher: It is all right with me.

at tThe Chairman: Then, we will have an executive session of this committee 
n o’clock tomorrow morning in this room.

By Mr. Monet:
9: U ould you please proceed to read your memorandum? 

holrWlr- McGregor: Before you do that, would you tell us what position he 
us now?

By Mr. Monet:
Affaj^At^present, I understand you are with the Department of External

Tr But until May 31, 1948, you were secretary of The Wartime Prices and 
a B°ard?—A. Yes.

U is in that capacity you have prepared this memorandum?—A. Yes.
Mr. Chairman—Canada’s rayon industry is a relatively young but 

Vigorous and growing segment of the primary textile field. The industry 
icu exPan(fcd steadily since its inception in this country and prospects for 
y48 are that a record yardage of fabrics will be produced.

Unlike our cotton industry which you will remember I described as 
Producing neither all the specific types nor the volume of yardage we need, 

le rayon industry at least in the fabric aspect of its operations, produces 
^early all the types and volume we require. We are, however, depend- 
nt upon outside sources for part of our filament yarn supplies which are 

for knit goods and in weaving fabrics for lingerie and linings. We 
r,ax c also, until recently, depended on imports for all of our supplies of 
f y°.n staple fibre our of which is made the yarns woven into spun rayon 
est r><v A)r upholstery and women’s dresses. Two firms are, however, 
publishing plant facilities for the manufacture of cut staple in Canada; 
0 e °f them is already in production and the other is expected to be 
Plating by the end of the year. With these facilities fully available,
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Canadian requirements for fibre will be met almost entirely. The only 
product exclusively imported is a type of yarn known as bemberg-' 
used in stockings and sheers.

I will just describe this table. You will see it is headed, “Apparent supply 
of rayon broad woven fabrics, 1935-1948”, in millions of yards. The left h91ld 
column shows the years in detail; domestic production is the second columni 
then, imports from the U.K. and imports from the United States, with a figur<j 
representing the total import. There is another column representing export am 
then the net supply is shown in the last column.

You will note that, as previously pointed out, the trend of domestic 
production has been markedly upwards. The average for the ye9rî 
1935-39 was about 44 million yards; this figure was notably increase 
during the war, almost doubled in fact, and the rate of production has bee9 
sustained throughout the post war period to date. The committee m9> 
wonder why it is that this high level of activity has been possible to m9inc 
tain in the face of much lower production of cotton fabrics. There 91, 
several reasons. First of all, rayon is a comparatively new type ?j 
textile which has for some years been making inroads upon the fiC 
previously dominated by cotton and silk. Furthermore, imports of sl 
for weaving purposes came to an abrupt end with the outbreak of 
in the Far East. Then also because of our comparative lack of depen*

establish 9ence on imports, The Wartime Prices and Trade Board did not tfhichsubsidy program for rayon fabrics of anything like the magnitude Wj 
obtained in cotton fabrics. Finally, and perhaps most important, the . 
has been plant expansion in the rayon industry which has been steady 9 
substantial.

Within the fabric field supplies of spun rayon have been gener9^ 
adequate for some years. Exports of garments cut from this fabricy1 
heavy just after the war because of the plentiful supply of cloth. ^ ^ 
recently, with import restrictions operating in our principal mark ^ 
there has been a tendency for inventories to grow. The high price® 
imported staple have been a significant cost factor in domestic produc 1

The only limit to sufficient filament fabric supplies this year mighty 
continuous filament yarn. The shortage of this type was one of the 
persistent bottlenecks we had to face in the prices board and it contnU^ 
right through to the end of 1947. In 1944 when the synthetic rubber 
program was getting into full swing an important part of Canadian 
yarn capacity was diverted to the manufacture of high-tenacity tire 
fabric. To supplement the remaining quantity available for civilian 
supplies of both yarns and fabrics were negotiated for by the war gJ, 
Prices and Trade Board with the United Kingdom. We were yS 
allocation from Great Britain until mid-1947 but the quotas were 9 
inadequate and had to be supplemented from the United States by arra JgS 
ment with the U.S. War Production Board. The United Kingdom ^ 
forced to cut its allocation during 1947 owing to dislocation of Pr° 
arising from the coal shortage there. The United Kingdom, more\\tf 
prefers to export fabrics rather than yarns because of the higher 
return. I understand the two filament yam plants in this country 
operating at capacity; there is therefore not much likelihood of incr (,erit 
domestic output this year. Of total supplies available, roughly 80 per 
is produced in Canada and 20 per cent imported. ^

Notwithstanding past difficulties the supply of filament yar 
recently been better and while there may be odd periods of temp ^fi 
shortage cropping up during the year, T think supplies of fabric p- 
from the yarn and hence of garments cut from the fabric, will be 1 
ably adequate during 1948. Linings for suits might be an excel
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There was some tendency during the war for production to gravitate 
towards the higher priced lines and the Wartime Prices and Trade Board 
anticipated what might have been a resultant shortage of lower-priced 
garments by imposing a schedule of carefully worked out directives on the 
mills. These directives were dropped in mid-1947.

I have not provided any table of comparisons of domestic and import 
prices of rayon yarns and fabrics as I did in cotton because, unlike as in 
cotton, imports are a negligible factor. But my impression is that Cana
dian filament yarn prices, while they have increased considerably in recent 
years, are much lower than ILS. and U.K. prices.

There is only one manufacturer of nylon yarn in Canada and it is 
Perhaps worth noting that in the whole textile field this is the only 
Product where the price is lower than pre-war. Nylon is widely used 
throughout the knit goods industry and for sundry woven garments 
and household goods.

TABLE I
APPARENT SUPPLY OP RAYON BROADWOVEN FABRICS

1935-1948
(Unit-millions of yards)

Imports Imports

935
936 '
937 '
938 ' 

Ï939 '

l93Ll939 >eraee

!®4l
l942

}944
»45

l94(j

19^7

Average.

1st qtr, 
2nd qtr. 
3rd qtr. 
4th qtr.

Domestic
Production

from
U.K.

from
U.S.

Total
Imports Exports

Total
Supply

37 2 1 3 — 40
45 3 1 7 1 51
46 5 1 9 1 54
40 4 1 8 2 46
52 5 2 9 2 59

44 4 1 7 1 50
46 5 1 9 2 53

58 2 2 7 3 62
83 7 3 11 4 90
80 7 4 12 3 89

80 5 5 10 2 88
79 4 7 12 2 89
81 4 8 13 3 91
83 5 6 12 4 91

*88 7 12 20 8 100

22 2 4 7 1 28
21 2 4 6 3 24
19 1 2 3 2 20
26 2 2 4 2 28

‘ Estim
ated.

q By Mr. Monet:
fegarf]' r^w, Mr. Griffin, I have just one or two questions to ask you with 
‘in this1 memorandum. On page 2, at the bottom of the page, you say;
jMrig when the synthetic rubber tire programme was getting into full

rn„ n important part of Canadian viscose yarn capacity was diverted to 
thege !facture of high-tenacity tire cord' fabric”. Do you know if any of 
?re jns. are still being diverted in 1947 and 1948?—A. Of course, they 
J? that +1. . S diverted by order of the government, but my understanding 
tb'e cord 6 mdustry is sending a very high volume of their viscose yarns into 

q at the present time.
"A. No t Would not know, or would you know, about the present time? 

’ d would not have any idea. No.
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Q. You also say on page 3. talking about filament yarn, that we are stiM 
getting a volume of yarn from the United Kingdom but that we are paying 
a very high price for it?—A. Yes, we are still paying a very high price for A 
and we are getting, I believe, about the same volume as we got under allocation 
during the war.

Q. Would there be any other comment you would like to make on this 
memorandum?—A. No. I think that as far as rayon is concerned the p'^e 
trend is downward, that it is below what it was during the war, and tne 
problems there have evaporated rather more quickly than they did in cotton 
and wool.

By Mr. McGregor:
Q. Did you say there had been no increase in the price of yarn?—A- 

I do not think I said that.
Q. You say that there is a decrease in price—A. In nylon. j0
Q. And no increase in the cost of that?—A. There has been a decrease 

price from pre-war.
Q. Yes, why?—A. I think probably on account of technological reason •

By Mr. Monet: . „
Q. I understand there was hardly any nylon in the commercial field dui1'1” 

the war; is that correct?—A. That is right. ^
Mr. Monet: There is a nylon manufacturing representative here 

will give all this information. I have no more questions of this wiW ’ 
Mr. Chairman. f jj

The Chairman: I did not understand this last statement by Mr. McGreg0 
Does that mean that nylon is cheaper now than it was before the war? ^ 

The Witness: That is my understanding, Mr. Chairman, and I a 
understand that the reason for it is purely improvement in technique.

The Chairman: Let us get improvement in technique in all lines. . . 
Mr. Monet: I may say that the representative of Canadian Indus . 

Limited Nylon Division is the next witness and I believe they have a 
complete statement to make in opening their evidence.

The Chairman: All right.
Mr. Monet: Thank you, Mr. Griffin. ^v0
Mr. Fleming : Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Griffin one o' ug6, 

questions. Unfortunately I was detained and I just got in now from the U 
There are a couple of questions I wanted to ask Mr. Griffin similar to the 
I asked him in connection with the cotton matter. The first is this; w u.n9ry 
industry was under control and under ceilings you in your capacity as scC1.,j0flS 
of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board were familiar I presume with conri1 
both as to supply and price?—A. Yes, more particularly with supply- 

(Mr. Maybank assumed the chair as vice-chairman)
Q. I want to ask you the same questions that I asked you a week 

ago; did you find any evidence of hoarding or undue accumulation of sll
—A. No. cred^

Q. Did you find any evidence of unreasonable prices being cbarg 
A. You mean, during the war? r yfirig

Q. No, while these goods were under control?—A. No. The om> 
close to that was the point I brought out in my memorandum ; that- the ^ge 
a tendency for production to get into the high-priced lines. At °ne .eS o* 
during the war the government met that condition by imposing a sC ; 
production directives which called for greater production on the l°wcr'^ W 
lines in order to match up with similar directives which the govern'tu ;ced 
imposed on the garment industry ; in other words, the supply of 1° 
fabrics was matched with production of low-priced cloth.
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Q- I suppose that is a situation which applied in many other fields as 
11 -r-A. Many other fields, almost all of them in fact.

Vo o' 80 ^ar as Pri°e being charged for any particular product, did 
u W bnd that prices were excessively high?—A. No; of course, they were all 

aer ceiling and the fabrics were under ceilings.
Mr. Thatcher: Did they become unreasonable after the ceilings were 

en °ff; that is the point?
j The Witness: That would be a very hard question for me to answer.

aink that is more a question you should answer, 
or Fleming: Then, Mr. Griffin, apart from the removal of price controls 
stiU61 mgS ^as^ September, from that time until the first of this month you were 
Pro ,-0Pera^nS under the general Wartime Prices and Trade Board order that 
rea, e<^ that no one could charge prices that were more than that which was 
Or/Onable and just, and I presume the Board did make enforcement of that 
that* "^ow> hid you find any evidence in the industry of people charging prices 
ar were higher than were reasonable and just in the products with which we 

16 dealing now?
The Witness: No cases of that sort came to our attention at all.
^r- Fleming: Thank you.

ceili^r. Thatcher: But I think you said in answer to Mr. Fleming that while 
ngs were on you did not find any prices that were excessive? 

he Witness: No, except the tendency toward high-priced line production. 
y0ll r- Fleming: Might the witness clear that up? My last question was, did 
3lst '°m the time of the removal of the ceilings in September last until the 

hay of May when you gave up your position—that was the date, wasn’t it? 
The Witness: Yes.

char„ l’' Fleming: Did you during that time come across any prices being 
nv* which were other than fair and reasonable?
^be Witness: No.

pF*ch r- Thatcher: Then, would you go one step further and tell us this; how 
in pe “ave these prices gone up on textiles; would you give us an estimate of that 

centage, the amount by which textiles have gone up?
>bittee eTWrrNESS: ^ n0* investigate the movement of prices for this com-
With rl' ^ac*’ *n the field cottons, I only compared prices on imported cottons 
Price, 0lnes^c Prices as they exist today; but I have not undertaken any study of 

, Movement in rayon or cotton.
CeUinn-!‘ Thatcher: Cotton went up quite substantially, did it not, when the 

J.s Were removed? 
the-;uûgs Wp 1TNESS: No, my feeling is that they did not; certainly, after the 

vices f0], rc removed last September, the primary cotton mills held their ceiling 
actorg ^ Scverai#months following decontrol, and it was only later when the cost 

Th v*1116 higher that they were forced to raise their prices.
Next ^“Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Griffin. 
jWxt witness.

^aPadiari^T0?ET: f would now like to call Mr. Smith and Mr. Sharwood of 
n industries Limited.

Grevillc Smith, 3940 Cote des Neiges Road, Montreal, First Vice- 
1 ent) Canadian Industries Limited, called and sworn.

Vicep°1>ert Westman Sharwood. 478 Mount Pleasant Avenue, Westmount, 
9n,l ^‘rident in charge of production, Canadian Industries Limited, called
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Mr. Monet: Now, Mr. Chairman, before I ask Mr. Smith to present the 
statement he has prepared I would like to have copies of the statement together 
with the annual report of the company, Canadian Industries Limited, distributed 
for the benefit of members of the committee. A good deal of material in this 
prepared statement will answer many questions which I, and as well members 
of the committee, may have had it in mind to ask of these witnesses.

The Vice-Chairman : Gentlemen, and more particularly the French speak' 
ing members of the committee—Mr. Beaudoin, Mr. Pinard and Mr. Lesage-'' 
you will notice that the statement has been prepared in both English an» 
French. As we have been carrying on in English we will not at this time pri11 
anything except what is read by the witness. The translator, as is apparent, ha» 
his work already done for him in this case.

Mr. Beaudoin : I think these gentlemen are to be complimented for their 
thoughtfulness in having prepared their material in both English and French f°
our convenience.

Some Hon. Members : Hear, hear.
Mr. Monet: Would you proceed, Mr. Smith, please. 
Mr. Smith:

CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED 
NYLON DIVISION

History and Development of 
Canadian Industries Limited (C-I-L)

The origin of C-I-L was the incorporation in 1910 of its prcdeces- 
company, Canadian Explosives Limited. „u

In the decade commencing in 1920, the company embarked upon^g 
expansion program for the manufacture of many types of chennc‘ 
By 1928 the company, the name of which had been changed to Cana 
Industries Limited to indicate the broader field, had established 
nucleus of a chemically inter-related group of products which has s 
been enlarged in line with the development of new products and , p 
the industrial progress of Canada. The number of employees in U 
has been as follows:

1925 ..................................................................................... 990
1929 ..................................................................................... 2,470
1933 ..................................................................................... 2,450
1938 ..................................................................................... 3,670
1647 ..................................................................................... 7,300 <el

A considerable part of the capital stock of the original company 
owned by Imperial Chemical Industries Limited (I.C.I.) of Great IV $- 
and another considerable part by E. I. du Pont de Nemours and 
pany (duPont) of the U.S.A. and the association between I-C-L 
duPont and C-I-L has been continuous since 1910. I.C.I.’s holding ^ pgr 
common stock of the company is 42-6 per cent and duPont’s is 41 ^ 
cent. Ownership of the balance of the common stock and all 
preferred stock is held by about 3,100 shareholders.
The Manufacture of Nylon Yam in Canada . poiib

As a result of the relationship between C-I-L, I.C.I. and ( i0pfd 
C-I-L receives the Canadian rights to inventions and processes dev 
by those companies and accordingly obtained from duPont the Ca ^ftrge 
rights relating to nylon. The rights were granted to C-I-L free o’J^ o* 
and no royalty or similar payment is therefore included in the 1 
the Canadian manufactured product. The granting of the nydete^' 
by duPont involves no control over the volume of production or c
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nation of selling prices in Canada, which are entirely in the hands of 
the management cf C-I-L. Converters who purchase nylon yarn from 
t -I-L as a raw material for their operations may export their products 
to any part of the world. The sale of the nylon yarn itself, regardless of 
the country in which it is manufactured, is subject to the assertion of 
Patents in the countries in which they have been issued.

The product nylon is in the broad sense a member of the plastics 
mmily and is derived from benzene, ammonia and other chemicals. The 
•^ylon Division of C-I-L is concerned with nylon in yarn form and the 
yarn is sold as a raw material mainly to the hosiery trade. The out
standing characteristics of nylon yarn are the strength, elasticity and 
resistance to abrasion.

The importation of nylon yarn into Canada was commenced by 
^'I-L in 1940 with the object of undertaking manufacture in Canada 
as soon as markets could be developed sufficiently and manufacturing 
echniques had been brought to a point to permit economic domestic 

Production.
, By the fall of 1940 it became apparent that the Canadian demand 
°r nylon yarn for hosiery could be developed sufficiently to justify the 

Section of a plant for the manufacture of yarn in Canada. Accordingly, 
active consideration was given to a project for the construction of a plant 
,0r commercial purposes, but the actual construction was postponed 
^ccause of the priority of urgent wartime projects undertaken by the 
0I»pany as part of the wartime production program. Shortly after, 
owever, the government became concerned about the need for providing 
domestic source of nylon yarn which could replace silk for parachute 

q yarn, shroud lines, glider tow ropes and other military purposes.
*Vction of Nylon Plant

'*lei't,t\i^>eecmt>er 1940, therefore, with the knowledge of the Canadian govern- 
*( <îmPany decided to erect at Kingston, Ontario, a plant to produce

t^teriaina,tely 400,000 pounds of nylon yarn annually, using as the basic raw 
In a n^°n flake polymer imported from the United States.

JW PHI 1941, before detailed plans for the plant had been fully completed, 
tp'le rnul,.aPParent that the output of the plant would not be sufficient and, 
t 'C basis' f the preliminary design and engineering work had proceeded on 
'' &Oo,(xvV a 400,000-pound plant, it was decided to double the planned output 

^ q’ Pounds of nylon yarn annually.
, ^ Order ■ ^uSust 1914 the importation and use of silk in Canada was forbidden 
',der w ln council. Consequently, while construction of the plant was still 
rpbacity1 government on 29th August 1941 requested an increase in the
laired ° ■ jhc plant to 1,200,000 pounds of yarn annually. This latter change 
^ alrPa /uespread alterations in foundations and other structural work which 

1ft j < y been completed.
M,1.20o'^e 1942 the plant first came into operation with an annual capacity 
tli yarn WU Pounds at a capital cost of $4,000,000. From the start of operations 
q,<; Perm,]3,8 sPun to government specifications for war purposes. Throughout 
L. ant]v ■ construction the estimate of military requirements had been 
to bie J deceasing and by the fall of 1942 the company was again requested 
ti)J 475 rvj;rnnient to make a further extension to the rated spinning capacity 

canir 1 Pounds annually. This was completed in 1943 and brought the 
;h The a cost (,f the plant to $4,254,000.
L, .fling <.?lnPany undertook at its own expense all the plant construction, 

IUirctner.!le lull extent of the changes necessary to meet altered government 
Bajo s- No capital assistance was made by the government and the
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company made no claim for extra depreciation to the War Contracts Dépréciât10 
Board because C.I.L. had already been prepared to undertake the venture as 
commercial development: , e

The entire output of the plant continued to be manufactured for 
government until August 1945.
Commercial Operations .

After surveying the possible peacetime requirements, C.I.L. decided * 
October 1945 to expand the capacity of the plant, At the same time a dec^1 
was taken to carry out in Canada more of the total manufacturing opérât1 , 
by constructing, facilities to manufacture nylon flake polymer at a capital j 
of $525,000, using imported nylon salt as the basic raw material. ■ Although 
was realized that there were disadvantages in constructing the flake P°‘X .pn 
preparation unit during a period of high building costs, consideration was g1' 
to the fact that the importation of nylon salt rather than nylon flake pou ,g0 
would reduce the over-all cost of manufacturing nylon yarn and would 
save $750,000 U.S. funds in the first year with further savings as produr1^ 
increased. Owing to the abnormal construction delays during the period 
flake polymer plant did not come into operation until August 1947. , er

The company commenced commercial operations in the plant in Septe1®^- 
1945 and, since that time, the plant has operated at capacity except for a ^ 
months in 1947 when sales dropped temporarily as a result of technical difficU 
in handling nylon yarn in the weaving industry.

Financial Results from Nylon Operations
At t'he end of 1947 the amount spent on the construction 

nylon plant was almost $7,700,000 and, in addition, a further sufl| 
about $1,100,000 was required for working capital, making a t°ta 
$8,800,000. After deducting the amount of the depreciation reserve 
net capital employed totalled $6,560,000. .],en

Without taking into account the period in 1940 and 1941 
nylon yarn was being imported for resale the net profit expressed 1 ^
•a percentage of sales, and (2) as a percentage of net capital employ6 
each of the vears is as follows:

nt»£f
Net Profit as 
of Net Capital J^%pS 

in Nylon Operal

0-1 
3-4
2- 5
3- 0 

17-2 
16-1

)

of
O1
of 

tbe

Volume of Sales Net Profit as
in Pounds Percentage of Sales

1942 ........................ 232,193 0-4
1943 ........................ ... 1,750.546 4-0
1944 ........................ .. . 1,886,122 2-3
1945 ........................ . . . 1,027,340 5-4
1946 ........................ ... 1.631,187 16-6
1947 ........................ ... 2,401,119 12-9

Average 1942-47 . 9-4%

Mr. Thatcher: Are the amounts shown the profit before taxes.’
Mr. Smith: No, sir, after taxes—the net profit.
Mr. Thatcher: And your 16-1 per cent is after you deducted y°ul
Mr. Smith: Yes.
Mr. Fleming: Is that the weighted average?
Mr Smith: Yes, that is true. jik'
The Vice-Chairman: Just a moment, the figures for 1942, are rca 

for a few months, are they not? .
Mr. Smith: No, sir. As a matter of fact, that is a whole year, * 

resale as well, but the volume is very small. That is the earnings 
started our commercial operations.
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Selling Prices
When nylon yarn was first offered on the market in the United States 

in 1938 there was an abundant supply of silk, which was still available 
at relatively low price levels, and consequently nylon yarn had to seek 
a position in the market in competition with silk and the price was set by 
this competitive situation.

During the war, nylon yarns were supplied to the Government for 
military purposes at prices calculated to yield C-I-L an annual return of 
5 per cent (before taxes) on a computed investment figure ; such selling 
Prices would not prove economically possible over a more extended period. 
At the end of the war the contracts were adjusted on an overall basis to 
bring the final selling prices into line with the formula. The capacity of 
the plant for military type yarns was much greater than for commercial 
yarns because of the limited variety of yarns, the higher deniers and the 
reduced need for sizing and other finishing processes.

At the end of the war the rayon administrator of the Wartime Prices 
and Trade Board established ceiling prices for nylon yarns at the levels at 
which imported yarns had been sold during the basic period—15th Sep
tember to 11th October 1941. In view of the operating experience and of 
the fact that the demand appeared likely to permit the disposal of the 
output from the increased manufacturing capacity and with the object 
°f long term development of new uses for nylon yarn, the commercial 
selling prices were established at prices (20 per cent to 30 per cent) below 
the “ceiling prices.”

By December 1946 the expanded plant facilities were partially in 
operation and a further reduction in selling prices of nylon yarn of about 
8 per cent was made effective on 15th December 1946.

The full capacity of the expanded plant was available by the spring 
°f 1947 and the equipment to manufacture nylon polymer flake was 
bearing completion. On 2nd June 1947 an additional price reduction 
averaging approximately 94 per cent was put into effect. Since the period, 
15th September-1 lt'h October 1941, on which W.P.T.B. ceiling prices were 
based, selling prices of nylon yarn have therefore been reduced by amounts 
ranging from 35 per cent to 39 per cent.

The following is a tabulation of changes in selling prices for the 
three most important types of nvlon varns which comprise about 70% 
°f total sales.

Selling Prices Per Pound 
30 Denier 40 Denier 70 Denier

0)
$6.30
5.10
4.70
4.09

(1)

$5.34
4.30
3.95
3.47

35%

(2)
$5.20
3.55
3.24
3.17

39%

15th Sept. 1941 to 11th Oct. 1941 ..............
1st Oct. 1945 to 15th Dec. 1946 ......................
16th Dec. 1946 to 2nd June 1947 ..................
aid June 1947 to date ......................................
Percentage reduction in selling prices

over the period ............................................ 35
(1) One turn, sized and oiled on spools
(2) Seven turns, sized and oiled on cones

The price reductions made in December 1946 and in June 1947 
^suited in C-I-L actually receiving $1,225,000 less in the year 1947 than 

sales had been made at the prices prevailing in 1946. The last price 
eduction was made in June 1947 and therefore affected sales for only 
a f that year. The effect of these two price reductions, based on the 

at'«Cities °f nylon yarn sold in the first quarter of 1948 is calculated 
1.600,000 for a full year. In comparison with the “ceiling prices”, the 

? ’ e°t of the price reductions amounts to a very much greater sum.
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Referring to the Report ' 
the Manufacture of Artificial Si 
in Schedule D-2 is shown the ‘
i.e. the difference between sale 
with the exception of income ta:
The “operating income” from nylon operations in 1946 was $2,163,uu” 
and in 1947 was $2,050,060. In 1946 sales of nylon yarn were 1,631,0^ 
pounds and in 1947 were 2,401,000 pounds an increase of 47 per ccB; 
Although the quantity of nylon yarn sold in 1947 was 47 per ce 
greater than in 1946, the “operating income” in 1947 was as a result 
the lower selling prices actually less than in 1946. , ,g

Note: “Operating income” is not therefore the net profit availa 
to the shareholders.
Summary of Comparison—Years 1946 and 1947

Comparing the years 1946 and 1947, the first two complete y 
of commercial operations, the significant changes are that in the year 19“*

1. the quantity of nylon yarn sold increased by 47 per cent
2. the selling prices of nylon yarn were reduced by an amount whi 

averages 13 per cent
3. the number of nylon employees increased by 15 per cent to

total of 730 ^
4. the employees’ average hourly wage rate was increased by 

per cent and the hours of work per week were reduced from 48 
44 (or 8 per cent) and

5. the “operating income” from nylon operations was reduced 
5 per cent.

By Mr. Monet: . j
Q. Mr. Smith, on page 6 of this memorandum you state that the commerc1® 

selling prices, were established at 20 per cent to 30 per cent below ceiling PrlCaI1 
Would you tell the members of the committee how it was possible for Canad 
Industries Limited, nylon division, to fix or establish selling prices at percent»^ 
so much lower than the ceiling prices?—A. The reason is that in 194? i 
sales of nylon yarn were on an exceedingly small scale. As a matter of . g 
in that year we sold only 67,000 pounds—during the year when the cci ” 
price was established. In the year 1946 we sold 1,630,000 pounds and ^ ^ 
we resumed commercial operation we had the expectation of selling much d1 
than appeared likely in 1941, which made it possible to sell below the cei ^ 
We had actually sold in 1941 at ceiling prices but by reason of expansion 
development of the market, by 1944 we were able to sell at prices much |° ny 
In 1941 the industry was only two years old. The first sales were actu 
made through a large commercial plant in 1939. . of

Q. That is to say it was possible by reason of your anticipait»1 
expansion and production of larger volume to sell at lower prices?—A- *eS’ 
had that expectation and it was borne out. . y0u

Q. As a matter of fact that is true, as shown by your figures which - 
have just given to the members of the committee?—A. Yes. yl0se

Q. Now on page 7 you refer to three deniers, 30, 40, and 70. Were 
the only deniers that were manufactured by your company at the time e 
preparation of this statement?—A. No sir, a variety of deniers are m-ad jp 
these three account for 70 per cent of our volume in the particular 101 rj0u» 
which they are shown. As a matter of fact 30, 40 and 70 deniers in their va 
forms account for about 90 per cent of the output of the works. " c 
those as representative of the major portion of our output.

D”, “Companies Primarily Engaged i’1 
lk and Nylon” by Mr. E. H. Knight, C.A> 
‘operating income” from nylon operations 

and all costs pertaining to those sales 
and financial expenses (see Note bclowb
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l Q- I understand that there are three samples here which have been supplied 
th n C ,comPany and distributed to the members of the committee. They are 

c deniers to which reference has been made?—A. Yes.
, 9- Do I understand that these three samples referred to in the memorandum 

u in Mr. Knight’s report are the three most popular deniers?—A. Yes sir.
Ijç,. Die Vice-Chairman: Mr. Monet, there is a point in this connection and I 
w .leve that previous samples were formally connected on the record with the 

ri °n sPec^cations. The samples were all filed as exhibits and it is a formal 
mhri Putting them on the record. I do not know how long that identification
oin w but we will have between now and 1 o’clock a space of time which 

be occupied by that formality.
Pr_ •D'-. Monet: There are onlv three samples to be filed in connection with this 
c°nipany.
ale , \*le Vice-Chairman : Are those also specified on some sheet which we have 

auy had put in evidence?
Fleming: I think they are contained in Mr. Knight’s report.

The Witness: Those are the same samples noted in Mr. Knight’s report. 
Alr- Monet: Yes.

Kn; ' Fleming: You will find the three of them referred to on page 12 of Mr. 
ught s report D.

Smitjfr- ^0NET: Ves, and also on page 7 of the memorandum submitted by Mr.

thr, ^r- Thatcher: I would just like to be clear on thisou»l a --------------- --------------------- ---- Point- Are you going
Sh the statement afterwards? 
be Vice-Chairman: The statement which has just been read? 

vjr- Thatcher: Yes.
"D- Monet: I am going through Mr. Knight’s report— 
t’-- Thatcher: And then you will start your questions? 

one o / M°net: No, I will start questions on Mr. Knight’s report. I just have 
Wjtn ' two questions on the memorandum and I will proceed then to question the 

with respect to Mr. Knight’s report.
thirseiyç .7 catcher: When are we to understand that we can put questions

When Vice-Chairman : We will simply say that a question will be in order 
of ev seems appropriate, as we have always found that suited the convenience 

yonp it jg a bettev way of proceeding than by actually laying down rules.
Monet'-' Thatcher:

lhr°W 
Tllc Vice-Ch

I have a few questions to ask and I can do it after Mr.

yar Mr. AIRMAN : Yes, but that will be this afternoon.
•Kirn 3q *D°net: Mr. Smith, would you identify these three samples of nylon 
°i hiÿ ,. ( cnier, 40 denier, and 70 denier, referred to by Mr. Knight on page 12 

-pi l),,rt D ag being the same samples as referred to by you on page 7? 
jyj e Witness: Yes, those are the same deniers.

*leard V inters: In that connection has anybody defined denier yet? I have 
Th <UlF definitions 'but has a definition been put on the record?

^'°refor, ^VTNESS: Denier is the weight in grams of 9,000 metres of yarn and 
D the i.o higher the denier the thicker the yarn. I do not know the origin 

-fl '^ition but that is it.
bjay ^.Vice-Chairman: Before we adjourn for the information of some who 
() f‘1'' ’ have been here, the executive session which was to take place at 31 <doek ti • lave been here, 

1 Us afternoon has b
The

has been set over until 10 o’clock tomorrow mornimr 
'"coting adjourned to meet this afternoon at 4.00 p.m
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AFTERNOON SESSION

June 15, 1948.

The committee resumed at 4.00 p.m.
The Chairman: Order, gentlemen.
Mr. Beaudry: Before you go on with textiles, may I bring to your attention 

a request which I think has been placed before you Mr. Chairman, from b» 
Ligue Patronale des Boulangers Indépendants. The committee recajls that * 
the time of our inquiry into bread and some other products I brought to tn 
attention of the committee the fact that some of the smaller elements in tn 
various industries and businesses into which we were examining at time 
suffered from what might be termed unfair practices. This is the case of a 
association of independent bakers from both Quebec and Ontario. These baker 
are making representations to the effect that since most of our investiga*10 
dealt with the price of bread as it affected very large bakers—

The Chairman : I wonder if I might interrupt you there, Mr. BeaudiTj 
I must say in all fairness that as a matter of procedure this should be raise 
either with the steering committee or the committee in executive session. ■ „ 
morning Mr. Thatcher spoke to me about a matter which he wished to bri 
up and I told him that probably the place to bring it up was in the stee1'1^ 
committee. I do not see how I can tell Mr. Thatcher that and not insist 
the rule being followed now. If we deviate from that practice there will be 
order to our proceedings.

Mr. Beaudry: If you will bear with me for a moment—
The Chairman: Then I will have to bear with Mr. Thatcher. s ^ 
Mr. Beaudry: But you will not have to bear with me very long. 1 !? ge 

want to bring out one point. I am not going to ask the committee to cajV 
witnesses and I am not going to ask the committee to listen to their briefs 
I am going to ask the committee to decide at a later date in executive or stee ,^r 
committee session to come to a decision with respect to these cases, and sllll])9t 
cases which affect other industries, which have been placed in a some'' 
invidious position. I want to bring to your attention the request of some o\ f 
independent bakers of Quebec and Ontario that they be allowed to state el J 
in written or oral form before this committee certain reasons which have 1° 
them to effect a rise in prices. e<

The Chairman : I will bring that to the attention of the steering comm1'^. 
I just point out to you, Mr. Thatcher—as you have been absent for a mom'* 
that I wanted to be fair in this matter and I have asked Mr. Beaudry » wy] 
bring this matter up here and it will go to the steering committee which 
be meeting tomorrow. ,^ge

Mr. Beaudry: Now that it has been turned over to the steering coimn 
may I bring up another point? ^]ir

Mr. Fleming: Do you mean that the meeting tomorrow is a steering 
mittee meeting?

The Chairman : No, it will be an executive session.
Mr. Fleming : This matter will be referred to the executive session-
The Chairman : Yes.
Mr. Beaudry: If through difficulties or necessities of this investigatl® 

have placed some industries in a slightly difficult position it would be ou 
that we would give them considered justice and a fair share of e(V1 ,pitiio11 
should consider their position in our report because it may be that public 
has been affected adversely.
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h

exepi,r1C f HAIRMAN: We will certainly consider that tomorrow morning at the 
Miiive session.

like ^r'i^HATCHEH: Mr. Chairman. I have a couple of things which I would 
to have considered.

Chairman : I would ask you not to bring them up now, Mr. Thatcher.

v. Harold G reville Smi,„. 3940 Co, ^
'‘^-President. Canadian Industries Limited, recall

By Mr. Monet: - schedule D2 of Mr. Knight’s
r Q. I would like to refer' you, Mr-Smith,to fC“^nderBtand that you were 
ePort but before questioning you on that sched mcmbers of the committee 

fesent when Mr. Knight’s report was made to the
nd you heard the reading of that report. - • ivn;<,ht’s report in so far as

0 Q. Have vou any comments to make on i • representing here, is con- 
radian Industries Limited, the company you are if g supphed in
>ed?-A. No sir. the figures in the report are drawn
he questionnaire and I have no comment to iven in Mr. Knight s

ren As y°u have just stated, 1 understand -” je vhich was sent out ^P°rt were derived from the answers to the questionnaire
your company a while ago?—A. That is conec ■ p hey figures found

in nQ' The figures in report D would be Nat ive migh^call^ey
he questionnaire answered by your company . • ag Canachan Industries

T: Q- Turning to schedule D2, Mr. Smith, _ n the right hand side
o ^ed is concerned and we find the company figures on

the Page, I notice that your operating income ding from now?
Mr. Thatcher: Excuse me, Mr. Monet, w 11 a . fc,g report, schedule D2.

ju Mr. Monet: I am reading from report D oi - r* ^ n pointed out last
Zî has just been pointed out by the witness, and as m , . ,

>rt, Ti 1of
a

joek .vu. pvmvcu out oy tne witness, and as ^summary4L’ report U was read and put in the evidence by Mi. S nuestionnaire, 3* key figures given in answer to the questions contained in the questionnaire, 
Pie of which was given to the committee members.

Uy Mr. Monet: eniPSfor5 On schedule D2 I note that the operating income as a ^t^g ^
4L Q var 1946 was 34-5 Pf (:cnt and in 194' if course' of Your memorandum thaï I' ^ow, you mentioned this morning in the co , _ the year 1947.is tv °Uv company had reduced its selling price some tn c

Q fpM *; -t the «"I °< IW ?d,S-T6Tlm. i= right.
Q Lthlnk the last reduction was on June q which j have just

Vo,] 4 this reduction of operating income to sales. ^ ig4(. and 1947j
w,muUc to the fact y°ur Prices were reduced so t proportionately

0 you. d it indicate that you reduced vour Price m f f t th. Costs in 1947 
Oc n^reduction in cost?-A. Yes, sir; as a matter of lact^ ,q producti(m

^ Only locally unchanged from 1946 regardless of benefit of production
Sfi he. tod "t «* operating period "sr*i«f“„come reflects an actual 

and consequentlv the decrease m operating income
«.IHruv —*r1aseQ. pui selling price.

Q t a . er than a reduction in cost?—A. Yes. . ,dj„i0 nr2* Peri!1* you would turn now to schedule D5 and I notice on schedule D5 
Oiirtçj. .dage of operating income to sales has risen fiom 

K Q y 1947 to 28‘9 in the first quarter of 1948?—A. \es, sir. 
y°Ur (:fT0u have informed us this morning that the last price change made 

npany was on June 3, 1947?—A. Yes.
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Q. Then this change did operate before the beginning of the third quarte 
did it not?—A. Yes, sir. .

Q. Does this increase in the percentage of operating income to sales i1(V 
the third quarter of 1947 to the first quarter of 1948 mean that the compa^g 
costs have been falling over the period of the last six months? That would 
the reverse of the first question which I put to you?—A. Since the end of 
year 1947 we have begun to obtain the benefits of the expanded nylon opejatT^ 
to which I made reference in my report. As I mention there in the case of 1 
we were able to start our own production of flake instead of importing 
during the third quarter and our cost rose instead of going down, but by the Ç 
of the year we had begun to get those benefits and hence the higher reti 
1948 reflects the advantage of that increased capital expenditure. nj

Q. And that is the way you explain the smaller percentage?—A. Yes, ^ 
in addition the increase in volume is a factor. Throughout 1947 we gray11 flf 
got into operation more and more of the extensions, so it is a combination ,e 
the lowering of costs by undertaking more manufacture in Canada—the fflUl " 
operation of which we spoke earlier.

By Mr. Thatcher: y
Q. May I interject. Do I understand from these figures upon which .Ys 

are questioning, Mr. Monet, that in the first three months of this year the pr°'tj 
made by Canadian Industries Limited are almost double the wages paid 
Of the consumer’s dollar it shows operating income of -289 as against ' } 
for labour. Am I correct in that?—A. That is correct, but it is beforeh
and half of that amount is paid out to the government in taxes. That i® 
operating income before taxes.

Q. Your operating income is almost double all the money you pai<1 
for labour?—A. That includes all direct expenses.

soksBy Mr. Winters:
Q. That covers a lot* of other items besides taxes?—A. It includes ob?0 

cence which is not allowed for taxation purposes. neh*
Q. Does it include depreciation?—A. No, depreciation is included 

ing costs but obsolescence is not and the latter has amounted to a consid
sum.

By Mr. Monet: t9ge
Q. Following your last answer, Mr. Smith, in connection with the pei ^ 

of operating income to sales and your statement that company costs hax 9n<> 
falling over the past six months, you spoke about a reduction in expc11^,1" ^ 
said that accounted to a great extent for that state of affairs? \A °u t-n tl)C 
indicate a further reduction in the selling price of nylon can be expected 0ji 
near future—in view of the statement you have just made?—A. As * 
oath, I am sure you would not ask me to commit myself to dates and a gj)0*'5 
but seriously the record of price reductions which we have made to date - 
the trend of the policy which the company is following. In the case ol. t,; s' 
product such as nylon it is our long-term policy to lower the selling l,1v0]#i’ 
an instrument in broadening the market and thereby building up the ^ 
of business. Actually the timing of price reductions depends upon a fU'1
of factors such as the trend of costs, competition for the consumer’s doJ ’j tK
upon business judgment. I can assure you we have that in mind. I «UfJUIl UUClUtOO J uugiu^ui/. X VC4/1J GliUkJ 111 v. JfUU vv V HCl \ t V11CVU 111 ^ ,

record since the beginning of commercial operations just over two >'c" ,pcia'
is an indication of the practice we intend to follow. I cannot be as r^vhif j 
as to the exact amounts. There are developments in yarn process^ 
may increase our cost and of course we are encountering increased la"1’ bd'11 
material costs the same as is everybody else. The policy, however, h 
as I have indicated.
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Mr. Thatcher: Would you compare the net income figures with wages? 
This -289 is operating income but what would be the net profit tor the three 
month period?
. Mr. Monet: I will come to that in a few minutes, Mr. Thatcher. I just 
have two or three questions and then I shall leave it to the members oi the 
committee to ask all the questions they wish.

By Mr. Monet:
Q- When you say you have this matter in mind, without indicating any 

specific date you say the company is contemplating further reduction at a 
>me you cannot mention?—A. We certainly hope to do so and we shall be 
1SaPPointed if it is not possible to make further reductions.

Q- I wish to refer you, Mr. Smith, to schedule D8 of Mr. Knight’s report 
fid dealing there with percentage of net profit to capital, not operating income 

t sales to net profit, I notice that your return on capital invested for the 
' ars 1946 and 1947 are shown as 17-2 per cent and 16-1 per cent respectively 
p Against 3 per cent in 1945? Do you not consider this 17-2 per cent net 
J, °fit on capital in 1946 and 16-1 per cent in 1947 an excessive return on the 
■ Ifital invested?—A. In answer to your question in considering the return on 
Ip^tment there are a number of factors which have to be taken into account, 
y tfifi case of nylon we are dealing with an industry in the first two complete 
tllels.°f its commercial operation in Canada. In other words we are still in 
8l,i ■ Pmneering stage. In the beginning years a new industry is bound to be 
filet to a iarge amount of obsolescence because of improvements and develop- 
to V manufacture. To take as an example, the actual obsolescence incurred 
and ate s*nce commercial production of nylon started amounts to $417,000 
to W,c are shortly to be faced with further obsolescent losses as we will require 
hav • 6 Ranges in the plant to keep abreast of new developments which we 
tliat° ln ln*n(T At this time nylon has established only a single market and 
fasl '** ^or women’s hosiery. It is a luxury market subject to the vagaries of 
As v°n an(i it is strictly limited in its potentialities with respect to volume. 
been e. oxPand nylon to new uses we shall be involved, and we have already 
lon 'fivolved, in considerable changes and developments ranging over a 
Prob lvr°d time and the special qualities of some yarns will involve in all 
that '/’- Y higher costs of operation. I would say, sir, in considering the matter 
of s:n. ls worth noting that the present price of nylon is well below the price 
bef0r ’ before the war, and silk is our competitor. It is below the price of silk 
silk xv • Price of silk rose, and in fact it is at or around the levels at which 
had ba< *n or 1935, and for below what silk would have been if there 
ifi a Ce.n fio nylon today. Another point in the consideration of nylon is that 
a pai'raiJr°f stockings the value of nylon as we sell it today is about 17 cents 

0 hhat would possibly be of some interest, 
fiylon f ^le vaiue °f nylon in a pair of stockings is what?—A. The value of 
Wfio a$ We seH it-, and of course it is further worked by the textile companies 
brai(,Ulst do a great deal of processing and the necessary twisting of certain 

^ find so on, is 17 cents a pair.
are d ’ ..Thatcher: Mr. Monet, I am still not clear on this page where you 
ProfitPalm8 with schedule D8. For 1946, the percentage for instance of net 

^as 17-2 per cent.
Mr. Monet: Right.

By Mr. Thatcher:
that r The net profit after taxes was $1,047,000. Now I would like to compare 
eotim ° -tlhe amount paid out in wages on schedule D5. Could you give a dollar 

Pari$on, Mr. Smith?—A. What was that last question?
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Q. Could you give us the dollar figures for the amount paid out in wages 
A. I think we may have that, Mr. Thatcher.

Q. For 1946 and 1947?—A. I will give it to you in just a moment. l*ie 
figure for 1947 is $1,198,177 and for 1946 the figure is $989,751.

Q. That was your total wage payment?—A. That is factory wages an 
salaries, not including office salaries. ,

Q. What that means is that your nylon division in 1946 took* profits o . 
$1,047,000 and only paid wages altogether of $989,000. In other words, y°^ I 
took greater profits than you paid your whole group of employees, and 1 
1947 almost the same thing is true. Would not that leave the committee t 
conclude your profits were not only abnormal, but excessively so?—A. 
necessarily, sir. The investment of over $8,000,000 has increased the voh1® 
and you must relate profit to volume. There is a very large investment involv 
in the nylon operation and of course you must also consider the amount 0 
risk, and the obsolescence which I have mentioned as being $417,000. Als°' 
sir, I said that we were in the pioneering stage.

There are, of course, other synthetic filaments in development; there :l1^ 
some on the market today and some in development and there is a very c°*j 
siderable risk element. We are still in the first two years ; and until we ha 
shown a trend—and in the first two years I think the trend is one of c° 
siderable importance in showing where we hope to be able to go.

By Mr. Thatcher: | ^
Q. Of course, at the same time in D-5 your wage trend in the last Pell<^ 

of time has been downward, while your profits trend has been going up-"' 
No, sir.

Q. Is not that true from schedule D-5?—A. No, sir. . ^
Q. Well, your operating income has been going up?—A. No, sir; I tnut 

that is a point that can be explained; the operating income in 1947 was a > ^ 
one and one quarter million, almost, as I mentioned this morning, less y 
1946. These, sir, are percentage figures. The fact that the wage percent-1 

can be lower does not indicate that the wages themselves are lower. .
In fact, wages increased. In reality, hourly rates increased 17 per cCI’,(';lIr 
Q. Sure; but they are not increasing in the same proportion as y 

profits and your cost of material?—A. The wages in 1946 increased. n-
Q. But your profits and other things went up?—A. No, they went do 

$1,225,000; the operating income was down $1,225,000 from 1946 to 1947.
Q. Now, Mr. Smith, maybe I do not reconcile those figures.—A. I thmv 

is the percentage which gives you the difficulty. . 0p
Q. Your wage percentage is downward comparing the last two quarters ^ 

Schedule D-5 ; your wages were • 158 in the first quarter and they dropp6® ^ 
•154 in the first quarter of 1948; and taking your operating income at ^ 
•254, there was a jump to -289?—A. That is because there has been a c^a.n^lt,iy 
the volume. It does not indicate that the rate itself is low. It rose shg 
so that the amount paid out in wages was lower. , ave

It is a difficult point and I sympathize with the difficulty that ypu ^iat 
found over that percentage there ; but may I put it this way: supposing 
wages are 20 cents in a dollar ; and supposing that the article rose from ^age 
$1.10. The wages are still 20 cents, or twenty per cent in a Perc(Li‘be 
wise, but the wages would be lower, even though the amount paid shou 
exactly the same. -n it

In our case the price is not going up. I am not sure how to expD 
satisfactorily. 0fjts

Q. It does seem to me that at a time when your company is taking P 
greater than you are paying out to your employees in salaries, that at th» 
your proportion of wages to the consumers’ dollar—the trend is downward, 1
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1 doj 0 n°t just understand why that should be. 
. Wnward, Mr. Thatcher. Rpnrincr ir> mind nfis 4:
g®,ar was 17 per cent; the hourly wage rate has increased, not the wages them- 
al Ve®> by about 20 per cent, or thereabouts, but the number of employees has 

0 mcreased during that year.
tool/f ^ould it be fair for this committee to say that in 1946 the profits you 
em l lad morc to do with the prices than the wages which you paid to your 

Pioyees?—A. No, sir, I do not think that is so.
If your profits are greater than your wage figures, why is not that so? 

The Chairman: It is a matter for deduction by this committee.

By Mr. Thatcher:
reas^' Well, that is my deduction and if it is not so, I would like to know the 
exnfw ''by?—A. In 1947 we achieved production at a higher rate than we had 
at t(,tG< ’ 80 that was the reason why we were putting in a price reduction even 
I st■ ]V cnd of our first year; and in the middle of our second year of operation— 
|8 qq,. »ant to stress that we have had to risk a very large investment of over 

"00 which had been invested at a risk for those first two years, and

•A. The trend of wages is not 
Bearing in mind, of course, in 1947 that our volume

‘ Per cent above the previous year, the actual increase in wage rates in the

We exPected this trend to continue. 
Q. Oftaxes%iUI course y°u would assume, if you continued to make a net profit after 

A j ■ that after that it would not belong until you have no investment at all?— 
Wj°Pe that the new expansion which was started this vear will add to the

iv nt considerably-
huila; are n°t concerned with short-term profits, but rather with the long-term 

ug up of the business.
bu8in,e xvant to get into a tonnage business rather than into an "ounceage” 
fast,,,!SSj and I expect that our investment will growT and keep on growing at a 

rate than at the present time.
Wagg^' . seems to me that your company has made a greater profit than the 
bef0r Paid to its emplovees, more so than any other company which has come 

^ this committee.
PriCeg 10 Chairman: But the evidence is that these people have lowered their

^ r' Thatcher: I was coming to that point later.
*“Hairman: And yet their profit is higher than the other companies. 

^r- Thatcher: Well, I do not think they have lowered it enough.
've w '° Chairman: Certainly, it is exemplary; and if they could do it, then 

to know why the others could not do it.

q Mr. Fleming:
i^^tion* i ®mbh has referred repeatedly to obsolescence in this industry and 
last c_d a figure of $416,000, I think, which was written off for obsolescence 
allowe,,arr hs that reflected in the figures given here of profit? Have you 
?2o,oqq °r hhat?—A. Not allowed for taxes; $97,000 allowed for taxes; 
'SojGg(> Was not; so the net cost to the company was about $360,000 for 

q* £^ce‘, this was not allowed, of course, in taxes to the company. 
q ^represents a loss of capital?—A. Yes.

0b:

as Well I. if you were to carry on, you must make up that loss in capital
as trying V make a return "on "your investment?—A. True.

* /hat year was that for, that $360,000?-A. That » fr°m IMo October, 
hen we began commercial operations, to date, in 19 , ’
To the end of 1947?—A. Yes, sir.
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Q. And is that process continuing?—A. Yes, sir. I expect that we sh* 
come out with a very substantial obsolescence in the next extension wh>
I hope we will be able to undertake in the next few months. We increa»1 
the capacity of the plant. , t

Q. Can you make any comment to the committee as to whether the ain°llj)C 
will be written off by way of capital in this way—that it is going to , 
increase as compare to your net loss of capital this year to the end of • A
—A. No, sir, I cannot. j]] *

Q. It is too early yet?—A. Yes. There is a good deal of development 5 
going on. We are still in the pioneering stage and I cannot state what, 
two years time, may come along.

In the earlier stages, it is bound to be a fairly substantial amount; fl], 
it is changing rapidly and I could not forecast whether it will be greatei 
less, sir.

By Mr. Irvine: ^ i
Q. I have some difficulty in understanding you, Mr. Smith, when you 

that your wage scale had not been lowered; while we find that in thc 
quarter of 1947, for labour, you have • 158 and in the first quarter of 
you have -154. tliat

Would you mind trying, once more, to explain why that does not mean 
there is a drop there of the amount spent in wages?—A. I do not know 
to explain it, sir, without a very involved calculation. , are

But I can assure you, sir, that wage rates are, in fact, increasing anC , 
slightly higher in the first quarter of this year than they were in the 
quarter of last year.

Q. Did you have fewer employees?—A. No, sir, in fact, we have ajulJlc 
more employees. The number of employees is increasing, while, as the v°totaj 
is also increasing, both the rate paid, the number of employees, and the ^ ;0 
dollars paid out in wages are increasing steadily and have been (‘°i » 
over 1945, 1946 and 1947, and that is still continuing.

By Mr. Fleming: |
Q. There is a further question I have on that point: Mr. Smith * t|,c 

to schedule D-8 of the report, with respect to the loss of capital, that ’'^ftc1' 
net loss of capital reflected in the second last column, the net proh 
taxes?—A. Yes, sir, it is.

Q. Account of that has been taken in this statement?—A. Yes, '
Mr. Thatcher: Might I proceed now?
The Chairman : Yes.

By Mr. Winters:
Q. Is that a fund which you set up for obsolescence? Are those in‘l nlcti* 

actually taken out?—A. Obsolescence has been incurred by the equ 
and on the buildings in making the changes. .

Q. Would you turn then to the first page of your report and 1 
refer to the general report?—A. Yes, sir. th,: (

Q. Nowt, on page 1 of that brief you said that the common stock g pci 
company is owned, 42-6 per cent by Imperial Chemical Industries; 4 
cent by Duponts Limited.

The Chairman: What is the purpose of your question? . ^tb6
Mr. Thatcher: I want to know, first of all, if these compalllcS v(ypr 

American or British companies—exercise any influence with respect " .
price policy or any influence with respect to policies generally?

The Witness: No, sir. The answer is definitely no.
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By Mr. Thatcher:
on influence, none whatsoever?—A. As I mentioned—in the report itself,n Page 2:

The granting of the nylon rights by du Pont involved no control over 
.Production or determination of selling prices in Canada, wrhich are entirely 
ln the hands of management of C.I.L.

they'k ^°u are stating then categorically that they exercise no control or that 
the d fVe P°thing to do with your policy?—A. They do not exercise control over 

^termination of selling prices.
no\vle ] Ve been on the Board of Directors for eight years and I say, of my own
sehm/t-hat that is not done; it is in the hands of the management them- 

LS, sir.
So a^j There is one thing that makes me wonder if, indirectly, they might do 
Catlap. ^ Woutd like to quote a paragraph in the McGregor report entitled, 
ati(j j a and International Cartels”. This report has to do with your company, 
recor(}.'Voidd refer to pages 19 and 20, if I might place this material on the

The understandings with respect to Canada between I.C.I. (or its 
Predecessors) and du Pont, as has already been shown, have extended 
Pver a great many years. Some of the arrangements were made as 
rp. orma] agreements while others have been made as formal contracts, 

re most comprehensive of the latter is the Tri-Party Agreement made 
T on December 1, 1936, between du Pont, I.C.I. and C.I.L.

A is st;n0rider, Mr. Smith, if you are familiar with the Tri-Party Agreement if 
Q yln effect?—A. Yes, sir. 
q' ,°u say it is still in effect?—A. Yes, sir. 
q rpjjd you are familiar with its terms?—A. Yes, sir.

hen, reading further from the McGregor report as follows :
C T / n<*cr the terms of this agreement I.C.I. and du Pont agreed to grant 
i 'TD. exclusive licenses for Canada, and Newfoundland under patents, 
ç^entions ancL processes they then owned or might thereafter acquire, 
tp “ agreed to grant I.C.I. and du Pont similar licenses for the rest of 
r ® world outside of Canada and Newfoundland in conformity with their 

sPective license territories established by agreements, 
tevfi 6 ^el,(ls covered by the Tri-Party Agreement included coated 
icin' eS’ 6ellulose film, plastics, paint and finishes, fertilizers and insect- 

A 6S’ exl^os*ves and general chemicals.
^^ernen/*1611 went on to say that there were three main factors of that 

' According to Mr. McGregor.
lVlr LEMing: Is there anything there about nylon?

^ÿlon Hatcher : “Coated textiles”. I would imagine that that would include'on.
The Wit'Ness: No, sir; coated textiles does not, in any way, include nylon. 

Thatcher:Q A6y Mr

U)igju re you saying that you have no agreement concerning nylon yarn, such 
h4" laVe to do with patents or any agreement of any kind?—A. On thec°Htrar __________ ^ ____ Hi ______

s^ive th as a result of the relationship between the three countries, we did 
r> We ri8ht from du Pont free of charge, with no royalty or payments. Yes, 

d ■ Q. Y un(Ier the agreement.
WP behv’ 0n Page 2 of your brief you state, that as the result of the relation- 'o i„_. uween n t t , -A. - . ^ »• ■ - ■"IV

OIjVVPû p. * O •* J OUI Ml 1V/1 J UU ClUIVV) WJ11UV ---------------------------------------

;e"ti(,nn. T.L and I.C.I. and du Pont, C.I.L. received the Canadian rights
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As a result of the relationship between C.I.L., I.C.I. and du P°n ; 
C.I.L. received the Canadian rights to inventions and processes develop6" 
by those companies and accordingly obtained from du Pont the Canadia 
rights relating to nylon.

And I would like to know if, in return for those rights, which have bc6^ 
given to you, if you agreed in anyway to restrict your wares to the Canadi 
market?—A. I dealt with that on the following page: . ,

The sale of the nylon yarn itself, regardless of the country in wf11. 
it is manufactured, is subject to the assertion of patents in the count1- 
in which they have been issued. . j

Converters who purchase nylon yarn from C.I.L. as a raw matelj® 
for their operations may export their products to any part of the "j. 
The sale of the nylon yarn itself regardless of the country in which ^ 
manufactured, is subject to the assertion of patents in the countn6® 
which they have been issued.

That covers the entire situation without any other arrangement of 91 ' 
kind whatsoever arising out of the agreement, be it tri-partites or otherwise-

Q. That last sentence, it may be that I do not understand it, but won 
not be possible to assume from that, that because of those patents, that - 
can only sell in Canada?—A. No, it means we could not sell unless it we*- y 
a country where no patent has been issued. But let us say that in a c°UI . "e 
where a patent has been issued to somebody else, which is common Pra „rt 
with all patents, that if there is no patent, let us say in France, we can 63Cl(yj,t 
nylon yarn to France; but if there be a patent there, in other words, a local r „ 
has been granted to a company or to some party in return for some consi( ^ 
tion, then they would take action against us if we exported. But we aT® ;s 
prevented from exporting except to places where there is a right win ^ 
protected ; if they have given a consideration, that is the general paten 
and it is not peculiar to nylon or to ourselves.

By Mr. Fleming: rt
Q. But have you reached a point where you are in a position to 6 

from Canada?—A. A considerable amount of nylon was exported*during^^ 
because of the acute world shortage. Most of that nylon was exported, 1 ' j0n 
think, by our own customers ; and the value of the exported stockings, the 
stockings exported, made of our yarn in 1947, was about $3,000,000.

By Mr. Thatcher: .
Q. Is it not a fact .that nylon yarn was not exported from Canada 0yf 

the last two years?—A. I think a considerable amount was exported - 
customers.

Q. But I thought you stated that there were no exports ; I do not renl „rtd* 
the page?—A. We estimated that about 480,000 pounds of nylon were e 
in 1947.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. By your customers?—A. By our customers.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. According to this Tri-Party 

confine its operations to Canada:
Agreement, clause C, the C.I L w9? to

I
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Paragraph (C) C.I.L. is to confine its operations to Canada and is 
not to engage in any export trade even when it is in a favourable position 
to do so through tariff preferences or other causes.

« P'oes that hold for nylon?—A. No, sir that does not hold for the Tri-Party 
§reernent todav.

By Mr. Fleming:
w Q- I think we must get this clear: if this agreement refers to nylon in any 
nvl'’ ^len *he questions are in order; but if the agreement does not apply to 

- °n, then the questions have no relationship to the matter before us.
The Chairman : I think that is right.
^r- Thatcher: I shall try to establish that.
The Chairman: He has said that the agreement does not refer to nylon. 

Sgr^ r- Thatcher: Nylon yarn ; does that Tri-Party Agreement, or any other 
ernent y°ur companv mav have—have they anything to do with restricting 
r Siiles of nylon yarn?

whetl G Witness : May I answer the question you are asking at the moment: 
^hat ,*er vve’ under the Tri-Party Agreement, are restricted only to the extent 

a Patent may exist in a country in some way.
r’Sht 'Vou ^t the right to manufacture any article from a third party, your 
bojy "(>utd be restricted to the country from which you bought the rights; anv- 
exp,')rf" ho patented those rights in another country would, naturally, prevent an 

eoming in, because he has paid a consideration for his rights.
r*8hts' tK nrl,wou^* that apply also to rights of the United States, to exclusive 
are there?—A. They invented the process and they are the only ones who

berating it.
Q- So, when you say that they are your parent company— 

r- Fleming: No, he did not say it was his parent company.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Coihpan comPany which holds the patents in the United States, this du Pont 
A. Th?^’ ^ey could prevent you from shipping down to the United States?— 
Fonts 0Wners of the patent, whoever they may be—in this case it is the du 

’ Fes, sir.
hi retu'h there is nothing to say that the du Ponts would not grant to us a license 

n for shipping to the United States if it were possible to do so. 
have ,j this is a time of dollar crisis, and if all the companies did as you
>fates l,T1y-’ F would be pretty hard for us to build up our exports to the United 
Fftitgj <v °u are letting a patent agreement stop you from exporting from the 
°f Whic] . fes?—A. No, sir. With the plants in the United States, the smallest 
Pf oqr 1 ls about four and a half times bigger than ours, there is no possibility 
Pgher porting to the United States; and with the duty, as it is, it would cost 
a'l, but -)a.n ifi Canada so that we are not overlooking the possibilities there at 
hjbe tin!1 jUs* d°es n°t exist because in the United States today the production is 
liants ](CS ours in two plants which are four to five times as big. Both these 

q aVe expanded for a huge domestic market.
'at n. there any agreement between the du Pont or the du Pont organization 

^A. -p°hy won’t send nyloi
‘hf pos;flP e is not, but as owners of the patents, we could take action to protect

Won’t send nylon yarn to compete with you on the Canadian market ? 
. . e is not, but

''firlcVn*"i°n' Once we have the right, no one else can. It is a common thing 
9tld £r&nt, under a patent, but there is nothing to say that they won t do it 

11 Products do, in fact, cross the border freely.
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Q. But would it be fair to say that so far as the Canadian market is con
cerned, you have an absolute and complete monopoly in Canada because y°u 
have the patents which prevent competitors or any other company from compet
ing in here, unless you give them a permit?—A. We have all kinds of domestic 
competition. • j|g

Q. You mean, in competition with your nylon yarn?—A. No, sir; we arc 
in competition with silk and with other fibres. There is not, in actual nylon, bu | > 
I think it is a fact that before the war, for example nylon was displacing silk in 
the market which was pretty well supplied with silk and that is an indication 
that there is competition today.

Q. But so far as nylon is concerned1 you have an absolute and complete mon
opoly in Canada?—A. We sell to our purchasers of nylon.

Q. And you have no foreign or domestic competition?—A. We have not a 
the present time, no sir.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. You mean in Canada?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Therefore, would it be fair to say that competition does not enter in^ 

the matter of setting prices of nylon yarn?—A. No, sir. The price of nylon yar 
was set by competition with silk, and since that time it has been lowered. ...

Q. You have not met that competion until recently?—A. Silk stockings Wi 
sell at lower prices than nylon, if they can 'be moved. j

Q. On page 5 of your statement you said: “After deducting the amount Ç 
the depreciation reserve the net capital employed totalled $6,560,000”. Now, 1 
I might go over to another page, according to statement No. 1 on page 4 of y°Uj 
other brief you show that 1946, the operating income of your nylon division-" 
am referring to statement 1 on page 4.

The Chairman: Page 4.
Mr. Monet: That would be the one, Mr. Chairman.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. You say that your operating income, that is, of your nylon division 

1946, was $2,163,000 and some odd dollars. That works out to 33 per cent, if111 ^ 
figures are correct ; 33 per cent of your investment before taxes. u

The 1947 figures wdiich are computed in the same manner, show that y° 
made 31 per cent on your investment?—A. Yes.

By The Chairman:
Q. Before taxes?

By Mr. Thatcher: .{
Q. Before taxes, yes. That his operating income now—would not it be 

—do you agree, with those, Mr. Smith?—A. Your figure for 1946 was 33 1 
cent odd.

Q. And 31 per cent for 1947?—A. 30 per cent.
Q. It is right in there?—A. Before taxes, of course.
Q. Before taxes?—A. Yes. ,c
Q. And I take it that it would be fair to say that you have made a co 

of price increases?—A. Three price increases, yes.
Q. Yes; but at a time when you are showing such an astronomical P1* j 

on an investment, would it not be fair to say that you have taken advantag 
the lack of competition to keep the price of nylon up a lot higher than it s

i
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—A. There is no doubt that we could have sold all our n\lon at ceiling 
Prices, but we have reduced the prices by $1,225,000 during the first year; ami 
file second year—we had expected, as we developed a market but if we are 
restricted to a narrow market, we shall find that we are not able to eain this 
rfcturn. It. is in the expectancy of further development.
,, Q. Yes, but if every company in Canada should take a whacking profit like 
lak then our price structure would really go up.

h Mr. Fleming: Yes, but if every firm reduced its prices such as this firm 
881 then the prices would come down.

Mr. Thatcher: Here is a company which takes more in profits than they 
that ^le’r wage earners. There would seem to be something abnormal about

pfirch^1 Irvine: If every company did the same thing, they could never 
it with86 they produce because they would never have enough wages to do

and t> T.' .Thatcher: How do Canadian prices compare with similar American 
British prices?

I Wonu ,Monet: M you will excuse me, Mr. Thatcher, I have a chart which 
ÜuitÇi ) q ce to hie. My last question was with respect to a comparison between 
the wit "tâtes prices and Canadian prices, and this chart was to be' filed by 
Mtnp. ncss on that point, so if you do not mind, we may want to question the 

*s °n that point.

Mi'. Thatcher: Certainly.
* r- Monet: Mr. Smith, while we are waiting for questions that may arise 

11 your ... —to thi*uur examination. a question has been asked by Mr. Thatcher with respect
fact th 1?a/*er anc* would you tell the members of the committee in view of the
that. |n ] u'om 1946 to 1947, bearing in mind the two reductions in your prices
to re(|ux e already been made, would it not have been possible for your company
Price in'0 • a *arger margin than you did, or to make another reduction in your
years iqllew °f the fact that even with those reductions your net profit for the

^ 4l> and 1947 was 17-2 per cent and 16-1 per cent respectively?
? tceri|e itness: I think the answer to that question, Mr. Monet, is the point
lr>creas 1<mcd earlier. AVe have made reductions in expectation of volume 

-

do

0 },j„.,' an<d as that volume has begun to be shown, unless we find there are 
lf;r costs, we expect to continue the trend.

The W]

A r ) "e CAjrvvu

rr1- Monet: To lower prices?

so itness: Yes. As I said, we shall be very disappointed if we cannot

By The Chairman:
When, Mr. Smith?—A. I cannot say specifically when.

^ About when7—A. I am hopeful that we shall be a .< ■
»ol>. Monet: Can you give the member, of the 
in pjg^you would expect to reach before you could consider another

y]1(: Witness: I am afraid I cannot offhand sir.
Z- Winters: Does that statement assume stability m labour costs.

1)11 domVVlTNESS: As I sav we have had some increases in cost> an vt.i< %etU> that we shall have higher labour and material costs AXe hope to 
as in /hose additional costs by volume and lower the price notwith-tandi g, 

U83act We did in 1947.
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The Chairman : So that would mean the price would be lowered away belc^ 
the pre-war level?

The Witness: They are very far below that now, sir.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. I understood you to say this morning that the prices are lower by 20 P®£ 

cent to 30 per cent?—A. They were below the price ceiling by 20 to 30 per ce u 
and they are now about 35 per cent lower than the price ceiling, and that its 
is lower than the price in 1939.

Q. Before I finish my questioning, there was a reference to the Un* 
States prices. I have a few questions to ask with respect to United States PrlC _

The Chairman : Mr. McCubbin, I know, would like to see you lower Plice 
before the committee rises.

The Witness: I beg your pardon?
The Chairman : Mr. McCubbin, from the expression on his face, would 1 

a further reduction in prices before this committee rises. jj
The Witness: As I said we have it constantly in mind and I hope we 

be able to do so soon. I cannot say whether it will be before the committee r 
but I do feel as soon as we can see prospects of steady expansion we will do .

Mr. Fleming : May I ask the chairman a question? When is this coin1111 
going to rise?

The Chairman : When the committee thinks it has done its job, and - 
Fleming is a member of the committee.

Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Smith, you made one statement on which I aB0 
clear. I think you stated that the tri-party agreement was still in effect?

The Witness: I did, sir.
Mr. Thatcher: On page 20 Mr. MacGregor makes this statement—
Mr. Fleming : Is this question in relation to the agreement on nylon-
Mr. Thatcher : I will try to establish that in a moment if I nna> 

just one line.
Mr. Fleming: You must establish that first.
Mr. Thatcher: May I, in one sentence? In speaking of the tri-party llr 

ment Mr. MacGregor says “Under the terms of this agreement—”

Mr. Fleming: That is not the right way to proceed.
The Chairman: Mr. Fleming is raising a point of order.
Mr. Fleming: May I suggest that is not the right way to procee 

Thatcher must establish that the tri-party agreement does cover nyl°d- ^ oPe

4rea

»eree'

Mr. Thatcher: 
sentence?

I am trying to do so, and will you let me have J

Mr. Fleming: If Mr. Thatcher establishes that he can go on and rea
fro111

itivethe agreement.
The Chairman: Wc have had an answer from Mr. Smith in the nega 

now Mr. Thatcher is trying to disprove that statement.
Mr. Irvine: By quoting from Mr. MacGregor.
Mr. Thatcher: Perhaps I do not read this rightly and I would Hkc ^ 

clear in my own mind.
The Chairman : You can read all right.
Mr. Thatcher: Of course in 1936 nylon could not have 

because there was no factory. “Under the terms of this agreement 
du Pont agreed to grant .CIL exclusive licences for Canada and Newt® 
under patents, inventions and processes which they then owned or nvg

id

it

been
d
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after acquire”. If Mr. Smith says that agreement is still in effect why was nylon
j acle ,an exception, or was it made an exception? I would take from that state- 

ent it was not an exception.
The Chairman : You have put two questions and you have not given him 

a chance to answer.
k., The Witness: It was not an exception. The difference in the relationship 
between CIL and du Pont—

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q- It was not an exception?—A. No.
Q- Then the tri-party agreement applies.—A. Yes, sir.
Tir. Thatcher : May I proceed now, Mr. Fleming?

Fleming: Would Mr. Smith repeat his last answer?
■Hie Witness: The tri-party agreement as it exists does apply to nylon. 

p^r- Thatcher: Then may I proceed? “(a) CIL is given exclusive rights 
’tiad anac^a *° any processes owned by either of the major parties. (6) CIL is 
du p6 So^e distributor for any products shipped to Canada by either ICI or 
any °nf- (c) CIL is to confine its operations to Canada and is not to engage in 
pr(f, cxP°rt trade, even when it is in a favourable position to do so through tariff 

e£®nces or other causes”, 
rhat, then, must apply to nylon.
The Witness: No, sir.

By Mr. Thatcher:
but +1 ^ °u are contradicting yourself?—A. No, sir. I tried to answer before 
tri_h \cre was some confusion. This provision no longer applies under the 

ljarty agreement.
Pylon Tou sa^d it was in effect?—A. Yes, but this provision did not apply to 
So*eb0d Yre not Prevented from exporting unless the patents belong to
but ^ ^Ten was that provision withdrawn?—A. Offhand I cannot tell you 
e^ctiyw°uld say that perhaps it was three or four years ago. I do not recall
appiP.Of course the McGregor Report is only two years old and it apparently 
W0U](| to them?—A. Gathering all that information probably took a year, I 
Uiay | say- We are not restricted in our exports except in so far as the patent 

QGrSwned by somebody other than ourselves or du Pont.
The i' Then you would be prevented from shipping to the United States?—A.

I aTuts prevent anybody from shipping.
Play V' wight be I suggest the policy of your inter-company patents which 
tried t(C ■ rMni Canadian export and the obtaining of American dollars?—A. I 
tile uQ?. lntiicate there is no possibility of that. On the other hand, by working

Patents in this country we make an enormous saving of American dollarsv d Vi J xy iiJMUXV Ml»» V»»V»» »»»UUU UM 1 »»‘f-, V» »Jtl»iV» 1VMI»» VAV»»Mi ‘

‘tight mur obviating the necessity of importing from the United States. 
ti-S. uy]1 lon dollars worth of Canadian nylon is replacing $8,000,000 worth of 
a 6reat which would undoubtedly come into the country. I think there is 
P it wp/^vantage in that feature, and nylon would still arrive in this country 

Ay n°t made here.
■ Pleripfl 0 j think there is no possibility of increasing your capacity and getting 
’s quite -1 dollars by shipping to the United States?—A. I think the possibility 
PUe (.Q reWote of being able to manufacture more cheaply than the United States 

q jlc. fact that the United States production is far greater.
'Pppincr? ^ nol;' reniote because vour patent agreement is preventing you from 

A.- No, sir.
U830_3i
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A. No, as we

Q. You are contradicting yourself?—A. It is not that the patent agreement 
prohibits it. The cost of production here is certainly not more favourable than 
in the United States and our current cost is much higher. I am speaking gene1"' 
ally and not just for nylon. The current costs in Canada are higher. Also, j* 
plant of the same size costs very much more here'than in the United States, 
do not think the situation you ask about is possible because we have no inheren 
advantages in this particular operation.

Q. If the clauses of the tri-party agreement are no longer in effect 
advantage is there in still having it?—A. Because by virtue of the agreement " 
obtain the right to new processes in Canada and the opportunity to deveWl 
them. T

Q. What do you give in return? You must give some consideration?—A- * ' 
sir, we do not.

Q. You mean that out of the goodness of their hearts— 
mentioned— , v

Q. You are stating on oath all these three clauses are no longer used - 
the companies?—A. I am stating we are not restricted in our exports other m 
to the extent that a patent may exist in the country where it has been ta " 
out. It may be a patent owned by some other party which conflicts with 0 
and we may not be able to operate, even though du Pont now owns it. W e 
not restricted by the shipping provision.

Q. But you are restricted by patents?—A. Everybody is. ^
Q. You are rstricted by patents of the two companies which own you •"'"7 ^ 

We are not more restricted by their patents than we are by some patents wi1 
we have bought from a third party.

Q. As far as price is concerned you have a complete monopoly u1 
market?—A. No, sir, we have strong competition—

Mr. Fleming: What we want is questions and not statements.
Mr. Thatcher: You 'have a complete monopoly in the domestic fie^’ ^ 

far as foreign competition is concerned, in nylon yarn. It is true there ma7 ve 
some competition in silk but there is no competition in nylon yarn and you 11 
an absolute monopoly? . ^

The Witness: We are the sole manufacturers of nylon but we sell d 
competition to displace other material.

Mr. Merritt : Nylon is a trade name?
The Witness: No, it is a term for this type of polymer. It is a coined u , 

in the same way that rayon was a coined name. Anyone who manufacture5 ,joni 
particular product may call it nylon and it becomes CIL nylon, du Font’s n> 
or ABC’s nylon.

Mr. Winters: Does the patent cover nylon? ,^
The Witness: The patents cover the production of the material but whc

dthey cover the material as such I cannot say, I do not know.
Mr. Thatcher: Would you mind giving us the price figures for the 

States and Britain?
Mr. Monet: Mr. Chairman, there is a chart to be distributed.
Mr. Fleming: I have a couple of questions before we go on to soU>c

else.

Unite1

tlii11^

By Mr. Fleming: glly
Q. About these arrangements, Mr. Smith, under which without pay'^jW 

consideration you receive the patent rights from the du Pont firm in the j,»d 
States, if there were no such arrangement between the companies and >0 0fit 
to buy those patent rights and use capital to that extent, I presume y°ul
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Proportionately would be reduced?—A. I would expect so substantially. There 
w°uld also be royalties to take into consideration and in the light ot the împoit- 
ance of nylon they would be considerable.
, Q. Yes?—A To some, extent our profit is higher because a royalty has not been paid at all.

, Q. A^chart hias°been distributed to the members of ^ committee. It will 
be filed as exhibit 142. This is the chart which you have supplied 
rohimittee, Mr. Smith?—A. Tes. f j

Exhibit 142—Nylon 40-denier hosiery leg yarn. ( ompaiiso 
and foreign selling prices.

fit/ Mr. Monet:
ehart^ you explain the chart to the members of the committee?—A. This
in sir. shows at the top the ceiling prices established for nylons which were 
The cCt’ an(l the prices at which we did sell nylon in 1941, the basic period. 
we | n’st reduction' is the price at which we established the selling price when 
a re?^aiî commercial production in Canada. Then in December 1946 we made 
Pidi('.Uctb)n an(l in June 1947 we made the last reduction. The dotted line 

tes the time when price controls ceased.
and tl *ba* was in September?—A. In September 1947 price control ceased 

le ceiling price ceased to have any validity at all. 
is the ^ end °f the line, Canadian prices, Ï see a price of $3.47?—A. That 

QC?Port price for 40-denier yarn.
y?s. bbat is the most popular one?—A. I would say it has the largest volume,

9' And the price is $3.47?—A. That is right.
-hice r *' °u^ y°u tell the members of the committee if that has been the price 

( tone of 1947?—A. Since June 2. 1947.
A. y ; And that was when the last reduction in vour price took place?— 

s> sir.
figUfç l^hat have you to say as to the United States price?—A. The lower 
°f jiw l0Ws the nylon price since 1944. There was a slight increase in March 
Price h an<^ a reduction was made in February of 1947, since which date the 
differe as been constant. The price in the United States is for an entirely 
5? sized I1?aterial from that sold in Canada in so far as the Canadian material 
j^tes ’ 01 e(f, and put on cones or spools as the case may be, whereas the United 

■ other °Cess excludes sizing, oiling, and spooling, which operations are done 
jo the tr De°ple in the industry7. Consequently there is an amount to be added 
I*1 at So](inlbed States price in order to bring it up to a comparable material to 
U'c-re js i/11 Canada. The figure is 73 cents shown for sizing and oiling, and then 
t Per Cp \ °f f per cent exchange, and there is a duty at the present time of 
0 tha(. ,rit> which duty came into effect on the 1st of January of this year. Prior 
toieh L if- was 30 per cent. The right-hand column is the British_price,--"<«= uu jjtl vein;. me iiftuv-iiouu wiuiuu n ui.v yiive,
.°re 4L ®A.58, and there is a duty of 92 cents, making a total of $5.50. 1 here-
Sd’ed ■ Canadian price at present is $3.47, the price of the United States nylon 
Eanad*. Canada is $3.61. and the price of the United Kingdom nylon landed in 

Qa !s $5.50.

d Mr. Fleming: . n .. . 9 .9' Atou sav $4.58 is the price of the production in lltai ■ 1 ,
PriC(9( That is" the price at which it is being sold in Bnt.ai,n'"tfiJrèd in the 
spited ^ the Price lists which show comparable material as offered in

Kingdom.
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Q. With all the price controls in that socialistic empire the cost is greate1 
than in this free enterprise country of ours, where the figure is $3.47?—A. The 
United Kingdom figure is higher, sir; and that is a statement of fact.

Q. It is about 30 per cent higher over there?—A. Yes.
The Chairman : The real answer to that of course, Mr. Fleming, is g°° 

government in Canada.
Mr. Fleming: That is not the last answer, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Monet: I have a few questions to ask with reference to the United Stat^ 

price. You said a moment ago that the same quality of nylon, 40-denier, wblC 
costs $3.47 in Canada, costs $3.61 if it is imported?

The Witness: Yes.
Mr. Winters: On the same basis in the United States it would cost
The Witness: $2.89.
Mr. Monet : There is % of 1 per cent exchange, 

also until I included the figure of % of 1 per cent. 
States price is $2.88 per pound. Is that correct?

The Witness: Yes.

had the figure 1?-^ 
e comparable Uni

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Why is the British price so high? It is because of these patent a^lC([0 

ments and the fact there cannot be outside competition in England?—A. 1 n 
not know because it is not manufactured by ICI. A licence has been 
by somebody else and I simply have not the knowledge. oll,

Q. ICI does not manufacture it?—A. No, and I simply cannot tell 
We are not in any way associated with that concern. I merely have the P 
at which it is being sold.

By Mr. Monet: ^
Q. I take it from this chart, Mr. Smith, that the Canadian price is hS 

above the comparable price in the United States. Would that be correc 
A. Yes, $2.89 and $3.47.

Q. There is 58 cents difference?—A. Yes. ui<J
Q. Can you tell the members of the committee what reduction it " 0ut 

require, percentagewise, to sell nylon for the same price? I have figured u ^ 
to 17 per cent. Would that be à fair statement?—A. I think it would be co 

Q. It would require a reduction of 17 per cent to bring the price of n;oUld 
40 denier, to the same level as exists in the United States?—A. Yes, I 
take that as a correct figure.

Q. This will be my last line of questioning and perhaps your ans 
be a repetition of what you have already said. However, in view of vv,
that the company made, for the first quarter of the year 1948, 28 • 9 Pel rjre
operating income to sales, would it not be possible to bring the Canadian 
down to the United States level—to reduce it by this 17 per cent which ^urge, 
just referred to?—A. That is a substantial reduction, sir. First of all, 0 
and I have mentioned this earlier, the United States output is so large t ‘ 
could hardly expect to achieve anything comparable. Their output lh 
times as large as ours.

By Mr. Winters:
Q. Why do you say that? Do your machines not run at capa<’jU j pv® 

Oh, yes, sir. However, if you have eight machines in one unit instead era' 
machines, the unit costs are very much reduced. Many of the servicing
tions require the same number of people whether you arc servicing
machines or two.
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N Q. You are not at a volume where you get the maximum efficiency . A. 
h not on a unit basis.

By the Chairman:
. Q. If you came down to the American level what percentage would that 

FVe you?—A. 6-9 per cent operating income to sales, which is something quite 
eyond what we contemplate. , .

Q- It would be lower than Courtaulds (Canada) Limited?—A. that isbef0re taxes. After taxes it would be about 3-5 per cent.

By Mr. Thatcher:
l xv Q- Did you say that was your objective?—A. No, sir. As a matter of fact 
$>riCç ^ sa>' Quite seriously that our objective is one day to meet the American

the S" What did you say about the 6-9 per cent?—A. I was answering 
effi. 5 lairman who asked if we made the reduction of 17 per cent what the 
°Per rw°uld be and I said it would have the effect of reducing our 
cetltatln8 income to sales to 6-9 per cent and after taxes of 3-5 or 4 per 
ind ' I think that is quite impossible and under those conditions the 

would not prosper at all. I would like to refer to. that point as being 
chem;hlng- w*n°h is not perhaps of general knowledge. The return from the 
indust^1 industries all over the world has been somewhat higher than other 
of ^ ries- It is also a well established fact that the chemical industry is'one 

Inost progressive industries in the world. I think there must be some 
°bsol°n ^le that there must be a sufficient return to enable it to scrap 
doe ,esc(mt plants and enormous increases in production and employment are 
have ° '" le foe* that they have been in a position to do that scrapping. They 
havc tl0t imd to carry on with absolute minimum requirements which would 
of the reby retarded technical progress. I think it is true in most countries 
devpi World that the chemical industry is a very progressive industry which has 

°Ped at a tremendous rate.

as

By Mr. Irvine:
Pite'l J^0ldd ;

rv States?—A. Did you say our price?
A. The United States price does not refer to the same material

— a m

, Would you tell us why our price is $1.50 higher than the price in the

Q- Yes?_
Wehiaterj,1]118'^0 and there is a difference of 73 cents there. The United States 

j^ater^i ;con?es straight from the spinning machine onto the bobbin but our
T] ,ls S1zed, oiled, twisted and packed on cones or spools as the case may 

at operation in the United States costs 73 cents per pound, 
trains). !ilen your comparison is useless?—A. No sir, on the right we show $2.88 

Po„. .«.47. That is a proper comparison because these operations have toCarried out in any event.

q By Mr. Monet:
e " ^-.other words it costs $2.88 in the United States to manufacture the 
q 'tv which you manufacture at $3.47?—A. Yes, sir.
YU because there is of 1 per cent exchange?—A. Yes, sir.

Th,
Winters: What other factors contribute to the higher cost in Canada? 

ttlUch of Witness: The capital cost of the plant. For example, in this country 
xvjn ; be equipment is subject to a substantial duty on import. Again, sir, 

'-.Mate a^hreciate that in Canada plants are built, necessarily because of the 
Uav7ch more substantially than they are built in the United States, 

he g0x.‘(i digress, during the war we operated a large smokeless powder plant for 
rnnient at Salaberry which was almost identical to a plant in Virginia.
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Anyone who saw the two plants would see the difference in cost because of the 
climate here when compared with Virginia. In fact our plant costs in connec
tion with duty and taxes were slightly over $700,000 which on the investment of 
probably $6,000,000 would be 11 per cent. That does not allow for the fact 
that we had to build more substantially because of the climate. It is necessary 
as part of the process to air-condition a section of the plant in order to get the 
correct humidity ior fibering. A comparison of the plants, with our temperature A 
below zero, will show that we have a more difficult construction job than let us v 
say in V irginia or I cnnessee where plants are now in operation. Then y°u 
must add our heating costs and the service costs on that heating are high.

. By Mr. Monet:
(j. You mentioned a few moments ago 6-9 per cent. I do not see the figure 

mt it i» 28-9 per cent for the first quarter of 1948?—A. I was referring to 194?'
Q- 1 just want to have it clear on the record that I was referring to the 

first quarter of 1948?—A. Yes.
il- At here the operating income to sales was 28-9 per cent, which, less 

per cent would give 11-9 per cent, is not that correct?—A. Yes, sir.
h- I Just wanted to have the record clear.—A. Yes, and I was referring t° 

the statement given by Mr. Knight, the statement on page 4.

By Mr. Winters:
Q. On this matter of comparable prices again how much are the UnitoJ 

States labour rates above ours?—A. I am not sure but I would think probabO 
on the order of 30 per cent. I would not like that to be taken as a statemeu 
under oath but I think it is approximately correct, perhaps even as high as ■* 
per cent.

Q. Our operating costs, after the initial higher plant expenditure, !ll| 
probably somewhat lower?—A. Yes, but that is offset by the volume which 1 
have mentioned. AVe have more operators per unit. It is true that our Linl 
rate in Canada is lower than the rate in the United States. . *

Q. ^ es, and that is offset again by inefficiency or operating below 
volume?—A. To a point.

Q. But not in full?—A. No. .
Q. So one could expect after a plant was in operation for some time thel® 

would be a decrease in costs—after you got the plant written off?—A. I t*111* 
v\e have indications now of decreased cost as a result of going back to A9 
manufacture ourselves.

Mr. Irvine: Going back to what? ,
The AVitness: Flake manufacture. That is one of the things which A9 

encoutaged me to think we shall meet a period of reduction. r
Mi. AA inters. That is one of the factors which enters into a fu>^’ 

decrease of price?
The Witness: Yes, sir

/
By Mr. Monet:

, ^ 9n ^<)U te^ the members of the committee to what extent the
iat \°u have now manufactured flakes has to do with a decrease in Pr'cC-^ i
V " °v iave referred J Can you give us some information about tha ^0 I

( e,'tlmate when the plant is in full operation the decrease will be abou 
cents a pound. AVe hope so, anyway.
, v^' ®ecau_se you manufacture the flakes here instead of importing then1 

f'! "c VV1 r»e saving $750.000 at present going out to the United State»-
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Q. And there is no doubt that you would have been put in a position to 
reduce prices?—A. We hope to be able to reduce costs when we have the full 
Polymer plant in operation.

I am sorry to have to use those terms. I have forgotten that I was more 
familiar with them than you are. That Polymer is the base material we 
Manufacture.

Q. It is the flakes. Are you manufacturing the flakes from salt?—A. We 
are not going back to the original materials which I mentioned, benzine and 
ammonia, but one day I hope that we shall.

By Mr. Winters:
Q. Do you obtain those raw materials in Canada?—A. No, sir. In 1940 

and 1941, we imported the finished nylon yarn and sold it. Then we started to 
Manufacture the yarn here from finished flakes which we imported.

As volume increased, we foresaw the possibility of going on to make our 
Wn flakes from salt, and that is the operation we are doing.

I hope that if we hit the tonnage mark, we will go back and make our own 
, We imported flakes and now we import salt. We are onlv a part of the 
Way, so far.
p Q- And all of this has resulted in a decrease in your operating costs, I 
no' >ume?—A. Yes, but also a very large increase in investment, with not 

cessarily a great return on our investment, 
ip , Q- I suppose the speed with which you perfect these savings will be a factor 
lag, Qw s°on you will pass along those savings to the public?—A. Yes, but our 

operation took nearly two years to complete. 
diff,9' ^Yhat was that one?—A. That was making polymer flakes. We were no 

erent from other people in that experience.
Ydio did you purchase the salt from?—A. From the du Pont Company 

°f tl nianufacture it at their plant, but on a large scale and so we get the benefit 
“at large scale operation.

4 Ye.i you ^ave ^ ™ rnmd to manufacture the salt yourself?—

teç] ®ow far i® that in the future?—A. I would say, and I speak without 
in , n!cal advice at the moment, but I think we should treble our present output 

0rder to do that.
A. j You do not have to wait for that for a further decrease in price?— 
g0od ^Mtainly hope not. I would like to say, yes, next year, but there will be a 
« deal of money expended before that development occurs. That is probablyten-year prospect.

C(Mst may we i°°h f°r the next decrease in price?—A. We have it
°ath antly *n mind, and I hope, very soon, sir—I would not want to say it on 
hig]? when we could do it, but it won’t be long, provided we do not hit 
the in Co®ts- We have had higher costs by reason of the increases in freight and 

crease in raw materials and in wage rates in the United States, 
go y everything is going down, that is, not in 1947 ; our costs did not actually 
Wage r ^ ^er unit. because the savings were offset by higher wages, by higher 

ates and higher raw material costs.
'Mlikej you expect to get down to the United States price?—A. I think it 
be,cause ’ ‘sir; I would like“to; I would be proud of it, but I think it unlikely 
aflvnnT there is nothing in Canada which gives this country an inherent 
alw ta§e; it is not a big power country which depends on hydro. There is 
avaY® 8°ing to be a larger market in the United States, so while we shall make 
refl0pi you our reductions when we get them, I do not think they will be 

led in price.
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Q. The only advantage we have is with respect to labour?
Mr. Fleming: There is a disadvantage of higher taxes.
The Chairman: Still there are pretty high profits of seventeen.
Mr. Fleming: I had a question on page 8 of your statement which you rea 

this morning, Mr. Smith:— ,
No. 2. The selling prices of nylon yarn were reduced by an anioun 

which averages 13 per cent.
To whom do you sell that class of purchases?

The Witness: The main portion, about 80 per cent of our sales, would e 
to manufacturers of ladies’ hosiery, a list of perhaps twenty companies who a 
manufacturers of hose in Canada. Then, small quantities are going to weaving 
and knitting companies. . _

Knitting other than hosiery knitting has made more progress than weavi 
but it is still in the experimental stage. Primarily, today we are the ° 
industry, ladies’ hosiery, and 80 per cent goes to the hosiery manufacturers. , 

Q. That is where you encounter competition with other forms of silk a 
artificial silk?—A. Yes, sir.

By Mr. Monet: ^
Q. You mentioned the same line of questioning in the course of 1°_

evidence: that there was seventeen cents’ worth of nylon in a pair of stocking 
A. Yes, sir, approximately seventeen cents’ worth of nylon as we sell it 
our works. . +n the

Q. Can you tell the committee what would be the per cent of income to 
company on a sale of seventeen cents?—A. On the seventeen cents v oi 
nylon in a pair of ladies’ hose, the operating income of the company won \ 
approximately four cents, and the net profit to C.I.L. would be two cents, 
on 1947. „ sir.

Q. Based on the lowest price you have given us?—A. In 1947, ves, ^ 
Q. What would be the yarn that would be used; or do you use 

particular kind of yarn?—A. The main one is 40 denier, yes.
Q. And the price would be $3.47?—A. Yes, that is 40 denier yarn. ^ 
Q. That has been mentioned on the chart which is filed as an ex 

herein?—A. That is so. . , it()Ck'
Q. So the net profit to the company would be two cents on a pair of 

ings?—A. Yes.
Q. Made with this 40 denier yarn?—A. 40 denier, yes, sir. j.;
Q. And last of all, this may be a repetition, but I want this to be ver>

You do not feel, with this net profit of 16-1 and 17-2 for the last two yea1”’ 
you would be able to bring your price down to the United States levs'0r 
present time?—A. No, sir, because we would be down to an amount of j to 
five per cent net profit, which, in an industry in the pioneer stage would 
a complete stoppage of development in any industry at this early stage.

By Mr. Fleming: oionCei
Q. Just to enlarge on that idea of the stoppage of develop men 111 Vej tba 

industry, I think you might tell us something about the use ot toe I 
you are making in order to develop this pioneer industry.

By Mr. Irvine: , y0u 11
Q. Before you answer Mr. Fleming’s question, I would like to a» ' -^1U*5 

question arising out of the question asked of you by counsel.—A. Yes, 81 • 0yiv- 
we are doing at the present time: we are doing experimental work on aU 
We have, in our experimental laboratory on nylon, experimental 0
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cxPerimental knitting machines and we are experimenting with the weaving of 
various types of yarn into different kinds of fabrics which we then take to the 
tl-ade and try to develop, with them, uses.

At the same time, we have a good deal of promotional work to do with 
the new formulas, and all of this means a good deal of expenditure on the 
technological end that we have to make.

But we have hope yet of getting cheaper raw materials from which to, 
'Manufacture nylon, cheaper than the present ones. These experiments are in 
the laboratory stage. I do not think you would want to ask me to discuss the 
^search details which have not yet come into fruition; but we have cheaper 
raw materials and cheaper nylons, all of which is carried on at considerable 
exPense, but all of which is part of the cost of development.

By Mr. Fleming:
t Q- My point was as to the extent to which you may be using these profits 
c 1 the purposes of developing the industry?—A. I cannot give you the actual 
ê^es of development.

i, Q- It was just a question as to policy of the company, the policy which 
n e company has followed, as to whether the policy of the company is to use 
j'l ts for the development of the industry and the enlargement of it as a new
investmen7A' Undoubtedly any enlargement whatsoever would come off our

Hip 7 Whereas, it results in greater employment?—A. Oh, yes, sir, employ
ât has increased fifteen per cent during the past year.

By Mr. Winters:
r .Q- Mr. Thatcher made a statement here today that the employees had 
le S1Ve<I less in wages than the company received by way of profits which would 
bC(! one t° believe that if it had not been for these profits there would not have 
n ,n so many employees employed?—A. Well, there might not have been any 
t], °3 industry at all, in which case we would have been importing nylon from 

e United States.

By Mr. Fleming:
7 Uhis permanent development mentioned has really meant more employ- 

°f (.jC and it is a saving of Canadian dollars?—A. . Yes, sir. The development 
ea , 0 'Winn flake manufacture is a saving at the current time of over $150,000 

year.
ge^s And you expect "to increase that saving as your developmental work 
"-A U^er way and it is intended to have the effect of saving Canadian dollars? 

*es> sir, it will increase them.

Ay Mr. Irvine:
is the ^ 0Ur women might be going around with bare legs?—A. That 

jeason why the return is somewhat higher than in a more stable industry. 
to0 v, lere were bare legs—I am not a married man myself and I do know

‘Much.

„ Ay the Chairman:
'sPiir 7°U arc n°t Putting yourself forward as an expert?—A. No, sir; this 
tiv0 ,.( hearsay. But I was told in Ottawa that there were a lot of bare legs 

>ears ago.
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By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. But a lot of American dollars could be saved. My point is: That 

C.I.L.—and we have just mentioned nylon but if they could have complet® 
the manufacture of eighteen to twenty different products and refused to expo1 
them to the United States because of some sort of cartel arrangement, then we 
would be losing a lot of American dollars; a lot of them are cartel arrangement*-

The Chairman : The price is $4.58 in the United Kingdom today. 
was the price which they had which would compare with the Canadian prices 
before the war?

The Witness: To the United Kingdom?

By the Chairman:
Q. Yes.—A. There was no price before the war because the manufactur 

only started in 1933 or 1934, sir. It was later than in Canada. We started 
manufacture here a year or two before the rights were taken up in Engin11 
I think I am right in saying that.

By Mr. Thatcher: eJl
Q. That accounts for the difference, possibly, because they have ^ 

manufacturing nylon a couple of years, but your own company—possibh > .
price was equal to the price in England two years after they started, but ^ 
have not reached the point you have?—A. With a larger plant than we 1 
that is the reason why the British price is so much higher.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Would not the fact that the plant is larger have a tendency to en» 

them to effect economies and bring down the price?—A. The first price we »1 
in Canada was lower than the British price today.

By Mr. Thatcher: je
Q. Very slightly?—A. Very slightly ; but .that was the first one we 111 

for commercial manufacture.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Two years after you began commercial manufacture; but take -^er 

price today and let us compare it; what was your price two years ago, 1 
you commenced commercial operations?—A. $3.47. 4lllliC

Q. And your price two years after commercial operation is—I P,e~ 
they started commercial operations after the war, as we did?—A. $4.58-

By Mr. Thatcher: . , ,
Q. Their price is lower than yours because > ou; me m e ^ than tl'cl 

sir. When we started it was $4.24. I he ceiling l .
We never sold at ceiling prices from our own manutactunn^.

Q. Your price—your highest price was $4. A. »
Q. $4.34 as against about.what?—A. $4.o8.

By the Chairman:

basis __ „ ----  ■ ----- - —
government so we both started from scratch. (,nly

They manufactured during the war for the government am 
from scratch, presumably in 1945, to make civilian n> lorn.

y u/frO l/HUH IfOLUL. j-fOUr

Q. I think you will have to put your political philosophy nn» f()r V 
sis than that.—A. They and we both, during the war, manutac i ^
vernment so we both started from scratch. , „u- st9r*eHPVx rvtr w-« ~ - 1 1 1 " 1 1
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We operated for three and one-half years before that time making wartime 
Production of a different type and they did the same; we both started from 
" ’atch to make commercial yarn.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. You have been going two years longer than they?—A. A es, but not on 

commercial yarn.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. But at the same time, the same length of time on commercial operations 

-lnee the war?—A. To the best of my knowledge that is correct. We are not 
assoeiated, and I do not know the details.

By Mr. Irvine:
„ . Q- That is the trouble with all of us; we do not know the details of the 
Offish plants and I do not think we ought to compare them unless and until ne 
n°\v the facts. I understand that you expressed the hope that in rhe neai 
1 P*‘e there will be another reduction in the price of your products.

The Chairman: Yes.

>'our 
Vour

By Mr. Irvine:
Q- Then later on I understood you to modify that to this extent: that 
Price reduction would depend on your overall price reduction to you because 

aCc costs had to be considered. Is that not so?—A. We have to take into 
the tendency of rising costs. I did not say it was dependent upon the 

an,] Us- I said you had to take into account, two tilings, the rising costs 
le prospect of increasing volume.

Tb-
of Hllt Press Mr. Smith undulv but we are anxious to see a reduction in the price'•UP'*-- 11 •

The Chairman: That is the line I hope you will pursue a little further; we

uese things, if we can, as quickly as possible.

Ky Mr. Irvine:
Profm next question that I wanted to ask is: I understood that your 

°\y°ur capital investment last year were around 30 per cent. Is that 
to tkr‘T ^T°, sir. The operating income and net profit was 16, I think, according 

c report; 151.
■T before taxes, 30 per cent?—A. The operating income.
?*' Ton say 16 per cent of net?—A. Yes, sir. 

abs0,u B hat would you consider to be a fair income or profit that you would 
''6asQll e> have to have in order to assure success of the business and make a 

ca k pr?^t after taxes?—A. I do not think, sir. there is a definite answer 
11 be given to a question like that for all time.

°f p* Kurils of industry depend upon a variety of factors, namely, the rate 
Jop ri)(, L‘®s in the industry; the risks that we run, such as the bare legs that 
ae com 10nedi the risks that we run on our investment, and the prospects of 

hany being able to develop a market.
n s°me\v] Was .saying- economically, our industry throughout the world has had 
?f°8ress qat higher rate than others, which has enabled it to keep at a rate of 
w pr la* ^e.w °ther industries have been able to do. Looking at the returns 
r e ^me, we must bear in mind that we are in the pioneer two years;
ave snJL 1 in between that pioneer two years and we hope to do it and wesome confidence of doing it, but we have not a certainty that we shall.
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We are casting our bread on the waters. We did so at the end of 1946 an 
I expect that we will cast it further, but much will be dependent on the matte 
of employment, wages, and the quantity of nylon that we manufacture here.

Q. What was the ceiling price prior to the removal of price control•
A. $5.34, on page 7 of my submission, on the 40 denier yarn, $5.34.

By Mr Fleming: .

Q. When that ceiling came off in September, 1947, you were already sell111» 
at $3.47?—A. That is correct.

By Mr. Irvine:
Q. Your profits were very much higher?
The Chairman: Would you mind if we continued this tomorrow.
Mr. Irvine: Sure.
The Chairman : We have a little business matter to raise now.
Mr. Fleming: Is there very much more? He has been here for a week-^ 
Mr. Thatcher: I hesitate to hold Mr. Smith over, but I have a few que= 

tions I would like to ask tomorrow.
Mr. Fleming: Could we not finish them in ten minutes? j
Mr. Thatcher: I do not think so. Unless it is exceedingly inconvenient 

shall not want to press it otherwise. .
The Chairman: If Mr. Smith told us he was going to have a big reduct10 

right away, then we would not question him further. . 0f
I know that Mr. Smith has an important engagement; it is a meeting 

his board of directors; but I am in hands of. the committee. f
Mr. Fleming: We tried to accommodate the other witnesses under si»11 * 

circumstances, so why not let us hear him now. r
The Chairman: I did not want to cut Mr. Irvine off, but there is a na»

I wanted to discuss with the committee. gf
Mr. Thatcher: There is certain information on which I am not quite 0 ^ 

and I would like to check with Mr. McGregor; and if it checks one wav 
quite satisfied ; but if it does not, then I want Mr. Smith back.

The Chairman: Would you like to meet tonight at 9.30?
Mr. Thatcher: I do not know if I could get Mr. McGregor then. ?
Mr. Fleming: Is there anything that we could get by way of correspond0 
Mr. Thatcher: Could Mr. Smith come back if it were necessary?
Mr. Irvine: That is the way to put it.
The Witness: Yes, sir. ,aSt

n i.|«0
Mr. Irvine: My question was to be: It seems that the profits of 1 

two years have been five or six times as much as during the war, and 1 0
seem to me that there ought to be a much larger reduction now, since the P e6d 
during the war evidently kept the business going and you are able to P 
from there; so it seems that there ought to be a larger reduction now.

The Witness: I would like to answer that, if I may.
During the war, the nylon plant was operated on a service charge jeifi 

whereby we received a return on a computed investment which was not dcp 
on the volume of product; and it did not matter whether one milli°n 
million pounds were produced. -iiti011”'

Nineteen hundred and forty-six was the first year of commercial °Per rd 
and the selling price was established at below the ceiling price, having ie^ 
the capacity of the plant and the costs that we were likely to incur.
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I would add that the total net profit during the war period, 1942 to October 
*945, was less than the obsolescence and that the company—not allowing for 
taxes—the company paid profits smaller than obviously a company could have 
existed on, because the total net profit was actually less than the obsolescence 
We actually incurred.
_ Mr. Irvine: Seeing that it is about six o’clock I will stop anything else that 
^ ^ight have said.
, Mr. Thatcher: There is just one point there I would like to get clear. I 

not think that I need Mr. Smith back, but I would like to have some under
standing that if we should have something that the committee wants, that the 
c°tomittee will not object to calling him back.

Mr. Monet : Certainly.
Mr. Fleming : Unless it be something that we could get by correspondence. 
Mr. Thatcher: I will talk until six o’clock and get him back in the 

°i'ning if he won’t give me that assurance.
The Chairman : I think the committee will agree to that.

> Mr. Fleming: I never spoke that way in this committee in my life and 
( 0 not intend to start now.

„ The Chairman: Now, gentlemen, I think we will just have a brief executive
session.

The committee adjourned.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Wednesday, June 16, 1948.

» The Special Committee on Prices met at 4.00 p.m., the Vice-Chairman, Mr. 
laybank presiding.

, Members present: Messrs. Beaudoin, Irvine, Lesage, McGregor, Maybank, 
erritt, McCubbin, Pinard, Thatcher, Winters.

Mr. Fabio Monet, K.C., Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.
V communication from the Bank of Canada giving information supple

mentary to Mr. G. F. Towers’ evidence given on May 27 and 28, was placed 
the record.

w Mr. E. H. Knight, Knight & Trudel, Chartered Accountants, Montreal, 
a” recalled and further examined.

^ itness retired.

Tr W. Palmer, Executive Vice-President, and Mr. A. Gordon Allan,
ej. as.Urer, Canadian Celanese Limited, Montreal, were called, sworn and 
qU(,llUned- Mr. Palmer produced copies of answers to special preliminary 
tig ",'.onnaire and copies of Canadian Celanese Limited Annual Report, 1947. 
t°Ho\ S° samPles of Canadian Celanese Limited products identified as

Exhibit No. 143—Cone of 150 Denier yarn, 
t) -inhibit No. 744—Sample of Lingerie Taffeta, D-1444; Dress Crepe, 

d8°: Lining, D-1043.
%i?Uring temporary absence of the Vice-Chairman, Mr. Merritt took the

V,V5tî p.m. witnesses retired and the Committee 
11.30 a.m.

adjourned until Thursday,

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons,

June 16, 1948.

p. The Special Committee on Prices met this day at 4.00 p.m. The Vice- 
airman, Mr. R. A. Maybank, presided.

in Vice-Chairman: Gentlemen, I see a quorum. Before a witness is 
J'odüced, I have this letter signed by Mr. Beattie of the Bank of Canada 

( addressed to Mr. Arsenault. It reads as follows:
I am enclosing herewith a table giving certain money and price statis

tics for selected countries for the years 1939 to 1947. These are the figures 
which Mr. Towers undertook to provide when he was giving evidence 
before the committee (pages 3374-5 of No. 65 Minutes of Proceedings 
and Evidence).

Yours very truly,
(Sgd) J. R. BEATTIE

Chief of Research Department.

leUe ^ t*lcse are the figures for which I asked. I suggest, at this point this 
of er.and these statistics should be recorded in the minutes as being the supply 

' ‘dence which had been promised earlier.
b'- Irvine: And relating to—?

Vice-Chairman: To Mr. Towers’ statement. There were certain 
said did not have with him and I said, “Could you supply them?” He 

’ ics,” and these are they.

3683
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1939.
1940.
1941.
1942
1943
1944 
1945. 
1940 
1947.

United KingdomCanada United States

Money
supply

Indexes on 
base 1937 = 109

Money
supply

Indexes on 
base 1937 = 100

Money
supply

Indexes on 
base 1937 = 100

Cost of Wholesale 
living prices

£ Sterling 
billions

Dollars
millions

Cost of Wholesale 
living prices

Dollars
billions

Cost Wholesale 
of living prices

1,370* 
563 

1,901 
2,349 
2,726 
3,153 
3,514 
3,996 

,944

Australia New Zealand Argentina

Money
supply

Indexes on 
1937 = 100

Money 
supply in 
£ New 

Zealand 
millions

Indexes on Money 
supply in 
Argentina 

Pesos 
millions

Indexes on
base 1937 = 1^1937 = 100

£ Australia 
millions

Cost of Wholesale 
living prices

Cost of Wholesale 
living prices

Cost of 
living

2,551
2,594
3,332
3,917
4,688
5,882
6,964
9,013

10,900

Sweden

Indexes on
base 193/^

Mone>
supply

Cost ofKroner
billions

1939.
1940.
1941.
1942.
1943.
1944.
1945. 
1946 
1947.

Financial Statistics, April 1948, published by the International Monetary Fund. The fi£uie 
compiled to be as closely comparable as available statistical sources permit.

Money Supply figures are in general year-end data.

$
Cost of Living and Wholesale Price figures are annual averages except for 1946 and 1947 when, in general, >’ea,r 

are given. In making comparisons it should be noted that price stabilization subsidies are being paid in the United **• ^ila 
million per year. The latest available information (for the year ending June 1948) indicates tha 

period68 amoun*e(* *° a^out £ Australia, 26 million in Australia and £ New Zealand, 13 million in New Zealan

’Money Supply in Canada at Aug. 31, 1939 was $1,128 million.

Wholesale Prices Indexes for Australia and New Zealand cover “Home Consumed Goods” only.

June 15, 1948.

Mr. Monet: Before calling Mr. Palmer of the Canadian Celanese 
1 wish to recall Mr. Knight for two or three questions.

„ . *'■ Knight, of Knight & Trudel, Chartered Accountants, Mon,r 
e.y., recalled.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Mr. Knight, you are already sworn?—A. Yes.
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Q. I understand, Mr. Knight, that on page 3622 of the minutes and pro
ceedings of evidence of Thursday, June 10, 1948, about the middle of that page, 
sPeaking of the Canadian Celanese prices, I asked you the following question :— 

Q. And you say there was an increase from the April 1, 1948, price?
p n —A- Yes-

•allowing a conversation we had, it was clear there was a misunderstanding of 
question and your answer should have been no, is that correct?—A. That is

correct.
j. Q- In other words, there was no increase in prices by Canadian Celanese 

united in the items quoted in your report after April 1, 1948, up to the date of 
e letter you addressed to that company sometime in the month of May?— 

• That is correct.
>, Q- Would you give the date of the letter which you sent in the month of Ma7?-A. May 21.

Q- I understand you also wish to make a comment as to the price of 
uu denier which you did not make when you gave your evidence previously?— 

‘ • Yes, Mr. Monet. In reply to my letter, the Canadian Celanese Limited stated:
There has been no price change in 150 denier yarn other than that, 

due to a change in packaging from double ended bobbins at 86 cents per 
pound to yarn on cones at 89 cents per pound. These two prices are 
considered to be equivalent in value.

Uia i "Yow! the third question I have to ask you is with regard to the statement 
Uow 0E PaSe 7, of your report D. In one of the paragraphs there which I am 
the- to read you say: “in comparing the components of cost in each of 
ove*? Perieds it will be noted that the successive reduction of raw material and 
ijj r lead as a share of the sales dollar has been offset by the increase in operating 
Uico?16'" * understand you have a statement to make with regard to that state- 
the f (în Page 7?—A. In order to complete this paragraph in so far as it concerns 
$ceo i 6 0n Pa8e 7, I wish to add the following remarks : If one compares the 
la^°nd period with the first it will be seen that the reduction in raw materials, 
Co °Ur and overhead is offset by the increase in operating income, and if one 
in !Pares the third period with the second it will be observed that the reduction 
iftcr V m.atei'ials and overhead, amounting to 5 per cent has been offset by the 
is ajjase in labour of 3-5 per cent and operating income of 1-5 per cent. That

^r- Monet: That is all I have to ask of Mr. Knight at this time. z t
The Vice-Chairman: All right, who are the next witnesses.

^hnq*li|ll!cs Alfred Palmer, Executive Vice-President, Canadian Celanese 
e< ’ 3940 Cote des Neiges Road, Montreal, called and sworn.

Ui-ç^phur Gordon Allan, 4626 Patricia Avenue, Westmount, P.Q., Treas- 
’ aUadian Celanese Limited, called and sworn.

as Prcvi M?Net: Now, Mr. Chairman, at this time I think should be distributed
the Cf) l0Usly for the other firms the questionnaire that has been answered by 

Pany, and the annual report of the company. 
t)i'°(lu !' Thatcher: Mr. Monet, what is this? Is this some sort of specialized 

which Canadian Celanese make?
foment ^0NET: I am going to ask them the nature of their operation in a 

Thatcher: Oh, I see.
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Mr. Monet: Now, Mr. Chairman, I wish to draw your attention and the 
attention of members of the committee to a few corrections that had to be made 
in this questionnaire. The printing of it did not show the red figures, they turned 
out black; so, in fairness, and to give the real figures as they should be under
stood there are a few corrections which I wish to make at this moment. If you 
will refer to statement No. 1, page 2. you have under the provision for inventory 
and other reserves—that is the third item above the bottom of the page—for the 
year 1942 you have the figure there of $10,000. That should be minus $10,000. 
And for 1945, instead of $13,000 that should be changed to minus $13,000.

Now, if you will turn to statement 2, page 1, for the month of December-— 
that is the last column at the top of the page under the heading “miscellaneous 
operating income"'—you have a figure there of $681. That should be minus $681-

On the same statement No. 2, page 3, of the statement for the months of June 
and July—that is in the middle of the page in the third item under the heading 
“miscellaneous operating income for the month of June”—that should read minus 
$773: and. for July, minus $194.

Those are the corrections which should be made for the reasons I have just 
stated.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Now. Mr. Palmer, would you tell us where the head office of Canadian 

Celanesc Limited is situated?—A. 1401 McGill College Avenue, Montreal.
Q. Would you tell us when the fiscal year of the company ends? - ' 

December 31.
Q. At the end of the calender year?—A. Yes. . 1
Q. Now, Mr. Palmer, would you please describe the nature of the operations 

of the company you are now representing; and, principally in this connection 
would like to bring out whether or not your yarn is different from the one mam1' 
faetured by Courtaulds Canada Limited ; and also I would like you to refer 
the four major processes of manufacturing that we were informed previously al 
carried on by your company?—A. We manufacture cellulose acetate yarns.

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. Excuse me a moment, I didn’t get that myself.—A. Cellulose acetate. 
The Vice-Chairman: It is quite understandable but I did not just get it- 
Mr. Irvine: Now that you have got it, what is it?
The Vice-Chairman: I haven’t got it.
Mr. Irvine : Yes, you have it.
The Vice-Chairman: I think I have still to get it.
Mr. Monet: Would you repeat that?
The Witness : I said cellulose acetate, that is t he acetate of cellulose.
The Vice-Chairman: I understand that, now; you say you manufac u

cellulose, and what else?
The Witness: Cellulose acetate yarn, staple fibre, woven fabric, knitCfour_________________ „„ vv* VV. J Ulilj K3 VCAi^AV IA Ul V J VV U veil l Cl Ul AV;

fabric and hosiery. This is a vertical and integrated company. There ai L 0l1) 
definite stages of operation, each of them having an end product which is a 
mercial product and can be bought.

The Vice-Chairman: Each of them? .
The Witness: Each of them. Just to make it clear, the first process 

manufacture of flake which is like the nylon flake you were talking about, 
we just say it is acetate flake.

Mr. Monet: That is the first process? u).p
The Witness: That is a chemical process in which we take cellulose, a 

fied form of cellulose; we have a highly purified form of cellulose and tlC‘
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Mi some very expensive chemicals—acetic acid and acetate anhydride—made 
accidentally at Shawinigan—then that flake is precipitated over a series of pro- 
<^sses. That flake is a commercial product in the United States market with a 
sale price. I mean, it cambe bought. This flake comes from this process No. 1.

The Vice-Chairman: Excuse me just a moment, in the processes that you 
are going to describe this is your firs.t process?

The Witness: There are four processes one after the other.
The Vice-Chairman: Yes.
Mr. Monet: You are now about to describe the second?
Hie Witness: Process No. 2; the flake is taken and dissolved in another 

.Tensive chemical, namely, acetone. Acetone is a volatile solid. This solution 
®xtruded through fine holes and collected after evaporation of the volatile 

jplity in the form of filaments which are wound as they are formed. They go 
0|r°ugh a long hot chamber in which they form a filament yarn. This is a cone 

Marnent yarn. I Produces cone of yarn).
Mr. Monet: That is the result of the second process; is that correct? 

y riie Witness: That is a result of the second process for making filament 
a rn- It is not produced on that cone. It is produced on a bobbin, which is 

other winding process.
'The Vice-Chairman : Yes.

of ® Witness: Also, in the second process, as an alternative end product 
piT> ] Seeond process we produce these filaments which are cut into lengths of 
^jTrmmed measurement; 2 inches, 2-5 inches, If inches ; a product known as 
c0tP c> staplc fibre or staple. It is like cotton and is used for spinning under the 
c11(| 111 system. I am sorry I have to use so many technical terms. So the second 
fibr(,Product filament yarn or staple fibre. In the third process the staple 
\yav<or the filament yarn—I will take the filament yarn first as they go different

By the Vice-Chairman:
when you use the expression end product arc we to understand, (a) 

sale y ’e i® a sale of this flake?—A. We do not sell the flake but there is a 
' rt is an end product that has a sale.
jr rt is a saleable product but you use all of your, own material?—A. Yes. 

Self tl • P^len there is the filament, and that, is saleable, and perhaps you do 
qUV and then the other?—A. The staple. 
q The same remark applies?—A. Yes.

tepn << ,hy reason of the fact that there is a market for it that it is given the 
q ej?n product”?—A. Yes.

b>r en, see. All right.—A. That is the point I am emphasizing. Those are 
Products.

By Mr. Thatcher:
first^°iW d(l these differ from the product put out by C.I.L.?—A. Well, in 

jMlul0so T ace> it is chemically different. C.I.L. has a chemical which is not 
jj. c acetate. I would not like to give you the formula of it. I do not 

I Q jtlu<* anyway it is a long name.
n^i'd y !'r°uld not understand it anyway.—A. They also have flakes, and as we 
‘ ategf s erday C.I.L. bought their flakes and brought them in from the United

PI

yj s it for the same purpose? 
rp,r' Lesage: No, it is nylon.

Witness: Nylon is after all a sort of artificial silk when it is taking the 
Wk in hosiery, but artificial silk is a very generic tenu.
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Mr. Monet : Then you are not manufacturing the same product?
The Witness: Oh, no.
Mr. Monet: Nylon is considerably different from the product which is no"' 

on the table here before the committee.
Mr. Thatcher: I am still not clear. It is a product of your own company1 
The Witness: Yes.
Mr. Thatcher: You are the only one who has this?
Mr. Lesage: You are not the only producer of artificial silk?
The Witness: No.
Mr. Pinard: But that kind here which is called celanese is the only 0116 

manufactured in Canada, I am told.
The Vice-Chairman: That is the trade name, is it not?
The Witness: Celanese is our trade name.
Mr. Monet: Yes.
The Witness: This is celanase acetate rayon, or artificial silk.
Mr. Thatcher: But there are other companies who make it?
The Vice-Chairman: Wait a minute, please. Don’t be so impetuous.
Mr. Thatcher: I just want to get this clear.
The Vice-Chairman: Mr. Thatcher, let the witness continue so he ca° 

complete his statement.
The Witness: There are many companies which make this type of raya® 

or artificial silk in the world. There are three making it in England. There; a 
four or five making it in the United States. There are companies making 
Italy, in France, in Belgium; and I hear they are starting to make it in JaP 
We are the only people making this form of artificial silk in Canada.

The Vice-Chairman: Now that clears it up for you, Mr. Thatcher?
Mr. Thatcher: Yes, thank you.
The Vice-Chairman: I had to interrupt you a moment ago when I waa ^ 

to make sure that you had received your answer, and if you had not I wan 
give you an opportunity of asking your further questions. r ^

Mr. Monet: And I understand also that you are. the only compato 
Canada that would have the full process that you have just explained to 
bers of the committee. .jug

The Witness: We are the only company of which I know who are carr. 
out these four processes. ^er,

The Vice-Chairman: You came to the end of process 3; or, process 2 ra 
which resulted in three end products?

The Witness: Two end products, staple and filament yarn.
Mr. Monet: I would like you now to come to process No. 3.
The Vice-Chairman: But there were three end products which y°u 

referred to so far, were there not? apd
The Witness: Oh yes, the first was the flake, and then the stap e 

filament yarn.
The Vice-Chairman: Yes. s of
The Witness: Process No. 3, as a part of filament yarn is the P1 i{> 

weaving or knitting of the conversion into a grey goods fabric, as we ■ -5 a 
into woven or knitted fabric which has not been dyed or finished. ^ j jr 
piece of our 1380, the stage at which it comes from the mill before it is 
finished. I speak of that as an end product because in many compan ^ 
process of dyeing and finishing are carried out by a separate company 1
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company which does the weaving, not only in Canada but in various other 
countries. So that the end product of the third process is undyecl woven or 
knitted fabric. You can use as an alternative to that, starting with the staple 
fibre; that goes through a process of spinning and of weaving, and is an end 
Product similar to the filament yarn end product ; namely, undyed woven fabric.

The Vice-Chairman : Yes.
The Witness: Now, the fourth process which we do in this series is a 

Process known as converting or dyeing and finishing. There are several com
panies that do nothing else in Canada. We dye all fancy rayon products.

The Vice-Chairman : You do both. You sell that last one?
The Witness: We do not actually sell the grey goods.
The Vice-Chairman: Oh.

. The Witness: Because that is not a commercial form. I want to make it 
jdear that that is an end product because certain companies do get it dyed and 

nished outside by another company. We do not sell any grey goods at all.

By Mr. Monet:
n Q- When you refer to grey goods you refer to the end product of the third 

°cess?—A. The undyed fabric.
a Q- And you say you do not sell any of that product?—A. No, we do not sell 

ny of it.
pr Q- Now, what do Canadian Celanese Limited do with regard to the fourth 
Wh !>VSS?'—A. Ni the fourth process, which is the dyeing and finishing process, 
by 5 the fabrics are through this process they are finished and ready to be used 
fu le cutting up trades, or to be sold across the counter in the retail stores. 

ai'c the four collective processes.
en(| T And you have supplied the committee with samples of this last or fourth 
tbr Product process?—A. Yes, I have given you samples of products made 

'Pt'1 all the processes as a result of the four processes. 
have i et: And then, Mr. Chairman, it might be useful at this stage to 
W6 Tem identified, but I do not know just the right way of doing that, while 

\'(i talking about them.
J1? Vice-Chairman: You may as well identify whatever Mr. Knight 

P0lted upon.

By Mr. Monet:
Mr. p , Yes, now may I direct your attention to page 12, of Mr. Knight’s report, 
Unfite i'ner' wb°re you have listed four different products of Canadian Celanese 
has bpC " 1 ot) denier is specified; do I understand that this is the denier that 

Q*put on the table?—A. That is a cone, 
these f iere bas been distributed to the members of the committee samples of 
U'e <),Ir processes to which you have referred. The first is the one bearing 

q uJ°r Th-1444 ; would that be the lingerie taffeta?—A. Yes.
■^A. yos ‘en that is followed by the dress crepe which is numbered D-1380?

S' And fourth and last is the lining, which would ^ 0-1043? ^ Yes.
Mr S And you identify those as corresponding to the items referred 

' ^.ni8ht on page 12, of his report?—A. Yes, .
MH^Vïce-Chaîrman: Now, the three last produced are in one part. They

as 3ben the*cone of denier—150, which has been produced will be identified VgTit 143. You wifi notice thkt I have reversed the order of numbers, and 
P'aclfAat because of the fact that the cone of denier yarn vas the firrt. 

efore the committee.
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By Mr. Monet:
Q. Now, Mr. Palmer, I would like to refer you to Mr. Knight’s report, but 

before I do so I would like to ask you if you were present when Mr. Knight was 
presenting his report D?—A. I was.

Q. You heard his evidence, and you have also taken communication of his 
report since; is that correct?—A. Yes.

Q. Have you any comment to make as to the figures and statements made 
by Mr. Knight in his report? Of course, I mean just referring to your own 
company.—A. Oh yes. Well, I think that the report is a very fair statement 
of the summary of the data we supplied, and I have only one remark which 
I think might be made about it at this time; and that is on page 7, of the report 
in which comparisons are made between three periods—pre-war, pre-pnc® 
control and the price control period. These three periods and the component 
costs arc broken down into raw materials, labour, overhead and operating 
income. What I would like to point out is that the deductions that could be 
made from these are very slight because of the extreme difficulty of averaging 
out not only the production over a number of years but a large number 
differing components. We have for example in this figure 50 or 60 major woven 
and knitted fabrics; we have filament yarns; we have staple yarn and we ha'c 
hosiery, which is another product I have not mentioned yet.

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. You got so far as to speak about the end product, the flakes, the filament8» 

the staple and the fabric; and in addition to that you have at least one othe 
which I might call—I do not know whether this is right, but it is a layman’s ww 
of speaking—which you call a fabric fashioned into an article?—A. Yes.

Q. And that is hosiery. There is nothing else that you make except tn 
different fabrics?—A. No, we do not make any others. We have a process 1 
which we take the woven fabric and cut it into ribbon. j

Q. Oh, yes.—A. So that we have another saleable article in the form 
ribbon.

Q. I see.—A. That is done by a special process whereby the thennopO" 
ticity, the fusible nature of the yarn is made use of so that the edges of t 
fabric can be sealed with a hot cutting knife. , ^

Q. Mr. Irvine has written me a question which I was going to ask P 
perhaps it has been explained now.—A. I was going to point out that in arri' 
at these component costs there are a number of products all of which ha 
different percentages of raw materials, labour, overhead, and operating inC°|jie 
in them and consequently when you average not only the years but also ^ 
various quantities of these things you will get changes in the percentage of *‘^e 
materials in one period which mean very little. I just wanted to point ou ^ 
cannot get much out of this table unless we are going to take into acc° 
varying percentages of labour and material.

By Mr. Monet: u
Q. I understand in this particular part of your evidence, Mr. Palmer. > ^ 

agree with the statement made by Mr. Knight on page 7, with the except'0 
the addition which you have made this afternoon?—A. Yes.

Q. You say one cannot draw, shall we say a drastic conclusion, fro'n 
figures which are tabled there?—A. That is really what I wanted to say..

Q- But the statement is accepted by you?—A. Yes, it is perfectly >n 0 
as far as we are concerned.

By the Vice-Chairman: . -,
Q. Would it be right to say what we have in front of us is rather a simp*' ^ 

tion. and we have to bear that in mind when we think of it as being an acd
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^Presentation of one kind of cost as against another kind of cost? This is a bit 
•nore simplified than you in the trade would offer in the interests of 100 per cent 
accuracy?—A. Yes, I would not say it is low in accuracy but it is low in utility 
Çpeause of the considerable differences in the percentages of components in the 
different types of products. For example, in the last period we have a con- 
Slderable increase in the sale of yarn. Yarn happens to have a very low labour 
content and a high material content, so when you compare the figures from period 
0 Period you have this change in percentage of components.

Q. In one period there might be much more yarn used and in another period 
there might be much greater production of one of those other end products?— 
A- Yes.

Q- I presume each of those would drastically throw out of line the price 
1, down for raw materials as against labour?—A. Yes, and the breakdown of 
ltle sales dollar.

Mr. Monet: Now, Mr. Palmer, I would like to refer you to page 3?

By Mr. Pinard:
, Q- Before you leave page 7,1 think it is a proper time to ask a few questions 

w°n8 the lines of the evidence you have just given. When you say for the pre- 
2g'_ Pei’iod labour cost you an average of 31-5, and it decreased in 1940-41 to 
0v and increased again to the first period figure of 31-5, can I assume your 
Q labour cost remained the same for the first period as it is now?—A. No, 
a d labour costs have gone up very considerably but the percentage of labour in 
first ar.°f sa*e is approximately the same in the last period to what it was in the 
Hlç Period, and it is 3-5 per cent more than it was in the second period. That 
[),.0 ,ns only the amount of labour that is in one dollar of sale. The various 

cj'ct.? have different amounts of labour in the dollar sale, 
the r>>' ? 's an average for your total production?—A. That is an average for

Products that we make.
°n all

,9' Again if I refer to raw materials there was a decrease from 21 -3 to 16
of y°Ur purchases for raw materials?—A. That would be on all our purchases 

" materials for all our products.
is ,.n9' There is also a decrease in the overhead from 24-3 to 20-1?—A. Thatcorrect.

faking those factors into consideration, I see on page 12 of Mr. Knight’s5? re you give figures concerning your selling prices and there are three
it)Cre luÇnüoned, lingerie taffeta, dress crepe, and lining, that there was anreas,

Q e m the selling price?—A. That is correct.
-vreas ain referring to schedule D8 and I see your percentage of net profit 

^ou jnc0<l Jo 1947 to 15-5 per cent and I wish to have your comments as to why 
afe<! y°ur price on those three items when your net profit has increased 

ritioun* y? From page 1 of the report I also see that your net profit 
y«ur efl $3,325,000 compared to $1,972.000 in 1946. I would like to have 

grou;r|ral c°mments on that situation?—A. That covers a tremendous amount

I T]•’as go' Vice-Chairman: I was just going to say something there, Mr. Pinard. 
Illade to make a comment something similar to that which the witness has 
^ Mfici. , f- Counsel had a series of questions designed to arrive at the point 

Mr p°U are coming but that will take a little time.
Tlic y-,Nard: ^ have no objection.

j,G$tilt jg ^E-Chairman: May we then turn it back to Mr. Monet and if the end 
rit in'f ot the elicitation of the information you desire then you may bring out

urmation.Mr Pin̂ard: Yes.
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Mr. Thatcher: Could he not first answer the question which Mr. Pinard 
asked?

The Vice-Chairman: That will be one of Mr. Monet’s questions.
Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Pinard has a very significant point there. Costs a1® 

going down but prices are going up and I do not see why we could not have tha 
answer now.

Mr. Irvine: I think we had better hear Mr. Monet’s questioning first. j

By Mr. Monet: -
Q. Mr. Palmer, would you refer to page 3 of Mr. Knight’s report and 

notice there that the percentage of operating income to sales earned by y°tl 
company is shown as 29-8 per cent?—A. Yes, Mr. Monet. j i

Q. I also see on the same page a little lower down, under the heading 
“eighteen other companies” which I understand manufacture fabrics, the fig111 
9-5 per cent?—A. Yes.

(Mr. Merritt took the chair).
Q. Can you explain to the committee why your company needs 29-8 P®' 

cent operating income to sales when the other companies apparently operate ?a 9 
isfactorily with less than ^ of the operating income required by your company 
—A. There is a little problem in arithmetic involved here. When you have 
company which operates a series of processes you will find that arithmetics 
the profit it makes on its sales dollar is greater than the amount made 'by W 
companies adding doing two halves of the process. I can make that clearest - 
Chairman, if I give an instance in which I think we can carry the figure in (V 
heads, instead of trying to go through four processes which would be a 90I11*'ne 
cated arithmetical problem. If you take for instance a truck, of which °^g 
manufacturer makes the chassis for $500, and the second manufacturer whom 
will call “B” makes the body which he puts on the truck chassis which he 
purchased from “A”. “B” sells the truck for $1,000. Now if each of those 
manufacturers make 20 per cent profit on their sales dollar it can be shown i6 
simply that if the process was done all in one operation, paying exactly the s ^ 
wages, making exactly the same truck, with no difference whatever except^ 
accounting was done in one operation, the profit would be 30 per cent on the “^.g. 
dollar. I think I can show that in this fashion. $500 is the price of the cjul J,ne .
the percentage of profit was to be 20 per cent so there is $100 of operating m, yys |
and therefore $400 for components, materials, la'bour, and overhead. “B jjjs 
the chassis for $500 and starts off with $500 worth of material. He ,L'a)1d 
product for $1,000. We said he made 20 per cent so he makes $200 pron „ v6 
he adds $300 of extra material, extra labour, and extra overhead. You ^ 
two manufacturers who make 20 per cent, one making the chassis and the 
finishing off the truck. Now if those two people were just to combine or to 
manufactured singly the whole truck, the identical truck, the cost of the c , 9t 
would be $400 to start with ; it would be transferred to the second departm 
$400 because as we saw the doing of the body work was $300. The totu 
which would go into that man’s account would be $400 plus $300, or $700 a pent. 
would make $300 profit on operating income which would amount to 30 P®1^ pii j 
8o when we have integrated an industry you can take the same rate ofl,r® r 3O 
operating income and it will not be the same as the sum of the two. So 
per cent, shall we say, is naturally greater than in the case of somebody 
one of the processes. Is that clear, Mr. Monet?

By Mr. Pinard: , ft.jjl
Q- It is not clear to me, anyway. If you multiply your products y0^^ 

finally come to the conclusion that the cost is increasing. If you produce 
things the cost will multiply all the time?—A. No, it is not a case of P’° 
many things.
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Q. I would like you to make some conclusion from that statement in rela- 
*°n to your own products?—A. I think I can make that clear if I take our 

nr°^eSSes' "^s ^ said we have four processes at the present time—we make our 
I oduct in four stages. I will show what happens if we were to have a fifth 
cpÎm * sa’d we buy purified cellulose—we spend about $1,000,000 for purified 

hilose which we buy largely from the United States.

not
By Mr. Thatcher:

Q- Have you an exclusive monopoly 
at all.

in buying that in Canada?—A. No, no,

per Q- Anyone can buy it?—A. Anyone can buy it. That represents about 6 
ipjV°f our sales dollar. Assuming we were to make that ourselves, and to 
of 'O Per cent on that process, we should make an additional operating income 
itico ^er ccnf °f 6 per cent on the sales dollar or 1-2 per cent extra operating 
one 91} the sales dollar without having changed anything except the doing of 
3dd 9C o^ional process. By adding another process you add to the profit and you 

t° the operating income.

By Mr. Monet:
t>3 YIn the case of your company, Mr. Palmer, may I refer you to schedule 
refer ,or the year 1947 your operating income to sales was 32-7 per cent. If I 
cent ‘ tU to Schedule D8 for the same year, the net profit to capital was 15-5 per 

' Is that a correct statement?—A. Correct.
Per Cp ,^n schedule D3 for the year 1947, operating income to sales was 32-7 

®nt:—A. Yes.
ab°ut HAnd ne^ Pr°ht to capital is 15 per cent.—A. I would like to make a remark 

that net profit to capital of 15 per cent.
Seein t \°U are Perfectly entitled to make any remark you wish. Does it not 
"Wp,0 )e vcry high compared to 1946 which was already higher than 1945? 
1.5-5 10 ®Sures jumped from 9-9 per cent in 1945 to 12-4 per cent in 1946, and to 
ar°Uri ] !kCent ’n 1®47?—A. It has been 12 per cent and 11 per cent, averaging 
larly ! 1 ,t figure for some years, and the difference in the last two years particu- 
deûent' 'lue to the fact that we financed in these last two years by the sale of 

\v Ur.e? Now debentures are not allowed by the auditors as capital employed 
b fhink it is quite sound auditing practice, but as far as we are concerned it 
»earl g- We built a new plant with that money so we actually have in 1947 
WJ 10,tWX),OCX) of debentures or money which we are using and on which we are 

some net profit.
1 hatcher: It would come off the other way when you took off the bond 

Ti^Pposf ^!tness: I am correcting for the bond interest, if we were to do that. 
a*Wefin? 1 were to correct and add back the bond interest and were to be 
CeHt, ' debentures as capital, that figures would come somewhere near 11 per

q By Mr. Monet:
o°u spe,i,<?u uiean the net profit to capital in 1947 would be 11 per cent, or are 
, b ber,,, § °f 1946?—A. I think the figure for both years would be about 11 per 

1,1 H' s. Wse the last $5.000.000 of debentures was taken on in 1947. There was 
>000,000 in 1946.

faults’a Ut 1 w°uld not think the $5,000,000 spent in 1947 would have borne any 
9Ve (.Q Ht?—A. I think a lot of the capital that is shown here is in cash. You 

of lOo ,)f'ave some capital—you have to have working capital. It is not a matter 
Mr - ,Cen* the capital being in buildings.

Hatcher: What page are you reading from, Mr. Monet?
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Mr Monet: Schedule D8. net profits to capital, the last page of the report- 
We are discussing the net profit to capital for 1946 and 1947 with reference to
1945.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. When did you issue these bonds?—A. We issued the first $5,000,000 in tl>e 

fall of 1944.
Q. That was for the first $5.000.000?—A. Yes.
Q. And the second $5,000,000?—A. We issued the second $5,000,000 1,1 

April 1947.
Q. Have you figured exactly what the reduction would be if you had tak<^ 

into consideration the additional capital employed as a result of the debenture^ 
Have you figured exactly what the reduction in the percentage would be for 194 • 
—A. No, I did not figure that exactly because there are quite a number of varia 
tions in this allowing of the bond interest back in the capital. Which °n.t 
accountant might do differently from another- I merely wanted to point out 
would be something on the order of 11 per cent.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Of course every company is being treated in the same way?—A. I a”' 

not complaining about the accountancy.
Q. The percentages here arc calculated in the same fashion as for dth 

companies?—A. If they have not had any bonds or debentures they are 11 
affected, but all I wanted to point out is that we have received that 
That is the way in which we did finance and if we had financed as prefcrl j. 
stock, or if tomorrow we were to change those debentures to preferred 5t0 
or to common stock, then that figure would be changed but actually we have 
got greater earnings on the amount of money we have in the business.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. You agree the net profit to capital would still be approximately ^ *’cr

cent?—A. Yes I do. . . 1,,-trV
Q. What do you consider to be a fair return to capital m an mdr 

that kind?—A. I think that is about what you need.
Q. 11 per cent?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Thatcher: ^t-
Q. Mr. Monet, just before you leave this. I am still not clear on one IWC|) 

You say you need a per cent—Î think it was Mr. Pinard pointed it outy^^.y 
is three times higher than the average of those other eighteen companic •
Are you talking about— u5 fl1’

Q. I am talking about that operating income on page 3. You gave 0fjt 
explanation but would not the reason for the fact you have such tern 1 ^ y'”' 
or operating income compared with other companies be due to the 1 ^V.eive 
have exclusive patents?—A. I am afraid not. This is an average over 
years, I think. tba

Q. But have exclusive patents for vour processes; did you not 
earlier?—A. I have not said it yet, but I will say so. We have some i 
Most of the basic patents for the production of our product have expiry ^ \V 

Q. You are the only company, though, that is making this product. 
are the only one, yes, but we cannot help that. e(l vy

Q. No, no, but is that not a fact? You can get larger profits comp-1 j 
the other companies due to the fact you have an exclusive product - e jp 
protected thereby from competition?—A. We are not protected and we
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an exclusive product because there is nothing of which I know to stop anyone 
pom manufacturing. Three people are manufacturing in England, one of which 
ls British Celanese.

Q. They can sell in competition with you?—A. Oh, they do.
Q. Is there any tariff protection given to you?—A. On yarn we have only 

a 5 per cent tariff protection. We had tariff protection taken away from us some 
years ago ; that is to say, it was taken off cellulose acetate. There was a differ- 
^nce between cellulose acetate, artificial silk and viscose artificial silk. Because 

e were not selling yarn or we were not selling enough yarn to satisfy some 
People, it was considered we should not have the tariff protection.

(At this point Mr. Maybank resumed the chair).

By Mr. Pinard:
! Q. Has your company any connection with British Celanese?—A. No, we 
^ Ve no connection except the connection that some of the members of their 
°ard are also members of our hoard.

By Mr. Thatcher:
m. Q- No inter-shares held?—A. No, there are no inter-shares held with them, 
y 1 h the third, with which we have to deal at the same time, American Celanese, 

ey do not hold any shares, cither.
Cr Q- You are a strictly Canadian company?—A. We are strictly a Canadian 

Pany owned by Canadian people, in the main.

By Mr. Pinard:
du .Q- Are you producing the same thing as British Celanese?—A. We are pro- 

lng under the same processes.

By Mr. Thatcher: them to us> we
l Q. Did they give them to you?—A. they dm not g 
°u8ht them from the same concern.

By Mr. Pinard:
Atn09' Does that apply to American Celanese, too?—A. That applies to the 
re]a^.lcan Celanese. They all bought their patents to operate. We have a friendly 
aHo\v°nshiP ’n that we tell each other of the improvements we make and we 

each other to use the patents which we take out.

By Mr. Thatcher:
ttiarV,.) Is there any restriction whatever between the three companies as to 

q A. No, not at all.
^Pan ^ year> tor instance, did the American company and the British 
setirJin 7 scn(t any products into Canada?—A. The British company has been 
(ti'ivin ” Pr°ducts into Canada steadily for years and years and now we are 
Price k rp,lem out of the market because we are selling our product below theirrv,, — «vu, vii unv mai ivvu v/t/oci uov vv e aip vuuvv

Partial1»6 American company sent some yarn into Canada during the war, 
yarn.°f vn.U^lrty, but the tariff prevents them from competing and they are short

By the Vice-Chairman:
"-‘ica °U ^lave adequate protection from your point of view against toe 

fusent p8 ^Ut no*- t^ie English?—A. The English protection is all right at the 
Q j®.e- Mr. Maybank. I am not complaining about the protection at all. 

y°U lla, did not mean to frame my question in that way. You were saying
l5206^_2

C- 1 did ] -
, ,lad been cut out of the tariff protection with respect to the English some
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time back and then when you later began to speak about the Americans I only 
wanted to draw' from you, if it is a fact, there is a fully protective tariff agains 
the United States but that is not the case with the British?—A. That is so.

Q. That the British can come and compete but the Americans, however' 
are debarred from competing in Canada by reason of the tariff. Is that th 
way you would have us understand it?—A. Yes, that is, I think, correct. Tn® 
tariff is the same for viscose and for acetate from America but it is lower i° 
acetate from England.

Q. I did not mean my question to draw from you whether you "'e!\e 
complaining about it or not complaining about it?—A. No, I beg your pardo

By Mr. Monet:
Q. I just want to finish a few questions with regard to this 15^ per 

and 12-4 per cent on schedule D8, and the $1,000,000 more in net profit a*]6, 
taxes in 1947 than in 1946. I understood from what you said a few min'd®" 
ago that, due to financing through bonds, the percentage of net profit to cap1' 
showm here for the year 1947 as 15-5 and for the year 1946 as 12-4, would n 
lower if it had not been financed that way; is that correct?—A. That is c-orre® •

Q. But it is a fact it wTas financed that way?—A. It is a fact. ,
Q. And it is a fact the shareholders, for the year 1947, got 15£ per cen 

for their investment; is that correct?—A. No.

By Mr. Pinard: ,
Q. You said you built a plant with the difference between 11 per 

or whatever it was and the 15-5 per cent?—A. No, I did not intend to st 
that. I said we have built a plant using the debentures which we bough'- 

Q. That comes to the same thing?—A. Is that the same thing? „
The Vice-Chairman: Just a moment; I do not v'ant any misunderstan 

between you and Mr. Pinard.

ee°By Mr. Pinard:
Q. I understood you to say your debentures cost you the difference bet" ^ 

11*2 or whatever it was and 15-5; is that correct?—A. Well, if you a ej 
the debentures as capital employed, the earnings for 1947 would have 
approximately 11 per cent on the capital used. That is the difference vV 
allowing the debentures as capital makes. yeS.

Q. But you used that money, you said, to build another factory?—A- s
Q. Is that the Sorel plant?—A. That is the Sore! plant and extcn^e 

to the other. We did buy debentures instead of issuing preferred stock be gg 
it was more convenient at that time. I merely point out we might 
our minds and we might redeem the debentures and issue preferred st-o®

By Mr. Monet:
Q. In which case it would be 11 per cent?—A. Yes.

By the Vice-Chairman: .. j
Q. You built with borrowed money instead of subscribed cap1 wbicb 

it been subscribed capital, there would have been more cap1 a .
would be expected dividends should be paid? A. i es. , e W0^)6

Q. Since it was borrowed capital, there was no expectation tn of 
be dividends paid; it is rather a rate of interest which is " 
money?—A. Absolutely correct. , w0 fig0

Q. That is intended to point up the difference between those 
for 1946 and 1947?—A. Exactly.
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By Mr. Monet:
, Q. Would you give the rate of interest for those bonds?—A. I will have 
0 ask Mr. Allan to give that.

*dr. Allan : For $2,000,000 it is 2^ per cent, serial debentures, and 
,, >000,000 of 3 per cent debentures. They are fifteen vear debentures and 
ney were issued April 1, 1947.

By Mr. Thatcher:
j Q- Before you leave this column, there is one question I should like to ask. 
!^ain speaking of the column upon which Mr. Monet was questioning you, 
0 r' Balmer, schedule D8. I assume, from that per cent of net profit from 1939 
c ’ards, you paid for your complete investment. In 1939, you showed 12-6 per 
lOfi1’ ^lcn 9‘3 per cent and if you come down to 1947, you have a total of 
y b^r cent of your investment out of your net profit. You have paid for 
A -p, ‘11 vestment in those nine years. Am I correct in assuming that?— 

*he nine years—?
Q- You start there with 1939?—A. Oh, I see what you mean, 

get ® y°u total the column commencing with the 12-6 per cent, you will 
I N a“°ut 106 per cent during the nine year period. I am asking you whether 
for üuld be correct in assuming that in those nine years you paid completely 
c0rry°Ur investment out of profits?—A. I do not know that that would be quite 
MlieCt'- multiplying the earnings on the capital by the number of years, you 
you arrive M the complete investment. You will arrive at 100 per cent. I think 
Co *°uld say, in the same way, that a bond at 3 per cent pays for itself 

P etely in 33 years ; that would be the argument, would it not?
Pay > Along those lines.—A. Yes. I think you would find you would have to
3s °r your bond and as well you would still have the debt at the end of the

years.
cWr? ^rom 1939 to 1947 you have paid for your asset, and without interest 
baia°es> then, I will admit that. On top -of that, you set up reserves on your 

Ce sheet of almost $8,000,000?—A. This is on top of it? 
thina, °1 expenses each year, you set aside your depreciation reserves and 

”5 °t that kind?—A. Oh, depreciation reserve?
I just think that would be pretty steep?—A. I do not think so, really. 

Mr. q>,‘c Yice-Chairman: You are into the field of opinion, there, Mr. Thatcher. 
ciate,j 'a^cher is under the impression that when you get your plant all depre- 
t>erhan keep on making profits that that is a fairly profitable show and, 
thing f *r°m his point of view, too profitable a show to be allowed as a moral 
c°rrec^n, ^he community. You do not feel his opinion in that regard is quite 

that is about where it ends.
’■ Thatcher: Could I enlarge upon that now?

u'r6ct f° ^ice-Chairman : I was just commenting. I think if you have any 
t CaUseaftUal Questions they would be appropriate, but let us keep to that 
to ppL, you get off too far into the realm of philosophy- 

°§ue some day.
-parliament does have

\BV Mr. Thatcher:
le ravv rlght, then. What we are interested in is the price of this product. 

jVerhear] lnaterial trend has been down; the labour trend has been down; the
°Per<u- enc* has been down and the only thing that is up in the sales dollar atmg ■ ....

tkSe nr; lneome, so that must be excessive.^ riCes ’
It must be what is keeping

. ay to where they are instead of permitting them to drop. It would look
me.
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The Chairman: I would not go so far as to say that is a fair conclusion' 
I do not want to make any comment but it is a conclusion at which you have 
arrived from the evidence.

Mr. Thatcher: Would the witness care to say that is not right?
The Witness : I would not say that is correct. It is definitely wrong.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Would you comment on that, then, and explain your statement, ^rj 

Palmer?—A. I think we would have to take individual fabrics or our individus 
products and see what has happened, what the price changes have been.

I tried to warn you or I stated when I started that we were going to run in ^ 
difficulties if we went into making deductions from the averages of all types 0 
products.

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. That is when you were dealing with page 7?—A. That is what we are 

dealing with now. ' _ .
Q. When you began dealing with page 7 of these, shall I call them ratios: 

A. Yes.

By Mr. Monet: .
Q. Would you take one product and answer the question asked by - 

Thatcher?—A. I think if we turn to D7, we will see what our sales policy *! 
been with regard to the bulk of the standard range of fabrics. These -cs 
which were selected, not by ourselves but by the auditors representing the fan*, 
in the largest volumes, show a history from January, 1942, through Septeiu ’ 
1947 to April, 1948. The first one of these is lingerie taffeta. ..^g

Q. That is schedule D7 on page 1?—A. It will be seen that the mate1'1 ^ 
in this particular fabric in cents per yard remained substantially constan • 
will be seen under the heading labour that 12-96 cents per yard of labour beca 
in April, 1948, 23-91 cents per yard. ,

Q. What would that mean? Would you explain to the members 0 . to 
committee what that means?—A. That means we paid so much more monc- 
our labour to produce one yard of fabric. ^ . 0t »

Q. And this is a percentage of the dollar sales?—A. No, this is 
percentage of dollar sales, this is cents per yard.

Mr. Thatcher: I am sorry, I cannot find this schedule.
Mr. Monet: It is D7, column 1, the last item on the page, lingerie *a

By Mr. Pinard: ^ 1
Q. You have, in all the other products, decreases in material costs."'' 

will come to those. go0ji.
The Vice-Chairman : You have jumped to the next page a trifle to" ^ 
The Witness: These costs here represent our policy and what we ha 

doing. They are not just incidental.

By Mr. Monet: . re^ei
Q. Just follow that up, then, Mr. Palmer.—A. Overhead has 

from 0-0857 to 0-1166, from January 1, 1942, to April 1, 1948. The ov 
income was -1785 in 1942, and is -1739 as of April 1, 1948; that is ^gt^ 
this particular case the operating income per yard has been substantially
and the labour per yard has increased over 8 per cent

Q. What was your increase in price?—A. To 58 cents, 
an increase of 30 per cent.

That repre.sePv
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By The Vice-Chairman:
Q. Does that come to mean this ; that you increased your price per yard, 
more money for each yard, but you did not retain quite so much of each 

Penny that you got over these several years because your overhead went up 
Pd your labour cost went up, and that is where the increase in price went?— 

A- Yes.
Q. That is the way of that, is it?—A. That is the way of that.
The Vice-Chairman : There was an increase of almost 100 per cent in cost, 

^ your increase in price was, what?
The Witness : 30 per cent.

By Mr. Monet:
is tk^" ^°w, I want to make this very clear, Mr. Palmer; and I think this 
talc' time we have had it quite clear, and I want to thank you for it;
j lnS this one, there was an increase of 13 cents in lingerie taffeta from 

nuary 1, 1942 to April 1, 1948?—A. Yes. 
c Q- And while there was an increase in selling price of 30 per cent the 
l<koPoany S°t 17-85 operating income in 1942 and it was a little bit less in 

That is correct.
, !■ And the difference in price was caused bv labour, raw materials and

0verhead?_A. Yes.
dr tj. Would you now proceed to the second one?—A. The second one is the 
c0), ® type of materials. There you will see that the materials are substantially 
15 Mant; labour from January 1, 1942, to April 1, 1948, increased from 

°Gnts to 28 cents.
The Vice-Chairman: I suppose that is about 90 per cent, is it not? 
the Witness: 86-5 per cent. The overhead has increased from 10-5 to

l°st 15 cents; and the operating income increased from 19-24 cents to 20-10
’ again, substantially constant.

By Mr. Monet:
WVhere has been an increase in price from January 1, 1942 to April 1, 

q 19 cents; not 19, 18-5 cents?—A. 18-5 cents.
Cent • ' the operating income of the company showed a difference of % of a 

’ would that be correct?—A. That is right, 
a diff ' before we go on to the next item would you tell the committee what 
'-'A.. yGtlCe of | of a cent would be in net profit; or, can you give us that?

q eTsi 4 of a cent would be—about $ of a cent. 
satne ' t just wanted at this stage to make that clear.—A. That is about the 

Q GIY; labour and overhead represents the increase in price. 
afe SU| ^re you now talking about lining?—A. Lining—again, the materials 
)9 ceil4 SaantiaHy constant; labour has increased from almost 11 cents to 
if^easpH overhead from 8^ cents to 19^ cents ; and operating income has 
jH centC r<>m 15-68 to 17-10 cents ; the selling price increased from 44 cents to 
r 6 °f f’ i^™08* 23 per cent. I might make this observation here, that is the 
.hUe f,„a >r^cs which are in great demand.from 

by
- G I might point out that during the
J942 to 1948, cost of material has increased very considerably 
spending many^ millions of dollars we were able to hold our own

a Inf f economies to offset the increased cost of materials, but it did cost 
L of money.

I q Mr. Thatcher:
ab°ur' far as yarn goes, the cost of yarn is apparently fairly constant. Your 

c«st of materials in that case is less?—A. In which case?
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Q. More recently, within the last 5 years ; as compared to what it was 5 
years ago?—A. Yes, I think it probably is less.

Q. Yes.—A. We have been concentrating on that end of our business f°r 
some time to try to get our cost of materials down.

Q. I see all those things, but I still do not see how you reconcile it, or h<^ 
we are supposed to reconcile it with this page 7, of report D-3. The figures a 
completely different. As a matter of fact, I don’t just follow them.

Mr. Irvine: How could these things be made to gibe?
The Witness: I presume you are referring there to volume of sales of t 

product. That is just one of our products.
Mr. Pinard: Would that justify the increase in the net profits?
The Witness: In dealing with the sales policy we have to deal with all ^ 

products. We can’t deal with an average product. We have to sell at some p1'^
Mr. Thatcher: Let me put it this way. In this statement D-3, page 7, Y. 

have shown 100 cents of your sales dollar, and in making that up you inc1} ,s 
your labour, materials, overhead and operating income. Now, your raw mater 
is going down, your labour is stationary, your overhead is going down; then, 
we to assume that your labour and other cost components are the main tn 
that are going up? ^e

The Witness: We are sixes and sevens now, I am afraid, because we 0 
dealing with two different things. This is the average period from 193o^g 
1939. We were just coming up for air in 1936; and the last column ot 
averages is the average for 5 years; so that if you are comparing this with 
7, you are comparing a series of years which were definitely prior to the PCI 
which we have just been discussing. So, you see, we are sixes and sevens.

The Vice-Chairman: Yes, quite. Just following that for a moment, 
Palmer, the figures with which we are dealing on each of these four pr(,c py 
are the figures prepared by Mr. Knight; of course, they were supplied to y01tr6, 
Mr. Knight, but they were submitted to us by Mr. Knight in his report P ^ 
pared at the direction of the committee; so, as a matter of fact, they come 
from Mr. Knight. That is correct, is it now?

The Witness: That is correct. .
The Vice-Chairman: Now then, of course, he is pointing out what v ^ 

on a certain date, January 1, 1942; what it was at a certain other date, »eP -yjr- 
ber, 15, 1947; and again, a chosen date in 1948. But over on page 7, 0 p6d 
Knight’s report he has given the number of years together. He has also 
a number of dates together; and he has told what he believes is the story ^ef. 
regard to these several years and these several dates, all bunched iQ. , fijcb 
So the question can be one way when dealing with the approaches with _^0^n 
Mr. Palmer was dealing, and they can be put another way when they arc » 
as they are on page 7, in Mr. Knight’s statement. jil0st

Mr. Irvine: Are not the page 7 figures the ones in which we are 
interested?

The Vice-Chairman: I do not know which we are more interested nL
Mr. Irvine: I mean, they tell us a general story.
The Vice-Chairman: Mr. Knight submitted page 7 to us.
Mr. Thatcher: Page 7 shows the average. r ;g b>5
The Vice-Chairman: He also submitted other figures to us. T 

summary from one point of view. us ^
Mr. Irvine: Looking at page 7, I think it would be impossible 

reconcile that with the statements just made by Mr. Palmer.
The Witness: Beg your pardon, I didn’t get that.
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The Vice-Chairman : I think this is a correct summary of it. Mr. Irvine 
Vs remarking that looking at that page D-7 one would never expect from 
h°se figures-to get a story similar to what we have on page 7?

Mr. Irvine: That is right.
The Vice-Chairman : And you agree to that, of course, 

i The Witness: No. This is all down in the last period. We have not gone 
ack on page 7, to the pre-price control period ; you see, this is more or less 
^torical. To my mind, at least, it is historical, as it is a record of the com- 

{rny’s operations from the period when we were just surviving a very bad 
Session ; and, certainly the business was not as I view it in very good shape.

Mr. Pinard: Still I would like to know how you account for the increase in 
^Profit. What is responsible for that? Was it the increase in price or volume of

th t ddle Witness: Volume of sales and greater efficiency in production. I think 
at was the most important factor all the way through, in producing cheaper, 
’Mcularly materials.

Set ^r' Tinard: The other question I wanted to ask is this; when we see on 
tyj^Me D-8, that your net profit for 1946 was 12-4, I would like to know why,

you were making that amount of profit, you took advantage of the 
rtP^ity of raising your prices again so as to obtain a higher net profit? 
Profit ^ou t°ld us previously that 11-2 would be considered a satisfactory net 

t by your company?
ll p'be Witness: But the figure of 12-4 has to be brought down a little, to 

if we allow for the $5,000,000 of debentures that we issued we do not 
(.bat that 12-4 presents a fair picture ; I mean, from the business viewpoint,°r fro 

Slgnifi,
rjjoj, >ni financial point of view either; and, consequently, we were not earning 

■ e on our capital than we were earning in the year 1939; nor are we earning
eantly more on the average.

By Mr. Monet:
the net the figures show that your earnings for 1936, were 12-4?—A. 12-4,

righp '.And you referred to 1939, which shows you earned 12-6?—A. That is 
À we are not earning more than we were earning in 1939 on our capital. 

^ hen your net revenue on capital was approximately that figure of 12-4?

cVip!r mean M 1939 it was 12-4?—A. But the 12-4, in our opinion, should be 

Q \v° read 1Lc°^ts r '' then, how do you account for the fact that while your material 
Miick i'lna’n<}d fairly constant—I would like to know why there is this increase 
°f the place mostly between 1946 and 1947 in your net profits?—A. Because

ïath,
Q !lnl[f'h greater turnover and the use of much greater capital 
er H,den,Wo,uM it not have been possible to leave the price at 1, the same levelJ.1 — ” VU1U Jl U V HUr V O KJ OVI1 jyvokjl KJ VV iVUM v V- * * ^ ------------------ ------------------------------

Price. XV • to have increased it?—A. I had to have volume and increase in 
Ve increased the price in 1947.
Lesage: I would just like to point out, Mr. Monet, that in 1947 thereMr.

reduction in taxation which would account for the higher net profit.

been possible forVit n , ar8er production which you have ]u. jiave been possible
iorVlarger plant through this bond financing; would Ü not na

c°mpany to at least have left the price at the same K cent?_11 would say is a fair profit to capital employed, ol iu v
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A. I do not think so. We could not arrive at the percentage of 11 per cent if 
that had not been raised. We would not have arrived at that same figure.

Mr. Pinard: You realize that you are the only company selling these 
products in Canada?

The Witness: I do not realize that, and we are not the only company.
The Vice-Chairman: No, Mr. Pinard, that is not in accordance with the 

evidence.
Mr. Thatcher: I thought you were the only company manufacturing this 

product?
The Vice-Chairman: You are the only company manufacturing thi* 

particular product, but you do have competitors?
Mr. Irvine: And you have a protective tariff of 5 per cent against import 

from the United States. ,
The Vice-Chairman : There is protection against imports from the Unite 

States but the British product is coming in. I think that probably is the f*® 
now ; of course, I think you did say, did you not, that you were driving t*1 
British out at the moment by lower prices?

The Witness: Oh, yes.
The Vice-Chairman: Your lower price or their higher price, wliichder 

way you care to put it.
The Witness: I do not think it matters which way you put it.
The Vice-Chairman: As long as you drive them out, it doesn’t mat e 

which way it is expressed.
The Witness: We are setting our prices with a view to supplylD£.ve 

maximum quantity of product, whether it is yarn or fabric, in order to arr1 
at the time when prices can come down. That is our objective.

By Mr. Thatcher: j.
Q. When you come to 1948, or the first three months of 1948, y°}ir 

profit gets even higher in statement No. 2, page 6.—A. Are you looking 
another picture? ' . aJ.yl

Q. I may be. This is Canadian Celanese Limited, special prelimi11 
questionnaire, statement 2, page 6.—A. Yes.

Q. Have you got it now?—A. I have it. ,^e
Q. Your net profit on these first three months would almost approx1 

$1,200,000. Is that not right?—A. Yes. p6t
Q. On your invested capital; and that would mean that you had ^.ee 

profit, if my figures are correct, of almost 24 per cent.—A. That is for ^ 
months of the year. I do not know what it is going to be for the rest 0 ^
year. I know that we have brought in new plants which are making
men’s and women’s suitings—like the suit I have on; and which we are sc ^ 
but which does not I am afraid really represent a fair profit in our acCCTt,jog 
Up to the present time we have not yet proved entirely that we are
to be able to finish this product, at least with efficiency. What I am • ^
to say and what I want to point out is that that will be showing an a^n°II)9y 
profit because some of the merchandise is being kept back which "°caVeP 
have to sell at a loss. It is not good business. We have inexperienced " ^jll 
who are weaving bad materials. We are selling some of the product. 9pd 
be offset. But apart from that we have a considerable increase in yainflrjjole 
staple which we are selling. Whether that will proceed throughout the 
year, I do not know. I do not know that I can multiply that by f°u 0ur 
arrive at Mr. Thatcher’s figure. Now, unless we are able to maint*111

I
I
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volume, and unless we sell more than we have been able to so far, we may 
have to take a loss on that particular part of the business. That, of course, 
will affect this apparent increase in the early part of the year. You see, you 
cannot just take and multiply that by four.

The Vice-Chairman: Gentlemen, before you ask any further questions, 
you will recall that we were to have an executive session at 7.30 o’clock this 
evening, and it occurred to me that it would be of advantage if the committee 
jvere to stop a few minutes before six o’clock. And I suggest that this would 
he a convenient point at which to stop, so we will now adjourn until 7.30 o’clock.

—-The committee adjourned to meet in executive session at 7.30 o’clock 
ehis day.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Thursday, June 17, 1948.

jw Fhe Special Committee on Prices met at 11.30 a.m., the Vice-Chairman, Mr. 
aybank, presiding.

L Members present: Messrs. Beaudoin, Fleming, Harkness, Irvine, Kuhl, 
J 'age, McGregor, Maybank, McCubbin, Merritt, Pinard, Thatcher, Winters.

Fabio Monet, K.C., Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.
fr ^r- C. W. Palmer, Executive Vice-President, and Mr. A. G. Allan, 

asurer, Canadian Celanese Limited, Montreal, were recalled and Mr. Palmer 
s further examined.

of ^hiring proceedings, Mr. Kuhl took the Chair in the temporary absence. i —pi weening,;

he Vice-Chairman.
<<„100 p.m. witnesses discharged and the Committee adjourned until

AFTERNOON SITTING 
TlPresiçj- Committee resumed at 4.30 p.m., the Chairman, Hon. Mr. Martin, 

Meenfters present: Messrs. Beaudry, Beaudoin, Fleming, Irvine, Kuhl, 
McGregor, Martin, McCubbin, Pinard, Thatcher, Winters.

*^r- H. A. Dyde, K.C., Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.

1'eCaHpH Knight-, Knight & Trudel, Chartered Accountants, Montreal, was
rfiPort taîlci further examined. He read into the record Report “C”, being 
actur0°' information returned by companies primarily engaged in the manu- 

°f woollen yarns and cloth.
chai^ p m. witness retired and the Committee adjourned to the call of the

R. ARSENAULT, 
Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons,

June 17, 1948.
(_■]. .^ie Special Committee on Prices met this day at 1] a.m. The Vice- 

uainnan, Mr. R. Maybank, presided.
'vouH^le ^ ice-Chairman : Gentlemen, I have a short announcement. It 
ba,Ln seem Quite clear that the present witness will be on the stand for the 
How kC diis m°ming, and whether or not for the afternoon we cannot tell 
to »’ )u<" that much, at any rate, would seem clear. Mr. Dyde will be prepared 
depy jn with wool this afternoon. That does not mean it has to be done. It all 
r°Und :8 °n ^ow wc s4an(i regard to the present witness. Mr. Monet has to 
that l °U* the record in a number of respects by the filing of certain papers 
it W(j |Je coine in Pursuant to requests, and that sort of thing. Therefore 
ino,,:u 1 appear that the morning is set for the continuation of the celanese 

MUIry. All right, Mr. Monet.

I Wilfred Palmer, Executive Vice-President, Canadian Celanese
lted, recalled.

Mr. Monet:
1Ue8ti0rMr" Palmer, at the adjournment yesterday afternoon you were being 
^ere >)r ec‘ 011 page 6 of statement 2 in the questionnaire the answers to which 
hT°. 2 epared by your company. I should like you to refer to that statement 
'e year1 P wa6 pointed out to you then that for the first quarter of

y 1^48, that is, for the months of January, February and March of this 
‘Hcom at die net income before provision for inventory reserves and taxes on 

Q .-!y.as $1,909,000. Is that correct?—A. That is the addition of—
Hiitior, ■ die addition of the three figures; that is correct?—A. I think the 

Q jls correct.
f!Grio(j was also pointed out to you the profit of the company for the same 
nr ^ont)18 f43°,000 in round figures for the month of January, $393,000, for 
i ’^1,200 onn February, and $375,000 for the month of March, for a grand total 
u ,cprrec’t‘) as ne^ Pr°bt for the first quarter of the year 1948. Would that 

‘‘link : A. Yes, I think the addition is correct. I have not made it, but
v Q- AY correct-
> of W?VV’ Air. Palmer, I am now going to ask you a very direct question. In 
faille y a4 I would call these very large profits, $1,200,000 for the first quarter 

r>riCpJ’ ,can you tell the members of the committee why the company felt 
Motion'1 sflould be raised on April 1, 1948 which was the first day after the 

■’ is tUl. ° die first quarter? I understand prices were raised on April 
Q. xjj correct?—A. Yes.

t(ik Q- Wm!'nWas an increase in price on April 1, 1948? —A. There was.
5 tv,,, 1 y°u tell the members of the committee what percentage? Is it right 

Sqj , Q. w _ centf—A. Oh, less than 5 per cent.
Gyp b fgiy Was the rise?—A. The rise based upon the quantity of the fabric 

1 I sho 7ttllose fabrics that wrere raised would be about $400,000 turn- 
u d like to say, Mr. Monet, in answer to your question that this

3707
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raise was decided upon in February. We had no figures, but we had j 
made a wage agreement with our employees which we calculated would ral" | 
our costs by 1^ million dollars. We did not know at all how this year '' 
going to work out. We raised certain prices a little bit in coformity with 
policy of keeping the cents per yard constant on an estimated $400,000 incre?^ 
leaving us $850,000 or so of excess expenditure which we would have to on-- j 
with economies or with profits from the increased production, from our ot I 
sales. We faced that situation. r , et

I should also like to say that the first quarter, as I said to Mr. Thatc 
yesterday, cannot be taken as an indication of the profits for the whole > ‘
I think there is no greater mistake that any business man could make f 
to take one quarter and multiply it by four, particularly the first qua 
in a year, to estimate your annual profit or your annual turnover. I would rjcS 
point out that in this first quarter we sold out of inventory in finished fa ^ 
an amount equal to approximately 1,000,000 yards. We might refer to J 
inventory figures which are somewhere in this book. It is on statement ^ 
our report. At the end of December we had 1,743,000 yards of finished C 
in stock. At the end of March we had 739,000 yards of finished fabric in ®Lce. 
which means we sold something over 1,000,000 yards that we did not Pr0 uld 
Now then, if you take that 1,000,000 yc-ards—and I do not know what it w ^ 
be in dollars on the average but it must be $700,000 or $800,000—away 
the sales for the first quarter you would very materially reduce the turn 
You would very materially reduce the operating income and very matel, jV 
reduce the net profit. So that the first quarter with that factor alone wou ^ 
reduced. We sold that inventory because the market is just crying °u » 
goods and they do not want them around Christmas time. We built Py, 
certain amount of inventory over Christmas. We sold it in the first 0n 
We do it generally every year but this year was exceptional. Christmas i 
Thursday.

By the Vice-Chairman: 0n.
Q. May I interject something at this point, perhaps not for answer 

It does not matter. You have been warning us not to multiply the first Q 1 uch 
by four, and I suppose most people would agree with that without very 
argument, and/yet to test the appropriateness of your warning would ypu ^ 0e 
to tell us at some time how far we would have been out had we multi?11 a 1
first quarter by four in some other years, 
would like to do it now.

You do not need to do that nott-
th»î

Q. All right, if you would do that at some appropriate time. I
,t15amounts to the same thing as saying to you is there anything exception: ^ 

this first quarter compared with other first quarters? I think perhaps 
another way of saying the same thing though?—A. Yes. y ]ik

At some appropriate time if you would let that come in------ A. I 'v°u ^jirt
to answer it now and I do not have to keep it in my head, if you do nl.’)I)S btl* 

Q. All right, whenever you are ready. Mr. Lesage has some quests j/ 
wants to leave them until Mr. Monet finishes. I will call on you then. Co a 
A. The previous year—

Mr. Lesage: Statement 2, page 4, your four quarters are equal.
The Witness: I know they are.
Mr. Irvine: The hind quarters are not heavier than the front.
The Vice-Chairman: All right. ‘ ,946'
The Witness: The first quarter of last year—you are speaking aboyf

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. No, 1947.—A. The first quarter of 1947 I think was appi°- 

quarter of the total, was it not?

o»e'
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Q. Lower than that.—A. I guess I had better look at it.
Q. Page 4, statement 2.—A. That is not the net.
Q. I was looking at the net. I think it is the same if you look at the operating 

nconie.—A. I think we will start off with the gross if you do not mind because
We arc dealing in sales.
j Q- All right.—A. I think you will find it works out just about a quarter.

0 not think you will find it is less, but anyway the answer is just the same 
Whatever it is.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q- A quarter of what?—A. Of the total. That is to say, as I understand 

J- Maybank’s question he says if you go back to another year and you multiply 
\ tour you find there was validity in the multiplication and yet I said that at 
ls Particular time there is not necessarily validity.

By Mr. Lesage:
y 9' Why?—A. I am saying in this case in 1947 the months which followed 
fa u FSt cluarter had in them increases in selling price throughout the time. In 
rn b W(1 increased our selling price by permission from the Wartime Prices and 
prj e Board in 1947 on April 1, I think it was. Then we increased our selling 
,jt v °n the 1st of September, permission having been granted on the 1st of 
ari(|( " Consequently in 1947 the first quarter did not reflect any of those prices, 

that subsequent quarters were very much helped by increased prices.
&0 I' Yes, but if you had permission from the Wartime Prices and Trade

"as V-e Yice-Chairman: Wait. Your question is all right except Mr. Palmer 
Wo* continuing his statement. I think you were broken in upon there, 

e you?
ejj Lie W itness: Well, yes. I say that, of course, would have a very material 
the ' . uP°n this net profit which you have pointed out might appear to justify 

Same procedure in 1948.

By Mr. Lesage:
titujp Mr- Palmer, there is no doubt if you obtained permission from the War- 
Could r‘ces and Trade Board for two increases during the year it was because you 
"nt? f)r()Ve that your costs were increasing throughout all the year, was it 

Tr'Y- I do not know that it was. 
jr Ao?—A. I do not know that it was.

1947 you contend your costs did not increase from the 1st of January,
0 the 31st of December, 1947?—A. I do not think they did a great deal, 

liny | Well they did?—A. I do not know. I would have to look that up and 
'lut> but I do not see why they should.

Botir 1 Y hat arguments did you put up before the Wartime Prices and Trade 
(( f'1 obtain these increases?—A. We did not put up and arguments.

Y hat happened?—A. The Wartime Prices and Trade Board—
^r- Irvi

Th»
vine : Gave you a handout.

ârn-,

0 Y ice-Chairman: We are being told that the watchdog was not so good.
gUn'Ir- ’Lesage: This is the first time where I have heard you do not need any 

cuts to obtain an increase from the Wartime Prices and Trade Board.
10 Vice-Chairman : I broke in there. Go ahead.

you T!,e wWhy Ttness: I can only tell you gentlemen what happened. I cannot tell 
0r anything about these things.
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By Mr. Lesage:
Q. What did happen?—A. The Wartime Prices and Trade Board—by who»1 

they were approached, I do not know—went into this question in their own wa>- 
Undoubtedly costs had been going up. They had been going up and they l'a 
been receiving complaints. They decided that on the 1st of April an increa» 
would be allowed to offset the falling profits which had taken place in 19^' 
and we were allowed to submit to the Wartime Prices and Trade Board a schedu c 
of prices which were not to exceed, if my memory serves me, 15 per cent. *’ 
agreed to do that and we did it and we welcomed it.

Q. But the reason for the falling prices which you have just mentioned 
an increase in costs?—A. IThe increase in costs which had taken place -throug 
1942, 1943, 1944, 1945 and 1946, and had reduced our profits to the point a 
which I think a great many people thought that it was too low and danger»11'' 

The Vice-Chairman: Just to keep the record straight, Mr. Lesage, >°u 
used the expression “falling prices.” You meant “falling profits.”

Mr. Lesage : “Falling profits,” yes, of course. ,
The Vice-Chairman: Mr. Palmer had made reference to falling profits, a*1.1, 

then in your question you used the expression “falling prices.” I know that 
not what you meant and you would not like the record to be that way.

Mr. Lesage: No. Now, you obtained a second increase?
The Witness: We obtained a second increase.

By Mr. Lesage: .
Q. In September?—A. No. In June we were told that an adjust»10^ 

could be made with certain new fabrics, that it could now be made, and I t*11 t 
that represented something like 5 per cent. We did not put that into e» . 
in June because we felt it was not fair to our customers to have a chang6 ^ 
the middle of their fall season. We did make a small increase on September , 

Q. To cover increased costs?—A. To cover the permission that we reC?‘'jt)n 
Q. You applied for the permission?—A. We did not apply for périmo

ns a company.
Q. Who did?—A. I do not know who did, but we did not apply. jy, 
Q. Surely somebody did?—A. I guess somebody did, but we did not apP.-^ 

I cannot tell you what somebody else did. I can only tell you what we 
We welcomed it. I can tell you that. ,,lCre

Q. Is there an association in the textile industry?—A. I do not think .y 
is an association which would make any such application. There is an a6'0 ^ut 
tion which exchanges information. I do not know really what it does do, 
it certainly does not do that. I am pointing out these prices were allow 
well, that is the answer to the question as far as I am concerned. I pts 
finished that answer to Mr. Maybank’s question, namely, that it repi'p 
a permitted increase which increased over the period of 1947 the profit 111 
succeeding months so that it made that calculation correct. The first Qu‘ fl0t 
did in some way represent the total, but without those increases it worn 
have represente'd that total.

By Mr. Irvine: 0tlM
Q. Having already made an increase you are perfectly free to make a , 0l)e- 

one if you want to?—A. We certainly are perfectly free to make an» ^ tbe 
Q. Therefore you can do the same thing this year?—A. We can •> 

same this year, but may I go back after this question to where we "c 
Mr. Lesage: Would you go on, Mr. Monet?
The Vice-Chairman: I do not know whether that was what Mr- 

meant.
Mr. Thatcher: Before Mr. Monet goes on—
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The Vice-Chairman: Wait a minute, gentlemen. I think what Mr. Palmer 
"as saying was he had started to answer a question I had suggested a little 
"‘die before and then questions broke in on him. I think he was saying, “Let 
Us get back to the continuation of the answer to the question which I had asked?” 

The Witness: No, I have finished your question.

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q- What did you mean when you said, “Let us go back to where we were”? 

7/7■ T° Mr. Monet’s question as to why the first quarter of 1948 cannot be 
Multiplied by four.
, Q- It is that to which I draw your attention and you said you would sooner 
ea‘ with that now, and as I understand it what you are urging now is you have 

^°t completed the story to deal adequately with what I was asking about?— 
■ ies. I think I have dealt with the example which you asked me to give of 
Bother year as to whether it could be multiplied by four in another year, 
think I said that in the previous year, namely, 1947, the fact that the first 

garter could be multiplied by four was influenced by the rise in prices which 
^ permitted, but if that rise in prices had not been permitted then it would 
°t have been correct to multiply 1947 by four.

j Q- As a matter of fact, what I asked you-was a little more than that. If 
g 1ay put it this way, it was to prove your own warning that we should not 
t rally multiply the first quarter by four. I did not think you could answer 
the^ediately in regard to all years, but I thought you might look back over 
L years generally and justify or otherwise that warning. As you say you 

4Ve dealt with 1946, was it not?—A. 1947.
inm > 1947 rather, and of course in that case you can get the total year by 
st ’^Plying the first quarter by four, but you say there were special circum- 

bi the way of price increases which were granted that made that a 
111(1 process?—A. Yes, sir.

thp Vice-Chairman: Now, having gone that far, it is desired to get back to 
question asked by Mr. Monet. That is right?
^r- Lesage: On this question of quarters I still have one question, 

cm The Witness : Well, I am still on quarters. Now, in comparing these 1948 
bet\y, * am afraid that I should not have taken Mr. Maybank’s question in
the ,e(:n’ because I first of all pointed out that in the quarters of 1948—is that 

Mint you want to go back to?
i^cre ' Tes age: No. I would like to go back to 1946 because there were no 
Y0„ a^s in prices in 1946. I have before me your statement No. 2 on page 3. 
tharisee there were no increases in price in 1946, and the first quarter is lower 
arc ,, be three others. In 1946, they were about equal, aren’t they? Yes, they 

out equal in 1946. Do you see that.
teason W itness : You see where we have a low one in July. That is one of the 

s .why the first quarter cannot be multiplied. We always have a lowhtiaHerAt m July-
Itettv r‘ Tesage : There may be one exception of one month, but they seem to run

■> even.
The W 
Th, itness: Yes, I know.

T'lPinde, Tice-Chairman : Gentlemen, I have to break in here for a moment to
y aT that we have to allow each other an opportunity of fiinishing questsetWp *ou are impetuous and Mr. Palmer himself isJpaf^hewiTness^e ho stile impetuousity of the questioners and the eagerness of the witness k 

Mile not to get a properly connected story. ,
tipl3e Witness: Now, I think I could probably get that In 1*4/, ii you mu - 

y Te first quarter by four—have you done that, Mr. Levage.
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Mr. Lesage : I have been reading the figures from this statement. Lets take 
the operating income.

The Witness: O.K. The operating income as I see it, the first quarter, the 
operating income before inventory reserves and taxes amounts to $1,129.000. If 
you multiply that by four you get $4,500.000. Right? And if you add all the 
figures up together you get, what—$3,827,000—which is less.

Mr. Lesage: But it is not a large difference. |
The Witness: No, there is not a large difference in this particular case. I 

admit there is not. But you must remember that we are there operating under 
absolutely stationary conditions where we have no changes. We have nothing 
in there in the way of anticipated alterations in the market. I have been saving 
that in this particular time you cannot multiply. And I have to give you addi
tional reasons. In 1947, there were additional increases in price. But let us 
revert back to 1946. There is still a difference. You still would be wrong if y°u 
were to multiply that. In 1948, as I have already pointed out, there is an excep
tional sale of inventory which is a big factor. But there is one other point too, 
and that is that a portion of sales in the first quarter of 1948, was new products 
that we are making at Sorel. Now, in the making of new fabrics it happen® 
always, and this particular case is no exception, it happens that you make a lot 
of bad fabric; and in the first quarter we have sold the good fabric that we have 
made and are substantially keeping all the bad fabric 'back because we do no 
want it to get into the market, and because we want to get this new suiting tried 
out this summer. But to some extent that has to be taken into the average price» 
and by keeping some material which we will have to job off probably at a l°sS’ 
that would to some extent affect the profit picture of the first quarter. But the 
major factor I think is the first one we have talked about, inventory. Another 
one is that some of our products, all our new products are difficult to price cor
rectly. And I think you will find that if you were to multiply bv four, eveIJ 
taking the first factor alone into account, that you would be a long way off fr°,r 
the 1947 profit on the turnover.

Mr. Monet: I have just three or four more questions, Mr. Chairman, aloj1^ 
the same line of questioning which I would like to complete and then leave t 
field to the members of the committee.

The Vice-Chairman: I would like to say, however, that Mr. Thatcher h^j 
had one question he wanted to ask for some little time, and I think it is rela ■ 
to this same line of questioning. I certainly gave him the eye, and I think 
should' have an opportunity of going ahead.

By Mr. Thatcher: . ^
Q. I will be very brief. It is on this one point, this three-month Pcl 0f 

about which Mr. Lesage has been asking, also Mr. Monet. Now, as a mattei 
fact last year your net profits were 15-5 per cent after taxes, and the first Pcl cJ){ 
the first three months of this year your profits went up to a figure of 24 per ( 
after taxes; and at that particular moment you have taken the opportunity 
raise your prices?—A. Not at that very moment, Mr. Thatcher. v,ea

Q. And what is more, Mr. Palmer, you said that you were free to g° 1 
further?—A. No, I did not.

The Vice-Chairman: No.
Mr. Thatcher: Yes, you did.
The Vice-Chairman: Oh, no, no. Let’s keep the record straight- jj, 

point was, Mr. Thatcher, and I believe you will agree if you will think ^
Mr. Irvine said something to this effect, you are free now; and Mr. Palm61 ^ to 
yes we are free now. That is what was said. That is not quite the sanm 
say you are doing that.
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Mr. Thatcher: Would it not look to this committee that this is one of the 
most shocking examples of a company not showing their strength in order to 
*eep these prices down ? There is no sense of public responsibility there because 
d every company in Canada took the view that you have been taking we 
"’°uld have uncontrolled inflation in this country and an inevitable depression. 
* do not know what your justification is for that time taking such a terrific and 
abnormal profit.

The Witness: I think that is a most unfair statement.
Mr. Thatcher: Tell me where I am wrong then. Tell me why, when 

your profit was so high, you took that moment to increase your prices?
The Witness: In the first place, we did not take that moment.
Mr. Thatcher: Well, your prices increased on the 1st of April—
The Vice-Chairman : Let him answer the question, Mr. Thatcher.
The Witness: In the first place, we did not take that moment, Mr. 

Thatcher. We made this decision prior to the figures being available even for 
January. We had a wage increase, as I have stated before which was $1,250,000. 

Mr. Lesage: What date did that come into effect?
The Witness: Effective, I think, from the lltli of January. That would 

pot come into our costs immediately ; as a matter of fact, it would not come 
into our costs directly for four or five months, because of the way in which we 
niake our costs. It gradually comes into our costs. The one and a quarter 
millions of excess expenditure was a certainty unless we could make further 
economies through efficiency. The prices which were increased would represent 
*400,000. That left us with a position as we saw it of about $800,000 in which 
°nr costs were going to increase from this one cause alone. We had also other 
^nuses which we knew of; there were increased freight rates, and other things 
^ which I have referred. Offsetting this was the possibility of this new venture 
ibat was a big thing; and the possibility of an increase in the sale of yarn. 
i°th of these had big question marks in front of them, and the first one still 

a big question mark in front of it, or behind it. We are making new 
jabries. Technically we hope that we have made them all right. We do not 
«low whether commercially it is going to be successful even now. Now, we 
Iace the question, or rathe/the implication was made, that we are responsible—

Mr. Thatcher: I think it was deliberate. 
q The Witness: That word “deliberate” I would like to take objection to. 
a/,r fabrics are selling in this market today at lower prices than other compar- 
ev 6 tahrics. I say that—not I myself—we cannot determine the price of 
j-(!ry fabric; but as soon as we were free to put on our own prices, September 
côm J)ersonally saw our sales staff, and particularly at the time when this 
p 'Mttee for securing the public was brought into being, I saw our sales staff 

anally, and I said to them that they must go to every single customer that 
"h i'aVe arM they must ask them—and there are about 1,500 of them— 
y c “or there were any cases, any instances in which our fabric prices or our 

Pr’Ces were acting as an umbrella, forcing prices up, comparing them to 
can e^se they were buying, whether they were imports or domestic ; and I 
con aSSUrc y°u that I know of no instance in which our prices were higher than 
Wa 'JH'titive prices; and if I did know it we would drop the price. But I 
acy et t° bring these things into line. All I am saying is that we were not 
if th 8 to raise the standard of prices. And I can promise this committee that 
"'ei(Ue ^re any fabrics or any competitive products which are lower, so that we 
don’t ‘lpt'nS as an umbrella as it were, we would drop those prices. But I 
far „ Xx ant to drop our prices below the prices which are established too 

atlyway.
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By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. But, Mr. Chairman, as an industrial leader can't you see that you are 

bound through this policy in this postwar period of taking all you could get, 
which we can only conclude from this figure—at least, I can only conclude that 
from it—can’t you see that if that policy is followed by everyone it is bound 
to bring about inflation in this country, inflation of a kind that would be simply 
fantastic? Can’t you see that as the inevitable result of the policy you are 
following, when you are following this deliberate policy of taking two or three 
times what you have been getting before?—A. You have used two words there, 
Mr. Thatcher. The first thing you say is that it is a short sighted policy and 
you next referred to the depression. You referred to taking all the profit we 
could. I assure you we are not taking anything like the profit we could take.

Q. You could take more than 24 per cent net?—A. We could raise the 
price of our fabrics and yarn by at least 15 per cent and we would sell every 
yard we make and we would still have every customer saying that we made 
the best goods and sold them at the cheapest prices. We have not taken 
advantage. Secondly, you say that this action will throw the country into a 
state of depression.

Q. I said that if everyone followed that policy------- A. If everyone followed
that policy—and that is exactly the sort of thing which is going to stop us from 
getting into a depression.

Q. How?—A. I will go into that if you desire.
The \ ice-Chairman: Just a second. I think that question would take u5 

too far afield.
Mr. Kuhl: It is only opinionative anyway.
Fhe Vice-Chairman : Yes, it is getting into a general economic discussion 

and I think you had better pass that question.
Mr. Lesagf.: I thought Mr. Thatcher only had one question.
The Witness: Could I make a remark on it, though?
l"he Vice-Chairman: Yes, we want Mr. Palmer to have the opportunity 

for full disclosure and we do not want to stop you even to the extent of a certam 
amount of opinion.

The Witness: I do not want to express any opinion.
1 he V ice-Chairman : My interference was to prevent getting too far afid^’ 

Will you continue, Mr. Palmer?
I he Witness: I think this is important and I do not like to leave it aft?1 

it has been said that we are profiteering and that we are irresponsible an 
contributing to this situation. We are today on the flood, as it were, of hi£ 
prices and what we call a sellers’ market. There are all sorts of economij’;’ 
a terrific number of economies, which can be made when we come to the eh 
tide. It is something like a swimmer swimming with the tide, when the B 
changes backward he finds that all those factors will operate against hum 
s° it is with us and unless we have given a tremendous amount of forethoug^ 
and planning we are going to find that when the buyers’ market arrives, unle~“ 
we have got a margin of profit to look after that we shall find that we & 
going to have to lay people off, and reduce wages because we will not be a ^ 
to reduce prices. I want to be able to reduce prices. This is not opim°m j, 
15 exPerience. I have been through one depression with this company and

,a very tough time. We had the greatest difficulty, Mr. Thatcher, ^ 
"eeping our people continuously employed and in not reducing wages beca^e 
vlien you come to a depression or when you come to a buyers’ market t'he 
. un®s iiaPPen. The first thing that happens is that buying stops. You ha 
0 vu>ndcr whether you are going to have to put something into stock.
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By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Where do you place the depression? Do you carry it over until 1939? 

A. The depression carried over certainly until 1938.
,. Q. So 1936 and 1937 were depression years?—A. No, 1937 was a little 
bit better.
, Q. You said 1938, and I am taking your answer?—A. In 1938 we went 

c,°Wn, but I am saying we went through a depression. I do not think that 
statement is subject to doubt. We wrent through a depression from 1930 
onward. What I am trying to say is that during that period of time we had to 
try, and we succeeded in keeping people employed.

Q. Did you have any losses?—A. Not long—
The Vice-Chairman: I think we are perhaps interrupting the witness 

tQo often.
Mr. Lesage : The answers are so lengthy that it is impossible not to interrupt.
Mr. Kuhl: You are too impatient.
Mr. Lesage: No, but the answers are so lengthy that they are dissertations, 

i The Vice-Chairman: You have got to remember that you have a witness 
'ere respecting whose business Mr. Thatcher has expressed certain opinions, 
nc* the witness feels that he ought to be allowed to controvert them. I think 

v? aH agree that he should have the opportunity, and if you stop to think, 
1, r- Thatcher, you will also agree. It is. not possible usually to controvert 
| Ia.t-.Sort of thing in a very short answer. If you interject a question in that 

shion you take the witness away from his train of thought and you do not 
lT6 him an opportunity to fairly controvert the statement. There is one 
l t)er consideration and that is that you have not saved time in the matter 
y you have added time. I w:ould not go so far as Mr. Kuhl did to say 
WL i^°u were impatient but perhaps there is just a touch of impatience with 

Uch you are struggling. Please struggle a little harder.
,]• Mr. Lesage: May I say that when the witness is answering by lengthy 
v ^citations and adds statements over statements, some of them may look 
A''y odd. He said during the depression, that was one example, that they 
Pr fia vei7 tough time. Looking at the figures I can see they made fair 

°nts during the depression.
be ^e Vice-Chairman: That is all right. A term used by any witness can 

object to re-examination afterwards as to what meaning is assigned to it. 
w-.at is the function of re-examination, to see whether the term used by a 

nGss is understood by all in the same light.
Irvine: Let us get on.

i! The Vice-Chairman : I think you ought to refrain unless it is absolutely 
cssary; from breaking in' on a question. You have got to be fair to a man 

Un°,ls giving evidence. Now, Mr. Palmer, I do not know whether you can pick 
threads of your answer but I hope you can. Y ou have the field at the

ait) The Witness: I admit that I am talking in general statements because I 
I x Ast trying to take an illustration only of what happened in the last—- 
WbCr i n°t call it depression but if you like it was the last buyers market— 
solvo° * contend we were faced with a tough problem which we managed to 
inv Par«y because we had a new product but we had to build up staggering 
by] i 0rics. I cannot give you the figures of those inventories which we had to 
verv !T in order to keep our people going. Everybody surely knows it was 
SUcceeH Cult to sel1 material. I do not say we did not succeed and we did 
Coyy ! ^nt we have another period coming, or we may have another one 
f°res;A and all I point out is that looking at this period we have to face with

‘ Snt the possibility that it will be difficult to sell our goods. When we
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find difficulty in selling our goods we must put ourselves in the position if 
we can that we will continue to employ our labour and that we will continue to 
pay wages. It has not been usual to be able to do that. We did it before but we 
had special circumstances. I say that we have to give extreme thought, tremen
dous thought to this problem of trying to avoid laying off people if we did find it 
difficult to sell our product. This development at Sorel is part of that same 
foresight. All I am trying to say is that if this is coming we are going to need 
some margin of profit because we are going to have to do the following things.

The Vice-Chairman: Well—-
Mr. Fleming: The witness is not yet through.
The Witness: These things are important. We are going to have to supply 

a greater variety of fabrics. Buyers are going to say “can you not make if 
this way or that way” and I estimate our production will fall, simply because 
of complexity, by 15 per cent. That is to say our costs will go up. Secondly! 
in order to stimulate business we are going to have to do a lot of promotional 
advertising. Today we do practically nothing. That is the reason our profits 
are higher now. We do not see why we should spend money in the sellers 
market and we would sooner put it away so we can spend it when it matters- 
We are not spending the 1 per cent or 2 per cent which we should be spending 
on advertising because we want to spend it when it matters. The next thing 
we are going to have to do is to drop the price and to drop the price at the rigid 
time so that it will stimulate business, because buyers are only going to buy 
when they see you have something to offer them. I want to be able to drop 
prices, not now but then, and then we shall be able to come through without 
putting people off on short time. You will see from Mr. Griffin’s report, that h® 
anticipates that wre have almost come to the point at wdiich the market Is 
supplied. I think you will find that statement in his report. We also have 
stimulation by the government for imports and the tariffs have been taken off- 
All those factors together are likely to make a recession by the end of this y®aI'
I maintain that we, as businessmen, must take that into account and that 
anything we have done in the way of raising prices has not done anything at il‘ 
to force general prices up. That is all I have to say.

Air. Lesage : I have a series of questions. Is this the time?
The A ice-Chairman : I think it is only fair that you should be introduce 

to the committee nowr with your questions.
Air. Monet : Counsel will relax.

suffered tough times and yet
By Mr. Lesage:

Q. You said during the depression years you sunereu tougn times y 
I can see you made profits in all those years, and they were substantial pi 
—A. We had tough times in selling our products.

Q. Yes?—A. The problem wTas to sell our products. ^is
The Vice-Chairman : Wait one moment. Air. Lesage really directe g

attention to the fact that during that time you did make rather large P ^
Your answer to that w-as hardly responsive as you said “we had tough tin 
selling our products”. _ jjd

The Witness : We built up a large inventory, and I do not think "® 
make large profits. r js

The Vice-Chairman: Then turn to the facts. All I want to make ® ca 
that the two of you are at one, wffiich was not apparent from your answer ^

Mr. Lesage : I can see from statement No. 1, page 1, that in 193 
operating income to sales was 21-8 per cent.

The Witness: Let us go back to 1930 and—
Mr. Lesage: No—
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The Vice-Chairman : Let the witness complete the sentence. I am having 
to break in a little oftener than I would like.

Mr. Lesage: In 1937 the percentage was 21-7 and in 1938 which you des- 
Cl"ibed as a low year it was 20 per cent. Is that true?

Mr. Kuhl: Could we have the figures from 1930?

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. I would like to have an answer to my question first?—A. Yes, our 

operating income in 1936 was 21-8 per cent. 
v Q. Did you suffer any losses from 1930 to 1935 inclusive? We do not have 

lose figures?—A. I am trying to find them. I see that in 1930 we could only 
•V part of our preferred dividends.

Q- Yes, but what was the operating income?—A. I do not know whether 
can get the operating income because these figures which are before you have 

°Cn prepared in an entirely different manner.
Q- What were your net profits?—A. $811.000.
Q- Was that your worst year?—A. No, I am starting at the beginning.

^ Q. Yes, but can you give the percentage to sales of the net profit for 1930?— 
■ I have not got the sales.

. Q- You have not?—A. I know that we were not able to pav our preferred dlv'dends.
„ Q- That is not mv question: I asked what your net profits were from 1930 °n\vard? ’ 1

1 he Vice-Chairman: Just a moment. You asked what the net profits were 
ad i tde witness said that he might not be able to give you the net profits but he 

f °d that lie noted that they could not pay their preferred stocks.
. •'dr. Lesage: With all due deference he gave me the net profit figure for 1930 

uch was $811,000. Now I ask him if it was the lowest year and I did not get 
4tl answer.
th J'*16 Witness : I do not know whether it was, and I am just trying to find 

e figure.
an ,^r- Lesage : If vou proceed to give us the figures for 1931 and 1932 we will 

know.
wa< P'e Witness : In 1931 the net profit was $805,000; in 1932 the net profit 
$1 . ' '18,000; in 1933 the net profit was $1,260,000; in 1934 the net profit was

’°04,0oo.
^r- Thatcher: Are those the figures before taxes?

Ie Witness: Those figures arc after taxes.

By Mr. Lesage:
You ^ Pilose figures are after taxes?—A. In 1935 the net profit was $1,600,000. 

lave the remaining figures.
W]lv Now in answer to Mr. Thatcher’s question you said one of the reasons 
afrai y,,u had to increase your price instead of reducing it was that you were 
beCa)‘i y°u would have to provide for a coming recession and you said it was 
finies *11 y°ur experience in the depression of the 1930’s which were tough 
a§ y( ' T lat you formed that conclusion and that you had to make huge profits 
ftotyi 1 are uow making. You will agree with me that your thesis does not hold 

W. No.
Kuhl took the chair.)

^duet -t w°uld you say?—A. At that time we were introducing a new 
■ M e are pioneers of artificial silk for dresses.
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Q. That is not my question?—A. I am answering your question, Mr. Lesage, 
but I cannot answer it by just saying yes or no. Please let me answer you 
question. The difference between then and now is what you were asking foi-

Q. No, you said the reason why you did not reduce prices was becaus 
of your experience during the depression years and then I say that in the ig 
of the profits you have just mentioned do you agree that your thesis does not 
any more since those profits are even higher than profits during the war yeai»- 
A. The thesis does hold and I was telling you about the future.

Q. Do not talk about the future because all your experience is based < 
the past?—A. At that time we were introducing a new product which, 1 

succeeded, would show profits and if it did not succeed there would not 
profits. Now we went through those early years as you see, and you con-u 
it was profitable but I consider that it was not. We were in pretty serious trou^ 
when we were not even earning our preferred dividends at that time. Al»° . 
had a new product which, if it succeeded, would result in a profitable enteip11- 
We did succeed and it was a profitable enterprise. The situation is not now 
same.

Q. It is all right, I have had the answer to my question, do not go on-
Mr. Fleming: The witness is entitled to finish his answer—it is n0 

irrevelant. . )t
Mr. Lesage : I have just had the answer. He said the situation now i~ 111 

the same as it was.
Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, let us be fair about this. Mr. Lesage ha 

asked a question of the witness and whether Mr. Lesage likes it or not—
Mr. Lesage: The witness was going on. ^
Mr. Fleming: The witness did not complete his answer and Mr. Lc'a” 

breaks in and says that he has got the answer and wants it to stop there.
The Acting Chairman : Were you through, Mr. Palmer? ^
The Witness: No, I was not through. Mr. Lesage is saying that it i~ a)-e 

valid that we should say that the situation is different now. The product* ‘ 
being made by everybody now. The things upon which Drummondville depc ^,g 
are not new things which we can get the market for by development. The} ‘ 
products which are being made all over the world now. In the 1930 s we "^g 
making something new and we were able to keep our people employed b} , j 
technical ability to make something somebody else did not make. Now the 
has learned how to make these things. There is large production in Canada jj 
when this depression comes, if it comes, the total amount of sales is going to |ig 
and we are going to have to fall with it. What I was saying was that 1,1 
depression the last time we did manage to keep our people going. That is " p 
I meant by a tough time—which word caused all the trouble—and I did not n' ^,g 
that it was financially tough but we had a tough time trying to find product* ^ 
could sell along with other people who were having the greatest difficulties sc j. 
products they had been making. I maintain at this time when everybo1 . .jjg 
making the same sort of product lack of demand will affect us at Drummom 
as much as anybody else. Unless we can come along with something nC."o,‘(1ff 
with inducements, we arc going to find ouselves in the difficulty of layiu- 
people. I have finished my answer.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q- You said you could not reduce your price and that you even had to J 

it up on the 1st of April because you had to make reserves and on account 0 -s, 
fact your cost will go up. As part of those additional costs you mention ad'c 
mg. You say that you do not have to do any advertising at this time an( ,.g, 
is reducing your cost. Did you ever think of letting the people, the consul
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ra,Vc the benefit by reducing your prices?—A. If the consumers benefited by the 
Quced price we should not have the money ready for making the expenditures 

(j er"'ards. We are putting a certain amount of the money back so that we can 
0 advertising in the future. You cannot do it both ways, can you?

• Q. You can take your profits at that time and spend part of your operating 
c°me at that time to advertise?—A. At that time we are going to have to drop 

Ur Prices.
n . Q- Did you drop your price during the depression ?—A. Oh, did we drop our 

lces? I will say that we did.
w Q- And you still made higher profits than you did during the war?—A. We 
trv'° makinS new things, which, incidentally, Mr. Lesage, is just what we are 
Vlri8 to do at Sorel. It is part of the same business but it may fail. I do not 

whether it is going to succeed ; do you not see?
?cal ^ come back to your first answer. If I am correct you said your new 
L 0 °f wages came into effect at the beginning of January, is that right?—A. I 

& your pardon?
(l M You said your new scale of wages came into effect------ A. Yes, it started on

Dth of January. I think the negotiations finished on the 22nd of January. 
M Was it retroactive?—A. It was retroactive to the 11th. 

op So the figures we have here as profit for January, February, and March, 
*nclH e ® ^o Wkc into account this increase in wages?—A. Those figures will 

ae a part of the increase.
Cedin' ‘ wkat time in the following month do you get the figures for the pre- 

R month?—A. About the end of the following month.
haVo Would you give us the figures then for April 1948?—A. I do not think I 

e them.
You had them at the end of May?—A. I have not got them with me.

M You were the executive officer of the company?—A. Yes. 
jr What were they?—A. I do not know.

Ce]a ^ Mr. Palmer, please, you are the executive officer of the Canadian 
Apfii es5* Company and you want to tell me that having looked at the figures to" 
itlCon, "^8 you cannot give me an approximate figure as to what the operating 
hie f„e'7—A. You did not ask me what the approximate figures were. You asked

0 ^ figure-
In" Do not split hairs.—A. I am not splitting hairs, 

htiri t] r" ^leming: Now, let us be fair. Mr. Lesage first asked for the figures 
hpprov Mtness says he has not got them. Mr. Lesage next goes on to ask about 

j^ate figures and I think the remark about splitting hairs is unfair. 
j^r' McGregor : What figures was Mr. Palmer asked to bring? 

r- Monet: He was asked to bring figures for a certain period.

> Q Mr. Lesage:
p&n,), . y°u can give me approximate figures I would like to have them?—A. 

"<‘re give you the figures but I can give you an approximation of what they, w, T y j'hi uie ugores out l can give you an a|ipiu.\miaLiun ui wuiey 
ary and at n°*- think the April figures were very different from January, Febru- 
m. Q. arch figures.

hat dflf e figure would be somewhere between $600,000 and $700,000?—A. 
Q t[ arc we now?

17th of June.
^l *'leming; Nine days before prorogation.

^îtness: The figures are much the same.

Mr- Fle

^11 Mr. Lesage:Q. 'T'l

ey Would be between $600,000 and $700,000?—A. Yes, that is true
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Q. Would you know by now the figures for May?—A. No, I do not thin* 
we have the figures for May. We have spent so much time on this inquiry tha 
we are really a little behind. I have been here a little over a week now.

Q. You cannot give me approximate figures for May?—A. No, I cannot. 
Mr. Thatcher: What was that April figure?
The Witness: It was about the same.
Mr. Lesage: Between §600,000 and $700,000.
The Witness: The April figure is about the same as the figure for January 

February, and March.
Mr. Thatcher: It would be bigger, would it not?
Mr. Lesage: Between $600,000 and $700,000?
Mr. Thatcher: January was $430,000?
Mr. Lesage: I am talking about operating income.
Mr. Thatcher: Oh.
The Witness: There would not be a great deal of difference.

By Mr. Thatcher: d
Q. Now, Mr. Palmer, as executive officer of that company when you ' t 

those figures for April even after this increase in wages, did you not think j 
since your operating income was about the same in the first month of the sec 
quarter as it was in the first quarter you could have reduced your prices to ^ 
consumer?—A. No, I do not think so. We have not done so and I do ^ 
think we should do so. I do not think it would have any effect on the prlC 
the ultimate consumer. ^ a

Q. That, I think, is a question that can be decided elsewhere. It fsllS- 
matter of opinion. Did you not think of reducing the prices to your 
tomers?—A. We thought of it, and decided against it. tl'e

Q. You decided against it?—A. Yes, because we were selling unde 
market anyway and because we could use the money to very good effet ^ \ 

Q. Mr. Palmer, you are the head of a large industry, are you not--"' 
am not the head. .

Q. Well, you arc the executive officer of a large industry, are you no 
I am, yes. tl,ii^

Q. I presume that you are in favour of free enterprise, and that yoU r_ > 
it is the best way to secure the common good of the people of the coun 
am of that opinion. Do you agree with me?—A. Yes. -ge ijj

Q. Do you not think that we are putting our system of free enterp yfd 
very great danger if you and other companies like yours go on taking on 
profit on their sales?—A. No. v6p

Q. Have you not seen enough examples in other countries, and c ^jjo* 
our own country, of the danger of socialism so that you would be led to 
another line of conduct?

Mr. Thatcher: Have you not been watching the by-elections? . g i* 
Mr. Lesage: I am not being funny about it. It is a dangerous 1 tl'c 

companies like this company go on taking such huge benefits and not let
consumer benefit.

Mr. Thatcher: That is what we have been telling you. I ain 
have come to that conclusion.

The Acting Chairman: Can you answer that question?
Mr. Lesage: It is very dangerous. I would not like my 

the same low standard of living we have seen in socialist countries- 
are, one of the men who could prevent it, and you are doing notluu 
Do you not feel you are responsible for a lot of things that happ

ad yvia1

, ab»11
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The Witness: No, I do not think that will have any effect whatsoever. 
1 think that the fact that we are making products which are selling cheaper and 
are as good or better is the fact that will really influence the public, that they 
"'ll see what you call free enterprise is producing new things and better things 
Reaper than anyone else.

Mr. Lesage: As one of your friends, and one who thinks like you but one 
"'ho is nearer the people I can tell you that your approach is wrong.

Mr. Fleming: I thought we were having questions at this stage and not 
Hatements.

Mr. Lesage : I think it is a very important thing that industry in this 
°Untry understands that it has—

Mr. Fleming: Well now—
Mr. Lesage: I am answering you, Mr. Fleming.
Mr. Fleming: Let me make my remark first, will you? It is an important 

arH ® have questions at question time and speeches or statements at speeches 
an time. It is one thing to proceed with questioning the witness and

other thing, when he either has or has not answered, to start to declaim and 
the T speeches. There will be plenty of opportunity, I hope, if we ever get to 
q, House for all speeches to be made on the subject, but we are now having 

stions and answers.
Mr. Lesage : Yes, but the witness will not be here then.

0pi Hhe Acting Chairman : I do think Mr. Lesage’s question tended to induce 
ti| 0l0native evidence. I think it is a little outside the bounds of questions 
qq should be asked. I am of the opinion it should be confined more to 

stions of fact rather than opinion.
tj0n Mr. Fleming: That is not the point I made. I am not objecting to ques
ts j- I am objecting to declamatory speeches. Let us have questions. That 

“at we are here for.
(Mr. R. Maybank, Vice-Chairman, resumed the chair.)

By Mr. McGregor:
hrictPV sh°uM like to ask the witness one question. If you take the rise in 
the chat we have been talking about how much money would that mean on 

a su’t °f clothes?—A. Well, it would not be a suit of clothes. It 
be a woman’s dress. That is the best instance. 

are h Something like that.'—A. The rise in price was 2j cents per yard. There 
Cetts roximately three yards to a dress, so that the rise in price would be 7\ 

Per dress which would sell in the retail stores at probably $15. 
ev6r beven and a half cents on $15?—A. Seven and a half cents on $15, if it 

&°t there.
|he 7; ' j ben I wonder does anyone think if that price had been left the way it was 
■*K- (]lccMs that you are getting would have made any difference to the price of 
^Ver iSS;—A. I am sure it would not have made any difference, that it would 

|- ave got to the customer.
bficeg'i' Thatcher: If every company takes that attitude we will never get 
1Ileteaf5GgCreased- It is the accumulation of all companies which arc causing the

fr•. McGregor: Maybe we should start on some of the people who handle 
"ngs after thev leave the factory?
' 1 Hatcher: Maybe we should, 

jyj" jEsage: We have something here which is quite important.
Is»/' McGregor : It means 71- cents on a dress.
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The Vice-Chairman : Let us stop that which is purely discussion. Has any- 
body else got a question?

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. When you answered 7| cents on a dress you did not take into account the 

fact that the profits of the intermediaries are based on a percentage of cosh 
so that the 7% cents would be multiplied?—A. Oh, by two, I should think, a 
least. It might be 15 cents when you multiplied it.

Q. It might come to $1?—A. If it came to SI there is something veü 
funny about it. .

Q. Well, I would not like to say anything about the clothing industry, bu 
there is something funny there.

By Mr. Pinard:
Q. Why do you say it would not reach the consumer?—A. Because we 

selling below the market, and in the consultations we have had and the contact 
we have had with our customers we find that a great deal—perhaps I show 
not say a great deal because it is difficult to arrive at figures here—of t*1' 
merchandise when it is selling below the market is resold and resold. There af 
people who take their quotas but they do not make it up. They resell it 
somebody else. There is a grey or second hand market and as soon as you 
selling below the market on competitive goods vou will always induce this so 
of resale.

arc

By the Vice-Chairman: .
Q. We had witnesses in an entirely different commodity, butter, who sa'.t 

that if they cut their price 10 cents below what most people were charging , 
would only have resulted in people buying it from them and then getting * * . 
10 cents themselves. I presume that is the sort of thing to which you are u ^ 
directing our attention in case you cut your prices further. Is that the sort 
thing you have in mind?—A. Yes.

Q. ’iou spoke of a grey market?—A. Yes, that is what I mean.

By Mr. Lesage: rise
Q. On that point do I understand you are taking the higher price b ■ ^ 

you believe that the intermediaries will absorb the reduction if you mak 
—A. That is not why they are doing it.

Q. Pardon?—A. That is not why they are doing it. jid
The Vice-Chairman: The witness did not say that was why, but 1 

point out that could, and I think he would have said would occur.
Mr. Lesage: Would occur.

By the Vice-Chairman: >uVj bllt
Q. I think you would go that far to say that ? You said that could oc 

it would occur?—A. Very-likely.

By Mr. Lesage:
■ Q. If all the intermediaries who come after you follow the same re 

where do we go?
Mr. Kuhl: May I ask a question?
The Vice-Chairman : There is a question. That is a question.
Mr. Kuhl: I think that is a question which induces an opinionati'1 ^ y‘,u 
The Vice-Chairman: It may be that cannot be answered very 

broke in at the moment he had just put the question mark after his la 
Mr. Kuhl: I did not think Mr. Palmer was going to answer.
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By the Vice-Chairman:
v Q- Are you able to answer that?—A. I do not know where we go if that 
uaPpens. I do not know where we go.

Mr. Lesage : Inflation.

By Mr. Kuhl:
diff ^ * was going to ask my old question of Mr. Palmer. Would it make any 
a erence to the selling price of your commodities if you were not obliged to pay 
Q,y dominion taxation? Could you reduce your prices on your commodities?—A. 

you bet we could, yes, sir.
Q. You could not suggest by what percentage?

>. The Vice-Chairman: I suppose it would be at least equal to all the taxes 
u Pay. Would it not be equal to at least all the taxes he pays?

By Mr. Kuhl:
u Q- I am just interested in knowing about what percentage of the selling price 
(j-1 ' Would be.—A. The whole thing would become so very complicated if we 

c n<>t have any taxes. The government then would not have any income.
0j Q- That is not your concern, and all I am trying to get at is the proportion 
Q. Jour selling price or your cost that is represented by dominion taxation?—A.

’ W(dj, I think I could give that.
y«u ^*le Vice-Chairman: You can indicate, could1 you not, what proportion of 

r Price is made up by tax of one kind and another?
The Witness: 14-6 per cent of sales is direct income tax.
Mr. Kuhl: That does not represent all the dominion taxation.
The Vice-Chairman: I should not think so.

Lesage: If it is true there is no doubt the profit is a huge part of the

The Witness: That is only income tax.
riion? Kuhl: Would 25 per-cent be too high for the over-all dominion tax- 

he Witness: I do not know.
Fleming: May I suggest that it is 1 o’clock and if the witness will be 

conc] ®.hack at 4 o’clock he might give consideration to the question and give a 
^SlVe answer at that time.

16 Vice-Chairman: I wonder if there is much practicality to that. 
r- Kuhl: There is from my point of view. 

htxes ] e Vice-Chairman: What I am getting at is every person will agree that 
*>o I;]. 'M’e something to do with prices. I think everybody will agree there is 

wood either of the taxes being struck off.
. Kuhl: That again is a matter of opinion.

"'Silt in° Vice-Chairman: I realize that we could easily get all the money we 
jy- a different way without taxes.
^r; Fleming: Let us have the answer anyway. 

r- Tesage: Is the witness coming back at 4 o’clock?
? 'Wesy ^ce-Chairman : I am afraid it will be necessary if we are ending with 

e dischar ^riiaps if that question could be answered now the witness could

CMlrl^Fleming: If that is the only point that remains probably the witness 
e riie answer right now.
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The Vice-Chairman: If lie can not give the answer at the moment perhaps 
the answer could be turned in to the committee. That is all you want, is it Mr- 
Kuhl?

Mr. Kuhl : I will not insist on it but if the answer could be turned in to the 
committee so much the better.

Mr. Monet : Should I file these documents now or would you rather that 
I would come back this afternoon and file them before we start with wool?

The Vice-Chairman: I think the record had better be completed tin6 
afternoon.

Mr. Beaudoin : With respect to this taxation question could the answer be 
broken down to show provincial, and municipal taxes as well as dominion taxes-

The Vice-Chairman: I suppose the witness might just as well show ho" 
much he could reduce prices if he did not pay taxes at all.

Mr. Fleming: If you are going to turn the information in to the committee 
will you give the three kinds pf taxes separately? I am interested in known1” 
what proportion of your selling price is represented by dominion taxation.

The Witness: Very well.
The Vice-Chairman: The meeting is adjourned.
The meeting adjourned to meet this afternoon at 4.00 p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION
The committee resumed at 4.30 p.m. The Chairman, Hon. Paul Mai?111' 

presided.
The Chairman: Order, gentlemen. All right, Mr. Dyde.

E. H. Knight, Trudel & Company, Quebec, P.Q., recalled:
illMr Dyde: Mr. Chairman, with regard to the examination into wool, it 

iollow the same pattern as the previous examinations ; I will ask Mr. Knight f 
read the report. Before Mr. Knight proceeds, Mr. Chairman, I would like 
sav fhis. The recommendation which was approved by the committee on 1 
-3rd of March included manufacturers of woollen products, all the comp»111i 
icpoiting to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. These were not all circula'lZ 
x-cause we lound that quite a number of them were manufacturers of yarn 011 
tnir circulars were sent to the three principal manufacturers of woollen ProC*UL/ 
and as well to some 51 companies indicated as comprising the industry- 

mong those firms, of course, were a number of manufacturers who produce b1 . 
> arn and cloth, but we had to include some manufacturers of yarn because y 
also manufacture cloth, and that is the thing in which we arc particularly 'nte 
ested at the moment.

Now, Mr. Knight, will you read your report?
The Witness:
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- g . Report “C”
Special Committee on Prices,
P°use of Commons,
Ottawa, Canada.

Gentlemen,—This report deals with the wool group of the primary textile 
’ndustry of Canada. Except where otherwise stated, this report has been 
Prepared from information shown on questionnaires submitted by companies 
^hose main business has been reported as the manufacture of woollen yarns and

Attached to this report and forming part thereof are the following schedules:
Schedule Cl:—Summary of annual sales and operating income (wool group) 

for the twelve years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive.
Schedule C2:—Annual sales and operating income of three special companies 

(wool group) for the twelve years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive.
Schedule C3:—Annual sales and operating income of 51 other companies 

(wool group) for the twelve years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive.
Schedule C4:—Analysis of operations on a sales dollar basis for the three 

special companies (wool group) for the periods indicated.
Schedule C5:—Quarterly sales of all reporting companies (wool group) for 

the twenty-seven months from January 1946 to March 1948 inclusive.
Schedule C6:—Finished goods inventories (wool group) expressed in terms 

of quantities, for the periods indicated.
Schedule C7:—Unit selling prices and components of cost, of articles 

reported by the three special companies (wool group) as at the dates 
indicated.

Schedule C8:—Capital employed and earnings of the three special companies 
(wool group) from 1936 to 1947 inclusive.

com T^ese schedules are submitted in the same sequence as the information
a'ned in this report.

Schedule Cl

°Per t'*S s.chedulc shows total sales, operating income and the percentage of 
all ratln8. income to sales for the twelve years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive, for 

ePorting companies in the wool group.

By Mr. Dyde:
you u ^nd you are using operating income and giving the same definition as 
c°rr. f„Ve applied to it previously in the course of this investigation ; is that 

p.—A. That is correct, sir.
iiw, :SUres shown as "operating income” throughout this report represent net 

10 before deducting:
|a) taxes on income
{ ) interest on borrowed money and other financial charges 
c) inventory reserves

) depreciation set up in the companies’ books in. excess of the amounts 
allowed by income tax authorities 

and.
excludes investment income and profits or losses on disposal of invest
ments and fixed assets.

°f aj]( 'ledule Cl shows that the average annual sales for the twelve year period, 
rePorting companies in the wool group, amounted to"$43,445,000.00, the
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corresponding operating income of $4,286,000.00, being 9-9 per cent of the sales 
figure.

Operations of these companies during the twelve years under review have 
been affected by the following events :

(a) The relative depression of the years 1936 to 1939 inclusive, which some 
companies claim, caused their operations to fall below normal ;

(b) The first two war years 1940 and 1941, during which the companies^ 
in addition to their civilian business, undertook military contracts 
which resulted in increased operations;

(c) The years 1942 to 1946 inclusive, during which the industry wa= 
subjected to price ceilings imposed by Wartime Prices and Trade 
Board, and operated under various subsidy arrangements;

(d) The year 1947, during which price ceilings were removed.
The table detailed on the following page shows the average sales, operation 

income and percentage of operating income to sales for each of the four period
detailed above :

Average for the pre-war years 1936/39 . .. 
Average for the pre-control years 1949/41 
Average for the control years 1942/46 ... 
Post-control year 1947 .................................

Percentage of 
operating 

Operating income* to 
Total sales income* sales

(thousands of dollars)
$24,307 $1.559 6-4%

43.642 5.797 13-3%
54.426 5.209 9-6%
64,703 7.552 11-7%

*As defined above.

The figures above show that the percentage of operating income to saje“ 
dropped from an average of 13-3 per cent to 9-6 per cent following the imposit’0 
of price controls, and increased to 11-7 per cent, the year during which conti0 3 
were removed.

The reporting companies whose annual sales and operating income appea1 
consolidated form on schedule Cl consist of

(a) 3 special companies, being,
Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited 
Baton Manufacturing Company Limited 
Ayers Limited

and ,
(b) 51 other companies, detailed by name and location on the s

submitted with report “A”, being, ^l£>
Those companies which reported their main business as being 

manufacture of woollen yarn and cloth.
Schedules C2 and C3 give details of the annual sales and operating inC‘^- 

of each of these groups respectively. The totals for twelve years under re' 
shown on these two schedules have been summarized as follows:

Three special companies reported on schedule C2 
Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited ..
1 aton Manufacturing Company Limited__
Ayers Limited..................................................

1* ifty-one other companies reported on schedule

Total, as per schedule Cl 
*Ag defined above.

of

Operating
Total sales income*

(thousands of dollars)

$ 59.526 $ 5.246
32.019 4.117
37,080 6.046

392.719 36.021

$521,344 $51,430

percentage
operate’^

income
sales

8-8%
12-9%
16-3%
g.2%

/
t
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Schedule C2
This schedule shows annual sales, operating income and the percentage of 

°Perating income to sales from 1936 to 1947 inclusive, for each of the three 
special companies, namely :

Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited 
Baton Manufacturing Company Limited 
Ayers Limited

The follwoing table shows the averages of annual sales, operating income 
a°d percentage of operating income to sales, for each of the four periods defined 
nder Schedule Cl, for the three special companies together :

Percentage of 
operating 

Operating income* to
Total sales income* sales

p
p^-war period, 193-6/39 ................................

(thousands of dollars)
........ $ 6.668 $ 533 8-0%

CnNx>1tro1 Period, 1940/41 ..........................
iCt Period. 1942/46 ................................

-control period. 1947 ..............................
^'erages for the twelve years......................

As defined under Schedule Cl.

........ 11.796 2.217 18-8%

........ 12.763 1.400 11-0%

........ 14.546 1.842 12-7%

........ $ 10.719 $ 1.284 12-9%

(l Mr. Fleming: The year 1947 is described as a post control period ; what 
jve did controls come off? I thought they were taken off woollens on 

cumber 15, 1947, the same as the others.
Mr. Dyde: No, the date was March 31, 1947.
Mr. Fleming: Are these calendar years or fiscal years?
Mr. Dyde : These arc fiscal years ending in these calendar years.

. Mr. Fleming: You have called it a post control period ; it is a period 
lng which some months were under control and some were not?

Wa«^'e Witness: We have done that, Mr. Fleming, because more of the year 
Post control than control.
Mr. Fleming: But it is not all post control?
The Witness: No, that is true, it is not all post control, 

to c ar- Dyde: With the variations in all the fiscal years it was very difficult 
Was 1Uc/° the exact date for basing the comparison. This Mr. Knight thought 
cao i)r,° ,ably the best comparison of material. I think that is as well as you 

it.
sales I118 reflects the variation in the percentage of operating income to 
ate fj UrinS each of the four periods previously defined. The percentages fluctu- 
Peri0f|0rn 8-0 per cent in the pre-war period to 18-8 per cent in the pre-control 
beCa_ an'l then down to approximately 11 per cent from the date price ceilings 

rj,,e effective.
attach îi *^ures shown on the above table have been reported, on schedule C2 

j d, on an annual basis for each of the three companies, 
shorn,? lConiparing the figures of one company with another, considerationQuid F . - . .

?°“aeirl« £.Iven t° the fact that, whereas the fiscal year of Ayers Limited 
calendar year, Paton Manufacturing Company Limited!tTr>u/es with the

by .their fisc'al period on April 30. The first annual figures reported.............. . ..................... ....................................... ........ . _.... ......
;jun6 ln’on Woollens & Worsteds, Limited, were for the twelve months ended 
W 1 9;j~ ; the second period covered the eighteen months ended December
^ar. p hTom this date, the company’s fiscal period coincides with the calendar 
w°°i] ,Qr the purposes of this report, the figures reported by Dominion 

* Worsteds, Limited, in 1936 and 1937 have been pro-rated on a 
r year basis.
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SCHEDULE C3
This schedule shows annual sales, operating income and the percentage of 

operating income to sales from 1936 to 1947 inclusive for the 51 other reporting 
companies.

The following table shows, for each of the four periods defined under 
schedule Cl, the averages of annual sales, operating income and percentage of 
operating income to sales of the 51 other reporting companies. The percentage 
of operating income to sales of the three special companies reported on schedule

Pre-war period, 1936/39 ............
Pre-control period. 1940/41 ....
Control period, 1942/46 ............
Post-control period, 1947 ..........
Averages for the twelve years .. 

*As defined under Schedule Cl

Total sales

51 other companies
Percentage of 

operating 
Operating income* to
income* sales

3 special 
companies 

Percentage of 
operating

income* to 
sales 

$ 17.639
(thousands 

$ 1,026
of dollars) 

5-8% 8-0%
31.847 3.580 11-2% 18-8%
41.662 3.809 9-1% 11-0%
50,157 5.710 11-4% 12-7%

$ 32.727 $ 3.002 9-2% 12-0%

This table indicates that the periodical percentages of operating income 
sales of the 51 other companies have been lower and have fluctuated less tha 
the corresponding percentages of the three special companies.

The average annual sales for the twelve years under review reported bV 
the 51 other companies are shown on the above table at $32,727,000, compar.e, 
with the average of $10,719,000 shown under schedule C2 for the three spec1 
companies.

SCHEDULE C4
This schedule shows the components of cost and operating income for 

of the three special companies, on a sales dollar basis for the twelve years un 
review.

The following table has been prepared from these figures and shows fb 
twelve-year average for the three companies :

Raw materials—wool ........................................................................... 40.3 cents
Raw materials—other ......................................................................... 8.2
Labour .................................................................................................... 23.2 “
Overhead ............................................................... . ........................... (C
Operating income (as defined under schedule Cl) ..................... 12.0

Sales Dollar ....................................................................... $ 1.00

bee”
This twelve year average of the components of the sales J®11” j1^; 

divided by periods previously established in this repoit, anc PP - tr0l
p^îêd

1947

Raw -materials—wool ..............
Raw- materials—other ..............Labour ................................
Overhead ....................................
Operating income (as defined 

under schedule Cl)..............

Sales Dollar .........................

Pre-War Pre-Control Control
Period Period Period
1936/39 1940/41 1942/46

39.3c 40.4c 42.0c
8.2c 7.1c 8.4c

24..5c 18.3c 23.4c
20.0c 15.4c 15.2c

8.0c 18.8c 11.0c

$1.00 $1.00 $1.00
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. As selling prices have increased in each of the succeeding periods which 
'ave been compared above on a sales dollar basis, due consideration must be. 
S^'en to the decreasing quantity of goods represented by the sales dollar.

The operating income content of the sales dollar has also been compared 
0n the following table with the corresponding share of labour and overhead:

Operating income ......................
labour and overhead combined 

efcentage of operating income 
to labour and overhead....

Pre-War Pre-Control
Period Period
1936/39 1940/41

8.0c 18.8c

44.5c 33.7c

18.0% 55.8%

Control Post-Control
Period Period
1942/46 1947

11.0c 12.7c

38.6c 44.0c

28.5% 28.9%

Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Chairman, I do not understand that title. What does 
at labour and overhead signify, again?
. The Witness: Apart from the raw material in the product it shows the 
ditonal expense that has been added to the raw material itsen. You start off 

the raw material in a certain form, you see, and then you add certain 
add S *° ^ which involves an expenditure for labour and overhead; and, having 
an C(i these things to it it then comes out of the selling price, and it gives you 

°Perating income of so much.
figures shown on schedule C4 vary from one company to another for 

v0ns peculiar to each company.

SCHEDULE C5
gj, this schedule shows quarterly sales of all reporting companies in the wool 
i^pj'h f°r the twenty-seven months from January 1, 1946 to March 31, 1948 
slin ,S1Ve" Th® total sales by quarters for the three special companies have been 
table,11 ln comParative form with the fifty-one other companies on the following

l!)4<>—1st, quarter 
2nd quarter 
3rd quarter 
4th quarter

Three Special Fifty-one Other
Companies Companies

(Thousands of Dollars)
$2,883. $10,682,
3,161, 111,719,
2,675, 11,363,
3.103, 11.889,

1947—1st quarter ........
2nd quarter 
3rd quarter 
4th quarter

1948—1st quarter

3.459. 12,415,
3,312, 13,440,
3,767, 11,990,
4.387, 14,081,

4,524, 14.469,

r(Torq'<> inures shown on this table indicate-the trend of the sales figures, 
for the twenty-seven month period,

at(l p three special companies, Dominion Woollens & XXorsteds, Limited 
%Uri> l'"n Manufacturing Company Limited have supplied operating income 
boCn '* on an interim basis. Of the fifty-one other companies, only six have 

a e to supply similar information. The following table has been prepared
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from this information and shows in comparative form the percentage
operating income to sales for each of the two special companies and for the
other companies combined :

Dominion Pa ton
Woollens Manufacturing 

and Worsteds Company Six Other
Limited Limited Companies

Percentages of operating income* to 
sales, as follows per cent per cent per cent

1946—1st quarter ........................... 10-2 14-2 12-4
•2nd quarter ........................... 10-5 3-3 14-2
3rd quarter ........................... 3-4 4-4 12-9
4t.h quarter ........................... (1-2) 2-S 10-6

1947—'1st quarter ........................... 14-8 7*6 12-6
2nd quarter ........................... 16 - 7 8-3 13-4
3rd quarter ........................... 11-3 10-3 10-5
4th quarter ........................... 16-3 15-9 13-0

1948—1st quarter ........................... 20-5 4-5 91
(*) As defined under schedule 01.

Mr. Fleming: I suppose, Mr. Dyde, you will be asking for some explanation 
of these figures at the bottom of page 7 in due course.

The Witness: The low operating income reported by Dominion Woollens & 
Worsteds, Limited for the two last quarters of 1946 is explained by the company 
as being due to their return to 100% civilian production in 1946 under inadequate 
ceiling prices.

/
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From the interim figures reported by Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, 
Limited and Paton Manufacturing Company Limited, the following components 
°f cost on a sales dollar basis have been computed by quarters for each company 
and are shown on the following table:

—
Raw

Materials
Wool

Raw
Materials

Other
Labour Overhead

Operating
Income*

dominion woollens and
$ $ $ $ $

WORSTEDS, LIMITED

1946—
1st quarter................................................ 0.439 0.045 0.266 0.148 0.102
i“nd quarter............................................... 0.398 0.042 0.297 0.158 0.105
,ird quarter..................................... 0.340 0.038 0.396 0.192 0.034

quarter............................................

1947—

0.390 0.046 0.378 0.198 (0.012)

1st quarter................................................. 0.294 0.039 0.345 0.174 0.148
quarter............................................... 0.348 0.044 0.293 0.148 0.167

*rd quarter................................................ 0.329 0.035 0.350 0.173 0.113
4th quarter................................................ 0.337 0.034 0.301 0.165 0.163

1948—
1st quarter.................................

Patton manufacturing

0.369 0.032 0.253 0.141 0.205

COMPANY LIMITED

1946-
1st quartel.................................................

quarter...............................................
?? quarter................................................

quarter...........

0.463 0.089 0.212 0.094 0.142
0.424 0.080 0.314 0.149 0.033
0.389 0.069 0.319 0.179 0.044
0.415 0.090 0.319 0.148 0.028

>947- "
^quarter................................................

quarter...............................................ZW quarter................................................
quarter.

0.419 0.068 0.270 0.167 0.076
0.356 0.118 0.252 0.191 0.083
0.410 0.103 0.222 0.162 0.103
0.354 0.078 0.236 0.173 0.159

7

Ist quarter 0.349 0.072 0.317 0.217 0.045

^ As defined under schedule Cl.

a jj* r- Dyde: It might be useful, gentlemen, on pages 7 and 8, if we drew 
qUa,,e under the first quarter of 1947 in each case as being the last complete 

T* before decontrol.
sUbst *'e- Witness: The operating income content of the sales dollar shows a 
year ^ial decline in the case of both companies in the last half of the 
iîiadc This may be explained by the return to civilian production under
first 9Ua4e ceiling prices. The upward trend shown by both companies in the 
aUth0rUaTter 1947 may be accounted for by the increase in selling prices 
year rip0c! by Wartime Prices and Trade Board early in January of that 

“rice ceilings were removed as at March 31, 1947.

k
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Schedule C6
This schedule shows finished goods inventories expressed in term's of quanti

ties as reported by the three special companies'.
Quantities of cloth and machine-knit yarns reported by Dominion Woollen5 

& Worsteds, Limited have been included in schedule C6 and the following table»' 
which however do not include quantities of hand-knit yarns manufactured m 
the company’s Hespeler and Orillia mills. The quantity of hand-knit yarn» 
reported by these mills indicates that manufacturing operations were not 
continuous throughout the entire period, and if included with the other figure» 
reported by this company, would disturb the figures for comparative purpose»'

Schedule C6 summarizes the information received and shows:
(a) Year end inventories grouped by periods previously defined;
(b) Monthly or interim inventories grouped by quarters of years.

The following table shows the average combined inventory figures of 
three special companies, by periods indicated:

Inventories 
reported in 

Finished Yards 
(Thousands of 

Yards)

Inventories 
reported in 

Pounds 
(Thousands ot 

Pounds)
1939 .......................................................................... ........ 33 149
Average for the Pre-Control Period. 1940/41 . ........ 73 172
Average for the Control Period, 1942/46 ....... ........ 17 62
Post-Control Period, 1947 .................................. ....... 16 140
Reported by companies in 1948 ................................ 53 52

The three special companies were asked to report their inventories as at ^ 
end of each year from 1936 to 1947 inclusive and at the end of each nl0lV 
from January 1946 to March 1948 inclusive. Dominion Woollens & Worstc^’ 
Limited and Paton Manufacturing Company Limited have reported fully 
requested, whereas Ayers Limited have been unable to report mont 
inventories. ^

The inventories of finished goods expressed in terms of quantities repo1^ 
by two of the special companies at the end of each interim accounting P1*1. 
from January 1946 to March 1948, have been averaged by quarter-year P0'1^ 
and shown for each company on schedule C6, a summary of these figures appe 
overleaf :

Inventories reported 
in Finished Yards 

(Thousands of yards)
1946—

1st quarter .......................................... 5 50
2nd quarter .......................................... 3 51
3rd quarter .......................................... 1 23
4th quarter .......................................... 3 30

Inventories reP°r^
in Pounds ds)

(Thousands of P°

1947—
1st quarter 
2nd quarter 
3rd quarter 
4th quarter

1948—
1st quarter

3
5
5
9

38

30
106
38
39

50
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As the average inventories maintained during the first quarter of 1948 exceed 
Average quantities carried in the two preceding quarters, the following table is 
submitted in order to show details of the variations by months during these 
three quarters:

Dominion Woollens and Paton
Worsteds, Limited Manufacturing

Company Limited
(Thousands (Thousands (Thousands
of Finished of Pounds) of Pounds)

Yards)
3rd quarter of 1947:

July................................... .... 5 13 23
August................................ .. .. ‘ 2 13
September....................... 19

*th quarter of 1947 :
October............................. . . .. 6 16 21
November.......................... .... 5 19
December.......................... .... 16 18

1st quarter-of 1948:
January............................ .... 22 16 31
February........................... .... 38 21
March................................ .... 53 21

The 53,000 yards of finished goods shown at March 31, 1948 appears to be 
heater'than the average yardage maintained during the pre-control and control 
Wods, as shown on the table on page 9, whereas finished goods inventories 
Impressed in terms of pounds are less than the relative average figures maintained 
'n any of the periods shown.

Schedule C7
arf ? s°hedule shows the unit selling prices and the components of cost of 
fln .68 producing a significant sales volume as reported by each of the three 

Clal companies.
Unit selling prices and costs have been shown under the following dates: 

As at January 1, 1942
As at April 1, 1947 (day following removal of price controls)
As at April 1, 1948.

}las ^he method of determining the components of costs shown on schedule C7 
l/lried with each company.

the 0rnini°n Woollens & Worsteds, Limited state in their return that, due to
Prices

sharp rise in the price of wool, they found it necessary to base'their • s< ng 
th -es commencing in April, 1947, on the replacement cost ofraxv matenalsrat 
t:an the actual cost of materials shown by their books. 1 herefore, in a

c°st data shown by the company’s records, they have submitted costs based ^replacement values of raw materials. Both sets of figures are submitted on 
,rile C7 in comparative form. . , , . v..j ao „

comPaton Manufacturing Company Limited have included m overhead as a 
l rpponent of cost, items other than operating expenses. Raw materials ha e 

posted at replacement values, labour being shown at the ax erage iates 
^hpg on the dates indicated. . , , • f

Star,lhe system of costing at Ayers Limited is maintained on a a as 
andard Cbst.

By Mr. Dyde: . ,, , ,
c0st-Ch What do you mean by that standard cost?—A. 1 hat is a method o 
ar0 known in the accounting world whereby you estimate what >oui costs 

*0lng to be and base your selling price probably on those costs, and then
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when the end of your period has come you see how far out you were in your guess, 
and then you amend these figures. You see, Ayers Limited have not submitted 
interim figures because they haven’t got them. They work on this system 
standard costs and they do not take inventories periodically as they do not 
consider it necessary for their purposes.

The companies have in addition to giving a technical description of each 
of the items reported, supplied samples of the material itself in each case.

Mr. Dyde: These might be distributed as Mr. Knight reads. Perhaps at the 
same time I should interrupt, because I believe you produce exact specifications 
as well as the materials, do you not?

The Witness: That is correct.
Mr. Dyde: And therefore, as we have done previously, I would like to have 

distributed the exact specifications which Mr. Knight now supplies as 3 
supplement to report C. It will be printed after the whole of report C.

The Chairman : And this is all you are going to give us, Mr. Dyde?
Mr. Dyde: That is all sir, for the moment.

The Witness : The increase in selling prices over the past six years is in(* 
cated by the following table, which shows the selling prices of the items reporte > 

as at the dates indicated.
Mr. Thatcher: At that point, I wonder if I am right in supposing that y°u 

will give us further information as to the price increases indicated?
The Witness : Yes. '
Mr. Thatcher: Is that in the report?
Mr. Dyde: No, it is not. I will produce that immediately following 1 

report.
Mr. Thatcher: Thank you. 

The Witness:

Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited:
Yarnd.ved worsted clothing ................
Yarndyed worsted suiting .................
Stock dyed men’s tweed .....................
Stock dyed Elysian o’coat ..................

Jan. 1, April 1, 
1942 1947

Apr>' 1- 
1948

$2.50 $3.10
2.40 3.00
nil 2.35
nil 5.00

$4.5«
4.70
2.35
6.00

Paton Manufacturing Company Limited:
Yarnd.ved worsted .............................
Piecedyed worsted .............................
Topcoating ..........................................
Overcoating ........................................

$2.15 $2.70
1.90 2.35
1.75 1.95
2.90 3.15

$3.55
3.202.35
3.75

Ayers Limited,:
White blanket .. 
Coloured blanket 
Tweed ...............

$1.13
1.23
1.45

$1.19
1.27
1.66

•1:SS
1.66

By Mr. Dyde: y0u
Q. Before you leave page 11, Mr. Knight, there is one thing I t 1111 ^7”. 

should clear up there now. I deal first with the column headed "April ■ ^ 0]1 
I think vou said earlier in vour report, at some stage, that controls wen re 
March 31, 1947. I want to make sure as to what this last price is, that ures 
was no change in the price on April 1, 1947, and that that column <■ j 
represents the selling price as at close of controls; is that right? - • 
check that company by company. nSwer

Q. I think you had better check it now because I want to have Y0'11 
in here.—A. Dominion Woollens and Worsteds Limited ; these are the ■ . 74, 
nrices as authorized February 17, 1947 and continued in effect until Ap
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^47. ln the case of Paton Manufacturing Company Limited it is the same 
Mces that were set in February of 1942 and remained in effect until June 11, 
|947. in the case of Ayers Limited, those were the prices that were effective 
February 17, 1948 and remained in effect until November 1, 1947. In each of 

cases to which I have referred, Mr. Dyde, the significant column is the 
c'°lumn headed April 1, 1947.

Mr. Dyde: Thank you.

SCHEDULE C8
of ^ schedule shows capital employed compared with earnings for each 
cm lc twelve years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive and for each of the three special 

^Panies individually.
the following is a definition of the terms used on Schedule C8:
Capital Employed includes:

Common Stock 
Preferred Stock 
Capital and Earned Surplus
Surplus created by the Refundable Portion of Excess Profits Tax 
Reserves for contingencies and other free reserves

a°Cou^r: Thatcher: I am sorry to interrupt but I just seem to forget my 
1!°^ nring terminology. What is that capital surplus, is that the surplus the 

! any gets from buying in debentures?
other tu ^ ITKES: Not necessarily. It is the surplus which is created by profit 
n buj] i-n a trading profit, you might say. You might sell a capital asset like 

ding or a motor car or something like that.
‘ r- Thatcher: Oh yes, thank you. 

et Profit after Taxes includes:
Net profit shown at the foot of statement 1 of the special preliminary

Gestionnaire
^Grcontage of profit to capital represents:
j The ratio of net profit after taxes, to capital employed as defined above. 

the C Ged as separate items on the special preliminary questionnaire, for two 
sbecial companies, are amounts charged or in some instances credited as 
entory reserve, before determining net profit after taxes, as defined above. 

Mth ‘l0 second set of figures on schedule C8 shows capital employed compared 
%rv^arnings after adding back or crediting the aforementioned inventory 

Tlu/ -' ')04h capital employed as defined above and net profit after taxes. 
l,f boti Showing table shows in comparative form the twelve year averages 

1 sets of figures:
Percentage of Profit to Capital 

Before After
adjusting adjusting
Inventory Inventory
Reserves Reserves

q per cent per cent
bate!11’-?? Woollens & Worsteds, Limited....... ............ 6"*
Ayer' Manufaeturing Company Limited ....................................... 9’1
Avef Lm’ited .... ...................................... •.............. 8-2 Not Applicable

aRe for the three companies for the twelve year
Period ......................... ............................................. 7-8 8-4

l53l6
•3
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Ayers Limited, being a private company, took advantage of section 9® 
of the Income Tax Act and distributed in 1946, by way of dividends and income 
tax thereon, a sum of $2,794,268. In order to finance this distribution, a bank 
loan was raised in 1946 and converted in 1947 into first mortgage bonds and 
notes payable. As the 1946 bank loan and the 1947 bonds and notes payable 
have not been included in the figures of capital employed, the percentage 0 
profit to capital shows a sharp rise in the last two years reported. ,

The foregoing figures have been analyzed on an annual basis for each e 
the five special companies and are shown in comparative form on schedule L 
attached.

The following table has been prepared from these figures to show t*1 
average for the five companies for the periods indicated.

Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited: 
Before adjusting inventory reserves .... 
After adjusting inventory reserves.........

Pre-war
period

1936/30

. . 0-1%

.. 0-1%

Pre-control
period
1940/41

9-4%
14-8%

Control
period
1942/46

9-2%
7-4%

Post-contro1
period

1947

12-8%
25-5%

Baton Manufacturing Company Limited:
Before adjusting inventory reserves .... 
After adjusting inventory reserves.........

. . 6-0%

. . 7-4%
15-7%
18-2%

9-1%
7-9%

4-8% 
4-2 %

Ayers Limited:
Before adjusting inventory reserves . . .. 
4fter adjusting inventory reserves.........

7-7% 10-6% 6-9% 16-5$
(no inventory reserve reported)

The percentages shown in this table reflect the variations of the ratm 
profit to capital both before and after adjusting inventory reserves for e 
of the four basic periods used throughout this report.

of
cl'

1

SUMMARY
The executive of each of the 3 special companies have supplied a* ,eS 

information and extended all the assistance that I have required. The schf ^op) 
attached to this report and tables included therein have been prepared 
the questionnaires submitted. . „ ^

I shall be pleased to furnish any further information and explanations 
you may require.

Respectfully submitted,
E. W. KNIGHT, 
Chartered Accounts •

l
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Supplement to Schedule C7 of Report “C”

TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Specifications as Supplied by the Reporting Companies of the Various 
Articles on Schedule C7

Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited

Yarndyed Worsted 
1942—Coating

Range 14148
Fin. Wt. 16/17 oz. per yd.
58 warp ends per in.
54 picks per in.
64’s Quality

1947— Coating
and Range 14148

1948— Fin. Wt. 16/17 oz. per yd.
56 warp ends per in.
54 picks per in.
62/64’s Quality

^arndyed Worsted
1942—Fey. Wstd. Suit.

Range 50002 
Fin. Wt.
14/15 oz. per yd.
52 Warp ends per in.
54 picks per in.
Quality 62/64

1947— Fey. Wstd. Suit.
Range 50002 
Fin. Wt.—
14/15 oz. per yd.
56 Warp ends per in.
56 picks per in.
Quality 62/64

1948— Fey. Wstd. Suit.
Range 50002 
Fin. Wt.—
14/15 oz. per yd.
58 Warp ends per in.
54 picks per in.
Quality 62/64

x Clear cutIt,

Fey. Wstd. Suit. 
Range 50001 
Fin. Wt.—
14/15 oz. per yd.
58 AVarp ends per in. 
54 picks per in. 
Quality 62/64 
Mill Finish

Tr- For purpose of comparison, clear cut fancy worsted suiting, range 
50002, has been shown on Schedule C7.
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Tweed
1947— Stock dyed men’s tweed 

Range 7053
Fin. Wt. 14/15 oz. per yd. 
40 warp ends per inch 
40 picks per inch 
58/60 N.W. Wool

1948— Stock dyed men’s tweed 
Range 7053
Fin. Wt. 14/15 oz. per yd. 
40 warp ends per inch 
40 picks per inch 
58/60 N.W. Wool

Overcoating
Stock Dyed Elysian O’Coat. 
Range 5189
Fin. Wt. 31/32 oz. per yd.
45 warp ends per inch 
66 picks per inch 
64/70 Wool & Wool Noils

Paton Manufacturing Company Limited 

Yarndyed Worsted
Class 5201—13-5 oz. Fancy Stock Dyed 60/64 Quality with Merc. Co^° 

Decoration 57/58" wide.
Piecedyed Worsted .u,

Class 4947—13-40 oz. Fancy Worsted Pee, Dye 60/64 Quality 
2/100 Merc. Cotton Decoration 57/58" wide.

Topcoating nved
Class 6552—18-70 oz. topcoating, Fine WTool and Waste, stock 

57/58" wide.
Overcoating nyed

-Class 5941—Overcoating 32-00 oz. Fine Wool and Waste, stock 
57/58" wide.

Ayers Limited

White Blanket
No. 1000 White Bleached All Wool Blanket, cut singly, whipP^U- 

ends to match border of Two-Tone colour: Rose-Green l,l lo
Rose or Green Gold. Sold by the pair, 
sizes.

Single | ^double

Coloured Blanket 9tclr
No. 1160 Pastel Blankets (All Wool), cut singly, whipped wit!'11 go5f 

ing worsted yarn at ends, supplied in pastel shades of O p]ief 
Jade Green, Saxe Blue, Old Gold, Camel, Wine and Cedar, 
in sizes for single and double beds 60" x 84" x 7S lbs. PeI ‘

d

Tweed
Ayers’ No. 40 All Wood Tweed 13^ oz. per yard of 56" ' 

as Boys’ Tweed, made in several patterns and colours.
nde, o"1
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Schedule Cl
TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Summary of Annual Sales and Operating Income* (Wool Group) for the 
Twelve Years from 1936 to 1947 Inclusive

(Thousands of Dollars)

Percentage
Total Operating of Operating

___ Sales Income* Income* 
to Sales

tal*/°rt the individual financial years ending in the following 
CQ-tendar years:

PrSar Period-

$

24,388
27,175
21,459
24,206

24,307

$

1,803
2,115

322
1,995

1,559

%

7-4
7-8
1-5
8.0

1937 ...............................................................................................
1938 .............................................................................................
1939 ...........................................................................................

6-4

Dio”1*™1 ^er^oc*—
40 5821941 ......................................................................................... 46 709 5 705 1^ 2

43,642 5,797 13-3

C°194201 Period-

1943. ...........................................................................................
4 0661944 ........................................................................................... 25’A^7
i, 198 
5,193
K S44

8-31945. ........................................................................................... po’opO
9- 6

10- 2

9-6

1946. ........................................................................................... ^7 462

54,426 5,209

I94p°ntr°l Period—
64,703 7,552 11-7

T»tAls
1 'les and Operating Income* Reported.................... 521,344 51,430

43,445 4,286 9-9

b * Op
«llfrD*edrming ^ncome represents profits from operations before deducting taxes on income, interest on 
6( S^ed l n.otiey and other financial charges, inventory reserves and depreciation in excess of the amounts 

"^stin lnconre tax authorities, and does not include investment income and profits or losses on disposal 
ment« and fixed assets.



Annual Sales and Operating Income*
TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Schedule C2

of Three Special Companies (Wool Group) for the Twelve Years from 1936 to 1947 Inclusive 
(Thousands of Dollars)

Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, 
Limited

Paton Manufacturing Company 
Limited Avers Limited

—
Total Operating

Percentage Percentage Percentage
of Operating Total Operating of Operating Total Operating of Operating

Sales Income* Income* to Sales Income* Income* to Sales Income* Income* to
Sales Sales Sales

$ ? % $ $ % $ $ %Totals for the individual financial years ended
in the following calendar years:

Pre-War Period—
1936.................................................................. 3,643 41 i-i 1,427 120 8-4 1,924 410 20-8
1937.......................................................... 3,660

2,535
50

(94)
1-4

(3-7)
1,661
1,393

283
91

17-0
6-5

2,146
1,419

330
117

15-4
8-21938..................................................................

1939.................................................................. 3,454

3,323

326

81

9-4

2-4

1,123

1,401

99

148

8-8

10-6

2,286

1,944

367

304

16-1

15-6Average for the Pre-War Years....................

Pre-Control Period—
1940................................................................ 5,613

5,578

5,596

897
569

733

160
10-2

131

1,713
3,468

2,591

402
712

557

23-5
20- 5

21- 5

3,578
3,640

3,609

977
877

927

27-3
24- 1

25- 7

1941....................................................................

Average for the Pre-Control Years..............

Control Period—
1942.................................................................... 7,045

6,109
4,852

859
360
3.58

12-2
5-9
7-4

3,810
4,441
3,497

587
694
326

15-4
15-6
9-3

3,267
2,917
3,138

634
339
280

19 4
11-6 
8-9

1943....................................................................
1944....................................................................
1945.................................................................. 4,622

4,939

5,513

475
290

468

10-3
5-9

8-5

3,642
3,316

3,741

324
331

452

8-9
100

121

3,923
4,300

3,509

644
501

480

16-4
11-7

13-7

1946............................................................

Average for the Control Years......................

Post-Control Period—
1947.............................................................. 7,476 1,115 14-9 2,528 148 5-9 4,542 579 12-7

Total Sales and Operating Income*
Reported \ 59,526 \ 5,246 8-8 32,019 4,117 12-9 37,080 6,046 16-3

„ Ancimvc, rnnmsnnta promts irom wperationa Xmtarn daduntlna taxes on. mcome, interest on horro-wed money and other financial charves, inventory
"V kXv's “™mtaaXXovied\>y xnnome tax antXxoritiea, and dons not vncXx.de investment income and nvotX.a or ioswss on disnosal ot invest-
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Schedule C3

TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Annual Sales and Operating Income* of 51 Other Companies (Wool Group) 
for the Twelve Years from 1936 to 1947 Inclusive

(Thousands of Dollars)

Totals for the individual financial years ended in the following 
calendar years:

Pre-War Period—
1936 .........................................................................................
1937 .........................................................................................
1938 .........................................................................................
1939 .........................................................................................

Average for the Pre-War Years

Pre-Control Period—
1940 ..........................................
1941 ..........................................

Average for the Pre-Control Years.

Control Period—
1942 .................................................
1943 .................................................
1944 ..........
1945 ...............................................
1946 ..........

Average for the Control Y ears

Post-Control Period—
1947.........................................

°Tal ®ales and Operating Income* Reported.

Total
Sales

$

17,394
19,708
16,112
17,343

17,639

29,678
34,016

31,847

39,707 
42,884 
39,150 
41,663 
44,907

41,662

50,157

392,719

Operating
Income*

1,241
1,452

208
1,203

1,026

3,614
3,547

3,580

3,767
3,573
3,234
3,750
4,722

3,809

5,710

36,021

Percentage 
of Operating 
Income* to 

Sales

%

71
7-4
1-3
6-9

5-8

12-2
10- 4

11- 2

9-5
8-3
8-3
90 

10-5

91

11-4

9-2

°n hor Operating Income represents profits from operations before deducting taxes on income, interest 
:irri0Unt°Wn^ mon<?y aIU* other financial charges, inventory reserves and depreciation in excess of the 
°n ' allowed by income tax authorities, and does not include investment income and profits or losses 

' Posai of investments and fixed assets.
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TEXTILE ENQUIRY
Schedule a

Analysis of Operations on a Sales Dollar Basis for the Three Special Companies 
(Wool Group) for the Periods Indicated

—
Pre-War
Period
1936/39

Pre-
Control
Period
1940/41

Control
Period
1942/46

Post-
Control
Period

1947

$ $ $ $
Dominion Woollens and Worsteds, 

Limited—
Raw Materials—Wool........................... (0.478) 0.450 0.421 0.333
Raw Materials—Other......................... ( ) 0.040 0.037 0.038
Labour........................................................ 0.315 0.228 0.285 0.316
Overhead................................................... 0.183 0.151 0.172 0.164
Operating Income*................................. 0.024 0.131 0.085 0.149

Sales Dollar.............. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Paton Manufacturing Company 
Limited—

Haw Materials—Wool........................... 0.379 0.423 0.486 0.398
Raw Materials—Other......................... 0.140 0.085 0.087 0.087
Labour........................................................ 0.242 0.186 0.216 0.286
Overhead................................................... 0.133 0.091 0.090 0.170
Operating Income*................................. 0.106 0.215 0.121 0.059

Sales Dollar.............. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Ayers Limited—
Raw Materials—W’ool........................... 0.259 0.321 0.349 0.317
Raw Materials—Other......................... 0.181 0.108 0.153 0.190
Labour...................................................... 0.129 0.110 0.176 0.202
Overhead................................................... 0.275 0.204 0.185 0.164
Operating Income*................................. 0.156 0.257 0.137 0.127

Sales Dollar.............. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Average
for

the 12

0.321

0.l£
0.205
0.15*

(*) Operating Income represents profits from operations before deducting taxes on income, inter y 
borrowed money and other financial charges, inventory reserves and depreciation in excess of the e1?1 oSal 
allowed by income tax authorities, and does not include investment income and profits or losses on d*s^ 
of investments and fixed assets.

TEXTILE ENQUIRY
Schedule

C5

Quarterly Sales of All Reporting Companies (Wool Group) 
for the Twenty-Seven Months from January, 1946 to March, 1948 inclusive

(Thousands of Dollars)

1946—
1st quarter...................
2nd quarter...................
3rd quarter...................
4th quarter.........

1947—
1st quarter...................
2nd quarter...................
3rd quarter...................
4th quarter.

1948— ............
1st quarter....................

Totals for the Twenty 
Seven Months...........

Averages per Quarter.

Dominion 
Woollens and 

Worsteds, 
Limited

$

1,276
1,280
1,132
1,250

1,608 
1,837 
1,732 
2,299

2,471

14,885

1,654

Paton
Manufactur

ing Company 
Limited

$

698
748
524
675

644
686
855
721

713

6,264

696

Ayers
Limited

909
1,133
1,019
1,178

1,207
789

1,180
1,367

1,340

10,122

1,124

51
Other

Companies

10,682
11,719
11,363
11,889

12,415
13,440
11,990
14,081

14,469

112,048

12,450
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Schedule C6
TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Finished Goods Inventories (Wool Group) Expressed in Terms of Quantities 
for the Periods Indicated

— Dominion Woollens and 
Worsteds, Limited

Paton Manu
facturing 
Company 
Limited

Ayers
Limited

(Thousands (Thousands (Thousands (Thousands
of Yards) of Pounds) of Pounds) of Pounds)

Goods Inventories
xPressed in Terms of Quantities, reported by 
yompanies at the end of each fiscal period 
fjV1 *989 to 1947 inclusive, grouped as 
Jollows for comparative purposes:

As at 1939................................................. 33 6 . 116 27
Average for the pre-control period

1940/1941............................................... 73 12 106 54
Average for the control period 1941/1946 17 11 19 32
Post-control period 1947......................... 16 18 91 31
Reported by companies in 1948............. 53 21 31

Goods Inventories 
rage by quarter year periods:

1946
1st quarter..............................................
4nd quarter..............................................
ÏÏ? quarter...............................................

quarter.

5 17 33
3 12 39 Not
1 12 11
3 14 16 Reported

1947

1st quarter...............................................
quarter..............................................

T'1 Quarter..............................................
,tn quarter

1948

3 17 13 «
5 15 91
5 15 23
9 18 21

lst quarter 38 19 31
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Schedule a

TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Unit Selling Prices and Components of Cost of Articles Reported by the Three 
Special Companies (Wool Group) as at the Dates Indicated

As at January 1,1942 As at April 1, 1947 As a t Ap

(Actual
cost)

(Cost 
based on 
replace

ment 
values)

(Actual
cost)

(Cost 
based on 
replace

ment 
values)

(Actual
cost)

$ $ $ $ $
Dominion Woollens and Worsted,

Limited
Yarndyed W'orstcd—Coating—

Components of Selling Price:
Materials............................................ 1.35 1.35 1.05 1.57 1.26
Labour................................................ 0.41 0.41 0.69 0.69 0.87
Overhead............................................ 0.35 0.46 0.68 0.68 0.84
Operating Income or (Loss).............. 0.39 0.28 0.68 0.16 1.53

Selling Price per yard..................... 2.50 2.50. 3.10 3.10 4.50

Yarndyed Worsted—Fancy Suiting—
Components of Selling Price:

Materials............................................ 1.23 1.22 0.96 1.52 1.25
Labour......................................... 0 46 0 46 0 75 0 75 1 On
Overhead............................................ 0.42 0.54 0.76 0.76 1.00
Operating Income or (Loss)............. 0.29 0.18 0.53 (0.03) 1.40

Selling Price per yard..................... 2.40 2.40 3.00 3.00 4.70

Tweed—
Components of Selling Price:

Materials............................................. 0.78 1.11 0.92
Labour............................................. 0.53 0.53 0.61
Overhead...................................... NIL 0.59 0.59 0.59
Operating Income or (Loss)............. 0.45 0.12 0.23

Selling Price per yard..................... 2.35 2.35 2.35

Overcoating—
Components of Selling Price:
Materials......................................... 1.92 2.73 2.53
Labour................................................ 0.99 - 0.99 1.09
Overhead............................................ NIL 1.15 1.15 1.22
Operating Income or (Loss)............. 0.94 0.13 1.16

Selling Price per yard..................... 5.00 5.00 6.00

Paton Manufacturing Company
Limited:

Yarndyed Worsted— •
Components of Selling Price:

Materials....................... 11342 1.3694
Labour............................. 0 3525 0-6264
Overhead.......... 0-4690 0-7679
Operating Income or (Loss). . , 0-1943 (0-0637)

Selling Price per yard..................... 2-1500 2-7000—-- r—----- --- -----

(Cost
based on 
replaeO"

ment
values)

2.33 
0.87 
0-8* 
0.4#

2.1*)
1.05
00

0.46

m,

Note. The figures of Operating Income or (Loss) represent the difference between the selling 
components of cost reported.

prie0
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Schedule C7—Concluded

TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Unit Selling Prices and Components of Cost of Articles Reported by the Three 
Special Companies (Wool Group) as at the Dates Indicated

As at January 1,1942

(Actual
cost)

(Cost 
based on 
replace

ment 
values)

As at April 1, 1947

(Actual
cost)

(Cost 
based on 
replace

ment 
values)

As at April 1, 1948

(Actual
cost)

(Cost 
based on 
replace

ment 
values)

Piecedyed Worsted— 
Components of Selling Price:

Materials.............................
Labour...............................
Overhead............................
Operating Income of (Loss).

Selling Price per yard..........

1 opcoating—
Components of Selling Price:

Materials..............................
Labour..................................
Overhead............................
Operating Income of (Loss).

Selling Price per yard..........

0vercoating—
opponents of Selling Price:
Materials................................
Labour....................................
Overhead..............................
Operating Income or (Loss).

Selling Price per yard.

Wh
Ayers Limited

rlte Blanket—
^ponents of Selling Price:

Materials.................
Labour.
Overhead..............................

Derating Income or (Loss). 
Selling Price per pound........

Comed Blanket—
Ponents of Selling Price:
Materials..............................
Labour....................................
Overhead..............................

Derating Income or (Loss).
Selling Price per pound. ..

Co^
of Selling Price:

r aternils........
Labour
(^''•rhead . . ; ;

crating Income or (Loss).
Cng Price per pound.

$

10317
0-2969
0-3874
0-1840

1-9000

0-7995
0-3017
0-4820
0-1668

1-7500

1-3159
0-5351
0-7989
0-2501

2-9000

0.6794
0.0975
0.4000

(0.0469)

1.1300

0.6637
0.0918
0.3851
0.0894

1.2300

0.6734
0.1306
0.5329
0.1131

1.4500

1-2813
0-5277
0-6266
(0-0856)

2-3500

0-8585
0-3925
0-5726
0-1264

1-9500

1-4599
0-6756
0-9744
0-0401

3-1500

0.6321
0.1578
0.4320
(0.0319)

1.1900

0.6077
0.1458
0.3996
0.1169

1.2700

0.6392
0.2051
0.7617
0.0540

1.6600

1-7030
0-6287
0-8980

(0-0297)

3-2000

1-1630
0-4052
0-6502
0-1316

2-3500

1-7960
0-6293
1-0461
0-2786

3-7500

0.7190
0.1730
0.4764
(0.0184)

1.3500

0.6894
0.1599
0.4406
0.1801

1.4700

0.7018
0.2249
0.8351
(0.1018)

1.6600

a,1(l corni^p^c Sgures Operating Income or (Loss) represent the difference between the selling price
Dents of cost reported.
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Schedule C8

TEXTILE ENQUIRY
Capital Employed and Earnings of the Three Special Companies (Wool Group) 

prom 1936 to 1947 inclusive

(Thousands of Dollars)

Reported on 
Questionnaire

After Adjustment of 
Inventory Reserve

Capital
Employed

Net
Profit
after
Taxes

Percentage 
of Profit 

to
Capital

Capital
Employed

Net
Profit
after
Taxes

$ $ % $ %
Dominion Woollens & Worsteds.

Limited—
1936 2,646 00 2,646
1937.................................................. 2,645 ( 1) 00 2,645 ( O
1938................................................. 2,024 (183) (90) 2,024 (183)
1939................................................. 2,194 196 8-9 2,194 196
1940.................................................. 2,328 174 7-5 2,688 534
1941................................................. 2,547 283 111 2,923 299
1942.................................................. 2,750 231 8-4 3,207 312
1943................................................. 2,877 225 7-8 3,292 183
1944................................................. 1,725 239 13 9 2,032 131
1945................................................. 1,932 232 120 2,239 232
1946................................................. 1,938 101 5-2 2,245 101
1947................................................. 2,093 268 12-8 2,863 731

Average for 1936 to 191,7................ 2,308 147 6-4 2,583 211

Paton Manufacturing Company
Limited—

1936................................................. 1,257 75 60 1,257 75
1937.................................................. 1,304 120 9-2 1,398 214
1938....................................... '......... 1,279 54 4-2 1,373 54
1939................................................. 1,293 58 4-5 1,387 58.
1940................................................. 1,322 86 6-5 1,587 257
1941................................................. 1,638 379 23 1 1,903 379
1942................................................. 1,761 198 11-2 2,026 198
1943................................................. 1,852 178 9-6 2,117 178
1944............................................... 1,899 161 8-5 2,164 161
1945............................................... 1,911 152 80 2,176 152
1946................................................. 1,910 156 8-2 2,175 156
1947............................................... 1,940 93 4-8 2,205 93

A verage for 1936 to 191,7................ 1,614 142 8-8 1,814 165

Ayers Limited—
1936............................................. 3,696 377 10-2
1937..................... 3,604 313 8-7
1938................................... 3,540 106 30
1939............................... 3,586 309 8-6
1940........................... 3,664 369 10-1 No
1941....................... 3,612 405 11-2 Inventory
1942................... 3,845 321 8-3 Reserve
1943............. 3,874 165 4-3 Reported
1944............. 3,880 126 3-2
1945............... 4,085 296 7-2
1946........... 1,468 274 18-7
1947........... 1,680 277 16-5

Average for 1936 to 191,7............. 3,378 278 8-2

Percentage 
of Profit

Capital

%

0-0 
0-0 

(9-0)
8-» 

19-9 
10 2
9- 7 
5.6
6-4

10- 4
4-5

25-5

8-2

6-0
15- 3
3- 9
4- 2

16- 2

9.8
S*
7-4
7-0
7-2
4-2

9-1
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By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Now, Mr. Knight, would you please produce the schedule of changes 

ln prices and explain to the committee how that schedule came to be in existence?
A. On the 21st of May I wrote a letter to each of the executive officers of each 

°f the three special companies. It reads as follows:—
On schedule 6, of your return you have set forth as of January 1, 1942, 

September 15, 1947, and April 1, 1948, the selling price of the following 
products—

and then I have specified the products, depending on the firm to which I was 
Writing—

would you please advise me by return mail of the date and amount of 
each change in selling price for each of these commodities from January 1, 
1942 to the date of this letter.

Yours very truly ;
ar>d it is in reply to that letter that this schedule of price changes was prepared.
... Mr. Dyde: I would like to have that distributed, please ; and insert it at 
ais Point in the record.

Ganges in selling prices of the commodities shown on schedule C7
(WOOL GROUP) FROM JANUARY I, 1942 TO MAY 21, 1948

Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited

January 1, 1942...
-April 1, 1946..........
February 17. 1947.
April 14. 1947........
-'«gust 15, 1947.... 
January 15. 1948... 
February 15, 1948.

1. 1942...
r 25, 1942.

1946 ...........
- 17, 1947.. 
.. 1947........
1947 ..........

r 10. 1947.
30, 1948...

boating Yarn
Suiting Fancy 

Yarn Dyed Elysian
)yed Worsted Worsted Tweed Overcoating

No. 14148 No. 50002 No. 7053 No. 5189
$2.50 $2.40 $2.05
2.71 2.61 2.11 $4.66
3.10 3.00 2.35 5.00
3.40 3.40 2.50 5.40
3.75 3.80 2.35 5.25
4.35 4.60 6.00
4.50 4.70 2.35 6.00

N’UFACTURING Company Limited

No. 5201 
Yarn Dyed

No. 4947 
Piece Dyed No. 6552 No. 5941

Worsted Worsted Topcoating Overcoating
$2.15 $1.90 $1.75 $2.90
2.15 1.90 1.81 3.00
2.34 2.06 1.87 3.06
2.70 2.36 1.95 3.15
3.00 2.65 Not offered Not offered
3.35 3.00 2.30 Not offered

Not offered Not offered 2.35 3.75
3.55 3.20 Not offered Not offered

Ayers Limited

Yen,.

fear
May
April
iybr,:
■N Over
April

White Coloured
Bleached All Wool
All Wool Blanket All Wool Tweed
Blanket Pastel Shades Per yard Per lb.

1940 $1.13 $1.23 $1.20 $1.42222
1941 1.13 1.23 1.225 1.45185

8. 1942. 1.13 1.23 1.25 1.48148
1, 1946. 1.13 1.23 1.31 1.55260

Uary 18. 1947........ 1.19 1.27 1.40 1.65926
1,1 Per i. 1947 1.35 1.47 1.40 1.65926

P 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.83704
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By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Before going over the report itself to make sure that we have cleared up 

any questions arising out of it I want also, Mr. Knight, to have your remarks 
with reference to certain amendments which have been requested by one of the 
reporting companies.—A. Yes. On June 2, I received a letter from Dominion 
Woollen and Worsteds Limited.

Q. At which time their material in the questionnaire had been in your hands 
for some time I understand?—A. Yes.

Q. Yes and unfortunately our reports at that time have been printed, 
consequently the amendment to which they referred were not included in the 
printed report. I will however refer to the second paragraph of that letter dated 
June 2, in which it says—

Mr. Thatcher: Where are you reading from now, Mr. Knight; excuse me, 
but I seem to have lost my place.

Mr. Dyde: We are not reading from anything, Mr. Thatcher. This arises 
in this way; after Mr. Knight had received the replies from the other companies, 
after they had sent in their returns, and after Mr. Knight had started to print 
his report, he received a letter from one of the companies asking that nn 
amendment should be made. Because of the fact that that material was already 
in the printer’s hands that amendment does not appear in the book that wc 
have just read ; and I have asked Mr. Knight to explain when he received the 
letter, and also to have him shovr how the report would need to be amended # 
accordance with this request.

The Witness: In the case of one of the companies they sent us in a lettei. 
I will read from one paragraph of that letter. It says:—

In the case of our company I wish to drawr attention to the following 
with respect to the year 1947. Income taxes of $192,500 as shown 1 
our statements were calculated on the amount of profit after deduct# 
of the special charge of $462,792 for inventory price decline. At * a 
present time we do not know whether that basis will be allowed and the 
is therefore a possible additional income tax liability of $179.913. 
therefore suggest that for the purpose of showing profits as a percentaS 
of capital employed the possible additional income taxes of $179,9 ^ 
should be taken into account in arriving at the profit amount to be us 
in the calculations. This would apply to both methods referred to abov

Now, I have made these calculations and if you care to write them i° 0,1 
Schedule C8 in pencil I will be very pleased to read them to you.

Mr. Irvine: Are they still problematical, or are they certain now?
The Witness: I am afraid, Mr. Irvine, you would have to ask the tra 

witnesses.
The Chairman: Are they extensive?
The Witness: There are 12 pages, sir.
The Chairman: It takes time.
Mr. Dyde: There are 12 additions, I think we might call them, Mr. Cba^ 

man, to make. I would suggest that they simply be put in in pencil by “g0 
members to show with the figures which were actually received the figures a. 
as they should stand, and as they would stand if this amendment were i°a

Mr. Thatcher: That is in the last column, is it? ^
. Mr. Dyde: They apply to two columns, which Mr. Knight thinks sh°u 

go in now. J
The Witness: In the first column on the right-hand side called 

employed , you will observe opposite the year 1947 the figure of $2,093,
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'^djacent to that figure in pencil should be $1,913,000. And of course the average 
1936 to 1947 which is shown at $2,308,000, immediately underneath, would 

ehange to $2,293,000.
The next column under “profit after taxes”, the last, figure of 268,000 ; 

Adjacent to that should be the figure of $88,000 ; and the average instead of being 
’'147,000 would read $132,000; and in the column headed “percentage of profit 

capital” that 12-8 would be a percentage of 4-6; and the average of 6-4 will

Now, going to the last three columns, under the heading “capital employed”, 
J°u have the figure $2,863,000; that figure would now read $2,683,000, and the 
average, $2,568,000.

The next column under “profit after taxes”, adjacent to the figure $731,000 
g 1 be the figure $551,000; and, adjacent to the figures of $211,000 will be the 

gure $196,000; and the percentage in the last column instead of being 25-5 will 
Je a percentage of 20-5; and the average instead of being 8-2 will be 7-6.

^.j Mr. Dyde: Now I think, Mr. Chairman, we might postpone questions on 
'at until we are going through the report, because that would at least dispose of 

Particular item as far as putting it on the record is concerned.
The Witness : Mr. Dyde, I have to say that on page 13, of your report, it 

°eably would be advisable to put next to the figure 12-8, the figure 4-6.
jg^Mr. Dyde : That" is in the right-hand column under “post war control period,

The Witness: Yes. 
Mr. Dyde: 4-6?
The Witness: 4-6.

foil Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Dyde, can you tell me—I am not sure; I don’t just 
°w this. Would it not be best to get it cleared up?

t0 Mr. Dyde: I will try to make that clear for you. The companies were asked 
,make certain returns. They did so. Then Mr. Knight took those figures 

!nade up his report. The companies were asked to make returns on an 
^1 basis. That is, the questionnaire went out in the form of the ques
ts, na're as we have seen it in the record, and as we saw it when we started 
Ma lriVestigation into textiles. The answers were received back in April or early 
t'on ’ ran<* Mr. Knight went to work on an analysis of the figures and the prepara- 

M this report; and then on the 2nd of June, Dominion Woollens and Worsteds 
atftert ]SaMQg Miat Mr. Knight has explained; namely, that this should be 
peil r.'j‘ed. And I have simply asked that we get the effect of that request in 

1 °n here so that we can see what the effect of their request was.
Mr. Thatcher: I understand that.

the eff !"' Myde: Now, we still have to find out why the request was made and 
Selves. j kut I think we could best do that through trade witnesses them-
larly ’ :)®cause, of course, Mr. Knight does not know the reason why particu- 
•hadg ler than the material he received, why the request should have been

f°ll0Mjt Thatcher: Well, that doesn’t make it just clear to me, I don’t just

The Witness: Then, instead of 25-5, you would then ha\ e 20-5. 
thj Mr. Dyde: Now, Mr. Chairman, T suggest that we go back to page 1 of 
qUp ’M'ort and I would like to go over it page by page in case there are an\ 
1 ] s ’0l>s that any member would like to ask. I have no questions on page 1. 
tk4f!e no questions on page 2, other than to underline tor later significance 

"Sores 9-9 per cent in the sales figure which occurs about half way down
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the page; but other than that I have no questions. I have no questions on 
page 3. I have no questions on page 4; nor have I on page 5; nor have 1 
on page 6.

Mr. Thatcher: Might I ask Mr. Knight, if this is the proper place, hoW 
he found labour conditions generally in these mills. Would that be an appro
priate question to ask or should I wait until the witnesses come before us.

The Chairman: I think you probably had better ask the witnesses when 
they are here.

Mr. Thatcher: All right. I see Mr. Knight has figures on labour and 
overhead combined.

Mr. Dyde: I have no questions on page 7, except towards the bottom of 
the page. I think that we might look at the table at the bottom of the page /’ 
for a moment. Are we there drawing comparisons between the companies 111 
this particular table, Mr. Knight? Are we there drawing comparisons between 
the column headed “Dominion Woollens and Worsteds” and the column heade 
“Paton Manufacturing Limited” ; because, obviously, the percentage figureS 
are very different.

The Witness: I think in making any comparison of that nature one 
should take into consideration the different manufacturing policies and opera
tions of each of the companies concerned. If you have any questions to aslc 
as to these policies or operations I am sure the trade witnesses will be better 
qualified to answer them than I am.

Mr. Irvine: There seem to be tremendous fluctuations there.
Mr. Dyde: There are not only fluctuations, Mr. Irvine; but I am impressed 

by the fluctuations within the companies themselves, as also as between the 
companies.

Mr. Irvine: Yes. .
Mr. Dyde: I am just wondering whether Mr. Knight could help us_at ^

I don’t 
aid?

in that respect. Maybe we will have to get it from the trade witnesses 
know. Is there anything you would care to add to what you have 
not, let us know and we will pass on.

The Witness: No, Mr. Dyde.
Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Knight, arc each of these companies making relative y 

the same products? Are they in competition with each other? I mean, tn . 
are making roughly the same products, each of the three companies mention > 
aren’t they?

The Witness: Well now, Mr. Thatcher, Ayers Limited have quite a D & 
business manufacturing papermaker’s felt. That is the technical term for m ’ 
I think perhaps we would know them better as the very, very large bla» . g 
which carry the pulp. That is a large portion of their operation, and to ^ 
best of my knowledge and belief I do not believe that Dominion Woollens 
Worsteds or Paton Manufacturing go into that at all.

Mr. Thatcher: an/And can you tell us whether these companies have ^ 
patented processes which are exclusive to them, for instance, such as we 1 ggg 
C.I.L. and Cclanese and companies of that kind? Are there any special pr° 
that they base their operations on? Do you happen to know tha •

The Witness: We would not normally run into that, Mr. Thatc e > 

the work that we have been performing for the committee.
Mr. Thatcher: I see.

By Mr. Dyde:
. ,,.Q f iust wanted to call attention to one thing, Mr. Knight, when ^ 
alking about a comparison of these companies I was thinking of the sen

are
d#
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at the foot of page 7 ; and the schedule at the foot of page 7 does not include 
layers. It includes only Dominion Woollens and Worsteds and the Paton Manu
facturing Company Limited. Now, are they comparative at all, do you know, 
ln their manufacturing processes?—A. Well, I think if we turn to page 11, 
°f this report you will see the type of product that these firms have reported 
?8 being representative of their largest selling lines, and I think these indicate 
ln a general sense that the two firms may be somewhat comparable.

Q. Do you know whether the processes in Dominion Woollens and Worsteds 
the processes in the Paton Manufacturing Company take the product 

through the same stages to the finished product; or, are you not familiar with 
that?—A. Well, in making the return to the special parliamentary ques- 
jonnaire Dominion Woollens and Worsteds supplied us with the history of 
heir company and of their operations; and, as I recall, they made a statement 

,h there to the effect that they were not comparable, and they have given the 
°chnical reasons why.

Q. All right, thank you. Then, we have copies of that statement and we 
hi see it later, gentlemen. On page 7, have you gone along into the first 

garter of 1947 and looking at the column “operating income”, I find that the 
Perating income in the first quarter of 1947, which is completely under price 
°ntrol, is -148 in Dominion Woollens and Worsteds Limited?—A. That is 

c°rrect.
(. Q- And that following decontrol I see the figures under there go from 167 
j ,D3 and to 163; and the total of that column I find comes to 591 ; and when 

that by 4 I get a figure of 147-75—don’t worry about my mathematics 
out is that a fair way of finding out whether the operating profit in the first 

%Mrfr 1947 is average for the year or not?—A. I would say that that 
U‘u be an unweighted average.

Ca] Q- Yes.—A. To get the weighted average you would have to make your 
eolation on a different basis.

0t Q So we must not do what I have just done?—A. Well, not for purposes
comparison.

Mtl then, taking Paton Manufacturing Company Limited, and starting
the first quarter of 1947 and looking at the right-hand column ; I see there 

hrst quarter was -676—A. That is correct. 
drQ And the second quarter -083; and then going on to • 103 and -159 then 
^hi h n? ^ack to -045. Is there anything in the information that you received 
Seein t *Ves aiW explanation of the fact that Dominion Woollens and Worsteds 
other *° ^ve reached their highest figure in the first quarter of 1947 while the 
If (.'] company has reached almost its lowest figure in the first quarter of 1948? 
a*kl ere *s. nothing, Mr. Knight, that helps to answer that, just let me know 
a,ppe e will go on.—A. Well, from the study before us, Mr. Dyde, it would 
fepre r mat in the case of Paton Manufacturing Company Limited their labour 
in thp^hod 31-7 cents of the sales dollar for the first quarter of 1948, whereas 
the fr ,°Urth quarter of 1947 it only represented -236; I think that perhaps if 
for thp f witnesses were requested to explain that you would get the reasons 

q decrease to which you refer in the Paton Manufacturing Company, 
the “ight. Then, if we look at Dominion Woollens and Worsteds under 
l9<7 j?e column and for the same period, I find that in the fourth quarter of 

hgure is -301 under labour, and in 1948 that dropped to -253, under 
Price pr A- There is one interesting point there, you have received a list of the 
brices fan8es from Dominion Woollens and Worsteds and you observe that the 

a°. the articles that were reported increased on the 15th of January, 1948, 
'vbiçj1 Urther slight increase in certain commodities on February 15, 1948, 
>. q p y account in part for the fluctuation to which you refer.
V 0°heri W material, Mr. Knight, is shown under the first column of Dominion 

l53l6s and Worsteds ; raw materials, wool and raw materials other. Now, I
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see there that raw materials, wool in the fourth quarter of 1947, is shown as 
being -337, and in the first quarter of 1948 it is 3-69; on the other hand, other 
raw materials is -034 in the fourth quarter of 1947 and -032 in the first quarter 
of 1948—A. Yes.

Q. Now, I think you have sufficient familiarity to be able to explain to us 
the relative importance of the cost of raw materials, wool and the cost of raw 
materials, other; because, obviously one went up and the other went down.-' 
A. As with cotton, the cost of the raw wool has been increasing—I haven’t go* 
the statistics of the increases that have taken place, but I do know that the 
price of raw wool has increased.

Q. Well then, have we got any explanation for the fact that when I drop m>' 
eye to Paton Manufacturing and compare exactly the same quarters, and then iu 
the last quarter of 1947 and in the first quarter of 1948, I find that their cost of 
raw materials, wool went down?—A. There is a possibility there might be there 
amongst other factors is that they were using wool that they had purchased on 
a somewhat favourable price basis earlier.

Q. Now then, when you come back to the relative importance of these 
two columns, raw material, wool and raw material other, can you say anything 
on that?—A. Raw materials other represent chemicals, dyes and supplies0 
that nature, which form a component part of the finished product. Raw material' 
wool, of course represents raw wool entering into the product.

Q. But you would not be able to tell us in the cost of the process which 
was the largest item? No doubt the trade witnesses will be able to explain -' 
A. Oh yes, the figures I think reflect that, Mr. Dyde. Take the last item in the 
first quarter of 1948 for Paton Manufacturing; on the sales dollar 34-9 Per 
cent is wool and only 7-2 per cent is other.

Q. Yes, thank you. I have no questions on page 9. On page 10, I have 9 
question with reference to the last paragraph.

Mr. Thatcher: On page 9; I wonder if Mr. Knight would state whether 
he found in a general way any excessive or high inventories on hand whe9 
ceilings came off? If you have to look it up, well I can look it up too. I c&11 
do that later on. I just thought you might be able to tell us off hand.

The Witness: I am not quite prepared for that question, Mr. Thatcher- 
but I can say that in the return of the companies to the special preliminary 
questionnaire, on page 10, of my report, Mr. Thatcher, the inventories report1-(. 
by these companies at the end of each opening period in the first quarter 0 
1947, have been added, and I think the table indicates any fluctuation in invente', 
that may have taken place.

A?.#
By Mr. Dyde:

Q. Coming down to the bottom of page 10, Mr. Knight, you see the oà.^ 
yards given ; and you see, that appears to be greater than average. Is ther 
information, as far as you recollect it, provided to you by the company. ^ 
particular case which explained why there should have been such a consn ^ 
increase in that figure?—A. I do not recall, but they could easily c 
what you want. -

Q. All right, we will leave that then for the moment. On page IT ^ nl9y 
you will have to help us as far as you can in one or two questions, and w 9ph 
have to refer to the schedules in this connection. I am looking at the paJ ^gir 
which commences, “Dominion Woollens and Worsteds Limited, state ^ to 
return that due to the sharp rise in the price of wool they find it necess^ c0gt 
base their selling prices commencing in April, 1947, on the replacemcn 
of raw materials rather than the actual cost of materials shown by then 
Is there any explanation which you recall, so far as you remember, as
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became necessary at that date, namely April, 1947, if it had not been necessary 
Previously?—A. I think at that time the subsidies and price ceilings on raw 
wool were removed, and in that case the company would have to pay the current 
market price for their wool. Now, as the market has fluctuated in an upward 
direction the company would have to protect themselves by making provision 
0r the cost of wool which they would have to purchase to fulfil their 

commitments.
Q. All right. Now then, I understood from your answer that you got 

sufficient of the history of the company’s operations to be able to tell us why 
ln April of 1947 this particular company was following the same practice of 
Policy as prior to price controls?—A. In what way, Mr. Dyde?

Q. I mean, as you have it in your exact statement there ; that it became 
Accessary in April of 1947. Had this company done the same thing prior to
price control, or do you know?—A. I actually do not know without looking 
it up.
p Q. You have said in the following paragraph, the Paton Manufacturing 

°mpany Limited have included in overhead as a component of cost, items other 
ian operating expenses. Does the Paton Manufacturing Company Limited 
ffier in that respect from the Dominion Woollens and Worsteds?—A. Yes, I 
Unk they do, in this instance.

, Q. And the fact that you consider it as being important I take it is indicated 
y the paragraph which you have put in here, and what I really want is for you 

p tell me what the significance of it is.—A. Of what? Oh, Paton Manufacturing 
. °mpany Limited; in addition to overhead there was added interest on bonds 
n driving at the over-all cost.

, , Q- Now, the questionnaire which was sent out asked for a return on a specific
asis, did it not?—A. Yes.

y Q. Were the returns made on the basis on which they were requested?—A.
Cs- They were made on the basis on which they were requested, and the figures 

J? raw material, labour and overhead were explained to our representatives 
j en they went to these firms, and that is the way in which we have been able 

supply this information to the committee.
D Q- Yes. I am still not quite clear in my mind whether we should read the 
w ragraph regarding Dominion Woollens and Worsteds Limited in the same 
t ;ly as they also included in overhead items for operating expenses?- 

my knowledge, Mr. Dyde.
Q- And so that we are going to have difficulty in comparing these

A. Not

ftf, -v- ^uu su uhvl we £U c guuig, vu nave uimuuiuj m vviupaa mg vuuou two

pp^buffies the one with the other from that point of view also?—A. From that 
nt °f view, as referred to here, yes.

Q- And we will have to take each company on its own basis, individually? 
Yes.

foil ^r- Thatcher: Well, Mr. Dyde, isn’t that going to throw us all off; if I 
w your reasoning?

be cj-^r- Dyde: It is going to throw us off to this extent, that it is going to 
a c lfucult for us, for the reasons which we have just been going over, to make 
dig^Pai’ison between one company and another. It is going to be a little

rec,
cult.
Mr Thatcher: Why could not Dominion Woollens have submitted their» * 1 1 V V V_/ VA. A VA A A Vy- -v.vxuAimv. ' LlJ , O0rds the way the other ones did too f
The Witness: They did. Mr Knight, is this; if both

corwMr' dyde: What Mr. Thatcher re^ ™ tl ’the same way why could we >Panies answered the questionnaire in exactly
compare them?
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The Witness: Because in answer to the questionnaire they gave the infor
mation in accordance with their books and'records, and that is the information 
which we have brought before the committee.

Mr. Dyde: That is not exactly the same, I take it. Is that right? We 
are not understanding one another, I think that is all. You have chosen to put 
in this special paragraph with regard to the Baton company, and we are 
wanting to know why it is important for us to know that.

The Witness: Well, first of all, each of these companies reported the 
information in accordance with their own cost system, and as you will observe 
in the case of Dominion Woollens, they have been following since April, 194' 
two different methods which they have shown side by side.

Mr. Dyde: Yes.
The Witness: In the case of the Baton Manufacturing Company, in 

addition to—
Mr. Dyde: Now, don’t just repeat what is in that paragraph. Tell me why 

that paragraph is there.
The Chairman : Do you want any help?
Mr. Dyde: You take a minute, because this is of sufficient importance th»* 

I would like to see if we can get your reasons.
The Witness: The questionnaire, Mr. Dyde, on statement No. 6, of 

special preliminary questionnaire to the company, the company reported the1 
costs in accordance with their own records.

Mr. Dyde : You have the point right there. 
The Witness: Yes.
Mr. Dyde: Go ahead.
The Witness: I think in fairness to all concerned in this matter, eveO 

company does not have the same system of costing. As a matter of fact, the g 
are many systems of costing which vary from the corner merchant who has 
system in his head to a large corporation which may have alternative syste 
of costing, depending on the purpose for which they intend to use the cos

Mr. Thatcher: But is it not a fact that raw materials, for instance, 9lg 
costed on replacement value rather than on actual cost, thereby putting j 
fictitious figure. What we are interested in is the actual cost and the act 
profit.

Mr. Dyde: Of course, we have got that as far as Dominion Woollens 8 ’ 
because they have considered both ways.

Mr. Thatcher: I see that.
Mr. Irvine: Why did they want to put it in? gS
Mr. Dyde: I think it would be difficult for Mr. Knight to answer 

to why. I think I must still take the position from which I started ; nan vV 
that it now appears to me—and you tell me if I am wrong, Mr. Knight—11 
appears to me that because of the difference in costing systems we mus 
extremely careful if we compare one company with another.

The Witness: That is true, Mr. Dyde.
Mr. Dyde: Therefore we must not just look at the fact that one ° orStcd 

is making yarn dyed worsted and another company is making yarn i >'c iflf° 
and assume those two figures, because a lot of factors may affect, oi c 
the question of comparison.

The Witness: That is correct.
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By Mr. Winters:

Q. What else would they include in overhead? You said bond interest. 
What other items. Their overhead does not look too much out of line with the 
j her companies.—A. Yes, I would have to check into very voluminous returns 
0 Prepare those figures for you.

„ Q. There could not be much?—A. No it is the difference between the 
gures. I am sorry I cannot give it to you at the moment.

By Mr. Dyde:
fi Q. Perhaps you could look that up and give it to us at a later session. Is 
Pere anything further which you can add to what you have already explained 
s to the system o.f standard costing used by Ayers Limited. I w'ould like to tell 

th ^yers Limited is using a basis of standard cost and the others are not butthat is perhaps not what you mean?—A. In the case of Ayers Limited they are
Private company. They do not take an interim fiscal inventory and con- 
Tiently to arrive at their cost they estimate what their costs will be—a com- 

y °n custom—and they apply those costs to their operations and then when 
of6t^eXt accounting period ends they see how close they were in their estimate 

tlie costing and they will amend their standard costing up or down as the 
may be in accordance with the estimate they have made. That is a widely Used method.

w Q- I have no questions on page 12 until I come to the bottom of the page, 
ÿoi (JUes^on there is with reference to the last two sentences on the page. Would 
d0 be good enough to say exactly where that occurs in schedule C8? Where 
tyj|,w.e look in schedule C8 to find proof of wLat you tell us there?—A. If you 
oD l?°k at the bottom of C8 you will see Ayers Limited. You will observe 
ana°-Sl*e the year 1945 capital employed fell from $4,085,000 down to $1,468,000 

m ------- j:----------:i----------!.. «1 com™ The reason for that is thatin y*n the succeeding year it was only $1,680,000. 
the 6 ^ear 1945 there had been a large surplus account in which was included 
3(jv SUlQ of $2,749,000 which was disbursed in the form of dividends to take 
CotaPa ' 6 sec^on 96 of the Income Tax Act which applied to private

^lr- Winters : What does it say, basically?
T^The Witness: I did prepare an explanation of that section of the Act. 
War 1 submit on my own authority entirely. In the years preceding World 
gener ,} the proprietor of a business operating as a private limited company 
of ^ drew a salary sufficient to meet his normal needs and left the profits 
Mishin ComPany to accumulate in the surplus account. In the event of his 
deoff to draw from the company a sum in addition to his salary then a divi- 
distrihWas declared. By and large however the surplus accounts were not 
sta^ti ^ted ^ut left to accumulate and by 1939 many companies had sub- 
W0r^ 1 balances showing in their surplus accounts. Shortly after the start of 
te xvit] , ar II the tax increased to such an extent that a proprietor who wished 
>1 draw funds by the way of dividends out of the pre-war accumulated 
Mi° ] tound himself paying a very substantial tax compared to another chap 
T his ; Iaken the money out and put it in the bank. He added this dividend 

is”00016 and put himself in a tax bracket which left very little for himself. 
Act, { S a broad explanation of why relief was granted under section 96 of the 
Hicij'i all°w people in that position to take that part of the surplus account 
°f the had ,*:)een accumulating up to 1939 and distribute it, if they took advantage 
t'fopj.j Section immediately. It fell very heavily on the estates of some of these 
%rm °rs- When they died their estate was suddenly confronted with

m°Us taxes.
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Mr. Thatcher: When was that put in?
Mr. Dyde: It would be in 1946 would it not?
Mr Knight: It would be in 1945.
The Chairman: It was recently enough to get your approval.
Mr. McGregor: Is it still in effect?
The "Witness: Advantage had to be taken of this section before the Æ 

31st of December, 1947.
Mr. Irvine: I was wondering how it happens that in 1945 the capital 16 

$4,000,000 and in the next year it is $1,468,000?
The W’itness: That is because they distributed this dividend that 've 

referred to at the foot of our report.
Mr. Irvine: That is what you are trying to explain?
The Witness: Yes.
Mr. Irvine: I guess I am just a little behind you on the trot.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. The question arose because I wanted to find out where the figures wC,<;

andwinch backed up the last two sentences on page 12 of the narrative, - , 
Mr. Knight has given us the figures. In connection with schedule C8 you Pj-'1 
at the bottom of Ayers Limited the average . from 1936 to 1947, and *|’e 
average figures are put across the bottom. Are those useful figures in ^ 
case of Ayers ? Do they serve any particular purpose for us in view of 
ias taken place in Ayers Limited history?—A. I would say they were, - 

this extent. We have in making or compiling schedule C8. and compiling 
with respect to cotton, and D8 with respect to artificial silk and nylon, 
the same yardstick throughout because we felt if we stuck rigidly to W» 
yardstick the committee would get a better over-all picture and we have n° 
deviated from that in any instance. f

Q. There are a number of items which I want to add to Mr. Knig^? 
schedules at the back of the report. There is one series of figures whir® 
would prefer not to start upon because it is going to take me more time than 
available. Those figures are a little complicated and they are import® A 
I would however put on the record this evening some figures which Mr. Kn’g 
can add for us in schedule C8. which is the last page of the book, “invent? 
reserve history of Dominion Woollens and Worsteds Limited”. I would 11 j 
you to look at the second set of figures to the right hand side of the page 
to point out for the committee the inventory reserve taken or not take*1, ^ 
Dominion Woollens and Worsteds Limited for the various years under ^ 
I would like and perhaps the members of the committee would also 
nave the figures and. Mr. Knight perhaps you can suggest where to pu* 
figures which you are giving us?—A. If you will observe on schedule 
Dominion Woollens and Worsteds Limited, in the fourth column, under 
heading “after adjustment of inventory reserve and capital employed • -J 
figure $2,646,000. Next to that figure there should be either a dash or the ' 
ni as there was no inventory reserve taken off that vear; likewise in,here 
following year it is nil; likewise in 1938 it is nil; in 1939 nil; in 1940 
•iSkJL , the figure $360-000 opposite the figure $2,688,000; in 1941 the be
• 6,000 should be shown ; in 1943, adjacent to the figure $3,207,000 (Ture 

f81’000- In the following year, 1944, in red, opposite the 
inlie j- thcre should be a figure in red of $42,000; likewise in the next y 
1945 adjacent to the figure $2,032,000—

Mr. Thatcher: Are you not a year behind? Is it not 1944 
$2,032?

th»t

f
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Mr. Lesage: It is 1944.
Mr. Thatcher : What is the figure?
The Witness: The red figure is $108,000 meaning a reduction in the 

eserve. The following year 1945, opposite the figure $2,239,000 the entry is nil;
I following year, 1946, opposite the figure $2,245, the entry is nil; in the 
ast year, 1947, opposite the figure $2,863,000 the figure is $463,000.

Mr. McGregor: What does all this mean?
Mr. Dyde: I would like to deal with that later. Now, having received 

. ,e figures, if it suits the convenience of the committee I would like to 
^Journ because from here on it is rather complicated and it will take time.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q- Do I understand capital employed as mentioned there does include the 

j^inulation of inventory reserve?—A. Do you refer to the $2,863,000 in 
in the fourth column?

a Q- Yes?—A. Yes, and if you wish to calculate the amount of that 
Cumulation all you have to do is to deduct the $2,093,000 in the first column. 

e . Q- That is right, but what I mean is that the percentage of profit to 
^Pitai would be higher if this figure did not include inventory reserve?— 

' ^ would be a little higher, yes.
for very much?—A. Not appreciably. I cannot understand the basis
to T^Dtiiring a calculation of that nature? The reason I say that is if you were 
0j(j cHict this accumulated inventory reserve from the capital employed, in 
t0r^r to arrive at your percentage you would also have to deduct the inven- 
eUtirJ]eServe ^rom net Pr°fit. That is speaking from an accounting standpoint,

y0 Q. From the accounting standpoint, yes, but I asked it for a reason which 
wül no doubt guess.

C0Jhe Chairman : Mr. Maybank has asked me to tell the members of the 
in 1Tuttee that sometime this evening he will be contacting the subcommittee 
c0tnc°?nection with its report. Depending on the progress that the sub
its rnuttee is able to make in connection with its deliberations and regarding 
Satl/P°rt, the committee may be summoned at any time tonight, tomorrow, 
Win fi ay> Sunday or Monday, and I hope the members of the committee

find
Th,

it convenient to be within the vicinity of the call of the chair.
e meeting adjourned to meet at the call of the chair.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Tuesday, June 22, 1948.

. The Special Committee on Prices met at 11.30 a.m., the Chairman, Hon. 
v'r- Martin, presiding.

> Members present: Messrs. Beaudry, Fleming, Harkness, Irvine, Kuhl, 
esage, McGregor, Martin, Mayhew, Pinard, Winters.

Mr. H. A. Dyde, K.C., Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.
Mr. A. G. S. GriEn, Secretary, Wartime Prices and Trade Board, was 

Called afid further examined.
Witness retired.

■J. Mr. Henry Barrett, President, and Mr. S. W. Haufschild, Secretary- 
«asurer, Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited, Toronto, were called, sworn 

^ examined. Mr. Barrett produced copies of the -Company’s Nineteenth 
n.Ua-l Report, 1947, and copies of answers to questionnaire, including a memo- 

ag dujn which he read into the record. Mr. Barrett filed cloth samples identified

No. 14148. Exhibit No. 145—Yarn dyed Worsted clothing,
Nos. 50001 and 50002. Exhibit No. 146—Yarn dyed Worsted Suiting, 

7053. Exhibit No. 147—Stock dyed men’s tweed,
No. 5189. Exhibit No. 148—Stock dyed Elysian o’coat.

thi3 ^ TOO p.m. witnesses retired and the Committee adjourned until 4.00 p.m.

AFTERNOON SITTING
Committee resumed at 4.00 p.m., the Chairman, Hon. Mr. Martin,

Wefm enibers present: Messrs. Beaudoin, Fleming, Irvine, Kuhl, Lesage, 
J e§or, Martin, Pinard, Winters.
^r- H. A. Dyde, K.C., Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.

Barrett and Mr. Haufschild were recalled and further examined.
°f th'i^S proceedings, Mr. Winters took the Chair in the temporary absence 

Chairman.
/’R5 p.m. witnesses retired and the Committee adjourned until 

^day, June 23, at 11.30 a.m.
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R. ARSENAULT, 
Clerk of the Committee.





MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
House of Commons,
June 22, 1948.

tr The Special Committee on Prices met this day at 11.30 a.m. The Chairman, 
*lon- Paul Martin, presided.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, the meeting will come to order.
Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, may I mention one matter which arises partly 

eitt newsPaPer reports appearing in the last twenty-four hours which have 
*j®r been the occasion of or accompanied by a great many rumours. I think 

a|. this time the air should be cleared of these many rumours which are going 
°ut- I am not going to review any part of the articles in the two Ottawa news- 

0npers last night which were dealt with in the House of Commons this morning 
(j, a question of privilege. However, in yesterday afternoon’s edition of the 
re a'Va Journal there is a matter relating directly to this committee and its 

which is in the course of preparation. After referring to the report dis- 
g0 jlec* *n the House this morning about proposed tax reductions on consumer 

the report on page 6 says :
A special report which has been made to Health Minister Martin as 

chairman of the Prices Committee concerning the “urgent” need of 
immediate” legislation to limit corporate profits. The drafting and 

content of this special report to Mr. Martin have become common 
knowledge even among the opposition members of the Prices Committee. 
This report to Mr.. Martin set out:
P Evidence before the Prices Committee had shown some corporate 

profits to have been excessive to the point of victimizing Canadian 
consumers ;

2- It was urgent the government “immediately”—before the end of the 
current session—should move to place a tighter control, perhaps 
even a lower ceiling on corporate profits.

Then there is this paragraph in heavy type:
Mr. Martin was believed to have discussed this report with Justice 

Minister Ilsley, for preparation perhaps of the necessary legislation, and 
known definitely to have discussed it wfith deputy committee chairman 

P^lph Maybank, Liberal M.P. for Winnipeg, and with C.C.F. members 
Migus Maclnnis and William Irvine.

Vati;;>at is the report in the Ottawa Journal. I am informed also that the 
u^er Sun has also carried in the past twenty-four hours a news report to the 

<W.kat a confidential report has been made to you, as chairman of this 
ittletUlori c’ ky Mr. Dyde, committee counsel, in which Mr. Dyde has recom- 
kst r nrst the removal of a number of taxes, including the excise tax imposed 
o l^ged \ as Wek as other taxes on consumers’ goods. Mr. Dyde is secondly 
Miaij, *° have recommended the re-imposition of the excess profits tax. Mr. 
Sefit ’ I was going to ask you to clear the air on this matter for my own 

a member of the subcommittee appointed to draft the report. I have 
Utta'va z ing of any of these things and particularly the matter referred to in the 

1 Journal reporting that the drafting and contents of this special report
3761
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to Mr. Martin have become common knowledge even among opposition members 
of the Prices committee. As far as I am concerned it is not true. As you know, 
the subcommittee has had but ope preliminary meeting, and the benefit of some 
notes made by Messrs. Richards and Lewis. Certainly Mr. Dyde has made no 
report of which I am aware and I would ask you to make a statement, Mr- 
Chairman, to clear the air.

The Chaikman: I have no confidential report from Mr. Dyde nor from any
where else. Not having had such a report I could not have discussed it wit» 
Mr. Ilsley with whom I have never discussed the matter. The whole report 13 
simply fantastic. I am sure that Mr. Dyde and Mr. Irvine, who have been 
mentioned, will speak for themselves.

Mr. Irvine: I feel quite flattered, Mr. Chairman, that you should have 
"consulted me in the matter. I can assure you that had you done so I would have 
given very sound advice, but unfortunately I know nothing whatever of ti16 
matter.

Mr. Dyde: I have made no report to you, Mr. Chairman, nor to anyone else 
with regard to the work of this committee.

The Chairman : Let us get on writh our work.
Mr. Fleming: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I hope your remarks w'il 

put those rumours at rest.

Mr. A. G. S. Griffin, Former Secretary Wartime Prices and Trad6 
Board, recalled:

Mr. Dyde: You have already been sworn, Mr. Griffin?
The Witness: Yes.
Mr. Dyde: You have a memorandum prepared and I would ask you to i"ea 

it to the committee.
,d

The Witness:

DttonMr. Chairman
1. Introduction. Canada’s wool industry somewhat resembles our eo1 

industry in that wre are dependent on outside sources for a very large prop»1
of our requirements of fabrics. Indeed there is no aspect of domestic wool ope je 
tions in which wTe are anything like self-sufficient. We are thus, to a n° 
extent, subject to the vagaries of world market conditions both in respect to Pr 
and supplies. ^

2. Speaking very generally, the wool industry manufactures two tyPeS^g: 
fabrics which, for the sake of clarity in reference, I shall describe as ft»10 ^

(a) Woollen Fabrics. This process involves merely the Spinning of the ^cS. 
wool into yarns and the subsequent weaving of the yarns into ‘a.-pgs 
The cloth resulting from this process is used in blankets, overcoa
and some suitings. fb6

(b) Worsted Fabrics. Here there is an additional process introduced-, eJ; 
raw wool, which is usually of a finer quality to begin with, is c°^n0W»
that is, the fibres are placed parallel and combed into what arc 
as “worsted tops’’. The tops are then spun into yarn, and * tw° 
follows. This cloth is widely used in men’s and women’s suits. ^erir,s’ 
types of wool fabrics are usually distinguished by separate 
“woollens”, and “worsteds”.
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g 3. Raw Wool. Our own domestic raw wool clip does not look after more than 
j Per cent of our requirements. Furthermore, the greater proportion of the 
Q lnestic clip is in wools suitable for woollens rather than worsteds for which 

Radian consumers are showing increasing preference in men’s and women’s 
u°thing.
r At the beginning of the recent war, the United Kingdom entered into a 
tli VV001 con*ract with Australia and New Zealand. This arrangement provided 
Wa - Kingdom should buy the entire clips of both countries for each
0,- r year and one year thereafter. Out of this contract, Canada’s requirements 
r.^aw wool were met and it is a fair general statement that, as in raw cotton, 
thV w°°l itself has not been a bottleneck in production of fabrics either during 

e War or thereafter.
Prohf Worsted Tops. It is in the field of worsted tops that our main shortage 
Co have centred. Prior to the war and up to 1942, there was practically no 
orbing capacity in the country at all. Thus, we were dependent almost entirely 
ex-lrnPorts to satisfy even the relatively modest demand for worsteds which 
the ^ *n ^ose years. This deficiency was relieved by the establishment during 
Cje War of a commission combing plant, but the greater measure of self suffi- 
ea ncy thus afforded was later offset by the establishment of new spinning 
r^city. Tta result is that spinning still outruns combing by a substantial 
w 8’n. It is estimated that about 40 per cent of the industry’s requirements of 

gted tops are being met by domestic output.
c°btf ^ shall not take the time of the committee to recount the difficulties we 
t°ps Tally ^aced m the Prices Board trying to obtain suitable allocations of 
.Uffip'*r°m Great Britain every four months,—the allocation periods. It is 
<W lerjt perhaps to note that the claimants on supplies were numerous, world 
<fl was virtually insatiable and latterly we were bidding in an open, global, 

P°°l which, in the dying days of British Wool Control, had been devised 
to c n mtcrmediate step in the transition from categoric “country” allocation 
iH0(vlnPlctely free marketing. To add to our recurring headaches in this com- 
atid n’’ British combing was drastically affected by the coal shortage last year 
wL,here was a critical period in the spring of 1947 when we were doubtful 
at r,any supplies of tops, particularly fine merinos, would be forthcoming 
toi "l°Ps , ^ have lingered for what might seem an undue time on this question of 

epause I believe it will prove to be of considerable significance in your 
heet) ,nation of prices. Later on, I shall show you what world prices have 

y 0lng in this commodity over the past few years, 
brief,.; ^ «™s. Before moving on a discussion of fabrics. I should like to touch 
U thç v°n Yarns. Canada’s primary wool industry produces about 95 per cent 
out Sj ya.rns which it requires for weaving into fabrics and for knitting purposes, 
tooporf arIy as ’n cotton, the 5 per cent deficiency is of an importance out of 
aVailab!°n s*ze’ imP0I"ts of yarns are in worsted, and of our total

g P supplies of worsted yarns, about 25 per cent are imported.
^°$t ()P°lncstic yarn output is divided 80 per cent woollen, 20 per cent worsted. 
H tUart the b°tal yarns produced in Canada are woven into fabrics but roughly 
•WJ°f the production finds its way into the knit goods industry for the 
Jjjto thellre.°f socks, underwear, sweaters, et cetera. About 5 per cent goes 

ber a retail stores and is sold over the counter for hand-knitting purposes. 
p°ted as a tendency during the war for imports of yarn, which I have already 
nNs B entireIy worsteds, to concentrate in the handknitting variety. The 
t, .gibie ,<)£u’d was obliged to place some restriction on the quantities of this type 
a*Ue<f , °[. ’mport in order that a proper balance between users could be main- 

9 J .^ht of the special production program of wartime.
ai)^nc's- The Canadian primary industry has never produced enough 

‘My c les to look after all requirements. Domestic production has been 
Estent at about two-thirds of consumption. Please turn to Table 1.

S fab
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You will note, Mr. Chairman, that table 1 is headed ‘"apparent suppl? 
of woollen fabrics and wool, from 1935 to 1948, in millions of yards.” Tl>® 
column at the left is headed “domestic production,” starting from 17,000,00® 

yards in 1935, ending in 1947 with 28,000,000 yards. The next column 18 
headed “imports”,and the final column is headed “total supply” which is the 
addition of the first two columns.

You will see that in 1940 a marked increase in production took place- 
The reasons for the increase were much the same as those which applied t0 
cotton and rayon and to which I have already alluded. This high level, whk 
represents practically double pre-war production, has been maintained int° 
the post-war period to the end of 1947 and there are no present influences, othej 
than perhaps the continuing high prices of imported raw materials, which m’o'1 
bring about any significant decrease in 1948.

10. May I refer you to table 2, for a detailed description of Canada11 
production. ^

In this table you will note the calendar years 1933 to 1946 are shown 
the breakdown of domestic production is as between woollens, worsteds, and 
combination of woollens and worsteds, and others not specified. The tot- 
figures balance with the figures shown on table 1.

The Chairman : We notice what you said, “you hoped.” Y
The Witness : The principal point worthy of notice is the relatively 511 -, 

production of worsteds in relation to woollens ;—the ratio in 1946 was appf’°xlj 
mately one to three. Imports for 1946, on the other hand, were in the ratio 0 
one of worsteds to two of woollens and, in 1947, were about equally divided 
between the two. This illustrates further the growing and insistent emphaS “ 
in Canadian demand for worsteds.

11. For a more complete breakdown of fabric imports will you now ret'e 
to table 3.

I think that table is more self-explanatory. .
Virtually all our imports of fabrics have invariably come from Great Brn ^ 

These imports, as you will see, were generally maintained during the war ^ 
have continued since; they were augmented heavily during 1947 by imports 1’^. 
the United. States, not previously a supplier of wool fabrics to Canada m ‘ ^ 
volume. The reasons for this rather startling and sudden development caI1.,eC[ 
attributed, I think, to comparatively depressed market conditions in the dm . 
States following the violent price advances which succeeded the death of ( 
in that country. An additional factor was the pent-up demand in Canada alU 
from wartime shortage of supply. ^

12. Summary. That, Mr. Chairman, concludes this outline of the 6®rUf()llld 
of our primary wool trade. To summarize the position for 1948, I '',jCa. 
estimate that there will be no physical shortage of raw wool, yarns or fa ^)er 
Tops may conceivably continue as a bottleneck but in this, as indeed for all1 * 
components, the principal limiting factor would appear to be the high Pricj,jv6 
imports. In that connection, I have submitted 3 schedules of compiV^j0Ji 
prices numbered tables 4, 5 and 6 and I should like to express the same ca^_ Jl0 
in the use of these figures as I did in the case of cotton fabrics. They aI.’e " ■ 
means arbitrary statistics and are intended only to provide an impressi°n■ ^

13. Prices—Raw Wool. Table 4 shows the movement of raw wool
lor 1939, 1946, 1947 and 1948. You will see that generally speaking ie ufoed 
(he wool the greater the increase. Bearing in mind the tendency I have de» ^eSe 
tor demand to "shift to fine worsteds, you can visualize the impact 0 the 
increases on worsted yarns and fabrics. The prices shown under 1946 x'( ^,0l-ld 
last controlled prices in the world’s primary wool markets; thereaft61 
wool auctions were resumed and open market bidding recommended.
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14. Prices—Worsted Tops. Table 5 will show you a comparison of prices 
for Bradford tops for the same years as for raw wool. Here again you will 
note that the finer the qualities the more severe the increases. I should point 
out that in 1947, because of the shortage of Bradford tops, many Canadian mills 
were forced to buy substantial quantities in the United States at prices 
considerably higher than U.K. quotations.

15. Prices—Wool Fabrics. 1 must apologize for table 6. I had hoped to present 
a rather more detailed breakdown but the best obtainable at rather short notice 
ls the Dominion Bureau of Statistics’ wholesale cloth index of domestic woollen 
and worsted prices. It is noteworthy that all wool subsidies were terminated 
and price ceilings lifted in the spring of 1947.

TABLE 1
APPARENT SUPPLY OF WOVEN FABRICS OF WOOL* 

1935-1948
(Unit—millions of yards)

Domestic Production Imports Total S
1935 ................................ .................. 17 11 28
1936 ................................ .................. 18 12 30
1937 ................................ .................. 18 14 32
1938 ................................ .................. 14 11 25
1939 ................................ .................. 17 12 29
1935-1939 average .. .. .................. 17 12 29
1940 ................................ .................. 26 15 41
1941 ................................ .................. 27 14 41
1942 ................................ .................. 28 13 41
1943 ................................ .................. 26 13 39
1944 ................................. .................. 24 9 33
1945 ................................ .................. 28 8 36
1946 ................................ .................. 29 11 40
1947 ................................ .................. **28 14 42

Includes worsteds and fabrics containing wool. 
**Estimated.

TABLE 2
DOMESTIC PRODUCTION OF WOVEN FABRICS OF WOOL

Calendar Years

All Wool—woollen ..................................
All Wool—worsted ................................
AH Wool—woollen and worsted . .. . 
Other, not specified* ..........................

TOTAL ............................................

1943 1944 1945

10,565 10,801 14,214
2.857 3.781 4,448
7.182 3.977 4.503
5,760 5,666 4,402

26.363 24,225 27,567

1946

17.514
5,602
1.345
4.809

29,270

Includes cotton and wool mix, velours, plushes, mohairs, and automobile cloths.

TABLE 3
IMPORTS OF WOVEN FABRICS OF WOOL 

(Estimated thousands of yards)
Calendar ,----------From Great Britain—--------, From Other Total

Years Woolens* Worsteds Total** Countries Imports
1937 . 8,413 4.672 13,171 503 13.674
1938 ........ 6,368 3,977 10.480 372 10.780
1939 6.218 4,826 11.131 283 11.414
1940 .. . 6,526 7.446 14.244 544 14.788
1941 8.247 5,697 14.030 129 14.159
1942 7.962 4.790 12.835 374 13.209
1943 7,272 4.556 11.873 1.057 12.930
1944 5,605 3.003 8.639 298 8.937
1945 4,769 3,393 8.194 122 8.316
1946 . 0.719 3.890 10.656 263 10.919
1947 6,934 3.278 10,256 3.940 14.196

Includes flannels and delaines.
"eludes mohair and alpaca fabrics, damasks, and tapestries and plushes.
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TABLE 4

Prices of Raw Wool 
(cents per lb.)

Quality June 1939 June 1946 June 1947 April 1948
c c. c. c.

Fine .......... 70"s 43.2 71.8 99.5 157
64’s 39.9 68.6 92.0 146
60?s 37.9 65.4 86.9 130

Medium . . . 58’s 35.1 63.0 77.3 104
56’s 32.7 58.4 60.9 78

Coarse .... 50’s 29.3 46.8 44.9 06
48’s 28.8 44.5 '42.8 51
46’s 28.3 41.7 41.2 50

Source: Wool Intelligence: Commonwealth Economic Committee: January 1, 1948.

TABLE 5

Prices of Bradford Tops
(pence per lb.)

1939 1946 1947 1948
d. d. d. d.

04’s warp ............ ...................... 261 481 84 120
64’s average ........ ...................... 251 461 80 112
58’s super ............ ...................... 23è 431 66 74
58’s -average ........ ...................... 221 421 64 71
56’s carded .......... ...................... 211 41 52 58
50’s prepared .... ...................... 191 321 39 39

TABLE 6

Canadian Wholesale Price Index of Woven Fabrics of Wool
(1926—100)

1939 ........................ 76.6 1947 ............ 143.1
1940 ........................ 104.8 1948
194 f ........................ 104.5 J anuary 165.3
1942 ........................ 105.2 February 184.7
1943 ........................ 105.2 March . 183.9
1944 ........................ 104.5 April 183.9
1945 ........................ 104.1 M ay . . . 185.9
1940 ........................ 110.5

The Chairman : Before you go on, I would just like to take a moment to 
this: As you all know, Mr. Mayhew has not been with us for the last few _ ^ 
because he has been very much occupied in connection with his new duties. ^ 
sure that every member of the committee would want me to express to 
Mayhew our very sincere congratulations upon his entrance into the ministry- 

Some Hon. Members : Hear, hear. . j
Hon. Mr. Mayhew : Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for y°u.r s 

remarks. It was not only my new duties which kept me from attending sat ^ 
of this committee but also the flood in British Columbia which caused mo? 
my troubles. I give that as an apology for not having been here.

Mr. Dyde: I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.

By Mr. Fleming: ted
Q. In the last sentence you mention that the wool subsidies were t01111 , 

and price ceilings lifted in the spring of 1947 ; that means then that ij0g? 
decontrolled about six months before other textiles with which we are cl 
—A. Yes. . „atiné

Q. Then on table 3, in the second column, last line, the figure 1111 1 u the 
imports from other countries of 3,900,000 yards in 1947 ; can I take it hrq,ite<l 
note in the text from which you read that that is almost entirely from the 
States?—A. The figures shown as from other countries, you mean?

Q. Yes.—A. Yes.
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Q. Are they entirely from the United States?—A. Almost entirely.
Q. There is no other significant source of supply?—A. No other significant 

s°urce of supply.

By Mr. Lesage:
, Q. Is there any restriction on the importation of woven fabrics—wool from 
ae United States since the 17th of November?—A. Yes, there is.

Q. What is the situation now?—A. The situation at the present time is that 
any company with either textile fabrics or wool fabrics are restricted to 32 per 
^er>t of the imports in the basic year, which ended January 30, 1947 ; of course, 
j e 32 per cent import restriction covers all textiles; in other words, if an 
^porter brought in all cotton in the basic year there would be nothing in the 
ay of objection to his bringing in all wool this year, 

i Q. Has Canadian production increased since the beginning of 1948, to your 
cowledge?—A. My impression is that it is about the same, 
t, Q- And imports from the United Kingdom?—A. I would say rather higher, 

haven’t got the statistics.

By Mr. Fleming:
j , Q- Just before we leave table 3, that figure of 3,900,000 yards of woven 

)ric from the United States really represents about 10-1 months actual imports 
then?-A. Yes.
i ^ Q- On table 2, the first class there is all wool-woollen fabrics, and then you 
jj. Ve all wool-worsted, and all wool-woollen and worsted—the first two of these 

ln- show a steady increase in the last four years whereas the third and fourth 
- Itls- all wool-woollen and worsted, and other, not specified, show a tendency,th,°ugh
exPla not uniformally, to decrease over that period. Is there any special
XV( nation of that trend?—A. I would not be sure about it, Mr. Fleming. I 
(a]QU'(l suspect that it was because of the unusually heavy demand for clothing 

>ic which is represented' mainly in the first two items, 
f Q- Then what would be the explanation for the decrease in the third and 

1 c°himns?—A. Mainly I think because more production was going into 
ocst two. That would be my guess.

v Q- You have no information as to domestic consumption, have you?—A.
’ ~have not.

0f Q- For instance, figures on inventories?—A. No. I can obtain a statement, 
Past°UrSe, as to th6 domestic production of men’s and women’s clothing for the 

year or two. That, of course, brings in the secondary industry which we 
Ve not got here.

A -d>' There are not any figures available to show domestic disappearances?— 
Paec °' ■ * would say generally though that domestic disappearance had kept 

With production pretty well.
th’od ' there has not been any building up of inventories, goods have been 

'ced mostly for quick sale?—A. I would say so.
Pect, Then I would ask you the same questions that I have asked you in con- 
atkl q1 whh each of the other textiles we have discussed here. Since decontrol 
?riC(, le removal of ceilings, in this case the spring of 1947. and the Wartime 
itig an<l Trade Board has continued to have the same responsibility for see
the .‘dt ’■here is no undue accumulation of supplies and no encouraging of prices 
of aic higher than are reasonable and just; has the Board found any evidence 
deefp attempt at accumulation of goods?—A. Within the limitations of 

QSes m staff we have not noted any particular increase. 
q T°u have no evidence as to hoarding of supplies?—A. None whatever. 

charJ' ^ hen, on the question of prices, have you had any evidence as to 
°Ur n nS °f prices that are higher than are just and reasonable?—A. No, not to 

n°wledge.
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By Mr. Harkness:
Q. On page 3, you say, “most of the total yarns produced in Canada are 

woven into fabrics but roughly a quarter of the production finds its way into 
the knit goods industry for the manufacture of socks, underwear, sweaters, etc- 
About 5 per cent goes into the retail stores and is sold over the counter for 
hand-knitting purposes.” That means that about 70 per cent of it goes into 
fabric?—A. That is correct, yes.

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Are Canadian mills producing at capacity at the present time?—A. 1 

could not tell you that accurately, my impression is they are very close to it.
Q. Is there a trend in the industry to expand?—A. That, I could not tell

you.
Q. Following up one of the questions asked by Mr. Fleming, you have not 

looked into prices lately of the various woollen products?—A. You mean, 
personally, of course?

Q. Personally?—A. No, not for the past two or three months. ,
Q. And so your answer to Mr. Fleming must be considered in the light ol 

what you have just said?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Just to clear that up; I think on previous occasions your answer» 

specifically cover the period up to May 31, when you left the Wartime Price» 
and Trade Board?—A. That is right.

Q. And your answer this morning covers the same period?—A. I cannot say 
that in the month or two previous to my leaving the Board I was particularly 
concerned with the prices of fabrics. We were much more concerned with tn& 
matter in the period immediately following decontrol, which was last spring-

Mr. Lesage: But you did not have any intimate contact with the fi1'1115 
in the trade so as to know what was going on in the trade? ^

The Witness: No, not .in the individual firms. We were always concerne 
with the general level as shown in table No. 6.

Mr. Fleming: I take it that there were no prosecutions since decontrol-
The Witness: Not to my knowledge.
The Chairman : May I make this suggestion to the committee? We havC 

■1 gieat deal of work ahead of us and I am going to ask every member to c°r 
operate as fully as possible in expediting the questioning without in any 
restricting what members may think they should ask. If we might just make f 
a c ce lei ated effort we will still be able to meet our objective, which is considerable

By Mr. Irvine: qep
Q. The witness stated that he had no knowledge of the prices of 

goods having been other than just and reasonable. I would like to ha\c - 
idea of what he means by just and reasonable?—A. Well, having in, mm 
very substantial increase in the price of raw materials which has taken I 0f. 
over the past two years, as shown in these tables, and also in considéra 1 ^gry 
the limited facilities which we had on the Prices Board for keeping a ^ 
specific check on prices that were being charged throughout the industry, 
try to keep an eye on it as best we could. Does that more or less a 
your question? , 9t is

Q. You were keeping an eye on it, and you were keeping an eye on " ^je 
reasonable in the way of prices being charged, to see that they were rea» ^,e 
and just—that is the law, I believe that is the phraseology in the clause i
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I

|.

II
j

act, but it seems to me so nebulous.—A. I think we certainly would have 
discovered anything very flagrant in the matter of unreasonable and unjust 
Prices, and we would have fully investigated in accordance with our instructions 
from the government.

Q. I suppose it would be a matter of comparison from previous years and 
111 relation to the costs of the materials?—A. That is correct, yes.

By Mr. Dyde:
.. Q. You have not been able to produce for the committee a table such as you 

in cotton, for instance, of comparative prices of imported and local fabrics, 
j'ave you?—A. I had hoped to be able to produce a fairly complete one, but 

have only been able to get some comparisons between United Kingdom prices 
nd Canadian prices. I have not been able to track down United States prices.

Q. I think perhaps you might read into the record what comparisons you 
an make.—A. Right. For 15-ounce gabardine—

Q. If you can give it for other years it would be useful.—A. For 15-ounce 
gabardine in 1946 the United Kingdom price was $3.34 per yard and the Cana- 
plan Price $3.81. In 1947, the same cloth, in the United Kingdom, $4.56, and in 

anada, $4.31. 1948, the same cloth, United Kingdom, $4.92, Canadian, $4.85. 
j Q- You have mentioned that by years. Can you bring it down to a closer 
ate than that?—A. No, except the 1948 figure is recent.

By Mr. Fleming:
n Q; Is that price you have quoted the laid-down price in Canada or is that 

Price prevailing in the United Kingdom?—A. Landed in Canada, 
get ^ *s that comparable quality?—A. Comparable quality, as near as we can 
L. ’ the nearest comparable fabric. For 14-ounce worsted, 1941, the United 
f.nShorn price, $2.34, and in Canada $2.10. The same fabric for 1946, $2.97 
tb'^the United Kingdom, $3.05 the Canadian price. 1947, the same fabric, in 
Pri,. ited Kingdom $3.80, and in Canada $3.50. In 1948. the United Kingdom 
dip t-^?'95, and the Canadian price $3.95. Fifteen and 16-ounce worsted, 1941, 
t]lG j,nfred Kingdom price, $2.60, the Canadian price $2. 1946, the same fabric, 
fai . nited Kingdom price $3.38, and the Canadian price, $2.49. 1947, the same 

the LTiited Kingdom price, $4.79, and the Canadian price $3.75. 1948, 
*a,ne fabric, the United Kingdom price $5.57. and the Canadian price, $4.10. 
j j. Is the 1947 price you quoted for Canada before or after decontrol?— 

cannot answer that, but I can probably find out if you are interested.
^he Chairman: Any other questions?

By Mr. Harkness:
or deferring to table 4, are those prices the prices that the farmers receive 
ship/they the prices that the manufacturer pays after the wool has been 
is th C( • and possibly cleaned or carded, or something else?—A. My impression 
'vOol . prices shown here are the prices paid by the manufacturers for the 

q sfr comes to their mills.
A. 1 suppose that would be after it had been cleaned and possibly carded?— 
^eh>ro t,afrer carding, but after whatever preliminary cleaning process is done 

q !?.e wool is put into processing.
nig 2;' * °u have no figures then as to the prices the farmer would receive for 

001 ?—A. No, not specifically.

B

%k\Isis.

V Mr. Fleming:
it possible to get those figures? A. I am not sure, but I should
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Q. Can we get those figures from D.B.S.?
The Chairman : Yes. Counsel will note that. Are there any other questions? 

Next witness.

By Mr. McGregor:
Q. I should like to ask one question. The witness said a few moments a8® 

that they bad a very small staff and could not check up on these prices. I should 
like to ask him how many there are on the staff at this time?—A. I will have to 
find that out for you. The figures are definitely available as at the end of May-

The Chairman : All right, thank you.
Mr. Dyde: Mr. Chairman, I have a short memorandum from Mr. Glass of 

the Commodity Prices Stabilization Corporation. It is simply impossible f°^ 
him to be here before the committee today. Ordinarily under such circumstance® 
I would simply postpone his memorandum until he was able to be here. It would 
be useful for the committee, I believe, to have the contents of the memoranduiu 
before them, and I am going to make the unusual suggestion that I be allowed 
to read it into the record if that is agreeable.

Mr. Fleming: When will he be available?
Mr. Dyde: So far as I can tell he will not be available for two or three da>'=-
The Chairman : This is a statement given to you by Mr. Glass?
Mr. Dide. This is a statement made up by him, and ordinarily he would 

have come here and read it. The unfortunate part of it is if anv questions an56 
on it I cannot answer them.

The Chairman: Counsel feels the statement is useful.
Mr. Fleming: What is the nature of it?
Mr. Dyde: In connection with subsidies.
Mr. McGregor : It is a rather strange thing to put something on the record 

it we cannot ask any questions on it.
Mr. Lesage : It would be, but we are pressed for time.
Mr. McGregor: If you allow that to go through you can put any stateruerl 

on the record and it is on the record.
Mi. Lesage : Do we not have to have all the information available 1 

order—
All. McGregor : We do not know whether or not it is information. 

can we know unless we can ask questions on it?
The Chairman : I suggest that we put the statement in later. d

„ Mr. Dide: I should like to call the officers of Dominion Woollen5 
Worsteds.

Mr- Lesage: As far as I am personally concerned, before I question 
ri- \ (fS !’ Dominion W oollens, I should like to read that memorandum. I s^° 
me to have a copy for my own information if it can go into the record.

The Chairman*: I am in the hands of the committee. . ^
Mr. Pinard: Questions could be asked later of Mr. Glass after the stated1'11 

nas been put on the record. Do you not think so, Mr. McGregor? . tg6
Mr. McGregor: I am just bringing it to the attention of the coffl'nlt 

as i see it.
Mi. Lesage : May I have a copy for my own information?

w0uild_________^ V/T» Ai uuvnuiuiiUHi

Mr. Irvine: It may be, as Mr. McGregor says, that the evidence^ 
have less value when the author of it is not here, and we cannot quc® 
but nevertheless it would have some value for us.

The Chairman: But the intention is to bring it in later.
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Hon. Mr. Mayhew: I would point out that when other gentlemen have 
Presented their submissions they have taken the oath. They are sworn state
ments. This could not be a sworn statement.

Mr. Lesage: It is up to the committee.
Hon. Mr. Mayhew: It might attain that. It might become one.
Mr. Dyde: Of course, Mr. Glass has been sworn before the committee.
Mr. Lesage : It is up to the committee to weigh the statement, according 

the circumstances.
The Chairman: I am in the hands of the committee.
Mr. Fleming: It is very difficult to pass on it without having seen the 

statement. It may be the kind of statement that would invite a great many 
Questions, and whose significance may depend considerably on the questions 
that will arise out of it. It is very difficult to say now whether there is any 
Se,rious departure from normal caution in accepting the statement before the 
^dness is here.

Mr. Pinard: I understand it is a very short statement?
Mr. Dyde: About one page.
Mr. Lesage : It could be passed around.
Mr. Fleming: If there is only one page, and if we are assured Mr. Glass 

Mil be here to answer questions on it, probably we could put it in now in the 
aPpendix and then take it as though it were marked for later identification. 

The Chairman: Is that agreeable?
Mr. McGregor : No, I oppose it.

. Mr. Fleming: I do not like the departure from the ordinary rules, but 
T is a short statement, and if we have a guarantee lie is coming in a day 

r to answer questions on it—
The Chairman: Mr. Dyde says he cannot guarantee that.
Mr. Fleming: If we are not sure of having the witness I do not think we 

°ught to take it.
The Chairman: Mr. Dyde thinks that perhaps we had better wait.

: , Hon. Mr. Mayhew: Could a eopv of it be circulated to the members as
formation?
a, Mr. Dyde: I can do that. I have not got sufficient copies here to do so 

Me moment but I will have copies made.
The Chairman: That will be done.
Hon. Mr. Mayhew: That would cover the situation.
The Chairman : We will see that copies are circulated.
Mr. Fleming: Then I understand it is not going in.
Mr. Dyde: I will call the officers of Dominion Woollens and Worsteds.

11T Barrett, President, Dominion Woollens and Worsteds Limited, 
called and sworn.

atdey W. Haufschild, Secretary-Treasurer, Dominion Woollens and 
Worsteds Limited, called and sworn.

TleaJo?r ^>VDE " Mr. Barrett, would you give the committee your full name,

Mr. Barrett : Henry Barrett.
Mr. Dyde: And your address?
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Mr. Barrett: Home address?
Mr. Dyde: Yes.
Mr. Barrett: 106 South Drive, Toronto.
Mr. Dyde: And your occupation?
Mr. Barrett: President of Dominion Woollens and Worsteds Limited.
Mr. D\t>e: Mr. Haufschild, would you give the committee your full name?
Mr. Haufschii»: Stanley W. Haufschild.
Mr. Dyde: And your address?
Mr. Haufschild: 176 Islington Ave.
Mr. Di7de: Is that Toronto?
Mr. Haufschild: Islington, Ontario; it is a suburb of Toronto.
Mr. Dyde: And your occupation?
Mr. Haufschild: Secretary-Treasurer of Dominion Woollens and Worsteds.

By Mr. Dyde: (To Mr. Barrett)
Q. Mr. Barrett, you have heard the evidence that has been given by 

Mr. Knight, chartered accountant, and I understand that you wish to put 
before the committee a memorandum with reference to the company, and I would 
also like you to give any comments that you care to make with regard to the 
evidence which has come out from Mr. Knight, and in the report which we have 
spoken of as report C. Which way would you like to do it? Would you like 
to read your memorandum first or would you like to make your comments first- 

A. I think it would be desirable to read the memorandum first that was given 
to Mr. Knight along with the completed questionnaire which was asked for.

Mr. Dyde: Gentlemen, I think this memorandum is with the material which 
was distributed to you. It is the memorandum which has at the top right hand 
corner of the page the words “sheet 1”. It is called “Memorandum to be read 
in conjunction with statements marked 1 to 6 inclusive”. I think you all have 
it but I want to make sure. AYould you proceed, Mr. Barrett, to read the 
memorandum?

J he Witness : Memorandum to be read in conjunction with statement8 
marked 1 to 6 inclusive, furnished to the accountants for the House of Common8 
Special Committee on Prices—Textile inquiry—1947.

It is probably desirable to mention the date of this memorandum no"> 
rather than wait until the last page. The date of the memorandum is Toronto» 
May 5, 1948.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. So that the 1947 date you have just read is a clerical error?—A- 

this special committee on prices and textiles was 1947.
Mr. Lesage: No, no.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. You are referring to this inquiry ?—A. Yes.
Mr. Fleming: It just seems as though we have been going that long- 
The Witness:

History ^
Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited was incorporated in ^L\

to acquire the assets and undertakings of Canadian M oo e 
R. Forbes Company Limited.
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. The Canadian Woollens Limited operations were carried on at the following 
Nations:

1. Bonner-Worth Mills, Peterborough, Ont.
2. Milton Spinners Limited, Milton, Ont.
3. Otonabee Mills, Peterborough, Ont.

(These three were engaged in manufacturing yarn for the knitting 
trade).

4. Auburn Mills, Peterborough, Ont.
(Manufacturing woollen cloth).

i The R. Forbes Company Limited operations were carried on at the following 
Nations:

1 • Hespeler Mill, Hespeler, Ont.
(Manufacturing worsted cloth, hand knitting yarns and knitted outer
wear) .

2. Orillia Worsteds Limited, Orillia, Ont.
(Manufacturing worsted yarns).

O Because of business conditions, and for other reasons which prevailed i
or., ■ , , i ;

in
an/arly 30’s, it was found necessary to bring about economies of production 

embark upon a program of consolidating operations over a period of 
ei)j as conditions rendered propitious and finances would permit. Until this 
ew ^as achieved, and during the process of consolidation, the company 

fenced the following:
B High cost of production with consequent operating losses.
** Heavy maintenance expense.

ab6(j^Ur)ng a period of years until 1938, the business of the company was 
-h(% n!aHy depressed, as will be seen by reference to the net operating results 

J1 m the Statement 1 of the questionnaire, 
in ^ n Pursuance of the policy followed for some years, in 1938 a major change 
Con«,V physical set-sup of the company’s operations took place, namely, the 
Ontar- i(?n of its woollen cloth manufacturing at Auburn Mills, Peterborough, 
<Wj l0> with the operations at Hespeler Mill, Hespeler, Ontario, and the dis
use UtQCe of its knit goods manufacturing department at the Hespeler Mill. 
ltah]e c'ianges were necessary to eliminate uneconomical and therefor unprof- 
ihe a <?Perations. Under these circumstances, the more modern equipment of4rv,^hurn Mills was transferred to the Hespeler Mill and the former mill was

q By Mr. Dyde:
ttieUibo ^(>U can reati more rapidly if you care to, Mr. Barrett, because the 

'r 8 all have copies before them?—A. All right.
ann • 8 in 1938 reflects the depressed condition of the industry during that 

t Peri !n Edition is accounted for by the interruption of production during 
ri;ikin„ !j . °f consolidation of operations referred to above and the cost of 

( Qf hls transfer of equipment.
h^^tin 10 ah°vc, only three plants have been retained and are presently 
%rbo®' These are Hespeler Mill, Hespeler, Ontario; Bonner-Worth Mill, 

Th00U8h, Ontario; Orillia Mill, Orillia, Ontario, 
t’r‘'h(ier;il!}1 ei;ati0ns f°r the year ended 31st December, 1939, while showing a
v ilDDrnxzpmPnt nvpr fnrmpr xS Sfroi1I1?!)rOVement over ^rmGr years, do not reflect the full economics 
laq.at or 6c 11 “e above changes in the physical set-up because operations were 
attrn Priori ' except in the last four months of the year, during which

, ^tabip °. Ber cent of the profits of the year were earned. rr'L:........ ...
’ 'XcePt in a small degree, to increased sales under war-ti

This was not 
time stimulus.
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(Government war orders accounted for only 2 per cent of 1939 sales). During 
the first half of the year 1939 production was seriously interfered with pending 
completion of the consolidation of operations. Therefore, the operations' for the 
full year 1939 should not be considered as normal. The year 1940 is the fir8* 
period in which the effects resulting from consolidation of operations were 
reflected in increased production and consequently increased earning power under/ 
the present physical set-up.

Since the period of years covered by the questionnaire goes back to 19^ 
(which includes the standard period years under the Excess Profits Tax Act)' 
and since the business of the company was abnormally depressed during tl'e 
standard period years, application was made to the Board of Referees under 
the Excess Profits Tax Act for the purpose of having the standard profits estab
lished, and that board set the annual standard profits at $300,000."

Nature and Scope of Operations
This company belongs to the wool branch of the textile industry, wh°“ 

principle raw material is wool, and 85 pêr cent of our finished product is sold ^ 
other manufacturers for further processing, as distinct from the manufactui 
also belonging to the wool branch of the textile industry who manufacture r° 
sumer products, and whose finished product is sold to the consumer with0 
further processing. (The remaining 15 per cent of our finished product i= 
consumer product mentioned later in describing Division 3 of our operation >• 

With this explanation we wish to-emphasize the fact that no other man, g 
facturer has an undertaking that is comparable to ours. Our operations can 
divided into five main divisions. \ ^

1. We manufacture worsted cloth and in this respect we are
composite mill, that is, we manufacture worsted cloth starting with theraw material, wool, and our finished product is- the cloth, ready f°r 
cutter-up.

In this operation there are four distinct and separate stages:
(a) The combing of the wool—resulting product: top.
(b) The spinning of the top—resulting product: yarn.
(c) The weaving of the yarn—resulting product: cloth. ^
(d) The dyeing and finishing of the cloth—resulting product: dyed 

finished cloth ready for the cutter-up.
tiofl5'Most of our competitors in Canada perform only one of these opera 

others, however, perform two and in sonte cases three, but in no case ar 
whole four operations conducted by the same concern.

Note: The weaver of the cloth is in all cases the vendor of the finished c ^ 
2. We manufacture woollen cloth and operate a fully composite ^jCt 

for this purpose, the raw material being raw wool and the finished P1
to

a set-up
the dyed and finished cloth ready for the cutter-up.

Our competition in Canada in this respect has a scu-u^ — ogjiv 
ours, although there are one or two companies who are not fully c°nl* alid 

3. We are spinners of worsted yarn which is sold to wea'01T, il> 
knitters who have no spinning equipment. These yarns we svpl ^.,irn= 
the dyed or undyed state. We also manufacture hand knitting •. pc1 
(this is the only consumer product we make and is approximately 
cent of our output). , ;n 9

Our principal competition in Canada produces this produe^jlef 
manner similar to ourselves, although there are a number ot . p9\c 
spinners of worsted yarn who are without the dyeing equipment a 
the yarn they produce dyed by commission dyers.
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In addition to performing functions 1, 2 and 3, where we start with 
the basic raw material, wool, and the finished product is a product which 
has to be further manufactured, with the exception of the hand knitting 
yarns;

4. We comb wool owned by other companies on a commission basis.
pj ^ nder these circumstances, our operations are not readily comparable with 

1)P,Se our competitors, and the dollar value of sales is not a reliable indicator, 
HiaX® *n ^ie °Pcrati°ns of successive non-composite mills the cost of raw 
j^j /■''ial is the sales price of the previous processor. To such material cost are 
aiy7 the charges of further processing, together with a margin for profit, in 

Vln& at the selling prices of each such successive processor.
Conditions since 1940

^Ur*nS the period 1940 to 1945 inclusive, our manufacturing facilities were 
^ged on military production to a considerable extent as follows:—

1940.
1941.
1942.
1943.
1944.
1945.

43-6
27-6
63-7
65-5
40-4
37-6

Per
Per
Per
Per
Per
Per

Cent
Cent
Cent
Cent
Cent
Cent

op.-.t'or the period from September, 1941 until April, 1947 our production foi 
,ln purposes was subject to price ceilings established by the Wartime Prices 

twlrade Board. These were inadequate from the beginning but imposed a 
ar„j ular hardship in 1946 when the company’s production was entirely civilian 
at),i s°ld under very inadequate ceiling prices, in view of the increase m wages 
l^'dher manufacturing costs which had taken place during the years since

thr °Ure . . • company’s raw materials arc (1) wool, which is purchased largely in 
<Jary markets (Australia, New Zealand and Africa) and (2) wool tops,S^ary markets (Australia, New Zealand and Africa) and 

p'd wool) which are imported from the United Kingdom.
*t Cl 11,11 September, 1939 to June, 1946, wools were sold in the primary markets 
"ho] ] '°ded prices. In July, 1946, the normal pre-war method of marketing 

^ Ructions was resumed. European countries, which were short of wool, 
^Pply6 ^ nited States of America bought heavily. This in the face of a reduced 
Xjr " fine quality wools (which are the principal types our company 
J*° Coj)^S^ed in substantial increases in prices over which Canadian Mills had 
'°°1 ton ! ' fi*10 following tables show the extent to which prices of wools and

Ps of the types principally used by us have increased.

A Q- \vfZ Mr' FleminV:

I,; We]] len you say, “used by us,” do you mean produced or purchased?— 
< r!,4Ve a p, j. tops which we make ourselves and also which we purchase. We 

\ ^cityUf ing plant for producing tops but the combing plant has not sufficient 
0 supply our entire needs, so we do both.

% Q. Irvine:
taMle f Ue you are on that point, may I ask, is Canadian produced wool 
Of {; abo,,?1 wool tops?—A. Well, a limited quantity of it is. Now, when you 

Aoism. ~"

!

^Ntiiif- Wool, the British wool control, when they 
fov18 CaJ^i.had to take over 1,200 different typesXP„lCanad

took over at the opening 
types of wool. When you ask

ver
5bv

ian wool suitable for combing, it is a very difficult question to
hav

-21
e combed Canadian wool but it is not readily available for
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combing and certainly a very very limited quantity is suitable for worsted 
cloths. These statistics in connection with prices on wool and wool tops were, 
I think, very completely covered by Mr. Griffin, but I do not think Mr' 
Griffin’s figures on wool tops are quite up to date. We had a cable from Bradf°r< 
on Friday indicating that the price of 64 top is now 123 pence. The price of that 
wool top pre-wrar was 26+ pence.

1. Wools. Representative prices at London wool sales for Australian, 
Zealand and South African wools—Prices in cents per lb.—clean basis-"*0 
which must be added landing charges of approximately 6c. per lb.

>TeW

Quality June, 1939 June, 1946 June, 1947 Dec., 1947

(70's....................................................... 43-2 71 -8 99-5 129
Fine (64’s....................................................... 39-9 68-6 92-0 121

leo’s..................................... 37-9 65-4 86-9 113

Medium (58’s).................................................. 35-1 630 77-3 96

Per ee"‘

2fl9
303
298

274

The prices in June, 1946 were the last controlled prices in the primary " 
markets before the resumption of sales by auction in July, 1946. ^

Subsidized laid-down prices for the following qualities of wools, on ” 
our ceiling selling prices were based during the war period, were as follows-

Fine /64’s...................................................................................................................................68-9e.
'.00's...................................................................................................................................(if,-5c.

2. 11 oof Tops. Bradford prices—in pence per lb.——to which must be a 
landing charges of 4 pence per lb.

dde(i

Quality Aug., 1939 Dec., 1946 Sept., 1947 Nov., 1947 Jan. 1,1948 Feb. 23,1

64’s warp.......... 261 481 581 84 86 10
64’s average... 251 461 565 80 81 9

58’s super......... 231 431 4SI 66 67 7
58’s average.... 22* 421 461 64 65 6

Perce"1

Subsidized laid-down prices for the above qualities of wool tops- " ^ \Vt’1L 
ceiling selling prices for our civilian fabrics during the war were bas » 
as follows :

........ 521
511 PenC-64's warp............................................................................................................. ............ ; >noC

64’s average.......................................................................................... ....................... v £ e
58’s super................................................................................................... ........................  46 P
58’s average................................................................................................................ to

1039 to d-b, jfC
Wages were increased substantially during the period from^ rcSentf\,5c 

keep ahead of the rising costs of living. Labour c?sts apphea ) e 1 -ng eXp 
fabrics are at the present time 155% higher than in 1939. Manu a 
costs during the same period increased by 147%.

Mr. Irvine: Would that include the increase in wages t
The Witness: No, sir, manufacturing expense is separate from w*age cOsst>
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,, As set out above, wool prices for the fine qualities were in December, 1947, 
lree times higher than at June, 1939, and practically twice the prices which 

lQCVailed *n June> 1946. Wool top prices for the finer qualities were in February, 
four times higher than in August, 1939, and more than twice the prices 

'Uch prevailed in December, 1946.
• Because of the sharp rise in the prices of wools and wool tops, which set in 
^mediately upon the discontinuance of controlled prices for wools and the 
Gumption of sales by auction in July, 1946, it was found absolutely necessary 
>at the selling prices of our products commencing in April, 1947, should be based 
P°n replacement cost of raw materials rather than the actual cost of the 

^Trials contained in same, as that is the only way it has been possible for us 
«nance the replacement of inventories.

c The period of time from the purchase of wools in the primary markets to the 
Depletion of the dyed and finished cloth in a fully composite mill such as ours 

at least- six months, and the need for the above policy during the past year is 
, before apparent. Payment for the wools must be arranged for at time of 
n,Pmcnt.

j Inventories are being carried at absolute minimum physical levels required 
r lull production. The inventory figures set out below show the increased 

1 °I carrying such minimum physical quantities. Bank loan figures are also 
'nvn to substantiate the highly inflated inventory conditions under which we 
c Presently operating.

At fi ®®®1 .vear-end in

1938

Inventories

Bank loan 
including 

drafts payable
(on hand under term

and in transit ) “Letters of Credit
. $1,057.000 $ 607,006

1.145.000 561,000
765,000 457,000

1,061.000 423,000
1.970.000 180,000
1.959.000 588.000
2.348.000
1.892.000
1.593.000
2.324.000 400.900
2.971.000 1.169.000
3.672,000 1.153.000
4.150.060 2.011.000

n,a(c,..Uring the years 1942, 1943 and 1944 and part of 1945, stocks of raw 
^e])) ‘a s I()r military production were carried by a government company— 
PCi^ne Merchandising Limited. This explains the absence of a bank loan 
tior, j"n lu those years. During 1945, the company went back on civilian produc- 
tirq0 Pur cent, which meant financing all raw material requirements from the 
Pusifi * shipment in the primary markets; hence the return to a bank loan 
Xthn’ whieh, including drafts payable under letters of credit, has during the 
M0]s March, 1948, been up to $2,011,000 as shown above. In our business 
shippi must be purchased and paid for to a large extent during the buying and 

r, 8 seasons in the primary markets.It Will be observed in the detailed profit and loss statements numbered
Ms ^ that during 1947, in order to finance replacement of rawr materials, it 

I'hich ;(essary to make the income for the year include an amount of $462,792
f)r th "as recluired for the purpose of replacing wool i

Voqh 1 n a rr i il i .. l ... c . j. 1 l ®/(CO 700 V
inventories. The income

>e, year 1947 to the extent of at least $462,792 is therefore not realized
Pot '^Ul comPany could not continue in business if the income from sales 

mclude provision for the replacement of inventories on a replacement
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price basis. The operating income as shown on statement 2 for the months 0 
January, February and March, 1948, must also be considered as including 
amount of $200,000 which is required for replacement of wool inventories 9 
higher prices.

If any further clarification or elaboration is required in connection with t'e 
foregoing data, we shall be pleased to furnish same.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

DOMINION WOOLLENS & WORSTEDS, LIMITED
(Sgd.)............................................

Secretary-T reasurer

Toronto, May 5, 1948.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. I have just one question before you leave that page. It is in <connectai’

with that second column, headed inventories (on hand and in transit). D°
1

__ ____ ______ J?
understand that the physical inventory was reasonably constant in that Pcn°s 
—A. I would not say it is reasonably constant, because during the war > 
and since the termination of hostilities shipments of wool from Australia 
New Zealand, from which countries these wools are principally obtained, are 
uncertain. There is no regular sailing of ships. I believe the C.P.R. are pu ^ 
one on sometime soon. You can never tell when you are going to get the ^ 
and from the time the purchase is made by our brokers in Australia or ^ 
Zealand it is sometimes four or five months before the wool gets to the î»1 . g 

Q. I think perhaps you have been anticipating something that I was S ^ 
to ask in connection with that table, so I will not pursue it at the pi011 ur 
I thought the purpose of this column was to show the cost of maintaining : ^ 
inventory and that it had increased, while the physical value of the g°0< ,^iy 
your inventory had remained reasonably constant.—A. Well, it is reas°”‘e to 
constant, but you are now comparing—roughly, the figures from—you ha' 
start around 1943 or 1944, because during the war period wools were all ca, 
by Melbourne Merchandising for military purposes and that relieved us 0 ,Qry 
necessity of carrying them for military purposes, and therefore our inu 
was low. You can’t get it up very quickly. So, when you say the v 0r 
of inventory has been constant; it has been constant in the last th 
four years/ ^

Q. That was my point.—A. But you can’t compare that with the P 
years.

Q. The physical volume of the goods at the end of the year has beeP
approximately the same at the end of the last three or four years?—A. "^c^eCt 

Mr. Irvine: I would like Mr. Dyde to tell us what his plan is with r„
to the rest of this statement. Does tie wish to question the witness on it?

eh th«
Mr. Dyde: My plan definitely is this. I would like first to go thro S ^ 

mechanics of getting this material on the record, and then I am most cf 
coming back to this statement and we will go over it. I should like to hn|' f g]i/* 
the mechanical end of getting material before you, and then I cert#111. 
come back to this statement, and it may be before us at the afternoon sl

By Mr. Dyde: e.

Q. Mr. Barrett, I would like now before asking you further forma ^eJjS a 
to have you identify for us the samples produced by Dominion W °°
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have them formally filed. You have produced certain samples. I would like you, 
With reference to the report which Mr. Knight has made, to identify these 
Samples for us. You have a copy of that report “C”, have you not?—A. Yes.

Q. If you will turn to schedule 07 you will see there certain pieces of 
Material described, and we would like to have which of those pieces of material 
are being produced for us. The first one I come to on schedule C-7 is yarn 
dyed worsted coating. Would you find that for us in the samples, if it is there, 
ar>d show it to us?—A. There is a number on the sample which might be put 
0tl schedule C-7. The yarn dyed worsted coating is known as 14148.

Q. And this piece of material you are now showing me is that material? 
Is that material.

Q. Exhibit 145. Then the next material is the yarn dyed worsted fancy 
siting.—A. There are two samples there which represent that, 50001 and 50002.

Q. We might put those in together as exhibit 146. Then, tweed.—A. The 
timber of that is 7053.

Q. This is the material you are producing?—A. Yes.
Q. Exhibit 147. Then, overcoating?—A. 5189.
Q. That is the number of the sample?—A. Yes.
Q. That will be exhibit 148. Now then, when I asked you at the beginning 

0 deal with this matter I said that you had a memorandum and I also asked 
J°u if you had any comments to make on the material that was placed before 
y® committee by Mr. Knight. If you have comments would you please make 
k 0lri now?—A. I would like to supplement Mr. Knight’s report with some 

lcf observations on the nature of our business.
Q- Will this be in addition to what you have already given us in the 

emorandum?—A. There may be a slight duplication somewhere, but I do not 
lnk it- is very great, and these are very brief comments, 

j Q- Proceed.—A. We have to make longe range commitments not only 
y'r fhe sa]e 0f our finished products but also in the purchase of raw materials 

"m which they are made. The business is seasonal in nature. We quote 
j. lce® around the 15th of February for the fall season and deliver goods 
y°°ked at that time at firm prices until probably the end of October. For 
y e sPring season the same procedure takes place. Prices are quoted around 
jj 0 15th of August, and delivery is made against orders booked then at firm 
,|r1Ccs until the end of March. When prices are changed at those seasonal 
jAts it takes usually four months before the effect of the revised prices is 

cctefi in operating return. Raw material commitments have to be made 
tilt]'*' trionflls before delivery of the raw material is obtained, and from the 

e the commitment is made until the price is recovered on the sale of finished 
(,<)ttfUC*S’ ^ 's somcwhat iu excess of 12 months. The industry is highly 
c. Pctitive. The last figures which we have available indicate that 40 per 
(jq1 °f the domestic market is supplied by imports, and somewhere between 
that"1 ^ ^ mills struggle for the remaining 60 per cent. It is to be regretted 
rÇpo ‘l more realistic figure could not have been used in the presentation of 
0);c.j . to represent the capital employed than that defined on page 12. The 
ei8eUsi°n of the borrowed money from the figure distorts the picture. Where 
I < an borrowed money be used except in the conduct of the business?

^ the
We 1 or not anybody has got that refundable portion back yet. I know

of bke to draw attention also to the fact that the refundable portion 
MieH..°Xeess Profits tax has been included as capital employed. I do not know

Ve not.
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Mr. Knight had to go to some trouble the other day to explain a transaction 
that had occurred by which some §2,800,000 was withdrawn from the Ayer5 
company, which money was replaced by bonds and notes. I do not km>V 
whether or not he overlooked the fact, but if you will refer to schedule C8, thc 
capital employed by Dominion Woollens and' Worsteds as defined, I think on 
page 12, is reported as $2,877,000. In the year 1944. the capital, as defined» 
has gone down to $1,725,000. The profits for the year 1943 are indicated 
as $225,000 and the percentage of profit to capital is'7-8. For the 1944. the 
profits are $239,000, $14,000 more and the percentage of profit to capital ha; 
increased, according to these figures from 7-8 per cent to 13-9 per cent.

Now, there is nothing realistic about figures like that.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. You gave the factors which resulted in the $2.877,000 being reduced 

to $1,725,000; would you tell us that, please?—A. In 1943, we had a $20 P:'r 
value 6 per cent non-callable, non-accumulative participating deferred stock-

By Mr. Irvine:
Q. That is a long name?—A. It was, and it was a disastrous thing 

hold, but it was changed in 1944 on agreement with our preferred shareholder5» 
to a 5 per cent debenture. To compensate them for the participating featUre 
of the original preferred stock, one share of common stock was given them 
every preferred share previously held.

Now, not one cent of money came out of this business to make that defll- 
One piece of paper was changed for another piece of paper.

By Mr. Dyde: 1
Q. The preferred stock issue was how much?—A. It was $1,270,000. ^
Q. And the place of that was taken by an equivalent dollar value 

debentures?—A. Yes, an equivalent dollar value. jue
Q. Dollar for dollar?—A. Well, the preferred shares were $20 Par '‘|v9s 

and for every five preferred shares so held, one $100 5 per cent debenture 
given, so the amount of money as shown in the statement was the same.

Q. What was the interest rate on the debentures issued?—A. 5 per 1111 
Q. Have you any further comments?—A. No, I have no further com 

to make at all. l0-
Q. Then, I think, Mr. Chairman, I should like to go back to the "'C ^ 

randum and go over it page by page. I will let you know if I have any que -1 ^l9t 
I have none on sheet 1 of that memorandum. Would you prefer to star 
work this afternoon?

The Chairman: Yes. 0rgt,
Mr. Fleming: Is it your intention to go over the tables and statement» 

before you go on with the narrative? nn0j-t
Mr. Dyde: I was intending to go over only this statement, but to use 

“C” at the same time.
Mr. Fleming: I meant the statements and schedules attached to the 

ion Woollens’ return.
Mr. Dyde: I have some of those prepared for production if we have to 

to them.

rcp°r

The meeting adjourned to meet again at 4.00 p.m.
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AFTERNOON SESSION
June 22, 1948.

—The committee resumed at 4.00 p.m.
The Chairman : Order, gentlemen.

Henry Barrett. President, Dominion Woollens and Worsteds Limited, 
^called :

_ Stanley W. Haufscliild, Secretary-Treasurer, Dominion Woollens and 
Worsteds Limited, recalled:

Mr. Dyde: Mr. Chairman, I would like to alter slightly the plan for pro- 
ceding with Mr. Barrett, because I think perhaps it may save some time. I will 
n°t leave out any examination of the material with which we must deal.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Mr. Barrett, I would ask you to turn to schedule C7 of Mr. Knight’s 

Cjiort C and the first thing I want to clear up is with respect to the samples. 
When you handed the committee some samples this morning they were samples 
ü Yarn dyed fancy suitings Nos. 50001 and 50002 ami I believe there is a differ- 
Cce in the price of those two samples?—A. Yes, the price of 50001 was changed 
0,1 February 18 to $4 and $4.40 a yard- instead of $4.70.

Q. And the sample 50002 remains at $4.70?—A. That is correct.
Q. Will you still keep your eye on schedule C7, Mr. Barrett, and I will call 

j”’Ur attention to one or two facts on that page. I am locking at the figures 
mposite yarn dyed worsted coatings, the first item on the page, and at January 1, 
Je? 1 see under the column “actual cost’’ there is a column of figures totalling 

That is $2.50 a yard is it not?—A. Yes.
n Q. And under the heading “April 1, 1648” still dealing with the same 

material and under the column “actual cost” there is a column of figures totalling K50?-A. yes.
■ Q. In the comparison of those two columns I find that there is an operating 
ofCo®e in 1942 of -39 and at April 1, 1948 there is an operating income figure 
t„ V53- * put- ^ to you, Mr. Barrett, as directly as I can, that having regard 
as those actual cost figures you could knock off a dollar a yard on that material 
Hat Al)ril 1 and still make a greater operating income than you made in 1942? 
rat is correct is it not?—A. To make that comparison, it is quite within the 
Wt)6 Possibility, without further explanation, that it could be done. The 
w ri‘er explanation which I think is required is that when the cost of material 
Pur ?gured on thc lst of January 1942 we were basing that material cost on the 

ri'ase of the top from Bradford.
l0o, M Yes, now we will go further into that in a moment but I want you to 

at the next item, yarn dyed worsted fancy suitings—
^r- McGregor: Are you referring to this report C?

Whip]" Dyde: Yes, I have asked you to look at the first page of schedule C7, 
We have been discussing up to now this afternoon.

By Mr. Dyde:
Sitin' ^ w°uld like you to look at the second item—yarn dyed worsted fancy 
C°iptn and there when I compare the two columns, namely, the actual cost 
Xcnon January 1, 1942, and the actual cost column on April 1, 1948, the 

retoark which I made a few moments ago would apply—if you knocked
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a dollar a yard off the price at April 1, 1948 you would still make a better 
operating income than you did at January 1, 1942. Your answer I presume is 
the same—that there is an explanation?—A. Yes.

Q. I would like you to tell the committee as fully as you can about tha 
explanation and I am going to start by asking you to explain to the commitec 
your system of manufacturing and selling. You told us something about it tins 
morning and mentioned two periods a year at which you bought and manufaÇ' 
tured. Would you tell us about that again, more fully than you did this 
morning? I will start by reminding you of a date which I jotted down when y°u 
said the business was seasonal and that on about the 15th of February yoU 
plan for the fall season and that you manufacture from then on and sales are 
made between that date and October?—A. Yes.

Q. On the 15th of February of any year, or about that time, do you tak 
orders from people in the trade?—A. Yes, that is the purpose of the quotation»- 
We quote and take orders at that time for future delivery.

Q. When you take an order on or about the 15th of February a customs 
comes into your plant and orders a certain number of yards of goods, 1 

suppose?—A. Yes.
Q. And you quote him a price?—A. Yes. .
Q. The price is based on what, or what price do you quote him at tha 

time?—A. The price is based on the replacement cost of the raw materials tha 
goes into the goods which are selling.

Q. Now how do you arrive at the replacement cost?—A. The trade papel® 
periodically quote the price of tops and we had to buy tops from Bradford we g® ' 
quotations from the top makers there. We are constantly in touch with the ra'j 
wool market in Australia from Australia from which the material comes an ^ 
sales are proceeding under normal conditions at that time. Cables inform us 
to the price which are being asked and very frequently we are placing orders w'J 
our broker, sometimes at an open price and sometimes at a price which is S1' 
to him. He bids at public auction for the wool. Y g

Q. It is on the basis of that price that you quote to your customers?—-A- * j- 
Q. You have tables before you month by month or perhaps oftener 

your various other cost items, have you?—A. Yes.
Q. And the other cost items are items of labour, overhead, and so on- 

A. Yes. ll3e
Q. Then will you also follow that up by telling me if around the s‘^ur 

period of the year you manufacture cloth in addition to the amount that y 
customers order? Do you manufacture cloth to put on your shelves and " .oJJ 
you hold there in case there are future orders?—A. I would answer that quCti 
by saying yes and no ; sometimes we do and sometimes we do not. , ure

Q. Let us take February, 1948. What amount of cloth did you manufac^j 
which was not ordered at the time by your customers?—A. You have P.1(^rjC 
February of 1948 and I happen to know there was an accumulation of a 1 
which was made which did not turn out as satisfactorily as we expected it " fiI1 
and therefore, it was not offered to any of our customers and we still have 
hand. We hope at a favourable opportunity to dispose of it.

Q. How much of it was there?—A. I think there was somewhere a 
50,000 yards. r<Js

Q. Out of a total manufacturing of how much?—A. The 50,000 > 
would represent probably 10 days production of the entire mill. . ^ qÎ

Q. Apart from that quantity, had you manufactured by the early sp1 r 
1948 anything that had not been ordered?—A. No. ^ ,uarV

Q. So that the material, the fabric that is manufactured following Ie 
1948—with the exception of the 50,000 yards you have mentioned—ig in‘ 
which has been ordered by your customers?—A. Yes.
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Q. They are firm orders ; is that correct?—A. Oh, yes.
Q. Orders for so many yards at such and such a price?—A. At such and 

such a price.
Q. And therefore the only loss that you can incur is if the customer is 

unable to pay when you deliver? That is your only trade loss?—A. I would 
Uot say that was true from past experience.

Q. What other risk do you run?—A. Past experience has indicated that if 
a decline takes place in the price of fabrics you very often have to reduce your 
Price with the decline in the market.

Q. Have you done that?—A. In the past, yes.
Q. How long is it since you have done that?—A. We have been in a rising 

market for nine years, so there has not been anything like that done for nine 
years.

Q. But you can remember that at some time or other you had to do that? 
‘ A. Yes.

Q. And if you are anticipating a falling market you also anticipate that 
a customer might come along and beat you down?—A. Yes.

Q. Even though they have given a firm order?—A. Yes.
Q. It remains to be seen whether that experience will occur in the future, 

“ut you do not know what will happen in the future?—A. Absolutely not.
Q. You try to get as firm an order as you can when you are selling goods 

ln the first place?—A. Yes.
Q. I want to come back to schedule. C7 after that little digression, and I 

"ill ask you to explain to the committee what it is which makes my remark 
Wrong—xny remark that you could knock a dollar off the selling price of your 
materials and still show more operating income?—A. The cost of material 
usure January 1, 1942, was based on the cost of tops, which would be imported 
r°m Great Britain. The actual cost of the material on April 1, 1948, was on 

;'°Ps that were made from low-priced wool which we had been fortunate enough 
0 buy in Australia probably twelve months ahead of that time. During the 

XVar period we combed tops for our own use. We found that by buying raw 
Material from the primary market and combing our tops we could get a very 
?Deh lower-priced top than we could by buying it from them, giving us, as 
• r. Griffin pointed out this morning, tops that were and still arc the bottleneck 
a1 the worsted cloth industry. The replacement value of this material at 
£Pril 1, of which the actual cost was $1.26, is $2.33. That is on the yarn dyed 
W(>rsted coating. On the yarn dyed finished suiting the replacement cost is $2.19. 
,, Q. And you have already explained how you arrive at the replacement cost, 

le. method by which vou arrive at the replacement cost of $2.33; have you? 
"'A. Yes.

. Q- Now, would you look at two other columns. I am now looking at the 
"mmns of figures under April 1, 1947, and there I am looking at the cost based 

I*1 Replacement values; and I see, cost of materials as at April 1, 1947, to be 
a? a pound. Do you see that figure?—A. Yes. 

c Q- And then in the column under April 1, 1948, actual cost, I see that the 
st of material is $1.26?—A. Yes.

je Q- Now, the first conclusion that I am forced to come to, Mr. Barrett, is 
K&tte $1.57 cannot have been a correct figure, because when we get to April 1, 

we find that the actual cost is down to $1.26. Now, you might tell us 
L(!ut that?—A. Well, as I said before, the low-priced wool we had. on hand 
Witi We combed ourselves produced a top at $1.26. That has nothing to do 

1 the replacement value as of the 1st of April, 1947. 
a . Q- But in April of 1947, you are speaking of replacement costs of $1.57 ; 
Uj then we find that subsequent to that even though wool has gone up in the 
t antime your actual cost is $1.26.—A. Yes, but may I point out that I went
u some—
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Q. Length?—A. I don’t know whether it is length or not—to tell you this 
morning that the raw material commitment had to be made very far in advance 
of our actual consumption. Now, it may be, as you suggest—our cost figures 
are very accurate—that there may have been some raw material that had been 
in stock for more than 12 months at that time and which might have been 
bought in the year 1945 because the delivery of raw materials during that 
period was very bad, very uncertain. But I do not think there is any significance 
to be placed on the fact that because we happen to have cheap materials on 
hand with which to reduce the raw material cost that it had anything to do with 
the replacement cost based on April 1, 1947.

Q. No, but the significance I think of my remark is that I am finding a 
very high operating income figure as at April 1, 1948; namely, $1.53 a yard ■ 
—A. On the actual cost, yes.

Q. Yes. Now, why shouldn’t we look at the actual cost when we are 
speaking about this problem of prices?—A. Well, if you sold on a steadily 
rising raw material market all the low-priced raw material you had at the price 
you paid for it you would not have money enough left to replace the raw 
material at the higher price.

Q. Yes, but when you take the order in February of 1948, your customer 
pays the price which you think will cover you for all your overhead and all 
your costs at the replacement value?—A. Yes.

Q. Then when it is paid you find that in a great many cases you have been 
able to buy wool cheaper; is that right?—A. No, not in the last nine years, 
we have always paid more. In other words, the amount, the value, we base our 
cost on, that is the replacement cost, we base our cost on values which almost 
invariably have been higher when we come to buy materials. ,

Q. But that could not have been the case between April of 1945 and 
April of 1948 because your replacement value was $1.57 in 1947 and your actua 
cost is lower, $1.26.—A. I do not know whether I can do anything more to 
explain that that $1.26 a pound is undoubtedly a cost based on raw materia 
that has been on hand for a very considerable length of time.

Q. How long?—A. I could not tell you. ,
Q. Was your actual cost since January of 1942 higher?—A. Well, no. Tha 

is a different thing. That is buying tops, this is buying wool in the primal, 
market and combing it into tops in our own plant. That is two different thing :

Q. So we cannot compare 1942 with 1948?—A. No. The raw materia 
there in 1942 was tops. The raw material at April 1, 1948 is raw wool.

Q. So what you are telling me is that through a change in your man ^ 
facturing method you are today making an operating income of $1.53 as aga11^ 
39 cents operating income before?—A. No, no. I did not say that at a.
It just so happens that this figure works out that way. We do not eubscri ^ 
to the fact that you can continue in business by figuring your raw materia^ 
on actual cost, because what you may set aside and put into higher costs ^ 
raw materials on a rising market you are certainly going to lose when the 1 
material market declines. ^

Q. Well now, I have heard that explanation; but I want for a momcn
refer to another schedule which is schedule C8. When Mr. Knight was on
stand, I do not know whether you did this or not; when Mr. Knight was °veral 
stand we were checking over the inventory reserve figures for the b ^,e 
years when he told us that in 1936 there was no figure before us there 1 re. 
inventory reserve column, and there was none for the next three yeaIq,.n OOOl 
after; and that when it came to 1940 there was a black figure of ’ two 
in 1941 a black figure of $16,000; in 1942 a black figure of $81,000; and then ^ 
red figures, 1943 and 1944, namely $42,000 in the first and $108.000 » ry 
second ; and then two years, 1945 and 1946 when there was no 1,1 \\ you 
reserve figure; and then*in 1947, when $463,000 was taken. Now, wou
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Please explain to the committee what your system has been in handling 
inventory reserves?—A. The inventory reserves for the year 1940, 1941, 1942, 
1943 and 1944 were an entirely different type of inventory reserve to that 
set up in 1947. The reserves set up in the years 1940, 41, 42, 43 and 1944, 
Was an inventory reserve of a set up under the Excess Profits Tax Act, and the 
reserve applied to the excess profits tax only. That reserve varied from year 
to year due to the fact—I am speaking from memory—that the reserve which 
Was authorized under the Excess Profits Tax Act was on a stated quantity of 
material that you had on hand at the end of the fiscal year in 1939 and at the 
Price which then prevailed. As the quantity increased your figure of reserves 
was adjusted. Now, these arc figures that were made up by the Inspector of 
Income Tax and the normal tax has been paid on it. The only tax that remains 
lo be paid and still remains to be paid is the excess profits tax. Under that act 
these reserves amounted to—it is open now—about $300,000. They had to be 
added back to your profits for the year 1948 and the rate of excess profits tax 
which prevailed in the year 1947 has got to be paid on that.

Q. Now, you have spoken of the previous years, and I think you said 
that there was a difference in 1948, that would explain that amount of $463,000; 
?? that right?—A. No, that is an explanation of the reserves which you men- 
ttoned in the 5 years.

Q. Yes.—A. That is 1940 to 1944.
Q. Thank you.—A. The reserve that was set up in the year 1947 is an 

accounting figure. That was obtained from our records; and, as I explained, 
XVe>s in order to replace the raw material that had been used in the production 

1947 which cost us $463,000; and the same to replace that raw material in 
lhe year 1948.
. Q. Can you give me the working out of that figure? You are referring now 
0 a specific method of arriving at $463,000. Can you produce for me the 

forking out of that figure?—A. I think we can, yes. We will be very glad to 
Produce that for you. We have not it here.

Q. I think it is important that you should because I am going to really 
make another suggestion to you in a minute, so I wish you would make a note 
P that because I should like to have produced an exact statement of how that 
~plro came to be arrived at. Now, I want to go to a statement which you have 
j*le'l- I think that our easiest way to do this would be for me to supply the 
members of the committee with additional single pages to your pages out ofthe return you made to the chartered accountant. I would ask that there beJ-U&VIC VU life cum UG1V5VI CtVWUll VCIJLI V. JL. VYVWlvt VJ11V*

of tj >l'ted to the members of the committee both these documents. In view 
eVi ,le fact we will be referring to them I think these two pages should be in the 
pa c,ence at this place. It may not be necessary for us to produce any further 
thes return made by Dominion Woollens and Worsteds, and it may be

e WH1 be sufficient for the purposes of all members of the committee.

1



Name of Company: Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited 

Name of Parent Company (if any) :
TEXTILE ENQUIRY 

Special Preliminary Questionnaire

Statement No. 1—Page 1

Date of fiscal year end: June 30, 1936, Dee. 31 in 
all other years

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF PROFIT AND LOSS, BY YEARS
(Omit cents)

Year ending 
June 30, 1936

18 Months to 
December 31, 1937

Year ending 
December 31, 1938

Year ending 
December 31, 1939

Year ending 
December 31, 1940

Year ending 
December 31, 1941

Sales— Domestic. 
Export.......

3,625,437

% $

5,490,146

%

2,535,322

%
3,453,772

%

5,613,024

%

5,577,842

%

Total............................
Miscellaneous Operating Income or 

Loss (Net)......................................

3,625,437

2,851

5,490,146

-580

2,535,322

809

3,453,772

-6,156

5,613,024

-145

5,577,842

5,321

Sub-Total...................
Less: Cost of Sales and Expenses 

Raw Materials:
Wool and Wool Top, etc. 
Other....................................

3,628,288 

} L841,

100-0

50-7

5,489,566

Labour Costs:
Factory Wages and Salaries...
Office Salaries............................. ..
Selling Salaries including Clerical

Staff..............................................
Executive Salaries...........................

Depreciation............................
Rent..................................................
Advertising....................................
Other Expenses:

Manufacturing....................... ....
Selling...........................................
Office............................................

017

,134,211
18,752

35,544
23,000
98,758

31-3
•5

10
•6

2-7

2,807,429

1,667,137
31,884

54,235
35,000

160,851

100-0

51 -1

2,536,131

l....................
/ 1,203,281

100-0

47-4

30-4
•6

1-0
•6

2-9

920,130 
21,755

34,682
24,250

36-3
•9

1-4
1-0

3,447,616

1,276,815
145,307

1,029,246
20,141

37,139
25,500

169,391

100-0

37-0
4-2

30-0
■6

1-1
■7

4-9

5,612,879

2,506,198
220,779

1,164,652
30,673

41,889
37,000

234,516

100-0

44-7
3-9

20-7
•5

•7
•7

4-2

5,583,163

2,525,256
228,435

1,387,349
28,151

48,605
41,567

223-060

100-0

45-2
4-1

24-8
■5

•9
■7

4-0

965

337,710 
78,964 
27,656

9-3
2-2

•8

2,240

524,108
58,283
33,425

9-6
1-8

•6

1,435

362,643 
25,878 
35,860

14-3
1-0
1-4

1,430

337,127
56,713
22,736

9-8
1-6

•7

1,333

400,007
36,769
41,594

7-2
•7
■7

1,361

471,748 
26,824 
32,103

Total Cost and Expenses................... 3,596,577

Operating Income before Bankl 
Loan and Bond Interest, Inven-1 
tory Reserves and Taxes on\ 
Income.................................................V 31,71V

99-1

•87

5,414,592 98-6 2,629,914 103-7

74,974 1-37 -93,783 -3-7

3,121,545

326,071

90-6

9-4

4,715,410

897,469

84-0

16-0

5,014,459

568,704

89-8

10-2
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Add: Other Income: J /
Dividends from subsidiary com- 

panies investment and other
non-operating income................../......................../................

/

Less: Other Charges:
Interest on bank loans....................
Interest on bonds and debentures 
Other financial and non-operat

ing charges.....................................

30,515 •84 41,553
31,755

•76
•58

25,503
63,510

101
2-50

23,636
61,398

•7
1-7

25,693 
. 54,171

•4
1-0

27,119 
49,275

■5
•9

Additional depreciation................. 145

30,515 •84 73,453 1-34 89,013 3-51 85,034 2-4 79,864 1-4 76,394 1-4
Net Income before provision for

inventory reserves and taxes on
income.................................................. 1,196 •03 1,521 •03 -182,796 -7-21 241.037 70 817,005 140 492,310 8-8

Provision for:
Inventory reserves (Additions in

black—reductions in red)......... 359,979 6-4 10,221 •3
Taxes on income................................... 1,395 •04 2,138 •04 45,200 13 283,213 5-1 193,186 3-5
Net Profit.......................................... -199 -01 -617 -01 -182,796 -7-21 195,777 5-7 174,413 31 282,903 50

Statement No. 1—Page 2

—
Year ending 

December 31, 1942
Year ending 

December 31, 1943
Year ending 

December 31, 1944
Year ending 

December 31, 1945
Year ending 

December 31, 1946
Year ending 

December 31, 1947

$ ‘ % $ % $ % $ % $ % $ %

7,044,825 6,108,512 4,852,192 4,021,518 4,938,865 7,475,685

Total . 7,044,825 6,108,512 4,852,192 4,621,518 4,938,805 7,475,685

Miscellaneous Operating Income or
5,818 4,506 1,884 2,123 2,161

Sub-Total............................... 7,050,643 100 6,113,018 100 4,854,076 100 4,623,641 100 4,941,026 100 7,475,685 100

Less: Cost of Sales and Expenses
Raw Materials:

Wool and Wool Top, etc. . 3,323,302 47-1 2,748,178 45-0 1,771,509 30-5 1,779,810 38-5 1,977,847 400 2,400,559 33-3
Other........................................ 253,476 30 201,518 3-3 176,654 3-6 187,300 4-1 211,787 4-2 283,261 3-8

Labour Costs:
Factory Wages and Salaries........ 1,666,579 23-6 1,686,122 27-6 1,501,732 30-9 1,391,199 30-1 1,611,216 32-7 2,364,840 31-7
Office Salaries.................................... 24,267 ■3 33,426 •5 37,578 •8 46,849 10 35,035 •7 49,111 ■6
Selling Salaries including Clerical

StaiT.................................................. 38,726 •6 30,131 •5 34,705 •7 37,400 •8 40,749 •8 73,663 10
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Name of Company: Dominion Woollens & Worsteds, Limited Statement No. 1—Page 2—Concluded

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF PROFIT AND LOSS, BY YEARS

Year ending 
December 31, 1942

$ %

Executive Salaries. 
Depreciation....
Rent.....................
Advertising.......

51,250 -7
229,805 3-3

1,557

Other Expenses:
Manufacturing...........
Selling..........................
Office............................

Total Cost and Expenses

517,660
18,299
37,114

6,192,095

7-8
•3
•5

87-8

Operating Income before Bank 
Loan and Bond Interest. Inven
tory Reserves and Taxes on 
Income.................................................. 858,548 12-2

Add: Other Income:
Dividends from subsidiary com

panies investment and other 
non-operating income..................

Less: Other Charges:
Interest on bank loans....................
Interest on bonds and debentures 
Other financial and non-operating

. charges.............................................
Additional depreciation.................

16,021
48,274

64,295

•2
•7

•9
Net Income before provision for 

inventory reserves and taxes 
on Income............................................ 794,253 11-3

Provision for:
Inventory reserves (Additions 

in black—reductions in red)...
T axes on income...................................
Net Profit...............................................

80,512
483,166
230,575

•1
■9
•3

Year ending Year ending Year ending Year ending Year ending
December 31, 1943 December 31, 1944 December 31, 1945 December 31, 1946 December 31, 1947

$ % $ % $ % $ % $ %

52,000 ■9 54,750 11 52,541 11 48,583 VO 66,550 •9
299,397 4-8 307,028 6-3 68,443 1-5 70,046 1-4 95,145 1-3

6,344 ■1 16,388 •3 16,858 ■4 13,009 ■3 33,942 •4

633,170 10-4 532,394 110 512,253 110 573,685 11-6 815,721 10-9
13,190 ■2 17,339 ■4 22,611 ■5 30,619 •6 38,377 ■5
49,511 •8 46,194 1-0 32,950 •7 38,814 •8 49,819 •7

5,752,993 94-1 4,496,271 92-6 4,148,264 89-7 4,651,390 94-1 6,360,628 85-1

360,025 5-9 357,805 7-4 475,377 10-3 289,636 5-9 1,115,057 14-9

350 11,459

231

274 467

1,360
46,326

•02 5,810
85,366

•1 37,324
83,219

•8 52,584
79,539

• 7
■76 107,747 2-2 19 1-7 1-1

17 60,526 •8

47,686 78 107,978 2-2 91,176 20 120,560 2-5 192,649 2-6

312,689 512 261,286 5-4 384,201 8-3 169,350 3-4 922,875 12-3

-41,680
129,681

- -68 -107,990
130,296

-2-2 462,792
192,500

6-2
2-12 2-7 152,506 3-3 67,980 1-4 2-6

224,688 ' 3-68 238,980 4-9 231,695 5-0 101,370 2-0 267,583 3-5
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By Mr. Dyde:
Q. I should like you to look at statement No. 1, page 2, which contains a 

comparative statement of profit and loss by years, and I should like to refer you 
st + year ending December 31, 1947 which is over on the right hand side. This 

L g element shows in the top half of the page your total cost and expense. A 
I *s reaehed of your total cost and expenses, and a figure is reached of operat-

. S income before bank loan and bond interest, inventory reserves and taxes on 
nc°me. I find there a figure of $1,115,057. Do you see that figure? A. Yes.

Q. Then the process has been gone through of adding other income which 
itit °Un^S t0 an,l deducting other charges, namely, interest on bank loans, 
adH^S* on ^onc^s anc^ debentures, other financial and non-operating charges, and 
«n ditional depreciation, and you find a total net figure a little further down of 

92.649. Do you see that figure there?—A. Yes. 
i Q. Deducting the $192,649 from the $1,115,057 up above you get net income 

ore provision for inventory reserves and taxes on income of $922,875.—A. Yes. 
xi Q- Let me stop there for a minute. Will you please tell the members of 
is tiCommittee what is the meaning of additional depreciation of $60,526? What 
> that?—A. In round figures the depreciation which we are entitled to from the 
0j.c°tne Tax Department is $100,000, and we took an additional $60,000 which, 

c°urse, we had to pay tax on.
Q- Why did you do it?—A. The principal reason is that depreciation of 

0.000 on a plant of $4,600,000 is, in our opinion, too small, particularly so 
en capital replacements are at least double what they were in pre-war years 

§0Gn the amount of depreciation was fixed with the Income Tax Department, 
car 4° ^lave to get additional money from somewhere to finance the purchase of 
•ht) 1 ^Placements, the depreciation of $100,000 not being enough. I believe 

'e year under review our capital replacements were $205,000 actual cash, 
tj 1947 is the first year in which you have an item for additional deprecia- 
adri'c^th the exception of 1946 where I see an item of $17. I am talking of 
ha pu °nal depreciation, running your eye along that same line. I have to go 
(j() k a long way to 1937 before I find any other item on that line.—A. "W ell, I 
* remember, but if the figures are there I am quite sure Mr. Haufschild 

1 have given the facts.
inllt L If there is any question that I ask that Mr. Haufschild can answer 

ediately, he can answer it, provided you agree.
Haufschild: The $17?

"hr. Dyde : Yes.
atno,'Ir- Haufschild: That was a very small difference between the income tax 

and what we set up in round figures, 
he Witness : And what about the years 1942, 1943, 1944?

*L'. Haufschild : We took depreciation, yes.
Hyde: You have depreciation but you have no additional depreciation.

1 • Haufschild: Of course, in the years prior to 1945 the amount we were 
by the Income Tax Department was considerably larger than this

all,| *100

Mr.
Mr

n\vefj
r'~.ooo

Mr
we are allowed at the present time.

». Dyde: I « that. I see in 1945 you, deprecation - *8-43» 
mok no additional depreciation. to take it from.

he Witness: Of course, they did no 1:nt_Q0 d you have additional
<V>. Dyde: In 1946 your depreciation was $70,04b 
Ration of $17.

The Witness: That is an adjustment figure.

f By Mr. Dyde:
you have some profit, I take it, in 1947, and I put it to you that is the 

it is there?—A. That the $17 is there?
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Q. No, that the $60,526 is there. Is that not the simple explanation, that you 
have some profit?—A. Oh, yes, and required money for capital replacements?

Q. Is that a scientific figure? Have you worked out somewhere the figures 
which will show why you took $60.000?—A. I think that is a figure that was 
drawn out of the air.

Mr. Haufschild: No, it is calculated.
Mr. Dyde: It is a calculated amount?
Mr. Haufschild: Yes.
Mr. Dyde: You can produce the calculation if we require it?
Mr. Haufschild: Yes.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. I am still carrying on down that same line of figures, and after the figu1'6 

of $922,875 we have in the next line across the page provision for inventory 
reserves, and there I find the figure which corresponds to the figure Mr. Knigl'j 
put on schedule C-8, namely $462,792. Now, I do not want you to understand 
my next question as being anything but a question which is for the purpose ° 
clearing it in my own mind, but I think you saw a profit of $922,000 and y°u 
thought you had better take over about half of it for an inventory reserve, 
would that be right?—A. I answered that question before. I said the figure ° 
$462,000 was an accounting figure that we arrived at of an amount of money 
which wre would have to spend to replace the raw materials that were use 
in the production for 1947.

(Mr. R. Winters, now presiding as acting chairman.)
Q. This is because of a change in bookkeeping since 1946, is it, because 19 

1946 there is a blank.—A. Oh, yes.
Q. In other words, in 1946 you did not need any money to carry out t}?

same purpose, or is it simply a change in bookkeeping?—A. Well, that $462,
was a figure that we managed to make by using up lower priced raw mater1
that we had on hand. f

Q. It still looks odd to me, not being an accountant, that on that systeh1
bookkeeping you should require a scientific figure of $462,792 in 1947 and tN*
you should have come out flat even in 1946.—A. Well, the point was in 19
you had no profit to set aside that reserve from. {B

Q. You have not the same profit. You have some profit, but you still ^
just even, exactly. You do not carry out the same system, year by year-
other words, what you are really telling me, Mr. Barrett, is that when you I'^t
a profit, then you take this system of inventory reserve ; is that not exactly ", ^
you are telling me?—A. Well, the facts are that the necessity for taking tha
1047 was a very sharp rise in prices on our raw materials. , j,ey

Q. The prices on raw materials have been rising for years?—A. But
never rose as quickly as they did in the year 1947. This is a figure, here— ^e]l,

Q. If it is a graph, I do not think I will be able to understand it.—A- . rjl,
the figure for the price of our raw materials rose from about 48 pence in ,9yt
1947, to over 90 pence at the end of the year. It rose, in other words, 9
43 pence a pound in eight months. , ql1v

— - - - - - - -rob9- 'Q. We had figures given to us this morning, Mr. Barrett. You P1
hearef Mr. Griffin, who said that there had been a sharp increase- j9-l , 
I still see this, that in June, 1939, fine quality cost 43-2 cent? an i • 9

eft

There is a steady
;d

r a"
it had gone up to 71-8 cents; June, 1947, to‘99-5 cent 
quite pronounced rise all that time?—A. In the years—I- from 1946 to 1947, I see from the figures I have that the prices °9 j^e 
wool went up quite considerably from 1946 to 1947?—A. Yes, but noth9* 
as much as they went up in the eight months of 1947.
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H, Q- Now, I come back to the same point again. On looking at this state- 
jg No. 1, page 2, I find that in 1945 you had a reasonably nice profit. There 
f0n° inventory reserve there, either?—A. In 1945, we were under ceiling prices 
yea*aw materials, with raw material prices to us uniform throughout the whole

Q- So, you did not require to do anything about inventory reserves?—A. No. 
s^» Q- Under price control, you do not need to worry about inventory reserves? 

U they will give you a subsidy on the difference between the control price 
me price the raw material cost you—

When did you go under price control?—A. We went under price control 
dePtember or October of 1941.

itty Q- I think you are right about that. In 1942, under price control, the 
Vag ^°ry reserve figure is $81,000?—A. But that is the inventory reserve that 
fj0 SU up under the Excess Profits Tax Act which is an entirely different reserve 

111 the 463 we are talking about.
ipSj. So, what it amounts to is this ; as we look down the column of figures for 
f0p ^nce) inventor}' reserve, it is something different each year we look at it except 
Aof> 0se years from 1940 to 1943 when you were under the Excess Profits Tax 

-A. Tes.
jj Right?—A. That is right.

of c[p Rrior to 1940, when you were not under price control, you had no system 
lj6cau ng w*th inventory reserves ; is that right?—A. We did not have any 
to }n Se we had not made any profit. If we could make any profit, I think in order 

j^re the continuing of a business which is dealing with a highly fluctuating 
^agon k 'ei^l suc’h as wool, it should, when the opportunity occurs, provide a 

" able inventory reserve on account of the tremendous fluctuations. 
q Rut you said you had no profit in some of those previous years?—A. Yes. 

tot u' -Actually, you had some profit, but what you are telling me is you did 
qVe enough profit to set aside an inventory reserve?—A. Quite right. 

x4, V Y°u did have a profit in 1939. You did have one in 1940 and 1941? 
e 1940, of course, we set up the reserve under the Excess Profits Tax Act. 

q tn 1939 you had a profit?—A. Yes.
'tstqf N»w Mr. Barrett you may have to look at this unless you had it 

fim, °d to you when Mr. Knight gave us these figures. There was a sheet 
*n which he gave us the changes in selling prices of the various 

Ming *es shown on schedule “C7”. I am looking at the yarn dyed worsted 
m J see there that there were changes in price on April 14, 1947 ; 
s; cv i M4' • January 15, 1948 and February 15, 1948. Now, will you 
Me a main the necessity of those increases because you have three increases 
'Ie entf11/ 44» 1947 in that particular article?—A. Increases in price were 
Mr ,re y to the increased replacement cost of raw material; the increased 

» Q ySt and also other manufacturing expenses.
' Ye§ °u are on a replacement cost basis on April 14, 1947, are you?—

I

S Si R is 
Suited

^Vg^ctocnt cost of the selling price of raw materials, but on April 14, Î947, 
q pe5 to the practice that we operated on prior to the war.

<}j q Jl0r to control?—A. Prior to control. 
ofRybutp.M’ would you please turn to another table which I have already 

that is, statement No. 2, page 5. Have you that sheet in front 
r,„Rarrett? This is a comparative statement of profit and loss by

at that time you start calculating your price on that basis or had 
ba'?u Previous to that time?—A. Well, we are always priced on a replace- 

(McPla" Un*R the war period. During the war period, you could_not price

Ml -1948?~A." Yes
'31
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Q. NoWj about halfway down the page, you will find some figures th 
which on my copy are underlined. I do not think there is any reason for tn 
being underlined except that they are the last figures in a column of ngl* j 
which is being added up. You find provision for year end adjustment . 
you see the figure $15,000 in January; $15,000 in February; $15,000 in Ma j)C 
and for the three months, $45,000. Now, would you explain to me what ^ 
provision for year end adjustments is? What is that for?—A. Our m°n.bye 
operating statements are on a basis of perpetual inventory figures. Now, w 
those perpetual inventory figures— aI)

Q. What do you mean by “perpetual inventory figures”?—A. Well, 
inventory figure that is compiled by adding to what you have in stock . 
beginning of the month and deducting what you have used during the i»° .
Now, in arriving at the month end inventory figure, the human element coi 
into the picture. There are adjustments to be made when the physical inven , 
is taken. We make provision in our monthly interim statement for 
adjustment, I think 2 per cent—is that about 2 per cent? ,pt

Q. That is about 2 per cent, a little less if anything?—A. I think ^gj 
is the figure which is considered a safe figure to use. I think, as the 11 ^ 
thing, our adjustments do not run as high as that. The difference at the 
of the year goes into the profit figure.

Q. You have always adopted that figure, have you?—A. Oh, yes. _,<./■ 
Q. Does that apply also to the figures for 1947 and previous years 

A. It would if it were shown month by month. veg.
Q. This is a practice which you have followed throughout?—A. On,
Q, Now then, farther down, you see another underlined figure and 

it is additional depreciation. You find a figure of $5,000 and $5,000, ^js 
underlined. Is that additional depreciation being taken on the same Wj,e 
as you explained to the committee a few minutes ago?—A. Yes, and. f° 
same reason.

Q. You propose to do that throughout this year, or do you only f‘0. eft 
when you think the profit situation warrants it?—A. Well, you eann 
it aside if you have not got a profit; that is the point to make. " eogtiJ>8 
got to get the money to finance these capital replacements which are o(oe 
us so much more than the actual depreciation which is allowed by the 
Tax Department. ye=.

Q. So that these sums of money are for capital replacement?—A--o0 M 
Q. Then, a little farther down on the same page, you have a P^'loOO,^ 

inventory reserves. I see that there is being set aside amounts totalling * ^ yojj 
for the three months? Now is that also because you have a profit 
can set that aside in that way, or again is that on the basis of repk1 gJ{9cw 
—A. That is again on the basis of replacement and while we cannot ^ 
get an accounting figure from month to month it is a provision for a',cUl»te 
which at the end of the year will be converted into a reserve that is c 
on an accounting figure. . ^

Q. And it will be calculated in exactly the same way as you ealeu < 
$497,127, in 1947?—A. Yes. , tbe f

In other words there may have to be an adjustment at the end ol ^ 
one way or another?—A. That is quite right, cSln

Q. You are running along in 1948 making a sufficient profit that >l,a jfl^j 
that aside?—A. The last figure I saw in connection with it—anything ^,e 
be a net profit that we are making in 1948 has got to be invested in W * 
because wool prices have gone up in an extraordinary way in the > \9*

Q. Yes, but you are fairly well satisfied are you not with the 
so far, showing a net profit in each of these three months of January > 
and March?—A. Operating as we do taking off the monthly operating B 
but we have two more months to go.

th6
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. Q. How are you doing?—A. There are still the months of April and May. 
, b.°ut halfway down on the statement No. 2 of page 5 you see operating income, 
efore bank loans, bond interest, inventory reserve and taxes on income for 
le three months, is the figure of $505,000, which figure on the basis used by the 
t'Countant is 20-5 per cent. The corresponding figure for the month of April is 
°'5. Tlie operating income would be $135,000 in the month of April as com- 

Pared with $183,000 in the month of March. In the month of May the operating 
' „Conie figure is $91,000 going down to 13-8 per cent. That is an indicationthat our low priced raw material is fast disappearing and we are getting to the

’§h priced material.
t() Q- I think for the purpose of the record, Mr. Barrett, I have one step farther 
u §o in regard to statement Nov 1, page 2. Would you mind turning to that 

again? Am I correct in saving that at the end of 1947 we find a net profit 
6Ur« of $207,583?—A. Yes.

j Q- And I think, as per your letter of June 2 to Mr. Knight, there is a further 
l 'action to be made from that figure. I believe Mr. Haufschild wrote the 
jje er hut you recall it do you not?—A. Yes, I think that deduction should not 
♦jJ^ade from the $267,000 but it should be made from the inventory reserve of 
îf,2.0oo

jj„ Q- Would you just tell me why it should be done that way?—A. The 
*hn i 00 *s inventory reserve before taxes. Taxes on that amounting to $179,000 

not *)e deducted from the net profit shown of $267,000. 
at tu whichever way it is deducted it will amount to this will it not? The figure 
$8? l'y ?nd °t that column, instead of being $267,583 will be $179.913 less, or 

■70?—A. You are quite right.
f>r Ac- And that is as the result of the letter which you wrote after having 
cL Uced those figures for Mr. Knight, and you suggested there ought to be a 

Se in the figures given to him.
wliat

Mr Irvine: Mr. Dyde, can you tell us how much the deduction was and
d was for?

^r- Dyde : I am coming to that right now, Mr. Irvine.

By Mr. Dyde:
this V' We have had difficulty,
On l,.1°Se and I want you to explain, 

'ter - -

Mr. Barrett, in being quite clear as to how 
You check me if I am wrong but the figures
^ 1 "IX T.. TT" : 1 !.. -------------------- 1 „ ------ ------L :____

-*■ W am J UU tu U.XprctJlir. lOU OIIOOIV me ix x. um «T a. owy

1'ake°l'ieillent P page 2, were supplied to Mr. Knight in answer to the question- 
Mugh I hose figures reached him in May—the date does not matter—and 
%Urosni? afterward, on the 2nd of June, you wrote a letter asking to have the 
*ou slanged and that is the way the deduction arose, is it not?—A. Oh, yes,

ic quite right ,
the So that you will not be taken unawares I am putting in front of you 
^Ifp.pter which came from the company and and which Mr. Kmgnt ias 
in t3 quoted Mr. Knight quoted the paragraph which I am now showing you 
inCi(j tetter but you might look at it and tell the committee the reason for the 

occurring as it did?
'W Pinard: Have we the letter on the record ’

i% Mr.
16 2,

Th

Dyde: The letter to which I am referring has come since, namely on 
and part of it was read into the record, Mr. Knight.
e Witness: Just what is the question now, Mr. Dyde?

q By Mr. Dyde:
W A.71 t" xrnn 4-z-k o'

ç Vj Î - — <7---------

tf, aiq• N|'an*" you to explain to the committee really just what you want to 
M vvny was it that at that stage it was necessary to make a change when 

&nres had all been made up and when for example they were correct
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and accurate figures ; just to make a change at a subsequent date?—A. ’
I think the change occurred because in presenting the figures to Mr. Kuig1 
of $462,000 we were a little uncertain in our minds as to whether Mr. Knig1 
understood that to be a tax paid reserve, or whether it was a reserve on whiÇ 
taxes had not been paid; and we wanted to be clear on that to Mr. Kmg 
so there -would be no misunderstanding.

Q. So you then wrote him this letter, and you have just explained to t 
committee what that means?—A. That is the reason for the $462,000. ,

Q. In the other case we had this figure of $462,792 which was shown- 
—A. Yes. 9

Q. And then you wrote a letter to Mr. Knight saying that there i' 
correction to be made—I want a correction to be made—and I want you ^ 

explain to the members of the committee on what basis you were asking W 

it be made.—A. I think the explanation is what I made before; that we W . 
afraid that Mr. Knight might take this figure of $462.000 as being a tax 
reserve, and we do not want him to labour under any misapprehension, and 
drew his attention to the fact that it was a reserve that had been set as 
before provision had been made for income tax on it. j

Q. And that you had to make provision for income tax?—A. We expeC 
to, we did not know. ,]

Q. You had to make provision for income tax; is that not correct?—A- !
we expect to have to the way it stands at the present time. We do not kn 
whether that will be allowed. There is a possible income tax liability t*1 
of $179,000. VoIJ

Q. And if you found you had to pay it you wanted to make the proVlSlt 
which was made as explained in your answer?—A. That is right. jj

Q. And you had it calculated on the basis of what that provision wou 
be in case it was taxable ; isn’t that the simple explanation?—A. Yes.

Mr. McGregor: It simply means this, that you put that item iQ

3s

J.TJL1. Ày-LVV^XVJCAJVMV . -LU OLLLLyjLJ LAJV-CtHO LMIiO, tllOlt J UU jJUU UllëlU 1 U^ALJ-   '

and there should have been the tax to come out of it, that it included the 
The Witness: Oh yes.
Mr. McGregor: That is all there was to it?
The Witness: That is right.
Mr. McGregor: The way it has been presented it would almost seen3 

though there had been some great secret behind this thing.
Mr. Irvine: Is there any doubt about the tax having to be paid?
The Witness : You can hardly say it is taxable.
Mr. Irvine : I thought there was an expression in your letter as to 

it was or not?
The Witness: Yes. There is some doubt still.
Mr. Irvine: Why was that doubt expressed?
The Witness: Well, the doubt is expressed because it all 

question of taxing the profit that you make.

tber*

. tJ)i5involves jg 3
v/i ln-img flv yi v lain uu maiLc. This is not profit in ca- ’nppe^ 

paper profit that you make on a rising raw material market and that olSlritif5 
very quickly when the market falls. I do not know whether the au ijj 
would listen to any representations on the subject or not, but our 1 c ^.e c&‘‘ 

connection with the whole thing is that if you don’t try to get what c]c3> 
a reasonable adjustment if there is any chance at all—but we have ho aiu 
and above board on the whole subject. It says, here is what we have ( ^ pa? 
here is the reason why we have done it, and we may or may not have 
the tax on it.
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By Mr. Dyde:
Q. This morning, Mr. Barrett, you made a criticism of Mr. Knight’s work 

ln one respect, and which I think we should clear up at this stage. You spoke 
about first having dealt with the 1948 figures in connection with the refundable 
Portion of the excess profits tax; and I think your criticism there was that it 
deluded the refundable portion of the excess profits tax in the figure for capital 
OQiployed. I think that was your criticism.—A. Yes, that was one.

Q. That was one of your criticisms?—A. Yes. There were two.
Q. Would you refer to the page in the report on which we might examine; 

or can you tell us where in Mr. Knight’s report that question arose in your 
ïPind; and, how do wish to have it answered?—A. It is in connection with 
section 08. That is on page 12. That would be an adjustment at 6-4 per cent 
and the 8-2 per cent.

Q. If Mr. Knight had not included the refundable portion of the excess 
Profits tax those two items would be higher, would they not, those two items on 
Page 12 of per cent of profit to capital?—A. Yes.

Q. So that in fact Mr. Knight was giving you something of a benefit when 
the figures were being shown because if he had not included the refundable 
Portion of the excess profits tax then your percentage of profit to capital would 
ae a higher percentage, would it not?—A. Slightly higher, yes. The point I was 
lnaking was that the money was not in the business yet.

Q. No, and the point I am making is that he rather gave you a little bit of 
Ae benefit of the doubt when it came to percentage figures because if he had 
aken out that item then it would have shown your percentage of profit was 
^her than that which is in his report? That is correct, is it not?—A. Yes. Of 
°Ufse, the other item I mentioned was there, too.

Q. That is the realistic figure with regard to the change from preferred 
tock to debentures, is it?—A. Yes.

I Q. Let us look at that again for a moment or two. In that connection we 
4° yt sckedule C-8. I think this morning you referred us to 1943 and 1944.—•

t| Q- And you said that the capital employed in 1943 was $2,877,000, and 
hat it was reduced to $1,725,000 in 1944?—A." Yes.

Q. I do not regard that as being extremely important because I am not 
vïf ^ has any particular bearing on today’s high prices, but I will be glad if you 

T show me what Mr. Knight has done there that has in any way injured your 
fPsition with regard to your present prices. You see you are criticizing him a 
A’ and I am really wanting to find out whether your criticism has really any 
Jaring on what we" are looking at.—A. Well, I was criticizing the fact that this 
j jnstment was not made because the percentage of the profit to capital, as 
viHCated on schedule C-8, is 7-8 in 1943, and although the profit in 1944 was

''ally the same the percentage went up to 13-9.
Q- Yes.—A. That is all I was referring to. I just wanted to get it correct, 

tyi Q- In that connection also there is a difference, is there not, between a man 
A10 holds preference stock in a company and a man who holds a debenture of 
jse c?mpany, and there is a difference in the accounting method of showing what 
Co8oing to be paid to the stockholder as against the debenture holder? Am I 
a *ct? In the preferred stockholder you are dealing with a man who has 
Co Ua% a share, such as it is, in the company. He owns a little bit of the 
be;^hany. The debenture holder does not, does he?—A. If the company was 
sto Wound up I think the debenture holder would come ahead of the preferred 

^holder.
Q- I think he probably would, too. However, when it comes to sharing the 

hrefei^Ure the company and assuming that you are making profits then the 
o^red shareholder was going to get 6 per cent, was he not?—A. Tes, non-
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Q. And normally—and I will be glad to have Mr. Haufschild answer this 
if he cares to—there is a definite distinction between a stockholder in the 
company and a man who holds a bond or debenture? There is a difference 
from the whole point of view of accounting because the stockholder gets a share 
of the profits. The debenture holder is an item which you are bound to pay 
anyway, to put it in very broad language. Is Mr. Knight not being fair in th» 
thing?—A. Well, the caption that is put on here is “capital employed in the 
business.” Whether the capital is subscribed or whether it is borrowed it 15 
employed in the business, so to that extent I do not think there is any difference 
between the preferred shares and the debentures.

Q. Do you think he has treated you any differently from any other 
company?—A. In this report of his?

Q. Yes.—A. No, I do not think he has, but I do not think that it is ® 
realistic figure to be used in connection Vith the figures that he has calculate1 
as profit.

Q. But if he uses the same method of arriving at it all the time for ever) 
company then you are all in the same boat, and it may happen that you ha' 
an item like this, but is it any real criticism of showing how the compair) 
stands?—A. No, I do not think it is, but it has the effect of increasing t*1 
percentage of profit.

Q. It looks bad?—A. It looks bad. I do not think it is a realistic fig1111''
The Acting Chairman : Are there any questions from the members of ^>e 

committee?
Mr. Dyde: You might just wait a minute, Mr. Barrett, because there 

be some questions come up.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. I should like to ask if Mr. Barrett uses replacement value of invent^ 

in arriving at a price on conditions of rising prices; would he use replacent 
value of inventory in arriving at a price on a descending market?—A. ’
absolutely.

Q. Replacement value of inventory?—A. Oh, yes. . ed
Q. You would?—A. Oh, yes; it is impossible to get the cost of high-P’1 

material on a declining market. ^
Q. One other question occurred to me, Mr. Dyde. In the brief Mr. Bal j 

read this morning he discussed the increased cost of labour and material» 
then he said, “other manufacturing expenses went up a certain amount.

Mr. Dyde: We have not reached this memorandum yet, Mr. Chah'nlA.3 
While I had concluded my questioning, it was rather with regard to the 
we were at. So, if there are questions on the memorandum, it worn 
convenient to have them now.

By the Acting Chairman:
Q. This is the statement on page 4 of the brief :

Manufacturing expense costs during the same period increas 
147 per cent

sed W

jnë
Mr. Barrett, would you elaborate a bit on that?—A. The other manu ‘ itn0lie= 
expenses cover a large number of items. I might mention coal as one ; ! 
of all kinds. In manufacturing operations like ours we are continuai!) h»vitig

d
to purchase leather goods, beltings, shuttles, bobbins, which amount to ‘ c0lild 
deal of money. We use large quanties of soap, soda and dyestuffs. ' 
let you have a pretty complete list.

The Acting Chairman: No, I just wished an idea.
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By Mr. Irvine:
Q. Mr. Chairman, I should like to ask what are the wages being paid? 

I should like to have the amount paid to the lowest wage-earning class in the 
factory or industry, the highest paid and the average. A 155 per cent increase 
?Dce 1939 would seem to be quite high. I should like to know what was paid 
ln 1939. What were the wages paid in 1939?—A. 1939?

Q. Yes?—A. I have not got the figures for 1939, but I have the figures 
taken from the pay sheets for the pay period ending 22nd May, 1948.

Q. Well, we could get from that a 1939 rate if there has been a 155 per 
cent increase. What are they for 1948? What is the lowest paid classs in your 
factory or industry?—A. Well, I am talking about our factory. The figures 
f have here before me show the lowest female receives 50-6 cents per hour ; 
the average is 71-2; for males, the low is 71 -5 and the average is 89-5.

Q. Now, would someone who is a good accountant tell me what 155 per 
Cent of that is, so we will know how much was paid in 1939?
, Mr. Haufschild : That does not relate directly to these figures ; that is 
fabour cost in producing fabric. The labour cost per yard increased 155 
Per cent.

Mr. McGregor: Mr. Irvine has asked how much an hour these girls get 
and how much an hour the men get; that is his point.

Mr. Irvine : That is what I was getting.
• The Witness: I have here some information for 1948. I have not the 
formation for 1939.

By Mr. Irvine:
• Q. That gives the 155 per cent increase, does it not?—A. No, you are talk- 

^ about two different things. In the submission which we made, it was labour
h0sts have increased 155 per cent, which is quite a different tiling from the 
°Urly pay of an operator.

s-, Q. That may be, but what is the difference?—A. Well, it is very con- 
9erable, I am quite sure of that, but I have not got it here. I am perfectly 
1 bn-g to get it for you.

p Q. Do you mean more labour power produces less goods?—A. More labour 
XVer—there are a variety of causes for it. 

jj.r, Q. But you say labour costs include something other than wages, what is 
' I want to get that.—A. No, I do not exactly say that.

Q- Then, what do you state?—A. The labour costs—where is that again? 
,.Q- It is on sheet 4 of your statement, the third paragraph from the bottom 

] i f)a8e- There are two items; manufacturing costs are up 147 per cent 
lab ab°ur costs 155 per cent. Now, I want to know what is included in that 

°^r cost other than wages?—A. Nothing. 
is Then, what is wrong with me asking for the amount paid in 1939 which 
«rice ■ per cent less fcban the 50 cents an hour?—A. There is a change or a differ- 
diÇ m the labour cost between 1939 and the present time by the introduction of 

e^nt machinery and practice, and of a variety of things, 
abm Then, is there a difference in the hours of labour?—A. Very consider- 

y yes, very much less.
in Are they producing more per hour or less per hour in 1948 than they did 
oUrs —A. I would say that, generally speaking, throughout a plant such as
rattp.be production depends more particularly on the speed of the machines 

I than the skill of the operator.
tpacl)- ^hat is the tendency now?—A. Oh, yes. If the hours which the 

111 es are running is less, it generally means less production.
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Q. I should think, then, if the machine is supplanting labour the labour 
cost should be lower instead of higher?—A. I say there are various factors 
which come into this thing.

Q. Having made that statement, I should like to have a little more data on 
it before I swallow the statement it is 155 per cent higher. I should think 1 
would be lower?—A. The labour costs?

Q. Yes.—A. Well, we could elaborate on it for you. .
Q. I should very much like to have the actual data by which you arrive a 

that figure.—A. We arrive at the 155 per cent?
Hon. Mr. Martin : Mr. Chairman, I was wondering how long the con1' 

mittee intended to continue? We have to give consideration to the program 
which lies ahead of us. How long are you going to take, Mr. Dyde?

Mr. Dyde: I think, sir, we could finish with Mr. Barrett and the other 
trade witnesses in wool in another two hour session.

Hon. Mr. Martin: What other witnesses are there?
Mr. Dyde : There are labour union witnesses.
Hon. Mr. Martin: Are they here now?
Mr. Dyde: No, sir, they have been asked to be here tomorrow afternoon 

at four.
Hon. Mr. Martin : We ought to meet tomorrow morning, then.
The Acting Chairman : If we had a morning session, we could dispose 0 

the trade witnesses and then have the labour union witnesses in the afternoon-
Hon. Mr. Martin : We are going to have a great deal of work to 

tomorrow night, Thursday and Friday.
The Acting Chairman : Are there any more questions of the Doniin101 

Woollens and Worsteds’ witness?
Mr. Dyde: I have one or two short questions which, unless they lea^ ^ 

something beyond will not take more than five minutes. Then, Mr. Barr 
could be relieved. It will only take me about five minutes.

The Acting Chairman: Is it agreeable to continue for five minutes?
Agreed.

By Mr. Dyde: 0u
Q. Would you go back to schedule C7 in Mr. Knight’s report and won ^ 

look at the second page—not the page we were looking a few minutes 
the second page where it starts with Baton Manufacturing Company Bi re 
This question is a little bit off the beaten path because I am not able to con 
the exact qualities of the material but I want to call your attention to tn® 
that a piece of yam dyed worsted manufactured by the Baton Manillac ^.gj 
Company was selling on January 1, 1942 at $2.15. At that time your yalI\eri&l 
worsted coating was selling at $2.50. Then on. April 1, 1947, this Baton nn ^ 
went up to $2.70 and at the same time your material went up to $3- to 
April 1, 1948, the Baton material was up to $3.55 and your material ^vaSj)ether 
$4.50. Now, from my point of view, it would appear that your material) y. QlJgh 
it is the same or not does not matter, has gone up more than Baton’s, a 
you are both in the same market as far as buying material is concerned- y0u 
should your material have gone up more than Baton’s?—A. I cannot on‘the 
what Baton’s policy is but I have explained the policy we follow is base ureS 
replacement cost of the raw material. I notice something here in Baton s 
—I do not know what the brackets are but I suppose it means a lose—for---------- Mi V/ WMV JL. i V 1UVUIUW M * Tl

Q- Yes, that means a loss but I think there will be an explain'd10
it and I do not want you to refer the reason to that. I want to imP1’0^ 
you that your selling price of that particular material has gone fr°

up1on
50
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to $4.50 and his material has gone from $2.15 to $3.55?—A. I have not even 
looked at the Baton sample and I do not know whether it is the same quality 
or the same weight.

Q. Assume it is different. That brings me back to the first question which 
I put to you, and which I put to you again in all seriousness, and that is that 
I would consider that your prices run higher than they should on those materials 
that you produce? Is there anything else you wTant to say about it?—A. No, 
I have nothing to say; except that a very considerable rising price of raw 
materials and increases in the cost of wages—we must recover replacement 
values, and that is the basis we are working on; and on replacement values we 
Place a smaller amount of—

Mr. Irvine: Could we get some data on labour costs about which I was 
asking? I would like to get that, because we probably will be listening to the 
Labour Union representatives, and I would like to have both sides of the 
question.

Mr. Dyde: Is there any way you can get those figures by telephone? Do 
you think you could do that by tomorrow morning?

The Witness: We could get it by tomorrow morning, I should think.
The Acting Chairman : The committee will adjourn until 11.30 o’clock 

tomorrow.
—The committee adjourned to meet again tomorrow, June 23, 1948 at 

H-30 a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Wednesday, June 23, 1948.

, The Special Committee on Prices met at 11.30 a.m., the Vice-Chairman, 
v^r- Maybank, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Beaudry, Fleming, Irvine, Kuhl, McGregor, 
Maybank, Pinard, Thatcher, Winters.

Mr. H. A. Dyde, K.C., Counsel to the Committee, in attendance.

Mr. E. H. Knight, Knight & Trudel, Chartered Accountants, Montreal, was 
^called and further examined.

Witness retired.
^ Mr. F. R. Daniels, President, and Mr. R. Neill, Secretary and Chief 
^c°untant, Paton Manufacturing Company Limited, Montreal, were called, 
" (^n and examined. Mr, Daniels produced copies of answers to special 

fcliminary questionnaire and copies of the Company’s Annual Report for the 
ar ended April 30, 1948. He also filed samples of cloth identified as follows: 

Exhibit No. 149—Yarndyed Worsted, No. 5201.
Exhibit No. 150—Piecedyed Worsted, No. 4947.
Exhibit No. 151—Topcoating, No. 6552.
Exhibit No. 152—Overcoating, No. 5941.
Witnesses discharged.
Mr Clement Tremblay, Secretary-Treasurer and Director, Avers Limited,îf^hute Mills P.Q., was called, sworn and examined. He produced copies of 

>vers to special preliminary questionnaire and copies of the Company s 
'Uncial Statement as at December 31, 1947. He also filed samples ident ed
s follows:

Exhibit No. 158—White Blanket Material, No. 1000-A 43. 
Exhibit No. 154—Coloured blanket material, No. 1160-XL61. 
Exhibit No. 155—Tweed material, No. 40.

of inuring proceedings Mr. McGregor took the chair in the temporary absence 
ne Vice-Chairman.

Lo3itriess stood aside and Mr. S. W. Haufschild, Secretary-Treasurer, 
e3Catninl0n Woollens & Worsteds Limited, Toronto, was recalled and further

Witness discharged.
rT\i

Vice-Chairman tabled a memorandum by W. F. Spence, Enforcement 
oteel p^Vator, Wartime Prices and Trade Board, and one by F. K. Ashbaugh, 
Nererf<ll?troller, respecting the production and distribution of nails. It was 

I'1 at these memoranda be printed in Appendix to this day’s Minutes of 
mgs and Evidence. (See Appendix "A”)

At 1.05 p.m. the Committee adjourned to meet again at 4.00 p.m. this day.

l5759—H
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AFTERNOON SITTING

The Committee resumed at 4.00 p.m., the Vice-Chairman, Mr. Maybanki 
presiding.

Members 'present: Messrs. Beaudry, Beaudoin, Fleming, Irvine, Kuhb 
Martin, McGregor, Maybank, Merritt, Pinard, Thatcher, Winters.

Mr. H. A. Dyde, K.C., and Mr. Fabio Monet, K.C., Counsel to the Com 
mittee, in attendance.

Mr. Tremblay was recalled and further examined.
Witness discharged.
Mr. Knight was recalled and further examined. He read into the recoid 

Report “E”, being summary of information returned by companies primarily 
engaged in the manufacture of cotton yarn and cloth, woollen yarn and clot 
and artificial silk and nylon. ,

Witness retired. On behalf of the Committee, the Vice-Chairman expresse 
to Mr. Knight congratulations on the manner in which he had prepared h16 
reports and presented them to the Committee.

At this stage, Mr. Irvine took the Chair in the temporary absence of *be 
Vice-Chairman.

Mr. Gaston H. Ledoux, President, “Fédération Nationale Catholique du 
Textile, Inc.”, Granby, P.Q., was called, sworn and examined.

Witness discharged.
In the course of the afternoon’s proceedings, Counsel, Mr. Monet, . g 

communications from the following Companies or individuals submit 
supplementary information requested at the time of their appearance be 
the Committee, viz:—

Silverwood Dairies, Limited, London, Ont.
The Borden Company Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Swift Canadian Company Limited, Toronto, Ont.
C. Guy Bishop, Sherbrooke, Que.
Dominion Fruit Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Crelinsten Fruit Company, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Celanese Limited, Montreal, Que.

The above communications appear under Appendix “B” of this 
Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence.

At 6.00 p.m. the Committee adjourned to meet again in camera f°r 
sidération of its Report to the House, on Thursday, June 24, at 9.30 am-’ ej\ 
to resume in public session later during the day, at a time to be fixed

tabled

R. ARSENAULT, . '
Clerk oj the Corning



MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons,
June 23, 1948.
at 11.30 a.m. The Vice- 

The Vice-Chairman : I see a quorum, gentlemen.
Mr. Dyde: Mr. Chairman, I am asking Mr. Knight to come back to the 

stand for a few minutes with regard to a point that arose out of the evidence 
01 June 17.

The Special Committee on Prices met this day 
Chairman, Mr. R. Maybank, presided.

E. H. Knight, Knight and Trudel, Montreal, P.Q., recalled :

By Mr. Dyde:
^ Q- Mr. Knight, in the evidence of June 17, a question arose with regard 
■^.Page 11 of your report C, and with regard to the statement referring to Paton 
* anufacturing Company Limited, and you said they included in overhead as 

. component of cost items other than operating expenses. Would you please 
|/€ the committee a statement with regard to that particular point?—A. Yes, 
or' Dyde. As I explained on page 11 in my report, Paton Manufacturing 

?mPany Limited have included in overhead as a component of cost items 
.Per than operating expenses. These items consist of: (a) provision for bond 

terest at the rate of $28,000 per annum ; (b) a provision for dividends on 
j of erred and common shares at the rate of $82,000 per annum ; and the total 
jj, these two charges, namely $110,000 per annm, represents an average of 
M Per cent of the selling price of the fabrics, analyzed on schedule C-7- (1) ; 
.crefore, for the purpose of comparing components of cost of the Paton Manu- 
acturing Company Limited with the other two companies, the above-mentioned 
Rentage of 3-3 of the selling price should be deducted from overhead and 

to operating income.
s Q- Would you please go through that with one figure on schedule C-7-(l) 

that we will know exactly what we should do?—A. Well, take for example, 
Schedule C-7-(l)—at the end of my report— 

v Q. On C-7-(l) down at the bottom of the right-hand column on the page 
J will find these figures.—A. Now, take the right-hand column for your 
y yed worsteds, under the total as at April 1, 1948, 3-3 per cent of $3.55 a 
of rd Would be about 10 cents, so that the loss of -0167 shown would for purposes 
an 10IïlParis°n with the other two companies be -8; or, in other words, 8 cents; 
or ,rf0Ur overhead would be 8 cents less than the $1.02 which is shown— 

10 cents less than the $1.02 which is shown, which would be 92 cents, 
to ,Mr. Dyde: Thank you, Mr. Knight. You will be coming back a little later 
ihitf 1 with another matter, but I would like now to call representatives of 

°n Manufacturing Company Limited.
at tMr- Fleming: Mr. Dyde, would Mr. Knight answer one question for me 

1S P°int? Do you know, Mr. Knight, how much cloth goes into say a 
io ? suit, so we might have some kind of appreciation oi what this rise 

Prices really means in terms of the price of the finished product?

3803
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The Witness : From the accounting standpoint I did not come across that 
figure, Mr. Fleming.

Mr. McGregor: I would like to ask one question here in connection with 
this adjustment to these figures which you have made here. Would that not 
be adjusted by the auditors as to tax before final payment of income tax?

The Witness: Well, you see, this is a cost statement that is in the firm, 
and the cost statement which is maintained by the firm is the accounting form 
in their operations through which to determine how much the material they 
are manufacturing is costing them, do you see?

Mr. McGregor: And that would have nothing to do with income tax?
The Witness: No.
Mr. McGregor : Thank you.
Mr. Dyde: I would now call Mr. Daniels and Mr. Neill.

Francis Rvlaml Daniels, 12 Redpath Place, Montreal, P.Q.; President, 
Paton Manufacturing Company Limited, Montreal, called and sworn :

Robert Neill, 35 Patricia Street, Sherbrooke, P.Q. ; Secretary and Chief 
Accountant, Paton Manufacturing Company Limited, Montreal, called a*11 
sworn :

By Mr. Dyde: (To Mr. Daniels)
Q. Mr. Daniels, what is your full name?—A. Francis Ryland Daniels.
Q1 And your address?—A. 12 Redpath Place, Montreal.
Q. And your post with the company?—A. President of Paton Manufacturing 

Company Limited.

By Mr. Dyde: (To Mr. Neill)
Q. And, Mr. Neill, your full name, please?—A. Robert Neill.
Q. And your address?—A. 35 Patricia Street, Sherbrooke, Quebec. . c
Q. And your position with the company?—A. I am secretary and chi 

accountant.

By Mr. Dyde: (To Mr. Daniels)
Q. Mr. Daniels, your company produced certain samples when report’1 

to Mr. Knight, and I would be glad if you would identify these with referee 
to the samples as we have them on schedule C-7-(l). The first item that 
have on the schedule is yarn dyed worsted.—A. That is this sample he > 
sample 5201.

Q. And that is the sample which corresponds to the yarn dyed worst > 
being the first item on schedule C-7-(l)?—A. That is correct.

Mr. Dyde : Mr. Chairman, I would like to produce that as exhibit 14"-

By Mr. Dyde: (To Mr. Daniels) «
Q. Then, the next is fast dyed worsted, Mr. Daniels?—A. Example 4 

That is the second item on schedule C-7-(l).
Mr. Dyde: Mr. Chairman, I produce that as exhibit 150.

By Mr. Dyde: -6
Q. And the next is top coating?—A. Top coating is represented by 

sample here, 6552, the third item on the schedule.
Mr. Dyde: Mr. Chairman, I would like to produce that as exhibit loi-
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The Witness: The next is overcoating, represented by sample 5941. 
Mr. Dyde: I would like to produce that as exhibit 152.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Mr. Daniels, you have heard the evidence given by Mr. Knight when he 

read to us report C. I would be glad if you would now give the committee any 
comment that you would care to make with regard to this report. Have you 
any comment?—A. No, sir; I do not think so. I think the figures as produced 
b>’ Mr. Knight are very fair in so far as this company is concerned. I do not 
Say that I completely agree with this policy of eliminating bonds from capital 
employed, but that is a procedure that was adopted for all companies, and as 
111 °ur case it did not make any great difference to the profit percentage we have 
n°t any quarrel with it.

Q. I wonder if you could answer this for me. We have certain pieces of 
material here brought by yourselves and by another company. Is there to your 
knowledge an authority, either a government authority or otherwise, that is 
CaPable of comparing these materials for the committee if that were required? 
y~A. We have used on occasion such laboratories as Milton Hersey of Monreal. 
A'e have also used the National Research Council.

Q. Here in Ottawa?—A. Yes. Of course, there are American companies 
j'mich specialize in that type of work also. I do not know their names offhand, 

m I could readily obtain them for you.
Q. Mr. Fleming asked a question a few minutes ago which I perhaps might
you now at this point, that is, the amount of material of let us say your 

m 5201, which is now exhibit 149, which would be required to make a man’s 
A?—A. That, depends on the man, I guess.

, Mr. Fleming: Mr. Kulil and I have been exchanging dimensions, and we 
nu there is quite a discrepancy between his and mine.

The Witness: I can get away with three and one-quarter yards.
Mr. Fleming: I think Mr. Kuhl takes about eight yards.
Mr. Kuhl: Not quite, five and a half.
The Witness: Three and one-quarter yards with one pair of trousers, only, 

m'nk that, is about the average.
^ Mr. Fleming: I wanted to get the significance of that in terms of price

but if this is not a convenient point for Mr. Dyde to raise that probably 
0 Can get it later.

Air. Dyde: As a matter of fact, at this stage I am going to say in view of 
qnr; Daniel’s remarks with regard to the report of Mr. Knight I have no 
I at!/l0n-s to ask of Mr. Daniels, and as far as my examination is concerned 

111 now finished with regard to this witness.
The Vice-Chairman: Are there any other questions?

I

By Mr. Fleming:
F0 ,9' 1 should like to follow up that last point as to the rises in price per yard. 
rej6 &t schedule C-7-(l) of Mr. Knight’s report C, which is the one that 
sUif°S *° y°ur company, which of these first two would represent ordinary 

*ng material?—A. Both of the first two.
85 D- And from April, 1947, to April, 1948, you have an advance of about 

a yard, is it not?—A. 85 cents in the case of 5201 and 85 cents in the 
nf the other one as well, yes.

the that actually in terns of apportioning the rise in entering into a suit,
irJJ^age man’s suit of clothes, it runs about $2.80 does it not?—A. That 

c be about right on the average suit of three and one-quarter yards.
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Q. So if we look at the cause of the rise in men’s clothing at the retail level 
we will have to look elsewhere for everything except approximately $2.80 per 
suit?—A. Yes, I think that is right. We do not feel we have contributed too 
greatly to the rise in the cost of living with our increases in the last year. (

Q. Have you any figures at all as to general rises in the retail price of men s 
suits?—A. No, sir, I am afraid I have not.

Q. Can you give similar figures on overcoats? Your table indicates a rise 
of 60 cents a yard in overcoat material in the year from April 1, 1947, t" 
April 1, 1948. How many yards do you put into the average man’s overcoat i 
—A. I think it is about three yards. I am not as sure of that figure as I a® 
of the suit. ,

Q. That would mean in approximate terms about $2 per overcoat, would 
it not?—A. That would be about right.

Q. When we are looking at the rise in the price of overcoats there is only 9* 
of it to be attributed to the rise in your selling price?—A. In the primary 
material.

Q. In the cost of the primary material?—A. Yes.
Q. A topcoat would be about the same amount of material?—A. Yes.
Q. That has gone up about 40 cents a yard. That would be about $1.25 per 

topcoat?—A. Yes, sir.

By Mr. McGregor:
Q. Would that cover all rises in the price of material?—A. There are 

other...
Q. In the last three or four years in that particular line?—A. We hav 

only made one increase since April, 1947. Is that what you mean?
Q. We will say since 1944. What has been the total increase since 1944?''' 

A. Well, the prices as shown for January 1, 1942, carried right through 194 
That is $1.75. ^

Q. What would be the difference in the cost of the material that 
into an overcoat, we will say over the period of the last five years, the to 
increase?—A. Well, sir, our cost as of January, 1942, was $1.75, and our co= 
as of April 1, 1948 was $2.38. That has increased 60 cents. -g

Q. That is the only increase in the last four or five years?—A. That 
right, and I should point out, too, that this April 1st cost is the cost made 
of that date. , i

Q. We can say that the total increase in the cost of an overcoat v'O" 
not have been over $3?—A. Well, it is $2.35—you mean the increase? ig

Q. It would not have been over $3?—A. Sixty cents times three yar 
is $1.80. . e3

Q. And the price of a suit about the same?—A. It is $1.40 a yard 
three and one-quarter. It would be $4.65, sir.

By Mr. Fleming: _ leaVeS
Q. Through how many hands does the material pass from the time 1 j Jo 

the factory until it passes over the retailer’s counter to the consumer . ■ g0ld
not think I am entirely qualified to answer that. Most of our goods a ngef 
to cutters up, the cutting up trade. As a rule our goods go direct to a SJ j0r 
who sponges or shrinks the cloth and also grades it. He does the gra1 ® 
the cutter upper. Then it goes to the secondary manufacturer who ma 
garments, and then he sells to the stores or wholesalers. ^ 7(1)

Q. When the different kinds of material indicated on the schedule j.eiy 
leave your factory are they in bolts?—A. Yes, sir, in lengths of approx"
sixt.xr irof/l.
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Q. Roughly there would be two more hands it would pass through before 
it is sold by the dealer or retailer' to the consumer?—A. I think at least two.

Q. It might be three?—A. It might be three.
The Vice-Chairman: Are there any other questions? Thank you, 

Mr. Daniels. Who is the next witness?
Mr. Dyde : Call the representatives of Ayers, Limited.
Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, the questionnaire and annual statement of 

this company, I presume, were filed as exhibits. I do not think they were 
referred to as exhibits.

The Vice-Chairman: That is not exactly the way it has been done, as 
I recall it. There is a reference made to the fact they have been placed in 
°ur hands. First of all, they do not appear in anything that is printed. 
Secondly, I am not sure they were identified as exhibits all the way through. 
They have just been handed to us as additional information. At any rate, 
whatever has been the method with all companies in regard to such material 
as you mentioned, the same with this.

Mr. Fleming: In some cases we have asked questions based on the 
Questionnaire. I was wondering whether, in those cases, we did not file them 
as exhibits.

Mr. Dyde : In this case, yesterday, when examining Dominion Woollens 
and Worsteds Limited witnesses, I had those particular pages reproduced in 
.he evidence on the understanding that, if a reference was made to anything 
111 the questionnaire, that reference would be reproduced.

Mr. Fleming: Just the particular pages.
The Vice-Chairman: Yes, that was the decision some time ago.
Mr. Fleming: In any event, those documents referred to, the questionnaire 

atlcl annual report, are of record. Are copies filed with the secretary of the
c°nimittee?

The Vice-Chairman : Oh, yes, the secretary of the committee has them 
as well as the members of the committee.

Mr. Fleming: But they were not marked as exhibits?
The Vice-Chairman: They were not marked as exhibits. Looking back 

1t, I rather think we should have identified all those documents because 
r betimes there was not one document filed but three or four. For some 
g(.as°n which I do not recall now, it was decided—I think I was in the chair 

time—that the documents would be handled as I have mentioned.
Mr. Fleming: It might have been better if they had been marked, but not 

^Produced in the record. Is the secretary in a position to submit, for record 
^Poses a list of the documents which were tabled but not marked? I am 
S'mPly thinking of the record.
it i^he Vice-Chairman: That could be done. I agree with you and I think 

l0uld be done because, at least,are we would have a list of the documents that 
0r should be available. I think that will probably take care of it. 

ty , -Mr- Fleming: We might want to attach that as an appendix to our report 
16 House, for instance.

Vice-Chairman: Yes, the last documents have not been identified by 
numbers.

Mr. Fleming: But were filed with the secretary. 
The Vice-Chairman : Yes.
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Clement Tremblay, Director and Secretary-Treasurer, Ayers Limited, 
Lachute Mills, P.Q., called and sworn :

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Mr. Tremblay, would you give the committee your full name?— 

A. Clement Tremblay.
Q. Your address?—A. Lachute Mills, Quebec.
Q. Your office with Ayers Limited?—A. Secretary-Treasurer and Director-
Q. The report of your company for the last fiscal year and the answers to 

your questionnaire have been filed with the secretary and distributed to the 
members of the committee. You have also produced samples to Mr. Knight 
and I am going to ask you to identify those samples with respect to schedule 
C7 (2). Do you have a copy of Mr. Knight’s report “C”?—A. Yes.

Q. AVould you turn to schedule C7 ( 2), which is the last page but one in 
the book?—A. Yes.

Q. Would you please produce for me a sample of white blanket which 
the first item mentioned on that page?—A. This one.

Q. Does it carry a number, your own number?—A. It is our number KXXh
Q. What does the V 43 mean?—A. It is equivalent to V 43. It is on our 

catalogue as 1000 and V 43 at the mill.
Q. Someone has put a ticket on it which says, “V 43, 1000 quality”'" 

A. They are the same thing.
Q. I produce that as exhibit 153.
Exhibit No. 153: Sample of white blanket No. 1000.
Q. The next item is coloured blanket. Could you 'produce for me the 

coloured blanket?—A. Yes.
Q. What is its identifying number?—A. 1160 quality at the mill and XL bi 

in our catalogue.
Q. I produce that as exhibit 154.
Exhibit No. 154: Sample coloured blanket No. 1160. ,
Q. The next item is tweed. Will you produce the tweed please?—A. Twee 

No. 40. . - b
Q. The identifying number is tweed No. 40. That is the material wmc 

is shown on schedule C7 (2) ?—A. Absolutely.
Q. I produce that as exhibit 155.
Exhibit No. 155: Sample tweed No. 40.
(At this point Mr. McGregor assumed the chair.)

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Were you present, Mr. Tremblay, when Mr. Knight gave his rep01 

“C”?—A. No, I was not, unfortunately.
Q. You have had an opportunity of reading it?—A. Yes. ■ j.e
Q. Will you please give the committee any comments you wish to 

with regard to the report Mr. Knight has made, namely, report “C”?—A- * ^ 
In connection with this report and also in connection with incomplete newspaP 
reports which have appeared before our story was heard, there have been s° ^ 
statements made which are, of course, misunderstood. People, generally, aFe 
initiated into the intricacies of accounting and it is for that reason I wish 
make certain comments. ort

I wish to say at once that I am not critical at all of Mr. Knight’s rep1 ,g 
because I consider it a masterpiece from the standpoint of accountancy- 1 
precise in all particulars, but due to certain vagaries in accountancy ar".pllie 
playing with figures, there are some things which need explanation in c-xtl 
cases such as ours.
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First, I wish to deal with our position in connection with operating income 
and also the percentage of profit to capital employed.

This company’s operating income has been mentioned in newspaper items 
as 16’4 per cent but the net yield of interest on capital employed of 8-4 per 
c^nt, according to the committee’s version, has not been stated and this claim 
should properly be 7-4 per cent, our version, after consideration of certain 
1 actors of importance.

I will explain those important factors right away. There is an exceedingly 
, §b rate shown for 1946 and 1947 on schedule 08 on capital employed. It 
declined suddenly from $4,085,000 in 1945 to $1,468,000 in 1946 and $1,680,000 
in 1947.

Moreover in the telling of our story, we wish to point out, whether it is 
'4 per cent or 7-4 per cent net yield to capital employed, that in arriving at 
his yield, only cost value of our plant buildings and machinery, hydro electric 
avelopment, etc., appear in our books at cost, the major part of such plant 

Property dating back to pre-war and a large part of additions to 1946.
. In a report from our appraisers, Lockwood Greene Engineers Inc., experts 

textile mill appraisals of wide reputation, they advise us that using 1939 
for building as basis for increase of building costs, between 1939 and 

948, it would be from 80 to 90 per cent. In March of this year, at time of 
v ac'ng our fire insurance at latest replacement cost, they then stated that 
aiues in our 1946 appraisal should be increased 20 per cent on buildings and 

^ acliinery, thus higher values of 20 per cent in two years’ time. If our premises 
a^c destroyed by fire, we would have to pay present values in re-installation 
jn We figure that if we take present basis of values of our fixed plant assets, 

creased from 80 to 90 per cent since pre-war, the major part as aforesaid, 
Cci" neI yield of interest on capital employed would not be more that about 4 per 
Uj y° 41, per cent. This is far from being an adequate return on industrial invest- 
y nt with all the serious risks inherent to the woollen industry in the troublous 
Jhes ahead, as there is now developing increasing resistance to pay current 
. aeonable prices for products although manufacturing costs are steadily mount- 
fj ^ due to world wide conditions brought about by the gigantic expenses and 
faucial commitments as the unavoidable after effects of the greatest of all 

ars- There is also the fact that plant equipment having worked to full 
P&eity day and night in the war years has had considerable wear and will 

a dually have to be replaced at values nearly 100 per cent over pre-war costs, 
0 ^crease in building and machinery costs' being foreseen for the near future, 

of H^ewspaper reports have also reported that under virtue of paragraph 96 
(y file Income Tax Act, this company has taken advantage of the situation to 
j stribute the sum of $2,794,000 in the form of dividends and to satisfy the 
j 0<)ine tax upon same. They did not state that this tax amounted to $760,000. 
gff^perly informed, thev should also have stated that three members of the 

generation of the Ayers family, owners of Ayers Limited, died between 
suo and 1945 and that the cumulative and very severe combined effect of 
^ cession duties and income taxes on family corporations and shareholders 
ta^ant that the heirs, for the satisfaction of the said succession duties and income 
a *Gs as well as debts in the estates, upon a forced distribution of company 
of els> to save themselves, although said assets were for the most part made up 
W^ehinery and buildings, not quickly realizable, did not have any choice 
$2 oq bave the companv negotiate a large loan with the Bank of Montreal of 
AV J°'°00 for which shareholders surrendered their entire common stock of 
i§g, *'s limited and their own individual resources as collateral security pending 
$Uc ance of a bond issue. It was a case to do or die and satisfy income taxes, 
hath on duties and debts of estates or sell the company’s property under the 
bef nier- This was otic of the most important cases, the Ayers’ case, presented

'MQtVx 11 _ . 1 „ I • r i • Ï» e <1re the Ives Royal Commission on family corporations for relief from the

s
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wholly ruinous combined effect of succession duties and income taxes affecting 
family corporations particularly and, if a certain relief had not accrued from 
the Ives Commission’s recommendations, in such extreme cases, the company 
and its shareholders would have gone bankrupt.

I might say too in connection with that matter, Mr. Chairman, regarding 
the profits shown on the last page of schedule C8 we show 18-7 per cent profit 
for that year on account of the very large decreased capital, and 1-6-5 per cent 
in 1947 also because of decreased capital. In the same report if you win 
refer to schedule C2 you see the percentage of operating income to sales m 
1946 is 11-7 per cent and in 1947 it is 12-7 per cent. When you consider the 
net percentage profit before deducting income taxes etc. it would appear that 
we should devise some way of cancelling those income taxes and to make 
more money afterwards. It is a wide divergence or contradiction really 111 
that report. We show lower operating income than we show at the end jn 
actual percentage of profit to capital employed—the operating income is really 
lower even before deducting income taxes and other financial expenses. I 
not doubt that according to the rules of accountancy the figures set out arc 
correct and I do not blame Mr. Knight because he had to line the figures up 
as he found them in the books, but with respect to that accountancy there 
should be some more flexible method adopted. Of course it is the same situation 
which is faced by parliament which creates new laws to replace laws wliic 
are no longer suitable to our way of living and perhaps that should apply 1 
accountancy. I would call your attention to these views in order to help y° 
see in a better light or to understand the situation in which our company is.

Q. Thank you, Mr. Tremblay, is there any other comment you have t° 
make with respect to Mr. Knight’s report?—A. No, I only wanted to point ou 
the technical question involved. Otherwise, we find the report to be an a1 ' 
inclusive statement, precisely given, of our operations.

Q. Would you turn to schedule C7 (2) where the items produced by y°.^ 
company are set out. I notice, for the purposes of the record, that in win 
blankets your selling price per pound in 1942 was $1.13; the selling price wa
ll.19 in 1947, and it was $1.35 in 1948?—A. Yes.

Q. With respect to coloured blanketting the price in 1942 was $1.43 P® 
pound; in 1947 the price was $1.27 per pound ; and in 1948 the price was Hel
per pound?—A. Yes.

Q. With respect to tweed I notice the price in 1942 was $1.45; in 1947 ^ 
was $1.66; and the price has not changed since?—A. Yes, but I would 
word in explanation about tweed. Our price per yard on 13-ounce is lower t 
the price indicated here which is figured for convenience. . ^

Q. Have you raised the price of tweed since April 1948?—A. We have rav 
it to $1.55. j

Q. I think you arc misunderstanding me. Have you raised the price
x A------11 i 1 o<nO a i-rr i i • i i • i • i • - J. ’since April 1, 1948?—A. We have made a price but it is not a price atL 16C C*u ’• • ggd

have sold as yet or if we have sold it is only a small quantity. ^v ce<^Jj ^lû^! 
is very scarce and there has been some dumping on the market of av 
was ordered from abroad when the manufacture in Canada was no 
for our own purposes. • (r0tle f°

Q. I think the figures supplied by you indicate that tweed has g ^ {[1e 
$1.83, is that correct?—A. It was $1.66 and of course if you bring it W 
16-ounce value it would be $1.83 as against $1.66. the

Q. No, no; you are not understanding me; on the same basis ex.u • jg 9s 
price was figured on April 1, 1948; is that price on the same exai 
the calculation; has it increased?—A. Not in actual shipments.
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By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. You could buy tweed today for $1.66?—A. That is right—well, no; it 

18 that way on April 1, 1948, tweed was $1.66.
Q. Could you buy it for that today?—A. And then for the fall season, 

you see we make in seasons for the following fall season which we produce 
today, so there is an increase in the volume of sales. Prices are rising steadily. 
To make these tweeds for the fall we will have to charge $1.45—that is $1.66 in 
Pounds—you are speaking in yards—our price by the yard of 13^ ounce was 
*1-45 and our new price for the fall season will be $1.55.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Now apparently we are getting a little confused. Would you start again 

0n this tweed?—A. Yes.
Q. We are dealing on schedule C-7- (2) with the selling price per pound?— 

A. Yes.
Q. Now, if you want to translate that into yards, let us translate it into 

yards.—A. All right.
. Q. And when in 1942 you quote, or there is quoted $1.45 per pound, I 
rave a figure which says that that is the equivalent of $1-225 cents per yard; 
ls that correct?—A. That is right.

Q. So that is we were going to do it by yards we would put $1-225 opposite 
'be $1.45 figure?—A. That is right.

Q. All right then, as at April 1, 1947 you have $1.66 per pound?—A. That
18 right.
• Q. And if we translate that into prices per yard, according to my figures
* would be $1.40?—A. Correct.
, Q. And then we come to the $1.66 per pound at April 1, 1948, and it remains 
he same, but the price per yard equivalent would be $1.40?—A. For all sales 

10 April 1, 1948.
,, Q. Now, since that time your selling price has been increased, whether 
ae delivery is for now or six months hence?—A. That is right.

. Q. And your selling price has been increased per pound to $1.83?—A. No, 
0 $1.55.

a Q- To $1.83 per pound—don’t get me off the per pound for a minute.— 
' t have the April 1—I haven’t figured it that way.

Q- Wait a moment please.
^ The Vice-Chairman: Wait a moment, Mr. Tremblay, please. At this 
il be careful not to break in too suddenly or we will not get it properly on 

16 record.

By Mr. Dyde:
in Q- I have a figure of $1.83 per pound as the price to which it has been 
bghtaSed’ * would use the other figure of $1.55 per yard?—A. Yes, that is

Q- As the price to which it has been increased?—A. That is right.
Q- That is correct?—A. That is correct, 

to ^ ' Would you please explain to the committee why it has been necessary 
the*11 • increase since April 1, 1948, and tell us at the same time when 

Price increased?—A. The price increased on April 2, our price for manu- 
t0 t[lring after that date, anything for the fall, would be $1.55 per yard; due 
that'0 Crease in the cost of wool, certain supplies, labour and everything else 

t 8°es into it.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Mr % Have you had any increases in labour costs since the 1st of April, 

■ tremblay?—A. No.
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Mr. Fleming: Do you mean wage rates, or aggregate costs?
The Witness: Wage rates and our aggregate costs, they would all come 

into it, particularly to the consideration of material costs.
Mr. Thatcher: You stated that labour had increased and that that is one 

of the reasons you put up the price; aren’t you contradicting yourself?
The Vice-Chairman: May I interject there? You said the price had 

increased as of a certain date and that labour costs were one of the reasons but 
not that there was an increase in labour after that date. That is what you 
are saying, there had been an increase from April 1 ; and my understanding 
of his evidence would be that the increase had already taken place before 
April 1.

Mr. Thatcher: I do not think you are right, Mr. Chairman.
The Vice-Chairman: Am I not?
Mr. Thatcher: I took it from what he said that the price has been increased 

since the 1st of April.
The Vice-Chairman: You mean up to April 1?
Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Dyde asked for information on that.
The Vice-Chairman: Do you mean to say that on April 1—
The Witness: To be quite right, Mr. Thatcher, there was not much of 

any—there was very little increase, that would be in spots, in particular situa
tions, but very little increase on account of labour that would go into the 
increased price.

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. So there is very little labour enters into that?—A. There is very b^e 

there. ,
Q. What about raw materials?—A. Raw- materials, of course, have increase 

to quite an extent.
Q. What about overhead?—A. Overhead would be about the same thing’ 

pretty steady.
Q. Do you blame your wrhole price increase then on materials?—A. u 

materials, yes; practically everything, certainly.
Q. Well, wouldn’t this chart show that your operating income must hav 

possibly played some part in the price increase?—A. Operating income? . i
Q. We haven’t got the figures at the present time, but to what extent 1 

raw materials go up after April 1?—A. You are speaking now only of *wee0f 
They have never been a profitable line and offer little if anything in the ,wa^ ,|ie 
operating income for me. I have a statement to make later outlining ^.g 
situation in our firm, which will indicate the complexity of the lines , 
manufacture; for instance, a large part of our production is in paper ma<„Cn't 
wool felts, transmission rolls and things of that kind. I thought I should P1!65^,^ 
this special statement so that you would properly understand our partie11 
situation. May I present it now?

The Vice-Chairman: Well, Mr. Dyde, would that be in accord writh >°u 
arrangements?

Mr. Dyde: Yes, Mr. Chairman; that would be quite satisfactory.
The Vice-Chairman: Very good, Mr. Tremblay may do that.
Mr. Dyde: Are you going to read that to us, Mr. Tremblay? , ^
The Witness: Yes, Mr. Dyde. I am sorry that I have not a .suffi01® ^ 

number of copies to make one available to each member of the committed 
have an additional copy here w'hich will be available for the reporter.
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The Vice-Chairman : That would be quite useful, Mr. Tremblay. You 
do not need to worry about supplying additional copies because this will be 
Printed before you could make them available to us.

The Witness: I see.
Mr. Dyde: Will you go ahead and present your statement, please, Mr. 

Tremblay.
The Witness: Yes.
I beg leave to ask your kind permission at the very beginning of your 

customary procedure to clarify the mind immediately on features arising from 
the subject of operating income in our case, ending up at an overall average 

16-3 per cent to sales for the period of 12 years under review', or higher by 
.4 points and 7-5 points respectively than for the other two companies 
^vestigated in the wool textile field.

Owing to the complicated composition of our sales totalling $37,000,000 of 
Miich 47 • 2 per cent in the period being producers’ goods almost entirely used 
hy the paper mills, and the balance of 52-8 per cent consumers’ goods such as 
J°ol blankets and cloths for the clothing manufacturers, our business for almost 

. per cent is entirely different from the other two manufacturers associated 
^dh us in the report.

As this Ayers business is to a considerable extent a specialized industry 
’direly essential to the paper industry, a comparison of averages wfith producers 

100 per cent apparel goods is most difficult and cannot be conclusive.
For instance, in the 1934 royal commission report on price spreads, our 

°rnpany, (only one in Quebec) and two in Ontario were taken together as 
Peeialty companies, the three making paper makers’ felts as a principal line 
M wool blankets as a subsidiary line, and this was done because they seriously 
F°cted the averages of the other companies in the wool industry. No representa- 
ye of Ayers Limited or the other two specialty companies was called as a 
dness before the commission in 1934 and no one there present seemed to be 
de toexplain just what sort of a product a paper makers’ felt was. They 

.,0offered whether it was manufactured from wrool, shoddy rags or that sort' of 
and whether there was any such thing as spinning or weaving, in this etc., V'l 'the whole question was left in abeyance to find out later on just what it 

Was all about.
her ^ W’H say immediately that paper makers’ wool felts are made from 100 

ftn* f>^ t^ie highest quality wools for tensile strength and other characteristics 
on i°w processes from wool preparation to carding, spinning, weaving although 
V^ry wide and heavy looms and finishing also on very heavy machines but 
reco' /rom other w'oollen mills in the art of specializing into felts. For your 
tyQ(),| -1 will a little later characterize the manufacture of paper makers’ felts in 
to ' en> cotton and asbestos-cotton in contrast to lack of information giving rise 
tWmneous appreciation of this particular industry in the previous inquiry 

Cloned.p .
r or instance in 1936, a pre-war year, the operating income on wool felts 
’’° " 9 per cent for a percentage of 36-5 per cent of total sales all products, 

hern Per cent operating income on cotton and asbestos dryer felts for a 
outage of 16-6 per cent of sales and the wool Blankets and cloths had an 
of Jmg income of only 6-9 per cent of sales and amounted to 31-2 per cent 
°herat- sa^es- You will realize the influence of felts in the total average of 
CW tlnS income for that year at 20-8 per cent whereas wool blankets and 

s accounted for only 6-9 per cent.
Wge n, ^939, about 65 per cent a pre-war year and 35 per cent war year when a 

demand developed, including war orders, the total sales of wool blankets

16-6
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and cloths climbed to 51-5 per cent with a percentage of income of only 5-1 per 
cent and the felts with total sales of 49-5 per cent for balance of operating 
income which averaged 16 per cent.

You can realize the anomaly of comparison for seeking a total average with 
the other two companies of the wool industry under your inquiry, in 1936 and 
1939 and while less divergent in subsequent years, the influence of felt operating 
income, on an .overall average is noteworthy.

I have been able to dig into studies I made at various times of the respective 
showing of each of our variety of products as to the operating income, the profit 
position, thinking that it would be of assistance to your committee. Fro® 
information available, I have covered years 1936, 1939, 1941, 1942, 1943 and 
1945, other years not being available as no special audited reports, of our own 
auditors have been issued showing separate yields of each product except that 
we have a cost system which permits of assembling the information when 
required. ..

I purpose to leave with your committee supplementary Exhibit “A” detail
ing the operating income, the percentage of sales of each product in the year 
above mentioned. Percentages of operating income show in some years within a 
small fraction to 1 per cent less than shown by your auditors, evidently due to 
my figures showing on manufacturing account only and do not include income 
from interest on Victory Bonds and other securities held each year, as a 
companies as you know subscribed to a lot of Victory bond’s in the war years.

After 1939, figures previously giving the operating income on wool paP®r 
machine felts continued to show 33-8 per cent in 1941, 33-5 per cent in I9jp
27-3 per cent in 1943 and 23-3 per cent in 1945. Since 1945, as paper ®
speaking here of the newsprint mills, to whom we supply 93 per cent of our 
felts, have gradually stepped up their production from 3*259,000 tons in 194° 
to over 4.500,000 tons at this time or an increase of about 40 per cent, we have 
also stepped up our production of felts and our felt operating income should be 
back to over 30 per cent.From the maximum peak of total sales of wool blankets and cloths which 
started at 31-3 per cent in 1936, 51-5 per cent in 1939, 59-3 per cent in 194-2’ 
bO-3 per cent in 1943 to 60-7 per cent in 1945, sales have been declining t0 
57-8 per cent in 1946 and 51 per cent in 1947.I think it is time now to explain fully the character of our business and 
give you notes, for clarification of the record, on the manufacture of paPe^ 
makers’ felts so that you may appreciate the situation from an over all Pictui;+ 
and thus understand in a constructive spirit the operating income, and Pr0., 
factors in what piay appear a complicated beehive of production in the texth6 

eld, comprising about half and half of essential products for the paper industO ’ 
principally woollen and some cotton and asbestos, and wool blankets and cloth5’ 
the latter being apparel goods.
Paper makers feltsI wish to point out that we are first and foremost specializing in Pa^.!e 
makers felts as our ideal of manufacture and profit incentive. These felts. 
classified into woollen woven endless felts, also Cotton dryer (a special1^ 
îeavy cotton duck) and asbestos-cotton dryer felts (similar to a heavy cot 
duck) made of both asbestos yarns and cotton yarns. ,l0lPaper makers’ felts have been the foundation of our business with j 
oiankets as a subsidiary line for more economy in manufacture of the 
product (felts) as the bales of wool (almost entirely imported for the Purpi ^in 
nJe-rpr™ar^/ purchased for felt making and they could be sorted °ut gS, 

■ P i c classifications so that the entire contents of bales could be used up up 
inlüïTt ne would have to resell, sometimes at a loss, the selections not 
no ngm felt requirements but otherwise excellent for blankets. Blanket P j 
auction of late years has increased to a point when we have to buy
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qualities specifically for them in addition to sortings from the higher cost felt 
Wools. Felt wools are particularly recognized in Australia and New Zealand 
where they are put up in specially classified grades called in their catalogues 
Paper makers’ felt wools” which are the cream of the wools and are sold 

at a premium the world over where woollen felts are made.
Blankets have generally been found a poorly profitable line, particularly 

or the types mostly in demand such as the ordinary white and coloured 
. lankets of which you have inquired in our case and have samples before you 

accordance with Statement No. 6 of your questionnaire. Only the addition 
°i fancy lines, in a lower production, helps us to have a suspicion of profit 
°Ver all in normal times. I have previously stated that in 1939 and previous 
I-ears, blankets and cloths together gave us a yield of about 5 per cent in operat- 
sng income and, after income taxes are deducted, there may be an illusion of 
^'tnething left, but very little at any rate. In normal times, there is keen 
°tt)petition from Great Britain where the labour cost is substantially lower than 
he Canadian and the British blankets, and occasionally blankets from other 

JHmtries find little difficulty to pass under the protective tariff wall. Only 
d16 extensively large demand brought about by the xvar and its after effects 
ave caused some economy in production, due to day and night shifts and 

Save somewhat more leeway to blankets which we feel sure will soon come 
whin an era of aggressive exports to Canada and there will be little profit 
1 Ucement left. We, however, shall keep the line for all round convenience 

> economy in producing felts.
°°l cloths (Apparel Goods)

as is a venture, in our case, dating back to the comparatively recent past
Woollen paper makers’ felts of which we are the pioneers and largest Canadian 

inc nu^acturers date back to about 50 years ago. Back to 1929 and the crash 
at ?rcur?ty markets and the depression which eventually set in, our President 
a j ae time, the late John T. Ayers, decided in 1931 that instead of laying off 
(learge percentage of the working staff not required, owing to the largely reduced 
0f1)land for products, we would retain them just the same, employing as many 

the surplus workers able to help in the construction of a new plant, buy the 
, 'lUired machinery to start first with tweeds of the pure wool variety and then 
(j(anch out gradually into other lines, thus providing steady work, even under 
s Pressed times, to all the staff and hire more, always favouring the local labour 
0tlpPly, as the new venture would progress. Our expectations were not resting 
ç, a favorable ground as we had always had little faith in the future of 
Radian cloths which had always been so sensitive to the effect of importations, 

^ Protection and the tinkering with tariffs in the past. Our President John 
lje ^yers was determined, however, and resting upon our specialized felt industry, 
tl] ,^as Satisfied to break even and the main idea was to protect our old workers, 
ann S°ns anc^ ^-heir daughters who had been the mainstay of our labour force 
a Y then. You know how it is, we start building, then enlarge and enlarge 

on hints of this or of that and visions of a brighter future ahead.
The Vice-Chairman: Yesterday, I understand there was an undertaking 

)nJn to Mr. Haufschild that a certain question which had been asked by Mr. 
ev- 1.ne would be dealt with today. I think we should break into Mr. Tremblay’s 
W0' !‘I1Ce at this point for the purpose of having that dealt with now. This 
ativ ^ abow us fifteen minutes because Mr. Tremblay would not be finished 
Jv Way, and the undertaking apparently was given. Would you stand down, Mr. 

e,Pblay?
ihfo^ere is one other remark I want to make. We had asked for certain 
t^tr^ation to be suPPlicd to us with respect to nail's, sometime ago. This infor-

§iv
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s come m, both from the Wartime Prices and Trade Board and Mr.
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Ashbaugh, who was before us. With your permission I would say that should be 
printed as an appendix to today’s proceedings and thus it will become a matter 
of record. Agreed?

Agreed.
Before we rise, I also wish to make a comment respecting the work of the 

report drafting committee, the labour evidence to be presented and the commence
ment of executive sessions of the committee. I shall not do that until there has 
been a disposition of this point.Stanley W. Haufschild, Secretary-Treasurer, Dominion Woollens and 
Worsteds, Limited, recalled :

By Mr. Dyde:
Q. Mr. Haufschild, yesterday a reference was made to the memorandum 

read by Mr. Barrett, and a reference was made to a sentence in the memorandum 
that labour costs applicable to representative fabrics are, at the present time, 
155 per cent higher than in 1939. I believe you are now able to give an explana
tion of that statement to the committee, are you not?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Will you please do so?—A. Mr. Dyde, I have before me information 
relating to a fabric which is listed in schedule C7, and designated as yarn dycCl 
worsted coating.

Q. You are referring to what we have identified as exhibit 145, your number 
being 14148?—A. Yes, sir. Our records show that the labour costs for that 
particular fabric in 1948 are 155 per cent higher than they were for that par' 
ticular fabric in 1939.

Q. Does that show on the schedule?—A. No, sir. The cost for 1948 does- 
If you look over in the last column, as at April 1, 1948, you will see labour cos 
at 87 cents.

Q. Have you got the figure for the labour cost in 1939?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. For the same material?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. What is it?—A. Thirty-five.
Q. Does the same apply to other materials which have been exhibited hel^ 

or have you the figures?—A. I have not the figures, but I would say that they 
would, generally. This is a representative fabric. ,

Q. When wrere those figures made up or when were those calculations m& 
which vou have just given us?—A. Those calculations were made on April A > 
1948. ' .

Q. It was on the basis of those calculations that the statement was mafri t e 
the memorandum?—A. Yes, sir. I have just one thing to add, sir. 1° r 
calculation as made in the two amounts I have given, it works out to 15” 1 g 
cent. Now, the figure that is shown as the 87 is what we call direct product' 
labour. There is, in addition, other labour incurred in the department v 1 
accounts for another 5 per cent. - jt

Q. Do you know whether this increase is due to higher wage rates or 
due to some other factor?—A. I would say it is largely due to higher wage ra 
There are other factors which enter into it. . ur.

Q. AVhat other factors?—A. Well, such things as the turn-over of bi " 
When the turn-over of labour is at a higher rate at one time than another, 
cost of what we call learner costs are higher than when labour condition^ 
more stable. ve-

Q. Has there been any change in your manufacturing process, any imp ^ 
ment or lack of improvement in that way?—A. Well, we have, of course, H'C 
keep up to date in the way of efficient operating machinery and equip®16 ^g?

Q- Do you know whether there has been a change which would affect 
A. No, offhand, I do not know. . ,

Q. Now, you cannot give the same figures for the other items wh'c 1 
have on schedule C7, can you, Mr. Haufschild?—A. No, sir, I cannot.
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Q. Could you do so if you had time?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. I suppose you could not do it for tweed?—A. No.
Q. Or for overcoating?—A. Nor for overcoating.
Q. And you could do it on an over-all basis for the plant I suppose?—A. 

Offhand I would not want to say, sir.
Q. I do not mean you could do it today but you could do it if you went 

back on an over-all plant basis?—A. I do not think so, sir. We would have 
to confine it to fabrics I think.

Q. So your statement in the memorandum must be accepted in the light of 
what you have told us as to how the 155 per cent calculation was made. Do 
y°u think that calculation is accurate?—A. I do.

Q. In other words having worked it out on the basis of yarn dyed worsted 
coating then it is right to say that it is applicable to the whole plant?—A. Yes, 
I would say so.

Q. You are not exactly certain about it?—A. No, to be positive about it I 
w°uld have to work out the detail for the other fabrics.

Q. Which you cannot do?—A. No.
Q. I have no further questions.
Mr. Irvine: We still have not got the factors that make up the labour 

°°sts, according to my understanding of the statement in the brief. I am quite 
SUre that we have not yet received labour costs that would equal the 155 per 
Cent increase taking the figures that were given with respect to the wage increase 
CxPlained yesterday by-

Mr. Dyde: By Mr. Barrett.
Mr. Irvine: Yes, and I would like to have the specific things that are 

°Unted as labour costs other than increase of wages.
The Vice-Chairman: Other than increases of wages?
Mr. Irvine: Other than increase of wages. We have received the increased 

Va§es over 1939.
The Vice-Chairman : Yes, but they do not make up 155 per cent.
Mr. Irvine : No.

^ The Vice-Chairman: There are other features which must be included to 
so q UP the 155 per cent, perhaps lessened efficiency due to absenteeism and

^r- Irvine: Yes, and those are the things we want.
Kuhl: Is it a fact the wage increases have accounted for 150 per cent. 

IVi "be Vice-Chairman: Is that right? Do your wage increases account for 
u Per cent?

Tlie Witness: The 150 per cent represents wages only.
The Vice-Chairman: That is not the point. You have shown us that your 

f0l5e® have increased over 1939 but taking just those figures we cannot account 
Sol0] 6 ^ Per cent increase and it is said that labour expense is not made up 
he f °f increase in rates and following that question Mr. Kuhl remarks that 

coders whether 150 per cent was made up of wage increases. Is that so? 
The Witness: No, sir, I do not have that figure.
^r- Irvine: Have we got a transcript of yesterday’s evidence?
Me- Dyde: Yes.

fepr *, 1 ' Kuhl: I thought it was said a moment ago that wage increases were 
Rented by 150 per cent or amount to 150 per cent? 

he Witness: Labour costs have increased.
24
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The Vice-Chairman: Yes, Mr. Kuhl, the situation looked that way for ft 
moment but when we came to examine it we found it was not so. The actual 
rate increases do not account in the aggregate for the 155 per cent and that is 
the point of Mr. Irvine’s inquiry. There is a certain “X” which enters in there 
and about which we desire to learn.

Mr. Irvine: The lowest wage for female labour was given as 50-6 cents 
an hour. The average for males is 71-2 cents an hour. Now if that is the 
average in 1948 and it equals 155 per cent increase I want to know what wages 
were in 1939?

Mr. MacGregor: Have you a list of what the hourly rates were in 1939?

The Witness: No, I have not.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Could we get an answer to Mr. Irvine’s question?—A. Not necessarily-
Q. You cannot answer his question?—A. Just applying the 155 per cent 

to those rates will not necessarily give you the answer to his question.

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. Mr. Haufschild, the difficulty is that you make the categorical statemÇ11 

that there has been a 155 per cent increase in labour costs but such support'1^ 
information as you can give does not bear out that statement. That is not t 
say that there is no supporting data but you are not giving supporting data> 
and in fact the data which you are able to give concerns chiefly wage rates. Te 
see when you are not able to support your figure, naturally the members of m 
committee will accept your first categorical statement with some reserve.—A- 
do not have the figures here, sir, but we can get the corresponding figures f° 
1939.

Q. Yes, but it is not just a case of the figures for 1939. It is a mat e 
that the arithmetical computation which one would make on being told the wa^g 
rates at different times, does not result in 155 per cent increase. Your respoD 
to that is, while there are other things that you have to take into account, sU^y 
,as low efficiency, and absenteeism—which may be due to low efficiency--'? 
must have had some way of working out the weight of that in your comput^e 
tion, and that is not being given; and in the absence of it being given you ha^ 
left your 155 per cent figure open to question.—A. Well, the 155 per cent- sir
rather, I should say, the figures result in that, and that has been taken re 
from our accounting.

these 
in

By Mr. Irvine:
Q. Well then, you have to be able to say what is included in it, 

increases in wages. You must be putting in about 125 per cent on la/ jSes- 
1939.—A. I am not saying that it is represented by increases in laboui ^
I am saying that is represents increased labour costs; and that, of course, 
be considered in the light of all these other factors. luded

Q. I want the total of your labour costs and all the factors which are me 
in that.—À. As I say, I can get those figures but I haven’t got them " i ^ g0t 

Q. But that is what you Were to get.—A. Yes. As a matter of ta( >eVeral 
in touch with our mills immediately and they say that it will take ^ 
days to get that information. The records back in 1939 have been store 
and they will have to dig them out.

Mr. Irvine: I would like very much to have you get that for us. ^jd
Mr. McGregor: I think what you are asking for is the rate of wages 

to every class of labour from 1939 on.
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Mr. Irvine : Well, there is an increase, and I want to know out of that 
what is wages and what is something else.

The Witness: I will get the corresponding figures to what we gave you 
yesterday.

The Vice-Chairman: It comes down to this ; labour costs have gone up 
by 155 per cent. The question put to you is, defend that figure. From your 
toanv figures on wage increases as I have them in front of me it would not 
seem to be so. The original figure does not come to that answer. And so, in 
effect, the question is: defend that statement of 155 per cent.

Mr. Irvine: That is right.
The Vice-Chairman: And if you can’t do it by wage rates we must assume 

there were some other factors which entered into it. The point is, that is what 
you want done, Mr. Irvine.

Mr. Irvine: Yes.
The Witness: I will do that.
The Vice-Chairman: You will undertake to hand that to us. I am afraid 

"hat is as far as we can go on that at the moment, gentlemen; and then Mr. 
Tremblay will be back at the afternoon session.

Mr. Tremblay: Could I contribute to this particular item now, Mr. 
Chairman?

the

The Vice-Chairman: Not at the moment,
Mr. Irvine: We will have you back, sir.
The Vice-Chairman: You will be back later. The reason I say not at
present moment is that there are a couple of things I have to deal with

l^st now. This afternoon, also, it is hoped to have certain representatives 
0 labour here to give evidence. They are in the city and will be here.

Mr. Thatcher: What unions will be represented?
The Vice-Chairman: I cannot give you the exact unions, but the appro

bate local of the Catholic Workers Syndicate and the appropriate local of 
be Canadian Congress of Labour—I have forgotten their exact titles. These, 

0 course, are representatives of textile workers. As I say, I do not recall the 
^act name of the union that is being called, but the general idea in calling 
hem is to have them answer certain statements made respecting labour and 
ahour costs before this committee. Another point in which they are interested, 
think, is the statement made in evidence with regard to lack of production 

with regard to that being due either to inefficiency of labour or something 
that sort.

a Then the drafting committee which was named met, and we spoke about 
report. Hlavinig proceeded a certain distance we left it that each would 

^T'pare whatever he thought appropriate, and it was more or less implied that 
j ^°°d deal of the suggested drafting would be done by me. I have been work- 

8 at it since with assistance, and I am about ready to ask the drafting com- 
->JTee to come together again to receive that and pass on it one way or another. 
^ lat would bring it into an executive meeting. It is my hope that that could 
^.done today. That does not mean this afternoon. It means tonight, and it 

’ take a long time. That in turn would mean ,an executive meeting lasting 
j.|( ^ay tomorrow from half past nine or ten o’clock in the morning. That is 

e Picture as I see it at the present moment.
Irvine: Which means we have to finish the examination of witnesses

The Vice-Chairman: Yes.
Irvine: If we have to we have to.
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The Vice-Chairman : We all see how many hours there are in front of us. 
Anyway, that is the way it seems to me as far as I can look at the moment.

Mr. Thatcher: May I make one suggestion, that if you are going to 
follow that plan that we give quite a bit of time this afternoon to these union 
men. If we only have two hours left let us not call them with half an hour to go.

The Vice-Chairman: I suppose that is what you would call an exhorta
tion to all members of the committee.

Mr. Thatcher: I suppose, and particularly Mr. Fleming.
The Vice-Chairman : After all it is not in my hands.
The committee adjourned to resume at 4 o’clock p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION
June 23, 1948.

The committee, resumed at 4 p.m.
The Vice-Chairman: I see a quorum, gentlemen. Order.

Clement Tremblay, Director and Secretary-Treasurer, Ayers 
Limited, Lachute Mills, P.Q., recalled :

Mr. Dyde: Will you continue reading, please, Mr. Tremblay?
The Vice-Chairman : Just before that: This morning I said that I believed 

there would be two labour witnesses come here this afternoon, the C.C.L. and the 
Catholic Federation. At that time I was under the impression that they wer 
both in touch with Mr. Monet. It seems that I was wrong. The latter is i 
touch with Mr. Monet and ready to go on, but not so with the C.C.L. And tn 
explanation of that is that they were requested, I think that is the right way 0 
putting it, I am not quite sure of the details, but they were requested that they 
should be ready to go on on Thursday morning ; either that, or it was said 
them in that way ; or we will certainly be ready for you on Thursday—somethin 
like that at any rate; so that'at any rate they expected to go on on Thursday 
and not today. And I learned from Mr. Thatcher during the recess that to 
were counting on going on tomorrow ; and, in fact, were not ready to g° 
today. That brings us I think to this point, I think I suggested to you bej0^ 
lunch that we should go into executive session tomorrow and that it would ^ 
for all day. I think we could take care of the situation respecting the y. ' 
witness by breaking off as an executve meeting long enough to hear the evide ^ 
of Mr. Baron tomorrow, and thus he will be adequately accommodated an ^ 
the same time it will not seriously interfere with anything else we have to 
What do you think of that? We are of course under an undertaking to hear 
evidence of the C.C.L. anyway, and even if we were not under such an 
taking I know it would be the desire of the committee to hear them.

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, when do you expect to be able to make a ieP 
of this committee to the House? .,e„

The Vice-Chairman: Well, of course, I cannot say with any more ley, 8t 
......................................... ................. | - - " " - had believed

under' 

nr*

I h»vness than anybody else, but just thinking out loud about it, I __
the drafting committee could go to work tonight on the submission that gu 
been asked to prepare and put in front of them, and that they would be PreP j0ii 
to put it before the executive session tomorrow ; and then the executive s ,art. 
tomorrow would probably be an all-day affair getting away to an early 
And I still think that is the situation, that the matter could be re a - 
consideration then.
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Mr. Irvine: Is it true that the government expects to finish up by Friday 
or Saturday with the session closing?

The Vice-Chairman: Well, Mr. Irvine, as I have told you once or twice 
before, I cannot "unscrew” the inscrutable. I do not know. As you know, there 
has been a general feeling around here—I am sure everybody knows this—that 
we will finish by Saturday. If you are asking me to prognosticate; I do not 
believe now and never did believe that we will get through on Saturday.

Mr. Irvine: What I am interested in is if we present our report on Friday 
there will not be any opportunity of moving that the report be accepted in the 
House this session, if it closes on Friday or Saturday. It would have at least 
to wait over until Monday and then probably no one would have an opportunity 
of moving the report.

The Vice-Chairman: Well, the method of debating the report does not 
depend, however, on such procedure. I think that what you say regarding the 
rules of the House is quite right; but as you know, reports are often adopted by 
arrangement and an opportunity given to debate the report. For example, I 
think that for at least 75 per cent of the reports that go into the House concur
rence is not moved.

Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Chairman, I have certain information which I think 
committee members would be interested in. On behalf of our group, and I 
speak of our parliamentary group; and, with your permission, I would just like 
to say about a hundred words on it; because I think it will have something to 
do with the deliberations of the committee. With your permission I would like 
to put that on the record.

The Vice-Chairman: Well, it is upon the point?
Mr. Thatcher: Oh yes, it is on the point we are discussing.
The Vice-Chairman: Yes.
Mr. Thatcher: This morning it was indicated that the meeting this after- 

Uoon would be the last open session of the Prices committee. No statement has 
yet been made however, as to whether the report will be tabled. If a report is 
^bled, we wrould like to know whether or not its adoption will be moved by the 
government. The Canadian people view with alarm the fact that prices have 
continued to rise, even as the committee has been sitting. The C.C.F. group in 
Paliament feels that some action to bring down the cost of living should be taken 
by the government, before the end of the current session. If such action is not 
forthcoming, or if the government fails to facilitate a full discussion of the 
Matter on the floor of the House, we shall feel it our duty to take whatever steps 
^re necessary to bring about such a debate, even if it means delaying prorogation. 
^ other words, Mr. Chairman, members of our group hope that you in your 
Msdom will see to it that we are afforded an early opportunity for debate on 
f'bis subject and then let us get home.

The Vice-Chairman: May I just say for myself and without intending at 
all to give you a short answer, that what you have said to me is of no importance. 
|bat is not intended to give you a short answer; I just don’t care whether you 
delay or don’t delay.

I started to explain to you the change it was necessary to make with 
reference to the hearing of the C.C.L. representative tomorrow, and I feel 
jSsured you will all be agreed that that course should be followed tomorrow. 
£S there any objection to that? We will break off the executive session tomorrow 
°r the purpose of hearing Mr. Baron of the C.C.L.

Mr. Fleming: When?
The Vice-Chairman: Whenever turns out to be convenient.
Mr. Fleming: When you use the expression C.C.L., to which branch do 

y°u refer?
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The Vice-Chairman: To the textiles, of course; their representatives 
from this industry. It is not what you would call a general brief.

Mr. Irvine: Could the subcommittee which is preparing the draft sit 
independently of this committee, providing there are enough of us to make 
a quorum?

The Vice-Chairman: Tomorrow?
Mr. Irvine: Yes.
The Vice-Chairman: Well, I think that could be done if we agreed.
Mr. Irvine: Yes, if we all agreed on that.
The Vice-Chairman : There will be a little more thought necessary on 

that. I do not know wheher we would advantage ourselves any by it, Mr. Irvine; 
without answering your specific question, I think it could be done.

Now, Mr. Dyde, have you anyone beside Mr. Tremblay this afternoon?
Mr. Dyde: I have about ten minutes with Mr. Knight.
The Vice-Chairman: Then we have two witnesses, and then one labour 

representative, with the other one coming on tomorrow.
Mr. Irvine: All right. Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest with regard 

to the statement that the witness (Mr. Tremblay) is making that we might 
save time by having it put on the record.

The Vice-Chairman: You mean, Mr. Tremblay’s time?
Mr. Irvine: Yes.
The Witness: It will take me just about six or seven minutes to complet6-
The Vice-Chairman: We were thinking that you were branching into a 

statement which was much longer than we had expected to get, but perhaps 
during the lunch hour you have curtailed it.

The Witness: Yes.
The Vice-Chairman: All right, would you continue, please.
The Witness: Mr. Chairman, continuing on the wool blanket and cloth 

branches of our business from where I was interrupted this morning.

Paper Makers’ Felts
As aforesaid, for clarification in the record, I refer particularly to th6 

character of manufacture of paper makers’ felts, particularly the woollen 
which are woven, as distinct from the product known as pressed felts or fe'tiIj^’ 
as we do not produce same and it is not used on paper machines. Here is t 
technical explanation:

The first machine in the paper industry on which a fabric is used i® 
the pulp machine. A thick, open mesh, plain weave, heavy, endless woone 
fabric takes the pulp stock from a tub and deposits it in layer form on 1 
cylinder from which it is afterward cut in the form of sheets.

On paper making machines, as the paper stock comes from a r6V0JVn 
ing wire screen, it is deposited on an endless woven felt and by this 
is carried through iron press rolls on which is shrunk the heavy wool 
jacket. In this manner, the water is squeezed through the felt and 
thin film of stock or partly formed paper is left on the top of the mo' 
cloth. It is carried through numerous pairs of jacketed rolls and • 
thicker and finer felts and finally is formed paper. j

The packets are tubular two- to five-ply woollen cloths, very clos6 
woven, and felted very hard. They arc furled down to a size less than , 
roll circumference, and sheared closely; then wet, stretched and pla ^ 
on the roll. When dry, they are so tight they are practically a Par 
the roll and form an excellent cushion.
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The woollen felts mentioned above on which the paper is formed vary 
from a light thin, open well napped specialized blanket to a close, 
soft, thick cloth. They vary in degrees of openness, thickness, nap etc., 
according to the conditions under which run. Double cloth woollen 
felts of coarse, heavy woollen yarns, heavily fulled, are also used at 
face cloth of hard yarns, are used as marking felts to make a special 
design on the paper after it has left the regular forming felt. Carrier 
felts of coarse, heavy woolen yarns, heavily fulled, are also used at 
times to convey the paper from one set of rolls or felts to another set.

With the paper formed but wet, it is delivered to an endless cotton 
felt, or an asbestos faced cotton dryer felt, which carries it around 
many steamed heated cylinders until dry. The cotton dryer felt is a 
very thick heavy duck. It is usually a three- to eight-ply cloth, each 
ply averaging as heavy as No. 4 duck. The weight, thickness and yarns 
used depend on the conditions under which it is run.

f , After conclusion of these technical notes, I wish to state further that woollen 
f ~ constitute highly technical products, made endless and specially to order 

each paper mill and pulp mill, for each kind of paper and pulp, and must 
the particular conditions of manufacture in each paper mill and pulp mill, 

0nr technical representatives have to visit paper mills periodically, or often 
0. sPÇciaI or urgent calls, to meet changing requirements, study changes in 
diffrati°n °? PaPer machines, improve weaves or change them and felts react 
Cia^rntly vari°us mills according to type of paper machine or pulp

Une usec*’ age °f machine, quality of skilled labour operating the machinery 
iav CVen the occasional change of type of pulp or paper stock used. Felts 
thevVC contmuous service from the felt mill to the paper and pulp mill and 
ti,e'' must have considerable tensile strength, requiring carefully sorted wools of 
in j.j:0Undest quality, in varying fineness of staple, as they carry the paper stock 
tiin't We* anc^ condition at speeds from under 1,000 to 1,500 revolutions per 
th0x, e' They must have a well napped or teazed surface in most cases and 
w must not stretch unreasonably in length or shrink in width, or they cause 
]0gs hie and have to be taken off the paper machine and replaced, causing 
VeiT Paper production which is a vital factor when the operation of the 
to/ oxPensive paper machinery is considered, as a complete paper machine 
t0 'tay’ depending on its width, etc., etc., might be worth from a million 

million dollars or more.
teC] . aforesaid, felts require continuous and frequent servicing of a highly 

meal order (as distinct from apparel woollen products).
0nt x other Canadian firms make wool felts: Kenwood Mills Ltd., Arnprior, 
bran’,l)ranch of F. C. Huyek & Son of Albany, N.Y.; Perritts & Spencer Ltd., 

vn the same firm in England; Penmans Limited, at St. Hyacinthe, P.Q., 
Warwick Woollen Mills Ltd., Warwick, P.Q. 

spçpj' ^mming up: The production of paper makers’ wool felts is highly 
.'Zed. The technological production has been developed to a high level, 

^oriy. Paper machines in Canada arc not installed in other countries. The 
to tl)(1 >Von °f paper is largely newsprint of which about 90 per cent is shipped 

t oited States and secures many millions of the valuable U.S. dollars.
^tirp e Canadian felt mills have the capacity and have been able to hold their 

niarket, thus having economical production. Felts made in the United 
^°du ,?0Iriniand substantially higher prices there owing to higher cost of 
per ct]on. At this time, owing to Canadian paper mills working over 100 
18 ^eq, 1 caPacity of standard capacity, the full production of Canadian felts 

df1*!6^ a* home and our exports are only nominal in continuing to take 
1 long established customers in Mexico and Brazil.

^Per 10 same argument applies to our cotton dryer and asbestos-cotton dryer 
machine felts which are used at the drying end of paper machines whereas
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the wool felts are used at the wet end when the wet paper sheet in a thin film 
has to be carried through an elaborate system of press rolls before catching on 
to the steam filled cylinders where the drying up of paper is completed and at 
the end of which comes out the finished product.

The felt business in this case is entirely tied up to the manufacture ot 
paper in this country and also to the manufacture of pulp of various qualities- 
As the width of paper machines varies from about 100 inches to over 300 
inches, or say 8 feet to over 25 feet wide, felts have to be made pf great width 
and length and the specialized woollen machinery for the purpose is of gigantic 
proportions and necessitates considerable floor space compared to the weavim, 
and finishing machinery for other types of woollen goods. Investment is accord
ingly larger and due to the very careful processing required and the high vaj»e 
involved in defective work, the weaving of felts is not done on a night shit > 
as distinct from apparel cloths and blankets. Also due to the continuous 
servicing and the serious risks always inherent to the felt business by virtue 0 
invention and research leading to new developments and improvements to pape_" 
machines, increasing life of felts and thus decreasing units required, prices 0 
machine felts have to be in relation to the important industry they are servi®» 
and there are always developments arising also in the United States and othe 
paper making countries of a nature to revolutionize the composition an 
processing of felts. This matures in course of time and we are always labour®1» 
under the anxiety of having to discard considerable equipment and re-eq1»® 
under difficult conditions. The profit incentive has necessarily to be d}11 
higher but it is qualified to quite a degree as the felt business carries ®lS 
related to mechanics always seeking improvement, and paper making process 
under laboratory research for more efficiency and cost saving. For instate ' 
inventive developments within the last fifteen years or so have reduced - 
consumption of felts in paper mills at least one-third and the trend goes towa 
diminishing the consumption still more. 0f

This is most important as the paper industry is one of the largest usei» ^ 
textile products, and is entirely dependent on them. Felts are an integral Par 
a paper machine which could not operate without them. 0f

The manufacture of newsprint paper and pulp takes about 93 per cen 
our felt production whereas felts for the manufacture of board and fine Pf^e 
takes up the balance of about 7 per cent. To give you an idea of the impoU^^ 
of the newsprint industry, which is such a vital factor at the base of our h»sineI1t 
it produced in 1946 4.143,000 tons of newsprint paper of which 93 pel" 
were exported almost entirely to the United States and only 7 per cent ret® ^ 
for consumption in Canada. In 1947, the production was nearly 4,500,000 ^ 
and the trend1 for 1948 is towards higher figures, almost entirely for pay»®'1 
U.S. funds. _ kers

Now, the committee knows just what sort of a product is paper m .0l)s 
felts, in the textile industry, something which was quite obscure in Pre' 
inquiries. . for

This background of our business and the story of paper makers' fclU 
the purpose of enlightenment as to the results shown by the combination » , \p 
purely wool products firms for apparel purposes and the other one eng»» cStoS 
a large extent in mechanical wool products and mechanical cotton and m j,t 
products and cotton transmission rope, even if including in its lines an imp® ,-el 
part of wool apparel goods and wool blankets which are not in the »P 
distribution.

Mr. Dyde: I have no questions, Mr. Chairman. ticThe Vice-Chairman: Are there any other questions? I guess we - _ >1,
Mr. Dyde: Thank you very much, Mr. Tremblay. Mr. Chan 

Knight has prepared a report E which I think it will take a very iev

f
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to put in, and that will complete his evidence. I should like to recall him and 
ask him one question and then you can decide—

By Mr. McGregor:
Q. I should like to ask Mr. Tremblay what the rate of pay would be 

}n their mills at the present time? What is your rate of pay?—A. I will 
tell you.

Q. The hourly rate?—A. Here is a week ending May 15, 1948. There 
are 594 workers distributed as follows: There are 400 men over 18 years old, 
deluding single men without experience, and the average per hour for them is 79^ 
Cents, 53 hours per week, which is 48 hours plus overtime of 5 hours, and 
Weekly pay of $42.13.

Q. Weekly pay what?—A. $42.13.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. For an. average week of how many hours?—A. Of 53 hours. Boys under 

years old, average per hour 50-4 cents per hour; number of hours per week, 
°2; weekly pay $26.20. One hundred and seventy-five girls, including girls. 
Mthout experience, 58-2 cents per hour, 46 hours per week, weekly pay $26.77. 
the over-all average for the 594 employees is 73 cents per hour. The average 
over-all for male and female is 50-7 hours per week and the average pay is 
'^7-09 for all male and female.

. At this stage, gentlemen, I would say that due consideration should be. 
hiven to the substantial benefits which are very costly to manufacturers and 
t nch in the last two or three years have been accruing to the workers in addition 
3 the take-home pay such as two weeks’ holidays with pay, statutory holidays
I Ah pay, and firms also subscribe at least 50 per cent or more to group life 

surance, sickness, accident, hospitalization, and towards a clinic for employees, 
tid dependents, and also recreation centres and other welfare plans. In the 

’a$e of Ayers Limited the extra benefits accruing in this way to the employees 
rc costing at the rate of 2% to 3 cents per hour over and above the hourly- 

linings of employees. There was .a very much smaller amount of such
j Refits in Canada back in 1936. Pension .and retirement plans are also coming
II 0 general practice. They are not yet in effect, but it is easy to appreciate 

at social security costs in manufacturing enterprises will become more and 
°re important as .a part of the cost.

The Chairman: Thiank you. Any other questions?

By Mr. Fleming:
^ Q- How do the wages in your plant compare with others? I do not recall 

had evidence on the others in this industry, did we?
Mr. Dyde: No.

By Mr. Irvine:
jn ^Q- Are your workers organized into unions?-„ ..jav . -A. Well, we had labour trouble
Ihewr. iast year, and we had a union then, and since then they have not taken
W lrdtiative"to ask for a collective bargaining agreement, although our employees 
tn that it is of their own choice. We have no influence over that. According 
a ^l,ebec law we cannot tell them to do this or do that. It is up to them, but 
U-,? have not taken the initiative to ask for a collective bargaining agreement. 
\viiien do ask for it and they have the required 51 per cent majority they 
r 1 he granted it. We have always had collective bargaining agreements

years.
Chairman: Any other questions?

WaW'*!'- Fleming: I asked if the witness had any information about prevailing 
s to the industry.
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By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. How do your wages compare generally with others in the same industry ’ 

—A. The Canada Labour Gazette, for instance, for May, 1948, as of February 
1, gives the average weekly hours as 44-4' and the average hourly earnings 
68 cents.

Q. You are somewhat above what is stated in the Gazette?—A. Yes, 73 
cents, and besides that it costs us for social security another 2^ or 3 cents 
per hour.

Q. In general you feel your wage level is higher than others in the industry- 
Thank you.—A. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, might I just add a few 
words there with reference to the competition from Great Britain? Just as 
to the rates.

Q. Provided it does not take long. I have to point out to you that vouj" 
idea of time and my idea of time are not the same because when you started 
to read you said you would not take more than six minutes and it was a great 
deal more than that, so if your submission is to be of any length I think "'c 
should consider whether it should go in or not in this way.—A. It is just one lmc-

Q. That cannot take long.—A. This is woollen yarn and cloth, comparison 
of earnings in cents per hour, Canada 65-3 cents as against 40 cents in the 
United Kingdom, a difference in cents per hour of 25-3 cents, or Canada as a 
percentage of the United Kingdom, 63 per cent. There is a 63 per cent lower 
wage rate in Great Britain. Just to give you the authority, that table com
pares the hourly earnings inclusive of overtime and bonuses in the woolly 
industry in Canada and the United Kingdom. The rates shown are a weighted 
average for men -and women. The United Kingdom figures are from the 
Ministry of Labour Gazette for April, 1948, and show the hourly earnings dur»U 
the last period in October, 1947. The Canadian figures are from the DominlC,n 
Bureau of Statistics.

Mr. McGregor: I thought they had a labour government over there.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Is that the end of the statement?—A. That is the end of the statement- 
The Vice-Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Tremblay.

E. H. Knight, Knight and Trudel, Montreal, recalled.

By Mr. Dyde: y.
Q. Mr. Knight’s Report “E” has been circulated, and I should like to 

Mr. Knight if he would summarize for us in a sentence or two what report V 
Would you do that, please?—A. Yes, Mr. Dyde. ,

The Vice-Chairman: It is understood that report E will go in as thou» 
read. ^

The Witness : Report E gives a bird’s eye view of reports B C and ^ e 
the three branches of the industry. It has been so designed that by refo 
to the schedules one can see the relative importance of the groups that the c p 
mittee have been studying these last few days. The report itself has e 
drawn up to coincide with the committee’s terms of reference, namely, the ^ 
terms of reference, and under each of those terms of reference we have se■ e 
for the committee’s guidance the schedules which in our opinion refer to 
terms of reference. ^
T ■ Dyde: Mr. Chairman, in the ordinary course I would have askehJ- r 
Knight to read this. It is about six pages of reading. I will be guided b> - 
wishes in this connection.
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The Vice-Chairman: I think it is understood this will go in as though read. 
Mr. Irvine: Yes.
Mr. Fleming : It will have to be read sometime. Could we not go over it 

quickly now?
The Vice-Chairman: It would not take long to read it.
Mr. Fleming: We would be as far ahead that way.
The Vice-Chairman: All right.
Mr. Dyde: You can proceed with it fairly rapidly unless you are interrupted. 
The Witness :

^Pecial Committee on Prices,
E°use of Commons,
Ottawa, Canada.

„ Gentlemen,—This report summarizes the information contained in Reports
“C” and “D” which cover the Cotton, Wool and Artificial Silk and Nylon 

&oupg of the Primary Textile Industry of Canada.
. The sequence of this report has been designed to coincide with your com

mittee’s terms of reference, as stated in a resolution of the House of Commons 
fiated February 10, 1948.

' The causes of the recent rise in the cost of living.
Each of the twelve special companies named in Report “A” were requested 

, spPply the unit selling prices of three or more of their most important com- 
tiv'tieSj at given dates. These unit selling prides have been listed in compara- 

e form and reported as follows:
Cotton Group: Report “B”, pages 10 and 11;
Wool Group : Report “C”, page 11;
Artificial Silk and Nylon Group: Report “D”, page 12. 

a 1 These comparative lists reflect an upward trend in each succeeding period 
l V in each group of the industry. This trend, however, cannot be used as an 

°f the general rise in selling prices in the Primary Textile Industry, due 
r ”le fact that the sales volume of the commodities reported does not generally 
|Tre$ent a sufficient percentage of the total sales of each company.

’ Trices which have been raised above levels justified by increased costs. 
r In order to show costs in relation to selling prices, twelve of the larger 
importing companies were requested to supply details of their operations and 
'Pj'nized balance sheets for a twelve year period from 1936 to 1947 inclusive.

cornpanies were also requested to supply interim statements, on a calendar 
t(l Yr ‘ basis where available, for the twenty-seven months from January 1946 

Garch 1948 inclusive.
t;0 Eighty-six other companies were given the more abbreviated form of ques- 
an naire filed as Exhibit 2, where sales and operating income were requested on 
tof.atlnual basis for the twelve years, and monthly for the twenty-seven months 

er^d to above.
.\jtii1'Jst, the reporting companies were classified under Cotton, Wool and 
V;,cial Silk and Nylon. From figures submitted, schedules have been prepared 
SaiÇÿ,-tle purpose of showing, for significant periods peculiar to each group, 
Spç(i- and costs in connection therewith. In addition, net profit of the twelve 

companies has been shown in relation to capital employed. 
t| lc consolidated position of the Primary Textile Industry is now summarized 

le following schedules:
®c'hedule El:—Summary of Annual Sales and Percentages of Operating 

Income to Sales (All groups together), for the twelve years from 
1936 to 1947 inclusive.
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Schedule E2:—Annual Sales and Percentages of Operating Income to Sales 
of twelve special companies (All groups together), for the twelve years 
from 1936 to 1947 inclusive.

Schedule E3:—Annual Sales and Percentages of Operating Income to Sales 
of eighty-three other companies (All groups together), for the twelve 
years from 1936 to 1947 inclusive.

Schedule E4:—Sales and Components of Cost of twelve special companies 
(All groups together), for the periods indicated.

Schedule E5:—Monthly Sales (All groups together), for the twenty-seven 
months from January 1946 to March 1948.

Schedule E6:—Capital employed and earnings of the twelve special coni' 
panies (All groups together), for the twelve years from 1936 to 19* 
inclusive.

The following remarks are submitted in amplification of the information 
shown on these schedules.

SCHEDULES El, E2 and E3
These schedules show sales and the percentage of operating income 

sales on an annual basis, for each group, namely Cotton, Wool and Artifice 
Silk and Nylon, and for the industry as a whole, when :

(El) all ninety-five companies are summarized together ;
(E2) all twelve special companies are summarized together;
(E3) all eighty-three other companies are summarized together- .

It is to be noted that the figures supplied by three Cotton subsidiaries o 
Tire and Rubber Manufacturers* have been excluded from schedules El and R 
for reasons explained in report “B”, page 4. It was thought that the inclusi0 
of these figures would distort comparisons. 9

Operating Income has been shown on each of the three schedules aS i
. j. - j. - rt l • i i n i n i > • i 11 i j . ______ B.D*'percentage to Sales in order to reflect fluctuations both between groups

between years, over the twelve year period under review. These percental?,, 
have been based on “Operating Income”, as defined in reports “B”, “C” and ^ ^

as a measure of earningsOperating Income has been used instead o*
Net Profit, as operating income fluctuates more readily with the corresponding 
rise and fall of sales and cost of sales.

Operating Income is not Net Profit available to the shareholders.
Operating Income may be more or less than the Net Profit of the comPal\, 

alter taxes available to shareholders, as operating income may be increased 
■ educed by other income and other charges which have no direct relation 
the manufacturing of textile products. ^The purpose of these schedules is to show the relative importance t V 
each of the three groups beam to one another. Percentages have been c.‘ 
culated to reflect these relationships and have been summarized on the folio" 
table:

On the Basis of Total Sales—

Cotton Group........................................
Wool Group..........................................
Artificial Silk and Nylon Group...

All Groups Together........................................ 100-0%

On the Basis of Operating Income—

Cotton Group........................................
Wool Group..........................................
Artificial Silk and Nylon Group...

All Groups Together..................................

Ninety-five 
reporting 
companies 

Schedule El

Twelve 
Special 

Companies 
Schedule E2

Eighty-^
other

comprisSchedule »

49-2%
26-1
24-7

65-1%
10-5
24-4

24- 4% 
50-5
25- 1

ioo-o%100-0% 100-0%

47-2%
20-8
32-0

56-8%
8-8

34-4

23-6%
50-4
26-0

100-0%
100-0% 100-0%

[

1

I
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It would appear from this table that the share of the Cotton Group in the 
jotal sales of all reporting companies in the Primary Textile Industry during 
the twelve years under review, was 49-2 per cent compared with a share of 
p ‘2 per cent in the total operating income earned. The share of the Wool 
/roup and of the Artificial Silk and Nylon Group in total sales and operating 
écorne may be determined in the same manner.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. May I just ask a question before we go any further? Was this report 

"rdten since the taking of the evidence in the three textile industries?—A. No, 
a$ a matter of fact, Mr. Fleming, all five reports were written and completed 
°.n the first day of June when I came on the stand. This has not been amended 
Slnce that date.

Q. There are some phrases here which we have been discussing and I 
pondered if you had written them in the light of the evidence we have taken?— 
A. No.

The Vice-Chairman: He mentioned at that time, Mr. Fleming, that it 
as understood these reports would be released at the moment of their

Presentation.
een 
the 
for

The sales of the twelve special companies represent 61% of the total sales 
.Ported and 71% of the total operating income reported for the industry, as 
j ,rïlPared with 39% of the total sales and 29% of the corresponding operating 

c°ttie for the eighty-three other companies.

The second and third set of percentages shown in the above table have l 
simulated for the purpose of indicating the proportion that each group of 

..welve special companies bears to one another, and likewise a similar ratiothe >pecial companies bears to one another, and likewise a similar ratio 
eightv-three other companies.

Schedule E4
schedule shows sales and components of cost of the twelve special 

for four periods of time, as follows :—
(a) The twelve years under review
(b) The calendar year 1946
(c) The calendar year .1947
{d) The first quarter of the year 1948

,, This
'Apanies

ç. . As the amounts reported have been reduced to a sales dollar, which is the 
"'aient of a percentage basis, it is possible to reflect the trend of operating 

'°aie in each of the three groups for each of the four periods of time, 
of The five special companies in the Cotton Group show a decrease in the rate 

Plating income in each succeeding period, as shown below:—
(o) The twelve years under review................... 12-6%
(6) The year Ï946............................................... 10-0
(c) The year 1947................................................ 8-8
id) The first quarter of the year 1948.............. 6-1

foii,^ comparison, the figures reported by the Wool Group are expressed as

(a) The twelve years under review................... 12-0%
(b) The year 1946 ....................................................... 8-1
(c) The year 1947 .....................................................  18-4
(d) The first quarter of the year 1948.............. 16-9
Artificial Silk and Nylon Group have shown a steady increa: 

operating income to sales:—
(a) The twelve years under review.................... 20-3%
lb) The year 1946 ....................................................... 20-8
!c) The year 1947 ...................................................... 24-9
(d) The first quarter of the year 1948.............. 26-6
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Raw materials, labour and overhead may be compared on the same basis- 
As sales and components of cost reported by the twelve special company 

have been shown in total on schedule E4, it is possible to assess the size and 
relative importance of the expenditures incurred and the operating income earned 
by the twelve special companies in the production of primary textiles.

Schedule E5
This schedule shows sales by months for the 27-month period from JaD' 

uary 1946 to March 1948, inclusive, for all reporting companies in the industry? 
with the exception of three cotton subsidiaries of tire and rubber manufacturer^

Schedule E6
This schedule shows capital employed and the percentage of net profit to 

capital, computed by groups, on an annual basis, for the twelve special com 
panies. Capital employed and net profit to capital are shown both before aD^ 
after adjusting inventory reserves, except in the case of the Artificial Silk an 
Nylon group, where inventory reserves were not significant. ,g

Net profit has been shown as a percentage of capital employed and reae^Jj 
the fluctuations between groups and between years, over the twelve year Perl 
under review. The terms capital employed, net profit after taxes and percentag 
of profit to capital have been defined in reports “B”, “C” and “D”. _.,jj

While capital employed has been computed in each case in accordance, wi . 
the terms of the definition, certain companies may contend that capital emp^ -j 
should have been adjusted to take into account conditions peculiar to th 
company. ,«

In the cotton group, The Wabasso Cotton Company Limited, in J 
reduced the book value of its capital stock from $4,192,000.00 to an amount 
$2,000,000.00, and applied the greater part of this reduction against the bo 
value of its fixed assets. The effect of this reduction is apparent on sched 
B8 (1), where the percentage of profit to capital is shown, to increase T i 
3-5% for 1938 to 9-2% for 1939. If this adjustment to the book value of eap1 ‘ 
stock had not taken place, the percentage of profit to capital would have b 
reduced by approximately 3% in 1939, with a proportionate reduction in n 
percentages shown in the ensuing years. Conversely, if the reduction had ta ^ 
place prior to 1936, the percenatge of net profit to capital in the years 1936, 
and 1938 would have been higher than the rates shown for those yea1"3 
Schedule B8 (1).

In the wool group, Ayers Limited, being a private company, undei
provisions of Section 96 of the Income Tax Act distributed in 1946, b> ' g,
of dividend and income tax thereon a sum of approximately 2f million do ^
In order to finance this distribution, a bank loan was raised in 19^6 ,‘e5e
converted in 1947 into First Mortgage Bonds and Notes Payable. As ^ge
bonds and notes have not been included in capital employed, the percC>n ^
of profit to capital is shown at 18-7 per cent for 1946 and 16 o per cen ] - - — ■ j c9Pl

itéré»1947. These percentages would have been considerably lower < 
employed included bonded indebtedness and special bank loans, ana 
charges been added back to profits. . , jncrea®,e

In the artificial silk and nylon group, Canadian Celanese Limitea ^ tti
their total debentures from 5 million dollars in 1946 to • . •' , c0nTpan;'j
proceeds of which is reported to have been applied to lncieasi g eini^’Lst
plant facilities. These debentures have not been included in c‘ 1 inteI
nor have the net profits of this company been adjusted by t îe c e > ^
charges. „ . „+,irP haVe„ aS

The three instances cited above and others of a n‘nR and ^’.ed
been taken into account in the preparation of schedules B8, L . ^ ll3
a uniform basis of reflecting capital employed and net protit i

194/•
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0r all companies. The interpretation of the complicated capital structure of 
several of the large companies would have required extensive analysis which 
'vas not considered practical in the present instance.
(°) Rises in prices due to the acquiring, accumulating or withholding from sale 

by any persons, firms or corporations of any goods beyond amounts 
reasonably required for the ordinary purposes of their businesses.
Each of the twelve special companies were requested to supply in terms of 

quantities, inventories of finished goods on hand, at given dates.
The inventories so reported have been shown on the following schedules :
Cotton Group: Report ‘"B”, Schedule B6
Wool Group : Report “C”, Schedule C6
Artificial Silk and Nylon Group: Report <;D”, Schedule D6.

, These schedules show that inventories of finished goods on hand at the 
5\est date reported in 1948, were in the main lower than the inventories of 
jUished goods carried during the last seven years and considerably lower thantho,se reported as being on hand in 1939.

By the Vice-Chairman:
« Q- So, it would appear, Mr. Knight, from the final paragraph on page 6 

at you do not think there has been any withholding from the market by the 
j.jUipanies under review?—A. The figures do not reflect that. They reflect 

ere has been no withholding.
Mr. Fleming: What is that?
The Vice-Chairman : The figures do not reflect any withholding.
The Witness:

IN CONCLUSION
a This terminates the fifth and final report which has been prepared from 
To. ^formation obtained from the 98 reporting companies of the Primary 

Industry of Canada.
I wish to express my appreciation for the co-operation and guidance 

wrjVded to me by Messrs. H. A. Dyde, K.C., Fabio Monet, K.C., and J. R. M. 
Us°n, F.C.A.

Respectfully submitted,

E. H. KNIGHT, 
Chartered Accountant.

l5'59~_3



Schedule El

TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Summary of Annual Sales and Percentages of Operating Income* to Sales (all Groups Together) 
for the Twelve Years from 1936 to 1947 Inclusive

(Thousands of Dollars)

Cotton Group Wool Group
Artificial Silk and 

Nylon Group All Groups Together

Total
Sales

Percentage of 
Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

Total
Sales

Percentage of 
Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

Total
Sales

Percentage of 
Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

Total
Sales

Percentage of 
Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

$ % . $ % $ % $ %

Totals for the Individual Financial Years ending 
in the following Calendar Years:

1936................................................................. 49,351 8-9 24,388 7-4 23,015 ii-i 96,754 9-0
1937................................................................. 55,892 10 1 27,175 7-8 24,657 11-0 107,724 9-7
1938................................................................. 52,362 7-4 21,459 1-5 22,153 70 95,974 6-0
1939................................................................. 48,672 9-4 24,206 8-2 25,783 12-6 98,661 9-9
1940................................................................. 71,763 15-5 40,582 14 5 30,815 15-1 143,160 15-1
1941................................................................. 89,741 180 46.702 12-2 40,502 19-6 176,945 19-9
1942................................................................. 112,201 17 7 53,829 10-9 43,555 18 0 209,585 16 1
1943................................................................. 111,960 14-9 56,351 8-8 46,358 15-4 214,669 13-4
1944................................................................. 101,430 80 50,637 8-3 50,496 14-4 202,563 9-7
1945................................................................. 96,475 8-6 53,850 9-6 52,266 16-1 202,591 10-8
1946............................................................... 91,283 9-3 57,462 10-2 60,170 17-6 208,915 11-9
1947................................................................. 103,324 8-9 64,703 11-7 72,989 20-2 241,016 13-1

Total Sales and Percentages of Operating
Income*.................................................... .................. 984,454 11-8 521,344 9-9 492,759 16 0 1,998,557 12-4

Note-. The Cotton Group above does not include three subsidiaries of Tire and Rubber Manufacturers.
(*) Operating Income represents profits from operations before deducting taxes on income, interest on borrowed money and other financial charges, inventory 

reserves and depreciation in excess of the amounts allowed by income tax authorities, and does not include investment income and profits or losses on disposal of 
investments and fixed assets.
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t Schedule E2.

TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Annual Sales and Percentages of Operating Income to Sales of Twelve Special Companies (All Groups Together)
for the Twelve Years from 1936 to 1947 Inclusive

(Thousands of Dollars)

Cotton Group Wool Group Artificial Silk and 
Nylon Group All Groups Together

5 Companies 3 Companies 4 Companies 12 Companies

Total
Sales

Percentage of 
Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

Total
Sales

Percentage of 
Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

Total
Sales

Percentage of 
Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

Total
Sales

Percentage of 
Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

$ % $ % $ % $ %
Totals for the Individual Financial Years ending

in the following Calendar Years:

1936................................................................. 39,564 9-3 6,994 80 14,020 16-2 60,578 10-8
1937............ 45,016 11 1 7,467 8!) 14 076 15-7
1938................................................................. 43.241 7-6 5,347 2-1 13,073 10-3 61,661 7-7
1939................................................................. 37,854 9-2 6,863 11-5 15,440 17-4 60,163 11-5
1940................................................................. 56,025 16-2 10,904 20-9 17,699 22-2 84,628 18-1
1941 ............................................................... 70,508 19-8 12,686 170 25,283 26-3 108,477 210
1942................................................................. 92,240 . 19-5 14,122 14-7 26,140 23-2 132,502 19-7
1943 ............................................................... 93,262 16-4 13,467 10-3 28,722 18-2 135,451 16-1
1944.............................................................. 84,036 81 11,487 8-4 31,107 17-2 126,630 10-4
1945................................................................. 79,780 8-7 12,187 11-8 30,545 19-4 122,512 11-7
1946................................................................. 74,026 9-5 12,555 8-9 34,860 21-1 121,441 12-8
1947.............................................................. 79,424 9-1 14,546 12-7 45,626 24-6 139,596 14-5

Total sales and -percentages of operating income*
to sales....................................................... .•.......... 794,976 12-5 128,625 120 297,197 20-3 1,220,798 14-4

(*) Operating Income represents profits from operations before deducting taxes on income, interest on borrowed money and other financial charges, inventory 
reserves and depreciation in excess of the amounts allowed by income tax authorities, and does not include investment income and profits or losses on disposal of 
investments and fixed assets.
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Schedule E3.
TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Annual Sales and Percentages of Operating Income to Sales of Eighty-Three Other Companies (All Groups Together)
for the Twelve Years from 1936 to 1947 Inclusive

(Thousands of Dollars)

Cotton Group Wool Group Artificial Silk and 
Nylon Group

All Groups Together

14 Companies 51 Companies 18 Companies 83 Companies

Total
Percentage of 

Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

Total
Sales

Percentage of 
Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

Total
Sales

Percentage of 
Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

Total
Sales

Percentage of 
Operating 
Income* 
to Sales

Totals for the Individual Financial Years ending

$ % $ % $ % $ %

in the following Calendar Years:

1936............................................................. 9,787 71 17,394 7-1 8,995 31 36,176 61
1937.............................................................. 10,876 6-2 19,708 7-4 9,981 4-2 40,565 6-3
1938.............................................................. 9,121 6-8 16.112 ' 13 9,080 2-3 34,313 3-0
1939.............................................................. 10,818 10 1 17,343 6-9 10,337 5-5 38,498 7-4
1940.............................................................. 15,738 12-7 29,678 12 2 13,116 5 5 58,532 10-8
1941............................................................. 19,233 11-6 34,016 10-4 15,219 8-5 68,468 10 3
1942.............................................................. 19,961 9-1 39,707 9-5 17,415 11-7 77,083 9-9
1943.............................................................. 18,698 7-8 42,884 8-3 17,636 110 79,218 8-8
1944............................................................. 17,394 7-7 39,150 8-3 19,389 10-1 75,933 8-6
1945............................................................. 16,695 80 41,663 90 21,721 11-5 80,079 9-6
1946............................................................. 17,257 8-7 44,907 10-5 25,310 12-7 87,474 10-8
1947.............................................................. 23,900 8-4 50,157 11-4 27,363 12-7 101,420 111

Total sales and percentages of operating income*
777,759 9-2to sales................................................................ 189,478 8-9 392,719 9-2 195,562 9-5

Note: The Cotton Group above does not include three subsidiaries of Tire and Rubber Manufacturers.
(») Operating Income represents profits from operations before deducting taxes on income, interest on borrowed money and other financial charges, inventory and 

reserves and depreciation in excess of the amounts allowed by income tax authorities, and does not include investment income and profits or losses on disposal of 
investments and fixed assets.
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TEXTILE ENQ El R Y
Sales and Components of Cost of Twelve Special Companies (All Groups Together) for the Periods Indicated

(Thousands of Dollars)

Schedule E4.

y

Cotton Group Wool Group Artificial Silk and 
Nylon Group All Groups Together

Amounts
Analysis 

on a Sales 
dollar basis

Amounts
Analysis 

on a Sales 
dollar basis

Amounts
Analysis 

on a Sales 
dollar basis

Amounts
Analysis 

on a Sales 
dollar basis

Totals for the Twelve Years from 1936 to 1947 $ $ $ $ s $ $ $
inclusive (Based on annual returns):

Components of cost—
Raw Materials................................... 362,119 0.455 62,346 0.485 81,242 0.273 505,707 0.414
Labour.................................................. 203,617 0.256 29,831 0.232 80,366 0.271 313,814 0.257
Overhead............................................. 129,545 0.163 21,039 0.163 75,263 0.253 225,847 0.185
Operating Income*........................... 99,695 0.126 . 15,409 0.120 60,326 0.203 175,430 0.144

Sales.............................................. 794,976 1.00 128,625 1.00 927,197 1.00 1,220,798 1.00

Totals for the year 1946 (Based on monthly and
interim returns);

Components of cost—
Raw Materials................................... 30,594 0.425 5,751 0.484 9,565 0.274 45,910 0.386
Labour.................................................. 21,369 0.297 3,261 0.274 9,518 0.272 34,148 0.287
Overhead............................................. 12,832 0.178 1,914 0.161 8,594 0.246 23,340 0.197
Operating Income*......................... 7,167 0.100 957 0.081 7,284 0.208 15,408 0.130

Sales.............................................. 71,962 1.00 11,883 1.00 34,961 1.00 118,806 1.00

Totals for the year 1947 (Based on nonthly and
interim returns ):

Components of cost—
Raw Materials................................... 51,576 0.508 6,432 0.431 12,221 0.265 70,229 0.432
Labour.................................................. 25,438 0.250 ■ 4,015 0.269 11-! 609 0.252 41,062 0.252
Overhead............................................. 15,679 0.154 2,474 0.166 10,770 0.234 28,923 0.178
Operating Income*........................... 8,949 0.088 2,003 0.134 11,458 0.249 22,410 0.138

Sales.............................................. 101,642 1.00 14,924 1.00 46,058 1.00 162,624 1.00

Totals for the First Quarter of the year 1948:
Components of cost—

Raw Materials................................... 14,929 0.522 1,293 0.406 3,108 0.224 19,330 0.424
Labour.................................................. 7,212 0.252 851 0.267 3,808 0.275 11,871 0.260
Overhead............................................. 4,720 0.165 502 0.158 3,248 0.235 8,470 0.185
Operating Income*.......................... 1,731 0.061 538 0.169 3,692 0.266 5,961 0.131

Sales.............................................. 28,592 1.00 3,184 1.00 13,856 1.00 45,632 1.00

(*) Operating Income represents profits from operations before deducting taxes on income, interest on borrowed money and other financial charges, inventory 
reserves and depreciation in excess of the amounts allowed by income tax authorities, and does not include investment income and profits or losses on disposal of 
investments and fixed assets.
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TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Monthly Sales (all Groups Together) for the Twenty-seven Months from January 1946 to March 1948

(Thousands of Dollars)

Schedule E5.

12 Special Companies 83 Other Companies

1946

$

1947

$

1948

$

1946

$

1947

$

1948

$

All 95 Companies Together

1946

$

1947

$

1948

$

Sales (Pro-rated where required) to the following 
Calendar Months:

January.........
February
March...........
April...............
May...............
June...............
July.................
August...........
September ..
October..........
November... 
December...

Annual Totals..........

10,268 
10,177 
10,196 
11,601 
11,610 
8,870 
8,034 
8,013 
9,463 

10,499 
9,912 
9,730

11,455
11,891
12,022
16.270 
15,199
13.270 
12,227 
13,505 
14,030 
15,994 
14,066 
13,500

17,146
15,738
15,102

7,186 
6,714 
7,576 
7,656 
7,573 
7,272 
7,275 
7,194 
7,380 
8,467 
7,409 
7,182

7,952
8,209
9,729
9,420
9,512
8,493
7,787
7,843
8,948

10,416
9,429

10,110
10,686
11,660

9,514

17,454 
16,891 
17,772 
19,257 
19,183 
16,142 
15,309 
15,807 
16,843 
18,966 
17,321 
16,912

118,973 163,429 47,986 88,884 107,252 32,456 207,857

19,407 
20,100 
21,751 
25,690 
24,711 
21,763 
20,014 
21,348 
22,978 
26,410 
23,495 
23,014

27,256
26,424
26,762

270,681 80,442

Note: The 83 Other Companies above do not include three subsidiaries of Tire and Rubber Manufacturers.
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TEXTILE ENQUIRY

Schedule EO.

Capital Employed and Earnings of the Twelve Special Companies (all Groups Together) 
for the Twelve Years from 1936 to 1947 Inclusive

(Thousands of Dollars)

Cotton Group Wool Group
Artificial Silk and 

Nylon Group

—
Before adjusting 

inventory reserves
After adjusting 

inventory reserves
Before adjusting 

inventory reserves
After adjusting 

inventory reserves
Capital

Employed
Percentage

Capital
Employed

Percentage 
of Profit 

to Capital
Capital

Employed
Percentage 
of Profit 

to Capital
Capital

Employed
Percentage 

of Profit 
to Capital

Capital
Employed

Percentage 
of Profit 

to Capital

of Profit 
to Capital

Reported by companies under the 
following years:

$ % % % $ % $ % $ %

1936.............................................. 48,516 41 54,342 4-3 7,599 5-9 7,599 5-9 23,699 81
1937.............................................. 48,797 5-4 55,120 5-7 7,553 5-7 7,647 6-9 24,020 7-3
1938.............................................. 48,789 4-8 54,570 3-3 6,843 (0-3) 6,937 (0-3) 25,813 3-9
1939.............................................. 46,064 4-4 52,091 4-4 7,073 80 7,167 7-9 26,319 7-8
1940.............................................. 47,117 8-3 54,285 9-3 7,314 8-6 7,939 146 26,529 7-6
1941.............................................. 48,611 8-5 56,934 9-5 7,797 13-7 8,438 12-8 27,345 11-4
1942.............................................. 49,358 7-6 60,394 10-7 8,356 90 9,078 9-2 32,271 8-4
1943.............................................. 50,613 5-9 64,370 8-8 8,603 6-6 9,283 5-7 33,455 0-6
1944.............................................. 52,163 7-2 66,564 6-6 7,504 7-0 8,076 5-2 37,905 6-0
1945.............................................. 51,917 9-2 65,444 5-9 7,928 8-6 8,500 80 41,348 61
1946.............................................. 53,124 7-2 67,226 6-6 5,316 100 5,888 9-0 42,581 8-9
1947.............................................. 54,845 6-3 70,275 6-8 5,713 11 -2 6,748 16-3 49,033 12-3

Average for 1936 to 1947........................ 49,993 6-6 60,135 6-9 7,300 7-8 7,775 8-4 32,526 81
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The Vice-Chairman: I think, Mr. Knight, the committee would desire me 
to say they feel the work you have turned into them and the assistance you 
have given—I feel sure I am expressing the opinion of the committee—has been 
of a very high order. They are indebted to you. We feel we have been very 
well served.

The Witness : Thank you very much.
The Vice-Chairman: At this point, I think we change counsel ; Mr. Monet 

replaces Mr. Dyde.
Mr. Monet: Mr. Chairman, before I call the witnesses whom I have to 

bring before the committee—
The Vice-Chairman: Mr. Monet has a number of details to clear up. ^ 

is just a case of filing papers?
Mr. Monet: Yes, I wish to complete the record on butter, fruits and vege' 

tables and artificial silk, by putting on the record certain information which w»s 
requested earlier. I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that since it would take a lon& 
time to read all these documents, I should table them.

The Vice-Chairman: They should be tabled in the same way as we tabled 
the reports from the Wartime Prices and Trade Board and Mr. Ashbaugh tm 
morning. It was understood those documents would appear in the record 
part of the appendix to today’s minutes, since they were not connected wn 
today’s hearings.

Mr. Irvine: Could you give us the gist of these documents?
Mr. Monet: Yes, I will. On page 1536 of the minutes of evidence, No. 3b 

dated April 6, Silverwood Dairies were requested to inform the committee a- 
to the amount of butter stored for other people from April 1, 1947 to April > 
1948 and also the number of car lots of butter sold during the fiscal year emh,1n 
March 31, 1948. .

Information was requested from the Borden Company on page 1686 of t 
minutes of evidence, No. 34, and also pages 1694 and 1700. «

Information was requested from the Swift Canadian Company on page 1' ^ 
of the minutes of evidence, No. 35, dated April 12, concerning the number ^ 
purchases of butter in Halifax from Canada Packers and also the amount ( 
butter sold to the British West Indies and Newfoundland. y

On page 1845 of the minutes of evidence, it will be noted that Mr. C. O 
Bishop, who had been summoned to appear before this committee in connect1' 
with the purchases of butter he made some time last fall, failed to appear, 
affidavit has been supplied by Mr. Bishop to the effect that he was sick at , y 
time and was unable to appear. In answer to my request, Mr. Bishop a “ 
gave the selling price for this butter.

1 he Vice-Chairman: I wish to speak to Mr. Martin for a minute about t^ 
procedure we have been discussing. I am going to ask Mr. Irvine, in view ^ 
the fact the next witness is a labour representative, to take the chair urn1 
return.

(At this point, Mr. Irvine assumed the chair).
Mr. Monet: This would explain Mr. Bishop’s failure to attend the meet1? 

. 'le. committee as requested. This completes the record so far as the bu
investigation is concerned.

Now, in connection with fruits and vegetables, Mr. McCallum, °f. L 
dominion Fruit Company was requested on May 18. in volume No. 59 oi 

nu e.' of evidence to file the annual statement of Western Grocers Lm1 
am now placing before you a number of copies of this annual statement.

Mr. McGregor: On what page is that request found?
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Mr. Monet: It is on page 2980. There were also requests of Mr. McCallum 
on pages 2985, 2992 and 2999, to which answers have been given in this 
document.

A request was made of the Crelinsten Fruit Company to give a breakdown 
of the carloads of oranges for a certain period, to wit, November 20 to November 
27, 1947. This breakdown has been supplied and a letter is attached to it dated 
-/une 16, 1948. This covers all the requests made in the fruits and vegetable 
investigation.

The last document is concerned with the artificial silk and nylon investiga
tion. A request was made of the Canadian Celanese Limited to give certain 
information about taxes. I have now received from the Canadian Celanese 
Limited this information and it is contained in a letter dated June 21, 1948. 
The reference to this evidence is contained in Mr. Palmer’s evidence, who was 
the last witness in the silk investigation.

Mr. Fleming: Mr. Chairman, is that letter very lengthy?
Mr. Monet: It is very short.
Mr. Fleming: Could we have it read?
Mr. Monet: Yes.
Mr. Fleming: Before you read it. Mr. Monet, may I ask whether the 

“tlier documents are to be printed in the record as though read, or are they to 
“e printed as an appendix?

Mr. Monet: They will be printed as appendices except in the case of the 
aunual report from Western Grocers Limited.

This letter is dated June 21, 1948, signed by Mr. Allen, the treasurer of 
Canadian Celanese Limited.

June 21, 1948.
Mr. Fabio Monet, K.C.,
Counsel to the Special Committee on Prices,
House of Commons,
Ottawa.

Dear Sir:

In reply to the request made by Mr. Kuhl, we are pleased to list 
below the details of taxes charged against income for the year 1947, 
totalling $2,794,460.95.

Dominion of Canada Income and Excess Profits
Taxes .................................................................... $2,167,000 00

Dominion Sales and Excise Taxes .................... 89,447 22
Provincial Taxes on Income and Capital .............. 397,078 44
Provincial Tax on Purchases...................................... 41,771 63
Municipal Taxes ...................................................... 98,770 11
Miscellaneous ..............................................   393 55

$2,794,460 95

As the total sales for 1947 were $17,531,957.00, we calculate that if 
we had paid no taxes in this year a reduction in the sales price of our 
products of 15-9 per cent would have yielded the same net profit which 
we obtained in 1947.
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This 15 9 per cent is broken down as between dominion, provincial 
and municipal taxes as follows:

Dominion ..................................... $2,256,447 22
Provincial ..................................... 438,850 07
Municipal ..................................... 98,770 11
Miscellaneous ............................... 393 55

$2,794,450 95

Yours very truly,

CANADIAN CELANESE LIMITED
(Sgd.) A. G. Allen,

• Treasurer.

There were also questions asked by Mr. Beaudoin and Mr. MacGregor 
with regard to employment at Drummondville and Sorel. The information 
is given in a letter bearing the date June 21, 1948. That completes the 
information requested by the members of the committee in the different 
investigations with which I had to deal.

I shall now call Mr. Ledoux.

Per Cent 
12-8 
25 

•6

15-9

Gaston H. Ledoux, President, Federation Nationale Catholique <lu 
Textile Inc., called and sworn :

Mr. Monet: Mr. Chairman, before Mr. Ledoux gives his evidence I woU^ 
say that when talking with him this morning he expressed to me a desire 
give his evidence in English.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Would you please give your full name?—A. Gaston H. Ledoux.
Q. What is your present address?—A. 438 St. Denis street, Gia

Quebec.. . l f La
Q. Would you give vour present occupation ?—A. I am president o 

Federation Nationale Catholique du Textile Inc. - is
Q. It has been brought out before this committee that produc 10 g 

significantly less than it was during the war. Representatives of the lÇa ^ie 
companies in the industry have told the committee that this reduction is .f 
first to the difficulty in getting men and women with whom to build up oJ1 
second shifts; secondly it is due to absenteeism, particularly absenteeism 
Saturday morning which was said to run as high as 39 per cent in the Mon e 
mills. Would you please tell the committee, Mr. Ledoux, whether you 
any statement to make with regard to the allegations which have been ' 
before the members of this committee?—A. I would like to stress the P°'n 
Monet made a moment ago that I will give my testimony in English. I do ^ers 
not because I speak very good English, but it is for the benefit of the W°n 
of the committee who do not speak French, and I will do my 'best. jgg

Mr. Winters: Before we have this evidence can you say in which comp 
your union operates? ^eg

The Witness: The union operates in the five principal textile c°mpa .Qji 
mentioned in volume No. 66 of the Minutes of the Committee—Dom
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t

Textiles, Limited, Canadian Cottons Limited, Montreal Cottons, Drummond- 
ville Cotton, and Wabasso Cotton.

Mr. Thatcher: Is your union in all of those companies?
The Witness: All except Canadian Cottons Limited.
Mr. Fleming: I assume you are not concerned in the other textiles, wool 

and artificial silk?
The Witness: Oh, yes.
Mr. Pinard: You are one of the branches of the Syndicates Catholique?
The Witness: Yes. I have prepared a very short brief, and I would like 

point out that it was prepared very quickly because we had only this after
noon to work at it. If there are any questions after I have read the brief I 
"oil do my best to answer.

Mr. Thatcher: You have not got copies of it?
The Witness: I did not have time to have it typed so that you can under

hand copies are not available. Gentlemen:
Our association named La Federation Nationale Catholique du Textile Inc., 

affiliated to the Canadian Catholic Confederation of Labour represents 30,000 
Workers in the textile industry.

It was to find an answer to the complaints of our federation regarding rising 
juices in textiles commodities that the C.T.C.C. requested the Canadian govern- 

ent, in March of 1948, to undertake an investigation of textile commodities 
rough the special committee on Prices. We wish to express our appreciation 

r0r the opportunity given us today to submit to the committee a few remarks 
ogarding previous evidence given to the committee by certain manufacturers 

\ textile products. At the outset we wish to state that the increases which 
^ave occurred in the price of textile products since September, 1947, and to date 
aye not been caused by the recent increase in wages given to employees in the 
adustry.

-j, We suggest that the committee take as an example the case of the Dominion 
, rxtile Company—which represents four of the five special companies called 
^elore the committee—and it will be seen that wage increases which represent 
r,rise of 30 per cent in average earnings affected the cost of production by 
>ut 4 per cent. If we refer to exhibit B7, page 3414 of the evidence produced 
i the committee we find that the differential in selling prices between the 

h of September, 1947, and 1st of April, 1948, is between 20 per cent and 
Per cent per yard. It will therefore be seen that the rise in prices is not 

Ç c°unted for by the rise in wages. The same situation applies to the Wabasso 
tl^ t°n Company where it will be noted that the differential is even greater 

an that found in the figures of Dominion Textiles Limited.
(l Mr. Fleming: May I interrupt there. Are you referring to the same dates, 

T is September 1, 1947, to April, 1, 1948?
The Witness: Yes, on exhibit B7.
Mr. McGregor: September 1, 1947, to April 1, 1948?
The Witness: Yes.

By Mr. Fleming:
it)Cr Q- You say that in no case has the increase in wages amounted to the 
4 . yase in price?—A. The increase ini the cost of labour is somewhere around 

I to,. 1 Ccnt although wages may have increased by 30 per cent or 35 per cent. 
exarnple, in exhibit B7 unbleached bed sheeting, the first item, is 49-875 

2(j s :tI1d the difference in selling price from September 15 to April 1 is about 
foi,!01' cent—the latest selling price being 61-25 cents. If you take the two 

yiiis you will find the increases in some cases are as much as 35 per cent. 
Some of them are exactly the same?—A. Yes.
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By Mr. Monet: ,

Q. You mean of the 20 per cent increase which appears there 4 per cent 
would be accounted for by wages?—A. Yes.

Q. The other 16 per cent would have to be accounted for by something 
else?—A. Yes. •

By Mr. McGregor:
Q. There are some commodities which have not increased at all?—A.Yes, 

there are some increases which are not as high as 20 per cent.
Q. But wages have accounted for an increase of only 4 per cent you say _ 

—A. For example there are some articles which have been increased iron 
18 to 23 cents.

In answer to some of the evidence given before your committee by certain 
representatives of the textile industry, we wish to make the following remar 
Referring to page 3515, when Mr. Dyde asked Mr. Gordon if he would clani-T 
the point as to volume of production being limited by shortage of labour rathe 
than by plant capacity; I will admit that there was a lot of truth in that sta , 
ment, but that statement was not supported by facts or reasons as to why t 
so-called shortage of labour took place. Now, gentlemen, I would like 
indicate some of those reasons. First, in a textile plant there is a considcia 
percentage of younger people, and by that I mean persons between the ages 
16 and 18, and in some textile plants they start them in between the ages of 1 
and 15—for instance at Wabasso Cotton and Penmans Limited, and quite 
number of others. But that is not the question. As almost everyone 
recognize, young people of the type to whom I have referred are not as perio^ 
as older employees on their jobs, they get fed up a lot quicker and quit, 
that is one of the causes for the heavy turnover in these plants. The sect) 
factor is the high percentage of female labour in the textile mills. As everyo» 
knows, the stability of female labour as far as length of service is concerne ’ 
is essentially temporary in nature. The third factor to which I direct y° 
attention is a practice which has been established as general policy, at leaf* , 
connection with Dominion Textiles, Drummondville Cotton and Monty . 
Cottons, of turning off all employees on reaching the age of 65 and not hd ^ 
anyone over 45; as a matter of fact they do not hire them even around age»
40, 41, 42, 43 or 44. It cannot be denied that there are lots of these pe°l 
who have considerable experience in textile work. ^

Then, the fourth factor to which I wish to direct your attention relate» ^ 
Mr. Gordon’s statement as to the reduction of hours of work from 52i jn
hours per week with a view to building up a second shift. The increase ^ 
average earning granted in November of 1947, which was from 55 cents |(’ e 
cents, did not help to any great extent on account of the fact that the take-ho ^g 
pay of the individual remained about the same, and in many cases it ' 
decreased, depending on the individual rate per hour for the particular opera 
involved.

Now, getting labourers to work on Saturday afternoons, or on Satin.a 
when they have not been used to it because they are not used to worker e 
6-day week and asking them to do that for approximately the same take'1 . j 
fay and that is what the labourers look at most—it is easy to under? 
why they shove a certain percentage of absenteeism on that particular day- r

Now, to answer a fair question as to why a certain percentage of la y 
would still sustain a further reduction in take-home pay by not showing 11 0f 
woiK °n Saturday, the answer is very simple. A large proportion, if not a > t 

ns Saturday absenteeism is accounted for by the fact that these Pe.°P in a 
erase ves odd jobs for the weekend ; such as a clerk in a store, working ,
" <um;m' and 80 on, and making more money in that way than they ^ol
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they were to show up for the plant to work only a 7^-hour shift. To them that 
is the only way open to bring their take-home pay up to a standard which they 
would like.

Now, to conclude this presentation. I would like to stress to your com
mittee that it might be of interest to its members, to ask Mr. Gordon or any 
°f the other manufacturers to answer the following questions. Now, Mr. 
Gordon made the statement that total production was reduced by a considerable 
dumber of pounds per annum. I do not wish to throw any doubt on any of the 
figures mentioned on June 3, 1948, in No. 68 of the minutes of proceedings of the 
committee; but I believe it would be of great interest to find ou if the production 
has been reduced per employee, because to the best of my knowledge there was 
a larger number of employees in service during 1941 to 1946 than there are now. 
"rhat I am really trying to say there is this, that if an employer has during a 
certain perod LÔ00 employees producing 10.000 pounds that would be equal 
ç 10 pounds per employee, and if in another period he reduced his staff by 
^ per cent but the production per employee remains the same, 10 pounds, he 
cannot in all fairness claim that his production has been reduced and use that 
as a factor in increasing his selling prices.

Hoping that .this brief will be of some interest and use to the committee 
niay I again thank you for giving us this opportunity of appearing before you.

By Mr. Pinard:
Q. I would like to ask you a few questions concerning your employees at 

„ ‘J* G abasso Company plant at Three Rivers. I wonder if you have read the 
c idencc of Mr. Whitehead when he was here?—A. I read some of it, yes. 

a Q- There is a reference there to a collective agreement being negotiated.— 
That is in number—?

Q. That is in No. 56 at page 3574. I am going to read to you a few of the 
gestions that were asked of Mr. Whitehead and the answers which he gave to 
hem. They are as follows:

Q. Mr. Dyde, could I ask Mr. Whitehad whether there is any 
collective agreement in force in Three Rivers between the Catholic Syn
dicate and your company?—A. Not at the present time; they are awaiting 
certification.

Q. Thev have asked for certification from the provincial authorities? 
—A. Yes.

q,, Q. Do you oppose that application?—A. We are going to oppose it.
len there is another question further down asked by Mr. Lesage:—

Q. There is a certain dissatisfaction among your employees over this 
matter of belonging to the Catholic Syndicate?—A. The dissatisfaction 
to the extent to which you have been informed has only come about 

^ during the last few months.
a(.°uid you tell me whether you are aware of conditions at the Wabasso plant 

^lree Rivers, as to the dissatisfaction there between the employees and the 
ratr?a^er °t the company?—A. It is pretty hard to discuss that point. That is 
j >er putting me on the spot. I will try to give you an answer. What is really 

Ppening there is discrimination of the one against the other.
0r Q- I understand your position. I am just asking you whether there are one 

tw« comments you would like to make on that.—A. There is, of course, the 
r lQu which is trying to negotiate an agreement and the company does not want 
a 6 Union. That is the first point. The first difficulty with which we are faced, 
tk °nc which we are now trying to settle, is to have our union recognized by 
e company and certified as the bargaining agent. We were up against the 
bmc situation at Shawinigan Falls last year. The company put up a very 
the fiShfc to try to keep us from getting certification, and they are now doing 

$ame thing at the Wabasso plant at Three Rivers.
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Q. Has an application been made for certification?—A. Yes. it has been 
made; not for the agreement, but for certification of the union.

Q. When was that done, do you know?—A. Oh, a couple of weeks ago; on 
the 4th of June we requested the government to give us certification.

Mr. Fleming: And you are now awaiting to hear from the Labour Relations 
Board?

The Witness: Yes. I believe that now the Labour Relations Board has sent 
a man to the plant to look over the books of both the company and the union to 
find out whether we do have a majority of the employees with membership in 
the union.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Do I take it from your evidence that the main point you are making 

is that the recent rise in textile prices has not been caused primarily or to a 
large extent by wage increases?—A. No, sir. ,

Q. You are stating categorically that it is not higher wages that has force 
these prices up?—A. No, sir.

(Mr. Maybank resumed the chair.)
Q. There was one other point on which I was not just clear. When yol 

were discussing this question of absenteeism—I think Mr. Gordon made tn 
statement when he was here that absenteeism was one of the causes for low^ 
production than they had during the war years.—would you say that tha ' 
absenteeism was caused in whole or in part by low wages?—A. Reducing the 
number of hours per week while the take-home pay remained unchanged for th® 
average employee. That was the result we experienced when they reduced tn 
number of hours per working week. ,

Q. Would you mind explaining that?—A. Well, it was due to the fact tha 
the hours were reduced from 524 to 40 hours per week, and that meant that eve 
with the increase which was granted the average employee had no more, 0 
'ittle more take-home pay at the end of the week. .

Q. You mean that the textile company cut the hours?—A. Yes, they cut th 
hours from 524 to 40 per week. They just cut the number of hours per wee 
by 124. That did not make much of a reduction in the take-home pay, but wl>c 
you take 124 hours a week off production it is bound to affect the output of t 
plant. " j

Q. Yes, I see. How would that make for absenteeism if they are °D • 
working 40 hours a week?—A. The take-home pay is not enough for the averse 
employee, particularly because of the shorter hours, or no work on Sature»- 
That is why they get work outside of the plant. r6

Q. You mean to say that they make more outside?—A. Yes, they earn 
outside of the plant during the weekend. They work let us say Friday nlrjqy 
Saturday and sometimes if they work in a restaurant they can work on Sub 
too. You see, by doing that, they increase their net take-home pay f°r 
week. ...

Q. Then you are suggesting that one way for these companies to^ e 
absenteeism in. their mills would be to pay higher wages; is that it?—A. J 
is another point, which is this: that if you increase your wages but lower 
number of hours worked in a week it leaves you with the same take-home V j,e 
A thing which I think is very pertinent to the evidence which has been he ■ j 
this committee is that at Dominion Textiles the union had requested a no .g_ 
work week of 45 hours while the company insisted on a 40-hour two shift b

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. What about this, the increase in wages for the week, provided 

week was worked—do you get my idea.—let me put it this way; we wi 
about a dollar an hour just because it makes the arithmetic easy.—A. 1

full 
will t»lk
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Q. Now, take a dollar an hour for 40 hours, that is $40?—A. Yes, $40.
Q. But then it was said that on Saturday morning a great many people do 

not come, even though they get time and a half?—A. Yes.
Q. What would you say about a policy of offering $50 provided the whole. 

40 hours was worked, or the whole period was worked? What would you think 
of that as an incentive to prevent absenteeism?—A. To complete the idea 
that you have put in my head I should like to point out that the employees 
are not looking exactly for such a big amount of money per hour but are 
looking, in other words, for fair take home pay.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Weekly pay?—A. Weekly pay, employees especially in textiles. Take, 

for example, a married man who earns 60 cents per hour and he works 40 hours 
ln the week. He only gets $24, and believe me there is a large amount of 
People who work for 60 cents an hour in the textile industry.

Q. On Saturday it would be 5 hours worked and 7-| hours’ pay?—A. Yes, 
-c° that the amount of money for such employees will not be enough to' carry 
°n with their families, and if he has a chance to earn let us say $10 or $15 
during the week-end—and a lot of them do—I cannot very well blame them, 
and no company can very well blame them for doing so. To follow up the point 
you mentioned, an employee was working last year 52| hours, and he was 
getting $40 in a week, but if the company reduced his hours to 40, and even 
®Ve him 74- hours’ extra on Saturday, the fact they have to go in on Saturday 
afternoon, which they were not used to, and get about the same money and 
depend on the rate they used to have per operation in some cases, their earnings 
Per week are reduced, even in spite of the increase given by the company.

Q. Did you say that a lot of married men are making only 60 cents an 
hour?—A. Plenty of them.

Q. Would you have any idea what the average wages in the textile 
ln-dustry would be? I may say before you answer that that a lot of companies 
Wc have had here have stated the average was around $1.05.

Mr. Beaudry: 85 cents.
The Vice-Chairman: I think you are a little high there.
Mr. Thatcher: Canadian Industries Limited gave their average wage 

as $1.05.
The Vice-Chairman : You may be right about that one but your expression 

n>ay be not quite right.
The AVitness : I can give you the average earnings for quite a few industries 

you wish it.
Mr. Thatcher: I am very interested in getting this because it does not 

Correspond with what the companies have told us.
er the ques- 
correct, Mr.

Mr. Thatcher: I will retract that and say at least one company.
The Vice-Chairman : I do not think you meant that. I do not even 

Çruember that one company said their average was $1.05. I am not exactly 
,AsPuting it. I do not remember, but your only point is can the witness give 

e average wage?
Mr. Thatcher: Yes.
The Vice-Chairman: That is quite a proper question.

By Mr. Irvine:
j] Q- You give us what you think is the average?—A. Dominion Textile, 

e 'average is exactly 75 cents an hour.

The Vice-Chairman : Wait a minute, please, before you answ 
rp — Let- us get things correct. I do not think you are quite 

hatcher, in saying a lot of companies said the average was $1.05.
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Mr. Monet : If you will allow me, you will find that on page 3517 of the 
evidence.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. That includes males and females?—A. Everybody.
Mr. Fleming: Excuse me; the reference to the $1.05 applied simply to 

Canadian Industries Limited. You will find that on page 3638. The question 
was asked of Mr. Smith by Mr. Thatcher.

“Q. Your average wage is $1.05?—A. Yes sir.” That was simply Canadian 
Industries Limited.

Mr. Monet: That was on the silk investigation. Now the witness is talking 
of the cotton industry only.

The Vice-Chairman: We have that cleared up.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. I understand you are talking about cotton manufacturing?—A. Espe

cially of cotton.
The Vice-Chairman: These misunderstandings are bound to occur.
Mr. Fleming: May I ask a question?
Mr. Thatcher: Let him finish please. I should like the average wage in 

some of the textile companies.
The Witness: We have, for example, another one, Penman's Limited, where 

the average earning is 64 cents an hour.

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. Have you others in mind you can give?—A. Yes, Esmond Mill where 

the average earning is 57 cents per hour. You have Verney mills where it 13 
73 cents per hour.

By Mr. Pinard:
Q. Have you that information for any of the companies which have gB'6** 

testimony here, Wabasso Cotton or other firms?—A. As far as Wabasso Cotto 
I would not be able to say the exact average earnings because I have not t ^ 
list of the payroll of the company. In all these companies I have just men 
tioned’ we have the complete payroll of the employees under agreement.

By Mr. Beaudry:
Q. Is there any reason to disbelieve the evidence of the various eomp&n^ 

which was given here?—A. There is only one point I should like to make to } 
and it might be of interest. For Wabasso Cotton, for example, whatever 
average figure might be which they gave you, it might have been a good 11 
to ask if the bonus was included in that average. _

The Vice-Chairman: I believe most people would conclude that * 
money that was paid at all under any heading had been worked into that 
figure. It might not be so, but I certainly felt that whatever money was pal

The Witness: I do not know; I was not here. . 9
Ihe Vice-Chairman: After all the witness was not here. I think it 18 

tair assumption the bonus was in.

By Mr. Winters:
Q. By the bonus you mean the piecework rate?—A. No, no.
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By Mr. Beaudry:
Q. Overtime?—A. They call it participation au benefice.
The Vice-Chairman : I think we would call it a sharing of the benefits.
Mr. Monet : Profit sharing.
The Witness : No, not that.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. In the province of Quebec is there any minimum wage for girls in the 

textile industry?—A. Yes, a lot of them get as low as 35 cents.
Q. What sort of a law is it?—A. for apprenticeship.
Q. On piecework?—A. On piecework, or on any other operation. Take, for 

Sample, a girl who would be learning to be a spinner. She could very well 
start at 35 cents in some plants. I would not say all plants.

By Mr. Pinard:
Q. That all depends on the district where it would be? It is classified in 

afferent sections? You have different schedules under the existing law? For 
lnstance, you have one section around Three Rivers?—A. Yes. You are 
herring to the question of zone?
, Q. Yes.—A. No, that is higher than the zone. The zone is only 24 cents 
0r apprenticeship.

Q. But all wages are away over the existing legislation now?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. There are not many girls paid 35 cents today, are there?—A. There 

re Plenty of them in the Wabasso Cotton as low as 30 cents, 29 cents.
Q. How is that if the minimum is 35 cents?—A. I did not say the minimum 

Was 35 cents.
Q. I thought you said that?—A. No, no.

By Mr. MacGregor:
y Q- What he asked you was, was there a minimum wage law in Quebec?—A. 

es> 24 cents.
] Q. 24 cents?—A. That is the absolute minimum. They cannot pay any 

Wer than that.
o Q. Are there many who pay 24 cents?—A. I know one that pays just about 
•p‘jV absolute minimum. It is the Dionne Spinning Mill in St. George de Beauce. 

'at is referring to the silk industry.

By Mr. Pinard:
s Q- That mill is not situated in a metropolitan district. It is not in the 
to'p° kind of district as other mills?—A. I would not bring that as an objection 

point we are discussing now because—
Q- It is not an objection. I am trying to clarify your statement as to that. 

24 If you are talking of the districts in the higher zone the minimum is still 
Ce«ts for apprenticeship.

By the Vice-Chairman:
ta|,Q- I want to go back to where you were a few minutes ago when you were 
a}Klr>g about people working week-ends. Is this the situation that causes 
Hi,„!'nteeism, that while it is true your workers get time and a half on Saturday 
tl,i'ning the fact is they can generally get a whole week-end of work at some- 

else, and that adds up to more than they could get by this overtime pay? 
■w Yes.

*5759—4
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Q. That is what you would say is the probable cause of absenteeism ; i5 
that right?—A. Because—

Q. That is correct, is it?—A. That is correct.
Q. That is to say, there is a good deal of absenteeism on Saturday morning- 

That is true, is it? You agree with that?—A. Yes, I agree with that.
Q. There is very considerable absenteeism?—A. Not on Saturday morning) 

but on Saturday afternoon, on the second shift.
Q. On the second shift?—A. Not the first shift. On the first shift the 

absenteeism is not so great.
Q. But it is greater on the second shift?—A. Yes.
Q. You say that is usually caused by the employees endeavouring to eain 

more money by turning to a different job?—A. That is right.
Q. Are you yourself engaged in work in any of the mills?—A. No, I am not- 
Q. Your work is looking after the business of the union?—A. I am lookmp 

after the business of the union.
Q. Have you personal acquaintance with a considerable number or som 

wrho work at other jobs like this during the weekend?—A. Yes.
Q. Can you give us any idea as to how many find that kind of j°b" 

A. Well, let us say the percentage wrould be 20 per cent absenteeism on Saturda}- 
Q. If 20 per cent are absentees?—A. Let us take that figure of 20 per cen • 

I would say 18^ per cent are working somewhere else. . ,
Q. The real reason for the 18^ per cent is that they have got another 

over the weekend?—A. That is right.

By Mr. McGregor:
Q. Working in stores?—A. Stores, restaurants, or helping somewhere el»e-

By Mr. Irvine:
Q. Would it be fair to say the incentive offered to labour was not gre . 

enough to bring them to the job?—A. Yes, sir, it would be fair on this accou 
because the amount of money drawn by the employees before and after ■ 
reducing of the hours remains the same, but the employee has to work 1 
Saturday afternoon while before he did not have to.

By Mr. Beaudry:
Q. On. the 52^ hours?—A. He wras not working Saturday afternoon theO 

He was not working Saturday afternoon ; he was finished at 12 o’clock Satur 
noon. Nowr, due to the fact they reduced the hours and put on three shifts, 
second shift has to work on Saturday afternoon starting at twelve and ^nlS Vut 
at five. These people did not have to work on Saturday afternoon before 
have to work on Saturday afternoon now, and they get about the same am° 
of money. Who would want to do that? ,ere

Q. How were the hours divided under the 52^ hour week?—A. There " 
two shifts, one day shift and one night shift. ,ay

Q. Let us take the day shift?—A. They were working fifty hours on the 
shift and the night shift sixty hours, the average was 52-^ hours. _ n0t

Q. I wish to find out how the hours were divided. You say they .w.®,rej 
working on Saturday afternoons, so how were the working hours divide 
A. Seven in the morning until six at night and Saturday morning until n 
-the average was one hour at noon for lunch.

By the Vice-Chairman: , JUCtioPr
Q. Production figures for the cotton industry would reveal that P1 soleb 

has gone down. Of course, I do not think it was said absenteeism eagin& 
responsible for that. What additional suggestion can you make toi
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it?—a. There was one point Mr. Gordon did not feel like stressing and that was 
'-hat the production per employee was not reduced. However, the number of 
etoployees was reduced, the personnel or the staff. I do not think anyone could 
Maintain differently.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. I think I asked him some questions about that. I am trying to sort 

°Ut the different witnesses and the evidence they gave. He did not say there 
^as any loss in productivity per employee but that, by reason of their inability 
D get all the labour they needed, on account of the over-all shortage of labour 
n»w, production had dropped. I though he put the emphasis on the over-all 
Portage of labour?—A. The over-all shortage of labour; that is why I brought 
^ the point that a lot of employees would like to go to work for the companies. 
* have many examples. However, because these men are forty or forty-five, they 

not be hired. Some of these people have had experience in the textile 
"Usiness, spinners and weavers and such people.

Q. Have you any specific cases, where qualified men have applied for 
6ltiployment and been refused?—A. Yes, many of them.
,, Q. We were given to understand that, in the case of all cotton companies, 
hey were looking for more men.—A. Well, there is certainly something not clear 
here because I have many requests to help them get in the mill. These requests 
re from men, not from women, who are around forty-five but who have had 

experience in textiles.

are Q. How many of those would there be?—A. I would not say because there 
many.

t ,Q. Could you give us some approximate idea?—A. It would be very hard 
0 give figures on that.

( Q- I am speaking now of these five cotton companies.—A. It is the policy 
'p! them not to hire them any more. That has been established about a year. 
;ey just do not hire anybody around forty vears old. At sixty-five, everyone 
^ out.
l Q. Are you saying that is a policy on the part of these companies who were 

Dominion Textiles, Drummondville, Montreal Cottons, Canadian Cottons 
tiot ,^ahasso?—A. No, I would not mention Canadian Cottons because I do 

^now their policy. In so far as Montreal Cottons, Drummondville Cotton 
Dominion Textiles are concerned that is their policy. 

yQ Q- You have not mentioned W-abasso?—A. That is their policy. They hire 
tj^g people, 14, 15, 16 and 17 years old. They go out and get them as soon as 

^ '-We ready to go to work.
tL Q- But the other aspect of it; you suggest they have a policy under which 
ap/ ape unwilling to hire men of forty-five. Could you not give us some 
hçj^ximate idea of the number of cases vou have had of men whom you have 
HwJ able to offer to them?—A. If that could help any, I would mention that in 

cases—
I was speaking of these particular companies?—A. I would mention that 

e Would be an average of about three a week.

By Mr. McGregor:
Q- Three a week who would come to you?—A. Coming to me.

By the Vice-Chairman:
W Q- You run into that three times a week?—A. home weeks there would be 

all and others there would be five or six. I .do not think 1 am mistaken 
' say there would be an average of three a week. 

l5'59-4i
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By Mr. McGregor:
Q. You say these men are experienced hands. Why are they out of work?-" 

A. Probably because they tried to find work somewhere else to better themselves- 
They quit their jobs and' now they want to go back where they were before- 
They cannot go.

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. There are pension plans in most of these organizations?—A. No, it lS 

only the goodwill of the company—
Q. Do they have these pension plans, these goodwill pension plans in some 

of the companies?—A. Oh, yes.
Q. There are some of them?—A. Yes.
Q. Would it be that they do not want to take men of forty years of 

because they will be pensionable too soon after being hired?—A. Às long as they 
have completed twenty years of service, but nothing obliges the company to p9? 
such a pension. .

Q. I do not think you quite understand my question. I was wondenpo 
whether the policy of the company not to employ people forty years of age 9 
influenced by the fact they see they will be forced to pay a pension or mi6n 
have to pay a pension a little bit sooner?—A. It could be a reason. ^

Q. The existence of a pension plan, under some circumstances, might w<?^ 
against forty year old men being employed. Would you think there is anyth'9® 
in that idea at all?—A. Oh, yes.

Q. You hear that view expressed from time to time, you know?

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. There are two points which run through my mind arising out of y9 g 

evidence: the first is in connection with your reference to the reduction in h°^e 
by the company. Do I understand the members of your union, providing « 
wage rates continue, would prefer to work forty-five hours to the present f°r - 
—A. Yes.

By Mr. Irvine: jy
Q. Only because your wages are too low to make enough in the 

hours?—A. That is right.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. The average person would prefer to work less for the same pay;

I would. My question was put on this basis; if the wage rates remained co -^cy 
your members would prefer to work forty-five hours rather than the for - g9y 
work at present?—A. Yes. What we had in the back of our minds, we c , get 
it now, the employees were seeking to adopt the forty-five hour week 9 weel>- 
another five hours overtime which would increase their income for tn ^otjrS 
The company said, on account of the half hour break, we will reduce t v ^0${S 
to forty and then the possibility, even with overtime, is only forty-n'e 
a week. jp tl'e

There is another factor which I could point out. The whole.situation 
textile industry is something like a wheel. If one spoke is- missing» c tl|6 
feels it. Absenteeism on Saturday afternoon affects the other shifts, e 
third shift, due to the fact the work is not quite ready for them. Yo 
stand what I mean? _ . ;n tl'e

Q. There is some disorganization?—A. There is some disorganization j 
system; that is the point. It would be a factor in reducing production- ^ 
thinking of the point you mentioned to me. You asked Mr. Gordon 1 iiliryber 
because of the production per employee and he said it was not so. The
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°f employees in Dominion Textiles, for instance, from the years 1941 to 1946 
was quite large, much larger than it is today. It has been reduced. Large 
numbers have been employed so if the production is reduced, that might be one 
°f the causes of the low production.

Q. There is one other point I wish to mention. You spoke about the 
nuportance of take-home pay?—A. Yes.

Q. Would the extent of the tax deductions affect that now?—A. I beg your 
Pardon.

Q. To what extent are tax deductions at the source entering into this question 
are now discussing?—A. I would say it would not affect it very much because 

‘he take-home pav for the individual is not so big that the tax affects it verv 
much.

Mr. Thatcher: Wages are so low.
The Vice-Chairman: Most of them are not taxed. However, the witness 

"'ants to make sure that is not taken as a suggestion they should be taxed.
The Witness: Oh, sure.

By Mr. Fleming:
, Q. I quite understand people in the low hourly rate brackets would not 
Pe taxable, but we had evidence—A. I would not say they would not be taxable, 
mt, the amount of tax taken off their pay is very little.

Q. Has it been a factor, I mean the tax deduction at the source out of the 
* ay envelope, has that been a factor in this matter of absenteeism?—A. I would 
j say it has not been a factor because, in some cases, it might have been a 
i c*°r but I will say if we take the average married man who has a little family, 

is not taxable. I still say absenteeism on Saturday is not due to taxes, 
is, a large proportion of the absenteeism on Saturday afternoon. It is not 

h leiy due to taxes. It is an attempt to get a greater amount of money to 
°et the family budget.

j Q. I did not suggest it was only on account of taxes?—A. In some cases, 
"’ill admit it could be.

Q. One other point; we have evidence here—by the way, you are familiar 
y'im both spinning and weaving in this industry. Now, we had evidence here 

spinning production was as high as at the war-time peak but in the 
paving there had been quite a reduction in production. Now, is there any dif- 
k F(mce in wage scales as between spinning and weaving which would have any 
faring on that question?—A. Oh yes. I do not know whether you have had an 
P'anation of the wages and the manner in which it is arranged that employees 

on spinning and on weaving. They have what we call a basic wage of 
p: Cents but that does not mean the employee is receiving 78 cents. He is on 
sih> work and he is trying to reach that figure of 78 cents. There is a pos- 
» ,laty of him making 78 cents but he does not get it all the time. He might 

; °nly 60 cents or 65 cents and as wrell he might get 80 cents, but very seldom 
On1-] ^hat he goes higher than 78 cents because the piece work rate is based 
of ,| ® Per cent full time in order to get that amount. If by any chance one 

the looms breaks down then of course the amount of money is much reduced.

By Mr. MacGregor:
8|)p R- When you speak of a general wage of 75 cents or 78 cents are you 
A n§ of the money that the worker actually gets or what he can make?— 

That he can make.
I that ■ ' When the companies say they are paying an average of 75 cents an hour 

18 not so is it?—A. Oh no.
The Vice-Chairman: It might be so.
The Witness: Yes, it might be so.
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Mr. Fleming: At page 3554 of the evidence Mr. Gordon says “the weighted 
average over all groups is 75-18 cents an hour”. He used the expression / 
“weighted average”, and then at page 3573 Mr. Whitehead, of Wabasso, says 
“our weighted average is 71 cents”.

The Vice-Chairman : Yes.
Mr. Fleming : That is the expression which was used. J
The Vice-Chairman : The way the evidence was given it would seem that (p 

the witness was saying that is the amount of money paid, but it is conceivable 
as this witness now is saying that he was giving us the average rate as a 
possible rate.

Mr. Winters: We questioned him on that.
The Witness: I do not think that is the way, Mr. Chairman. I think the 

figure which Mr. Gordon gave might have been the right figure but those 
figures might change from one payroll to another.

The Vice-Chairman : Oh, he admitted that.
The Witness: It might change from as low as 70 cents average, to as big 

as 80 cents average but the over-all average might come to 75 cents.
Mr. MacGregor: I just cannot imagine any man making a statement tha 

the pay was 75 cents an hour if it was not 75 cents.
The Vice-Chairman : I certainly thought that was what he was saying-
The Witness: He might have been giving the right figure for that pal' 

ticular period.
Mr. MacGregor: You have quoted us the figures on rates possible f°r 9 

man to make but not what he makes.

wha*
The Witness : I have given what it is possible to make.
The Vice-Chairman : Sometimes the worker makes it. If you take . 

the witness says it is to the effect that sometimes the worker makes ib a, je 
sometimes he goes over the figure, so that it would appear to be quite proba 
and certainly possible that Mr. Gordon’s statement is in agreement, because 
fixes it at an average. ^

Mr. Fleming: I think I might clear it up if I read the whole statem 
which is on page 3554. Mr. Dyde is examining Mr. Gordon :

Q. You have with you this morning wage figures which I believe > 
are able to give the committee?—A. Yes. i?_/

Q. Would you please produce those and read them into the reC°roUps 
A. Yes. On Thursday I was asked the wage figures for different g> 
of employees and I could only give an over-all figure, namely 7b 
an hour. The actual figures are as follows: males, 21 years and gg-33 
constituting 48-44 per cent of the working force, the average wage is 0f 
cents an hour; females 18 years and over, constituting 32-30 per f(j)0llr; 
the working force, the average wage per hour is 67-73 cents Per 
males under 21, constituting 13-62 per cent of the w-orking f°V'.^jpg
average wage is 65-53 cents an hour ; females under 18.^yuu J_^-'(r^teacon» 

The w<4-09 per cent of the working force, 62-46 cents an hour, 
average over all groups is 75-18 cents an hour.

The other reference was to the evidence of Mr. Whitehead and 1 lC Ql, pob 
asking a question as to whether the average was a weighted averag “oi>r 
and the answer was given in reply to Mr. Lesage. Mr. Whitehead sa 
weighted average is 71.” .j]j pot

The Witness : I quite agree with those figures as an average but I " 
agree that they are the figures for the whole period of the year.

The Vice-Chairman: Mr. Thatcher?

9
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By Mr. Fleming:
Q. I do not think you had completed your answer in reply to my question.

I asked about the difference between the spinning and weaving rates and I 
thought you were going to say something further by way of explanation?—A. I 
"Was explaining how the rate was established. The basic rate established for 
Weaving is 78 cents but the rate for spinning is 68 cents or a difference of 10 

I cents an hour. That is because the spinning job is not quite as responsible as 
the weaving job. Weaving is where the cloth comes out and it has to be 
perfect, while in the spinning they are only making the thread and not cloth 
and that causes a difference in the rates. The value of the job is not the same.

Q. I find that hard to follow because the information we have had is to the 
effect that spinning production is high whereas weaving production has gone 
down since the war?—A. It is on account of apprenticeship.

Q. Apprenticeship?—A. Yes, and on account of the turnover as was men
tioned in the brief which I read a few minutes ago. There is turnover in young 
employees and there is a large turnover among females. Females getting 
married have had to be replaced by apprentices and production has been reduced 
0n account of those apprentices.

Q. You mean that the apprentices are not sufficiently skilled?—A. While 
Jmu can become a weaver in three months you cannot become a good weaver in 
mat length of time.

Q. And that is the reason why weaving production has not been main
lined?—A. It could be one reason.

Q. What other reasons are there?—A. Reduction in personnel, which I 
mentioned a moment ago.

Q- But notwithstanding that situation spinning production is maintained? 
A- It is a lot easier to be a spinner than a weaver.

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Could I put two very brief questions. I wonder whether Mr. Ledoux 

efm say whether wages in the textile industry in Quebec are about the same as 
'ages in the textile industry elsewhere in Canada, or has he any statistics?— 
q Prom the figures that we have reference to it would appear the figures in 
A'ebec are very little lower than the figures for Ontario, but we are lower.

Q. The figures are lower for Quebec than Ontario?—A Yes.
, Q. And those are the only two provinces where there is much textile pro- 
action?—A. Those are the only two important provinces. 
f Q. Can you say how textile wages compare with wages in other manu- 
,acturing industries? Are you lower or higher?—A. We are considerably 
^Wer.

C Q. You are lower in the textile industry than they are in the other manu- 
acturing industries?—A. Yes.

Mr. McGregor: Are you taking into consideration that it may not be the 
ame class of labour?

I . The Witness : No, I would not say it is the same class of labour because 
I s ls impossible for industries to get exactly the same type of labour. When I am 

leaking of the textile industry I am not speaking only of the spinning or the 
Leav'ing, but I am speaking or the whole industry, knitting and so on. While 
Gating is not strictly a part of the textile business even so they do make a kind 
( mbric. There is a difference however between our industry and for example 
tj'e aluminum industry. The textile industry wages are considerably lower than 

e wages paid by other manufacturers.
t The Vice-Chairman: Most people would prefer to work in some other 

fm of industry as opposed to the textile industry ?
The Witness: Yes.
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Mr. Beaudry: Can we make a comparison there? Are there many women 
working in the aluminum industry for instance?

The Witness: Yes.
The Vice-Chairman: Yes, there would appear to be quite a large number 

according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics.
Are there any other questions of the witness?
The Witness : I would like to point out these figures which I have given 

have been in force only since November 1947 and before that the rate was 55 
cents an hour.

The Vice-Chairman : I think that fact wras brought out by the employers.
Before you go, Mr. Ledoux, I wish to thank you for your effort. Most of 

us you know do not have the advantage of speaking two languages, and for 
myself and the others I wish to thank you for giving your presentation in
English.

The Witness : I hope you will forgive the mistakes which I have made.
The Vice-Chairman: You have not made any mistakes. The committee 

will adjourn until 9.30 tomorrow morning at which time there 'will be an 
executive session.

The meeting adjourned to meet June 24, 1948.



APPENDIX “A”

The Wartime Prices and Trade Board
ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION

Ottawa, May 5, 1948.
Hon. Paul Martin,
Chairman,
House of Commons Prices Committee,
Ottawa.

Re: Nails
Dear Sir: At the executive session of the Committee on Tuesday, May 4th,

I was asked to forward to you a short summary of the present position on nails 
so far as the Enforcement Administration of this Board is concerned and I think 
you will realize that I shall not attempt to deal with the question of available 
supply and that Mr. Ashbaugh, the Steel Controller, who attended the same 
executive session can outline that situation with much more accuracy than it is 
Possible for any member of the Board. I shall deal only with the question of the 
Prices at which nails are being sold.

Nails sold by the producers and by the organized wholesale and retail outlets 
are being sold at prices which are very little, if any, higher than the maximum 
Prices which prevailed when the Board’s orders were in effect. So near as we 
ran determine by far the greatest percentage of sales are made at the,se prices. 
H was said by Mr. Ashbaugh and I agree that a very minute percentage of nails 
are sold at markedly higher rates. Mr. Ashbaugh used the figure of less than 

and I would think that that would be an accurate estimate. The nails which 
Ure being sold at prices markedly higher than the previous ceilings and the larger 
Portion of the present day sales come from three sources:—

(a) American nails.
(b) Used nails which are resorted and recleaned, a laborious and expensive 

process of nails which are manufactured from scrap rod, more or less 
on a customs basis, again an expensive process.

(c) Nails purchased by various kind of middlemen from either recognized 
wholesalers or recognized retailers at proper prices and then resold from 
one dealer to another with an increased price at each exchange until 
they reach consumers at very high prices indeed.

• It is the nails in paragraph (c) which are the subject of the advertisements
II the press and the prices quoted in these advertisements are those which have 

Reined so startling to the public. Our investigation has shown that in many 
,ases there, are three and four or more middlemen involved. As an example nails
ave been purchased from retail hardware stores by an operator, who has then 

JPpped them out of his province to a retail lumber dealer in another province 
then that lumber dealer has sold them to customers, contractors and retail 

u°res and the retail stores have in turn sold them to the public. A ou will see 
nat this involves distribution taken to the retail level on two successive 

Rasions, that is, it involves markups on two series of transactions, and the 
price could not be anything but excessive.
We have leaves to prosecute out in reference to one such series of tran

sitions and we are investigating about twenty cases largely of this type. It is 
/hcult to say the exact number because each investigation turns up the series 
1 transactions to which I have referred. It has been said that large contractors

3855
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are holding off the market a very heavy supply of nails. The Board has never 
had any indication that a particular contractor is hoarding nails- and the Board 
would investigate any such complaint if it were to receive the same. It is 
significant that the purchasers of such nails as I have referred to in paragraph 
(c) above have often been large contractors who have to have the nails in order 
to finish important contracts.

It is my suggestion to the Committee that in view of the small percentage 
of the nail production which is involved in these transactions and in view of the 
fact that many transactions of which we have heard involve a quantity of nails 
which compared to the whole production is infinitesimal that the Committee 
were it to carry on an investigation by producing witnesses and the usual pro
cedure would be spending its time in investigating small and rather unimportant 
instances and would be largely repeating the investigation which is now being 
carried on by the Board’s investigators. All of which I submit.

I remain,

WFS/PMM

Yours very truly,
WISHART F. SPENCE,

Enforcement Administrator.

Department of Reconstruction and Supply 
Ottawa, Canada

Office of the Controller

26th May, 1948.

Memorandum to: The Parliamentary Prices Investigation Committee.
Subject: Canadian Nails—Production and Distribution.

Production
All Canadian nail production stems from nail rod which is produced in tw° 

rod mills. One of these is located in Hamilton, Ontario, and is owned by 4h® 
Steel Company of Canada Limited ; the other is in Sydney, N.S., and is owne 
by the Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation Limited. The production of the» 
two mills for the year 1947 was as follows:

Steel Company Dominion Steel
of Canada Ltd. & Coal Corp’n.
155,731 net tons 110,000 net tons (approx.)

These tonnages are broken down into a wide variety of rod mill products wl>ic^’ 
m. *urn’ are fabricated into fencing, nails, barbed wire, reinforcing rods, bah11 
wire and ties, plus a considerable number of other wire products.
. . ^l10 actual production of nails, as apart from the production of nail r0<: ’ 
is indicated in Schedule “A” attached (1929-1947 figures).
1(M7®c*iec^e B ( attached) indicates Canadian nail production for the >cf 

‘ anf t ie quarter of 1948, as between the various nail makers and;
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addition, indicates the number of nail machines owned and operated by these 
producers, as well as the basis on which these machines are now operating.

An examination of these figures reveals that all nail producers are on a 
basis one full eight-hour turn but that two are not operating in excess of this 
basis. Of the remainder, one is on the basis of Ilf per cent excess, another 20 
per cent, another 128 per cent and one at 100 per cent. The average of the 
group, weighted to take into consideration the difference in number of nail 
machines is approximately 30-37 per cent in excess of one full eight-hour shift. 
Assuming, therefore, that nail rod and operators were available for two complete 
eight-hour shifts six days per week, present production represents 13037-= 
200=69 -63 per cent of total plant capacity. In view of the nature of nail 
making with the attendant repairs and changes in dies, it must be assumed 
that sixteen hours per day represents the maximum of a nail-making operation.
, On May 18th and May 19th, exhaustive discussion were held with repre
sentatives of the Steel Company of Canada and Dominion Steel & Coal 
Corporation, with a view to learning which of the rod mill products could be 
reduced in consumption of wire rod during the next four months in order to 
channel the tonnage thus gained into nails of the size chiefly required in housing 
operations.

The present nail shortage, which is of chief concern to the Committee, is, 
I believe, in those sizes which are used in housing construction. It is among 
these sizes, and the required gauges of nail rod to fabricate them, that our efforts 
must be concentrated. It was decided, therefore, that wire fencing and barbed 
wire can provide gauges of wire from wdiich to fabricate the housing range of 
nails. [The representatives of the Steel Company of Canada and the Dominion 
Steel and Coal Corporation Limited returned to their respective plants with 
instructions to check with their operating personnel and immediately provide 
nie with the following information:

(a) Available plant and manpower capacity for the production of 2" to 4" 
nails;

(b) The tonnage of nail rod which would be required to meet this capacity;
(c) The monthly tonnage of nail rod which is being used for the fabrication 

of wore fencing.
As soon as this information is available, decisions will be made to reduce the 
Present production of wore fencing, plus other appropriate wire items, to a level 
which will yield sufficient nail rod to meet the collective plant capacities to 
Produce nails in the 2" to 4" range.

Summary
, While complete information with respect to changes in plant operations 
to order to step up nail production has not yet been received, it nevertheless 
appears clearly evident that the following course of action will be adopted 
^mediately :

• (1) During the period June 1, 1948, to September 30, 1948. the average
monthly consumption of wire by wire fence manufacturers will be restricted
to 66§ per cent of the average monthly wire consumption during the period
June 1, 1947, to September 30, 1947.
(2) During the period June 1, 1948, to September 30, 1948, the average 

Monthly consumption of wire by barbed wire manufacturers will be restricted 
to 50 per cent of the average monthly consumption of wire during the period 
^Une 1, 1947, to September 30, 1947.
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(3) The wire which is secured by means of the above reductions in fencing 
and barbed wire will be devoted entirely to the production of nails of appro
priate sizes for housing construction.

(4) In order that an undue hardship may not be imposed upon wire 
fence and barbed wire manufacturers, the above noted restrictions will not be 
made applicable to imported wire.

Approximately 75 per cent of all nails produced by various Canadian nail 
makers are sold to the large wholesale distributors throughout Canada: the 
balance is taken up in purchases by large consumers. This category includes the 
railways and the larger manufacturers of farm machinery, plus a considerable 
number of industrial concerns whose continual requirements over a period 
of years entitle them to the classification of “carload” buyers. This pattern 
of distribution is followed by nail makers and allocations are based, for the most 
part, upon 1937-39 sales. Therefore, if Wholesaler “A” received 5,000 kegs in 
1939, his receipts for 1947 should be 5,000 kegs plus his percentage of whatever 
increase in production occurred in 1947. This pattern is only varied to the 
extent that the Government draws its requirements for priority housing at the 
producer level in Ontario and Quebec and at the wholesale level in the other 
Provinces, and thus reduces to some extent the total volume available for distri
bution. However, in view of the fact that the increase in production between 
1939 and 1947 is in excess of total priority requirements, the remaining 
volume of nails is ample to permit higher allocations being given to wholesale 
outlets than was the case in 1939.
Summary

While some wholesale distributors follow a more or less definite pattern of 
distribution to retail outlets which is based upon 1939, or some other year, it 
is reasonably clear that this is not generally the case. Complaints being received 
from retailers indicate that in many cases their quotas are considerably smaller 
than the quotas which they received in the period 1937-1939.

Therefore, in order to be assured that the additional quotas of nails which 
will be produced as a result of the cut-back in fencing and barbed wire go to 
the smaller retail outlets and those persons who are attempting to construct 
houses throughout Canada without priority 'assistance, it will be necessary 
to secure the co-operation of the wholesale dealers and jobbers. If this co-opera- 
tion cannot be secured, it will be necessary to adopt other means to attain 
the desired objective.

Respectfully submitted,
(Sgd.) F. K. ASHBAUGH,

Steel Controller.

Schedule “A”

Year
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

Nail Production—Period 1929-1947 (Inch)
Kegs Year Kegs

1,233,100 1939   1,329,859
955.360 1940   1.465,736
796,140 1941   1,652,644
684.360 1942   1,487,565
744,920 1943   1,471,260

1,062,420 1944   1,298,460
1,046,520 1945   1,400,420
1,186,847 1946   1,176,860
1,247,984 1947   1,546,490
1,156,130 Office of the Steel Controller.

Ottawa, 26th May, 1948.



"SCHEDULE B”
Nail Production

i 2 3 4 5 6

Name of nail producers Kegs of nail 
production 
year 1946

Kegs of nail 
production 
year 1947

Kegs of nail 
production 
January 1 

to March 31, 
1948*

Current operation of various 
plants in nail 
production

Percentage of plant capacity 
now in use

based on 8 hour turn

Number of 
nail machines 

in plants of 
producers

Kegs Kegs Kegs

Dominion Steel & Coal.................. 320,260 474,200 110,840 Operating two 8 hour shifts 
plus 25 machines on third 
shift.

128% in excess of 8 hour turn 89

Canadian Tube................... 32,740 50,770 14,720 Operating two 8 hour shifts for 
6 day week.

100% in ecxess of 8 hour turn 
basis 6 day week.

9

Graham Nail................................................ 92,060 106,380 25,220 53 machines operating one 8 hr. 11-2/3% in excess of one 8 hour 
turn basis 5 day week.

60
turn 5 day week, 7 machines 
operating two 8 hr. turn 5 
day week.

James Pender....................... 116,240 136,540 36,380 Operating 8 hour turn for 5 day 
week.

No excess above regular 8 hr. 
turn basis 5 day week.

56

Steel Co. of Canada...................................... 501,700 616,120 161,640 Single 8 hour turn 41.000 kegs 
monthly, Double 8 hr. turn 
82,000 kegs monthly. (20% 
worked double shift).

20% in excess of one 8 hour turn 237

Morrison Steel & Wire................................ 108,460 156,320 42,720 Operating 8 hour turn 5 day 
week.

No excess above regular 8 hr. 
turn basis 5 day week.

56

United Shoe Machinery............................... 5,400 5,960 1,360

Total......................................... 1,176,860 1,546,290 392,860 507

Monthly production average year, 1946—98,071 Kegs. Monthly production average year, 1947—128,857 Kegs. Monthly production average 1st 3 Months 
1948—130,960 Kegs. 507 Machines operating 30-37% in excess of one 8 hour turn.

* Rod-mill down for repairs for 10 days in March.

PRIC
ES
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Appendix “B”

SILVERWOOD DAIRIES LIMITED,
AN ALL CANADIAN ORGANIZATION

Head Office, London, Canada

London, Ontario. 
April 21, 1948.

Mr. Fabio Monet,
400 Elgin Building,
Ottawa, Canada.

Dear Mr. Monet:
We are enclosing the answer to the two questions to which we were unable 

to reply during our interrogation by the Special Committee on Prices.
As evidence “hindsight is better than fore-sight” is certainly provided by 

the fact that we sold 2,248 boxes of butter at the beginning of December, 
inasmuch as it was so badly needed later on in the season.

Yours sincerely,

SILVERWOOD DAIRIES, LIMITED,
E. G. SILVERWOOD,

President.

House of Commons Special Committee on Prices

SILVERWOOD DAIRIES, LIMITED

Butter Stored for Others April 1, 1947 to April 1, 1948.
rmAt London,—Ingersoll Cheese Company-310 x 56=17,360 July-March 
(Whey Butter).

At Lindsay— Canada Packers, Toronto—313 x 56=17,528 August-Sept' 
ember; Eldon Creamery, Lornville—10 x 56=560 August-October; Lakefieio 
Dreamery—250 x 56=14,000 April-January.

Carlots of Butter Sold During Fiscal Year Ended March 31, 1948
Carlot No. 1—November 29, 1947, 630 boxes, sold to E. J. Shea at 64c.
Carlot No. 2 December 2, 1947, 400 boxes, sold to Rodway Co. and H- 

Chisholm at 64c. ’ 17
Carlot No. 3—December 3, 1947, 597 boxes, sold to H. T. Chisholm at 64c. 
Carlot No. 4—December 8, 1947, 621 boxes, sold to H. T. Chisholm at 64{c-
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THE BORDEN COMPANY LIMITED 

Spadina Crescent, Toronto, Ontario.
April 22, 1948.

Mr. Fabio Monet, K.C.
Room 400, Elgin Building,
Ottawa, Ontario.

Dear Sir:
You will recall that during our appearance before the Special Committee 

°n Prices we were requested to provide further information relative to certain 
matters discussed. This information is submitted herewith as follows:—

1. Reference—Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence, No. 34—Page 1686.
Request—The names of the newspapers which have inquired regarding 

the price of butter during the period from 1946 to 1948.
Response—-We have contacted the management at each of our locations 

and with one exception, they each report that no calls of this 
nature were received during the period in question. Mr. Reynolds 
of our Ottawa Division reports having received four or five calls 
from the Ottawa Citizen and the Ottawa Journal during 1947.

Note The newspaper reports referred to by Mr. Warner (Page 1683) 
are the daily market quotations similar to the following taken 
from the Globe and Mail, April 21, 1948.

PRODUCE LINES ARE UNCHANGED
. Trading continued steady on the local egg market yesterday and receipts 

*ived in good volume and cleared well at unchanged prices.
The butter market remained quiet due to the lack of sufficient supplies to 

meet the good demand.

Butter—-

Creamery, solids. No.

Dairy Produce

No. 2. 
Note: Price includes 1 cent brokerage charge.

671 to 00 
661 to 00

l'0.b.

Cheese—-

New colored, no prices available.
Quotations to Retail Trade

Creamery prints :
First grade .................................................................
Second grade ...............................................................
Third grade ................................................................

Churning Cream—

Country truck price:
No. 1 grade..................................................................

Delivered to Toronto:
No. 1 grade............................................................... • •
Note—Some Western Ontario cream prices are q 

■country trucks, net to the farmer.

691 to 00
681 to 00
671 to 00

73 to oo

77 to 00
L to 74 cents for No. 1,

2. Reference—Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence, No. 34—Page 1694. 
Request—Cost of Manufacturing Butter.
Response—Schedule attached.

3. Reference—Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence, No. 34—Page 1700. 
Request—Estimate of Earnings on Storage Butter.
Response—Statement of Approximate Earnings attached.

We trust the information submitted will meet your requirements.
Yours very truly,

THE BORDEN COMPANY. LIMITED, 
W. D. WARNER,

President.



THE BORDEN COMPANY, LIMITED, OTTAWA DAIRY DIVISION 

Cost of Butter Manufactured—1947

Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Average

for
year

Production—pounds............................................................ 22,143 15,210 51,020 87,223 69,003 82,824 74,465 64,528 71,449 70,062 27,163 16,038 651,128

Raw product cost................................................................. .3404 .3423 .3536 .3521 .4341 .4384 .4464 .4705 .5290 .5103 .5023 .5559 .4422

Production and ingredient cost...................................... .0440 .0419 .0307 .0251 .0313 .0242 .0214 .0222 .0230 .0241 .0347 .0527 .0255

Printing—Labour and expense........................................ .0142 .0159 .0092 .0043 .0041 .0030 .0056 .0074 .0068 .0062 .0142 .0202 .0093

bartons, wrappers, etc........................................................ .0054 .0051 .0055 .0051 .0060 .0060 .0054 .0053 .0053 .0052 .0056 .0067 .0055

Total cost—Prints............................................... .4040 .4052 .3990 .3866 .4755 .4716 .4788 .5054 .5641 .5368 .5568 .6355 .4825

"'SSk
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The Borden Company, Limited

Approximate Earnings on Purchased Storage Butter 
1947-1948 Season to March 31, 1948

Sales
Month Sold 
September, 1947 
October, 1947 . . 
-Vovember, 1947 
Oecemiber, 1947 
January, 1948 . . 
^ebruary, 1948 
March, 1948 ...
Iota]........................

Pounds
Average

Sales Value Total Value
16,832 •6446 ? 10,849 91
60,018 •6328 37,979 39

1.54,155 •6408 98,781- 24
150,046 •6880 103,231 65
1421,9118 •7170 102,47-2 20
81.765 •7050 57,644 36

168,277 •7084' 119,207 43

774,011 •6850 $530,166 15

Cost of Sales
purchased for Storage (Exhibit 4) 808,042 Pounds at -5288 .... $427,279 86
forage Charges ..................................................................................  7,066 77
Total at -5375 ....................................................................................... 434,346 63

Less Inventory March 31, 1948—34,031 Pounds at -5375.............. 18,291 66
T;Ost of Butter Sold to March 31, 1948—774,011 Pounds at -5375 416,054 97
k°st of Printing, Wrapping, etc.—774,011 Pounds at -0148.... 11,455 40
v°st of Selling, Delivery, etc., 1947 Average—774,011 Pounds

at -0448 .................................................................................. 34,675 70
Lotal Cost of Storage Butter Sold—774,011 Pounds at -5971.... 462,186 07

LTet Margin Before Taxes—-0879...................................................... 67,980 08
Lrepareci for Special Committe on Prices, House of Commons, Ottawa, Ontario.

SWIFT CANADIAN COMPANY, LIMITED 
Toronto 9, Ontario, Canada

l,1'- Fabio Monet,
P°unsel, Special Committee on Prices, 
mom 4oo) Elgin Building,

> ttawa, Ontario, 
ear Mr. Monet:

April 14, 1948.

, Referring to your request Monday, April 12^ that we furnish >ou a 
L atement of our purchases of butter at Halifax, N.S., from Canada Packers 
^°6ted, for the months of February, March and April to date—we are 

C(>0rdingly listing our purchases below:
February—None. _ _ ... ,, ,

çc March 23—100 boxes White Lily Brand Butter Flats—5,400 lbs. at 66} 
*ls pQp pound

Ce March 29—100 boxes White Lily Brand Butter Flats—5,400 lbs. at 66{ 
per pound.

April—None.
Yours truly,

SWIFT CANADIAN COMPANY LIMITED,
A. E. MILLARD,

General Manager.
15759—5
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SWIFT CANADIAN COMPANY LIMITED 
Toronto 9, Ontario, Canada

April 14, 1948.
Mr. Fabio Monet,
Counsel, Special Committee on Prices,
Room 400, Elgin Building,
Ottawa, Ontario.
Dear Mr. Monet:

On Monday, April 12, we were requested to forward you our shipments of 
butter to B.W.I. points and Newfoundland for 1947 and the first three months 
of 1948.

Attached is a statement containing this information.
We regret that figures on actual shipments of butter to Newfoundland f°r 

the year 1947 are not available without going to considerable work redistributing 
thousands of sales tickets, but we have estimated the quantity to be -between 
fifteen and twenty thousand pounds.

Yours truly,
SWIFT CANADIAN COMPANY LIMITED,

A. E. MILLARD,
General Manager-

Swift Canadian Company Limited 

Shipments of Butter to:
1947 B.W.I. Newfoundland

January .................................................... 5,500 lbs.
February ................................................ 18,100 “
March ...................................................... 11,692 “
April ........................................................ 2,280 “
May .......................................................... 6,006 “
June .......................................................... 4,603 “

July ............................................................ 5,600 “
August ...................................................... 3,382 “
September ................................................ 18,900 “
October ...................................................... 60S “
November .................................................. 5,86-2 “
December ................................................. —

TOTA1L ........................................... 76,52(7 “ Est. 15,000 to 20,000 lbs.

1948
t _ 8,000 lbs.
February ................................................ 171 “ 5-00°
March ...................................................... 2 “
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AFFIDAVIT
CANADA '

Province of Quebec,
District of St-Fraricis.

I the undersigned, C. Guy Bishop, of the City of Sherbrooke, merchant, 
} being duly sworn upon the Holy Evangelists, declare:

That on or about the 14th day of April instant, I was duly notified to 
attend a meeting of the Committee duly appointed to enquire into the prices 
of commodities then sitting at the City of Otawa;

That on the 14th and subsequent days, I was confined at my house, on 
account of illness and under the care of Dr. W. E. Hume, of Sherbrooke, Que.

In testimony whereof, these presents were signed at the City of Sher
brooke, this nineteenth day of April, 1948.

C. GUY BISHOP.
Sworn before me at the City 

of Sherbrooke, this 
19th day of April, 1948.

CHENIER PICARD, N.P.,
Notary Public.

Eastern Townships Produce Ltd.
Produits des cantons de l’est ltée 

Farm Produce Produits de la ferme
Sherbrooke, Que., 21 King West,

April 23rd, 1948.
■jÆr. Fabio Monet,
Counsel, Committee on Prices,
Room 400, Elgin Building,
Ottawa, Ont.

Dear Sir: In reply to your letter received yesterday, the price I realized 
R>r my butter was 60^c.

Yours very truly,
C. GUY BISHOP.

Sherbrooke, Que., 21 King West,
April 14th, 1948.

^r- R. Arsenault,
Pocial Committee on Prices, 

vt°ttimittee Room 277,
Q°use of Commons,
uttawa.
> Dear Sir: Replying to your Summons to appear in Ottawa on April 13th, 

have been sick for over a week, and accordingly I asked my physician to wire 
°u that I would be unable to appear on this account.

p In reference to the butter situation in Sherbrooke, the Eastern Townships 
reduce Ltd. have not handled any butter for over a year. I did personally 
PUrchase in September from A. A. Ayer Company 498 boxes of butter at a
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price of 59fc. as a speculation, pure and simple. Shortly after I made this 
purchase, prices dropped to 57^c. in Montreal. I was not pleased with my 
purchase and made up my mind that as soon as the market got high enough to 
get back my purchase price and carrying charges I would sell, and this I dm 
in November.

From what I know there have been no irregularities in the marketing of 
butter in the City of Sherbrooke during the past winter.

My opinion is that the shortage of butter was caused by the removal of 
grain ceilings last Fall which permitted prices to rise to a point where the 
dairymen would not buy, preferring to let their cows dry up and stop producing 
butter until such time as they could get grass and feed at more reasonable prices-

We sell substantial quantities of powdered milk from various producers 
in the Province of Quebec for feed purposes. We found in the month oj 
December that feed mixers were not using this powder due to lack of demand 
from the farmer consumers, and in consequence the producers were quite ready 
to dispose of their holdings for export. In talking with some of the large fee® 
mixers I was informed that their sales of feed had dropped off from 25% 
50%.

This is the information I would have given you had I gone to Ottawa to 
aid in the solution of the high cost of butter today.

Yours very truly,
C. GUY BISHOP.

DOMINION FRUIT LIMITED 
Wholesale Fruits & Vegetables 

Executive Office
289 King St., Winnipeg, Manitoba

June 3, 1948.
Fabio Monet, Esq.,
Counsel to the Special Committee on Prices,
Room 400, Elgin Building,
Ottawa, Ontario.

Dear Sir:—Responding to yours of May 27th:—
Ref. Page 2980 30 Copies Western Grocers Limited

Statement for 1947, furnished herewith.
2985 Memorandum attached.
2992
2999 “ “

Yours very truly,
A. McCALLUM,

Vice-President, . -tcd.
Dominion Fruit Lu11

A.McC/EC
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REFERENCE PAGE 2992

Memorandum of sizes of oranges received by Rogers Fruit, Winnipeg, 
branch of Dominion Fruit Limited, between November 27 and December 18.
1947.

Sizes of Oranges No. of Casés
80’s................................................................... 5

100’s................................................................... 12
126’s ................................................................... 58
150’s.................................................................... 151
176’s ................................................................... 207
200’s.................................................................... 263
220’s ................................................................... 564
252’s.................................................................... 545
288’s .........................................................  447
344’s.................................................................... 178

2,430

Total number of cases of all sizes..................... 2,430
Number of cases of 288’s included therein.... 447
Ratio of 288’s to the whole............................... 18-4%

REFERENCE PAGE 2985
The toal of sales to Shop Easy Stores Limited by Dominion Fruit Limited

'vas as follows:
For the whole year 1946........................................  $115,468.28
For the whole year 1947........................................ 98,591.06

REFERENCE PAGE 2999
Pension Plan—Dominion Fruit Limited—established July 1, 1947

Number of employees eligible 1st July, 1947................. 256
Number of employees making application to join.......... 239
Percentage of applications to those eligible............... Approx. 93%

Pension plan premiums included in the company’s expense of 1947. 
Past Service: First annual instalment—all such

premiums to be borne by the company.......... $24,137.43
Future service: Company’s contribution for six

months ending December 31, 1947............... . 11,799.77

$35,937.20

Note A:—Had the plan been in operation the full twelve months of 1947, 
y*e company’s contribution to Future Service premiums and total premiums 

°uld have been, approximately $12,000 higher.
, Note B:—The number of additional employees who will become eligible 
0 he added July 1, 1948, is 48.

Note C:—On the establishment of the plan, it was optional with all 
rv'Ployeees then on the payroll, whether they would become covered or not, 
^owever, each employee who enters the service of the company after July 1, 

is required to participate when eligible.
! ' 'V y
1947
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CRELINSTEN FRUIT COMPANY 

Montreal Fruit and Produce Terminal

Montreal, Canada, June 16, 1948.

Mr. Fabio Monet, Counsel,
Special Committee on Prices,
House of Commons,
Ottawa Ontario.

Dear Mr. Monet : With reference to your letter dated June 8th and as 
per your request, w-e are herewith enclosing breakdown of oranges handled in 
individual sizes, showing cost and selling prices for the period of November 20th 
to November 27th 1947.

This represents a total of 7 cars handled during period in question. ^olj 
will also note that we are indicating average profit or loss of each individual 
car, the sum of which is a profit of $2,786.58 or an average of $398.08 per car- 
Realization on 7 cars of oranges was $21,330.60 or a profit of 13-06 per cent 
on sales.

Comparing cost and selling prices, you will note that some sizes indicate 
a profit in excess of 13% whilst other sizes show less, or loss, which bears out 
testimony of Mr. Arthur Crelinsten that, notwithstanding high profits on soWe 
sizes, profit was less than 17%.

Yours very truly,
CRELINSTEN FRUIT COMPANY,

M. Steiger,
Traffic Manager.

URTX 9585 Oranges—
544 Boxes Oranges 344 Size 

Average Loss—$165.54

ART 17910 Oranges—
25 Boxes Oranges 176 Size 
25 Boxes Oranges 200 Size 

170 Boxes Oranges 220 Size
170 Boxes Oranges 252 Size
171 Boxes Oranges 288 Size

561
Average Profit: $586.81.

176s............................................
200s............................................
220s................................................
252s.....................................
288s................................................

PFE 71944 Oranges—
411 Boxes Oranges 344 Size 
150 Boxes Oranges 392 Size
561

Average Profit: $344.80.
344s................................................
392a............................................

Cost
$4.59

Selling Price 
$4.32

Cost
$6.81
6.05
5.54
5.04
4.53

Selling Price 
$7.75 
7.54 
6.59 
6.31 
4.98

Cost
4.52
4.27

Selling Pf6
3.94
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PFE 50215 Oranges—
Cost Selling Price

25 Boxes 176s .................................................. 6.80 7.79
25 Boxes 200s .................................................. 6.04 7.68

170 Boxes 220s .................................................. 5.53 7.30
170 Boxes 252s .................................................. 5.03 6.34
171 Boxes 288s .................................................. 4.52 3.98

561

Average Profit, $464.32.

WFE 62157 Oranges—
Cost Selling Price

26 Boxes 176s .................................................. 4.44 5.23
55 Boxes 200s .................................................. 4.44 4.97

110 Boxes 220s .................................................. 4.44 4.42
314 Boxes 252s .................................................. 4.19 4.08

505
Average Loss: $89.29.

PFE 71909 Oranges—
Cost Selling Price

18 Boxes 150s .................................................. 6.14 7.52
47 Boxes 176s .................................................. 6.14 7.43

143 Boxes 200s .................................................. 5.64 7.00
153 Boxes 220s ................................................... 5.38 6.55
101 Boxes 252s .................................................. 4.88 5.85
69 Boxes 288s .................................................. 4.37 5.50
25 Boxes 344s ................................................... 4.12 5.45

1 Box 126s ................................................... 4.88 5.60
2 Boxes 150s ................................................... 5.38 6.20
1 Box 176s ................................................... 5.38 6.50
1 Box 200s ................................................... 5.13 6.00

561
Average Profit: $377.04.

PFE 85181 Oranges— .
tost Selling Price

51 Boxes 220s ................................................... 5.28 7.71
261 Boxes 252s ................................................... 4-78 7.28
105 Boxes 288s ................................................... 4-27 7.00
60 Boxes 344s ................................................... 46.42
14 Boxes 220s ................................................... 4-^2 5.75
40 Boxes 252s ................................................... 8-92 5.40
20 Boxes 288s ................................................... 3-77 4.59
10 Boxes 344s ................................................... 3-77 4.50

561
Average Profit: $1,268.40.

Total average Profit on 7 cars of oranges.......................................... $2,786.54
Average per car.......................................................................................... $ 398.08

Or 13'06% on Sales.
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■ CANADIAN CELANESE LIMITED

Manufacturers of “Celanese’’ Brand Products 
1401 McGill College Avenue, Montreal

June 21, 1948.
Mr. Fabio Monet, K.C.,
Counsel to the Special Committee on Prices,
House of Commons,
Ottawa.

Dear Sir:
In answer to the question put by Mr. Beaudoin and also by Mr. McGregor 

regarding employment at Drummondville and Sorel, we beg to inform you that 
in the most recent period for which we have figures, namely, week ending 
May 29, 1948, we employed a total of 4160 employees at Drummondville, P-Q- 
These were made up of 562 salaried employees, including office workers, foremen, 
superintendents, chemists and engineers, and 3,598 weekly paid wage earners. 
These wage earners earned $133,022.87 in the week May 23 to May 29, 1948.

Since the opening of the plant in the Spring of 1927 the Company has given 
full-time employment to its employees, the number of whom has increased 
through the years. We give below the average number of employees on our 
payroll at Drummondville in each year from 1927 to date:

1927 ........ 198 1938 ........ .. .. 2,584
1928 ........ 674 1939 ........ .. .. 2,421
1929 ........ 758 1940 ........ .... 2,624
1930 ....... . . . . 1,378 1941........ .... 3,021
1931 ........ . . . . 1,560 1942 ........ .... 3,064
1932 ........ .... 1,576 1943 ........ .. .. 3,027
1933 ........ .. .. 1,802 1944 ........ .... 3,037
1934 ........ .... 2,294 1945 ........ .... 3,130
1935 ........ .... 2,478 1946 ........ .. .. 3,526
1936 ........ .... 2,845 1947 ........ .... 4,011
1937 ........ .... 2,906

1 he plant at Sorel, P.Q., started operations in December 1947. For the 
' , enflmg May 29, 1948, we employed a total of 434 employees at Sorel, 
made up of 60 salaried employees and' 374 weekly paid wage earners. These 
wage earners earned $11,887.29 in the week May 23 to May 29, 1948. These 
''age earners naturally included a higher than normal proportion of learners 
due to the plant being recently started up and also a higher than normal pr°' 
erect!5^ ° ma™*;cnancc workers due to machinery being in the process 0

We anticipate that provided our new venture which is making new products 
s successfu1, we will be employing about 600 employees by the end of this y^1 

and then should be able to extend our plant and, consequently, our employ^11* 
pmnr sam/! 'VW that we have been able to extend our plant and increase 
employment at Drummondville.

Yours very truly,
CANADIAN CELANESE LIMITED- 

A. G. ALLAN,
Treasurer.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Thursday, June 24, 1948.

The Special Committee on Prices met in camera at 9.30 a.m., the Chairman, 
Hon. Mr. Martin, presiding.

Members 'present: Messrs. Beaudoin, Fleming, Irvine, Kuhl, Lesage, 
McGregor, Martin, Maybank, Mayhew, McCubbin, Merritt, Pinard, Thatcher, 
Winters.

The Committee proceeded to give consideration to a draft report, and at 
U.OO a.m., adjourned the consideration of the said draft report until later in 
the day.

At 11.30 a.m the committee reconvened in public sitting, the Hon. 
Mr. Martin, presiding.

Members present: Messrs. Beaudoin, Fleming, Irvine, Kuhl, Lesage, 
McGregor, Martin, Merritt, Pinard, Thatcher, Winters.

Mr. Fabio Monet, K.C., Counsel to the committee, in attendance.
Mr. Sam Baron, Canadian Director and Vice-President of the Textile 

Workers’ Union of America (C.C.L.), Montreal, was called, sworn and examined.
At 12.30 witness discharged and the committee adjourned to meet again 

%n camera at 2.45 p.m. this day.

AFTERNOON SITTING
, The committee reconvened in camera at 2.45 p.m., the Vice-Chairman, 
Mr. Maybank, presiding.

> Members present: Messrs. Beaudry, Beaudoin, Fleming, Irvine, Kuhl, 
^sage, McGregor, Martin, Maybank, McCubbin, Merritt, Pinard, Winters.

The committee gave further consideration to a draft report.
At 6.00 p.m. the committee adjourned until 9.30 p.m. this day.

EVENING SITTING
The committee met again in camera at 9.30 p.m., the Chairman, Hon. 

r- Martin, presiding.
j Members present: Messrs. Beaudrv, Beaudoin, Fleming, Irvine, Kuhl, 

esage, McGregor, Martin, Maybank, McCubbin, Merritt, Pinard, Winters.
j The Chairman brought to the attention of the committee a communication 

June 22, 1948, from the National Council of the Baking Industry.

15838—1J
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On motion of Mr. Fleming, it was ordered that this communication, 
together with a communication from “La Ligue Patronale des Boulangers Indé
pendants”, Montreal, under date of June 14, and further information submitted 
at the committee’s request by Dominion Stores Ltd., General Bakeries Ltd., 
Consolidated Bakeries of Canada Ltd., Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. and 
A. G. S. Griffin, W.P.T.B., be printed in appendix to this day’s Minutes of 
Proceedings and Evidence.

The committee resumed and concluded its consideration of the draft report 
submitted earlier in the day.

An addendum to the said draft report, entitled “Conclusions” was read, 
considered and adopted, on division.

On motion of Mr. Maybank, the draft report as amended, was adopted, on 
division.

The Chairman made a brief statement, thanking all the members of the 
committee for their co-operation. He also expressed the committee’s appre- 
dation of the services rendered by the Clerk and Reporters, Counsel, Account
ants, personnel of the Committee’s Secretariat, Government officials, and the 
Press.

The committee adjourned sine çlie, it being then 1.45 a.m., Friday, June 25.

R. ARSENAULT,
Clerk of the Committee.



MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

House of Commons, 
June 24, 1948.

The Special Committee on Prices met this day at 11.30 a.m. The Chairman, 
Honourable Paul Martin, presided.

The Chairman : All right, Mr. Monet,
Mr. Monet: Mr. Chairman, before calling Mr. Baron as a witness I want to 

bring to the attention of the members of the committee that there are two correc
tions to be made with regard to the evidence of Mr. Palmer, who called me from 
Montreal yesterday. I have checked them. On page 3698 of volume 73 of the 
minutes of proceedings and evidence of Wednesday, June 16, 1948, the third line 
from the bottom of the page, it should read “increased over 80 per cent” instead of 
“increased over 8 per cent.” Then on the next page of the same number—

Mr. Fleming: What does that apply to? What was the reference?
Mr. Monet : This is the answer of Mr. Palmer.
“A. Overhead has increased from 0 • 0857 to—”
Mr. Fleming : It was overhead.
Mr. Monet : On page 3699 of the same number, the tenth line from the 

bottom of the page it should read “has decreased from 17-68 to 17-10.”
Those are the two corrections to be made. I will now call Mr. Baron.
Mr. Pinard : Before we proceed to do that I think in view of the short time 

^’e have left to consider and prepare our report that this gentleman should file 
bis brief and that we should go on with our work.

Mr. Lesage : We have too much to do to spend a lot of time hearing a 
witness this morning. After all, I am ready to go all night without sleep, but 
jW must do something about our report. We met this morning for a couple of 
hours and we looked over about three or four pages.

Mr. Irvine: I think it is too late to start talking like that.
Mr. Lesage: Mr. Pinard has moved a motion, and I ask the chairman—
Mr. Irvine : Do not railroad it for a minute. We have had a very long 

siege here. Time and time again it has been stated by witnesses that high 
jvages were one of the chief reasons for the increase in prices. We have never 
bad a chance to have representatives of labour here. We have had one man. 
i think we are wasting time now and we should proceed with it right away and 
bave it over with. I certainly w-ould oppose merely handing in the brief. I 
think we ought to be able to" question this man the same as the others and 
have his point of view properly put before the committee.
, Mr. Fleming: There is a point about putting in the brief. We do not 
hnow the contents of the brief, and I would not want to see the brief just go 
*to our records without knowing the contents of it. My understanding -was that 

were not calling these witnesses generally but that they were being called 
deal specifically with a couple of points that arose out of our inquiry into 

he price of primary cotton textiles. I thought that w-as the purpose for which 
hey were called, and the purpose for which we would hear them, and that was 

^ h We were not going on into the realm of opinion on a good many things 
bpon which many people are disposed to express opinions.
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The Chairman: Well—
Mr. Pinard : Mr. Fleming said that the witnesses to be heard on behalf of 

labour would be heard as far as textiles were concerned. We heard a good 
witness yesterday on the point. Today we are dealing with the preparation of 
our report to parliament, and I should think we have just enough time—

Mr. Lesage: We do not have enough.
Mr. Pinard: —to do it. I think if the gentleman would file his brief it 

would be enough.
Mr. Irvine: We have all the time there is. There is no need for us to hurry 

at all, not the slightest. We are here to do this job. We should be carrying on 
for the next month so far as that is concerned. There is no hurry at all) 
not the slightest.

Mr. Lesage: Do you move—
Mr. Pinard: Yes, I would move.
The Chairman: I think as chairman I have a duty to perform. Mr- 

Maybank, acting as chairman the other day, intimated this witness would be 
heard. It was said publicly, and I would think that we must adhere to that 
course. I strongly urge the committee to consider what its action would be and 
how it would be taken if we took that view. I would feel as chairman of the 
committee that we should not take that view. I understand that Mr. Lesage 
and Mr. Pinard are anxious to carry on with the report, that they have worked 
very hard, and their point of view is not without merit, but I must say 
what I believe to be my duty as chairman.

Mr. Lesage : All right, there is a motion before the chair, and I should 
like to vote on it.

Mi. Kohl: Before you put the motion would you mind indicating exactly 
u fiat I his witness intends to say.' Is he to attempt to contradict some evidence 

nit has already been given us or is he to make a statement of general policy 
with respect to labour and labour relations? Just what is it that we are 
to expect?

Mr. Monet: If I may answer that, I might say that yesterday afternoon 
asked Mr Baron to get in touch with me this morning at 10 o’clock for the 

pulpose of interviewing the witness, as we did with all other witnesses, to be 
ame to question him accordingly. I did not hear from Mr. Baron until about 
on minutes ago when I reached this room where I was handed a copy of the 
nut which 1 now have before me. I do not know what is in the brief. I dicl 

not ia\e time to read it. It was given to me a few minutes ago in this room- 
1 d0 n°t know what the witness is going to say.

The Chairman: All right; then, I would think—
Mv rfr' * ^ATCHER: Mr. Chairman, on a point of order, this committee requested 
n ' >a!"n to prepare a brief. He has done so. Surely to goodness we owe hu*1 
the courtesy of hearing his brief.

Mr. Pinard : That is not what I said.
The Chairman : Order. The vice-chairman made a statement last nil 

on the question of procedure. I have expressed my view as chairman of 
committee. I am in the hands of the committee. It is not- a question of
wanting to hear this witness. I have indicated what I think our position 
Let us get on.
to hnnrirT™:.^8 to the ™™rks made by Mr. Thatcher I am not opposév__• Lue rei:
shrmU the witness at. all. 
should be enough. I just said he should file his brief 'and that
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Mr. Thatcher: How can we question him on the brief if he does not 
read it first?

Mr. Lesage: Did you move a motion?
Mr. Pinard : Yes.
Mr. Thatcher: On a point of order, surely you cannot do that. You have 

not done it with any other witness. We cannot question the witness intelligently 
if you do not have the brief read. You should rule that there should be no 
Vote in the committee.

The Chairman : I cannot rule that. I have expressed my opinion, but I 
cannot rule. The committee must decide that themselves.

Mr. Irvine: The committee already has decided to hear this man several 
days ago.

The Chairman : I have said that. I do not see how I can rule.
Mr. Thatcher: Apparently the Liberal party is trying to shut off labour 

*f it will not hear a trade union.
Mr. Lesage : That is unfair; that is false.
The Chairman : Order. I clearly stated as chairman of the committee at the 

outset when Mr. Thatcher was not here—and Mr. Irvine will corroborate what 
f said as chairman—that we would receive the witness. I thought as chairman 
Jf was my duty to say we should hear him. No one can say we are trying 
0 shut off labour. I would be the last one to support that.

Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Lesage said that.
The Chairman: Mr. Lesage did not. Neither Mr. Lesage nor Mr. Pinard— 

order, I must ask for order—indicated that. Let us get on with despatch. 
All right.

Mr. Fleming: There is just one point. The committee decided to hear 
the witness on the question of cotton textiles. There are some points there.

The Chairman: Let us proceed.
Mr. Fleming : Those points—
The Chairman : Let us deal with matters as we proceed.

Samuel Baron, Canadian Director and Vice-President of the 
Textile Workers Union of America (C.C.L.), called and sworn.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Would you please give your full name?—A. Samuel Baron.
Q. And your address?—A. 4855 Cote St. Luc.
Q. Montreal?—A. Montreal.
Q. Would you please give the members of the committee your present 

pupation?—A I am Canadian director and vice-president of the Textile 
0rkcrs Union of America (C.C.L.).

o Q. I understand you have prepared a brief which is entitled “ I estimony of 
^ Baron, Canadian Director and Vice-President of the Textile Workers Union 
^ America (C.C.L.), to be presented before the Special Committee on Prices”? 

A- That is correct.
j. Q. And this brief I am now showing you is the brief you have submitted 

^e?—A. That is correct.
c Q. I understand you have mimeographed copies for each member of the 

ttlrnittee?—A. That is correct.
Y Mr. Monet: Mr. Baron, before I ask you to read the brief I will also ask 

u a general question which I should like you to deal with either at the end of
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the reading of your brief or before or at any time you wish if it has not already 
been answered in the brief you have submitted to the members of the committee. 
During the inquiry into the cotton industry—and I should like you to refer 
to the cotton industry only because this question I am now asking you deals with 
cotton only—it was brought to the attention of the members of the committee 
that production today in cotton was significantly less than during the war period, 
and the representatives of the leading companies before the committee said 
that reduction was due first to the difficulty in getting men and women to build 
up their second shift particularly, secondly absenteeism, and thirdly that 
absenteeism on Saturday morning ran as high as 39 per cent in the Montreal
mills. I should like you to give your brief now.

The Witness: Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee : The first 
thing I should like to deal with is the widespread impression that high wages 
are a major cause of high prices.

Mr. Lesage: Widespread impression where?
The Witness: Throughout the testimony, I got the clear impression high 

prices were due, to a large extent, to the extensive raises given labour.
Mr. Irvine: Yes, one of the textile men said the day before yesterday that 

wages had been increased 155 per cent.
Mr. Lesage : It was a factor; it was not anything else.
The Witness: As far as the textile industry is concerned, that is com' 

pletely without foundation.
In the first place, even after the increases of the last few years, wages in the 

textile industry generally are not high. In the latest D.B.S. figures, April 1, 194°, 
average hourly earnings for textile products are the lowest for any group oi 
manufacturing industries except leather products and tobacco, which 
fractionally lower. Textiles are 70-6 cents, leather products 70-3, tobacco 69• 9- 
For thread, yarn and cloth and hosiery and knit goods taken together (that is> 
textile products excluding garments and personal furnishings) the weighted 
average is 70 cents, which is lower than any other group except tobacco.

By Mr. Winters : g
Q. From where was that figure of 70 cents taken?—A. From the D- 

report as of April 1, 1948. .
Q. Is this a consolidation of certain figures which appeared in that repo 

—A. This is a consolidation.
Moreover, it must be remembered that these averages are pulled up b> 

figures for the organized plants. Courtaulds has an average of $1.053 an ho ’ 
Canadian Cottons 78-25 cents ; Dominion Textiles 75-18 cents. Even Waba - ’ 
which is only partly organized, has an average of 71-0. Of the 90,000 or so^a 
earners in the textile industry apart from the clothing trades, only about 35- 
at the very outside are organized in any kind of union. It is safe to say, th 
fore, that in the unorganized sections the rates are well below the avera 
But there is no evidence that the unorganized companies are selling their g°L 
any cheaper. , aVe

Second, even though the wage increases have been considerable, they 11 ;p 
not been reflected in corresponding increases in labour cost, but the increase ^ 
price have generally been more than proportional. Between September 1, 
and April 1, 1948, average hourly earnings in cottons rose from 60-8 cen 5 
72 3 cents, an increase of 11-5 cents, or 18-9 per cent.

By Mr. Fleming: g
Q. Just there, are those figures taken from our proceedings or a D 

report?—A. Those figures are taken from the proceedings of the comvmt e 
oh, no, those are from a D.B.S. report.
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Between September 15, 1947, and April 1, 1948, the labour cost and the 

selling price per unit for various cotton products shown in Schedule B7 rose bv 
the amounts and percentages shown in Table 1:

TABLE 1
Increases in Labour Cost and Selling Price per Unit, 

Selected Cotton Goods, September 15, 1947-April 1, 1948
Goods Labour Cost Selling Price

Increase Increase Increase Increase
Unbleac-hed bed sheeting .........

$ % $ %
... .0099 10.1 .11375 22.8Dyed drill ......................... ... .0024 2.8 .0500 11.2Printed percale..................... ... .0025 3.9 . 0425 19.5White flannelette .................... ... .0015 3.1 .0450 24.3Denim ........................... ... .0040 4.7 .0700 22.8Work shirting ................ ... .0053 6.5 . 0525 19.6Ticking ......................... ... .0050 4.8 .0750 22.7Cotton blanket ...........................

White broadcloth, sanforized.
.. .0553 4.8 .2000 7.0

shrunk .................................. .. .0186 10.9 .09625 35.2Dyed pocketing ......................... .. .0138 10.7 . 0650 23.9Dyed plain, X icuna No. 13......... .. .0145 16.5 .0600 22.2Dyed satine .............................. .. .0121 16.7 .0450 24.3BeresEord printed percale ......... .. .00178 3.7 .05625 29.4
I nbleached factory cotton ....... .. .00245 6.1 .07125 43.5White broadcloth ..................... .. .00413 6.4 . 0575 20.4

From this table, three things are clear, (a) The percentage increase in 
labour cost per unit was in every case less, and in most cases far less, than the 
percentage increase in hourly earnings, (b) The percentage increase in selling 
price was in most cases appreciably above the percentage increase in hourly 
earnings, (c) The actual amount of the increase in selling price was in every 
case very much greater than the actual amount of the increase in labour cost.

In the artificial silk and nylon group, the increase in average hourly earnings, 
September 1, 1947 to April 1, 1948, was 8-7 cents (from 64-4 to 73-1), or 
13-5 per cent. The increases in labour cost (for the companies which give figures) 
and selling price per unit, as shown in Schedule D7, are shown in Table 2:

Table 2
Increases in Labour Cost and Selling Price per Unit, Selected 

Artificial Silk and Nylon Goods, September 15, 1947-April 1, 1948
Goody Labour Cost - Selling Price

Increase Increase Increase Increase
$ % $ %

30 denier yarns ................ ................ 02 3.1 0 0
40 denier yarns.................. ................ 06 12.0 0 0
70 denier yarns ................ ................ 06 12.0 0 0
Lingerie taffeta .............. ................ 0126 5.6 .0245 4.3
Dress crepe ........................ ................ 0172 6.4 .0245 3.6
Lining .................................. ................ 0166 9.5 .0246 4.8
150 denier yarn ................ .............. 0017 decrease . 9 decrease 0 0
Dress crepe (Bruek) ........ ................ 0085 11.9 .0900 10.5
Dress satin ...................... ................ 0301 34.0 0 0
Bangaline .......................... ................ 0112 13.4 . 3050 36.0

The most notable conclusion wdiich emerges from this table is that in several 
®ases where there was an increase in labour cost per unit, the companies evidently 
*dt able to absorb the increased cost. A second, hardly less notable, is that in 
every case where there was an increase in selling price, that increase, in cents, 
VVas much greater than the increase in labour cost.

Both Table 1 and Table 2 illustrate clearly the fact that wage increases 
not necessarily mean proportional increases in labour costs per unit. They 

dso show that, though price increases are often blamed on wage increases, wage 
^creases are often only a small factor.
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My third point is that there appears to be evidence that in most cases the 
companies could have absorbed at least a large part of increased labour costs 
by cutting their operating profit or operating income. Table 3 compares the 
increase in labour cost with operating profit at April 1, 1948, and the increase 
in operating profit or income, both in cents per unit.

Table 3
Increases in Labour Costs and Operating Profit or Income per Unit, Selected Cotton, 

Artificial Silk and Nylon Goods, September 15, 1947-April 1, 1948

Goods

Unbleached bed sheeting....
Dyed drill.................................
Printed percale.....................
White flannelette...................
Denim ......................................
Work shirting.........................
Ticking ....................................
Cotton blanket.......................
White broadcloth, sanforized

shrunk ...............................
Dyed pocketing ...................
Dyed plain, Vicuna No. 13...
Dyed satine.............................
Beresford printed percale .. 
Unbleached factory cotton...
White broadcloth...................
30 denier yarns .....................
40 denier yarns ...................
70 denier yarns .....................
Lingerie taffeta ...................
Dress crepe.............................
Lining ......................................
150 denier yam .....................
Dress crepe (Bruck)............
Dress satin .............................
Bengaline ...............................

Increase in Operating Profit, Increase in Operatii
Labour Costs April 1.1948 Profit or Income
(cents per unit) (cents per unit) (cents per unit)

.99 8.62 6.465

.24 Loss Loss, both dates

.25 .05 Loss. Sept.

.15 .57 Loss. Sept.

.46 .96 Loss, Sept.

.53 2.71 .84

. 50 4.03 2.62
.. 5.23 24.15 .89 decrease

1.86 Loss Loss, both dates
1.38 .02 Loss. Sept.
1.45 Loss Loss, both dates
1.2.1 Loss Loss, both dates

.178 .08 Loss, Sept.

.245 2.168 Loss, Sept.

.413 2.537 Loss, Sept.
.. 2.0 155.0 30.0
.. 6.0 117.0 16.0
.. 6.0 88.0 17.0
.. 1.26 17.39 .86
.. 1.72 20.0 .23 decrease

... 1.66 17.1 .24 decrease
.17 decrease 38.71 .31
.85 21.64 3.86

.. 3.61 47.89 5.57 decrease
... 1.12 30.95 10.89

In most of these cases, operating income per unit at April 1, 1948, wa 
far larger than the increase in labour cost, and in nine of the twenty-five ca 
the increase in operating income was larger than the increase in labour cost p 
unit. This is not in itself conclusive, since from operating income the company 
must make provision for taxes, interest on borrowed money, and various o 
charges. But in the light of 1946 and 1947 net profits, and in the absence 
1948 net profit figures, it suggests that the textile industry could have bee 
Mr. Abbott’s exhortation of last year to industry generally to keep down Pn fc 
and profits. However, in a “free enterprise” economy, one can hardly exp 
any industry to pay much attention to such exhortations. ,

Mr. Pinakd: On this point, I should like the witness to tell us what 
means by that. ^

Mr. Fleming: I have another point there ; I am wondering what place t a 
has in a brief or a statement purporting to be factual. This is purelv 
expression of opinion. It may be the witness’ opinion.

Mr. Thatcher: We have been hearing opinions for weeks.
Mr. Lesage: The opinion is uncalled for.
The Chairman: Let Mr. Fleming finish his point of order. . .
Mr. Fleming: We are seeking for evidence as to fact. This certa11’ 

cannot be regarded as evidence of fact. It is a statement of opinion. 1 1 , j
we cannot receive a statement of opinion of that nature. I believe you c° 
get a good many opinions. I believe you could get a good many contrary opi^10 ’ 
but that is not what we are here for. We called the witness in respect to i*^ 
and I believe that Mr. Baron could assist us with his brief if it is confined to
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Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Chairman, we have heard opinions ever since we have 
been sitting here. We have had opinions from Graham Towers and from the 
managers of factories. Let us get on with the brief and ask questions afterwards.

Mr. Irvine: I should like to ask if anyone here is prepared to say it is 
an opinion that it is “free enterprise” under which we are operating.

Mr. Kuhl: Everything hangs on the definition of your terms.
Mr. Lesage: I think we should talk about something else.
Mr. Irvine: I think it would be better if we did.
Mr. Pinard: If the witness cannot qualify his statement just let him go on.
Mr. Lesage: We have a lot to do, Mr. Chairman.
The Witness: I could get through with this brief in three minutes, if I am 

permitted to do so.
The essence of free enterprise—
Mr. Lesage: “The essence of free enterprise”—that is an opinion. Come 

back to the facts. Go to page 6.
Mr. Thatcher: No, that is unfair.
The Chairman: May I try to pour cold water on this? Just a moment; 

I suggest, Mr. Baron, you go on with page 6.
Mr. Thatcher:'A man has never been prevented from giving his brief 

like this. Surely it is not in order and it is just railroading.
The Chairman: I must take strong exception to that observation, Mr. 

Thatcher, because if there is one chairman who has not railroaded anybody it 
18 this chairman. Everyone is tense, we are all tired, and I ask that we carry 
°n without any observation that may offend one’s sensibilities, even those of 
a poor little chairman like me. I know, Mr. Thatcher, you would not want to 
do that.

Mr. Lesage: All right, let us get on with page 6.
The Witness: I should like to place before the committee a few comparisons 

between wages and profits in the tëxtile industry and wages and profits in some 
other leading manufacturing industries. Table 4 shows average hourly earnings, 
April 1, 1948, and net profits as a percentage of shareholders’ investment, 1947, 
bn selected industries.

Table 4

Wages and Profits in Textiles and Certain Other Industries, 1947-1948

Industry
Primary iron and steel 
Electrical apparatus .

Average hourly earnings, 
April 1, 1948 (cents)

........ 103.2

........  95.9

Meat packing ........................
Thread, yarn, cloth, hosiery . 

and knit goods .............

Percentage of Net Profit 
to Capital, 1947

6.20 (Stelco, Dosco, Algoma)
9.10 (Canadian General Electric, 

Canadian Westinghouse)
10.57 (Canada Packers, Burns)

9.11 (Cottons, artificial silk 
and nylon)

: It is evident that the textile industry is making a handsome return on its
investment as compared with primary iron and steel, which pays 33 cents an 

0Ur more.
Mr. Pinard: Again, we have not investigated the steel industry and I do 
know where those figures come from.

u. The Chairman: You can ask the witness where they come from. I do not 
, 1J1k it is an improper statement. If you desire to have authority lor the 
htement you may question the witness later but I think the statement is 

6rfectly proper in this brief.
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Mr. Pinard: In which case we will have to go into a whole series of 
questions on his testimony, questions not related to textiles. The understanding 
when these witnesses were called was that they were dealing with the cotton 
textile industry but now they are dealing with the steel industry.

Mr. Irvine: Let us be reasonable. This man is presenting his case in the 
best way he knows and this is his method of showing what the textile industry 
is doing compared with other industries. He is comparing wages and profits.

Mr. Pinard : You will certainly admit that nobody was asked, in the case 
of any other industry, to compare themselves with industries not under 
investigation.

Mr. Fleming: Are we not missing the point? We invited witnesses from 
three organizations to answer, we were told, certain points raised in the 
examination of individuals from the cotton textile companies. It may be 
interesting for any parliamentary committee to go into questions of comparative 
wage rates but the essence of Mr. Baron’s brief is the extent to which increased 
wage rates in the cotton textile industry have entered into the increased cotton 
prices. I cannot see what relevance to that inquiry there is in a comparison 01 

wage rates in the cotton industry to steel and other industries.
Mr. Irvine : That is the very point the witness is trying to make. He Is 

saying that while they are paying higher wages in the other industries the prices 
are not affected to the same extent.

Mr. Fleming: It is a straight question of proof and he does not need to 
go into that. Surely the place to determine whether increased wages have 
appreciably entered into the cost of cotton products is in examination of the 
figures of the cotton industry. What happens outside the cotton industry 
does not bear on the particular question. We cannot, unfortunately 
fortunately, go into wage rates in general. This committee is limited to it3 
terms of reference.

atus

Mr. Thatcher: We have only one page left.
The Chairman : May we get on?
Mr. Thatcher: Just continue where you left off.
The Witness: It is making just about as much as electrical appar 

and meat packing, both of which pay almost 26 cents an hour more.
Mr. Pinard: That is entirely irrelevant.
The Witness: Indeed, heavy electrical apparatus, to which sub-grm'P 

Canadian General Electric and Canadian Westinghouse belong, paying 10* ‘ 
cents an hour, or almost 35 cents more than textiles. It may be added tu
rn the past year the textile industry has been installing a considerable am°u j 
of new machinery. This has already been added to its capital, but the 1 
benefits have yet to be realized. Meanwhile, the effect is to reduce 
apparent percentage of profit. , ie

It would be interesting to have for all the companies figures compara - 
with those submitted by one company, which showed that its net profits in 1 ,
and 1947 were almost exactly the same as its total bill for factory wages ® 
salaries.

Mr. Pinard: May I ask a question here? To what company are > 
referring?

The Witness: The two companies referred to are CIL and Bruck. r 
fact that another company’s breakdown of selling price per unit showed ^ 
every article listed operating income far larger than labour cost suggests t1 
the point might repay investigation.

ou

The
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Mr. Pinard: Which company was that?
The Witness: This is Brack, the first one was CIL.
It was unfortunate that we have had no opportunity to examine the 

evidence submitted by representatives of the woollen industry, and that as far 
as we are aware some other sections of the industry, such as hosiery and knit 
goods have submitted no evidence. It is unfortunate also that, except 
for a few of the companies, no figures or average hourly earnings have been 
submitted. I hope, however, that the comments I have made on the figures 
submitted by the accountants and on the evidence of the companies’ representor 
lives will prove useful to the committee, and serve a constructive purpose.

Mr. Lesage: Thank you very much, Mr. Baron.
The Witness: Mr. Chairman might I answer the question put to me by 

counsel. The question pertained to the problem of absenteeism and the 
difficulty of securing manpower, especially for second shifts, and also to the 
lower production level as compared to pre-war. I would like to say that 
absenteeism is not an ailment peculiar to the textile industry.

Mr. Pinard: Did you hear the testimony of Mr. Ledoux which was given 
yesterday?

The Witness: No, I did not.
Mr. Pinard: I was going to ask you if you would corroborate his evidence 

and that would have been shorter.
The Witness: There are many many reasons for absenteeism. I would 

like to make two generalizations which would have some bearing on the matter. 
°ne reason is the post-war let-down due to excessive hours of work during the 
war. Second, I would like to point out that when investigation was made it was 
found that absenteeism is greater in the lower-paid industries than in the 
higher-paid industries.

Third, the reason for absenteeism, possibly the most important reason, is 
labour relations within the plants concerned. May I point out to the committee 
that you had witnesses here from Courtaulds and Canadian Cottons who did not 
ffiake the same complaint as was made by some of the other companies, and 
the fact of the matter is that absenteeism is not an important item in those 
Plants which have harmonious labour relations, that satisfactory relations 
between labour and management have to a great extent reduced absenteeism.

On efficiency of production and incentives I would like also to point out that 
Canadian Cottons and Courtaulds again pointed out that they had no complaints 
fo make. These companies are under agreement with the Textile Workers Union. 
Labour relations and morale is of a high order. And in regard to efficiency, 
I would, like to say something as to the statement made before the committee 
that workers on incentive will work up to a certain point and then stop because 
they do not earn a sufficient amount of money. I would dispute that cate
gorically. The fact of the matter is that production has increased m those plants 

which I have personal knowledge on a basis of higher xv ages. In >o far as 
the problem of the industry in securing manpower is concerned 1 would say 
that it is only due to the fact that it is a low-paid industry and nothing else. 
5°w I think, Mr. Chairman, that I have answered the questions put to me 

y counsel.
(Mr. Winters assumed the chair)

• Mr. Thatcher: Mr. Chairman, the evidence on page 2, of the brief would 
fohicate that price increases these companies have recently put into effect in

textile industry have not been caused primarily by labour increases; is that 
"'hat you arc suggesting, Mr. Baron?
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The Witness : Yes. I am basing that from my interpretation of the 
evidence of the various witnesses who have appeared before the committee 
emphasizing the increase in selling price being due to the fact that they had to 
pay a higher increase to labour.

Mr. Lesage: Is that true, Mr. Monet? You heard the evidence.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. Just a moment, Mr. Chairman; have you written your brief, Mr. Baron, 

?n *lie assumption that the witnesses we heard from the companies treated the 
increased labour costs as being the principal factor in the rise in selling price? 

Cne of the factors cited by the various companies, yes.
. >' It was one of the factors; I asked you if you assumed that it was a

puncipal factor?—A. Yes, from some of the evidence that I have gone over 
ia is what I assumed was a principal factor to justify their increases in prices, 

tiie increase in wages which they said they had to pay.
<!■ i just wanted to clear that point up; in reading the brief that was your 

.(itio that they had treated increased labour cost as a principal factor for
J s i ting the increase in their selling prices?—A. As an important factor.

By Mr. Monet:
Q. Right there, may I ask this; did you prepare this brief after hearing the 

evidence, or before?—A. After.
Q. I understand from the reading of your brief this morning that this is 

more or less a review of the evidence given by the cotton industry here, y°u 
drawing your own conclusions?—A. By and large, that is correct.

Q. There was one witness yesterday afternoon who when dealing with the 
increase in prices in Dominion Textiles mentioned the fact that in the increase ot 
20 per cent the increase represented by labour was only 4 per cent of that 20 
per cent. Do you say that from your reading of the evidence you came to the 
conclusion that these witnesses here had said that a main factor of the increase 
was labour? Is that what you are saying now?—A. No. I gathered from the 
statements made by the private companies that their increase in prices was 
largely attributable to the fact that they had had to increase their wages by 
100 per cent. 200 per cent, even 300 per cent; and they gave all sorts of figui-63 
throughout the evidence showing the extent to which labour had affected priee 
and production.

By Mr. Fleming:
Q. May I ask you if before preparing your statement you read all 1 

evidence which was presented here?—A. No.
Q. What parts did you read?—A. Well, I did read the evidence. e
Q. I mean all the evidence of the textile companies who appeared be 

us?—A. I think I saw most of it. I will not be sure that I saw all of it, ,
I did read Courtaulds and Canadian Cottons, Dominion Textiles, Bruck a
C.T T

Mr. Pinard: Did you read Mr. Knight’s report ?
The Witness: I studied it in order to get some of these figures.
Mr. Monet: Would you agree with Mr. Knight’s report as to' the M 

as to labour; are you aware of them sufficiently to be able to answer tha 
The Witness: No, I cannot answer that.

By Mr. Thatcher: ^
Q. Mr. Chairman, I suppose Mr. Baron is out organizing in the trade .p 

time to time. He says on page 1, of his evidence that the average wag
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Courtaulds was $1.05, in Canadian Cottons it was 78-25, and so on; and then, 
he makes the statement, "that in the unorganized sections the rates are well 
below the average”. Can you tell me in the province of Quebec what would be 
the average wages paid in some of the smaller companies which you have not 
yet organized?

Mr. Lesage : Pardon me, Mr. Chairman; what is the question?
| The Acting Chairman : Repeat your question, please, Mr. Thatcher.

Mr. Thatcher: I think the witness heard it.
The Acting Chairman: Members of the committee have a right to hear 

it too.
Mr. Thatcher: What were the average wages you found in some of these 

small factories in Quebec when you went to organize them?
Mr. Lesage: That is out of order, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Thatcher: Why?
Mr. Lesage: It is not relevant.
Mr. Thatcher: I asked the same question yesterday when the representa

tive of the Catholic Syndicate was here and he told us what he found. I do not 
know what the Liberal members are so touchy about.

Mr. Lesage : You stick to Saskatchewan and leave Quebec alone.
Mr. Thatcher: Why should I leave Quebec alone, isn’t this one country?
Mr. Lesage : The C.C.F. are not in the province of Quebec and we do not 

Want them.
Mr. Thatcher: But Mr. Duplessis is.
Mr. Lesage : We don’t want any C.C.F.
The Acting Chairman : Order, gentlemen. I think Mr. Thatcher’s ques- 

| tion is in order.
Mr. Thatcher: Thank you.
The Witness: On the average I would say in the unorganized plants we 

have in Quebec that wages on the average would be at least 10 cents per hour 
jess than in the organized plants, on the average. I have seen some plants that 
have averaged 45 cents an hour against an over-all average in the industry of 
70 cents an hour.

Mr. Thatcher: I understand the minimum wage in Quebec is 24 cents 
an hour. I believe the witness yesterday said that. Did you find many 
eibployees in companies with which you came in contact in the province of 
Quebec who were getting anywhere near as low as that?

The Witness: In any organized plant there is no wage lower than 50 
Ceuts an hour.

Mr. Thatcher: But how about the unorganized plants?
^ The Witness: In the unorganized plants—take, for instance, the one at 
~t. George de Beauce—at the time I was there there were about 100 girls and 
aey were getting the provincial minimum of 24 cents an hour.

. Mr. Pinard: Don’t you think you should go further and make a little 
brther explanation of that plant? Is it not a fact that the employees there 

Receive special treatment which would justify the payment of that wage when 
y°u consider other provisions which are made for them? Do you not think you 

j suould enlarge on that?
The Witness- I do not think that 24 cents an hour represent» all they get 

' ln value.
,, Mr. Pinard: That is what I am talking about, I am asking you whether 
,ere is not a very substantial difference there. Have you any personal knowledge 

that? Don’t you think you should enlarge on your statement and clarify it?
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The Witness : I would not care to qualify that statement because I believe 
the rates paid are not conditioned on any peculiar circumstances—

By Mr. Lesage:
Q. Have you been there?—A. Yes.
Q. Have you organized there?—A. No, we have not.
Q. Why not?—A. We failed to organize because—
Q. Because Quebec does not want socialism.—A. I am not going to answer 

that question. We are not, at the moment.
The Acting Chairman: Just a moment, I do not know whether that question 

is relevant at all, it has nothing to do with the subject under discussion.
Mr. Fleming: We are a long way from prices at the moment.
The Witness: Might I at least say this?
The Acting Chairman: Just a minute, Mr. Baron; does the answer you seek 

to make refer to the question of wage rates now before us?
The "Witness: Yes. There is an implication in the last remark I would like 

to correct.
The Acting Chairman: I do not think the remark was relevant, or your 

answer ; therefore, it is not in order. I would suggest that we direct our questions 
and answers to the subject properly before us. Are there any other questions?

By Mr. Thatcher:
Q. Do you find that wage rates in the textile industry in Quebec are compar

able to similar rates in Ontario or are they lower or higher?—A. It is a mixed 
situation—

Mr. Lesage : AI hat has that to do with the question of prices?
Mr. Thatcher: I asked the same question yesterday and no objection was 

taken.
Mr. Lesage: I was not here.
The Acting Chairman : Let him answer the question.
Mr. Lesage: I do not see the purpose of the question.
The Acting Chairman : It seems to me that the question is in order.
Mr. Pinard: Lnless it is proven that conditions in both places are the satoe> 

and taking certain facts into consideration, we cannot rely upon the answer.
The Acting Chairman : AAre have had branches of the industry operating 

m Ontario and Quebec, and I think it is relevant to hear evidence of wage 
structures in Ontario and Quebec.

Mr. Irvine: If these companies are selling at the same price and one i” 
paying lower wages than the other then I think the question certainly is pertineu 
as to the cause of the rise in prices.

The Acting Chairman: I think the question is in order.
Mr. Lesage: All right.
The Witness: Generally speaking—
Mr. Beaudoin : May I add one comment? Is the witness competent to g'vC 

the variations?
The Acting Chairman: You would have to judge that as a committee.

Binard: There is also another point. I do not want to delay ^
in Hee( !I^j’ • urdess the witness can tell us that the prices are the sal
in these industries to which he refers—
evidence crut™0 ^HAIRMAN " Mr. Pinard, it is up to the committee to bring
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Mr. Pinard: —he is not a competent witness.
Mr. Beaudoin : Why not look for the best evidence? Why not ask counsel 

to get a copy of the minimum wage law of Quebec and a copy of the minimum 
wage law of Ontario and file them as exhibits?

The Acting Chairman : The committee may have anything it wishes, and 
the committee is free to judge the evidence given by any witness.

Mr. Irvine: You have ruled that the question is in order. I think we should 
have an answer.

The Acting Chairman: Answer the question.
The Witness: Generally speaking rates in the textile industry in Quebec 

are lower than those in Ontario with the exception of those companies that have 
labour organizations within them.

Mr. Lesage: That is all right.
The Acting Chairman : Any other questions? Thank you, Mr. Baron.
The Witness : Thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen.
The committee adjourned.

15838—2
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APPENDIX

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE BAKING INDUSTRY 
140 Wellington Street, Ottawa, Ontario.

Telephone 2-4761
June 22, 1948.

Honourable Paul Martin,
Chairman,
Special Committee on Prices,
House of Commons,
Ottawa.
Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find a copy of a report submitted by Colonel C. M. Ruttan, 
Director of the Ontario Bakers Association in respect to “certain direct costs” of 
bread by the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company. Attached to this report 
is a summary of figures prepared by Price Waterhouse and Company, a well- 
known Toronto firm of Chartered Accountants. There is also attached extracts 
from a memorandum prepared by Mr. G. C. Morrison of Morrison-Lamothe 
Limited, Ottawa, which I understand was given to Mr. Dyde at the time that 
bread prices were under investigation by your Committee.

This information has been gathered together to substantiate the statement 
made by Mr. C. M. Ruttan during the inquiry on bread prices that the Great 
Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company wras using bread as a loss leader.

Figures pertaining to A. & P.’s production cost, etc., were taken from their 
evidence as recorded in the Minutes of Proceedings but information relative to 
costs beyond the bakeries to the various points of sale in Ontario and Quebec 
were gathered from sources believed to be reliable and accurate.

We have no way of verifying these figures from actual A. k P. records but 
inasmuch as we believe that your Committee is making a sincere attempt to 
gather all the facts with regard to these matters we presume you will be 
interested in having a copy of this report in order that your accountants will 
have before them a statement for verification.

Please bear in mind that this survey does not as indicated include store 
overhead.

Yours very truly,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE BAKING INDUSTRY 

R. P. Sparks.

Copy of Report Submitted to The National Council of the Baking Indust d 
by Colonel C. M. Ruttan, Director, Ontario Bakers Association, for 

Submission to the Special Committee on Prices, House of 
Commons, Ottawa

In a submission to the Special Committee on Prices, on March 8,
• page 857 of the minutes of the proceedings) I stated that the members of “L 

ntano Bakers’ Association were of the opinion that a wrapped 24 ounce loaf 0 
iroad could not be produced and sold to the consumer, by the Great A. & P 
at 10 cents without loss.
r , *n, compliance with your Committee’s instructions, I now beg to submit t"°f 
n1S ® 0 . places (that marked “A” of places in Ontario and that marked “B % 
„i.npocf J,n Quebec) at which bread was purchased from the Great A. k P [ °'g 
in v,h: ÆT W1^ ^e sales slips covering the purchases, and the paper bag 
m which the loaves were sold.
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A statement has been compiled of :
(a) the stated costs of the Great A. &'P. Co.’s 24 ounce loaf at their bakery 

platforms in Toronto and Montreal (as shown in Exhibit 33, page 676 
of m. of p.)

plus,
(t>) estimates of the transportation rates (truck and express) based on 

rates to bread shippers generally, 
and

(c) estimates of the value of the paper bags used by the Great A. &. P. Co. 
as quoted to other bakers.

It is recognized that the transportation rates shown and the values of 
the paper bags may vary slightly from the amounts paid by the Great A. & P. 
Co. but it is respectfully suggested that the Special Committee on Prices might 
obtain the exact figures by simply asking the Great A. & P. Co. to furnish them ; 
and at the same time ask the Great A. & P. Co. to state whether each store is 
supplied from their Toronto or Montreal bakery, or from both. For instance, 
the express rate on bread from Toronto to Peterboro is 40 cents per hundred, 
from Montreal to Peterboro it is $1.70 per hundred, and yet a local baker states 
that the Great A. & P. Co.’s bread for Peterboro is shipped from Montreal. As 
a further instance of uncertainty as to transport employed, Mr. Burdon stated 
in his evidence (page 677, m. of p.) that the Great A. & P. Co’s bread was 
shipped to all but a few northern points by truck. Mr. G. C. Morrison of 
Morrison-Lamothe Ltd., Ottawa, advises (in the accompanying statement 
marked “C”) that the Great A. & P. Co. ship their bread to Ottawa by express 
Jrom Montreal, C.P.R. Train No. 1 and that the express rate is 60 cents per 
hundred or -9 cent per loaf; that he obtained a quotation on the paper bag in 
ft'hich the Great A. & P. Co.’s loaf was sold in Ottawa and that quotation was 
'45 cent per bag in very large quantities. Thus we "have the platform price of 
the Great A. & P. Co.’s loaf 8-7 cents—transportation -9 cent—the bag -45 cent 
^-making a total of 10-5 cents or -5 more than the selling price, with no 
allowance for the operation of the store. This is typical of a number of 
^stances quoted in the attached statements (“A” and “B” above referred to). 
The Great A. & P. Co.’s witnesses (page 699 m. of p.) gave a 10 per cent margin 
between the cost of bread at their bakery and the selling price over their store 
counter, as the percentage on which they operate on bread as compared with 
°ther lines; but insofar as milk is concerned the percentages are not comparable, 
^ milk beafs no additional delivery charge, whereas bread must bear the cartage 
h'oni their own bakery to their stores.

Mr. Burdon (page 688 m. of p.) says in answer to a question “If it were 
Jhy own business, I think I would rather have higher than 12 per cent sir”. 
Q. “Then obviously as to the 10 per cent which prevailed on September 1st 
you would not consider that adequate?”—A. “I suppose that follows ’.

However, regardless of that opinion of their cost examiner, it was indicated 
!n evidence (page 699 of proceedings) the gross margin of Great A. & P. Co’s 
^’ead was 10 per cent to 13 per cent which is the difference between the Great 
^ & P. Co.’s 10 cent selling price and the costs shown in Ex. 33 of 9c and 

•7c respectively per loaf at the bakery platform.
On page 698 m. of p. the Great A. & P. Co’s gross profit was quoted as 

,*'67 per cent and their expense rate as 11-7 per cent, which after allowance for 
axes left less than 1 per cent net profit.
. It seems obvious that if at so many points, as shown in the list of places 

,bove mentioned, the items of transportation and bags alone result in a loss,
bread expense must be much more than the average expense of 11*7 per 

^G6t, particularly when all the store charges, rent, heat, light, power, water, 
a*es, wages, etc., are taken into consideration.

15838—21
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Since it has been definitely stated that there is a profit on the Great A. & 
P. Co.’s 10-cent loaf (page 698 m. of p.) then all the losses at country points 
would have to be absorbed by the sales of bread in Toronto and Montreal.

In as much as bread is bulkier for its weight and of less value for its bulk 
than almost all other groceries, it takes up more room in trucks and on store 
shelves in proportion to value than the average grocery item, and therefore 
should bear a greater percentage of the expense of transporting it from the 
bakery to the stores, and the handling and the display space required in the 
stores.

The Great A. & P. Co have declared their average expense as 11*7 per cent 
of the selling price and that this allows for a profit of less than 1 per cent and 
therefore, if our statement is logical and we believe it is, that bread is more 
expensive to handle than the average grocery line, it would seem obvious that 
the less than 1 per cent profit must be reduced if not wiped out by a line as bulky 
and inexpensive as bread when compared with other lines. Regardless of turn
over, if an item is sold at a loss, that loss cannot become a profit.

Thus without loading the obvious losses of many of the outlying stores on 
Toronto and Montreal, it is apparent (using the Great A. & P Co’s own figures! 
that they cannot make their average profit on 10c bread, and that other grocery 
lines are therefore constantly bearing a portion of the legitimate charges against 
bread.

It is realized that our statements can only generalize until a break down of 
the Great A. & P Co’s advertising, delivery, handling and packaging charges are 
as definitely determined as their cost of bread at their platform.

It should be emphasized that the price of 8-7c per loaf at the platform has 
been used throughout the calculations as shown on statements “A” and “B 
attached. The cost of the Great A. & P. Co’s* loaf at December 1, 1947, was 9c 
per loaf, not 8-7c, which would mean that at that time they were losing approxi
mately one third of a cent more per loaf than at present—all other things being 
equal. Due to the increase in freight rates, we believe that flour has generally 
advanced.

Certainly the Great A. & P. Co. was then (December 1947) selling bread at 
a marked loss according to their own figures as follows: Selling price per 24-oZ- 
loaf 10c—Expense 11-7 per cent, which would mean (applying only their aver
age expense to bread) that their loaf would cost them 10c—11 • 7=8-83c at their 
platform to enable them to break even. It then costs them 9c, incurring a mini
mum (average expense) loss of -17c per loaf, and this, we repeat, is arrived at 
by charging only average expense against bread, which as has been demonstrated 
is not sufficient, due to the bulk of bread, for its weight and value as compal cC 
with other groceries.

These December 1947 figures (Ex. 33) cost of the 24-oz. loaf at platform 9C> 
with a selling price of 10c over the store counter demonstrate beyond all P0;'1, 
bility of doubt that (whether wittingly or not, and we would prefer to thin ' 
unwittingly since they admit they cannot tell from their own records) it h9‘ 

een the policy of the Great A. & P. Co. to use bread as a loss leader.
The Rt. Hon. J. L. Isley, Minister of Justice, on June 11, 1947, at Ql,c^Cn 

1 y> addressing the Association of Better Business Bureaus said (ref. P^8e , 
a tachcd marked “D”) quote—“Consumers and business men must be pro ter e _ 
against fraud, against misrepresentation of goods, against the use of deleter!01, 
®U )s ances and generally against abuses of dominant economic power—and a£ft 

^k°. ’ ,|U°te ‘ Section 498A enacted as a result of the Price Spreads C° 
strpS1^i * j cer*a’n kmds of unfair price discrimination and the use of econ°nl 

tnb 1 to destroy competition by selling goods at unreasonably low prices
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We trust that your committee will take the necessary steps to satisfy itself 
that the economic power of the Great A. & F. Co. enables it to undersell the 
average baker, by absorbing a loss on bread and making a profit on other lines, 
whereas the baker cannot depend upon other lines to carry him through.

Free enterprise ceases to exist when dominant economic power holds sway 
in the role of consumer benefactor. The totalitarian state also claims to be a 
consumer benefactor, but it would seem unsafe to place unlimited power in the 
hands of the few until such time as mankind will abide by the golden rule.

C. M. RUTTAN,
Director,

Ontario Bakers’ Association.



SUMMARY OF CERTAIN DIRECT COSTS RELATING TO A 24 OZ. LOAF OF BREAD PRODUCED BY 
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO., LTD. WHEN TRANSPORTED AND SOLD 

AT ITS STORES IN CERTAIN CITIES AND TOWNS (NOTE 1)

(cents per 24 oz. loaf in all cases)

—

Before the increase in rail rates

Total

After the increase in rail rates

Total
Cost
price
(f.o.b.

bakery
platform)

Cost of
10 1b. 

paper bag 
used at 
a store

T rans- 
portation 
Charges 
prior to 

April 8,1948

Cost
price
(f.o.b.

bakery
platform)

Cost of
10 lb. 

paper bag 
used at 
a store

T rans- 
portation 
Charges 

after
April 8,1948

(Note 2) (Note 3) (Note 4) (Note 2) (Note 3) (Note 4)

Shipments from Toronto bakery to stores at—
Barrie—via express............................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.675 9.775 8.7 0.4 0.81 9.910

—via transport........................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.66* 9.760 8.7 0.4 0.66* 9.760

Belleville—via express......................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.75 9.850 8.7 0.4 0.915 10.015
—via transport..................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.78* 9.880 8.7 0.4 0.78* 9.880

Bowman ville—via express.................................................................. 8.7 0.4 0.525 9.625 8.7 0.4 0.63 9.73
—via transport.............................................................. 8.7 0.4 0.54* 9.640 8.7 0.4 0.54* 9.64

Bracebridge—via express.................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.90 10.00 8.7 0.4 1.095 10.195
—via transport................................................................ 8.7 0.4 0.78* 9.88 8.7 0.4 0.78* 9.88

Brampton—via express........................................................................ 8.7 0.4 0.45 9.550 8.7 0.4 0.54 9.64
—via transport.................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.345 9.445 8.7 0.4 0.345 9.445

Chatham—via express......................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.975 10.075 8.7 0.4 1.185 10.285
—via transport..................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.93 10.030 8.7 0.4 0.93 10.03

Cobourg—via express........................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.525 9.625 8.7 0.4 0.63 9.73
—via transport....................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.66* 9.760 8.7 0.4 0.66* 9.76

Dunn ville—via express......................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.75 9.85 8.7 0.4 0.915 10.015
—via transport..................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.675* 9.795 8.7 0.4 0.675* 9.775

Fort Erie N.—via express................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.825 9.925 8.7 0.4 1.005 10.105
—via transport............................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.735 9.835 8.7 0.4 0.735 9.835

Huntsville—via express....................................................................... 8.7 0.4 1.05 10.15 8.7 0.4 1.275 10.375
—via transport................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.855* 9.955 8.7 0.4 0.855* 9.955
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JCirJulnncJ Lake—via express..............
—via rail freight. . .

Kingston—via express.......................
—via transport....................

Leamington—via express..................
—via transport...............

Lindsay—via express.........................
—via transport.....................

London—via express..........................
—via transport.......................

Napanee—via express........................
—via transport....................

New Liskeard—via express..............
—via rail freight.......

Niagara Falls—via express............*•

—via transport..........

North Bay—via express..................
—via transport..............

Orangeville—via express..................
—via transport..............

Oshawa—via express.......................
—via transport....................

Owen Sound—via express................
—via transport............

Paris—via express............................
—via transport.........................

Parry Sound—via express...............
—via transport. ..........
—via rail freight........

Port Hope—via express...................
—via transport...............

Rouyn, Quebec—via express...........
—via rail freight. ..

St. Catharines—via express............
—via transport........

8.7 / 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8-7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8-7 0-4
8-7 0-4

8-7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8-7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

3.45
1.453

1 12.55
10.555

0.975
0.885*

10.075
9.985

1.05
0.93

10.15
10.03

0.525
0.66*

9.625
9.76

0.90
0.78

10.00
9.88

0.825
0.855*

9.925
9.955

3.15
1.38

12.25
10.48

0.675
0.66

9.775
9.76

1.20
0.975*

10.30
10.075

0.60
0.585*

9.70
9.685

0.45
0.495*

9.55
9.595

0.90
0.855*

10.00
9.955

0.60
0.645

9.70
9.745

1.05
0.885*
0.735

10.15
9.985
9.835

0.525
0.66*

9.625
9.76

0.375
1.515

12.85
10.615

0.60
0.645

9.70
9.745

8. 7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

8.7 0.4
8.7 0.4

4.17
1.755

13.27 
11.305

1.185
0.885*

10.285
9.985

1.275
0.93

10.275
10.03

0.63
0.66*

9.73
9.76

1.095
0.78

10.195
9.88

1.005
0.855*

10.105
9.95

3.81
1.665

12.91
10.765

0.81
0.66

9.91
9.76

1.455 
0.975*

10.555
10.075

0.72
0.585*

9.82
9.685

0.54
0.495*

9.64
9.595

1.095
0.855*

10.195
9.955

0.72
0.645

9.82
9.745

1.275
0.885*
0.885

10.375
9.985
9.985

0.63
0.66*

9.73
9.76

4.545
1.83

13.645
10.93

0.72
0.645

9.82
9.745
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SUMMARY OF CERTAIN DIRECT COSTS RELATING TO A 24 OZ. LOAF OF BREAD PRODUCED BY 
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO., LTD. WHEN TRANSPORTED AND SOLD 

AT ITS STORES IN CERTAIN CITIES AND TOWNS (NOTE 1)

St. Thomas—via express..................
—via transport..............

Sarnia—via express.............................
—via transport.........................

Sault Ste. Marie—via express..........
—via rail freight..

Simcoe—via express...........................
—via transport.......................

Strathroy—via express.....................
—via transport..................

Sudbury—via express........................
—via rail freight.................

Tillsonburg—via express...................
—via transport...............

Timmins—via express.......................
—via rail freight................

Trenton—via express.........................
—via transport.....................

Welland—via express.........................
—via transport.....................

(cents per 24 oz. loaf in all cases)

Before the increase in rail rates

Total

After the increase in rail rates

Total
Cost
price
(f.o.b.

bakery
platform)

Cost of
10 lb. 

paper bag 
used at 
a store

Trans
portation 
Charges 
prior to 

April 8,1948

Cost 
price 
(f.o.b. 

bakery 
platform )

Cost of
10 lb. 

paper bag 
used at 
a store

Trans
portation
Charges

after
April 8, 1948

(Note 2) (Note 3) (Note 4) (Note 2) (Note 3) (Note 4)

8.7 0.4 0.90 10.00 8.7 0.4 0.945 10.045
8.7 0.4 0.78 9.88 8.7 0.4 0.78 9.88

8.7 0.8 0.975 10.075 8.7 0.4 1.185 10.285
8.7 0.4 0.885 9.985 8.7 0.4 0.885 9.985

8.7 0.4 4.20 13.30 8.7 0.4 4.20 13.30
8.7 0.4 1.11 10.21 8.7 0.4 1.35 10.45

8.7 0.4 0.675 9.775 8.7 0.4 0.81 9.91
8.7 0.4 0.735 9.835 8.7 0.4 0.735 9.835

8.7 0.4 0.975 10.075 8.7 0.4 1.185 10.285
8.7 0.4 0.84 9.94 8.7 0.4 0.84 9.94

8.7 0.4 1.20 10.30 8.7 0.4 1.455 10.555
8.7 0.4 0.87 9.97 8.7 0.4 1.05 10.15

8.7 0.4 0.75 9.85 8.7 0.4 0.915 10.015
8.7 0.4 0.735 9.835 8.7 0.4 0.735 9.835

8.7 0.4 4.425 13.525 8.7. 0.4 4.545 13.645
8.7 0.4 1.56 10.66 8.7 0.4 1.89 10.99

8.7 0.4 0.675 9.775 8.7 0.4 0.81 9.91
8.7 0.4 0.78* 9.88 8.7 0.4 0.78* 9.88

8.7 0.4 0.675 9.775 8.7 0.4 0.81 9.91
8.7 0.4 0.66 9.76 8.7 0.4 0.66 9.76

8.7 0.4 0.45 9.55 8.7 0.4 0.54 9.64
8.7 0-4 0.45* 9.55 8.7 0.4 0.45* 9.55

' \
Whitby—via express. . .

—via transport".
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Windsor—via, express........................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.975 10.075 8.7 0.4 1.185 10.285
—via transport....................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.93 10.03 8.7 0.4 0.93 10.03

Woodstock—via express...................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.75 9.85 8.7 0.4 0.915 10.015
—via transport.................................................................. 8.7 0.4 0.735 9.835 8.7 0.4 0.735 9.835

Shipments from Montreal bakery to stores at—
Ottawa—via express............................................................................. 8.7 0.4 1.05 10.15 8.7 0.4 1.275 10.375

—via transport......................................................................... 8.7 0.4 0.78* 9.88 8.7 0.4 0.78* 9.88

Peterboro—via express........................................................................ 8.7 0.4 2.55 11.65 8.7 0.4 2.55 11.65
—via transport.................................................................... 8.7 0.4 1.065* 10.165 8.7 0.4 1.065* 10.165

(1) General selling, administrative and overhead expenses of A. & P. stores are not included in the above summary. It is stated in the evidence of the Special 
Committee on Prices in respect of A. & P. “This is for the fiscal year ending February 1946. Sales were approximately $39,000,000.00; our expense rate . 1170”. There is 
no indication, however, as to what items of expense are included in the “expense rate”.

(2) Cost price of 8.7 cents per 24 oz. loaf (f.o.b. bakery platform) at February 14, 1948 is taken from the printed minutes of proceedings and evidence of the Special 
Committee on Prices.

(3) Cost of .4 cents per 10 lb. paper bag used at a store is based on a quoted price of $4.00 per 1,000 as furnished to the Ontario Bakers’ Association. It is understood 
that the 10 lb. bag has capacity for other merchandise in addition to a 24 oz. loaf, and as a purchase would usually consist of more than a loaf of bread, the total cost 
of the bag should be spread against the total of the purchase.

(4) Transportation charges—With the exception of items marked with an express, rail freight and transport charges are based on rates per 100 lbs. of bread
as furnished by the Dominion Traffic Association. For items marked with an transport rates were not furnished by the Association, but since current “less than
carload lot” rail freight rates usually approximate transport tariff rates (within 1 or 2 cents per 100 lbs. the rail freight rates have been used in computing these 
transportation charges. However, it should be understood that transport operators in Ontario and Quebec are not subject to rate regulation and large shippers may be 
able to obtain lower transport rates than those indicated in the above summary.
Rail freight rates shown for Kirkland Lake, New Liskeard, Rouyn and Timmins do not include cartage at either end.
The amounts shown do not include any charge in respect of the weight of containers used to ship bread.

PRIC
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PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

A. & P. Bread—24 Oz. Loaf Baked in Montreal and Shipped by Express to:

— Cost at 
Plant

Express 
per loaf

Value 
of bag Total Selling

Price
Gross 

Gain or 
Loss

Drummond ville................... 8.70 0.88 0.4 9.92 10.00 Gain 0.08

Farnham............................ 8.70 0.72 0.4 9.82 10.00 Gain 0.08

Granby............................... 8.70 0.58 0.4 9.62 10.00 Gain 0.38

Lennoxville.......................... 8.70 1.18 0.4 10.28 10.00 Loss 0.28

Magog................................... 8.70 1.10 0.4 10.20 10.00 Loss 0.20

Montreal............................... 8.70 0.42 0.4 9.52 10.00 Gain 0.48

Richmond............................ 8.70 1.18 0.4 10.28 10.00 Loss 0.28

Rock Island......................... 8.70 1.65 0.4 10.75 10.00 Loss 0.75

Shawinigan Falls................. 8.70 1.18 0.4 10.28 10.00 Loss 0.28

Sherbrooke.......................... 8.70 0.91 0.4 10.01 10.00 Loss 0.01

Three Rivers....................... 8.70 1.18 0.4 10.28 10.00 Loss 0.28

“C”

Extract from Memo prepared by G. C. Morrison
There are three basic things, in my opinion, out of line in the Bakery 

business.
1. Chain Store bread at ten cents for a twenty-four ounce loaf is 

selling too cheaply. (Demonstrate the A. & P. loaf)
According to Mr. Burden, Cost Accountant of A. & P., Page 676, 

Exhibit 33, the cost of A. & P. twenty-four ounce loaf F.O.B. Bakery
Platform in Montreal is.................................................................................  8-70

A. & P. ship the bread for their Ottawa stores by C.P.R. express each 
night on Train No. 1. The express rate on bread for Ottawa from 
Montreal is sixty cents per hundred pounds or -90 per 24-oz. loaf.......... -90

This means the Express Company lays bread down at each individual 
store in large cartons. At the store the bread is unpacked, put on display, 
checked by the cashier and usually put into a paper bag. The loaf on 
exhibit was purchased in the regular way at the A. & P. store, Elgin 
street, near Cooper, and the girl wrapped it in a ten pound paper bag, 
on which I got a quotation from Continental Paper Products Limited,
Ottawa, of 4.50 per thousand in very large quantities............................. -45

It was generally agreed by all Chain Store executives at the hearings 
that a minimum of one cent was required as handling charge in the 

iam Stores. Mr. Bird of A. <S: P. on Page 699, Volume 15, stated that 
the margin on bread should be ten per cent and Mr. Meach of Loblaw’s 
"as most emphatic that one cent was not sufficient. However, I will add 
one cent for handling.......................................................................................  1-00

Actual Cost ........................................................................ 11-05
w nc i shows conclusively that Colonel Ruttan was right when, on behalf 
bread at atoss BakerS’ Association> he declared that A. & P. were selling
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“D”
Extracts from an address by 

Rt. Hon. J. L. Ilsley 
on

THE IMPORTANCE OF FAIR COMPETITION IN 
THE CANADIAN ECONOMY

to the
Thirty-third Anual Conference of 

The Association of Better Business Bureaus
at

Quebec City, June 11, 1947.
“Although free competition is recognized as the motive power of our 

economy, our law makers have realized that certain rules of the road must exist 
to prevent abuse and to ensure that competition be not only free and effective, 
but also fair. Economic liberty in this regard, like social and political liberty, 
must be qualified to ensure that the freedom of one is not exercised at the 
expense of the freedom of others. Consumers and businessmen must thus be 
protected against fraud, against misrepresentation of goods, against the use of 
deleterious substances, and generally against abuses of dominant economic power.

Our Criminal Code, for example, prohibits fraudulent dealings, the obtain
ing of money or goods by false pretences, secret commissions and certain types 
or false advertising and branding. Section 498A, enacted as a result of the 
reports of the Price Spreads Commission, bans certain kinds of unfair price 
discrimination and the use of economic strength to destroy competition by selling 
goods at unreasonably low prices. No one has the right to foist on the public 
harmful substances or to misrepresent the nature of goods necessary for health. 
To this end statutes such as our Food and Drugs Act and the Proprietary or 
Patent, Medicine Act are actively enforced.”

ONTARIO BAKERS’ ASSOCIATION 1947
Executive Committee and Board of Directors

Bernie Zurbrigg, President, Zurbrigg’s Bakery Ltd., Ingersoll.
Wm. Henderson Jr., I.P. Pres., Wm. Henderson & Sons. Waterloo.
T. M. Dutton, 1st Vice-Pres., Wonder Bakeries Ltd., Toronto.
Walter McAdâm. 2nd Vice-Pres., Jackson’s Bakeries Ltd., Hamilton. 
Robert H. Ackert, Secretary, 10 McNab Street South, Hamilton.
W. Harrv Carpenter, Treasurer. I lie John McHutchion Ltd., Bi antford. 
Harry Barnes, Executive, Imperial System of Bak., St. Thomas.
Claire Beattie, Executive, Beattie’s Northern Bread, North Bay.
Cliff. W Cotter, Executive, Brown’s Bread Ltd., Toronto.
W. E. Heal, Executive, Wonder Bakeries Ltd., Toronto 
G. Cecil Morrison, Executive, Morrison-Lamothe Ltd., Ottawa.

Balance of Board of Directors

M. D. Allen, Director, Can. Doughnut Co. Ltd., Toronto.
Art. Bennett, Director, Art. Bennett’s Bakery, Port Arthur.
Lionel Bonner, Director, Meaford City Bakery, Meaford.
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Maurice Dawes, Director, Johnston Baking Co., Woodstock.
Fred. Goodbrand, Director, Goodbrand Bakery Ltd., Sudbury.
John Gilchrist, Director, Gilchrist Bakery Ltd., Windsor.
Jos. Hassard, Director, Wright’s Sanitary Bky., St. Catharines.
Archie Henderson, Director, Trent Valley Baking Co., Peterboro.
Frank Hill, Director, R. B. Hill Bakery, Hamilton.
Victor Loftus, Director, Canada Bread Co. Ltd., Toronto.
Egon Nielsen, Director, Nielsen’s Pastry Shop, London.
Wesley Oswald, Director, Forest Home Bakery, Forest.
A. Ed. Parker, Director, Parker’s Bread, Huntsville.
Doug. Parnell, Director, Parnell Bread Ltd., London.
G. J. Shaw, Director, Shaw Baking Co., Sault Ste. Marie.
Fred White, Director, White’s Bakery, Brantford.
Alex. Wilkie, Director, Wilkie’s Bakery, Owen Sound.
Earle Zurbrigg, Director, Zurbrigg’s Bakery, Listowel.
Harry Zurbrigg, Director, T.V.B. Bread Co., Stratford.

President:
Mr. Jos. Robin 
8300 St. Michel Blvd.

Industrial Adviser: 
Lorenzo Lebel 
3552 Hutchison St.

LA LIGUE PATRONALE DES BOULANGERS INDÉPENDANTS 
(THE EMPLOYERS’ LEAGUE OF INDEPENDENT BAKERS)

Secretariat: 2 Querbes Ave.,
Apt. 1,
CR. 5013-

Montreal, June 14, 1948.
Hon. Paul Martin,
Minister of Welfare,
House of Commons,
Ottawa.
Honourable Minister:

La Ligue Patronale des Boulangers Indépendants (The Employers’ League 
of Independent Bakers), represents several hundred bakers in the Province oi 
Quebec and the Ottawa Valley, a list of the localities w'here such bakers operate 
being attached herewith. . .

The Independent Bakers wish to present a memorandum to the Specia^ 
Committee on Prices, in order to correct the publicity of certain newspapers by 
showing that the prevailing prices of bread are warranted.

We realize the work the Committee has in hand, but we deem it in the 
general interest to file officially as soon as possible a document wdth y°ur 
committee of inquiry on prices.

- Yours very truly,
(Sgd) LORENZO LEBEL,

Industrial Adviser.
LL/mmb.
Copy/JL
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President: M. Jos. Robin, 8300 St. Michel Blvd.
Industrial Adviser: Lorenzo Lebel, 3552 Hutchison St.

“S'unir pour survivre”
(Unite to survive)

LA LIGUE PATRONALE DES BOULANGERS INDÉPENDANTS 
(THE EMPLOYERS’ LEAGUE OF INDEPENDENT BAKERS)

Secretariat: 2 Querbes Ave., Apt. 1, CR. 5013.

Montreal, June 14, 1948.

I

Special Committee on Prices,
House of Commons, Ottawa.

The Ligue Patronale des Boulangers Indépendants, which, according to its 
constitution, aims at promoting, protecting and acting in the general and 
particular interests of the independent bakers (Boulangers Indépendents) and 
represents especially members in the following principal localities, in the 
Province of Quebec and in the Ottawa Valley:—Alexandria, Albanel, Alma, 
Asbestos, Assomption, Amos, Arvida, Adamsville, Arthabaska, Acton Vale, 
Avonmore, Bourlamaque, Belcourt, Brompton Ville, Bagotville, Bedford, 
Berthierville, Brownsburg, Bourget, Barraute, Beauharnois, Shawinigan Bay, 
Bellerive, Contrecœur, Coteau du Lac, Chicoutimi, Champlain, Charlemagne, 
Coaticook, Calumet, Chambord, Danville, Dolbeau, Du Parquet, Drummond- 
v-ille, Dunham, Daveluyville, Eastman, Farnham, Crabtree Mills, Grand’Mere, 
Granby, Grande Baie, Huntingdon, Hawkesbury, Huberdeau, Howick, Wickham 
West, North Ham, Ile Verte, Iberville, Joliette, Jonquière, Kénogami, Knowlton, 
Louiseville, LOrignal, Lachine, Lavaltrie, Lake Megantic, L’Annonciation, Lac 
à la Tortue, L’Ange Gardien, Longueuil, Lanoraie, Lefaivre, Lachute, Laprairie, 
La Sarre, La Minerve, Matabetchouan, Mont Laurier, Montreal, Mont St. 
Grégoire, Matane, Melocheville, Maskinongce, Montebello, Moose Creek, 
Mansonville, Magog, Macamic, Maxville, Notre Dame de Lourdes, Nicolet, 
Nominingue, Napierville, Noranda, Ormstown, Précieux Sang, Plessisville, 
Papineauville, Princeville, Pte aux Trembles, Quebec, Rigaud, Roxton Falls, 
Rock Island, Rockland, Rouyn, Roberval, Richmond, Rimouski, Rawdon, 
Shawinigan, Senneterre, Sorel, Sherbrooke, Stanstead, Thetford Mines, Thurso, 
Terrebonne,’ Ste. Agathe des Monts. St. Ludger, St. Barthélémy, St. Thomas 
de Joliette, St. Alexis des Monts, St. Gabriel de Brandon, St. Urbain. St. Prosper, 
St. Anicet’st. Nazaire d’Acton, St. Alexandre, St. Jean d’Iberville, St. Maurice, 
St. Faustin. St. Félicien, St. Simon, St. Isidore, St. Louis de Gonzague, St. 
Timothy St Sébastien, St. Zenon, St. Sauveur des Monts, St. Antoine Abbée, 
Ste. Thérèse, SLPaulin, St. Benoit, St. Hughes, St. Vincent de Paul, St. Théodore 
de Chertsey St Joachim, St. Félix do. Kingsley, St. Donat, Ste. Angele de Laval, 
Ste. Eulalie’ St. Pie, St. Narcisse, St. James, St. Valère, St. Pascal, St. Césaire, 
St. Cœur de Marie Ste Julienne, St. Joseph du Lac, St. Damase, St.. I,eon, 
St Hyacinthe St Polycarpe Ste. Rosalie, St. Liboire, Ste. Christine, Ste. Marie 
S-alomée, Ste.’ Martine, St. Guillaume, St. Esprit St. Ignace de Loyola, 
Ste. Julie, St. Thécle Station, Ste. Scholastique Ste. Barbe Ste Etienne 
des Grès Ste Agnès de Dundee, St. Eugene de Grantham, St. Cyrille, 
St, Liguori, St. ‘(’alike, St. Célestin. Ste. Hélène de Bagot, St. Jérôme, 
St, Jean de Rrnkcruf St Lin, St. Félix de Valois, Ste. Monique, St. 
Rustache, Ste. Elizabeth, St. Marc. Ste. Anne du Lac St. Paul dAbbotsford, 
St. Tite, St. Boniface de Shawinigan, Ste. Anne des Plaines >t. Norbert, St. 
Èugène.? St. Michel, St. Stanislas, St. Jacques L Ac-higan, Ste. Flore, Ste. Uisule,
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Ville St. Laurent, Valleyfield, Vaudreuil, Ville St. Michel, Victoriaville, Val d’Or, 
Verchères, Val Barrette, Verdun, Warwick, Waterloo, Windsor Mills, etc., 
wish to submit to your Committee the reasons which justify the present level 
of bread prices and, for that purpose, we must consider the following price 
fixing factors:

(a) price increase of ingredients from 1939 to September 1947,
(f>) increases after September 1947,
(c) delivery costs.

1. PRICE INCREASE OF INGREDIENTS FROM
1939 TO SEPTEMBER, 1947

1939 1947
98-pound bag of flour ............ 1.90 4.15
Yeast per pound ....................... 0.13 0.20
Malt per pound ....................... 0.074: 0.09
Powdered milk ....................... 0.08 0.14-4
Shortening per pound ........... 0.084 0.22
Lard per pound ....................... 0.07 0.21-4
Salt per ton ............................. 15.00 15.00
Sugar per pound .................. 0.05-2 0.08-2
Dusting flour per pound .......... 0.02-4 0.06-2
Coal per ton ............................. 8.00 15.75
Fuel oil per gallon ................... 0.08 0.15-2
Waxed paper per pound ........ 0.16-4 0.17-3
Unemployment insurance .... 200.00
Labour, increase from 30 per cent to 40 per cent.

2. Increases Since September 1947
Since September 1947 the bakers were faced with an increase of 1 cent a 

pound for yeast, $4.25 a ton for salt; 14 cents a pound for paper; of 2 cents for 
cartons; of $1.75 a ton for coal; ljr cents a gallon for oil; of 1 cent a pound f°r 
powdered milk; of 1| cents a pound for malt; of $21.00 a ton for bran; an increase 
of 10 per cent in labour costs.

Delivery Costs 1939 1947 1948
Gasoline, a gallon........... ........ 0-24 0-34 0-38
Hay, a ton....................... ........ 8-00 20-00 24-00
Oats, a ton ... 1.............. ........ 26-00 64-00
Straw, a ton..................... ........ 8-00 18-00 25-00

Of trap's M™Ck5’ delivcr?' "'“sons, increase of about 50 per cent. Upkeep
costs, ,,;=,eaât”ïo7=r"=:„;r4Tpé™=„3t° "" <'™t ‘° 4° “*• L*b°°r

insurance^ ffdebts^Sses^Ito0 ^ mch&Se of horses’ tires> harnes8> licenceS’

apiteTohfeaîirThL0finb:r!fd remliued unchanSed fr°ni September 1939 to 1947 

Pr.ce»; On ZtZ 1 rake8 Mlowed the Pattern of bread14, 194/. the federal government discontinued the subsid)
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on wheat, which had the effect of .more than doubling the price of flour. This 
increase in the price of flour for a 24-ounce loaf amounted to 2-2 cents. An 
increase of 3 cents per loaf covered the cost of the flour and left a margin of -8 
for the other increases, which was. insufficient, especially for those who only 
manufactured bread. Therefore, this increase of 0-03 per loaf was justifiable, 
since moreover it was shown during the inquiry by the former bread administrator, 
Colonel C. M. Ruttan, that the Wartime Prices and Trade Board approved 
of an average of 0-03, though he personally was in favour of an average margin 
of 0-04 for a 24-ounce loaf, a margin of 0-03 being insufficient.

Increases since September 1947 accounted for an additional increase of 
one cent in February 1948. This increase only made up for the insufficient 
first one of 0-03 and took care of the other increases since September 1947. 
This other increase is undoubtedly justifiable. Furthermore, the President of 
Canada Bread stated so without hesitation: “The bakery would operate at a 
loss if it brought down to 0-13 the bread which it sells from door to door at 0-14.”

If we consider the increases on delivery expenses since 1939, either labour, 
gasoline, maintenance of trucks, wagons, feed, oats, straw, insurance, etc., we 
have an idea of the proportion in which the costs increased. It costs more 
than 0-04 a loaf for house delivery. In fact, during the federal investigation, 
two important bakeries stated that a loaf delivered at the home cost 4-13 in 
one case and 4-33 cents in the other, and that before taking administration 
costs into account.

If, according to the large bakeries, delivery costs amount to more 
than -04£ of the retail price of a loaf, this factor is undoubtedly much 
more important in the case of these independent bakeries which have a 
smaller purchasing power and production volume.

The public is eager for home delivery. The greatest tribute to delivery 
at home appears in the editorial of La Patrie of January 29:

The producers, rightly so, explain that the current price of these 
products is due to the cost of delivery, which in fact is high, because 
of the requirements of the public, which have become a habit. The 
latter must take this factor into consideration when he recriminates, 
and each of us must ask ourselves if we would be willing, in order to 
obtain a reduction in the price of milk and bread, to accept that involved 
in the service which he has become accustomed to receive from the 
milkman or the baker. These conveniences must be paid and that is 
how habits of comfort, typical of life in North America, contribute to 
the increase in the cost of living.

We therefore wish to submit these facts to your Special Prices Committee, 
iti order to rectify, if possible, the publicity in newspapers to the detriment 
°f the Independent Bakery Industry, and we believe our evidence to be decisive 
as regards the present prices of bread.

Should other details be necessary, we are entirely at y oui service.

Yours truly,

“LA LIGUE PATRONALE DES BOULANGERS INDÉPENDANTS”
(Sgd.) . Lorenzo Lebel

^L/mmb—Copy/JL Industrial Adviser.
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DOMINION STORES LIMITED 

Executive Offices 
832 Old Weston. Road 

Toronto 9, Canada.

March 8, 1948.

Lou. D. Squair 
Executive Vice-President 
H. A. Dyde, Esq., K.C.,
Cpunsel, Special Committee on Prices,
Room 400, Elgin Building,
Ottawa, Canada.
Dear Mr. Dyde:

At the conclusion of my evidence before the Committee I was asked to read 
over the transcript of my evidence when it became available and to supply by 
letter certain information requested by the Committee.

I have now examined the evidence carefully, and have obtained the follow- 
ing information in response to questions by the Committee, which I had not at 
that time available.

(1) On page 426 of the evidence I was asked by Mr. Lesage for the names 
of our buyers in Montreal and Toronto during the last three months 
who dealt with bread.

Buying of bread and contact with our baker suppliers for our Montreal 
operation is normally conducted by Mr. Frank Raymond. If he were absent 
irom our office, it would be referred to Mr. Armand Lavallee. Information 
legaiding any changes in cost, service, etc., would be passed on to Mr. C. p' 
lo\\nend, our Montreal District Manager. If the information indicated to him 
that any change should be made in what we were currently doing, in the way 
of advancing or decreasing selling prices, Mr. Townend would make that decision'

Buying of bread and contact with our baker suppliers for our Toronto opera- 
tion is conducted by Mr. Joseph Voigt. If he were absent from the office it would 
1 . referred to Mr. Hugh Blair. However, as in the case of our Montreal

m^ormati°n regarding advances or declines in price is passed on to senior 
officials in the merchandising department. In the case of bread there has been 
a group, consisting of Mr. Ivor Crimp—Vice-President in charge of merchan- 
dismg, Mr. E. C. Hillier—Supply Co-ordinator, Mr. J. E. Handricks—Toronto 

îvision Manager, and Mr. C. C. Hutchinson—Assistant Toronto Division 
lanager, who have dealt with and made decisions regarding the retail selling 

price on bread since last September.
The above information applies net only to the last three months, but cove'3 

tne period from September to the present time.
(2) On Page 430 of the evidence, I was asked by Mr. Lesage for the nan1® 

of our buyer in Montreal." and the name of the employee of Harri50 
Brothers who discussed the advance in Harrison Brothers’ prices 0 
Friday, January 30.

™nMhe fsïïssi,0n was held over the telephone as I advised the Commit*?® 
tj , ' pi_" ia , .y be the case. Mr. Frank Raymond was our representative 1

comersation and Mr. Sutherland of Harrison Brothers was the other par
(3) On Page 432 of the evidence, I was asked by Mr. Lesage for the saffie 

information as set out in item (1) above.
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(4) On Page 439 of the evidence, Mr. Lesage asked me: “Is there any direc
tor of your Company, Dominion Stores, who is a director of a bakery 
or flour mill, or anything connected with bread or the components of 
bread?”

In reply to this I gave evidence to the effect that Mr. J. W. Horsey was 
President and a Director of Dominion Stores Limited, and also Prresident and 
a Director of General Bakeries Limited. After searching for further information, 
unfortunately there is nothing in our records that gives any more information 
than this on this point. Other than Mr. Horsey and myself, the remaining 
Directors of Dominion Stores Limited are not actively engaged in the operation 
of the business. Insofar as I am concerned I am not a Director of any other 
corporation.

(5) On page 459 of the evidence, I was asked by Mr. Cleaver to produce the 
figures on cost price and selling price of the various twentv-four-ounce 
loaves handled by us immediately prior to price control.

The figures are as follows: 
“Dominion” Brand (Richmello) :

Selling price per loaf..........
Cost price per loaf.............

Cents
7-50 (2 for 15c)
6-00

Gross Margin ............................................. 1-50
Per cent Gross Margin to Selling Price, 20 per cent.

Christie’s Bread:
Selling price per loaf..................................................  10-00
Cost price per loaf......................................................... 7-60

Gross Margin ............................................  2-40
Per cent Gross Margin to Selling Price, 24 per cent.

Weston’s Bread:
Selling price per loaf.................................................. 10-00
Cost price per loaf...................................................... 7-50

Gross Margin................................................ 2.50
Per cent Gross Margin to Selling Price, 25 per cent.

Note: As these figures apply for 1941 there is nothing covering General 
Bakeries who were not in business at that time,

I believe this covers all the items which I was asked to supply, but if there 
j is anything further in the matter please let me know.

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) LOU. D. SQUAIR, 

Executive Vice-President.

15838—3
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GENERAL BAKERIES LIMITED 

21 Carr Street, Toronto, Canada

March 16, 1948.

Mr. H. A. Dyde,
Counsel,
Special Committee on Prices,
Room 400, Elgin Building,
Ottawa, Ontario.

Dear Mr. Dyde : I am enclosing certain information which I believe will 
meet the commitments I made. However, if there is anything else, either that 
I have overlooked or which the Committee may now wish, please let me know 
and I will do my very best to supply it.

The statements enclosed are:
(1) Operating Statements for year to April 2, 1947, 16 weeks to July 25, 

1947, 12 weeks to October 15, 1947 and 12 weeks to January 7, 1948.

(2) Inventory at July 23, 1947, September 17, 1947, and January 7, 1948, 
showing Bread Flour separately.

(3) Salaries of Officers of the Company, shown individually, which i5 
what I understood was desired.

(4) Sales of Bread to certain grocers already named as selling below 
the “going” price.

In connection with this information, it appears that the situation can 
change from day to day. That is, any one retailer may on one day be selling 
the “Special” Loaf at 10c, then the next day possibly at 2 for 19c. Later he 
may sell it for the full going* 12c price. I do not believe such variations to be 
common, but I understand they have occurred.

Also, a retailer may have taken the Special Loaf for a time and then 
discontinued.

The only point I wish to make is that the price situation in the case of 9 
few retailers is not necessarily a constant one.

(5) Statement re volume of Returns of Unsold Bread.
There are several other points to which I should like to draw you1 

attention:
fa) On page 605 of the evidence in the second line of the question bV 

Mr. Harkness, the word December should be September.
(b) On page 607 about one-third the way down the page, an Answer •' 

shown as ending with the words “ten retail units.” That should read “ten-cen*- 
retail units"; that is. a unit is something selling at 10c retail; or an item selfin^ 
usually for 40c retail would constitute 4 units.

The words above following “ten-cent retail units” are merely an expia»9' 
tion of the term and are nut intended as a correction of the evidence. If 
remember rightly, I did not give that explanation in my oral evidence.
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(c) The confusion with reference to the effect of the January price increase, 
as evident in the evidence at the bottom of page 607, could probably be cleared 
up if it is recognized that the increase (less than lc to us) applied to only 
about ^ of Montreal total sales and to only about 40 per cent of Toronto’s 
total sales; but total sales were used to determine the profit percentage. 

Please be sure to let me know if further information is required.

Yours very truly,

GENERAL BAKERIES LIMITED
(Sgd.) J. M. MacDonald,

Secretary-Treasurer.

J. M. MacDonald: DC 
ends.

15838—31
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GENERAL BAKERIES LIMITED

Operating Statements for Specified Periods

—
Year 

ended 
April 2, 

1947

16 weeks 
ended 

July 23, 
1947

12 weeks 
ended 

Oct. 15, 
1947

i
12 weeks 

ended
Jan. 7,

1948 - ZJ

Sales—
Bread................................................................................ 2,498,232

607,011
1,106,450

829,910
170,463
359,314

708,680
124,971
275,316

■ fj
823,142
119,029
284,588

Sweetgoods.....................................................................
Cake..................................................................................

Total................................................................. 4,211,693 1,359,687 1,108,967 1,226,759

Materials—
Bread................................................................................ 1,075,200

259,727
555,770

367,548
71,337

189,507

324,212 
53,936 

146,047

433,293
54,577

156,211
Sweetgoods.....................................................................
Cake..................................................................................

Total................................................................. 1,890,697 628,392 524,195 644,081

Baking Expense—
Wages................................................................................ 586,632

149,209
190,157 
49,570

155,477
38,799

162,896 I
43,192Other..............................................................

Total.......................................................... 735,841 239,727 194,276 206,088

Total Cost of Sales........................ 2,626,538 868,119 718,471 850,169

Gross Profit........................................................................... 1,585,155 491,568 390,496 376,590

Selling Wages....................................................................... 683,464 
74,939 

268,844 
268,090 
57,223

224,187 
26,141 
79,574 
91,402 
19,057

173,630
18,093
74,353
71,059
14,547

189,399
17,018
761831
73,738
17,032 |

Advertising...........................................................................
Other selling..........................................................................
Administrative, insurance, taxes and depreciation. . 
Head office expenses..........................................................

Total............................................................... 1,352,560 440,361 351,662 374^017 |

Net.................................. 232,595
36,436

51,207
13,251

38,834
13,664

2,573
13,070Corporate expenses and interest....................................

Net before taxes....................................................... 196,159 
75,000

37,956
14,100

25,170
9,340

Loss 10,497
Provision for income tax............................................

Net profit from operations................................ 121,159 23,856 15,830 Loss 10V497

Net.............................................................. 2-9% of 
sales

1-8% of 
sales

1.4% of 
sales

0-9% of
sales-loss

Note: All figures are for entire company.

GENERAL BAKERIES LIMITED

Statement of Inventories at Specified Dates

Total

July 23, 1947 ......................................  4,830 21,660 275,721 296,381
September 17, 1947 ................................ 2,950 14,256 230,004 243,26”
January 7, 1948 ...................................... 7,059 55,586 207,673 263,2»»

f o ^ ?tesi l1! September 17 figures are those for inventory taken on the nigh 
() eP^muer 16 after allowing for materials going into production for sale on t» 

~ 'Jr’ °ur week ends on Wednesday night and the inventory, as above, take 
on uesday night after allowing for materials used for sales on Wednesday-

Bread flour Other
Bbls. $ $

-. 4,830 21,660 275,721
... 2,950 14,256 230,004
... 7,059 55,586 207,673

0
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(2) The heavy increase in flour from September to January is due to large 
purchases in Vancouver customary in late autumn and winter to provide reserve 
against possible transportation delays over the mountains.

GENERAL BAKERIES LIMITED 

Statement of Salaries of Company Officers

J. W. Horsey, President................................................................... $ 5,000 per year
H. C. Wright, Vice-President and General Mgr............................. 15,000 per year
J. M. MacDonald, Secretary-Treasurer.......................................... 7,500 per year

Note: (1) The salary figures above are in total, no bonuses of any kind 
having been paid to the officers.

(2) All the above salaries are charged in Head Office Expenses ; these, in 
turn, charged out each period to the five divisions of the Company on the basis of 
lj: per cent of the sales of the preceding period. These charges do not include 
Corporate Expenses or Interest.

(3) The salaries (including stenographic) account for about 50 per cent 
of Head Office Expenses.

(4) Our Head Office Staff consists of the above-named three people and 
one stenographer.

(5) Temporarily, Mr. Smith, General Sales Manager is in charge of our 
Toronto operation but his salary is charged to Head Office. This does not affect 
the amount of Head Office Expenses chargeable to Toronto since this charge is 
based on l\ per cent of period sales.

QUANTITIES OF BREAD SOLD TO CERTAIN GROCERS

1. Bassin : Averaged 23 loaves per day for three stores together in January, 
1948, on the Regular 13 cent loaf. Averaged less than 10 loaves per day for three 
stores together in February, 1948, on the Regular 14 cent loaf. Averaged about 
50 loaves per day for three stores together in February, 1948, on the Special
12 cent loaf.

2. Hardies: Averaged about 12 loaves per day in January, Regular 13 
cent loaf. This average remained the same for February. Selling about 8 loaves 
per day of Special loaf at 10 cents. For a time he sold it for 12 cents per loaf.

3. Hussey: In January averaged about 25 loaves of Regular 13 cent loaf. 
Sold Special loaf from February 9 to March 3, averaged 55 loaves daily. Most 
°f this was sold at full 12 cent price.

4. Saunders: Not a customer prior to our sale of the Special loaf ; now 
selling about 20-25 loaves per day at 10 cents.

5. 1380 Queen St, West: In January averaged 5 to 8 loaves per day 
Regular 13 cents. For a time used 5-10 Special loaf per day. Now selling about 
70 sliced loaves per day, Regular 15 cents, selling at 11 cents.

6. 1098 Queen St. East: In January, averaged 4 loaves per day of Regular
13 cent loaf. Has sold our Special loaf, about 10 loaves per day, at 11 cents 
Pei' loaf.

7. Lucatch : In January he averaged about 6 loaves per day of our Regular 
13 cent loaf. In February he averaged about 20 loaves per day which he sold 
at pi cents. He was a customer for the Special loaf for only a few days.
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RETURNS OF UNSOLD BREAD

The question arose as to the importance of Returns of Unsold Bread. This 
was in connection with the difference in price of Regular G.B. bread and 
Richmello, there being no returns permitted on the latter.

Under agreement with the salesmen, they are permitted to return up to 
2 per cent of their take-out without charge to them; that is, the company absorbs 
up to 2 per cent, the salesmen being responsible for anything above that figure.

For the three four-week periods from November 13, 1947, to February 4, 
1948, the Returns of Unsold Bread amounted to 1-6 per cent of bread sales. 
Bread sales in this case are considered to be total bread sales less sales of 
Richmello bread.

CONSOLIDATED BAKERIES OF CANADA LIMITED 
1162 Bay Street:, Toronto, Ontario.

H. A. Dyde, Esq., K.C.
Counsel to the Special Committee on Prices,
Elgin Building, Ottawa, Ontario.
Dear Sir,

The Special Committee on Prices asked me to let it have the figures on 
the operation of Consolidated Bakeries of Canada Limited for February which 
reflect for the complete month the increase of one cent which became effective 
on January 27. The following figures are given for the five weeks ending 
March 6, 1948:

Sales Volume—Toronto, 1,878,402; Montreal, 4,430,584; all bakeries, 
total, 9,052,456.

May we point out to you the decrease of 513,000 pounds seriously affects 
our operational figures.

CENTS

Selling price range...................................................... 12 and 14
Selling price....................................................................... 13-11
Material cost .................................................................... 6-16
Shop labour....................................................................... 1-11
Oven fuel........................................................................... -16
Overhead ........................................................................... 1-10
Total manufacturing........................................................ 8-53
Sales wages................................   2-61
Delivery expense ...................    1-81
Administration .................................................................. -26
Total cost .......................................................................... 13-21
Loss ................................................................................... -10

I would also like to bring to the attention of the committee that while i 
is commonly said that the baking industry is not affeced by the 8 per cent sale® 
tax, the industry is affected by such tax in an indirect: way. The 8 per cen 
sales tax is imposed on the following items used by it:

Acids
Cake Ornaments %
Pan Papers (used for baking only 
Shop Uniforms
Pan Cleaning fluids and powders

Shortening and oils
(all kinds except lard) 

Trough grease 
Pan oil 
Divider oil
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Yeast
Eggs (frozen) separated whites
Eggs (frozen) separated yolks
Raisins
Currants
Peel
Dates
Cherries (processed—not frozen) 
Arkady 
Malt extract 

■ Baking powder 
Baking soda 
Cream of Tartar

Nuts (shelled—any kind) 
Spices—all kinds 
Glucose 
Corn Starch
Jams and Jellies (all kinds) 
Molasses
Apple Pie Filler (except fresh fruit) 
Fruits—all kinds—except frozen 
Pineapple—crushed 
Doughnut flour 
Prepared Icings or Fillings 
Flavors and Extracts and Colors 

(all kinds)
Chocolate
Cocoa
Gelatine
Glycerine
Mycoban
Cake Mixes (any kind)
Oatmeal
Cocoanut

AE:OW

Brooms
Brushes
Disinfectants
Cleaners
Soap
Floor Oil
Hardware (for all purposes)
Light globes
Boiler compound
Bread Tickets
Paper Towels
Toilet Paper
Stationery—printing and supplies
Salesmen’s Uniforms
Delivery Baskets
Delivery Hampers
Route Books and covers
Horse shoes
Calks
Tires
Tubes
Tire Chains 
Batteries 
Spark Plugs 
Repair parts for trucks 
Alcohol or Anti-freeze 
Cleaners and polishes 
Horse blankets and covers 
Brushes
Truck and wagon transfers 
Wagon Repair parts 
New wagons 
New truck bodies

Yours very truly,

A. EARWAKER, 
President,

CONSOLIDATED BAKERIES OF 
CANADA LIMITED.

HOUSE OF COMMONS 
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON PRICES

Statement of The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company, Limited, in response 
to Questions arising in the examination into bread.

All prices and costs are shown in cents to two decimal places where 
aPpropriate. 
page 686.

As of February 14, 1948 the platform cost of bread was 8-70c. Adding 
^(l this the estimated delivery cost of -42c. on a 24-oz. loaf, makes a total cost 
delivered to the store of 9-Ï2c., which, at a retail selling price of 10c per loaf, 
shows a gross profit of 8-8 per cent.
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The estimated delivery cost of -42c. for a 24-oz. loaf is an arbitrary one. 
Some cost accountants would state it was high. Bread is bulky but light and 
it is easily handled. The actual cost would depend to some extent on the weight 
of the load and the size of the vehicle and cannot be accurately determined. 
After hearing Tea Company officials discuss the figure of -42c., I am inclined 
to think it is high but I have not heard sufficient reason to warrant a lower 
figure. I am informed that the weight of the cartons is negligible and is not 
taken into consideration in the delivery cost.
Pages 689 and 709.

The evidence on pages 689 and 709 as to the relationship between the ingre
dient cost and the manufactured cost of a loaf of bread is rather confusing.
Mr. Fleming’s question at the top of page 689 is: “Well, it looks as though the 
advance in price of your flour has something at least to do with the increase in 
your percentage of gross margin to selling price between December 1 nad Febru
ary 14?” Mr. Fleming obviously means the decrease in the pfrice of flour.

From the figures given by Mr. Bur don on page" 689, the cost of a barrel of 
flour decreased in the period December 8, 1947 to February 5, 1948 from $7.45 
to $6.95 per barrel, a net of -50c. A 10c. reduction on a barrel of flour reduces 
the cost of a 24-oz. loaf by approximately one-twentieth of one cent. The 
decrease of 50c. per barrel would therefore cause a reduction on a 24-oz. loaf of 
one quarter of one cent.

The cost of a loaf of bread decreased from 9c to 8-7c in the period Decem
ber 1, 1947, to February 14, 1948. Part of this, to the extent of -25c was due to a 
decrease in the cost of flour and the balance to increased production.

The gross profit on cakes and sweet goods is 15-78 per cent. The lowest 
gross profit on a cake item in Toronto is 9-52 per cent; in Montreal, 7-6 per cent. 
The highest gross profit on a cake item in Toronto is 24-57 per cent; in Montreal, 
25-43 per cent. In each case, these profits are based on billing costs. These are 
platform costs and do not take into consideration delivery costs which are 
estimated to be the same as bread, namely -28c per 1 lb.

The total number of all loaves shipped in the 4-week period ending 
January 31, 1948, was 1,113,757. The comparable figure for a similar 4-week 
period to decontrol for the four weeks ending August 30, 1947, was 888,535.
Page 691.

The question as to the allotment of tax charged to the baking and production 
of bread is answered on page 709.
Page 710.

One more store is in the 2 for 23c category, namely North Bay.
Page 716.

The Chairman suggested that as many as 1,800 loaves of white bread were 
s°ld in an Ottawa store in one day. During a recent average week of five day3 
(all A & P stores being open only five days in the week), the average weekly 
sales of regular 24-oz. unsliced bread and Vita-B 24-oz. loaves for each of the 
Ottawa stores were 1,778 loaves, which works out at 355 loaves per day for each 
store.

The gross profit in dollars on all business for the 12-month period ending 
February 28, 1947, was $5,318,811. I refer you to Appendix “A”, which wa3 
attached to my letter to you of March 11, 1948.

The exact figure for sales for the 12-month period ending February 28, 194^ 
is $38,904,582. The net rate profit on sales before income and excess profit taxes 
is shown on the margin of Schedule “A” as 1-79 per cent. This was a typ0' 
graphical error. The figure should be 1-77 per cent.
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The net profit rate on sales after income and excess profit taxes is -99 per 
cent. The gross profit rate is 13-67 per cent.
Pages 721-722.

On March 3, 1941, an official in the A & P Toronto office received a call from 
Mr. M. N. Campbell, vice-chairman of the Dominion Trade and Industry Com- 

. mission, asking that a representative of the Tea Company appear before the 
| Minister of Trade and Commerce the following Wednesday or as soon thereafter 

as was convenient. On March 14, Mr. Bird attended at Mr. Campbell’s office 
at Ottawa and was informed that Mr. Morrison, president of the National 
Bakers’ Council, and Mr. Sparks would be at his office at 2.15 that day and he 
asked Mr. Bird to be there. I attended with Mr. Bird at this meeting, which was 
presided over by Mr. Campbell. The Honourable Mr. J. A. MacKinnon was 
not present. According to my docket, Mr. Morrison’s letter or brief to Mr, 
Campbell was read and discussed and was answered by Mr. Bird to the effect 
that the Tea Company was making money on its bread operations generally and 
in individual stores and that the Tea Company did not feel called upon to 
increase its price while it was making money and particularly during the war. 
At no time did Mr. Bird or the writer see Mr. MacKinnon. Mr. Bird reported 
verbally only to Mr. Beebe.

____________

Ottawa, June 23, 1948.

Dear Mr. Dyde: With reference to the further information which was 
requested during my testimony yesterday, I can give you the following informa
tion, and will be ready to reappear before the Committee in connection with it, 
should you think that necessary.

You will recall that Table 4 of my report on wool gave comparative prices 
for raw wool for 1939-1948 inclusive. The first question was whether these 
prices represented prices obtained by the wool grower or whether there was some 
intermediate price between the grower’s price and the price paid by the mill. 
The answer to that is that the prices I quoted from Table 4 were for scoured wool, 
that is, wool which had been baled, graded and cleaned. There are a great many 
factors involved in converting wool from what is known as the “greasy state” to 
the scoured state. I am enclosing Table 4A which gives the prices of greasy raw 
wool of Australian origin converted from the prices shown on Table 4. Will you 
please note that the conversion has only been extended to fine and coarse ; you 
will readily see from a comparison of the two tables that hiedium quality is the 
same on both, the explanation being that I could not find: the appropriate conver
sion factor for these qualities. As I have stated, the whole business of conversion 
is very complicated and depends on which of many scores of types of wool you 
are dealing with. However, I think Table 4A will be useful to you to convey an 
impression.

The second question raised was for what period the 1947 quotations of 
comparative fabric prices between the United Kingdom and C anada was taken 

ft (I think what the questioner had in mind was whether they were controlled or 
| ^ decontrolled prices). The answer to this is that the figures i epi osented an average 

for the first half of the year; that is, they were average of the fully controlled 
price which existed for the first month of the year only, the price which resulted 
from the controlled increase between the end of January and decontrol, and the 
final decontrol price which arose, if mv memory seiies, at the end of March.

I H. A. Dyde, Esq., K.C,
The third question was directed, I believe, bv Mr. Irvine and came up dur

ing the course of our discussion on the Board s activities in following up unreason-
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able and unjust prices. The question was what staff the Board employed as at 
the end of May. The figure is 1447, but I should emphasize that the figure 
includes a very heavy rentals staff, an Oils and Fats Administration, and con
siderable personnel engaged in activities concerning the Emergency Import 
Control Division of the Department of Finance. This figure compares with just 
under 6,000, which was peak employment, devoted fully to prices board work 
under the overall price ceiling.

I trust that this will give you what is required, and if there is anything fur
ther, please call me.

Kind regards.

Yours sincerely,

A. G. S. GRIFFIN.
Special Parliamentary Committee on Prices, 

House of Commons,
Ottawa.

TABLE 4A.

Prices of Greasy Raw Wool

(cents per lb.)

— Quality June 1939 June 1946 June 1947 April, 1948

i i i i
Fine........... 70’s 29.0 48.2 66.8 105.2

64’s 26.8 46.0 61.7 98.0
60’s 25.4 43.9 58.3 87.3

Medium........................................................... 58’s 35.1 63.0 77.3 104.00
56’s 32.7 58.4 60.9 78.00

Coarse....................7....................................... 50’s 18.3 29.3 28.1 35.00
48’s 18.0 27.8 26.8 31.9
46’s 17.7 26.1 25.8 31.3

Source: Wool Intelligence: Commonwealth Economic Committee: January 1, 1948.
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The Special Committee on Prices begs leave to present the following as its
Report

On the tenth day of February, 1948, the House of Commons passed the 
following Resolution:

“That a Select Committee of this House be appointed to examine and to 
feport from time to time as to:

(a) the causes of the recent rise in the cost of living;
(b) prices which have been raised above levels justified by increased costs;
(c) rises in prices due to the acquiring, accumulating or withholding from 

sale by any persons, firms or corporations of any goods beyond amounts 
reasonably required for the ordinary purposes of their businesses.

That the Committee shall have power to appoint from among its members 
161ch subcommittees as may be deemed advisable or necessary to deal with 
i specific phases of the enquiry, and power to send for persons, papers and 
I Records, to examine witnesses under oath and to print such papers and evidence 
. ,rom day to day as may be ordered by the Committee.

That the Committee shall have leave to sit while the House is sitting;
That seven members of the Committee shall constitute a quorum;

I That the Committee shall have power to engage the services of counsel,
I Accountants and other necessary assistants who shall be paid out of the 
, Appropriation for Parliament;
. That the Committee shall consist of: Messrs. Beaudry, Cleaver, Fleming, 
homuth, Johnston, Knowles, Lesage, Martin, Maybank, Mayhew, McCubbin, 
Merritt, Nicholson, Pinard, Smith (Calgary West), Winters, and that Standing 

■ chder 65 be suspended in relation thereto.”
I The following changes were made subsequently in the membership of the 
I Committee: Mr. Maclnnis for Mr. Knowles; Mr. Irvine for Mr. Nicholson;
' 'fir. Harkness for Mr. Smith; Mr. Thatcher for Mr. Maclnnis; Mr. Kuhl for 
! Mr. Johnston; Mr. Beaudoin for Mr. Cleaver; Mr. McGregor for Mr. Homuth;
! -fir. Zaplitny for Mr. Irvine; Mr. Irvine for Mr. Zaplitny.
j Following upon its constitution, your Committee met under the chairman

ship 0f the undersigned and proceeded to organize and plan its activities. It was 
I decided to investigate several different commodities with a view to arriving 
j At an understanding of the forces which had brought about price, increases in 

fecent times and to report on the other points in the terms of reference. The 
Avérai commodities investigated are dealt with in order hereunder.

The Committee organized a Secretariat with an -able corps of assistants ; 
Nured counsel in the persons of Mr. H. A. Dyde, K.C., and Mr. Fabio 
fionet, K.C.; and acquired the services of Mr. J. R. M. Wilson, F.C.A., in the
opacity of Accountant. . t , ... ,, „ ... , .,

With the exception of the inquiry into textiles, the Committee pursued the 
Method of obtaining preliminary information from organizations in the industry 
Nier review- and then called witnesses to give oral testimony and produce 

\ °cuments for the examination of the Committee. ,
. In the case of the inquiry into the primary textile industry, the Committee 
Nured the services of Mr. Maurice Samson, C.A., of Chartre, Samson, Beauvais, 
>thier & Company, Chartered Accountants and requested him to make 
A complete examination of representative organizations in the indus r\ and to sub
mit reports of his findings to the Committee. These reports were submitted by y Maurice Samson. C.A, and Mr. E. Harry Knight, C.A Upon receiving them, y testimony was given in amplification of the reports and thereafter représent
ées of several of the manufacturing companies in the industry were also

3915
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examined both upon the statements in the report of the said accountants and upo° 
other documentary material which the Committee had before it.

The Committee was set up to find the facts about the price situation. It W» 
a fact-finding committee. Its purpose is to make clear, as far as possible, tn 
real circumstances governing the present situation. ,

The Committee was not given power to fix prices, or to reduce prices. It ha 
no power to halt rising prices. Such authority can only come by way of provinciW 
or federal legislation. The Committee is of the opinion, however, that the very 
fact that it existed and that it had the power to subpoena witnesses to give a 
accounting of their business transactions has had a salutary restraining effec 
on unjustifiable price increases. This opinion is borne out by the stateme® 
of representative witnesses. , g

Where the facts disclosed seeming wrong-doing they were brought to 
attention of the proper authorities. Certain prosecutions followed in accordait 
with existing legislation. ,, e

In the time at its disposal, the Committee was unable to investigate all 
elements entering into the pricing of all consumers goods. But in exami»1* 
during its 77 public sittings, 130 witnesses the Committee obtained evidefl 
of the Price situation in the production and distribution of certain esse»1 
commodities. These witnesses included Dominion Government officials,_ repre 
sentatives of Consumer Associations, Corporations, Co-operative Association ’ 
trading firms, Committee’s Accountants and individuals. The verbatim evide®c, 
amounts to over 3,800 pages and is being tabled with this report toget» 
with 155 exhibits filed with the Committee.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The Committee, in its investigations of price rises, found that the pa&j^ 

causes of the upward movement of Canadian prices had their beginnings in. * 
war years. The single most important cause was found to be external prlC®j 
Canada has developed an economy in which imports and exports play ?! 
important part. During 1947, for example, imports were valued at $2,600,00 > 

000 and exports at $2,800,000,000. I
The fact that foreign trade constitutes so large a part of Canada’s 1° ^ 

economic activity makes price levels in this country particularly sensitive J 
price changes in the world market. The Canadian price level has been 
to rise because of the vigorous upward pressure of external prices, which, , 
the present rehabilitation period with its world-wide shortages, have adva®c 
continuously and in some cases with extreme rapidity. vg

At the same time the costs of production, wholesaling, and retailing h i 
also risen. At each step in the merchandising system these increased c 
elements have tended to increase the ultimate price. ujt

The degree of influence upon prices of enlarged purchasing power is difl1® r 
to determine. That it does influence their level is admitted. Purchasing PoVp(j 
in Canada, as indicated by “personal disposable income”, has increased two 01 
one-half times since 1939.

This expansion of purchasing power has undoubtedly acted as one 01 *
causes of the increased price level. 0,-f

. In its investigations the Committee found that, in certain instances, opfig(j 
tunists, taking advantage of the special conditions existing, made unprecede11^, 
profits. While it may be true in some cases that such profits were of a 
recurring type, there is no doubt that the high prices that produced these Vl° 
did raise the cost of living at that time. . jji

The Committee concludes that the significant causes of the recent rjS 
the cost of living in Canada are:

(a) the rise of external prices,
(b) the increase in the costs of production,
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(c) the expansion of purchasing power in relation to goods and services 
available,

(d) certain supplementary factors which operate in specific cases as out
lined hereunder.

In searching out, in accordance with its terms of reference, instances in which 
| \ “prices had been raised above levels justified by increased costs”, the Committee

I discovered a number of cases where, during the past eight months, individuals
and companies had made profits which were considerably higher than those 
usually considered warranted. In these cases special circumstances such as 
restricted supplies, increases in external prices or exceptionally heavy demands 
made such profits possible. Where it was clear that advantage was taken of 
these conditions to obtain abnormally large profits, the Committee referred 
the evidence in these cases to the Wartime Prices and Trade Board. As a result, 
12 prosecutions concerning butter were undertaken under the “just and reason
able” clause and other provisions of the Board’s regulations. In 3 cases con
victions have been registered. Prosecutions have also been authorized in 5 cases 
concerning fruits and vegetables.

The Committee is convinced that its action in conducting spot examinations 
in those commodities that are particularly vulnerable to price increases at the 
present time has had a deterrent effect on individuals and firms engaged in 
processing, handling or selling these, and related commodities.

CONCLUSIONS
In this report the Committee reviews the basic and supplementary factors 

contributing to the recent increase in the cost of living and gives consideration 
to the action that the government should take in regard to the matter of prices, 
which is one of the paramount problems in the public mind at the moment.

The Committee has come to the conclusion that certain specific measures 
should be considered by the government. The proposals which the Committee 
herewith puts forward are obviously not of equal importance and will not have 
an equal effect on the price structure. Nevertheless, each of them would play 
its part either in directly accomplishing a reduction in prices or in bringing 
into play those forces of informed public opinion which would contribute to this 
end.
The Committee therefore proposes as follows:

1. That the government consider the immediate appointment of a commis
sion under the Public Enquiries Act to continue the work initiated by this 
Committee: that of investigating price structures and the factors leading to 
orice and cost increases and increased profit margins.

The results of the work then accomplished by the Commission should 
indicate whether it would be advisable to assemble at the next session of 
Parliament a committee similar to the present Special Committee on Prices. 
The Committee comes to this conclusion because its investigation up to the 
present has clearly disclosed that there is a tendency in some instances in certain 
lines of business in Canada to take advantage of the special conditions pre
vailing to make the largest possible profits by keeping prices up and thereby 
ignoring the general well-being of the Canadian people.

The Committee is also of the opinion that this tendency can be checked 
by the suggested continuous scrutiny of prices and profits and by the resultant
widespread publicity. , , . , ...

2. The Committee was impressed with the importance ot the activities 
of the Combines Investigation Commissioner in preventing certain practices 
which tend to increase prices to exorbitant levels, and in creating conditions 
which lead to that free competitive action which should regulate prices in the 
consumer interest. At the same time the Committee feels that the funds which
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it has been the practice to place at the disposal of the Commissioner are not 
now sufficient for the work which should be done.

3. That the government amend the regulations of the appropriate legisla
tion, if that be found necessary, so that immediate specific action can be taken 
wherever the evidence discloses flagrant cases of profiteering at the consumer’s 
expense. While recognizing that it is difficult to establish a hard and fast formula 
that can be universally applied, the Committee is convinced that there are cases 
of abuses where the public interest is so clearly being disregarded that action 
should be taken against the offenders.

The work of investigation and fact-finding already undertaken by the 
Committee has resulted in 12 prosecutions of those profiteering in butter, with 
3 convictions already registered. In addition, proceedings have been instituted in 
5 cases of profiteering in the fruit and vegetable industry. These prosecutions 
were undertaken by the Wartime Prices and Trade Board under the authority 
of its powers in regard to “just and reasonable” prices. The Committee feels 
that these activities should be extended, and that the regulations governing the 
powers of this Board might even be amended and strengthened, where found 
necessary, in order to ensure the maximum protection of the consumer.

4. That the Government consider the removal of import restrictions now in 
effect on certain fruits and vegetables, taking care not to affect adversely the 
interests of Canadian primary producers, particularly producers who, like those 
engaged in market gardening, are striving to increase production to meet the 
increasing demand.

The Committee recognizes that the exchange conservation program which 
has been approved by Parliament is both unavoidable and necessary. However, 
the Committee feels that in so far as this program creates a situation in which the 
scarcity of certain essential foods—a scarcity which can be and has been exploited 
by certain handlers of these commodities in such a way as to bring hardship to 
consumers—the Government should give consideration to removing or relaxing 
provisions of the program which affect these commodities.

5. The Government should give consideration to the desirability and prac
ticability of restricting price rises by special taxation of unreasonable profits.

6. That the Government consider including in the terms of incorporation 
of businesses under the Companies Act a provision for the institution of a uniform 
system of business accounting.

By giving the lead in this way, the Federal Government could encourage the 
development of a more uniform system of accounting across Canada. This action 
would greatly facilitate the work of the Commission recommended.

The Committee noted from the evidence presented before it that there now 
exists a wide variation in business accounting practices. In some cases this 
evidence has shown that excessive profits can be concealed by accounting practices 
such as the manipulating of inventory values, the adjusting of replacement costs, 
and so on.

A universal accounting system has from time to time been advocated by 
various business associations in Canada.

7. That the Government give immediate consideration to amending the 
Companies Act to provide for a more complete disclosure of information about 
inventory reserves deducted in determining profits.

h our Committee recommends further that the Government consider in com 
junction with the provinces a general revision of the disclosure now required 
by the various Companies Acts in annual financial statements of companies 
and of the provisions respecting the availability of such information to the publie-

8. The Committee does not feel that the interests of Canadian consumers 
would be safeguarded by a system of overall price and related controls.

The Committee is of the opinion that, during this difficult transition period 
m cases where, it is clearly shown that hardship would otherwise ensue, the
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Government should give consideration to the reimposition of certain control 
measures and to the application of some measure of temporary subsidy.

The experience of other countries in trying to maintain a system of overall 
price and related controls shows clearly that the cost of subsidies alone—not to 
speak of the heavy expenditures required to maintain the administrative 
machinery needed to administer and enforce controls—is prohibitive. 'Canada 
cannot maintain its position as a great world trader and, at the same time, 
insulate completely the Canadian economy from world-wide economic fluctua
tions. Nevertheless, the Committee feels that in the process of changing from a 
controlled war-time economy to one based on a desirable degree of freedom every 
effort should be made to avoid as much as possible disturbance to the Canadian 
economy and to keep to a minimum any hardship for the Canadian people 
resulting from inflationary tendencies in prices.

9. The Committee is of the opinion that the Government should consider 
whether the time has not come to remove the special excise taxes on commodities 
in common use in Canada.

Parliament approved these taxes as a part of the exchange conservation 
program. They were not intended for revenue purposes but for the furtherance 
of the Government’s general program for the conservation of United States 
dollars and should not be continued beyond the period required for that purpose.

10. That the Government give close consideration to the question of revising 
the present rent controls with a view to removing the causes of individual cases 
of hardship. In the course of carrying out its investigation into the general 
price situation, the Committee noted the operation of Rental Controls. That 
these controls have been of great benefit to the great majority of Canadian 
families is a fact beyond dispute. The Committee feels that in specific cases 
they do result in hardships and difficulties for home-owners. At the same time, 
however, the Committee wishes to emphasize its opposition to any -wholesale 
removal of rent controls at this time.

11. The Committee realizes that in the long run the Federal Government 
may be faced with constitutional difficulties in regard to its operations in the 
field of prices. This is clearly a matter in which, within the Canadian federal 
structure, responsibility normally rests with the provincial governments, although 
the Federal Government, under wartime emergency conditions, was compelled 
to take action in this field.

The Committee is therefore forced to the conclusion that the solution of the 
problem of the adequate protection of the Canadian consumer will require 
the co-operation of the provincial governments with the Federal Government 
by taking the measures required in meeting their responsibilities.

12. That the Government, in considering the removal of existing embargoes 
on the exportation of food products from Canada, give careful study to the 
supply situation here, and the proper balance to be maintained between the 
interests of both producers and consumers.

13. That the Government instruct the Dominion Bureau of Statistics to 
publish periodically an analysis showing the way in which the consumer’s dollar 
is divided among the various elements which enter into the price of basic com
modities; and as well to instruct the Bureau to publish periodically for each of 
the principal industries of Canada, figures showing total sales, operating income
and net profits. „ , , . ,

14. The Committee wishes to emphasize the fact that increased production 
at home and abroad is the only permanent, solution to the problem of high 
prices. The present shortage of commodities is world-wide, forcing world prices 
to high levels which in turn are forcing Canadian prices upward.

Since the war, industry in Canada has been making comm end aille efforts 
to relieve these shortages. The great amount of goods that Canada is con
tributing to the total world supply will aid substantially in relieving the present 
pressure on world prices, and in turn, will ease inflationaix piessures in Canada.
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THE COST OF LIVING IN THE PERIOD AFTER THE FIRST WAR
Although instructed to find the facts relating to recent price increases only, 

the Committee decided to make some study of the course of the cost of living 
since World War I in order to learn any lessons from that period helpful in the 
present situation. From this study it was evident that one of the chief 
characteristics of the cost of living is its tendency to wide fluctuations.

The cost-of-living index and the wholesale price index are convenient 
devices for measuring the changes that take place from time to time in price 
levels. These indexes are also useful for comparing the cost-of-living trends 
of different countries.

The cost-of-living index measures changes in the cost of a fixed family 
budget which includes the same amounts of the same commodities and services 
over considerable periods of time. Each component item is weighted and the 
total for each period is expressed as a percentage of the cost in a base period 
(for Canada 1935-39 = 100).

The wholesale price index is a method of comparing prices by taking the 
average wholesale prices of each of an extensive range of commodities in a base 
year and expressing prices of these in all other periods as a percentage of 
that price.

The Cost of Living Since World War I:
The cost-of-living index has varied considerably since 1913 as it responded 

to changes in the prices of goods and services. As a result of conditions very 
similar to those which followed World War II, the index rose from 79-1 in 1913 
to 145-4 in 1920, an increase of 84 per cent. Within the general index, the index 
of food rose by 113 per cent (Table 1, Appendix).

During the post-war recession the index declined rapidly to 120-4 in 1922. 
It fluctuated about this figure for the remainder of the decade, the first significant 
variation occurring with the onset of the depression of the thirties. By 1933, 
the total index had dropped to 94-4 and the food index to 84-9, the lowest point
since 1913.

This decline in living costs was associated with ruinously low prices for 
many commodities, especially for primary products. Wheat was 55 cents a 
bushel, eggs were 20 cents a dozen and butter was 20 cents a pound. Such 
prices were the result of greatly reduced purchasing power, for the conditions of 
unemployment which characterized the period were unprecedented, not only at 
home, but also abroad. (It was the period of bread lines and relief camps.) 
No person would wish to experience a repetition of the economic conditions 
which accompanied this price level.

Following the low point in 1933, prices rose gradually until, by 1940, the 
index had climbed to 105-6. The course of the cost of living index during 
World War II contrasted strongly with that of World War I. From 1944 to 
1918 it rose from 79-7 to 115-6, or 45 per cent. From 1940 to 1945, the 
increase was from 105-6 to 119-5 or 13 per cent—a far smaller increase, in spite 
of the fact that during 1943 and 1944 the country was devoting about three 
times as great a share of its resources to the direct prosecution of the war as in
1916-1918. , ,

In 1946 prices began to rise more quickly and then accelerated rapidly 
under the nressure of factors that are examined. By April of 1948, the index 
had risen to 151-6, while on the first of January, 1946, it stood at 119-9. This 
was an increase of 26 per cent or twice the increase which had occurred during
the war years.
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The Cost of Living in Other Countries:
High prices are world-wide. The evidence available to the Committee 

indicates than 50 countries show a considerable and continuous rise in price 
levels. The rise in prices during the past eighteen months in Canada has been 
greater than that in a number of these countries, but this is due mainly to the 
fact that prices in Canada were so rigidly controlled during the war period that 
at the end of 1945 Canada showed, in relation to pre-war levels, the smallest 
increase in the cost of living and in wholesale prices of any country in the world.

The price level in Canada, when compared with that of other countries, was 
held so low during the war that by December, 1947—in spite of a rise of nearly 
30 points since mid-1945, which was more rapid than that of some other 
countries—the cost of living in Canada was still below that of most other 
countries in the world.

With regard to the United Kingdom, it was noted that the cost to the country 
of maintaining its price levels is estimated at £400,000,000 sterling per annum for 
subsidies only and it is significant that the United Kingdom Government has 
announced that subsidies would have to be limited to this figure. In Australia, 
they have recently decided by referendum that controls shall not be continued 
on a national basis.

It was found, however, that although the wholesale price index showed a 
40 per cent advance in Canada, the Canadian general wholesale index was 
lower than in all countries but one.

Clearly the phenomenon of high and rising prices is not confined to this 
country. In fact, in almost all other countries the problem is much more serious 
than in Canada and unfortunately high prices in one country tend to influence 
the price levels in other countries. International trade being a factor of great 
importance to Canada, the high prices prevailing abroad are bound to exert a 
tremendous upward pressure upon our domestic price level.

Price Increases After World War II:
In order to investigate in more detail the forces behind the increase in the 

cost of living during 1946, 1947 and the first part of 1948, the Committee had a 
tabulation (Table 2, Appendix) made of indexes of wholesale prices for a group 
of major commodities based on prices prevailing in December, 1945. The general 
wholesale index and the indexes for individual commodities reflect more strik
ingly the changes in price factors than does the cost of living index which absorbs 
such changes according to the weights of its component parts. Both indexes 
move on a similar course, but the wholesale price index is subject to wider 
fluctuations than that of the cost-of-living index.

The relation of price changes in staple commodities to changes in the cost 
of living index is illustrated later (Table 2, Appendix). For example, from 
January to April, 1948, the price per pound of pork loin increased by 4-3 cents 
which was reflected by an increase of only 0-8611 points in the food index and 
0-267, points in the total index. The reduction in the price of oranges during the 
same' period, of 1-9 cents per dozen caused a decrease in the food index of 
0-178 points and in the cost of living index of 0-055 points. These two changes 
together mean an increase in the food index of 0-8611, less 0-178 or 0-6831 points, 
and in the cost-of-living index of 0-267 less 0-055, or 0-212 points.

The wholesale price indexes (Table 3, Appendix) indicate considerable 
■variations in the levels of prices which the component commodities reached bv
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April, 1948. From December, 1945, to April, 1948, beef prices, for example, 
showed an increase of 35-4 per cent, pork 73-8 per cent, fluid milk 63-1 per cent, 
potatoes 21-2 per cent, cocoa beans 283-4 per cent and vegetable oils 91-6 
per cent.

Causes of Price Increases Since August, 19^5
During the war the Canadian price level was stabilized by the application 

of over-all ceilings, by subsidies, and by the controlled distribution of goods. 
The effect of these measures was to protect the price level from the upward 
pressure of external prices, to keep down costs and to distribute supplies on an 
equitable and non-competitive basis. These efforts were supplemented by a 
vigorous campaign based on patriotic motives, designed to increase savings. 
Such savings not only aided in the financing of the war effort but also checked 
the expansion of purchasing power, and lessened the competition for scarce 
goods and services.

The forces and tendencies towards increasing prices were in existence 
during the war—price control, wage control, and related measures, merely kept 
them in check. This became difficult with the return to peacetime conditions. 
The Canadian economy became more complex as industry was reconverted 
from war to peacetime production, and as new capital enterprises appeared. 
In addition, the patriotic support that was essential to the successful operation 
of controls steadily diminished.

As controls were eliminated, the potential forces that were building up 
pressure on prices, were free to exert their direct effect on price levels. This 
occurred despite the endeavour to time decontrol measures to coincide with the 
periods of greatest supply and thus to affect price levels as little as possible.

The elimination of the system of controls is often thought of as being 
actually the cause of high prices which follow that elimination. This is 
misleading. Controls were a barrier to price increases occurring while the 
controls operated. Economic forces were always at work tending to force prices 
up and in fact prices rose. The control system was successful in temporarily 
combating such forces. However, it was apparent in the later days of control 
that the resistance to natural pressure was becoming more and more difficult.

To maintain the system of rigid overall price controls in the post-war 
period would have been progressively more costly than during the war. Rising 
external prices could only have been completely offset by the re-establishment 
of a complete system of subsidies at tremendous cost. It would seem not 
unreasonable to say that the cost of an overall system of subsidies would have 
been at least three times that of the highest war year with resultant increases 
in taxation.

Moreover administration difficulties would have become infinitely greater 
with a return to the complexities of peacetime. The problem of regulating 
capital investment alone would have been of great magnitude. In addition 
capnai m\esw controls would not have continued to enjoy the gréât

At that time the great majority of 
SSAl the1one aim-to win the:«
to everv nlan designed to accomplish this. 11 at single-minded support was aS,' So strength '!«-* ", MSMS
dXS There Ire many M The patriotic urge to support adminis- 
Native procedures is not present to anything like the same degree as in wartime.
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Controls necessary to maintain a planned national economy became 
increasingly difficult to maintain as constitutional powers gradually reverted 
to the provinces.

External Prices
Reference has already been made to the influence of external prices on 

prices in Canada. Of all the various factors that have contributed to the 
increase in the Canadian cost of living, the upward movement of external prices 
has been one of the most substantial and one of those most difficult to cope 
with. Through their effect on goods exported, as well as on those imported, 
rising external prices have a direct and powerful effect on the Canadian price 
level. During the war years, the Canadian economy was effectively insulated 
from these pressures by subsidies with their related controls, bulk purchasing 
and export and import controls. When it seemed no longer feasible to maintain 
these temporary measures, these world prices exerted their effect as one of the 
forces already indicated in the foregoing sections of this report. All or nearh 
all Canadian imports rose in price, and commodities which are in some part 
exported, likewise rose in price in Canada to conform to the higher prices 
obtainable from them in international trade.

In discussing “overall” or “complete” control your Committee does not 
wish to indicate that a modified form of control, with perhaps subsidies ancillary 
to it, might not be feasible on a temporary basis on specific commodities during 
an emergency. Your Committee notes that during the present year the 
Government promptly instituted certain modified controls when these were 
clearly necessary to correct or prevent abuses, for example, butter and certain 
imported fruits and vegetables.

United States prices are of special significance in this respect. This is 
because Canadian imports from that country are of so great a volume. In 
1946, their value was $1,405,000.000, and in 1947 they rose to $1,975,000.000. 
Decontrol in the United States began early in 1946. In March, 1946, the index 
of the United States wholesale commodity prices was 108-9. By June, 1947, it 
had risen nearly 40 points to 148-0, and by December, 1947, it was 163‘2.

This rise was found to have an influence in increasing prices in Canada, 
but the impact on the Canadian economy was intensified by the fact that the 
rise took place in a period of expanding Canadian imports from that country. 
The result was to place a tremendous strain on the Canadian policy of orderly 
decontrol during this critical period.

The Committee considered specific examples which indicate the relationship 
of external prices to our domestic prices. On April 15, 1947, when the subsidy 
was removed from cocoa beans, the wholesale index for that commodity 
registered 235-0. By January, 1948, it was 440—an increase of 205 points in 
that period, attributable solely to rising import prices.

The relationship is not quite so clear for other commodities since there are 
relatively few appearing in the wholesale indexes which are derived entirely 
from external sources. Tea and coffee are similar to cocoa and showed a 
similar trend, although not to the same extent, since supplies of these have not 
been quite as short in international trade, as in the case of cocoa beans.

The wholesale price index of cotton textiles, which are produced from 
imported raw cotton, stood at 114-6 in February 1947. The subsidy was with
drawn in three stages beginning in March, 1947. The subsidy was completely 
eliminated by September, 1947, and by November the index stood at 184-4. 
By April, 1948, it had risen still further to 190-0.
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The Wholesale price index for cotton textiles reflects the increase in the price 
of cotton through the war years. In the United States, which is Canada’s chief 
supplier, the average price per pound of raw cotton increased from 10-2 cents 
in 1940 to 37-2 cents in April of 1948.

These are isolated examples, but taking into consideration the fact that, 
during 1947, Canada imported goods of all kinds to the value of $2,573,930,000, 
and that world prices have advanced sharply, the close relationship between f 
external and domestic prices is clearly demonstrated.

As already indicated, Canadian export prices also rise in response to rises 
in external prices. Base metals are a striking example. The pre-war world 
price of copper was about 10 cents a pound. It is now 21 cents. World prices 
for zinc and lead were about 4 cents pre-war ; they are now 10 and 14 
respectively.

The prices in Canada of all these commodities, and a great many more, 
could not be protected from these external forces except by an elaborate and 
continuing system of export controls by licences and a system of permits, or by 
a government monopoly of export sales, and by a very complicated system of 
import subsidies and import allocations, and government monopoly of import 
purchases.

Supplies and Production
The problem of supplies in any economy is difficult to assess because 

shortages are always relative. World shortages of food, fuel, clothing and dur
able goods exist, as is evidenced by the fact that large numbers of people are 
underfed, ill-clothed and badly sheltered. Short supplies in other countries have 
their effect on Canadian price levels, since such shortages force up external 
prices, with results on Canadian prices as above indicated.

In Canada during the war years, very few commodities were in absolute 
short supply. Recently, the supply position has improved materially. By the 
first quarter of 1948, consumer goods showed a substantial gain in production 
over that of pre-war years. Most clothing items—leather, boots and shoes, 
primary textiles and clothing—are in larger supply than 1939. Significant 
increases have been made in the supply of consumer durable goods—refriger
ators, washing machines, electrical appliances, automobiles, radios, etc. Some 
of these items are being produced at levels of 150 per cent higher than pre-war. 
Despite the rising prices of these goods, they continue to be, for the most part, 
in relatively short supply—not in relation to volume, but to the effective demand 
for them or purchasing power.

Expansion of Purchasing Power
During 1947, economic activity in Canada reached a .Peacetime■ Pc^j 

Except for local pockets of unemployment the numbers of gam u \ 1 . y
workers reached maximum proportions. At the same time wages an - ‘ ^ 
rates and income from investment attained new high levels, as die ,
return from farming and small businesses. All these factors produece a 
level of purchasing power during 1947, which continued into 1948.

Besides the expenditures for increased imports, total expenditure on Ca . _ 
dian goods and services, that is, Gross National Expenditure, ioc } r?UT:0jj 
$1,400,000,000 or 12 per cent from 1946 to 1947. Since physical producw
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of goods and services was only slightly greater than in 1946, this greatly 
increased expenditure directly contributed to higher prices. The increase in 
expenditure in private capital investment was large even in terms of physical 
volume, and was clearly an important factor in pushing up prices. In con
sumers’ expenditure, however, in which there was only a small increase in 
physical volume from 1946 to 1947, higher prices and increased dollar expendi- 

| ture were largely the result of rising costs of imported goods or materials, and 
1 increased prices in export markets.

The course of personal disposable income and personal expenditures for 
goods and services from 1938 to 1947 is shown in the attached chart as personal 
disposable income. The difference between the two represents savings which may 
take the form, for example, of increased holdings of government bonds or bank 
deposits. During the war, savings were substantial, amounting in 1944 to 21 per 
cent of the personal disposable income. Such a level of savings was the result of 
patriotic contributions to the war effort and to the diversion of production from 
consumer goods to the materials of war.

With the return to peacetime conditions, this high level of saving began 
to decline. By 1947, savings had dropped to 6 per cent of the personal dis
posable income. The result was a substantial addition to the volume of con
sumer expenditures which was taken up by the increased purchases of goods 
and services, while prices also rose under the presure of external prices and 
increasing costs.

In connection with this increased volume in consumers’ expenditures, the 
Committee considered recent trends in the supply of money. During the time 
that the needs for financing the war were large enough to require assistance from 
the banking system, it was not necessary to take restrictive monetary action. 
The first improvement in the money supply available to the Government 
became possible after the Government came into possession of a considerable cash 
balance following the Ninth Victory Loan campaign in November, 1945. While 
war expenditure (including demobilization expense, gratuities, etc.) ran at a 
high level for several months more, no further general public borrowing or 
bank financing wras required by the Government.

In January, 1946, the Bank of Canada began discussions with the chartered 
banks which ended in what is commonly called the Savings Agreement. This 
agreement limited the Banks’ holdings of Government market securities (as 
distinct from special banking issues such as treasury bills and deposit certificates) 
to not more than 90 per cent of their personal savings deposits. Since the largest 
banks’ Government bond holdings were at or about the 90 per cent figure at that 
time, the result was to guard fairly effectively against any major further addition 
to money supply due to banks continuing to buy Government bonds in the 
market. Another feature of the Savings Agreement was an undertaking on the 
part of the banks not to exceed an agreed rate of earnings on their invest
ment portfolio of Government bonds. One result of this arrangement was that 
if banks wished to sell Government bonds in order to expend their loans and 
non-Government securities, they had to sell on the average a fairly long-term 
bond giving a remunerative yield) if the banks sold short-term low yield bonds 
exclusively, the yield on the remainder of their investment portfolio would go 
over the agreed limit.

The increase in earnings which banks might stand to obtain by having 
loans instead of Government bonds was thus somewhat reduced.

16119—2
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Later, the Government’s budget position improved to the point where there 
was an overall cash surplus and retirement of debt held by the banks became 
possible. This had the effect of limiting the amount of money in public hands.

At the same time the transfer of such funds to the Bank of Canada made it 
possible to effect some reduction in the cash reserve ratio of the chartered banks. 
During the latter war years and through 1946 the cash reserve ratio of the 
banks averaged about 11£ per cent. By mid-1947 the cash reserve ratio was 
down to about 10i per cent and on balance the chartered banks had become net 
sellers of Government bonds in the market, while in previous years they had 
been making substantial purchases.

SUPLEMENTARY FACTORS AFFECTING PRICE INCREASES AND
PROFIT MARGINS

The underlying factors which have just been described in this Report are 
the major causes, of increased prices and of the increased wages which have in 
turn been related to costs and prices. Taking the Canadian economy as a 
whole they represent the fundamental upward pressures on prices.

In addition, there are other circumstances noted by the Committee, which 
have resulted in price increases over and above those which might normally be 
attributed to the main underlying economic trends. These special factors 
vary from time to time and from place to place. Each case must be reviewed 
on its merits. It is not possible to set down any firm formula that can be used 
in every instance to indicate whether prices or profit margins are “just and 
reasonable”, 'but in specific cases—fortunately not numerous—there can be no 
doubt from the experience of the Committee that unreasonable and unjust profits 
and prices have been brought to light. Neither is it possible to establish a set of 
given conditions—which in fact are neither “given” nor constant, but must 
vary according to the nature of the operation, the degree of risk, the type of 
commodity involved, the frequency of turnover, the temporary and long-term 
trends in demand and supply that are relative to degrees of productive efficiency, 
and to a dozen other economic considerations. The ways in which these 
operate must be assessed according to the circumstances in each case and do not 
operate as a constant in relation to every Canadian enterprise.

Your Committee was appoited to examine facts regarding price increases. 
The analysis of the evidence in this report brings out instances where price in
creases and increased profits have resulted from the factors dealt with in this 
section.

The evidence submitted to the Committee has led to the conclusion that 
while cost increases have taken place in accordance with the underlying develop
ments indicated in other sections of this Report, and have resulted in price 
increases, there are indications of a tendency to take undue advantage of the 
present situation.

By far the greatest majority of individuals and businesses examined in this 
Committee have acted reasonably and prudently. In a few cases, howe\ er, price 
increases have resulted from deliberate acts which caused unnecessary expense 
to the consumer and were for selfish benefit.

Anticipating of Cost Increases
In certain cases, sellers have increased their, prices in anticipation of later 

cost increases. A varying number of factors may enter into decision to take 
16119—21
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an action of this sort but in general when, for example, a merchant knowing that 
in three to six months’ time a cost increase is going to take place at once 
deliberately advances his selling price to a level commensurate with the expected 
cost increase, he obtains a substantial increase in his profit margin and so varies 
the ratio between cost and selling prices. This practice is not unknown, and 
while it usually applies only to a relatively short period of days or weeks, it 
represents a case in which price rise has been effected.

Increases in Profit Margins
There is evidence that in certain cases the percentage of profit made on a 

given unit has increased substantially. While some sellers attribute this to 
some of the foregoing factors and attempted to justify it on the grounds of 
increased operational costs and the general higher level of prices, there were indi
cations also that it represented in some exceptional cases a selfish attitude of 
trying to get the most out of the public without regard to the well-being of the 
consumer. This contention is based on the theory that so long as the public 
will pay a higher price, a higher price may be charged. While the great 
majority of witnesses before the Committee did not take this line, there were 
some instances in which it was apparent that a desire to increase private profit 
margins wherever possible and at all cost was paramount to consideration of the 
common good and of the well-being of Canada’s economic system.

Condition of Temporary Scarcity
Deserving of special mention is the situation where, for one reason or another, 

a special temporary condition of scarcity may occur in a commodity. If the 
commodity is one which is in normal household demand, the conditions may 
suddenly result in which the consumer will at least temporarily pay excessively 
high prices for the few remaining units available. The Committee noted that 
where such temporary shortages have occurred in the Canadian economy a certain 
few sellers have, upon occasion, taken advantage of this condition to sell at 
prices which were excessive and to extend profit margins to the utmost. It has 
been argued that this action was justified by the fact that the seller whose 
normal degree of supply was cut off had to support himself by greater profits 
on the smaller supply available to him. This argument may in some circum
stances have merit. It is, however, weakened by the fact that in some cases 
a seller has various alternative lines to which he can turn; particularly in a 
period of high economic activity such as prevails today in Canada, alternative 
lines and activities are usually available to the seller without too much difficulty.

Effects on Prices of Fractional Increases in Costs
A further opportunity to increase profits is presented in cases where costs 

increase by fractions of a cent per unit but the selling price per unit is increased 
by the full cent. This is brought out elsewhere in this report.

Geographical Variations in Price
Another aspect of margins of profit is the situation where the prices of a 

given article vary geographically to a greater degree than can be accounted 
oi in difference in the transportation and other merchandizing costs. Thus the 

same article may sell in point “A” for $5.00 and in point “B” for $6.00 although 
ie additional charges in carriage and marketing in point “B” are only, for 

&a e 01 example, 40 cents. Sometimes, this variation may occur where the
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article is sold in different locations by different firms. In other cases, the same 
firm may sell the same article in different places at different prices which vary 
more than shipping and merchandizing costs make necessary.

A further example of the same situation can be found where the same, 
or virtually the same, articles are sold at different prices in the same city— 
usually by different sellers. All this contributes to unevenness in the price 
structure and raises questions regarding the position of the consumer, who is 
expected to pay different prices in either the same or different localities for the 
same or similar articles.

A strong case can be made that, where a single locality is concerned, varying 
prices are the virtue of the competitive system. They indicate that competition— 
which is an important balance in the price structure—is maintained. Where, 
however, the same operator sells at two different prices either in the same locality 
or in different localities, the practice may well require review. An example of 
this is where certain fruits were marketed in a metropolitan area at higher prices 
than they were marketed in outlying areas which, in fact, were farther from 
the original source of supply and where normally, for that reason, transportation 
costs should have made the selling price higher in the rural than in the 
metropolitan area.

Wholesaler-Retailer Relations
Another question is whether, in regard to specific commodities, a type of 

relationship between wholesalers, between retailers or between wholesalers and 
retailers, is involved which makes it difficult for prices to be set in a free com
petitive market. Indications of open or tacit agreements or attempts to regulate 
distribution methods and prices in certain conditions were found. Here again, 
each situation must be reviewed on its own merits; in certain instances, such 
an operation may be in the public interest, while in others it may be a factor 
designed to create or-maintain high prices and wide profit margins and eliminate 
the free competitive interplay of prices. Where this type of activity appears 
to be a concerted move, it becomes a proper field for investigation under the 
Combines Investigation Act. On the other hand, the same practice may occur 
in cases which cannot be dealt appropriately with under this Act; for example, 
where because of a regional monopoly in production, a single producer attempts 
to dictate retail selling policies or control prices, harm to the public interest may 
occur_-although the operation may not in fact be a “combine”.

Effect of Buyer’s Resistance on Prices
Also among the supplementary factors which may vary the normal influence 

of basic economic trends affecting prices and profit margins, public opinion 
should be mentioned. In one sense, public demand, as has already been noted, 
mav contribute to rising prices. In another and particularly important sense, 
Wever may play its part in bringing about a reduction in prices, especially 
by a narrowing of profit margins at all levels of business operation.

Tfip work of the Canadian Association of Consumers has shown that when 
pubhb opSn is formed on the basis of an adequate knowledge of all the facts 
in a given situation then the effect on prices is salutary

The concerted resistance of buyers may develop from such work. When 
prices become too high for the ordinary consumer and purchasing falls off, there 
fs a good chance that a reduction in price may take place and the majority of 
th^intelligent1 business community adjusts itself to tins situation. There may,
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however, be a minority which prefers to maintain a high margin of profit and 
a lower volume of sales rather than move to a lower margin of profit and a 
higher volume of sales.

There has been spasmodic publicity with regard to “buyers’ strikes”: The 
difficulty with these is that they are in most cases short-lived and usually arise 
from a lack of knowledge of the true facts of the situation. Housewives in a 
locality may stop buying a given commodity for a short period of time but 
quite frequently this merely gives a slight check to rising prices and when, 
after a short time, a resumption in buying takes place, the upward spiral again 
commences.

The best method of dealing with the price situation is the provision of as 
much factual information as possible on individual items so that, when necessary, 
any deliberate action on the part of the consumer against high prices may be 
well-founded and well-timed.

In this connection, your Committee believes that it has performed a useful 
public task. It has sought to ascertain not only the underlying factors in our 
changing price structure but also to bring to light cases where one or more of 
the supplementary factors described in this section have definitely contributed 
to increased prices or increased profits. It has received specific evidence that 
in some cases the intentions of sellers, whether wholesalers or retailers, regarding 
higher prices, have been changed as a result of the Committee’s operations. In 
one particular case, a merchant reported to the Committee that, in connection 
with its hearings, he proposed to lower prices on a given article. In other cases, 
business interests have informed the Committee that, had it not been for its 
operations, they would have proceeded with price increases; regrettably, in a very 
few instances, the Committee was informed that these price increases were merely 
being delayed until its hearings were over.

RECENT PRICE INCREASES RELATED TO INCREASED COSTS

Its second term of reference required the Committee to examine the question 
of “prices which had been raised above levels justified by increased costs”. 
In actual examination, the Committee found that there were some isolated inci
dents in which it was possible to single out prices which clearly had been raised 
higher than could be justified by their relation to increased costs.

In attempting to define the proper relationship of prices to costs, some 
witnesses contended that actual cost plus a fair profit would equal a reasonable 
price. This is an attractive but sometimes a misleading concept. To approach the 
price problem only in this way would lead into a morass of questions, largely 
unanswerable, as to whose costs should be considered, and for what period, and 
under what- conditions of materials, of supply, or of market demand, and at 
what level of production, and with consideration of what levels of costs?

Inventory Appreciation
This is evident especially in relation to commodities which are subject to 

seasonal variation in production. For these commodities storage is the normal 
practice to provide supplies during the lean production period. The surplus from 

e flush season moves out of storage in the winter and spring. Meanwhile, 
& orage, insurance, and handling costs have been added to the laid-in cost at the 
warehouse or cold storage. These factors have to be related to the selling price 
w en the goods are moved out of storage 4 to 6 months later. In the interim, the 
nai 'et might have changed appreciably and the out-of-storage costs be quite 

unrelated to the selling price.
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If the market rises substantially during the storage period, large gross profits 
will be made. Within the consistent upward trend of prices which began early in 
1946 there have been recent instances of sharp and rapid price increases. The 
imposition of import control in November 1947, created conditions favourable for 
such increases, as is found later with regard to fruits and vegetables. With butter 
the effective cause of large profits was the temporary ascendancy of strong 
demand over limited supplies, and in the case of meat the chief cause was an 
increase in external prices.

Butter
The Committee investigated two large co-operatives handling butter and nine 

companies engaged in the manufacture or wholesaling of butter.
In the case of each of the trade witnesses it was apparent that very sub

stantial profits from the sale of butter had been made during the fall and winter 
of 1947-48.

On page 1273 of the Evidence Mr. J. S. McLean, President, Canada Packers 
Limited, Toronto, says: “In the storage year 1947-48 a large profit, I might say a 
very large profit, was made on storage butter.”

It is reported on page 1309 of the Evidence that the total quantity of stored 
butter for the year 1947 and 1948 by Canada Packers Limited, was 5,843,712 
pounds.

On page 1312 the same witness admitted that the average net difference 
between the purchasing and selling prices of the stored butter for the year 1947-48 
had been 11-21 cents a pound for a total profit of $509,105.

On pages 1570 and 1571 of the Evidence, Mr. E. G. Silverwood, President of 
Silverwood Dairies Limited, says: “The average cost of 145,323 pounds of storage 
butter stored by the company for the year 1947-48 was on February 28, 
51-96 cents.

The same witness said (page 1571) that these 145,323 pounds of butter, which 
the company had on hand at the end of February 1948 were sold at the ceiling 
price or at \ of a cent less. The witness admitted also that the net profit for the 
company had been approximately 12-65 cents a pound for each of the 145,323 
pounds of stored butter.

On page 1716 of the Evidence, Mr. A. E. Millard, President and General 
Manager, Swift Canadian Company, Limited, Toronto, said that the Company 
had stored 3,187,852 pounds of butter for the year 1947-48.

The same witness on page 1717 said that by the end of March, 1948, they 
had sold all the stored butter and on pages 1718 and 1719 the witness agreed 
that the net profit on each pound of stored butter realized by the company 
for the year 1947-48 had been 9-57 cents a pound.

On page 1426 of the Evidence, Mr. John Freeman, President, Lovell & 
Christmas (Canada) Limited, Montreal, dealer in butter and cheese and operator 
of cold storage plant, admitted that a net profit of 2-65 cents a pound had been 
realized by the company for its operations during the current fiscal year. When 
asked if he thought this to be a fair and reasonable profit on the operations of the 
company the witness said that he thought the profit was an unusual one ; that 
such a profit could not be foreseen until very late in the season; that the profit 
was considerably higher than for many years past and that as a matter of 
fact the company had never had in the past a profit like that and doubted if 
they would ever have it again.
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For the six companies which were able to supply monthly operating state
ments, a gross profit of 7-1 cents per pound was realized during the four 
months, November, 1947, to February, 1948, and a net profit of 4-5 cents per 
pound. The magnitude of these profits can be realized by comparing them 
with the corresponding profits of the previous fiscal year of these companies. 
The gross profit in 1946-47 averaged only 2-8 cents per pound and after 
deducting applicable expenses the companies suffered a net loss of 6-2 cents 
per pound. While this was below average for several companies, the net profit 
over a period of years on butter operations has not been large. In the case of 
Canada Packers, the average profit for the nineteen years from 1929 to 1947 
amounted to only -14 cent per pound.

The evidence shows that the acquisition of butter by the companies during 
the summer and fall of 1947 for sales during the winter months is in accordance 
with their usual trade practice. On page 1273 of the Evidence, Mr. J. S. McLean, 
President of Canada Packers Limited, stated : “At the beginning of the storing 
season (about June 1) we make the nearest estimate possible of our total 
requirements of butter during the dispersal season, i.e., November 1 to the 
end of March (19 weeks). For that period we count upon buying one-half of 
our requirements out of current production. The other half must be stored. 
By this calculation we determine the number of boxes to be put into storage 
throughout the surplus season.”

On page 1470, Mr. W. R. Aird, President, Dominion Dairies Limited, 
Montreal, in answer to a question as to what would determine the quantity 
of butter to be held by the company after it being manufactured said: “Our 
reasonable requirements from month to month to see us through till the following 
production year.”

On page 1536, Mr. E. G. Silverwood, President, Silverwood Dairies Limited, 
London, Ontario, in answer to the same question, answered as follows: “We 
determine the amount we store by way of an estimate of our sales requirements 
for the winter months.”

On page 1714, Mr. A. E. Millard, President and General Manager, Swift 
Canadian Company, Limited, Toronto, said that for the years 1943, 1944, 1945, 
1946 and 1947, the company had always about the same amount of stored 
butter.

In the case of three companies, Canada Packers, Swift Canadian, and 
Silverwood Dairies, their accounting systems were such that it was possible to 
separate the profits on storage butter from those obtained on the current 
purchases and sales. Evidence submitted showed that Canada Packers realized 
a profit of $509,105 to February 28, 1948, on sales of storage butter, the profit 
being equivalent to 11-2 cents per pound; Swift Canadian reported a profit of 
9-57 cents a pound and Silverwood Dairies a profit before general overhead 
expenses, of 11-41 cents per pound. In the case of these three companies, 
their total profits from storage butter amounted to $884,694. The total profits 
from all butter sold by these companies during the period November, 1947, to 
February, 1948, amounted to only $933,248. Thus it will be seen that 95 per 
cent of the profits during this period arose from the sale of storage butter.

The abnormal nature of the profits on storage butter was not denied by the 
trade. Mr. J. S. McLean referred to it as “an enormous profit” and “an 
unprecedented profit”, and other witnesses spoke of it in similar terms. On 

H! other hand it was pointed out that an industry with such opportunities for 
profit was also vulnerable to corresponding losses. As one witness said “Perhaps 
'16 nexr year, and certainly within two or threee years, there will be a reverse 

movement and we will buy butter at the high price and sell it at the low price.’’
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In considering the question of profiteering in butter it is worth quoting 
some of the evidence given by Mr. K. W. Taylor, Chairman of the W.P.T.B. 
In discussing the question of unjust and unreasonable prices, page 119 of the 
Evidence, the witness stated: . . . Hence, when we took the ceilings off
there was bound to be a certain amount, and perhaps in places a considerable 
amount, of readjustment. If a commodity was selling in a seller’s market the 
price would tend to rise and the margins to widen. Where there was a fairly 
balanced supply and demand prices tend to respond to the competitive situation. 
Now, lacking a formal ceiling on prices to determine what is the fair price, 
“reasonable and just” become very much a matter of opinion. . . . There is, 
then, in the nature of the case a very broad band or twilight zone of depth 
between what is clearly reasonable and clearly unreasonable. I might take, 
as an example, butter. I would express the personal view that a retail margin 
over current cost of say 10 cents a pound would be clearly unreasonable. Even 
there I do not know whether a judge and jury would agree with me.”

As regards butter, the difficulty in determining if there was profiteering is 
greater than for most other commodities. The difficulty arises from the fact that 
the price of butter is very rapidly reflected in the price of its principal raw 
material, butterfat. The time lag between these two events is very short because 
of the high degree of competition for cream among 'butter manufacturers. Also, 
the evidence presented to the Committee showed that distributors of butter 
did not accumulate sufficient stocks during the summer season to fulfill their 
winter and spring requirements.

The normal program of operations of the wholesaler is therefore such that 
he must continually replace his stocks of butter out of new production, or else 
resign himself to a complete depletion of storage stocks, and consequent suspen
sion of business, during,part of the year.

The problem is, consequently, to determine if an unusually high wholesale 
'margin should be regarded as unjust and unreasonable, in view of the replace
ment cost of butter. Another problem which arises is the following: stocks held 
by different companies varied in average, per unit cost, because they were 
purchased at different times. Thus a resale price which might be just and 
reasonable for one firm could be considered unjust and unreasonable in the case 
cf another It is also evident that the retail price of the butter would be the 
current retail market price. In the circumstances, could a firm be held to blame 
when it took an unusually high profit, if it could be reasonably certain that by 
denying itself part of this profit it would only add to someone else’s profit? 
The complexity of the problems are evident.

In view of the foregoing, it may be concluded that profiteering, in the 
accented sense of the term, did not take place. It is doubtful if any single firm 
could have reduced its price below the current market price without facing 
the n mb ability of having its stock exhausted within a short time; and also that, 
since ^placement <ff these stocks would necessarily have been at the market 
price then in effect, the net result to the company would have been to deprive 
itself of a’profit only to pass this gain on to the next agent in the chain of
distribution.

However the butter trade cannot be completely exonerated from blame in 
another resnect Although all witnesses testified that, the profits made by their

"unexpected”, *nd “abnormal", in no case was 
evidence renresented that any attempt was made to reduce prices by selling 
below the market price. The effect of such a move on the public relations between 
the industry and the consuming public might have amply repaid any small 
redu tion of profits resulting from such a trial. It is particularly noteworthy
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that in the evidence of the National Dairy Council no mention is made of any 
suggestion for a lowering of price. Even if such a move had been almost certainly 
unsuccessful it is regrettable that no one in the industry even considered such 
an attempt.

Meat
The scope of the examination with respect to meat was nation-wide. Repre

sentative cattle and hog "producers from Ontario and Alberta came before the 
Committee. Four packing companies were asked to submit figures with regard 
to their operation. Canada Packers Limited were asked to direct their atten
tion particularly to operations in the Toronto market; Swift Canadian Company 
Limited, to operations in Winnipeg ; Wilsil Limited, to operations in Montreal, 
and Burns & Company Limited, to operations in Alberta. The Committee heard 
from representative chain stores in Montreal, Toronto and Winnipeg. A number 
of independent butchers were called. In addition to the foregoing, the Chairman 
of the Meat Board, Department of Agriculture, and officers of the Wartime 
Prices and Trade Board gave evidence. Attention was directed mainly to beef 
and pork as being the meats most widely consumed by Canadians.

Following decontrol of prices on October 22, 1947, and during November 
and December, 1947, and January, 1948, profits from the meat operations of 
the three large packing companies, Canada Packers Limited, Swift Canadian 
Company Limited and Burns & Company Limited, increased very substantially. 
A comparison of the average profit per pound of meat sold by the three large 
packers during the winter of 1947-48 and the corresponding figures for the 
previous year are set out below:

Profit from Meat Operations Before Deducting Inventory Reserves, Bond
Interest or Income Taxes

Months Per Pound of Meat Sales
1946-47 1947-48

November ................................. •.................... -40c 2.29c
December ...................................................... .04 loss 0.99
January............................................................ .37 1.26
February.......................................................... .27 .25 loss

Average .26c 1.15c

These profits per pound were derived from substantial total prof t 
most operations. The three companies showed profits of $2,59d,4/2 m i 
ember of 1947; $905,399 in December and $1.000,892 in January 1948, r 
total for the three months of $4,507,783. For the same period during 194b » 
the comparable profit was $664,909 on about the same volume o sa es 
Appendix). During February, 1948, the three showed a consolidated loss 
$218,927.

The period covered includes the months when volume of slaughterings 
seasonally high, and in 1947-48 the volume was increased because of the na 
log arising from the strike in the packing-house plants during Septcm )tr 
October of that year.

Particular attention was paid to the extent to which profits may l'a^s 
been in the nature of “inventory profits”, that is, profits arising from the pac 
having purchased cattle or hogs at one price level and then selling meat a ’
weeks later after prices had increased. Such an opportunity for profit w 
appear to have existed when the United Kingdom bacon contract bee
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effective on 5th January, 1940 and the export price of Wiltshire sides increased 
over-night by 7c per lb., with a corresponding increase in the price of hogs. The 
evidence showed, however, that on inventories held for export to the United 
Kingdom, any profit arising from this increase was taken by the Meat Board, 
so that the packers did not benefit on that portion of their inventory. This 
was dealt with most clearly by Mr. R. S. Munn, General Manager of Burns & 
Company Limited, who said (page 2377) “The Bacon Board never allows any 
appreciation on stocks on hand. The export stocks we had in December, 1947, 
went forward to the Meat Board at the old price” So far as the balance of their 
inventory was concerned, a theoretical profit of 7c a lb. would have been 
realized had the domestic price immediately reflected the higher export price 
but Mr. Munn pointed out that “we were actually selling at less than our export 
costs.. and as we sold the old pork we would make a profit on it but on the 
new pork we were losing on it and on the average that shows us less profit than 
a year ago” (page 2378). Accordingly, Mr. Munn stated that “there was no 
inventory appreciation”.

Increased Costs
Considerable evidence was taken on the actual increase in costs during recent 

months. Costs were found to have increased, in varying degrees, in all phases 
of the operations examined by the Committee. Increases were found to have 
occurred in the costs of primary products, in wages and salaries, in transporta
tion, plant operation and administration. However, there was a considerable 
body of testimony which indicated the tendency of prices to lead costs in terms 
of time. In other words, the expanding volume of purchasing power, reacting 
upon available supplies, in addition to external prices, pulled domestic prices up 
more rapidly than increasing costs pushed in the same direction.

Bread
The examination in bread was confined to the districts of Toronto, Montreal, 

Ottawa and Hull. The Commissioner of the Combines Investigation Act had 
already announced the appointment of a Commissioner to conduct an enquiry 
in Western Canada he informed the Committee that he was engaged at the time 
in an investigation of flour in both eastern and western Canada (page 192.).

The Committee received evidence from several large baking companies, 
from a number of representative chain stores, and from several independent 
retail merchants. Most of the evidence was with reference to the 24-ounce 
wrapped unsliced white loaf, and whenever in this report reference is made to 
“a loaf” or “a loaf of bread” i't is to be understood to mean a loaf of bread of 
this particular description.

The Price increases in the Toronto and Montreal markets were as follows: 
Baker’s first quality loaves, sold from wagons or in retail stores—previous 
price of 10c a loaf increased to 13c a loaf in September, 1947, and to 14c a loaf 
in January, 1948.

Chain stores, special brands
Previous price of two for 15c increased to 10c a loaf in September, 1947; 

no subsequent increase.
There was evidence that the increase of 3 cents a loaf in September, 1947, 

for baker’s first quality bread and the increase in chain store price at about the 
same time were justified, so far as the baking industry was concerned, by 
increased costs. Mr. K. W. Taylor, Chairman, Wartime Prices and Trade
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Board, in referring to the September increase, said that increases not in excess 
of three cents a loaf could be regarded as warranted and that he had hoped that 
a price as low as two loaves for a quarter might emerge (page 534).

Mr. Taylor also said that in September, 1947, it was the judgment of the 
Prices Board that four cents was an unnecessarily high increase (page 536). 
The increased cost of flour at that time amounted to 2-17 cents per loaf, and of 
this increase, 1-96 cents per loaf was due to the removal of the subsidy on flour.

The subsequent increase of 1 cent per loaf in January 1948 was more open 
to question. After 15th September, 1947, costs had increased in most cases 
because of the changes in the formula used and because of higher wage costs. 
On the other hand, the cost of flour was reduced during this period. It seems 
clear from the evidence that in the case of some companies an increase in sales 
value of their products in January, 1948, xvas necessary if they were not to 
operate at a loss. However, the company which first introduced the higher price 
level in Toronto, Christie’s Bread Limited, was operating under profitable con
ditions at the sime (pages 998-999).

In Ottawa, the retail price of baker’s first quality loaves, which had 
increased by 3 cents a loaf in September, 1947, did not increase subsequently.

In Toronto, the retail margin on baker’s first quality loaves varies from 
store to store, and on September 1, 1947, margins ranged from 2-00c to 2-55c 
per loaf. These margins had increased by September 24 until at that date they 
ranged from 2-60c to 3-64c per loaf. These increased margins were not satis
factorily explained. Mr. R. G. Meech, Vice-President of Loblaw Groceterias, 
Limited, said that the only explanation was that the company felt it was not 
getting enough for handling bread (page 366). Mr. Meech considered a margin 
of 28 per cent on sales as being safe and that as a percentage of sales, their 
margin at the end of January was 26 per cent (page 370). Nevertheless, the 
over-all gross profit was said by Mr. Meech to be 17-75 per cent which as he 
said: “enables us to conduct our business, to pay our expenses, and leave a 
«mall percentage of profit” (page 394).

Mr. John M. Arnold, a Director of Pickering Farms Limited, a large 
independent retail store in Toronto, informed the Committee that in spite of the 
general increase of one cent per loaf in January 1948, he had held his selling 
price of baker’s first quality loaf to 13c. He said that at 13c his gross margin 
as a percentage of the selling price was 15-9 per cent. When asked if he 
thought 15-9 per cent was fair and adequate margin for a self-service store, he 
replied “Yes, I honestly think it is” (page 775).

On March 5, 1948, John B. Parent of Dionne Limited of Montreal, 
informed the Committee that “due to a reduction of one-half cent on our cost 
of bread, and also to the request of your Committee, we have changed our 
reselling price on bread today from fourteen to thirteen cents in all our stores” 
(page 853). Dionne Limited operates five self-service stores and one service 
store all in the City of Montreal (page 785).

A good deal of evidence was directed to the question of the relative quality 
of various brands of bread. The Committee requested Dr. L. B. Pett, Chief,. 
Nutrition Division, Department of National Health and Welfare, to conduct an 
analysis of the loaves of bread mentioned in evidence. Dr. Pett appeared before 
the Committee after having analysed twenty-two different loaves of bread, eight 
of which were of the special brands sold in chain stores, and the remainder were 
baker s first quality loaves.
„T *n response to a question by the Chairman, Dr. Pett at page 2556 said 

ihe average calorie value per loaf of the 10-cent bread is slightly better, but 
the price being different it is clearly better”.
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Before leaving the subject of bread, and in view of the possible impropriety 
in some cases, of the increase of one cent in January 1948, your Committee 
wishes to call attention to the desirability of having some continued form of 
scrutiny over bread prices.

Butter
As a result of the removal of the butterfat subsidy on May 1, 1947, the 

wholesale price of creamery butter rose an average of eight and one-half cents 
per pound during the month of May. With the removal of the price ceiling and 
rationing on June 9, a further rise, averaging one and one-quarter cents per 
pound, occurred during the month of June. July showed a fractional average 
increase of one-quarter cent per pound, but from August onwards the average 
price per pound of butter rose rapidly until, in January, 1948, it reached an 
average price of 68 cents per pound. This represented an' increase of 19-5 cents 
per pound from the average price in May, 1947, the last month in which a ceiling 
price was in effect. On January 15, 1948, ceiling prices wrere reimposed on butter 
with the basic maximum price being set at 67 cents per pound, for No. 1 grade 
creamery butter, wholesale solids at Montreal.

The evidence shows that the price of 67 cents wras established to conform 
with the price set for cheese under a 1948 cheese contract with the United 
Kingdom and any lower price w-ould have diverted milk production from butter 
to cheese.

On page 1194 of the Evidence, when asked what influences the production 
of cheese as compared to butter, Mr. J. F. Singleton, Associate Director of 
Marketing Service, Dairy Products, Dept, of Agriculture, answered as follows: 
“It is the return to the producer. . .It is a fact that w'hen butter gets to a price 
which is about times the price of cheese or more than that there will be a 
diversion from cheese to butter, and when it gets down around twice the price 
or less there will be a diversion from butter to cheese.”

The Evidence show's that the rise in the price of butter, between June, 1947, 
and January, 1948, is attributable largely to the demand and supply situation 
as it existed during the latter part of the summer and the anticipation of a 
shortage of supplies during the early months of 1948. With the removal of the 
restrictions on rationing butter consumption increased appreciably without a 
proportionate increase in production of butter. Statistically, the situation was 
as follow's. Monthly stocks of butter from July 1 to December 1, 1947, wrcre 
slightly above the same months in 1946, production from June to December 
inclusive was 18-1 million pounds above 1946. Production from June to Decem
ber inclusive was 18-1 million pounds above 1946 and disappearance wms 23-2 
million pounds above 1946, in the same period.

In view of this situation, wholesalers and other distributors of butter were 
anxious to secure adequate supplies of butter to cover their normal requirements 
in the November to IVlay period. Phis anxiety to obtain butter by the wholesale 
trade was countered by a reluctance on the part of those who manufactured or 
held butter to sell. The interaction of these two factors, in the market resulted 
in a rising price.

The causes of the rise in the price of butter from June 1947 to January 1948 
may be summarized as follows: the removal of rationing restrictions resulted 
in a sharp increase in consumption. This increase was not accompanied by 
a corresponding expansion in production. As the situation ecame apparent 
to the trade it was reflected in an increased demand for butter. Since the 
statistical position was equally apparent to those- persons who had butter for 
sale, they in turn showed some reluctance to sell this product. The removal
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of ceiling prices from dairy products provided a free market for butter. The 
expectation of a deficiency in the supply relative to the anticipated demand 
was therefore the cause of the rise in price. This rise in price was the result 
of the interplay of demand and supply factors in a competitive market.

Meat
Prices of beef increased steadily and sometimes sharply from November 1947 

on. The increase which began in the latter part of April 1948 was particularly 
marked. The reason invariably given by the packers was that the increases 
were due to higher prices paid to the farmers for cattle and to steady consumer 
demand. The producers in turn offered evidence of increased costs on the farm 
or on the range. Weather conditions in the ranching country of Western 
Canada were unusually severe in the Spring of this year, thus reducing the 
available supply. Mr. Hargrave, Assistant Superintendent, Dominion Experi
mental Station, Swift Current, said that there was an over-all increase ot 
141-3 per cent in the cost factors of the Western cattle ranch when the period 
1938-41 is compared with the year 1948 (page 2111). Mr. Brown, President 
of Ontario Beef Producers’ Association, informed the Committee that grain for 
feed, which in the period 1946-47 cost him $38.00 per ton, had increased 
to $60.00 per ton in April, 1948 (page 2056). The monthly average price of 
good butcher steers at Toronto is shown in a table at page 1988.

In pork there was a veiy sudden and substantial increase in prices during 
January, 1948. The increase in the price of pork at that time was mainly 
attributable to the higher price obtained for pork under the United Kingdom 
contract which became effective on January 5, 1948. However, here primary 
producers also had to meet increasing costs, particularly due to the higher costs 
of feed grains after the removal of ceilings and subsidies in October, 1947. 
Mill feed prices are shown at page 1995 of the Evidence. The monthly average 
price of B-l hogs at Toronto is shown on page 1991.

While the most substantial factor in the increased prices paid by the 
consumer can properly be attributed to higher prices paid for cattle and hogs, 
the Committee also examined the larger packing houses and certain retail stores 
to ascertain to what extent, if any, they were responsible for the higher prices.

At the packing house level, the evidence showed that over the year the 
profit per pound of meat was equivalent to only a small fraction of a cent, 
and even the complete elimination of normal packing house profits would not 
materially affect the price to the consumer. At the same time, in November 
and December, 1947, after the packing house strike which ended in October, 
the profit margins increased to several times the normal amount.

Mr. J. S. McLean, President, Canada Packers Limited, after stressing 
the highly competitive nature of the meat packing industry, explained its 
pricing policy as “in each case we get as much as we can, we buy the cattle 
as cheaply as we can, we sell beef for as much as we can” (page 2620) and 
again, “the salesman gets as much as he can and the buyer when he is on the 
market buys cattle just as cheaply as he can” (page 2630). In discussing 
the increased profit margins of November and December, 1947, Mr. McLean 
concurred with the Vice-Chairman of the Committee who said “in this period 
you experienced good fortune above what you experienced in some other similar 
period in the pursuit of your policy of buying cheap and selling dear” (page 2631 ) -

To an extent, therefore, the higher profits of the packing houses at this 
period may have increased the retail prices to a level above what they would
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have been had the packing houses sold their products at the slightly lower 
prices which would have left them with only their normal profit margins during 
this period. But the period of high margins was brief, for the consumer 
resistance which developed in February had the effect of reducing them, and 
in some cases resulted in the packers carrying on their meat operations at a 
loss during that month.

There was also some evidence that retail margins, particularly in the case 
of independent stores, increased during January, 1948, but these too appear 
to have been reduced in subsequent months, probably as a result of consumer 
resistance.

The Committee’s examination into meat was made before it was possible 
to obtain statistical or accounting evidence relative to the sharp increases in 
beef prices in May and June.

Fruits and Vegetables
The evidence shows that the wholesale and retail trades obtained higher 

margins than normal during the winter months of 1947 and 1948 for imported 
fruits, thereby increasing the price to the consumer. The representatives of 
the wholesale trade contended1 that such higher margins were necessary to 
compensate for the reduced volume of merchandise which was available because 
of the import restrictions.

Detailed figures of operations submitted indicate, however, that the increased 
margins were more than necessary to compensate for losses in volume, with 
the result that higher than normal profit was earned during the winter months 
of 1947 and 1948.

On page 2863 of the Evidence, Raphael D. Wolfe, Secretary and General 
Manager, The Ontario Produce Company, Limited, Toronto, admitted that 
the operating profit before taxes for the company which was $73,588 in 1946 
went up to $118,815 in 1947.

The same witness, at page 2864 of the Evidence, agreed that with the 
exception of the year 1939 his company had had in 1947 by far the very best 
year since its existence. The witness also admitted, on the same page of the 
Evidence, that this result was obtained in spite of the fact that the sales of the 
company for the year 1947 were slightly lower than in 1946.

On page 2866 of the Evidence, the witness said that with the exception 
of the year 1929 the gross profit to sales for its company had not averaged 
as much as 8 per cent over the year. Questioned as to the gross profit to sales for 
the months of November and December, 1947, the witness admitted (page 2867) 
that the gross profit to sales has been 11 - 9 for November and 18-4 for December. 
He also admitted that the gross profit to sales had been 17 per cent for the month 
of January 1948 and 19-8 for the month of February.

On page 2930 of the Evidence, Mr. Geo. G. Anspach, President of George C. 
Anspach Company, Limited, Toronto, said that it would be fair to say that his 
company in 1948 had by far the best year since its origin, and that by a very 
large margin. The witness admitted also that this statement was true in spite 
of the fact that the sales of the company in 1947 were slightly lower than they 
were in 1946.

This evidence clearly established that much larger profits were taken by 
the trade than necessary to compensate for the reduced volume.

This situation, however, appears to have been corrected by the reimposition 
of price controls’ on citrus fruits, carrots and cabbage in February and 
March 1948, which limited the markups which could be taken by wholesalers 
and retailers on these products.
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The very substantial increase in margins can be readily seen in the case of 
size 288 California oranges.

On page 2876 of the Evidence, David Austin, Assistant General Manager 
of Geo. C. Anspach Company, Limited, said that 75 cents on a crate of oranges 
gives a normal margin. The same witness admitted that the margins prevailing 
from November 28, 1947, to March 25, 1948, in his case, were all in excess of 
the established normal reaching a high on January 29 of $2.30 profit on a case 
of oranges size 288 or 34 per cent higher than normal. Many other witnesses 
gave similar evidence. This evidence indicated that the margin between the 
laid-down cost of California oranges to wholesalers and the selling price to the 
public amounted to 12-4 cents per dozen at the beginning of November, 1947. 
This margin increased in December to 18-5 cents, amounted to 17-9 cents in 
February, and after the reimposition of ceilings fell to 12 cents at the beginning 
of March, and 10-4 cents at the beginning of April.

Special attention was given to Dominion Fruit Company, Toronto, with 
regard to its dealings in celery during the year 1947. Mr. M. Blidner, Partner, 
Dominion Fruit Company, Toronto, on page 3087 of the Evidence, informed 
the Committee that the gross profit of the company for the year 1946-47 with 
respect to celery was $20,508 and $60,238 for the year 1947-48. And this in 
spite of the fact that the company handled one-quarter less volume.

The Committee took special notice of the transactions of two Toronto 
firms involving an importation of California potatoes, which were ordered just 
before the import restrictions were imposed on September 21, 1947. As a result 
of this ban on imports, these potatoes represented the only supply of new 
potatoes in Toronto at that time.

On the four cars the cost was submitted to have been $9,579.69 and the 
selling price $16,822.50, leaving a gross profit of $7,242.68. This was a gross 
profit of 75-6 per cent on cost and 43 per cent on sales.

A comparison of the gross profits earned by six fruit and vegetable whole
salers who were able to supply monthly statements of operations in the winter 
of 1946-47 and the winter of 1947-48, together with the amount of net operating 
profit before taxes on income during each month of this period will be seen from 
the following table:

Gross profit Net operating .profit
per cent to sales before taxes on income
1946-47 1947-48 1946-47 1947-48

% % $ $
November ............ ................ 10.6 14.5 33.160 62.031
December .............. ................ 9-9 14-1 29,284 37,418
January.................. ................ 110 11-9 21,567 14,320
February .............. ................ 11-1 14-1 17.649 33.623
March .................... ................ 11-8 11-3 37,812 18,147

10-9 13-2 80,904 165,539

It will be noticed that the gross increased on the average by 2-3 per cent 
of sales, and that the net operating profit more than doubled. The trade 
witnesses agreed that the trade had “reaped a benefit” from the rising prices.

In the case of domestic vegetables, the evidence shows that the price increase 
cm mg the winter months was not necessarily related to production costs but 
was occasioned by a strong demand for the products and a limited supply-
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Price increases were further accelerated by the publicity over the supply position. 
As a result, some substantial profits were realized on the handling of such fruits 
and vegetables. At the same time, this was said to be a “short run” condition, 
and increased plantings in 1948, given reasonably favourable weather conditions 
were expected to provide an increased supply of these products for the Canadian 
market at reasonable prices.

Primary Textiles

The examination in the primary textile industry was carried out with the 
assistance of a Chartered Accountant, M. Maurice Samson, C.A., employed for 
the particular purpose.

The Committee authorized the sending out of questionnaires to the com
panies engaged in the manufacture of primary textiles. The companies were 
asked to submit information to the Chartered Accountant, who examined and 
analysed the figures so submitted and reported to the Committee in writing 
the results of his analysis. The Committee also had the benefit of hearing oral 
evidence from the Chartered Accountant so employed.

In addition to the questionnaires referred to above, special detailed 
questionnaires were sent to the following companies:

(a) those engaged in the manufacture of cotton yarn and fabrics: 
Canadian Cottons Limited,
Dominion Textile Company Limited,
Drummondville Cotton Company Limited,
The Montreal Cottons Limited,
The Wabasso Cotton Company Limited.

(b) those engaged in the manufacture of rayon and nylon yarns and fabrics: 
Bruck Mills Limited,
Canadian Celanese Limited,
Canadian Industries Limited—Nylon Division,
Courtaulds (Canada) Limited.

(c) those engaged in the manufacture of woollen cloth:
Ayers Limited,
Dominion Woollens and Worsteds Limited,
Baton Manufacturing Company Limited.

The Committee, following the plan adopted throughout its sittings, heard 
evidence by commodity, first with respect to the cotton group, then the artificial 
silk and nylon group and finally the wroollen gioup. In each case, with one 
exception, officials of Wartime Prices and Trade Board and of Commodity Prices 
Stabilization Corporation gave evidence in addition to the accountant and the 
representatives of the various companies.

Cotton
In his evidence Mr. Griffin, formerly Secretary, Wartime Prices and Trade 

Board, said that Canada’s primary cotton industry produces about 2o per cent 
of the cotton yams which this country receives for weaving into fabrics The 
5 ner cent deficiency however, represents finer qualities of yarns m which we 

P , en; , ° /’ j„nt on outside sources. In production of cotton fabricsare almost wholly dependent on outoiue 6uuivc ^ ,, 79
our domestic primarv industry has never produced more than 72 per cent of 
Zply and i„ 1947 domestic production was under 50 per cent ot supply (page 

16119—3
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3488). In the years prior to the recent war, imports of cotton broadwoven 
fabrics came mainly from the United Kingdom. The supply from this source 
dwindled to an exceedingly small supply and our requirements were met by 
imports from the United States which increased very greatly during the war 
period (page 3491).

For raw cotton Canada is, of course, entirely dependent on imports. Raw 
cotton is imported in 500-pound bales and the figures of bale openings in 
Canada over a period of years were produced. This showed that whereas bale 
openings reached a peak of over 254 million pounds in 1940 there has been a 
marked decline in succeeding years to a figure just under 180 million pounds in 
1947 (page 3507).

Mr. Hashley of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics said that bale openings 
in themselves give a good indication of the activity of the mills. He said: “if you 
know the number of bales opened you actually know what is going on in the 
cotton industry” (page 3508).

Mr. Glass of Commodity Prices Stabilization Corporation told the Com
mittee of the plan of the cotton subsidy. As an indication of the importance of 
the subsidy, the witness produced a table showing that in 1946 alone there was 
paid out of the public purse over $13,000,000, and that between April, 1942 and 
December 31, 1947, there was paid a total of more than $42,000,000 in subsidies 
on raw cotton and cotton linters (page 3486).

Mr. Hughes of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics filed with the Committee 
a table showing imports of Fibres, Textiles and Textile Products (page 3500).

Mr. Harry Knight, C.A., a partner of Mr. Samson, who had been in charge 
of the detailed work in connection with the enquiry filed a written report which 
he explained in detail to the Committee (pages 3394 et seq). He produced 
samples of materials made by the 5 special companies with prices of each at 
various dates (page 3414). He also produced a table of specifications of the 
various fabrics which was filed as a supplement to his report (page 3468). The 
prices showed a consistent and substantial increase on all the items. For 
example, unbleached bed sheeting, made by Dominion Textile Company Limited, 
was being sold for 27 cents a yard on January 1, 1942; on September 15, 1947, 
immediately prior to the date of decontrol of prices, the selling price 
was fractionally under 50 cents a yard. In the same period, white broadcloth 
of the kind used in the manufacture of men’s shirts rose from 16-^ cents a yard 
to 37 cents a yard, and denim went from 18^- cents a yard to 37j cents a yard 
(page 3414). In Schedule B-7 of his report, Mr. Knight showed the components 
of cost in these various fabrics per yard (page 3422). Without analysing these 
in detail it did not appear that the profit remaining to the company from its 
selling price had increased unreasonably. In fact, it seemed apparent that the 
industry is highly competitive and that, on the whole, price increases had not 
been unreasonably out of line with increased costs. A table of the average 
price of raw cotton in the United States was filed showing price changes through 
the period from January, 1940, to April, 1948 (page 3487) . The average price 
for the year 1940 was 10-20 cents per pound whereas in April, 1948 the price 
was 37-22 cents per pound. It was apparent that here was a case in which 
Canadian prices were largely at the mercy of the external price.

On the other hand, a question arose in cotton which the Committee had not 
previously met. From the various statistical tables filed, it was clear that the 
industry had been unable to maintain the high level of production that had been 
reached during the war years. From a high in domestic production of broad 
woven fabrics of some 369 million yards in 1942 the decline had reached a low

j* million yard's in 1947. The trade witnesses had varied explanations for 
e decline. Mr. Gordon of Dominion Textile Company Limited said that
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whereas during the war the Company ran a day shift and a night shift and also 
had special permission to keep the work going all night (page 2514) the Com
pany was running a 48-hour week but actually averaged about 524 hours on day 
shift and probably close to 60 hours on the night shift with overtime. After the 
war, the company cut down to 40-:hour week with the idea of running a double 
shift system. According to Mr. Gordon, the company has been unable to get 
the labour with which to man this second 40-hour shift. If the company were 

I able to get the help needed to run the mills on a second shift, production could 
be increased by 20 per cent. Mr. Fox of Canadian Cottons Limited attributed 
the falling off in production to shortage of labour (page 3465). Mr. Whitehead 
of Wabasso Cotton Company Limited said that there had been a steady falling 
off of the number of employees on his payroll (page 3572) and also that the 
workers’ efficiency had declined.

Mr. Griffin of the Prices Board also filed a table showing comparative prices 
of certain cotton fabrics as between the United Kingdom, the United States and 
Canada. While comparisons cannot actually be drawn in all cases, it seems 
clear that the prices of cotton fabrics of comparative quality are higher in the 
United Kingdom and in the United States than they are in Canada.

The cotton industry is very susceptible to outside conditions as it is based 
on the importation of its basic raw material. Although all raw cotton must be 
imported, 95 per cent of the yarns required are home produced. The 5 per cent 
imported is, however, of disproportionate importance as it consists of yarns of 
finer qualities required for knitted hosiery, underwear and thread.

Before the war the home industry produced an average of approximately 
73 per cent of the supply of cotton broadwoven fabrics. Imports from the 
United Kingdom accounted for 20 per cent of the total while the remaining 
7 per cent came from the United States. During the war years imports from the 
Jnited Kingdom dropped practically to nothing but there was a great increase 

in United States’ supplies. Canadian production increased rapidly to a max
imum in 1942, when war contracts were at their height and before the diversion 
of labour to more essential industries had become a serious problem. In 1942, 
taking no account of stocks, supply amounted to 568 million yards, being made 
up of 369 million yards domestically produced, 39 million yards imported from 
the United Kingdom and 178 million yards from the United States. Exports 
were 18 million yards. Since 1942 there has been a progressive decline in local 
production, offset to a large degree by increased imports from the United States. 
Exchange conservation measures will cut down the supply from that country in 
1948 but it is hoped that there will be increased imports from the United 
Kingdom. An estimate (page 3491) has been made of probable supply in 1948, 
assuming domestic production at the 1947 level of 265 million yards and imports 
of 80-85 million yards and 80 million yards from the United States and the 
United Kingdom respectively. In such circumstances the amount available 
will be 22 per cent less than that of last year although 25 per cent above the 
1935-39 average.

Despite the increase in the amount of cotton goods available, compared with 
pre-war, the Committee found no evidence of hoai ding. In only one of the five 
companies examined in detail was the 1948 finished goods in\ entory larger than 
that of 1989. The comparative figures are:

End of Montreal Canadian Wabasso Drummond- Dominion

fiscal Cottons Ltd. Cottons Ltd. Cottons Ltd. ville Cottons Textile Co.

period ’000 yards ’000 yards ’000 yards ’000 lb. ’000 lb.

1939 ............ ................ 6,259 6,084 16,131 448 6,457

1948 ............ 536 2,035 2,524 1,978 5,593
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Price
The progressive rise in the price of cotton goods began while price ceilings 

were in effect, when it was a reflection of increases in the subsidized price of raw 
cotton. United States cotton prices have risen fairly consistently since the 
outbreak of war.

Raw cotton prices—U.S.A. U.S. Department 
of Agriculture prices as reproduced in trade 
publications.
Average for spot middling inch cotton 
at ten market centres in Southern U.S.A.

Cents per lb.
1940 .................................................................... 10-2
1941 .................................................................... 13-9
1942 ...................................................................  19-3
1943 .................................................................... 20-6
1944 .................................................................... 21-2
1945 .................................................................... 22-6
1946 .................................................................... 30-6
1947 .................................................................... 34-4
1948—Jan............................................................. 35-15

Feb............................................................ 32-76
March .................................................... 34-19
April ...................................................... 37-22

The cotton subsidy was based originally on a price (in Canada) of 
11-4 cents per lb. for U.S. raw cotton. Effective March 1, 1946, this price 
was increased to 15-4 cents per lb. on Feb. 1, 1947 to 24-4 cents per lb. and on 
June 2, 1947 to 27-2 cents per lb. During the. years that the subsidy plan was 
in operation, total payments on raw cotton and cotton linters amounted to 
$42,005,770. In 1946 alone $13,487,234 was paid out.

While the rise in the price of raw materials has had a very large effect 
on the increase in the price of cotton textiles, and is taking a disproportionate 
part of the sales dollar (see table overleaf), trade representatives were emphatic 
about the difficulties of securing labour, with a consequent effect on production 
and price. The shortage of labour and the reduction of the working week 
were shown to be a major factor in limiting production.

The effect on price of decontrol on September 15, 1947, was not immediate 
as, by agreement with the W.P.T.B., the companies filled all outstanding orders 
at the old prices (and, of course, received any subsidy due). The effect of 
decontrol on sales was to increase the monthly average of $8,902,000 for the 
period Sept. 1946 to March, 1947 (19 companies and 3 subsidiaries of tire and 
rubber manufacturers) to $12,818,000 for the corresponding period in 1947-48. 
It should be remembered, however, that during the subsidy period, manu
facturers were subject to limitation of profits. In addition production was 
increasing during the latter period. It was, in fact, stated in evidence 
(page 3497) that the primary cotton industry had gone a long way towards 
preserving as closely as possible the relationship with the ceiling price which 
obtained at the time of decontrol.

While the selling prices of the products made by the five companies under 
special review all increased considerably during the price control period and 
afterwards, there was no increase in the share of operating income as a com
ponent of cost. Operating income is defined as the profit from operations 
before deducting taxes on income, interest on borrowed money and other
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financial charges, inventory reserves and depreciation in excess of the amounts 
allowed1 by the income tax authorities. It does not include investment income 
and profits or losses on disposals of investments and fixed assets.

For the 12 years 1936 to 1947 the components of cost of the sales dollar 
for the 5 special companies averaged :

Cents
Raw materials—cotton ..................................... 29-6

other ....................................... 15-9
Labour ................................................................ 25-6
Overhead  ............................................ 16-3
Operating income .......................................... 12-6

$1.00

From January 1946, to March 1948, the components of the sales dollar 
showed the following variations :

1946

All raw 
materials Labour Overhead

Operating
Income*

Sales
Dollar

1st quarter......... .... $0-443 $0-288 $0-175 $0-094 $1.00
2nd quarter ........ .... 0-468 0-278 0-166 0-888 1.00
3rd quarter . .. . .... 0-372 0-323 0-195 0-110 1.00
4th quarter .... .... 0-407 0-305 0-181 0-107 1.00

1947
1st quarter ... . .... 0-496 0-265 0-265 0-075 1.00
2nd quarter .... .... 0-513 0-229 0-135 0-123 1.00
3rd quarter .... .... 0-503 0-226 0-151 0-120 1.00
4th quarter .... .... 0-514 0-284 0-170 0-032 1.00

1948
1st quarter .... .... 0-522 0-252 0-165 0-061 1.00

* as defined.

Evidence was produced to show that, despite the level of selling prices 
for Canadian produced goods, the prices for imports from the United States 
and the United Kingdom were still higher. The tariff concessions, as granted 
in the 1948-49 budget, were made, according to one witness (page 3532) because 
the United Kingdom could not meet the Canadian prices. The effect of these 
tariff changes on retail prices will not be immediate and may be nullified largely 
by increases in the price of Egyptian raw cotton.

Artificial Silk and Nylons
Canada is largely self-sufficient as far as its rayon fabric requirements 

are concerned but depends on imports for approximately 20 per cent of its fila
ment yarn requirements. Bcmberg, used in stockings and sheers, is the only type 
of yarn wholly imported. Cut staple fibre is already being made by one plant 
while another should be coming into operation by the end o t ie year.

Production of rayon broadwoven fabric has approximately doubled com
pared with the pre-war average, and, with import restrictions in the principal 
markets, there has even been some tendency for inventories to grow.

Nylon is a new product on the market. It is produced by only one company 
whose plant came into operation in June 1942. From that time until August 1945

16119—4
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all production was used entirely for war purposes. Since September 1945 the 
plant has been operating at capacity for the civilian market, except during 
a few months in 1947 when technical difficulties developed on the weaving side.

Detailed reports were presented to the Committee by four companies. The 
finished goods inventories of these companies, are in no case as high as they 
were in 1939 and the Committee found no evidence of the withholding of 
supplies.

Finished Goods Inventories wl

Producers of Yarn '000 lb.
Courtaulds (Canada) Ltd. Canadian Industries

(nylon division)
As at 1939 .......................... ................ 616 X

Average 1940-1945 ............ ................ 753 85
Average 1946-1947 ............ ................ 352 101
Reported by Companies in 1948 ................ 424 72

x not operating.

Manufacturers of Fabrics '000 yards
Canadian Celanese Ltd. Bruck Mills Ltd.

As at 1939 .......... ............. ................ 1.707 229
Average 1940-1941 ............ ................ 1,294 193
Average 1942-1947 ............ ................ 1,254 209
Reported by Companies in 1948 ................ 740 81

Mr. Griffin said that Canada’s rayon industry is relatively young but
vigorous; that the industry had expanded steadily since its inception in this 
country and that prospects for 1948 are that a record yardage of fabrics will be 
produced (page 3643).

Unlike the cotton industry, said Mr. Griffin, the rayon industry, at least 
in the fabric aspect of its operations, produces nearly all the types and volume 
we require.

Mr. Glass of the Commodity Prices Stabilization Corporation described 
for the Committee the basis for subsidizing artificial silk fibres and yarns 
(page 3642).

For artificial silk and nylon, Mr. Harry Knight, C.A., filed a return report 
described as report “D”, which he explained in detail to the Committee (pages 
3582 et seq). He produced samples of materials made by three of the four 
special companies, the selling price and cost of which had been listed at various 
dates (pages 3603 et seq).

The prices showed a consistent and substantial increase on most of the 
items. For instance, Courtaulds (Canada) Limited reported that its selling 
prices of best quality prevailing 100/40 bright yarn on cake cones, which was 
being sold at 77 cents on January 1, 1942, was selling for 90 cents on 
September 15, 1947, and 95 cents on April 1, 1948. Each of the items manufac
tured by this company for which prices were submitted increased in price, the 
increases varying from 11| cents to 18 cents per pound during the period from 
January 1, 1942 to April "l, 1948. • /"

Canadian Celanese Limited had been selling lingerie taffeta for 45 cents • j 
a yard on January 1, 1942, and had increased its prices to 56 cents a yard 
as at September 15, 1947, and 58f cents on April 1, 1948. The price of dress 
crepe manufactured by the same company rose from 52^ cents per yard on 
January 1,1942, to 68 cents on September 15, 1947, and 71 cents on April 1, 1948- 
The price of lining manufactured by the same company had increased from 
44 cents per yard on January 1, 1942, to 54 cents on April 1, 1948.
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The evidence disclosed that for Courtaulds (Canada) Limited the percentage 
of operating income to sale did rise from 6-9 per cent in 1946 to 21 -3 per cent in 
1947. It also disclosed that Canadian Celanese Limited percentage of operating 
income to sale did rise from 27 • 5 per cent in 1946 to 32 • 7 per cent in 1947. It also 
disclosed that the percentage of operating income to sale for Canadian Industries 
Limited dropped from 34-5 per cent in 1946 to 25-2 per cent in 1947.

The analysis of Schedule “D 3” of Mr. Knight’s report (page 3606) shows 
clearly that the net profit after taxes, by three of the four special companies, had 
substantially increased in 1947.

The net profit after taxes of Courtaulds (Canada) Limited jumped from 
$489,000 in 1946 to $1,434,000 in 1947, or from 2-9 per cent to 7-6 per cent on 
capital employed. (Schedule “D S” of Mr. Knight’s report “D”) while the net 
profit after taxes of Canadian Celanese Limited jumped from $1,959,000 or 12-4 
per cent of capital employed in 1946 to $3,025,000 or 15-5 per cent of capital 
employed in 1947 (schedule “D S” of Mr. Knight’s report “D”).

Mr. Palmer, of Canadian Celanese Limited, admitted that for the months of 
January, February, and March, 1948, the profits of that company were sub
stantially higher than for the same period in 1947. In spite of that, the witness 
said that the company increased its prices on April 1, 1948.

Asked whether in view of the very high profit of the company it would not 
be possible to reduce its prices Mr. Palmer definitely stated that there will be 
no reduction.

It appears that the profits remaining to Canadian Celanese Limited have ' 
increased unreasonably, and it is hard to understand that this company is not 
ready to decrease their prices.

The evidence also disclosed that Canadian Industries Limited, one of the 
four special companies referred to in Mr. Knight’s report “D”, had reduced its 
prices in December, 1946 and June 1947 (page 3651).

Asked if the company was contemplating a further reduction in the near 
future, Mr. H. G. Smith, first vice-president of Canadian Industries Limited, 
said that the record of price reductions which the company had made to date 
showed the trend of the policy of the company and added that without indi
cating any specific date as when a further reduction will take place the company 
certainly hoped to do so (pages 3656 and 3657).

W oollens
In his evidence Mr. Griffin said that Canada’s woollen industry produces 

about 95 per cent of the yarns required, about 40 per cent of the worsted tops 
and approximately two-thirds of the woven fabrics available for the Canadian 
market. The yarns, tops and fabrics not produced in Canada are normally 
obtained from Great Britain.

The price of woollen fabrics has increased rapidly over the past two years. 
This is reflected in the Dominion Bureau of Statistics wholesale price index of 
woven fabrics and wool which has shot up from an average of 110-5 in 1946 to 
185-5 in May, 1948, an increase of 75 points or 68 per cent, The selling prices 
of individual fabrics reported by certain of the larger companies showed com- 
parable increases. Thus, Dominion Woollens and Worsteds Limited reported 
that one type of yarn-dyed worsted coating increased from $3.10 per yard on 
1st April, 1947 (the date of decontrol) to $4.50 per yard in February 1948, while 
one type of yarn-dyed worsted fancy suitings increased from $3.00 to $4.70 
per yard over the same period. Of these increases the increased raw material 
cost accounted for 76 cents and 67 cents per yard respectively, costs icing lased 
in each case on replacement values of vrool used. Labour and overhead likewise 
increased as did also the amount retained by the company in excess ot its costs.

16119—41
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The increase in raw material prices has undoubtedly been the most signifi
cant factor in the increase in the price of the finished products. The raw material, 
wool, is largely imported. Mr. Griffin pointed out our domestic raw wool clip 
does not look after more than 6 per cent of our requirements, and for the rest 
we must look to Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. The primary material 
cost is therefore dependent on prices in world markets and the better grades of 
raw wool have increased from three to four times the 1939 price. Increases during y* 
the past two years have been particularly marked ; for instance, fine quality wool « 
70’s increased from 71-8 cents per pound in June, 1946, to 99-5 cents per pound 
in June, 1947, and to $1.57 per pound in April 1948.

But while the primary cause of increased prices may be attributed to the 
higher prices prevailing for wool in world markets and there has also been an 
increase in labour and overhead costs, the record of the industry as disclosed 
by Mr. Knight’s report indicates that during recent periods it has been retaining 
an increased portion of the sales dollar. The percentage of operating income to 
sales of three large companies increased from 8-1 per cent in 1946 to 13-4 per 
cent in 1947 and to 16-9 per cent in the first quarter of 1948. This means that, 
during this period of rising prices, selling prices were increasing faster than costs. 
Evidence was submitted by Mr. Henry Barrett, Dominion Woollens and 
Worsteds Limited, that a substantial part of the increase in his company’s prices 
was due to the fact that the selling prices were “based upon replacement cost 
of raw materials rather than the actual cost of materials contained in same, as 
this is the only way it has been possible for us to finance the replacement of 
inventories”. Thus he pointed out “the income for the year 1947 to the extent 
of $462,792 is not real income. Our company could not continue in business if 
the income from sales did not include provision for the replacement of 
inventories on a replacement price basis.”

The question as to whether the price of woollen fabrics has been increased 
above an amount justified by the increase in costs depends, therefore, on whether 
costs should be taken as the cost of the material actually used or the current 
value of that material and the amount which will have to be put out to replace 
it in order for the business to carry on.

If the former method of accounting is employed the resulting increase in 
profits of the woollen industry indicates that prices have increased above an 
amount necessary to compensate the industry for higher costs. If, however, 
allowance is made for higher replacement costs the profits appear to be much 
more in line with what might be considered normal.

In this respect the pricing policy of Dominion Woollens and Worsteds 
Limited might be contrasted with that followed by the cotton industry. In 
the case of Dominion Woollens, selling prices have been increased immediately 
to reflect advancing raw material prices while in the case of cottons the manu
facturers have disposed of their low priced inventories before increasing the 
selling prices of their products. In this way Dominion Woollens has obtained 
protection against subsequent price declines out of the increased prices paid 
by consumers in recent months, whereas the cotton industry has not taken this 
benefit and the consumers have accordingly obtained relatively lower prices.

Mr. Daniels of Baton Manufacturing Company Limited gave evidence- 
The price increases reported by this company were proportionately less than 
those reported by Dominion Woollens and Worsteds Limited, and a reduction 
m the relationship of operating income to sales during the first quarter of 194° 
indicated that costs had increased more than had selling prices.

<'i
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Mr. Tremblay of Ayers Limited was also heard by the Committee and 
he explained that because a substantial part of his company’s manufacture 
consisted of the production of paper makers’ felts the company’s figures could 
not properly be compared with those of the other companies in the woollen 
industry.

Mr. Gaston H. Ledoux, president, Federation N.C. du Textile Inc., Granby, 
Que., explained to the Committee that his union represented 50,000 workers 
in the textile industry and was the bargaining agent for four of the five larger 
companies in the Cotton groups which had been represented before the Com
mittee. He pointed out that he did not consider the increase in prices since 
15th September 1947 could be attributed to wage increases beyond a total of 
not more than 4 per cent of cost and contrasted this with the substantial increases 
in selling prices. Dealing with the question of the shortage of labour which 
had been referred to by representatives of the companies he felt that this was 
due to several factors including the policy of retiring employees at 65 and 
refusing to hire those nearing 45, and the relatively higher turnover of the 
labour force which resulted from hiring in such a large proportion young people 
and particularly girls.

Dealing with the problems of absenteeism, he pointed out that the hours 
of work had been reduced from 52^ hours per week to 40 hours per week, so 
that in spite of increased wages the workers take-home pay was about the same. 
In order to compensate for the increasing cost of living, therefore, the employees 
had resorted to part-time jobs over the week-end, which paid them better 
than they could earn by working in the mill on Saturday, even at time and 
a half pay. Mr. Ledoux also felt that the wages in the textile industry were 
less than in competing industries, and that this made employment in the 
industry less attractive.

Mr. Sam Baron, Canadian Director and Vice-President of the Textile 
Workers’ Union of America (C.C.L.) was also heard and produced a brief in 
which he dealt with the relation of wages to prices increases. Mr. Baron 
concludes that the increase in selling price was very much greater than the 
actual amount of the increase in labour.

Mr. Baron pointed out also that the average hourly earnings for textile 
products are the lowest for any group of manufacturing industries except 
leather products and tobacco, which are fractionally lower.

Dealing with the question of the shortage of labour and the problems of 
absenteeism, Mr. Baron’s evidence was to the same effect as that given by 
Mr. Gaston H. Ledoux, president, Federation N.C. du Textile Inc., Granby, 
Quebec.

PRICE INCREASES RELATED TO THE ACQUISITION 
AND WITHHOLDING OF GOODS

The third of its terms of reference required the Committee to enquire 
into “rises in prices due to the acquiring, accumulating or withholding from 
sale by any persons, firms or corporations of any goods beyond amounts 
reasonably required for the ordinary purposes of their business”.

Price increases resulting from such causes represent a special case of the 
general class dealt with in the previous section. In its examination the 
Committee did not find it practicable to segregate the causes for price increases 
into absolute categories. Experience indicated that all possible causes had to 
be considered in relation to each question of increased prices.
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. Acquiring and withholding goods could take many forms in the complex 
Canadian economy. The practice could vary from the hoarding of a few 
hundred pounds of a scarce commodity in private hands to the so-called 
“cornering” of supplies on the large commodity markets. It would be difficult 
and largely non-productive to attempt to cover all the forms which such activity 
might take.

There is one general distinction which can be drawn between cases of 
acquiring and withholding. In one supplies are withheld awaiting an anticipated 
increase in the .market and consequent financial gain, sometimes referred to 
as speculation. In the second, substantial supplies are acquired and withheld 
in order to force the market up; in such cases the usual description is a “corner”.

At least two of the commodities considered by the Committee do not lend 
themselves to storage, i.e., bread and certain kinds of fresb vegetables. For 
this reason no attempt was made to relate prices to acquiring or withholding 
of these items.

Speculation
A considerable amount of evidence was taken concerning the operations of 

the Montreal Commodity Exchange in relation to butter.
Mr. K. H. Olive, President, Olive & Dorion, Limited, and President, Cana

dian Commodity Exchange, Montreal, was asked to describe the operations of the 
Commodity Exchange. On Pages 1739 and 1740 of the Evidence the witness 
made the following statement: “In the first place, the Canadian Commodity 
Exchange is an organization which enables buyers and sellers to meet and 
express their market opinion of the product which is being traded. It is an 
open market as compared with what I should, perhaps, call marketing behind 
closed doors, which, in my business experience is not the best type of marketing. 
I remember very well the developements which led up to the Commodity 
Exchange. In those days prior to the introduction of the exchange, it was pretty 
well impossible to establish a market from day to day, yet the commodity is a 
commodity which is produced and consumed every day . . . The trading 
practices would be conducted under rules and regulations which could be defended 
at any time, under any circumstances ... It is nothing more or less than a place 
where people come together, under supervision, to express their market opinion 
on both the buying and selling side. There is nothing mysterious about it. The 
man who makes a bid stands behind it and if he makes an offer he has to do the 
same thing.”

It was admitted that a small amount of speculation took place in this 
particular butter market since future transactions as well as spot sales, were part 
of the day to day operations. However, it was contended that the total volume 
of sales through the Exchange was not significant. The spot sales represented 
about 10 per cent of the creamery butter produced in Quebec in 1947, and 
the futures contracts about 4 per cent of the total produced in Canada.

It was also contended that the operation of a future exchange serves a 
useful purpose in financing and carrying the risk on surplus supplies from the 
period of peak production into the following deficit season. While there were 
possibilities of abuse and possibilities for improvement, a representative of a 
arge cream producers’ organization indicated his belief that producers, and 

pro ucers’ organizations, could not hold and manage all of the surplus butter
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from the flush season. The purchase of butter at this time of year, by 
others than the ultimate consumers, served as a strong support to a" market 
which would naturally sag under the weight of surplus supplies. Conversely 
storage supplies coming forward during the late fall and early winter had a 
strong tendency to keep the market from rising to the level which would occur 
if winter butter were the only supply.

For all of the commodities concerned, it was contented that the number of 
business units engaged in manufacturing processing or selling was such that 
no single individual unit could acquire sufficient supplies to significantly influence 
the market.

Considerable evidence was available to the Committee on the firms and 
individuals trading in butter in recent months. This information was obtained 
by questionnaires addressed to brokers, and to the 42 largest cold storage plants 
in the country. After examination of this evidence it was concluded that only 
an insignificant amount of butter had been handled by individuals not normally 
in the butter business.

As a result of the examination into butter prices, certain action was taken 
by the Prices Board.

Protective Agencies
As a related matter it should be noted that considerable testimony was 

taken on operations carried on under the Combines Investigation Act as these 
have an effect on specific prices or the general price level. The administration 
of this Act referred to in the section on prices and increased costs, and it would 
seem to be closely related to questions involving improper withholding from 
the market. While “The Combines Investigation Act confers no authority on 
the administering agency to fix prices, even maximum prices, or to decide that 
prices or profits in a particular case are “excessive” it was submitted that “The 
very existence of the prohibitions in the Combines Act is a protection to 
consumers; so are the continuous investigations; so are the less frequent 
prosecutions.” (F. A. McGregor, Commissioner, Combines Investigation Act 
P. 167).

The evidence offered in this connection indicated that investigations under 
the Act were not infrequently initiated as a result of the constant scrutiny of 
prices. When there are indications that prices are unjustifiably high the 
administration works back to determine whether any agreement is present. In 
the course of such an investigation the existence of improper stocks, or the 
withholding of .stocks for unreasonable periods, would be susceptible of early 
uncovery.

During the war period the activities usually carried out under the Act were 
largely incorporated into the operations of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board. 
With the developement of the policy of price decontrol operations under the 
Act have been expanded. Currently the administration is engaged in six major 
investigations. While these arc not, of course, directed toward exactly the 
same ends as those of the Committee they will tend to discourage and restrict 
any improper practices which lead to unjustifiable prices.

Since February of 1946 both the Wartime Prices and Trade Board and the 
administration of the Combines Investigation Act have been alerted to the 
possibilities of prices being raised by hoarding or improper withholding of 
goods. Except for indications of minor infractions neither agency has received 
evidence of such improper practices.

All of which is respectfully submitted
PAUL MARTIN,

Chairman
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APPENDIX

Table 1.—Cost-of-Living Index, 1913 to 1948 
(1935-1939=100)

Year Total Index Food Index
1913 .......................................... 79-1 89-1
1914 .......................................... 79-7 92-2
1915 .......................................... 80-7 93-7
1916 .......................................... 87-0 103-9
1917 ............................................ 102-4 134-3
1918 ..........................................  115-6 154-2
1919 ..........................................  126-5 164-8
1920 .......................................... 145-4 189.5
1921 ..........................................  129-9 145-5
1922 ............................................ 120-4 123-3
1923 ..........................................  129-7 124-1
1924 ..........................................  118-8 121-8
1925 .....................   119-8 127-2
1926 .........................   121-8 133-3
1927 .................  119-9 130-9
1928 ..........................................  120-5 131-5
1929 .......................................... 121-7 134-7
1930 .......................................... 120-8 131-5
1931 ..........................................  109-1 103-1
1932 .......................................... 99-0 85-7
1933 .......................................... 94-4 84-9
1934 .......................................... 95-6 92-7
1935 .......................................... 96-2 94-6
1936 .......................................... 98-1 97-8
1937 ..........................................  101-2 102-3
1938 ..........................................  102-2 103-8
1939 ..........................................  101-5 100-6
1940 .......................................... 105-6 105-6
1941 ..........................................  111-7 116-1
1942 ..........................................  117-0 127-2
1943 ..........................................  118-4 130-7
1944 .............   118-9 131-3
1Q45 .......................................... 119-5 113-0
1946 ..........................................  123-6 140-4
1047 ..........................................  135-5 159-5

1945
December ........................  120-1 134-3

1946
January ..........................  119-9 132-8
February ........................  119-9 132-5
March ..............................  120-1 133-1
APril ................................  120-8 135-1
May ................................  122-0 137-7
June ..................................  123-6 142-1
July ..................................  125-1 144-2
August ............................  125-6 144-7
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Table 1.—Cost-of-Living Index, 1913 to 1948—Continued
(1935-1939=100)

Year Total Index Food Index
1946

September ... ... 125-5 143-2
October .......... ... 126-8 146-5
November .... ... 127-1 146-6
December .... ... 127-1 146-4

1947
January 2 .... ... 127-0 145-5
February 1 ... ... 127-8 147-0
March 1 ........ ... 128-9 148-7
April 1 ............ ... 130-6 151-6
May 1 ............ ... 133-1 154-9
June 2 ....... ... 134-9 157-7
July 2 ............ ... 135-9 159-3
August 1 ........ ... 136-6 160-6
September 2 .. ... 139-4 165-3
October 1 .... ... 142-2 171-3
November 1 .. ... 143-6 173-6
December 1 .. ... 146-0 178-7

1948
January 2 .... ... 148-3 182-2
February ........ ... 150-1 186-1
March ............ ... 150-8 185-9
April .............. ... 151-6 186-8
May ................ ... 153-3 191-2
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TABLE 2.—SELECTED RETAIL FOOD INDEXES, PRICES AND POINT CONTRIBUTIONS 
TO COST-OF-LIVING INCREASES, SEPTEMBER 1947 TO APRIL 1948

—

(a) Indexes, (August 1939 = 100)

September
1947

December
1947

January
1948

April
1948

Blade roast..................... 180.2 184.6 190.1 208.0
Round steak.................. 194.7 198.4 202.9 210.7
Bacon....................... 194.9 205.2 207.2 226.8
Pork loin......................... 172.0 174.2 178.2 193.8

Butter................ 239.1 252.9 269.7 266.3
Canned peaches............. 134.2 156.3 156.3 155.3
Bread................. 110.5 148.5 148.5 152.0
Potatoes...................... 151.1 164.2 165.9 171.2
Oranges.............. 138.0 144.1 135.9 129.1

(b) Prices, (Dominion averages, Independent
and Chain Grocers)

September December January April
1947 1947 1948 1948

i i i i
Blade roast..................... ............................  lb. 29.2 29.9 30.8 33.7
Round steak.................. ............................ lb. 47.3 48.2 49.3 51.2
Bacon......................... ............................ lb. 60.6 63.8 64.4 70.5
Pork loin......................... ............................ lb. 47.2 47.8 48.9 53.2
Butter............... ............................ lb. 62.4 66.0 70.4 69.5
Canned peaches............ 26.0 30.3 30.3 30.1
Bread................... ............................ lb. 6.4 8.6 8.6 8.8
Potatoes.............. 54.0 58.7 59.3 61.2
Oranges........ 38.6 40.3 38.0 36.1
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TABLE 2—SELECTED RETAIL FOOD INDEXES, PRICES AND POINT CONTRIBUTIONS 
TO COST-OF-LIVING INCREASES, SEPTEMBER 1947 TO APRIL 1948— Continued

(c) Point Contributions to Total Cost-of-Living Index

September December January
to to to

December January April

i points t points points

Blade roast............................................... +0.7 + .032 +0.9 ' + .041 +2.9 + .132
Round steak............................................. +0.9 + .033 + 1.1 + .041 + 1.9 + .071
Bacon......................................................... +3.2 + .093 +0.6 + .017 + 6.1 + .177
Pork loin.................................................... +0.6 + .037 +1.1 + .068 +4.3 + .266

Butter........................................................ +3.6 + .418 +4.4 + .511 -0.9 - .104
Canned peaches........................................ +4.3 + .018 no ch ange -0.2 - .001
Bread......................................................... +2.2 + .102 no ch ange +0.2 + .100
Potatoes..................................................... +4.7 + .156 +0.6 + .020 + 1.9 + .063
Oranges...................................................... + 1.7 + .049 +2.3 - .067 -1.9 - .055

(d) Point Contributions to Food Index

September December January
to to to

December January April

i points t points i points

Blade roast................................................ +0.7 + .103 +0.9 + .132 +2.9 + .428
Round steak.............................................. +0.9 + .108 +1.1 + .132 + 1.9 + .228
Bacon......................................................... +3.2 + .300 +0.6 + .056 +6.1 + .571
Pork loin.................................................... +0.6 + .120 +1.1 + .220 +4.3 + .861

Butter........................................................ +3.6 +1.350 +4.4 +1.650 -0.9 - .337
Canned peaches......................................... +4.3 + .057 no ch ange -0.2 - .003
Bread......................................................... +2.2 +3.559 no ch ange +0.2 + .324
Potatoes..................................................... +4.7 + .503 +0.6 + .064 + 1.9 + .203
Oranges...................................................... + 1.7 + .160 +2.3 - .215 -1.9 - .178

Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Prices Branch.
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TABLE 3.—WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX NUMBERS OF SELECTED COMMODITIES,
1945 TO APRIL 1948

— Pork
Carcass Butter Flour Potatoes Tea Coffee .

Green
Cocoa
Beans

Cotton
Tex
tiles

1945

December............ 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1946

January............... 100.0 100.0 100.0 102.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
February............ 100.0 100.0 100.0 102.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
March... 100.0 100.0 100.0 105.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 110.9
April......... 112.2 110.8 110.0 108.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 110.9
May.......... 112.2 109.1 100.0 110.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 110.9
June........ 112.2 106.5 100.0 115.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 110.9
July.......................... 112.2 110.0 100.0 134.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 110.9
August............. 112.2 110.6 100.0 98.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 110.9
September......... 112.2 110.7 100.0 93.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 110.9
October... 112 2 110 8 100.0 74 8 100 0 100.0 100.0 110.9
November........... 112.2 110.8 100.0 71.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 110.9
December........ 112.2 110.8 100.0 71.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 110.9

Year................. 109.2 107.5 100.0 98.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 109.1

1947

January................. 118.1 110.8 100.0 73.0 115.5 118.2 100.0 110.9
February............ 121.3 110.8 100.0 75.1 115.5 118.2 100.0 114.6
March.... 121.3 110.8 100.0 77.6 115.5 118.2 100.0 144.6
April. . .. 121.3 110.8 100.0 77.4 115.5 118.2 235.0 144.6
May............ 121.3 136.3 100.0 95.9 115.5 118.2 235.0 144.6
June.... 121.3 138.6 100.0 100.3 115.5 118.2 235.0 158.9
July...................... 121.3 139.3 100.0 129.9 115.5 118.2 235.0 159.3
August....... 121.3 151.3 100.0 106.2 133.9 131.9 315.0 159.3
September........ 129.4 167.1 182.6 91.1 133.9 131.9 315.0 159.3
October. . . . 129.4 161.8 182.6 86.9 133.9 131.9 513.0 159.3
November. 134.8 165.4 182.6 104.5 133.9 131.9 453.0 184.4
December..n 135.0 180.5 179.7 113.9 133.9 136.5 423.1 187.5

0 Year................. 124-7 140-3 127-3 94-3 123-1 124-4 271-6 154-8

£ 1948

January......... 166.3 186.4 174.4 119.3 133.9 137.8 440.1 187.5
February.............. 173.5 184.0 174.4 117.2 133.9 136.3 423.1 190.9
March......... 174.0 183.4 168.3 111.0 133.9 134.9 404.2 190.9
April......... 173.8 183.6 170.4 121.2 133.9 134.6 383.4 190.9

Source: Table 6, Statistical Memorandum on Prices, Price Indexes and Other Data—Dominion 
.bureau of Statistics, February, 1948,
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TABLE 4.—MEAT ENQUIRY 

Summary of Operations, 1946-47

— November
1946

December
1946

January
1947

February
1947

Total
4 months

Volume (000 lbs.)
Canada Packers Packing Plants........... 56,218 36,381 32,219 31,982 156,800
Swift Canadian............................................ 37,016 25,642 22,066 25,953 110,677
Burns & Co................................................... 24,534 23,080 19,797 15,819 83,229

Total.................................................... 117,768 85,103 74,081 73,754 350,706

•
$ $ $ $ $

Profit from Meat Operations—
Canada Packers Packing Plants............ 127,228 144,128 L 49,286 95,964
Branches........................................................ 3,295 4,040 L 23,511 5,396

130,523 148,168 L 72,797 101,360 156,512

Swift Canadian............................................ 280,178 4,649L 73,641 38,792 387,962
Burns & Co.................................................... 61,578 118,172 130,837 57,556 368,143

Total................................................... 472,279 34,645L 277,275 197,708 912,617

i i i i i
Profit per lb. of meat sales—

Canada Packers.......................................... .23 .40L .23 .32 .10
Swift Canadian............................................ .76 .02 L .33 .15 .35
Burns & Co................................................... .25 .51 .66 .36 .44

Total................................................... .40 .04L .37 .27 .26

L = Loss.
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TABLE 4—MEAT ENQUIRY— Concluded 

Summary of Operations, 1947-48

—
November

1947
December

1947
January

1948
February

1948
Total

4 months

Volume (000 lbs.)—
Canada Packers Packing Plants........... 53,448 44,099 36,524 38,982 173,053

Swift Canadian............................................ 36,960 27,770 23,909 30,517 119,156

Burns & Co................................................... 23,049 19,855 19,804 17,609 80,317

Total................................................... 113,457 91,724 80,237 87,108 372,526

Profit from Meat Operations—
$ $ $ $ $

Canada Packers Packing Plants........... 1,207,582 480,273 500,963 16,727

Branches........................................................ 52,543 24,548 79,525 30,978

1,260,125 504,821 580,488 47,705 2,393,139

Swift Canadian............................................ 991,285

342,062

336,424

64,154

261,335 262,799 L

3.833L

1,326,245

569,452Burns & Co................................................... 167,069

Total................................... 2,593,472 905,399 1,008,892 218,927L 4,288,836

Profit per lb. of meat sales—
i t i i i

Canada Packers.............. 2.36 1.14 1.59 .12 1.38

Swift Canadian.................................. 2.68 1.21 1.09 .86L 1.11

Burns & Co............... 1.48 0.32 .84 .02 L .71

Total..................... 2.29 0.99 1.26 .25 L 1.15

L=Loss.
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